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PREFACE.

The United States Naval Medical Bulletin was first issued in
April, 1907, as a means of supplying medical officers of the United
States Navy with information regarding the advances which are
continually being made in the medical sciences, and as a medium
for the publication of accounts of special researches, observations,
or experiences of individual medical officers.
It is the aim of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery to furnish
in each issue special articles relating to naval medicine, descrip
tions of suggested devices, clinical notes on interesting cases, edi
torial comment on current medical literature of special professional
interest to the naval medical officer, reports from various sources,
historical essays, notes and comments on topics of medical interest,
and reviews or notices of the latest published medical books.
The bureau extends an invitation to all medical officers to prepare
and forward, with a view to publication, contributions on subjects
of interest to naval medical officers.
In order that each service contributor may receive due credit for
his efforts in preparing matter for the Bulletin of distinct origi
nality and special merit, the Surgeon General of the Navy will
recommend that a letter of commendation be forwarded to him upon
the acceptance of his manuscript for publication, and that a copy of
this letter be attached to his official record.
The bureau does not necessarily undertake to indorse all views or
opinions which may be expressed in the pages of this publication.

E. K. Stitt,
Surgeon General United States Navy.
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NOTICE TO SERVICE CONTRIBUTORS.

When contributions are typewritten, double spacing and wide margins are
•desirable. Fasteners which can not be removed without tearing the paper are
an abomination. A large proportion of the articles submitted have an official
form, such as letterheads, numbered paragraphs, and needless spacing be

tween paragraphs, all of which require correction before going to press. The
Bulletin endeavors to follow a uniform style in headings and captions, and
the editor can be spared much time and trouble and unnecessary errors can
be obviated if authors will follow in the above particulars the practice of
recent issues.
The greatest accuracy and fullness should be employed in all citations, as it
has sometimes been necessary to decline articles otherwise desirable, because it
was impossible for the editor to understand or verify references, quotations,
etc. The frequency of gross errors in orthography in many contributions is
conclusive evidence that authors often fail to read over their manuscripts after
they have been typewritten.

Contributions must be received two months prior to the date of the issue for
which they are intended.
The editor is not responsible for the safe return of manuscripts and pictures.

All materials supplied for illustrations, if not original, should be accompanied
by a reference to the source and a statement as to whether or not reproduction

bas been authorized.
The Bulletin intends to print only original articles, translations, in whole
<m in part, revieics, and reports and notices of Government or departmental
activities, official announcements, etc. All original contributions are accepted
on the assumption that they have not appeared previously and are not to be

reprinted elsewhere without an understanding to that effect.

VI
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SPECIAL ARTICLES.

THE NAVY DENTAL SCHOOL.

By the Faculty.

The Navy Dental School opened February 3, 1923, as the dental
department of the United States Naval Medical School.
Its purpose is to furnish postgraduate instruction in dental medi
cine to officers of the Dental Corps of the Navy and to train and
equip men of the Hospital Corps as assistants to dental officers.
Instruction is given in two courses of four months each, com
mencing in February and September.
The establishment of the school is the result of a recognition of
the value of dentistry in the Navy as a factor in assisting to preserve
the health of the personnel and an appreciation of the importance of
furnishing the highest class of dental skill that the profession affords.
The school is located on the grounds of the United States Naval
Hospital at Washington, D. C, in a building devoted to other uses
during the war which has been adapted to the requirements of the
instruction to be given.
No dental institution in this country is better equipped with instru
ments and appliances for carrying on dental instruction. Only the
most modern and well-tried equipment has been installed, and only
a sufficient amount has been purchased to meet present needs and to
allow for the addition of future improvements if such are developed.
The situation of the dental school, in close proximity to the main
building of the United States Naval Medical School, is such that its
students have the benefit of instruction in basic medical subjects at
the medical school proper. These subjects are taught by the officers
of the medical school faculty in connection with the instruction given
to medical officers of the regular class. The facilities of the medical
school proper are at the disposal of student dental officers, and the
joint instruction in bacteriology, medical diagnosis, and similar
subjects, the use of the museum of classified material, etc., is in
valuable.

A department of considerable importance to the school is the
prosthetic laboratory maintained to care for the needs of the service
in respect to the construction of prosthetic appliances and to provide
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instruction to both officers and hospital corpsmen in this branch of
dentistry.
The Surgeon General has authorized the construction in this
laboratory of crowns, bridges, artificial dentures, and all other ap
pliances in which the use of precious metals may be required, to be
furnished patients at Government expense and at the discretion of
the senior dental officer in charge with a view toward determining1
the expense which would be involved in extending this class of
dentistry to the entire service.
The operating clinic and surgical department, in addition to fur
nishing a means for instruction in operative dentistry and oral
hygiene, furnishes dental service to the naval hospital.
The first class under instruction is composed of 5 dental officers
and 10 hospital corpsmen, the latter to be trained as dental tech
nicians and assigned to dental duty only. It is expected that subse
quent classes will bear about the same ratio to the size of the Dental
Corps.

DESCRIPTION OF SCHOOL BUILDING.

The Navy Dental School is housed in a one-story building erected
as a part of the general expansion of the United States Naval Hos
pital, Washington, D. C, during the war, and turned over to the

< Naval Medical School some time ago to accommodate the activities
of the proposed dental school and the school of aviation medicine.
It is situated on the grounds of the hospital reservation somewhat
below the level of the hospital proper, on the river side, and faces
the new Lincoln Memorial.
The school proper consists of a small waiting room and business
office, from which there are two swinging doors opening on either

side into the two largest departments of the school. The operating
clinic on the right of the entrance is a room approximately 25 by 40
feet in size, containing a railed inclosure and desks for the officer in
charge and the dental nurse. Facing these desks is a row of five
electrodental operating units with chairs, cabinets, operating stands,

etc., each unit representing a complete dental office in itself operating

independently and according to a set standard. The position of all

chairs and other equipment is exactly the same; each has its own

sterilizer, waste receiver, light, etc. ; and every instrument used has

its own place to which it is returned after use. Electrodental units
and chairs are finished in mahogany; other equipment is in white

enamel and nickled steel.
The floor is covered with linoleum, which furnishes the required
amount of resiliency and dispenses with rubber operating mats. A
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large sterilizer in one end of the room represents the sick bay aboard
ship from which sterile linen towels, etc., are received and issued.
The room is lighted by a row of large windows extending across
the side of the building in front of the operating chairs, and the
natural light is supplemented on dark days by a double row of
specially constructed lights extending down the center of the clinic,
in addition to a Bosworth dental light at each chair.
Two doors open from the operating clinic into a passage at the
rear, from which in turn two entrances exist for passage to the
X-ray room and oral surgery. The X-ray room is approximately
20 by 10 feet in size and is equipped with a Wappler-type X-ray ma
chine having interchangeable medical and dental arms and a Cool-

edge tube. Opening from the X-ray room is a small dark room for
transillumination.
The oral surgery adjoins the X-ray room and is equipped with
the usual operating chair, cabinets, and specially designed instru
ments for the performance of all minor surgery about the mouth.
In this room and in the X-ray room are kept the greater part of the
special files, the desk of the officer in charge being screened from the
operating part of the room.
At the left of the waiting room a swinging door opens into the
prosthetic laboratory, which is the fargest of the rooms in the school.
The most modern type of prosthetic operating benches are ranged in
double files down the length of the room, the benches on the left of
the entrance being designed for the use of the student officers and
those on the right hand for the instruction of hospital corpsmen.
Each bench is piped for gas and air, and there is one lathe for every
two benches. There are 20 benches in all. ,

On the left of the entrance is the casting and soldering bench,
occupying half the width of the room and equipped with both Burns
and Marshall casting machines, porcelain furnace, etc. To the right
of the entrance is the vulcanizing bench and plaster bench. Each
prosthetic bench is equipped with a Supplee heating unit for model
ing compound.
At the lower end of the laboratory is a railed-off elevated in-
closure for the officer in charge, furnished with a desk, chairs, etc.,
and containing a large glassed-in set of shelves for the stowage of
supplies and instruments not in use. Opposite this inclosure is a

specially made bench and dental chair for impression work, sepa
rated from the main laboratory by an arrangement of movable cur
tains and poles.
A second entrance from the exterior of the building opens into
the locker room for hospital corpsmen and passageway extending
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from the prosthetic laboratory to the end of the building. Off this
passageway opens first the prosthetic clinic. This clinic is small, and
arrangements are being made for its enlargement. At present it
consists of but two chairs and cabinets for impression work.
The X-ray developing laboratory opens off the prosthetic clinic.
This laboratory follows the general pattern of laboratories of this
type and is equipped with specially constructed tanks for the devel
opment of a large number of films. In this laboratory is kept all the
film stock, developing material, extra parts, and material used in
X-ray work.
The first of the two lecture rooms in active use opens off the pas
sageway through the locker room. This room is used for lectures
by officers and corpsmen alike. It is equipped with the usual black
boards, chairs of the broad-arm type, a stereopticon for the projec
tion of films and slides used in lecture wo»k, and a part of the school
library. .
The second lecture room adjoins and is somewhat smaller, being
equipped in a similar manner.

THE GENERAL SERVICE ACTIVITIES OP THE SCHOOL.

The dental school has a threefold function. In addition to the
instruction being carried on, the institution provides a working
laboratory for the construction of special prosthetic appliances which
are being gradually introduced as a part of the dental service fur
nished the Navy, and which additional service, if found practicable,
will be extended eventually to embrace all ships and stations.
In connection with this prosthetic work, the following extracts
from, the indorsement of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery to a
letter requesting the removal of existing restrictions in the practice
of dentistry in the Navy will illustrate the work being undertaken :
" The bureau has had under consideration for more than a year the
matter of extending the scope of dental practice in the Navy, and has
already taken preliminary steps in that direction by the establish
ment of a dental school for the purpose of training officers in the
technique of prosthetic work and by the fitting up of a laboratory for
the manufacture of dental appliances.
"Arrangements are already under way for the establishment of a
second laboratory on the west coast and similar institutions elsewhere
as needs may arise ; these central laboratories are intended to do the
mechanical dental work for ships and stations throughout the entire
service, as the appropriations available will not permit of the estab
lishment of even the smallest laboratories at each station and on
board ship.
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"Attention is invited to the fact that these plans, already approved,
precede the abolishment of the existing restrictions in so far as
conditions warrant, and that no arbitraiy limitations have been
set for the future extension of dental practice, except those restric
tions made necessary by available moneys within the annual appro
priations, but the developments already under way at the dental
school and laboratory will be carefully studied, and the experience
.gained will guide the bureau as to what possible further expansion
may be gradually undertaken, and will determine whether increase
appropriations must be secured.
" The first and primary duty of the dental officer is ' to serve pro
fessionally the personnel of the naval service' in the preservation
of teeth and the prevention of disease, and prosthetic and other
more elaborate refinements of dentistry should not be undertaken
to the interference with this primary duty, or until such primary
•duty shall have been fulfilled.
" It is the bureau's intention to bear the cost of all dental materials
(including precious metals) used at the dental school, and the
laboratories established and in preparation, for at least a year or two,
in order to ascertain what will be the cost to the Government, and
to then determine whether the practice can be continued under ex
isting conditions, or if greater appropriations will be necessary.
Dental treatment is a part of 'medical attendance' (Comptroller's
•decision, December 20, 1919), and the just expenses therefor should
be defrayed by the Government when within the limits established
lay the department, which has administrative jurisdiction under the
law in the determination of the character and scope of the work
which shall be a public charge.
" With the present limited dental personnel it is not believed that
very much prosthetic and mechanical dental work could be under
taken in addition to, and without interfering with, the duties de
scribed; the experience gained at the dental school and laboratory,
however, will demonstrate how much may be safely authorized."
In compliance with this additional service the school laboratory,
by utilizing the services of the student officers detailed for instruc
tion, has undertaken and is carrying on considerable mechanical
work for the general service.
The third function of the school is to furnish dental service to the
United States Naval Hospital at Washington.
The Medical Department of the Navy maintains a well-equipped
dental clinic in all its hospitals, with the exception of the naval
hospital at Washington, D. C. The dental service for this hospital
was formerly furnished by the naval dispensary at the Navy Depart
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ment Building. Here a small laboratory was maintained, and a
number of dental officers were kept on duty to care for this work.
This laboratory has been discontinued and the number of dental
officers reduced, the dental service for the hospital now being given
at the dental school on the hospital grounds.
For some years it has been the custom to transfer to the naval
hospital at Washington patients in need of extensive dental treat
ment not procurable at other places, especially those cases where
there has been extensive loss of tooth structure by reason of accident
incident to service.
This custom is still in effect, and the work performed in the school
clinic and laboratory in caring for these cases is no inconsiderable
feature of the school activities.
This threefold function of the Navy Dental School operates so as
not to deprive the Navy of the services of such dental officers and
corpsmen who may be detailed to the school for instruction purposes.

NAVAL REGULATIONS, NAVAL CUSTOMS, AND DUTIES OF DENTAL.
OFFICERS.

The course in naval regulations, naval customs, and the duties of
dental officers consists of a series of lectures covering these subjects
and is designed to emphasize those duties of the dental officer which
have but little to do with his profession but are incumbent upon him
as a naval officer.
This course embraces an appreciation of those duties aboard ship
and ashore which a dental officer may be called upon to perform in
addition to his professional duties, and includes an outline of the

general policy of the corps in respect to a certain amount of differen
tiation to be shown in the character and class of the professional
services to be rendered.

It considers at length the importance of obtaining a proper appre
ciation of the relative value of the Dental Corps of the Navy, the
necessity and means by which it can cooperate with the Medical
Corps in order to function with greatest efficiency, and is designed
to promote unity of ideas and operation in all phases of work.
The importance of accuracy in recording treatment given, the dis
position and handling of records, the duties of dental officers as dif
ferentiated from medical officers, etc., is considered in this course in
addition to the importance of conforming to accepted naval customs.
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Rosier of instruction.

FOR STUDENT OFFICERS.

Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday. Friday. Saturday.

£-10. 9-10.30.

Bacteriology.

9-12.15. 9-10. 9-10. 9-9.30.

Inspection.Medical Depart
ment duties.

Dental pros
thesis.

Medical Depart
ment duties.

Preventive
dentistry.

10-12.15. 10.30-12. 10-12.15. 10-12.15. 9.30-12.

Dental pros
thesis.

Clinical den
tistry.

Dental pros
thesis.

Dental pros
thesis.

Dental pros
thesis.

12.15-1.15.

Noon hour— Luncheon.

12.15-1.30.

Drill.

1.15-4.30. 1.15-2.15.

Dental radiology.

1.15-2.15.

Bacteriology.

1.15-2.15. 1.15-3.30. 1.30-4.30.

Clinical den
tistry

Minor oral sur
gery.

Clinical den
tistry.

Clinical den
tistry.

2.154 JO. 2.15-3.30. 2.154.30.

Clinical den
tistry.

General pa
thology.

Clinical don-
tistry.

FOR DENTAL TECHNICIANS.

3.30-4 .30.

Haematology.

3.30-4.30.

Metallurgy.

Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday. Friday. Saturday.

9-10. 9-10. 9-11. 9-10. 9-10. 9-9.30.

Inspection.Bac t e r i o 1o g y
and oral pa
thology.

Chemistry and
metallurgy.

Dental radiol

ogy,^
group

D ent a 1anat
omy.

Prosthetic
technic lec
ture.

Oral prophy
laxis group
No. 2.

10-12.15. 10-12.15. 11-12.15.

Oral hygiene.

10-11. 10-12.15. 9.30-11.

Oral prophy
laxis.

Operative as
sist a n c e ,
group No. 2.

Dental anat
omy labora
tory.

Dental radiol-

ogy,2
group
Oral prophy-
Iaxis.

Prosthetic labo
ratory, group
No. 1.

11-12.15.

Dental histol
ogy.

Oral prophy
laxis, group
No. 1.

11-12.

Hospital Corps
Manual.

12.15-1.15.

Noon hour— Luncheon.

12.15-1.30.

Drill.

1.15-4.30.

Operative as-
i Stance, group

1.15-430. 1.15-1.30. 1.15-4.30. 1.15-3.30. 1.30-4.30.

No. 2.
Protbetlc labo-

Operative as
sistance,
group No. 1.

Prosthetic lab
oratory.

Operative as
sistance,
group No. 2.

Operative as
sistance,
group No. 1.

Clinical den
tistry labora
tory.

Prosthetic labo- Prosthetio lab.
oratory,
group No. 1.

Prosthetio lab-
oratory ,
group No. 2.227-

groap » <™P
i

3.30-1.30.

Field day.
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OPERATIVE DENTISTRY.

An endeavor is made to-have the curriculum embrace the standard
operative procedures of modern dental practice. Black's Operative
Dentistry is used as a textbook, and the procedures set forth therein
are denned. Conclusions reached by men of experience in civil
practice are quoted for the benefit of the student officers. Where
methods of treatment have given uniformly excellent results, these
are advised as standards which should be striven for in routine
practice.
The question of the treatment of teeth from which vital pulps
have been removed seems to have reached a uniform basis in only one

particular, and that is that strict asepsis is indicated during every
stage—gaining access to pulp, removal, enlarging of canals, and fill
ing of the same. An attempt to set forth the pros and cons of the
various methods advanced is of such magnitude that to undertake
it would only open for discussion a subject which is by no means
settled. It is hoped that the results of a series of scientifically con
ducted experiments in this direction will be available within the
next few months. These are being conducted under the auspices of
an internationally known institution where every facility has been
afforded, and the results when published will be of interest to the
dental and medical professions—to the former as authority for the
use or disuse of certain procedures, and to the latter for the bearing
which they undoubtedly will have on the phase of focal infection
in relation to non vital teeth which have received the best of dental
attention.

Stress, of course, is laid on the necessity of preserving the vitality
of pulps, and to this end operative procedures are outlined. It would
seem that the method advocated by Dr. Elmer Best, of attempting
to preserve the orginal outline of the pulp chamber in order to
prevent pressure and the intrusion of a foreign material against
the pulp tissues, offers the most fertile field of expectations in this
direction. The results of such practice are set forth in current
issues of the Journal of Dental Research, and a number due to
appear about the time of this writing is to contain a summary of the
replies received from a questionnaire on the subject sent by Doctor
Best to selected men throughout the United States. This should be
of vital interest to the dental profession. No doubt statistics from
the personal experience of Doctor Best will also appear, and these
will be of value as from an exponent of the practice of preserving
vitality with a modification of the operation known as pulp capping.
Needless to say, thousands of cases and an extended period of time
will be required for any work along this line to give a reasonable
degree of the expectancy of success for such operations. Pulpotomy
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has recently received a rude shock from pathologists, and more from

the same source may be in store in regard to some of the root canal
operations now advocated-
Five operating outfits have been installed in the clinic at the Navy
Dental School, with the idea of making practical procedures and
applications of principles set forth in an integral part of the course.
Each unit is fully equipped and represents approximately the facili
ties which are available, in the standard dental equipments. Pack

ages for sterile work are autoclaved once a week in sufficient quanti

ties, the autoclave representing the medical facilities of the ship or
station in this respect.
An endeavor is made to impress the principles of aseptic technic
in root canal work, with the idea in mind that in all instances pre
vious preparations have to be made with this end in view. Such
work is out of the question unless a definite technic has been worked
out and the necessary preparations previously made and instantly
available. The molten-metal sterilizer is in this respect an appliance
which could not be dispensed with. Prior to its advent asepsis in
dental operations was, practically speaking, not within the reach of
the usual dental office equipment.
~Sot a great deal can be said as to the treatment of pulpless teeth
in which putrescence has occurred, other than an effort should be
made to sterilize and fill with aseptic material, such as sterile gutta
percha. To go into the indications and contraindications for canal
fillings, amputations, and extractions would be but to review current
literature on the subject. Formalin and silver deposition are the only
medicaments which have given satisfactory laboratory findings in
producing sterility of the dentine. Formalin, however, has the well-
known property of devitalizing all living tissue with which it is
brought into contact, through the action of the formaldehyde gas in
causing liquefaction necrosis. Pathologists therefore state that it
should not be used where it can come into contact with vital tissue.
Its use would therefore seem precluded on account of its permeation
through the apical foramen as well as toward the peridental mem
brane. The deposition of silver as recommended by Howe has defi
nite limitations in two respects : First, it causes an intense permanent
discoloration of tooth structure which renders its use inadvisable in
any tooth visible; and, second, the use of formalin as the precipitat
ing agent frequently causes pain of such severe character as to make
one very cautions in its use.
Professional responsibility in the military service is inculcated,
and the greatest good to the greatest number has to be always borne
in mind. In times of national emergency, when a great influx of
recruits is encountered, military dental operations of necessity are
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restricted largely to the relief of pain, extractions, and surgical
attention.

Along the lines of preventive dentistry, the establishment and
maintenance of contacts is given a prominent place, as is also the
correction of the lines of force of occlusal stress as pointed out by
Dr. Frederick A. Bricker in his work on that subject.
Hospital corpsmen are trained in oral prophylaxis and such
mechanical work as they are considered competent to perform. In
the past no provision has existed whereby dental officers have been
able to utilize the services of trained assistants, due to the rotation-
duty schedule in existence for all members of the Hospital Corps.
It is the intention to assign for dental duty only members of the
Hospital Corps who have received training at the dental school.
Not only will they be able to assist at the chair, but will as occasion
permits be assigned to operating chairs, where they can render oral

prophylaxis. The number of dental officers is limited, and the addi

tional work which can be performed by men thus assigned should

result in the personnel of the service receiving more adequate dental
attention. A limited number of laboratories are to be established,
and to these will be assigned men graduating from the school who
show an aptitude for this type of work.
The Surgeon General of the Navy is affording to every corps

opportunities for instruction in the advancements of their profes
sions, and the result over a period of years should be for the material
betterment of service conditions.

PROSTHESIS.

The prosthetic course given at the school consists of full and
partial denture construction, crown and bridge work, including

various types of crowns and bridges, fracture appliances, and tooth
carving, in addition to chemistry and metallurgy.
The technic used for full denture construction is the Tench-Clapp
technic. This technic consists of full muscle trimmed upper im

pressions for which modeling compound is used, the lower impression
being knife trimmed and corrected for muscular or functional free
dom. All impressions are boxed and poured with Spencc plaster.
A careful study is made of the properties and behavior of compound
and its manipulation. Facial length and restoration is accom
plished by contour rims, and a careful study is made of face forms.
In all full cases an anatomical articulation is worked out which
includes the working, balance, and rest bites. The teeth are ground
with copper-carbo powder. The trial dentures are festooned, in
vested, packed, vulcanized, and polished by both the student officers

and corpsmen.
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The course in partial denture construction consists of an estimation
of the indications and contraindications for partial dentures, means
of retention, various materials used in their construction, sectional
compound impression technic for partial dentures, the construction
of partial dentures, selection of teeth, investing, packing, vulcan
izing, and polishing. The partial denture course consists also of a
consideration of the indications and contraindications for the use
of clasps which include the hand-bent clasp, cast clasp, cast clasp
with stop, Dresch attachment attached to cast clasp, wire-loop
clasp, etc.
The crown and bridge course consists of various types of crowns
and bridges. The indications and contraindications for crowns and
bridges are carefully studied. The types of crowns which are made
are the two-piece all-gold crown for bicuspids and molars, the cast-
cusp crown, the whole-cast crown, various types of Carmichael
crowns using a shoulder at the gingiva? or tapering it to a feather
edge, the so-called half-cast crown for bridge abutments, the cast-
base Richmond crown, the cast-base Davis crown, and various others.
The course in bridge work consists of fixed and removable bridges.
On all fixed bridges a stress breaker of some sort is resorted to. Most
bridges are constructed with tubular teeth, and those have porcelain
facings; a root of porcelain is fused on the facing. Correct lingual
anatomical contour is secured on all the ponts. Whenever possible
and conditions permit, a sanitary bridge is constructed for the lower
jaw. The removable-movable bridge work of Chayes's technic is
also taught.
Special attention is given to anatomical tootli form by carving
teeth in wax.
The cavity preparation taught for inlay and three-quarter crown
abutments is the Black cavity preparation and the Carmichael, or
modification of the Carmichael, preparation. All inlays and cast
crowns are made indirect-direct. That is

,
a die is made from an

accurate impression of the polished cavity preparation and the pat
tern is carved to suit the case. The pattern is then placed into the
cavity for final adjustment and is never put back on the die. Care
ful attention is given to the manipulation of inlay wax, investing
and burning out the wax from the flask, and casting.
The metallurgy course consists of a study of the metals used in
dentistry, their properties and uses; also various alloys and amal
gams and the recovery of precious metals from their alloys.
The student hospital corpsmen are being taught the manipulation
of inlay wax, making amalgam dies, carving wax patterns to ana
tomical tooth form, investing, burning out the wax pattern, and

46457—23 2
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casting. They are also being taught to box and pour impressions ;
set up the casts on a Gysi simplex articulator with the use of a face
bow; anatomical articulation; festooning the trial dentures; invest
ing, packing, vulcanizing, and polishing these dentures ; various types
of clasps are constructed; also the repairing of fractured dentures,
etc.

The corpsmen are given a course in elementary, nonmetallic chem

istry which includes chemical laws, a study of the nonmetallic ele
ments, their history, occurrence, preparation, properties, and uses.
Also the most important compounds of these nonmetallic elements are
studied.

The metallurgy course further consists of the study of the metals
used in the laboratory, which includes their history, occurrence,
preparation, properties, and uses of the various alloys and amalgams.

MINOR ORAL SURGERY.

The course in oral surgery has been designed to meet the general
requirements of the naval dental surgeon with particular reference
to his work in naval hospitals. It consists of a series of lectures in
oral diagnosis supplemented by clinical demonstrations in minor
surgery, the removal of impacted and nonerupted teeth, root resec
tion, fractures, maxillary sinusitis, cysts, etc.
The importance of dentistry as a factor in group medicine is given
thorough consideration, and it is one of the principal aims of this
instruction to acquaint the dental surgeon with a knowledge of the
value of his services in this respect. To this end methods of coopera
tion in general diagnosis and the relative importance of a thorough
scientific knowledge in carrying out these methods is made one of the
fundamental features of the course.
Careful attention is given to the general rules governing the treat
ment of all fractures; and the comparative value of various types
of appliances commonly employed in fracture reduction is reviewed
with special consideration to those types accepted as of particular
value in the treatment of fractures at sea. The construction and em

placement of splints is taught in connection with the course in pros
thesis.

The so-called surgical removal of abscessed teeth, in contradistinc
tion to ordinary surgical extraction, is discussed at length in an
effort to arrive at the relative value of these operations and when
they may be indicated.
The primary aim of the surgical course is to review the anatomy
of the head as applied to such minor oral surgery as the dental officer
may be called upon to perform, and supplement such instruction as
is usually taught in the dental colleges of the country by such modern
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methods of technique in the treatment of cases calling for surgical
interference as recent developments in dental science have proved of
advantage.

PATHOLOGY.

This subject is taught at the Navy Dental School in a joint lecture
and laboratory course which consists of a review of general pa
thology, with particular attention to oral pathology.
Attention is directed largely to those neoplastic and systemic dis
eases commonly manifested in the mouth, such as syphilis, tubercu
losis, malignancies, etc.
Dental pathology is so far differentiated from general pathology
in this course as to place special emphasis on the study and treat
ment of diseases of the gingivae and peridental membrane.
Special sections have been prepared for use in the study of the
peridental tissues, and a thorough knowledge of the histology and
functions of the pericemental membrane as a specialized organ is

provided for.
The laboratory facilities of the medical school are at the disposal
of the dental students, and microscopes and specially prepared slides
are kept at the school for clinical comparison and supplementary
study.
The technic of surgical elimination of all pyorrheal pockets and
a study of the results of this treatment as applied to the tissues
involved is a joint feature of this course with the instruction given
in oral surgical demonstrations.

DENTAL RADIOLOGY.

The adoption of the X ray as an adjunct to diagnosis in diseases
of the oral tissues has probably done more to revolutionize the prac
tice of dentistry than any other phase of its development.
The course given in radiology is a combined lecture-recitation-
demonstration course, embracing a study of the principles of the X
ray, a thorough knowledge of the X-ray machine and its method of
assembly and operation, the technic of exposure with an exhaustive
study of angles and their importance, of tubes and tube technic.
As the most important work of the radiologist is the correct inter
pretation of X-ray pictures and a study of the structure and patho
logical changes which may be shown in an effort to arrive at the
proper diagnosis in questionable cases, special emphasis is placed on
this feature of the course as given to student officers.
Hospital corpsmen are given the same instruction in general prin
ciples of manipulation of the machine, with special consideration of
its care and a thorough training in developing, mounting, and other
accessory features of the work.
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Both medical and dental arms of the X-ray machine are used, and
all phases of the work are given the exacting care that radiology
requires in order to make it of value.

FOREIGN BODIES OF DENTAL ORIGIN IN THE AIR AND FOOD PASSAGES.1
By Dr. Louis H. Clerf,« Philadelphia, Pa.

With an increasing frequency in the recognition of foreign body
cases there has been a relative increase in the number of foreign body
cases of dental origin that have come to the bronchoscopie clinic. A
recent summing up of these cases* show a total of 40 foreign bodies
which include artificial dentures, teeth or fragments thereof, gold
crowns, dental instruments,* amalgam fillings, orthodontic appli
ances, and one gold bridge.
An analysis of the circumstances attending the occurrence of these
accidents shows an absence of carelessness on the part of the dontist,
and they can be classed as purely accidental. When one reflects on
the enormous numbers of patients that are examined and treated by
dentists and the comparative infrequency of these accidents, it is

,

indeed, a great tribute, to the skill of the dental profession.
Artificial denhires in most instances were defective or badly fitting,
and the patient very carelessly continued to wear them in that con
dition. The denture may become dislodged during sleep, anesthesia,
epileptic seizure, or any condition producing unconsciousness, or
when eating, and is then either swallowed or aspirated. Of the 12
cases, 11 lodged in the esophagus and 1 in the left bronchus.
Case Fbdy. 887 was swallowed while the patient was asleep. The
denture was defective, having broken three years previously, and was
worn constantly in this condition. Case Fbdj\ 965, originally sup
porting three upper teeth which had been broken off 25 years before,
was swallowed while eating. The plate was worn to protect the
gums. Case Fbdy. 937 was swallowed while the patient was sleep
ing. It was defective, one of the hooks to hold it in place having
been lost. Case Fbdy. 669 was swallowed when the denture broke
while in the patient's mouth. Case Fbdy. 1107, a badly fitting
denture, was swallowed while the patient was eating. Cases Fbdys.
1032 and 1074, both badly fitting, were swallowed during epileptic
seizures. Case Fbdy. 773 was aspirated in the left bronchus when
the patient, falling unconscious, broke his tooth plate.
Aspiration o

f teeth.—Portions of a crushed tooth or even an entire
tooth may be aspirated during exodontia, especially when a general

• From the bronchoscopie clinic, Jefferson Hospital.

■ Formerly lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

* Jackson, Chevalier. Peroral Endoscopy and Laryngeal Surgery. Textbook, 1914.
Laryngoscope Co., St. Louis.

4 Jackson. Chevalier. Observation on Uie Tathology of Foreign Bodies In the Air and
Food Passages. Mutter Lecture. 1917. Surg., Gyn. and Obstet March, 1919.
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anesthetic is used. The almost general use of the upright position,8
combined with stertorous breathing during anesthesia, especially
when nitrous oxide is used, are of etiological importance in this ac
cident. In one case of tooth aspiration a local anesthetic was used.
In the remaining nine cases a general anesthetic was given. Case
Fbdy. 709 was aspirated during the extraction of 20 teeth under ether
anesthesia. It was not recognized until five years after, that all the
symptoms were due to a foreign body. Case Fbdy. 752 was aspirated
in the right bronchus when 5 teeth were removed under nitrous oxide
anesthesia. Case Fbdy. 844, a portion of a crushed tooth was lost
during extraction under somnoform. Case Fbdy. 1121 was removed
from the Tight stem bronchus three months after extraction of 2 teeth,
and case Fbdy. 1136 from the right main bronchus two months after
10 teeth had been removed. Both cases were done under gas an
esthesia. Case Fbdy. 840 was one of 14 teeth extracted under chloro
form. Case Fbdy. 966 was lost when 19 teeth were pulled under gas
anesthesia. It was missed immediately after operation, but was be
lieved to have been accounted for later.
Gold tooth crowns. — In one instance —case Fbdy. 653—the band
of the crown was accidentally lost while attempting to fasten it to
the tooth. While attempting to loosen a crown—case Fbdy. 855—it
suddenly sprang loose and disappeared in the pharynx. In another
case—case Fbdy. 882—a crowned tooth was being extracted under
gas anesthesia. The pharynx had been carefully packed off.' The
crown slipped from the forceps and disappeared, although the root
was retained in the forceps' grasp. In these three cases the loss was
accidental. It was recognized immediately, and with the Koentgen
ray the foreign body was located in the right bronchus in two cases
and in the left bronchus in the remaining one. Bronchoscopic re
moval was effected under local anesthesia.
Dental instruments.—There has been but one kind of dental in
strument found as a foreign body in the bronchoscopic clinic,
namely, a broach canal reamer. Because of its construction and the
rotary motion imparted to it when used, an insecure grasp is afforded.
This, combined with the sudden jumping of the patient, are con-
tributary factors in the occurrence of this accident. Of the nine
cases, all were aspirated into a bronchus. Among all the cases in
which bronchoscopy was done there was but one case of failure to
remove the dental reamer. This occurred in the early days of bron
choscopy, when all the aids to successful removal were not available.
To-day removal in such a case could be successfully done.

■Jackson, Cberifller. Foreign Bodies In the Larynx, Trachea, Bronchi, and Esophngus
EMologleally Considered. Trang. Sect. Laryn., Otol. and Rhln., A. M. AJ 1817. Pp.
86-56.
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Amalgam fillings are usually lost during extraction, especially if
the tooth is crushed by the forceps. Of the two cases noted, one
filling— case Fbdy. 716—was lost and aspirated when six teeth were
extracted under gas anesthesia.
Orthodontic appliances are often defective or are improperly ap
plied by the patient. Case Fbdy. 1094 was lost in the pharynx while
being adjusted. Case Fbdy. 1106 disappeared during an abdominal
operation under general anesthesia. Its absence was noted by the
patient, but it was not discovered in the left bronchus until 14 months
after, when he was examined by the Roentgen ray on admission to a
sanitarium for supposed pulmonary tuberculosis. Case Fbdy. 1130,
a spreading brace, was swallowed while ice cream was eaten. The
patient, who applied the apparatus daily, failed to properly secure
one of the ends.
Gold bridge. —In this instance, case Fbdy. 675, a three-tooth bridge
accidentally slipped while being fitted and was aspirated into the
right main bronchus. Bronchoscopic removal under local anesthesia
was done.

Conclusions.—All dentures should be kept in good repair and
properly fitted. The mouth should be carefully inspected for den
tures, loose teeth, and any loose corrective appliance before ad
ministering a general anesthetic, and the same precaution should be
taken in all cases of unconsciousness. Persons wearing dentures
should always remove them before going to sleep.
In exodontia, especially under a general anesthetic, packs should
be properly placed to prevent aspiration of teeth fillings or crowns.
Every tooth, fragment, or filling should be accounted for in the
same manner as the abdominal surgeon accounts for sponges and
instruments used before completing the operation.
Orthodontic appliances should be securely fixed in situ, as appli
cation by the patient is often carelessly done.

If there is any question about the loss of a tooth, appliance, or
filling, careful Roentgen-ray examination of the chest should be
immediately insisted upon. Only in this way can the reputation of
the dentist be safeguarded and the interests of the patient served.

SURGICAL TREATMENT 07 CHRONIC SUPPURATIVE PERICEMENTITIS.

By W. L. Darnall, lieutenant commander, Dental Corps, United States Navy.

To successfully treat any diseased condition we must first have
definite knowledge concerning its etiology and pathology, so in
discussing the surgical treatment of chronic suppurative pericementi-
'
tis, or, as it is more generally termed, pyorrhea, we will first consider
the etiology and pathology of diseased peridental tissues.



Fio. 2. — Incision made
through the labial sura
from cuspid to cuspid,
eliminating all four
pockets.
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Fig. 3.— Showing elimination of pockets which encircle the tooth.
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There has been a marked tendency in the past to consider a definite
etiologic factor in chronic suppurative pericementitis instead of the
correlation of all the influences which tend to produce the condition.
Inflammation caused by deposits of salivary calculus alone was long
held to be the true cause of this disease. Then the theory of bacterial
origin came into vogue. It was held by many that the cause of this
disease was primarily one of bacterial invasion, but nothing was
ever proven to implicate bacteria as an exciting cause ; nevertheless,
the pathology is so closely associated with infection that we must

recognize its importance as a secondary factor. Trauma and dis
turbed function also have been alleged causative factors. While it
has been impossible to definitely determine any one etiologic factor as
a whole, it is generally considered by the leading dental pathologists
that these foregoing influences, such as trauma, irritation, metabolic
disturbances, and microbic invasion, all constitute a vicious circle in
the causation of suppurative peridental diseases.
With the cause in dispute, the fact can not be denied, however,
that chronic suppurative pericementitis always begins as a gingival
irritation, followed by a breaking down of the floor of the sub
gingival space, exposing the adjacent tissues to infection and irrita
tion, the changes which take place in the peridental membrane repre
senting a normal reaction to chronic, irritation.
On account of irritation the fibers of the peridental membrane
within the area involved become swollen, and the swelling is followed

by a disintegration of their substance, a breaking down of their con
tinuity and liquefaction. The vessel walls of the membrane become
thickened and finally obliterated. Then an osteoclastic action begins
throughout that portion of the alveolar process supporting the fibers
which have become detached. In this connection G. V. Black calls
attention to the fact " that we might expect the fibers of the peri
dental membrane and the alveolar process to disappear as a purely
physiological process of absorption following the severance of the
membrane from the cementum regardless of continued progress of
pathologic invasion." Microscopic examination of the affected tis
sues at this stage shows extensive projections of the gingival epi
thelium into the submucous tissue, and at times this epithelium grows
down to the new line of attachment of the fibers, with the cementum
forming a new gingiva.
Probably the most important factor in the pathology of these so-
called pus pockets is the denudation of the cementum. As a result
of these suppurative processes with subsequent detachment of the
peridental fibers from the cementum, the cementoblasts within this
area are exposed to the irritation of bacterial invasion and die. The
denuded cementum, being very porous, readily absorbs toxins,
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thereby rendering itself negative to any reaction the living cells
within the overlying tissue might show toward a reattachment
The aim of treatment has been an effort to secure the reattachment
of the soft tissues to the cementum of the tooth and the treatment
based more or less on the symptoms presented has led many in their
enthusiasm to believe that by removing local irritants and applying
local remedies a cure could be obtained. Hence many have directed
their efforts along this line.
This is particularly true in their attitude toward well-established
pockets. In undertaking a treatment with the hope of securing
reattachment of the peridental fibers to the cementum, scaling of the-
cemental surfaces has long been held the only logical procedure, los
ing sight of the pathological changes which the different tissues un
dergo. The cementoblasts having died, the pus-soaked cementum

may be considered analogous to necrotic bone tissue, and any cur-
retment of its surface with the hope of securing reattachment of the
soft tissues to its surface is like attempting to produce a reattachment
of the sequestrum of necrotic bone.
The theory that localized infections about the roots of teeth may
be a dominant factor in the production of secondary systemic infec
tion has been generally recognized for some time; and as the im
portant factor in the treatment of any systemic complication depends
on the early removal of the focus, the elimination by surgical means
of these pus pockets which are a constant menace to the health is but
a logical and sane treatment
The method of treatment about to be described is practical and ig
not of such a surgical nature as to be considered beyond the scope of
the average dentist. True it may be claimed that the basis for this
procedure was laid down by Riggs years ago, but in those days there
was no definite knowledge of the pathology and very little known as
to the real cause. It remained for Black and his associates to revive
the principles of the treatment, but only after extensive research into
the histo-pathology of the condition and arriving at some definite
conclusions as to its etiology.
A general survey of the case to be treated should be made. This
consists of a thorough examination of the gingivae and supporting
tissues, supplemented with radiographs of the entire denture.
The depth of the pockets are determined by using a very thin flat
explorer with rounded edges, angled so that it conveniently passes
down between the gum and the teeth as far as the membrane is
detached. As some of the severest forms of this disease begins in the
depth of the subgingival space and are not visible to the eye until
more or less destruction of the tissues takes place, it is important as
a preventive measure that we determine the presence or absence of
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pockets in positions where the investing tissues of the teeth appear
to be normal.
In differentiating between those teeth where extraction is indicated
and those for surgical treatment, it must be remembered that' the
deeper the pocket the less attachment of the membrane and greater
is the indication for extraction. The important factor in the im
mediate success of this operation is the remaining amount of attach
ment, and we must carefully judge those teeth where the detachment
has progressed beyond the middle third of the root, for usually in
their case the result is inevitable.
Black in his treatment of this disease divides the cases which pre
sent themselves to the dentist into three groups: First, those in
which the pockets are on the labial or buccal surface; second, those
involving the proximal surface; third, those wherein the pocket
encircles the tooth. In all cases we endeavor to accomplish two
things, i. e., to remove all overlying tissue to the depth of the pocket
exposing the root and to protect the exposed edges of process by
trimming it slightly lower than that of the gum tissue so that the
latter will overlap the bone, thereby promoting healing and prevent
ing necrosis of the bony structure.
In operating on those included in the first group the incision is
made along the line of a gradual curve to the bottom of the pocket.
All tissue is removed and the root exposed ; then, holding the gum
tissue back, the operator trims the crest of the alveolus j ust below its
margin, allowing the gum to fold back over. We find in considering
pockets on the labial side of the upper incisor that their depth will
sometimes contraindicate treatment, on account of the appearance of
the exposed root. Pockets on the lingual side of the upper teeth are
less apt to give good results, on account of the heavy process which,
when trimmed, forms a shelf next to the tooth.
In cases of the second group, with pockets on the proximal surface,
we will have to remove both hard and soft tissues on the labial and
lingual surfaces to the depth of the pocket. Take, for example, the
six lower anterior teeth. Starting our incision at the distal border
of the left cuspid we bring the incision across the gingiva, curving
it gradually, using the deepest pocket as our objective, then bringing
it up to the border of the opposite cuspid, endeavoring to include
in the line of incision the base of all pockets. This procedure is
repeated on the lingual side. As destruction of the soft tissues
always takes place in advance of the absorption of bone, we find it
necessary not only to trim the alveolus in order to allow the gum
tissue to fold over the crest of the bone but to remove the diseased
tissue in the interproximal space, thus leveling the base of the
pocket to facilitate the growth of epithelium across the space.
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After making our incisions we take a Black's chisel of convenient
angle and, using the incision as a guide, force the blade through the
thin bone of the alveolus. This is repeated at each tooth; then
with an upward scraping motion both hard and soft tissues will be
removed. Next with a thin-bladed chisel we remove all granula
tion tissue, together with the necrotic bone within the interproximal
space, making sure that we eliminate all portions of the pocket and
smoothing off the surfaces with either chisels or burs. Care must be
exercised in using burs, however, not to injure the tooth structure.
In group 3, or those cases in which the pocket encircles the tooth,
the treatment consists of removing the soft tissue and trimming the
edge of the bone with a chisel as in the preceding groups. In ex
tensive involvements of this type it is best to divide the mouth into
two, three, or even four parts, operating each at different intervals.
The after treatment consists in irrigating the area exposed with
warm salt water until bleeding has stopped. Eliminate as much as
possible the organizing of a blood clot. This lessens the risk of
infection and permits the epithelium to cover over the exposed space
much more rapidly. The patient upon being dismissed should be
instructed to use a warm salt-water solution as a mouth wash, forc
ing the liquid back and forth through the spaces, thereby dislodg
ing the food debris and mechanically cleaning the areas. The teeth
will be slightly sore for some time and will respond quickly to ther
mal changes for a few days, but this discomfort gradually wears off.
Only in one case of the many operated upon at the Northwestern
University Dental School was it necessary to relieve the sensitiveness
by the use of silver nitrate crystals.
In advocating this method of procedure it is felt that it is es
pecially adapted for use in the naval service. The operation is
completed within a short time, all pus pockets are eliminated, very
little after treatment is necessary, and the results are satisfactory.
The general care and cleanliness of the mouth are easily maintained,
and the infection can be overcome rapidly.
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MANIPULATION OF AMALGAM.

By H. B. Harvey, Lieutenant Commander, Dental Corps, United States Navy.

The subject of the manipulation of amalgam is one which is of
the utmost importance to the general practitioner, and it may be
interesting to know that competent authorities assign relative values

to the metal filling materials in common use as follows: First gold
foil, second amalgam, and third gold inlays. There are places,
of course, where inlays are indicated on account of factors which
will readily present themselves to the mind, but the above is the
result of observation and thought by careful technicians who are
qualified to judge and whose judgment must be given consideration.
In common with most any material, amalgam restorations may
be a menace to the integrity of the tooth, provided a knowledge of
its properties are not borne in mind and the principles of its ma
nipulation are not mastered. It may seem to the uninitiated that
nothing could be simpler than the incorporation of mercury with the
alloy as furnished by the manufacturers and the placing of the
resultant mass in the cavity. Nothing original is claimed in the
presentation of the subject herein, but familiarity often leads to
contempt, and so daily manipulation of materials without an occa
sional check up may lead one into changes in technic which may very
materially affect results.
Fortunately for the profession, manufacturers supply alloys which
conform to the scientific requirements set forth in 1895 by Dr. G. V.
HIack, when he gave to the profession the theory of the "balanced
•alloy." His work explained the reasons for the lack of uniformity
©f results which would be obtained under the same conditions with
alloys of exactly the same percentage formula? at different times.
In fact, his researches have removed the stigma formerly attached to
amalgam restorations, and to-day under proper manipulation it
proves in many cases the ideal material. He showed how to balance
the composite metals of the alloy by counteracting the expansion of
one by the contraction of another, how to control the flow, and by
annealing to artificially age it so that the setting could be controlled.
The second volume of his Operative Dentistry contains his experi
ments and the conclusions reached, which will not be dealt with here
in detail.
Zinc is regarded by some as a factor in alloys which can not be
definitely controlled, but it is significant that a small percentage of
this metal is contained in those which enjoy the highest of reputa
tions and which in unbiased scientific tests have proven to fulfill the
most exacting requirements.
A few words on the properties of the elements which compose
alloys may help to an understanding of the technic of manipulation
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and insertion. Silver contributes expansion and strength; tin con
tributes contraction and easy working ; copper contributes unchange-
ability and strength ; zinc contributes toughness. The last three may
well be considered as modifiers for the silver and, being base metals,
as necessary evils. The properties of silver are such as to render it
unsuitable for the purpose without modification.
Mercury has a decided affinity for tin, almost similar to that of
blotting paper for water, while its affinity for silver, copper, and
zinc is so much less that upon adding mercury to a mixture of these
metals it at once unites with the tin and will incorporate with the
remaining metals only with difficulty. Here we reach the first most
important step in the proper manipulation —that of forcible tritura
tion in the mortar. An important addition to the dental cabinet is a
three-minute sand glass. After the mercury is added to the filings
in the mortar, the glass is inverted and forcible trituration is made
for one minute and a half, or until half of the sand has run through
the glass; a psychic factor, perhaps, is that with the end of the time
in sight, more forcible pressure will be exerted on the pestle and a
more thorough incorporation nf the metals effected. This can not be
neglected when the fact is borne in mind that the mercury has a
decided affinity for the tin and much less for the other metals present.
The result to be desired is that during a minute and a half the
mercury be made to unite with all the particles of the silver, copper,
and zinc as well as with the tin.
We hear of weighing the proportions of alloy and mercury, but
by experience it has been found that tliis is not essential ; an excess
of mercury is necessary, but in this reason must be used. The alloy
will take up only so much mercury, the remainder being present to
form in excess a sloppy mass. Excess mercury is removed by pres
sure, and the point has here been made that in expressing it the bal
ance of the alloy may be disturbed, and this in fact is a possibility
if a thorough incorporation of all metals present has not been made.
For instance, with weak-kneed trituration the mercury may have
united with all of the tin and only a portion of the other metals, and
logically an expression of the excess from such a mix would be ex
pected to disturb the balance. However, if a proper mix is made,
experiments have shown that the metals have been removed in prac
tically the same proportions as they exist in the alloy. All this
however, is not to the effect that more mercury should be added than
is required to make a uniformly easily plastic mass without evidence

of sloppiness. Mercury is added as desired to produce a mass which

presents a highly polished, smooth, lustrous surface, which sticks to
the mortar as trituration proceeds and just falls away from the sides
of the mortar a little as it is jarred. After a minute and a half the
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plastic mass is transferred to the palm of the hand and mulled, not
rolled, with the thumb of the other hand; that is

,
it is pressed out

with a pulling motion to flatness, and this is continued to further
incorporate the metals until crepitus is felt. If the proportions of
alloy and mercury are right the mass should make a smooth mix
which will take a good impression of the lines on the fingers without
being sloppy ; should be capable of being rolled into a long, slender
roll without much breaking ; and lastly should not change form when
kneaded into a ball. This final mixing may be done in a rubber
finger stall or otherwise as desired.
At this place may a simile be given ? When it is desired to work
metals they are heated to fluidity with a blowpipe, and if it is de
sired to retain this molten state it is necessary to keep the heat of
the flame on the metals. For the sake of comparison, the mercury
may be considered as the blowpipe which is keeping the metals mol

ten; and as half of the mix is to be kept plastic to complete the last
portion of the filling, the mass is divided into equal parts, and to one

is added a little more mercury ; this is mulled and laid on one side,
so to speak, in the molten state. Any remaining excess is expressed
between the thumb and finger from the other part and it is ready
for immediate use.

The matrix having been previously adjusted, the first portion of
the mass, or that which has had the excess removed, is used to make
the first portion of the filling, using medium-sized pieces. If in place
of this plastic mass a small piece of sponge saturated with water
were placed in the cavity, what would happen when force was applied
with the face of a plugger? The water would be expressed toward
the sides and would come up over the plugger point ; and while the
sponge would be confined under the plugger, the water would escape

b
y the margins or over the plugger. Bearing in mind that the mass

with which we are dealing has still an excess of mercury incorpo
rated in it

,

the same thing will happen as we force the plugger on
the amalgam placed in the cavity ; the mercury will be forced away
from the mass directly under the face of the plugger and toward
the sides of the cavity and the margins. Now, it so happens that
these are the very places in the filling which should contain a ma
terial which will set and become hard, which is not the case when
amalgam contains an excess of mercury. For instance, should large,
round, broad-faced pluggers be used during the packing, the force

o
f

the pressure being transmitted directly under the plugger will
condense the mass there and leave it weak at the margins, it being
impossible to adequately approach the margins with such a plugger.
When an attempt is made to do so it results in forcing the mercury
toward the places where pressure can not be brought to bear; that
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,

in angles and cavity margins and sides. The ideal condition is

one in which all the excess mercury is forced toward the top or open
part of the cavity, and this is what is attempted. Pluggers are
selected, Black's by preference, which offer a Variety of suitable
shapes, and from these one is taken which will most accurately fit
into the angles and will when the position is changed entirely cover
the gingival margins. With the sponge in mind we press the plugger
firmly down through the mass, intent on condensing the mass directly
under the face of the plugger ; this pressure is made with considerable
force, and as the downward pressure is completed it is held there
for a momentary period to allow the mercury to escape toward the
open part of the cavity. The angles, margins, and walls are succes
sively packed down with strong, steady pressure, no tapping, and
the plugger left momentarily as the material is condensed beneath it.
Several pieces are added, usually the first half of the mix, which
should half fill the cavity, or a little more. When this has been
correctly done the entire surface of the material which is exposed to
the opening of the cavity will be found to consist of a very sloppy
mix which will contain all excess mercury. This is removed with a

suitable instrument, excavator or what not, until the firm material
underneath is reached. A test made at this point by using great
pressure on a small-faced instrument should result in no more than

a dent being made in the amalgam in the cavity ; in other words, the
entire mass remaining in the cavity should be hard, firm, and prac
tically free from excess mercury. As the margins and gingiva have
been condensed, a slight excess of mercury may have been expelled
between the matrix and the tooth, but the majority of it will escape
by the surface.
After the softened surface of the filling has been removed and a

hard dense mass has been reached, that portion of the original mix
which was laid aside is now used in exactly the same manner, ex
pressing between the thumb and the fingers any excess which can be
so driven off. The same forceful steady strokes of the plugger down
through the material are repeated until the occlusal margins are
reached. The mouth of the cavity or exposed surface of the filling,
as it now is

,

will be found to be covered with very soft filling
material; this is removed and more of the original mix is added.
While condensing in the cavity, the walls and matrix have served
as a means of confining the pressure, but the resistance of these is

lost when the occlusal surface is reached. Were the filling to be
finished by merely removing the excess of softened material, we
would find that the margins contained a mixture in which too much
mercury was present. The material would set after a fashion, but
would never become hard and dense, thus leaving the filling weak at
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one of its most important points and depriving the amalgam of its
edge strength. To compensate for lack of retaining walls, the technic
is changed a little at this point by taking the remainder of the mix
and forcibly expressing in chamois skin with pliers any material
which can be driven off. This mass is then divided into several
pieces and is wafered on the surface of the filling; that is

,
a portion

is flattened, placed on the filling adapted with a broad-faced plugger,
and over this a large smooth instrument or burnisher is placed and
the handle of this instrument tapped lightly sideways with another
small instrument. This has the effect of bringing into the very dry
mass on the surface of the filling any near-by mercury, which is

necessarily derived from the surface and margins of the filling
beneath. This is repeated a time or two and the filling is then ready
for finishing. The result of the above technic is a filling of such
strength that it can not be crushed or broken with any force which
the fingers can bring to bear upon it with an instrument, but, strange
to say, il can be carved or trimmed without effort by using a cutting
instrument.

If a filling is placed in the manner described without previous
separation of the teeth, it is useless to attempt to restore contact,
because the filling material can not be burnished or pushed down
after the matrix is removed; it can be carved with ease, but other
wise its form can not be changed.
Separation, either previous or immediate, is essential in the con
struction of fillings with the above technic when contacts are to be
restored, and without them the filling, however well inserted, must

b
e classed as a failure. The choice of election in the matter of sep

aration for amalgam fillings seems to be immediate separation with
the Perry separators. These have a double bow and are con
structed so that they will not slip toward the gingiva; if the teeth
are short, a piece of base-plate gutta-percha should be softened and
placed on the occlusal surfaces of the teeth as rest for the bows. A
most valuable feature of their construction is that tjiey are adapted
to securely hold against dislodgment matrix steel which should be
cut and fitted for each tooth. Details of the preparation of matrices
for this purpose are set forth at length in Doctor Black's book,
mentioned in the fore part of this article. Just a word here re
garding the sterilization of these separators. Boiling is to be pre
ferred, but it is questionable if this would prove satisfactory, due to
the threaded portion of the appliances becoming water-logged, with
subsequent rust formation. They should work easily and freely
when the wrench is applied, and failure to thoroughly dry and oil
the threads after each boiling would soon result in their becoming
useless. Some operators doubtless discount this possibility by not

46457—23 3
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sterilizing them. Saturating them with alcohol and burning it off
is recommended; with a touch of oil to threads, after each steriliza
tion, this should prevent them from binding.
Not only do the Perry separators establish and maintain separa
tion during the operation but they relieve strain on the peridental
fibers to a large extent by lifting the teeth slightly from the alveolus
when properly adjusted. They also will tighten up on loose contacts
between adjacent teeth, thus a filling may be inserted which will
restore the contact of the tooth in which it is placed and maintain
contacts between the adjacent teeth. Contacts are so often reduced
in mature adult life through abrasion of tooth surfaces during nor
mal mastication due to individual tooth movement; also this may
occur as the result of traumatic occlusion, and, last but not least,
bodily movement of adjacent teeth or drifting, as it is termed, may
have resulted from the existence of the vary carious area which is
being cut away and filled.
The details set forth above go for naught unless a properly bal
anced alloy is used. Shrinkage is absolutely contraindicated, and to
avoid this alloys should be used which show an initial expansion of
not more than three ten-thousandths of an inch. This slight expan
sion is considered advantageous, as it locks the filling in the cavity so
tightly that space for bacteria to enter does not exist around the
margins. The use of such an alloy when properly inserted also pre
vents discoloration of tooth structure, as in the past the most prolific
cause of this annoying factor has been found to be an improper
adaptation of the filling material to the cavity walls and margins
either through a poor operative technic or the use of a low-grade
alloy. The Navy supplies a balanced Black alloy, so that one factor
in a careful technic is cared for.
Dr. Thomas P. Hinman some years ago conducted a series of tests
of the manipulation of amalgam by sending to prominent dentists in
different parts of the country prepared cavities and asking them to
fill these with amalgam according to their usual procedure and to
return them to him for tests. He failed to find a filling which was so
accurately adapted to the cavity walls that it would withstand a few
pounds of air pressure without leaking. The conclusions reached
were that all who had inserted fillings for the tests used the amalgam
too dry, or, in other words, that from which too much mercury had
been expressed before the material was packed in the cavity. To
overcome the defect he advocated a technic resembling that given in
this paper.
Insert the filling, taking advantage of its plasticity and adaptabil
ity, and then remove the excess mercury. A filling placed according
to the details set forth will be a revelation to those who have not
practiced this method or seen it demonstrated.
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THE RELATION OF MODERN DENTISTRY TO GROUP DIAGNOSIS AS CON
DUCTED AT THE NAVAL HOSPITAL, SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
By L. C. Montgomery, Lieutenant, Dental Corps, United States Navy.

The dental surgeon who aims to practice successfully preventive
dentistry should not only be well grounded in his own special branch
but should have a good working knowledge of general medicine, in
order that his attention may be directed to bidden foci of infection
connected with the teeth which may be responsible for an obscure
pathological condition in some distant part of the body.
The danger which may lurk in a hidden dental infection is not
fanciful. Dr. Lewellys F. Barker, of Johns Hopkins Hospital,
speaking in this connection in reference to Streptococcus viridans,
said : " I have personally observed 20 cases of viridans endocarditis,
and every one of the patients is dead." So we may see the dental
surgeon has a grave responsibility in treating infections of the
teeth.

In a paper read before the Chicago Dental Society in 1913, Dr.
Charles H. Mayo remarked: "The next great step in preventive
medicine must come from the dentists. Will they make it ? " Fol
lowing this hint there came a deluge of extracted teeth—good, bad,
and indifferent—removed without serious study and before the devel
opment of the diagnostic methods available to-day. Naturally there
occurred a reaction, in which there was a tendency to refrain from
dental interference until systemic conditions justified the removal of
the teeth. The tendency to-day is to endeavor to make an early
diagnosis, and if the pathological condition of a tooth points to an
unfavorable prognosis prompt removal is indicated.
A great deal can be done, however, to preserve a tooth by proper
treatment. By cleaning out and filling all cavities and smoothing
the margins of restorations much infection may be removed and even
cancer of the tongue prevented. Teeth properly treated may remain
in a sound condition for years. This fact was recently pointed out
by Dr. U. G. Rickert, of Ann Arbor, Mich., who, in an address before
the New Jersey State Dental Society in May, 1922, said : " We have
convincing evidence that properly treated teeth may remain aseptic
for many years, having cultured cases that were found aseptic at the
apices many years after treatment."
Treated teeth should be frequently examined by the X ray and
subjected to a pulp test by heat or preferably electricity. Teeth
which are clinically sound and show no defect when examined by
roentgenography may be found to be nonvital by the pulp test.
Transillumination of the teeth and adjacent structures will fre
quently throw light on pathological conditions. Treated teeth—that
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is
,

those which have been subjected to conservative pulp surgery
under aseptic conditions— in which the apices are not denuded and
which contain a well-inserted, root canal tilling passing into but not
through the apex and which resemble adjacent healthy teeth in that
there is no destruction of the surrounding tissue should be considered
healthy. However, as root canal filling is a preventive and not a

curative procedure, these teeth require frequent inspection.
Grieves places those dental diseases which may become a starting
point of general infection into two broad groups, (a) gingival and

(b) pulpal and apical. In connection with the gingival he remarks:
"All teeth hopelessly undermined by loss of attachments should be
removed," and, in speaking of the other group, he says : " Because of
certain histo-pathological facts diseased apices, said to be com
parable to infected bone sequestra?, can not be exfoliated like these
infected bone areas, but are retained by healthy middle and gingival
third attachments. Hence apical abscesses involving subapical bone
are not cured, like osteomyelitis, by free drainage and removal of a

sequestra. Once this labyrinth is engorged with cocci its steriliza
tion is impossible except by such powerful germicides as produce
apical necrosis and involve the attaching tissue in apical disease."
Doctor Barker informs us that : " The method of procedure at
Johns Hopkins Hospital is to study the mouth in all cases of arterio
sclerosis and of arterial hypertension in order to detect there any
source of infection that may signify danger. They do that not only
in the cases here mentioned but in every patient who comes for
diagnostic study. A report from an expert dental diagnostician is

considered, with other accumulated data, before the final diagnosis

is made." Dr. Frank Billings states: "To investigate and manage
these patients [suspected of possessing foci of infection] requires the
teamwork of the clinical and laboratory workers. The clinician
must carefully examine the patient, exhausting every detail in per
sonal history. The skill of the dentist, the nose and throat specialist,
the gynecologist, the genito-urinary expert, and others may be neces
sary to locate the foci of infection. Each focus must be destroyed."
The conclusions of the workers in the Mayo Foundation in this
regard are that all teeth showing definite pathology should be sacri
ficed, and that every patient admitted to the hospital should have a

complete oral examination. Thus we see that the dentist has an im
portant place in " group practice."
The following cases illustrate how the dentist may be of great
assistance to the physician and the surgeon in connection with the
eradication of foci of infection in or about the teeth which are the
source of a general infection.
Case 1.—Arthritis: For the past four years the patient had suf
fered from pain, swelling, and stiffness of elbows, knees, ankles,
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and wrist joints. When he came under observation the head of the
first phalanx of the right great toe was swollen and' painful. Ton
sils had been removed. A careful examination by other members of
the diagnostic group revealed no focus of infection which could be
considered responsible for the condition. The dental examination
revealed infection of four impacted molars and areas of pyorrhea
about the upper and lower anterior teeth.
Following the extraction of the impacted molars and treatment of
the pyorrhea there was a gradual subsidence of the joint' symptoms.
The patient was discharged from the hospital well six months ago
and has had no return of his trouble.
Cage 2.—Arthritis: In February, 1919, the patient began to have
pain and swelling in the right ankle which troubled him from time
to time for two years. On admission to the hospital the ankle pre
sented the symptoms of a severe arthritis. The general physical
examination was negative. Dental examination showed roots of
teeth Nos. 3, 4, and 14 present and teeth Nos. 13 and 31 nonvital
with radiolucent areas. The roots and teeth were extracted and a
short chain streptococci obtained on culture. Following the extrac
tions the condition in the ankle subsided, and the patient was finally
discharged from the hospital cured.
Cage 3.—Suspected chronic pulmonary tuberculosis: The patient
on admission to the hospital complained of cough, night sweats, loss
of weight and strength. Had never noticed expectoration of blood.
A physical and an X-ray examination of the chest revealed no evi
dences of tuberculosis. Tubercle bacilli were never found in the
sputum. The dental examination revealed eight infected teeth,
which were removed. Cultures from these teeth showed the infect
ing organism to be a chromogenic, short chain hemolytic strepto
cocci. Following dental treatment there was rapid improvement.
Case 4-—Suspected chronic pulmonary tuberculosis: No evidence
of tuberculosis or syphilis found on physical and X-ray examina
tion. Two infected roots were removed from under bridges, and
four infected teeth were removed. Following the extractions the
patient gained 11 pounds in 37 days, cough and night sweats dis
appeared, and temperature became normal. He was discharged
cured.

Case 5.—Goiter: Examination showed very slight enlargement of
thyroid gland, accompanied by slight tremor of extremities. Slight
exophthalmia and tachycardia. Pulse rate 116 per minute; after
exercise, 136; two minutes later, 116. No subjective symptoms.
X-ray report : No evidence of substernal thyroid gland.
Dental report: Both lower first molars nonvital and canals not
properly filled. Both lower third molars impacted and show infected
areas. Upper right first molar nonvital and granuloma present.
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Cultures from first molars and areas around the third molars positive
for short-chain* streptococci. Wassermann negative, as were other
reports from various departments.
The infected teeth were extracted during February, 1922; and at
the time of his discharge from the hosptial, March 23, 1922, the
following entry was made in his health record by his ward medical
officer: "Operative interference not indicated. Since extraction of
infected and impacted teeth, with accompanying rest, the thyroid
symptoms have shown marked improvement and the patient states
his condition does not bother him."
Case 6.—Psychoneurosis : History—broncho-pneumonia 1917; com
plete recovery ; rheumatism January and February, 1919. His pres
ent trouble started in 1918, with pain in lower part of back and right
side and continued to get worse until he was sent to the hospital.
Present complaint: Back hurts when patient attempts heavy lift
ing. Is nervous and has palpitation of the heart and a fine tremor
of head and upper extremities. Also a tremor, but not so marked,
in lower extremities. Experience sharp knifelike stabbing pains in
epigastrium.
Examination showed head normal; pupils equal reaction to light
and accommodation. Tongue protrudes straight, throat and thyroid
negative. Deep muscle reflexes normal. No Romberg. Abdominal
and cremasteric reflexes normal. Abdomen negative; Wassermann
4 plus ; urine negative ; and oral examination discloses an advanced
stage of pyorrhea. Cardiac enlargement, aortic and systolic lesions,
complains of precordial pain, nervousness, loss of weight and
strength. Lungs— fine rales, increased respiration. White blood
count 15,000, differential ; 68 per cent polymorphonuclear, 1 per cent

eosinophiles, 30 per cent lymphocytes, 1 per cent large mononuclear.
Treatment: The patient was given eight doses of salvarsan, after
which the Wassermann reaction became negative. Following this,
all teeth were extracted. The bone tissue was so necrotic that under
the most careful manipulation the entire floor of each antrum was
carried away during extraction of upper teeth. It was necessary
to fill in soft tissue by a plastic operation to keep food from backing
into the antrum. When this patient was first examined he was
bedfast, weight 96 pounds, and unable to turn over, with apparently
a multiple arthritis. Following extraction of all teeth, the arthritis
disappeared, the patient gained 29 pounds, and the aortic lesion
was imperceptible with only a slight systolic murmur.
Case 7.—Toxic amblyopia : Three months before admission to the
hospital the patient noticed rapidly diminishing vision in the left
eye. On admission, his Wassermann test was negative, and the
left eye presented a complete ciliary paralysis with a low-grade
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retinitis. The iris was completely dilated, and he had only light
perception. The dental examination showed four impacted third
molars, Nos. 19, 20, and 30 missing, and all the remaining teeth in
fected, except the lower cuspids and incisors. Extraction of the
infected teeth was performed, together with removal of infected
processes and curettage of cysts. Following this procedure there
was rapid improvement in the condition of the eye. In 10 days large
objects were discernible, and at the time of his discharge from the
hospital he could count fingers at 5 feet.

TROPICAL DUTY AS PREDISPOSING TO GINGIVITIS.

By P. S. Tlchey, Lieutenant. Dental Corps, United States Navy.

While stationed at Guantanamo, Cuba, during the late war I had
occasion to observe an unusual condition of morbidity in the invest
ing tissues of the teeth and gums of patients referred to me for
treatment. This condition was so prevalent and so remarkably uni
form in type that it served to interest me professionally to the extent
of compiling certain records in an attempt to account for its presence.
The clinical picture presented in these cases was somewhat similar
to the advanced stages of pyorrhea alveolaris, but differed from the
usual manifestations observable in pyorrhea in that there were no
typical pockets, demonstrable as such, and pus and the debris of
an active and destructive bacterial infection could not be as readily
expressed by the usual methods.
The pronounced hypertrophy of the gum tissue and the fact that
there was much pain while the tissues were relaxed served to dis
tinguish the condition as unusual, and occasionally it was noted that
the gum tissue was of a faint blue color but without apparent local
ized areas or any identifying lines.
The patients invariably complained of a puffiness of the gum that
was extremely uncomfortable, and generally the teeth were loose
while apparently retaining all fibrous and membranous attachments.
Microscopical examination of smears made revealed the presence
of the usual organisms found in the mouth, and spirochetaj were
sometimes demonstrated.

Had I been able to demonstrate the fusiform bacillus with any
of the associate spirilla which are present in Vincent's angina the
diagnosis and treatment of these cases would have been greatly
simplified, as the clinical symptoms, particularly the fact that there
was always a considerable amount of pain and fetor, would have
supported this diagnosis. These, however, were absent, and there
was also an absence of the typical lesions associated with this form
of infection.
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Pyorrhea was, of course, immediately considered, but was no)
thought sufficient to account for the apparent widespread nature o
the infection, and as there was present always local pain withoul
trauma and a lack of gingival pockets generally associated with tin
advanced stages of this disease this theory was not tenable.
The various oral infections with which my practice has made m*
familiar were reviewed in the light of the clinical evidence pre
sented, coupled with symptoms and history of each case, and each
was eventually discarded.
Proper laboratory facilities not being available for extensive in
vestigation, I made attempts to clear up these cases by palliative
methods designed to make the patients as comfortable as possible in
the hope of arriving at some specific and regular technic. In this I
was never wholly successful inasmuch as while I, could do much to
alleviate the condition in question I never could be sure just what
specific effect my remedies had.
The possibility of rachitic conditions was given some thought in
the light of the capillary bleeding complained of by the patients,
and although there was a typical blue gum condition in some cases
the diet served aboard ship would generally be considered as all that
would be necessary to preclude the possibility of anything of this
nature.

It being my first experience in the Tropics, and not having ob
served this condition elsewhere, it seemed reasonable to me to assume
that the climate may have had something to do with the matter.
Particularly as all patients stated that they had experienced no dis
comfort until the arrival of their ship in warm waters, and men who
had been in the Navy for some years informed me that this condi
tion was not unfamiliar to them, generally clearing up on their re
turn to colder climates and without medication.
This assumption that climatic conditions, if not primarily respon
sible for these cases, at least were a considerable factor in producing
the conditions observed was forced upon me by the insistence of the
patients themselves, the uniformity of the cases, and particularly the
similarity of the history in each case.
In trying to seek justification for this assumption it occurred to mo
that it might be possible that climatic conditions might involve a
change in the habits of the men aboard ship, particularly in respect
to the diet, which fact might be the basic factor involved. I reasoned
somewhat as follows :
In the main our men are of the Nordic branch of the white race—

men whose natural environment has been for many generations the
North Temperate Zone, with its changing seasons. These men are

most active when they receive the external thermal stimulant brought
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about by seasonal changes of temperature, and without which they
become listless and lazy. A change of temperature is a muscular
tonus, which brings tonicity to the blood vessels that ought surely
to energize the most minute capillary found in the soft tissues of the
mouth. On the other hand, in a constantly warm temperature the
blood vessels, as well as the muscular structures, become flaccid, due
to the lack of external stimuli, which I believe retards their tonicity,
and it is possible that a degree of stasis may be established in the
microscopical structures, thus lowering that structure's resistance to
such an extent that if its environment contains both bacterial or
mechanical irritants the structure succumbs to the bacterial invasion
and becomes diseased.
• Beside the depressing effects of a constantly warm climate upon

^he body of one who is accustomed to seasonal changes of tempera
ture, we can view the cause and effect of diseased soft tissues of the
mouth from the standpoint of an improperly balanced diet. Scien
tific research has made it clear to us why men like those in Dana's
Two Years Before the Mast suffered from scurvy. The mouth con
ditions of men which I have examined were much the same but in
milder form. Aside from good meats and plenty of that tuber which
is so well known to every American, a sailor wouldn't walk athwart-
ship for anything else except ice cream, cookies, and candy. He
doesn't care for " trimmings " or " side dishes." He knows nothing
about "fat soluble (A), water soluble (B) and (C)," etc., and it
seemed likely that some of my patients suffered from a lack of
vitamines, or antiscorbutic foods.
Men on board our vessels are not deprived of green vegetables,
even in the Tropics, where they are procured at a great expense, but
a great number of these men will not eat " hay." They demand
beef and "spuds," and pork and beans; that is their diet. I have
seen men go ashore after being aboard for months and order steak
and eggs. *
It is not that a balanced diet is not provided aboard ship—it is
because the men choose from this diet what appeals to their fancy—
that it is possible to observe mouth conditions that are typical of an
unbalanced ration. A nitrogenous equilibrium is an accident when
the men consider only their personal likes and dislikes.
This, I think, accounts for the conditions which I have observed.
Presumably other dental officers on tropical duty have observed it
also and have been more successful in treating it than I have.
Lieutenant Daniels, while on duty in Pensacola, reports that the
first 30 cases to report for dental treatment, each month for 12
months, an average of 9 were cases of gingival disturbance. (H. A.
Daniels, lieutenant (DC), United States Navy: "Effect of Carbol
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Fuchian Stain on Diseases of the Gingivae." U. S. Naval Medical
Bulletin, January, 1923.)
A summary of my observations may be briefly noted as follows:
That tropical service would seem to predispose certain unusual
inflammatory conditions of the attaching tissues of the teeth.
That the diet may be a factor in controlling these conditions.

THE MANIPULATION OP MODELING COMPOUND AND SECTIONAL MODEL*
ING COMPOUND IMPEESSION TECHNIC.

By J. J. Haas, Lieutenant, Dental Corps, United States Navy.

The manipulation of modeling compound is not difficult when one
has a knowledge of its properties or behavior under various circum
stances. Compound if not properly heated can not be worked to ad
vantage. It is generally heated by placing it in hot water or in a
Bunsen flame. By softening compound in this way one is apt to
obtain a compound that is not sufficiently soft to obtain an accurate
detailed impression or so warm as to burn the mucous membrane. If
compound is placed in a Bunsen flame and heated until its plastic
properties are destroyed and it blisters or is scorched, it can not give
an accurate impression.
An ideal impression material should have the following charac
teristics :
1. It should be composed of some material that will not be unduly
disagreeable to the patient.
2. It should become plastic at a temperature the oral tissues can
tolerate.

3. It should copy accurately the fine lines and irregular surfaces
Co which it is applied and retain the form so copied, without becom
ing distorted in removal from the mouth.
4. It should harden in a reasonably short time.
5. It should not expand, contract, or warp at ordinary tempera
tures to any appreciable degree.
6. One should be able to correct an impression by adding to or

taking away from the original mass.
Various impression materials such as plaster of Paris, modeling
compound, beeswax, paraffin, beeswax and paraffin combined, and

gutta-percha are on the market. Of these, the first two only are of
value.

Plaster of Paris has been discarded to a great extent because of its
disagreeable taste and because one can not add to a plaster im

pression (full or partial) for correction. One of the greatest faults
or disadvantages of plaster is its tendency to expand. Plaster ex
pands thirty-two ten-thousandths of an inch 32 minutes after setting,
and after 24 hours' setting it expands three times that amount. In
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taking an impression for a partial case, in which we always have un
dercuts, the plaster breaks or the operator breaks it in removing the
impression from the mouth. Sometimes it breaks clean, but usually
it does not. It usually breaks and leaves small pieces at the gum
margin and at the edentulous sections, which are needed in producing
an accurate cast. If some of the small pieces are crushed, lost, or
too small to be replaced, the operator usually tries to reproduce them

by building up the deficit with wax, and in no way is he able to
reproduce the lost section accurately. Modeling compound is the

only material available at the present time which possesses the char
acteristics desirable \n an ideal impression material.
In order to manipulate modeling compound successfully we must
first understand its behavior and properties. Modeling compound
at ordinary temperatures is a hard, brittle mass. It will break
before it bends, and it breaks clean. Modeling compound, when
heated to 120° F. in moist heat, will bend, hence the term " the bend
ing stage." Compound at this temperature will not take a detailed
impression. When compound is heated to a temperature of 150° F.,
it is soft and can be molded to take a detailed impression, hence the
term " the working stage.*'
The oral tissues can withstand a temperature of 150° F. comfort
ably, and compound in this stage can be controlled by the operator.
If the temperature is raised above 150° F., the compound becomes
sticky, can not be adapted to the oral tissues, as it will scorch them,
and it gets beyond the operator's control. Compound is best con
trolled by using a Supplee heating element, which keeps the upper
half of the basin of water at a temperature of 150° F., and the lower
half is about 20° cooler. The latter has advantages, because the
compound will not adhere to the bottom of the basin at that tem
perature.
In taking any impression, full or sectional, a tray must be adapted
to fit the case. A suitable amount of compound heated to a tempera
ture of 150° F. is secured and seared on the tray. This is done by
holding the compound in the Bunsen flame until it sputters and
then attaching it to the dry tray. The modeling compound is then
formed on the tray to suit the case and the tray and compound is
immersed in ice water, tray side down. The compound is submerged
half its thickness for 10 seconds. The reason for doing this is that
we wish to have a supporting harder mass for the softer molding
mass upon which the impression is made.
The mass is then introduced to the desired place in the mouth and
the print is taken. The mass is then chilled in ice water, removed,
and the water shaken off and the printed surface is glazed with a
Tench mouth blowpipe flame. This glazing of compound is neces
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sary for an accurate detailed impression of the part desired. The
mass is then tempered. This is accomplished by dropping it into
water at a temperature of 150° F. The glazed surface is usually
about 170° F. and would scorch the oral tissue if adapted with
out tempering. When properly tempered it is introduced into the
mouth to the desired location and pressed to place. It is then chilled
thoroughly with compressed air or syringe full of ice water. The
impression is then removed and placed in ice water for final or
thorough hardening. The technic described above is called the
double introduction method. It is also used in making any correc
tion of full or partial impressions. The foregoing gives the reader a
brief idea of the behavior and manipulation of compound, also the
advantages of compound over plaster.
In sectional modeling compound impressions one must have the
foregoing in mind at all times. The writer will try in a brief way
to describe how a sectional compound impression is taken. Let us
assume that we wish to take an impression of a full upper set of
teeth. The technic to be described will hold good for any case in
both upper or lower jaws with all the teeth present or some missing.
The first step is a mouth examination, paying particular attention to
undercuts. Learn to recognize undercuts and in what direction an
impression or section of an impression can be withdrawn without
distorting it. In a normal case a sectional modeling compound
impression is taken in five sections, two palatal or lingual, two
buccal, and one labial. Sometimes the palate can successfully be
taken in one section. This condition arises when the teeth diverge
occlusally and are not very bell shaped. Also there are cases in
which one must take two buccal and two labial sections. This con
dition arises when the undercuts are so situated as to make it im
possible to take it in three outer sections.
The operator adapts a tray to the right half of the palate as pre
viously described. The tray should extend from the medium line of
the palate to the lingual surface of the teeth and should extend pos
teriorly to the junction of ths hard and soft palate. Sufficient com
pound is seared on the tray and an impression is taken (double intro
duction technic) of the right half of the palate including the lingual
sid?s of the right anterior and posterior teeth. The impression is
thoroughly chilled and removed and placed in ice water for absolute
hardness. Then with a sharp knife (and right here allow the writer
to say a word about cutting compound. Always have a sharp knife
and always have compound hard before cutting it If compound is
semihard one is apt to distort it by cutting it with a knife; another
thing in cutting compound, always cut small pieces at a time; never
cut off largo pieces, as the knife forms a wedge in the compound in
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cutting and will chip off more than is wanted or els? it will fracture
the impression) the impression is cut at the median palatal angle at
a 45° brvel and also cut at a 45° angle at the lingo-occluso and linguo-
incisal angles inward ; that is, toward the tongue. Then the impres
sion is tested by placing it in its place in the mouth and observing
if it is adapted to the required surfaces, and corrections made if
necessary.

Cocoa butter is smeared on the surface which is to face the oppo
site section. Cocoa butter is used as a separating medium to pre vent
the sections from adhering to each other.
A tray is adapted for the left palatal side and, with sufficient com
pound seared to it

,
is inserted into the mouth in which the right

section is already in place. The impression is made, the mass cooled
with a syringe full of ice water, removed, and placed in ice water for
final hardening.
The s cond section has been adapted to the first section at the
median line, hence no trimming is necessary there, but the linguo-
occlusal and linguo-incisal angles should be trimmed at an angle of
45° inward as the right section was trimmed. The two sections are
now placed in the mouth and inspected as to their accuracy. If not
accurate, corrections should be made before proceeding any further.

It will be noted that when the left section is in its proper position it

holds the right section in place, due to the 45° bevel made on the
right section at the median line.

A tray is now adapted for the buccal section. This section usually
includes the molars, bicuspids, aqd half of the cuspid. The writer
has observed from experience that it is easier to have the section stop
halfway on a tooth than at the approximate space, as the labial or
adjoining section is easier adapted on the labial surface of a tooth
than in an approximate space. This section also includes the occlusal
surface of the teeth. The tray is usually bent at an angle of 90° to
support the compound that is to take the occlusal surfaces. Com
pound in a sufficient quantity is adapted to the tray, and with the
palatal sections in place, with the approximate surfaces of the sec
tions smeared with cocoa butter, the buccal section is pressed to place,
chilled with ice water, removed and chilled to absolute hardness in
ice water. The anterior side of the buccal section is beveled at a 45°
bevel distally and should include just half of the cuspid. The other
buccal section is made just as described. Then all four sections are
replaced into the mouth and the remaining or labial section is

adapted.

After all sections have been made it is assembled and inspected for
imperfections in the joints. The impression is now assembled and
luted together with a hot spatula, boxed and poured with Spence
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plaster. It is a good policy always to box and pour the impression
as soon as it is made, for if the impression is permitted to lay
around, say overnight, the temperature in the room is usually in
creased to such a point as to bend the compound out of shape. The
cast obtained from the above technic is as near accurate as it is pos
sible to obtain with the impression materials available to-day.

THE WIRING METHOD OF TREATMENT FOR FRACTURES OF THE
MANDIBLE.

By E. H. Tennent, Lieutenant Commander, Dental Corps, United States Navy.

This article is not offered as one explaining a new method for
treating simple or compound fractures of the mandible or as an
elaboration on one, but is written more as a detailed review of a
method which is being used and is indicated in most cases. The
method is only applicable to those cases with teeth and to those
cases having a reasonable bite. In the naval service, fortunately,
we have the first condition and usually the second. We are all
familiar with the scheme, yet, without opportunity to practice it,
one is liable to forget the finer points.
At Hampton Roads during the period between December, 1917,
and March, 1920, many cases of fracture of the lower jaw were
treated; not merely fractures of the alveolar plate, but complete
dissolution of the continuity of the body and ramus. Some were
simple fractures, but most of them were compound and multiple.
At the League Island hospital in jthe past 10 months 10 fractured
jaws have been treated, all compound and multiple. In practically
all of the cases the wiring method was used. When there are
enough teeth present, other than those that may be in the line of
fracture, wiring is the best method to employ.
The preliminary treatment of any compound fracture consists in
clearing the wound of foreign particles and approximating the
parts. If the wound is painful, nitrous oxide gas and oxygen may
be used. Apply a snug Barton bandage, have an X-ray examination
made, and then put the patient to bed, with an ice bag applied to the

injured part while waiting for the X-ray plates to be developed and
other preparations to be made.
A study of the X-ray plate will reveal the angle of fracture, any
fractured or impacted teeth present, and will assist in determining
the advisability of keeping a tooth that may be in the fracture area.
In a case involving a third molar, that tooth should invariably be
removed, for it is a very difficult tooth to get out should conditions
demand it after the jaws have been splinted. In the case of a third
molar that has not yet perforated the mucous membrane, when the
fracture involving that tooth is not compound and the tooth does
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not tend to hold the approximating ends apart there remains a ques
tion as to whether or not it should be removed^ One's judgment is
really put to a test here. The writer has in mind, of course, third
molars that are simply unerupted, not impacted molars that surely
would give trouble under ordinary conditions.
In preparing for the operative treatment at least 32 brass liga
ture wires, 24-gauge, should be well annealed; short-jawed scissors,

pliers, conductive syringe, needles, and procaine should be made

ready. If teeth are to be removed, forceps, elevators, and surgical
burs must be at hand.
Upon putting the patient in the chair clean the mouth thoroughly,
remove any tartar, and temporarily fill any cavities. Look for any
putrescent pulps that are liable to give trouble while the jaws am
splinted. It is best to open a tooth containing a putrescent pulp,
remove the first third of the diseased tissue, and seal in tricresol and
formalin. Should this tooth give trouble after the splints are on,
a small hole at an acute angle to canal can be made easily with a
spear pointed drill directly into the pulp canal and the usual treat
ment carried on. These preliminary but very important functions
attended to, make the necessary conductive anesthesia injections. If
a putrescent pulp or tooth is to be removed, it should be done after
anesthesia is thus obtained.
The conductive injections are to be made at the nearest foramen
on both sides of the field of operation. For a mandibular injection
use 2 c. c. of a 2 per cent solution, and for a mental injection usually
one-half of 1 c. c. will suffice, except where the field of desired anes
thesia is between the two mental foramina ; then 1 c. c. of the anes
thetic solution must be injected on each side, making sure to force
it into the canals with the finger at the time of the injection. The
usual 20-minutes wait is required for the mandibular and about 10
minutes for the mental anesthesia.
As soon as anesthesia is obtained it is well to determine the rela
tionship of the teeth of the lower jaw to those of the upper. Every
mouth, no matter how irregular the teeth may be, has a definite
bite, one that is comfortable to the patient and is easily recognized
by him once the teeth are put in their accustomed occlusion. In the
nearly normal bite the patient's feeling is your guide, while in one
of very irregular teeth the abrasions on the cusps and dental planes
should help you.
The bite being determined, the next step is to decide on the line
of stress—that is

,

which of the teeth present must be secured to
gether to receive the " pull " necessary in opposition to the natural
tonicity of the muscles finding insertion in the lower jaw.
The experienced operator does not take long to accomplish all of
the above and is soon ready to start wiring. The softened wires are
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bent on themselves in the middle and dental tape is threaded through
the loop thus formed. (Fig. 1.) Carry the tape through the con
tact points of the teeth and draw the wire inward through the inter
dental space, then repeat with the tape on the opposite side of the
tooth, but drawing the wire outward this time to form a loop about
the neck of the tooth, with the free ends of the wire next to the
cheek. (Fig. 2.) Draw the wire up tight and twist with the fingers
enough to keep it from slipping, and then with flat-nose pliers twist
the wire ligature up snug about the neck of the tooth, using care not
to catch any of the gum under the wire, and yet be sure that it is up
above the gingival ridge. The operation is repeated for each tooth
which is to carry a ligature. All twists of the wire must be to the
right, and at this stage all ends must be left long. If care is used,
very little pain will be experienced on the upper jaw. Now, with
all wires. in place, instruct the patient to relax his muscles completely
so that the lower jaw may be brought as near as possible to its cor
rect position. While the muscles are relaxed it is easy to bring the
teeth into their former relation to each other. Once in position,
remind the patient to keep relaxed and have him bring his handa

up to the jaw so that each side of the body will rest in the palm
( rig. 3), and at the same time make gentle pressure upward and hold
the position until told to relinquish it. Now ask the patient if his
teeth feel comfortable and if they are in their natural position. He
can quickly tell you. It is important that the head must be on or a
little forward of the axis of the rest of the body, otherwise the
muscular strain will distort the parts.
Being satisfied that all is well, twist the free ends of the opposing
wires with the fingers, leaving the long ends at right angles to the
line of stress. Do this to all wires, twisting to the right. Once more
make sure that the correct wires are coupled together and that all
teeth are in occlusion. Being satisfied, draw up with flat-nose pliers
until the patient feels a good pull on the teeth, which he will never
fail to indicate. Next cut the protruding wires off about one-half
an inch from the beginning of the twist, and then with pointed-nose
pliers bend the projecting ends in, making the wire bend at about .
the middle of its length, so as not to disturb the stress. (Fig. 4.)
Some operators cover these wires with varnished cotton or gutta
percha, but that is not necessary, for with little care in bending the
wires there is not any danger of irritating the mucous membrane of
the cheek or lips and it is far more sanitary to leave the ends un
covered.

The case should be watched each day, spraying all parts that can
be reached with the dento-spray, using a solution that will not cor
rode the wires. All wires must be kept taut, for one loose wire will



Fig. 1.— DENTAL TAPE THREADED THROUGH WIRE LOOP.

Fig. 3.- PATIENT SUPPORTING FRACTURED
JAW WITH HANDS.



Fig. 6.-1REPLACING BROKEN WIRING.
40-2
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spoil the results, besides making the gum sore about the neck of that
particular tooth.
Wires will break, no matter how much care you may give the
case, and these must be replaced by new ones. Experience has taught
that when one wire breaks, both ligatures must be renewed, for when
twisting the unbroken one for the second time it will surely break.
The technic of replacing broken ligatures is as follows: With the
pliers straighten and untwist the bent ends and separate them.

Cut the doubled wire about the neck of the tooth, place the middle
of a 10-inch piece of dental tape between the short ends of the
wire and then twist the ends together forming an eye. (Fig. 5.)
Seize the other end of the wire with the pliers and, using counter
pressure, pull the wire from around the tooth, making the tape
take its place. This in turn becomes the means by which the
new ligature is carried to place; that is

,
by reversing the process.

(Fip. 6.)
Throughout the period of treatment keep a snug Barton bandage
on the head. A word of caution about fastening the safety pins
at the side of the jaw is in order. After putting the pin in position
seize the pin part with a hemostat and hold it rigid until the pin is

fastened. When the lower jaw is in two or three pieces, a portion
may be easily displaced by accidental pressure while pinning with

safety pins.
Infection frequently appears after the fracture is in splints.
When pus is present, simply incise the gum from below upward
from the junction of the cheek or lip with the gum. With periosteal
elevators rip away the soft tissue from the bone for a distance of
about three-eighths of an inch on either side of the line of fracture
and retract. Where pus has been present for 15 or 20 hours, the
outer plate of the bone covering that area will be very thin and can
easily be broken down with the chisel and mallet, but the bone must

b
e

supported by an assistant while using these instruments. Of
course a fissure bur may be used. It pays well to make a good
exposure of the infected area and thoroughly curette, making sure
that there are no small particles of detached bone left. Place one
or two sutures, as the case may demand, leaving enough opening to
dress from above. With a pipette flood the area with dichloramine

T solution and insert a small sterile gauze wick, carrying it to the bot
tom of the wound. From this time on the healing will proceed
slowly, and the case must be dressed each day until the wound is

filled in from the bottom. Of course, the dichloramine T solution is

a matter of choice.
Diet must of necessity be liquid or thin enough to be drawn
through the teeth. Never extract a tooth for the purpose of feeding.

46457—23 4
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Such items as the following are useful : Soups—turtle, tomato, pea,
chicken, oyster, and vegetable. The semiliquid substance of creamed
celery, potatoes, cauliflower, and onion can readily be drawn through
or around the teeth. Coddled eggs; eggnog; soft custards; gelatin;
chicken jelly ; milk ; tea ; cocoa and coffee with plenty of cream ; and
fruit juices of all kinds.
There is one point that must be considered regarding fractures
posterior to the last molar tooth, and this is to be considered whether
the wiring method is used or not. It is the question of whether the
two opposing ends of bone should be wired together, opening from
the outside for the purpose. Just now I have under observation a
case which was fractured and wired about six months ago, and recent
X-ray examinations show unmistakable disintegration of bone tissue
where the wire passes through, and I believe that it is only a question
of time before this wire will have to be removed. The only time
such a wire is indicated is when there are two lines of fracture, one
at the angle and the other at the neck of the condyle. In the case of
a single line of fracture the joint action of the two pterygoides on
the inside and the joint action of the two parts of the masseter muscle
on the outside of the ramus supported by the heavy or thick gum
tissue are quite sufficient to keep the bones lined up.
Just a word about the number of teeth to be wired. It is noticed
that Marshall and Blair seem to be content with wiring only four
sets of opposing teeth—that is

,

two upper to two lower on each side—
and many dental officers with whom I have discussed the subject
think that sufficient. Experience has taught me that the greater the
number of teeth wired the more certain is success.
The writer has been questioned several times lately as to whether
he did not think a Barton bandage sufficient. Most emphatically
no. Of course the bone may unite, but faulty occlusion is sure to
result. For obvious reasons, it is best to restrict the liberty of frac
ture cases until all splints have been removed.

THE USE OF THE MODIFIED BAKER ANCHORAGE IN THE NAVAL DENTAL
SERVICE.

By W. L. Hamuli. Lieutenant Commander, Dental Corps, United States Navy.

The principles involved in the treatment of mandibular fractures
are the same as those applied to fractures of all bones, namely, that
there be a proper reduction of the fragments, their retention in ap
position, and proper care of the tissues of the mouth. Maintenance
of mouth Irygiene is a very important factor and becomes more
of a' necessity because of the possibility of infection from the oral
cavity.



Fig. 2.— INTERMAXILLARY RETENTION, USING ELASTICS.
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According to Kazanjian, appliances for the treatment of maxil
lary fractures fall into two distinct classes: (1) Those which are de
signed for the immediate fixation of the fragments, and (2) those
appliances and splints so constructed as to cause a slow reduction of
the fragments.
The methods at hand for the immediate use in the naval service
are intermaxillary wiring and the modified Baker anchorage.
Intermaxillary wiring is properly classified under the head of im
mediate fixation of the fragments and under certain conditions this
is preferable to other forms of retention.
In enumerating the advantages of intermaxillary wiring, Eby em
phasizes the following points, which make this method particularly
\aluable where immediate fixation of the fragments is desired.
( 1 ) When sufficient teeth remain in the arch all parts are immedi

ately brought into their proper relation by direct fixation, thereby
establishing a condition of physiological rest.
(2) This method requires very few instruments and little material.

(3) Much time ordinarily consumed in the making of splints is
saved.

(4) Its accomplishment under all existing conditions with com
parative ease to both patient and operator.
Of the disadvantages which may be mentioned, the greatest from
the standpoint of the naval dental surgeon is the liability of strangu
lation from nausea when transporting cases at sea. In connection
with this possibility, Eby cites lessons learned in the late war, and
makes reference to a statement that was current in America to the
effect that the British, during the early days of the war, lost many
cases due to strangulation brought on by seasickness. That this
factor is a vital one was evidenced by the promulgation of an order
in the American Expeditionary Forces, prohibiting the embarkation
of casualties for home with the intermaxillary form of wiring in
place. These cases, on arriving at the point of embarkation, had
these wires cut, allowing the jaws to remain open until treatment
could be resumed. Other apparent disadvantages are the inability
to properly feed the patients so wired and the possibility of not
being able to maintain mouth hygiene.
Blair states that in treating fractures of the jaws it is of not so
much importance to be acquainted with the large assortment of
various forms of apparatus that have been devised as it is to under
stand the muscular action that; caused displacement
That the principles of orthodontia enter into the treatment of
fractures is best brought out by Eby, who says : " In orthodontia
tooth movement and retention is the object to be effected by means
of anchorage of certain mechanical apparatus upon the teeth. In
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maxio-facial surgery the movement is of bone fragments en masse,
and their retention is the object by the attachment of mechanical
apparatus to the teeth. The problems of anchorage are similar in
many respects, but vary with condition of environments, etc."
The modified Baker anchorage which has recently been added to
the supply table places in the hands of the dental surgeon an appli
ance which can be used either for immediate fixation or for slow
reduction.

This method consists of securing a metal bar, to which lugs are
soldered at intervals, to the labial and buccal surfaces of the upper
and lower teeth by means of small wires passed around the teeth
and twisted to the bar. (Fig. 1.)
If direct fixation is desired the arches can be wired together,
thus adopting the Gilmer principle, or elastics may be supplied as
in Figure 2.
In the gradual reduction of fractures, consolidation of the dis
placed fragments has usually progressed to a greater or less extent.
In those cases of lateral displacement of the fragments, this appli-
ance is particularly suited, intermaxillarly traction being applied
by using elastics, thus combating any tendency toward a deviation of
the principal fragment. (Fig. 2.)
Stress is applied according to the location of the fracture, care

being taken to carry out fundamental orthodontic principles.
In those cases to be transported by water a sufficient number of
elastics should be used to keep the jaws in normal occlusion, and yet
permit of forcing the jaws apart by grasping the chin and pulling
it down. (Figs. 3 and 4.)
There will be those who question the advisability of this form of
appliance at sea, but as a favorable prognosis depends upon early
reduction of the fragments, the application of this form at sea will
permit of early treatment in certain cases which would otherwise
have to be postponed.
The advantages of this type of appliance may be summarized
briefly as follows:
The intermaxillary elastics or wires, whichever method of fixation
has been elected, may be removed and the mouth cleansed without
disturbing the arches themselves. That this is an important phase
in the treatment of all fractures of the mandible is stressed by
Speed, who says : " Many failures of union of the inferior maxillary
may frequently be traced to the lack of proper oral sepsis. It is
of great importance that this phase of treatment be not overlooked
in the selection of a suitable appliance."
The possibility of breaking the wires used in ordinary intermax
illary wiring is eliminated also by the use of the Baker modification.
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While this form of appliance may not meet the requirements in
all eases, it will take care of a vast majority, especially in peace
time, where the cause has been traumatism, without destruction of
bone tissue. It gives to the service a method of combating the
factor of strangulation in transporting fracture cases at sea.

CEMENTATION.

By H. E. Harvey, Lieutenant Commander, Dental Corps, United States Navy.

The manufacture of dental cements is shrouded in mystery ; that is
,

the exact details of their preparation and composition. This is due
to business acumen and coincides with the advice of Thomas Edisony
whose faith lies not in patents but in the perfection of processes to
obtain the desired results, the assistance of skilled workingmen, and
secrecy. Secret formula?, however,' are open to the general objection
that more may be claimed for them than is substantiated. Tests by
unbiased parties are valuable. All are familiar with the claims of
manufacturers as to the merits of their particular products.
We are informed that the cements in common use have a basis of
zinc oxide and phosphoric acid. A mixture of these two substances
sets almost as soon as they are brought together, with the evolution
of considerable heat. Therefore modifiers are necessary to produce
the articles of commerce which set slowly, with properties varying as
to the uses to which they are intended. The composition of these
modifiers as well as the special treatment of the zinc oxide and the
acid constitute the trade secrets. With a knowledge of the constit
uents and their treatment we might not be any better off from the
standpoint of practical users; however, such knowledge would pro
vide a means of comparing in an intelligent manner claims set forth
for this or that special product.
The mixing of cements for dental operations is usually delegated
to an assistant who, after very meager instructions and with little
or no thought or knowledge of the chemical reaction involved, set?
forth often armed with a flexible steel spatula and an insignificant
slab at room temperature.
Buildings are only as strong as their foundations, and this applies
to cementation, particularly in these days of inky and three-quarter
crown attachments. Failure of inlays at the gingiva is of frequent
occurrence, and in the opinion of some this is due, to a large extent,
to carelessness in the procedure of cementation. To overcome this

it is recommended that the cavity be thoroughly coated with the
cement and that the inlay also be carefully covered with cement, with
especial reference to the gingival portion. This point is well taken,
but perhaps improper mixing of the cement is to be held responsible
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in more instances for the failure. Sufficient working time between
the completion of the mix and the time of setting is essential if undue
haste is to be avoided in performing a cementation. Some indi
viduals attempt to obtain more time by making a thin mix, one
which will flow freely from the spatula. This is improper and has
two dangers. The first is that an excess of liquid is probably pres
ent, resulting in a compound which is not dense and more or less
weakened by a honeycomb structure as the surplus acid dissolves
out. This, then, presents a favorable condition for the absorption
of food-laden saliva, the putrescence of which accounts for the odor
so often noticed upon the removal of gold crowns. The second is
that improper incorporation of the powder and liquid has probably
occurred, as haste being thought essential, the mixture is made and
used too quickly.
In the mixing of cement we are dealing with a chemical reaction,
and with this in mind it is necessary to bring into play certain prin
ciples which, according to our knowledge, will assist in the reaction.
Outside of the personal equation four items enter into considera
tion—the slab, the spatula, the liquid, and the powder. The proper
ties of each, should have our attention. The slab should be of suffi
cient size to be grasped easily and firmly, and with a large surface
for facilitating thorough spatulation. It should also have bulk,
which will assist in absorbing a portion of the heat generat:d by the
lvaction. To this end the slab one-quarter of an inch in thickness
would seem of little value. One an inch in thickness with other
dimensions in proportion is suitable. A warm slab makrs haste
for the reaction, and this must be avoided. Room temperature in a
well-heated office approximates summer temperature so closely that
the slab should be cooled each time before use. Avoid extremes ; to
keep the slab in an ice box or in ice water would result in condensa
tion of water from the atmosphere, and this, if incorporated in the
mix, would seriously aff. ct the balance of the reaction. By placing
the slab under a trickle of water at the faucet, the temperature of the
water and the resultant evaporation will reduce its temperature
sufficiently.
The spatula should be one which is not flexible and which has a
good broad surface with an evenly bellied blade. The purpose
should be to get an even thorough mixture of the powder and liquid
with Arm spatulation. A thin flexible spatula if pressed to conform
to the surface of the slab presents such a thin edge to the mixture
that most of it goes over the upper surface of the blade as it moved
back and forth. Spatulas of stellite are the only ones which seem to
fulfill the requirements, and in using these the blade must necessarily
be held so that its full length comes into contact with the surface
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of the slab. Thus as firm pressure is exerted as the spatula is moved
back and forth the mass will be thrown under the bellied surface of
the blade rather than escaping over it without pressure. This makes
for an intimate mixing of the liquid and powder.
Being a chemical reaction, the mixing of cement generates an
appreciable amount of heat. This may be strikingly illustrated with
certain of the commercial products, which will produce as much as
180° F. when mixed with undue haste. When it is recalled that water
at 140° F. is too hot in which to hold the fingers, it will be appreci
ated what 180° means; and this for a material possibly to be inserted
in a cavity sensitive to the slightest temperature change. To avoid
a degree of heat closely approaching 140° F. several precautions
can be taken, one of which was mentioned —cooling the slab. When
making the mix a large portion of the surface of the slab should
be covered with the mass, thus utilizing the cool surface of the slab
to absorb some of the heat. This also exposes a large surface of the
mix to the cooling effect of the air. One of the greatest factors,
however, is that the mix should be slowly made ; this besides giving
time for the reaction to take place, gradually likewise gives oppor
tunity for the dissipation of heat. The powder should be placed
well over to one side out of the way. The first incorporation of the
powder into the liquid is the critical point; just enough powder
should be used to color the liquid, which is then given thorough
spatulation over a large surface. This first mix is the initial chemi
cal reaction and here much of the heat can be dissipated. If this is
done a cooler mix is produced and one which sets very much more
slowly and denser than a hot mix. After this has been accomplished
the powder may be added in portions well spatulated after each
addition and spread over the same surface. As the mixture is being
made with pressure, streaks of the slab may be seen through it; a
clear streak following the spatula is an indication that it is being
properly made, granulations or unevenness to the contrary. Thus
an opportunity is constantly present to check a tendency to haste.
Powder is added until a consistency is obtained which when ele
vated on the spatula will leave it in a slowly forming drop, and as it
strikes the slab will maintain its globular form an instant and then
slowly settle. If a slow initial mix has been made under the con
ations set forth, plenty of working time will yet remain in which
to perform any cementation. It is common practice to get a mix
of a certain consistency and to spatulate this until it thickens. This
is not correct, as one is waiting for the initial setting to take place
on the slab and consequently appreciably shortens the working time.

The proper procedure is to continue to incorporate additional pow
der until the required consistency is obtained. An inlay set with
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such a mix can be forced easily to place and will not raise from its
seat. In the past considerable difficulty has been experienced by
some in that after an inlay was seated it was necessary to apply
sustained pressure in order to prevent outward displacement as the
cement set. This is said to be due to expansion of cement due to the
formation of gases generated by the heat induced by too rapid a
mixing. The density of the finished product apparently bears a
ratio to the amount of gas generated and this to its consequent
porosity.
Beside helping to overcome an excess temperature change a mix
correctly made has other advantages, and not the least valuable of
these is the great addition to the length of working time before it
sets. Made as set forth the mixture remains in the plastic stage a
very considerable time.
Experiments, particularly those of Dr. Joseph Head, of Phila
delphia, have shown that cement after setting exhibits no adhesive
properties, but that it depends for retention on accurate adaptation
and undercuts. As is the case in the manipulation of amalgam,
cement should be plastic when inserted in order that advantage of
this property may be taken to secure uniform and accurate adap
tation.
Often it is desirable to use a cement lining or base as preparatory
for some other filling material. In making a mix for this purpose
only a slight change is made, and this is not in making the mix
thinner but in making it thicker. An endeavor to line a cavity with
a thin mixture of cement presents its own difficulties, not the least
of them being a tendency to get it every place but where needed;
usually it exhibits a particular affinity for the margins, where it can
do the most harm. The mix is made as outlined, except that instead
of stopping at the point indicated additional powder is added until
the mix shows a slight tendency to crawl after the spatula. . The
face of a small serrated plugger is inserted in the mass, and as it
leaves a quantity of the cement will adhere to it

,

with one or more
finger-like projections of cement. It is transferred to the cavity,
being stiff enough to go in feet first, the plugger is detached and a

smooth, plastic instrument is used to adapt it to the cavity. If this

is done with a mix which has been stiffened by adding powder and
not by allowing it to partially set, it will be found very expedient
and there will be plenty of time for adaptation.
Cements properly mixed are to a large degree insoluble in the
saliva of some mouths, but they are not very resistant to attrition.
To summarize:
Use a large slab.
Use a cool slab.
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Use a stiff-bellied spatula.
Incorporate a very small portion of the powder at first.
Grind the powder and liquid together with forceful spatulation.
Cover a large area of the slab.
Stiffen to the desired consistency by the addition of powder and
not by spatulating a thin mix until it has partially set.

CLEAN COTTON PELLETS.

By H. E. Harvey, Lieutenant Commander, Dental Corps, United States Navy.

Cotton pellets for dental use have been recently added to the
supply table, but a holder or dispenser for these pellets was not
adopted due to the fact that one could not be found which would
answer the requirements of surgical cleanliness.
Observation leads one to believe that these pellets as they are com
monly used are a source of danger inasmuch as they seem to present
a means by which the holder or remaining pellets may be contami
nated and thus make possible the carrying of infectious material
from one patient to another. The cotton pliers which are used for
handling pellets come into contact with the secretions of the mouth
or are otherwise contaminated ; the pliers being then used to pick up
another pellet gives reason to infer that the holder or some of the re
maining pellets will be touched and thus open an avenue of cross
infection. The manufacturers offering no solution to the problem,
it occurred to the writer that some device might prove acceptable
which would permit of its being sterilized after each patient. To this
end the following suggestion is offered.
Use a piece of ordinary galvanized iron-mesh wire, such as is for
sale at all hardware stores, the mesh to be five-sixteenth-inch squares,
soldered at the intersections. This wire mesh is obtainable in the
Navy on the medical supply table as the wire splinting material,

designated as
" Splint, wire mesh for." A circular piece 3 inches

in diameter is cut, and the sharp edges smoothed with sandpaper
disks. The center is pushed in from one side to make a dent suffi

ciently deep to cause the center of it to stand away from a flat sur
face one-fourth of an inch when placed upon it concave side down.
The circumferential edge should rest evenly on the surface. This
may be nickel plated if desired, or may be made of some other suit
able material, and represents the finished product.
The pellets, to prevent contamination, should remain in the
original container until used, and only those to be used at a single
operation should be removed at one time. A flap 1^ inches square
is cut in the side of the original pasteboard box container and bent
outward; this opening permits of a small quantity of pellets being
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removed with pliers and the flap to be pushed back to prevent the
ingress of dust, etc. The routine established is to place a clean
paper cover on the bracket table for each patient, and on this
in the proper position a bunch of pellets which have been removed
through the window in the container with a pair of surgically-
clean pliers. Over these is placed the wire mesh concave side
down, settling it slightly so that it rests evenly on the table. As
the pellets are used they are picked up one by one through the
spaces of the mesh, which prevent more than one from being lifted
at a time. At the conclusion of the appointment the mesh is

* lifted away from any remaining pellets and is sterilized by boiling
with the other instruments in preparation for the next patient. The
remaining pellets are placed in a reservoir for resterilization in the
autoclave. A fresh lot from the original container is used for
each patient.
While the above does not answer the requirements for a strictly
aseptic technic on account of the placing of the pellets on the paper
and the use of them from the original container, it does overcome
the possibility of carrying infection from one patient to another,
and this seems sufficient for the usual dental operations. A sterile
operation, such as is indicated for root canal work, would require
a slight modification in that the pellets should be previously auto-
claved and laid on sterile gauze before the wire netting is placed
over them, or, in lieu of this, the routine outlined above may be
followed and each pellet sterilized in the molten metal sterilizer
immediately before use.

Correspondence with one of the manufacturers of pellets elicited
the fact that they are placing on the market a holder or dispenser
devised to hold several sizes of pellets, to be used by extracting with
the cotton pliers a pellet of the desired size just previous to use.
The use of this holder, however, can not be advocated, as it presents
the very faults which we are trying to overcome. To visualize what
may occur in any given instance, the following experiment was
made: The holder was placed on the bracket table, and the cotton

pliers used in the experiment instead of being moistened with
saliva, were moistened with ink, and then used to remove the pellets
from the holder. The results were what might be expected ; the con
tainer showed ink stains about the orifices through which the pellets
were extracted and caused discoloration of pellets subsequently
removed through the same orifice. The casing of the holder is
celluloid, and the complete apparatus is one not lending itself to
any convenient method of sterilization. This represents the highest
achievement of the manufacturers. The moral is self-evident.
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FIELD SERVICE INSTRUCTION FOR DENTAL OFFICERS OF THE NAVY.
By J. V. McAlplu, Lieutenant Commander, Dental Corps, United States Navy.

The Army Medical Field Service School provides a course of in
struction of value to the naval dental officer in so far as it supple
ments his strictly technical education in professional subjects by
a training designed to increase his scope of usefulness when assigned
to duty with marines.
The problems which may confront the Medical Department of the
Navy on shore duty with an expeditionary force are naturally not
those which apply aboard ship, and it has been recognized that
special training of officers is necessary in order that it may function
efficiently.
The duties of the dental officer stationed with marines, at perma
nent training stations, yards, and barracks is practically the same as
when on duty at navy yards and naval stations within the conti
nental limits of the United States, with the country at peace.
In time of war, however, or ashore, with an expeditionary force,
the purely technical side of a dental officer's duties must of a neces
sity be subordinated to duties of a more military nature.
It is with these duties that the course now being given at Carlisle
is chiefly concerned, and the instruction furnished is designed to co
ordinate the Medical Department's activities along well-organized
lines in an effort to develop the service furnished to accord with the
most efficient and well-conceived methods in the technic of Avar.
As an officer of the Medical Department the dental officer functions
as a specially qualified assistant to the medical officer and as such is

expected to be well acquainted with many duties ordinarily per
formed by the medical officer himself, as he may be called upon to
function in any position in which the commanding officer may see
fit to place him.
The well-trained dental officer should have a general knowledge
of maps and map reading. He may well know something too of map
sketching. The occasion may arise when he may be directed to

proceed to a certain spot by means of a map. He should know,
therefore, how to arrive at this destination, in the shortest possible

space of time and over the best route. This is often important in
so far as his field equipment must be transported also.
When on duty in the field and in the absence of a medical officer
a commanding officer has every right to expect that, should he call
on the dental officer for advice as to sanitary provisions, the dental
officer will be qualified to give him proper advice regarding correct
sanitation of the camp. With this in view, much time is spent at
the Army Medical Field Service School in modern methods of
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camp sanitation. Dental officers are given the same instruction in
this subject as medical officers. A knowledge of the methods of
supervision of troops on the march and at temporary halts is given
the dental officer as being of value when there is no opportunity for
him to function in his strictly professional capacity. He is informed,
however, that his is a purely advisory position, and that in the
final analysis the responsibility rests with the commanding officer.
It must be borne constantly in mind that while the primary
function of the dental officer is to prevent, relieve, and correct dental
disease, he has a broader duty in the military service and it is with
this duty that the majority of professional men on admission to the
service are totally unacquainted.
In this connection it is pointed out that during the late war
many dental officers were placed on duty at aid stations during action
when their knowledge of the requirements of the situation un
doubtedly was the means of saving many lives. This duty being
performed not as dentists but as dental officers and officers of the
Medical Department, and that adaptability and aptitude for the
service should be outstanding characteristics of all who are members
of the Dental Corps.
The dental practitioner, perhaps more than any other profes
sional man, is inclined to get into a rut, and from the very
nature of his operating his viewpoint may become narrow. In the
service he must, if he would be successful, be ready when called
upon to advise and aid with all the knowledge at his command
both the medical officer and the commanding officer. He should
be able to formulate practical sanitary measures whenever required

by the commanding officer, and, if necessary, supervise the carrying
out of such orders as may affect the health of the command. With
111is knowledge he must have the capacity for hearty cooperation
:tt all times.
Dental officers at the Carlisle school are given instruction in first
aid, transportation of the wounded from the field, a knowledge of
l he routine activities in evacuation of advanced bases, the classifi
cation of casualties, and the routine treatment that has been deter
mined to be advisable in each case according to its classification.
The standard Army litter drill and the application of the Thomas
splint is also a part of the course.
As a means of augmenting the technical knowledge of the dental
officers of both arms of the service to render them more capable of
fulfilling their destiny as efficient units of the vast fighting machine,
I lie course given at Carlisle would seem well suited to the needs of

the Dental Corps of the Navy.
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CASE REPORT.

By L. C. Frost, Lieutenant, Dental Corps, United States Navy.

Ackerman, James A., apprentice seaman; age 20; white; admit
ted, April 1, 1922, to United States Naval Hospital, Canacao, P. I.

,

from U. S. S. Beaver with diagnosis conjunctivitis acute left eye,
for which he had been treated 10 days prior to being admitted to
hospital. After admission to hospital, treatment for conjunctivitis
was continued until April G, when diagnosis was changed to iritis.
Left eyo showed typical symptoms of low-grade iritis; circum-
corneal injection, no secretion, photophobia, muddy color of iris,
sluggish pupil, and partial blindness. Pain in temple, no hypo
pyon, iris dilated evenly under atropine, no synnechise.
Tonsils were hypertrophied and crypts rilled with debris. They
were removed under local anesthesia. This resulted in no improve
ment to the eye. Examination of nose and accessory sinuses was
negative.

Patient was being treated for gonococcus infection of the urethra

a
t this same time, though this condition was almost cured at the

time of his admission to the hospital, so it was discounted as the
causative agent, as the iritis did not improve with the improvement

o
f

the gonorrhea.
Examination of the mouth showed several carious teeth in the
upper jaw, one small cavity in the upper right first molar, a large
cavity involving almost the entire occlusal surface of the upper left
first molar, and two small cavities in the upper left second molar.
These were filled. An X ray of the teeth showed a slightly im
pacted and unerupted upper left third molar, and it also showed a

rarefied area along the sides of the roots of the upper left first molar,

though it did not extend to the apex, and the tooth was vital. It
was extracted, though its removal did not improve the condition

o
f

the eye. The X ray of the anterior teeth showed a fully developed
impacted upper left canine (see picture). This was extracted under
local anesthesia after removing part of the labial plate of the alveo
lar process. Three sutures were used to close the incision in the
gum.

The third morning after the removal of the impacted canine pa
tient stated that he felt very much improved as to pain in eye and

temple. Circumcorneal injection was very much lessened, and iris
has almost resumed its normal luster. Opthalmoscope examination
showed slightly turbid media. The patient could distinguish hand at

5 feet.
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Nothing was done to the slightly impacted third left upper molar,,
as it was thought that it would erupt without difficulty on account
of the second molar drifting into the space formerly occupied by the
first.

The treatment for the iritis was administered concurrently, but it
is thought that the extremely prompt improvement of the iritis was
plainly due to the extraction of the impacted canine.
Patient discharged to duty May 5, 1922.
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EDITORIAL.

THE DENTAL DIVISION OF THE BUBEAU OF MEDICINE AND SUBOERY.

In accordance with the plan of the Surgeon General, announced
some time ago, the dental division of the Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery was recently made official by its incorporation in the organ
ization chart prepared for the Secretary of the Navy.
As the Dental Corps of the Navy is a part of the Medical Depart
ment of the Navy, the details of its administration, including the
assignment and transfer of dental officers, the care of dental prop
erty, the supervision of reports and returns, etc., have hitherto been
handled in the bureau in conjunction with the routine administra
tion of other Medical Department activities.
The designation of a dental officer to supervise the routine adminis
tration of dental matters was considered advisable on account of the
technical nature of the dental service rendered to officers and men
of the Navy.
The dental division has been functioning as such for some time
and has been very successful in the administration of the affairs of
the Dental Corps.
The division as arranged has cognizance of and supervision over
dental material and dental personnel and the inspection of den
tal activities. This latter duty is proving to be of considerable
value to dental officers, as technical information concerning the care
and condition of the equipment in use has hitherto been difficult to
obtain by methods previously in vogue.
As now organized, the dental division has supervision over all
matters concerning the Dental Corps, directly under the Surgeon
General, who has demonstrated in many ways his interest in its effi

ciency and importance.
The dental officer in charge of the new division bears the same
relation to the Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery as the
officers in charge of other divisions. He prepares for the Surgeon
General all recommendations concerning the changes of station of
dental officers and attends to all correspondence concerning dental
matters of personnel and material. He acts as an advisor to the
Surgeon General in matters of policy, represents the bureau in its
relations with the Naval Dental School, and in other educational

46457—23 5 55
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matters. He has cognizance of requisitions for dental supplies which
are sent to the bureau for approval, and is responsible to the Sur
geon General for the character and kind of dental service given.
The establishment of the dental division of the Bureau of Medi
cine and Surgery is a source of considerable satisfaction to both
medical and dental officers, as the former are relieved of some of
their responsibility in purely dental affairs, and the latter are greatly
encouraged by having a member of the Dental Corps detailed to care
for their technical needs.
A plan for extending to the officers and men of the Navy a less
limited service, to include prosthetic procedures when indicated, is
being tried out at the Navy Dental School, along lines which have
been prepared by the dental division and approved by the Surgeon
General. An accurate account of the cost of this service is being
kept as the basis for future estimates on an extension of this work.
Information concerning the dental division as now included in the
bureau's organization has been furnished the American Dental Asso
ciation, and the bureau is in receipt of an acknowledgment from
the secretary with the statement that proper action in appreciation
of this official recognition so long desired by the dental profession
would be forthcoming at the next national meeting.

MORE DENTAL OFFICEBS NEEDED IN THE NAVY.

There are 149 dental officers in the Navy. They are required to
furnish dental service to approximately 116,000 officers and men,
which includes the Marine Corps, prisoners, midshipmen, nurses,
and reserves on active duty. This means that the service of one
dental officer should be available to every 778 men.
Each dental officer is entitled to 30 days leave each year. If this
leave is taken, the Navy is continually deprived of the services of
12$ dental officers, which reduces the number on continuous duty to

136J officers.
Twenty- four dental officers are employed on foreign duty on the
Asiatic station and in other places, and each of these officers is trans
ferred at the end of a two-year cruise. The time consumed in effect
ing these transfers is considerable, two months being a low estimate
of the time required in each case to transport a dental officer to for
eign duty and to bring the officer relieved back to the States.
These necessary changes operate to deprive the Navy of the serv
ices of these 24 officers for 48 months every two years, or 24 months
each year, which further reduces the number of dental officers con
tinuously on duty to 134.

Two of the dental officers now carried on the active list are in
hospitals, the result of medical surveys which are expected to result
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in their retirement, which further reduces the number available
for continuous service to 132.
Resignations from the corps has reduced its number during the

past year from 157, its strength at the commencement of the present
fiscal year, to 150, and it is assumed that an average of 4 resignations
each year should be anticipated.
One dental officer has been retired this year for disability incident
to service.

No vacancies existing in the Dental Corps are being filled. Its
strength is based on the proportion of 1 dental officer to every 1,000
officers and men, which in turn is based on the authorized strength
of the Navy and not the actual strength. On the basis of the au
thorized strength the Navy Dental Corps has a percentage of 80 per
cent now in the service, which compares very favorably with the
proportionate strength of the line and Medical Corps. The propor
tion of line officers on duty to the authorized strength is about 77
per cent and the proportion in the Medical Corps about 64 per cent.
It has not been thought advisable to increase the strength of the
Dental Corps until the proportion of officers on duty in other corps
is brought to a point equal to the present proportional strength of
the Dental Corps.
It is apparent, however, that the basic proportion of 1 dental
officer to every 1,000 officers and men is far below the proportion
necessary to furnish the required amount of dental attention. This
fact has been recognized by the Surgeon General, who has already
informed the Naval Committee that the proportion of dental officers
should not be allowed to drop below the rate of 1 dental officer to
every 750 officers and men, this estimate being based on the char
acter of dental service then rendered.
The statement of existing conditions shows that in effect 1 dental
officer is available for every 878 officers and men, and this estimate
can again be lessened by the necessity of maintaining 3 dental officers
on a duty which keeps them away from the dental chair, 1 officer in
each of the naval medical supply depots where dental supplies are
purchased and issued, and 1 in the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery
in charge of the dental division.
Taking into consideration the probable resignations from the
corps and the administration duties of 3 dental officers, the actual
number of dental officers available for continuous service at the end
of the next fiscal year should be 125, which is a proportion of 1
dental officer for every 920 officers and men.
This proportion is estimated as available under ideal conditions,
which presume that officers and men are so grouped as to be accessible

for dental service. This condition will probably never prevail in
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the naval service, due to the necessity of maintaining a certain num

ber of more or less isolated stations where the complement is small,
the services of civilian dentists not available, and the need of dental
service as great in proportion as the requirements on the larger
stations. In such places dental service has to be provided, and, due
to the isolated situation, this service in some cases is made available
to the families of officers and men which are stationed there for duty.
When this condition prevails it operates to increase the requirements
for dental attention and further lessens the proportion of dental
officers available for the general service. Quantico and Parris Island
are two of the stations considered as isolated stations in respect to
dental treatment. At both Quantico and Parris Island the supple
mentary personnel is large and constitutes an appreciable factor in
the problem of furnishing emergency dental treatment.
In smaller more truly isolated stations the personnel is less than
that proportion considered adequate for one dental officer to serve.
It is necessary, however, to maintain a dental officer on duty at these
places, and this operates to furnish to the smaller isolated stations
better dental attention than can be given at the larger stations, which
are deprived of their proper proportion of dental service by reason
of the necessity of detailing dental officers to these smaller stations.
It is, of course, inadvisable to cease to supply dental attention to
the smaller stations in order to further extend this service at the
larger stations, and it would therefore seem that there can be no
solution to the problem of furnishing the required amount of dental
service to the Navy except to increase the size of the Dental Corps.
While recognizing the inability of the present number of dental
officers to adequately furnish the proper dental attention to the
service based on the character of the work now authorized, the
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery is making an earnest effort to make
available to officers and men dental service of a less restricted char
acter, with the object of being ulitmately able to furnish to the per
sonnel of the Navy the best attention the profession affords.
This prospective increase in the scope of the dental service given is

seriously handicapped by the size of the corps, it being obvious that

if difficulty exists in performing the duty now required, any addition
to this duty will make the problem even more difficult. It is realized,
however, that the matter of the size of the corps is something over
which the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery has little control, while

it is vitally interested and directly responsible for the character of
the service rendered.

Believing that no restrictions should define what may or may not
be done in order to maintain the health and morale of the officers
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and men that professional thought and skill deems best for them,
an extension of the dental service to include all that can be obtained
from dentists outside the service is being tried at the Dental School
and laboratory with a view of its general adoption. The adoption
of this additional work as a part of the duties of dental officers
will further emphasize the necessity for increasing the size of the
corps, and the concrete value of this work to the service generally
should offset the expense entailed in increasing the number of dental
officers to a number sufficient to perform it.
In arriving at an estimate of the number of dental officers the
service needs in order to carry on its present duty, and the additional
work contemplated, there is no reliable data or statistics available,
but it is generally considered that a proportion of 1 dental officer
to every 350 officers and men would be none too large.





NOTES AND COMMENTS.

The Medical Eesearch Council of Great Britain, in consultation
with the Ministry of Health, appointed a committee in July, 1921,
for the investigation of the causes of dental disease. We learn from
the British Medical Journal of March 3, 1923, that the committee
was asked to advise the council upon the research work in this
subject already aided by the council and to initiate further re
searches. The first report of the committee, The Structure of Teeth
in Relation to Dental Disease, by Dr. J. Howard Mummery, which
document is also known as Medical Research Council Special Report
No. 70, has recently been issued.

In it the committee indicates its intention to issue reports upon
other parts of the subject from time to time. Doctor Mummery has
considered his subject in three aspects: First, variations in the
composition and structure of enamel and their relationship to dental
caries; secondly, the production of artificial caries; and thirdly,
arrested caries. Under the first heading he inquires whether enamel
is entirely inorganic, and whether it is incomplete at the time of
eruption and capable of further consolidation from without. Owing
to the difficulty of microscopic examination of enamel, there are
wide divergencies of opinion. Tomes is quoted in support of the
view that there is no organic matter in enamel, whereas Lovatt
Evans holds that there is 1 to 2 per cent. Unfortunately, no explana
tion of these divergent findings is attempted. In discussing the
second question he quotes one experimenter (Head) as of
opinion that progressive consolidation may occur from dialysis of
lime salts through Nasmyth's membrane, and another experimenter

(Pickerill) as unable either to confirm or refute the experiments on
which this opinion is based. The possibility of further consolida
tion from within, on the same lines as that seen in the enamel of
sargus, is indicated' by certain microscopic appearances of the
amelo-dentinal junction—spindles and bundles of apparent fibrils
which take a stain. The possibility of further consolidation of
the enamel after eruption of the tooth may prove of great import
in the prevention of dental caries; Doctor Mummery's attitude is
noncommittal, and does not inspire much hope. From the report
it is not easy to gather what variations are considered normal and

61
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which are defects, but the impression given is that if the teeth are
kept clean the variations are all immaterial. The report on the
production of artificial caries is chiefly historical. It is short, but
brings into prominence the chief workers in this field, giving honor
where honor is due. The important point is that caries " indis
tinguishable both macroscopically and microscopically from natural
caries " has been produced in the laboratory by initiating ordinary
food stagnation in the human mouth. The section on arrested caries
of the teeth does not seem to warrant the hopeful attitude taken up
by some of the lay press. It is pointed out that the stained surface
of dentine showing arrested decay is more resistant to acid
than unstained dentine, and that beneath this is a " translucent zone "
of dentine also more resistant to acids; but it has to be admitted
that unless the enamel be removed around and beyond the area of
decay, decay will spread laterally in the amelo-dentinal junction,
and what is gained in one direction will be lost in another. The
comparatively insensitive temporary teeth may lend themselves to
this very old treatment of " filing out the decay," but the sensi
tive permanent teeth present quite another problem. Certain
appearances found by Doctor Mummery in sections of decaying;
enamel suggest that in this tissue also a translucent zone may be
formed. The suggestion is that this, like the translucent zone of
dentine, may represent a vital reaction and an attempt to interpose
a barrier of more fully calcified tissue to the advancing caries; but
Doctor Mummery asks for further investigation before drawing
any such conclusion. The report is beautifully and pertinently
illustrated, and is provided with a list of references.

Reliable statistics of the prevalence of disease of the teeth and
much data concerning the immediate cause of tooth decay is avail
able for the use of dentists who are interested in the prevention of
dental disease as well as in the various reparative procedures made

necessary by dental disease. In particular the last few years has
furnished data of value in connection with the examination of young
men for the Army and reports are available, for age periods up to
8 years, from clinics conducted for children. If these reports are
to be accepted as representative of conditions existing throughout
the land, then the efforts of the dental profession must be directed
to some efficient method of preArenting such conditions. The limited
output of reparative work in the face of the increasing national

prevalence of these diseases is but a sorry outlook. Education of the
individual would seem to be the only hope. Fones, of Bridgeport,
Forsyth, of Boston, and Eastman, of Rochester, are outstanding

examples of pioneers in the education of the individual toward the
prevention of dental disease. Reports of their results in greatly
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lessening retardation of children in schools, with a consequent de
crease of municipal expense, are so manifest that many large cities
are preparing to institute thoroughly equipped dental clinics as a
measure of economy in reducing the total of the educational budget.
An era of much larger possibilities in the direction of the pre
vention of dental disturbances appears to have dawned with the
work on nutrition instituted by McCollum and his associates in 1910.
A broader view of the subject becomes possible as more detailed in
formation along this line becomes available. The reader is referred
to the contributions on this subject by McCollum, Grieves, and
Howe, for the details of laboratory experiments of a very illumi
nating nature. While these authors do not draw dogmatic con
clusions to the effect that a certain diet will result in the lowering
of immunity against and the institution of a predisposition toward
dental and peridental pathology, the summary of their results seems
to indicate that important results and conclusions may yet be
reached. The baffling etiology of pyorrhea may yet be worked out
in the biological laboratory.
Grieves, working in conjunction with McCollum in the laboratory
of the department of chemical hygiene and public health, Johns Hop
kins University, has examined the teeth and skulls of about 1,300
experimental animals representing a wide range of modified diet.
In this series were found duplicated lesions of human dental defects,
caries, exposures of the pulp, and abscesses of the apices. The sig
nificant fact in this observation is that control animals under a
balanced diet were free from such conditions.
As a matter of interest in relation to a diet for man, McCollum
recommends a larger reduction in the consumption of sugar, a liberal
consumption once a day of leafy vegetables such as cabbage, spinach,
Krussels sprouts, turnip tops, dandelions, etc., as well as very liberal
amounts of milk and its products.
Howe has demonstrated with biological experiments that teeth
affected with caries resemble bone which has undergone pathologic
decalcification. There is about twice as much magnesium present
as is found in sound teeth, a like condition existing in bone under
similar circumstances.
While the above observations have not demonstrated that decay is
not a result of bacterial invasion, they should be very valuable in
focusing attention on the much larger aspect of immunity, both den
tal and peridental, in relation to diet.

Not infrequently we hear of a new idea or invention which sub
sequently proves to be one which, so to speak, is in its second reincar
nation, having been dropped the first time through neglect or its
failure to realize expectations. As an interesting example of this
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we find an article by Dr. Meyer L. Khein in the September, 1922,
Journal of Dental Research in connection with the treatment of
pulpless teeth. According to statements contained therein the author
and collaborators as early as 1885 were interested in asepsis as
applied to root canal work. The crop of abscesses which followed
their procedures, however, discouraged further activities in that di
rection. W. Clyde Davis recently called our attention to pulp ampu
tation, under aseptic conditions, as the result of which new cementum
he thought might be expected to seal the foraminal entrances and
block the canal. This is the second reincarnation of such a proce
dure, and the method is strongly denounced by Doctor Rhein in view
of his part experiences along similar lines. Microscopical examina
tions show that instead of a deposition of cementum under such cir
cumstances, a substance is sometimes formed which should be termed
calcific degeneration, and this has the disadvantage that here and
there throughout the mass organic layers exist which easily become
the seats of infection.
Mummification of pulp tissue was extensively advocated in 1885;
and being so temptingly easy of execution, it was no doubt respon
sible for a lack of effort on the part of many to perfect a canal tech
nic, even of the most elemental sort. So eminent a man as the great
Miller, of Berlin, advocated mummification in the Dental Cosmos,
and who can blame the lesser light for following his advice. Time,
with the assistance of radiography and an increased knowledge of
the cases of disease, has enlightened the present generation as to the
results to be expected from the mummification of dental pulps.
The advocation of Callahan about this time of the use of sulphuric
acid for enlarging root canals was a step in the right direction, but
this was found not to remove every particle of pulp tissue.
In 1893, Schrier, of Vienna, gave a clinic at the International
Dental Congress in Chicago, and at which the attention of Doctor
Rhein was attracted to the mixture of sodium and potassium. The
clinic was held to show the value of this material as a mummifying
agent when packed into the root canals. Doctor Rhein observed,
however, that it destroyed every vestige of pulp tissue with which
it came into contact in the canal. Here was a material for which
he had long felt the need. He has used this mixture since that
time, and the results of his years of experience are at our command.
His conclusions are that it should be used to remove every particle of
pulp tissue either vital or nonvital. To obtain the maximum benefit
of sodium potassium it should be passed through the foramen. This
is in direct opposition to the general opinion as to the use of this
substance, as one of the precautions for its use has invariably been
not to get it through the foramen on penalty of severe pain. Pos
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sibility of pain from the presence of the mixture outside of the
foramen may be discounted by blocking off the area with novacain.
Sodium potassium in the hands of the dentist is compared to the
knife in the hands of the surgeon, and Rhein belie%res that the safest
•way to treat canals is to open them thoroughly through the apex
and, after extended ionization with iodine, to fill them hermetically
with chloroform and gutta-percha. A protrusion of the semisolid
mass through the foramen during the filling is made for the pur
pose of covering any denuded cementum as well as of making a defi
nite seal for the foramen of the canals. He contends that this pro
cedure in his hands has been successful in cases which otherwise
would have required amputation of the roots. Rosin as a component
of canal 'fillings should not be used, as it serves as a medium for the
growth of bacteria.
In every operation on the living body a certain percentage of
failures can be expected, and the tooth is no exception. The patient
should be acquainted with the reasons for failure and the danger
of retaining nonvital teeth.
Doctor Rhein's opinions conflict with those advanced by Grieves
and Groves. The latter advocates that the nerve be removed to the
constriction where it most readily breaks, the cemental junction, and
that the canal filling be inserted just to this point, avoiding injury
or disturbance of the cementum or peridental membrane. Rhein
believes that even in the absence of infection the hermetical sealing
of the entire canal serves as a great prophylactic measure.
Histories of several cases are given in Doctor Rhein's paper, with
radiographs, and these cover root fillings which have been in place
as long as 32 years.
The proof of the pudding is in the eating, and we must give
thought to the methods of root canal work which are standing the
test of time.

Lieut. Commander A. G. Lyle (DC), United States Navy, the
senior dental officer on duty at the United States naval training sta
tion, Newport, R. I.

,

has developed a type of wall attachment for the
electrical connections of the standard Navy dental equipment which
has proved to be compact and useful ashore, and which will probably
prove of advantage at sea.
The chief value of the new type of attachment lies in the fact that

it requires but one opening through a wall or bulkhead for the pas
sage of wires for connection with all electrically operated equipment

in the standard office.
The fixture itself is somewhat similar to the small type of switch
board, in the center of which is attached the connection of the electric
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engine. A socket at the top of the board furnishes a receptacle for
the Cameron mouth lamp, and two rows of three ordinary plug con
nections are provided for the attachment of the leads to the sterilizer,
fan, unit, dental light, heater, etc. The fixture is attached to the
wall directly in front of the operating chair and is a decided im
provement in appearance and general convenience over the methods
ordinarily employed.

In a history of dentistry compiled by Dr. Vincenzo Guerini, of
'Naples, Italy, and published in this country under the auspices of
the American Dental Association, considerable space is devoted to
the achievements of Pierre Fauchard, 1690-1761, the founder of
modem scientific dentistry, a well-authenticated copy of whose por
trait was recently presented the Navy Dental School.
Fauchard's work, published in 1728, marks an epoch in the history
of dental art. As Fauchard was the first to publish his experiments
in prosthesis, it is interesting to note his methods in the prototype
of modern bridgework. Guerini states :
"According to the circumstances, Fauchard used, ftfr maintaining
artificial teeth in their place, linen silk, or gold thread, passed
through holes made in them, and tied to the natural teeth.
" When a set of two, three, four, or more teeth was to be applied,
Fauchard first prepared them separately and then united them to

gether by means of one or two threads of gold or silver in such a
manner that the set formed at last a single piece, which was then
fixed to the natural teeth. When the piece consisted of several teeth
it was reinforced with a small plate of gold or silver fixed to its in
side by means of small tacks of the same metal riveted on one side
to the plate, on the other to the front part of each tooth."
The author remarks that a similar prosthetic piece lasted longer
than others previously described, but required proportionately much
more work and much greater expense. He adds that by employing
this plate one can even dispense with threading and fixing teeth

together with gold or silver wire ; but that it was then necessary to
make n horizontal groove at the back of each tooth corresponding
to the widtli and thickness of the plate, which could be fitted into
the serial groove and fixed to each single tooth by means of two
small rivets.
Fauchard describes his method of crown emplacement as follows:
" When one wishes to apply an artificial crown to the root of a
natural tooth, one files away the part of the root that emerges above
the gum, and even more if possible. One then removes, with proper
instruments, all that is decayed in the root itself; after which one
stops the root canal with lead and fits the base of the artificial tooth
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to the root in such a manner that they correspond perfectly to each
other. One drills one or two holes in the tooth through which to
pass the ends of a thread, which serves to fasten it to the natural
teeth on each side of it

,

as described above.
" If the root canal has been very considerably enlarged by the
carious process, so as to have rendered it necessary to stop it

,

the

root being, nevertheless, still quite steady, one bores a small hole in
the lead as deep and as straight as possible, without, however, pene
trating farther down than the roo£ canal. The artificial crown is

then united to the root by a pivot.
Fauchard held the title of " surgeon major of the King's vessels "

and is thus heralded as the first naval dentist.

In a lecture delivered in Washington recently before a joint
medico-dental meeting and attended by a representative gathering of
both professions, Dr. Lewellys F. Barker, of Johns Hopkins Hos
pital, emphasized the importance of a better understanding of the
interdependence of the two professions and instanced the necessity
of cooperation between the dentist and physician by observations
taken from his own rich experience in support of his theme.
The standing of the lecturer in the medical world gave his re
marks significance and importance, and his acceptance of the value
of dental service as a factor in diagnosis and treatment brought
home to his hearers a better appreciation of the necessity for a cor
relation of all factors which may have a bearing on cases presented,
and a consideration of the relative importance of each in arriving at
the proper treatment to be instituted.
" Rows of imperfect enamel development leads one to suspect
parathroid deficiency with danger of development of tetany," said
Doctor Barker.
" Hague teeth—wide centrals, with a space between—means often
early overactivity of the pituitary body, and the relative size of
the laterals and centrals may indicate thymus derangement with
risk of sudden death in anesthesia.
"Neurologists are interested in impacted molars and their relation
to reflex neurosis," said Doctor Barker, but he observed that he
had not noted this connection to any extent, although probably not
all patients with unerupted and impacted teeth have a tendency to
reflex neurosis. " The greatest interest is in oral sepsis, of which
acute and chronic periodontitis, gingivitis, and pyorrhoea are par
ticularly important and easy to demonstrate.
" In arthritis we seek for the primary focus responsible for meta
stasis. Some results from extraction have been brilliant : others are
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not followed by the results hoped for. The truth probably is that
after the joints have become infected we may have foci in the joints
themselves. Thus the primary foci may be relieved, but we have to
look for the secondary which may exist—this usually requires long
orthopedic treatment with methods employed for raising the general
resistance."

Doctor Barker did not ascribe all arthritis to oral foci of infection,
as seems to be the tendency of some enthusiasts, but included the
tonsils as common sources of infection, especially in children. He
said, however, that in adults the majority of arthritic cases could
probably be ascribed to the teeth as well as many cases of myositis
and fibrositis.
He mentioned embolic pneumonia as sometimes secondary to oral
foci of infection and subacute endocarditis, with the explanation
that Streptococcus viridans may attack the heart valves damaged by
an old rheumatic lesion, but said that as a general rule the Strepto
coccus viridans did not attack the heart valves unless some deficiency
existed. He included iritis as resulting from oral infection, but re
marked that it had been his observation that the percentage of cases
in which oral foci was clearly responsible was small.
" Catarrhal gastritis may result from swallowing pus," said
Doctor Barker. " This may be associated with increase or decrease
of acid. The lower urinary passages may be infected secondarily.
Arteriosclerosis and high tension may be the result of a secondary
anemia caused by or associated with primary infection in the mouth."
Doctor Barker thought that pernicious anemia occurred in
dependently from oral sepsis.
Psychosis neurosis, Doctor Barker thought, bears some relation
to oral sepsis. He had not personally observed cases directly
traceable to oral sepsis, but said that it unquestionably is of value
to put the mouth in proper condition in these cases.
" Physicians are often too trustful of statements of patients that
their teeth are in normal condition," said Doctor Barker. " They
should have the services of dental diagnosticians, including X rays.
In case of disagreement of opinions, I consider my duty as follows t
" First, to patient ; second, to my colleagues ; and, third, to myself.
" In all this work the extremes are to be avoided and the middle
path chosen. Never remove a tooth unless it is a menace.
" Oral sepsis is only one factor to consider in blood pressure ;
arteriosclerosis means changes in arterioles, and a high blood
pressure may be necessary to certain individuals. If 180, 200,.
or 220 chronic tension is noted, removal of oral sepsis takes off part
of the load."
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The mutilation of teeth in order to prepare them for the adjust
ment and retention of bridgework is a subject which is disheartening
to a conscientious practitioner. Doctor Ottolengui, editor of
Dental Items of Interest, attempted a survey of the radiographic
findings in a large number of cases in which bridgework of the
fixed type had been inserted some time previously. The cases were
drawn from the offices of representative men of the profession; not
picked as to good or bad, but simply as a series of cases from the
files of each of the men concerned. The exact conclusion reached
is not at hand, but as recalled approximately 90 per cent of the
number studied showed deviation from the normal, either in respect
to peridental or apical disturbances. A number of factors no doubt
contributed to the sum total of such appalling figures.
Fixation of the abutments is mentioned as a possible injurious
procedure, as in a normal dentition each tooth has individual move
ment in mastication, limited by the integrity of the peridental mem
brane, the contacts with adjacent teeth, and the planes of occlusion.
It has been advanced that the fixation of even two teeth together
will definitely limit their movements in view of the fact that
occlusal stress is presented in a characteristic direction for each of
the 32 units. A deviation from normal is classed as pathological,
and in this light fixation can not be classed as normal.
The mention of gingival irritation will suffice for the members of
the dental profession recalling the requirements in this direction in
the placement of bridges, although an effort toward the obliteration
of this common condition is now being sought in the use of inlay
and three-quarter crown abutments. As is well known, it is only
by the exercise of the most unusual skill that gingival irritation
can be obviated as the result of the usual bridge restoration. Ex
perience has shown that long-continued gingival irritation is the
almost universal cause of peridental disturbance, and once the
integrity of the highly specialized peridental membrane is destroyed
it is gone forever.
Interferences with the normal function of the peridental mem
brane may take the form of overload, even after deducting the per
centage loss of function attributed to fixed prosthetic appliances,
and in addition the factors of torque, plane inclination, and lever
forces are often present or develop. Under this head improper oc
clusion also deserves a place, as it is one of the most important phases
in the insertion of any appliance, particularly more so perhaps when
a rigid restoration is inserted, as there is no compressibility other
than the very limited amount afforded by the peridental membrane
itself.

The sacrifice of tooth structure necessary to prepare a tooth to re
ceive an abutment piece is considerable, and, to say the least, results
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in a change of environment for the tooth. The practice of the
preparation of abutments under novocain anesthesia makes possible
shock to the pulp from the removal of an undue amount of dentine.
Numerous appliances have been devised to meet one or several of
the objections presented above; the one which seemed to meet with
the most widespread popularity was the Nesbit cast clasp. A wrong
conception of the principle of this clasp, that is immobility on the
tooth, seems to have been prevalent, and this with failure to instruct
the patient as to the vital necessity for proper maintenance of
cleanliness has resulted in decay under the area clasped in innumera
ble instances, giving rise to the statement that after two years' use
an area of decalcification may be expected to outline the surface of
the enamel covered with the clasp.
A replacement of lost teeth without mutilation of the remaining
members either as to form or function would seem to be a very de
sirable way out of the pitfalls besetting the insertion of bridgework.
With such a goal in view the work of Dr. W. E. Cummer, of the
Royal College of Dental Surgeons, Toronto, Canada, is extremely
important and timely. To this indefatigable worker we must credit
in a great measure the scientific classification of partial denture
service. To so many, partial plates convey the idea of false front
teeth, inopportune dropping, and general clattering that their very
mention will cause an almost involuntary shake of the head. A
convert, however, can usually be made by an explanation of the
subject, excepting, of course, those with fixed ideas.
Doctor Cummer's work embraces some 65,000 possible variations
and requirements encountered in partial denture service. In this
respect he stands in a somewhat similar position as Doctor Angle
before and after his classification of the chaos existing in ortho
dontia. The former has outlined simple principles of procedure
in partial restorations and has succeeded in making them accessible
for the practitioner who has not time for extended study. One of
his most striking statements is made in regard to cast clasps : " Cast

clasps must not be used in any instance which, because of relative
nonresiliency and consequent lack Of slip, they may subject an
anchor tooth to vertical or horizontal torques from free saddles on
mucosa of any degree of compressibility." This opens a field of
thought for those who pride themselves on their ability to make a
cast clasp which snaps to place about the tooth and thereafter moves

only as the tooth moves. He brings out the point that a clasp should
have movement on the abutment similar to that of a ball and socket
joint, the contour of the tooth representing the ball. This in turn
makes a clasp of this description not adaptable to a tooth without

convexity, as no motion is possible on such a tooth except removal.
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The end result of the application of a cast clasp to a tooth of this
description under the circumstances stated is the eventual loss of the
tooth.
One of the most interesting phases of the work of Doctor Cummer
is that relating to the application of indirect retainers, with which
by means of extensions of 14-gauge wire to rest on teeth other than
centrals and laterals, he obtains stability for dentures, both upper
and lower, to a degree hitherto unobtainable.
The location of direct and indirect retainers are based on sound
engineering principles and depend upon bringing the fulcrum line
in center of area of piece.
Experience and practice are necessary to master any technic, and
the advantages of that offered by Doctor Cummer seem to give
promises of such superior partial restorations that patients may
be well advised to keep such teeth as they have intact and free to
function normally.

In a lecture by Capt. F. E. Kodriquez (D. C), United States
Army, delivered before the District Dental Society in Washington,
D. C, recently, Doctor Rodriquez alluded to the difference in the
tooth structure of patients between the ages of 8 and 18 and that
of persons 36 or thereabouts. He remarked the difference in the
size of the dentinal tubules, that of the older tissue being less acces
sible to the invasion of bacteria due to the constriction of these
tubules and the absence of sufficient nutritive material to facilitate
bacterial growth. He also mentioned in a brief way that classical
conformity to this general rule has been noted in cases of pregnancy,
but did not elaborate on this observation. Doctor Rodriquez's work
in the further classification of acid-producing bacteria and their
selective action as one of the predisposing, if not the direct, cause
of dental caries is a valuable and original contribution to dental
bacteriology, and is regarded as being the most authoritative con
tribution in this direction since the work of the late Dr. W. D.
Miller.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO MEDICAL OFFICERS.

SOKE SOCIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHIATRICAL ASPECTS OP THE VENEREAL
DISEASE PROBLEM.

By Paul E. Bowers, M. D., regional consultant, United States Public Health Service,'

Mankind is continually being stimulated and propelled along by
three great primary urges ; the urge of food, which finds expression
in the various forms of plant and animal culture; the urge of the
ego, which pushes man on to the development of his capacities which
are shown in the accomplishment of art, science, and commerce; and
the urge of sex, which exhibits itself in its highest form as the family
unit, the basis of municipal, State, and Federal organizations.
The proper and intelligent regulation of these urges leads to the
attainments just spoken of above, but the imperfect regulation and
the unwise inhibition of them leads to disasters which affect the
family and social units, and this is particularly true in relation to
the sex urge. While we are not in total accord with the theory
propounded by Freud, that the only and the predominating force
' of life is the sex urge, we are compelled to admit that the urge of
sex is very tremendous. One of the greatest problems confronting
us, and one which seems to be undermining our social institutions,
is the existence of prostitution (which may be regarded as a per
verted expression of the sex impulse) , and the venereal diseases which
corrupt the family unit and cause such contamination as is shown in
the withering blight of insanity, feeble-mindedness, epilepsy, and
moral degeneracy.
The urge of sex is twofold in its manifestation; the first is the
conscious desire of pleasure, the second is the unconscious expression
of nature for reproduction. Nature has wisely provided that the

•Reprinted from "Venereal Disease Information," Vol. IV, United States Public
Health Service.
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sexual act be attended by pleasurable sensations and emotions, secur
ing thereby perpetuity of the race, even when this thought of repro
duction plays no part in the accomplishment of sexual relations.
In studying the problems of venereal disease and prostitution we
are compelled to view these problems from various angles if we are
to understand them and to deal with them wisely. Preconceived
medico-theological or moralistic dicta have not and will not solve
the problem. The solution of these vexing situations demands a care
ful consideration of all angles of this social dilemma in a cold, dis
passionate manner, with the ultimate good of the social unit as the
goal idea of attainment. Our social order seems to grow more com
plex each day, and with its increasing complexity we find that there
is a corresponding increase in the factors influencing the sex urge
A number of these factors will be considered very briefly.
Dance. —What is the influence of the modern dance on the sexual
urge? Does the intimate contact and close bodily associations of
the modern dance awaken or kindle, consciously or unconsciously,
the sexual passion ? Are the modern dances, as we see them danced
in the public dance hall and public ballroom, to be regarded as pure,
unadulterated expressions of rhythmic grace, devoid of sexual color
ing or emotion? To the tom-tom music of the jazz orchestra the
observer may find that couples pass by him in intimate embrace, in
cheek-to-cheek fashion, hopping, twisting, and turning to the rhythm
of syncopated music. What are the emotions of the sophisticated
youth in such situations? Is this type of dance universal, and is it
a reversal to the type when some ancient jungle tribe hopped, tod
dled, twisted, rocked, and howled about the tribe musician as he beat
on a hollow log, producing with his club monotonous tom-tom, char
acteristic of our modern jazz? These dancing orgies of the primitive
man had definite purpose of propagation. Have the grace, dignity,
and refinement of the Virginia reel and the square dances been imi
tated in the modern day ballroom? The answer is in the negative.
It is certain that the dance of to-day, as performed in the majority
of places, does not have a tendency to diminish or regulate the nor
mal sexual urge. The reverse is quite true in many instances. We
may paraphrase Shakespeare and say, the motto of to-day is " On

\ with the dance, let joy be unrefined."
Modem dress.—As to what extent modern dress affects the sex
urge is decidedly a mooted question. There can be no dogmatic an
swer. It has been urged upon us by the proponents of the ultra
modern day styles that such styles are modest in the extreme and are
particularly beneficial to the female in allowing full freedom of
motion of the limbs, and are decidely sanitary inasmuch as they
do not sweep the streets of dirt and filth. The opponents of the
extreme types of dress are equally firm in their beliefs that dresses
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which reach the ankle are as effective in matters of sanitation as are
skirts which reveal the wearers' knees at every step. Those ap
proving of the extremely decollette cut of gowns have urged that
such dresses gave freedom to the throat, hardened the skin of the
neck and chest, and thereby prevented the development of colds and
pneumonia; those who oppose such views are earnest in their con
tention that dresses cut so low as to suggest exposure of the second
ary sexual characteristics are not conducive to good health or good
morals. It has been quite apparent that prostitutes, knowing of the
value of sex appeal in dress, have in plying their vocations assumed
the extreme and risque styles of clothing. On the other hand, perfectly
normal women, blindly following the decrees of fashion, have dressed
and are dressing in the most suggestive styles, whether these skirts
be long or short. Some of our school authorities and some of our
clergy have placed modes of suggestive dressing under ban. Teachers,
have been instructed to appear in their classrooms in modes of cloth
ing which did not stimulate sex ideas, and communicants of certain
churches have been denied certain church privileges unless they
dressed modestly. It is a well-known fact that the love of finery
in the matter of clothing has led the shop girl in many instances to
stray from the path of virtue.
Within the last few years, it would almost seem to be true that the
theater, which performs so great a function in the education of the
public, has been more or less corrupted and betrayed for a price.
Licentiousness has run riot on the stage. Bedroom dramas have been
exceedingly popular, and even the so-called problem plays have been
baited with juicy bits of sensuality to form bacchanalian feasts for the
eyes and imagination of the adolsecent boy and girl and the more ma
ture adult, who are fired thereby to sexual indiscretion. Many plays
which are fairly decent, except as to title, have found these sugges
tive titles lucrative drawing cards. It is a well-known fact that
smutty jokes, as a rule, even in our so-called exclusive theaters, often
gain tremendous applause, and it is to be observed that persons clap
their hands in great approval and apparent enjoyment, and yet it is
quite true in many instances that if these remarks were heard on the
outside those same individuals would seriously disapprove and con
demn.

The virtue of the mob, as well as the intelligence of the mob, is
lower than the moral or mental levels of the individuals which com
pose it. Psychoanalysis has revealed that suggestive and smutty
plays have afforded many persons a vicarious mode of sexual gratifi
cation. The trash-laden novels and the stories printed in many of
our cheap popular magazines are devoured with great eagerness for
the same reason. I found on inquiry at a bookstore near a great uni
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versity that the greatest number of the risque" magazines were sold
to the female students of this university. These practices have af
forded sensual gratification in ways that do not bring immediate
social retribution ; however, they pave the way for sexual promiscuity
when the compunctions of conscience have been lost or the fears of
disaster dispelled.
General decadence of morals. —Bad companionship, vicious asso
ciations, idleness, frivolity, excessive love of pleasure, continuous
desire for excitement to appease an hysterical and unsatisfied craving
for excitement and novelty, which inevitably lead to promiscuity,
are among the potent factors responsible for the reduction of our
moral level. An examination of our divorce-court records will
prove the correctness of this contention, as will a glance at the
headlines of our daily newspapers. A growing lack of proper
regard for moral and religious teachings engenders a disrespect
for the seventh commandment, which is consequently broken. In
temperance, as we all know, has long been a prolific source of
sexual immorality. In recent years the taxicab and the automobile
have played no insignificant part in sexual promiscuity. It is
not prudish or Comstockian to recognize the fact that there exists
to-day a tendency to exploit the natural sexual impulses for com
mercial gain. On the stage and on the screen, in the public dance
hall, in our books and magazines, there is definitely expressed a
purpose to turn our sexual interest and curiosity into hard cash.
Our so-called classical and interpretative dancing, with its sug
gestive gestures and inanities, our leg shows, our excessively short
skirts, and peek-a-boo waists and the decrees of Dame Fashion are
not all the results of desires to express the ideals of art. These
factors do stir up the ardor of the sexual urge, as every student of
social life knows. Possibly Nature has wisely ordained that these
manifestations of sexual expression shall exist as an effort of self-
assertion against the undue repressions put upon her by the social
restraints of our civilization. Yet, we must view with skepticism all
efforts to commercialize the sexual passion.

The psychology of Freud.—The advent of Freudianism has been
attended, together with a few benefits, by numerous evils. Psycho
analysis has become a widespread fad and is a subject of discussion
in thousands of lay women's clubs. Even some of our universities
have introduced into the classroom the study of Freudian psychology
with its perverse sex emphasis, and the immature minds of the
students have been saturated with ribald sexuality and obscenity to
the last degree under the guise of the study of psychology. Under
the same mask of science, this psychology of Freud, which occasion
ally has a legitimate use in medicine, has been peddled over the
world and many books and articles upon this subject have flooded our
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libraries. Many of these books may be properly regarded as vile
and pernicious and would be excluded from the mails, except for
their presumptuous claim of being scientific. The books of Freud
and those of some of his rabid disciples are eagerly devoured by
members of lay clubs as well as immature minds in our colleges and,
because of this mental pabulum, the readers suffer from intellectual
indigestion, and as a general result there is a general lowering of
the moral tone of the readers who have indulged in this conventional
sexual orgy. The ethics and virtues of our forebears, which have
elevated the race to whatever moral heights it may have attained,
are now looked upon by the youth, vitiated by the evils of Freudian
psychology, to be but sexual repressions and inhibitions. Likewise,
religion in general has come in for its share of psychoanalysis, and
this great moral police force and mental balm of the world has been
reduced by the narrow type of Freudian to codified systems of sex
symbolisms. In fact, the mental myopia of some of the Freudians
has become so great as to lead them to perceive every ethical and
social institution to be but an expression of' sublimated sex instinct.
Views of this sort lead to promiscuity in those social levels where we
ordinarily expect to find the highest types of sexual ethics and
culture.

Marriage.—Under existing economic and social conditions, mar
riage can not always take place at the time physical and mental at
tainment has made such a union desirable or possible. The more
or less artificial social and economic conditions imposed by society
do not change the nature of mankind. In humanity there is planted
inherently a love of the opposite sex, and if the longings and desires
of natural instincts can not find expression soon after the age of

maturity, disasters and troubles appear in due course of time, and
the moral and social customs which have been laid down are violated
and trampled upon. When we strip all emotion from the question
we are bound to admit that the lack of opportunity for early mar
riage increases sexual promiscuity and consequently venereal dis
ease. Those who are alert to the problems of sexual life are aware
of the mutterings, murmurings, grumblings, and unrest which exist
because of our standards of social ethics, and these expressions are
to some degree prophetic of the changes which may come in an
evolutionary manner to our existing social condition. Biologic and
ultra reformers are about on every hand, ready to provide society
with their materialistic, biological schemes to remedy the evils of
marriage, but these would promptly work disaster. No matter how
we may feel about it

,

or how disagreeable the fact may be to us, it

is an established fact that sexual liaisons are growing in number, and

particularly among the men and women in the industrial and com
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mercial world, and these liaisons terminate in separation, pregnacy,
or marriage, according to the dictates of the parties concerned.
The enormous number of divorces and separations which are con
stantly occurring within a few months after marriage demonstrate
forcibly and practically that many of our marriages were in reality
trial marriages, but one degree higher in a legal sense than common-
law unions, in which there is occasionally found an idealism of love
and a sense of responsibility.
Prostitutes and prostitution. —Careful research by accredited
American investigators into the problem of prostitution in America
has led to the following definite conclusions, which may be briefly
summarized as follows : The laws in general throughout the United
States which have been enacted to suppress prostitution are chiefly
directed against the female. Granting that the women engaged in
prostitution are vicious, fallen, unchaste, and dangerous to the com
munities in which they live, it is a notorious fact that it is the male
who seeks out the fallen woman in 90 cases out of 100, and that no
Jess than 50 per cent of the men patronizing prostitutes are married
men. Directing all the legal energies toward the woman prostitute
and chasing her from pillar to post does not solve the problem of
prostitution or venereal disease.
A study of the prostitute has shown, in most instances, that she is
young in years; that she comes from a home broken by divorce, death,
or poverty ; that she is without home training, and with little or no
education; that her mental endowment in most instances has been
poor and that she belongs to the defective mental group; and that
with these serious handicaps she has struggled along in bad environ
ment, with evil associates, and with physical poor health. In the
last analysis she has been shown to be a person of defective and sub
normal mental make-up, unable to battle in an adequate and normal
manner with the problems of life.
Of the problem of prostitution, Ball says the following : " This is
not alone a sociological problem but a psychological problem as well,
and the studies of causes should begin in the cradle ; the individual,
male and female, should be studied, and those having special abilities
should have them developed, those early manifesting bad sex habits
should be guarded and if defective should become institutional cases.
"A plea, then, for closer studies of our school children and the
establishment, by either public or private funds, of psychopathic
laboratories for this work.
" Realizing that in our present state of educational and social
development a demand exists for prostitution, and that so long as
the demand lasts the supply will somehow be obtained, education
and proper early segregation of socially unfit of both sexes will
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be the ultimate solution, if it can be called such. At present a vicious
circle exists.
" 'As an economic, sociologic, eugenic, and medical problem, syphilis
is occupying considerable attention at the present time. The source
from which most of the syphilis originates is the house of prostitu
tion. It is a place where syphilis is concentrated.' It injures the
germ plasm, and offspring are often defective, again supplying the
individuals who in turn become mere carriers for the spirochaeta."
After considering these several angles of the venereal disease
problems, two remedial and palliative measures will be briefly dis
cussed concerning the relief of these conditions. These measures
are chemical prophylaxis and sex education.
Chemical prophylaxis. —The subject of chemical prophylaxis has
always been the ground for debate between two groups of physicians
and social workers who have had the same goal idea of disease pre
vention in mind. It has been contended by pedantic and moralistic
authorities that the beneficent value of venereal prophylaxis, result
ing in a decreased rate of infection among the persons exposed, has
been greatly offset by the supposititious number of chaste and virtu
ous individuals who are led to forsake the path of rectitude because
of the immunity from infection which has been conferred by this
same prophylaxis. This feeling is quite general among the lay or
ganizations and women's clubs. They have believed that in many
instances the prophylaxis of venereal disease is a method which con
dones and tolerates sexual promiscuity, for its use theoretically re
moves the fear of venereal disease.
This belief concerning chemical prophylaxis may be traced in
general to summary factors involving two main issues: (1) That the
individuals constituting the body social and politic are by nature
and desire essentially erotic and promiscuous, and (2) that a repres
sion or inhibition based entirely on fear is the main motivating factor
in providing for the safe-keeping and sexually hygienic living of the
Nation's youth and virility.
These factors lost their apparent validity under a close scrutiny.
As to the status of mankind, there is

,

of course, no question as to the
correctness of the opinion that all normal individuals during ado
lescence and adulthood, prior to the climacteric, have definitely
developed sexual desires. If these desires can be sublimated to social
or other nonsexual aims, even then it can not be deemed that they
have been annihilated ; but the presence and force of this sex instinct

is not synonymous with outright eroticism or with a desire for sexual
promiscuity. And the very proponents who believe that the removal
of a fear repression will actuate humanity to an orgy of sensualism
will be the first to declare the truth of the preceding statement.
Although the sentiments and effects which have been built up
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through custom and tradition can not under ordinary circumstances
be considered as strong as the basic instincts, still they represent real
and actual forces in the everyday life of the individual. The sexual
morals of the community play a great part in the determination of
the sexual life of the average individual.
The validity of a repression, based on fear, loses its chief value
when it is realized that the individuals who could be best motivated
by fear are, paradoxically, the very ones who are least likely to be
influenced by it. The postulation of a repression of a sexual desire
and life through fear of infection necessitates that the individual in
question be of normal or superior intelligence, that he has taken the
time to consider the proposition carefully, that he realizes the danger
of infection from promiscuous intercourse and builds up an effective
defense mechanism, and that he possesses sufficient will power and
determination to resist temptation, no matter how strong it may be.
Such an individual, although the fear of infection may weight his
decision, will be pari passu of such intelligence that he will have
had ample opportunity to have built up a defense mechanism against
promiscuity on some more rational or altruistic basis.
Or, granting that he has sufficient intelligence to follow the de
vious windings of the hypothetical suppositions involved, he may de
cide in favor of promiscuity because of other equally valid, to him,
and equally reasonable bases. Thus, the intelligent individual is
not affected by the availability of venereal prophylaxis to the extent
that might be thought probable.
Taking the next case of the nonintelligent individual, the case is
even more striking. He has not the mentality sufficient to realize
adequately the dangers involved, is apt to consider infection no worse
than a " bad cold," and with his lowered mentality, his emotional

sphere is incapable of being approached on a really rational level.
As is common with the mentally retarded, the will power and de
termination can not be expected to be strong, and he will either suc
cumb to temptation or allow himself to be overruled by cajolery. It
is probable that a highly organized and complex system of society
tends to develop prostitution to a greater degree than that in which it
occurs in primitive society. Although prostitution is mentioned by
the oldest records, a study of modern conditions strongly indicates
that the matter can be much more effectually regulated by local taboo

in a small tribe or clan than by federal legislation in a large nation.
On the part of the male, civilization has made it necessary that
he postpone marriage several years beyond adolescence, and many
naturally turn to prostitution to solace these waiting years. With
the female sex, the supply has been made to fit the demand, and the

matter of payment, both specie and indirect, has played no small

part.
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Proper effective prophylaxis against venereal disease should be
made readily available to all who are exposed to possible infection.
Syphilis and gonorrhea are morbid cancers attacking the social
fabric, and we are justified in using chemical prophylaxis as one of
the methods in preventing venereal disease.
The proponents of chemical prophylaxis hold that ideals must
never be lost in meeting the issues of the venereal problem. Yet
they are always fully cognizant of the fact that they are not chasing
moonbeams, but are dealing with actual diseased conditions. They
argue that history has demonstrated through all ages that sexual
promiscuity has existed and will continue to exist in many quarters,
no matter what ideals are entertained. The proponents of chem
ical prophylaxis refuse to take the ostrich method of dealing with
the situation by denying the facts or " hiding their heads in the
sand." The Bible remarks, " Offenses must come, but woe unto
him by whom the offense comes."
During the late war, every possible safeguard was thrown about
the soldiers, the perils of venereal diseases were shown in pictures
and told in story, the red-light districts were broken up in the re
gions of the great army camps, and officers of the Public Health
Service were on extra cantonment duty in a continual fight against
vice. Yet, in spite of the sexual knowledge given and the idealism
preached to the soldiers, and other safeguards used, thousands of
men acquired venereal disease, the effects of which are still to reach
generations yet unborn. This is not a unique example of the failure
of idealism to prevent venereal exposure in many instances; that
which is true of the soldier is likewise true of the civilian.
The medical officers preached continence to the soldiers, taught
idealism, laid great emphasis on the fear element as the motive for
restraining human conduct, but knowing that these methods would
not be effective in thousands of instances, they made it necessary
for the exposed individual to take prophylactic treatment under
penalty of court-martial. The Army did not condone immorality,
but it was chiefly concerned with keeping the men fit for active mili
tary duty, and statistics show that thousands of cases of venereal
disease were avoided by the method of enforced prophylaxis. And
for this reason we are justified in teaching the use of chemical pro
phylaxis, since the males of the race should be kept fit for parent
hood.

It must be borne in mind in discussing the value of chemical pro
phylaxis that this method is to be taught in conjunction with sexual

idealism, that these two methods should not be opposed to one an
other, that we should use them conjointly, gaining simultaneously
the value of both methods in dealing with various types of men.
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Sex instruction.—The difficulties that have obstructed the path of
sex instruction, have been for the most part the questions as to when
it shall be first taught, and by whom the instruction shall be given.
Outside of the confines of the medical profession, where the views,

of the sexual question have largely been colored by moralistic con
ceptions alone, there has been a wide difference of opinion.
The value of sex instruction was demonstrated in a very practical
way during the late war. The percentage of venereal disease was
reduced in many of the Army training camps and naval training
centers by a very considerable proportion because of the patriotic
response of the trainees to the Government's plea to keep " fit to
fight."
In civil life the problem is more difficult to handle, yet the poten
tialities for good are greater.
The child becomes sex conscious in the majority of instances about
9 years of age, and at this age sex instruction should be begun, and
such information should be given by the parents, the problem being
treated in a general way, utilizing the biological history of plants
and animals gradually correlating these facts with the history of
human reproduction in a way that is not too literal or too personal.
Parent-teacher associations are splendid organizations for the train
ing of parents along the lines of methods of sex instruction, and
the appropriate material for teaching can be secured by the inter
ested parent, and the parent-teacher associations from the United
States Public Health Service.
The teaching should be brought to the child, and the parent should
not wait to begin instruction until after some vicious, distorted
information has been imparted to the child from sources outside the
home. The habits of cleanliness should be taught, for they do much
to discourage the practice of self-abuse. As a child grows, his com
panionship, play, sports, and books should be carefully supervised.
Unfortunately for the public good, the custom of chaperonage has
lost its former vogue, resulting in a corresponding reduction in pub
lic morals. A sense of chivalry should be installed into the boy by
teaching him a higher regard for his mother, sister, and all women
in general. Physical labor in an appropriate degree about the home,
some honest toil of a healthful sort which exercises the body and
teaches thrift, along with the usual hardy sports of childhood and
youth, are of tremendous value in sublimating and directing the
sexual urge into constructive and useful channels of expression.
At the age of puberty, the physiology of menstruation should
be made known to the girl, and the nature of seminal emissions
should be imparted to the boy, lest he fall into the hands of quacks,
who have heretofore worked enormous harm to the adolescent youth.
Knowledge of venereal disease should be conveyed to the boy or girl
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at this time, and the ravages of syphilis and gonorrhea should be
made plain. If the parents are uncertain as to their information
on this subject they will find it easily obtainable from the family
physician, or some officer of the State or national health service.

The teaching of sex hygiene is not to be confined to the child
or youth alone, if we are to stop the ravages of venereal disease.
Courses of mental and social hygiene should be a part of the curricu
lum of every high school, college, and university, and the publio
lecture courses of our social institutions, such as the Y. M. C. A.,
the Y. W. C. A., Knights of Columbus, Women's Club, and similar
organizations, should deal in a methodical manner with these sub
jects. The veil of prudery and false modesty must be torn from
the subject of venereal disease. The white light of publicity and
education must be turned on the hiding places of gonorrhea and
syphilis by. telling and retelling in plain, simple, unvarnished
words the evils of prostitution until the public conscience is roused
from its lethargy of indifference and unconcern.
Summary. —L The sexual urge is a normal, physiological, and
legitimate appetite, as is the desire for food, and should be viewed
in this manner. Our present-day pleasures, manners, dress, theaters,
books, and social customs stimulate and increase the normal sexual
desires unduly.
2. Some modes of our prevailing methods of education give per
verse ideas concerning sexual life.
3. The existing social and economic conditions prohibit early
marriage, and this temporary prohibition of marriage increases
prostitution and the spread of venereal disease.
4. The fear of venereal disease should be taught because there
is a group within a social body which regulates its conduct very
largely through the influence of fear. There is another group within
the social body which regulates its conduct by a sexual idealism that
it entertains, and not by fear, and therefore a positive idealism must
be taught concerning sex matters. There is a third group which is
not controlled by either fear or sex idealism, and responds to the
sexual urge, irrespective of the consequences.
5. Sex hygiene should be- taught to the child, the youth, and the
adult. The subject of venereal disease should be brought again and
again to the attention of the public until the public is so aroused
in the matter that it takes steps to correct the evils resulting from
prostitution. All methods of combating this social evil should be
employed together, as no one particular method is effective for all
classes or all conditions.
6. It is the function of the State and Nation to methodically com
bat all evils of prostitution through their organizations of public
health and social agencies.
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HEALTH OF THE NAVY.

Morbidity reports received in recent weeks indicate the general
decline in sickness rates that is to be expected at this season of the
year. The average admission rate for disease (all diseases) from
the first of the year to date, for the entire Navy, is 675 per 1,000
per annum. Last year at the corresponding date the progressive
average rate was only 580, but in 1921 at this time the rate was
higher than this year—725 per 1,000.
Noninfectious diseases and conditions are partly responsible for
keeping the rate above 600, but certain communicable diseases have
also been more prevalent this spring. Influenza has been about
twice as prevalent this year. Many cases of measles have occurred,
due to the fact that this has been a measles year in many parts of
the country, and recruiting has proceeded actively.
Acute bronchitis and acute tonsillitis, both of which infections are
important causes of high morbidity throughout the year, have been
more prevalent this year.
The accident rate since the first of the year has averaged 65 per
1,000 per annum, as against 52 for the corresponding period last year
and 50 in 1921. This rate is higher than it should be and indicates
the necessity for care throughout the service, because many of the
accidents that occur are entirely preventable. An unusually high
percentage of the accidents reported during May were fatal, due to
an accident on board the U. S. S. Hulbert causing six deaths from
fuel-oil burns, gasoline explosions on board the U. S. S. Overton and
the U. S. S. New York, resulting in two deaths, and airplane acci
dents causing four deaths. The accidents on board the U. S. S. New
York and the U. S. S. Overton were similar—gasoline was being
used to clean machinery.

The following table shows annual admission rates per .1,000 per
annum for certain communicable diseases, entire Navy, for the month
of May, 1923, in comparison with median rates for the same month,
1918 to 1922, inclusive:

rate for
Mav,
1918-1922,
inclusive.

Medial)

May, 1953.

Median
rate for
Mav.
l<ll*-iW>,
inclusive.

May, 1923.

Cerebrospinal fever < 0. 05
Diphtheria 1.17
German measles .ST
Influenza 26.47
Malaria 12. 89

Measles 3. 06

0
'
l| Mumps.......

.32 | Pneumonia

.11 Scarlet fever
22.40 Smallpox
9.25 i Tuberculosis
6.84 i1 Typhoid fever

13. 66

4.75
1.33
.08
3. 83

.13

19.98
4. 73
1.58
.21
3. 79
0
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Influenza was distributed during the month principally among
the forces afloat, and more cases occurred in the Pacific than in
Atlantic waters. In all, 213 cases were reported. These figures are
not high for this time of year and indicate satisfactory subsidence of
earlier outbreaks. Only 88 cases of malaria were reported during
the month of May ; 49 among marines at foreign shore stations, 23
cases at naval stations in the United States, and 16 in the fleet. Two
cases of smallpox were reported for the same period, one from the
receiving barracks at Hampton Roads, Va., and one from the U. S. S.
Goff, Constantinople, Turkey. One case of typhus fever was re
ported from the U. S. S. Bainbridge, Beirut, Syria.
, General admission rates at the four training stations have dimin
ished somewhat in recent weeks, but are still high enough to affect
the morbidity rate for the entire service. There were comparatively
few admissions for communicable diseases at the training stations
during the month. A few scattered cases of measles are still being
reported from the naval training stations at Hampton Roads and
San Francisco.
The average general morbidity rate for the scouting fleet was 698
per 1,000 per annum, and for the battle fleet 436 per 1,000. The inci
dence of measles and mumps in the fleet resulting from the prevalence
of these diseases at the training station, Hampton Roads, Va., and the
training station, San Francisco, Calif., during March and April
appears to be diminishing.

IMPROVEMENT IN THE QUALITY OF RECRUITS.

The Bureau of Navigation News Bulletin No. 26, of June 5, 1923,
contains a note relative to the fine appearance and better qualifi
cations of a comparatively large draft of men recently sent to the
U. S. S. Wyoming from the United States naval training station,
Hampton Roads, Va. The commanding officer of the Wyoming re
ported that the men were in every way a credit to the station, pre
senting an exceptionally fine appearance. They were older than the
usual run of such drafts and showed that they had been carefully
instructed and drilled.
The selection of suitable recruits possessing satisfactory physical
and mental qualifications and the proper seasoning and training of
those men, old enough not to be unduly susceptible to the common
infections and communicable diseases, constitutes one of the most
important factors in keeping sickness rates and accident rates low in
the fleet.

During the past three years much avoidable sickness, involving
in the aggregate a large number of sick days, has been traceable
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directly to more or less unsuitable recruit material, boys who found
it difficult or impossible to adapt themselves to ship life and tbe or
dinary essential service requirements without getting on the sick
list several times during the first few months of service on board
ship because of one preventable disability or another incident to the
period of conflict and maladjustment to the new environment—

minor, sometimes serious accidents, tonsillitis, too frequent and
avoidable colds, sick days resulting from physical defects existing

prior to enlistment, folliculitis and infectious or parasitic skin dis
eases due to lack of knowledge and ability to take care of them
selves to the best advantage under the conditions of overcrowding
on board ship (a serious thing in itself from the standpoint of
health hazards) , and finally, nostalgia and other emotional dis-

, orders involving neurosis, arising from mental conflict caused by
inability to compete successfully with other members of their re
spective divisions in work and drill and in taking care of them
selves and their effects.
The Navy attempts to teach and hold its men to good habits of

personal hygiene, but it is highly desirable that the human material
to start with should be the best obtainable if a satisfactory average
of proficiency and a maximum number of days of actual service per
man are to be secured.

READOPTION OF DISCIPLINARY MEASURES IN THE PREVENTION OF

VENEREA! DISEASES IN THE UNITED STATES ASIATIC FLEET.

In the Asiatic Fleet it has seemed desirable not to trust entirely
to the assumption that men who have exposed themselves to vene
real infection will make early, proper, and thorough use of pro
phylactic tubes, but to issue tubes and also revert to the system of
requiring men to report exposures when they occur and to submit
to disinfection upon return to the ship whether or not prophylaxis
was used ashore.

The following fleet circular indicates the increase in venereal dis
ease which has occurred during the past two years and outlines the
measures recently adopted:
Fleet Circular No. 39-23. 75-tl. 231-9-23.

United States Asiatic Fleet,
U. S. S. " Hubon," Flagship,
Shanghai, China, May 4, 192S.

Subject : Venereal disease, prevention of.

L The commander in chief desires to Invite attention to the conditions
regarding venereal disease as shown by the records of the last four years:
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Year.
Per cent
of total
udmissions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

28.49
37.88
46.01
44.00

187.87
29.i.256
314.195
916

2. In analyzing the reports from the different ships and stations it Is noted
that percentages vary from 20 to 89 per cent of the total admissions for dis
eases. Tliis shows that on some ships the men have taken proper precautions,
whereas on others there Is evidence of lack of attention In the administration
of the proper measures. The principle of prophylaxis has been proven beyond
a doubt. The trouble is apparently due to the failure of the men to use it, or
that they use it improperly. Immediate steps must be taken to reduce the
present high rate of venereal disease which is so injurious to the efficiency of
the personnel and to their future health. It will be noted that the annual
mte has almost doubled in four years.
3. On receipt of this letter medical officers will institute a double prophylac
tic system ; supplying tubes for use ashore as heretofore, and also institute
prophylaxis on the return of the men to ships. The utmost care shall be used
in seeing that all exposures receive prophylaxis as soon as possible. Men re
turning to the ships during the night should report " yes " or " no " and re

ceive prophylaxis immediately. If necessary a Hospital Corps man should be
en watch for the purpose. Routine monthly inspections for the discovery of
venereal disease will be made by the medical officers, and in case of proven
falsehood disciplinary action shall be taken. Reports shall be forwarded to
the commander In chief monthly in addition to the reports required by the
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. The report required by article 1344, Fleet
Regulations, 1023, will not be submitted in the future.
4. The hearty cooperation of all commanding and medical officers is expected
in an effort to reduce the percentage of venereal disease on this stution. Ships
will be placed on a competitive basis regarding the percentage of occurrence
<-f venereal disease.

EXTERMINATION OF VERMIN ON BOARD THE TJ. S. S. " OKLAHOMA."

All large ships are liable to be troubled from time to time by in
festations of rats, cockroaches, bed bugs, and other vermin, as well
as flies. The following notice which is used on board the U. S. S.
Oklahoma, printed in moderately large type and posted in various
parts of the ship to assist in securing cooperation among the different
divisions, is of interest. The employment of a small sanitary squad
lo attack vermin is probably the most effective method that can be
used on board ship to destroy and limit the number of rats, bed bugs,
i nd cockroaches. What is everybody's business is nobody's business.

46457—23 7

G. S. Lincoln,
Captain, United States Navy, Chief of Staff.
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NOTICE !

An effort is being made to exterminate rats, cockroaches, bed bugs,
flies, and other vermin on the ship. The above pests seem to be in
creasing rapidly in number. A sanitary squad has been detailed to
help kill and prevent the introduction of them aboard, but in order
to get results every man must feel it his duty to do a little helping
himself and then do it.
Don't throw food of any sort, paper holders for ice cream, paste
board containers for pies and cakes, and other such " pest tempters "

on the decks. Put them in garbage containers, keep lids on garbage,
don't spit on the decks; you are only bringing filth into your home
and disease upon yourself by doing so.
Swat every fly and insect with which you happen to come in con
tact. Help out'- Do your fart!
Make the ship a clean and healthy place to live in.

REPORT ON BATAVIA AND SOERABAJA, JAVA. AND MAKASSAR, CELEBES,
DUTCH EAST INDIES.

BATAVIA, JAVA.

The U. S. S. Huron was at anchor in the port of Batavia (Tand-
jong Priok) from the 8th to the 14th of March, 1923.
Batavia is situated on the northwest coast of Java in latitude 6°
south and longitude 106° 49' east. Its population is approximately
200,000, of whom about 25,000 are Europeans, chiefly Dutch. There
are about 40,000 Chinese, the remainder of the population being made
up of natives of Java and other islands of the Dutch East Indies.
The city proper is divided into the business section (old Batavia, or
the lower city) and the residential section (Weltevreden, or the
upper city). Practically all the Europeans reside in Weltevreden,
while the natives and Chinese occupy the lower city, where are also
located the large business houses, banks, and similar institutions.
Tandjong Priok, the port of Batavia, is located 6 miles from
Weltevreden and is connected thereto, as also to old Batavia, by
railroad and a very good automobile road. Tandjong Priok, Batavia,
and Weltevreden are all located on a flat plain but little above the
sea level. The Tjiliwoeng River flows through both sections of the
city and there are numerous canals, used for transportation and irri
gation, branching off in all directions from the river. Much of the
land about Tandjong Priok and the lower city is swampy, while in
the vicinity of Weltevreden drainage has cleared the swamps to a
great extent.

Mosquitoes are very numerous, both Culicine and Anopheline being
present, consequently there is much malaria and dengue. At the time
of the U. S. S. Huron's visit no epidemic was prevailing in Batavia,
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but typhoid fever was present to some extent. Tuberculosis, syphilis
(with all its late manifestations), beriberi, and yaws are very com
mon among the natives. A prominent medical man in Batavia esti
mates the number of cases of yaws in Java at 10,000,000, and states
that it is impossible to conduct an intensive campaign for its eradica
tion because of the enormous expense involved. There are approxi
mately 50,000 lepers on the island, and attempts at their segregation
are being made.

Houses of prostitution are licensed and their inmates are subjected
to frequent medical inspection. In addition, there are many clandes
tine prostitutes, and venereal disease is extremely prevalent.
Batavia and its environs are very hot, the average annual tempera
ture being about 80° F. There are wet and dry seasons, but even
during the dry season rains are frequent. About the only difference
in the amount of rainfall in the two seasons is that in the rainy sea
son it rains all afternoon every day, while in the dry season it rains
only for a part of every afternoon. The rainy season comprises the
months of December, January, and February. During this time the
variation in temperature between night and day is less than 10° F.T
while during the dry season— June, July, and August—the daily
variation is about 12° F.
The direction from which the wind blows in Batavia varies with
the season. From April to August the wind is almost constantly
strong from the south. During September and October the winds
are also from the south but decrease greatly in velocity. In Novem
ber the winds are variable, while in December, Januaiy, and Feb
ruary the winds are strong from the north. March is another month
of variable winds.
Batavia has a modern water supply, the water being brought down
from the mountains to the south. It is of recent construction, how
ever, and the Europeans still boil all water used for drinking pur
poses. Sewage flows into the river and canals, and, as the river and
canals are used by the natives for bathing places, as laundries, and
as latrines, as well as for their supply of drinking water, skin and
intestinal diseases are very common among them. Also the use of
such streams by the natives for laundry purposes renders it unsafe
to send clothes ashore to be washed. There are, however, several
modern sanitary steam laundries in Batavia.
Owing to the dense population of Java and the insanitary habits
of the natives, safe camping sites in the vicinity of Batavia are
rare. Open areas in Weltevreden ( Koningsplein and the Water-

looplein) could be used with comparative safety.
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There are several large and first-class hotels in Batavia, where
the food is good and well served. These hotels have all modern
conveniences, and are clean and sanitary; also there are numerous
sanitary restaurants.
Medical and surgical supplies are available in any quantity.
There are numerous drug stores and surgical-instrument houses in
Batavia. Java exports enormous quantities of quinine at present
and the industry is increasing rapidly.
Batavia is well supplied with hospitals, some of which are modern
in every respect. The largest and most up-to-date hospital is the
Government civil hospital, a magnificent plant built on the pavilion
plan and accommodating 1,000 patients normally. It is capable of
expansion to 3,000 beds without difficulty. All of the buildings are
of concrete. Most of them are one story in height and all are open
to the air on four sides. The buildings are connected by covered,
tile-paved corridors, the main corridor being approximately 1 kilo
meter in length. All buildings are thoroughly screened and im
maculately clean. In the wards for contagious diseases modern ap
paratus for disinfection of excreta are installed. The superintend
ent and the heads of departments are Dutch. On the staff are repre
sentatives of almost all European nations. The nursing staff con
sists of Dutch nursing sisters, one for each unit, and of Javanese
attendants, both male and female, under instruction in the training
school. There is one attendant for every three patients. The hos
pital is supported by the Dutch Government and no charge is made
for patients, with the exception of a few foreigners, usually seamen,
who occupy beds in small two and three bed wards. These pay
■about 40 cents a day. Connected with the hospital is a medical
school called Stovia, where there are about 500 Javanese students
of all grades working for the degree of Indian aits. Both men and
women are admitted to the school, and upon graduation are entitled
to practice medicine anywhere in the Dutch East Indies. Many of
the graduates go to Holland for further study and return to the
island thoroughly equipped to practice medicine. The medical
school is modern in all respects, has well-equipped laboratories, and
an abundance of anatomical material.

In addition to the civil hospital there is a large military hospital
in Weltevreden conducted by medical officers of the Dutch Army.
It is not so modern as the civil hospital, but is well equipped and
clean. Sailors from foreign men-of-war may be treated there. Also
there are numerous small private hospitals, all with modern operat

ing facilities.
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Most of the buildings in Weltevreden are of concrete with tile or
hardwood floors and are built so as to have as large a circulation of
air as possible. Many of them could be readily converted into emer
gency hospitals, especially the Harmony and Concordia Clubs.
Vaccination against smallpox is compulsory in the Dutch East
Indies, but, of course, many natives avoid it. Consequently small
pox is endemic at all times, and small epidemics are frequent.
Inoculations against typhoid fever and cholera are given free of
charge, but are not compulsory. Few of the natives have so far
availed themselves of this privilege.
Quarantine for merchant ships is rigidly enforced at Tendjong
Priok, but at the time of the U. S. S. Huron's visit no health officer
came on board nor did anyone call for the bill of health.

SOERABAJA, JAVA, AND MAKASSAR, CELEBES, DUTCH EAST INDIES.

The U. S. S. Huron was at anchor off Soerabaja, Java, from March
16 to March 18, 1923, and at Makassar, Celebes, March 20, 1923. At
neither place was sufficient time spent on shore to allow much infor
mation as to health conditions to be gathered. Both places are sit
uated on very low ground and are surrounded by swamps and rice
paddies. Consequently mosquitoes and malaria' and dengue abound.

Soerabaja, situated in latitude 7° 14' south and longitude 112° 44'

east, is a city of about 150,000 inhabitants, with modern lighting,
water, and sewage systems. The water, however, is not fit for
drinking purposes without being boiled. All sorts of tropical dis
eases are prevalent, although at the time of the U. S. S. Huron's
visit no epidemic was prevailing. There is a large military hospital
which will care for sailors from foreign warships.
Makassar, Celebes, is situated in latitude 5° 8' south and longitude
119° 24' east. It has about 40,000 inhabitants, most of whom are
natives and Chinese. There are very few Europeans and only one
American. Makassar has open sewers and no adequate water sup
ply. The usual tropical diseases are common. The only hospital is
the army hospital, where civilians are treated and where foreign
sailors are also admitted.

The average temperature of Makassar is somewhat lower than that
of the coast cities of Java, and the night and day variation is also
greater. The same conditions of rainfall and winds prevail as in
Java.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO MEDICAL OFFICERS.

Circular letter. WRJ-ML : 125884(23)
Serial No. 261-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgeby.

Washington, D. 0., May 7, 1923.

To: All medical officers, pharmacists, and Hospital Corps men on independent
duty.

Via : Official channels.
Subject: Accounting system for ships and stations.
Inclosure : Outline of system.
1. Beginning July 1, 1923, there will be placed in operation at all stations
and on board all ships where any Medical Department property is in use, the
system of accounting for Medical Department property and expenditure of
supplies outlined on inclosure.
2. The system has been made as simple as will secure results. With proper
supervision by the medical officer or pharmacist, it will require little more than
accurate and painstaking work.
3. In order to economize, that is, to practice economies that are of definite
value, it must be known just what is being done at the present time, how it
is being done, how it compares with other ships or stations, and the results
obtained. If this is not known, any effort to economize is not based on suffi
cient knowledge to secure results.
4. The reports from ships and stations at the present time are based entirely

on cash expenditures ; that is. the amount drawn from the medical supply
depots, the supply department, or paid on public bills, and, therefore, represent
simply bills paid in the year. No allowance can be made for differences in the
amount of stores on hand, additional equipment, or other items that should

not be charged to current expenses. .

5. The system provides means for reporting actual receipts and actual ex
penditures over a certain period of time. It will be noted that the actual
receipts bear no relation to the amount charged to current expenditures, but

are carried as nonexpendable and expendable supplies on hand until actually
expended. Reports prepared on this basis will inform the bureau as to the
actual cost of maintenance for a given period of time; also as to the value of
supplies remaining on hand.
6. The system outlined on inclosure does not replace the present system of

allotments and reports of expenditure as these reports are necessary for the
administration of current appropriations.
7. Bequests for a small initial supply of the new forms, " Report of Medical
Department receipts and expenditures" and "Issue voucher," will be made on
the naval medical supply depot, Brooklyn, N. Y. It will be noted that de
stroyers and other small craft, recruiting stations, and other very small stations

will not be required to use the " Issue voucher." Destroyers and sm ill craft
will net le required to submit individual reports, as such reports will be sub
mitted by the tender.

E. R. Stitt.
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Accounting System fob the Medical Depabtment of Ships and Stations, in
Effect July 1, 1923.

1. The present system of allotments and reports of expenditures required by
section 2 of chapter 20 of the Manual of the Medical Department will continue
in force, and the system described herein will be in addition thereto.
2. Stock cards for both nonexpendable and expendable property will be
brought up to date by an actual inventory. All equipment not on charge or on
charge without price will be appraised at its replacement value and accounted
for. If for any reason it is impossible to ascertain the value of any item, it Is
directed that a list of such items, with blank space for price, be forwarded to
the bureau, where the value will be entered.
3. It must be remembered that many items used by the medical department
of ships and stations are not the property of the Medical Department. On
board ships such items as typewriters, sterilizers (except dental electric), in
cubators, Stoke's splint stretchers, mattresses, pillows, mattress covers, pillow
covers, etc.. usually are not Medical Department property, but are under the
cognizance of other bureaus. Probably the best guide for determining whether
or not property used by the Medical Department is Medical Department property
is the Supply Table. As a rule, articles not listed on the Supply Table will not
be taken up as Medical Department property, except where additional items,

such as X-ray equipment, cases of trial-test lenses, etc., are issued by the medi
cal supply depot. No definite rule can be given for determining the status of
property in use at navy yards and stations, but generally all property other
than buildings and appurtenances should be taken up as Medical Department
property. ( See paragraphs 3009 and 3010, Manual of the Medical Department. )
In preparing inventory cards care will be exercised in order that no property
is included except that belonging to the Medical Department. It is very im
portant that the medical officer or pharmacist personally supervise the prepara
tion of this inventory, in order that the reports submitted to the bureau will
show the cost value of both nonexpendable and expendable property on hand.
4. The inventory prepared as of July 1, 1923, will show the actual amount
and value of nonexpendable property and the value of expendable property by
classes. Should the actual inventory not agree with the present stock cards a
survey will be held and submitted, with the annual inventory, as a voucher to
show why items have been expended. Returns will show the actual number
and value of nonexpendable items and value only of expendable items on hand.

When items are missing they will be expended from the books and will not be
included irt returns. (See Survey of missing articles.)
5. The senior medical officer will be held to a strict accountability for medi
cal stores placed in his charge, but for the purpose of inventory he may require
a junior medical officer (or pharmacist, see paragrapli 0) to personally super
vise the taking of the Inventory and sign the certificate on the " Report of
Medical Department receipts and expenditures." If the certificate is signed
by another than the senior medical officer the senior medical officer will " ap
prove " the report before submission to the bureau.

fi
. On board ships or on stations to which a chief pharmacist or pharmacist

is attached he will be detailed as property and accounting officer in addition to
such other duties as it may be desirable that lie should perform to fit the
requirements of the particular ship or station. The pharmacist so detailed
shall tie accountable to the senior medical officer for all equipment and stores
in his charge, exercising personal and careful superv sion over their condition
and the economical expenditure thereof, reporting any deficiencies to the senior
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medical officer.. The pharmacist, so detailed, will sign the certificate on the
" Report of Medical Department receipts and expenditures," which will be
approved by the senior medical officer before submission to the bureau.
7. " When stores and supplies are transferred from the charge of one medi
cal officer to another, triplicate receipts must be passed.
" Whenever a medical officer is relieved from duty, he shall transfer to his
successor all public property in his charge.
" When a Hospital Corps man has been placed in charge of property of the
Medical Department, on his relief from duty he shall transfer to his successor
all public property in his charge." (Art. 1171, N. R.)
8. Until the issue of the new front sheets. Form D, a notation similar to
the following example will be made on the face thereof when a medical officer,
or Hospital Corps man, transfers public property to his successor :

Nonexpendable property $10, 000. 00

Expendable property 15, 000. 00

Value of property receipted for $25, 000. 00

9. New Form Da will be issued prior to the 1st of July and will be used in
submitting the yearly inventory of property. This form has been changed to
include the value of property in addition to number of items. In addition to
listing nonexitendable property, expendable property will be listed by classes,
as outlined in Supply Table, with money value only. Example:

Expendable supplies.

Medicines $5, 000. 00
Antiseptics and disinfectants 500. 00
Tablets 800. 00
Hospital stores 250. 00
Etc.

Etc.

Total $6,550. 00

10. The bulk of all medical supplies will be kept in the medical storerooms
and the quantity in the dispensary or sick bay kept as low as may be consistent

with actual requirements.
11. Subject to the provisions of article 1145. Navy Regulations, the medical

officer will place the storerooms in charge of a competent Hospital Corps man,
who will receipt in writing for nil stores placed in his charge and who will, on
approved " Issue voucher," make such issues as are required in the operation

of the Medical Department. Issues from storerooms will be made only by the
Hospital Corps man having charge thereof.
12. An inventory of all stock in storerooms and nonexpendable property in
use will be made at the close of each quarter and upon detachment of the senior
medical officer. An inventory of supplies in storerooms will also be made upon
the relief of the Hospital Corps man in charge.
13. In order that strict accountability may tie established, po one other than
the Hospital Corps man in charge of the storeroom shall be allowed access
thereto except in cases of urgent necessity. When it is necessary to admit
others to the storerooms for stowing, cleaning, etc.. the Hospital Corps man
in charge will always be present.
14. Expendable supplies will be issued only from the storerooms upon the
approval of an " Issue voucher " by the senior medical officer, and in his ab
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sence by the next senior or by the pharmacist. The " Issue vouchers " are
printed in triplicate. The primary reason for having these vouchers is to
inform the senior medical officer as to the actual amount of stores brought
from storerooms, and, secondly, to hold the storeroom keeper responsible for the
amount of stores on charge.

15. The new form " Issue voucher " will be issued, when printed, to all Medi
cal Department activities, except destroyers or other vessels that have such
small quantities of stores as to make It impracticable to use this form. When
stores are required from the storeroom the form will be prepared and when
signed, the first will be delivered to the Hospital Corps man in charge of the
storeroom and will be his authority for issue. When issues have been made
and the vouctier signed by person receiving the supplies the first will be
returned to the office. The three vouchers will then be priced and the second
will be retained by the medical officer for use as a check at the end of the
quarter. The first will then be filed until the end of the month, when issues
will be consolidated and entered on the stock cards. The third will remain in
the bound pad as a further check on issues.
. 16. Record book of receipts and expenditures. —An ordinary blank book,
foolscap size, »s issued by the supply depot, will be ruled as noted on the
attached sheet. In this book will be recorded the value of all receipts and
expenditures as they occur and under the various headings Indicated. At the
end of the quarter the sum totals of the various headings will be carried to
corresponding headings on the quarterly report.
17. New unit price.—When new supplies are received and there are like sup
plies in stock with different unit price, the value of the supplies will not be
changed, but a new unit price will be obtained as shown in the following exam
ple: On June 30 there were on hand 10 bottles of acacia, unit price $0.50 per
bottle, making a total value of $5 ; on July 1, 10 additional bottles were received
from the supply depot with a unit price of $1 per bottle, or a total value of $10 ;
we then have 20 bottles with a total value of $15, making the new unit price $0.75
per bottle.
18. Report of Medical Department receipts and expenditures. — (a) When
submitted.
The report will be submitted not later than the 15th day of the month follow
ing the close of each quarter.

(6) By whom submitted.
The report will be submitted by every activity to which a representative of
the Medical Department is attached. In the case of destroyers, submarines,
and other small craft attached to destroyer or submarine bases or tenders, the
report of the base or tender will include the report of the whole division. The
combined report will show clearly just what activities are covered therein. The
report of main recruiting stations will include the report of all substations.
(c) To whom submitted.
The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.

<d) Number of copies submitted.
The ribbon copy only will be submitted.
(c) What receipts and expenditures shall be shown on the report?
All receipts of both nonexpendable and expendable supplies, when chargeable
to appropriations under the cognizance of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
shall be shown. Supplies received as a charge to an appropriation under the
cognizance of other bureaus will not he included.
if) What appropriations are under the cognizance of the Bureau of Medi
cine and Surgery?
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Appropriation : " Medical Department " ; " Contingent, M. & S." ; " Bringing
home remains, etc." ; " Care of hospital patients " ; " Naval hospital fund."
(g) Are all the above appropriations available for expenditure on ships and
stations?
The appropriations, " Medical Department " ; " Contingent, M. & S." ; and
" Bringing home remains, etc.," are available for expenditure upon approved
requisitions or allotment cards. The appropriation " Care of hospital patients "

will be used only when specifically authorized by the bureau. The " Naval
hospital fund " is never available for expenditure on ships and stations.
(ft) What is the general scope of the appropriations available for expenditure
on board ships and stations?
The appropriation " Medical Department " is available for the purchase of
special diets for the sick and for medicines. " Contingent " is available for
the purchase of special articles required for stations and for laundry on ships
and stations. (See sec. 4 of chap. 1 of the Manual for the Medical Depart
ment.)

(») When shall nonexpendable Items be expended?
When surveyed as missing or upon approved survey as unfit for use.
(/) When shall expendable items be expended? •

Expendable items, when issued from the storeroom, will be shown as ex
pended.

(fc) Shall any information be placed on the reverse of the report of receipts
and expenditures?

Information will be supplied on the reverse of the report showing the num
bers and amounts of supply depot requisitions, public bills, stub requisitions,
etc., that make up the amounts shown under original acquisitions. The number
and amount of each survey will also be shown.
19. The headings appearing on the " Report of Medical Department receipts
and expenditures " are explained as follows :
Nonexpendable supplies.—Nonexpendable supplies includes all equipment em
ployed in the operation of the medical department of the ship of station except
material used by the medical department that is furnished by other depart

ments of the Navy. The supply table will be used as a guide in determining
expendable and nonexpendable supplies. Items on hand not shown in the
supply table will be classed as nonexpendable when by their nature they are
similar to articles shown on the supply table as nonexpendable.
Balance from previous quarter. —The amount shown under this heading will
be, for the report submitted as of July 1, 1923, the value of all nonexpendable
supplies on hand as shown by actual inventory ; for following quarters the
amount will be that shown under " Balance to next quarter" for the preceding
quarter.
Receipts.—This classification includes all the receipts of nonexpendable prop
erty from all sources.
Original acquisition. —Under this heading will be shown all original receipts
of nonexpendable supplies (except Medical Department property received from
other ships or stations), as under—

Medical supply depots: The value of all nonexpendable supplies received
from medical supply depots will be shown under this heading.
Supply department : The value of all nonexpendable supplies received from
the supply department of the ship or station chargeable to Medicine and
Surgery appropriation": will be shown under tills heading.
Open purchase (public bills) : The value of all nonexpendable supplies pur
chased in the open market and paid for on public bills charged against a
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Bureau of Medicine and Surgery appropriation will be shown under this
heading.

Transfer: The invoice value of all nonexpendable Medical Department prop
erty received by transfer from other ships or stations will be shown under this
heading.

Total : The amount shown under this heading will be the total of the amount
brought forward from the previous quarter, the value of the original acquisi
tions during the quarter, and of property received by transfer during the
quarter.

Expenditures. — Includes the expenditure of nonexpendable property as
under—

Final expenditures: When property has been actually expended from books
by approved survey or surveyed as missing.
Transfer: Transfer of nonexpendable property to—
Other ships or stations : Receipted Form D showing invoice value will accom
pany quarterly reports when property is transferred to another ship or station.
Total expenditures : Value of property surveyed and transferred to other ships
and stations.
Balance to next quarter.—The amount shown under this heading will be the
difference between " Total receipts " and " Total expenditures." This amount
will be shown on next quarterly report as " Balance from previous quarter.''
Total. —The amount shown under this heading will be the sum of "Total
expenditures " and " Balance to next quarter," and will balance with " Total
receipts."

Expendable supplies.—Expendable supplies include all supplies consumed in
the operation of the medical department of the ship or station that can not be
charged to a nonexpendable heading. The Supply Table will be used as a
guide for determining expendable supplies.

Balance from previous quarter —Receipts —Expenditures. — Same as under
nonexpendable heading except that only expendable supplies will be included.
Expendable Form B supplies, medical.—Under this heading will be included
all supplies received from the supply depot or like supplies purchased in open
market or received by transfer from other ships or stations, and which have

been expended for use by the Medical Department proper.
Expendable Form B supplies, dental.— Includes all supplies issued to the
dental division. Includes medicines, dressings, etc., Issued from Medical De
partment stock as well as strictly dental supplies.
Special diets.—The amount expended for special diets during the period
covered by this report This does not include special diets prepared from soups,
etc., furnished by the medical supply depots.

Laundry. —The actual amount expended for laundry during the period covered
by this report. Includes the cost of laundry work performed by ships laundry
or by civilian laundry.
Ambulance service.—The cost of repairs, gasoline, oils, tires, etc., if paid for
by Medical Department appropriations. When ambulances are maintained and

operated by the navy yard or station garage there will be no charges to Medical
Department appropriations.

Ice.—The cost of ice when paid for from Medical Department appropriations.
Ice, except when used by the medical department of stations for the preserva
tion of food or blologicals, will not be a charge to Medical Department appro
priations. No ice furnished medical departments of ships will be made a charge
to this heading.
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Civil employees.—The amount actually paid all civil employees during the
period covered by the report as under—

Clerical : The amount paid for clerical force.
Other: The amount paid employees other than clerical.
Miscellaneous. —This heading will include any expenditures not properly
chargeable to any of the above headings. (See paragraphs 3005 and 3014,
Manual of the Medical Department.)
Total expenditures. —A recapitulation of expenditures shown under both non
expendable and expendable headings.
Average complement.—The average Navy and Marine Corps complement for
the period covered by the report.
Average cost per diem based on average complement.—Obtained by multiply
ing the average complement by the number of days In the quarter and dividing
the "Actual expenditures chargeable to ship or station " by the sum so obtained.
Example :
Average complement, 1,000; number of days in quarter, 92; 1,000 X 92=92,000;
actual expenditures, $2,300; $2,300h-92,000=$0.025, the average cost per diem
based on average complement.

Report of Medical Department receipts and expenditures, V. S. , for the
quarter ended .

NONEXPENDABLE SUPPLIES.

Balance from previous quarter $15,000.00

Receipts :
Original acquisitions —■

From medical supply depot $1, 000. 00

From supply department 100. 00

From open purchase (public bills) 25.00
■ 1, 125. 00

By transfer—

From other ships or stations 100.00

Total 16, 225. 00

Expenditures :
Final expenditures —

By survey 225.00
By transfer—

To other ships or stations 100. 00

Total expenditures 325. 00

Balance to next quarter 15, 900. 00

Total 10, 225. 00
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EXPENDABLE SUPPLIES.

Balance from previous quarter $22, 000. 00

Receipts :
Original acquisition —
From medical supply depot $2, 000. 00

From supply department 300. 00

From open purchase (public bills) 100.00
From pay roll (civilian) 250.00

"2. 650. 00
By transfer—
From other ships or stations 150. 00

Total 24, 800. 00

Expenditures :
Final expenditures —
Expendable Form B supplies, medical 850.00
Expendable Form B supplies, dental 400.00
Special diets 50.00
Laundry 50. 00

Ambulance service 100. 00

Ice J. 25. 00

Civil employees—
Clerical $100. 00

Other than clerical 150.00

250.00

Care of the dead 25.00
Miscellaneous 200. 00

1, 950. 00

By transfer—
To other ships or stations 250. 00

Total expenditures 2,200.00

Balance to next quarter 22,600.00

Total — 24,800.00

TOTAL EXPENDITURES.

Nonexpendable supplies 325. 00

Less—

Transfers 100. 00

$225. 00

Expendable supplies 2,200.00

Less—
'
✓

Actual expenditures chargeable to ship or station 2, 150. 00

275. 00
1. 925. 00

Average complement
Average cost per diem based on average complement
Number treatments civil employees

1,000

$0. 023

1, 240
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[Reverse of "Report of Medical Department receipts and expenditures."]

The following information will always be shown on the reverse of form in
order that the amounts reported as receipts and expenditures may be checked
with requisitions, public bills, and surveys on file in the bureau.
Receipts :

S.

E.

D. Req.—

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3
I. S. 300-46-

$850. 00

1, 300. 00

800. 00

50. 00

Stub requisition —

No. 1
No. 2

No. 3

250.00
100.00
50.00

P. Req.—

No. 1— Public bill No. 1_.
No. 2— Public bill No. 1__
No. 3— Public bill No. 1—

25. 00

60. CO

40.00

Pay roll—
July
August
September

83. dO

85.00
82.00

From transfer-
Naval hospital, Norfolk, Va 200.00

N. O. B., Hampton Roads, Va 50. 00

Expenditures :
By survey-
No. 1

By transfer—

U. S. S. Florida
U. S. S. Jfew York.

100.00
250.00

1$3, 000. 00

'400. 00

'125.00

'250. 00

1250. 00

' 225. 00

"350. 00

[Method for ruling
" Record book of receipts and expenditures,", par. 10.]

( Left hsnd page.) NONEXPENDABLE.

Date.
Medical
supply depot.

Supply
department.

Open purchase
(public bill).

Other ships or
stations.

Surn.iE?.
EXPENDITURES.

(Right liand page.)

Survey.
Other ships or
stations.

Dale.

'Amounts must corrrs ond with those of facf of rcpoH.
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(Left hand page.) ■ EXPENDABLE.
RECEIPTS.

Date.
Medical
supply depot.

Supply
department.

Open pur
chase (P. B.)

Pay roll
(civilianl.

Other ship
or stations. -

Scttues. (Right hand page.)
EXPENDITURES.

Form Form Spe
cial
diets.

Laun
dry.

Ambu
lance

Civil
ian
cler
ical.

Civil-
tan
others.

Other
ships
or sta
tions.

Care
Mis-
cel-
lane-
ous.

Date. me l-
cal.

B,
dental.

Ice. of
dead.keep.

Circular letter. WRJ-ML:132609-0(51).
Serial No. 262-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, May 7, 1923.
To: All medical officers, pharmacists, and Hospital Crops men on independent
duty.

Via: Official channels.
Subject : Survey of Medical Department property.
Inclosure: Copy of instructions.
1. Beginning July 1, 1923, there will be placed in operation at all hospitals,
stations, and on board ships where any Medical Department property is in
use, the instructions outlined below.

E. R. Stitt.

Survey- of Medical Department Property.

Request for survey. Requests for survey of Medical Department property
will be prepared in quintuplicate on M. & S. Form Ca. For each item there will
be entered on these requests the item number, quantity, name of the article, date
of receipt, purchase price, and a concise statement of the reasons for resquesting
its survey.
All sheets shall be typewritten whenever possible, and great care must be
exercised to insure correctness of figures when quoting purchase price in
order that such figures, when the survey has been approved, will agree with
accounting figures sent to the bureau. If such care is not exercised, the
accounting books will lose their balance and difficulties will be encountered.
When nonexpendable and expendable supplies are damaged by fire or other
unusual occurrence a separate request for survey will be prepared covering
only the articles so damaged.

Requests for survey may be made at any time that may be necessary but as a
rule not less frequent than every six months and before the commanding
officer of a naval hospital or the medical officer of a ship or station is detached.
When articles are lost or missing, a request for survey will lie immediately
prepared and forwarded.
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Requests will be numbered consecutively, beginning a new series with each
fiscal year.
• "In case of loss or such damage as to unfit supplies for issue, or articles
of equipage for further use, the officer in whose charge they are shall request
a. survey, for the purpose of establishing and reporting the facts. If lost,
the articles shall be expended from the books, but the accountability of the
officer responsible for the loss shall not thereby be dimlnshed, and the boards
of survey shall ascertain and report thereon, but if they are so damaged
as to be unfit for further Government use In their original capacity, and
are to be turned into store, they shall remain on the books until they can be
turned In, when they shall be invoiced at their appraised value to a supply
officer on shore." (N. R. 1389.)
Articles will not be surveyed except when absolutely unfit for any use by
the Medical Department, or when in excess or to be turned in for repairs.
In other words, articles unfit for use in original capacity will not be surveyed
if they can be used for another purpose.
Survey report. The board of survey appointed will personally see the articles
listed on the request for survey, except when listed as lost, and will see that the
number of articles corresponds with the amounts shown on the request for sur
vey. Articles will not be surveyed when only a piece is shown. For example :
If only a small part of a sheet is shown, this will not be accepted as a sheet.
It is necessary that the entire sheet or the major part of the sheet be pre
sented to the survey board and the same principle will hold true regarding
other items.
The report will be typewritten whenever possible. The report will always
state the number and date of the request.
The board will render, in accordance with the provisions of article 1907,
United States Navy Regulations, a full and exhaustive report relative to the
loss or deficiency and shall fix definitely, when possible, the responsibility
therefor. Each Item shall be separately reported upon and the invoice price
shall be stated. The report of the board will be rendered in quadruplicate to
the officer ordering the board, via the officer requesting the survey, who, upon
approval thereof, shall forward the original and two copies to the Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery with notation by indorsement thereon, as to whether
or not any disciplinary action has been taken by him, and return one copy
to the officer requesting the survey, who will forward the copy with the
monthly or quarterly returns us a voucher for the expenditure of the articles.
In addition to stating the item number, name of item, invoice price, ap
praised price, and report, the following recommendations may be made as the
case requires :
" To naval medical supply depot."
"To Supply Department, 'For sale,' or 'For yard scrap heap.'"
" To destroy, of no value."
"To loss."
" To naval medical supply depot." Articles will be recommended to be turned
in to the nearest naval medical supply depot when they are "in excess" or
unfit for use in present condition, but capable of being repaired. Surgical in
struments, platinum needles. X-ray tubes, etc., will always be turned into
the supply depot.
" For sale." When a board of survey recommends an article " For sale,"
they will be guided as follows: Articles of any nature not warranting repairs,
except as noted under " To naval medical supply depot," and which can be
sold in piece shall lie condemned " For sale " with an appraised value. When
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report of survey includes recommendation " For sale," It. shall Ite rendered in
quintuplieate.
" For yard scrap heap." When a board of survey recommends an article
to " Yard scrap heap," they will be guided as follows : Articles of metal un
serviceable and not warranting repairs and which can not be sold in piece to
advantage, shall be condemned to the " Yard scrap heap."
"To destroy, of no value." This recommendation will only be made when
the article can not be disposed of under any of the above dispositions.
" To loss." The action of the board when this recommendation is made is
fully explained in article 1389, Navy Regulations.
Should the board of survey find that any of the items listed in the request
for survey can be economically repaired on the station, or are fit for use with
out repairs, the survey board will eliminate these items from the report of
survey by indicating on the request for survey by writing thereon, " Retain "

or " Repair."

It will not be necessary to survey articles that are to be repaired on the
ship or station. A requisition, or a request for job order, if repairs are to be
made by a navy yard, will be submitted to the bureau for approval.
.4pprored survey.—When a report of survey Is returned approved, the com
manding officer will appoint an officer to personally supervise the destruction
of property that is approved " To destroy, of no value." The officer so ap
pointed will certify on the file copy that he has personally supervised the de
struction of the number of articles shown in the approved survey. The articles
will be actually destroyed except in the case of sheets, towels, and other linen,
that may be torn up and used for cleaning material. By having the sheets and
other linen torn up in small pieceg and not surveying anything but entire sheets
or linen, surveyed material can not be resurveyed or returned for use. Actually
destroying surveyed articles should not result in any loss to the Government, as

only absolutely worthless articles should be surveyed.

In case of articles recommended to be turned into the medical supply depot,
Form D will be prepared and forwarded (in triplicate) to the medical supply
depot, accompanied by a copy of the approved survey. One copy will be re
tained in the supply depot, the other two copies signed and returned, one copy

to the hospital, ship, or station, and one copy to the bureau. The same will
hold true of materials turned over to the supply department for sale.
When articles have been lost or are missing, a copy of the report of the board
of survey will be forwarded_ with the

" Report of receipts and expenditures "

in the case of ships and stations, or with the monthly " Recapitulation " in the
case of hospitals. This copy will act as a voucher for the expenditure of non
expendable articles. Returns will show the actual condition of property values
and when articles are lost or missing they will be expended from the books by
survey and not shown as being transferred to next quarter.
Replacements.—Any article under the approved survey authorized to be de
stroyed, for sale, or otherwise disposed of, may be replaced by appropriate
requisition, provided it appears in the allowance list of the Supply Table. The
requisition submitted pursuant to such survey shall, in all cases, bear the refer
ence number of the survey and date of its approval. Articles not on the allow
ance list of the Supply Table, will be replaced only by a special requisition
stating the necessity therefor.

46457—23 8
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Bureau of Navigation. Circular Letter No. 32-23.
N61-St : 57354-103.

Navy Department,
Bureau of Navigation,

Washington, D. C, May 12, 11)23.
To : All ships and stations.
Subject : Advancement in rating.
Reference: (a) Bunav Circular letter No. 12-22; (6) Bunav Manual, articles
D-4100 to 4104 (Change, No. 2).

1. In reference (a) the bureau prescribed certain requirements necessary
before men could be considered qualified for advancement in rating. Reference
(6) superseded reference (a).
2. Before authorizing the advancement of a man to any petty officer rating,
the bureau requires that he—

(a) Be of good petty officer material;

(b) Be recommended by his commanding officer;

(c) Pass the required examination for advancement;
(<i) Serve one year in next lower rating with at least 3.5 in proficiency in
rating, sobriety, and obedience; and

(e) Be placed on the bureau's eligibility list In the rating for which qualified.
3. The bureau does not intend to relax in any particular the above require
ments, but it does, however, desire to reduce the time elapsing between the
date a man is fully qualified and the date of his advancement. To this end,
the bureau authorizes commanding officers to examine and recommend men
who are qualified in all respects, except in point of time, upon completion of
nine months' satisfactory service. These meh will be placed on the bureau's
eligibility list as of date of completion of their year's service in the next lower
rating. Should the bureau anticipate that the requirements of the service will
exhaust the eligibility list by this date, it will issue authorization for advance
ment to be effective upon the completion of the year's service In the next lower
rating.
4. Examining boards should be kept organized at all times, so that delays
in forwarding reports may be reduced.
5. Should a petty officer, recommended to the bureau, fall below the required
standards in marks or otherwise demonstrate his unfitness for advancement
between the date of his recommendation and the bureau's authorization, the
commanding officer shall so report, and the man's, name will be removed from
the eligibility list. Should the authorization for advancement have been
received from the bureau, it shall be returned for cancellation.
6. Examination for lower ratings (other than petty officer) may be held In
advance of completion of the year's service In time to advance men promptly
upon that date, providing their records warrant
7. In this connection, the attention of commanding officers is Invited to the
fact that they should give due consideration to the entries in the service records

In column " Rating best qualified to fill."
Thomas Washington.
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Circular letter. WWB EGM : P 21 42022.
Serial No. 263-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, May 16, 192S.
To: All medical officers.
Subject: Examination of candidates for appointment to the warrant grade of
pharmacist

References: (a) Bunav. Circular Letter No. 31-23, N64-GWL, 6085-178, of 10
May. 1923: (b) articles D-5118, 5123 to 5130, inclusive, and 5700, Bureau of
Navigation Manual.

1. In connection with the examination to be held the week beginning August
20. 1923, it is requested that all prospective candidates be informed of the
need for additional officers of this grade and the bureau's desire that as many
chief pharmacist's mates as possible submit requests for the examination. It
Is believed that if medical officers will properly present the advantages of
appointment to this grade much desirable material may be persuaded to appear
for the examination.
2. It is the intention of the bureau to have as members of the statutory
examining hoard in Washington officers of the Medical and Hospital Corps
who have general all-around professional attainments rather than officers who
have special ized in certain subjects. The bureau further will direct that the
questions prepared by the statutory board be broad in scope and sucli as will
require a thorough, general, working familiarity rather than an intimate tech
nical knowledge of such subjects as chemistry, pharmacy, materia medica, and
toxicology, and will permit the candidates to demonstrate fully their knowledge
of those administrative duties, especially with regard to accounting and prop
erty supervision, with which the majority of pharmacists and chief pharma
cists to-day are concerned.
3. The ability and knowledge demonstrated in the practical and oral exami
nations before the supervisory board, the records of fitness and efficiency, and
the recommendations forwarded in each case are to be accorded all possible
consideration in determining a candidate's suitability for appointment.

E. B. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124677-0(52)
Serial No. 264-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Washington, 1). C, May 31, 1928.

To: All naval hospitals (continental limits) ; post surgeon, marine barracks,
Quautico, Va. ; senior medical officer, naval submarine base, San Pedro,

Calif. ; commanding officer U. S. S. Belief; commanding officer U. S. S.
Mercy.
Subject : Information for next of kin of Marine Corps dead.
References: (a) Paragraph 2952, Manual for the Medical Department, 1922;
( h i paragraph 2965, Manual for the Medical Department, 1922.
Inclosure: N. M. C. 817 Q. M.

1. The appropriation for care of the dead of the Marine Corps provides
for " funeral expenses of officers and enlisted men, and accepted applicants
for enlistments, retired officer on active duty during the war, and retired

enlisted men of the Marine Corps, including the transportation of bodies and
their arms and wearing apparel from the place of demise to the homes of
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the deceased in the United States." Under a decision of the Comptroller of
the Treasury, the Marine Corps is authorized to pay not only the expenses
of transportation of the body to

'

the home of the deceased but also funeral
expenses after arrival.
2. N. M. S. Hospital Form No. 61, " Information for next of kin," now in
use for all Navy and Marine Corps dead, states that after the remains have
been delivered to the next of kin at place designated by them the Navy Depart
ment is unable to defray any of the expenses which may be incurred in con
nection with funeral, interment, etc., there being specific law prohibiting such
payment. This statement still applies to Navy dead but under the decision
of the comptroller is not applicable to Marine Corps dead.

3
. In view of the above, the Major General Commandant, Marine Corps, lias

requested that Marine Corps Form No. N. M. C. S17 Q. M.,
" Information for

next of kin of Marine Corps dead." be substituted for the Navy form in all
cases where the Navy forwards the remains of marines to their next of kin.
4. An initial supply of the Marine Corps form is inclosed with this letter.
Additional copies may be obtained on letter request addressed to the Major
General Commandant, Marine Corps.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSG 126963(34).
Serial No. 265-1023.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, June 8. 192S.
To: All naval hospitals (2 copies).
Subject : Naval Reserve Force ; medical care and treatment.

References: (a) Department's third indorsement, No. 28550-1399:4, April 25,
1923, to Navy recruiting station, Denver, Colo.; (b) department's fifth in
dorsement, No. 28550-1399 : 5, April 25, 1923, to this bureau.
Inclosures : Copies of above-mentioned references.

1
. The bureau is inclosing, in duplicate, copies of the above-mentioned opin

ions of the Judge Advocate General of the Navy: one copy will be passed
around for the information of all members of the staff. Including medical,
dental, and warrant officers, nurses, and Hospital Corps men, and clerks engaged
on office work : the other is for the permanent files of the hospital.

2. The approval of these opinions by the Secretary of the Navy gives them

each the force of a decision.
E. R. Stitt.

[Third indorsement.]
28550-1399 : 4.1.

Department of the Navy,
Office of the Judge Advocate General,

Washington, April 25, 19£S.

From : The Judge Advocate General.
To: The officer in charge. United States Navy recruiting station. Denver. Colo.
Via : The Bureau of Navigation and the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Subject: Naval Reserve Force, medical care and treatment for officers and
enlisted men of.

Reference: Your letter to Bureau of Navigation, March 22. 1923.

1
. In reference information Is requested on the following questions:

(n) A man of the Naval Reserve Force class 1-B and class 2: also of the
Fleet Naval Reserve class 1-C and 1-D. receiving medical attention in a private
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hospital lint under the jurisdiction of naval authorities. Would expenses In
curred in this connection be defrayed by the Government?

(6) Is a man classified in («) entitled to medical attention at a naval hos
pital as prescribed in article E-802, Bureau of Navigation Manual?
(c) In the case of an officer?
(d) In case of death of personnel classified in (a), is the allowance for
transportation of remains to home or to the home of his relatives; also the
burial expense, the same as prescribed for men of the regular Navy and on
active duty?

(e) In the case of an officer?
(f) An officer on the retired list of the Navy is ordered to appear as a mem
ber of a Naval Retiring Board. Is this officer entitled to the full pay and
allowances of his grade while on such duty, and is he entitled to Government
transportation from his permanent residence to place where the Naval Retiring
Board may convene? Is he considered to be in an active duty status during
this period?

The foregoing questions are answered seriatim as follows :
(a) Members of the Naval Reserve Force class 1-B and class 2, receiving
medical care and treatment In a private hospital not under the Jurisdiction
of naval authorities, are not entitled to have the expenses Incurred in connec
tion with said treatment defrayed by the Government except when in an active
duty status. For example, if members of the Naval Reserve Force class 1-B
and class 2, while in active service for training or in active service in any
capacity other than at drills, require medical care and treatment which can not
be furnished In kind by the Navy, the law authorizes its procurement from out
side sources, the Government being responsible for the expense thereof, if
properly authorized and incurred. (26 Comp. Deo. 408.) But members of the
Naval Reserve Force class 1-B and class 2 are not entitled to medical care and
treatment in a private hospital not under the jurisdiction of the naval authori
ties at the expense of the Government, when the occasion for said care and
treatment has arisen while not In an active duty status. Members of the Fleet
Naval Reserve class 1-C and 1-D not on active duty are not entitled to medical
cure and treatment In a private hospital not under the jurisdiction of the naval
authorities at Government expense, but they are entitled to said care and
treatment at Government expense when on active duty, If properly authorized
and Incurred.

(6) Members of the Naval Reserve Force class 1-B and class 2 on Inactive
duty are not entitled to medical attention at a naval hospital as prescribed In
article E-802, Bureau of Navigation Manual, but members of the Fleet Naval
Iteserve class 1-C and 1-D on inactive duty are entitled to naval hospital
treatment and to medical treatment whenever they reside in localities where
medical officers of the Navy are on duty. Such treatment will be given under
the same local rules as apply to the treatment of enlisted personnel of the
Navy. (Bureau of Navigation Manual, art. E-802.)
(c) Officers in the Naval Reserve Force on active duty are entitled to the
same medical care and treatment as officers of the regular Navy in a duty
status. (Act of July 1, 1918, 40 Stat. 712.) Officers of the Naval Reserve
Force on inactive duty are not entitled to medical care and treatment by medical
officers of the Navy or in naval hospitals, but where officers of the Naval Re
serve Force or other members of the Naval Reserve Force on active duty incur
disabilities requiring medical care and treatment said medical care and treat
ment is generally continued after their enrollment in the Naval Reserve Force
has expired.
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(d) Members of the Naval Reserve Force on active duty are entitled to the
same treatment relative to transportation of remains to home or to the home
of relatives and burial expense as prescribed for personnel of the regular
Navy on active duty. If not in " active service " at the time of death they are
not entitled either to transportation of remains or burial at Government ex
pense. However, where a member of the Naval Reserve Force dies at a naval
hospital while not on active duty and without kin or friends to take charge of
the remains, he may be Interred at Government expense in the local burial
grounds used by the Navy for such purpose.
(e) In the case of the death of an officer of the Naval Reserve Force on
active duty the allowances for transportation of remains to home or to the
home of his relatives and the allowance for burial are the same as prescribed
for officers of the regular Navy of like grade and rank who die while in an
active duty status. In the case of the death of an officer of the Naval Reserve
Force while not on active duty, no allowance is authorized for transportation
of remains or for burial expense. Where his death occurs at a naval hospital
and there are no kin or friends to take charge of his remains, he may be in
terred at Government expense in the local burial grounds used by the Navy for
that purpose.

(f) An officer of the retired list of the Navy ordered with his consent to duty
as a member of a Naval Retiring Board Is entitled to receive the active pay
and allowances of Ills grade if not above that of lieutenant commander in the
Navy, except where his retired pay exceeds the active duty pay and allowances
for the grade of lieutenant commander for the same length of service, In which
event lie shall receive his retired pay while on such duty (act of August 29,
191G), and he is further entitled to transportation from his permanent residence
at Government expense to the place where the retiring board is convened.
Said officer is In an active duty status until he has been relieved from duty as
n member of said Naval Retiring Board.

J. L. Latimer.
Approved 25 April, 1923.
Edwin Denby,
Secretary of the Navy.

... [Fifth indorsement]
' -' • 28550-1399 : 5 J.

Department of the Navy,
Office of the Judge Advocate General,

Washington, April 25, 1023.

From : The Judge Advocate General.
To : The Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.

Subject : Naval reservists, medical treatment of.

1. Forwarded, all papers returned. .
2. In attached papers a decision is requested as to whether medical and
hospital expenses may be allowed members of the Naval Reserve Force while

engaged on board naval reserve vessels in any capacity other than at drills;
and if so, whether such expenses may be paid for the entire period they are
under medical or hospital treatment, regardless of the expiration date of their

period of duty.
3. Under the provisions of the act of July 1, 1918 (40 Stat. 712), members
of the Naval Reserve Force when employed Id active service, ashore or afloat.
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under the Navy Department, " shall receive the same pay and allowances as
received by officers and enlisted men of the regular Navy * * *."
4. The Comptroller of the Treasury held (28 Comp. Dec. 408) that enlisted
men of the Navy are entitled to be furnished with medical care and treatment
by the Government and when such care and treatment can not be furnished
in kind by the Navy, the law authorizes its procurement from outside sources,
the Government being responsible for the expense thereof, if properly author
ized and incurred while the men are in a duty status.

."
).

Consideration of the provisions of the act of July 1
, 1918, above quoted,

iliscloses that members of the Naval Reserve Force when employed in active
service are in the same status as officers and enlisted men of the regular Navy.

It follows, therefore, that members of the Naval Reserve Force, when employed

in active service, are entitled to be furnished with medical care and treatment

b
y

the Government and when such care and treatment can not be furnished in
kind by the Navy its procurement is authorized from outside sources as in the
case of members of the regular Navy in a duty status.

& The act of August 29, 1916 ( 39 Stat. 587), provides that members of the
Naval Reserve Force, upon application, may be assigned to " active service "

for the purpose of instruction and training and requires a minimum of three
months of such active service for training during eacr: enrollment. The provi
sions of the act of August 29, 1918, above referred to, was amended by the
act of July 1

, 1918 (40 Stat. 710), by reducing the minimum active service
for training required to two months d»iring each term of enrollment and fur
ther provides that the "active service" thus required may be performed "in
iwiixls of not less than 15 days each."

7
. The Comptroller of the Treasury held (27 Comp. Dec. 726) that the

active service required for training as provided in the act of July 1
,

1918, above
referred to, entitles members of the Naval Reserve Force to receive the same
allowances as officers and enlisted men of the regular Navy while In n duty
status.

8
. It Is the opinion of this office, therefore, that members of the Naval

Reserve Force on duty under competent orders on board naval reserve vessels

in any capacity other than at drills, are in the " active service," and that
while performing said service they are entitled to be furnished with medical
care and treatment by the Government and that when such care and treat
ment can not be furnished in kind by the Navy the law authorizes its procure
ment from outside sources, the Government being responsible for the expense
thereof if properly authorized and incurred.

9
. It is the further opinion of this office that when it becomes necessary to

incur expenses for medical and hospital services for members of the Navnl
Reserve Force procured from sources outside the Government where medical
and hospital treatment can not be furnished in kind by the Navy, that the
Government 's responsible for the total expense of the medical treatment and
hospital service thus rendered regardless of whether or not their period of
service would have terminated except for the disability arising, prior to the
termination of paid treatment.

J. I,. Latiukk.
Approved 25 April, 102:!.
Kdwin Dr.N'nY,

firrrctarp of Ihr Xav;i.
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Circular letter. WEK : SS 129733(61).
Serial No. 266-1923.

department of the navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, June 9, 1923.
To : All naval hospitals.
Subject : Physical examination for purpose of reinstatement of Government in
surance.

1. The following letter has been received from the Director of the United
States Veterans' Bureau, under date of June 7, 1923 :
" A number of cases have recently been reported to the Veterans' Bureau
where former service men under treatment at Navy hospitals have been unable
to secure a physical examination for purposes of reinstatement of Government
Insurance and for purposes- of making claim for insurance disability benefits
under Government insurance policies. The medical officers have given the
reason that they had no authority under existing regulations to make such
examinations.
" The request is therefore made, if not contrary to regulations, that medical
officers of the United States Navy be authorized to make such examinations
for ex-service men, without charge to the applicant, In cases where the ap
plicant, either for reinstatement of insurance or for insurance disability
benefits, is an actual inmate or patient in a Navy hospital."

2. It is directed that medical officers comply with the second paragraph of
the director's letter and that a physical examination be given ex-service men

who are actually inmates or patients In a naval hospital, for the purpose of
reinstating Government insurance.

E. R. Stitt.

WSG 125949.
Department of the Navy,

Bubeau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, June 9, 1923.

To: All naval hospitals, and U. S. S. Mercy and U. S. S. Relief.
Subject : Kation notices ; Forms S and T.
Reference: Clrculr Letter 125949 ( 92 1/113368, serial No. 244-1923, February
21, 1923.

1. By separate Inclosure the bureau is forwarding one pad each of the new
edition of Forms S and T, as per paragraph 7 of reference.
2. These new forms will be immediately placed in use, and older editions of
the same will be scrapped.
3. Particular attention is Invited to paragraphs 4, 5, and 6 of reference; to
keep the records clear, these forms will always be used when an officer is
admitted nnd discharged, and if quarters or subsistence, either or both, shall
have been furnished, his pay account will be checked; where Ration Notice S

shall linve stated "and will not be either quartered or furnished subsistence,"

and it shall subsequently develop that quarters and subsistence, either or both,

must be furnished by the hospital, the chnnged stntus of such officer will be
taken care of by the proper entries on Form T.

F. L. Plkadweix.
Acting.

By Executive order rates of rental and subsistence allowance remain un
changed for fiscal year 1924.
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VITAL STATISTICS.

The Monthly Health Index, which is published on the 15th of each month,
contains the statistical data for individual ships and shore stations. The sta
tistics appearing in this Bulletin are summaries compiled from those published
in the Monthly Health Index.
Annual rates, shown in the succeeding statistical tnble, are obtained as
follows :

The total number of admissions to the sick list or the number of deaths
reported during the period indicated is multiplied by Vs5 or W or 12, depend
ing upon whether the period includes four or five weeks or a calendar month.
The product is then multiplied by 1,000 and divided by the average complement.

E. R. Stitt.

Tabi-E No. 1.—Monthly report of morbidity in the United States Nary and
Marine Corps for the month of May, 1923.

Average strength
All causes:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Diseaseonly:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000 ■■■

Communicable disease, exclusive of venereal disease:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Venereal disease:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Injuries and poisons:
Number of admissions
Annual rale per 1,000

Forces
afloat.

Forces
ashore.

74,13s

2,61S
423.72

2,305
373.08

351
36.80

718
126.40

313
50.66

39,969

3,196
959.54

2,840
852.66

352
75.76

365
109.58

356
106.SK

Entire
Navy.

5,814
611.40

5,145
541.05

703
73.93

1.083
113.89

669
70.35

Marine
Corps.

20,261

118
762.24

1,058
678.83

148
94.95

220
141.16

130
83.41

Table No. 2.—Number of admissions reported by form F cards for certain dis
eases for the month of May, 1923.

Forces afloat, Navy
and Marine Corps
(strength, 74,138).

Number
of adinis-

Annual
rate per
1,000.

Forces ashore, Navy
and Marine Corps
(strength, 39,969).

Total (strength,
114,107).

Number
of admis
sions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

Number
of admis
sions.

Annual
rate per
1,00D.

Diseases
Injuries and poisons

Total admissions

Class III:
Appendicitis, acute
Autointoxication, intestinal
Chulineitis, acute
Cholelithiasis
Colitis, acute
Constipation
Knteritls, acute
Gastritis, acute catarrhal . . .
Gastroenteritis
Hemorrhoids
PhirynKitis. acute
TJlcer of duodenum

Total

ClassVII:
Varicocele

2,305
313

373.06
50.66

2,618 423.72

2,840
356

832.60
106.88

5,145
069

541.05
70.35

3,196 959.54 5,814 | 611.40

0. 96
.97
2.70
a
.is
1.7S
2. 10
.81
3. OS
4.37
.97
. 10

24.12

14.71
1.80
3. 60
.30
.:<■)
6.91
2.70
2.70
21.32
7.21
11.11
.30

92
12
29
1
2
34
22
H
9(1
51
43
2

9. 07
1. 20
3.05
.11
.21
:».58
2.31
1.47
9. 40
5. 30
4. 52
21

72.96 392 41.22

2.7" 14
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Table No. 2.—Number of admissions reported by form F cards for certain dis
eases for the month of May, 1923—Continued.

Forces afloat, Navy 'Forces ashore, Navy
and Marine Corps I and Marine Corps
(strength, 71,138). (strength, 39,069).

Number Annual Number Annual Number Annual
of admis
sions.

rate per
1,000.

of admis
sions.

rate per
1,000.

of admis
sions.

rate per
1,000.

Class VIII:
0 .32 6 1.80 8 .*»
0 0 3 .90 3 .32
a 0 1 .30 1 .11
109 17.64 104 31.22 213 22.40
20 3.24 45 13.51 65 6.84
168 27.19 22 6.61 190 19.98
1 .16 28 7.81 27 2.84
8 1.29 10 3.00 18 1.89
7 1.13 8 2.40 15 1.58
1 .16 1 .30 2 .21

Total deaths .316 .51.14 226 37. S3 542 57.00

Class IX:
Dysentery, bacillary 1 . 16 2 .00 3 .32
Dysentery, entameblc 0 0 1 .30 1 .11

Class X:
1 .16 3 .90 4 .4,1

s 1.29 2.1 7.51 33 3.47
Malaria 16 2.59 72 21.62 88 9.25

Class XI:
24 3. 88 97 21.).12 121 12.72

Class XII:
10 1.62 26 7. 81 36 3.79

199 32.21 73 21.92 272
460 74.45 131 39.33 691 72.67

Syphilis 59 9.55 71 21.32 120 12.62

Total
Class XVIII:

92 14.89 27* 83.46 370 38.91
5 .81 8 2.41 13 1.37
8 1.29 5 1.50 13 1.37

Rhinitis, acute 8 1.29 19 5.70 27 2.84
249 40.30 311 93.37 560 58.89

Class XX:
362 58.59 621 186.44 983 103..17

25 4.05 24 7. 21 49 5. 15

T.vnr.E No. :?
.—Summary of annual admission rates [or rrnereal disease reported

from ships for April and from various shore stations for the four-week
period May 6 to June 2

,

7923.

All ships
Battlc-hin and cruiser force-
Scouting Fleet
Baltic Fleet
A-iatic Fleet

Destrover spuadrons—
Scoutine Fleet
Battle Fleet
A-iatic Fleet

Miso'llanotK—
Semifine Fleet
Battl" Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Total (strength,
111,107).

Annual rate per 1,000,April Average rate since Jan. 1. 1923.

Mini
mum
rate.

Mean
rate.

Maxi
mum
rate.

Mini
mum
rate.

Mean
rate.

Maxi
mum
rate.

0 160.66 1,639.02 25.48 143.36 1.S82. 35

4615
17.56
1S3.67

134 .16 568 05
159.86
183.67

60 59 143 12
92.37
597.01

425 27
286.49
S32.03

HR 63
183 67

58.84
184.93

0 214 49 1,009.34
339 62
1,471.70

25.48
27 33
46.15

214.25
100.32
408.67

1
,

882.35
215.73
1,471 70

n 86 63
522 43in n

0
0
0

217 40
l.-» 60
;-,79!)2

1,032 26
1,090 91
1,639.02

25 97
36 36
67 70

173 51
144 96

458 60
360 on
1.639 025*7.91)
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Table No. 3.—Summary of annual admission rates for venereal disease reported
from ships for April, etc.—Continued.

All navsl districts in the United States. . .
First naval district
Third naval district
Fourth naval district
Fifth naval district
Sixth naval district
Seventh naval district
Eighth naval district
Ninth naval district
Eleventh naval district
Twelfth naval district
Thirteenth naval district

Annual rate per 1,000, Mav 6
to June 2, 1923. Average rate since Jan. 1, 1923.

Mini
Mean
rate.

Maxi Mini Mean
rate.

Maxi
mum mum mum mum
rate. rate. rate. rate.

0 63.23 244.60 9 85 68 28 181.87
20. 17 74 49 210 64 43.78 51.45 76.33
0 50.70 96.81 9 85 52.81 118 59
38.07 57.95 78 43 87.09 136.68 181.87
32.26 76. IS 162.16 49.79 76.99 96.77
51.99 61.94 244.60 41.80 42.40 50.00
0 0 0 15.75 15 75 15.75
0 13 07 15 76 75 93 74.97 76.38
35.71 35.71 35.71 37.83 37.83 37.83
0 27.08 42.50 22.00 65.56 132.00
47.56 51.48 57.45 54.11 76.90 90.52
84.78 115.4) 153.30 39.75 65.05 98.38

RATIO OF GONOCOCCUS AND SYPHILIS INFECTIONS TO TOTAL CASES OF VENEREAL
DISEASE.

All ships
Battleship and cruiser force-
Scouting Fleet
Battle Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Destroyer squadron—
Scouting Fleet
Battle Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Miscellaneous—
Scouting Fleet
Battle Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Per cent, April. 1Per Jan-

Oonococ- a,_v,lio Gonococ-
cus. Syphilis. cus_

80.68

58.00
63.36
33.33

58.56
58.97
61.22

61.90
60.00
38.48

12.52

14.00 1

9.92 ■

33.33

12.61
5.13
6.12

7. 14
7.14
7.69

65.51

67.67
67.84
41.25

63.70
70.70
65.29

61.93
S3.84
53.92

Syphilis.

8. S2

9.91
12.45
3.75

,8.89
5.09
0.61

t.71
8.7!)
4.90

All naval districts In the United States
First naval district
Third naval district
Fourth naval district
Filth naval district
Sixth naval district
Seventh naval district
Eighth naval district
Ninth naval district
Eleventh naval district
Twelfth naval district
Thirveenth naval district

Per cent, May 6 to
June 2, 1923.

Gonococ-
cus.

77.78
76.19
77.78
16.67
79.66
77.78
0
100.00
50.00
66.67
S7.50
100.00

Syphilis.

5.93
4. 7u
0
0
S.47
0
(I
0
50.00
33.33
0
0

Per cent since Jan .
1, 1923.

•^Tu^iSyPhlUs.

74.91
81.71
73.58
74.88
68.52
67.56
100.00
83.33
83.33
81.82
81.95
88.46

14.32
4.88
13.21
6.33
16.67
18.92
0
6.67
16.67
15.1.5
12.81
11.54
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Table No. 4.— 'Number of admissions reported by Form F cards and annual
rates per 1,000, entire Navy, for the four-iceek period May 6 to June 2, 1923,
inclusive.

Class.

Diseases of blood
Diseases of circulatory system
Dissascs ot digestive system
Diseases of ductless glauds and spleen
Diseases of ear..
Diseases of oye and adncxa
Diseases of genlto-urinary system (non-
venereal) •••
Communicable diseases transmissible by
oral and nasal discharges
Communicable diseases transmissible by
intestinal discharges
Communicable dis?as"8 transmissible by
insects and other arthropods
Tuberculosis (all forms)
Voncreal diseases
Other diseases of infective type
Diseases of lymphatic system
Diseases of mind
Diseases of motor system
Diseases of nervous system
Diseasrs of respiratory system
Diseases of skin, hair, and nails
Hernia
Miscellaneous diseases and conditions
Parasites (fungi and certain animal para
sites)
Tumors
Injuries
Poisons

Total

Navy (strength,
93,846).

Numlier
of admis
sions.

1
33
409
4
n
57

SO
21
S2S
220
45
23
1.7
27
849
58
36
124

87
6
449
27

Annual
rate per
1,000.

0. 14
4.57
56.65
.55
10.94
7.90

16.90

50.56

.1*

fi.93
2.91
114.69
30.47
6.23
3.19
'.I.?v
;;. 7i
117.1.0
8.03
4.9a
17.18

12.05
.83
62.20
3.71

552.tli

Marine Corps
(strength, 20,261).

Number
of admis
sions.

0
9
138

12
15

(3

8
220
101
X
IS
20
8
198
43
7
28

24
0
122

Total (strenRth,
114,107).

Annual I Number Annual
rate per ofadmis- rate per
1,000. sions. 1,000.

I. 18S

0
5.77
101.3S
.64
7.70
9.62

19.89

40.42

1.2S

48.12
5. 13
141.16
64.80
12.83
9.62
12.83
5.13
1L'70|
27.59
4.49
17.97

15.40
0
78.28
5.13

7o2.24

1
42
567
5
91
72

153

428

125
29
l,04<i
321
65
88
87
35
1,047
101
43
153

111
6
571
35

0. II
4.78
64.59
.57
10.37
8.20

17.43

48.76

14. 24
3.30
119.39
36. 57
7.40
4.33
9.91
3.99
119.27
11.51
4.90
17.32

12
if

65.05
3.9

Table No. 5.—Deaths reported, entire Navy, for the four-week period May 6
to June 2, 192S, inclusive.

Navy
(strength,

Marino ToUl

(3,83),

Corps
(strength,
20,261).

(strength,
114,107).

1
1
1
1
5
1

0
0
1
0
0
I

14 0
2 0 2

26 4 30

3.60
1.25

2.57
.64

i. ■■

3.42
L 14

Cause.

Meningitis cerebrospinal
Pneumonia lobar
Tuberculosis (all forms)
Malignant growths
Other diseases
Drowning
Injuries
Poisons

Total

Annual death rate per 1,000,all causes. . .
Annual death rate per 1,01)0,disease only
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PREFACE.

The United States Naval Medical Bulletin was first issued in
April, 1907, as a means of supplying medical officers of the United
States Navy with information regarding the advances which are
continually being made in the medical sciences, and as a medium
for the publication of accounts of special researches, observations,
or experiences of individual medical officers.
It is the aim of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery to furnish
in each issue special articles relating to naval medicine, descrip
tions of suggested devices, clinical notes on interesting cases, abstracts
of current medical literature of special prefessional interests to the
naval medical officer, reports from various sources, historical essays,
notes and comments on topics of medical interest, and reviews or
notices of the latest published medical books.
The bureau extends an invitation to all medical officers to prepare
and forward, with a view to publication, contributions on subjects
of interest to naval medical officers.
In order that each service contributor may receive due credit for
his efforts in preparing matter for the Bulletin of distinct origi
nality and special merit, the Surgeon General of the Navy will
send a letter of commendation to authors of papers of conspicuous
merit and will recommend that copies of such letters be made a part
of the official record of the officers concerned.
The bureau does not necessarily undertake to indorse all views or
opinions which may be expressed in the pages of this publication.

E. K. Stitt,
Surgeon General United States Navy.



NOTICE TO SERVICE CONTRIBUTORS.

When contributions are typewritten, double spacing and wide margins are
desirable. Fasteners which can not be removed without tearing the paper are
an abomination. A large proportion of the articles submitted have an official
form, such as letterheads, numbered paragraphs, and needless spacing be
tween paragraphs, all of which require correction before going to press. The
Bulletin endeavors to follow a uniform style in headings and captions, and
the editor can be spared much time und trouble and unnecessary errors can
be obviated If authors will follow In the above particulars the practice of
recent Issues.
The greatest accuracy and fullness should be employed in all citations, as It
has sometimes been necessary to decline articles otherwise desirable, because it
was impossible for the editor to understand or verify references, quotations,
etc. The frequency of gross errors in orthography in many contributions is
conclusive evidence that authors often fail to read over their manuscripts after
they have been typewritten.

Contributions must be received two months prior to the date of the Issue for
which they are intended.
The editor is not responsible for the safe return of manuscripts and pictures.
All materials supplied for illustrations, if not original, should he accompanied
by a reference to the source and a statement as to whether or not reproduction

has been authorized.
Only the names of actual reviewers for a current number appear.
The Bulletin intends to print only original articles, translations, in tchole
or in part, reviews, and reports and notices of Government or departmental
activities, official announcements, etc. All original contributions are accepted
on the assumption that they have not appeared previously and are not to be
reprinted elsewhere without an understanding to that effect.

VI
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SPECIAL ARTICLES.

COMPBESSION FBACTUBES OF THE LOWES ENS OF THE RADIUS.1

By James H. Stevens, M. D., Boston, Mass.

The subject of Colles's fracture is a tremendously interesting one.
The mechanism of its production is more than an interesting study of
mechanics, because it has a direct bearing upon the treatment and
upon the proper understanding of exactly what has happened, and if
we have no clear conception of what has happened I doubt if we
shall have any idea of what we have to accomplish in order to effect
a restoration which shall, at least, approximate normal.
There are thousands of cases of Colles's fracture being treated
every day in this country, and as many of these cases belong in the
industrial compensation class it can readily be seen that the loss of
productivity reaches into an economic loss that is enormous. Many
of these cases when discharged from treatment present stiffening of
the motions of the wrist which is premanent, especially in flexion,
and many of them present a picture in which the deformity is of
such a nature as to merit the word atrocious, and especially when
such a result is obtained in a woman's wrist.
Our contentions concerning these fractures as usually treated are
as follows:
First. In many of the cases the posteriorly dislocated inferior
fragment of the radius is never reduced.
Second. Even when the major dislocation has been reduced, the
fracture is of such a nature—a crush—that this reduction of frag
ment is only a partial reduction, and there is always a change, espe
cially of the antero-posterior plane of the inferior radial articulation.
The fracture is

,

as a rule, only half reduced.
Third. That whether reduced or not the subsequent treatment of
these fractures has been such as to require many weeks or months for

1 The Annals of 8nrgcry for November, 1922, contains an article written by Dr. J. H.
Stevens, with the Utle " Compression fractures of the lower end of the radius," In which
is outlined a treatment for Colles's fracture quite at variance with the accepted method
of treatment. Impressed by the arguments which the writer put forth in support of his
views concerning Colles's fracture, some of the medical officers nt the United States
Naval Hospital, Annapolis, Md., used the method advocated by him and obtained better
results than could be expected from the methods usually employed. As Doctor Stevens's
method of handling these fractures might be of interest to the medical officers of the
Navy, he was invited to contribute a paper on the subject to the Bulletin.
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the recovery of motion, and that nearly always there remains a per
manent loss, small or great, especially in flexion. This is the result
of immobilization.
Cases of Colles's fracture in the main are now treated by restriction
in plaster or splints for from three to five weeks; then they are mas
saged, baked, and manipulated. Even at three weeks there is restric
tion both in flexion and extension, the full flexion of the wrist being
oftentimes overlooked because of the compensating flexion of the
fingers.
In youth or young adult life most of the cases work out after a
time to a fairly successful result, but in older patients the results
are generally bad.
There are certain fundamentals of mechanics regarding the break
ing of any substance with which one should be familiar. The less
the elasticity, the nearer the bending and the breaking moments are

together. The bending and the breaking moment in an absolutely
inelastic substance would be together, would be simultaneous. The
shorter the substance, that is

, if we consider an ordinary substance
like a column or a strut or a lever, the less the elasticity, and hence

the nearer these two moments are together. This has a bearing in
certain fractures of bone.
When we break a substance there is an elastic limit encountered at

a certain point beyond which the break occurs. This term in me
chanics is being supplanted to a certain extent, but it is still em
ployed in the literature and is so often used that it is sufficient for
our purposes.
The elastic limit of a breaking substance is that point beyond
which there is no comeback and a permanent set occurs to the
material. In other words, the substance has been irretrievably in
jured.
There are several kinds of stresses or strains which cause fracture
or breakage when applied beyond the elastic limit. These are :

Tension, which tends to lengthen the substance under considera
tion ; compression, tending to shorten it ; transverse breaking stress,
tending to bend it; sheer, tending to cause one part to slide over
the adjacent part; torsion, tending to twist it.
Tension, compression, and sheer are called simple stresses.
Transverse stress is a compound of tension and compression. Tor-
tional stress is a compound of tension and sheer.
To these might be added tearing stress, which might be either
tension or sheer, but in which the resistance of different portions are
brought into play in detail or one after the other, instead of simul
taneously as in simple stresses.
A sudden stress is more injurious than a steady or gradually ap
plied stress.
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A tension stress tends to cause rupture or separation of particles
in the line of stress, but a compression stress may, depending on the
material, cause it to separate into two or more wedge-shaped pieces,
to bulge, to buckle, or bend, or, as in granite, to fly into pieces. Old
bone will sometimes do this very thing.
If we take a material, wood for instance, and apply a transverse
stress, we shall find that always will it break in tension ; that is

,

the

molecular structure of a fibrous material will always pull apart on
the tension side first and there will be more or less long splintering.
In a crystalline substance the break will tend to be more transverse,
and as it approaches the compression side there will be a tendency to

a split out, a wedge, because a transverse stress is always a stress in
tension on one side and compression on the other, and where com

pression and tension are equal, a break is always in tension.
Now, in order to break in compression, the compression must be
greatly in excess of the tension and as this is impossible in a simple
cross-breaking stress, it always breaks in tension.

A leverage fracture is always a transverse or cross-breaking stress
with an element of sheer at the fulcrum.
Sheer is best illustrated by a scissors action, one or both substances

being under compression, but it is an intensely localized compression
or molecular compression, as it were, and there is the tendency of one
portion to slide over the other.
Therefore it can be clearly seen that each particular stress has a
tendency to cause an equally distinct type of break. Many times there

is a combination of stresses and this must be borne in mind.
The structure broken also must be considered as having a bearing
on the type of break and when we consider bone specifically, we find

a vast amount of difference. Young bone and old bone are not of the
same composition. Bone is a fibrous structure, containing a deposi
tion of salts of various minerals: Calcium, potassium, iron, mag
nesium, and so forth. It is not a dry substance, so that it does not act
the same always, depending on the difference of composition. Again,
bone is hollow, and it is trabeculated, the interstices being filled with

a substance of different specific gravity. There is very little bend to
bone, and, in the terminology of the mechanical engineer, bone is cold
short—that is, there is no diminution of structure when subjected to
tensile stress in the pulling machine.
It breaks when its elastic limit has been exceeded, but there is no
diminution of the area of its broken parts. Every substance that is

cold short is more or less brittle. The best example of this is glass,
and we do not think of glass as a particularly strong substance, but
tested in the testing machine, as pure tension, one will be surprised
at the tensile strength of glass.
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Such a stress, however, must be uniform over the whole area, be
cause any varient from this will bring a greater stress on some par
ticular portion of the mass and as it is cold short, and therefore
brittle, it is particularly susceptible to sheer or to impact. Compar
atively small stresses will break it under these conditions, stresses
which, under straight tension or static compression, it would have
resisted.

All Colle's fractures, and they are all compression fractures, can
be classified in three types as follows :
First. Simple transverse fracture of the bone with little or no
evidence of compression. —These are more often the automobile frac
tures. The mechanics of the fracture are the same, but the force is
not always great enough to badly damage the structure.
Second. Fracture of the lower end of the radius with evidence of
great compressive force.—There is here actual loss of substance on
the posterior surface of the bone, the so-called impaction. Flexion,
ci acks, or fissures may or may not exist on the opposite side. The
planes of the articulation are always changed, much or little.
Third. Fractures of the lower end of the radius with actual dislo
cation of the distal fragment bachxoard and sometimes in abduc
tion.—There is impingement of the distal fragment on the posterior
sharp surface of the proximal fragment. The same injury often
times breaks the styloid process of the ulna or even the ulnar shaft,
but the ulnar break is always secondary to the main break and not a

compression break.

The break of the ulnar styloid is simply a sheering fracture. All
writers have contended that the ulna styloid is broken by the pull of
the anterior annular ligament. The medical profession seem to be

obsessed with the tremendous tensile strength of a ligament as
against bone. The ulna styloid is really broken, as one may see by
examining the articulated skeletal bones, as the result of a transverse
cross-breaking strain or a sheer. The man falling goes forward on
his face, and to prevent his face from striking he turns his body
always away from the side injured. The hand is fixed on the ground
and the radius is fixed firmly while the ulna as part of the whole
arm rotates, bringing the base of the styloid of the ulna smartly
against the posterior edge of the radio ulnar articulation and gener
ally cracking it off at its base. The ulnar fracture higher up is a
simple transverse tension break as the resultant of two forces, sec
ondary to the main break.
Whether the ulnar styloid is broken or not is unimportant. If
the ulna above has been broken, we have a different problem, but a

different problem only as regards treatment.
Ninety-five per cent of these fractures will fall into the second and
third types. Occasionally there is one which does not show the evi
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dence of compression to any great extent, and occasionally also there
is the abduction type, due to sheer which does not show it. But
nearly all of them will show the evidence of compression.
There is actual destruction of the cortical bone on the posterior
side of the radius from compression ; therefore, the fragment always
tilts backward even where there is no dislocation. Where the force
is great this inferior fragment dislocates backward and, depending
on the position of the hand (sometimes outward), comes to rest
tilted on the posterior edge of the proximal fragment. Here it is
locked in displacement by the tension of all the extensor tendons of
the wrist which are thrown across it like bowstrings. No amount
of traction will move it

,

nor can you use a lever like the one shown

in Figure 19 to reduce it. You would simply crush the bone more.
We have contended that rarely is there any impaction, if by im
paction we mean any particular degree of telescoping. Call it crush

if you will, and you will be right.

X ray examination clearly reveals the condition ; and if you look
at an X-ray plate of a Colle's fracture after reduction you will find
that, although you have felt the fragment move freely under your
finger, which movement, of course, eliminates the question of im
paction, there still will be remaining in the plate the evidence of
crush even when the posterior dislocation has been overcome.
We must know the normal anatomical condition in order to form
an opinion regarding the two planes of the wrist joint; that is,
the lateral and antero-posterior planes. It is difficult to be abso
lutely certain of them, because there is no fixed point from which to
start that under all conditions and positions of the hand remains
the same. The distance from the tube at which the X-ray picture

is taken will make a difference; therefore we recommend that in
the X-ray examination 3 feet be the standard distance from the

tube to the wrist, and the tube must be centered exactly over the

break. In our researches we have depended upon angles, and these
must of necessity vary somewhat, but we think that they approxi
mate closely enough so that we are able to get a fair idea of the
condition present. In order to determine the lateral angle make an
antero-posterior X-ray exposure. On the developed plate draw

a line straight down the center of the ulnar. (AB, fig. 1.) It
will never be exactly the same but for practical purposes it will
answer.

At its lower end, where it cuts the lower surface of the ulna, erect

a perpendicular to AB. It will cut through the enlargement of the
lower end of the radius. Do not measure from the ulnar styloid ; it

is too often broken. BC is this line. From B draw a line to the
lower inner side of the radial styloid, BD. In a great majority this
angle will be found to be between 16° and 22°, and it will not vary
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greatly from this. Should there be much change in the plane of the
articular surface it will show in the reading of this angle, and with
this help it will be much easier to predict the subsequent amount of
deviation. The nearer the line DB comes to CB the greater the
change in the lateral plane of the joint, and the smaller the angle.

(See fig. 3.)
Of even greater importance will be the measurement of the antero
posterior plane of the joint surface. This must be a true lateral
view, without distortion. Draw a line straight down the center of
the radius, ignoring the broken end (AB, fig. 2). Join this line by
another perpendicular to AB, just touching the anterior inferior sur
face of the radius CD. Draw the line DE from D just touching the
posterior inferior extremity of the radius at E. Normally the angle
CDE will nearly always be an angle of between 15° and 20°, usually
about 18°. It will rarely be less than 15° and equally rarely more
than 20°, but the angle will always be in front of CD, the posterior
side of the radius being always this much nearer the hand than the
anterior.
When it approaches 10° in a broken radius there is suspicion of a
change of plane antero-posteriorly, and in most cases it will show
obliteration or even reversal of the angle (figs. 4, 5, 25, 27). If not
corrected it will mean a certain prominence always of the wrist
and a backward tendency to the hand. It is up to the individual
operator whether he will attempt to correct this reversal, the actual
dislocation having been overcome. At any rate he will thus be able
to recognize the condition and be prepared to explain it satisfactorily
to his patient.
This line or plane antero-posteriorly which many have assumed
to be the anatomical line of the joint surface is no such thing. It is
the X-ray plane and represents a line from the anterior edge of the
radius diagonally across to the posterior-inferior edge at a point

externally just bej'ond where it begins to flare out to form the
shadow of the posterior edge of the radial styloid. To whatever
condensation of bone it may be due, it is nevertheless always present
and can always be depended upon to help us formulate an opinion.
The line down the radial center cuts this point many times exactly,
but it is always close to the line, and where this point is farther
away from the radial line than the anterior-inferior point, it is
proof of a remaining displacement. (See figs. 4 and 27.)
One must, however, be very careful or he will find that he is
drawing his line to the shadow of the ulnar styloid instead of the
point mentioned.
The wrist is a compact structure. Running through this re
stricted area, both front and back, are many tendons with their
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tendon sheaths and slips of connective tissue binding them closely
to the bone, blood vessels, nerves, and ligaments. The position of
the hand as the patient falls relaxes all the extensor tendons at the
back of the wrist and correspondingly tenses all the flexors. The
flexor tendons, especially at the bending moment, are under a tre
mendous strain, and as the bone breaks, or even before, the con
nective tissue slips which tie these tendon sheaths to the bones are

damaged, torn loose. These flexor sheaths and flexor tendons fol
lowing strain, react to injury and we have effusion into the tendon
sheaths and more or less bleeding.
If now the distal fragment is dislocated we may have further in
jury to the flexors, particularly the flexor carpi radialis, because of
its insertion nearer the break and consequently greater tension by
the sharp anterior surface of the proximal fragment.
The extensor tendons are not in tension, the wrist is hyper-
extended, the weight of the load plus the tension of all the flexor
tendons force the fragment backward. The fragment tilts, slips
backward, and the sharp posterior edge of the proximal fragment
locks it

,

impingement. The extensors and abductors of the thumb
and the radial nerve may be injured by the sharp posterior edge
of this distal fragment as it goes backward into dislocation, but
usually the injury is not severe. The extensor carpi radialis longior
and the extensor carpi radialis brevior, because of their insertion
comparatively near the fracture, are now tense across the distal

fragment. The extensor longus and brevis pollicis, because of the
same reason and their short lengths and oblique positions with
reference to the distal fragment, are also under tension. There is

injury to all these tendons, flexors, and extensors, the flexors dur
ing the production and the extensors from the dislocation of the
fragments.
In a region which is so crowded with tendons and important
structures as the wrist, an injury is always a serious matter, and
as these cases are handled to-day a simple automobile crack seems
to be quite as serious to the patient as a more serious break with
dislocations. The joint is locked up in plaster or long splints, is

looked at occasionally, and after three or four or even five weeks is

worked, baked, and massaged. The patient is out of commission
three, four, or five months, and many of them I have seen partially
out of commission for over a year. None recover their motion for

a long time, and some of them do not recover full motion at all.
Deformity does not seem to influence the result so far as motion is

concerned to the degree one would expect. A wrist without de
formity often shows restriction of motion, while a badly replaced
one shows more nearly a normal motion. This is in line with my
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contention that there is a traumatic arthritis with effusion into the
joint and inflammatory reaction to all the traumatized soft tissues
and tendons.

As ordinarily treated the surgeon leaves this mass alone, rigid, to
organize and bind down tendons and wrist structures and then ex
pects normal motion. Is such an expectation rational? We might
just as well open the wrist, turn in a quantity of glue or plaster of
Paris, if it could be done, and then expect the joint to functionate.
The anterior radio-carpal ligaments may be torn, the posterior
never, but I have purposely avoided mentioning them specifically.
Their importance has been overestimated. They belong only in the
concomitant injuries of soft tissue. They play no major part either
in the mechanics of production of these fractures, their reduction, or
their treatment. I know that I am controverting many pet theories,
but I believe that they simply belong in the class of the generally in
jured soft structures. Of vastly more importance is the ruptured
inferior radio-ulnar ligament, widening the joint by ulnar separation.
This feature is adequately cared for by forcing the ulnar sufficiently
backward.
Now as to treatment. It is absolutely necessary that the posterior
fragment be reduced, and the reduction is usually a simple procedure.
Flex the elbow. The first movement in the reduction is an exaggera
tion of the displacement backward. (See fig. 10.) This movement
releases the tension of the extensor tendons and with left thumb over
the fragment it can easily be pushed forward.
The second movement is adduction, the hand being thrown strongly
to the ulna side with local pressure on the radial styloid process to

push it downward toward the thumb and from behind forward, be
cause there is a slight rotation or twist of the radial styloid outward
and backward. (See fig. 11.)
With the hand in adduction force the wrist into extreme flexion.
Push the hand down well beyond a right angle with the bones of the
forearm. This is the all-important movement. (See fig. 12.) By
this movement you can do more to restore the angle than by any
other maneuver, and the subsequent limit of flexion will be deter
mined in a great measure by the degree to which you flex the wrist
in this first reduction. Fail to get this first reduction and you will
always have some restriction of movement. In other words, the
reduction of the actually dislocated fragment is one thing and the
restoration of the normal antero-posterior angle of the articulation

is quite another, and the latter replacement is almost never accom

plished in the ordinary methods of treatment.
Let us assume the lateral displacement is reduced and the inferior

fragment is released from its position of dislocation and pushed
forward. The X-ray picture is nearly always much the same as that
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shown in Figure 5 or Figure 6. This is the ordinary reduction usu
ally obtained in good clinics, and the X-ray men call such a reduc
tion a good reduction because they very rarely see any which present
any different picture. '
If you analyze these X-ray plates as we have done here, you will
see that while the lateral angle has been restored, nevertheless the
antero-posterior angle, as we called it

,

or the plane of the articula
tion, is not restored. (See fig. 6.)
Why do nearly all of these X-ray pictures taken after reduction
and retention with the anterior and posterior splints or even with
the anterior splint alone in position still show reversal? There are
two reasons. First, because there is crush, loss of substance of cor
tical bone on the posterior side of the radius, and therefore a slight
pressure anteriorly upon the fragment will always tend to tip the
anterior-inferior edge of the radius downward. Second, the straight
position of the hand tends to separate more easily the anterior sur
face of the break and to push backward the posterior surface, thus

perpetuating the reversal, or even recreating it. The anterior-
inferior edge is turned forward an equal distance as the posterior
edge is turned backward and in the horizontal position. Both are
on a lower plane than normal, and this is not restored.

By splinting in a fixed flexed and adducted position over a long
period of time we can restore this angle, but such a restriction would
be followed by a greater disability to the injured wrist than if
treated otherwise, because the main requisite in the treatment of all
these injured wrists is to begin active motion quickly if we are to
secure desired results. A little deformity is not of great importance,
except to a woman, but a loss of motion is a calamity.
The third indictment against the usual method of treatment is

that even in those cases which are well reduced disability extends
over long periods of time, and in many there is permanent restric
tion of motion.
We have proven by our researches that this lengthy disability

is absolutely unnecessary. It is the result of the old methods of
treatment and not the result of the tremendous damage due to the

break.

In the usual method of treatment after the reduction, which as
we have shown in ninety-nine cases out of one hundred is limited to

a replacement of the posterior dislocated fragment, and which
often falls short even of that, the injured forearm is placed in

splints of various makes or in plaster and is left for a variable length
of time. Once the posterior displacement has been actually reduced

there are two lines of treatment by our method depending upon
whether the antero-posterior angle as represented by our lines is in

front of the perpendicular or behind. If it is in front, which is proof
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that there is very little crush, and this is not usual, then a straight
posterior splint with an ulna cut-out and a piece of board 2 inches by
2 inches well back of the break anteriorly is all that is necessary, and
this posterior splint may be very rapidly reduced in size so that by
the fourth, fifth, or sixth day it consists only of a narrow strip of
well-padded wood along the posterior side of the radius reaching
only from the middle of the forearm to the knuckles, the anterior
pad being discarded about the sixth day. In reality it is only a
reminder that the patient has broken his wrist and it prevents
undue extension at the wrist joint.
Motion is begun immediately in all these cases, not passive motion
but active. The fingers are left free, and from the day of injury the
patient works the fingers constantly, picking up pins or pieces of
wood several times a day to keep the fingers flexible. Up to about
the fourth day the splints are left in situ, the bandages distal to the
wrist being cut and removed, which frees the hand, and the hand is
flexed to the right-angle limit which we attained in the first reduction
ten to fifteen times once a day. It is perfectly surprising how easily
the patient can do this. On the third or fourth day all the splints ai-e
removed. We take the patient to our lavatory and soak the wrist in
very hot water, the patient meantime using the movement of flexion.
Do not be afraid of these fractures. No recurrence of dislocation
will take place. After the fourth day we begin active extension
movements also, and by the tenth day, except in those cases showing
a tremendous reversal after reduction, we have usually attained a

possibility of 90° in flexion and 45° in extension activity. After this
nothing but a wrist strap is used, with padding of sheet cotton under
the strap. Such a strap is shown in Figure 20 and the ulnar cut-out
is clearly in evidence. This must be used, because without an ulnar
cut-out the pressure is uncomfortable and the ulnar is pushed for
ward instead of backward. The normal position of the ulna is pos
terior, and where it is pushed forward there is apt to be disap
pearance of the ulnar prominence. It must not be forgotten that
always is there injury to the inferior radio-ulnar ligaments. From
this time the patient uses his hand for all purposes where there is no
particular stress thrown upon it.
Now, as we have said, there are two reductions : First, the reduc
tion of the posterior dislocated fragment, and this is absolutely
necessary for the restoration of motion at the wrist and for the
free play of the tendons of the flexors and extensors; and, second,
an ideal replacement which is not alone a reposition of the pos
teriorly dislocated fragment but is an actual restoration of the
normal planes of the articulation as represented by our angles.
It must be clearly understood that the reduction of these pos
teriorly displaced fragments of the radius is one thing and the
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Fig. 3.-— Changed lateral angle. Most of the change in
this case is due to the posteriorly displaced fragment
and will reappear when properly rep>aced. The infe
rior radio-ulna articulation shows separation. An
additional detail of technic which we sometimes use
when there is much separation of the ulna is a strip
of plaster 14 inches wide beginning on the anterior
surface of the ulna and extending across the back of
the wrist to end on the anterior external surface of
the radius. This strap never encircles the wrist and
is rarely necessary.
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Fig. A.— A badly dislocated fragment. Notice how far the point F is from the line
AB and compare with the normal. 18° of reversal.

F\g. 5. —Reduction of the dislocated fragment 8° of reversal. Notice that point F Is
sti'i a long distance away from the line AB. The X-ray men Jcall such a reduction
good because they rarely see any other. With such a reduction (only partial) by
motion from the second day we can have a perfectly mobile wrist by the twelfth day
witn greater ease than with an acute-angled splint, but cosmetically there is apt to be
a s'ight change and there will be a slight restriction in flexion. Immobilize this
reduction even for two or three weeks and there will always be restriction.
Notice how the plaster strips and the pressure are directly over the break and are
therefore pushing downward on the anterior inferior edge of the broken radius so that
it tends not only to perpetuate the reversal but to recreate it had the reduction restored
it. A 2-mch by 2-inch anterior splint well above the break would have tended to push
back the proximal radial fragment and nothing anteriorly over the fragment itself wou Id
have released it, so that the oressure from the posterior splint below would have had
the tendency to force this fragment anteriorly, turning the inferior posterior edge
of the fragment forward and the anterior inferior edge in the opposite direction,
exactly as a wheel turns, thus tending to restore the normal angle. Add flexion of the -
wrist and an angled splint and this reduction would have been ideal. See Figures^
7 and 8. *
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Fig. 6.— Actual posterior dislocation has been reduced. Nevertheless reversal of
angle CDE. Note that the line DE is now behind DC. To estimate its cnange
draw the dotted line in front of DC at 20J. This will be the plane of a normal
restorat'on and the fragment must be forced forward and upward so that DE will
be in front of DC in our final result. The better the restoration the nearer will
the line AB come to point F. It will be clearly seen tnat while Dl, the dotted line,
is the plane of the normal joint in this case, it does not mean that the fragment
must be forced forward until point F is at point I, because the entire fragment
must be lifted up the distance which it has dropped, LM. And as the posterior
inferior edge F is turned forward a sufficient distance to obliterate the crush,
KG, the anterior edge is turned backward an equal distance. The correct position
of the restoration as it should have been for this case is shown in the outline in
dots. This is why Fl, as drawn for estimate only, is twice KG always. And this
explains why we have all of us in the past failed to restore this normal angle. We
have been content to unlock the fragment and try to push forward the posterior
edge. We have neglected to push backward the anterior edge, which was equally
important, and we have failed to lift our fragments enough. Worse than all, had
we succeeded in properly reducing them we would not have held them with the
type of splint which all of us have used.
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Fig. 7.— Showing the two points of pressure, with long anterior and posterior
splints in place. With anterior splint alone the same picture is present, enhanced
because the posterior lifting force is removed. Even with padding well back of the
fragment there is no force tending to lift the fragment and turn it forward into
place. Both these types of dressing tend to perpetuate the reversal. Note how
the fragment, if considered as a part of a wheel, would turn, the posterior part
down and back, the anterior down and forward, thus increasing the slant out of all
proportion to the compression in evidence. This shows when the apparent crush,
KG. is measured and it is found that twice this distance will be necessary to restore
fully the angle. The tremendous distance which the posterior inferior edge of
the distal fragment must be swung forward and upward in order to restore the
normal plane, it must be remembered, is more apparent than real, because as
the posterior edge swings forward and up into replacement, the anterior edge
swings backward and upward, thus diminishing the distance which the posterior
edge would have to move to accomplish full replacement, The fragment must
be lifted up the distance it has dropped. LM, the posterior edge turned forward a
distance equal to KG, and the anterior edge turned backward an eaual distance.
Reoos'tion on this basis is outl;ned in dots to show the correctness of such a
hypothesis. The so-called impaction posteriorly being in reality crush, it is clear
that after reposition the slightest pressure in a downward direction on B would
cause the reversal to reappear.
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Fig. 8.—Showing the three points of pressure with our angled posterior srl'nt and
a small anterior pad. Imagine the broken inferior fragment as a part of a wheel,
and force applied to its rim m the dire-tion of the three arrows. In whatd rection
would it turn? The radius of our wheel is the lire AB. and the fragment is not
only turned, but is held in place and the reversal of angle overcome, No form of
straight splint anterior or posterior will accomplish this, and no form of specially
molded anterior splint alone will do so. The angled posterior splint is the logical
solution and the angle is varied to suit the individual case.

F'g. 9. —This is a sheer fracture of the radial styloid running into the joint. There
is no change of the antero-posterior angle. The lateral angle may, however,

• • show change in this type. Obviously in this case there would be no advan-
! • tage in an angled splint. Adduction would be the important t~in§\
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Fig. 10.— First movement of reduction. This frees
the fragment from the extensor tendons and
impingement and the left thumb pushes the frag
ment directly forward and then toward the anterior
surface of the wrist. Note force is being Jused ,in
extension and also by the left thumb. It must go
much farther back than this. The posterior dis
located fragment is reduced here.

Fig. 11.— Second movement of reduction. Forci ble
adduction. The posterior dislocation of the frag
ment is a Iready reduced. Note left thumb is
forcibly pushing the rad lal styloid to overcome
adduction deformity and restore the lateral angle.
Note that this movement is the second movement
of our reduction and not the last, as usually taught.
This adduction in a greatly changed lateral angle
must be carried much farther out than shown here.
This adduction to 30° at least is held. Not for a
number of days is the hand again in a straight line
with the forearm. The lateral dislocation is re
duced here.
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Fig 12.— Thi rd movement and most important. Flexion to
below a right angle with the forearm. Most authors say flex,
but if flexed short of this point it is of httle value. This acute
flexion restores the AP angle. Note that the hand is also
kept in adduction during this movement. Note the oper
ator's left thumb pushing the fragment forward with force.
Flexion is easy if dislocation has been reduced. Any great
amount of resistance is proof that dislocation has not been
entirely overcome. If an angled splint is deemed necessary
in the case it is now applied to the back of the arm and the
hand carefully extended to meet it. Forty-five degrees is
the best position. In these cases the hand never reaches
the horizontal again for from 5 to 7 days.

1'
i

•
Fig. 13, —This shows the exact method of holding a CoMes
frarture after reduction. No harm can come to it if held

Z in this position. This is the way we take it from the splint
and take it to our lavatory daily.



Fig. 14.— A completed dressing without the bandage. Wrench sometimes used.
Splint unpadded, 40° flexion. 30° adduction. Splint unpadded, 45° flexion, 30°
adduction. The splintused here was 35° in flexion, 30° adduction. Note the small
anterior splint. This shows how simple it is to remove enough dressing for early
mobilization and how easy to change the pressure at any time or, if necessary, to
charge to a greater or smaller angle. With plaster of Paris it is inconvenient, and such
a dressing has the disadvantage attached to any long anterior splint. A plaster dress-
ng of a radial fracture in flexion and adduction will restora the angle, but it will
be much more easily handled by this wooden splint.

Fig. 15.—This shows the beginning of motion exactly as we use it o>
the second day. This case is a straight-splint case and here we have
already discarded the long posterior splint for a short strip along
the radial border, because it was not a reversal case and this is>aU
it requires. Note that this three-exposurs plate represents aclivj. ,
and not passive motion. Note that this splint is in adduction of 30V jV;
When we say straight splint we mean not flexed, but all our splT»i* • ■.
are adducted 30°. J ;
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Fig. 16. This shows the technic of active flexion on the second day of a reversal
case. We use this every day until the fifth or seventh day. After that the entire
forearm is taken from the splint and soaked in hot water, the hand kept flexed.
On the fifth to seventh day thesa wrists are extended to straight position. After
that extension movements are begun gently. Note this is active, not passive, motion.

Fig. 17. -This represents the short straight dressing,
the long splint being cut to a narrow strip 1 inch
in width along the radial border after the third or
fourth day in all straight-splint cases. It is adducted
30°, however, which does not seem to show

I • here. After the sixth day in these cases the
* anterior pad is usually removed as well.

• • • . .
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Fig. 18.—Shows technic of motion and position which
we use after the first few days in all casas. After
the fourth day in straight-splint cases. After the
fifth to seventh day in reversal cases where we have
used the angled splint. In the latter great care must
be used in the movements of extension only. Note
the three -exposure plate. Note position of operator's
thumb over broken fragment. Active motion.

■ : :

Fig. 19.— Shows exact method of using the wrench to lift the fragmant. Seldoit ;
needed. Acute forcible flexion will usually be enough. Be careful if you use
awrench or you may convert a posterior dislocation into an anterior.
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Fig. 20. — Leather wrist strap only dressing, usea after 10 to 14 days
unless complicated and unusual case. Note ulnar cutout. Restric
tion in motion due to strap. Patients take strap off themselves.
Soak wrist in hot water several times daily and replace it after
tenth day. During these daily soaks they exercise the wrist to the
normal limits of motion.

Fig. 21. Shows motion on fourteenth day in one of these fractures.
Equally go;>d motion was present before. Motion is never lost from the
fij-st. If lost it is a long process to recover it and many times it is not
t recovered. This was a reversed angle case but treated in straight

> '■
i
k Potion because of unavoidable reasons, but motion was begun on the

^ I * b«cond da/.
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Fig. 22. —This shows the usual deformity where reduction has
failed and no attempt has been made to restore the angle.

Fig. 23.— This shows the permanent restriction in flexion
which has followed immobilization for four weeks. It is
even more than shown here, as you will see if you draw the
lines for yourself.
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yvs X ray of rev^rsi' ir*j failure to replace a dislocated
fragment.



Fig. 26. —This shows the result obtained by this young woman in spite of the failure
to reduce. X ray shows in Figure 25. This woman, not realizing the character of
a fractured wrist, disregarded her doctor and took off her splints during the first
week and used her hand thereafter. Cosmetically she has a badly deformed
wnst, but motion, as you see, is better than the usual. This proves our contention.
Active motion is the really important thing.

Fig, 27.— Shows a dislocated fragment with reversal. The dotted line sr/ow**' where
it must go to effect a good reduction and restoration of the angle. Result $how$ in
Figure 28.
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Fig. 28.- This shows that while we did not quite reach perfection, we restored the
angle to the front of DC. Angled splint still in place. This reposition was accom
plished by forcible flexion alone. A spicule of bone shows anteriorly. Pressure of
thumb later can correct this. It is more from the radial styloid. Notice that the
anterior 2-inch by 2-mch splint is well above the break and its pressure is on tne
proximal end. Original X ray shows in Figure 27.

Fig. 29. —This shows replacement and restoration of the AP angle in a badly
reversed case, by acute flexion and the angled splint. Picture made on sixth day
with hand in straight position to shew that it retains the position and does not
slip or turn back to any extent.
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Fig. 30.—This was a raversed angle case and also a badly dislocated
fragment. The X ray of the reduction is shown in Figure 29.
This shows motion on the twelfth day. A double exposure
to show both flexion and extension. Discharged on the twentieth
day. Note that the fingers are kept straight. This is essential
or you will fool yourself. Note that the elbow is flexed. Full
flexion of the hand is possible only with a flexed elbow.

Fig. 31. --Restoration to normal of a badly di slocated fragment. Note the
separation of the line of fracture posteriorly by this position. In this case
the wrench was used. Note how the ul na r styloid is superi mposed over
the point to which we draw the line D£; that is, point F in this case. Result
shows in Figure 32.
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Fig. 32. -This shows motion actively in flexion on the eighth day in
this restored angle case. Note swelling of back of hand. Much
tenderness as well, but of back of hand and not the wrist. This
was an arthritic type and disappointed me in extension, the recovery
of which was slower, partly dje to her inability to come every day
for motion. This is the position we use for motion after the fourth
day wherever we use a straight position and also after the fifth to
seventh day in these cases where the angle has been restored by
the flexion and they have been put up in an angled splint. During
extension we support the wrist with our hand.
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restoration of the antero-posterior angle is quite another, and this
restoration is desirable in the majority of Colle's fractures.
The restoration of the antero-posterior angle can only be accom
plished by an acute flexion of the wrist. You will see by examining
Figure 8 exactly what we mean.
In a woman's arm, where cosmetic results are almost as important
as mobility, this is a matter of importance, but in industrial life
and in a military machine it is a matter of secondary importance.
The main thing is motion.
Now, if you put this wrist in plaster or splints in this position of
extreme flexion and adduction and leave it until the break has healed,
you will succeed in restoring to a practical anatomic perfection the
normal planes of the joint. Glance at Figures 7 and 8 and you will
see the reason why this is so and at the same time you will see why
in any position a long anterior splint is a menace. Cosmetically
you will have accomplished a perfect result, but your function will
be far from perfect. It will be better than it was in the old days,
but the restriction will be pronounced, especially in extension, where
before it was restriction in flexion. This is because while the reposi
tion is perfect, the joint and tissues traumatized and filled with
effusion have been permitted to organize in this position.
We have attempted to combine our two methods, and not only
restore the planes but recover motion.
Is it not possible to accomplish both of these much-to-be-desired
results? The logical position after the reduction of fracture at the
lower end of the radius with reversal is flexion in adduction. In
the cases without reversal, which are rare, however, it is not even
an advantage. We use a posterior splint angled at the wrist 35°
to 45° in flexion and 30° in adduction, reaching from the wrist to
the proximal ends of the phalanges. (See fig. 14.)
There is an ulnar cut-out and the splint is narrower than the
wrist. This prevents the tendency to separation of the radius and
ulna which is present where wide splints are used, especially when
both anterior and posterior splints are employed. Keep the ulna
and radius together at their inferior articulation so that the torn
inferior radio-ulnar ligaments may heal. Use anteriorly a small
well-padded 2 by 2 inch splint well back of the lower fragment.
Where the crumpling up has been tremendous and there is diffi
culty in reduction, the implement represented in Figure 19 which we
use and have found efficient, may be used, but remember that this
implement is never to be used until the bowstring tension has been
released. It is the last thhig to use in order to obliterate the last
vestige of reversal of angle. It is never to be used as an instrument
for reducing the fragment. If used in that way, a great deal of
50863—23 2
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damage could be done by accentuating the crushing. The instru
ment is used exactly as shown in the illustration, and may also be
used for restoring the lateral plane or angle as well. By leverage,
gently but firmly, we can now pry up the posterior surface of the
displaced fragment while exerting pressure backward against the
proximal shaft of the radius until the normal prominence of the
inferior radial articular surface is restored. Great care must be
used or you will convert a posterior displacement into an anterior
one. The usual case does not need it. Flexing the wrist below a
right angle and holding it by the angled splint will be sufficient.
We know that with the straight position while the inferior frag
ment has only been half reduced, nevertheless we can by the use of
quick motion get a perfectly flexible wrist by the fourteenth to
twentieth day and can discharge our case by the twenty-first day
with a flexion approaching 90° and an extension in excess of 45
which is sufficient Oftentimes extension will be greater than nor
mal, which is easily understood.
Can we do so with the acutely flexed position? If we can not,
then, although it is a better anatomical replacement than the other,
we must abandon it

,

because, after all, mobility is the main thing.
Experience has taught us that if we leave our cases too long in
this acutely flexed position we are about as bad off as we were before,
except that the delay in recovery will be in extension instead of
flexion.

We have found that we must begin motion here almost as quickly
as in the case of the straight splint. From the second to the fourth
or fifth day we place the forearm on a flat surface, release the band
ages holding the hand in the splint and permit the patient to flex
the wrist as far as possible. Extension is prevented because we
leave the posterior splint in situ, only releasing the hand to the
wrist for motion, and we gently aid this active flexion by pushing
the hand down to a right angle with the bones of the forearm.
(Fig. 16.)
On the fifth day all the splints are removed and the hand is

soaked in hot water, holding it flexed, and several times we permit the
patient to actively extend the wrist as far as the straight position.
By the seventh day we are not only flexing the hand fully, but we
arc. permitting the beginning of active extension to 20°, and from
tills time on we endeavor to get the full range of extension as well as
flexion. (Fig. 18.)
On the seventh day we usually change from our angled splint to

a small straight splint reaching from just above the fracture to the
middle of the hand, but adducted to 30 .
Do we jeopardize our position of anatomical replacement by this
early change of position and this early extension of the wrist?
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To a certain extent, yes; but not enough, if care is observed, to
cause renewal of the reversal. By extension of the wrist early there
is in this acutely flexed position a tendency for the anterior edge of
the inferior fragment to turn downward and forward. In the
straight position there is nothing to fear in the handling of these
fractures by early mobilization. Why? Because the inferior frag
ment is as badly out of place as it can be without actual dislocation
backward, and this will not occur. In the acutely flexed position
there is actual anatomical replacement and also a distinct tendency
to recurrence of the reversal with early extension, but it is the lesser
of two evils, and with care it is slight.
We noticed by a careful study of the X-ray plates taken from day
to day in the experimental stages of our method that there was a
slight change in the lines of the articulation and that there was a
tendency to a separation of the fragment on the anterior surface of
the radius, but it was not sufficient to cause us any disturbance. We
were fearful of this in our first cases, but it was a case of the devil
and the deep sea. We had demonstrated that if we left them too
long in the acutely flexed position there was a certain restriction in
eitension and they did not recover motion with the ease and uni
formity which followed the straight position. In young people ot
in early adult life a few days more or less made little difference, but
in the old even a restriction of 10 days of the motion of extension
was followed by a loss of motion which was noticeable and which
meant work to overcome. So that we were forced to begin motion in
eitension, especially in the elderly type, by the fifth to the seventh
day and to change permanently to the straight position by the sev
enth day.
This was more satisfactory and we found that rarely did it affect
the restoration of angle and that it gave us results which were as
good as before from the standpoint of mobility and which are better
from the cosmetic side.

After the tenth to twelfth day we use nothing but a leather wrist
strap. (See fig. 20.)
From this time on the patient uses the hand for all ordinary pur
poses which are not accompanied by strain, but with care and com
mon sense. An individual with a fracture of this typo is not ex
pected to throw a baseball or pull an oar on the twelfth, fifteenth,
or twenty-first day, and it is not necessary that he should. If he
is the type of individual who expects to do these foolish stunts, and
there are some who do, or the type who is not intelligent enough to
understand the limitations, then he must be restricted for a longer
period and so protected against, himself.
This article up to the present has dealt with the ordinary type
of Colles fracture, with or without the evidence of great compres
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sion. In the so-called abduction type, where there is great obliquity
of the split, more care will have to be observed, especially where
there is a tendency to recurrence after replacement, but fortunately
these are rare, and it must not be forgotten that nature has placed
a better splint about the injured radii than we can do.
The flexor and extensor tendons are closely applied to the bone
and once replacement is affected there is very rarely any tendency
to recurrence of the actual dislocation.
The sheer fractures involving the styloid of the radius alone are
of little importance if treated by this method, the main point in
their treatment being the flexion of the elbow to relax the supinator
longus tendon and the adduction position.
In the greatly displaced and comminuted type results will depend
almost entirely on one's ability to reduce, but where contact can be
secured between the ends of the fragments quick and gentle motion
will deliver results in mobility even where cosmetic results leave
much to be desired. (See 25 and 26.)
Reduce the displacement, begin motion early, and get away from
all retentive apparatus as quickly as possible in these joint injuries,
and we shall no longer have wrists which show a permanent disa
bility following even the simplest of these compression fractures
of the lower end of the radius.

JTJXTAPYXORIC ULCER.

By (S. F. Cottle, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United State* Navy.

As medical officer of a naval vessel en route to Europe in 1914,
while verifying the health records of a draft of men recently taken
aboard from the receiving ship at the home yard, I came upon the
entry " Duodenal ulcer." The story was one of several admissions
to hospital, each for considerable periods of time, with periods of
intensive medical treatment. The record was that of a chief petty
officer of many years' service, over 30 years of age. When he entered
the sick bay he displayed the usual reluctance of the older service
man to admit that he was sick. He stated that his old trouble had
left him, that he felt himself to be, cured, and in fact he looked quite
well. He was permitted to return to his duty with the advice to
come to the sick bay if his symptoms returned. Some days later
while walking on deck I was struck by the pallid countenance of a
man who was standing on deck, and upon speaking to him I recog
nized the chief in whose medical record this entry appeared. He
still insisted that he was well and that he was not going to be a
quitter and was reluctant to go with me to the sick bay. With diffi
culty I was able to extract from him a story of weakness and -i
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fainting spell. After a little talk he consented to the proposition
to go on the sick list and to turn in. Examination of his stool
showed it to be tarry black. A few days later, the ship having
entered a French port, it was thought best to place him in the
French naval hospital. At the end of a week, the ship being ready
to sail, the doctors of the French hospital informed me that they
were expecting to receive the sick and wounded from the first great
advance of the German Army, which was then in progress, and they
requested that he be taken back to the ship. After careful consid
eration of all the circumstances, and as the ship was to make the
short trip to England, the patient was brought back for transpor
tation to a British hospital. That night while crossing the channel
he died exsanguinated, and autopsy revealed a large duodenal ulcer
and an intestinal content of altered blood.
During the years that have come and gone since then I have recog
nized not a single case of duodenal ulcer among patients that have
come to me from the active naval service, either at sea or ashore,
though recently a fewT cases have come to my notice among patients
drawn from the retired personnel and from the veteran group. I
hare often wondered whether this nonappearance of the ulcer-
bearing patient in my clinical experience was due to an inability to

recognize such a case when present or due to a rarity of incidence
among members of the active personnel. With this quandary, among
a host of others in mind, I left my station in obedience to orders from
the Navy Department to spend three months in observation and
study at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn.
The Mayo Clinic is well known as perhaps the largest and
most successful single exponent of that type of medical and surgical
practice called group medicine. Its staff of approximately 300 doc
tors, with an annual clientele of approximately 50,000 patients, sit
uated in a small city of the Northwest, is a center of an intense
medicosurgical activity famous throughout the world for its leader
ship. Its spirit of hospitality to the medical profession brings to its
doors, as visitors, physicians and surgeons from all over the United
States and even from many foreign countries. Among its surgeons,
internists, and specialists in many lines of medical activity are found
leaders of recognized position, who succeed in giving to their patients
a degree of diagnostic and therapeutic satisfaction sufficient to keep
I>eople coming in great numbers from distances far and near. The
celerity with which clinical, laboratory, and X-ray findings are made
and the way in which special consultations in otology, rhinology,

dentistry, neurology, urology, syphilogy, orthopedics, pediatrics,

gynecology, and the various subdivisions of general medicine are
correlated into a clinic picture, upon which the final diagnostic and
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therapeutic decision rests, is the result of a remarkable harmony and
unity of interest and is an outgrowth of the leadership of a master
mind. The willingness of the individual members of the staff to
permit detailed close inspection of their methods is a protection to
the welfare of their patients and a tribute to the integrity, idealism,
and efficiency of their work. I was fortunate in being permitted to
spend a month in the section of gastroenterology, of which Dr.
George B. Eusterman is chief. During this period I was permitted
to review with the consultants case histories, physical examinations,

laboratory and X-ray findings, to be present at special and surgical
consultations, all in contact with the patient, and to see the surgical
pathology demonstrated in the operating rooms and in the patho
logical laboratory. Part of the time, by taking histories and han
dling patients myself, I was able to get an even more intimate view
of the methods of the clinic. During this period I saw 143 patients
who came to the clinic because of stomach complaint, and of these
took histories of 52. Among these patients were duodenal and gas
tric ulcers; cholecystitis, with and without stones; carcinoma of
stomach, rectum, and esophagus; nepholithiasis ; tabes dorsalis; ex
ophthalmic goiter; pelvic disorders; neurasthenia; functional dis
turbances of the stomach.
While this experience has served to convince me that the symptoms
which cause people to complain of their stomachs are often baffling
in the extreme, and while it has in no way fitted me to write any
thing original upon this extremely interesting phase of medico-
surgical practice, it has, nevertheless, led me to formulate a few
broad generalities that may prove of value when cases of this sort
come in the course of naval practice. Many able papers have been
published by various members of the Mayo Clinic staff on the medical
and surgical aspects of gastroenterology. These papers are avail
able in the collected papers published in book form each year by the
Mayo Clinic, and they deal in a most practical and straightforward
manner with the subject.
The term " juxtapyloric ulcer " includes the duodenal and gastric
variety. The older designation " peptic ulcer " is not as accurate a
title, because the duodenal and the gastric ulcer syndromes are in

practice often indistinguishable, and the word " peptic " would seem
to designate a gastric and not a duodenal location. The great ma
jority are near the pylorus, 87 per cent being on the duodenal side,
12 per cent being at or near the lesser curvature of the stomach, and
those elsewhere in the stomach only 1 per cent. While the incidence
of ulcer in gastroenterologic practice is high, it has been estimated
that in general practice only 1 per cent of a total of 400,000 patients
were recorded as having this lesion. In a total of 59,450 autopsies
for all causes, scars of ulcer, or open ulcer, were found in 4.4 per cent.
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The symptoms may be clear, they may be obscure, they may be
combined with other symptomatology, they may be absent altogether.
In perhaps 25 per cent of the patients who actually have an ulcer
of the stomach or duodenum, there is a clearly denned history of a
combination of epigastric pain or distress, accompanied by subjective
sensations, clinically associated with hyperacid stomach. When a
man of, for example, 35 years of age says that for a period of several
years he has had pain, accompanied by heartburn, water brash, and

belching, coming on regularly two to three hours after meals, and

waking him at 2 a. m. ; that the pain is relieved by drinking water or
milk, or by taking soda, disappearing at meal time, worse in the
spring and fall, and sometimes entirely absent for periods of several
weeks or a few months; when in such a patient physical examina
tion shows a tender spot in the epigastrium corresponding in location
to the pain area, and a stomach content with a continuous high
acidity and high HC1; when this patient tells practically the same
story on more than one day, duodenal ulcer is a diagnosis that fits
the story and needs the X-ray only as an additional bit of confirma
tory evidence.

Few ulcer-bearing patients, however, clearly give this history.
Perhaps 75 per cent of them give part of this picture. A few show
achlorhydria or subacidity. In others the pain is not characteristic
in time, intensity, location, periodicity, or in its method or degree of
relief, or to the clinical picture are added other factors brought for
ward by the patient in such a manner as to confuse or mislead any
but the most experienced and able gastroenterologists. It requires
long familiarity with this type of case and a special clinical acumen
to disentangle some presentations of data as given by patients and
see in the final picture a suggestion of ulcer sufficiently clear to war
rant a tentative clinical diagnosis of that condition. It is claimed
by conservative clinicians in this specialty of internal medicine that
the properly taken history, physical examination, and laboratory
findings insure an accuracy for them in diagnosis of perhaps 80 per
cent. Some clinicians of greater ability, or more optimistic in regard
to their diagnostic ability, claim a higher percentage of accuracy,
based on clinical findings alone. In approximately 20 per cent of
ulcer-bearing patients the clinical evidence is so difficult to properly
evaluate that errors in diagnosis are not infrequent, while in approxi
mately 5 per cent they are so difficult of interpretation, or clinically
atypical, as to make the diagnosis an impossibility on the clinical
picture obtainable.

To the roentgenologist of special training and ability in the field
of gastroenterological diagnosis, the clinician often turns for some
thing more than confirmation. From him is received definite
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evidence to support a tentative diagnosis, and in a small percentage
of cases with atypical histories, an ulcer will be visualized by
fluroscopy which could not have been diagnosed in any other way.
The value of the highly specialized roentgenologist in the field of
operative gastroenterology is obvious when, based upon a series of
several hundred duodenal and gastric ulcers demonstrated on the

operating table, statistics show X-ray findings to have been cor
rect in upward of 95 per cent, and in a series of several hundred
laparotomies for other abdominal conditions, in which at operation
no ulcer was found, statistics show approximately 95 per cent to
have been negative for ulcer by the X ray.
Very few clinicians and roentgenologists are so situated as to
be able to judge of their own diagnostic accuracy by a series of
several hundred recorded diagnoses, to which has been applied the
crucial test of surgical interference.
The physician whose opportunity to study the ulcer-bearing
patient is less than the opportunity of the specialist in this field,
should realize that even under the most favorable conditions there
is a certain unavoidable percentage of error. In decisions made for
his patients he should be governed by a careful estimate of his own
probable degree of accuracy and an estimate of the probable ac
curacy of the roentgenologic findings available in his practice.
In the endeavor to recognize the ulcer-bearing patient, it must not
be forgotten that epigastric pain, vomiting, hematemesis, melena,
and that train of symptoms sometimes summarized by the word
" indigestion," either alone or in combination, may be the expres
sion of one or more of a host of conditions other than ulcer. The
patient who conies with a story of " stomach complaint " may have
a lesion in the esophagus, stomach, or duodenum, his symptoms may
be the expression of pathology elsewhere in the body, or they may
be a reflex in the stomach from abnormal conditions either in the
stomach or elsewhere, for which one or more of a very wide range
of conditions may, in the last analysis, be found responsible. So
sensitive is the proper correlation of the complex innervation and
physiology of the upper digestive tract that the pathological entities
and functional disturbances capable of causing an imbalance suffi
cient to be expressed in symptoms inferable to the stomach are very
great in number.
The list of disorders from which ulcer must be differentiated is a
formidable one. Many of these possibilities can be readily eliminated
by the history, many -by the physical examination and laboratory
findings, a few by means of the gastric analysis, some by the X ray.
Even when all these methods have been applied the issue may be in
doubt in a few cases until the exploratory incision of the surgeon, or
post-mortem findings, reveal the underlying pathology. One may
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consider the conditions that underly stomach complaint to fall into
classes such as intrinsic or extrinsic, organic, functional or reflex,
or the conditions may be listed more or less anatomically as follows :
1. Stomach, esophagus, and duodenum. — (a) Esophagus: Malfor
mation, diverticula, stricture, carcinoma, etc. (b) Stomach: Benign
ulcer—acute, chronic, perforating, perforated, postoperative. Carci
noma—pyloric, body, cardia. Benign tumor— fibroma, papiloma,
angioma, polypus. Syphilis, tuberculosis, lymphosarcoma. (c)
Duodenum: Ulcer, acute, chronic, perforating, perforated, carci
noma.

2. Organic conditions outside the esophagus, stomach, and duode
num.— (a) Intestinal: Appendicitis, acute and chronic, enteritis, peri
tonitis, intestinal obstruction, indigestion, (b) Rectal: Indicanemic
conditions, habitual constipation, carcinoma, hemorrhoids, (c) Bili
ary: Cholecystitis with or without stones, cholangitis, biliary carci
noma, (d) Liver: Acute yellow atrophy, perihepatitis, hepatitis
(cirrhosis) . (e) Pancreas: Calculi, cysts, pancreatitis (acute, chronic,
hemorrhagic), carcinoma. (/) Kidney: Nephritis, tuberculosis,
renal and ureteral stones, (g) Heart: Arteriosclerosis (angina),
functional cardiac conditions, endocarditis, myocarditis, (h) Lungs:
Tuberculosis, (t) Uterus and adnexa: Gastrointestinal reflexes, vom

iting of pregnancy, (j) Disturbances of metabolism: Pernicious
anemia, chlorosis, secondary anemia, diabetes, gout, syphilis, poison

(lead colic), arsenic, etc., purpura, hemophilia, (k) Neurological:
Epilepsy, chorea, brain tumor, locomotor ataxia, hysteria, neurasthe

nia, and nervous dyspepsia. Reflex : Cerebral, spinal, cardiovascular,

visceral, urogenital, traumatic. (I) Endocrine disturbances: Ex
ophthalmic goiter, Addison's disease.
3. Functional disturbances of the stomach.— (a) Disturbances of
secretion: Hyperacidity, hyperchlorhydria, hypersecretion, gastro-
succorrhea, subacidity, anacidity, achylia. (b) Disturbances of sen

sation: Hyperesthesia gastrica, gastralgia, bulimia, anorexia, (c)
Disturbances of motility: Cardiospasm, gastrospasm, pylorospasm,
regurgitation, ajrophagia, vomitus nervosus, reversed peristalsis,

hypermotility, deficient motility.
In this long list of possibilities one finds actual stomach pathology
limited to a few entities; ulcer, carcinoma, gastritis and those very
rare conditions; benign tumor, syphilis, and tuberculous. All the
remainder are functional, or reflex. The reflex group have in most

instances a firm basis in recognizable pathology, or definite disease

entities. There are cases, however, and they occur with considerable

frequency, which, by exclusion, fall into the functional or into the
nervous group. A diagnosis made in these groups may not work
for the best interests of the patient if the clinician considers it in
any light other than a tentative working hypothesis under which to
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institute treatment. Increasing knowledge makes these groups
smaller and smaller. One should not be content with the diagnosis
of functional stomach or nervous dyspepsia, until treatment insti
tuted to correct the function or to remove the neurosis ends in cure
of the patient and permanent disappearance of the symptoms.
The necessity for a careful physical examination in the diagnosis
of ulcer needs no comment except to emphasize the importance of
thoroughness. The tonsils and the teeth should be closely examined,

because it seems well established that many abdominal complaints,
and perhaps ulcer itself, may be closely related to, or at any rate
markedly influenced by, dental and oral sepsis. An examination of
the eye grounds may clearly show evidences of nephritis or hyper
tension, the relation of which either to diagnosis or treatment is of
great importance. Digital examination of the rectum, a too often
neglected procedure, may demonstrate a carcinoma to be the cause
of the bleeding, or the so-called metastasis of the rectal shelf may
be the indication that carcinoma higher up in the abdomen is the
condition dealt with, and not ulcer. The superficial lymph nodes,
especially those behind the sternoclavicular region, should not be
forgotten. The pupillary reflex and the ankle and knee jerks may
give a definite trend to the diagnosis. In the ulcer suspect local
findings in the abdomen are not definite as a rule, however; the
location of a tender spot corresponding to the site of the epigastric
pain, and perhaps a definite spot of tenderness in the back are
often of corroborative value. The presence of a mass, visible peri
stalsis, splashiness of an atonic or of the distended stomach of
retention, a demonstrable mal-position of the splanchnoptotic
organ, are signs of great differential value when properly fitted
into the clinical picture. Rigidity and enlargement of liver and
spleen should always be looked for.
In estimating the value of gastric analysis one is struck by the not
infrequent occurrence of acid in the early stages of carcinoma, and the
occasional occurrence of achylia in benign ulcer. Frequently the
Ecigel motor meal, especially when drawn off with the Rehfus tube,
fails to show a retention that is readily found by the X ray. Blood
in the stomach contents must be given careful thought, and the pos
sibility of trauma and other causes be considered. Fractional an
alysis has taken a definite place and should be the rule. Lactic acid
is not a conclusive, sign of carcinoma, but the Boas-Oppler bacillus is
a most important sign when present.
X-ray findings made from plates alone, without fluroscopy have
very little value in a majority of eases. They will show clearly the
filling defect of a well-advanced carcinoma, often the accessory pocket
of a perforating gastric ulcer, and will clearly reveal ptosis, retention,
and houi'glass deformity. The signs of ulcer of the stomach and
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duodenum are, however, often missed or not demonstrable on the fixed
plate when they are plainly visualized by the fluroscopic screen. The
roentgenologist who is trained in fluroscopy can be of the greatest
value in the diagnosis of ulcer. Deformities of the duodenal cap, the
presence of a niche, the filling of an accessory pocket, or diverticulum
are among the positive findings of ulcer, which may or may not be
demonstrable on the plate. When it is realized that the Mayo Clinic
statistics show a 95 per cent degree of accuracy in the X-ray diagnosis
of ulcer, it is clear that the X ray is capable of being considered in that
clinic the most valuable single diagnostic sign, and when at that clinic
a negative X-ray diagnosis is shown statistically to have the same
percentage- value of accuracy, its possible usefulness becomes even
more clearly apparent. Moreover, the X ray is admittedly the only
means by which a differential diagnosis between duodenal and gastric
nicer is possible, for it alone is capable of showing the exact location
of the lesion. If a close approximation to this degree of accuracy in
X-ray findings is available, the diagnosis of ulcer is robbed of much
of its uncertainty. Wherever the X-ray findings are not made by an
operator trained in fluroscopy the value of the roentgenologist's
opinion must be rated far below the 95 per cent level.
Complications and later sequalse of ulcer change the clinical pic
ture. Not infrequently the ulcer patient will have borne with his
complaint for years until the added difficulties arising from the
perigastritis of a perforating ulcer, the hematemesis or melena of
erosion of vessels, or the acute symptoms of perforation bring him
to the doctor. In the presence of his insistance upon symptoms of
the complications, a story of antecedent chronicity, periodicity, and
food relation may be difficult to extract, for memory of these lesser
troubles is clouded by the greater insistance of his present trouble.
Here a carefully sought history may become of the utmost diagnostic
value. Acute perforation is of course an emergency in which hope
for life rapidly lessens after the first 12 hours, so that in the presence
of this accident there is no time to be wasted in obtaining, by careful
questioning, a detailed history of antecedent trouble, and neither
time nor a safe opportuity for gastric analysis or X ray. The brief
interval, in which action in the form of emergency surgery is de
manded, permits only of tentative diagnosis of the cause, with all
efforts being focused upon the clinical picture of an acute abdomen
and the necessity for early surgical interference. Perigastric peri
tonitis, the so-called perforating ulcer, gives more time and oppor
tunity for exact diagnosis, for rarely does this type change into acute
perforation, with its shock, rapid soiling of the peritoneum, and
death, unless relieved by early surgery. In the chronic perforating
type an increase in the severity of pain, pain becoming more con
tinuous, made worse perhaps by eating, localized rigidity, increase
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in tenderness, a tendency to obtain relief by posture or pressure, the
X-ray finding of a deep accessory pocket; these, among other find
ings, suggest the chronic form of perforation. Vomiting of food
eaten the day before, visible peristalsis, change in the type of pain,
from a post-meal pain to one increased by a full stomach, the find
ing of a small movable tumor; these suggest pylorospasm, pyloric
stricture, retention, and the X-ray picture confirms the diagnosis.
Hemorrhage in considerable amount shown in the vomit, hematemesis.
or in the stool melena, indicated in the past by history of fainting,
with the passage of tarry stools, is important evidence pointing to
ward the bleeding type of ulcer. Here, however, the clinician must
not be led into the error of considering this to be diagnostic of ulcer.
These more or less severe hemorrhages are often unassociated with
ulcer and are often due to other disease entities. It is true that rarely
ulcers are silent as far as symptoms are concern until the sudden
appearance of bleeding gives the first clue which eventually leads to
diagnosis, but, as a rule, in the presence of intestinal bleeding we
must look to the history and other evidence to determine its probable
cause. Not infrequently a gall bladder, with its train of gastric
symptoms, will be the only pathology demonstrable at operation.
Cirrhosis of the liver, varices within the stomach, the rare he
mangioma of the stomach, hemophilia, esophageal bleeding, rectal
bleeding, and many other possible causes must be remembered.

The symptom complex of tetany rarely observed as a late sequel
of long-standing ulcer is dependent upon a serious degree of reten
tion from pyloric constriction. More commonly this picture is found
in the pyloric stenosis of infancy and from pyloric closure, coming
on gradually after an operation for ulcer, and very occasionally some
of its clinical picture is seen immediately postoperative in the occa
sional case which develops an acute postoperative retention in the
second week after a gastroenterostomy.
In the treatment of ulcer we find a controversy that has been going
on for years between the advocates of medical and of surgical treat
ment. The extremists on either side seem to be somewhat intolerant
of the opinions of their opponents. Like most controversies, the
facts, when marshaled into debate, seem to prove both contentions.
Neither the internist nor the surgeon claims 100 per cent of cures;
both, however, claim a percentage of cure approximating from SO
per cent to 90 per cent. In regard to the medical cures the surgical
enthusiast says, " How does the internist know his so-called cures
were really ulcer? He did not see the ulcer; maybe he cured a
functional stomach and thought it was ulcer." Again, the surgeon
says. " Most of my cases have been treated by physicians and many
by most capable gastroenterologists, yet they come to me finally for
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operation after years of suffering, and I cure 80 per cent, benefit a
few more, and in only a small percentage does surgery fail to give
complete relief."
The medical enthusiast says, " My diagnostic ability is better than
the surgeon's. I know that when I diagnose ulcer it is ulcer. I do
not need to see or feel it to be sure. My many cures never get to
the surgeon, so he knows nothing about them; only the small per
centage of ulcer I can not cure by medical means go to him. Seldom
does an ulcer-bearing patient die while undergoing medical care;
a considerable mortality in the aggregate, though small, in the best
surgical hands exists in ulcer-bearing patients operated upon; fre
quently there come to me for help patients in whom a gastro
enterostomy or other surgical effort has failed to give relief. We
both lose patients from the emergency of acute perforation; even
excision of the ulcer does not always prevent the recurrence of serious
hemorrhage. Autopsy findings show quite frequently scars of healed
ulcers in people who were never treated for ulcer; the disease is one
subject to remission, to spontaneous cure, and to cure after medical
care. Many of the surgeon's cures are due to the period of rest and
reduction of acids brought about by operation and gastroenterostomy.
Medical care will do the same without the risk of the permanent
change that operation brings in the physiology of the stomach and
duodenum. Not infrequently I see patients with enteritis due to the
changes following a gastroenterostomy. A medical failure can be
followed by repetition of medical care unless a serious complication,
such as acute perforation, continued hemorrhage, the perigastritis
of chronic perforation, or retention and pyloric stenosis demand
surgical interference. A surgical failure is a pitiful thing: the poor
patient in whom surgery has failed must return to medicine with
the added handicap of an altered anatomy, or he must accept the
very considerable danger of a second operative interference, such as
can be successfully carried out by only a few of the most able
surgeons."
In a study of these conflicting ideas it is obvious that the medical
enthusiast considers some of his ulcer-bearing patients to be in need
of surgery, notably the complicated and those resistant to medical
management. The surgeon, however, feels that not infrequently
too long a period in a given case has been allowed to medical man
agement, so that the patient comes to him with these more dangerous
late sequelae and complications, in whom an earlier operative inter
ference would have been better. If it is admitted that the claims of
the surgeon and the claims of the internist, based in both instances
on ample and quite reliable data, are in the main true, instead of an
unfortunate controversy which lines up the profession on opposing
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sides, we have a most fortunate condition of affairs. If medical
care offers practically the same percentage of cure, especially in the
earlier months or years, we have two methods of treatment, either of
which may be selected for the uncomplicated ulcer-bearing patient.
The treatment of ulcer, therefore, may be medical alone or surgical
alone. It may be medical, followed by surgical, and in a few in
stances it may be surgical followed by a return to the medical. Sur
gery is in most instances elective; very rarely is it of immediate
necessity, occasionally it is urgent or imperatively necessary.
If we define acute ulcer as one which lias produced symptoms for
less than two months, it may be said that except in the very un
likely accident of perforation the treatment of acute ulcer is always
medical. It is in the chronic ulcer that the divergence of opinion
exists. Here the diagnosis of ulcer and the probable presence or
absence of complications does not always give a basis upon which to
rest a decision : The economic situation of the patient, the type of
medical management available to him, and the ability of the sur
geon to whom he can be referred are factors of prime importance
in the decision. Medical management requires rest in bed, prefer
ably in a hospital bed with careful nursing and daily expert medi
cal supervision, for a period of weeks, perhaps six or more, followed
by a carefully restricted and well-controlled diet and daily medica
tion for several months or a year, and all this with the understand
ing that even this long course may end in the necessity for its repeti
tion or the necessity for surgery. The patient of moderate means,
upon whose ability to earn a living his family depends, must face
this outlook with a considerable degree of hesitation when the sur
geon offers him as good a percentage chance for relief from an oper
ation that will allow him to return to his work at the end of three
to four weeks, with a short circuit in his stomach, which mechanically
lessens the necessity for a long period of medication and diet control.
The decision between medicine or surgery therefore, not infrequently,
must be based on diagnosis plus economics and environment rather
than upon the diagnosis alone.
If the patient is willing and economically able to give to his care
the long period of time necessary to best insure success from medical
treatment, and if the possibility of failure is clearly shown him,
surgery can often legitimately be placed in a deferred class unless
or until complications arise that demand its use.
Medical management is based on two principles: First, the fixa
tion of the acids in the stomach by food and by alkalies, so that its
corrosive effect upon the ulcer is lessened or removed. Second, the

ingestion of such foods and the institution of such medical care as
will best tend to reduce the secretion of acid in the stomach and re
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duce excessive motility. It is the purpose of these two major princi
ples to give physiological rest to the ulcer area in a way not incon
sistent with the proper maintenance of body nutrition, so that heal
ing may occur. To these two major principles are added the removal
of infected foci, tonsils, teeth, etc., and the treatment of special
symptoms when present —pain, vomiting, hemorrhage, anemia, mal
nutrition. The details of medical treatment are available in standard
books and especially in the writings of Sippy, whoss success in the
medical management of ulcer has led him to restrict his indication
for surgical interference to the following :
1. Reasonable suspicion of carcinoma.
2. Acute perforation.
3. High-grade pyloric obstruction failing to yield to medical
treatment.

4. Perigastric abscess.
5. Hourglass stomach (some forms).
6. Hemorrhage (some forms).
7. Removal of foci of infection.
8. To remove perigastric adhesions (very rarely).
9. Very rarely special types of ulcer excision or gastroenterostomy
may be indicated, if an expert surgeon is available.
The surgeon who endeavors to cure the ulcer-bearing patients must
have capable assistance in a well-equipped hospital and should accept
for operation only those cases in which the diagnosis has been made
after exhaustive clinical study. He must be capable of performing
the many difficult operations, any one of which or a combination of
which may be indicated when the abdomen is opened. Even when
the diagnosis of ulcer seems certain by clinical, laboratory, and X-
ray positive findings, an exploration may fail, in a small percentage
of cases, to reveal the presence of an ulcer. Instead ther? may be a
cholecystitis with or without stones, a chronic appendix, a hepatitis,
a pancreatitis, a duodenitis, or no recognizable pathology whatsoever.
Every surgical attack upon an ulcer then becomes primarily an ex
ploration, and for the success of this first step a knowledge of surgi
cal pathology and an ability to recognize it by sight and touch when
present is essential. The operative procedures indicated, once the
abdomen is open, vary with the findings and vary according to the
judgment and experienc? of the particular surgeon. Definite prin
ciples of surgery govern and the application of one or more may be
necessary in an individual case. In addition to the ulcer other
pathology in need of correction is not infrequently found, such as a
diseased gall bladder or appendix, and it is not unusual for these con
ditions to demand and receive correction along with the operative
procedure directed at tha ulcer itself.
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While posterior gastroenterostomy is by far the most frequently
employed of all surgical procedures which aim at cure of ulcer, the
surgeon who is most experienced in handling these cases has found
that this operation can not be the routine in every case. Five prin
ciples govern him in his attack, and in line with the application of
these principles a combination of more than one operative procedure
ma}7 be indicated. Without naming all the types of operation that
are used in the endeavor to cure ulcer, they may be grouped anatomi
cally under their governing principles, as follows :
1. Exploration.
2. Removal of the ulcer-bearing area :
Cauterization and suture.
Cautery, knife excision, and suture.
Knife excision and suture.
Sphincterectomy.
Duodenectomy.

Pylorectomy.
Midgastric resection.
Subtotal gastrectomy —Billroth, Polya, Polya-Balfour, etc.
Gastrectomy.

3. Establishment of drainage:
Gastroenterostomy; posterior, anterior, or in Y, with jejuno-
jejunostomy.
Pyloroplasty —Finney, Halstead, etc.
Gastroduodenostomy.

4. Plastic corrections:
Gastroplication, gastric fixation, correction of hour-glass
deformity.

5. Correction of accompanying pathology:
Cholecystectomy, appendectomy, etc.

Excision of the early duodenal ulcer without gastroenterostomy
not infrequently results in cure. In the bleeding type of ulcer in
creasing experience seems to stress the importance of excision with
gastroenterostomy or, if excision is impracticable, ligature of vessels
outside the ulcer area. The more extensive excisions of the stomach
itself carry a mortality much higher than gastroenterostomy, yet the
not infrequent finding of beginning carcinoma in the calloused or
large ulcer of the stomach makes the application of these technically
more difficult procedures a necessity in properly selected cases, espe
cially in gastric ulcer. For the average duodenal ulcer gastroen
terostomy alone is the more commonly used procedure.
When the operation is one of necessity, in the presence of acute
perforation, the severe anemia of persistent hemorrhage, or the
serious malnutrition „of retention not amenable to medical manage
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ment, the surgeon is dealing with a patient in whom one or more of
the above-named procedures may be indicated, but the application
of the ideal surgical procedure must often not be attempted be
cause of the serious condition of the patient. In these seriously ill
persons he must be content with the most rapid and the simplest
procedure that will best meet the vital indication and defer to a
later time and to a secondary operation the procedure that aims at
cure of the ulcer or of the complicating pathology. In the markedly
anemic, transfusion sometimes tides the patient over so that he may
get a start toward medical or surgical relief.
Of the end results of treatment it is not easy to judge. The known
tendency of gastric ulcer to heal, as shown by findings of scars of
healed ulcer at autopsy, the known tendency of the symptoms to
abate and disappear for longer or shorter intervals, and the regu
larity with which physiologic rest of the stomach, combined with
reduction in acidity causes a disappearance of symptoms, makes it
necessary to judge a patient cured, not by the immediate postmanage-
ment condition, but by the course over a period of at least one year.
The advocates of medical management claim a percentage of cures
practically equal to the percentage claimed by the advocates of
surgical management. The more optimistic of the gastroenterolo-
gists place the medical cure of these cases at or above the figure 95
per cent. The more optimistic of the surgeons place their figures
for surgical cure at or above 88 per cent. The medical figures, how
ever, are based upon acute as well as chronic ulcers and the total of
such cases are diagnosed clinically with at least a 5 per cent error
in diagnosis. The surgical figures are on the other hand based upon
cases in which the ulcer was seen or felt at operation, and more
over the surgical group tends to contain the late and complicated
cases, so that of the two claims surgery seems to offer a slightly bet
ter assurance than does medicine.
When an ulcer-bearing patient has tried medicine without cure
there is almost always the hope of surgery left to him, with an excel
lent opportunity for relief, provided he has not waited too long. He
who fails of relief from surgery is less fortunate. Surgery added to
surgery becomes a matter of extreme difficulty in such a case.
What is the cause of failure to cure? Can the number of failures
be lessened %

Moynihan gives the chief reasons for failure after surgery as
follows :

1. The performance of gastroenterostomy in the absence of a lesion
intrinsic to the stomach or duodenum.
2. Faulty technic, which often gives rise to the symptoms of vicious
circle, the result of obstruction of one of the jejunal links, especially
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the distal one, or the result of too small a stoma or too long a jejunal
loop.
3. Lack of thoroughness in operating, such as neglecting to remove

a diseased gall bladder or an appendix at the time of an otherwise
successful operation, or to deal directly with an ulcer-bearing area
when circumstances wan-ant it.
4. Formation of a new ulcer in the stomach or duodenum at or
beyond the stoma and reactivation of the partially healed or unhealed
ulcer or carcinomatous changes in a gastric ulcer not removed at the
primary operation. In these cases such sequalse give rise essentially
to painful symptoms at variable periods after operation, in which
the complaint is often identical to the original. Similar distress
may be provoked by extensive adhesions at the pylorus or by those
involving the stomach and anterior abdominal wall, the result of
repeated operations or undue manipulations.
Some causes of failure after medical and surgical management are
thus seen to be alike, such as reactivation of an unhealed or partially
healed ulcer, formation of a new ulcer in the stomach or duodenum,
error in original diagnosis. Others, notably the formation of a new
ulcer beyond the stoma, the so-called gastrojejunal ulcer, and the
distress provoked by excessive postoperative adhesions, are possible
only after surgical treatment. Error in diagnosis, faulty technic,
lack of thoroughness, either medical or surgical, come in the field of
prevention by improved methods and better control of the patient.
The prevention of new-formed ulceration and reactivation of ulcer
is to be met by prolonged postmanagement, dietary control, and
alkali therapy, and the removal of infected foci, on the theory that
these foci are etiological factors of importance in the causation or
reactivation of ulcer. The prevention of carcinomatous change in a
gastric ulcer is best met by the application of excision or resection
of the ulcer area at the first operation.
Diagnosis of the cause of postoperative failure is often difficult, at
times impossible. The reappearance of pain referred to a lower
level or to the left side is suggestive of gastrojejunal ulcer. The
X-ray findings of gastrojejunal ulcer may be positive. Faulty
technic may rarely be suggested by the X-ray findings, such as
stoma too high, too far to the right, or too small. Exploration as
a rule becomes the final method of determination in most cases.
In this contingency the surgeon often finds himself in the pres
ence of a most complicated situation, offering technical difficulties
of a formidable nature. Adhesions to the abdominal wall delay
exploration. Adhesions to liver, gall bladder, matting together of
colon, stomach, and omentum about the stoma are difficult to remove
and delay his advance. Previously incorrected complicating pathol
ogy of gall bladder or other organs has become more difficult of cor
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rection. The patient not infrequently is in poor condition and the
corrective procedures not infrequently are such as to require a great
rapidity in technical handling, with the probability of success only
in the hands of surgeons of the highest technical skill. A list of
the procedures successfully carried out in the case of an emaciated
man 69 years of age will illustrate the not unusual complexity of
operative performance necessary in these cases: Dissection of ex
tensive adhesions, excision of gastrojejunal ulcer by cutting off old
gastroenterostomy, closure of duodenal diverticulum, cholecyst
ectomy, and pyloroplasty.
In this survey of the problems of ulcer certain fundamentals stand
forth of value to the naval surgeon. The condition is more apt to
demand treatment in the third and fourth decades of life than in
the second. The disease is apt to run a course of more than four
years before surgery is resorted to. Very seldom is immediate sur

gery urgent and imperatively necessary. Periods of remission alter
nate with periods of freedom from symptoms. Both medical and
surgical treatment require considerable periods of time, a high
degree of medical and surgical skill, and considerable special ex-

]>erience to bring about a high percentage of cure. Expert radiog
raphy and especially expert fluroscopy is a most valuable aid to
accuracy in diagnosis. The decision between medical and surgical
management depends not alone upon accuracy in differentiation of
ulcer from other abdominal conditions, but also upon factors in the

patient's environment, such as his ability to give up a long time to
treatment and upon the degree of surgical skill available. The oppor
tunity for permanency in cure is increased if the patient continues
for many months on a carefully controlled diet.
In the Navy the element of time consumed in treatment and ex
pense to the patient need not influence the decision as to treatment,
for practically no limit is set upon the time of treatment that may be
given to any patient, and no loss of pay results while in the hospital.
The matter of age becomes of great importance in the probable inci
dence of ulcer. Among patients aboard ship and at foreign stations
the proportion beyond the age of 25 to 30 years is very small. The

active service is made up of men whose age averages perhaps 20
years. The very small number over 30 years and up to 64 are found

almost exclusively in the chief petty officer and officer groups. This
factor of age reduces the probable incidence of ulcer at sea and at
foreign shore stations to the vanishing point. In this environment
the naval surgeon when confronted by patients with " stomach com

plaint " is
,

in the overwhelming majority of instances, dealing with

appendicitis or with an intestinal condition due to poisoning by food

or to the gastric disorders of dietary indiscretions not uncommon

in robust young men. Occasionally he may have a neurasthenic, a
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functional disorder, rarely a splanchnoptosis or nephrolithiasis, and
not infrequently chronic constipation. If his patient belongs in the
older age group he must consider the more complicated possibilities
of ulcer, carcinoma, tabes, angina, cholelithiasis. Surgical treat
ment at sea or at a foreign station should perhaps be strictly limited
to the emergency of acute perforation and medical treatment to such
a course as will best aid him in correct diagnosis, and best fit his
patient for transfer to a hospital ship or to a naval hospital. Diag
nostic ability in the upper abdomen can not be very accurate away

from the environment of the hospital, no matter how capable the
naval surgeon may be in his history taking and physical examina

tion, for he must depend on laboratory procedures somewhat below

the standard possible in hospitals, and if the services of a roentgen
ologist are by chance available, he is often of an unknown degree of
dependability.
On board the hospital ship and in the naval hospital proper evalu

ation of the accuracy of X-ray and laboratory aids is more certain,

because there many more patients in the older-age group, with symp

toms pointing to the upper abdomen, and a more specialized medical

personnel are available. The naval hospital is more likely than the

hospital ship to receive patients in the older-age groups. In these
hospitals are to be found the retired officer or man, and the patient

received from the Veterans' Bureau, men whose average age is now

30 years or more. In the naval hospital the incidence of ulcer, can
cer, cholecystitis, tabes, angina, and other disease entities responsible

for the production of symptoms referable to the upper abdomen, is

considerable and the postoperative stomach, especially in the veteran

group, occurs not infrequently. There the differentiation between

the neurotic or psychasthenic patient with stomach trouble and the

patient with definite pathology is a daily problem of the utmost pro

fessional interest. These cases challenge the abilities of the naval

surgeon; they necessitate a sharpening of his clinical acumen and

diagnostic ability; they present definite problems in management,

both medical and surgical. To the roentgenologist they present the

necessity for accurate technic and place squarely before him the need

for real ability in fluroscopy of the gastrointestinal tract.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. Juxtapyloric ulcer is a rare disease and especially rare in the

young adult of the active naval service.

2. Its recognition by purely clinical means is difficult in perhaps

75 per cent of the cases.

3. Fluroscopic findings obtained from a roentgenologist skilled in

the examination of the upper intestinal tract may be of greater value
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in the diagnosis of ulcer than any other single method, and it is
the only method, except exploration, that will localize the lesion.
4. Ulcer often presents a clinical picture closely simulated by
many other organic conditions, either intrinsic or extrinsic to the

upper intestinal canal, and by many general conditions and diseases,
including neurasthenia and psychasthenia as well as reflexes from
other organs.
5. Among the officer and chief petty officer personnel, both active
and retired, who are in an older age group than the young adult of
the active service, ulcer and its complications is by no means un
known.

5. Among the veteran group of patients the naval surgeon en
counters a fair number of ulcer-bearing patients.
7. The accuracy of diagnosis and type of treatment needed for
ulcer varies considerably with the economic situation of the patient
and with the type of medical and surgical care available, both in
civil and in naval practice.
8. Ulcer is a borderline disease— the dentist, the nose and throat
department, the laboratory, the roentgenologist, the medical clin
ician, and the surgeon are all needed both for the diagnosis and
treatment of the juxtapyloric ulcer.
9. Group medicine, the opinions of several doctors, each special
ized in different fields, properly coordinated by one of the group,
offers the ulcer patient his best opportunity for proper care and the
best hope for ultimate relief.
10. Surgical and medical management are not two separate roads,
upon one or the other of which the ulcer patient must choose to
travel, but rather two sides of a single road, upon the broad and
solid surface of which he may readily travel, now on one side, again
on the other, at times even on both sides, with the assurance that it
is but one road leading definitely toward a cure.

SAMOAN MEDICINES AND PRACTICES.

By D. Hunt, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

There are many people whose hereditary instincts and customs
preclude them from adopting without much doubt any new ideas
and inventions of the scientific and mechanical world. They re
semble in a large degree the people of several generations ago who
were slaves of precedent. They remain with their back to the sun
and defy change and invite the ridicule of the later generations.
Not alone in the past but in the present there are certain divisions of
nations, classed as part of the civilized world, which will not adopt
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the ideas, views, practices, and inventions which are at variance with
their own long-cherished ideas, practices, and views. They worship
the accomplishment of the past as the height of perfection. Take,
for instance, the large peasant class of Europe and many of the
rural people of the United States who resist with much stuhhorness
any change.
It is so with the Samoan people who, though not classed as a part
of the enlightened and civilized people of the world, have many
excellent characteristic traits not always to lie found in the lonjr-
■established civilized countries. The Samoans are a very conserva
tive race, adhering strongly to their customs and ideas handed down
to them by their forbears. Yet, notwithstanding this trait, usually
the Samoan is ready to accept and applaud advanced ideas and even
to adopt them, but there is an inward dread of an unpleasant visita
tion of the spirit of one of their departed kin who, in their opinion,
may be angered at the innovation and departure from their old-time
custom and practice. A few days ago I heard of a very intelligent
Samoan remarking that members of his family could not submit to
either a major or minor operation by a white surgeon because some
time ago a member of the family had died under an operation.
The then living matai, or head of the family, had expressed a wish
that in the future no person belonging to his family must permit
the knife of a surgeon to touch their body. Any disobedience of
this instruction will call forth wrath of the departed spirit and espe
cially that of the one who died under the operation.
A few generations ago surgery was fearlessly practiced by Samoan
doctors; legs were amputated, splints were applied to fractures,

operations upon fractured skulls were even performed. There live9
in the village of Fitiuta a Samoan, who is mentally and physically
above the average Samoan of his age, who had about two-thirds of
his left parietal bone removed by a Samoan doctor in 1867, at the
time of the eruption of the submarine volcano near Olosega.
To-day the surgery performed by Samoan doctors is limited to

multiple incisions in the case of abscesses or filarial swellings. The
instruments used are sharks' teeth, shells, or sharpened pieces of
bone. Nearly all of these cases are finally brought to the hospital
except those that result in death from infection or from hemor

rhage due to the cutting of a blood vessel.

Circumcision is performed upon all Samoan boys when they reach
the age of 10 or 12 years. Twenty-five years ago circumcising was
a special trade. The operation consisted merely of making a dorsal
incision with a sharpened coconut shell, though to-day the safety
razor blade is used. No sutures were taken. Most of the circum
cisions are now performed at the Samoan Hospital or by one of
the native hospital corpsmen.
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Frequent bathing in salt water has always been used by the
Saraoans for open wounds, sores, and ulcers.
Lomilomi, or massage, is universal in Samoa. Its practice is not
limited to any special trade, though all Samoan doctors use it in
connection with other treatment. In massaging the sick, the lomi
lomi operator usually massages only at the site of the pain. This ia
kept up until the patient can bear it no longer. Deaths occur each
year from lomilomi, especially among those who are suffering from
appendicitis, intestinal obstruction, or pelvic abscess.
Insanity is very rare; in fact, there does not exist in American
Samoa a case that is a menace to the public. Some months ago a
case of catatonic prsecox was admitted to the hospital, and after1
being kept there about a week his family requested that they be
allowed to take him home. His removal was agreed to after his
condition and the care that would be necessary in his case had been
thoroughly explained to the family. The following day word was
received of his sudden death. It is believed that all cases of insanity
are treated in the same manner.
Native first aid is practiced in all villages. When anyone becomes
sick his relatives immediately administer a dose of castor oil or
magnesium sulphate, or in the absence of these a Samoan purgative,
and wrap the sick person in several tapa cloths until it is decided by
a family council whether the sick person is to be taken to a Samoan
doctor or to the hospital.
While the Samoan is willing to admit the superior wisdom and
advanced skill of the medical officer, he finds it difficult to depart at
all times from the means and drugs, howsoever crude and nauseous,
derived from accomplishments and information narrated to him by
his predecessors. He can not eliminate from his mind that innate
feeling that the medicine, once having (by a miracle or by accident
or without any action on the system itself) caused a reported cure,
should not be able to do similar service in other cases.
It may be stated without any exaggeration that in almost every
family there is one person who is intrusted with some special secret

remedy for a certain specific case.
The trait I have mentioned and the knowledge among the relatives
of a sick person of one of these numerous persons charged with
medical secrets, create a serious barrier to the work of the medical

officer, although he is recognized by the Samoan as possessing
superior knowledge and skill. The Samoan will submit to treat
ment, but if a cure is not speedily effected the relatives of the Samoan
patient prevail upon the sick person to resort to some Samoan remedy,
even concurrently with the treatment from the medical officer. This
frequently proves fatal to the patient and the white doctor is blamed
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for being unable to overcome the malady. This is a most unfortu
nate and even unpleasant situation, especially when medical officers
are exercising all their knowledge, skill, and patience to bring relief
to any suffering Samoan.
The naval medical officers with their assistants for more than 22
years have been doing excellent work among the Samoans. The Med
ical Department of the Navy has been a stronger agent in reconcil
ing the Samoans to the United States than any other department of
the Government. The Samoans know it

,

they themselves speak in
high praise of this department. Yet, with all their fortunate associ
ations with the hospital and dispensaries and the officials, many, prob
ably a majority, of the Samoans believe that their own crude drugs
and harsh medical treatment are more efficacious than the purer man
ufactured drugs supplied to them through the Medical Department
and the gentler scientific treatment by the medical officers. In fact,
they insist that in some tropical diseases, notably elephantiasis,
trained medical men have not been able to supply the medicine to
effect cures, and their belief is strong in the value of their own drags,
the knowledge concerning which is a secret handed down from gen
eration to generation among the descendants of the person originally
discovering the supposed palliative effect of the drug.
It has been said that nearly every family has among its members
one person who is in possession of a secret concerning a remedy for
some specific ailment. In the majority of cases the secret remedies
used are harmless, though a few use poisonous herbs which are the
cause of many deaths. When the patient does not improve, which is
generally the case, an excuse is offered that the sickness is not caused

by the particular spirit or devil for which he has a remedy.
The possession of secret remedies proves in a number of instances

a lucrative one. While the person treating a Samoan patient makes
no demand for payment, yet the party when cured, or his relatives

if the patient be dead, feels that compensation must be given, and
presents of a Samoan nature are liberally bestowed in recognition
of the services of the Samoan operator.
Some of the Samoan drugs act with unnecessary violence on the
human system when taken internally; some have a real palliative
effect. There are oils and juices extracted from the bark, roots, or
leaves of plants which, when applied externally, bring temporary-
relief. An investigation and analysis of the Samoan medicines as
used by the Samoans would be of interest.
Many of the holders of Samoan medical secrets make no profes
sion of their knowldege; they do no advertising. The information
of such knowledge is obtained from some other person. Such a one

is usually to be found among the attendants of a sick person or
among the numerous parties of visitors who take baskets of food
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to the house where the sick person dwells, ostensibly for him but
really to be partaken of by the hale and hearty members of the
family and other visitors. Some one will mention that a certain
person has a drug or has some means of treatment which will effect a
cure, and then the services of the person are sought.
There are others claiming to possess medical secrets who make
an open profession of their knowledge, assumed or otherwise. These
may safely be classed as " devil " doctors. They have not the
knowledge and skill they profess to have, but through influence they
have obtained a reputation which is the means of enriching them
selves and their coworkers. These men usually profess to have some
supernatural powers and by incantations and exorcisms prevail upon
the unfortunate sick.
A few of the practices of Samoan " devil " doctors that have come
to my attention are described to show various methods of incanta
tions and exorcisms that are practiced. They are used in conjunc
tion with herbs or without them. The modus operandi in one case
is for the " devil " doctor to enter the house of the sick person with a
coconut shell containing smoking ashes; he passes around the sick

person blowing the smoke toward the patient and uttering a few
mumbled words. Another method consists in touching the sup
posedly sick part or the sick person with a coconut palm and making
a circular motion with the palm This circular motion is increased
by one for each time the patient is treated. The most popular treat
ment is called " chasing the devil." A dose of some poison is first
administered, usually the sap of Barringtonia speciosa. About the
time the effect of the poison is to be noticed the " devil " doctor
enters with four assistants who have a sheet or similar cloth, which
is spread out and held about 2 feet above the floor. The " devil "

doctor beats the patient with his hands until the occurrence of con
vulsions. The first cockroach, moth, or insect that falls into the sheet
is supposed to be the devil. The sheet is immediately closed over the

supposed devil, which is taken outside and killed. The convulsions of
the patient are caused by the devil trying to get out. If the patient
recovers from the poison, he is supposed to be rid of this particular
deviL In event of a fatal outcome the " devil " doctor is ready with
the excuse that death could not have been caused by a devil, because
the devil was captured and destroyed, but was punishment by the
Almighty God for theft. Usually all the thefts that had occurred in
the village during the past few weeks are blamed on the dead one.
Post-mortem examinations are still practiced to a certain extent
though not as often as a few years ago. The post-mortem is only
performed by members of the family of the deceased. They look for
anything abnormal. If a tumor is found, it is cut out and burned.
By doing this they think that they have destroyed the devil and thus
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prevented any other members of the family becoming afflicted with
that particular deviL
There are a few natives who are endowed with a personal magnet
ism and who also are in possession of a few secret herbs used medici
nally. They make no exhibition of the*ir powers; neither do they
indulge in any supposed assistance from any invisible identity or
profess to have any extraordinary powers. These form quite a dis
tinct class from those previously mentioned. Some of the persons
who have this personal magnetism possess also a crude conception
of anatomy, and this enables them to exercise their natural power
with success. They soon gain a reputation, and people go to them
from all parts of the islands for relief. Many white men who have
resided for a long time in the Tropics, among them missionaries, go
to these Samoan doctors for treatment. In addition to their medici
nal herbs and massage they use bloodletting to allay inflammation
and burning as a counterirritant.
A list of the majority of Samoan herbs, plants, etc., that are used
by the Samoans has been obtained. Much difficulty was experienced
in securing it

,

and in several instances the Samoan use would
not be told for fear of a visitation of the spirit of the departed one
who revealed the secret to them. They are as follows :

A'atasi (Cardamine garment oso) . Used in treating gonorrhoea.
Afia (Ascarina lanceolatal) . Use not known.
Aloalo (Premna taitensis%). Use not known.
Aloalotai (Clerodendrum inerme). Leaves are used for fevers.
Anaoso (Guilandina crista). Used in fevers.
Aoa (Ficus prolixa). Use not known. The latex is used.
'Ava (Piper methysticvm) . The root is used in gonorrhoea.
'Ava'avaaitu (Piper betle). The stem and leaves are used. The
stem is used as a narcotic.
Fetau (Galophyllum inophyll/wm) . The oil extracted from the
seeds is used in rheumatism.
Fiafiatuli (Portulaca quadrifida). Use not known.
Fuefuetai (Ipopoea congesta). The root is used as a cathartic.
Fu'efu'e (see illustration). The leaves are used in conjunctivitis.
Futu (Barringtonia speciosa) . The sap from the tree is used for
abdominal distress. It is used by " devil " doctors. Three deaths
from this poison have occurred during the past three months.
Gatae (Erythrina indica) . The juice from the leaf stem is used
for a stye on the eyelid. The leaves are used to allay inflammation.
Ifi (Bocoa edvliJt). The bark is used.
Lama (Aleurites moluccana). Nuts are used as a purgative.
Lamapapalagi (Eicinis communis). Use not known. It is used
for other purposes than as a laxative in the form of the oil.
Laumafatifati (Cinchonacea ?). Use not known.
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Laumafatifatisina (Geniostoma Evpestre ?). Use not known.
Laugapapii (Asplenium nidw). Used to allay pain in the
stomach.

Lautalotalo or Lautamatama (Orinum asiaticum). Used as an
emetic.

Le'ile'i (see illustration). Use not known.
Limu (moss that grows on the hreadfruit tree). Used in fish
poisoning. Also used locally in yaws.
Matamataaitu (Carinta kerbacea). Use not known.
Matamatamoso (Abnis dbrus). Root and seeds are used.
Mautofu (Urena lobata). The leaves are used locally in filarial
swellings.

Ma'u'utoga (Commelina nudiflora). Use not known.

Namulega (Vitex trifolia). Seeds are used as a tonic. The leaves
are used for fevers in babies and has been the cause of many deaths.
Niutolo, a very drastic purgative. Hot rocks are dropped into
coconut cream and the oil is collected from the top.
Nonu (Morinda citrifolia). The leaves are used in rheumatism
and filarial swellings.
Nonufi'afi'a (Caryophyllus maZaccensis) . Used for upset stomach,
coated tongue, or thrush. The leaf is chewed.
Olaolasini or Fauuta (Mussaenda frondosa). The roots and
leaves are used in filariasis.
Ogogo (Fleurya cordata). The leaves are used.
Pulatu (Herpetiea alata). The leaves are used for ringworm.
Pu'a (Hernandia peltata). The juice from the bark is used for
coughs.
Puavia (Jatropha curcas). The juice is used in treating yaws.
Salato (Laportea harveyi?). Use not known. The leaf will
produce a severe erythema upon touching any part of the body.
Seasea (Eugenia amicorum). The juice from the bark is used
as an emetic. Also used in treating coughs.
Tanetane (Nothopanax fruticosiim) . The root and bark are used.
Teve (Amcrphophalhix ?). Is used in treating conjunctivitis.
The root is poisonous.
Togo or vivao (see illustration). Crushed berries used locally to
abort boils.
Togovao (Dodonaea viscosa). The leaves are used for fevers.
Tono (OenteUa asiatica) . The leaves are used.
Tupe (Lens phaseoloides) . Used as an emetic.
Vaisalo, a mixture of arrowroot and coconut that is fed invalids.
There is only one way to prevent the Samoans preferring their
own method of medical treatment to that offered by the medical
officers of the Government and that is by gradual education of the
people. This is being done by circulars that are being distributed
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to each family and published in the Government paper. A pam
phlet on hygiene is used in each ofthe public schools. Every child
in American Samoa of school age is required to attend school.
Talks are given each month in every village by sanitary inspectors.
Every effort is being made to eradicate such endemic diseases as
yaws and hookworm.
It is now over 90 years since the various Christian denomina
tions first commenced work among the Samoans. The original con
version of the Samoans into Christianity was effected without much
difficulty. They exhibited a ready spirit to adopt it. At the pres
ent time many of the old superstitions survive with a number
of Christian adherents. In recent years in Tutuila people have
been known to take offerings to one or more of their heathen gods.
There exists in a family on the island of Ofu a house god, sup
posed to represent the spirit of one of their ancestors, that is
still worshiped. The reincarnation of the departed spirit in some
form of animal or insect life is still believed in by some. The
Samoans try to keep this secret among themselves lest the repre
sentative of the mission stationed with them should be displeased.
The many years of education by the missionaries have caused them
to fear ridicule when it is discovered they have relied on some of
their old superstitions. It will be so with the gradual education of
the people to the better methods of medical treatment. The Lon
don Missionary Society have teachers and pastors stationed in
almost every village in Samoa. These pastors and teachers have
undergone many years of training before they are permitted to
take charge of the spiritual welfare of the people under them.
The Samoans are anxious to have well trained and efficient pastors
among them. Similar arguments are being urged in regard to their
physical welfare. They can be trained to discard their untrained
so-called medical men and to adopt medical treatment at the hands
of the well-trained medical officers who are freely administering
all help in their power. But this will take time. The people can
not be forced to make the change— it must be effected gradually
and this, it is gratifying to state, is being done.

DEFORMITIES OF THE NOSE.

By F. E. Locr, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

Deformities of the nose, both hereditary and acquired, often mili
tate against the patient's peace of mind and in marked cases lessen
his economic value to himself and thus to the community. Many of
these conditions can be either corrected or improved by surgical
procedures. Complete restoration of the nose, while not frequently



fig. 1.— Hcoked nose, hereditary type. Fig 2.— After operation.



Fi£. 7.— Deviation of nose,
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F<i. 8.— Piaster cast ir ;.\ice. Fig. 9.— Final result.
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found necessary in this day, has been done since the earliest historic
times. In ancient and medieval times noses were frequently cut off
as a form of punishment and during fights and battles when men
were in close personal combat with swords and knives. Of course,
disease, as in the present, day, furnished its quota of cases. Thus
the plastic surgeon of ancient times was furnished with much mate
rial for the practice of rhinoplasty.
At the present time the method of complete restoration of the nose
is practically the same as was first described by Taliocozzi in his
book on plastic surgery published in Venice in 1597 A. D., wherein a
pedicle flap was transplanted from the upper arm. Much more
commonly seen in our day are the less marked deformities such as

hump nose, sttddle nose, and lateral deviations of the nose. The

hump nose may be either congenital or acquired. The large hooked
or hump nose is a racial characteristic of the Semetic races, but may
be acquired from fracture or repeated trauma.
In Figure I is shown a congenital type of hooked nose. This
man, a Veteran Bureau patient, complained that his large nose made
him the object of the jokes of his acquaintances and was a frequent
source of embarrassment to him. A submucous resection was done
on September 5, 1922, and on October 12, at his request, a reduction
of the hump was attempted. An incision was made about 2 cen
timeters up inside the nose on the lateral and anterior wall. This
incision was made about 1 centimeter long and carried through to a
point just below the skin. A sharp Freer's submucous elevator was
inserted and pushed upward between the skin and the bridge of the
nose. The skin and soft tissues were elevated over the bridge as
much as possible and a Ballenger's reverse chisel was introduced
and a large portion of the hump scraped off and removed through
the incision. The wound was not sutured. Swelling and redness
appeared over the bridge of the nose several days after the opera
tion, and the wound in the nose was reopened and pus expressed.
Pus drained for several days and the redness and swelling persisted
for about 10 days after the operation and gradually disappeared.
A picture taken November 17, 1922 (Fig. II), shows an improvement
in the appearance of the nose which was very satisfactory to the
patient. The drooping of the tip of the nose noted in both illustra
tions could not be corrected except by removal of a great deal of the
cartilaginous portion of the bridge which very probably would result
in collapse of the entire structure.
In Figures III and IV are shown a case of an acquired humped
nose as result of a fall in infancy and repeated trauma in boxing.
The first illustration shows the hump before operation. On February
2, 1923, an incision was made in the skin of the columna at the tip
of the nose, the skin and soft tissues were elevated through this in
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cision upward along the ridge of the nose by means of a Freer's sharp
submucous elevator. When the skin and soft tissues had been freely
loosened from the underlying bone and cartilage a Ballenger's re
verse chisel was introduced into the pocket thus formed and with a
downward scraping motion a large portion of the bone and cartilage
was removed. The fragments thus loosened were removed and the
wound closed with a single suture. A bandage was put on to press
rather firmly over the bridge of the nose to prevent the formation
of a hematoma. A superficial skin infection appeared the next day
over the bridge of the nose, probably from the bandage being too
tight. This cleared up in a few days after using hot boric acid solu
tion compresses to the nose. The stitch was removed four days after
the operation. The second picture (Fig. IV) was taken on February
20, 1923, 18 days after operation. The skin incision in this case is to
be preferred to that used in the first case where the incision was made
inside the nose. The skin of the face, nose, and anterior nares may
be painted with half-strength tincture of iodine and the operation
performed under aseptic conditions, while such manipulation by an
intranasal route is fraught with much danger of infection and should
not be used. The incision in the columna heals nicely by first inten
sion and leaves no noticeable scar.

In Figure V is shown a depression of a cartilaginous portion of
the bridge of the nose following a submucous resection of the nasal
septum complicated by a hematoma and abscess formation between
the layers of the mucous membrane two months previously. Carti
lage was chosen as the material for the transplant to fill the defect
Cartilage is the best material to use in plastic work to fill depres
sions and to lend support to the overlying skin because it is easily
obtainable, is not absorbed even when not in contact with other carti

lage or bone, and does not change its shape if the perichondrum is
removed. In the case illustrated the depression was so small that a
resection of the rib cartilage was not advisable, because it would
necessitate a stay in bed of a week. This patient was found to be in
Blood Group IV, and all our cases waiting submucous resection were
typed until a suitable case was found in the same blood group. The
usual submucous resection was done as aseptically as possible on the
donor and the cartilage was placed in warm sterile salt solution to
await its insertion into the nose of the recipient. After sterilizing
the face, nose, and anterior nares with half-strength tincture iodine
an incision about 15 millimeters long was made in the columna near
the tip of the nose and the skin and soft tissues were elevated over
the bridge about half way up. The cartilage was then cut to a shape
and size previously determined upon to be sufficient to fill the de
pression. The cartilage was then inserted into the pocket formed
by the elevation of the soft tissues and maneuvered into position,
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where it remained in place without the necessity of any sutures. A
single horsehair suture closed the skin incision. Healing was by first
intension, and there was no local inflammatory reaction following
this operation. Figure VI shows the final result and was taken two
weeks after the operation.
Patients with lateral deviation of the nose frequently apply for
amelioration of the deformity. The writer has handled a number of
these cases, one of which is illustrated. Simple fracture of the nose
to the convex side is never sufficient in itself to gain a good result
without a preliminary submucous resection. The nasal cartilage
acts as a spring in these cases and will return the nose to the original
l>osition unless a great portion of it is removed. In Figure VII the
nose is seen deviated about 1 centimeter out of line to the right side
following trauma. This man was previously operated on elsewhere
twice for correction of this deformity without improvement. A sub
mucous resection was done February 28, 1923, which resulted in the
nose returning about 4 millimeters toward the midline without any
other manipulation. A month later the nose was broken under gas
anesthesia at the junction of the cartilaginous and bony portions and
the nose put in a plaster of Paris cast which overcorrected the de
formity. (See fig. VIII.) In Figure IX there is shown the cast
removed. The cast was held in place by two bands about the head
and was removed daily to allow cleansing. After eight days the cast
was removed. The nose finally returned slightly to the right side,
but the deviation remaining is very slight.



CLINICAL NOTES.

NOTES OH DAKIN'S SOLUTION.

By J. Holdbn, Chief Pharmacist, United States Navy.

In the preparation of Dakin's solution by the method outlined in
Practical Bacteriology, Blood Work, Parasitology (Stitt), sixth edi
tion, a pink color frequently develops in the product after adding the
solution containing the sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate to
the solution of chlorinated lime. The pink color, when present, occurs
in varying degrees of intensity, and the intensity of the color slowly
increases until the clear solution is siphoned, decanted, or filtered.
The absence of a satisfactory explanation of this phenomenon may
lead the uninitiated to question the stability and potency of the pink-
colored Dakin's solution and the technic of the preparation, and con
siderable waste of time and material may result in the effort to pre
pare a solution free from pink color. This pink color apparently
does not affect the sodium hypochlorite content of the finished solu
tion, and since the potency of the Dakin's solution is dependent on
percentage of sodium hypochlorite present, together with the alka
linity of the solution, it is immaterial whether the pink color is
present or not. '

Through a recent investigation in the chemical laboratory of the
Naval Medical School, it has been determined that the pink color
sometimes developed in Dakin's solution is due to the presence of
manganese as an impurity in the chlorinated lime.
Chlorinated lime is a commercial product, manufactured by satu
rating calcium hydroxide (slaked lime) with chlorine gas in leaden
chambers. This substance is frequently contaminated with com
pounds of manganese and iron as natural impurities, and since no
effort is made to remove these impurities from the chlorinated product
they become factors in the preparation of Dakin's solution.
The U. S. P. does not require chlorinated lime to be free from
inorganic impurities; therefore the product has only to meet the
pharmacopceial requirement as to chlorine content.
Dakin's solution is prepared as follows :

Solution (A) :
Bleaching powder grams— 100

Water cubic centimeters 1, 000

Shake and mix thoroughly.

15fi
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Solution (B) :
Sodium carbonate grams 45

Sodium bicarbonate do 43

Water cubic centimeters— 1, 000

Dissolve completely.

Mix A and B and shake vigorously for 5 to 10 minutes or allow to
stand in a closed container a few hours. Then filter. This filtrate
is the Dakin's solution, which will be neutral to solid phenolphtha-
lein (flash of red with alcohol solution), but will contain about two
or three times the amount of NaOCl required. Determine exact per
cent of NaOCl and dilute to proper strength.
When Dakin's solution is prepared by the above method the pink
color frequently develops after the two solutions are mixed, and this
is due to the presence of manganese in the chlorinated lime. The
exact form in which the manganese is originally present as an im
purity in the chlorinated lime is questionable, but it is a definite fact
that in the mixed solution it appears as the bivalent manganate ion

(MnO«) . The bivalent manganate ion is only stable in strongly alka
line solutions and is quickly converted to the monovalent manganate
ion (Mn04) or permanganate ion in weakly alkaline, neutral, or
acid solutions, particularly so when exposed to the action of COt or
the oxygen of the air.
The manganates are green in color, whereas the permanganates are
red to purple, and this fact accounts for the slow development of the
pink color in Dakin's solution and to the presence of traces of man
ganese as manganate which is slowly converted to the permanganate
form.

It is probable that the manganese is present in the bleaching-
powder solution as calcium manganate, and upon mixing the two
solutions it is converted into sodium manganate: CaMn04+
NasC0,=MasMn04+CaC0,.
The sodium manganate thus formed is slowly changed to sodium
permanganate and the pink color is due to the presence of this latter
substance.

The pink color can be avoided by filtering the bleaching-powder
solution before adding the solution containing the carbonates of
sodium, but this has a tendency to reduce the sodium hypochlorite
content in the finished solution. Since the presence of the perman
ganate is believed to be desirable rather than objectionable, this
additional step is deemed unnecessary.
The pink color above referred to never occurs in Dakin's solution
prepared by saturating a solution of sodium carbonate with chlo
rine gas.

50863—23 4
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SURGICAL CASES OP ESPECIAL INTEREST.

By A. H. Robnett, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

Case 1. J. D., B. M. lc. Admitted August 1, 1922. Diagnosis,
ulcer of skin. Several indolent ulcers noted on left leg, each the size
of a half dollar. Laboratory reported Staphylococcus albus in smear.
Previous history: Patient had been under treatment for these
ulcers on board ship for two months, most of the time at rest in bed,
without apparent benefit.
On admission the ulcers were curetted and the edges incised in a
radiating manner without success; Wassermann reaction repeatedly
negative; August 7, 1922, arsphenamine, 0.6 gm., given intra
venously; local and constitutional reaction marked. August 15,

1922, started hypodermic administration of mercury salicytate, gr.
1, twice weekly in buttock; dose kept up for month with no visible
improvement. September 21, 1922, scarlet red 5 per cent to ulcers

twice weekly. Two additional injections of arsphenamine were
given. Biers' hyperemia and X-ray treatments were tried, with no
permanent results. Ulcers repeatedly appeared to be healing but

quickly broke down again. Operative procedure was then decided

upon. November 2, 1922, under general anaesthesia (ether), the

ulcers were excised through healthy skin, down to the muscles and

a transplant of tissue extending through the skin to the muscles, ob
tained from the leg, was slid into place and sutured over the site of
the old ulcer. In spite of the greatest care, a slight infection took
place; under saline and boric acid irrigations, however, all the grafts
held and healing by granulation took place. January 11, 1923, cured
and ready for duty.
Summary.— (a) Particular attention is drawn to the stubborn
resistance of these ulcers to treatment. This man was one of the
ship's athletes, a very clean liver, with negative Wassermann re

action, and evidently no specific taint whatsoever. In spite of all
medical and minor surgical treatments, Biers' hyperemia, X-ray,
and continued rest, no permanent improvement took place, thus

necessitating the more radical operation of transplantation of tissue,
which resulted in a prompt recovery.
Case 2. K. G., F. 3c. Admitted February 15, 1922. Diagnosis,
influenza (mild attack). Under treatment for 15 days days with
same diagnosis. Previous to this attack patient had complained of
pain in his right abdominal region. Diagnosis then changed to
appendicitis, chronic. Was operated upon under ether anaesthesia

and a practically normal appendix removed. Carried on the list
with this diagnosis for 61 days. Finally, due to the repeated pres
ence of albumin in his urine, which was otherwise normal, diagnosis
was again changed to albuminuria, and he was transferred to the
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medical service. Continued treatment with diuretics, albumin-free
diet, etc., did not improve his albuminuria to any marked extent,
and patient, although making an uneventful recovery from the
appendix operation, still complained of an indefinite pain in the
right side of his abdomen. After several months of treatment with
unsatisfactory results, an X-ray picture was taken on August 5, 1922,
and revealed a fair-sized triangular-shaped stone in the pelvis of his
right kidney. Patient was again transferred from the medical to
the surgical service for further treatment. On August 12, 1922,
under general ansesthesia (ether) the right kidney was delivered
through a postperitoneal route, the pelvis of the ureter opened by a
horizontal incision, and a large stone, which was embedded in the
calices, removed with considerable difficulty. The wound in the
kidney capsule and pelvis of ureter was carefully closed; tubular
wick drain was placed against wound in pelvis and brought to the
surface; wound in the muscle and skin closed in the usual manner.
Patient placed in Fowler's position upon returning to ward from the
operating room. The dressings were examined for the next two
days, and to our surprise there was no drainage and no odor of
urine. On the third day the drain was removed and the wound
allowed to heal, which it did promptly. On the fifth day patient
was permitted to sit up in a wheel chair, and on the seventh day the
stitches were removed. August 25, 1922, wound entirely healed,
patient voiding normal amount of urine, which upon examination
proved to be albumin-free. September 10, 1922, patient discharged
from the sick list.
Summary.— (a) This is the second case the writer has operated
on for a kidney stone which had been treated previously for other
conditions. This is the third case I have known of which was oper
ated on for chronic appendicitis to find later that there was a stone
in the right kidney. With the excellent X-ray equipment of naval
hospitals at this time, there is no excuse for overlooking a kidney
stone in any case with indefinite abdominal symptoms.
(b) The very prompt healing without drainage in this case is
unusual and is hard to explain, unless it might have been due to
the formation of a blood clot around the pelvis immediately after
operation and the fact that this patient was put on a Gatz bed in the
Fowler's position immediately upon his return from the operating
room, thus facilitating drainage through the ureter.
Case 3. A. J., Eng. lc. Admitted June 1, 1922. Diagnosis un
determined. While working about machinery received a blow in
right side of abdomen; complained of pain and tenderness over
right epigastric region and there was some distention and rigidity ;
pulse 110, temperature 100° F. Immediate laparotomy was done;
lower right rectus incision. Abdomen found filled with blood which
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gushed out when peritoneum was opened. Two lacerations of
ileum about 2 feet from cecum were found and repaired and abdomen
closed with three tubular cigarette drains; placed in Fowler's posi
tion; proctoclysis begun immediately and kept up as long as it
was retained; morphine gr. }, given p. r. n., for pain, June 3, 1922.
Much abdominal pain and distention, no gas or feces per re .um,
no vomiting, pulse 130, temperature 101° F. ; same treatment con
tinued. On June 3, 1922, diagnosis changed to rupture, ileum, trau
matic, machine, " H." June 10, 1922, pulse 110, temperature 100° F.,
gas and feces passing per rectum; a fecal fistula lias developed.
June 17, 1922, wound entirely healed, feels well, has gained con
siderable weight.
Summary.— (a) After an extended convalescence patient was re
turned to duty entirely well, and has continued on duty without com

plaint for several months.
Case 4. E. H. H., M. M. lc. Admitted March 28, 1922. Diagnosis,
fracture of femur, compound comminuted. Oblique fracture of right
femur at junction of middle and lower third; motor-cycle accident.
Patient almost exsanguinated when admitted, with end of the femur
protruding through the muscles and skin 8 inches above the condyle.
X-ray picture also showed a T fracture extending down into the
knee joint ; put to bed at once and shock combated. March 29, 1922,
Hodgen's splint applied with Buck's extension and wounds redressed.

Severe infection of wound ensued, and due to his weakened condition
from the loss of blood proved very troublesome ; temperature rose to
105° F., and there was a free discharge of pus. April 26, 1922,
wound healed, extension continued, callus forming, though crepitus
still left in leg. May 6, 1922, no further crepitus felt. June 15, 1922,
extension continued as false motion present. July 16, 1922, nonunion
noted and patient persuaded to permit an open operation. Under
general anaesthesia (ether) ends of bone exposed and a piece of
muscle was found to be pinched between them. Callus removed from
ends of the bone, and a Lane plate screwed into position and a
plaster cast applied. Recovery from effects of operation uneventful.
September 7, 1922, patient unable to feel any crepitus, so cast was
removed and massage begun, knee very stiff. September 14, 1922, en
couraged to get around on crutches; patient very enthusiastic and
working on his leg almost constantly. November 15, 1922, patient
walking on leg and has gradually increased the motion in his knee.
March 23, 1923, has improved so much that it is considered only a
matter of time until he will be returned to duty well.
Summary.— (a) Combating the infection and healing of the wound
took considerable time.

(6) The fractured femur was plated with excellent results. This
plate has not been removed and will not be unless it proves trouble
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some. I know of one case in which the plates have remained in place
for more than nine years and have given no trouble. The ideal

operation would have been bone graft, but not being at that time

equipped with the proper instruments this was out of the question.

(c) The helpful assistance of the patient. He daily claims his stiff
knee is moving more and more. T fractures into knee joints fre
quently result in partial ankylosis; however, with perseverance and
active and passive movements this may be greatly overcome.

(d) Patient is an excellent motor mechanic and saving him for
the Naval Service is considered well worth the time and money it
will cost the Government before he returns to duty.
Case 5. B. F. L., E. M. 3c. Admitted August 6, 1922. Diagnosis,
multiple injuries, extreme. Was knocked down and dragged by a

passing automobile. Fracture of skull, concussion of the brain,
compound comminuted fracture of the lower third of right tibia
and fibula, and fracture of metacarpal bone of right hand noted on
admission. Patient remained irrational for about six weeks; no
signs of compression of the brain; both pupils dilated; spinal punc
ture negative; 20 mils of spinal fluid withdrawn three times with
no appreciable improvement in mental condition. All drugs with
drawn, especially hyoscine and atropine, which it was concluded
were at least partly responsible for his mydriasis. Leg put up in
box splint, as patient was difficult to control : leg badly infected, but
drained freely after removal of fragments of bone. August 30, 1922,
under general anaesthesia (ether), right leg was put up in plaster
cast, in which windows were cut later. From this time patient
showed marked improvement. X ray showed no depression of skull
at site of linear fracture of temporal bone located a little above but
parallel with the base of the skull. September 5, 1922, under gen
eral anaesthesia (ether) , complete reduction of fractured leg effected ;
Lane metal applied to tibia and new cast applied. September 15,
1922, the complete immobilization of the leg has had a marked
effect ; patient has improved and is rational most of the time. Octo
ber 18, 1992, opened wound and removed Lane plate ; also evacuated
about an ounce of thick pus. December 1, 1922, convalescence has
continued; is walking around; two small sequestra removed, molds
of plate. March 23, 1923, from time to time small accumulations
of pus in the vicinity of the fracture have been opened up and
drained; X ray shows a large callus, with one small sequestrum
posteriorly: wound opened and sequestrum removed. April 10,
1923, cured except for small areas of low-grade infection of cellular
tissue and skin, which is yielding to treatment. Patient walks well ;
has H inches of shortening, but this is hardly noticeable. Mentally
and physically, to all appearance, he has entirely recovered.
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Summary.— (a) It is interesting to note the long period of mental
disturbance following accident (about six weeks), with a marked
dilatation of both pupils, pulse and temperature remaining about
normal. Spinal fluid normal as to pressure and cell contents.

(b) The ineffectiveness of the Lane plates in this case, due, no
doubt, to the lurking infection.
(c) The long-drawn-out convalescence of this infected bone case.
(d) Patient's susceptibility to atropine and hyoscine.

MEDICAL CASES OF ESPECIAL INTEREST.

By J. Buckley, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

Case No. 1. D. F. C, F. 2c. Admitted October 26, 1922. Diag
nosis, bronchitis, acute. Previous history, negative ; temperature on
admission, 103° F., pulse 100, respirations 22, white blood count
15,900. Urine positive for albumin, negative for sugar, specific
gravity 1022, contained some white and red blood cells and a few
casts. This condition continued until November 1, 1922; at this
time patient developed drenching sweats and chills, followed by a

rise in temperature to 104° F.; pulse varied from 100 to 120. There
was a petechial rash on his body, confined mostly to the trunk and
abdomen. X ray of chest was negative. Lumbar puncture was-
performed; fluid clear and cell count not increased. Wassermann
reactions of blood and spinal fluid were negative; leucocytosia
15,000. On November 2, 1922, examination revealed soft blowing
murmurs over the aortic and mitral areas; blood smears negative.

Diagnosis changed to endocarditis, acute. From this time on pa
tient's condition gradually grew worse. He had repeated chills,
drenching sweats, and the temperature rose to 104° F., with occa
sional drops to normal or subnormal. The murmurs increased in
intensity. He died suddenly on November 18, 1922, Autopsy re
vealed an enlarged heart filled with blood; there was some plastic
exudate; organized vegetations found on the mitral valve and a
large vegetation on the aortic valve. There was an infarct in the
right kidney, but no other pathological findings.
Case No. 2. L. M. H, C. R. M. Admitted July 1, 1922. Diag
nosis, poison, arsphenamine, acute. Arsphenamine, gm. 0.6, was

given him on board ship June 29, 1922, intravenously, in 10 c. c. of
water, without having been neutralized. On admission patient was
in an extremely precarious condition; he was markedly cyanosed;

pulse 146, respirations 46, temperature 102° F. He was given
strychnine sulphate, grs. 1/30, and coffee, 8 oz., by rectum; later he

received normal saline, 400 c. c, intravenously; was given sodium
bicarbonate by mouth and by proctoclysis and morphine sulphate
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when necessary. Patient continued in an extremely critical condi
tion until July 7, 1922. Up to this time his condition closely resem
bled broncho-pneumonia. Physical examination unsatisfactory;
urine positive for albumin and contained many granular casts ; com
plained of intense pain in his abdomen, which gradually diminished.
On July 14, 1922, patient was greatly improved; temperature nor
mal, pulse 90, respirations 20, urine clear. Stools and urine were
tested for arsenic and none found. X ray showed some mottling of
both lungs. Treatment, which had consisted of sodium bicarbonate
and purging, was stopped. Patient discharged from hospital
August 23, 1922, in good condition and practically well.
Note.—This patient was originally sent to the TJ. S. S. Mercy,
with a diagnosis of tuberculosis, chronic pulmonary. There his
Wassermann was found to be 4 plus and his lung condition cleaned
up under salvarsan. The diagnosis was then changed to syphilis,
and he was sent back to his ship.
Case No. 3. G. W. W., Eng. 2c. Admitted at 11.30 a. m. June 29,
1922. Diagnosis, poison, arsphenamine, acute. At 10 a. m. he
had received, on board ship, gm. 0.6 of salvarsan in 10 c. c. of
water, without it having been neutralized. Condition on admission
good, temperature 98° F., pulse 84, respirations 20. Later he
vomited a large amount of bile-stained fluid; external heat was
applied; he was given sodium bicarbonate by mouth and rectum
and was also given brisk catharsis. Complained of pain in his
chest. This condition continued until July 7, 1922, and at no time
did he seem to be desperately ill. Physical signs were those of a
broncho-pneumonia; his temperature varied from 100° to 102° F. ;
pulse remained around 100; white blood count was about 9,000;
urine at time contained a slight trace of albumin. From this time
on patient improved. At one time his pulse dropped to 52; there
was no jaundice or bile in his urine; stools were normal. On
August 21, 1922, he was granted one month's leave. He left the
hospital on October 15, 1922, feeling well; physical examination was
then negative, except for a slightly enlarged heart.
Case No. 4. E. F. E., E. M. 3c. Admitted July 1, 1922. Diagno
sis undetermined. He gave the following history : On June 27, 1922,
was admitted to the sick list, complaining of pain behind both
eyes; had conjunctivitis, increased tension, diminished vision and
photophobia; temperature 101° F. ; previous history and family
history negative. Upon admission to this hospital his temperature
was 102° F.; he complained of frontal headache and postorbital
pain; physical examination was negative, except for slightly di
minished knee jerks. On July 4, 1922, his temperature was 103° F. ;
white blood count 14,500; he had a suspicious Kernig's sign; there
was no stiffness of the neck, no rigidity, no vomiting. On July
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6, 1922, Kernig's sign pronounced, and lumbar puncture was per
formed. Fluid was under slightly increased pressure, was clear
and contained no organisms; cell count not increased. Condition
remained about the same until July 12, 1922, at which time he
developed a lethargy; his temperature was normal in the morning,
but rose to 103° F. in the afternoon. On July 31, 1922, his diagnosis
was changed to encephalitis, epidemic, lethargic. Diagnosis was
based on the following points: Headache, lethargy, negative spinal
fluid, and positive Kernig's sign. From this time on patient im
proved and he was discharged to duty well on October 20, 1922.
Case No. 5. A. J. S., F. lc. Admitted November 4, 1922, diag
nosis undetermined. He had been sick two days; family history
and previous history not obtainable. Temperature was 103° F.,
pulse 120. Patient was semiconscious and had a mild muttering
delirium; there was no rigidity in the neck muscles and he had a
slight headache ; there was ptosis of both eyes, his eyes were crossed,
and there was double vision; spinal puncture revealed a clear fluid
under normal pressure; cell count 150 c. c, no organisms found.
On November 6, 1922, patient developed twitchings of his hands
and legs, and constantly picked at the bed covering; white blood
count 15,000. Diagnosis changed to encephalitis, epidemic, lethargic.
His condition grew progressively worse and death occurred at 9
p. m. on November 8, 1922; he had two severe convulsions just be
fore he died. Autopsy revealed a swollen and congested brain, the
vessels were enlarged and engorged; meninges not affected; there
was no other pathological finding.

LIPOMA OF THE ISCHIORECTAL FOSSA.

By L. Hcmphbeys, Lieutenant, Medical Corp», United States Navy.

In Samoa most of the abnormal tissue growths are manifestations
of filariasis ; the case about to be reported being one of the exceptions
to the rule. Lipomas are said to occur wherever there is adipose tis
sue, and most works on pathology and surgery recount the most com

monly occurring lipomas; it may be that in the literature there is a
description of a lipoma in the ischiorectal fossa, but I have yet to
find it.
The nearest approach to it was contained in an article by Rankin
and Scholl 1 entitled " Lipoma of the perineum."
Lipomas are essentially the same the world over, consisting of a
fibrous capsule, which sends connective tissue stroma throughout the

■" Lipoma ol the perineum, report of a case," Fred W. Rankin, M. D„ and Albert J.
Scholl, M. D., first assistant In surgery and fellow In urology, respecUvely, Mayo Foun
dation, Rochester, Minn. Printed in the Journal of the American Medical Association,
Dec. 9, 1922, p. 1994, vol. 79, No. 24.
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mass of fat to divide it into lobes. My case differed in that the masses
of adipose tissue also occurred in long strips, flattened like a tape
worm, and when pressure was made in one part of the tumor they
would traverse the pedicle and apparently enter the rectum.
A male Samoan, Fanene, age 46, was admitted to the Samoan Hos
pital with a growth on the right buttock near the corrugator cutis
ani. He was in perfect health, with well-developed muscles, and with
no history of previous illnesses, except frambesia tropica 20 years be
fore. He stated that the new growth appeared first as a small lump,
barely felt until six years ago, when it began to " hang down " ; pain
was always trivial, there was no discomfort on micturition or defeca
tion, and he thought it was a large yaws granuloma. It is doubtful
that the case would ever have come to the hospital for operation, as
the symptoms were nil, but he had been reported by one of the native
policemen for concealing yaws, as it was the opinion of those of his
fellow villagers, to whom he had shown the growth in secrecy, that
this disease was responsible for the condition.
After examining the patient I decided the diagnosis could only be
made by excluding the following conditions, viz, elephantoid tumor,
levator hernia, and supernumerary testicle.

Elephantoid tumor. —There was no evidence of elephantiasis in
other parts of the body, no history of elephantoid fever, or any of
the other manifestations of filariasis.
Levator hernia.—A review of the literature showed there had been
only 13 cases of this condition reported, and all had been in parous
females. The location of this tumor was below the subpubic triangle,
and there were no classical symptoms of hernia.
Supernumerary testicle.—This was the least likely to occur of
any of the conditions, yet in a complete separation of the fibers of
the levator ani muscle it might occur. However, there was no pain
on palpation, or, when the patient accidentally sat upon the mass,
no pulsation in the pedicle, yet when the latter was rolled between
the thumb and index finger it felt not unlike the spermatic cord.
The skin over the ovoid portion of the tumor was adherent, yet in
the pedicle it was loose, like scrotal tissue.
As the growth possessed some of the characteristics of all the con
ditions mentioned, yet not positive of any, the diagnosis of lipoma
was provisionally made.

Operation under chloroform anaesthesia, patient placed in lithot

omy position. An incision was made in the long axis of the
distal portion; there was slight resistance to the knife until the
capsule had been incised. A mass of yellow fat immediately pro
truded into the wound; this was excised, and an incision made in
the long axis of the pedicle; long strips of fat were encountered
contained in compartments or channels of connective tissue; these
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were freed and the fat excised down to the connection with the
buttock.

The mass of skin and subcutaneous tissue formerly covering the
pedicle were then excised to the same point, thus leaving an oval
denuded area on the buttock corresponding to the insertion of the
former pedicle.
Digital exploration at this point revealed an ovoid opening into
the ischiorectal fossa (right) about the size of the external abdomi
nal ring, and which admitted only the operator's index finger.
The ischiorectal fossa was explored through this tense fibrous
opening; the walls were found otherwise intact, the fossa empty,
and the rectal wall smooth. The opening was then obliterated with
sutures of chromic catgut and the skin approximated- with silk
worm gut.
Patient made an uneventful recovery, was ambulatory in one
week, and discharged from the hospital in two weeks.
Conclusions.—Lipoma, pedunculated, acquired, with no calcareous
degeneration. It formerly occupied the right ischiorectal fossa, and
after its descent through the ovoid opening the latter contracted.
The bulging which resembled a levator hernia was caused by the

long strips trying to enter the fossa when pressure was exerted on
the distal surface of the tumor.

A METHOD OF BOILING DRINKING WATER FOR USE IN CAMP.

By C. I. Wood, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

The problem of furnishing a safe drinking water to a complement
of over 300 men stationed at the marine barracks rifle range,
Santiago, Dominican Republic, presented itself. The source of the
water supply is from the Yaque River, which is a stream polluted
by the inhabitants of the city of Santiago, many of whom are affected
with amebic or bacillary dysentery, typhoid, or paratyphoid in
fections.

At first, gasoline drums were filled with water, placed over iron
bars with a fire underneath, which boiled the water. Later an im
provement was devised, which it is the object of this article to de
scribe, as it is original, easily constructed from material already on
hand, and it may be of future benefit to some organization situated
under similar circumstances.
A battery of four gasoline drums was placed on a support con
sisting of two steel rails such as are used on railroad tracks. These
were built in by the use of bricks and cement and partitioned off, so
that each drum has a separate fire box underneath and a separate
smokestack made of a section of stovepipe. The gratings for the
bottoms of the fire boxes are horizontal lf-inch iron pipes, and the
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doors are square pieces of sheet iron provided with a handle. The
doors are not hinged and are merely set in place, slightly tilted,
resting on brick shoulders a short distance above the ground.
At the rear of the furnace, outlet pipes are used to remove the
water after boiling by turning a valve provided for each drum. The
water from each drum then flows to a large collecting and cooling
tank which is partially submerged in the ground. An excavation
at the end of the tank lined with bricks allows the water to be drawn
off for use by means of a faucet at the dependent portion of the tank.
By this system 500 gallons of water are boiled and cooled daily
with only one handling.
A further improvement is being added by connecting a Darnall
filter with the conduit leading from the drums to the collecting tank
for filtering out any sediment that may be present in the water after
boiling, thereby avoiding the formation of sediment in the tank.
The above materials should all be easily available in a marine
expeditionary force. Gasoline drums are available. If the large
collecting tank is not available or can not be made from material
on hand, a series of barrels or gasoline drums could be connected
by piping and used for this purpose. If cement is not available,
clay could be used to fill in the interstices of the furnace satisfac
torily. The pipes and fittings are usually on hand, but if not they
are procurable from the war vessel that transports the force to the

point of debarkation.

A FATAL CASE OF CAISSON DISEASE.

By C. P. Aechambeadlt, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

The patient, after diving to a depth of 120 feet on the morning
of January 11, 1923, removed his helmet when he had slowly ascended
to a depth of 60 feet and immediately came to the surface. Shortly
after noon he developed symptoms of caisson disease, and having
become unconscious at 2 p. m., he was placed in a diving suit and
lowered gradually to a depth of 60 feet. When the writer arrived
on the scene the patient was at a depth of 20 feet, from which he
was gradually brought to the surface. He was still unconscious and
was quite cyanotic. Pulse was over 150 and respirations were rapid,
is the patient had not improved at a depbh of 20 feet, which repre
sents about 10 pounds of atmospheric pressure, he was placed in the
torpedo room of a submarine, at a pressure of 16 pounds, at which
pressure he remained from 6.10 p. m. to 6.45 p. m. During this time
he had violent convulsions but gradually improved. Eegaining con
sciousness he complained of general bodily pain. From 6.45 to 7.15
p. m. the pressure was slowly reduced to 10 pounds, at 7.30 p. m. to

pounds, and at 7.45 p. m to 6 pounds. At this time his pulse was
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140 and respirations were 30. Pressure was reduced to 4 pounds at
8.10 p. m., and at 8.20 p. m. to 2 pounds. He complained of dimin
ished vision. By 8.45 p. m. all excess pressure had been removed.
The patient apparently was in fair condition, but at 9.15 p. m.
he had a severe convulsion and became unconscious and cyanotic
He was placed once more in the pressure chamber and the pressure
gradually increased to 16 pounds, all the pressure available. At
10.15 p. m. he had a second convulsion, pulse became too rapid to
count, respiration was over 50, but the cyanosis had disappeared.
At midnight the patient was still unconscious, respiration 56, again
cyanotic, and pulse too fast to count. At 1 a, m. Cheyne-Stokes
breathing occurred ; shortly after this the patient died.

FOREIGN BODY IN THE NARES.

By C. B. Camehkr, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

During the routine physical examination of a seaman, agj 22, who
had been admitted to the medical service of the hospital ship Mercy,
it was noted that he had difficulty in breathing through the right
nostril. When he was referred to the nos3 and throat service for
examination, what appeared to be a thick mass of mucus was ob
served well back on the floor of the right nostril and apparently ad
herent to the right septal wall. However, following routine cleansing
procedures, the mass was still present, and upon further examination
was found to b» hard, rough, and firmly attached, which fact led to
the supposition that it might be an aberrant tooth or possibly a
neoplasm or foreign body, and an X-ray examination was ordered.
A foreign body of some sort, circular in outline, about 12 milli
meters in diameter when viewed laterally, and uniformly of about 6
millimeters in thickness when viewed antero-posteriorly could be
plainly discerned in the X-ray plates.
Under local anesthesia removal was accomplished with consider
able difficulty, the mass being firmly attached to the base of the sep
tal wall. It was found to be a piece of cork, thickly calcified, which
had eroded through the nasal mucosa and became firmly adherent to
the deeper structures.

Following removal and routine local treatment at site of attach
ment, recovery was uneventful.
Several days subsequent to the removal of the foreign body the
patient stated to the writer that he recalled very dimly having been
attended by a physician at the age of 5 years for some kind of nasal
trouble, and as he recollected, there was some question of a foreign
body having been introduced either by a playmate or himself.
This case is considered to be of interest in view of the long period
of time this foreign body had been in the nostril (about 17 years)
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and the lack of symptoms (or their disregard) by the patient prior
to admission, also for the dense calcareous deposits which had thor
oughly permeated the cork, and further, for the attachment to the
deeper structures, requiring the employment of considerable force to
facilitate removal.

AN UNUSUAL NASAL POLYP.

By P. M. Albucht, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

W. J. D., Veterans' Bureau case, age 32, white, was admitted to
United States naval hospital, League Island, Philadelphia, Pa., on
January 2, 1923, with the diagnosis of " large nasal polyp."
The patient gave the following history: For the past four years
has had headaches (frontal), which were worse in the morning upon
arising and gradually cleared during the day. States that he has
had discharge from both nostrils and has had difficulty in breath
ing through left nostril. At times he could feel an obstruction in
his left nares which he would attempt to pull from nose and which
family physician also attempted to remove but unsuccessfully. Says
that obstruction was relieved at times by posture, and that he always
had a foul odor to his breath and a foul taste in his mouth.
Examination showed a large nasal polyp, which filled the entire
left anterior meatus and which upon postnasal examination was
found to hang into the epipharynx. Upon shrinking it was found
that the polyp was suspended by a long pedicle which had its origin
in the left antrum ; the pedicle coming from the sinus, passing under
the left middle turbinate and extending over the inferior turbinate.
Examination of the nasal accessory sinuses was clinically negative.
Transillumination showed a clouding of the left antrum, which was
confirmed by X ray. Needle puncture of left antrum and irriga
tion with normal saline showed washings clear.
As the sinus was clinically negative and there was no evidence of
pus in the washings nor evidence of an ostitis by X ray, it was
thought that the clouding was most likely due to the thickened
membrane of an old chronic maxillary sinusitis from which the
polyp had its origin.
The polyp, with pedicle, was removed under local anaesthesia.
The posterior portion of the polyp which hung into the pharynx
showed degeneration and had a very foul odor.
The accompanying illustration shows the size of the polyp and
pedicle, which has shrunken considerably due to the action of the
cocaine before removal and action of the preserving fluid.
This case has the following points of interest : Long duration, size
of polyp, its origin, and length of pedicle.
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A EEPORT ON THE SANITARY CONDITIONS OF TEE SECOND BRIGADE,
UNITED STATES MARINES, SANTO DOMINGO, FOR TEE YEAR OF 1922.

By J. J. Snyder, Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

History and description.—I am prefacing my annual report with
a description of the country occupied by the Second Marine Bri
gade so as to make it clearer and to show the kind of duty the troops
were called upon to perform. The island of Haiti or Santo Do
mingo lies between 68° 20' and 74° 30' west longitude, and 17° 36'
40" and 19° 58' 20" north latitude and contains 28,987 square miles.
It is divided into the two countries of Haiti and the Dominican Re
public, and it is only with the latter that we have to deal. The
Dominican Eepublic, or Santo Domingo as it is usually called, occu
pies the eastern two-thirds of the island, and contains 19,325 square
miles. The entire island is mountainous, the ranges having an
easterly and westerly trend, with fertile valleys in between. When
a British King asked an admiral fresh from the Spanish possessions
to describe this island, he took a sheet of paper in his hand, crumpled

it
,

then threw it on the table, exclaiming: " There it is
,

Your Maj
esty !

" The description still holds. With a mountain peak tower
ing to a height of over 12,000 feet, and many others of lesser height,
and caressed by the unceasing trade, many varieties of climate may
be found, and most of them salubrious and inviting. The character
of soil and the vegetation vary between the wonderful Vega Real
of the north and the desert regions around Lake Enriquillo in the
southwest. The rainy season is expressed by the character of its
flora, so we have forests and jungle or cactus. Irrigate the desert,
us at Barahona, and it responds abundantly. The native fauna are
negligible. A ratlike animal and birds of the same varieties as are
in the United States are found. There are a few snakes, and alliga
tors are found in Lake Enriquillo.
Population. —This is of mixed races. The Spanish, French,
Negro, and Indian races predominate, while there is a sprinkling of
other races. As the first-settled country of the New World, it at
tracted the hardy conquistadores of Spain who quickly overran it

and convinced its original Indian proprietors by means of the sword
170
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that they were here to stay and be the masters. While the Spaniards
were engaged in this congenial occupation the Indian race succumbed
so rapidly that from an estimated population of 2,000,000 at the time
of discovery, by 1533 only 4,000 survived. As mention of the In
dians in official documents ceased about this time, the race must have
become negligible. The great, tender-hearted Bishop Las Cases,
shocked by this treatment of the Indians and their rapid diminution
in numbers, recommended the employment of negro slaves in their
stead, and this was the introduction of the negro, and slavery to the
New World. This curse of slavery endured until about 1825, when
it was abolished, but meanwhile a large negro population developed
and the revolt of the slaves in Haiti resulted in the establishment of
the Haitien or Black Republic.
The relations between Haiti and Santo Domingo have not been
cordial at all times, and in fact Santo Domingo was under the rule
of Haiti from 1822 to 1844, when a successful revolt terminated it.
Under the Haitien regime, the white residents emigrated in large
numbers, and, as they represented to a great extent the wealth and
culture of the country, it suffered accordingly.
The island was discovered by Columbus and the first permanent
settlements in the New World were made within its confines. When
the Santa Maria was wrecked near Cape Haitien, Haiti, and only
the Pinta and Nina were left to continue the voyage, it became nec
essary to leave 39 men behind to await a second expedition. Their
fate is still a mystery and they founded no permanent settlement to
welcome other voyagers.
Isabela, Santiago de los Caballeros, Seibo, Santo Domingo, and
other cities were founded, and exploratory expeditions were sent out.

Ojeda brought in a rebellious cacique by a ruse. The early discov

ery of gold resulted in the ruthless exploitation of the natives.
Plantations were laid out and the country developed rapidly.
Santo Domingo City became the capital of the New World, and re
mained as such until displaced by the greater wealth and importance
of the City of Mexico. The island and its cities have been fair prey
for pirate, buccaneer, and military commander. Its cities have been
sacked or held for ransom, and it was a pawn in the hands of states
men and politicians for 200 years.
Such is the country with its romance and pathos in which our men
are serving. A land of manana and charm where the dreamer can
imagine as he threads the lonely trails over rugged mountains or
through jungles of the valleys that he is following in the footsteps
of Columbus, or some conquistador bent on finding El Dorado, or
else some humble priest carrying a message of peace and good will so
greatly at variance with the practices of his countrymen.
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So you can imagine how the duty appeals to some, who, from these
and other motives, extend their tour of tropical service, and how dis
tasteful it can be to others who crave the excitement of the great
world and its achievements. There are points of historical interest
for the student and shrines for the devout. Legend and romance
have their homes here, while history has been made on these shores.
The house of Diego Columbus still stands a ruin in Santo Domingo
City, with the stump of the giant ceiba tree on the rivers bank
below, to which tradition says his father secured his ship. The
chapel of the cathedral Drake occupied as quarters while he held
the city, now reechoes to the sounds of religious service, while a
mute reminder of his visit is a cannon ball embedded in the roof of
the same building.
The Santo Cerro, near La Vega, was the scene of a battle between
the Indian and Spaniards, in which Columbus participated, and
which is now surmounted by a church which attracts throngs of the
devout natives.

The past year has seen many changes in Santo Domingo, includ
ing the formation of a provisional government and the preparations
for the establishment of a permanent government.
This resulted in the abolition of the military government and
the consolidation of the brigade, first into two regiments, the First
and Fourth, and later these two regiments were concentrated in the
garrisons of Santo Domingo City, San Pedro de Macoris, Santiago,
and Puerto Plata.
A mounted company was left at Chicharrones, near San Pedro de
Macoris.
Probably for the first time in the history of Santo Domingo banditry
was exterminated. This was accomplished by a well-thought-out
plan of campaign and the rigorous execution of it after its in
ception.

The urban population can now live in peace, and the good effect
of this great accomplishment will soon be apparent. Its execution
was not always accompanied by bloodshed, as might have been

expected, judging from the character of the persons sought, but the
thoroughness of the plan showed the leaders the hopelessness of
their remaining in outlawry and their surrender followed.
This one accomplishment alone shows that a military occupation
may be an instrument of great good to a bandit-infested country.
The bringing of law into a region where previously lawlessness
rules will make an impress for good even after the means of its
coming has been withdrawn.
" Due process of law " does not necessarily mean that the person
must be brought to the law, but may mean the bringing of the law
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to the community or person, and this is what was accomplished.
The bandit chief is no longer a bigger man than the governor of a
province or alcalde of a commune. I have dilated on this because I
regard it as one of the major accomplishments of the occupation.
The security and protection of human life are of so much greater
importance than the protection of wealth that the latter sinks into
obscurity.
It has always been popular to dilate on the evil doings of a ruth
less soldiery in a foreign land, but there is another side to the shield.
A foreign soldiery is not always ruthless or licentious ; it may have
a vision, or a dream to help people needing help ; it may feel that it is
its duty to show them easier modes of life, and modern ideas of sani
tation so as to reduce their death rate, and hospitalize their sick and

helpless.

After the extermination of banditry the brigade settled down to
garrison life in the various posts.
Mapping details were sent out and the data for a modern map of
Santo Domingo gathered. Mountains were scaled, forests traversed,
and desert wastes crossed. This was popular duty ; it had novelty
and a spice of danger which always appeal.
No one knew what was on the other side of the mountain range or
where the next water might be found. It was hard duty, but it had
its compensation.

During the year the Fourth Regiment mapped 9,000 square miles
of territory, covering a period of five months. During this time not
a man was lost, and the only case of illness or accident was when a
horse fell and his rider was bruised. This is a remarkable record.
This detail was given a course of field sanitation previous to going
into the field.
The concentration of the brigade allowed long-cherished plans of
the brigade commander to forge it into a well-drilled military ma-
chine'to be carried into effect.
The old days of an hour's drill on a parade ground, then guard
duty or police detail for those whose turn it was to police the post,
and monotony for the remainder have passed from the modern
soldier's life. Now it is like a modern school system, progressing
through the various grades until graduation day arrives, which in
this case means fit to face a modern highly civilized enemy. As thig

method of training is progressive it lacks the deadly monotony of the
maneuvers of a parade ground and the interest of the soldier is
held. Supplementing this, but of minor importance, are the various
forms of amusement—movies, baseball, etc.—to keep him contented.
Of what interest is all this in a brigade surgeon's report, may be
asked. The methods of securing contentment of a command are

50863—23 5
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always of interest to its medical officers, for a contented command is a
healthy command.
In a country where liquor of the cheap and nasty variety can
always be procured by the man bent on finding it

,

and where enter
prising females similar to the liquor are waiting for him, it is of
vital interest to the brigade surgeon and every other medical officer
that means are taken to keep him contented and away from the two
main dangers to the soldier in garrison.
The concentration of the brigade into the posts of Santo Domingo
City, Santiago, San Pedro de Macoris, and Puerto Plata resulted
in the abandonment of many small outposts. This gave larger gar
risons at the posts mentioned, but with the paradox of requiring
fewer medical officers and hospital corpsmen.
No work of the doctor was slighted; in fact, the three hospitals
of the brigade—the base hospital at Santo Domingo City and the
field hospitals at Santiago and San Pedro de Macoris—give oppor
tunities for careful study that isolated duty in a small community
denied them. ,

Standard treatment o
f malaria occurring in brigade. —To keep

down the incidence of malaria the brigade surgeon sent the follow
ing letter 1 to the regimental surgeons :

" A standard treatment for malaria was adopted by the national
malaria committee at a conference on the treatment of this disease.
The treatment proposed is as follows:
" For the acute attack, 10 grains quinine sulphate by mouth three
times a day for a period of at least three or four days, followed by
10 grains every night before retiring for a period of eight weeks.
For infected persons not having acute symptoms at the time, only
the eight weeks' treatment is required.
" The proportionate dosage for children are : Under 1 year, one-
half grain ; 1 year, 1 grain ; 2 years, 2 grains ; 3 years, 3 grains, and

4 years, 3 grains; 6 and 7 years, 4 grains; 8, 9, and 10 years, 6 grains;
11, 12, 13, and 14 years, 8 grains; 15 years or older, 10 grains.
" The object of the treatment is not only to relieve clinical
symptoms, but to disinfect the patient in order to prevent relapse
and transmission to others. Too little attention has been given in
the past to this. The proportion of cases of malaria treated by
physicians that are actually cured of the infection is ridiculously
small.
" This is due largely to the insufficient method of treatment em
ployed. A standard method of treatment, if efficient, would tend at
least to change this condition and considerably reduce the number
of malaria carriers, potential sources of infection."

1 Baas, C. C. The standard treatment for malaria, Southern Medical Journal, April,
1921 (p. 529, U. S. Naval Medical Bulletin, March, 1921.)
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That it had that effect may be seen from the low incidence of the
disease during the year.
Venereal diseases.—The venereal problem was also with us and was
one of magnitude. With a limited strength of command, it was
necessary, so far as it could be accomplished, to keep the noneffective
rate as low as possible, and one of the most disabling conditions to a
command is a high venereal rate. To prevent this the arrest, segre
gation, and treatment of prostitutes was rigorously enforced. Not
only was the female offender placed in arrest but, whenever possible,
her male exploiter also. This was a most unpopular procedure with
this type of human putrescence, but it served in making them far
less open in plying their noisome occupation. The " fear of God "

was also put in the "cocheros," and few had the temerity to take
marines or sailors into the " out of bounds " district. The end result
was that the disease rate from venereal disease in the brigade fell off
appreciably during the latter half of the year.
The rate for venereal disease remained low for about one month
after the provisional government was installed and then rose ab
ruptly. It was found that that sinister curse of good government,
graft, came in with the new administration and that the officials
who took over the care of the incarcerated women released them upon
the payment of money, irrespective of whether they were free from
disease or not.
As could be expected, this soon had its effect on the venereal rate
of the garrisons of Santo Domingo City and its environs and re
sulted in the military governor requesting that the care and treat
ment of these unfortunates be returned to the brigade medical
officers. This was acceded to, and their care was resumed at the end
of the year.

Inspections.— Inspections of the principal posts were made during
the year and the conditions of the command ascertained.
As the various outposts were withdrawn the medical officers and

hospital, corpsmen were assigned to new stations, and they turned
in the property in their charge to the regimental surgeon of the regi
ment to which they were attached.
After the outposts were withdrawn mapping details continued in
the field. Hospital corpsmen were detailed to accompany them and
did excellent work. Usually the hospital corpsman with an iso
lated detail was held in esteem by the native population and was of
assistance to the sick of the district.
Mosquitoes. —An entomological survey of the island shows the
presence of the following common varieties of mosquito : Anopheles,
Stegomyia, and Culex.
Barring yellow fever, most of the other mosquito-borne diseases
are present. Filariasis and yaws have been seen among the natives.
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Malaria and dengue were present among the troops. Malaria was
usually of the benign type, although the pernicious form was present
and fatalities resulted. When the past records of troops on this
island are considered we can be thankful for a year singularly free
from a severe visitation of this sourge.
Malaria. —Contrast the following extract from Munson (Munson,
Theory and Practice of Military Hygiene, pp. 698-699) :" Malaria has ravaged armies in every age and climate and has
frequently modified military operations or brought about their
failure. Eome was saved from capture by malarial fevers, which so
scourged the besieging Gauls under Brennus as to cause their retreat.
In the year 208 the Roman Army in Scotland lost 50,000 men out
of a total of 80,000 from this cause. No military disaster caused by
malarial infection was more complete, however, than that of the
British expedition to the island of Walcheren in 1809. On this
occasion it had been said that the British were conquered before the
battle. Out of the effective force of 39,219, there succumbed to the
fever between August 28 and December 1 no less than 23,175 men,
while after the return to England there were 11,503 additional cases.
But 217 men during this distastrous expedition were killed by the
enemy. In the Seminole War, in Florida, our troops suffered
severely from malarial infections. In the French Army before Se-
bastopol there were 20,623 cases with 2,179 deaths. In the Union
forces during the Civil War there were 1,314,744 cases of malaria,
with 10,062 deaths, giving a mortality of 3.92 per thousand strength.
But though the mortality from these fevers was comparatively light,
their influence in detracting from the efficiency of the Army was
very great—as well as largely influencing the rates of discharge for
disability on account of resulting anaemia and chronic malarial poi
soning. The so-called ' Chickahominy fever

' was particularly severe
in its effects. Malarial fevers prevailed in the French Army during
the Italian War and the occupation of the Papal States. Ashmead
states that 5,995 Japanese soldiers sent to Formosa in 1873 furnished

6,105 admissions to hospitals, for continued malarial fevers, in a
single year. In the French expedition in Madagascar in 1895, out
of a force of 22,850 men—combatants and carriers—there were 7,498
deaths from disease, a mortality of about 33 per cent. Nearly all

the deaths were from malarial fevers. During this expedition only
7 men were killed by the enemy and but 94 wounded. In the same
year a Spanish expedition in the Philippine Islands was scourged
by malarial fever. During the last insurrection in Cuba the Spanish
forces were largely depleted by malarial infections of a severe type ;
the admissions to hospitals for this cause during the year 1897, after
Hie capture of Santiago, one-half of our forces in Cuba were in

capacitated for duty at the same time by reason of malarial fevers.
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This grave condition of affairs evoked an appeal to the War De
partment, signed by all the officers of high rank, for an immediate
removal of these troops to a more healthy locality, using the sentence :
' This Army must be moved or perish.' (Theodore Eoosevelt was
one of the signers of this famous round robin.)"
Yellow Fever.—While yellow fever has disappeared from Santo
Domingo, the following shows the ravages of this disease in former
military operations (Munson, ibid., p. 744) :
" Yellow fever is essentially a disease of tropical and subtropical
countries, and within these it is ordinarily restricted to well-defined
geographical limits and, to a considerable extent, to the summer or
rainy season. Bodies of troops serving within these limits of infec
tion for any length of time, during the yellow-fever season, have
uniformly been more or less affected by it. In 1648 ' there occurred
in Habana, and in the fleet of Juan Pujados, a great pest of putrid
fevers. A third part of the garrison and a larger part of the crews
and passengers in the vessels died.' The disease was extremely fatal
among the British troops which captured Habana about three cen
turies ago, and it is interesting to note that the regiment of loyal
Americans recruited largely from the southern part of the country
was least affected.
" In 1740 in the expedition against Carthagena its effects were
most disastrous. In 1780 a force of 8,000 Spanish soldiers was
landed at Habana and within two months had lost 2,000 men from
the disease. In 1794 ' the vomito appeared so severely that solely of
the garrison [of Habana] and of the squadron more than 1,600 vic
tims were taken. It was indispensable to resort to a general levy to
replace the losses on the vessels.'
" In Haiti, during the rebellion of the blacks, the French Army
of veteran soldiers was practically annihilated by yellow fever. Of
this epidemic Lemure wrote : ' In 1802 an army under the orders
of General LeClerc embarked for Santo Domingo. The effective

strength on leaving Brest was 58,545 men. In four months 50,270
men were dead, chiefly of yellow fever, which gave 82.5 per cent of
the total mortality. Of the 8,275 men remaining, 3,000 were sick or
wounded. In 1809, seven years later, this army was reduced to 300
men, who retm-ned to France.' The French also suffered from yellow
fever during their occupation of Mexico. According to Coustan,
there were 1,705 cases, the fever breaking out six days after the land
ing at Vera Oruz. During the Civil War there were in the Union
forces 1,371 cases and 436 deaths, and in 1867 the disease attacked
a number of southern posts and caused 1,520 cases with 453 deaths.
The Spanish Army in Cuba has always suffered severely from this
disease, especially during the epidemics of 1876-77 and 1896. The
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British and French troops which have been stationed in the West
Indies have also been repeatedly attacked."
Smallpox. —An epidemic of smallpox was prevailing when the year
was ushered in, but vaccination, as always when carefully performed,
was the sheet anchor of protection, and only nine cases occurred in
the brigade during the year. All persons requiring it were vacci
nated during the year.
Eleven hundred and ninety-nine deaths among the native popula
tion were reported to the sanitary authorities during the period of
the epidemic embraced between the week ending November 5, 1921,
and that ending April 5, 1922.
The protection afforded the brigade was the more remarkable in
that the vast majority of the native population are innocent of any
knowledge of quarantine, and made no attempt to limit the disease
unless the matter was enforced by the marines.
Water.—Two things seem anomalous here. First, that in a coun
try situated in the Tropics and with an abundant rainfall over much
of its area, there should be a scarcity of water in its principal cities;
and, second, that in the oldest city in the New World there should be
no municipal water supply of either public or private ownership.
Cisterns to catch and retain the rainfall are the main source of
supply, supplemented by brackish wells. In Santo Domingo City
the water has a hardness of 333 parts per million or, according to
Clark's scale, of 23.2° —not the most satisfactory water either for
bathing or household purposes.
The water situation of the brigade was well described by my prede
cessor in his yearly sanitary report for 1921.
At Santiago a pump to supply the garrison in Fort San Luis from
the Yuna River was installed during the year.
Housing and sanitation of the brigade. —The concentration of the
brigade has put all but the men on the training centers under roof.
Men undergoing training are under canvas, but in well-policed and
hygienically conducted camps, and their health is very good.
The men quartered in Fort Ozama at Santo Domingo and Fort
San Luis in Santiago live largely in portable buildings erected
within the forts. The casemates of Fort San Luis are large, airy,
and quite comfortable. The use of mosquito nets is obligatory. The
permanent camp or barracks allows of the installation of an electric
lighting system and a water supply, both of which add to the health
and happiness of a command.
The brigade surgeon notes with pleasure the care exercised by the
medical officers in looking after the sanitary details of their posts.
Latrines were well policed; garbage was disposed of; water was
boiled ; sleeping under mosquito nets enforced ; antityphoid and cow-
pox vaccination carried out; sanitation of the camps and environs
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supervised where practicable and where conflict with the local sani
tary authorities did not result. All the matters enumerated soon
became matters of routine for the post medical officers, and the hos
pital corpsmen on duty with small outlying detachments had been
so well indoctrinated with the practices of the larger posts that they
also carried them into effect.
Hospitals for the brigade. —There are three hospitals for the treat
ment of the sick of the brigade, located as follows: Base hospital,
Santo Domingo City ; field hospital, First Regiment of Marines, San
Pedro de Macoris ; field hospital, Fourth Regiment of Marines, San
tiago.
These hospitals have been fully described in previous reports, so
no further description is necessary.
I have only to add that, in my opinion, no native building, as at
San Pedro de Macoris, should be taken for hospital purposes so long
as temporary buildings, more sanitary and suitable, can be erected
within a reasonable time.
The rental and the sum necessary to convert such a building to

hospital purposes are too great for the service rendered. The Alad
din type of building is much more satisfactory in the Tropics.
The concentration of the brigade into the garrisons at Santo
Domingo City (served by the base hospital), San Pedro de Macoris

(field hospital), and that at Santiago (field hospital) was the neces
sity for three widely separated institutions.
All three are well equipped as to stores and personnel.
The bed capacity is as follows : Base hospital : Officers, 4 ; enlisted,
33. San Pedro de Macoris: Officers, 0; enlisted, 17. Santiago:
Officers, 4 ; enlisted, 30, plus 6 beds in 3 hospital tents for communi
cable diseases.

Medical supplies. —These have been ample and always of excellent
quality. To prevent any great accumulation of surplus supplies, all
requisitions, so far as possible, are filled in the island, and requisi
tions on the Medical Supply Depot only made for those not available
locally.
This has resulted in reducing the surplus supplies on hand and
also the expense of shipment from the United States of stores
available here. In doing this the surplus of one post was called in
in the hope it could be used to supply the needs of another.
As the definite policy of the United States is to withdraw the
marines as soon as a regular government is installed, requisitions on
the Naval Medical Supply Depot are held to a minimum so as to
have as few stores as possible on hand when the troops embark.
Food of the brigade. —The markets supply the following tropical
fruits in season, which are appetizing to the man accustomed to the
luscious fruits of the temperate zones: Oranges, grapefruit, pine
apples, mangoes, bananas, avocados, limes, and coconuts.
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In the large cities the prices of aU these are very high, while the
prices of the fruits from the Temperate Zones, such as apples, pears,
peaches, and grapes, which are exposed in the markets, are prohibi
tive to a garrison mess except on holidays or special occasions.
Under these circumstances rather a monotonous menu must be served.
Very good fresh beef is obtainable in the local markets. The post
bakeries supply excellent bread. The training of cooks for the
Marine Corps would result in better-prepared food and most likely
in a more economical administration of the ration.
Incidence of disease.—The attached table shows the admissions to
the sick list of the brigade. The strength of the brigade, by months,
was as follows :

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

2,471

2, 413

2, 273

2, 288

2,239

2, 144

2,165

2, 155

September

October
November

2, 242

2, 251

2, 053

December 2, 049

Average strength for the
year 2, 228

The rainfall for the first nine months of the year was low and
there were no long periods of wet weather. Malaria showed a rather
persistent incidence throughout the year, while dengue showed a
considerable increase in August, September, and October.
Dysentery was also present and was the cause of two deaths.
The principal causes of admissions were as follows: Gonococcus
infection of urethra, dengue, malaria, chancroid, syphilis, dysentery,
and smallpox.

Original Annual rate|
per 1,000. Sick dap.

All causes (diseases and injuries)
Diseases only
Accidents and injuries other than drownings. .
Communicable diseases:
Gonococcus infection of urethra
Dengue
Malaria
Chancroid infection
Syphilis
Dysentery, all forms
Smallpox

2,535
2, 348
187

264
262
221
216
137
134
8

1,137.79
1,052.51
879

118
116
99
96.9
61.04
60.14
3.59

15,W'S
14,067
1,771

1,010
454
413
893
794
K2

When you compare these figures with those given by Munson in his

Military Hygiene for the French troops in Haiti under LeClare in
1803, the difference is tremendous. His losses were appalling, and
caused Napoleon's plan for an empire in the New World to be
abandoned. Now, thanks to our knowledge to the causes and carriers
of most tropical diseases, preventive measures can be instituted and a
military force can occupy a tropical country without the terrible
death rates of previous expeditions prior to these discoveries.
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SUMMARY.

What measures should be instituted to keep an expeditionary force
fit for service in the Tropics ?
1. Moderation in all things when possible—drills, athletics,
marches, etc.

2. Avoiding exposure combined with exertion during the heat of
the day, unless unavoidable. The natives have shown that the siesta
is of value.
3. The food should be nutritious and well cooked, with an abund
ance of fruit.
4. A water-boiling detail should be routine in camp or field.
5. The insistence on the use of mosquito nets and careful nightly
inspections by the sentries will show results in a low malarial in
cidence.

6. Insistence on a follow-up treatment for every case of malaria,
so that every known source of infection is eradicated.
7. Cooperation between the provost marshal and the medical officers
in the eradication of venereal disease.
8. Insistence on antityphoid and cowpox vaccinations for the com
mand.

9. That a regular schedule of transport sailing be instituted.
"Hope deferred maketh the heart sick," certainly applies here, not
only to the enlisted personnel but to officers as well. Homesickness
is a very real disease, and how many of the suicides which occurred in
the brigade since it first took up its duties here, in the last analysis
might be traced to it I am unable to say, but my belief is that it was
one of the compelling reasons. The knowledge that, during a peace
ful occupation, a soldier can see the date for his departure, gives him
a mental anchorage that should not be disturbed.
10. That the easiest, best, and quipkest method of transporting
patients in a tropical country is by airplane, and future hospitals, if
possible, should be located near a landing field or have a landing field
of their own.
The year has passed, and now to the history of the marines in Santo
Domingo can soon be written the word " finis."
The medical history of the men composing it can only be con
cluded when taps is sounded over the last survivor in some vast

cemetery of a busy city or in the seclusion of a country graveyard,
and what the toll from known or unknown diseases contracted here
will be, is known to the angel of death, and his records are not open
to our inspection.
Our memories of the island will not be clouded by remembrances
of deadly epidemics, but of a country to which nature was kind, and
where a rational mode of living made existence easy.
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The long, narrow, tropical island of Java has a population of some
35,000,000 people. By far the greater part of this great aggregation
of human beings is made up of peasants, simple folk, untroubled by
intellectual turmoil, living always on the bare verge of existence, and
utterly unfitted, either individually or collectively, to resist or sur
vive the great epidemic diseases. In November, 1910, plague gained
a foothold in that populous country, but the spread of the disease
has been slow. The principal affected areas have been the mountain
districts.
Three species of rats were found by the Dutch civil medical service
in definite association with the native population. Mus rattus grisei-
venter, the gray-bellied black rat, is the house rat proper of Java.
Its normal habitat is in the roofs, bamboo timbers, and other harbor
age afforded by the native methods of house building. This rat
can not live in the open in competition with the other prevailing
species. Once got out of the houses, and kept out, the species rapidly
disappears. It is a highly effective plague carrier, and its flea is the
Xenopsylla cheopis, the plague conveyer par excellence.
In contrast to Mus rattus griseiv enter is the field rat of Java, Mus
rattus diardii. It is partly dependent on man, in that it feeds mainly
on his rice crops, but it does not come into houses. It is capable of
being infected with plague, but is not an important factor in its dis
semination. Its flea is the Pygiopsylla ahalae, a large, slow-moving
flea, which is not an active plague carrier.
The third rat in Java is Mus concolor. Normally a field rat, it in
vades the native houses when Mus rattus griseiventer has been driven
out. It is an active plague carrier, as its flea is the Xenopsylla
cheopis.
The problem which confronted the officers of the Dutch civil medi
cal service was to break the contact between the plague-carrying rats,
their fleas, and the native population. It was assumed as a basis of
operation that all native houses in the infected area should be so
modified in respect to structural conditions that Mus rattus grisei
venter or Mus concolor could not occupy them unobserved. One
familiar with the bamboo house of the Tropics can readily under
stand the difficulty of making it ratproof. How the medical officers
of Java solved this problem is told in an article on " Plague control
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in Java," by Doctor Elkington, which appeared in a recent number of
Health, a monthly journal issued by the Commonwealth of Austra
lia. Speaking of the method of ratproofing employed, Doctor Elk
ington says :
" The vast majority of peasant houses in Java are built with bam
boo plates, studs, and rafters, a grass ('Atap ') roof, and walls of
woven bamboo laths. At one end of the single apartment is an ele
vated platform —the 'bali-bali' —on which the inmate sleeps. It is
usually composed of the omnipresent bamboo. A few simple presses
and shelves complete the furnishing. The house rats live in the roof
and the large bamboo timberings, gnawing out the joints of the bam
boo to secure passageways or harborage. In a few hill districts
houses are built of mud bricks, with tiled roofs, but these are rela
tively infrequent. <

" The principal nesting places are above the ridge pole, in the hips
of the roof (where a peculiarly shaped structure known as a

1 squirrel
tail ' is inserted to shed the rain) , in the rafters and plates, and about
the bali-bali. The grass roof is thick and stout, a necessary feature in
this country of heavy rainfall, and provides unending nesting space
and nest material. It was necessary in effect to reconstruct the houses,
and by last advices about three-quarters of a million houses have been
so reconstructed.
" Grass roofs being obviously inconsistent with plague control, the
native industry of tile making was encouraged by the Government
and extended on a large scale. House timber is a rare and costly
commodity in Java. A series of careful experiments were therefore
carried out in order to discover methods of employing bamboo in a
manner which would prevent its use by rats. It was found that by
cutting a slot in the top joints of studs the resulting opening enabled
rat passages to be detected at once. This seemingly minor detail is
in reality one of the most important features of the whole work, for
it prevents the rats from forming covered passageways to the roof.
By plugging the ends of rafters and exposing their undersurfaces
their use as harborage or runways was prevented. The ridge pole
was shaped off to an inverted V to permit observation from below.
After removal of the grass roof the new tiled roof was whitewashed
underneath and lighting spaces were left to allow the whole under-
surface and roof timbers to be viewed clearly. The ' bali-bali ' sup
ports were slotted, the front removed, the platform kept away from
the walls, and presses raised from the ground to permit access under
neath. If insufficient tiles were available at the time the grass roof
was stripped down, cleaned of rats and fleas, the framework recon
structed, and the cleaned roof material replaced as a temporary
measure. For mud houses similar ingenious methods were adopted.
The use of bamboo for certain timbers in new houses was forbidden."
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The appearance of the Atlantic Medical Journal marks a new era
in medical journalism in the East. It combines and continues the
journals of the medical societies of Delaware and Pennsylvania.
We trust it will receive the support deserved by the worthy Penn
sylvania Medical Journal, which it supplants. The first issue con
tains the following on bismuth in the treatment of syphilis, a sub
ject which should be of interest to many naval medical officers :
" Sazerac and Levaditi in 1921 and 1922 reported the results of
their experiments on bismuth compounds —bismuth ammonium
citrate, lactate, subgallate, oxyiodogallate, and sodium and potas
sium tartro-bismuthate, in the treatment of rabbit syphilis. They
observed that these salts of bismuth possessed a spirocheticidal
action. The least toxic and most effective was sodium and potas
sium tartro-bismuthate, which they proposed for treating human
syphilis, and were the first to employ, using it in an oil suspension
by intramuscular injections.
" Subsequent to this study they reported equally favorable results
in the treatment of rabbit syphilis with precipitated bismuth as
with sodium and potassium tartro-bismuthate. The compound was

injected in oil suspension. It, therefore, appears that the metal
bismuth is the active spirocheticidal agent in bismuth compounds
employed in the treatment of syphilis.
"As a result of the elaborate researches of Sazerac and Levaditi
the clinical use of bismuth as an antisyphilitic drug has been made
possible. The favorable results reported by them in the treatment
of human syphilis with sodium and potassium tartro-bismuthate
were confirmed first by Fournier and Guenot, who reported on its
employment in the treatment of 200 syphilitic patients in different
stages of the disease. Other reports, mostly French, have since
appeared, until now a considerable number of syphilitic patients in
all stages of the disease with diverse manifestations have been
reported treated with the drug. In most of these reports, sodium
and potassium tartro-bismuthate in an aqueous solution and in oil
suspension were used.
" The foregoing reports show that bismuth is therapeutically
active when employed in the treatment of human syphilis.
" Sodium and potassium tartro-bismuthate is administered solely
by intramuscular injection. The drug is very toxic when adminis
tered intravenously in rabbits. It is administered either in an
aqueous solution or an oil suspension; the former in doses of 0.1
gram in 1 cubic centimeter every other day, the latter in doses of
0.2 gram in 2 cubic centimeters of oil every fourth day. Most
French writers favor the oil suspension of the drug, since it is
considerably less painful.
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"A course of treatment consists of a total administration of 2.5
to 3 grams of the drug given in the course of six to eight weeks.
A rest period of about one month is instituted, then a repetition of
this treatment until the Wassermann test is maintained negative.
" Spirochetes disappear from the surface of open syphilitic lesions
usually 24 hours after the administration of 0.2 gram of the drug.
Lesions of primary, secondary, and tertiary syphilis involving the
skin and mucous membranes involute after a total administration of
the drug ranging in amounts from 0.4 to 1.5 grams.
"The 4-plus Wassermann reaction of most patients in early sec
ondary syphilis, previously untreated, and in the late secondary
stage becomes negative following the total administration of bis
muth in amounts ranging from 1.5 to 3 grams. The 4-plus reaction
of primary syphilis becomes negative after a lesser amount of the
drug and is somewhat proportional to the duration of the chancre.
The 4-plus Wassermann reaction of tertiary syphilis requires vary
ing amounts of bismuth treatment and can not arbitrarily be stated.
"The initial untoward reaction of bismuth is a foul breath and
gingival blue line which is indistinguishable from that seen in
plumbism. These reactions may appear following a total adminis
tration of 1.5 gram of bismuth. This, however, is exceptional. They
usually appear following the administration of about 2.5 grams.
Depending upon the intensity of bismuth therapy, the foul breath
and the gingival blue line forecast the appearance of stomatitis and
are associated with it. The incidence of stomatitis is intimately
associated with the intensity of bismuth treatment and the hygienic
condition of the mouth of the patient treated.
"Other untoward reactions are chills and fever occurring soon
after an injection of bismuth, loss of weight, anorexia and malaise
which may appear after prolonged treatment with bismuth. Less
common reactions are polyurea, enteritis, and cutaneous reactions.
Bismuth, as employed in the treatment of syphilis, apparently does
not exert a nephrotropic action.
"It is known that relatively enormous doses of bismuth can be
taken by mouth without producing signs of intoxication. This is
probably due to the fact that very little is absorbed by the digestive
tract. Although at times following oral administration of large
amounts of bismuth signs of intoxication may occur, these signs also
occur following absorption from wounds and when injected in the
form of Beck's paste. Absorption is more rapid following the thera
peutic use of bismuth by intramuscular injection. It is logical to
believe that following this treatment any of the symptoms of bis
muth poisoning with which we are familiar may appear. There is
doubtless much to learn regarding the untoward reactions from the
prolonged administration of bismuth by intramuscular injections.
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The bismuth therapy of syphilis is too recent to have given us full
information in this regard. This therapy must still be regarded as
in the experimental stage not only concerning the effectivity of the
drug as an antisyphilitic agent but also regarding its toxicity. It

is
,

therefore, a matter of considerable importance that one practicing
bismuth therapy of syphilis should be cognizant of the symptoms
of bismuth poisoning and to watch for the appearance of these
symptoms. In the bismuth therapy of syphilis, as in the treatment
of any infectious disease, the principle in therapeutics, namely, the
importance of treating the patient as well as the disease, should not
be neglected.
" The advantage of having another active antisyphilitic drug in
the treatment of human syphilis is obvious. Bismuth therapy is

particularly advantageous in the treatment of syphilitic patients
who are hypersensitive to arsphenamine so that the use of the latter
drug is restricted, or contraindicated.
" Another possible advantage of bismuth in the treatment of
syphilis which is of considerable importance, although based upon
theoretical considerations, concerns the occurrence of neurorecidive
following the use of arsphenamine. The baneful action of irregular
or lapsing treatment with arsphenamine is well known. Such
treatment greatly increases the incidence of early neurosyphilis.
Ehrlich's explanation of this phenomenon is perhaps the one gen
erally accepted. He explained the occurrence of neurorecidive upon
an immunologic basis. He pointed out that in these patients the
greater number of spirochetes are destroyed by the powerful spiro-
cheticidal action of salvarsan. So rapidly is this accomplished that
the usual tissue immunity which develops as a result of contact
between parasite and host is lacking. As a result, a small focus of
spirochetes in the tissue of the central nervous system which may
escape the action of salvarsan develops in the susceptible host with

great rapidity and severity. In other words, a few injections of
arsphenamine, the cessation of all other treatment, inhibits the
consummation of immunological responses of the host to the parasite
and doubtless produces a condition analogous to that existing in the
primary incubation period in which there are spirochetes and no
immunologic reaction.
" Bismuth, on the other hand, by reason of a spirocheticidal ac
tion less energetic than arsphenamine and perhaps by virtue of in
tramuscular administration, does not, in all probability, inhibit im
munologic reaction of the host to such an extent ffe it is thought
arsphenamine does. One would, therefore, expect a lessened inci
dence of early neurosyphilis following irregular and lapsing treat
ment with bismuth.
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" It is a significant fact that the known spirocheticidal drugs are
heavy metals or their salts—mercury, vanadium, antimony, and bis
muth. Arsenic is no exception to this, since the metal arsenic,
■per se, is not spirocheticidal. Moreover, arsenic, antimony, vana
dium, and bismuth are in the same group of periodic arrangement
of the elements. A priori, it would be interesting to know if other
closely allied heavy metals, for example thorium and other allied
metals or their salts such as cerium, tin, germanium, and tungsten,
possess spirocheticidal activity."

Methyl alcohol or methyl hydroxide, which is commonly known as
wood alcohol, is a clear, colorless, poisonous liquid obtained by the
distillation of hardwoods.
On account of the large number of casualties attributed to drink
ing liquor containing wood alcohol, the importance of surrounding its
use with every precaution to protect human life has attracted atten
tion for many years, and as a result numerous protective and restric
tive measures have been adopted. One of these measures is the pro
posal to discontinue from usage the name " wood alcohol " and use
the scientific term " methanol."
The term " methanol " came into scientific or chemical usage as a
result of the action of the International Conference of Chemical
Nomenclature which met in Geneva, Switzerland, in April, 1892.
One of the resolutions adopted at this conference was as follows :
" The alcohols and phenols will be called after the name of the
hydrocarbons from which they are derived, terminating with the suf
fix 1ol ' ; as, for example, methanol, ethanol, etc."
Following this conference, the term " methanol " found its way
into German textbooks. Although the report of the Geneva confer
ence was published in 1893, the term methanol did not come into
favor in the American chemical profession until 1920. In that year
the late Dr. Charles Baskerville published several articles wherein
he advocated general adoption by chemists of the correct scientific
term " methanol." (See

" Wood alcohol no longer; hereafter metha

nol," J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 12 (1920), 910; and " Some chemical as
pects of the wood alcohol problem," N. Y. Med. J., Ill (1920), 580.)
The American Chemical Society and the National Wood Chemical

Association have adopted the use of the term " methanol," and it is
to be found in the New Standard Dictionary. It is also used in the
leading chemical journals.
The subject is of such universal importance that the suggestion
is made that all interested persons cooperate in the effort to estab
lish the name " methanol " for the better protection of those who are
not educated along chemical lines.
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Maj. Gen. Sir William Boog Leishman, K. C. M. G., C. B., of the
Royal Army Medical Staff, lias been appointed Director General of
the Royal Army Medical Service to take effect on July 29, 1923.
Although his name is familiar to every medical officer of the United
States Navy through his discovery of the causative organism of
kala-azar, the details of his military career may not be so well
known. From the British Medical Journal we learn that Sir Wil
liam Leishman was born in Glasgow on November 6, 1865, the son of
the late Prof. W. Leishman, and was educated at AVestminster and at
the University of Glasgow, where he graduated M. B. and C. M. in
1886. He entered the army medical department, as it was then
called, as surgeon, on July 27, 1887, passing fifth into Netley. He
became major R. A. M. C. after 12 years' service, and on April 15,
1905, was promoted to brevet lieutenant colonel in recognition of
his services and of the distinction he had obtained in original investi
gation and research. On December 11, 1911, he became substantive
lieutenant colonel; on October 15, 1912, brevet colonel; colonel on
March 1, 1915 ; and major general on October 24, 1918. Three years
after obtaining his commission Captain Leishman (as he then was)
went to India, where he served for six and a half years. He took
part in the Waziristan expedition in 1894-95, and received the medal
and clasp. He held the appointment of staff surgeon to Sir George
Wolseley at Lahore, and did a considerable amount of work in bac
teriology. His researches in connection with kala-azar are well
known. The parasite was first observed in 1900, but Leishman did
not publish his discovery until 1903, when the same observation had
been made by Lieut. Col. Charles Donovan, I. M. S., afterwards
professor of pathology in the Madras Medical College. On return
to England Sir William Leishman was posted to Netley, where he
worked at bacteriology in Sir Almroth Wright's laboratory. He
was assistant professor of pathology at the Medical Staff College
and R. A. M. College from February 1, 1903, to January 31, 1910; he
was then appointed professor of pathology at the R. A. M. College,
which post he held until January 31, 1914. When war broke out he
was War Office expert on tropical diseases on the Army Medical
Advisory Board. He was sent to France in 1914 as adviser in pathol
ogy, which post he held until he was brought to England in April,
1918; he was appointed director of pathology at the War Office
June 1, 1919. He was created a knight in 1909, C. B. in 1915, and
K. C. M. G. in 1918 ; he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in
1910, and has received honorary degrees from the Universities of
Glasgow and McGill. He was president of the Society of Tropical
Medicine and Hygiene in 1912, and of the section of tropical medi
cine at the annual meeting of the British Medical Association at
Brighton in 1913.
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At the royal naval hospital at Haslar, which is on the water's side,
close to Gosport, in view of Spithead, and about a mile or two from
the town of Portsmouth, is concentrated much of the activity of the
Royal Naval Medical Service in England. The following comment
■which appeared in a recent issue of the British Medical Journal
recalls the beginning of this famous institution :
" In the good old days little provision was made for the care of
sick and wounded sailors. After the Battle of La Hogue in 1692
many wounded were brought to Portsmouth, and 50 surgeons sent
down from London to look after them. Queen Mary made arrange
ments for some to be treated in the London hospitals of St. Bar
tholomew and St. Thomas—the only ones of their kind at the time.
Orders were also given for the palace at Greenwich, commenced by
Charles II, to be completed and used as a retreat for disabled seamen.
" In 1713 we hear of a ' Fortune Hospital ' near Gosport, where
sick and wounded were treated under contract between Nathaniel
Jackson and the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty. Similar
contracts were in existence in the various ports up to the middle of
the eighteenth centry. Owing to difficulties frequently arising from
these contracts it was decided on the earnest recommendation of the
Earl of Sandwich to found a royal hospital at Gosport. The site
chosen was known as Hazelar, or Haslar, or Hasleworth. At this spot
on a map of 1603 a castle is marked ' Haselworth,' but the place is
called ' Haslehorde ' in the ' Usages of Portsmouth ' as far back as
the fourteenth century.
" Horace Walpole says the architect was Theodore Jacobson. It
is of the ' palace ' type after the model of a portion of Greenwich
Palace designed by Inigo Jones. Local tradition saith that the bricks
-were made on the spot—hence Clay Hall in the immediate vicinity—
and that there are as many bricks in the foundations as there are
above ground. The building was commenced in 1746, the front block
completed in 1754 ; the wings were added in 1762, and the chapel on
the west side was opened in 1763. It is said to have cost £90,000.
The quadrangle of the hospital measures about 7 acres ; the area en
closed within the boundary walls is 58 acres.
" The hospital was originally intended for 1,800 beds, allowing an
air space of 600 cubic feet a head ; during the Crimean War it was
made to hold 2,000, but the numbers have since been limited to 1,200.
Patients on being landed at the pontoon in Haslar Creek are brought
up to the hospital by a tramway running right up to the main en
trance. The pavilion opposite the main entrances reminds us of the
old press-gang days. Here was posted in those days a strong guard
to prevent desertion.

50863—23 6
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" Within the hospital there is an interesting museum of pathology
and natural history. Amongst the osteological collection are some
delicate skeletons set up by a curator who had but two fingers on one
hand and none on the other. There are also some rare bird skins.
" The hospital is well equipped and the medical school well up to
date. All medical officers entering the royal navy have to pass
through its portals."

In the December issue of the British Journal of Surgery ap
peared the Vicary lecture for 1922, delivered before the Royal
College of Surgeons of England by Mr. W. G. Spencer, who chose
as his subject " The Anatomical Delineations of Vesalius." The
Vicary lecture, instituted in 1919 by the Barbers' Co. of London,
commemorated the fusion with the Guild of Surgeons, upon which
ensued the making of special provision for instruction in anatomy
of the numbers of the united company. Thomas Vicary, we learn
from an account of Mr. Spencer's lecture in the British Medical
Journal of February 24, 1923, who was sergeant surgeon to King
Henry "VTII, was four times president of the united Company of
Barbers and Surgeons, and it was to him that Henry VIII handed
the act of incorporation, as depicted in the famous painting by
Holbein. He die'd in 1561, having continued in the office of sergeant
surgeon under Edward VI, Mary, and Elizabeth. In 1554 he was
appointed surgeon to Philip II, to whom also Vesalius, for very
different reasons, was surgeon at the same time. The celebration
in 1914 of the quadricentenary of the birth of Vesalius was inter
rupted by the outbreak of war, but in May last year the foundation
of the University of Padua, where Vesalius taught while composing
his books, was commemorated. The great Italian artists aimed to
reach the height attained by the Greeks, and before the time of
Vesalius had pursued to some extent the study of anatomy by dis

secting the human body. Anatomy owes much to them, for their
influence helped to break down the objection to permitting the ex

amination of the human body after death ; gradually the prejudice
yielded to the influence of reason, and Vesalius placed upon the
monument on which the second skeleton figure leans the inscription,
" Man's spirit lives, all else death's hand shall claim." Vesalius
wrote an epigram describing the difficulties he had to overcome,

and it has been turned into English—apparently for the first time—

by Miss Joyce Lowe. Mr. Spencer considered it beyond doubt that

all the illustrations in Vesalius's book were from his own designs,
though the names of the draftsmen or engravers were nowhere

definitely mentioned. The frontispiece, the portrait, and the vi

gnettes give expression to the idea Vesalius had of the way
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anatomical instruction should be given. The drawings of the nude
figures, of the muscles, and of the skeleton all disclosed the same
purpose, which was to represent the living body in active move
ment. Vesalius had a wider aim than to instruct students of medi
cine and art alone; he thought every educated man should possess
a knowledge of anatomy and physiology, as he indicated in the letter
dedicating the Epitome to Prince Philip : " You will think it base
and unworthy that, while such varied courses of study are pursued,
the composition of the body which accompanies us through life
should be a secret from us; that man should be absolutely unknown
to himself; and that we do not examine the construction of the
organs formed so perfectly by the Almighty Designer of the Uni
verse. The vital activities of these organs by which everything is
accomplished we confine ourselves merely to wondering at." The
drawings representing horizontal sections through the human brain
were, Mr. Spencer said, of peculiar interest, because it could be
demonstrated that the artist had before his eyes the anatomical
preparations and drew what he saw; and further, that the sections
■were made in series from the same brain. The diagrams of nerve
and brain and artery included in the Epitome were intended to be
cut out and superimposed upon the nude female and other figures.
This Mr. Spencer made plain to his audience by placing the corre
sponding lantern slide one over the other in the epidiascope. These
diagrams, it was pointed out, were closely related to the Tabulae
Evelianae preserved in the college museum. Before the introduc
tion of methods of preserving anatomical material from putrefac
tion and of injecting blood vessels, nerves and blood vessels were
dissected out and spread on boards for inspection and drawing;
after being varnished over they could be preserved. Evelyn's ac
count shows that a century after Vesalius, his successor in the chair

of anatomy at Padua, Vesling, supervised the preparation for
Evelyn of human nerves and blood vessels by the same method as
had been adopted by Vesalius when preparing his diagrams. Mr.
Spencer exhibited copies of all the " Works " of Vesalius from the
libraries of the College of Surgeons, the College of Physicians, the
Medical Society, and the Royal Society of Medicine.

In reference to the care with which hospital corpsmen should be
selected, the commanding officer of a large naval hospital makes the
following comment in his annual sanitary report :
" The general character of the present hospital corpsman is about
the same as it has been for some time ; there are many very good ones,
some bad, and a lot indifferent. It has not seemed to make any
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difference whether their course has been six weeks or six months,
nearly all of them have to be given additional instruction when they
come to a hospital. They all need practical experience which can
be got nowhere but in a hospital.
" It is believed that more care should be exercised in the selection
of men for this service, and it should be impressed on the members
of the recruiting parties that they are getting the men who may be
called upon to nurse them during a long illness, and that their own
lives may depend upon the intelligence of these men. It is not only
the reputation of the Medical Corps that is at stake but the lives of
the line officers, enlisted men of the line, and the lives and men of
the other corps as well— in fact, the efficiency of the whole service
depends upon the efficiency of the Medical Corps. As soon as that
efficiency is destroyed, we are bound to revei't to the conditions which
existed in the middle of the last century, conditions to which no
thinking or knowing person would ever wish to revert. If these facts
were constantly kept in the mind of the recruiting officers they would
probably get more men, and they would be the best, instead of the
worst or the mediocre, and we would not have to discharge any as
constitutionally inferior, as we have had to do in at least one instance
in this hospital recently. Others of these corpsmen have been dis
charged with bad-conduct discharges, by court-martial, and some are
just generally worthless, but that is so with all groups of human
beings. There is probably no greater proportion among the mem
bers of the Hospital Corps than in the line, although it is more im
portant that the men in the Hospital Corps should be bright and
intelligent than for similar ratings in the line."

In this section of the Bulletin of February, 1923, there appeared
a comment on pyrene-gas intoxication. The following abstract of an
article entitled " Carbon tetrachloride as a fire extinguisher," by
Jacques Fohlen, which appeared in a recent number of Technique
Moderne, is of interest in this connection :
Phosgene (COCl2) is formed by heating carbon tetrachloride
at temperatures from 200° C. to 800° C. In dry air heat can react
with carbon tetrachloride according to the equation 2CCl4+0,=
2C0C12+2CL, but the yield is very small, the maximum being 0.4 of
1 per cent, although the theoretical yield is 64 per cent.
In the presence of combustible organic matter the following reac
tion takes place with a maximum yield of 0.75 of 1 per cent. The
yield is theoretically 128 per cent :

2C+02+2Cl2=2COCl2.
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In the presence of moist air the following reaction takes place with
a maximum yield of 64 per cent :

CC12+H20=C0C12+2HC1.

Fohlen concludes, therefore, that fire extinguishers containing car
bon tetrachloride should only be used in well-ventilated compart
ments; that they should not be used in the presence of moist air; and
that after their use water should not be sprayed on objects to cool
them off.

Warthin and Starry, maintaining that morphological differentia
tion of spirochsetes by the dark field is often impossible, that no
simple method of staining spirochsetes is known and that the India-
ink method may be dangerously misleading, urge the use of silver-
impregnation methods and present their technic of demonstrating
spirochetes in cover-glass smears as the surest and safest diagnostic
method yet devised.

The spirochsetes in the smears appear black against a light back
ground. Since there takes place a deposition of silver on the surface
of the organisms, their apparent size is increased, but morphological
characteristics are not obscured.
Method : Note that all reagents must be chemically pure and
that clean porcelain or glass ware exclusively should be used.
1. Prepare smears on perfectly clean No. 1 cover glasses.
2. Dry thoroughly in air.
3. Fix in absolute alcohol three to five minutes.
4. Wash in distilled water, two changes.
If it is desirable to clear a too opaque background, the smear at
this stage is immersed in concentrated hydrogen peroxide for 5 to
20 minutes and then washed thoroughly in distilled water.
5. Rinse the cover glass bearing the smear in 2 per cent silver
nitrate, and apply to its smear side a perfectly clean cover glass
also rinsed in the silver nitrate solution. Place the apposed cover
glasses, setting them carefully on edge and in such manner as to
avoid separating them, in a wide-mouthed dark bottle containing
enough 2 per cent silver nitrate for the level of the fluid to come
about half way up the cover glasses. Place in incubator for one to
two hours. Then remove cover glasses and separate them.
6. Place the cover glass bearing the smear smear side up in the

reducing solution for 30 seconds to 2 minutes. The reducing solu
tion is made as follows :
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Dissolve in order—
2 per cent silver nitrate solution
Warm 10 per cent aqueous gelatin solution
Warm glycerin

c. c.
3

5

5

Stir In-
Warm 1.5 per cent agar suspension. 5

Just before using add, stirring vigorously —
5 per cent aqueous hydroquinone solution. 2

The agar suspension is made as follows: Break up 1.5 grams of
agar and soak in 20 to 30 cubic centimeters of distilled water until
saturated. Pour off water and wash the agar with several changes
of distilled water. Add 100 cubic centimeters distilled water and
bring to boiling point, stirring constantly. Allow to cool, shaking
occasionally, and finally, when agar begins to set, shake violently
to break it up thoroughly. Placed on a paraffin oven, the suspension
remains just fluid enough to run.
7. When the reduction is complete remove smear and rinse in 5 per
cent sodium thiosulphate solution.
8. Rinse in distilled water.
9. Absolute alcohol, xylol, balsam.
If the stained smears are to be preserved, they may, following
step 8, be toned in :

Ammonium sulphocyanide gm_ 6.25
Tartaric or citric acid gm . 50

Sodium chloride gm 1.25

Distilled water c. c__ 250.00

Solution of gold chloride (1 : 100) c. c_. 6. 25

After a short time in this solution (5 to 15 minutes) the stain
turns to a blue-black color. The smears are then washed in distilled
water, dehydrated and cleared, and mounted in balsam.

Recent numbers of the Archives fur Schiff's und Tropen-Hygiene,
we are told in the Lancet of February 24, 1923, have contained inter
esting details of further work on the new synthetic trypanocide
Bayer " 205," showing the possibilities and limitations of the remedy.
In the issue for October, 1922, Prof. W. Mollow, of Sofia, reports a
case of kala-azar contracted by a Bulgarian prisoner of war in
Greece. Taken prisoner in September, 1918, he was in Larissa in
June, 1919, when he and several of his fellow prisoners had to go to
bed with a fever (from which the Greek population seemed also to

suffer) , for which they took a great deal of quinine without benefit.
However, by the summer of 1920 he had recovered, and reached home
in that November well but without appetite. Ten days later he again
suffered from shivering and pyrexia, which again persisted in spite
of quinine. In January, 1921, he noticed that his spleen was enlarg
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ing and becoming painful. In February he bled frequently from
the nose and gums, and small hemorrhagic lesions appeared on the
legs. He gradually became bedridden, the spleen enlarging as the
rest of his body wasted. Small painful papules appeared on his
face, arms, and legs, breaking down into chronic ulcers. In July,
1921, he was taken into hospital when it was noted that he was
anemic; hemoglobin, 30 per cent; red cells, 2,550,000; white cells,
2,500 ; polymorphs, 75 per cent ; lymphocytes, 25 per cent. There was
a trace of albuminuria; there were no casts. The long history of
pyrexia uninfluenced by quinine, the notable enlargement of the
spleen, the hemorrhages, the ulcers, and the cachexia caused the dis
ease to be regarded as kala-azar. On August 13 he was given intra
venously 0.2 gram of Bayer " 205," the rest of the solution at the time
prepared being given to another patient, who suffered no inconvenience.
This patient, however, shivered 20 minutes later, and in two hours
had bleedings from the nose and gums, vomiting, and bloody stools.
He said he had frequently had similar attacks, though none so severe.
Ultimately his heart failed and he died at 4 a. m. the following day.
It was supposed that the patient was too weak to stand the injection.
Iieishmania was seen in the blood from the spleen taken immediately
after death. At the post-mortem 24 hours later they were found
only in the bone marrow. The spleen was 12J inches long and
weighed 6 pounds, and there was peritonitis on the posterior and
anterior surfaces, with small abscesses here and there.
In the November issue Doctor Migone and Dr. T. Osuna, of Ascun-
cion, in Paraguay, describe the eminently successful results obtained
by the use of Bayer " 205 " in the curative and prophylactic treat
ment of the trypanosome disease, mal de caderas, among the horses
on the great ranches of Paraguay. They, in the first place, insist that
it is essentially necessary for every large farmer to have some one
by him skilled in the use of the microscope, to be able to detect the
disease in the early stages by recognizing the trypanosomes in the
blood. Histories are given of horses slightly affected and of horses
practically dying which were cured by the injection into their veins
of 2, 3, and 4 grams in a 10 per cent solution in normal saline at
weekly intervals. The horses recovered and became fit for wdrk.
Some were even sold. They did not relapse. Two grams is a pro
phylactic dose. The very carefully observed results have turned
out so well that mal de caderas, which formerly decimated the

ranches, may now be said to be under control, so that a new and hap
pier future has opened before the stock breeder.

The use of the defecation reflex through the spinal cord is a novel

aid in the treatment of constipation advocated by Prof. W. A. New
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man Dorland, of Chicago, in the March, 1923, issue of the Interna
tional Clinics. This reflex can be artificially excited in a very large
proportion of patients, within 15 to 20 seconds, by resorting to the
following procedure : A folded sheet of toilet paper is laid over the
anus ; the patient relaxes the sphincters completely and bears down,
while with the index finger of the right hand he gently makes a
series of rapidly broken compressions, about 10 or 12 or less, directly
over the anus. On ceasing this motion there will immediately fol
low a desire to defecate, which should be aided by a gentle bearing
down. It has been estimated that the period of time elapsing be
tween the anal stimulus and the initial reflex response is about 0.02
second. It must be borne in mind that holding taut the rectal
sphincters will completely abolish the defecation reflex, since this
involves a strong contraction of all the muscles of the pelvic floor,
which action results in immediate inhibition of the defecation reflex.
Doctor Dorland believes that if this simple procedure is carefully car
ried out at a regular daily hour, preferably in the early morning,
the average case of constipation will be relieved and a regularity of
body habit established that will work wonderfully for the physical
benefit of the patient. Laxatives, purgatives, and cathartics un
doubtedly have their place in the treatment of constipation, but their
use should be restricted as largely as possible and should not usurp
the preferable methods of regulation of the bowels by the adoption
of carefully selected diets, the observance of proper hygiene, the
performance of daily exercise of various appropriate kinds, and the
cultivation of the normal body reflexes.

The recent death of Roentgen should not make us oblivious to the
fact that his epoch-making discovery has been distinctly a two-

edged sword in the digestive field. Dr. Thomas R. Brown, of Balti
more, believes that in the case of a great many physicians the X
rays have consciously or unconsciously persuaded them to be much
less thorough in their careful analysis of the case and in their clinical
studies, and this, we feel, is very deplorable, because from X-ray
studies alone diagnosis should not and in many cases can not be
made. It is to Doctor Brown peculiarly distressing to see a diag
nosis founded on very careful clinical study of the case overthrown
by a few words from a radiologist, who often is untrained clinically
and only too frequently has not had a broad experience in reading

X-ray plates. While it is obviously easy to fluoroscope a patient .
and to take X-ray plates, nothing is more difficult than to ex
plain the pictures on the screen or to interpret the abnormalities
of form or position as manifested in the plates. " I would rather,"
said recently a celebrated Italian internist, " have no X-ray examina-
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tion in a case than X-ray plates interpreted by anyone other than a
master in this field." To regard the X ray as the court of last resort
in diagnosis is fundamentally wrong except in gross conditions which
can, in the majority of cases, be diagnosed just as definitely by other
means. Except in such cases the X-ray diagnosis can rarely be
definite; should only suggest various possibilities the probability of
which must be dependent upon other features of the case, as deter
mined by careful history taking, a thorough clinical examination,
and the use of various special tests. The X ray is but one of many
means of reaching a diagnosis, none of which, except in occasional
instances, is capable of furnishing the diagnosis per se, but each of
which should be used in proper proportion in reaching a probable
or, in rare instances, an absolute diagnosis. To show the difficulty
even in the hands of experts, Doctor Brown suggests the advisability
of having the same case studied under exactly the same conditions
by various radiologists. In certain cases all will agree on the diag
nosis. These, as a rule, are the easy cases, diagnosable by other
means ; but in a considerable proportion of cases very different diag
noses will be furnished by different men, all honest, all experienced,
all capable in this field. The pictures are definite, the images on the
screen are definite, but the interpretation always is a question of sub

jectivity and must differ unless the picture is perfectly obvious. —

International Clinics, March, 1923.

If the intestinal flora has a definite biological significance in rela
tion to health and if the maintenance of this biological interrelation
ship depends upon the diet, then the study of these interrelation
ships must necessarily begin in early childhood, when the diet ap
proximates more nearly the normal than at any other time of life and
at which time the metabolic processes are perhaps harmonized best.
If an infant is breast fed, the intestinal flora is found to be domi
nated by an aciduric organism, B. bifidus. Later when the child is
weaned from the breast or is bottle fed the percentage of B. bifidus
falls and there is a rise in the percentage of B. acidophilus, perhaps
a mutation form of B. bifidus, which is better suited to meet the
conditions than B. bifidus. It is safe to assume that both organisms
are aciduric forms normal to the intestinal tract of the infant and
child, since they can be demonstrated with such constancy in the
stools of children. As the diet includes a higher percentage of
starches and proteins, the flora becomes more complex; that is

,

B. coli makes its appearance in large numbers, as well as such
organisms as B. derogenes capsulatus, gram-positive coccal forms,
and putrefactive types. The increase of these forms naturally leads
to a decrease of the aciduric types. Briefly, this is the transforma
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tion occurring ordinarily in the intestinal flora of civilized man as
he grows up. Experiments and clinical observations have led to
the following conclusions, which are summarized :
1. The character of the intestinal flora as well as its metabolism
are influenced directly by diet.
2. Lactose, dextrin, fruit, and vegetable residue promote the
growth of the aciduric types and if consumed in sufficient quantities
will cause the intestinal flora to be dominated by those types.
3. The simplification of the intestinal flora is most successfully
accomplished when other foci of infection in the teeth, tonsils,
sinuses, respiratory tract, gall-bladder, and the upper digestive tract
are removed. In fact, there seems to be a coexistence of these in
fections.

4. While a complex faecal flora may be present in an apparently
normal and healthy individual, it does not signify that this ap
parent state of health is predicated upon the complex nature of this
flora, but rather that the health picture is not as sound as it appears
and that the well-being of the individual is being menaced con
stantly by this type of flora. On the other hand, an aciduric or
simple type of fsecal flora is found normally only in healthy in
testinal tracts at a time when the organism is undergoing an actively
constructive metabolic phase.
The researches concerning the intestinal flora are beginning to
establish tangibly the value of this unique partnership between
the human body and the protective microorganisms of the intestinal
tract, and all the factors and influences which aid in maintaining a
healthy intestinal flora are factors tending to prevent disease and

prolong the health span of man.—Dr. N. Philip Norman, of New
York City, in March, 1923, International Clinics.

Dax, of Limoges, France, calls attention in the March, 1923, In
ternational Clinics to the frequent association of diphtheria with
typhoid fever, the diphtheria being too often overlooked or diag
nosed too late for the antitoxin to be of any benefit.

The following summary of treatment as employed in the depart
ment of dermatology and syphilis at the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, New York, was prepared by Dr. John A. Fordyce and is
contributed by the division of venereal diseases of the United States
Public Health Service:
Every lesion on the genitals should be regarded with suspicion
and examined for the treponema pallidum. The earlier treatment
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is begun the better the chance of preventing a general dissemination
of the treponemata in the various organs of the body.

ABORTIVE SYPHILIS.

Abortive treatment means the treatment of a patient with a genital
or extragenital lesion in which the treponemata pallidse have been
demonstrated by the dark field before the Wassermann reaction has
become positive. These patients are given eight intravenous injec
tions of arsphenamine of 0.3 to 0.5 gm. each (dosage according to
sex, weight, an'd age of patient). The first three injections are
given ev,ery other day in vigorous individuals where the drug is well

tolerated, and the remaining five every five to seven days. This
treatment is rather intensive but is worth while to prevent general
dissemination of the disease. As a measure of safety a second course
of six injections of arsphenamine is given after an interval of four
to six weeks.

Wassermann tests should be made at stated intervals to determine
whether the disease has remained localized. In a few instances
where the test was negative and the diagnosis of primary syphilis
was based on a positive dark field, the Wassermann reaction was
found on the second or third examination to be positive although the
patients had been treated immediately as outlined.
Patients who have never developed positive serological findings
may be considered abortive cases and should be under observation
for at least one year after discontinuance of treatment for monthly
blood tests. Where a positive Wassermann develops during treat
ment, the latter must be carried out the same as in early secondary
cases.

SECONDARY SYPHILIS.

A. Chancre with a positive Wassermann reaction only.
B. Chancre with skin and mucous membrane manifestations and a
positive Wassermann reaction.
The treatment should be given in courses and must be carried out
iu a systematic manner. The patient should be instructed as to the

importance of following this plan in order to obtain a cure.
Before the administration of arsphenamine it is usually advisable
to give one or two injections of mercury to prevent a Herxheimer re
action.

First course.— (Intensive method.) This is employed where rapid
sterilization is desired when the patient is a menace to his family and
the community because of mucous membrane, lip, or other external
lesions containing numerous treponemata.
The first three injections are given every other day, then every five
or seven days until eight have been administered, dose 0.3, 0.5, 0.6
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gram, according to sex, weight, age, and physical condition of the
patient.
Mercury should be given during this course. Fifteen intramuscular
injections of the salicylate, grains i to iss every seven days, or if a
soluble mercurial is employed such as bichloridol, grains i every four
or five days.
At the completion of the course a Wassermann test is made. Very
often it is negative. Notwithstanding a negative result, the treatment
is repeated after the patient has had a rest of four to six weeks.
Second course.—This consists of eight intravenous injections of
arsphenamine, dose 0.3 to 0.5 gram at weekly intervals and, 15 mer
curial injections as in the first course. Four weeks after cessation of
treatment the blood is examined. If it is positive, the patient is in
structed to rest four to six weeks longer before beginning a third
course of eight arsphenamine and 15 mercurial injections. Should
the test be negative, a rest of three months is advised, followed by a
course of 6 arsphenamine and 10 mercurial injections.
Under ordinary conditions the treatment as outlined above will re
verse the positive serological findings and cure the patient, but com
plications may arise during the early period of syphilis, such as cere
brospinal involvment, which change the situation and alter the prog
nosis in each individual case. Patients with involvment of the central
nervous system require treatment over a longer period, and where
the ordinary methods fail to bring about a negative spinal fluid,
intraspinal injections should also be given.-

TERTIARY AND LATENT SYPHILIS.

Patients in the tertiary or so-called latent stage are treated in

practically the same manner as secondary syphilitics, except, first,
they are not treated so intensively, and, secondly, iodides are used
freely during the rest periods. It often takes years to obtain a nega
tive Wassermann reaction in these cases, and the total amount of
treatment required is very much greater than in secondary syphilis.
Obviously, therefore, treatment can not be pushed with the idea of

obtaining a negative result in a given time. Judgment must be dis
played in arranging the intervals and amount of treatment to avoid
arsenical poisoning.
Great care must be exercised in the treatment of patients with
syphilis, and careful examination of the heart and aorta, lungs, kid
neys, eyes, and nervous system must be made to detect organic
changes. Special emphasis should be laid on careful routine exami
nation of the pupils as pupillary changes are often the only objec
tive evidence of involvement of the central nervous system in patients
with tertiary syphilis.
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Patients with organic disease do not tolerate intensive treatment
of any kind, and syphilitic therapy must be administered with great
caution.

ANTENATAL SYPHILIS.

In the treatment of syphilis during pregnancy great care must be
exercised in the administration of our specific drugs. The ideal place
to treat pregnant syphilitic patients would be in the hospital where
all precautions could be carefully carried out. If the patient is
treated in the office or clinic and permitted to go home she should be
instructed to lie down on reaching home and remain in the recumbent
position for at least four to six hours. Every precaution should be
taken to prevent a reaction, for severe vomiting may stimulate
uterine contractions and result in miscarriage. Weekly examinations
of the urine should be made to determine the kidney function.
The treatment is given in courses of 6 neoarsphenamine and 10
bichloridol injections, using the continuous method —that is

,

first
the neoarsphenamine and then the mercury ; after four to six weeks'
rest repetition. In this way the patient is not overtaxed by the drugs.
Two courses of each are usually sufficient during the period of
gestation and result in the birth of a healthy baby.

CONGENITAL SYPHILIS.

The treatment of .infants and young children consists of intra
muscular injections of neoarsphenamine (neutral) and mercuric
chloride (bichloridol).
Here again emphasis is laid on two factors: First, the earlier
the treatment is begun the more rapid the serological cure, and,
secondly, treatment must be carried out in a routine manner in
courses as follows:

Ago.

Drug and dosage.

Neoars
phena
mine.

Bichlo
ridol.

3 weeks to 6 months

6 months to 1 year. .

1 year to 2 years

2 years to 3 years

~
>

years to 5 years....

Grams.
0.1
.15

.15- .2

. 2 - . 25

.25- .3

Orains.

•A

As in acquired syphilis the treatment must be individualized and
the intervals lengthened or the dosage changed as indications arise.
The urine should be examined at frequent intervals, as occasionally

a trace of abumin is found. This quickly subsides when medication

is discontinued.
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A course consists of 8 intramuscular injections of neoarsphenamine
and 10 to 12 intramuscular injections of bichloridol not given to
gether as in the case of adults, but one drug followed by the other-
Two full courses, each with proper rest intervals regardless of a
negative reaction, and possibly a third course of mercury are usually
given. In very feeble infants, and in the presence of active syphi
litic manifestations, it is advisable to begin with mercury, giving at
least 4 to 8 injections before the administration of neoarsphenamine.

SPECIAL REMARKS.

First. Before receiving arsphenamine patients should be properly
instructed regarding a cathartic the night before treatment, absti
nence from food before and after the injection, and rest.
Second. Careful examination must be made of the heart, lungs,,
kidney function, etc., to gauge the amount of treatment that may
be tolerated with safety, and the possible toxic effects of the drugs.
Third. Careful routine eye examination should be carried out
early in the disease and repeated during the time of treatment.
Fourth. A lumbar puncture should be made to determine the
presence or absence of cerebrospinal involvement.
Fifth. A patient should never be discharged as cured until the
Wassermann test has been negative for at least two years after re
peated testing. It is customary to give a provocative arsphenamine
injection as a final measure. This consists of the ordinary intra
venous injection of average dose with tests taken at intervals of 24T
48, 72 hours, 1 week, and 1 month. If these are negative and the
spinal fluid is negative, the patient may be discharged as cured.
Sixth. A patient with positive findings in the cerebrospinal fluid
should not be discharged even if the blood is negative.
Seventh. Care must be exercised in the future treatment of pa
tients who have complications following arsphenamine, such as
cutaneous and nitritoid reactions and jaundice. In some a change in
the preparation may be tolerated ; in others the same reactions occur.
We must, therefore, rely on mercury and iodides.

CONTRAINDICATIONS TO ARSPHENAMINE THERAPY.

1. Marked organic disease of the heart and aorta, kidneys, and
other viscera.
2. Degenerative changes of the blood vessels, arteriosclerosis, etc
3. Extreme malnutrition and cachexia where other diseases are as

sociated with the syphilitic infection.
4. Severe nitritoid reactions and cutaneous manifestations follow
ing the administration of the arsenicals.
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5. Arsenical neuritis. While this condition is a rare one patients
complaining of pain or dysaesthesias in the extremities should be
investigated for a possible neuritis.
6. Jaundice the result of an arsenical intoxication. Pains in the
joints developing during treatment are suggestive of a beginning
jaundice.

JAUNDICE OCCURRING AS A COMPLICATION DURING THE TREAT
MENT OF SYPHILIS.

This complication is probably due to the direct action of arsenic
on the liver, causing acute inflammatory changes in the liver cells
and biliary passages, resulting in a blocking of the free flow of bile
into the intestines.
The treatment consists of discontinuance of all arsenicals, free and
forced elimination through the kidneys and intestines, and a fat-
free and low-protein diet. Plenty of water, lemonade, sodium phos
phate and cholagogue cathartics (such as Veracolate and Taurocol
tablets with pancreatin and pepsin) should be taken.
It usually takes several weeks for the jaundice to develop, during
•which time the patient complains of digestive disturbances, lassi
tude, and pains of varying grade in the joints and extremities. Pa
tients with jaundice should not be given the arsenicals for at least
six to nine months after the attack, and then they should be admin
istered very cautiously in small doses.

INDICATIONS FOR INTRASPINAL TREATMENT.

1. Eapidly advancing optic atrophy due to a basilar meningitis
where intravenous medication has failed to control the progress of
the disease. The indications for or against intraspinal treatment
are determined by the spinal fluid formula.
2. Cerebrospinal syphilis where thorough intravenous and intra
muscular medication has failed to bring about the desired clinical
and serological results.
3. Cerebrospinal syphilis where patients do not tolerate arsphen-
amine intravenously.
(Cerebrospinal syphilis includes syphilitic meningitis, meningo
encephalitis, meningo-myelitis, vasculitis, tabes, tabo-paresis, and
paresis.)

METHOD EMPLOYED FOR INTRASPINAL TREATMENT.

The patient receives his regular intravenous treatment; 30 min
utes later 50 cubic centimeters of blood are withdrawn in a sterile
tube and placed on ice until the following day, when he is to be
treated. The blood is centrifugalized, the serum pipetted into a
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sterile tube, centrifugalized again to make certain that all the red
cells have been thrown down, and pipetted into another sterile tube.
The serum is then placed in an incubator at 56° C. for 40 minutes,
after which it is ready for use.
The patient should be kept in bed at least 24 hours after each
intraspinal treatment, instructed to lie flat without a pillow, drink
water freely, and not leave his bed for any reason until the next
day.

Intraspinal injections are given every two to four weeks, depend
ing upon the reaction of the patient, for six to eight treatments.
A rest period of two to three months follows, and then a similar
course is given. The spinal fluid should be examined after each

treatment.

The serological improvement is determined by the decrease in the

lymphocytes, globulin, Wassermann reaction, and the character of

the gold sol reaction.
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A Monograph on Gonorrhea, by A. Reith Fraser, M. D. (Aberd.), lecturer in
venereal diseases, University of Cape Town; honorary visiting venereologist,
Hew Somerset Hospital, Cape Town. Henry Klmpton, London, 1923.

The field of the venereologist has never been defined. This is
unfortunate, for in no other special branch of medicine do the dis
eases with which he deals overlap and encroach on the domains of
so many other special branches. This excellent account of gonococcal
disease has been written from the viewpoint of the venereologist,
and it is noted that complications which concern the gynecologist,
the ophthalmologist, the neurologist, or the internist'have been but
briefly considered.

The work is a plea for the conservative treatment of gonococcal
urethritis and for the management of gonorrhea as a general sys
temic disease instead of as a local specialized catarrh. As the author
informs us in the preface, the production of his contribution has
been impelled by a desire to throw over altogether stereotyped and
oft-reiterated teaching which conflicts with clinical experience and
to submit an account of gonococcal disease which will enable the
student to make an efficient disposition of data—accepted, specula
tive, controversial, and experimental.
The author is to be congratulated upon his effort, for he has
produced not only a very readable book but one which is intensely
practical.
The work bears the earmarks of the author's originality. In its
pages he unhesitatingly condemns accepted treatment and methods
which do not produce the results expected.

50803—23 7 205
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The volume opens with a short but interesting discussion of the
history of gonorrhea and the modern literature of the disease. This
is followed by some necessary anatomical data and some histological
and physiological considerations of the male generative organs.
The bacteriology of gonorrhea, including staining methods and
cultivation, vaccines, and the complement fixation test is adequately
covered, as is the pathology of the disease.
After describing a systematic method of examining the patient, the»
author takes up the consideration of acute gonorrhea in the male
and its treatment.
The prophylactic measures advocated are those in use in the
United States Navy.
If the patient after contracting the disease is seen within 24 hours
of the appearance of the discharge, the abortive measures as laid
down by Ballenger, of New York, are recommended by the author.
This treatment is as follows :
The patient first empties his bladder, and the glands and meatus
are cleansed with alcohol, which is allowed to dry. Then 25 minims
of a freshly prepared 5 per cent argyrol solution is injected into
the urethra with a syringe and the meatus sealed with collodion.
The solution is retained for at least four hours, when the collodion
is removed with acetone. The patient then drinks large quantities
of water so as to reduce the local hyperemia caused by the argyrol.
This procedure should be continued twice daily for three days.
Ballenger reports considerable success with this method.
Once the gonococci have penetrated the mucosa, efforts to evict them
are attended with difficulty. " The treatment of gonorrhea," says
the author, " always must test our clinical acumen and judgment,
try our patience, and fully extend our ingenuity. We must recog
nize that it is utterly impossible to sterilize the infected urethra by
means of antiseptics at our disposal. The infected urethral mucosa
is an exquisitely delicate structure, devoid of elasticity and very
easily damaged. This fact is overlooked by those who endeavor to
eradicate the gonococcus by prolonged application of powerful
' antiseptic ' solutions or by intraurethral maneuvers which require
the constant passage of instruments. The added responsibility of
incision and scarification of an infected surface, the traumatizing
nose of urethral instruments on a fragile mucosa, and the extensive
cicatrization which follows in the wake of curette and cautery have
not been weighed in the balance against accepted principles of sound

surgical procedure,"
Realizing that we have no highly gonococcicidal drug at our dis

posal, the author, with reason, advocates the treatment of gonor
rhea by irrigation, using a mild nonirritating antiseptic in the
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earlier stages and a mild antiseptic astringent in the later stages.
The solution should be heated to a temperature of 103° F. or 108° F.
Very hot solutions will serve only to irritate the compressor muscle
and may throw it into spasm.
For all acute cases and in the vast majority of chronic cases
potassium permanganate may be used with unqualified success. It
is used in solutions of 1 to 16,000 to not more than 1 in 8,000. Zinc

permanganate in a strength of 1 in 12,000 to 1 in 6,000 is a mild
astringent which may be alternated with potassium permanganate
in the later stages with beneficial results.
The method of employing the irrigations recommended is as
follows :

"(a) The reservoir, filled with a minimum of 3 pints of solution
at a temperature of 106° F., is raised to a height of 5 feet above the
level of the urethra if a two-way nozzle is being used and 2 feet in
the case of a one-channeled nozzle. The clip on the rubber tubing is
closed.

"(&) The patient may be in the upright, sitting, or recumbent
position.

"(c) The prepuce, glans, and meatus are thoroughly cleansed with
alcohol.

"(d) The prepuce is retracted and the penis grasped between the
middle and ring fingers with the forearm in the supined position,
the back of the hand being toward the abdomen. The lips of the
meatus are held apart with the forefinger and thumb.

"(e) The tip of the nozzle is inserted just within the meatus, the
clip removed from the tubing, and the fluid allowed to flow into the
urethra. If a two-way canula is used, the return channel is open.
If a single channeled canula is employed, the fluid returns, flows
around the tip of the nozzle, and drips into the receptacle beneath.
At this stage the fluid does not pass the compressor urethrae muscle.
It merely flows as far as the bulb and returns.
"(/) About 1 pint of the solution is used in washing out the
anterior urethra.
u{g) In the case of the single-channeled nozzle the reservoir is
now raised by stages to 5 feet. With the two-way nozzle the exit
channel is closed with the finger. The patient relaxes his compressor
muscle by performing the voluntary movements of urination or
simply diverting his attention elsewhere. The trick is learned after
the first few sittings, and no local anaesthetic is ever required if solu
tions of the strengths and temperature indicated are employed. The
solution then passes through the sphincter, permeates the posterior
urethra, and enters the bladder.
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"(A) When the bladder is full the clip is closed and the canula
removed from the meatus. The patient then compresses his urethra
near the glans and proceeds to urinate. The flow from the bladder
balloons out the urethra until the pressure of the finger is removed.
At first the solution is retained only a few seconds, but later on the
patient will tolerate the ballooning of the penis for several minutes.
It is by no means rare to find patients able to keep the penis bal
looned out for 15 minutes without any discomfort whatever. When
the bladder is emptied the process is repeated until the reservoir is
empty, and each time the fluid is expressed from the bladder the
penis is ballooned out with the passage of a few ounces of the solu
tion at a time.
" The points to observe are :
"
1. On no account use roughness or force. If at first the sphincter

does not relax, do not try to force it. In a. day or two the patient
will learn the trick and no pain or discomfort need be caused.
"
2. At first do not try to force too much solution into the bladder.

Possibly he will allow only a few ounces to pass the compressor.
This is quite sufficient. In a very short time he will be able to take
half a pint without any trouble.
" 3. Do not be tempted to use solutions stronger than those indi
cated. Much harm may be done by too vigorous treatment.
" 4. Never attempt to force the sphincter by increasing the head of
fluid. This can only lead to disastrous results. Five feet above the
urethral level is the absolute maximum.
"
5. Insist on the patient learning the trick of ballooning the

penis during the exit of the solution from the bladder. Encourage
him to persevere in attempting to hold it a little longer at each succes
sive sitting. It may take him a week to tolerate one minute, but as
time goes on this tolerance of longer periods will increase.
"
G. Irrigation should be carried out twice daily."
The book contains an illuminating chapter on the use of vaccines
in the routine treatment of acute and subacute gonorrhea as an ad
junct to our local and general measures. Detoxicated vaccines of
autogenous origin appear to be of value.
The latter half of the book is devoted to an able discussion of the
complications of gonorrhea by direct extension and by metastases,
the urethroscope and the urethroscope picture in health and in dis
ease, chronic gonorrhea in the male, the standard of cure in the male,
and the disease in women and children.
A notable feature of the book is the concise summary which con
cludes each chapter and an excellent bibliography of the subject
treated in the chapter.
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The Gold Headed Cane, by William Mactnichacl, M. D. A new edition with
an intboduction and annotations by George C. Pcachey. Henry Klraptou,
London, 1923.

It is nearly a hundred years since the first edition of The Gold
Headed Cane came from the press of J. Murray, the noted London
maker of books. William Macmichael, the author of this book, was
born at Bridgenorth, in Shropshire, England, in 17S1, and, after re
ceiving his education at the grammar school of that town, entered
as a student at Christ Church, Oxford, where, after receiving his
degree of master of arts in 1807, he graduated as a doctor of medi
cine in 1816. In 1811 he was elected to the ftadcliffe traveling fel
lowship which owed its foundation to the generosity of Dr. John
Radcliffe, about whom he writes so delightfully in the book.
Macmichael began practice in London in 1818 and was elected a
fellow of the College of Physicians of London in the same year. At
the outset of his career he had the good fortune to secure the friend
ship of Sir Henry Halford, one of the leading practitioners of his
day, who was influential in securing his appointment to several im
portant offices. In spite of powerful backing and the important po
sitions he" held, Dr. Macmichael lacked the ambition or did not
possess the aptitude to acquire a large practice. He devoted his
leisure to writing and to-day he is best remembered by two works,
The Gold Headed Cane and the Lives of British Physicians. The
latter was published in 1830 and passed through two editions. In
1837, at the age of 53, Dr. Macmichael suffered a stroke of paralysis
which obliged him to retire from professional life. He died two
years later.
Macmichael's friend, Sir Henry Halford, was president of the
College of Physicians of London from 1820 until his death in 1844.
Under Sir Henry's presidency the College of Physicians pros
pered. It acquired, largely through his individual efforts, a splendid
new home on Pall Mall. The new college was opened on the 25th
of June, 1825. As part of the opening ceremonies there was pre
sented to the college a gold headed cane which had been the property
of five eminent London physicians, Radcliffe, Mead, Askew, Pit-
cairn, and Baillie, and which to-day reposes in a glass case in the
library of the college.
Doctor Macmichael conceived the idea of presenting the story of
this cane in the form of an autobiography and to put into the mouth
of the cane biographical details and recollections of the five great
physicians through whose hands it had passed, accompanied by re
flections upon medicine and medical matters of the time. The first
edition was published in 1827, and a second edition in the succeed
ing year. A third edition, edited by Dr. William Munk, was pub
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lished in 1884, 45 years after Doctor Macmichael's death. In this
edition the story of the cane was brought up to the year 1876. A
fourth edition appeared in 1915 from the press of Mr. Paul B.
Hoeber, of New York. It contained an introduction by Sir William
Osier and a preface by Dr. Francis R. Packard.
The edition, which has recently been issued by Mr. Henry Kimp-
ton, of London, follows the text and contains the illustrations found
in the second edition, which was chosen for reprinting because it
was revised, added to, and published by the author himself. The
first edition contained 179 pages. To the second edition Doctor
Macmichael added 88 pages of text which contain much of the best
of his writing. The third edition, prepared by Doctor Munk, con
tained no illustrations and, although the continuation of the narra
tive is interesting, it is Munk's and not Macmichael's. In Mr. Kimp-
ton's edition appear excellent photogravures of the five physicians.
Tlve introduction by Doctor Peachey is informative and to the Amer
ican reader the annotations are highly illuminating.

The Form and Functions of the Central Nervous System, by Frederick
Tilney, M. D., Ph. D., professor of neurology, Columbia University, and

Henri/ Alsop Riley, A. M., M. D., associate in neurology, Columbia University.
Second edition. Paul B. Hoeber, New York, 1923.

To many of us the anatomy of the nervous system is reminiscent
of student struggles with complicated pails of the body which
seemed to have little practical value except to the neurologist. As
our viewpoint broadens with the years we realize that every phe
nomenon of life is to some degree regulated by the nervous system,
and there are few diseases which do not manifest defects in its con
trolling influences. This book, as the authors say in their opening
paragraphs, is " designed to fill the gap between morphology and
practical requirements of clinical medicine. It aims to visualize the
living nervous system, to make accessible an appreciation of its vital
relations to the functions which go to make up life, as well as the
defects in these relations which result in disease." The book is the
result of many years' experience in structural, functional, and clini
cal aspects of neurological teaching by the authors in Columbia Uni
versity, and it is the first work of its kind which provides in a single
volume a clinical and physiological interpretation of the brain and
spinal cord adequate to the requirements of practical application.
In it the anatomy and physiology of the central nervous system are
not treated as independent branches of medical science, but are
brought together as essential parts of the practical knowledge neces
sary to the proper diagnosis and treatment of disease.
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The volume, which contains over a thousand pages, is amply illus
trated by photographic reproductions of normal and pathological
specimens, diagrams, and schematic drawings.

The Pathological Physiology of Subgical Diseases, a basis fob diagnosis
and tbeatment of subgical affections, by Prof. Dr. Franz Rost, University

of Heidelberg. Authorized translation by Stanley P. Reimann, M. T)., chief of
pathological department of the Lankenau Hospital and assistant professor
of experimental pathology, University of Pennsylvania, with a foreword by
John B. Deaver, M. D., LL. D., Sc. D., F. A. C. 8. P. Blaklston's Son Sc
Co., Philadelphia, Pa., 1923.

This is a work which should appeal to every surgeon, as it deals
with questions which confront him in his daily work. It is a dis
cussion of the physiological and pathological principles underlying
surgical diseases and their relation to diagnosis, operative
methods, and postoperative conditions. In its pages will be found
explanations for many puzzling phenomena frequently met at the
bedside. The book aims to present the physiologic effects of sur
gery as a guide to the proper surgical measures to be applied in a
given case, inasmuch as it discusses nature's methods of compensa
tion for and defense against the effects of man's interference.
As a guide to surgical diagnosis and surgical aftertreatment the
book aims to outline general physiological facts which can be ap
plied to specific cases and which enable the practitioner to treat
his patients intelligently and in accordance with the findings of
modern physiological research.
The author presents the pathological physiological data which
have a bearing on the salivary glands, stomach, pancreas, liver and
gall bladder, spleen, peritoneum, intestines, kidneys, bladder, male

genetalia, hypophysis, thyroid gland, chest cavity, brain and spinal
cord, and the extremities.
As there must be various viewpoints on any particular surgical
problem the author has appended references to the literature of
each subject which make available to the research worker in ready
form the results of experimental and practical work in normal and
pathological physiology that are scattered in journals, textbooks,
and treatises, which few have either time or the opportunity to
collect and digest.
It occurred to the translator of this work that some additions
might be added regarding the subjects with which the staff of the
institution with which he is connected have had extensive expe
rience. These additions are plentiful and bring the work singularly
up to date. The additions by the translator are bracketed.
The style of the book and the author's and the translator's
method of presenting the subject may be judged by the following
quotation, which is a portion of the discussion of the gall bladder.
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" The surgical procedure undertaken in gall-stone disease consists
either in removal of the gall bladder or in opening it and establish
ing drainage by means of a fistula. The latter is only a temporary
affair, but if drainage of bile to the outside is allowed to continue for
a considerable period of time, severe illness, especially digestive dis
turbances, results. Thus, with a complete bile fistula, there is the
interference with fat absorption. Pawlow observed at autopsies of
a number of animals with complete biliary, or intestinal fistula, a
marked softening and pliability of the bones, which had led to
fractures, especially of the ribs. Looser afterwards examined the
bones histologically, and proved that the changes were actually
osteoporosis. Schmorl observed the same condition with gall-blad
der fistula? in man. The osteoporosis in Schmorl's case was differ
entiated from simple senile bone atrophy by the predominance of
the absorptive processes. Thus far, however, it is not known whether
it is due to the absence of some important substance or to some
entirely different cause.
" Since cholecystectomy is an operation which removes an organ
at one stroke, it is necessary to inquire into the function of this organ
in the body economy. Some physiologists think that it serves only to
produce mucus (Schroder von der Kolk) ; others say it regulates the
flow of bile (Luciani) ; still others maintain that the viscid gall
bladder bile mixes with the fluid liver bile and slows the current.
While these writers lay more stress on the mechanical factors of bile
flow, others see in the gall bladder a chemical-physiological function
because of the increased usefulness of the thickened bile. Indeed,
according to Hammarsten, the content of solids in gall-bladder bile
is eight times greater than that of liver bile. It is thus clear from
the beginning that bile from the gall bladder must contain substances
for digestion in greater concentration than liver bile. The experi
mental removal of the organ has given only very general results, the
workers being content to show that its removal was tolerated, which,
of course, coincides with the fact that in man small, shriveled, non
functioning gall bladders are frequently found and no clinically
demonstrable conditions traceable to its loss can be established. Al
though Rosenberg and Host could not find any change in the total
metabolism of fat and protein after experimental cholecystectomy,
Rofit. corroborated in the essentials by Klee and Kluppel, found that
there is an alteration of bile flow, in that bile is constantly being dis
charged by drops into the intestine. But in some of the cholecystec-
tomized animals a partial 'continence' appears after a few weeks;
bile is not discharged constantly, but it flows periodically, just as
before operation, and the bile stored in the bile ducts enters the
duodenum in jets. The interval between two periods of bile flow is
short, especially in the first few months, but these pauses gradually
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lengthen, and finally a rhythmicity may be established which is
almost as perfect as in the normal dog with gall bladder intact. This
all depends on the functional capacity of the sphincter muscle, first
described by Oddi, which closes the papilla. If it is strong and
functions well, the bile is dammed back and collects in the large
ducts ; they then enlarge and form a substitute reservoir. But when
the sphincter is poorly developed there is no dilatation of ducts, but
a more or less constant flow of bile, i. e., there is a much poorer
functional result. Host could show on autopsy material that these
same conditions result in man; he also observed that with a poorly
functioning sphincter the danger of an ascending infection increases
and no dilatation of the ducts takes place. We do not know why
some of the previously normal animals become continent, while others
do not. It should also be mentioned that not only do the bile ducts
distend but the gall-bladder stump has a tendency to dilate into a
new reservoir, especially when a portion of the cystic duct is left
remaining.
"If continence is established in cholecystectomized animals, the
flow of bile is as prompt as in normal animals, but of course the
quantity expelled is considerably less, and what is probably more
important, all the bile is discharged from the ducts at the first
stimulus from the passage of the chyme in the duodenum, and none
is left for the remainder of the food except as it is freshly secreted
by the liver. Moreover, the bile in the ducts is only slightly concen
trated and therefore must be poorer in active solids. Furthermore,
Host has shown that cholecystectomy influences pancreatic secretion,
and only about one-third of the normal amount of bile plus pan
creatic secretion is discharged to mix with a certain amount of food.
This may possibly be due to exhaustion of the secretin, although
why and in what manner secretion is influenced by the removal of
the gall bladder is unknown. This inadequacy of pancreatic and bile
secretion in its turn leads to a stasis of food in the duodenum which
reflexly diminishes the hydrochloric acid production in the stomach.
This is probably the best explanation for the resulting hydrochloric
acid deficiency which now* causes numerous general disturbances such
as vomiting, eructations, gastric pressure sensations, constipation, etc.
These symptoms are frequently attributed to adhensions, although in
later laparotomies none can be found, but similar symptoms have
been observed when an aseptic calculus occluded the gall bladder.
"
[The rate at which the gall bladder can concentrate bile has been

determined in the ingenious experiments of Rous and McMaster.
They found that a gall bladder emptied at the beginning of an ex
periment and left to fill from the liver concentrated 49.8 centimeters
to 4.6 centimeters in about 22 hours. The gall bladder has, of course,
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often been considered a mere diverticulum in the duct system, but it is
apparent that its functions are more than that. It, of course, contains
smooth muscle within its walls and it is assumed that it squirts its
contents into the duodenum when the sphincter of Oddi relaxes. The
contrary innervation, as Meltzer termed it

,
is said to be such that the

relaxation of sphincter and contraction of gall bladder take place
synchronously. But the experiments of Doyon and others following
have not demonstrated the existence of this mechanism. Indeed, at
tempts to record contractions of the intact gall bladder are beset with
many difficulties and none have succeeded. The movements of res
piration give records on tracing which obliterate any which the gall
bladder may have made. By removing the organ and suspending it

between levers in a bath of oxygenated Locke's solution as done with
intestinal segments, etc., a slow contraction and relaxation indicative
of ordinary smooth muscle tonus is obtained, but no active contrac
tions. When the papilla of Vater is observed through a duode-
nostomy with the incision in the abdominal wall closed as far as
possible to restore intra-abdominal pressure, it will be found that the
bile runs out in a tiny stream as the sphincter relaxes and any spurts
are absolutely synchronous with inspiration, i. e., when the dia

phragm descends it presses the liver downward and squeezes out bile.
In general, it may be concluded that an expulsive power has never
been demonstrated in the gall bladder any greater than the secretory
pressure of the liver (250 mm water). When the sphincter is closed
bile accumulates, and the pressure slowly rises; when the sphincter
opens the bile runs out because of the pressure under which it was
confined, plus the pressure against the liver and gall bladder from
surrounding structures. Ether was necessarily used in these experi
ments, which were performed on dogs.]
" The results of cholecystenterostomy, by which operation the blie

is led into the stomach, small intestine, or colon, have been studied
experimentally by Viedemann, who paid particular attention to

digestion as studied through fistulse. He found that allowing the
bile to flow into the stomach did not influence gastric acidity, a

t

least not on a milk diet. Gastric motility is unchanged immediately
after the operation, but later shows perceptible slowing. Intestinal
digestion is not impaired by bile drainage into the stomach, but

appears to be altered when the bile is drained into the small intestine.
" In animals a cholecystcolostomy exposes the bile passages to
great danger of infection, but in spontaneous ruptures of the gall
bladder into the colon, a subsequent cholangitis is not the rule.
"Experimental investigations of hepato-cholangio-enterostomv,

i. e., anastomoses between branches of the hepatic duct and the
gastrointestinal canal, were made by Enderlen and Zumstein. In
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normal animals the anatomical structure is not especially favorable
:for this operation, since the larger ducts are deeply situated under
the surface of the liver. But in chronic obstruction the branches
are reached more easily.
" Intestinal contents have no injurious effect on living liver tissue,
which offers an interesting additional fact to the problem of auto-
digestion of living tissue, discussed above."

Inflammation in Bones and Joints, by Leonard W. Ely, M. D., associate
professor of surgery, Stanford University. J. B. Lipplncott Co., Phila
delphia, Pa., 1923.

Disease in bone derives its special interest from the fact that it
runs its course locked up in a narrow case or shell, which influences
its manifestations and treatment. Diseases of the small bones of
the extremities and of the ends of the long bones are peculiar also
in that they have in their immediate vicinity a closed cavity, the
joint, whose involvement often overshadows the disease in the bone
and gives the clinical picture its stamp.
Unlike many subjects in medicine, great difference of opinion
exists as to the physiology and pathology of bones and joints.
There is abundant clinical material available for study, but con
clusions based on clinical opinion are notoriously conflicting. The

gap in our knowledge of inflammation in bones and joints is due to
our ignorance of bone pathology upon which this volume throws
much light. The work is based upon the author's personal observa
tion and research in the pathological laboratory and the correlation
of his results with clinical findings in the clinics and hospitals of
Stanford University.
In his researches the author has directed his attention especially
to the various varieties of acute and chronic osteomyelitis, acute and
chronic arthritis, tuberculosis of special joints, and arthritis caused
by developmental abnormalities. His conclusions are original and
practical.
Bone tissue itself seems not to be subject to inflammation, nor

actively to disease, and simply reacts to disease or change in its con
tained marrow.
" In studying diseases in bone," says the author, " the changes
in the bone tissue itself first attract our attention, but give us very
little information. Whether we examine the bone with the naked
eye, with the microscope, or with the Roentgen rays, we observe that
the changes in it are of the simplest kind, and are only three in
number—absorption or atrophy, production or hypertrophy, and
death or necrosis. The further we investigate the stronger our
conviction that all changes of bone tissue are purely passive, and are
simply the result of changes in the contained marrow. The mar
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row * * * reacts quite promptly to infections. In laboratory
animals dying of an infection I have often noticed a marked en
gorgement of the marrow ; so often that I have come to regard it as a
pathogenic sign of an infection."
The theory of the purely passive role of bone tissue itself is not by
any means generally accepted, but the author points out many facts
which have led him to believe that it is so. His observations, for
instance, have led him to regard periostitis as an inflammation of the
subjacent bone marrow—quite a departure from the standard teach
ing. He explains the frequency of the occurrence of infections of
the bone marrow in the young by the fact that the marrow at this

stage of life is essentially a lymphoid tissue. It is well known that
if pus germs of sufficient virulence are carried in the blood stream to
a lymph node, the lymph node suppurates and breaks down; if they
are carried to the bone marrow, the bone marrow does the same.
Trauma appears not to have the importance in this connection which
is usually attached to it.
All through the volume the reader will find similar modifications
of long accepted facts which have been brought about by the author's
researches.

Applied Pharmacology by A. J. Clark, B A., M. D., F. R. C. P., professor of
pharmacology in the University of London. P. Blakiston's Son & Co., Phila
delphia, 1923.

The writer has endeavored in this book to give an account of the
direct scientific evidence for the therapeutic action of the more im
portant drugs which is available at the present time, and to demon
strate the importance of this knowledge in the clinical use of these
drugs. The subject matter is arranged according to the therapeutic
application of drugs, and so we find chapters on disinfectants, the
action of mercury, arsenic, and antimony as internal disinfectants,
the action of quinine in malaria, the action of emetine and the salicy
lates, the anthelmintics, alcohol, anaesthetics, depressants of the
central nervous system, the pharmacology of the alimentary canal,
the heart, circulation, respiration, kidneys, and uterus.
There are chapters on the pharmacology of temperature regula
tion and of the endocrine glands; chapters on the pharmacological
action of radiations and of the products of protein breakdown;

chapters on the vitamines and immunity reactions and on the physio
logical standardization of drugs. The drugs treated are those which
have been studied by means of animal experimentation and as far
as possible the author illustrates the action of these drugs by obser
vations made upon patients; hence the physician who desires to

practice scientific medicine will find much to assist him in his thera
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peutic endeavors in this book. The work is sufficiently up to date to
mention Bayer " 205 " and the ethyl esters of chalmoogra oil ; but
one looks in vain for a discussion of the action of the bismuth salts
which are now being recommended in the treatment of syphilis.
Mercuroehrome " 220 " is not mentioned in the chapter devoted to
the use of disinfectants for special purposes, and carbon tetrachlo
ride, which has been found so effective in the treatment of ankylos
tomiasis, is not included in the discussion of the anthelminthics.
The author's failure to consider these therapeutic factors is not a
fault; it merely illustrates the rapid growth of that branch of medi
cal science with which he deals.

A Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences Embracing the Entire
Range of Scientific and Practical Medicine and Allied Science, by various
writers. Fourth edition. Edited by Thomas Lathrop Stedman, A. M., M. D.
Complete in eight volumes. William Wood & Co., New York, 1923.

The Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences has served two
generations of medical men. It was first published in 1884 under the
supervision of a medical editor of note, Dr. Albert H. Buck. The
publication of the third edition was completed in 1917. The World
War, however, brought about so many changes in medical and sur
gical practice that the publishers felt that an extensive revision of
some of the articles and the addition of many new ones were urgently
called for. It is pleasing to note that the new articles which appear
in the fourth edition treat not only of subjects coming to notice for
the first time during the war but also of new knowledge acquired in
the natural course of medical progress since the appearance of the
third edition.
The list of contributors contains the names of men who stand at
the head of their respective specialties, hence the information con
tained in the various articles is singularly authoritative and up to
date.

State Board Questions and Answers, by R. Max Goepp, M. D., professor of
clinical medicine at the Philadelphia Polyclinic; assistant professor of clinical
medicine, Jefferson Medical College. Fifth edition. W. B. Saunders Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., 1923.

The purpose of this book is to provide a convenient compend for
the use of those who wish to prepare themselves for State board ex
aminations. In compiling the volume the author has adopted a con
venient order in the arrangement of the questions, and a few simple
and obvious questions have been interpolated here and there in order
to maintain the continuity of the subject.
In the preparation of this edition the author has included only such
new material as has been generally accepted and is no longer in the
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controversial stage. One finds that the most essential developments
of the last few years and those which may be expected to furnish new
questions in the course of the next year or two have been included.
The subjects of physics, chemistry, anatomy, physiology, pathology,
bacteriology, materia medica and therapeutics, medicine, surgery,
obstetrics, gynecology, and hygiene are covered.

Dental Subgehy, by Wesley Barritt, O. B. E., L. D. S. (Eng.), and Alfred T.
Barritt, L. D. 8. (Eng.). Henry Kimpton, 263 High Holborn, W. C. 1,
Loudon, 1922.

This is a small volume on dental surgery arranged in the question-
and-answer form, prepared by the authors apparently not with the
idea of assisting the dental student to pass examinations but with the
view of supplying him with a handy outline of the essentials of the
subject.

Spectacles and Eyeglasses, by R. J. Phillips, M. D., ophthalmologist, Pres
byterian Orphanage. Fifth edition. P. Blaklston's Son & Co., Philadelphia,
1923.

This book gives a clear and concise description of the method of
measuring, fitting, and adjusting spectacles and eyeglasses. In the
first part a general description is given of the principles of placing
lens before the eye and the name of the parts of eyeglasses and spec
tacles with the part that are adjustable emphasized. The methods
of checking the lens after the prescription has been filled is last
described. The proper centering of the lenses, measuring for prisms,
spheres, and cylinders is clearly shown. The book would make a

good addition to the library of the naval ophthalmologist.



DIGEST OF DECISIONS.

Suicide among the personnel of the Navy and Marine Corps is not
infrequent, yet the conditions attending suicide are varied and the
question of line of duty and misconduct must be determined upon
the facts set forth in the records or the events. Injustice may easily
be done in the case of men who commit suicide under similar circum
stances and even by similar means. One man's act is declared in
line of duty, as, it appeai-s, some one has said or the man himself has
displayed evidence that he was " peculiar," perhaps mentally de

ranged. Another man, however, has exhibited no such evidence,
and therefore his act is adjudged misconduct and not in line of duty;
nevertheless, he may have been just as deranged as the former.
In order that there might be fairness to all and a consistent policy
established to govern such cases, the Secretary of the Navy re
quested that the question of suicide and its probable background
be briefly outlined. The following memorandum has therefore been
furnished :

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, April 17^ X923.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY.

Subject: Suicide.

1. For the purposes of the Navy, suicides may be divided Into two groups :
The adult deviates.
The insane.

2. Conscious reasons for suicidal acts have no finality. However, many
conscious formulations have In them vague distortions and projections from
the unconscious which make them worthy of notation if not for dependence In
suicide motive. The position taken by some authorities is that only by fathom
ing the unconscious can we get at the true motivatlsm to the suicidal act. There
Is no standard for mental soundness.
3. Many of the bravest and most reckless deeds have had a suicide component
In that premeditated self-destruction Is accomplished by placing oneself in a
position of extreme danger and leaving the rest to chance, the real intent being
concealed by what appears to be extraordinary bravery or by the sentiment that
it Is sweet to die for one's country — " Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori."
4. In antiquity the church came to frown upon suicide and placed drastic
penalties, thus changing public sentiment and opinion, and for this reason even
in our day religion is strongly inhlbltive of suicidal thought and act in those
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communities or countries genuinely pious and devoted to dogmas of the church,
and also in those isolated individuals who have suicidal tendencies but whose
religious scruples are of sufficient reactive force to restrain from the act. Re
ligion both checks and punishes. Where there is a laxity of community and
religious sentiment (as in cities) suicide increases as the inhibiting influence
of society is removed and the forces of present-day civilization are more pressing
In their reaction upon the human nervous system. Here, too, enters the influ
ence of suggestion and example not only as to the deed but also as to the means
as set forth in the daily newspaper.
5. That suicide is essentially pathological seems true, although there are
adherents to the belief that the existence of nonpathologlcal suicide has never
has proved. Such a view must involve the belief that a man of sound mind
lias the instinct of self-preservation so strongly that self-destruction Is Im
possible. Before suicide can be committed there must be a severe mental con
flict due to the cross pull of the instinct of self-preservation and the desire for
extinction.
6. That suicide is one of the outcomes of insanity has always been recog
nized, and since insanity is shown to be on the increase the number of poten
tial suicides must also increase in proportion. Stearns analyzed 167 self-in
flicted deaths, during a period of five months, of which 65 persons were
frankly insane, 8 were psychoneurotic, 6 were psychopathic (abnormal per
sonality), and 9 were alcohol or drug addicts. In other words, 88, or some
what more than half, were presumably mentally unsound, 25 were victims of
physical disease, 10 were considered as delinquents, and 9 were senile.
7. To say that the suicide is a neurotic, a constitutional Inferior, is not
proper. A motive must be sought in the relations of the present day. Accord
ing to Stelgner, the common factor is a contraction of mental capabilities and
inability by means of the will, reason, or imagination to escape from an unten
able position. Werther said, " Nature finds no way out of the labyrinth of
confused and conflicting thoughts, and the man must die." There is an over
valuation of circumstances, conditions, events, or deeds, a fear of fear, a balanc
ing of desire by an equally strong fear of the objective. The early environment
seems to be strongly Influential in individuals with an hereditary predisposi
tion.
8. It is evident that suicide must be studied In groups only. It is held that
suicide in the insane psychoneurotic criminal, drug addict, invalid, etc., can

throw no light on suicide in those who apparently are sound and have every
thing to live for. Furthermore, from the Navy standpoint, the poorly adjusted
period of adolescence is that period of the young man's life during which he
enlists or enters the service and is a time when he is exceptionally susceptible

to impressions and emotions. Daily occurrences, circumstances, deeds of ac
complishment or failure, etc., set up constantly new motives to renounce life
which soon become so numerous and pressing as to be adequate to unbalance

the controlling factors. It Is not known what may be behind a so-called philo
sophical suicide.

0. It lias long been known that no neurotic ever feels suicidal unless he has
first wished the death of others and that in such a case his impulse to murder
is turned back upon himself. One must say there are probably good in
stances of sane self-destruction but not normal self-destruction, 1. e., if one
believes that the fundamental normal desire is for an enduring continuity

of the life process. Apparently the sane suicides have the same psychology
us the psychotics though the full and conscious motivation to the act may not
be analyzed so specifically, veiled perhaps by the milder states of mental altera
tion and deviation from the normal.
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10. What, therefore, are the determining factors in the suicidal act? As
stated by L. Pierce Clarke, New York Medical Journal of September 16, 1922,
they are as follows:
"(1) There must be a great disturbance of the normal balance of desire to
live. This may or may not formulate itself as a distinct psychosis.
"(2) There is in this regression or withdrawal from a normal adaptation
to reality an increase of intrapsychic tension— this tension, formed from the
conscious and unconscious conflicts usually resolves itself into what Is properly
called a sin, either of commission or omission.
"(3) If the infantile unconscious demand Is sufficiently strong and the
mental regression goes deep enough we obtain the fundamental solution in self-
destruction not because in the lust analysis the person really chooses this end
consciously but because the dynamic fixation of infantile attachment decides
it. This is usually formulated directly as the call of the parent or loved one,
or by the still more insistent demand of a Supreme Being."
11. While disease or condition, physical or mental, may be, perhaps usually
is. the final determining factor in suicide, the underlying substrata of in
herited tendencies is however most important. The type of person who has a
fundamentally self-abasive temperament is much more likely under stress
of adverse environment or disease to wish himself out of the world.
12. A state of mind induced by disease, adverse circumstances, depressing
environment, self-accusation, fear, a sense of inefficiency, failure, etc., especially
superimposed on any inherited tendencies or an impulsive temperament, would
seem strongly essential to precipitating the suicidal thought and act. Hence
an abnormal state of mind and a disturbed judgment or reasoning control of
the impulses predisposes to and is a forerunner of the act.
13. While it has never been proven conclusively, because our present methods
of examination are probably faulty, that normal persons do or do not commit
suicide, nevertheless there is strongly suggestive evidence upon which is based
the opinion that no person commits suicide without there being a background
of conflict, perhaps arising suddenly, which may be concealed so well by the
individual as to be neither apparent nor elicited by examination. The person

lacks the power of control of will or of judgment as to the propriety of his
contemplated act, and an overwhelming Impulse to dispose of every requirement
or responsibility with which he may be confronted is precipitated by a surge
of emotion the compelling urge of which is such as to force the no longer con
trollable hand.
14. It is the opinion of this bureau, therefore, that all persons who commit
suicide or attempts at suicide may well be adjudged insane, or, if not actually
so, to be psychopathic Individuals with an unstable emotional balance to be
classified within that zone interposed between the sane and the frankly insane.
This opinion is substantiated by the following statement by Dr. William A.
White, of St. Elizabeths Hospital :
" It is my opinion that a bona fide attempt at suicide should be considered
as evidence of mental disease. I am so convinced of this that I feel that the
proof should rest with the individual who claims the contrary. My recollection
of the statistics in Munich at the Psychiatric Institute bear upon this point
directly. In Munich it was the regulation to take all people who attempted
suicide directly to the Psychiatric Institute rather than to the prisons, and a
result of the examination of these people showed 80 per cent of them to be
" insane." And this was many years ago before the personality make-up was
understood as well as it is now. The other 20 per cent would not undoubtedly
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be found to be suffering from serious intraphsychic difficulties. There are per
haps a very few suicides that might be classed as sane, in such instances, for
example, where the individual deliberately chooses what lie conceives to be the
lesser of two evils. However, I feel, from having had experience with very
many cases, that these are indeed rare."

E. R. Stitt,
Surgeon General United Stales Navy.

The following letter of the Judge Advocate General relative to
the discharge and reenlistment of enlisted men suffering from in
sanity who had to their credit more than 12 but less than 16 years'
naval service on July 1, 1922, is of interest to all medical officers.
26254-3591 : 8 J. Department of the Navy,

Office of the Judge Advocate General,
Washington, D. C, SO March, 192S.

From : The Judge Advocate General.
To : The Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Subject: Enlisted men suffering from insanity who had to their credit more
than 12 but less than 16 years' naval service on July 1, 1922 ; discharge and
reenlistment thereof.
Reference : Your letter February 10, 1923, RA-LJT PR&R-185691.
1. Inclosures in reference returned.
2. The following propositions are submitted in reference for consideration
and opinion of this office:

(o) If an enlisted man with more than 12 but less than 16 years' service to
his credit on July 1, 1922, is suffering from amental disability requiring In
stitutional care and is a mental incompetent on the date of the expiration of
his current enlistment, can his current enlistment be continued for the purpose
of completing 16 years' service prior to transfer to the Fleet Naval Reserve?
(6) If an enlisted man with more than 12 but less than 16 years' service to
his credit on July 1, 1922, is suffering from a mental disability not requiring
Institutional care, nor would he be a menace to himself or the community If
discharged, but still remaining a mental Incompetent on the date of the expira
tion of his enlistment, shall he be discharged from the naval service; and if
so discharged, can he then execute a legal contract of reenlistment In the
naval service for the purpose of completing 16 years' service prior to transfer
to the Fleet Naval Reserve?
(c) If an enlisted man with more than 12 and less than 16 years' naval
service to his credit on July 1, 1922, now mentally Incompetent, recovers to
such an extent that on the date of the expiration of his current enlistment
he be adjudged mentally competent and reenlists, but prior to and at the time
of completion of 16 years' service lie again be adjudged mentally incompetent,

what procedure may be taken to transfer him to the Fleet Naval Reserve?

3. The act of July 1, 1922 (42 Stat. 800), provides relative to this subject
as follows :
" That enlisted men who have served for more than 12 but less than 16 years
shall be permitted to reenlist and continue serving, unless sooner discharged by
sentence of a court-martial, until they have completed 16 years' service, where
upon they shall, upon their own application, be permitted to transfer to the
Fleet Naval Reserve."
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4. The question of whether or not enlisted men of the Navy who had more
than 12 but less than 10 years' naval service to their credit on July 1, 1922,
may be discharged from the naval service on account of disability, having
been presented to this office for consideration and opinion, it was held August
29, 1922, file No. 26254-3591:3, that enlisted men "who have served more
than 12 years, but less than 16 years, can not be discharged from the service
except by sentence of a court-martial until they have been permitted to round
out 16 years' service, but that they must be reenllsted and permitted to continue
serving, regardless of physical and other qualifications, except misconduct such
as would warrant their discharge from the service by sentence of a court-
martial."
5. It was further held in said opinion that enlisted men who had served
more than 12 years in the Navy on July 1, 1922, are especially favored, and
that they shall be retained in the service regardless of the reduction required
by other provisions of said act. " In other words, It Is apparent from an ex
amination of the provisions of said act that Congress intended that enlisted
men who had to their credit more than 12 years' service on July 1, 1922, should
be permitted either to transfer Immediately to the Fleet Naval Reserve under
certain conditions or to reenlist In the service and to continue serving until
they are In a position to transfer to the Fleet Naval Reserve after 16 years'
service." The only condition under which such enlisted men may be discharged
from the service is by the sentence of a court-martial for conduct warranting
such sentence. It follows, therefore, that Congress having provided that said
enlisted man shall have the benefits of reenlistment and transfer to the Fleet
Naval Reserve, it is necessary for the department to so administer said provi
sions as to conserve for said enlisted man the benefits of reenlistment and
transfer to the Fleet Naval Reserve after 16 years' service. Beley v. Naph-
taly, 169 U. S. 359 ; Ross v. Doe, 1 Pet. 667 ; Jones v. Guaranty, etc., Co., 101
U. S. 626 ; In re Matthews, 109 Fed. 619.)
6. In view of the foregoing this office is of the opinion that in the case of an
enlisted man with more than 12 and less than 16 years' naval service to his
credit on July 1, 1922, who is mentally incompetent to make the necessary
written agreement for the extension of his enlistment required by the act of
August 22, 1912 ( 37 Stat. 331), or to make a contract of reenlistment, the de
partment may continue him in his present status until 16 years' naval service
have been completed, whereupon the department may transfer him to the Fleet
Naval Reserve without requiring him to file the necessary application therefor,
and questions (a) and (6) are answers accordingly.
7. In the event that 6uch individual has recovered to an extent that he Is
mentally competent on the date of the expiration of his current enlistment to
reenlist and accordingly reenlists, but is mentally incompetent at the time of
completing 16 years' service to request his transfer to the Fleet Naval Reserve,
this office is of the opinion that the department may transfer him to the Fleet
Naval Reserve without requiring his application for said transfer, and question

(c) is answered accordingly.

a It is noted from the inclosures that the brother of E. S. V., C.M.M., United
States Navy, requests that said enlisted man be transferred to some institu
tion in the East, preferably the Pennsylvania State Hospital for the Insane,
at Norristown, Pa., In order that said enlisted man may be closer to his
family. To accomplish the transfer of this man to an institution for the
insane other than St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Washington, D. C, would necessitate
his discharge from the Navy into the custody of his family or his transfer to
the care of the United States Veterans' Bureau.
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9. In view of the present condition of said enlisted man, this office Is of the
opinion that any request from him for his discharge from the service, either
for the purpose of entering an institution near his home, at his own expense,
or as a beneficiary of the Veterans' Bureau, should not be given serious con
sideration, and that the department may in fact discharge this man from the
custody of the Navy Department only upon the request of a duly appointed
conservator, guardian, or committee, and not otherwise.

J. L. Latimeb.
Approved 30 March, 1923.
T. KOOSEVELT,
Acting Secretary of the }?avy.

In connection with the question of the elimination of the unfit,
inapt, or undesirable enlisted personnel from the Navy, the following
correspondence is of interest :

Aran. 3, 10'J3.
Prom : The Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
To: The Chief of the Bureau of Navigation.
Subject : The elimination of the unfit, inapt, undesirable, enlisted personnel.
1. The bureau desires to invite attention to the present practice of discharg
ing recently enlisted men by medical survey under such diagnosis as consti
tutional inferiority (mental), flat feet, epilepsy, incontinence of urine, and
the like.
2. In most cases the alleged condition may or may not be proved to exist
from a legal standpoint, yet in all probability it existed prior to enlistment
but was not apparent nor discovered, nor reported (flat feet) in the routine
examination at the recruiting station, and, for this reason, frequent discussion
is set up as the origin and line of duty status, and statements in rebuttal are
made, necessitating reference to the Judge Advocate General.
3. Furthermore, these cases after a few days' service gravitate to the sick
bay and hospital, with subjective symptoms rather than objective, and develop
thereby a considerable medical record which does not necessarily set forth

any disease, condition, or disability. Ultimately they appear before a board of
medical survey and are subsequently discharged for physical disability, almost
invariably given " In the line of duty," and are placed in a position to make
claim for pension should occasion arise, and yet the Government is in no way

responsible nor are these men entitled to pensions.

4. In the case of thos"e men where it is necessary to refer the question of
origin of disability to the Office of the Judge Advocate General, that office is
considerably embarrassed in arriving at the obvious opinion, for the reason
that data is either inadequate or unobtainable to substantiate the findings of

the board of medical survey or to support well-established medical opinion,

and the Judge Advocate General is therefore obliged to render decisions in
accordance with law, although the circumstances are obviously contrary to
such finding. It has been repeatedly held that unless very conclusive evidence
or facts can be presented to show that the disease, or condition, or disability,

existed at some time prior to enlistment that "line of duty" must be given to
these cases, in view of the fact that the law holds that a man accepted for the
service without a record being made of any defect must be considered physi

cally sound. The Judge Advocate General has further held the opinion that
from a legal point of view every individual is presumed to be of sound mind
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and to have average mentality until it has been conclusively shown otherwise;
that in cases diagnosed as "constitutional inferiority (mental)" a board of
medical survey is frequently not supported by the facts adduced before it and
is of the opinion in such cases that the individual is suffering from intellectual
sluggishness or from emotional excesses which render him inapt for the naval
service or subject to disciplinary action.
5. The bureau would, therefore, recommend that the practice be adopted of
disposing by discharge as undesirable or inapt all enlisted personnel found
within three months for any reason (physical or mental, other than frank
Incapacitating disease or condition) as unsuited, unqualified, undesirable, or
inapt for the naval service, and to reserve discharge by medical survey to
those men who have actually incurred disability from service or who have a
disease or condition of an incapacitating character and clearly demonstrable
upon physical examination (such as chronic valvular heart disease).
6. It is further recommended to accomplish the foregoing practice that the
following procedure be adopted :
That obviously inapt or undesirable men will be discharged from the training
station without being sent to the hospital.
That only those cases where there Is present a debatable condition, yet who
are considered by the officers at the training stations as unsuited or undesir
able for the Navy, be transferred to the hospital as with diagnosis " No dis
ease
" for a period of observation and returned to the training station to duty

without medical survey being held. The commanding officer of the hospital
will submit recommendation as to the disposition to be made by the command
ing officer of the training station. In this way only the hospital ticket and
necessary entries in the health record will be made to accomplish the purpose
Intended. Should surveys be held, they should be held for record only and
to establish the existence of " No disease " or incapacity and should set forth
the question of inaptitude or undesirability. Should it appear, however, that
an individual may be benefited by proper treatment, he should be rendered
sufficient treatment to restore him to duty to remain in the service.
7. While this procedure or practice will increase the statistics for inapti
tude or undesirable discharges, it decreases the statistics of medical survey
disability discharges, but, more important, will in a measure protect the Gov
ernment from being obliged to assume responsibility where no responsibility
rests.

8. In support of the foregoing procedure, however, it is considered highly
desirable that all personnel on recruiting duty should be strongly urged to
use greater care in the examination of recruits and to strive for quality and
careful selection.

E. R. Stitt.

[First indorsement]
57364-281.

Bureau of Navigation, 20 April, 1928.

From: The Chief of the Bureau of Navigation.
To: The Secretary of the Navy (Judge Advocate General).
8nbject : The elimination of the unfit, Inapt, undesirable enlisted personnel.

1. Forwarded for comment.
2. This bureau is in accord with the opinion of the Bureau of Medicine and
8urgery that steps should be taken to safeguard the Government against claims
by men discharged as a result of medical survey for disability which existed
prior to enlistment and contemplates directing the transfer of men whose
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physical condition Is such as to Interfere with the proper performance of their
duty to hospitals for observation. If In the opinion of the medical officer at
the hospital these men are unsulted for the naval service, they will be returned
to their stations with notation in their health record, but without medical
survey. The commanding officer will then be authorized to discharge such men
with an undesirable or inaptitude discharge.

Thos. Washington.

[Second Indorsement.]
29372-161. 128586(41)

Department of the Navy,
Washington, 27 April, 1923.

From : The Secretary of the Navy.
To : The Chief of the Bureau of Navigation.
Via : The Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Subject : The elimination of the unfit, Inapt, undesirable, enlisted personnel.

1. Returned.
2. The department approves the recommendations of the Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery and Bureau of Navigation as follows :
(a) That the commanding officers of training stations be authorized to dis
charge for " inaptitude " or as " undesirable " recruits obviously inapt or unde
sirable.

(6) That where there Is a question as to the Inaptitude or undeslrability of
recruits for service In the Navy they be transferred to the hospital with
diagnosis " No disease " for a period of observation.
(c) That after observation and determination of the physical condition in
each case those recruits who may be found to be inapt or undesirable but not
suffering from any disease be returned to the training station for discharge.

(d) That those recruits who are found after observation to be suffering from
some disease be treated in the same manner as other patients.

Edwin Denbt.

The following correspondence lias resulted in a change in article

1196, United States Navy Regulations, which will require that when
an entry " not in the line of duty " is made in a patient's health rec
ord or other medical record and the patient does not desire to submit
a statement in rebuttal, he shall sign a statement to that effect in

the record:

WEE : EGP : R&PD-127551 ( 51) .
April 28, 1923.

To: The Judge Advocate General.
Subject: Article 1196, Navy Regulations.

1. The following change is recommended either as an amendment of article
1196, Navy Regulations, or as paragraphs of Instruction in the Manual of the
Medical Department.
2. Article 1196 of the regulations requires that when the medical officer
enters on the health record that any disability was not received In the line
of duty or was the result of misconduct It shall be the duty of the medical
officer to inform the patient, in which event the patient has the right to file
a statement in rebuttal.
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3. The medical officer makes the record of the entire transaction ; and if no
rebuttal is made by the patient, the entry to this effect also is recorded solely
by the medical officer. This record being of an official character is supposedly
final but the credibility of the record is placed upon the medical officer alone.
4. It is, however, possible and instances are already on file in which the pa
tient has averred facts in denial of this record long after the events and at a
time when the several parties concerned are distantly separated or out of
the service. The statement of the patient has been sustained, the authentic
records made at the time of disability notwithstanding. Nevertheless the
record as made stands on the books and it has been held by the Judge Advo
cate General that " In the event that the facts in a particular case show that
the entry in question is erroneous, said entry may not be stricken from the
record, but an additional entry should be made showing wherein and to what
extent the original entry is in error. An entry In a public record whether cor
rect or erroneous thereby becomes a fact which may not be destroyed, but If
in error such additional entry or entries may be made, and in fact should be
made, as are necessary to show the nature of the error sought to be corrected."
Whatever may arise to induce the patient to become interested In changing the
record may not be known to the department nor does it seem reasonable that
such statements should receive such extraordinary consideration in defiance of
the records.
5. The bureau considers that the present practice of dealing with this matter
Is conducive to fraud and to distortion of facts and records. It is therefore
recommended that each patient, in whose health record entries of not In line
of duty and/or of misconduct are made, be required to sign a statement some
thing like the following In his medical record :
" In accordance with article 1196, United States Navy Regulations, 1020, you
[name] are informed that you are admitted to the sick list with [diagnosis], the
origin of which is considered not in the line of duty and (is) or (is not) the re
sult of your own misconduct.

(Medical officer.)
" I acknowledge having been informed that the origin of the diseases or con
dition [diagnosis] with which I am suffering is not in the line of duty and (is)
or (Is not) the result of my own misconduct and I

have{a statement}
t0 offer

in rebuttal."
6. It is therefore recommended that the regulations be amended to carry such
requirements as to the above statements as are necessary and legal.

E. R. Stitt.

[First Indorsement.]

Department of the Navy,
Office of the Judge Advocate General,

Washington, 7 May, 1923.
From : The Judge Advocate General.
To : The Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Subject: Navy Regulations, proposed change in article 1196 relative to entry
"
not in the line of duty " In medical record.

1. Returned.
2. This office believes that the change in article 1196 of the Navy Regulations
which you propose to recommend, for the purpose of putting the patient on rec
ord at the time as to whether or not he desires to make any statement In rebut
tal to an entry of " not line of duty " In his medical record, Is desirable.
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3. Numerous cases have come to the attention of this office where the in
dividual affected hus subsequently contended that he had not been Informed at
the time relative to the entry of " not In line of duty." In some instances this
situation has rendered it impossible to get at the facts existing at the time the
entry was made. It is believed that any injustice arising from this situation
would be cured by requiring the patient to make a statement at the time the
entry Is made or as soon thereafter as his physical or mental condition permits.
4. The following wording of the acknowledgment to be signed by the patient
Is submitted in lieu of the wording contained in your recommendation :
" Having been duly informed of the finding that my present disability [diag
nosis! was not incurred in the line of duty and is not the result of my own mis
conduct I do not desire to submit a statement in rebuttal."

J. L. Latiiter.



THE DIVISION OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.

Lieut. Commander J. E. Phelps, Medical Corps, United States Navy, in charge.

Notes on Preventive Medicine for Medical Officers, United States Navy.

INSTRUCTIONS TO MEDICAL OFFICERS.

FOOD POISONING ON THE XT. S. S. " IDAHO."

While at anchor off Panama, March 25, 1923, a rather serious out
break of food poisoning developed. From 10.30 a. m. to 1 p. m. 90
cases of sufficient severity to require bed treatment were admitted.
Two hundred and five cases with less severe symptoms occurred.
The outbreak occurred on Monday, liberty having been granted the
two days previous. Investigation showed that approximately half
of those affected had remained on board over the week end. The
outbreak occurred so suddenly and such a large number of men were
attacked that an accurate record was not made. No doubt quite a
number of men with symptoms of poisoning failed to report at sick
quarters. The first cases appeared about 10.30 a. m. and within two
hours about 100 cases developed.

The first symptom complained of was pain in the abdomen, fol
lowed by nausea, with severe and persistent vomiting. In some
instances the vomitus contained blood. Following this there was
marked prostration, feeble pulse, severe muscular cramps, and head
ache. Later diarrhea occurred. Only in a few cases was there a rise
in temperature.
On account of the large number of cases no attempt was made to
care for any except the most severe in the sick bay. The forward
section of the forecastle was roped off, hammocks were spread on the
deck, and the waterways were used to receive the vomited material.
Hospital corpsmen were placed on watch, and rounds were made
by the medical officers at frequent intervals.
Treatment consisted in washing out the stomach with water con
taining sodium bicarbonate. This being accomplished by having
all cases drink copious quantities of sodium bicarbonate solution
immediately on reporting. The nausea was so severe and persistent

229
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that no other medication was attempted until later in the day, -when
a castor-oil cocktail containing two drams camphorated tincture of
opium was given each case. Twenty-five patients with severe
vomiting, marked prostration, and cramps, were cared for in the
sick bay and were treated symptomatically. Anodynes were given,
heat was applied, and the muscles of the legs were massaged. By
7 o'clock in the evening of the same day vomiting had stopped, and
all cases showed marked improvement. At sick call the following
morning, only six cases showed any symptoms or serious enough
effects from the attack to be retained on the sick list.
Investigation as to the cause of the outbreak took into considera
tion what food had been served during the preceding 24 hours.
In view of the fact that approximately 50 per cent of those affected
had been on liberty the day before and had taken no meals on
board, the food served at breakfast on the morning of March 26
was considered responsible. Breakfast consisted of boiled rice, milk,
and sugar, fried-meat hash, hot biscuits, bread, butter, and coffee.
An accurate check was made and all patients stated that they had
eaten breakfast and had eaten hash. No cases occurred in the
wardroom, junior officers', warrant officers', and chief petty officers'
messes. On account of the fact that no cases developed during the
night of March 25 and also that 50 p6r cent of those affected had not
eaten supper on board March 24, the food served at supper was not
considered at fault. It consisted of cold meats, head cheese, cold
beans, potato salad, coconut layer cake, bread, jam, and coco.
The meat used in preparing the hash was beef received from the
U. S. S. Arctic on March 8 and was inspected and found frozen
and in excellent condition when received on board. It was placed
in cold storage, and when broken out on March 24 steak was served
to the general mess for dinner. All other messes also obtained meat
from the quarters of the beef referred to above, which was cooked
and eaten on March 25. No symptoms developed in any member
of these messes. The trimmings from the steak served on Sunday,
together with two other quarters of beef, was cooked after dinner
on the same day. After cooling it was ground up and placed in
galvanized tubs.
On the morning of March 25 potatoes (cooked that morning),
ground onions, and condiments were added to the meat and the

whole put in pans and baked. The other articles served at break

fast could not be considered responsible, as they were the same as

regularly served each meal and of a standard make and quality.
A sample of the hash was submitted to the Ancon Hospital for
examination, but the only report received was to the effect that the

sample was in a state of decomposition. It was not examined until
March 27, 48 hours later, and had not been kept in a refrigerator.
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After careful consideration of all possible causes the conclusion
reached was that the poisoning was due to the meat used in making
the hash.

Editor's comment. —In connection with this outbreak of food poi
soning reported from the U. S. S. Idaho it is of interest to recall
a similar outbreak that occurred on board the U. S. S. North Dakota
Saturday morning, October 29, 1921, as she was entering the harbor
of Newport, R. I., after three days at sea en route from the southern
drill grounds. Breakfast was served at 6.30 a. «n., and the first
man affected appeared at the sick bay just about two hours later,
cases developing in ever-increasing numbers until about 10 a. m.
Most all of those attacked had their initial symptoms before 11 a. m.
More than 200 cases were treated during the day, and of these 148
patients were sufficiently ill to require bed treatment and observa
tion for 12 hours or longer. There were no deaths. Probably as
many more men were affected, but did not consider themselves sick
enough to report at the sick bay. The symptoms included persist
ent vomiting, prostration, rapid pulse, headache, muscular and intes
tinal cramps, and diarrhea, which began in most of the cases from
two to six hours after the initial symptoms.
More or less confusion resulted with a large number of men lying
on the deck on blankets, hammocks, etc., in the compartments adja
cent to medical department spaces, groaning and vomiting and
overtaxing all facilities for coping with diarrhea, while new victims
were appearing every minute. All patients were encouraged to
drink freely of a warm solution of sodium bicarbonate, and when
vomiting became less continuous an ounce of castor oil was given
to each man who could be induced to take it. Whisky was given in
case9 where there was pronounced prostration and sweet spirits of
niter or an anodyne when intestinal colic or cramps in skeletal
muscles demanded.

As in the case of the outbreak on board the U. S. S. /daho, poison
ing was attributed to beef hash served for breakfast the morning
the cases occurred. Five quarters of beef, solidly frozen and seem
ingly in good condition, of good appearance and without odor in
dicative of spoiling, were broken out of cold storage at 10 a. m.,
October 28. This meat had been frozen for the Navy and delivered
in New York under Government inspection about three weeks be
fore the poisoning occurred. After thawing out, meat from four
of the five quarters was served and eaten the same day. Twenty
pounds was used by the wardroom mess for dinner without affecting
any member; 28 pounds in the form of rib roast was consumed
by the junior officers with no indication of poisoning. Beef stew
made from parts of all four of the quarters mentioned was served
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as the main dish for the crew's supper that afternoon. The re
mainder of the meat from these quarters together with meat from the
fifth quarter, previously unused, was prepared to be made into hash
for the crew's breakfast the following morning. This meat was cut
into pieces 4 or 5 pounds each and put on to boil at about 2 p. m.
After cooking, it was transferred to roasting pans, and at 9 p. m.
it was ground up and again placed in roasting pans until about
5 a. m. the following morning, when freshly cooked potatoes, raw
onions and freshly opened canned tomatoes were added and cooked
together to form hash. The chief petty officers also had beef hash
for breakfast and no case of poisoning developed among the 48 mem
bers of the mess who partook of it

,

but the meat which went into
that hash, three or four pieces, weighing in all about 15 pounds, was
drawn at the galley by the chief petty officers' messman and was
ground up by him, and these few pieces might well have come only
from one or more of the four quarters extensively used by officers'
messes as well as the general mess the preceding day.
It seemed improbable that any meat served on October 28, or prior
to that date, had any connection with the outbreak, because no officer
was affected to the slightest degree: no case developed until after
breakfast on the 29th and the cases then appeared closely grouped
with regard to elapsed time and intensity of symptoms. Neverthe
less, the menu for the entire week was studied without finding any
thing likely to have been responsible.
Breakfast on the morning of the 29th consisted of fresh beef hash
(potatoes, tomatoes, beef, and onions), canned milk, prunes, hominy
grits, bread, butter, and coffee. The foodstuffs eaten by 84 of the
men with the more severe symptoms were compared with the
articles of food eaten by 76 men of the crew who did not develop any
symptoms. A summary of this data shows that of the 84 men who
had marked symptoms, all ate hash, 59 ate prunes, 7 ate hominy, 74
drank coffee, 22 used milk, and 83 ate bread and butter. Of the 76
men who did not develop symptoms, 66 ate hash ; many of them only
a little, 57 ate prunes, 6 ate hominy, 66 drank coffee, 2 used milk,

and 75 ate bread and butter. This evidence would strongly suggest
the hash as the cause of the outbreak.
The outbreak on board the U. S. S. North Dakota was considered
by a board of investigation as most probably caused by beef con

taminated or infected with the Bacillus enteritidis or some member

of the group in which that organism belongs, and it also appeared
probable that the fifth quarter of beef which was used in making
the hash for the crew's breakfast but from which no meat was
served on the previous day was solely responsible for the poisoning.
As is frequently the case, there was no meat and no hash available
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for culturing a few hours later when symptoms of poisoning de
veloped, all garbage and leavings having been disposed of in clean
ing up after the morning meal.
According to modern views in the public health world such in
stances of poisoning are believed to be caused by bacterial contami
nation of the meat, sometimes by pollution with intestinal contents
while cutting up the body immediately after slaughter, or by a
general infection of the animal before death. In cases of meat
poisoning where the offending microorganism has been found it
has generally proved to be the B. enteritidis itself (Gartner bacillus).
The Bacillus ckolerae suit, otherwise known as B. suipestifer, has
also been determined as the cause of numerous outbreaks of meat
poisoning. Rosenau states that these bacilli belong to a group of
organisms which has the typhoid bacillus at one end and the colon
bacillus at the other, the intermediate forms including the para
typhoid bacilli, Bacillus psittacosis, B. icteroides, B typhimurium,
B. enteritidis, B. paracolon, and others.
The toxins of the B. enteritidis and B. cholerae mis resist the
degree of heat which ordinarily penetrates to the interior of pieces
of meat in cooking. According to Park if the bacilli have had an
opportunity to multiply freely and produce large amounts of toxin
the meat will cause disease even though the bacilli be killed during
cooking. However, even though there be no preformed toxin, cook
ing can not be relied upon as a means of rendering infected meat
safe for consumption, unless it be thorough, as bacilli might survive
in the center of the meat. The toxins are preserved in frozen meat.
Cold meats used for salads or meats that have been kept for other
purposes particularly are likely to cause poisoning if contami
nated. Study of various outbreaks has shown that many persons
who partook of the meat along with those who became ill had no
symptoms of poisoning.
When meat containing the living bacilli is eaten infection may
follow. In such cases there is a definite period of incubation of
from 2 or more days when acute gastroenteritis is the prominent
feature, up to from 8 to 18 days in the typhoidlike type of case,
depending upon the microorganism responsible, the mass dosage,
and other immunological factors.
One would expect an incubation period of at least 24 hours before
the appearance of symptoms when caused by a true toxin with no
living microorganisms present, but experience with outbreaks where
these bacilli have been found in the meat has shown that symp
toms have sometimes appeared within two hours after eating the
contaminated cooked food. Park gives the following as a character
istic example :
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"An apparently healthy calf was slaughtered. Two days later a
baker made 160 meat pies. Over 50 persons were made sick, and 4 of
these died. These 4 ate pies which had been kept 10 days or more.
The outbreak was due to the Bacillvs enteritidis, which was be
lieved to have greatly multiplied during the two days' storage at
a moderately warm temperature. All the cases presented similar
symptoms. The chief of these were vomiting, diarrheas, and shiv
ering. In some cases collapse occurred. Pains in the abdomen and.
back were felt by many. The symptoms began in from 5 to 14 hours
after eating."
As a rule meat contaminated or infected with B. enteritidis or
B. cholerae suis does not show any suggestive change in appearance,
texture, or odor. The spoiling of meat and fish with putrefactive
changes, so likely to occur in hot weather, is caused by other bac
teria. A word might be added with regard to chemical changes that
sometimes take place when boiled meats in quantity and compara
tively large pieces are kept overnight packed in tubs or boiling pots.
The crew of the U. S. S. Wyoming lost their turkey meat from an
otherwise perfectly good Thanksgiving dinner in 1921 in that way.
The turkeys were received the day before in good condition. The
galley force was shorthanded and the birds were cleaned and boiled,

at once, and were then packed one upon another in large containers,
where they stood overnight in the presence of water, water vapor,
and air. The following day while being roasted some of the turkeys
developed odors and flavors suggestive of putrefaction, unpleasantly
fecallike in character. The fear excited among the crew caused
them to refuse pieces that had no bad taste or odor and practically
it became necessary to reject all of the meat.

HEALTH OF THE NAVY.

Sickness rates declined progressive!}' during the month of June,
as was to be expected with the advent of summer weather. The
admission rate for all diseases was 492 per 1,000 per annum. This
figure is about the average for the past three years at this season.
The rate for May was 675 per 1,000. The reduction in the general
morbidity rate is due principally to a progressive decline in the
prevalence of respiratory diseases. Admission rates for bronchitis,
tonsillitis, and influenza have dropped steadily in recent weeks.
There have also been comparatively few admissions for other com
municable diseases.
The accident rate since the first of the year has averaged 65 per
1,000 per annum, as against 58 for the corresponding period last
year and 50 in 1921. This rate is higher than it should be and indi-
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cates the necessity for publicity and watchfulness, because many of
the injuries are caused by carelessness and are thus preventable.
The following table shows annual rates per 1,000 per annum for
the principal communicable diseases, entire Navy, for the month of
June, 1923. For comparison, corresponding median rates for the
same month, 1918 to 1922, inclusive, are given :

Median
rate for
June, 1918-
1922, in
clusive.

June, 1923.

0. 07 0

.89 .21

.46 0
21. 98 14. 12

14. 31 6. 16

11.49 9. 87

19. 27 14. 12

2.90 3.25
.46 .53
.15 .11
3. 26 2. 23

.10 0

Cerebrospinal fever
Diphtheria
German measles . . .
Influenza
Malaria
Measles
Mumps
Pneumonia
Scarlet fever
Smallpox
Tuberculosis
Typhoid fever

One case of smallpox was reported from the U. S. S. Pittsburgh
at Toulon, France, for the week ended June 9. Twenty-one cases
of measles occurred at the naval training station, Hampton Roads,
Va., and 18 at the naval training station, San Francisco, Calif.
Single or unrelated cases of diphtheria, mumps, and scarlet fever oc
curred at several of the shore stations. Mumps was somewhat more
prevalent than usual among the forces afloat, 30 cases being reported
by three ships in the Scouting Fleet and 39 cases by eight ships in
the Battle Fleet

LENGTH OF EXPOSURE NECESSARY TO STERILIZE MESS GEAR WHEN
DIPPED IN BOILING WATER.

The question, how much time is required to sterilize dishes by the
application of hot water at various temperatures, has recently come
up for consideration in connection with an investigation of the
suitability and efficiency of dishwashing machines of the spray type
operated under service conditions.
It was surprising to find that very little definite information on
this point could be found in the literature. Most writers make only
general statements to the effect that boiling kills practically all non-
spore-bearing bacteria at once, or that wet heat at a temperature of
140° F. will destroy them in 20 minutes. Those concerned with the
pasteurization of milk have made many studies, using temperatures
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between 145° and 155° F., but tbe question of temperatures that can
be maintained in dishwashing machines and the necessary times of
exposure seem to have escaped investigation, although Hahniman in
his work on milk quotes Bang as having determined that the tubercle
bacillus is killed by a temperature of 85° C. (185° F.) in 30 seconds.
It became necessary, therefore, to perform a seris of experiments
under conditions similar or analogous to conditions encountered in
the operation of dishwashing machines. These experiments were
carried out in the bacteriological laboratory of the United States
Naval Medical School under the supervision of Lieut. J. E. Hough
ton, Medical Corps, United States Navy. Active cultures of
staphylococcus aureus and B. coli were mixed with whole beaten
eggs. Broken pieces of crockery were then heavily contaminated
with the egg mixture, which was allowed to dry on.
Each piece when thoroughly dry was seized with a pair of sterile
forceps and rinsed for 30 seconds in a 5 per cent solution of sodium
carbonate held at a temperature of 130° F. This was done to simu
late the washing of dishes in a spray or jet type machine where an
alkaline mixture is used for cleansing before rinsing and the final
stage in which boiling water is expected to sterilize. The dried egg
mixture was not removed from any of the pieces in 30 seconds.
That is well, because while mess gear is expected to emerge from any
dishwashing machine clean to the eye, certain pieces such as cups
and bowls which are cracked or contain fissures in which food may
be lodged are sometimes overlooked in routine scullery work.
After the washing stage the pieces of contaminated crockery were
immediately dipped in water held at a temperature of 200° F. for
various periods of time, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, and 120 seconds, after
which they were transferred to large culture tubes containing 0.4

glucose agar with Brom thymol blue indicator. All cultures where
the exposure in water at 200° F. was less than one minute showed
growth of both the staphylococcus and colon bacillus. All tubes
where the exposure was one minute or longer showed no growth of
the test microorganisms after incubation periods of 24, 48, and 72

hours. The bactericidal effect of exposure for GO seconds was then
checked by ten separate experiments.

Water at a temperature of 200° F. instead of actively boiling
water was chosen in order to provide a factor of safety inasmuch as
machines of the spray or jet type, although designed to deliver boil
ing M ater in the final or sterilizing stage, may not at all times actu

ally do that. With the tank or dip type machine the water can be
kept boiling actively at all times. Nevertheless, the scullery crew on
board ship will frequently cut down the steam delivery in order to
prevent the hot water from splashing over if they are not watched.
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They can handle the racks of mess gear faster too if the water is not
bubbling.
From these experiments it may be concluded that dipping mess
gear for 60 seconds in water that is actually boiling will destroy all
common pathogenic microorganisms, provided the dishes have been
cleansed sufficiently by hand so that no visible food material remains
adherent.

It is important to reduce the time in boiling water to as short an
exposure as can be allowed with resonable safety. Even with an
exposure of only one minute, accurately measured with a watch, the
time required for sterilizing and putting away the racks after each
meal mounts up on board a big ship. Unless the time is accurately
measured with a watch for every rack the exposure will not be any
thing like what the scullery man thinks it is. The average man
thinks the rack has been immersed for a full minute at the end of
30 or 40 seconds.
The spray or jet type of dishwashing machine has several advan
tages but it presents certain difficulties. It would certainly be a
fine thing to have equipment that would permit the washing of all
mess gear in the scullery as well as sterilization. With dip tanks
this can seldom be done; dishes, knives, forks, and spoons must be
washed by the messmen at the mess tables after each meal, the soapy
water being drawn from the scullery. This causes delay, results in
the slopping about of water, and prolongs the messy period in the
various living compartments after each meal. But the method is
safe from a public health standpoint under adequate inspection by
the medical department because the visibly boiling water in the tank

reaches all parts of the immersed mess gear.
With the spray type of machine it is doubtful if the streams of
water in the final stage can always be maintained at 200° F. or
above, and one can not be sure that the hot water is directed

upon all parts of all articles in the rack or into all cracks and
fissures. If not, it is a matter of doubt as to how long an exposure
is required for all parts of the contained mess gear to reach a steril
izing temperature before the holding period begins. Certainly a total

exposure of 60 seconds can not be regarded as safe and it would be
only guesswork to say that two minutes is sufficient.

DISCIPLINARY ACTION WHEN GONORRHEA IS ACQUIRED WITHOUT
RECORD OF PROPHYLAXIS.

General Order No. 69, now in force, does not demand disciplinary

action for failure to report exposure to possible venereal-disease

infection, as did paragraph 6 of General Order No. 29. This omis-

508(53—23 0
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sion does not prevent commanding officers from requiring that ex
posures shall be reported and disinfection applied as deemed neces
sary after return from liberty, whether or not prophylaxis has been
self-administered.
The Judge Advocate General of the Navy discussed this question
in Court-Martial Order No. 9, of September 30, 1922, as follows:

It is the opinion of the department that General Order 69, in superseding
General Order 29, was intended to repeal the disciplinary features of the
latter and to he merely explanatory in character and to set forth matters of
instruction, advice, and warning on the subject of exposure to venereal diseases.
Accordingly it would seem that, in view of the advisory, rather than manda
tory, character of General Order 69, disciplinary act'on can not properly l>e
based upon the failure to comply with the terms thereof. However, attention
is invited to the fact that concealment of an infectious or communicable disease
which endangers the health of others may be made the subject of trial by
court-martial on the ground that such concealment under the conditions pre
vailing in a military service is an offense in Itself and can be recognized as
such even in the absence of express prohibition.

The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery began to provide tubes for
the self-administration of prophylaxis with a view to encouraging
more general and more prompt use of prophylaxis. The bureau did
not consider it advisable or necessary by departmental order to
make prophylaxis mandatory after return to ship or station when
the individual claims to have administered prophylaxis himself.
Besides, it was desirable to obtain a statistical measure of the general
value of self-administered prophylaxis.
If the medical officer, with a knowledge of local conditions, be
lieves a reduction in admission rates for venereal diseases can be
secured by requiring reports of exposure and the administration of
prophylaxis under medical department supervision, as was required

by General Order No. 29, in addition to the free issue of prophy
lactic tubes, it is his duty to recommend to his commanding officer
that report of exposure be required and that men who fail to report
and later become infected be punished for concealing exposure to
a communicable disease dangerous to the public health.

Sometimes, of course, conviction can not be secured for the lack

of definite evidence as to when the particular exposure occurred

from which infection resulted. Nevertheless, if the men know that
it is a duty to report exposure and that failure to report and subject

themselves to disinfection irrespective of the earlier application of

self-administered prophylaxis renders them liable to punishment,

and if they occasionally learn of punishments awarded, the efforts of

prevention will be at least more successful than otherwise.

In many instances, especially on board ship, where liberty is not a

daily occurrence, there is no difficulty about proving that the man

failed to have the infecting exposure recorded.
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The difficulty that may arise at a shore station is illustrated by
quotations from recent correspondence between the commanding offi
cer of marines at a foreign station, the Judge Advocate General of
the Navy, and the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. This related
to the case of a marine tried by summary court-martial for failure
to take prophylactic treatment in violation of a post special order.
The Judge Advocate General of the Navy discussed the case in the
following letter and requested comment regarding the maximum
period of incubation :

L In reviewing the record of proceedings of the summary court-martial
held January 4, 1923, in the case of the above-named man, it is noted that he
was convicted on the following specification, to which lie pleaded " not guilty " :
" In that , attached to and serving with the , having, at some
unknown time between December 1, 1922, and December 12, 1922, exposed

himself to venereal infection, did, immediately following such exposure, fail
to take the prophylactic treatment as prescribed by Post Special Order No.
30, dated November 19, 1922."
2. The prosecution established the fact that was on liberty in the
city of every day from December 1, 1922, to December 10, 1922, both

dates inclusive, with the single exception of December 8, 1922. It further
established the fact that , on December 12, was admitted to the sick

list with an acute case of gonorrhea, and that the last date, previous to
his admission on which he reported for venereal prophylaxis was Decem
ber 1. The medical officer, qualifying as an expert, gave his opinion that
the period of incubation of a gonococcus infection is from a few hours to
eight or nine days, the average period being about three days; that the in
fection which the accused had on December 12, could not have been the result
of his intercourse on December 1, especially in view of the fact that he took
prophylaxis within 15 minutes after exposure ; that, in this connection, it is the
consensus of opinion by medical officers who have made a study of this ques
tion that venereal prophylaxis is effective in practically 100 per cent of cases,
if administered within the first hour after exposure; that it takes about 45
hours to develop an acute case of gonorrhea.
3. The accused was duly sworn as a witness in his own behalf and testified
that the last time previous to December 12 that he had intercourse was on
December 1, and that within 15 minutes after exposure he had taken prophy
laxis.
4. The record of proceedings in this case was forwarded to the Chief of
the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery for an expression of opinion as to
whether medical science on the point at issue is sufficiently exact to warrant
a conclusion of fact, within the limitations of the doctrine of reasonable
doubt, to the effect that the venereal disease contracted by the accused under
the circumstances of this case must have been contracted .by exposure sub
sequent to December 1, 1922.

5.. The Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery commented upon this
point as follows :
" It is the opinion of the bureau that the limitations of the doctrine of
reasonable doubt, to the effect that a venereal disease contracted by the

accused under the circumstances of this case, are sufficiently strong to out

weigh the evidence that the infection was contracted subsequent to December 1,

1922. It is very possible that the infection was derived by the exposure of
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December 1, 1922, and that infection was modified by the efficacy of the
prophylactic measures which were attempted on that date. While the testi
mony of the medical officer is that based upon experience, it can not be stated
speciflcially that the infection was not attended by incubation period of un
usual duration.
" It is the opinion of the bureau, therefore, that should be awarded
the benefit of the doubt."
6. In view of the foregoing the Acting Secretary of the Navy directs' that
the finding and sentence in the foregoing case of be set aside and
that you cause his records to be corrected accordingly.

Whereupon the commanding officer of the marine barracks wrote
as follows :

1. In view of the opinion of the Chief of the Bureau of Medicine arid Surgery,
as given in paragraph 5 of reference (a), information is requested as to the
opinion of that bureau of the probable incubation period of the disease of
gonorrhea, in order that the undersigned may be guided in the future when
cases of this nature come up before him for investigation.
2. A liberal interpretation of the opinion rendered by the Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery mentioned above leads the undersigned to believe that disciplinary
action by trial by court-martial for the violation of regulations regarding the
administration of venereal phophylaxis is practically eliminated, since it is
impossible to prove the commission of such an offense unless the accused pleads
guilty to the specifications.
3. It is noted that the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery apparently doubts
that the period of Incubation may tatie as long as 11 days. In view of the
opinion rendered in the case of , it is believed that the ends of justice
will be advanced if the office.of the Judge Advocate General will inform the
service at large that men should not be tried for the offense mentioned in this
letter unless there is evidence that the period of incubation must have been
within the limits prescribed by the Bureuu of Medicine and Surgery.

The above was forwarded by the Judge Advocate General to the
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery for comment and recommendation,
and the bureau's reply was as follows :

1. The incubation period of gonorrhea, like the incubation period of many
other infectious diseases, varies from the average by many days in a small
percentage of the cases. It is not possible to make any hard and fast state
ment regarding the maximum period of gonorrhea in the male in the case of a
first attack, and in the case of a subsequent attack not only may the period
of incubation vary widely but contention Is also likely to arise with regard to
recurring activity of a previous infection, and sometimes an alleged previous
infection which did not exist. The evidence upon which an opinion as to
what may constitute the longest possible interval between exposure and ap
pearance of the earliest signs in gonorrhea is notoriously unreliable, because
judgment depends upon the willingness of all Individuals concerned to tell the
truth as well as upon the accuracy of their observations and memory of ex
posure in each instance.

In a great majority of all new Infections the Incubation period Is between
3 and 10 days ; 20 per cent of primary infections and 55 per cent of secondary
Infections appear before the fifth day. Some observers of wide experience
state the average period as from 7 to 10 days and the minimum and maximum
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as 24 hours and 14 days, respectively. However, there are a few cases recorded
in the literature wherein the urethral discharge is stated not to have appeared
until the twenty-first day. This may or may not have heen true.
2. General Order No. 69, superseding General Order No. 29, leave3 the
question of disciplinary action in cases where venereal disease lias been ac
quired without reporting exposure and without subjection to the measures of
disinfection known as propliylaxis entirely to the discretion of the commanding
officer.
3. All questions arising in connection therewith can very well be handled
locally and the bureau believes, this is very generally being done throughout
the service. Of course, where liberty is being granted every day, cases will
not infrequently arise where men who are sufficiently well informed may
through false statements guard themselves behind improbable but possible
limits of the incubation, period. Nevertheless, forcing the crew to realize that
concealment of known exposure to a communicable disease is dangerous to the
public health, and failure to submit to such measures as may still prevent
infection constitutes a violation of existing orders in the command, and is
punishable as the commanding officer may see fit, is a valuable preventative

measure that should not be omitted because of occasional or, under special
circumstances, frequent failure to secure conviction.
4. The commander In chief of the Asiatic Fleet has recently found it ex
pedient to restore within his command, in virtue of his authority, all the pro
visions of General Order No. 29 which were omitted from General Order
No. 69.

In this connection experience in the United States Asiatic Fleet
during the past year is interesting. The fleet surgeon in his annual
report discusses the question as follows :

The statistical data for the years of 1921 and 1922 follow :

Average complement
Admissions
Rate per 1,000
Total sick days
Deaths
Rate per 1,000
Percentage of admissions due to venereal disease

The percentage of venereal diseases to total admissions is slightly decreased
from 1921, but the annual rate per 1,000 is higher. The figures for the last
four years follow:

Year.

1919 26.49
1920 37. gg
1921 46.01
!922 44.06

Per cent
of total
admissions
to venereal
disease.
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In analyzing the figures from the different ships and stations the per
centage of venereal disease ranges between 20 and 89 per cent of the total
admissions. It is believed that this figure can be materially reduced, and the
matter will be made the subject of a conference when the fleet assembles at
Chefoo, China, In May. It is apparent that the issue of Individual prophy
lactic tubes has not produced the desired results, and It is believed that it will
be necessary to supplement this method by the additional application of the
old method requiring prophylaxis to be taken upon return to the ship. Almost
without exception the men claim that they have used the prophylactic tube as
they had been taught, within a period of three hours after exposure, and yet
the percentage of venereal disease to the total admissions remains practically
the same. No cheek can be made on their statements, and the only logical de
duction to be drawn is that their statements are not to be relied upon. The
principle of prophylaxis is proven beyond a doubt, and if It can be applied
under a leak-proof check system it produces results. It is proposed to try the
following procedure in an effort to reduce the present percentage:
1. The continuance of issues of Individual tubes as heretofore.
2. The administration of prophylaxis on return of liberty parties to ships
with the institution of a careful check system to see that no men escape who
have been exposed.
3. The institution of the necessary disciplinary measures in cases of proven
falsehood.
4. A revival of careful monthly inspections of crews for venereal disease
which has been allowed to fall Into disuse.
5. The placing of ships and stations on a competitive basis just the same as
for gunnery and engineering.
The first method would prove effective with the men who stay sober and
really regard their personal health ; the second method should prove effective
with the men who do not use their prophylactic tubes ashore—mostly those
under the influence of liquor, or those who are careless ; the third and fourth
methods should discourage falsehood, and the fifth will instill a competitive
spirit among the commanding officers and the medical officers of the different
ships, a low percentage being a matter of commendation, and a high per

centage one for reproach. It is appreciated that the application of the double
prophylaxis system may somewhat weaken the value of the individual tube,
but there will be assurance that all exposures receive prophylaxis, and there
is no such assurance now. The conditions under which ships operate on the

Asiatic Station are largely similar. The wide divergence In figures, it is be
lieved, can be accounted for by the zeal or lack of zeal of the medical officers
concerned. Ships and stations will report their percentages of venereal dis
ease and other data monthly. A bulletin will be Issued from the flagship
showing their relative standings each month.

Recreational activities have been encouraged to the utmost extent possible.

With the exception of the ration, it is the biggest single factor in determining
the contentment of the enlisted personnel. Everything possible will be done
during the current year to extend these activities. In connection with this
subject the recommendations of some of the medical officers and of the com
mander Yangtze Patrol Force, regarding the establishment of additional club
houses for enlisted men on the Upper Yangtze River will be studied, and a
supplementary report submitted at a later date. The same subject will be

studied at Chefoo, China, and information and recommendations will be In
cluded in the above-mentioned report.
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NOTE ON THE PREVENTION OF MALARIA IN THE NAVY.

Monthly sanitary reports from shore stations which have malaria
problems indicate that the usual summer activities to prevent and
limit the breeding of anopheline mosquitoes are going forward as
well as available funds for this work permit.
The post surgeon, marine barracks, Quantico, Va., states that in
addition to antimosquito work all cases of malaria are given con
tinuous treatment with quinine for three months after discharge to
duty in order to reduce recurrences to a minimum and to prevent as
far as possible the infection of new mosquitoes. Men whose health
records show previous malaria infection are examined once each
month for parasites. Malaria patients and suspects are carefully
screened, of course.
This paragraph serves as a reminder that too often the treatment
of malaria is not followed for a sufficient length of time by observa
tion and treatment after symptoms and clinical signs have disap
peared.

A record should be kept of men who have had malaria, either by
keeping their health records apart from the main file, by cards, or
even in a book, so that like men who have syphilis and require blood
tests and treatment from time to time they will not be forgotten.
The records of the bureau show that 3,523 cases of malaria were
admitted to the sick list in 1921 and 2,249 cases were readmitted. In
1922 there were 1,969 admissions and 1,576 readmissions. Many of
the readmissions resulted from transfer to hospital or transport. Up
to the present time all readmissions have been punched on the sta
tistical cards in the bureau without differentiation. From now on
a record will be kept of the reasons for readmission, and recurrences
will be sorted out. Likewise, every Form F card that shows an
original admission for malaria will be scrutinized and checked
against previous cards showing admission for this disease, in an
effort to ascertain whether the case is a recurrence due to inadequate
treatment.

AN INSTRUCTIVE CASE OF CEREBROSPINAL FEVER.

The following case occurred at the naval training station, Newport,
R. L, in the person of an apprentice seaman :
He reported ill at 3 p. m., May 24. At that time he complained
only of mild symptoms and there was no indication of serious dis
ease. At 8 p. m. he vomited material of coffee-ground character.
Vomiting was followed by severe prostration. There was no indi
cation of meningial involvement at that time. Because of prostra
tion he was transferred to hospital immediately.
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He had a good night but the following morning his condition was
serious and a profuse hemorrhagic rash had appeared. He was
thought to be suffering with purpura hemorrhagica. Later in the
forenoon rigidity of the neck muscles occurred and spinal puncture
about 20 hours after tho first symptom resulted in a diagnosis of
meningitis shortly before his death.
No other case occurred. Contacts were segregated and kept under
close medical supervision for 10 days. All contacts were cultured,
but no carrier was found.

IMPROVEMENT IN THE QUALITY OF RECRUITS NOTED AT THE NAVAL
TRAINING STATION, NEWPORT, R. L

During May, 1923, the average complement of the station was
about 1,300. The decreased activities of recruiting stations is re
flected here in the lowered number of recruits under training. The
evidence of greater care in the selection of men by the recruiting sta
tions is apparent in the recruits as they come to this station and are
placed under supervision of the training and medical organization.
The morale of tho men under training is excellent. Drill periods
and class instructions are followed by recreation periods for baseball
and other athletic sports. The majority of recruits under training
show an appreciable gain in physical development. Increase in

weight occurred in 78 per cent of the drafts transferred during the
month. There was loss of weight in 22 per cent of the men trans
ferred. In the greater number of men showing loss of weight, the
cause, after investigation, is found to be the physiological reduction
of fat incident to physical exercise and a properly balanced ration.

EXCESSIVE NUMBERS OF DENTAL DEFECTS AMONG RECRUITS REQUIRING
TREATMENT AT NAVAL TRAINING STATIONS.

The medical officers of the naval training stations at San Francisco,
Newport, R. I., and Hampton Roads, Va., comment in their last
monthly sanitary reports upon the amount of dental work which
must be performed during the training period.
The medical officer at the Newport station reports that the duties

incumbent upon the dental surgeons are extremely heavy and that

these officers are unable to accomplish all the work at hand. Be

cause of ever-changing personnel they can not hope to catch up with
the work. This is obviously an unsatisfactory state of affairs. In
spite of constant application and exclusive attention to their duties,
74 per cent of the men about to be transferred from the station had

caries of the teeth.
The senior medical officer at the Hampton Roads station reports
that more than 1 per cent of all recruits arriving on the station dur
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ing the month of May were physically unfit for the naval service
according to paragraph 1475 of the Manual of the Medical Depart
ment, 1922, and it seems to him that recruiting officers in the field
either pay very little attention to the oral condition of applicants or
else they do not understand the provisions of that article. He con
cludes that a tremendous amount of dental work is thrown upon
the dental officers, not only at the training station, but throughout
the service at large because of the wretched condition of the teeth
of men accepted at recruiting stations.

NOTES FROM TEE NAVAL TRAINING STATION, HAMPTON ROADS, VA.

The health of the command has been very good indeed during the
month. One case, diagnosed here as chickenpox and transferred to
the naval hospital, was stated by the commanding officer of that insti
tution to be smallpox. This man was a marine, and all precautions
were promptly employed to prevent spread of the disease. The re
sults of the vaccination of the entire marine personnel were quite
surprising in that of 142 men comprising the guard 32 developed a
very positive reaction. All the rest of the guard showed reactions of
immunity.
One case of cerebrospinal fever appeared in unit " E." The patient
was sent to hospital with the diagnosis undetermined, but it was the
opinion there, even before making a lumbar puncture, that the case
was one of meningitis. Cultures were made from the respiratory
passages of all men who lived in the same bungalow and no carrier
was found. In every case of communicable disease the clothing and
bedding of the men who have been even remotely in contact with
the patient are sterilized by steam under pressure, and living quarters
are thoroughly disinfected by washing with an antiseptic solution.

INSTRUCTIONS TO MEDICAL OFFICERS.

WSD/MG 124042-O.

Circular letter. Department of the Navy,
Serial No. 275-1923. Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington. D. C, June 30, J923.
To: All naval hospitals, continental limits and Pearl Harbor; naval medical
supply depots, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Mare Island, Calif. ; naval medical
school, Washington, D. C. ; post surgeon, marine barracks, Quantlco, Va. ;
senior medical officer, naval training station, Hampton Roads, Va.
Subject : Revised schedule of wages for civil employees under the Naval Estab
lishment, effective July 1, 1923.
Reference: M. & S. circular letter, Serial No. 273-1923, #124942-0, June 27,
1923.I The schedule of wages which becomes effective July 1, 1923, contains cer
tain changes which were not anticipated and which necessitates amplification
of the instructions contained in reference.
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2. In making the readjustment directed by paragraph 3 of reference, the
present 1924 allotments for civil establishment, both for "Administration—

Clerical " and " Maintenance
'
and Operation —Labor," will be considered

together as one sum, and the redistribution by subheads will include if)
clerical, as well as (a) transportation; (&) power house; (o) commissary;
(d) laundry; (c) buildings and grounds; and (g) technical. For example,
if present allotments are for

Maintenance and operation $100, 000

Administration ^ 25, 000

the total amount to be redistributed under the several subheads will be
$125,000.

3. The only exception to this readjustment of civilian force to keep within
allotments will be in the case of the "Reconstruction aide group," for which
new request for allotment may be submitted based upon present number of
employees ; this item does not affect the bureau's appropriation.
4. It is suggested that most careful consideration be given to the practica
bility of discharging or furloughing certain parts of the force according to
seasons; to accomplish this, the present plan of uniform quarterly allotments
may be abandoned, and each quarter estimated to meet Its needs, the total
of the four quarters being held to the total of the present allotment. However,
a definite amount must be estimated for each quarter, as :

First quarter $30, 000

Second quarter 35,000

Third quarter 35,000

Fourth quarter 25,000

125,000

5. Consideration also will be given to the complete closing down of hos
pital laundry plants, discharging all employees ; the saving from the pay of
laundry employees to be distributed among the other hospital activities. The
hospital laundry would then be sent, if practicable, to some other Government
laundry in the vicinity, or, if such arrangement can not be made, handled by
contract The bureau will consider such action, if recommended.
0. It is noted that the schedule makes no change In the method of computing
the pay of chief mechanics, head mechanics, etc. Any difficulties arising in
connection with the pay of these supervisory mechanical employees will be
submitted to the bureau by separate letter.

F. L. Pleadweia, Acting.

WEE: SS 126039(54).
Circular letter.
Serial No. 274-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bubeau of Medicine and Subgeby,
Washington, D. C, June 28, 192S.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Examination of Red Cross personnel assigned to naval hospitals

caring for tuberculous patients.
1. The following communication has been received from the Assistant
Director of War Service, National Headquarters, American Red Cross, and
from the Bureau of Naval Affairs, American Red Cross:
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"I have been requested to advise you that the American Red Cross will
be glad to have Instructions Issued to commanding officers of naval hospitals
caring for tuberculous patients to the effect that Red Cross personnel assigned
to these hospitals should be given a physical examination by medical officers
at the time of their entrance on duty to the naval hospital concerned, and at
such periods as may seem advisable."
2. The bureau desires that the request of the American Red Cross be complied
with in so far as it is possible to do so.

F. L. Pleadweix, Acting.

WSD/MG 124942-0.
Circular letter.
Serial No. 273-1923.

Department or the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, June 27, 1923.

To: All naval hospitals, continental limits and Pearl Harbor; naval medical
supply depots, Brooklyn, N. Y„ and Mare Island, Calif. ; Naval Medical
School, Washington, D. C. ; post surgeon, marine barracks, Quantico, Va. ;
senior medical officer, naval training station, Hampton Roads, Va.
Subject : Revised schedule of wages for civil employees under the Naval Estab
lishment.
Reference: M. & S. circular letter, serial No. 255-1923, #124942-0, April 24,
1923.

1. The bureau is informed that the revision of the present schedule of wages
will be released on June 30, 1923, and that the new rates of pay will become
effective as of July 1, 1923.
2. The nature and extent of the changes carried in the new schedule are not
yet known, but whatever the Increases may be over present rates, no additional
funds can be allowed over the total estimated cost under present allotments for
civil establishment, 1924. This measure Is absolutely required because of the
reduced appropriation for the fiscal year 1924 and the large increases in pay
already in effect.
3. Immediately upon receipt of the new schedule, therefore, the activities
addressed by this letter will make such readjustments in the civilian comple
ment as may be required to keep within the total of the amount already allotted
for 1924 and will submit report thereon showing revised distribution under the
several subheads, as follows:

Example.
Estimated cost, $
Quarterly allotment, $

Pay per
month.

Total.

(a
)

Transportation:
$106. 08

153. 08

$3, 818. 88

1
, 847. 04

(6) Power house:

5
, 665. 92

160. 16

122. 72

1,921.92

5
,

890. 56

7
, 812. 48
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Example—Continued.

(c) Commissary:

Pay per
month.

Total.

Etc
$110. 00 $1,320.00

Etc

(d) Laundry:
1 chief launderer 130.00 1, 560. 00
Etc
Etc

(e) Buildings and grounds:
1 chief mechanic 228. 80 2, 745. 60
Etc
Etc

(/) Technical:
Etc
Etc

4. It will be clearly understood that the readjustment above directed con
templates the discharge of a sufficient number of employees to keep within
allotments. In this connection attention Is invited to the fact that no dis
cretion is allowed In paying the rates of the schedule, and that employees of
Groups I, II, and III who have been receiving the maximum pay of the sched
ule of May 1, 1923, must be paid the maximum of the schedule to become effec
tive July 1, 1923.

F. L. Pleadwhx, Acting.

Circular letter. WSD/MG 124677-0.
Serial No. 272-1923.

Department of the Navy,
• Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, June 22, 1923.
To : All naval hospitals ; post surgeon, marine barracks, Quantico, Va. ; naval
submarine base, San Pedro, Calif.
Subject : Care of the dead ; cremation.
Reference: M. & S. circular letter Serial No. 248-1923, #124677-0, March 3,
1923.

1. The annual contracts for care of the dead for the fiscal year 1924, pre
pared in accordance with reference, provide for the embalming, preparation,
incasenient, and transportation or burial of the dead of the Navy and Marine
Corps. No provision is made in these contracts for cremation.
2. Ttie bureau for a number of years has favored cremation as a means of
disposition of ttie dead, but has been unable to adopt it as a general practice
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on account of opposition from the people from whom the enlisted force is
largely drawn, and on account of certain religious objections to cremation.
3. When requested by the next of kin, however, and on prior authority of
the bureau, cremation will be permitted at Government expense, provided such
expense is not in excess of the amount which would be required to prepare
and incase the body in the usual manner under existing contract, plus such
additional amount as would be Incurred by the Navy for interment or trans
portation home. In other words, the bureau is willing to meet the desires of
the next of kin for cremation, provided the expenses are not in excess of those
which otherwise would have been incurred.
4. The expenses of cremation, \vhen authorized as above, will be covered by
separate special requisition in each case.

F. L. Pijeadwell, Acting.

Circular letter. WWB/d F-l-42022.
Serial No. 271-1023.

Department of the Navt,
Bubeau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, June 22, 1923.
To : All medical officers, chief pharmacists, and' pharmacists.
Subject: Forms N. M. S. H. C. 1 and 5, revised.
Reference: Par. 355(1) (j), Manual of the Medical Department, as changed
by M. & S. letter 128014(41) of 12 April, 1923.
1. Forms N. M. S. H. C. 1 and 5 have been revised and the new forms will
be placed in use immediately upon receipt of same.
2. A request for a supply of the revised forms will be submitted at once to
the naval medical supply depot, and when received use of the old forms will
be discontinued.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

Circular letter. WWB/d F-2-42022.
Serial No. 270-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, June 22, 192S.
To: All medical officers.
Subject : Form N. M. S. H. C. 2 : Resumption of use of.
References: (a) Bu. M. & S. letter P-16-42022, PFD-MDC of 10 October, 1919,

par. 3.

(6) Manual of the Medical Department, 1922, par. 402, as changed
by M. & S. letter 128014(41) of April 12, 1923.

1. Reference (a) is canceled by reference (6).
2. A request for a supply of Form N. M. S. H. C. 2 will be submitted at once
to the Naval medical supply depot.
3. One copy of this form will be prepared immediately upon receipt of this
letter for all members of the Hospital Corps except those undergoing instruction
in the Pharmacist's Mates' School, and the Hospital Corps Training School,

Mare Island, Calif., and forwarded to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery

direct.

4. This initial report shall be prepared with care so that all information
requested will be furnished the bureau, and all later reports shall be as com
plete as possible.

F. L. Pleadweli., Acting.
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WWB/d P-15-42022.
Circular letter.
Serial No. 269-1923.

Department of the Navt,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, June 21, 1923.

To : Commanding officers, naval hospitals ; senior medical officers, ships and
stations.

Subject : Advancement in rating of hospital corpsmen.
References: (a) Bunav Manual, Article D-4100 to 4104 (Change No. 2).

(6) Bunav circular letter No. 32-23 of 12 May, 1923.
(c) Bunav confidential letter N-6-Lo; 4111-1413-1 of 13 June,

1923.

1. The attention of all medical officers is directed to contents of reference
(c) showing the serious shortage of hospital corpsmen in the pharmacist's
mates' ratings and the exceedingly small number of hospital corpsmen of the
forces afloat who were recommended for advancement in rating during May,
1923. The number of recommendations from shore stations Indicates that, both
ashore and afloat, hospital corpsmen are not being examined as soon as they

become eligible for advancement.
2. The attention of all medical officers Is directed to the changes regarding
examinations for advancement, contained in reference (6).
3. In order to promote contentment, Improve morale, encourage reenlistments,
and decrease the shortage in the pharmacist's mates' ratings, it is directed that
all hospital corpsmen be given an opportunity to take the examination for
advancement In rating as soon as they satisfy all the requirements contained
In reference (a) as modified by reference (&).

F. L. Pleadweix, Acting.

WEE: SS 128014(63).
Circular letter.
Serial No. 268-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.

Washington, D. C, June 18, 1923.

To: All medical officers.
Subject: Circular letters dated from December 9, 1919, to September 1, 1922:

Obsolescence of.

1. Subjects covered by circular letters dated from December 9, 1919, to
September 1, 1922, have been for the most part modified and included In the
paragraphs of the Manual of the Medical Department, 1922, or have become
obsolete or are dealt with anew In subsequent letters. Circular letters prior to
No. 212, dated September 1, 1922, are therefore obsolete.

2. Therefore hereafter In correspondence and otherwise, reference should

be made to the paragraph in the manual dealing with the subject under con

sideration and not with the circular letter. Circular letters subsequent to
September 1, 1922, may be quoted for reference purposes, although the subjects

of several have already been incorporated in the manual.
3. It is therefore desired that all medical officers take cognizance of this
policy and refresh their flies and reference.

F. L. Pleadwei.t., Acting.
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WSD/JBC 124942-0.
Circular letter.
Serial No. 267-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, June 18, 1923.
To : All naval hospitals ; Naval Medical School, Washington, D. C. ; naval dis
pensary, Navy Department, Washington, D. C. ; post surgeon, marine bar
racks, Quantico, Va. ; senior medical officer, naval training station, Hampton
Roads, Va.
Subject: Saturday half holidays during summer months; leave.
References: (a) Alnavsta 6, June 13, 1923.

(6) Art. 404(6), (7), Naval Instructions, 1913.
1. In connection with above reference, attention is invited to the decision
of the Comptroller of the Treasury (23 Comp. Dec. 192) regarding computa
tions of periods of leave in which the so-called summer half holidays occur.
Under this decision—
" The so-called Saturday ' half holidays ' occurring in the summer season
In a period of leave granted to an employee of a navy yard, etc., under the act
of August 26, 1916, should be charged as full days of leave, since they are, as
a matter of fact, not ' half holidays,' but are constituted by executive orders
as full days of work, although being only four hours in length."
2. Under the same decision it was held that " Sundays occurring within
periods of leave granted to employees of navy yards, etc., under the act of
August 29, 1916, should, in the case of a per annum employee, be charged against
such leave, but in case of a per diem employee, should not be so charged, un
less said per diem employee Is required to work on Sundays; and Sundays
occurring at the beginning or ending of a leave period should not be so charged
In the case of any employee, unless applied for and granted as days of leave."
3. Paragraph 1578(2), Navy Regulations, 1922, provides:
" Civil employees at naval hospitals paid on a per diem, per month, or pay
annum basis shall be granted annual leave with pay and leave without pay
In the same manner as per diem employees at navy yards and stations." ( See

M. & S. circular letter, Serial No. 43-1920, #124942-0(31), July 1, 1920.)
4. Although hospital employees are paid on a per monthly basis (equivalent

to per annum), in accordance with instructions of the Secretary of the Navy
and the provisions of the schedule of wages, their monthly pay is computed on
a basis of 26 times the per diem pay of the equivalent yard rating, thus specifi
cally eliminating pay for Sundays. Therefore, although, on account of their per
month status, they may be required to work on Sundays In emergency and
their daily pay is computed as one-thirtieth of their monthly pay, they can not
be held to be " per annum " employees within the meaning of the comptroller's
decision, and Sundays occurring within or at the beginning or end of periods
of annual leave will not be charged.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

VITAL STATISTICS.

The " Monthly Health Index," which is published on the 15th of each month,
contains the statistical data for individual ships and shore stations. The sta
tistics appearing in this Bulletin are summaries compiled from those published
In the " Monthly Health Index."
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Annual rates, shown In the succeeding statistical table, are obtained as
follows :
The total number of admissions to the sick list or the number of deaths
reported during the period indicated is multiplied by VV or -Vi5- or 12, depend
ing upon whether the period includes four or five weeks or a calendar month.
The product is then multiplied by 1,000 and divided by the average complement

E. R. Stitt.

Table No. 1.—Monthly report of morbidity in the United States Navy and
Marine Corps for the month of June, 1928.

Forces
afloat.

Forces
ashore.

Entire
Navy.

Marine
Corps.

74,446 38,594 113,040 19,943

2,411
388.63

2,577
810.24

4,988
529.48

890
580.15

2.091
337.05

2,258
702.06

4,349
461.65

755
492.15

273
44.00

260
80.84

533
58.58

88
57.38

726
117.02

319
99.18

1,045
110.93

159
101.69

320
51.58

319
99.18 67ftl

135
88 00

Average strength
All causes:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Diseases only:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000 . . .

Communicable disease, exclusive of venereal disease:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Venereal disease:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Injuries and poisons:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Table No. 2.—Number of admissions reported by Form F cards for certain
diseases for the month of June, 1923.

Forces afloat,
Navy and ma-

^(strength,

Forces ashore,
Navv and ma-

^(strength,

Total (strength,
113,040),

Number Annual
rate per

Number Annual
rate per

Numbor Annual
rate perof ad

missions. 1,000.
of ad
missions. 1,000.

of ad
missions . 1,000.

2,091
320

337.05
51.58

2,258
319

702.06
99.18

4,349
639

461.65
67.83

2.411 388.63 2,577 801.24 4.988 529.48

Class III:
48
6

7.74
.97

45 13.99
3.11
2.80
.62
.31
9.33
7.77
2. 18
21.45
5.91
6.84
.93
.31

93 8.87
1.70
3.87
.64
.11
6.10
3.50
1.59
9.66
4.67
2.97
.32
.43

18
4

2.90
.64
0

10
9
2
1

16
27
6
10

18
8
8
22
25
6
0
3

2.90
1.29
1.29
3.55
4.03
.97

30
25
7
69
19
22
3
1

48

Gastritis, acute catarrhal
33
15

H

0
28
3
4

166
1
26.76 243

.48

75.55 409 43.42

Class VII:
11 1.77 5 1.55 16 1.70
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Table No. 2.—Number of admissions reported by Form F cards for certain
diseases for the month of June, 1923—Continued.

Forces afloat,
Nary and ma
rines (strength,
74,446).

1

Forces ashore,
Navy and ma
rines (strength,
38,594).

Total (strength,
113,040).

Number | Annual
I rate per
1,000.

Number Annual
rate per
1,000.

Number Annual
rate per
1,000.

of ad
missions.

of ad
missions.

of ad
missions.

Class VIII:

Class IX:

1
1
72
29
97
6
12
1
1
0

0. 16
.16
11.61
4.87
15.64
.97
1.93
.16
.16

«
1
61
64
36
16
<
4
0
1

1.55
.31
18.97
19.90
11.19
4.97
1.87
1.24
0

6
2
133
93
133
22
18

0.64
.21
14.12
9.87
14.12
2.34

0 .31

s
1
1

1.91
.53
.11
.11

220 35.46 194 60.32 414 43.95

0 0 4 1.24 4
4

.42

.421 .16 3

Total 1 .16 7 2. 18 8 .85

Class X:
18
0
28

2.90 13
1
33

4.04
.31
10.26

31

58

3.2S
.11
6.16

0
Malaria 4.03

Total 43 6.93 47 14.61 90 9.55

Class XI:
9 1.45 12 3.73 21 2.23

208
479
39

33.53
77.21
6.29

66
198

20.52
61.56
17.10

274 29.09
71.86
9.9855

677
94

Total 726 117.02 319 99.18 1,045 110.93

Class XVIII:
(if, 10.64

.32
1.93
.81

1ST 58.14
1.55
1.24
2.80

253
7
HI
14

26.86
.74
1.70
1.49

5
4

s •
151180 29.01 46.95 331 35.14

Class XX:

265 42.72 356 110.69 621 65.92

IS 2.90 2(1 6.22 38 4.03

50863—23 10
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Table No. 3.—Summary of annual admission rates for venereal disease reported
from ships for May and from various sliore stations for the four-week period
June S to June SO, 192S.

All ships
Battleship and cruiser force—
Scouting fleet
Hattle fleet
Asiatic fleet

Destroyer squadrons—
Scouting fleet
Battle fleet
Asiatic fleet

Miscellaneous—
Scouting fleet
Battle fleet
Asiatfc fleet

Annual rate per 1,000,
May.

Mini
mum
rate.

Mean
rate.

SI. 83
25.40
505.2li

0
o
125.31

0
0
108.11

154.32
(52.12
1)81.82

208.00
61.67
627.01

175.99
176.01
342.86

Maxi
mum
rate.

334.36
108.56
735.85

823.53
352.94
1.777.78

1,164. 18
626.09
1,371.43

Average rate since Jan. L
1923.

Mini
mum
rate

77.82
55.73
263.56

20.44
22.47
78.95

13.57
26.84
53.57

Mean
rate.

Maxi
mum
rate.

147.82 1,471.70

145.23
85.63
!'.:«.8fl

212.91
91.87
485.27

174.08
150.34
500.46

407.16
206.46
788.40

1,020.00
181.22
1,471.70

477.00
338.03
1,371.43

Annual rate per 1,000, June
3 to June 30, 1923.

Average rate since Jan. 1.
1923.

Mini
mum
rate.

All naval districts in the United States
First naval district
Third naval district
Fourth naval district
Fifth naval district
Sixth naval district
Seventh naval district
Eighth naval district
Ninth naval district
Eleventh naval district
Twelfth naval district
Thirteenth naval district

0
12.36
0
78.78
0
42.46
0
0
103.04
75.58
24.24
0

Mean
rate.

71.03
65.71
53.35
136.17
62.42
79. 15
0
0
00.41
110.48
72.97
111.64

Maxi
mum
rate.

582.09
202.49
120.65
185.23
104.29
WJ.rt)
0
62. 13
103.04
205.26
118.76
240.24

Mini
mum
rate.

Mean
rate.

64.06
52.98
54.44
134.80
73.79
47.26
13.21
70.08
47.34
69.36
75.48
71.87

Maxi
mum
rate.

179.95
96.77
111.39
17995
81.57
126.46
13 21
72.68
47.34
136.99
92.66
123.77
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RATIO OF QONOCOCCUS AND SYPHILIS INFECTIONS TO TOTAL CASES OF VENEREAL
DISEASE.

1
Per cent, May. Per cent since Jan. t,

, 1923.

Oonococ-
cus.

Syphilis. Gonococ-
cus.

Syphilis.

All ships 65.52 8.30 65.51 8.70
Battleship and cruiser force-

Destroyer squadron-

Miscellaneous—

72.41
81.72
57. 14

8.62
11.83
12.86

68.62
70.09
48.67

9.65
12.35
8.00

59.09
92.59
57.00

6.36 62.74
73.91
61.54

8.36
4.89
5.43

3.70
4.00

62.82
65.38
51.51

5.77
8.97
21.21

62.14
61.15

6.48
8.83
8.89

_ ■

53.33

Per cent June 3, to
June 30, 1923.

Ter cent since Jan. 1,
1923.

Gonococ-
cus.

Syphilis. Gonococ-cus.
Syphilis.

All naval districts in the United 8tates 71.52 11.81 74.42 13.94
First naval district 68. 42 15.78 79.21 6.93
Third naval district 81.81 19.19 75.00 14.08

60.00 13.33 72.34 7.45
75. (X) 8.33 69.35 15.59
50.00 0 63.26 14.29
0 0 100.00 0
75.00 25.00 82.35 V S'2

Ninth naval district 50.00 50.00 78.56 21.43
100.00 0 SI. 61 12.82
77.78 11.11 81.45 12.58
68.67 22.22 S2.M) 11.29
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Table No. 4.—Number of admissions reported by Form F cards and annual
rates per 1,000, entire Navy, for the four-week period June SSO, 1923, in
clusive.

Class.

I of blood
Diseases of circulatory system
Diseases of digestive system
Diseases of ductless elands and spleen—
Diseases of ear
Diseases of eye and adnexa
Diseases of genitourinary system (non-
veaereal)
Communicable diseases transmissible by
oral and nasal discharges
Communicable diseases transmissible by
intestinal discharges
Communicable diseases transmissible by
insects and other arthropods
Tuberculosis (all forms)
Venereal diseases
Other diseases of infective type
Diseases of lymphatic system
Diseases of mind
Diseases of motor system
Diseases of nervous system
Diseases of respiratory system
Diseases of skin, hair, and nails
Hernia
Miscellaneous diseases and conditions
Parasites (fungi and certuin animal para
sites)
Tumors
Injuries
Poisons

Total

Navv (strength,
93097).

Number
of ad
missions.

2
34
457
2
75
60

105

319

53
19
785
196
41,
a
64
32
670
63
:i2
ISO

78
9
427
24

Annual
rate per
1,000.

0.28
4.75
63.82
.28
10.47
8.38

14.66

.71)

7.40
2.55
109.62
27.65
6.42
4 05
8.94
4.47
93.56
8.80
4. 47
18.15

10.89
1.26
59.63
3.35

Marine Corps
(strength, 19,943).

Number
of ad
missions.

519.18

II
4
I II
2
ie
20

28

56

29
0
156
71)
15
7
27
7
IM
27
(.
17

128
7

S9II

Annual
rate per
1,000.

I)
2.61
91.91
1.30
10.43
13.04

16.95

1.96

18.90
0
101.69
45.63
9.78
4.56
17.60
4.56
69 1(1
1760
3.91
11.08

12.39
.65
83.44
4.56

Total (strenf
113,040).

Number
of ad
missions.

58(1.15

2
38
598
4
91
80

82
II
941
268
61
as
M
30
776
90
38
147

97
10
,555
31

4,608

rate per
1,000.

OB
4.37
68.77
.46
10.47
020

150T

43.13

9.43
218
108.22
30.82
7.62
4 M
1047
4.49
89 24
10.35
4.37
1691

11.15
1.15
63.83
3.57

529.93.

Table No. 5.—Deaths reported, entire Navy, for the four-week period June 3 to-
June SO, 1923, inclusive.

Cause.
Navy
(strength,
93,097).

Marine
Corps
(strength,
19,943).

Total
strength,.
113.040).

Meningitis, cerebrospinal
Influenza
Pneumonia, broncho
Pneumonia, lobar
Tuberculosis, chronic pulmonary
Syphilis
Other diseases
Drowning
Other accidents and injuries
Poisons

Total
Annual death rates per 1,000,all causes. . .
Annual death rates per 1,000,diseases only

31
4.33
2.23

6
3. 91

|
8
2
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PREFACE.

The United States Naval Medical Bulletin was first issued in
April, 1907, as a means of supplying medical officers of the United
States Navy with information regarding the advances which are
continually being made in the medical sciences, and as a medium
for the publication of accounts of special researches, observations, or
experiences of individual medical officers.
It is the aim of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery to furnish
in each issue special articles relating to naval medicine, descriptions
of suggested devices, clinical notes on interesting cases, editorial com
ment on current medical literature of special professional interest to
the naval medical officer, reports from various sources, historical
essays, notes and comments on topics of medical interest, and reviews
or notices of the latest published medical books.
The bureau extends an invitation to all medical officers to prepare
and forward, with a view to publication, contributions on subjects of
interest to naval medical officers.
In order that each service contributor may receive due credit for
his efforts in preparing matter for the Bulletin of distinct origi
nality and special merit, the Surgeon General of the Navy will
send a letter of commendation to authors of papers of outstanding
merit and will recommend that copies of such letters be made a part
of the official records of the officers concerned.
The bureau does not necessarily undertake to indorse all views or
opinions which may be expressed in the pages of this publication.

E. R. Stitt,
Surgeon General United States Navy.
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NOTICE TO SERVICE CONTRIBUTORS.

When contributions are typewritten, double spacing and wide margins are
desirable. Fasteners which can not be removed without tearing the paper
are an abomination. A large proportion of the articles submitted have an
official form, such as letterheads, numbered paragraphs, and needless spacing
between paragraphs, all of which require correction before going to press.
The Bulletin endeavors to follow a uniform style in headings and captions,
and the editor can be spared much time and trouble and unnecessary errors
can be obviated if authors will follow in the above particulars the practice of
recent Issues.
The greatest accuracy and fullness should be employed in all citations, as it
has sometimes been necessary to decline articles otherwise desirable because it
was impossible for the editor to understand or verify references, quotations,
etc. The frequency of gross errors in orthography in many contributions is
conclusive evidence that authors often fail to read over their manuscripts
after they have been typewritten.

Contributions must be received two months prior to the date of the Issue for
which they are Intended.
The editor Is not responsible for the safe return of manuscripts and pictures.
All materials supplied for illustrations, if not original, should be accompanied
by a reference to the source and a statement as to whether or not reproduction

has been authorized.
The Bulletin intends to print only original articles, translations, in whole
or in part, reviews, and reports and notices of Government or departmental
activities, official announcements, etc. All original contributions are accepted
on the assumption that they have not appeared previously and are not to be
reprinted elsewhere without an understanding to that effect,
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FEAR AND WORRY.

By H. Butts, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

The article which follows does not pretend much more than to
scratch the surface, so to speak, of the subject under discussion,
but it is written with a view to a clearer understanding of two very
commonly associated evils which cause so much unhappiness and
distress, and with a view to their possible prevention, abolition,
and treatment. I take this occasion to express my appreciation
and indebtedness to Commander H. E. Odell, Medical Corps, United
States Navy, who has given me several of his personal ideas and
suggestions on the subject discussed, which have my hearty indorse
ment.

Fear and worry are two specters of the mind which cause illness,
consume an enormous amount of needless energy, and in many cases
probably shorten life. While closely related, and one may induce
the other, they are not identical. They are both states of mind
which are usually accompanied by a consciousness of weakness,
sometimes a feeling of absolute helplessness, uncertainty, appre
hension, and a loss of courage.
Inasmuch as they are definite etiological factors in the causation
of several diseases, especially certain nervous diseases, like paralysis
agitans, insanity, and the neuroses—neurasthenia, psychasthenia,
and hysteria—as well as symptoms of these diseases after they be
come manifest, it is believed that time may well be spent in a con
sideration of the psychology and possible elimination of these two
evils.

People differ greatly in their capacity for and manifestations of
fear and worry. Some fortunate individuals are apparently fear

less of anything or any combination of circumstances, and they
never seem to worry about anything. These people are not neces

sarily careless, though many of them are, and some of them have
257
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extraordinary ability along certain lines. Generally speaking, how
ever, it is not believed that any great compliment is paid to a man
to say of him that he is fearless, for such a man may usually be
expected to embark on hazardous undertakings or rush into foolish
enterprises where angels would fear to tread. One of the puns of
the World War was to the effect that an individual must necessarily
have been " very careless " in order to win a Victoria cross for
extraordinary heroism. As a matter of fact, probably no one is
absolutely fearless, and everyone has certain fears of one kind or
another.

Other individuals seem to be always in a state of fear about some
thing or other and are almost always in a continual state of worry
about What may happen. Quoting from White and Jelliffe's Modern
Treatment of Nervous and Mental Diseases, there are "those who
seem to be afraid to act, to take a chance, either because of some
positive fear or because of a vague feeling that any action is dan
gerous." Some people who are physically well developed, in an
excellent state of health, and apparently well able to take care of
themselves, are seemingly always constitutional cowards, while others
who are underdeveloped, perhaps cripples or deformed, or in a poor
state of health—persons we might reasonably expect to be cowards —

are really constitutional heroes, from whom one never hears a word
of complaint, fear, or worry. Guynemer, the French " ace of aces,"
it seems to the writer, was an example of this latter type of hero.
Of poor physique, he was found unacceptable for enlistment in the
French Army at a time when France needed every available man.
He finally managed to enroll in the aviation service; and though at
times so ill that he had to be helped into and out of his airplane, he
was credited at the time of his death in service with having shot or
brought down in flames more than 100 enemy planes.
Certain sorts and degrees of fear are really very valuable eco
nomic and moral factors in the life of the human race. For instance,
it is said that " the fear of God is the beginning of wisdom." Certain
sorts of fear, not carried to an extreme degree, engender caution,
teach deliberation, develop judgment, and cause us to hesitate about

taking hasty action. If it were literally true that certain individ
uals feared nothing, they would, one may safely assert, never take

any steps to avoid actions which their judgment and experience had

taught them had resulted unpleasantly, painfully, perhaps disas
trously, in the past. It must be admitted, however, that fear is a
relative term, to which people react very differently, and what will

frighten some individuals into action of some sort or another will
have no influence whatever upon others.
Long and intimate contact with the object or conditions feared
will sometimes lessen or entirely dissipate the original fear, partly
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because of the principle that " familiarity breeds contempt," aided
perhaps by greater knowledge of the object or conditions feared.
On the other hand, it frequently happens that no amount of famil
iarity, increased knowledge, or intimate contact with the object or
conditions feared will serve to lessen it; quite the contrary, famil
iarity or knowledge may even increase the degree of fear felt. Much
depends upon the character of the individual affected by the fear.
Some fears in greater or less degree are common to the entire
human race. One of these is the fear of high places. A great many
people do not care to look over a high precipice into the depths be
low, as such an experience causes them to become anxious, dizzy, and
very uncomfortable. Curiously, many of those same individuals
can frequently, in fact generally, ascend to great heights in an air
plane with very little, if any, feeling of discomfort on account of the
height attained. This paradox can probably best be explained by the
fact that when comfortably strapped into the seat of an airplane
the individual affected by the fear of high places acquires a sort of
false feeling of security which effectively abolishes any thought of
fear, at least so far as it relates to his being in a high place.
It would seem that fear and worry are both acquired character
istics. They are not congenital, though heredity probably has con
siderable influence in their development. The new-born babe has no
fear and it does not worry, though it may very early acquire these
evil states of mind, especially when subjected to conditions which
favor their development. The degree of fear and worry which any
individual may develop seems to depend much more upon environ
mental influences than upon hereditary factors. Dr. Boris Sidis, in
his little book on Philistine and Genius, is authority for the state
ment that " a person brought up in the school of fear and blind
obedience lacks steadiness of purpose, courage, independence, critical
judgment, and becomes bigoted. He falls an easy prey to the sug
gestions of his times and surroundings, and succumbs to the in
fluence of unscrupulous leaders. Such a person lacks mental and
moral poise, he is wanting in the true courage of reason, present in
the fully developed man and woman. He can not withstand the
pressure of social opinion, being unable to stand by his post in the
face of threatening social opposition. Ruled by fear at home, he is
governed by terror in society. He is afraid of social punishment,
of ' losing face,' as the Chinese say, with his neighbors, gossips,
circles, and clubs."
Parenthetically, it may be mentioned that dumb brutes manifest
a great difference in their attitude toward fear and worry, even in
the same species. Some animals, like deer, for example, are always
timid, and all wild animals, including the lion, the "king of
beasts," seem to fear man. With certain exceptions, however, it is
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believed that fear and worry seldom become highly developed in
dumb brutes, the reason probably being, as Schopenhauer points out
in Studies in Pessimism, that " what elements of fear and hope exist
in the brutes—and they do not go very far—arise only in relation
to objects that lie before it and within reach of those impulses:
whereas a man's range of vision embraces the whole of his life and
extends far into the past and future."
The belief is yet firm in the minds of many people, some of them
physicians, that severe emotional experiences like fear and worry
operate unfavorably upon the unborn child. Legrand du Saulle
observed that among children born during the siege of Paris in 1870,
the so-called " enfants de siege," there was a relatively large number
who were physically and mentally retarded. However, Scholz, in
his work on Anomale Kinder, states that we can only conjecture, but
not prove, that these prenatal emotional influences per se injure the
unborn child, and reminds us that there are hundreds of thousands
of mothers who live under certainly not enviable economic condi
tions and yet bear strong children. He considers hereditary taint
plus alcoholism and syphilis to be the most significant factor in the

bringing into the world of mentally and physically defective chil
dren, and states that the assertion that " fright " of the pregnant
mother from the sight of a misf ormed idiot or epileptic may give rise
to a defective child belongs well within the realm of superstition. He
knows of not a single authentic case of this nature.
Fear is defined by the Standard Dictionary as " an emotion excited
by threatening evil or impending pain, accompanied by a desire to
avoid or escape it; apprehension, dread; uneasiness about a thing;
solicitude, accompanied with dread." A second definition is " rever
ence for constituted authority, especially when accompanied by
obedience thereto, as the fear of God." Synonyms for fear are
" alarm, apprehension, awe, consternation, dismay, dread, fright,
horror, misgiving, solicitude, terror, timidity, trepidation."
Worry is defined by the same authority as " uneasiness in mind
by reason of care or solicitude," and synonyms for worry are " annoy,
badger, bother, persecute." Other meanings are given to these words,
but for the purposes of this paper the above definitions will suffice.
Much has been written about the psychology of fear and worry
as emotions and states of mind, but in the last analysis they can
generally be said to rest upon ignorance or incomplete knowledge,
and as our knowledge of the subject feared or about which we worry

becomes more exact or complete the fear or worry gradually assumes

less importance in our consciousness and may, though not necessa

rily, wholly disappear.
Abnormal fears are usually known in medical nomenclature as
" phobias," as related to the state of mind in which they occur.
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These " phobias " are of various kinds, and, according to Church
and Peterson, in their work on Nervous and Mental Diseases, Janet
has laboriously tabulated them as " fears regarding the body ; fears
of objects; fears of situations, physical and social; and fears of
certain ideas." Under these heads he has listed over 40 different
varieties, with innumerable variations. The Greek language has
been searched to find sufficient names for the phobias. Claustro
phobia, fear of closed spaces; agoraphobia, fear of open spaces;
amaxophobia, fear of vehicles; misophobia, fear of dirt; and a
hundred others testify to the range of human feeling and the wealth
of the Hellenic tongue." The individuals who suffer with these
"
phobias " generally have other mental symptoms associated with
them and are usually regarded as being afflicted with a nervous
disease, or neurosis, known as psychasthenia, a disease which occu
pies a sort of middle ground between nervous disease and outspoken
insanity. These " phobias " also occur in the so-called " anxiety
neuroses," and are often one of several symptoms of the psychoses.
The part which fear and worry play in the general etiology of
insanity may be described as secondary to the primary influence
which heredity bears to this malady. Again quoting Church and
Peterson :
" The etiology of insanity is describable in two terms, ' heredity '

and ' strain '—heredity, which renders the nervous system unstable,
and strain, which causes the unstable nervous centers to collapse.
Instances of insanity developing in individuals with properly bal
anced and adjusted nervous organizations are rare indeed * * *.
About 24 per cent of all cases of insanity are ascribed to moral
causes, among which are classed domestic troubles, grief from death
of friends, business worries, anger, religious excitement, love affairs,
fright, and nervous shock. The percentage is greater in women
than in men. It is doubtful if any emotion alone can overcome
the stability of a normal nervous system; hence it is in the fragile,
nervous constitution or individuals tainted by heredity that extreme
emotions are wont to exert their malign influence * * *. Some

acute psychoses may be suddenly developed by fright, or a transitory
emotional insanity for a few hours or for a few days in duration.
Among the symptoms are mutism, or incoherence, confusion, isolated

hallucinations, delusions, with impulses to violence, wandering, fol
lowed later by complete or nearly complete amnesia.
" The more slowly working effects like sorrow and worry often

aid in the evolution of melancholia, paralytic dementia, or acute
or chronic paranoia. We have come to believe that insanity is more

often of psychogenic origin than we formerly supposed."
But it is not with these pathological fears and " phobias," which
are part and parcel of disease entities, with which we are here
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chiefly concerned. It is the little fears and the little worries which
form so much a part of the everyday existence of so many people,
which are so useless, so unprofitable, and so nerve racking, which
are a form of mental inefficiency, and which are so often needlessly
multiplied until they are of tremendous importance that we would
here consider. Those whose fears and worries have reached such
a stage as to become pathological usually require special treatment
by a competent physician, and no amount of reasoning or philoso-
phization will ordinarily alone serve to restore the patient to nor
mality. Besides there are many individuals who are usually re
garded as normal to whom the principles of practical wisdom do
not appeal, and who will have to be reached by suggestion and other
measures unnecessary to enumerate here. Nevertheless there is a

sufficiently large class of credulous people to whom Doctor Coue's
formula of " growing better every day in every way " makes appeal,
which makes it well worth a physician's time to use every means of
autosuggestion to favorably influence them.
The number of conditions, circumstances, or predicaments about
which human beings will worry is astonishingly large and will range
from such momentous questions as the destiny of their immortal
souls, daily bread, the welfare of themselves or their dependents, or
the fidelity of wife, husband, or friends to insignificant or even
ridiculous questions such as worry as to the date upon which the
world will come to an end, the temperature of hell, whether Adam
did or did not have a navel, whether the doors were locked prior
to going to bed, whether a letter which has been mailed was or was
not properly stamped and addressed, whether the right tiling was
said or a right line of action was adopted on a certain occasion,
whether or not offense was given, etc., ad infinitum.
Many people spend much time worrying about their " sins," and

they are readily converted into cowards by " the still small voice of
conscience." The lives of some of these people are so narrow and
their souls so small that a large proportion of their time is spent in
seeking to avoid evil. They are so obsessed with the enormity of
and the dreadful consequences of their sins of omission that they
have very little time for sins of commission. On this account they
seldom accomplish much, and on the whole are really quite pitiable
creatures.

The fear of what people may say, already referred to, acts with
many as a sort of balance wheel or safety valve on their conduct,
inducing some to preserve a correct and proper line of action, at
least in so far as their intelligence enables them to do so, and some
to imitate others in order to avoid or escape criticism. In other
words, this fear develops a sort of faculty of self-critique.
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It is a moot question as to whether or not the fear of punishment
is a deterrent of crime, at least so far as the criminal himself is con
cerned. In some cases it seems to act as a very effective prophylactic
against crime and a remedy for its recommission. In other cases,
and these are quite numerous, it does not seem to have the slightest
influence in this respect. Almost any large penitentiary or prison
has a certain number of antisocial recidivists upon whom the fear of
punisliment apparently has no effect. So far as society itself is
concerned it can not be doubted that the fear of punishment deters
thousands from the commission of crime, and this really is the chief
object of punishment—not that the criminal himself will be greatly
affected thereby, though he may be, but that others will hesitate to
commit, or fail to commit, the same crimes.
Worry and discouragement about being unable to secure employ
ment, when continued over a long period of time, has been known
to sear the souls of middle-aged and elderly people who had pre
viously been regarded as normal. One would probably have to

pass through this experience of hunger, weariness, and discourage
ment to fully appreciate its import. To have the privilege of earn
ing daily bread denied, to tramp wearily day after day about a
great city like New York, to encounter keen competition, to be
obliged to match wits with others who are younger and perhaps
brighter, and to have every avenue of employment apparently closed
against one is a harrowing experience, to say the least, one which
would probably try anyone's mettle. It is no wonder that some
emerge from such an experience moral cowards for the balance of
their lives, afraid to give up or abandon a job once found, quaking
with fear if discharged, and fearful to venture forth to secure a
better job.
Reference has already been made to fear of certain sorts and de
grees as an economic and moral asset. Worry, on the other hand,
is believed to be an unmixed evil. It does not in any way seem to
improve or promote the health, comfort, or well being of the human
race.

Those who adopt the " worry habit " are usually, though not
always, more or less neurotic, and their habit of worrying is an ex
pression of their type of mental reaction toward inimical conditions
and circumstances. They may or may not think much, but reflect
little, and unfortunately are least amenable to philosophical reason
ing. They are mentally so constituted that they can see only their
point of view, and they will continue to worry until the conditions
or circumstances which cause the fear or worry improve or the
cause disappears.
Like most vicious habits, the " worry habit " is very easily and
often quite unconsciously formed. And it is very difficult to break.
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One who has formed the " worry habit " can in an incredibly short
time hypnotize himself into the belief that he is a desperately sick
individual, and he readily becomes a sort of "clinging vine," a
whiner for sympathy. The world is full of such people. They lack
moral stamina, and instead of being the useful, helpful citizens they
might be, they are really social parasites.
The morbid anatomy or pathology of fear and worry considered
os diseases, for they are sometimes almost equivalent to diseases,
though not usually described as such in textbooks, is difficult to
describe in such a way as to include both mild and severe cases.
We have all heard of (though perhaps never seen) people who hare
had their hair whitened in a single night of intense fear, and are
familiar with the look of terror upon the face of one who has been
subjected to the emotion of great fear. We are also familiar with
the anxious blanched facial expression, the lines upon the face, the
appearance of age, the nervous restless manner, the grayish or
whitened hair, and the cheerless voice of those who worry a great
deal. If we could read the story which the neurons of the neuras
thenic or the psychasthenic might tell, we could also probably read
the pathology of fear and worry.
The symptomatology of fear and worry, considered as diseases, cau
probably best be described by relating one or two hypothetical but
typical examples. We will first take the case of the woman who fears
that her husband is untrue to her and who worries about it. Whether
her fear is well founded or not makes no difference, the result is the
same. What happens? First of all she becomes jealous and suspi
cious. She spends a lot of time seeking and accumulating evidence
to support her suspicions of infidelity. She becomes overcredulous,
unhappy, irritable, takes offense easily, is morose, ill-tempered,
peevish, and uncompanionable. She looks for ulterior motives in
many tilings her husband does, and her friends and relatives note a

decided change in her character. This condition may continue for
months, even years. Her state of unhappiness has been greatly ac
centuated by habitual worry. She may have read extensively on
" marriage and divorce," consulted lawyers and friends in whom she

still retains some confidence, and she may or may not have con

sulted clairvoyants, palmists, or trance mediums, depending upon
her degree of intelligence and credulity. What is the end result?
Judging from thousands of similar cases, she adopts one of six
lines of action : Commits suicide, murders her unfaithful husband or
his corespondent, becomes a nervous wreck or insane, seeks and ob

tains a divorce, leaves her husband's home and lives apart, or con

tinues a miserable existence with him until he or she dies. What
worth while, we well may ask, has been accomplished by the months
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and years of this woman's worry? Answer, nothing! Instead of
devoting a reasonable and judicious amount of time and effort in an
investigation of her husband's conduct in order to confirm her sus
picions and then taking appropriate action in the common-sense
measure of separation or divorce, in case her suspicions are con
firmed, she may by worrying have permitted herself to become a
nervous wreck or insane. Granting, for the sake of argument, that
the woman has had abundant cause for worry, we will search in vain
for any good purpose or effects it has served.
In most cases of this sort it would perhaps be idle to suggest to
this woman that " there are finer fish in the sea than were ever
caught ;

" that her idol's feet are made of clay, and therefore
he is unworthy of her worry ; and that any faithless man or woman
is unworthy of weeks and months of luxurious worry. Furthermore,
such advice would be evidence of ignorance on the part of the giver
of the nature or psychology of human affection. There are many
who believe that a woman really loves but once, and that, as the late
W. C. Brann opines in his Iconoclast, " every daughter of Eve
dreams of an ideal, of a man tender and true, who will fill her life
with love's own melody, his word her law, his home her heaven, his
honor her glory, and his tomb her grave—a man to whom her heart
turns as the helianthus to the sun." If this belief is true, one can
readily imagine what havoc is wrought in the soul of the woman
whose affection has been misplaced upon an unworthy object, and
how feeble and impotent any words of advice might be as to a
course of action for her. One can only endeavor to convince her of
the uselessness of worry, and try to shorten its period of duration
for her. Any success attained will depend largely upon the con
fidence she has in her adviser, and upon the degree of intelligence
and common sense which she herself possesses.
Let us take another but less serious example of fear and worry.
A mother has an only son who is married, lives in a distant city, and

is
,

let us assume, an aviator in the naval service. Ever since he
became a " bird man " she has worried about a " premonition " she
thought she had that her son might meet with a sudden and violent
death, which, we must confess, is not beyond the range of possibility,
considering her son's occupation. Eventually she receives a telegram
from his city, and because of the abnormal mental state into which
she has converted herself through weeks and months of worry she is

afraid to even open or read her telegram. Instead she becomes hys
terical, weeps, wrings her hands, and walks the floor for a season
until some one kindly reads the telegram to her, the simple message
being "Nine-pound boy born to-day. Mother and baby doing well."
To some this hypothetical case may seem overdrawn, but it is not.
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It is really astonishing how little common sense some people exercise,
and these are the very people who fear and worry the most about
what may happen. And even though time and experience should
teach them that in the great majority of cases their fears are ground
less, they do not profit by that experience to the extent of ceasing to
worry. They have acquired the habit, and they seem unable to
break it.
Curiously, many people worry about and fear death, the inevitable
end of all who live, while others do not consider life worth living
and commit suicide, claiming during life that the few joys and
pleasures derived from living are greatly overbalanced by the toil
necessary to make life possible, and that the pains of disease and
injury, the infirmities of age, the disappointments, discouragements,
heartaches, losses, and agonies of mind to which everyone who lives
must submit make life a constantly losing venture. They apparently
welcome death as a happy release from all unpleasantness and re
sponsibility. " O Death, where is thy sting ? O Grave, where is thy
victory ? " Still others are only deterred from suicide because they
either lack the courage to commit the act or they consider it " nobler
in the mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune
than to take up arms against a sea of troubles and by opposing end
them." Then, too, the belief in immortality deters many from com
mitting the act, because of their fear of " what dreams may come
when we have shuffled off this mortal coil," and they prefer rather to
" bear those ills we have than to fly to others we know not of."
According to John J. Ingalls, late Senator from Kansas, in his
famous funeral oration on Ben Hill, " if the incompleteness of every
career, even the longest and most fortunate, be not supplemented and

perfected after its termination here, then he who dreads to die
should fear to live, for life is a tragedy more desolate and inex
plicable than death." To most of us death is undeniably a sad, a de
pressing affair, because it means the cessation of all useful earthly
activity, so far as the deceased is concerned, and because we miss the
" touch of the vanished hand and the sound of the voice that is still,"
but to a philosophical mind it is not a subject for fear or worry. In
the large majority of cases, it is

,

so far as competent medical men
can ascertain, nearly or quite painless, and should be a welcome re
lief for the aged whose life's work is finished; the insane or those
racked with painful or incurable diseases like advanced tuberculosis,
leprosy, or cancer. To such it should, indeed, be a boon and a privi
lege to " wrap the drapery of their couches about them and to lie
down to pleasant dreams." Probably the saddest of all deaths "is
that of a little child which had promise of a bright future. But in
any event, fear and worry about either life or death are wholly use
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less and extremely unprofitable. To no mortal man has been vouch
safed the privilege of lifting the somber veil of death to actually see
what lies beyond his grave, spiritualists, slate writers, and trance
mediums to the contrary notwithstanding. And no matter what our
conception of our hereafter may be, it is absolutely idle for us to
speculate and worry, as countless thousands do, about those " un
solved and unsolvable problems of mortal life and human destiny
which prompted the troubled patriarch to ask that momentous ques
tion for which the ages have given no answer : " If a man die, shall
he live again? " In her beautiful little poem on "Life," Mrs. A. L.
Barbould expresses, it seems to the writer, the proper attitude of a
sane individual toward life and death :

Life, I know not what thou art,
But know that thou and I must part ;
And when, or how, we met
I own to me's a secret yet

Life, we've been so long together,
Thro' pleasant and thro' cloudy weather.
Tis hard to part when friends are dear—
'Twill cost, perhaps, a sigh, a tear.

Then steal away, give little warning,
Choose thine own time ; say not " Good night,"

But in some fairer clime
Bid me " Good morning."

Many people make an unduly high estimate of their value in the
world, anyway, and their importance in the economic scheme of
" things as they are." On this account they worry needlessly. Again
quoting from The Iconoclast, " where will the archeologists of the
year 12896 turn for the history of our time—where search for those
' few immortal names that were not born to die ' ? * * * Long
before Macaulay's New Zealander stands on a broken arch of London
Bridge to sketch the ruins of St. Paul's every book now extant will
have perished. * * * No race or nation of which we have any
record has avoided a recrudescence of barbarism for a hundred gen
erations. * * * The mighty Washington has not been dead

(much over) a hundred years, yet has already become—as R. G.
Ingersoll informs us— ' merely a steel engraving.' * * * Our
proud Republic, our boasted civilization will pass, for change is the
order of the universe. What records will they leave behind ? What
is to prevent them from being utterly forgotten, as were the prede
cessors of Sargon, the most ancient Chaldean monarch mentioned
in the Bible? * * * Is it not a trifle startling to reflect of
how little real importance all our feverish work and worry is, and

54217—23 2
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how small a space it is ordained to occupy in the mighty epic of
mankind ? "

Is it not the part of wisdom to be happy and content in doing the
best we can, without hurry, fear, or worry as to the result? The
best that can be said of anyone's work is that it has served to in
crease human happiness or decrease, alleviate, or abolish some human
misery. Certainly nothing can be gained, and much can be lost, by
worrying ourselves and others about what can not be remedied. The
great Abraham Lincoln's common-sense philosophy can not be im
proved : " I do the very best I know how—the very best I can ; and
I mean to keep doing so to the end. If the end brings me out all
right, what is said against me won't amount to anything. If the
end brings me out wrong, ten angels swearing I was right would
make no difference."
Worry is often associated with hurry, the so-called "American dis
ease." Indeed, the hurry is often the chief cause of the worry, and
if people refrained from hurry there would be less occasion for
worry. The truly great man or woman seldom or never hurries or
worries, and usually he or she is a hero of some sort or other. It
has been said that when one finds it necessary to hurry and fret over
a piece of work or an undertaking he is endeavoring to accomplish
or complete, the very fact that he hurries and worries about it is
certain evidence that that particular piece of work or enterprise is
too big for him. Columbus did not hurry to discover this continent,
and there is little, if any, evidence that he was worried by the en
treaties of his cowardly, mutinous sailors to turn back; instead,
according to Joaquin Miller, he gave to the world he gained its
grandest lesson : " On and on ! " Probably no man ever had more
responsibilities and cares to harrass and worry him than did Abra
ham Lincoln, yet in the enormous published bibliography on his life
there are very few references which indicate that he ever indulged
in useless worry or fumed and fretted about his own and other's
mistakes. It is true that he was always melancholy by nature, that
he fairly haunted the Washington telegraph office for news of the
Civil War, that he occasionally sat up all night calmly thinking
out solutions for some of the many momentous questions with which
he had to deal, and that toward the end of the Civil War his face
was lined and furrowed with the wrinkles of care, but he always had
a saving sense of humor, had an unusually large stock of common
sense, and he was an avowed fatalist, believing, as he often said,
that what is to be will be regardless of anything we may do or, rather.
" I have found all my life, as Hamlet says, 4 There's a divinity that
shapes our ends, rough hew them how we will.' "
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That Lincoln indulged very little, if at all, in the luxury of worry
is only one of a thousand evidences of his greatness. Had he
allowed himself to fume and fret over the inertia and incompetence
of some of his generals, the reverses and slow progress of the war,
the disloyalty of certain of his Cabinet members, and the importu
nities of office seekers, it is unlikely that he would have survived his
first term as President. As for fear on the part of the " rail split
ter," we may simply say that certainly no coward ever wrote the

Emancipation Proclamation and made it become effective against
tremendous opposition. It is doubtful whether Gen. U. S. Grant
ever hurried or worried to any great extent, or was possessed of a
fearful soul—certainly not in his famous siege of Vicksburg, which
was characterized by " masterly inactivity," or " watchful waiting,"
whichever phrase is preferred.
It will occasionally happen that an able physician will be accused
nf having grown callous to suffering, of being " stony hearted," and
of caring little, if anything, what happens, because he refuses to
hurry to or to worry about his patients, while hysterical friends
and relatives are literally "tearing their hair," wringing their
hands, weeping and prajTing, running aimlessly about, and beseech
ing him to hurry or to " do something," when in truth he is doing
all that can be done, and his nobility of character is shown in his
uniform calmness, his " poker face," and his refusal to worry or to
become excited, though he is unsparing in his sympathy for those
less masters of themselves than he. Such a physician at least ap
proximates the man described in Kipling's If:
If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you ;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowances for their doubting too.
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds of distance run,
Yours is the earth and everything that Is In it,
And—which Is more—you'll be a man, some day, my son.

Having described some of the many manifestations of fear and
worry and noted some of the far-reaching effects they have on the
human mechanism, we may now properly consider what can be done
and what measures we may adopt with a view to lessening in some
degree, or even abolishing, these two evils. However, it would be
too much to expect that any amount of philosophization or training
in habit formation would make heroes of cowards or that inherited or
constitutional tendencies could be wholly overcome, but it is believed
that much can be done to improve the morale of timid individuals
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who worry needlessly, with resulting great benefit to their physical,
mental, emotional, and moral well-being.
People seek to relieve or alleviate their fears and worries in many
and various ways. The mental suffering of these unfortunates is
often very acute, and sometimes as the result of this suffering they
commit suicide, murder, and other crimes. Clairvoyants, psychics,
palm readers, crystal gazers, card readers, trance mediums, spiritual
ists, slate writers, sorcerers, table rappers, and other varieties of
" fortune tellers " often derive a fair to excellent living by catering
to the hopes and fears of those addicted to the worry habit, and
because of their own credulity in believing these soothsayers some
people claim to have been greatly benefited by consulting them.
Unfortunately, the soothsayers usually manage in some way or other
to foster the fears and worries of their clients, though perhaps giv
ing, through fictitious assurance, some relief for the moment.
Some people who wish to brace up their courage before beginning
a hazardous undertaking which they fear they may fail to accom
plish resort to the use of alcohol in the form of a " bracer," as they
call it

,

and delude themselves into the belief that they are benefited
thereby. As is now pretty well known and accepted as fact, alcohol

is from first to last a depressant, and what these people have really
accomplished by their " bracer " has been a deadening of their sense
of fatigue and a dulling of their critical judgment sense, and as a

result they have made themselves less capable of withstanding pro
longed or severe strain on their nervous systems than they would
have been had they taken no alcohol.
Those who are religiously inclined frequently find relief for their
worries and fears through the medium of prayer or the confessional.
But in order for this method of relieving the mental pain due to fear
and worry to be effective, it is absolutely necessary for the unfortu
nate to have faith and confidence that his prayer will be answered
to his satisfaction, a consummation not always attainable. It would
seem that a sincere Christian has no business worrying anyhow, for

if he really trusts in God, as he says he does, his faith should cause
him to believe that God knows how to run the universe without any
outside assistance and that " sometime we'll understand."
Some individuals can find relief from fear and worry by intense
mental or physical activity, which gives relief through the mental
mechanism of forgetting. This, too, is not always effective, and the
relief is usually but temporary, for with the cessation of mental or
physical activity the fear or worry reappears to the mind.
A complete change of interest or occupation will sometimes accom
plish the same happy result. Elizabeth Barrett Browning has beau
tifully expressed this principle in the lines :
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The little cares that fretted me,
I lost them yesterday
Among the fields ahove the sea,
Among the winds at play;
Among the lowing of the herds,
The rustling of the trees,
Among the singing of the birds,
The humming of the bees.

The foolish fears of what may happen,
I cast them all away
Among the clover-scented grass,
Among the new-mown hay ;
Among the husking of the corn
Where drowsy poppies nod,

Where ill thoughts die and good are born,
Out in the fields with God.

Harrington Emerson states that fear and worry " expand mental
and nervous power far more rapidly than any other form of mental
activity. A day or two of worry leaves you utterly exhausted,
whereas intense mental concentration upon constructive work in
which you are interested and which gives you pleasure causes
scarcely any feeling of weariness. Worry accomplishes nothing
worth while.
" Fear and worry are often the result of neglect or refusal to
apply certain of the principles of personal efficiency. If you have
no adequate and reliable records for your guidance, no matter what
you are doing, you are in a state of uncertainty, and it is very easy
to fall into the habit of worry. Worry is caused by a lack of definite
plans, no schedules, and deficient dispatching. A man who blunders
along from one task to another, entirely the creature of circum
stances as they arise, is a prey to all kinds of misgivings as to his
future. A man who has planned his future—knows what he is
going to do and what results he intends to attain—is relieved from
uncertainty and worry. The man who has no schedules, but goes
through his day's work in a hit-or-miss, haphazard manner, fritter
ing away half his time on insignificant and inconsequential things,
and then suddenly finds that he is without sufficient time for the
important duty, is an easy victim of the worry habit. But the man
who lias a definite time assigned to each task, determined in advance

according to definite standards, has his mind relieved of all uncer
tainty and misgivings as to whether or not he will have time for
what he has to do.
" The man who procrastinates, putting off and dreading his duties,
and missing many of his recreations and pleasures because he does
not do things on time, is often in a constant state of mental unrest.
But the man who dispatches all he has to do promptly—does every
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thing in apple-pie order, shipshape —has a mind free from tension.
A great deal of fear and worry is due to unstandardized conditions,
from within and without.
" There is no mental or physical condition more fruitful of nega
tive feelings than that of disorder. The man whose thoughts are
disorderly, unsystematic, loose, unstandardized, is in a continual state
of blundering, bad judgment, uncertainty, and, if he is capable of
thinking, has fear and worry. The same is true of the man or the
woman whose home, whose place of business, whose desk or work

shop, is in a continual state of disorder and lack of system. Un
standardized operations of any kind are always uncertain as to their
results. The man whose operations have not been standardized is
therefore never sure of the outcome of any undertaking.
" Fundamental, perhaps, to all of this lax, vague, uncertain, and
unstandardized thought and action is the lack of clear, definite, de
tailed ideals."
While the application of the principles just enumerated will un
doubtedly prevent much fear and worry, they are neither a panacea
nor a specific cure for all fear and worry.
Those who are capable of looking at life philosophically should
find in it no occasion for worry. We are all certain to die some
time—we can not live forever—and it would be unreasonable to ex
pect never to feel any pain or discomfort, or to be ill. These condi
tions are an inseparable part of life. And we are all certain to lose
money, our fortune, and our relatives and friends some time. Other
wise our continued freedom from loss, pain, and discomfort would be
phenomenal. These things are inevitable, predestined, if we please.
So why make ourselves sick by worrying about them? Worrying
about inimical conditions will do no good, but on the contrary much
harm. One might almost be justified in saying that the man or
woman who can not look these conditions square in the face is unfit
to survive.

To some minds partial immunity from worry and fear is con
ferred by the doctrine of fatalism—that all events are absolutely pre
determined by divine will, so that human choice can not change or
influence them, as held by Mohammedanism, or that all events, in

cluding human choice, are absolutely predetermined in a mechanical

way by their antecedent causes. If this doctrine be true, as millions
of people hold that it is

,

there is absolutely no occasion for worry
about anything, for nothing that any human being can do can either
help or hinder any or all predetermined events from taking place,
and we are helpless. Reference has already been made to the fact
that the great Abraham Lincoln was an avowed fatalist. This doc
trine abolishes any belief in freedom of the will, and, if it be true,
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"
preparedness " of any sort is a farce and a fallacy, and all prophy
lactic measures against ill or disastrous results are absolutely useless,
because " if a thing is going to happen it will happen," and nothing
any human being can do will stay or avert it. Scientific experi
ment and the experience of mankind do not support this doctrine,
and most Anglo-Saxons adopt the doctrine of necessarianism or de
terminism, which holds that all volitions are determined by ante
cedent causes, especially in the form of motives, that produce their
results as invariably as do physical forces.
It would be quite fitting and proper for those fearful souls who
are addicted to the worry habit to study the lives of great men and
women and to note the manner in which they met and reacted to
crises and situations which might be expected to cause fear and
worry in susceptible individuals. A study of these lives, especially
those we admire, can not prove otherwise than beneficial, and if the
lessons of history and the lives of great men and women are to teach us
anything they should at least remind us that we should endeavor to
" make our lives sublime, and departing leave behind us footprints
on the sands of time, footprints that perhaps another, sailing o'er
life's solemn main, seeing * * * may take heart again."
It must be admitted that there is very little rhyme or reason to
fear, and on this account we can not expect to accomplish very much
in the way of lessening or abolishing it by an appeal to reason. If
we could we would probably have better success in overcoming the
unreasonable fears of those who scream with terror at the sight of
a mouse, a spider, cockroach, or harmless little garden snake. To
those, however, to whom the principles of practical wisdom do ap
peal, we can reasonably hope to accomplish more in averting or
breaking up the worry habit. To this end it is well to impress upon
the minds of those who worry as indelibly as possible certain short
axiomatic sayings which are suggestive of the uselessness and folly
of fear and worry. Among these the writer has found the following
to be of service: "Our worst troubles are those which never hap
pen." " What we don't know can not possibly hurt us." " Time
solves many problems." " To-day is the to-morrow that we worried
about yesterday—and nothing has happened." The thoughtful phy
sician should explain, demonstrate, and illustrate to his worry-habit
patients the truths contained in these and other suggestive axioms
in such a way that they can not fail to remember them, and he should
take every fitting occasion to bring them forcibly and emphatically
to the attention of such patients. In this way certain worry patients
who are not much given to thinking and reflection will be trained to do
these things for themselves and will gradually develop a sort of
philosophy of life which should aid them greatly in overcoming the
worry habit
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Hand in hand with the training to think and to reflect should go
training and practices in doing all things deliberately and without
hurry, so that deliberate action on the part of these patients becomes
habitual. Emphasis should be laid upon the fact that hurry pro
motes and causes worry, and that a task which has to be hurried
is more difficult to perform, and it is very apt to be poorly done,
or even completely spoiled or damaged. So, beyond a possible sav
ing of a little time, nothing is to be gained by hurry and much may
be lost. To avoid having to hurry one should always allow himself
plenty of time to accomplish what he desires to do, and then there
will be no occasion for hurry, worry, and poor workmanship.
It may be advisable for worry patients to endeavor to practice a
certain sort of a spirit of indifference—not to say carelessness—
toward situations and circumstances which have caused them much
solicitude, and about which they have worried. It must be apparent
to these patients that woriy about these situations and circumstances
has produced no good results, so why not practice a certain degree
of indifference, be in no hurry to take action, and remember that
time, which solves man}7 problems, may solve the very problem about
which the patient worries now. It would be difficult to fix or to
define the degree of indifference which may be advised, and each
woriy situation and each worry circumstance would have to be
judged on its own merits. Of course, there are many situations
about which we, as responsible individuals, can not possibly be in
different, but there are many others toward which a much less
solicitous attitude might well be exercised without wrecking the uni
verse or materially shortening anyone's life.
It would be exceedingly well for the patient to form, or endeavor
to form a " don't-worry habit," and he will find it to be a splendid
form of mental and moral discipline. It will increase his feeling
of well being, his poise, his self-reliance, his heroism, his amiability,
his dignity, his personal efficiency and his independence. It will
make the idle boast of his being " God's masterpiece " mean more to
him individually and to the world.
Many influences can contribute to the formation of a "don't-
worry habit." One is to cultivate the habit of cheerfulness, which
is really part and parcel of the " don't-worry habit." When he
is asked how he feels, he should invariably reply, " I am happy,
thank you," no matter whether he feels exactly happy or not. He

may really feel quite miserable, but he should say he is happy just
the same. Certainly it is more commendable to self-hypnotize our
selves into a feeling of happiness and well-being than to hypnotize
ourselves into illness. And if a lie is ever justifiable, surely the
"white lie" of saying "I am happy" can injure no one; it is not
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malicious, affords no food for gossip or scandal, it is easily forgiven,
it is heroic sometimes, and may help us more than we can say. Any
way, few people care to listen to our troubles, even though they
may make the conventional inquiry, " How are you this fine morn
ing?
" The only proper reply is

, "I am happy, thank you." If
we will laugh, look happy, say we are happy, and try to feel happy,
we are much more apt to be happy. " Laugh and the world laughs
with you. Weep and you weep alone."
There are many practical business principles which anyone might
adopt if he would rid himself of fear and worry about business
matters or avoid their causes, such, for example, as doing things on
time, or doing them now, and never procrastinating; seldom or
never taking one's work home, but dismissing all thought of one's
work, occupation, or consciousness of business when he closes his
desk or workshop at night; always living within one's income and
always saving something for the inevitable " rainy day " ; never
indorsing or signing another man's note or financial obligation;
never contracting debts unless absolutely necessary or unless one is

reasonably certain that he can liquidate them promptly when due.
The investment of money in " wildcat " oil or mining stocks, either
purchased outright or on a slender margin, is another fertile source
of fear and worry, as is also u marrying in haste and repenting
[worrying] at leisure."
These principles of business wisdom need little, if any, explana
tion, and their observance can avoid many causes of fear and worry.
For example, if an individual will refrain from contracting debts
and will always pay his bills on time, he will have no creditors to
fear and no debts about which to worry. Moreover, he will have
no interest to pay; and if he waits until he can pay for what he
desires he can frequently get a discount for cash. He will sleep
better and his mind will be free to think of other things. With the
possible exception of purchasing a home, and thereby avoiding the

payment of high or extortionate rents, the purchase of things de
sired on the " installment plan " is usually poor business policy.
Pay day is certain to come some day, and one will usually have
much less occasion for worry if he denies himself—goes without the
object desired —and waits until he has sufficient means to pay cash
for what he desires. The same is true about doing things on time or

doing them
" now." Not only is work better done if done on time,

but with its completion we can dismiss it from our minds—-do not
have to worry about it—and we are free to take up other tasks or
devote our minds to other things. If one will go into the offices of
so-called " great men " or " captains of industry," he will usually
find that they have clean desks before them, and it is almost a fetich
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with some of them to " do things now." Their example in these
and other matters might well be emulated by those who would avoid
business cares and worries.
The same or similar principles should be made to apply to one's
domestic or home life. As suggested in the " Purinton Course of
Practical Efficiency," an individual can hardly expect to attain any
large measure of success in life or escape some degree of fear and
worry if his home is habitually in disorder, if his meals are improp
erly cooked or improperly balanced with regard to food values:
if he eats in a hurry in order to catch a car or attend some social
function, not taking time to fully chew his food; if he keeps late
hours; if he sleeps on an uncomfortable bed, perhaps in a bedroom
the windows of which are tightly closed all winter for fear of catch
ing cold; if he has no extra clothing or collar buttons; if his clean
linen is out of place or lost, or not in condition to wear because not
mended on time; if his sleep is disturbed by crying children; if he
can not get washed, shaved, and dressed quickly because some one
else is occupying the bathroom ; if he reads his morning paper while
bolting his muddy coffee, burned potatoes, and underdone meat,
using his energy to read, think, and talk and leaving little or none
for the digestion of his food, perhaps smoking a heavy cigar imme
diately after breakfast; and if, iinally, when he starts on a run for the
car which will take him to his office or work he is loaded down with a
lot of foolish errands and messenger-boy jobs for his wife downtown.
The man who would escape all these fertile causes of fear and
worry will, as the "Purinton course" suggests, manage to live away
from the congested-traffic zone and he will contrive to find some
relaxation and rest on his way home; he will take 10 or 15 minutes
on arriving home to change his business clothes and business con
sciousness before dinner; he will have his dining room the cheeriest
place in his home; his dinner will be a model from a dietetic stand
point, and will be both tastily cooked and attractively served; he
will find so much pleasure in various home comforts that he will
not have to rush away to enjoy himself at night; he will go early to
bed and rise with the lark; he will keep one window of his bedroom
open all winter, with a proper ventilating device to prevent drafts
of cold air: he will have a comfortable bed in which to sleep; he
will properly discipline his children so that there will be no, or a
minimum of , interference from them during the night; he will have
extra collar buttons and abundant mended clothing items on hand
for emergency use ; his breakfast will be light and nourishing, easily
prepared, and quickly digested; he will eat in a calm, leisurely
fashion, taking plenty of time to chew his food, and concentrating
his attention on eating and enjoying his food; he will provide for
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his wife a modern system of delegating small jobs and downtown
errands to other people, and he will radiate a spirit of optimism,
magnetism, and enthusiasm which will brighten up everybody near
him; he will operate a household budget system approved by his
wife, and in this way avoid getting scolded for being stingy.
An annual two to four weeks' vacation in the open air, by the sea
shore, in the mountains, in the woods, camping out, automobiling,
fishing, hunting, with congenial companions, is believed to be of
inestimable value in toning up one's physical make-up, giving him
health, relaxation, courage, independence, and cheerfulness and ban
ishing fears and worries which otherwise would be certain to obtrude
themselves into his consciousness. These vacations, repeated each

year under proper conditions, give us a wider view of life, uncon
sciously teach us calmness, deliberation, and give us something
new—something different from our everyday fears and worries—
to think about, and they seem to lessen the number and size of the
problems about which we have worried and which prior to the vaca
tion had seemed so colossal in size and unsolvable.
From the nature of some people's work and their circumstances
and surroundings it is often quite impossible to take an annual vaca
tion, or even any vacation at all, while others only imagine they can
not take a vacation, or that they are indispensable and can not be
spared from their work. As a matter of fact, an annual vacation is
an excellent investment, though its actual dollars and cents value
can not be directly estimated. It should be remembered that the law
of compensation is just as exacting and just as inexorable with the
human machine as it is with any other machine, and that man who
continues to run his human machine without the vacation time of
overhaul and repair will just as surely shorten the life and efficiency
of that human machine as though he ran his automobile indefinitely,
without paying due attention to oiling the parts where friction
occurs and without renewing wornout parts. That individual who
can not afford vacations is shortening his life, is increasing the num
ber and degrees of his fears and worries, and is sowing the seeds of
invalidism and nervous breakdown. Eventually he will be com
pelled to find time to be sick, though now he can not find time for
pleasant annual vacations, periods of relaxation, rest, and recupera
tion. There is a limit to human endurance; and while some of us
are stronger than others, and therefore can endure more for a longer
period than others, no man can run his human machine in high gear
and at top speed indefinitely. If he attempts it, he will pay for it

in decreased efficiency, in fear and worry, in illness and discomfort,
and in a shortening of his life.
The cultivation of a hobby—something in which we can become in
tensely interested without effort, an avocation —will do much to pro
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mote the formation of a " don't-worry habit." A hobby places one
in a new world, affords us a wholesome change of thought from the
hum-drum routine of everyday life, acts as a safety valve for pent-up
emotions, and enables us to forget, for a time at least, worries and
troubles which would otherwise crowd themselves as unwelcome
guests into our consciousness. The hobby in itself may be as unprofit
able as throwing stones at a mai-k, but so long as it interests us, and
affords us pleasure, it will serve to accomplish the good objects just
mentioned, and as such is invaluable, " more precious than rubies and
fine gold."
One who would reduce his fears and worries to a minimum should
endeavor to maintain as good a state of general health as possible,
keep the emunctories open, live in cheerful and hygienic surround
ings, choose cheerful companions, and avoid misanthropes and
K glooms

"
; eschew the use of alcoholic liquors, drugs, and other so-

called " stimulants " ; avoid extended arguments, especially those of
an offensive nature; avoid late hours; secure an abundance of exer
cise, preferably in the open air; wear well-fitting, nonrestrictive, and
comfortable clothing; and secure an abundance of sleep and easily
digested nutritious food. In this way he will in a measure be as ef
fectively armed as he can be for the troubles and trials he will en
counter during his waking hours and which have in the past caused
him to be fearful and to worry. That individual who has armed
himself is much more confident of his ability to cope with adverse
conditions than the individual who has no defense and when he is
confident his fears and worries are either absent or diminished in

degree. The man who is prepared, who is armed, feels that he lias
a fighting chance, and is inspired with a courage which is lacking in
the man who is weak and feels that he is weak, who is ill, who has
kept late hours and had insufficient sleep, whose tissues are whisky
or drug soaked, who, in short, is unarmed and unprepared. Even
insignificant and inferior armament, such as a small stick or club,
will sometimes give a man courage to attack a wild animal which he
would be afraid to attack when armed with nothing but his bare
hands.

Lastly, an effort should be made to train the will of the patient
harassed by fears and worries. This will take a long time and had
best be begun in childhood. According to White and Jelliffe in
their Modern Treatment of Nervous and Mental Diseases—
" the most effective training of the will lies in securing the right sort
of attention. The person who lives in the moment can never really
will. The development of the ability to hold relatively remote ends
of action in consciousness is the very foundation of will training.
This ability must be acquired as soon as possible in the child. He
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must be taught to see ahead; he must be made to turn from the
allurements of the moment and consider the consequences of his acts.
Deliberation is a quality of mind that has been slowly acquired by
the race. It has grown up under the harsh tutelage of experience ;
the disastrous results of rash decision have induced caution ; the fear
of consequences has inhibited hasty action. What affects the be
havior of the race has a consequence for the individual. The normal
individual takes a lesson from unpleasant consequences and acts
with greater caution. * * *
" In educating the will of the individual it should be seen that as
far as possible he is freed from irrational fears. There are many
of these that resemble true phobias. Such are the fear of the dark
and the supernatural, the belief in certain taboos and unlucky signs.
Education can do much to relieve the mind from these. Extreme
suggestibility, which is characteristic of the undeveloped and of the
feeble-minded, should be eliminated as far as possible and the indi
vidual trained to act on his own initiative. * * * Independence
of action, ability to direct oneself in the affairs of life, is a strong
indication, if not absolute evidence, that the individual is normal.
Thus it is that by securing the proper variety of attention, by incul
cating due caution, by banishing useless fears, and by obtaining at
least a modicum of initiative and independence the individual's will
can to a degree be educated. It should be remembered, however,
that there is no will training in the proper sense of developing an
all-around faculty of deliberation and choice. The ability to exer
cise voluntary choice is many sided. It can be developed in relation
only to certain situations, namely, those that come under the ordi
nary experience of the person. No one can be trained to will in
general, so to speak. * * *
" The ' strong-willed ' man does not act impulsively, and yet is •

capable of decision when it is required. He can see various phases
of the situation, but they do not so confuse him that he can not
hold the essential aspects firmly in his attention. He is cautious to
the requisite degree, but is possessed by no undue fear. He takes
the advice of others, but can act independently when it is necessary.
He is not swayed by popular whims, and while in touch with the
spirit of his age and generation, he has broad enough vision not to
be completely dominated by its prejudices."
The writer knows of no effective prophylactic measures against
fear and worry other than those mentioned above. Anything which
will promote the health and happiness of an individual may be re
garded as a prophylactic measure. Education can do much along

this line. In the course of time eugenics might produce a sturdier
and braver race, which would be less given to useless worry, but as
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yet this is a very far-off event and will necessitate the coordinated
efforts of many minds. At present there is much opposition to the
eugenics idea.

Drugs have little or no place in the treatment of fear and worry.
It is frequently found that these patients, who are so commonly neu
rotic, have been taking great quantities of narcotic drugs and alco
holic liquors, and by far too many of the drug addicts to be found
in this country to-day began their downward career in the taking
of " dope " to drown some sorrow, kill some fear, or forget some
worry. Some of them have accomplished their purpose, at least so
long as the effects of the drug continued, but the " cure," if such
it could be called, is many times worse than the disease, and the pre
viously free man or woman has placed upon himself or herself the
shackles and chains of the drug slave.
It is felt that enough has been written to show the malign influ
ences of fear and worry, and the methods which may be adopted to
combat them. When shall our treatment begin ? Shall we wait until
the " worry habit " is fully formed, until the patient is ill, perhaps
incurably so; until his morale is completely broken, until he is a
" nervous wreck," until he is insane, until he has committed suicide or
some crime, until he has become a drug habitue, or shall we begin our
treatment now? Can there be any question that we should "do it
now?"
Ever bearing in mind the tremendous importance of the heredi
tary factor in cases of this sort, we should begin our treatment as
soon as possible, even with the unborn child. The best and most
effective treatment, of course, would have begun with the grandpar
ents of our patients, but since this is now impossible, we should re
member that our present patients are the potential grandparents of
children and patients yet to be, and while we are improving in greater
or less degree the morale of the patients with whom we are directly
dealing, our best work will be reflected in their posterity. Thus and
thus only will the race be built up. Certainly, this will take a long
time, and radical or marked immediate results may not be apparent,
but " Rome was not built in a day," and no enduring work worth
while is accomplished in a short period of time. Our present degree
of education was only acquired after a lifetime of effort, and will
continue as long as we live, or until the enfeeblement of age makes
the acquisition of new facts no longer possible. If " our feverish
work and worry " is to have any great importance, or to occupy any
considerable " space in the mighty epic of mankind," it will neces
sarily have to be of such a nature as favorably to influence genera
tions yet unborn.
Immediate and striking results in the effect of treatment of fear
and worry can not and must not be expected by the worry patient,
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and this fact should be explained to him by his physician. Heredi
tary influences and the habits of years can not be completely changed
in a few days, and it is impossible to treat fear and worry like an
infectious disease, such as diphtheria. The treatment partakes more
of the nature of a reeducation of the patient, and is more a sort of
evolutionary process of mind development than one of therapeutics
and physical development. These latter factors enter but little into
the element of treatment of these two evils. The patient must be
made to understand that he must in very truth become " the captain
of his soul," as Henle expresses it; that he himself is largely the
architect of his own health fortune, and that all his physician—all
that anyone—can do is to direct him along the correct route, and, in
a measure, to sign-post his way.

" I sent my soul through the Invisible
Some letter of that After-Life to spell :
And bye and bye my soul return'd to me,
And answer'd, ' I myself am Heav'n and Hell.' "

PSYCHOANALYTIC LTTERATTJHE.

By J. C. Thompson, Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

There are a great many medical officers in the Navy who desire
to acquire a much more thorough training in one of the specialties
than their routine college course was able to offer, or for which there
was time in the curriculum of the Naval Medical School.
When these seekers turn for further knowledge to the field of
bacteriology, hygiene, or eye and ear, for example, there is no
difficulty in promptly becoming acquainted with what is the best
literature on the subject. They have but to consult one of the
standard textbooks so generously supplied to them by the depart
ment and there will be found references ample for many months of
study.

In the province of psychoanalysis, owing to its being the most
recent theoretical and practical contribution to the art of healing the
sick, the bibliography seems to be curiously secreted from general
accessibility. This at times is due to the lack of precision with
which the word is used, especially in the book shops; its etymology
is looked up by the junior clerks, " soul analysis " accepted as its
meaning, and thereupon psychoanalytic material is placed on the
same shelf with every conceivable variety of book, some dealing
with the strangest of human emotions.
The term " psychoanalysis " in medicine applies strictly to the
discovery made by Freud of the technic employed in studying and
curing certain nervous diseases. These are the psychoneuroses.
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They are classified as the true neuroses, such as hysteria, compul
sion neurosis, the obsessions, anxiety hysteria, and the phobias; also
as the actual or somatic neuroses, such as neurasthenia and anxiety
neurosis.

The field of application of psychoanalytic therapy has been vastly
expanded by the American school, so as now to include the return
to a certain degree of social usefulness and even unto the complete
repair of some of the severe psychoses. The leaders in psycho
analysis in this country are White, Kempf, Brill, and Jelliffe.
Psychoanalysis deals purely with the unconscious motivation

(cause) of human behavior.
Man has two fundamental instincts—one for self-preservation and
the other for race propagation. The most important emotion of
the self-preservation urge is hunger. The sole emotion of the race-
propagation urge is libido. Libido is the energy which gives rise
to the entire gamut of human activities.
The character and personality of the individual depends upon the
manner in which he acquires energy, converts it into libido, and
releases it in procreation, in socially useful creations, in developing
and maintaining a neurosis, or in perversions and crime.
The person who is happily married, raising a family, handling
his economic situation with success and who has the time and
strength to spare for cultural (intellectual) improvement, is utiliz
ing his libido in accordance with the highest psychoanalytic prin
ciples.
Those who on the other hand are physically sound but who are
failing to measure up to the Freudian standards of fertility, effi
ciency, and happiness (Kempf) are in trouble due entirely to a
faulty expenditure of their libidinous energy. The dictum of Freud
on this subject is inexorable : " In a normal vita sexualis no neurosis
is possible."
Libido manifests itself in a perplexingly varied range of activi
ties. Constructively it is the power from which springs the most
brilliant enterprises of man, in science, engineering, literature, and
the arts. Destructively, when misunderstood and mishandled, it is
the cause of all the neurotic symptoms such as fatigue, irritability,
insomnia, the psychoneuroses such as anxiety, morbid fears, hys
teria, and neurasthenia. Finally to it may be attributed the true
insanities, the perversions, and no end of criminal acts.
Psychoanalysis is the technic of discovering the hidden uncon
scious motive for behavior or conduct which is deleterious to the
health and happiness of the individual.
When the analyst has uncovered the unconscious motive for a
certain neurotic symptom and this motive is understood by the
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patient the symptom regularly disappears. This uncovering of the
hidden motive does not consist in the mere explaining to the patient
the mechanism of his plight. The understanding alone comes from
the analytic technic of free association and subsequent rational
synthesis.
At the present time there is no general textbook on psychoanalysis.
The most accessible volume to the naval medical officer is the last
edition of Diseases of the Nervous System, by Jelliffe and White.
The chapter on the psychoneuroses is one that, if read and at all times
held clearly in mind, would prove to be a rarely valuable accession
to one's diagnostic acumen.
From this the student would do well to go over a half dozen or so
of the titles listed under the heading of general literature. To stress
any of them in particular would almost be unwarranted. Every
one of the books "will amply repay the reader. To begin with, it
might be best to choose Psychoanalysis; Its History, Theory, and
Practice, by the late Andre' Tridon.
The student who intends becoming well versed in the art had
then better turn to Psychoanalysis, by Brill, and to The Technique
of Psychoanalysis, by Jelliffe. When the contents of these volumes
are understood one is then prepared to read the works of Freud,
preferably in the following sequence: Three Contributions to the
Theory of Sex, A General Introduction to Psychoanalysis, Selected
Papers on Hysteria and Other Psychoneuroses, and finally The
Interpretation of Dreams. It is only fair to state that the latter
citation, without any doubt, will require harder study to master
than any work of its size in our medical library.
Psychoanalysis relating, as it does, to the study of human be
havior is by no means confined to the neuroses. It has the widest
application in the -critical investigation of the primitive urges that
underlie the drama, poetry, art, mythology, folk-lore, and the
customs and ceremonial practices of primitive folk. For those who
care to approach these subjects from the standpoint of the analyst
there are listed few titles under the caption of literati.
The medical man confronted with some of the bewildering prob
lems of child culture, such as nocturnal enuresis, obstinacy, food

prejudices, stuttering, marked disobedience or falsehood, will find
themselves far better able intelligently to advise the parent if some
of the psychoanalytic work relating to children is gone over.
The outstanding monograph dealing with this phase is from the

pen of Dr. H. Von Hug-Hellmuth. She has made exhaustive ob
servations concerning the latent and awakening sexual activities of
children. Knowledge of her writings is essential to an understand
ing of the endless curious and capricious acts of the child. It is

54217—23 3
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just exactly these which, if misinterpreted and stupidly handled
by the parent, may result in psychic trauma. Unfortunate episodes
of this kind occurring in childhood may be directly related to some
of the most serious neurotic illnesses in the adult. Above all are
these childhood impressions absolutely and unequivocally responsible
for endless marital distress.
It is essential that the advanced student early in his career be
come thoroughly acquainted with the work of Kempf, especially
his Psychopathology. This is one of the most important and origi
nal works on psychic disturbances that has been written by any
English-speaking psychologist. It touches upon all types of neu
rotic symptoms, which range from little personal habits and idio-
syncracies at the beginning to the terminal mental dilapidation of
the incurable insane. This volume is profusely illustrated from the
modern arts, sculpture, and institutional inmates.
Those who seriously take up psychoanalysis as their specialty
must make a thorough review of the writings of White, not only
those relating to psychopathology, but those which discuss the
broader philosophical principles of human behavior.
The advanced student will find a number of invaluable papers
published in the Nervous and Mental Disease Monograph Series;
also in the Psychoanalytic Review, a quarterly devoted exclusively
to psychoanalysis.
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CHEONIC COLITIS.

By J. B. Pollabd, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

Chronic Colitis does not usually exist as a definite and separate
disease entity, but is so intimately associated with other pathological
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or functional disturbances of the alimentary tract that it has to be
considered in conjunction with these other conditions in order to be
approached from an intelligent and scientific angle. The truth of
this statement is well substantiated by the fact that the majority of
enterologists consider it advisable to use the term "chronic entero
colitis," rather than the terms " chronic colitis, chronic enteritis," etc.
This statement, of course, does not preclude the possibility of the
existence of a single condition such as chronic colitis, but is made
with the idea of bringing home the fact that a chronic inflamma
tory process affecting apparently a certain part of the intestinal
tract invariably produces reflex or functional disturbances in other
portions of the canal, and frequently, owing to continuity of struc
ture, a definite pathological process. Probably the most suitable
term to employ in discussing chronic inflammatory disease of the
colon is "mucous colitis," as that immediately brings before one
the more or less characteristic pathology and at the same time pre
sents to the mind's eye a clinical picture which is unmistakable.
The disease has been recognized for several centuries and is known
by various synonyms, such as membranous enteritis, tubular diar
rhea, mucous colic, and myxoneurosis intestinalis, the latter, in the
opinion of the writer, being particularly applicable, inasmuch as the
clinical picture shows the passage of large quantities of mucus, with
an associated nervous or hysterical tendency. Osier states that the
disease has increased tremendously of late years and to such an
extent that it has become the fashionable complaint, and even in a
large measure has displaced our old friend neuritis in the affections
of the neuropaths.
Etiology. —According to Bassler, inflammation of the colon fre
quently occurs as an accompaniment of general catarrhal inflamma
tion of the bowels, and is a common accompaniment of organic dis
ease of the large bowel, such as carcinoma, stricture, fecal infection,
and the like. It is, of course, also met with as a manifestation of
specific infections, such as dysentery, sprue, etc.
In considering this condition it is believed that the classification
outlined by Daniels and accepted by Bassler lends itself to the proper
understanding of the disease better than that of any other workers
in this field. The classification is as follows :

1
. Primary idiopathic colitis (mucous, mucomembranous, or ca

tarrhal).

2
. Secondary or consecutive colitis, (a) Bacterial in origin, (6)

protozoan in origin, (c) unclassified origin.
A working classification is based on the character of the dis
charge.

1
. Colitis with mucous discharge.

2
. Colitis with all other forms of discharge.
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The inference is that the primary idiopathic group is largely of
neurological origin, but possibly augmented to some extent by im

proper diet. In the secondary consecutive groups the vast majority
of colitis cases are of bacterial origin, which can be demonstrated
by careful stool examination, in which a certain bacteriology is
found associated with quite definite pathological changes. For
instance, with the bacillus coli group there is usually seen an atonic
type of pathology with a flattened and thinned-out mucous membrane
and a dry surface. This is the result of an intestinal toxemia of
long duration. On the other hand, we have the saccharo-butyric type
in which the destruction of the mucous membrane is not so ex
tensive, though, of course, there is at least impairment of the secre
tory apparatus. Some cases are of the hypertrophic type of pathol
ogy and are represented in the fermentative class of intestinal
toxemia, due to high anaerobic content of bacteria, most often the
putrefactive anaerobes of tbe B. aerogenes capsulatus and gram-
positive coccal types. The neurological cases, in which also the ele
ment of dietary indiscretion enters, constitute the vast majority of
the remaining instances of chronic colitis. These are usually met
with in individuals who are poorly nourished, thin, anemic, having
low power of endurance, sufferers from neurotic and psychasthenic
states, and those of a nervous, excitable, and restless type. It is not
the opinion of the writer, however, that these so-called neurological
cases are the result of nervous affection per se, but rather that the
nervous manifestations are due to some definite pathology which

may or may not be situated in the intestinal tract. Certainly we
know that there are cases of this type in which we find kinking or
obstruction of the colon from adhesions, a pericolitis, dilatation ol
tlie colon, visceroptoses, chronic appendices, post-operative adhe
sions, or other inflammatory processes within the abdominal cavity.
In other words, it is believed and felt that the diagnosis of neuras
thenia so frequently used serves but to cloak, in 90 per cent of the
cases, a definite pathology which may or may not be clinically mani
fest.

In discussing chronic inflammation of the intestinal tract from
the standpoint of symptomatology, diagnosis, treatment, etc., it is
deemed expedient to consider it in toto, even though we admit that
clinically it is possible to distinguish chronic catarrh of the small
intestine, chronic catarrh of the large intestine, and combined or
mixed catarrh in which both large and small intestine are diseased

simultaneously. Very frequently one finds that chronic entero
colitis is the end result of an acute condition that has not healed
properly, due in a large measure to improper treatment. This,
however, does not necessarily follow, as some of them persist in
spite of most careful and scientific therapy.
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Symptomatology.—Aaron very succinctly states that subjective
discomforts alone are not sufficient for the diagnosis of chronic
intestinal catarrh, as there are such marked variations in these

symptoms, owing to the difference in the extent and intensity of
the morbid process. Very frequently the subjective symptoms are
in a large measure absent or of such insignificance that they make
no impression upon the patient, who only becomes aware of his con
dition by the thin consistency of his stools. On the other hand,

however, there may be more or less abdominal distress, though the
stools are apparently normal. This, however, is not the picture of
the condition as it usually appears, and in the experience of the
writer the patient is keenly aware of the fact that an active patho
logical process is in evidence and the mental anxiety and emotional
distress is very intense. The mental attitude, of course, serves to

exaggerate the subjective symptoms, and no doubt has a very definite,

deleterious reflex bearing on the disease process itself. One fre
quently finds that these patients show quite a marked degree of
nervousness, are self-centered, introspective, and worry a great deal

about the excessive amount of mucus in their stools.
They are difficult to control, and the protracted course of the dis
ease is responsible for a large percentage of these cases becoming
chronic invalids, some of them extending over periods of 10 to 20

years and suffering from frequent recurrent attacks of abdominal

cramps, associated with the passage of large quantities of mucus,

and sometimes even intestinal casts. The attacks may be paroxysmal
in character, associated with colicky pains, and in some instances
so severe that an acute abdominal condition such as appendicitis is

suspected. Emotional disturbances, worry, or errors in diet may be

responsible for an attack. Constipation is a special feature in many

cases, while in others diarrhea is present, or the two may alternate.

Osier states that while the disease is obstinate and distressing it is

rarely fatal, though Herringhaus reported three cases of mucous

colitis in which death occurred suddenly, associated with great pain

in the left side of the abdomen. The abdomen itself is rarely dis

tended. There is often, however, a very painful spot just between

the umbilicus and the left costal border, tender on pressure, and some

times the paroxysms of pain seem centered in this region. A spastic,
condition of the colon frequently exists and is easily recognized by

palpation.
Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of chronic catarrh of the intestinal

tract is practically invariably determined by the nature of the stool.

It must be remembered, however, that the discharges in catarrh of
the small or large intestine may be either diarrheic or firm and on in

spection apparently normal. When the small intestine is chiefly in
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volved diarrhea is the rule and constipation rare, while if the large
intestine is the chief sufferer there is an average equal frequency of
the two conditions. The presence of mucus in the stools is the pathog
nomonic sign of catarrh of the colon, but it must not be forgotten
that this holds true in similar conditions involving the small intes
tine. The origin of the mucus can be determined, however, by care
ful macroscopic, microscopic, and clinical analyses. When the colon
is chiefly involved the mucus is evacuated with the feces or it may be
demonstrated by a test lavage. It is always composed of large and
coarse shreds and is lighter in color and is more transparent in pro
portion as its origin is farther up the intestine. The higher up the
mucus originates the smaller are the individual flakes, and the more
uniformly distributed are they found in the feces. In making a diag
nosis of chronic catarrh of the intestine, one has to be careful not to
confuse the brownish mucus, which originates in the rectum and
which is so frequently seen in cases of chronic constipation, with
that which has its origin higher up the canal.
In attempting to make a diagnosis it is, of course, essential that a
very careful examination of the individual as a whole be made, tak
ing into account and giving due weight to the nervous reflexes, evi
dence of endocrine disturbances and the general conditions under
wThich the patient lives. These, coupled with an exact and complete
bacteriological study of the stools, will go a long way toward
definitely establishing the diagnosis. Once this is an accomplished
fact, the enterologist then faces his bete noire, for it is a well-known
fact that this class of patient is most difficult to treat, and a success
ful issue can only be obtained through the use of great diplomacy,
tact, and a full knowledge of therapeusis in its broadest sense. There
is no doubt that the medical profession itself is responsible for a
goodly number of enterological neuropaths, inasmuch as there is
a marked tendency among some of the fraternity to exaggerate their
findings in an effort to impress the patients, thus converting a pos
sibly simple case into a serious one through the active development
of the neurotic element which may be lying dormant. Too much in
formation is worse than none in so far as the patient's welfare is
concerned; this being particularly well exemplified in physicians
themselves, who are notoriously the worst patients in the world.
Then, further, irreparable damage may be done by the prolonged
used of a nonstimulative diet, thereby decreasing the functions of
the organs to such an extent that there is immediate rebellion when
an attempt is made to return to the normal diet. There is every rea
son to believe that Einhorn is absolutely right in stating that a great
many patients with dyspeptic symptoms suffer from " sitophobia "

and that this dread of food has to be overcome before any progress
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can be made in treatment. He also states that it is essential to
health that the digestive organs be trained to handle all types of
food, including those difficult of digestion as well as the easily di
gested, as it is only in this way that the normal secretions can be
maintained.
The first essential in the successful treatment of chronic entero
colitis, or, for that matter, any other affection of the human race, is
confidence of the patient in the physician. Without this one is truly
treading upon thin air, while with it he is astride the top of the
world, with half the battle won.
The treatment proper is based upon the relief of the attack itself
and the removal of the causes of the disease. As we all know, the
prime essential in the treatment of any inflammatory condition is
rest of the part in so far as it is practicable. This is obtained by
putting the patient to bed, with warm applications to the abdomen,
careful regulation of the diet, and the administration of such reme
dies as may be necessary to allay the intestinal irritation. At the
beginning of the treatment no mistake can be made in administering
castor oil and following this with a saline soap enema, or perhaps
a better method is transintestinal lavage, using a hypertonic saline

solution. In this way a very quick emptying of the intestinal canal
is obtained and at the same time the associated toxemia is decreased.
Bromides, to allay, nervous irritability, are indicated, but no opiates
should be used if it is possible for the patient to get along without
them. Nothing should be given by mouth for the first 24 hours,
and when the patient begins to take food it should be in the .form
of a simple normal soft diet of an anticonstipating type, taken three
times a day, with nothing between meals. There is no question that

diet constitutes at least 90 per cent in the successful treatment of

chronic inflammation of the intestinal tract, and the physician who
is able to prescribe in detail one that can be assimilated and at the

same time supply the necessary calories will undoubtedly meet with
the greatest measure of success. Constipation, of course, is the rule
in these cases and has to be overcome. This is best obtained through
the medium of diet and proper training of the individual rather than

through the use of cathartics.
The cases in which there is disturbance of the endocrine system
have to be treated along the line of the apparent defect if we are to
get results in the other direction.
The neurological group are naturally the most difficult of all to

treat, inasmuch as they are usually of a social type that are very
difficult to impress with the necessity of carrying out instructions
and frequently persist in doing the things which are prohibited.
These are the cases that frequent the foreign spas and are greatly
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benefited thereby, due to the fact that they follow there a correct
regimen of living which they utterly fail to do at home.
In conclusion, it must be borne in mind that any surgical condi
tion associated with chronic inflammation of the intestinal tract
should receive appropriate treatment and, if practicable, all foci of
infection removed prior to the beginning of the medical treatment.
This would, of course, include such conditions as chronic appendices,
gallstones, ulcer of the rectum, etc. The psychic effect of the operation
is frequently of great benefit to the patient, to say nothing of that
derived from removal of the irritative lesions themselves. In some
cases where there is a tremendous output of mucus with an irrita
tive diarrhea, colonic irrigations are indicated, and these may be
followed by starch enemata to allay the excessive irritability of the
lower bowel. Intestinal antiseptics are of very little, if any, value
in this condition; and if any are used, phenyl salicylate is the one
of choice. Operative treatment is of no value in mucous colitis and
should never be advised.

CHOLECYSTITIS OF CHEMICAL ORIGIN IN HAN FOLLOWING INHALA
TIONS OF POISON OAS.

By H. M. Stenhouse, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

In January, 1921, F. C. Mann 1 published the results of his experi
mental work on the chemical production of cholecystitis in dogs.
By the injection of Dakin's solution into the general circulation he
was able to produce a definite destructive process in the gall bladder.
The reaction was rapid, selective, and severe, which indicates that
it was the result of a chemical change in the blood vessels as they
traversed the organ. It was stated that the work had been done
" not because of the possibility of its having any direct bearing on
the condition as it occurs in man, but because it offered an oppor
tunity to observe the production by a chemical of an inflammation
of a particular organ."
The purpose of this paper is to show that chlorine inhalations
from poison gases used in recent warfare cause the same chemical
reaction in the human gall bladder.
Evidence of chemical origin.—Among 1,832 admissions to League
Island Hospital2 after the wounded had begun to come back there
were found 28 histories with symptoms suggestive of gall-bladder
disease. Eighteen of this number8 showed that the persons had

'F. C. Mann, Annals of Surgery, January, 1921, p. 55.
' Case histories 14776 to 16808, League Island Naval Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.
* Case histories on which statements are based, Nos. 14776, 14891, 14893, 14907, 14967,
15344, 15439, 15496, 16468, 12109, 12669, 15247, 16200, 16310, 16310. E. M. B., B. O.
K J. MacD., J. J. J.
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attached some importance to or connection between their symptoms
and their injury by the gas. These were all routine ward histories
taken by various physicians and can be regarded at least as an un
prejudiced coincidence. The examining physicians were not seek
ing to corroborate my hypothesis. The notations regarding expo
sure to gas were manifestly the voluntary statements of the patients.
Certain writers have touched upon the acute sequela? of gas in
dicating abdominal complications. Levin4 has published a case
history illustrating clearly that his patient dated his gall-bladder
trouble back to the day he was gassed. Gilchrist s tells of vomiting
and epigastric pain coming on within four to eight hours after
mustard-gas attacks, appearing " together as a rule, and are apt to
be persistent and intractable." Sandall 6 mentions the " persistence
of gastric symptoms " among the late effects of gas. We have found
men7 suffering from abdominal cramps in cruising submarines
where the air is contaminated at times with chlorine gas. Then we
knew less about gall-bladder conditions and perhaps did not rec
ognize them. We reported that it probably was due to the " absorp
tion of acid fumes from the batteries with a consequent lowering of
the alkalinity of the blood."
We have seen or reviewed carefully four operated cases and five
unoperated cases of cholecystitis which resulted from inhalations of
poison gas during the war. We base the conclusions reached below
chiefly on these nine.
Nature of gas causing symptoms. —It is not possible to determine
with any degree of certainty the exact nature of the gases men
tioned by the various victims. Five said it was chlorine, two phos
gene, and one mustard gas. From a chemical standpoint, however,
this is not so important as at first it might seem. Free chlorine gas
needs no description. Phosgene has the formula COCl2, the resem
blance of which to Dakin's solution (NaOCl) is apparent. Mustard
gas, dichlorethylsulphid, while a more complex molecule, presents
also an available chlorine radical. In these three gases, all of which
are involved in this series of cases, we find what Mann considered
the active principle in the chemical reaction he describes, available

chlorine.
Illustrative case.—Our attention was aroused in this subject by a
patient from whom we got the following history. It has been ab
stracted for the sake of brevity. No. 15247. Age 24. Admitted
August 2, 1921. Formerly anthracite miner. Chief complaint:

*A. L. Levin. Southern Medical Journal, March, 1922. Vol. XV, No. 3, p. 175.
'Colonel Gilchrist, War Medicine, Vol. II, No. 5, p. 913.
"T. W. Sandall, Lancet, London, Oct. 21, 1022, No. 5173, p. 850.
» Personal communication to assistant to Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Nary Depart
ment, from Asst. Surg. H. M. Stenhouse, medical officer of K-Boat Submarines, Oct. S,
1915.
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Pains in belly and head. Past history unimportant. Family his
tory : Father died at 55, " miner's asthma " ; mother and six brothers
living and well. Is married and has two children living, one dead.
Physical examination.—Pulse, 72; systolic blood pressure, 108;
dyastolic blood pressure, 78 (in bed). Breath sounds distant over
both lower lobes. Tactile fremitus increased. Anemic looking and

pooly nourished. Heart sounds normal. Abdomen very sensitive
and walls thin. Lymphatics enlarged. Reflexes normal. Belches

gas frequently during examination. Wassermann negative. Stools
negative for hookworm. Sputum negative for tubercle bacilli.
Urine normal. Differential blood count shows 50 per cent lym
phocytes.

History of present illness—In October, 1918, was gassed in the
Argonne with " chlorine." Had sickness in stomach, nausea, vomit
ing, dizziness, and pains in the head. After three months in hos
pitals in France was sent home. Started to work in the mines again.
After two days he " went down in a heap." Fainted, felt sick at the
stomach, vomited, had pains in belly, head, and back. That was in
March, 1919. After various attempts to earn a living as a miner, as
•asewing-machine salesman, in a machine shop, and in the mine office
he finally came to the end of his resources. He was sent in with a
provisional diagnosis of appendicitis, chronic and simple anemia,
after a prolonged period of suffering. Feels weak ^ill the time. Has
dizziness and pains over eyes and in stomach, sleeplessness at night,
belching, and pain under right shoulder. The smell of grease makes
him sick and smothers him. Meat and potatoes cause abdominal dis
tress. Complains of a pocket of gas near umbilicus. Vomiting re
lieves him. Pain not relieved by lying down. Is constipated anil
has had incontinence of urine. Frequently has night sweats. Once
recently vomited blood and has passed bloody, bright red stools.
Preoperative diagnosis: (a) Tabes mesenterica, (b) cholecystitis.
Operation showed distended, discolored, gall bladder with wall
thickened. It could not be emptied. The cystic duct was almost
obliterated, not permitting any drainage at all.
Clinical features. —Summing up the evidence found in this illus
trative case and in the others cited the following features have been
deduced :

Onset.—In six cases the beginning of the digestive trouble can be
traced directly to the effect of a poison-gas attack. The immediate
sequelfe following exposure remind us of the findings of,Mann in
his experimental surgery. One case gave no history of immediate
symptoms, but the acute, typical, gall-bladder attack in a man of
his age, with a precise memory of exposure to mustard gas three
years previously, suggests that the gall bladder may have been in
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jured at the time. In two cases there was no mention made in the
record as to the subjective signs which followed exposure.
Course. —As in cholecystitis from usual causes we found in our
patients some who had had periods of comparative or absolute free
dom from symptoms but more commonly the victims were chronic
complainers and probably truly chronic sufferers. They felt badly
early in the day. They were subject to dizziness and headaches.
They found it necessary to exercise the greatest caution as to the
nature and amount of food eaten. Little indiscretions might pre
cipitate acute attacks of old-time " dyspepsia." Some patients had
lost weight while others seemed at least not to have lost any.
Specific features. — (a) Skin: Acne was noted in one-third of the
cases. This was in those who seemed well nourished. There was
nothing to indicate that this was more significant than it is usually
considered in persons of the same age. One patient had scars from
mustard-gas burns.

(b) Nervous symptoms: Over half of the records had notations
or descriptions of " nervousness." The complaints of this nature
included insomnia, irritability, undue excitability, jerky movements
of the limbs during sleep, muscular twitchings, incontinence of
urine, gagging, and tremors.
Vasomotor weakness is perhaps the most outstanding feature of
this so-called " nervousness." There is more commonly than other
wise a low systoltc pressure, a relatively high diastolic, and a pulse
rate that is faster than it should be. The reflexes were inclined to
be hyperactive. One patient complained of dreaming. In no case
was there any evidence of a psychosis.
(c) Age: The average age was 27.7 years in nine cases. The
youngest was 24; the oldest 39. In the other group 12 of 16 were
under 30; 5 were under 25. This number of cases of gall-bladder
trouble in young men is not usually expected.

(d) Blood findings: The white count was normal. There was

usually a relative increase of the lymphocytes, as has been reported
by Miller.8 The red count showed in some cases a reduction of cells,
but this was not uniformly so.

(e) Pathology : All of the operated cases were of the chronic type.
All showed definite pathology of the gall bladder. In three the vis
cera were otherwise normal. In one there was a concretion of the
appendix and macroscopical hepatitis.
The findings in one case described above showed that the gall

bladder had been put completely out of business. In the case which
showed hepatitis the gall bladder measured 6 centimeters in length

and 2.8 in width. The color of the wall was of a yellowish cream

• J. Miller, lancet, London, May 26, 1917, p. 793.
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and was dull, lacking the usual luster of a healthy gall bladder.
The normal elasticity was lost, so that it was fragile and tore easily
during removal. There seemed to be a great deal of fat in the wall.
It was limp and had fallen to the right beneath the intestines. Dr.
Allen J. Smith, of Pennsylvania, sectioned and examined it and
reported;8 "Wall of gall bladder of about normal thickness and
texture of fibro-muscular portions of wall of ordinary density. The
outer coat is rough with fibrous fringe, as if the bladder had been
adherent to a neighboring structure. Among many of the lymph
clefts there are lines of an excess of lymphocytes in the body of the
wall, and frequently in the lumen of injected vessels there is appar
ent an excess of leucocytes. The occasional glands in the wall are
histologically normal.
The mucosa is irregular, with more prominent villous-looking sec
tions of its folds than would be produced by mere functional con
traction, and at places seems definitely scarred. Much of the lining
epithelium is lost or loosened (partly probably by artifact), that
remaining having a normal appearance. In sections stained by
Giemsa an unusual number of mast cells are encountered in the sub
epithelial tissue of the mucosa, and there is a slight diffuse excess of
lymphocytes in the same layer, but no ulcerative changes appear.
" Sections stained by Gram and Giemsa were examined for the
presence of bacteria but none recognized after a moderate search.
" The above features are best explained by a mild chronic ca-
tharral inflammation, with slight involvement of the deeper tis
sues, but no suggestion is apparent as to the cause of the process."
Efforts were made in the hospital laboratory at the time to deter
mine the nature of the fatty deposit. Sections stained with osmic
acid showed the presence in the gall-bladder wall of some material

which took the osmic acid stain as fat does, and it was suspected that
this was cholesterol.
Owing to the difficulty of making sections of fat with the
microtome and not knowing of any method of identifying cholesterol
in the tissues the idea was abandoned. We have recently read of
Boyd's 10 new microchemical test for cholesterol in the tissues but
have not now any of the material available for study.
Treatment.—The brilliant success which Levin reports from
" nonsurgical drainage " as compared with the postoperative notes in
our series would make us strongly recommend that the former
method be given a trial. There is so much concomitant pathology
in some of the cases that removal of the worst offender does not
clear up all the symptoms. This is not good for surgery. And be-

•Report No. 7594, Feb. 22, 1922. Univ. of Pennsylvania, Med. Dept., Pathology.
n W. Boyd, British Journal of Bnrgery, Bristol, January, 1923, No. 39, p. 837.
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fore any radical surgery is done there should surely be a thorough
trial of medicinal treatment. It is suggested that operation be
reserved unless the symptoms are so severe that there is a reason
able chance of the operation causing perceptible improvement.
Too much benefit should not be promised. Pain should be a
prominent feature of the picture. A careful history with physical
and special findings should be preserved for future reference.
There has been in these persons a decided disturbance of their
chemical equilibrium. Substances such as thyroxin and the prod
ucts of other endocrines are no doubt circulating in abnormal pro
portions. There is a profound upset, and from the nature of the
picture as a whole it seems as though a return to simple, out-door,
active, physical life would do more than any artificial effort to mend
things in the milder cases.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. Cholecystitis in man has followed inhalations of poison gases
(chlorine, phosgene, and mustard gas).
2. Chlorine either free or combined is the element common to the
three gases mentioned.

3. A chemical reaction in the gall-bladder wall is indicated in
four operated and five unoperated cases of cholecystitis.

CANCER OF THE STOMACH.

By L. H. Williams, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

W. J. Mayo states that more than 30 per cent of all cancers occur
ring in civilized man is found to be in the stomach and that 30,000
deaths a year in the United States, alone, are caused by cancer of
the stomach. This incidence is altogether out of proportion to the
occurrence of malignancy in the stomach of animals, though the
secretory activity and the food ingested is not essentially different.
The cause of so great an amount of cancer in man and not in
animals in the same organ, under not unlike comparative conditions,
has been a source of speculation since the time of Hippocrates.
Galen believed the concentration of the black bile to be the cause
of cancer, a theory which held sway for centuries until refuted by
Paracelsus with his doctrine of a local concentration of mineral
salts as the exciting cause of the disease.
The essential fundamental factor of cancer formation according
to the modern biochemical conception is an abnormal body chemis

try; but many and varied processes serve to bring about this
abnormality. The acid theory, or belief that acid acts as a stimulus
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to growth was first advanced in Germany by Helmont and Ettmuller.
That acidity plays an important part, either by irritation or
extraction of the minerals of the tissues is a fascinating speculation
in view of the fact that so large a percentage of cancer occurs in
tissues with an acid-bearing surface.
The life history of the normal body cell is comprised in the
processes of growth, function, and degeneration. The malignant cell
has only growth and degeneration. It is five times as vulnerable
as the normal cell and is treated by the organism as a foreign body
by hyalinization and fibrosis. The fibrosis found associated with
malignancy is not a part of the growth but is nature's attempt to
wall it off and destroy it.
The work of MacCarty, and others, during the past five years
has brought the problem of the source, though not the cause of,
cancer of the stomach to a practical basis. MacCarty's observations
in a study of 507 simple chronic gastric ulcers and 895 carcinomatous
ulcers have led to the conclusion that the association of cancer with
chronic gastric ulcer is so frequent that the possibility of cancer
being present should always be considered. He states there are no
clinical or laboratory methods by which the differential clinical
diagnosis can be made other than by the microscope; and that ex
perience with chronic gastric ulcers shows that most of those of 2.5
centimeters or greater are cancerous.
Pathology.—The close association of cancer of the stomach with
chronic gastric ulcer and the frequency with which carcinoma is
found in the border of chronic gastric ulcerations has led the

pathologist to a study of the differentiation from normal cells to
cancer cells. The stages of differentiation from normal columnar
cells of the gastric mucosa to ovoid or spheroid cells, still intra-
glandular, to the ovoid or spheroid cells which have broken through
the gland wall and are found in the stroma of the mucosa, or in
other gastric coats, and sometimes in the base of the ulcer, have
been shown by MacCarty in both fresh frozen sections and fixed
sections of chronic gastric ulcers. He states the exact starting point
of cancer of the stomach is and probably will remain unknown, but
the early cancers which have been observed in this organ have been
seen in the mucosa and in the borders of chronic ulcers.
The division of gastric cancer into medullary, scirrhous, and col
loid types is generally acceptable. Medullary cancer is character
ized by soft, cauliflowerlike masses. Scirrhous cancer infiltrates the
wall of the stomach and is hard and dense. It gives rise to marked
contractions of the stomach. The colloid or mucoid form is related
to the scirrhous, but has a gelatinous material instead of dense scirr
hous tissue. Hyperplasia and tumefaction are common to all three
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varieties, yet ulceration, which is common, plays an important part
and considerably alters these characteristics.
The location of the growth is fortunate from a surgical stand
point; 70 per cent are in the pare pylorica, 6 per cent in pars cardia,
24 per cent pars media. The tendency of cancer of the stomach to
matastasize to the gastric lymph glands seems to bear no relation to
the size (or age) of the growth. Some cancers at operation are found
to have metastasized while still very small, yet at least 20 per cent
are large enough to cause obstructive symptoms and even cause death
without demonstrable glandular involvement. Cancerous involve
ment may be conveniently graded according to the amount and
degree of differentiation of the cancer cells found in the lymph
glands affected on a scale of 1 to 4 and prognosis made accordingly.
Symptomatology and differential diagnosis. —At present symp
toms definite enough for an early diagnosis of cancer of the stom
ach, while still clinically benign, are not known, yet beginning loss
of weight and appetite, anemia, and weakness, accompanied with
pain in a person over 40, with a history of stomach trouble over a

long time, should arouse suspicion of malignancy. The age limit
is not as important as formerly thought ; cancer is found more often
in the thirties than is generally believed. All too often the surgeon
or roentgenologist is not consulted until obstruction is noted, anemia
striking, weakness pronounced, and nutritional changes are present,
with nausea, anorexia, and altered blood picture. Hematemesis or
melena is found in only about one-third of the cases.
The examination of the gastric contents is of little value. Not
until late in the disease, long after the roentgenologists could have
discovered malignancy, is the examination of gastric contents sig
nificant. Then it reveals abnormal chemistry, retention, if obstruc
tion is present, and occult blood, and often Boas bacilli or sarcinse.
In early cases without obstruction the free hydrochloric acid is
usually present and may be found in excess of normal.
The physical examination in early cases will perhaps not show
tumor. Tumor can usually be made out sooner or later in the course
of the disease. In advanced cases fluid may be present. No un
necessary pressure should be made when examining the abdomen,

owing to the possibility of starting hemorrhage or causing perfo
ration in an ulcerating tumor. When the disease is well established
the skin is dry and sallow with slight yellowish tinge.
Of late the roentgenologist has usurped first place in the clinical
diagnosis of cancer of the stomach. Carman states that 95 per cent
of gastric cancers give roentgenologic evidence of their presence;
that they can be differentiated with reasonable accuracy from vari
ous other lesions within and without the stomach; that their site and
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extent can be shown and considerable information obtained as to
their operability long before the clinician can arrive at a diagnosis
by purely clinical means. The roentgenologist does not attempt to
compete with the clinical pathologist in making histologic diag
nosis. He can only disclose the presence of a tumor, an ulcer, or
lesion of questioned character. Experience has shown that nearly
all neoplasms of the stomach are cancerous ; that ulcerous lesions of
certain types and sizes are most often cancerous.
There are many conditions which may produce apparent filling
defects and simulate cancer. They include gas and fecal matter
in the colon, secretion in the stomach, spasm, pressure against the
spine, extrinsic tumors, ascites, ovarian cysts, and pregnancy. After
the history, the Roentgen-ray examination, the exploration and re
section of a gastric lesion, the cytobiologist, specializing as a surgical
pathologist, is the one man to determine the presence of early cancer
in chronic gastric ulcerations or of metastases to neighboring lymph
glands. This can be done while the operation is in progress, through
the agency of the frozen section and microscope, and the surgeon is
enabled to modify his procedure in accordance with the findings.
In a study of 733 chronic gastric ulcerations resected at the Mayo
Clinic, differentiation from cancer was unable to be made in 29 per
cent save with the aid of the microscope.
MacCarty's rule, that ulcers of 2.5 centimeters or more are cancer
ous, is a good working rule, for such ulcers are usually found to be
cancerous when examined with the microscope.
Treatment.—Cancer of the stomacli is essentially a surgical dis
ease. The sooner it is attacked the better for the patient. Radium
and X ray are of value only in inoperable cases and after resection,
where they can be used to stimulate fibrosis and to hinder the
growth of scattered and wandering malignant cells. In cases with
obstruction a few days' delay with gastric lavage is of considerable
assistance. Lavage clears away any retained debris and allows
return of stomach tonus.
If the condition of the patient is poor, regional anaesthesia, sup
plemented by nitrous oxide and ether when traction is made on

viscera, is the method of choice. Inoperability is determined by the
amount of glandular involvement, fixation, or location. The most
difficult location from a surgical standpoint is in the cardia, the
most favorable in the pars pylorica. A gastroenterostomy should
be made even in inoperable cases. It removes the obstruction and
obviates the dread of death by starvation, besides often prolonging
life in comparative comfort for months.
W. J. Mayo states that the operations of choice for operable
cancer of the stomach are the Billroth, No. 2, or the Polya.

54217—23 i
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The Billroth, No. 2, consists of wide resection of the part of the
stomach bearing the growth, a sleeve resection, closure of both stom
ach and resected duodenum, and the making of a posterior gastro
enterostomy with the jejunum. The Polya, which has been used by
W. J. Mayo since 1914, consists of wide resection of growth, closure,
and burying of resected duodenum, and the anastomosis of the re
sected stomach to the jejunum. The antecolic gastrojejunostomy,
W. J. Mayo thinks, is the better.
Conclusions.— (1) Cancer of the stomach is a prevalent disease.
Thirty thousand deaths a year are caused by it in the United States.
Thirty per cent of all malignancy is cancer of the stomach.

(2) Of 1,159 diagnoses of cancer of the stomach made at the Mayo
Clinic (1919-20, C. H. Mayo), 54 per cent were found to be in
operable because of extent of disease, metastasis, complications, etc. ;
78 per cent of the diagnoses were on men.

(3) The Roentgen ray has greatly simplified the early recognition
of gastric cancer. It should be employed in all cases with a long
history of gastric disturbance, especially in persons past 40.

(4) The surgical pathologist, by study of frozen sections of re
sected chronic gastric ulcerations during the progress of the opera
tion, has greatly advanced the early recognition of gastric cancer and
enabled the surgeon to increase the list of three and five year cures.

(5) Cancer of the stomach is the most favorable of all malig
nancies of the internal organs from the standpoint of successful
surgical removal when attacked early. Even in the average operable

cases the surgical mortality, according to W. J. Mayo, is less than
10 per cent, while the three and five year cures are steadily on the

increase.
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THE PRESENT STATUS OP TREATMENT OP GONORRHEA.1

By E. A. Dads, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

At the outset I wish to say that I have nothing new or original
to offer on this subject. My idea in preparing this paper has been

1A thesis presented on the completion of a coarse In urology at the University of Cali
fornia Hospital, San Francisco, Calif.
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from a study of the various texts and the literature of the past five
years to fix the status of the numerous remedies and procedures used
in the treatment of gonorrhea. For convenience I have divided this
subject into three parts:
I. Internal remedies, antiseptics (locally used), vaccines, chemo
therapy, electrotherapy, and miscellaneous.
II. Plan of treatment: Abortive; acute urethritis —prostatic ab
scess; chronic urethritis; prostatis, vesiculitis; epididymitis; stric
tures; arthritis.
III. Test of cure. 4

INTERNAL TREATMENT.

Antiseptics, internally, have proven of slight benefit and are now
little used. The urine is difficult to make antiseptic in the first
place, and as it only comes in contact with the superficial cells of
the urethra for a brief period, it can exert but slight influence on the
growth of the organisms. Water is forced, to render the urine bland
and less irritating, and the diuresis produced keeps the urethra
flushed out.

Antiseptics, local.—Many factors influence the use of antiseptics
locally. First, the fact that the gonococci are buried in the tissues
makes them difficult, if not impossible, to reach ; second, body fluids
render many antiseptics inert; third, coagulation of albuminous
material prevents penetration of others.
Swartz and Davis made an investigation of various antiseptics
used in the treatment of gonorrhea with the following results:
Silvol, argyrol, and protargol all showed about the same weak ger
micidal power. Phenol will not kill gonococci in any strength in
which it may be used in the urethra in a watery solution. Potas
sium permanganate kills at 1/2000, while at 1/4000 (the strongest
solution possible to use in the urethra) it fails to kill in 20 minutes.
Zinc sulphate and boric acid are not germicidal in any strength.
Potassium mercuric iodide kills at 1/40000 in 20 minutes, is non-
irritating, but has been little used. Chlorozene is lethal to gono
cocci at 1/32000, but is not used due to its irritating properties.
The organic silver salts, argyrol, protargol, etc., are very widely
used. They do not pentrate farther than the superficial cells. Their
antiseptic action is probably strong enough to kill organisms on the
surface of these cells.
Potassium permanganate is probably the most widely used of any
drug in the treatment of gonorrhea, yet it has no antiseptic action in
the strength used. It is said to have an affinity for the gonococci and
is mildly stimulating to the urethra.
Zinc sulphate is a representative of the class of astringents. They
are not antiseptic and are contraindicated in the acute stages due to
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their " sealing up " like action. They are of doubtful benefit at any
time.

Silver nitrate is the most useful astringent antiseptic, but is best
used for instillations or applied locally in strengths of 10 to 50 per
cent.

Among the newer remedies we have acriflavine and mercurochrome,
220. Acriflavine, introduced into this country by Davis and Harrel,
was recommended for its penetrating and antiseptic powers. Hyman
from a review of the literature and a questionnaire, concludes
that the results are no more satisfactory than with other drugs.
However, he personally thinks it to be one of our best antiseptics
used in strength of 1/6,000 to 1/4,000 for irrigation. Its use is some
times followed by an intractable mucoid discharge.
Mercurochrome is a synthetic compound of fluorescin and mercury,
the therapeutic use of which was established by Young, White, and
Swartz. They found it to be a powerful antiseptic, nonirritating,
and with marked penetrating powers. Practically it has not proven
superior to other antiseptics and is objectionable on account of its
staining properties. Two new preparations of similar nature, but
nonstaining, are being investigated by these men, but no results have
yet been published.
Herman Hille, the discoverer of argyrol, has a new preparation of
colloidal silver chloride, called lunosol, for which claims of high
efficiency are made. It is free from staining qualities. Its germi
cidal property is due to the emanations given off by the fine particles
of silver in colloid form. Cobb, after using it nine months in a
large clinic in Chicago, recommends it highly. Ballenger and Elder
do not consider the results obtained with it in treatment of gonor
rhea as marked, due to the fact that the organisms are protected
by the surrounding tissue and pus cells.
In spite of all claims for various drugs, we are far from a specific.
Some cases respond to one thing, some to another. No two men get
the same results with the same remedies, so it really becomes a
question of personal choice. The best we seem able to do is to wash

out or kill most of the surface organisms and trust nature to handle
the others.

Vaccines and serums.—Vaccines of various kinds have enjoyed a
wide reputation. At present their use is limited to chronic cases
and complications, and, even in these, is in much dispute.
Authorities do not agree that the gonococcus really develops anti

bodies in the body. Those who believe antibodies are formed main

tain that each strain (and there are many) develops its own specific

antibody. In addition, secondary invaders soon appear and may
even drive out the gonococci entirely, especially in chronic cases. To
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overcome these two factors, autogenous vaccines were introduced,
but are difficult to make, expensive, and unstable (Lange).
To quote some of the authorities: Geraghty says that gonococcus
vaccine or any of its modifications is utterly useless in the treatment
of acute or chronic gonorrhea. In most instances in which favorable
results have been obtained, acute reactions have followed their use,
such as fever and^eucocytosis. Culver, in a thorough investigation,
found that equal results were obtained by using intravenous in
jections of killed gonococci, meningococci, or colon bacilli ; clinically,
benefits run parallel with the fever and hyperleucocytosis. They
were of little or no prophylactic value against new complications.
Lee-Brown, Player, and Mathe found no permanent effect pro
duced by autogenous vaccines on a large series of cases of chronic
prostatitis.
In England opinions are more favorable. Thomson claims that
the poor results of ordinary vaccines are due to the fact that they
are too toxic to give in large enough doses to produce sufficient anti
bodies. He uses a detoxicated vaccine, given in large doses with
good results. Lees confirmed these results in a large series of cases.
Thomson, however, says that some cases do not react well with
vaccines due to causes unknown. Lumb states that the elimination
of gonococci from the urethra and its side tracts in several cases
proved disappointing.
From other countries come the same conflicting reports. The
many kinds of vaccines and the new ones being advocated, as with
antiseptics, is a sign of their inefficiency.
The value of antigonococcus serums, phylacogen, etc., has not been
proven and they are now rarely used. However, several reports
(foreign) have recently been published on the subcutaneous in

jection of the patient's own serum.
Chemotherapy.—The theory of this method is explained by Mc-
Donagh as follows: " Chemotherapy increases the oxidizing and re

ducing actions of the protein particles accordingly as metals or
nonmetals are used, and these two actions are the combating methods

employed by the protein molecule to overcome an enemy parasite
or poison."
This is the presumed action of salvarsan in the treatment of
syphilis.
The substances he uses are: Intramine, an amino compound of

sulphur; trimine, colloidal manganese containing iron and zinc;

pallamine, colloidal palladium, and colloidal iodine. By the use
of these agents he claims to have reduced the time of patients in the

hospital from 40 to 18 days. He reports 800 cases with 2 per cent
epididymitis, 2 per cent arthritis, and vesiculitis under 1 per cent.
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In addition to his chemotherapeutic agents he uses detoxicated
vaccines.

Methyl, phenol serum, advocated by Doctor Cano, of Salvador,
has been reported on favorably by Valentine, Townsend, and Cano.
It is given intravenously and intraprostatically. Favorable reports
are also made on its use at the United States Government clinic, San
Antonio, Tex.
Various synthetic .preparations of mercury were used, especially
in the British Expeditionary Force, but were finally dropped.
Chemotherapy in the treatment of gonorrhea is comparatively new
and quite complicated as at present advocated. Too little work has
been done to establish its efficacy.
Electrotherapy. —Ionization was first used by Morton in 1895. The
theory is based on the fact that drugs can be driven into the tissues
by means of an electric current. Practically when the ions enter
the mucous membrane, secondary chemical changes take place and
the desired effect is lost. The method requires the introduction of
a metal instrument, which is a contraindication to its use in acute
cases. The results of this method do not seem to recommend it.
Russ devised a treatment by means of a sound in the urethra
through which a galvanic current is passed, on the theory that the

gonococci migrate to the positive pole (the sound) and are killed.
Other investigators have failed to confirm his good results.

Electrocoagulation, also termed fulguration and diathermy, has
almost entirely supplanted the use of the electrocautery. A bipolar
or dArsonval current is used either for surface action by sparking
or penetrating action by electrocoagulation. Its most important in
dication is in the destruction of occluded diseased glands in the
anterior urethra and polyps of the posterior urethra and vesical

sphincter.
Miscellaneous.—Various other therapeutic agents have been and
are being introduced. Numerous metbods of applying heat to the
urethra above the lethal point for gonococci have been tried with
poor success. Bier's hyperemia does not seem to have come into use,

although spoken of highly in acute cases by Miles, of Edinburgh.

PLAN OF TREATMENT.

Abortive treatment. —This treatment must be commenced before
the gonococci have penetrated the mucous membrance, i. e., before

the third day. Ballenger advocated the method of sealing in the
urethra a 5 per cent solution of argyrol. He reports very satisfac
tory results with this method over a period of 12 years.
Harrison reports the cure of 2,600 cases with this treatment. His
technic differs in that he first irrigates with potassium permanganate

followed by injection of 10 per cent argyrol retained 20 minutes.
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Recently Ballenger has reported the use of lunosol with results
superior to argyrol. This method has much to recommend its adop
tion, especially in the Navy where opportunities are better for get
ting cases immediately after infection. The important point is not
to use drugs of such nature or strength as to damage the urethra. In
the event that the attack is not aborted, routine treatment can then
be instituted.
Acute urethritis.—The theory has been advanced that the forma
tion of pus following infection with gonococci is a natural reaction
of the body and should not be interfered with by any local treat
ment. To disprove this, Harrison reports a parallel series of cases
■with and without local treatment, with results much in favor of local
treatment. Lumb in 2,774 cases of epididymitis found 66.7 per cent
to have developed before receiving regular treatment, while only 33.3
per cent developed after treatment had commenced.
Donald and Davidson treated 200 cases by local and general
measures and 200 by general treatment alone and found the com
bined measures much superior. It is best to institute local treatment
as soon as possible.
Much controversy has arisen over the use of injections and irriga
tions. Objection has been made to injections on the grounds that the
patient, being unskilled, is liable to injure the urethra by forceful dis
tention, also that the infection is liable to be forced into the posterior
urethra. They are used, however, by many good men, who instruct
their patients carefully in their use. Irrigations, urethro-vesical, are
used by the majority. The use of urethro-vesical irrigation is based
on the idea that pus finds its way into the posterior urethra in some

unproven way, perhaps by the massage of urethra by the perineal
muscles. It has been found that injected fluids can not be limited to
the anterior urethra, so the irrigating fluid is allowed to pass into
the bladder and then urinated out by the patient, thus washing out

any pus which may have found its way into the posterior urethra.
The possibility of carrying the infection back by the irrigation is nil
if properly conducted.
Luys says that the only contraindication to irrigation is when the
meatus is markedly inflamed and micturition and erection are hor

ribly painful. However, all local treatment is contraindicated until
these symptoms subside. In acute posterior infections the treatment
is essentially the same. If the symptoms are hyperacute, and espe
cially if acute prostatitis supervenes, all local treatment should be
stopped. Resort should then be had to sedatives, hot sitz baths, and

heat applied directly to the prostate by means of the psychrophore.
At this time we might conveniently consider the treatment of
prostatic abscess. Lumb attempts to evacuate the pus into the
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urethra by pressure of the finger per rectum. Only one trial is
made. He has successfully treated cases in this way. Barringer
reports good results in the use of an aspirating needle passed into
the prostate through the perineum. He thinks the results are not
good in cases caused by other organisms than the gonococci. At the
Bellevue Clinic an attempt is made to evacuate the abscess into the
urethra by manipulation with the point of a small sound in the
urethra.
The objection to an intraurethral opening is that it leaves a pocket
which tends to remain and keep up a chronic infection. The sur
gically correct technic is considered to be perineal incision and drain
age without opening the urethra.
Chronic urethritis.—It is impossible to say at just what stage
gonorrhea ceases to be acute and becomes chronic. What is usually
meant is that the disease has lasted longer than usual with shreds
in a comparatively clear urine and no symptoms. A slight dis
charge may be present. It means that the disease has become con
fined to localized areas, and the indication is to find these areas and
treat them. First, an accurate diagnosis is most essential. The
urethra is 'first investigated with a bulbous bougie, for the presence
of infiltrations and strictures. The condition of the prostate and
seminal vesicles is determined by palpation and microscopical ex
amination of their secretions expressed by massage. The urethro
scope is one of the most important instruments in both the diagnosis
and treatment of these cases. In this connection, Player and Matt6
report a series of 68 cases of chronic prostatitis in which they found
tumors in the posterior urethra. Seventy-three per cent following
removal showed marked improvement and probable cure. The
diagnosis and treatment was only made possible with the cysto-
urethroscope. Foreign authorities are most insistent on the use of
the urethroscope. Every chronic case is examined, first, for diag
nosis; second, following dilatation, to follow results; third, for
direct application Of antiseptics, instead of instillations ; and fourth,
to determine cure. Although less used here, emphasis is laid on the
fact that all cases resisting ordinary methods of treatment should
bo urethroscoped. For this reason it is very necessary for anyone
treating these cases to become proficient in the use of this instrument.
In the treatment of infiltrated areas, hot irrigations and dilatations
are the method of choice. Powell is of the opinion that every case
before being discharged should be given a course of dilatations. His
idea is that in all cases there is inflammatory infiltration, whether

perceptible or not, and dilatation leads to its absorption. Under
this treatment stricture formation is lessened. In considering at
what stage to dilate, it must be remembered that no instrumentation
should be done in the acute stage. Most men wait until the dis
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charge is entirely free of gonococci. However, at times a resistant
discharge may be stopped by one or two dilatations, even in the pres
ence of a few gonococci. Dilatation acts as an intraurethral mas
sage, expressing the contents of the small ducts and exercising the
urethral tissues. By compression of the prostatic tissue against its
inelastic capsule retained secretions are forced out through its ducts.
Prostatitis and vesiculitis.—If the prostate or vesicles are found
affected, massage of these organs is resorted to. Progress is deter
mined by frequent examination of the expressed secretion. Belfield
contends that the vesicles are frequently attacked within the first
month of the infection, due to their anatomical features, which pre
vent both a natural defense by drainage and effective local treat
ment. He has devised a method, termed " vas puncture," for directly
injecting an antiseptic through the vas into the vesicles. This pro
cedure has not come into routine use, although it is used by many,
in those cases which do not respond to more conservative treatment.
It seems to be most efficacious in the subacute infections. Following
the operation there is always the possibility of occlusion of the vas
with resulting sterility.
Cummings and Glenn report favorably on the use of this method
in cases not responding to other methods of treatment. The ordinary
case, however, responds favorably to massage which empties the
contents of the vesicles. Cases in which the openings are occluded
resist expression by massage and can not be filled with antiseptics
by vas puncture. For these cases the operations of seminal vesi
culotomy and vesiculectomy have been introduced. Vesiculectomy
is to be preferred as the most surgical procedure (Stokes).
Cunningham reports an extensive series of cases. He considers
the subsidence of symptoms and manifestations following the re
moval of foci as almost miraculous. As far as could be determined
no organisms could be isolated in these cases, which is a point

against the efficacy of vas puncture.
White and Gradwohl, in an exhaustive study of chronic vesiculitis,
consider it a very difficult problem. Their results, neither palliative
nor surgical, were altogether successful. They consider that most
cases can be cleared up by palliative treatment consisting of massage,
urethral dilatation, and posterior instillations.
Doctor Lespinasse sums up the situation when he says,

" If we
treat the vesicle directly, we must be sure the disease is in the
vesicle itself and nowhere else, and the greatest trouble is to

diagnose these cases, not to decide what type of treatment is best."
He thinks vasotomy indicated in the acute case, and in chronic cases
not influenced by this, removal should be done. Schmidt thinks that

resulting impotence is always to be considered, although Cunning
ham says that he has never seen such a case.
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Epididymitis.—In an analysis of 50,000 cases of gonorrhea, Lumb
found this complication to occur in 5.5 per cent; 52.4 per cent of
these developed in the first 14 days, 25 per cent after 28 days. Only
7.4 per cent of the total number were bilateral. Direct extension
through the vas is usually the mode of infection, although it may
be through the blood stream, due to lowered resistance by trauma.
It has been found that although normally the current set up in the
vas by the cilia is toward the posterior urethra, this current is re
versed by excitation of the verumontanum, prostate or posterior
urethra. This would seem to explain the cause of epididymitis fol
lowing instrumentation and overzealous treatment, and contraindi-
cates their use in acute stages. Powell has advocated the use of
atropin suppositories before instrumentation to stop this reverse
peristalsis of the vas. It has also been found that fluids injected
into the ejaculatory ducts distend the seminal vesicles before pass
ing down the vas, so that, in cases of epididymitis, vesiculitis is prob
ably always present and must be considered in treatment to pre
vent recurrences.

The treatment of the acute stage is palliative and operative. Pal
liative treatment consists of rest in bed with support and hot appli
cations to the testicles. After the acute stage subsides, resolution is
hastened by the use of a rubber pressure bandage over the affected
testicle.

Hagner is the originator of the operative treatment of this con
dition. For it is justly claimed the immediate relief of symptoms,
pain, fever, etc. It is indicated in those cases of abscess forma
tion that do not respond to palliative treatment, and in chronic
recurrent cases. As regards subsequent sterility, Cunningham was
able to demonstrate the excretion of spermatozoa in four of six cases
operated for bilateral infection. Hagner operated on four bilateral
cases, following which two had spermatozoa and two were sterile

(McKay). In this connection it must be kept in mind that this
percentage is no higher than in unoperated bilateral cases.

Asch has recommended the injection of electrargol, an electrically
prepared silver colloid, into the epididymis. Luys considers this the
best method of treatment, but Lumb says that the use of this method
in England does not confirm these favorable reports.
Strictures.—The best treatment of strictures is prophylaxis; that

is
,

gentleness in the use of medications and instruments. For those
already formed resort is had to dilatation. Only those strictures are

cut which can not be dilated. Forceful tearing of the strictures
should not be done. If it is impossible to dilate, internal urethrot
omy should be performed on those anterior to the bulb. External
urethrotomy is done for those at the bulbo-membranous or in the
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membranous urethra. M. Stern has devised a urethroplasty opera
tion for strictures in the bulbo-membranous region which has yielded
excellent results.

Arthritis. —Arthritis is best prevented by early and judicious
treatment. Once established the treatment is the least satisfactory
of any of the complications of gonorrhea. The first and most im
portant step is to locate and clean up all foci of infection. The pros
tate and vesicles especially should be investigated. In the acute
stage, absolute rest and heat to the affected joint give the best re
sults. Following this acute stage, the usual orthopedic procedures
should be instituted. It is in these cases that vaccines are advocated
by many of the best men, but are used as an adjuvant to standard
treatment.

To sum up, the plan of treatment should be along the following
lines: Abortive treatment is tried if the case is seen within 72 hours
of the beginning of the attack. If this fails or the case is seen too
late for this method, irrigations with some mild antiseptic should be
given. A catheter is unnecessary for irrigation, as the patient can be
taught to fill the bladdor, using a blunt urethral tip, with elevation
of the irrigator to four or five feet. Although it does not seem to
make any appreciable difference what antiseptic is used, preference
should be given to potassium permanganate or some mild antiseptic
which will at least kill the surface organisms. It must not be for
gotten that some cases do not do well with certain drugs, so something
else should be tried. Gonococci also seem to become immune to a
drug after a certain length of time, so several antiseptics should be
alternated in protracted cases.
If the attack is hyperacute no local treatment should be given
until the acute symptoms subside. Water should be forced to keep
the urethra flushed by the resulting polyuria. The same treatment
applies in the case of an acute posterior infection or if a prostatic
abscess supervenes. In the latter case recourse should be had to hot
sitz baths and heat to the prostate. In case the abscess does not
resolve it should be treated as noted previously in this paper.
It would be difficult to map out a routine in chronic cases as
treatment should be directed against the specific lesions in each case.
Most cases, however, respond to dilatation, prostatic massage, and
irrigation. These cases are often refractory and require treatment
over long periods. At this point it might be well to say that often
cases are overtreated. A period of rest will often cause the dis
appearance of pus from the prostate or shreds from the urethra
when under energetic treatment the case is at a standstill.

Having covered in a brief way the treatment of gonorrhea we
will consider the tests of cure.
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TEST OF CURE.

To say that a case is not cured is comparatively easy but to say
that it is cured is difficult if not impossible. There seems to be
even less unanimity of opinion in regard to a cure than in treatment.
Various methods are used, among which are :
Examination of urine by smear and culture.
Irrigation of the urethra with 1 per cent silver nitrate or passage
of a sound to provoke a discharge which is examined for organisms.
Massage of prostate and vesicles and culture of the expressed
secretion.

Large doses of gonococcus vaccine given to provoke a discharge.
This is not considered reliable by most observers.
Complement fixation test. This also has proven a disappointment.
It is a test of antibodies and so of resistance, not of damage done.
Gradwohl says that it has value in a diagnostic way, but is of no
value in estimating cures. Finding of the gonococci by any of the
above measures is positive evidence of course, but negative findings
can not be considered as absolute proof of cure. To carry out all
the above procedures would be impractical, so a moderate course
should be pursued. The following would seem to be sufficiently
rigid :
1. Absence of discharge, especially " morning drop," for at least
a week.

2. Clear urine in three glasses (a few fine shreds in the first
glass may be present).
3. Prostatic and vesicular secretion free from pus cells.
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THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF BRONCHIAL ASTHMA.

By J. B. Miller, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

The study of bronchial asthma during the last six or seven years
has added much in respect to the etiology, symptoms, diagnosis, dif
ferential diagnosis, prognosis, and the proper course of treatment
of this disease. The treatment of this affection is becoming more
successful and scientific, as one by one the many causes of the disease
are ascertained. Bronchial asthma, from a standpoint of diagnosis
and treatment, at the present time is one of the most interesting of
diseases. It is widespread and is an affection with multiple causes.
Before one can gain success with treatment he must find the ex

citing cause in every individual case. Asthma lias hundreds of
causes, one or a combination of many working to produce the dis
ease; consequently, one can see that in the diagnosis and treatment
much labor is required. Every case requires extensive and pro
longed study.
In order to bring to light some of the many etiological factors,
working alone or in combination to produce the disease, and their

avoidance in treatment, a few words may be said in regard to the
various types of asthma recognized.^ The types are influenced by
various etiological factors, which must be looked for, and when

found, removed, avoided, or treated. In the past asthma was con
sidered as one disease with no subdivisions, but to-day if one is
called upon to treat a number of cases it will be found that a sub
division is necessary for a proper understanding of the cases. Dur
ing recent years asthma has been subdivided into two principal

types.

Type No. 1 is considered the true spasmodic or typical bronchial

asthma. Its characteristic feature or manifestation is an attack
of suffocation. In severe cases respiration is labored and in many
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cases marked cyanosis is present. There are scattered rales, musical
in character, throughout the chest. This type of asthma is caused by
the action of some foreign protein acting upon the vagus nerve,
causing stimulation of the constrictor fibers, which results in spasm
of the bronchial musculature, or by the peripheral stimulation of
the bronchial mucosa by the inhalation of dust, pollen, or various
pulverized particles floating in the air, protein in origin, and derived
from the plant or animal kingdoms.
That the patient has a susceptibility to asthma is a well-known
fact, but it has just recently been ascertained that this susceptibility
is an anaphylactic shock due to the absorption of some foreign
protein. That the mechanism of bronchial asthma is brought about
as above explained is true and proven beyond a doubt by experi
ments. If the constrictor fibers of the vagus be stimulated, this
stimulation of the nerve is followed by the manifestations of spas
modic asthma. Another and a more striking example is the experi
ment of Sewall. He injected a guinea pig with horse serum. He
later instilled horse serum into the nostrils of the same pig, now
sensitive to horse serum, and the pig suffered from attacks of asthma.
Therefore sensitization should be considered as the predisposing

factor, and the introduction of some foreign protein into the body
as the exciting cause of asthma. This sensitization is brought about
in the patient by the first dose of foreign protein absorbed, which
stimulates antibody formation for that protein. If sufficient time
is allowed to elapse to permit this antibody formation, and then a

second dose of the same protein is given, the second dose acts as an

antigen. The union of the antibody of the first dose and the antigen

of the second dose react violently and produce the anaphylactic shock-
mentioned above. The results of anaphylactic shock in an asthmatic

patient are the symptoms of spasmodic asthma.
Type No. 2 is called atypical bronchial asthma, nonsensitive asthma

or better, asthmatic bronchitis. It is not a true spasmodic process.
Suffocative attacks never occur as in the true spasmodic type of

asthma. This type of asthma is usually associated with disease of

the respiratory tract, such as q^ute and chronic bronchitis, acute and

chronic coiyza, acute and chronic rhinitis, severe and multiple dental

abscess, diseased and pus laden tonsils, and acute and chronic suppu

ration of the nasal accessory sinuses. Any focal infection may cause

this type of asthma. It may be associated with walled-off suppu
rative pleurisy and bronchiectasis. The predisposing cause of this

type is the area of focal infection, and the exciting cause is the

absorption of toxin from these areas.
In order to diagnose the various types of asthma, one must have u
definite and general knowledge of the various causes which are likely
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to produce the disease. Asthma is world wide in distribution. It
affects females, but generally males are affected, due to their greater
exposure to the exciting causes in the performance of various occu
pations. People of all ages suffer from the disease. It is found in
the infant, the child, the young adult, the middle aged, and it is
often present in old age. It may appear in any season, or in any
climate, if the exciting cause is present. Heredity plays its role in
the production of the disease by the offspring acquiring a sensitiza
tion from the parents to some foreign protein. This, I believe, in the
hereditary type or case, is a most important etiological point, and
can explain in most cases of asthma and urticaria why certain people
are sensitive to various proteins.
The exciting cause of asthma in most cases, especially in the sen
sitive type, is to be found in a foreign protein of the person's food, in
bacterial toxins, pollen, or dust containing organic protein sub
stances, and in animal products, including their sera, excretions, hair,
and dandruff, which all furnish a foreign protein to the patient.
Any occupation will cause asthma if the exciting cause is present.
Millers and bakers often suffer from wheat asthma. Those exposed
to flowers and plants, as gardners and floral workers, may acquire the
disease. Hostlers and cattlemen often suffer from animal asthma,
due to the inhalation of the dandruff from these sources. Green-
coffee workers may have coffee asthma. People working around

poultry may have chicken and duck feather asthma. During the
spring, summer, and fall, when flowers and weeds are pollenizing,
pollen asthma and hay fever are at their height. Any article of diet
may be responsible for asthma. This type of the disease may and
usually does last throughout the year unless the cause is found and
removed or treated. Silk and wool and furs used as articles of dress
may furnish a protein which, if absorbed, will cause asthma. Pil
lows and feather mattresses containing chicken and duck feathers

and toys packed with these substances may be the cause.

Every asthmatic presenting himself for treatment should undergo
a series of tests to determine his protein sensitivity before he can

expect scientific treatment. There are two methods of determining
the patient's sensitivity. One is the cutaneous method and the other

is the intradermal. These tests are specific in reaction, and when

positive determine the sensitive from the nonsensitive asthmatic.

The test is identical in principle with the tuberculin test as employed
in the diagnosis of tuberculosis, but much more accurate and useful.

Food, pollen, vaccines, and animal proteins are used, however, in the

place of tuberculin.
Skin tests have been known since 1873, when Blackley noted that
the installation of crude pollen into the eyes of hay-fever patients
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produced a swelling of the conjunctiva. He later demonstrated
that pollen grains rubbed into the scratched skin of such patients
produced a local reaction. In 1903, Dunbar proved that the local
reaction was not due to the mechanical structure of the pollen grains,
since the reaction could be obtained from an alcoholic or saline
extract from the pollen. Von Pirquet and Schick noted that the
reinjection of horse serum caused edema about the point of injection,
if 7 to 10 days were allowed to elapse between the two doses.
In 1912 Schloss described skin reactions by the von Pirquet technic
to egg white. In 1914 Goodale demonstrated that when a drop of
horse serum was placed in a superficial cut in the skin of patients
suffering from horse asthma, a local reaction occurred, and also,
that if a drop of the same serum was placed on the anterior tur
binate, it caused all the symptoms of typical asthma. In the same
year Talbot studied infants by testing their skin to egg white, and
found that in all cases where egg white caused indigestion there was
a violent skin reaction. Walker, of the Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital, in 1918 studied 400 cases of asthma and found that 48
per cent gave positive skin reactions, and Sanford, of the Mayo
Clinic, obtained positive reactions in 25 per cent of the cases studied.
From such reliable reports it can be seen that much information can
be gained from skin tests in asthmatic patients.
The cutaneous method is employed by Walker. He considers the
intradermal method as too sensitive and delicate. He claims that
normal people may react to the test. Other workers prefer the

intradermal method as the most trustworthy, and claim that many
asthmatics have failed to give the cutaneous reaction, and have given

positive reaction to the intradermal method. These patients were

relieved from their asthma by being treated with the protein to
which the intradermal tests were positive. Walker's technic is

recommended for most cases, but if the patient fails to react, the
intradermal test should be performed as a check.

If the cutaneous test is used, the morning of the test the patient
should wash the forearm with soap and running water to remove

as much dirt and grease as is possible. Before the test is made

the arm is cleaned with alcohol and ether, without too much friction,

and allowed to dry. Undue rubbing of the skin may result in

creating an irritable skin and defeat the object of the tests by giving
a false or atypical reaction. Needles sterilized over an alcohol

burner are preferable. Numerous needles should be used in order

not to contaminate the skin with the various proteins that are used

in the tests, the same needle never being used twice during the test.

Extreme care is necessary to eliminate the possibility of crossed

reactions.
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Make a number of cuts or scratches one-eighth of an inch in length
and 1 inch apart on the flexor surface of the forearm in two rows
1 inch apart. One of these rows is used as a control. Do not draw
the blood, as it may coagulate, thus sealing the cut, preventing the
absorption of the protein. On the cuts of one row is placed some
of the test protein or pollen and a drop of deci-normal sodium hy
droxide solution to dissolve and hasten the absorption of the test
material which is soluble in a weak alkaline solution. In 30 min
utes the protein is washed off and the reaction is noted as compared
with the control cuts on which only one-tenth normal sodium
hydroxide solution had been placed. If the intradermal test is used,
various strength protein solutions are injected between the super
ficial layers of the skin. The strength of the solutions vary from 1
to 100 to as weak as 1 to 100,000. A typical positive reaction in
either case is an urticarial weal, well defined with irregular borders,
pale in color, and surrounded with a bright erythematous zone.
The size of the reaction is from that of a split pea to that of a 5-
cent piece. In animal cases, especially horse-serum cases, a drop of
horse serum injected may cause a wide-spreading induration. This
appears in from four to six hours after injection and has been
characteristic of horse-serum asthmas.
The value of the skin test when they are positive in asthmatic
cases is that they usually differentiate true bronchial asthma from
atypical asthmatic bronchitis and various other diseases of the
respiratory tract. Errors do occur. Some people react to horse
serums and proteins and they are not troubled with asthma at all.
These people should be considered as potentially asthmatic, or in

many cases potential urticarial cases. Neither of these diseases may
be present, and under such circumstances the patient should be
considered as a possible asthmatic or urticarial person who may
develop these diseases at some later date. This is especially true
if such patients at some period in their lives absorb or partake of
the sensitive protein. Other patients will show atypical reactions
to all proteins, which is usually due to too vigorous cleaning of the

arm during the test. Care should be taken to prevent the test pow
der or solution from being blown into the other cuts by some slight
wind, as this may contaminate the other cuts and false reaction re
sult. However, in nearly all cases of asthma in which the skin tests

are positive to some protein the removal of that protein from the
patient will result in the disappearance of his symptoms.
For routine work the following proteins are required :
1. Animal proteins include horse serum, horse hair, and horse
dandruff, along with the hair from the dog, cat, and rabbit, and

chicken and duck feathers.

54217—23 5
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2. Pollen proteins include timothy, red top, pig weed, ragweed,
and for the vicinity of San Diego, Calif., acacia, tarweed, and Ber
muda grass.

3. Bacterial proteins are the vaccines of the staphylococcus pyo
genes aureus and albus, the streptococcus hemolyticus and viridans,
the pneumococcus type 1 and 4, and the diphtheroid bacillus.
4. Foods proteins include milk, egg, cereals, various meats, chicken,
duck, crabs, fish, shrimp, lobster, oysters, and clams, along with all
the various vegetables.
As a diagnostic and etiological factor it is noteworthy that patients
sensitive to proteins may have asthma throughout the year due to
food, animal, or bacterial proteins. The reason for this is that the
patient is constantly associated with and is in contact with the ex
citing cause of his asthma. Seasonal asthma, however, is due to
pollen inhalation, and occurs only during the pollen season or for a
short period after pollination is completed. Of cases studied 16 to
20 per cent have reacted to animal protein, either to serum, hair, or
dandruff, or to a combination of these. The horse and rabbit arc
the most frequent cause, the dog and cat next, and wool and featheVs
appear to be the least frequent agent. Twelve to fifteen per cent of
asthmatics will react to food proteins. Ten per cent will react to
bacterial toxins or vaccines and about the same number will react
to various pollens. Eighty per cent of sensitive cases beginning in
childhood are due to food, because new articles of food are being
added to the child's diet at irregular intervals. Fifty per cent of
the asthmas beginning in adult life will be due to food proteins ; that

is
,

the sensitive asthmatic. Twenty per cent of the asthma due to
animal protein are in patients sensitized before the age of 2 years.
There are practically no cases of sensitive asthma after the age of 50,
and this is probably due to the fact that sensitive asthmatics may
cure themselves unknowingly by this age by repeatedly eating the
causative protein at various intervals and a natural immunity results
and cure is effected. This seems to explain why a patient will suffer
from asthma for years, and then at some future day he will be
entirely free from asthma.
The treatment of asthma consists of finding the exciting cause and
removing it

,

or, if this is impractical, treating the causative agent in
order to make it not harmful for the patient. After the cause is

found the prophylactic treatment consists of avoiding the same if

possible. The pet dog, cat, or rabbit, if causative, are to be avoided
by the patient. Desensitization in these cases is dangerous and
should not be attempted, especially in children, when it is so easy to
remove the cause.

During the acute attack of spasmodic asthma, the patient is in

much distress and should receive any line of treatment that will
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make him comfortable. In many cases all that is required is adrena
lin in 2 to 10 minim doses given hypodermically. Other cases, and
those that do not react to adrenalin, will require morphia and
atropin, which will place the patient at rest almost immediatelj
The dose of adrenalin as employed in the treatment of asthma varies
in amount. The preparation used must be fresh and not over a few
months old. If a fresh preparation is used as small a dose as 2 min
ims will be effective. Adrenalin which is old and inactive is of very
little value in any dose. Good adrenalin will give the patient a shaky
sensation, cause dizziness and cardiac palpitation for a few minutes.
These symptoms, along with the symptoms of asthma, disappear, and
the patient will become comfortable. One dose a day may be all that
is required to relieve the attack, while in other cases it must be re
peated every four or five hours if results are to be expected.
Between the attacks in the nonsensitive case, potassium iodide in
increasing doses is useful. It prevents attacks by liquefying the
tenacious bronchial secretions, and thus renders the expulsion of the
secretion easier. The patient may be carried on the iodide treat
ment for months without ill effects. The skin should be watched
for acne eruption; and if it should appear, the drug should be dis
continued for a short period, with reestablishment at a later date.
The iodide treatment is of use especially in the nonsensitive case.
Given an asthmatic patient, some time will be required before the
cause can be found. In the nonsensitive case the cause may never
be ascertained. In the sensitive patient, during the search for the
offending protein the patient should remain upon his ordinary diet
until the cause is found. It is not considered safe to place the
patient upon a one-article diet, as milk, etc., while search is being
made for the causative factor. By so doing the patient may be ren
dered sensitive to additional proteins, and if this should happen his
asthma will become aggravated. I have seen this occur in a case
of angioneurotic edema. The patient was kept on a bread-and-potato
diet for a period of six weeks before being admitted to this hos
pital. Upon admission he was found sensitive to a number of pro
teins, including the common articles of diet. The edema was severe.

The lips were swollen and could not be moved. The eyes were

swollen shut on numerous occasions, and the fingers and hands would

swell to an enormous size when the patient tried to eat various

articles of diet. He was treated by feeding on very small amounts
of the proteins to which he was sensitive and after four months

regained his nonsensitive equilibrium for most foods. At present he
suffers from mild attacks of urticaria, and this is due to bread and

potato.
It is well to remember that asthmatics, as a rule, are heavy eaters,
and that by overeating they often take in an excess of the causative
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article of food. The diet at all times should consist of a great variety
of food, and a small portion of each should be eaten. The heavy
meals should be in the morning and at lunch time, with little or no
food for dinner. By eating lightly at night many severe attacks of
asthma can be prevented. The bowels should be moved daily to
overcome any autointoxication that may be present, and a warm
bath at bedtime may prove of benefit, as many patients are more or
less neurotic, and*this acts as a sedative to the nervous system.
The specific treatment of asthma is the most successful of all
treatments. It consists of desensization of the patient to the
proteins with which he is found sensitive by the skin tests, or the
entire omission of the protein from his diet, which is called the
deprivation treatment. In the deprivation treatment, if the patient
is found sensitive to but one or two articles of food and they are
seldom eaten, these can be given up and not used by the patient
without much inconvenience, and his asthma will disappear and not
return unless he takes the protein at some later date. The one
difficulty with the deprivation treatment is that the patient may
absorb the causative protein at some later date without his knowing
it. This is especially true if he is sensitive to egg and milk, for
these articles are usually found as ingredients in cake, pie, and some
forms of milk bread. Under such circumstances asthma will reoccur.
Desensitization may be brought about slowly by ingestion of small
amounts of the offending protein. It must be taken in small
amounts daily, as, for example, egg cases are to take small
capsules containing egg daily, and slowly and gradually the num
ber of capsules are to be increased in number, thus increasing the
patient's egg tolerance. A long time may be required to render a
patient immune by this method, and a year may pass before the

patient is able to eat a whole egg without trouble. Once desensitized,

the patient must partake of the offending protein daily to maintain
his acquired tolerance. Once desensitized the skin tests become

negative. If the patient becomes resensitized the skin tests will
become positive again.
If the patient is found sensitive to one or more of the conunon
articles of diet, he should be desensitized with the subcutaneous in

jection of the offending protein. In these cases, while desensitiza
tion is going on the food should be thoroughly cooked. Food well

cooked seems to lose some of its offending action, and this is probably
due to the fact that cooking destroys the action of the foreign
protein. Patients sensitive to potato can often eat a baked potato
when a boiled one will cause trouble. Those sensitive to milk can
drink boiled milk when raw milk will cause asthma. Butter and
cream can be eaten in milk asthma, as cream contains very little
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milk protein and in insufficient amounts to cause trouble. Those
sensitive to cereal and wheat can eat toasted cereals and bread
without inconvenience.
The solutions of proteins, including food, animals, and pollens,
are made up into varying strengths, 1 to 100, 1 to 1,000, 1 to 10,000,
and 1 to 100,000. That is

,
1 part of the material to 100 parts of

decinormal sodium hydroxide solution, and so on. They are sterilized
and 1 per cent of phenol is added as a preservative. Dandruff
proteins from animals are made up in the same fashion, but are
sterilized by fractional sterilization to kill any spores that may be
present. All solutions should be tested by culture methods before
being used for injections.
The first dose consists of one-tenth of a cubic centimeter of the
strongest solution that fails to give a positive reaction, and each week
the dose is slowly and gradually increased until 1 cubic centimeter

is given. Then the next strongest solution is given in one-tenth-cubic
centimeter doses, and so on until the skin tests become negative. At
this time the patient is desensitized. Horse and cattle cases are
treated in the same fashion. Pollen cases are treated just prior to
the pollen season in the same manner as food and animal cases.
Bacterial cases are treated with autogenous vaccines. The first dose

is 2,000,000,000, and the following doses are slowly and gradually
increased in size. If the vaccine treatment is to be of any value the
patient should show improvement or apparent cure in 15 to 20 doses.
The vaccines are made from any area of focal infection, and espe
cially from the sputum. In bacterial cases surgical removal of the
area of infection combined with vaccine treatment may hasten re
sults. Abscessed teeth and infected tonsils are to be removed. Re

covery may follow the operation alone if the tonsils are the cause of
the asthma. It is often noted that the small and submerged tonsils
will cause more trouble than the large boggy tonsils. This is prob
ably due to the fact that submerged tonsils drain very poorly into the
throat and cause retention of toxins, which are more readily ab orbed
than is possible in the case of the boggy tonsils with wide-mouthed
crypts. However, both types of tonsils should be removed as a rou
tine in asthma cases. Their removal renders respiration less diffi
cult to these patients. Operations upon pollen and food and animal
cases will not improve the case, as the exciting cause can not be re
moved. It is only of value in those cases due to bacterial infection.
The same may be said of climate. Climatic treatment is of little
or no value in sensitive cases unless the climate is free from the

exciting cause. Much money can be saved the patient, and long
and tiresome journeys prevented, and the proper course of treatment
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instituted at the patient's home without great expense. In the de
bilitated the specific treatment combined with a tonic treatment is of
value in bringing the patient's strength to par.
In the nonsensitive asthmatic the home should be as free from dust
as is possible. Curtains, which catch dust, should be removed ; the
floors should be oiled to belay the dust; no carpets should be upon
the floors. Coal stoves and oil stoves of the Perfection oil-stove
type should not be used, as they furnish carbon particles to the
atmosphere, use up the oxygen of the room, and vitiate the air. A
dusty atmosphere may prolong any type of asthma after the exciting
cause is removed. The patient should dwell away from parks with
pollinating plants; the lawns should likewise be free from pollen
plants, and the house in which he lives should be located on a paved
street in preference to a dusty unpaved road. In the nonsensitive
the peptone treatment should be tried, as it has relieved many cases
and cured some. It is made of Fairchild's peptone. A 5 per cent
sterilized solution is used. One-half cubic centimeter is the first
dose, and the dose is increased each week one-half cubic centimeter
until 2^ cubic centimeters are given, when a 10 per cent solution
is employed in the same size doses. If results are to be derived from
the peptone treatment, the patient should show improvement after
five or six doses. It is given intramuscularly.
At the present date there are six cases of asthma undergoing
treatment at this hospital. There are four cases sensitive to horse
serum. Two of these cases are also sensitive to horse dandruff.
One of these has been under treatment for five weeks with a sub
sidence of all subjective symptoms. Only a few rales that cause
the patient no inconvenience remain in the chest. This patient has
suffered from asthma for the past two and one-half years and will
require more treatment. The other has been under treatment one

week with slight improvement, and two horse-serum cases are just
beginning treatment. There are two nonsensitive cases beginning
the peptone treatment.

So far, the treatment of asthma as outlined above has been very
encouraging and further research work is to be done in this line

during the coming months. It is hoped that the further study of
bronchial asthma will ascertain more and more etiological factors
causing this disease.
In closing this paper, the writer wishes to state that asthma has
many causes, and that to gain results requires much labor, and one

should never give an asthmatic up as incurable until he has studied
the case from many standpoints as to the possibility of the exciting
cause.
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THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OP FRACTURES OF THE LEG.1

By C. L. Andbus, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

In this paper on the diagnosis and treatment of fractures of
the bones of the leg we will consider breaks of the long bones, the
tibia and fibula, which constitute probably 16 per cent of all frac
tures. Since January 1, 1922, they have made up about 22 per cent
of the fractures treated in this hospital.
These two bones are subject to almost any type of fracture
sustained by other long bones. The most frequent site of fracture
is near the junction of the middle and lower thirds of the shaft and
when both bones are broken the fibula is usually broken at a point
higher than the break in the tibia. Infancy and childhood are
almost free from fractures of these bones, their occurrence coming
for the most part in equal numbers between the ages of 30 and 60
years.

A full discussion of fractures in general, with definitions and
classifications, will not be necessary, for they are familiar to all of
us. However, a brief review of a few points may be well at this
time.

The etiology of fractures of the tibia and fibula is the same as
that of fractures of other bones; namely, predisposing and im
mediate or determining. Of the predisposing causes we have the
external, which are incidental to occupation and mode of life and
lend themselves to exposure to determining causes. These account
for the fact that fractures are more often sustained by males than
females between youth and old age. Other predisposing causes are
the physiological, such as interstitial atrophy or inherited liability,
and the pathological, which are responsible for the so-called spon
taneous fractures occurring in disease of nerve centers, rickets,

syphilis, malignancy, cystic conditions, and osteomyelitis.
Of immediate or determining causes there are two kinds, those
due to external violence and those due to muscular action. Those
due to external violence may be divided into two classes—one direct,
the other indirect. A fracture produced by direct violence is one in
which the bone is broken immediately under the point upon the

surface where the fracturing force is exerted. A fracture by indirect
violence is one in which the fracture takes place at a distance from
that point. The important clinical difference between these two

types of fracture depends upon the injury done the overlying soft
parts at the site of fracture. The type of fracture produced by
direct or indirect violence depends upon the mechanism involved.

1Paper read at the biweekly conference of medical officers at the United States Naval
Hospital, San Diego, CaUf., Mar. 22, 1023.
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Fractures due to muscular action include only those in which the
rupturing force is exerted by the muscles alone without the aid of
any external violence.
In approaching a fracture the first objective sign to be noted is
that of deformity, which, employed in its widest sense, includes
changes in the relationship of fragments of the bones to each other
and modification in the appearance of the part. Deformity may be
recognized by simple inspection, or may only be determined by care
ful palpation and measurements when compared with those of the
opposite limb. The appearance of the limb will be modified by
swelling, due to extravasated blood and inflammatory exudate, and
in overriding fractures where its transverse diameter is increased.
Ecchymosis is rarely absent, although its appearance may be delayed
for several days. Its appearance at certain points gives rise to strong
inference of a break in the bone, as when it appears beneath the
malleoli in Pott's fracture. In fractures communicating with joints
deformity exists due to the filling of the joint cavity with blood or
inflammatory effusion.
Abnormal mobility appearing after injury at a point where it did
not previously exist and permitting the bone to be bent at an angle
or a portion of it to be moved while the other portion remains at rest
is pathognomonic of fracture. It is not always present or recog
nizable. The manipulations employed to demonstrate abnormal mo

bility vary with the site of fracture and the kind of mobility which
one attempts to produce. In fracture of the shaft of a long bone,
angular displacement may be demonstrated by passing the hand
under the limb at the supposed seat of fracture and gently raising it;
or by firmly grasping the two extremities of the bone and moving the
lower one slightly from side to side while the upper one is held sta

tionary ; or the limb may be grasped on either side of the supposed
fracture and transverse displacement made by moving the fragments
in opposite directions. In fracture of the shaft of the fibula, lateral
mobility may be detected by grasping the leg above and below the

fracture and making alternate pressure against the bone. In frac
ture of the upper end of the tibia, where lateral or angular mobility
can not be easily demonstrated, direct rotary movements of the lower

portion of the limb are made while the upper portion is held sta
tionary with its bony prominences distinctly felt. Abnormal mobility

is recognized by failure of transmission of the rotary movements
from the lower to the upper fragment. It is sometimes possible to
demonstrate abnormal mobility when the fibula has been broken just

above the ankle by inward pressure over the tip of the external mal

leolus, thus causing the upper end of the lower fragment to move out
ward.
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Crepitus is the sound produced or sensation communicated to the
hand by the friction of fragments of a broken bone against each
other. It, like abnormal mobility, is pathognomonic of fracture and
these two signs usually coexist. Contact of the fragments is necessary
for the production of crepitus. It is produced by the same manipu
lations used to demonstrate abnormal mobility. In addition to the
above, the roentgen ray affords a valuable means of detecting frac
tures of bones and with modern facilities in the practice of medicine
we have come to depend perhaps more on the skiogram than clinical
ingenuity. Care, however, must be exercised in the interpretation of
X-ray plates.
Under subjective symptoms loss of function is a common result
of fracture and is due either to mechanical causes or the inhibitory
effect of fear or pain. The presence or absence of this symptom is
only suggestive, not indicative, of the presence or absence of a frac
ture. In most cases of fracture of the long bones the limb is prac
tically helpless, but at times one meets with a patient who can move
or even walk with a broken leg. Pain, either spontaneous or upon
pressure or movement of a broken bone, is a constant symptom of
fracture. Spontaneous pain when the part is at rest is usually slight
and not definitely refered to the site of fracture. It is not significant.
Localized pain upon pressure or movement is a valuable symptom
and in some cases is the most valuable one that can be obtained. It
may be sufficient in itself to justify the diagnosis of fracture. By
employing pencil-point pressure with its attending pain one is
often able to even outline the exact line of fracture. It is of
especial diagnostic importance in the absence of other positive
findings, and its absence is often a positive means of excluding frac
ture. The absence of pain upon handling an important fracture
may be indicative of central nervous disease or commencing delirium
tremens.

The history bearing upon the diagnosis of fracture should in
clude earlier injuries which may have modified the form of the
part, the nature of the accident and the manner in which the force
was applied; the interference with function, and occasionally the

snap heard at the time of injury, and any observed distortion of
the limb. A knowledge of the manner in which the violence was
applied in sometimes of value in determining obscure points, and
where definite information is lacking indications may be gathered
from the position of contrusions or of stains made by contact with
the ground. The statements of the patient as to how his injury
actually occurred should usually be taken with a grain of salt.
The diagnosis of fracture is made upon the above facts. They
are not all present in every case, and it is never necessary to seek
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for all of them. Deformity, abnormal mobility, and crepitus are
alone absolutely pathognomonic. When these are not found, or when
a fracture has been demonstrated and more detail is desired, the
X ray should be employed. In the absence of the X ray a diag
nosis may be definitely made with the help of anaesthesia. The com
pound character of a fracture is easily determined. In fractures by
indirect violence the wound in the skin close to the seat of fracture
is usually small and bleeds more freely than a simple wound of the
skin. In fractures by direct violence the wound of the soft tissues
is usually large and ragged and the broken ends of the bones can
be seen or felt through it. Poking around in a wound should not
be indulged in for the sake of diagnosing a compound fracture.
The treatment of fractures in general resolves itself into mechani
cal problems which may be simple or complex, each fracture calling
for its own individual solution. To obtain physical results or reduc
tion and to oppose displacing forces or retention at times demand
considerable mechanical ingenuity. If one is to treat fractures in
telligently it is therefore necessary to analyze the problem at hand,
taking into account the reciprocal relationship of the fragments,
opposing forces, and one's ability to control them. In some cases
one's ability to control a fracture fragment is extremely limited, or
even nil. In many instances it is impossible to obtain complete
anatomical restoration of the fragments and one must be content
with a satisfactory functional result.
As a general proposition the treatment of a fracture should begin
when the patient is first seen, but this does not mean that reduction
and retention are called for at once. A delay of several days is
usually advisable where extreme swelling, muscular spasm, or asso
ciated lesions are present. The first indications to be met are those
of preventing additional injury, the comfort of the patient, and
favoring the return to normal of involved soft parts as soon as pos
sible. If the patient is to be moved from the scene of his injury to
his home or a hospital, this is accomplished by the application of
temporary splints.
Fractures which necessitate confinement are best treated when
the bed is narrow and high and the mattress firm. Here in the hos
pital we place long boards across the frame of the bed, which pre
vent sagging of the springs.
Other points to be considered vary greatly in different cases, de
pending upon the portion of the bone involved. Among these are
complications that either exist or are feared—old age, health, and
habits of the patient. After the immediate indications have been
met and reduction is indicated every effort should be made to
bring the fragments into the best possible anatomical relation and
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there maintain them. If the fragments are already in good an
atomical position retention is all that is necessary. As a general
proposition under ordinary circumstances a fair result by simple
reduction and fixation is more advisable than a possible better re
sult by open operation.
One of the principal causes of displacement after fracture of the
shaft of a long bone and also one of the principal difficulties met
with in reduction is tonic contraction of the attached muscles due
to the unsupported weight of the lower segment of the limb. When
this condition exists the obstacle may be overcome by traction in the
direction of its long axis, the different joints being usually held in
partial flexion in order to assist muscular relaxation. In some cases
by maintaining this traction the muscular resistance is overcome and
after reduction the fragments remain fixed. In other instances trac
tion over an extended period of time may be necessary to hold the
fragments in proper apposition until sufficient healing takes place.
Another serious obstacle to reduction may be the intervention of
soft parts between the fragments. In the reduction of compound
fractures, if it is found difficult to maintain the fragments in proper
apposition, it may be well to enlarge the external wound through
which the reduction may be guided. In impacted fractures it is
sometimes necessary to break up the impaction in order to obtain
the best results in reduction. In some fractures, such as Pott's
fracture, the character of the displacement is so common that a
formula can be made for its treatment.
The objects of retention are to prevent displacement of the frag
ments, to relieve the force of gravity and muscular contraction, to
protect the limb from external violence during the process of repair,
and to prevent pain that would be caused by movement of the frag
ments.

The means employed in maintaining fixation are varied and sundry,
the fracture being dealt with suggesting the type of apparatus
which should be used. Ordinarily in the course of treatment the
first means of immobilization are employed temporarily and include
removable dressings. As the process of repair advances and indi
cations for close observation and supervision of the part no longer
exist, permanent dressings are used. After removal of the perma
nent dressings hydrotherapy, massage, and gradual use of the part
are begun and continued until the return to normal is accomplished.
When fractures communicate with joints, the earliest possible mo
tion of the joint is desirable in order to obtain the best functional
result.

In fractures of the upper end of the tibia and fibula or the tibia
alone, the line of fracture may be transverse, oblique, or longitudinal ;
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in the latter cases the knee joint is involved. The tuberosities of the
tibia may be crushed. The mechanism in these fractures is usually
brought about by the combination of body weight and lateral flexion
of the leg upon the thigh. The diagnosis is made by recognition of
the irregularity of outline, pain on local pressure, and on pressing
the leg upward and possibly abnormal mobility and crepitus. In
transverse fractures high up they are sometimes mistaken for a sub
luxation of the knee. The prognosis in these fractures is especially
serious because of the close proximity of the knee joint and the
possibility of inflammatory complications. The treatment consists
of correcting the displacement by traction and direct pressure. Re
tention is effected either by permanent traction or a suspended pos
terior splint with the knee partly flexed. If the fracture is com
pound and suppuration of the joint occurs, free drainage of the pus
must be established at once.

Separation of the epiphysis has been reported in a few cases. It
appears to be caused by a wrench of the leg, abduction or adduction
by which a transverse strain is produced.
Fracture of the spine of the tibia is probably produced by traction
through the crucial ligament or by force transmitted through the
external condyle of the femur. The most definite symptom is in
ability to fully extend the leg. The treatment is full extension when
possible, and immobilization for a period of at least four weeks.
Avulsion of the tubercle of the tibia, or Osgood-Schlatter's disease,
is usually caused by the action of the quadriceps muscle during some
violent effort through the attachment of the patellar ligament. We
have five such cases in the hospital at the present time. Inability
to use the limb immediately after the accident, the recognition of a

movable fragment of bone about 2 inches below the patella, localized

pain upon pressure, and crepitus may be present. The knee joint

and surrounding soft tissues are often swollen and painful, and effu

sion may be present. The treatment is to press the fragment into

place if possible and hold it there by adhesive strips while the leg is
held in full extension. In cases with wide separation of the frag
ment, open operation with suture of the periosteum or nailing may
be indicated.
Fractures of the shaft by direct violence may occur at any point,
while those due to indirect violence usually occur near the junction

of the middle and lower thirds. In these fractures torsion often
plays an important part. Any type of fracture common to long

bones may be found in fractures of the tibia, and in addition a form

of spiral, the V-shaped fracture. Fractures of the tibia produced by

indirect violence are usually accompanied by fracture of the fibula.

The superficial position of the tibia makes it especially prone to
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result in being compound. Almost any form of displacement is met
with, the most common being a projection of the lower end of the
upper fragment when it terminates anteriorly. One usually finds
the signs and symptoms of deformity, abnormal mobility, crepitus,
loss of function, and pain. The subcutaneous portion of the tibia
is readily examined by passing the finger over it. Reduction of dis
placement can usually be accomplished by traction at the foot and
counterextension at the knee. Retention following reduction de
pends upon the type of fracture being dealt with. In simple frac
tures with little displacement, or where reduction has been accom
plished, it has been my practice to put the patient to bed for a week
to 10 days with the leg made secure and comfortable in a temporary
splint. After this time the swelling has usually subsided, and the
leg, together with the foot, knee, and lower third of the thigh, are
incased in plaster of Paris. If any wounds are present requiring
dressings, windows are left in the plaster dressing. Where pro
longed or permanent traction are required, this can be accomplished
by various means, depending upon the site of fracture and amount of
traction needed.
Fractures of the lower end of the tibia with fracture of the fibula
are usually caused either by direct violence acting upon its side to
crush it, or indirectly through inversion or eversion of the foot to
produce a transverse strain which may be aided by body weight.
The diagnosis is made by recognition of abnormal mobility and the
mobility of the fragments, local pain, and the other signs of fracture.
The X ray may be required for diagnosis or details. The treatment
should consist of as perfect reduction as possible and is accomplished
by traction through the foot and by direct pressure. When the joint
is involved the foot should be held in a position at right angles to

the leg. Early passive motion should be a part of the treatment.
In severe cases of compound fracture it may be best to amputate.
In supramalleolar fractures the mechanism is probably either
forcible inversion or eversion of the foot. The diagnosis is made by
pain upon pressure over the site of fracture, together with one or

more of the usual signs or symptoms. In its treatment the lower
fragments should be held in position by a fixed dressing.

Separation of the lower epiphysis of the tibia are more frequent
than those of the upper epiphysis. The most common cause ap

parently comes through a cross strain in eversion or inversion of

the foot, or it may be produced by simple twisting of the foot. It
may be accompanied by the breaking off of a fragment of bone, and
is usually accompanied by fracture of the fibula. The diagnosis and

treatment of these fractures are the same as for supramalleolar
fracture.
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Pott's fracture is caused by eversion and abduction of the foot,
assisted by the body weight. The details of this type of fracture
vary greatly with the predominating mechanical element in its
production. If eversion predominates the force is exerted above the
malleolus and rupture of the tibio-fibular ligament takes place. If
abduction of the front of the foot predominates there occurs a
break of the internal malleolus at its base, or a rupture of the in
ternal lateral ligament, followed by rupture of the tibio-fibular
ligament, and as the movement is continued an oblique fracture of
the fibula takes place through torsion 3 or 4 inches above
the tip of the fibula. With all a widening of the intermalleoli
mortise and a backward displacement of the astragalus takes place.
The appearance of the part in Pott's fracture is usually so char
acteristic that the diagnosis can be made by sight. The foot is dis
placed outward with abnormal prominence of the internal malleolus
or adjoining portion of the tibia, and in marked cases the backward
displacement is also readily seen. Pathognomonic signs are points
of tenderness over the lower portion of the internal malleolus, the
site of the tibio-fibular ligament, and over the fibula a little above
the external malleolus; abnormal mobility; sometimes a click be
tween fragments upon manipulations, and marked ecchymosis
beneath the malleoli, especially the external. The prognosis is good
if proper reduction is made and maintained. Reduction is made
by pressing the calcaneum forward and inward, and retention is

perhaps best made by posterior and lateral splints of plaster of Paris
so molded that they maintain the corrected backward and lateral

displacements.
Fractures of the malleoli by inversion of the foot are quite com
mon and result in a variety of lesions. There may be a fracture
of the fibula alone, the tip of the internal malleolus may also be
broken, or a considerable portion of the tibia may be broken
obliquely off along with the internal malleolus. The type of frac

ture depends upon the amount of force of the inversion and the de
gree to which the body weight enters in as a factor. Tearing of the

tibio-fibular ligament adds greatly to the seriousness of fractures
thus produced by allowing displacement of the astragalus. If there
is only fracture of the fibula and internal malleolus, the diagnosis is
largely made through recognition of their points of tenderness and
independent mobility. If the lower shaft of the tibia is also im
plicated, upward and inward displacement adds deformity. In the
former reduction with immobilization by plaster encasement is all

that is necessary, but in the latter downward and outer pressure
over the tibial fragment aided by traction through the foot may be
needed. When immobilized, one must guard against backward dis

placement.
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Fractures of the posterior portion of the articular surface of the
tibia may occur as complications in Pott's fracture, or may occur in
dependently. They may be small and only detected by the X rays or
be quite extensive and capable of being diagnosed by palpation.
The treatment is as much reduction as possible and fixation. Back
ward displacement of the astragalus should be looked for. In some
cases removal of the fragment with ultimate ankylosis of the ankle
joint may give the best functional result. The foot should be at
right angles to the leg.
Fracture of the anterior portion of the tibia is a rare fracture
and could probably be corrected by traction through the anterior
portion of the capsule and forced depression of the front of the foot
together with pressure upon the fragment.
Fracture of the upper end of the fibula alone or separation of the
epiphysis is caused by direct violence, muscular action of the biceps,
or forcible adduction of the leg acting through the external lateral
ligament. It is treated by the best possible approximation of the
fragments by bandaging or with adhesive strips and fixing the leg by
plaster of Paris with the knee in partial flexion and in such a way as
to prevent adduction. In cases where the peroneal nerve is injured it
may be necessary to treat the nerve by open operation.
Fractures of the shaft of the fibula are usually produced by direct
violence and are diagnosed by localized pain, and possibly deformity,
abnormal mobility, and crepitus. Displacement is usually slight be
cause of the splintlike action of the tibia. The treatment is immo
bilization by a plaster case from toes to above knee, to protect against
twisting of the foot and external violence.
Separation of the lower epiphysis of the fibula without other frac
ture has occurred, but is rare.
In the treatment of compound and pathological fractures the
complications must be treated along surgical and indicated lines.
The operative treatment of fractures of the tibia and fibula call for
the same surgical judgment and consideration as do fractures of
other long bones.

UROLOGY AND ITS PLACE IN GROUP MEDICINE.1

By W. H. Connor, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

Urology, or what is perhaps better known as genitourinary sur
gery, became a distinct branch of medicine in America in 1851,
when Gross published a book devoted to that subject. His was
the first American publication, and at that time there were only two
other books published in the English language. From that time

1Paper read at the monthly conference of medical officers at the United States naval
hospital, Ban Diego, Calif.
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until 1877, when Van Buren and the elder Keyes published their
book, Gross's publication was the book of reference. As no other
comprehensive treatises were published until the nineties, the library
of the early student of urologic practice was not large. In 1866,
following the solicitation of Keyes, the American Association of
Genitourinary Surgeons came into being, and for many years its
membership was limited to 30 ; in recent years, however, its member
ship has been increased; but even now there are probably not more
than 75 in the association. In 1900 the American Urological Asso
ciation was formed to include the large number of doctors who
were devoting their time to urology, and while it has a larger en
rollment than the American Association of Genitourinary Surgeons,
the latter is by far the more select.
Such has been the development of urology in North America:
what can be said as to its development in the naval service? I would
not say that it is a development of yesterday, for good urological
studies have been made by naval medical officers for years past.
It is true that the studies have been infrequent and the progress
in that particular branch has been slower than that of other special
ties. There are several reasons why that should be true, but per
haps the most cogent has been the fact that the prolific period of
life for urological pathology is what may be called the prostatic age.
Naval medical officers in the past have had little to do with that
period of life, and as a result have been slow to grasp its importance.
Again the service has been small and confined entirely to the male
sex and to individuals whose ages fall within the limits of 18 and 40.
That, with the periodic physical examination, by which the unfit
are eliminated, would tend to limit the urological patient.
The late war was a stimulant for this branch of medicine for
various reasons :

(1) Men trained in urological technic became affiliated with the
Navy and naturally being interested in this particular branch sought
that type of work and were able to establish diagnoses where the
ordinary naval medical officer might have failed.

(2) Naval medical officers were brought in contact with both
sexes and practically all ages.

(3) The rapid advancement that had been made in urological
studies of our civilian confreres and the exactness with which a

diagnosis can be made have become apparent to all.

Another fact is that naval hospitals are not confining their
activities to the active personnel, but are becoming more and more
like civilian hospitals; I refer to the accepting of Veterans' Bureau
cases, navy yard employees, and the possibility of the out-patient

departments sooner or later becoming feeders for the hospital. The
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classes of patients enumerated above will eventually bring the naval
medical officer into contact with each sex and all ages. With such
an outlook it is important that urological study should become an
established fact in our hospitals and that naval medical officers
should become conversant with it. In 1920 at the Mayo Clinic
approximately 1 in every 10 patients registered at the clinic were
examined by the cystoscope. Of course, that is a greater percentage
than would obtain at any hospital other than one devoted entirely
to genitourinary conditions; still it does show the importance of
cystoscopy.
In approaching a urological case the procedure differs in no
way from that of any pathological condition. A careful, complete,
and concise history with a careful physical examination is essential,
followed by that most important factor, an intimate study of the
urine. In every case a catheterized specimen is desirable but in the
female it is absolutely necessary, while in the male the second of a
three or more glass test is sufficient. In collecting the specimen
from the male the act of urinating should be observed, for we can
note the size and power of the stream, the time of emptying, etc.,
which are of some importance.
Having obtained the urine in a clear—preferably a sterile —glass,
we are ready to proceed with the macroscopical, chemical, and micro
scopical examination. Each method of examining is important,
the microscopic being the most important of the three, for by that
method we will determine whether or not pus, blood, crystals, or
infection is present. If in a suspicious urological case several urinary
examinations are negative for the above elements, we are quite sure
that a further study of the urine from the separate kidneys will add
nothing. There will be cases which will require further study, par
ticularly those cases where proper drainage of the kidney is not at
all times possible, either from some abnormality in the ureter, the

periureteral tissue, or in the kidney itself. In such conditions a
pyelogram and ureterogram in the reclining and semireclining posi
tion will be necessary to establish a diagnosis.
If we have found blood present, we think of calculi, tuberculosis,
ulcer, etc., and a roentgenogram of the entire tract is indicated to
determine the presence or absence of urinary calculi. The location of
tuberculosis, pyelitis, etc., will usually require separate urinary study.
If pus is present, we know that some inflammatory disturbance ex
ists. If a pyuria is present, and we are unable to find an organism
by the usual staining methods, we must consider tuberculosis. With
some types of infection, notably colon, we may not find any leuco

cytes. The absence of leucocytes, then, will not necessarily eliminate
the possibility of infection.

54217—23 6
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In determining infection it is essential to note whether we are
dealing with a bacillus, a coccus, or mixed infection, for our treat
ment and prognosis will vary in each case. It is in the examination
for infection that the desirability of collecting the urine in a sterile
receptacle can be seen, for in this way we should be able to guard
against outside contamination. This is especially important if the
examination can not be completed at once, as it is a notorious fact
that organisms will multiply rapidly even in such a pabulum as
stale urine.
As conclusions are drawn from this examination that are vital, it
is important that the one who is to make the diagnosis should have
under his control as many of the factors upon which a decision is
rendered as possible. For instance, one should know how long the
urine was centrifuged. Was it centrifuged in a sterile tube? Was
examination made at once or the next day? Arc there many leuco
cytes ? In the infection heavy ? The best way to control these factors
is for the operator to do his own laboratory work in his own work
shop, reserving the special examinations, e. g., identification of cul

tures, etc., to the laboratory expert.
Having decided by the presence of blood, pus, or infection that-
some pathological lesions exist in the urinary tract, it behooves us to
know whether the bladder, ureter, or kidneys are at fault. Before
proceeding with cystoscopy, and if necessary ureteral catheteriza
tion, we should determine whether or not there is a lessening of kid

ney function. The importance of this test preceding a cystoscopic
examination can best be shown by the following case. The patient
in whose urine tubercle bacilli had been demonstrated walked into

the office and stated that for the last few days he had been feeling
poorly. He had felt as badly on other occasions and had " fought it

off." At this time he felt a little more worried about himself than
usual. Of course, it was important to determine whether one or both
kidneys were infected, and ureteral catheterization was considered.

Prior to that manipulation a functional test was performed and the
dye failed to appear in two and one-fourth hours. He was sent home.
A cystoscopic examination was not made at that time and was ab
solutely contraindicated, as it would probably have been sufficient to

further inhibit urinary secretion with a possible fatal result. Of
course, this was an extreme case, but in formulating a routine it is

better to so design it that each step will be taken in proper order.
In this way we know to a certain extent what the patient's reaction
may be to further study.
Having determined from a study of the urine and the functional
test that further examination will be required, the cystoscope is

passed, and a thorough study of the bladder is made. Sufficient
cause for our pathology may be demonstrated in the bladder ; if not
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then one or both ureters are catheterized and the same method of
urinary study and determination of function, as noted above, is
made from the respective kidney secretion. If a roentgenogram of
the kidney is desired a solution of sodium bromide or iodide may be
introduced through the ureteral catheter. Pyelograms should not
be made of both kidneys at the same sitting except with extreme care.
Having studied the urine, obtained the functional capacity of
the respective kidneys and made urograms, we are now ready to
make a diagnosis and outline our treatment. We have determined
the kidney or kidneys that are at fault, what the function of each is

,

and if it should be necessary, during a surgical procedure, to re
move a kidney, whether or not we can expect the remaining one to
do the necessary work.
If we are dealing with infection, is it a coccus or bacillus and
are we dealing with a primary or secondary infection? The Mayo
Clinic has shown that practically all infections of the kidneys are
secondary to some focus harboring cocci, and that even in those cases
that seem to contain colon bacilli alone the presence of the latter is

only of secondary importance.
From the chronicity of the infection and the difficulty of eliminat
ing kidney infections by local measures it would seem that we
have not been attacking the primary focus. Needless to say then
we look to the mouth and accessory sinuses for the focus, not for
getting of course some of the other less frequently offending
organs. In dealing with calculi it would be well to carry out a
thorough search for focal infection, as the Mayo Clinic states that
recurrences of calculi are due or at least coincident with the dem
onstration of focal infection. We know that gallstones are prone
to follow typhoid or other gall-bladder infections, and as a result

surgeons have been prompted to resect that organ. It is possible
then that secondary kidney infections may be a harbinger of kidney
calculi.

On the other hand Barney in a recent investigation made at the
Massachusetts General Hospital has shown by roentgenograms made

directly after operation that in 9 of the 20 cases investigated
kidney calculi remained, following what was considered thorough
removal.

This would represent 45 per cent of cases in which we could
expect a recurrence, as Barney states a better technic should be
found and this may be obtained by the use of the fluoroscope at the
operation.

We had in this hospital a short time ago a patient who had a

kidney stone removed in July, 1922, and at the present time (eight
months after) a roentgenogram shows a stone of some size in the
pelvis of the kidney. It would be interesting to know whether or
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not any calculi remained at the close of the previous operation. Up
to the present time no focal infection has been found. It is of
interest to note that the original stone caused him no symptoms and
he would not know that he now has a stone were it not for the
X ray. He does have blood cells and a considerable number of
leucocytes in his urine.
From the above it is easy to see how cooperation in the different
branches of medicine is necessary and how difficult it would be to
make satisfactory diagnosis without this cooperation. And in the
case with the recurrent stone the roentgenologist reported the

presence of a shadow suggestive of stone in the right kidney region.
It was cystoscopy, ureteral catheterization, and the pyelogram that
definitely located the stone in the pelvis of the kidney. Ureteral
catheterization also made it possible to obtain a functional test

and gave us an idea as to how much drainage had been done to

that kidney by the previous nephrotomy and the recurrent stone.

The urologist can aid the internist in certain obscure conditions

when the only symptom that the patient may complain of is pain
in the lumbar region. Normal appendices have been removed with

no harm to the patient but some embarrassment naturally accrues

to the operator who finds that appendectomy has not removed the

symptoms and further study shows a calculus in the kidney. A
second operation with removal of the stone relieves the symptoms.
In obscure parasyphilitic conditions a cystoscopic examination may
aid in establishing a diagnosis.
On the other hand the urologist must see that his patient is

thoroughly overhauled by the rhinologist and oral surgeon in order

that a focus of infection in these areas may be eliminated.

As it has been by cooperation that civilization has made such rapid
strides so it will be in medicine that the rapidity with which we

advance will be in proportion to the seriousness with which the

different branches cooperate with one another. In this way only
will the maximum of cures be consummated.

THE ROLE OF THE ROENTGENOLOGIST IS A MODERN HOSPITAL.1

J. B. Fabbioe, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

The subject that I have been asked to speak on is one that is too
broad to do justice to in the short space of time that is allotted me.

The roentgenologist is so closely associated with all branches of

activity in a hospital that his work is almost as large as all the

branches combined. I am not speaking of the X-ray technician who
1Paper read at the bimonthly conference of medical officers at the United States nawl

hospital, San Diego, Calif., Feb. 8. 1023
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is expected to take pictures or give sittings, but of the trained
roentgenologist who is the consultant. Anyone who knows a little
electricity, physics, and elements of photography can take good
X-ray pictures after he has learned what pictures are wanted, but
the roentgenologist is a consultant who has had as good a medical
education as the internist or surgeon with whom he is called in con
sultation, and in addition he must know how to interpret shadows
that are made on an X-ray plate. He supplies a group of facts,
obtainable only through his method, that are often of the greatest
importance in modern comprehensive and exact diagnosis, and
many times he is called upon to treat the conditions that he has
helped materially to diagnose.
Just as the internist, the surgeon, the genitourologist, the otolaryn
gologist, must possess a knowledge of the anatomy, physiology,
pathology, and even histology of all parts of the body, so must the
roentgenologist possess this knowledge. Upon this knowledge de
pends his ability to interpret the shadows of varying density seen
on the fluoroscopic screen or X-ray film. Without this knowledge
he is not a roentgenologist but just an X-ray technician who takes
pictures.

In this hospital a patient is admitted, his history is taken, and he
is routed to the various departments, where he is examined by spe
cialists. These specialists in turn take short histories and make
clinical examinations and send their reports back to the head of the
department from whence came the patient. The head of the depart
ment then takes all the data thus collected and digests it and makes
a diagnosis of the condition.
This sounds like a simple process, but there is more in it than one
would at first suppose.
John Smith enters the hospital with diagnosis undetermined ; he is
a tuberculosis suspect. He is carefully examined by the internist.
This examination includes both history taking and thorough physical
examination. Smith is then sent to the X-ray department for chest
examination. The internist wants a check on his physical findings.

Then he is sent to the dentist, the eye, ear, nose, and throat depart

ment, the genitourinary department, and the laboratory. The dentist

sends him for dental radiograms, the otolaryngologist for " sinuses,"
because, no matter how positive his findings may be, he wishes a

check more efficient than transillumination. The urologist sends

him for kidney, ureter, and bladder pictures. If the findings are
insufficient and the case remains obscure, the internist calls on the

radiologist for a gastrointestinal examination.
This is the rule of procedure, and you can see that the roentgen

ologist is intimately associated with all departments.
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The roentgenologist has not the help of the reports of the various
men who have examined the patient clinically, and oftentimes he has
not even seen the patient and you don't see why he should be con
sulted. Much is to be gained by X-ray reports that are made first
without knowledge of the patient's history and clinical findings; but
the most is made of a case if

,

after this report has been made, the
roentgenologist be made familiar with the anamnesis, symptom
atology, and clinical findings and then consulted. It is helpful to
the internist or surgeon interested and it is helpful to the radiologist,
because it enables him to become more efficient. A good roentgen
ologist can be a great help in making an obscure diagnosis at times.
Even in those cases where X-ray findings are unnecessary the roent
genologist should be consulted, so that he can check himself and

thereby become more efficient in cases that are not so perfectly
evident.

The ideal plan, even though time consuming, is for the clinician
and roentgenologist to confer on all cases when all the clinical and
laboratory findings are considered, and then to check the subsequent
clinical course, the operative findings, and in fatal cases autopsy find

ings. To do this makes for X-ray efficiency.
No better example of the successes of X-ray examinations on the one
hand and of its limits on the other could be given, perhaps, than the
results obtainable in the study of diseases of the respiratory system.
No internist to-day would be willing to try to get along without in

formation of the X ray can give concerning the lungs, pleura, the air
passages, and the lymph structures and blood vessels of the respir
atory organs. X-ray examinations of the para-nasal sinuses and o

f
the chest have become routine in the study of cases here. The nose
and throat men appreciate the value of roentgenograms of the max
illary, frontal, sphenoidal, and ethmoidal sinuses, and I dare say
that they would hardly venture an opinion on conditions involving
these areas without first seeing the X rays, for the information ac
quired from roentgenograms is more reliable than that obtained b

y

transillumination.
The internist can compare the physical findings of the lungs and
pleura with the findings in the X-ray plates, especially if he sus
pects a dilatation or a stenosis in the bronchi or an inflammatory or

neoplastic process. If gangrene or abscess of the lungs or empyema
be suspected he can confirm his clinical finding, and if operation is

indicated he can determine the exact size, position, and extent of the

focus or cavity. He can get a pretty fair idea as to what the suc
cess of the operation will be. In lung abscess the upright position
of the patient gives a fluid level and the recumbent position gives a

shadow of regular density making the diagnosis of this form of ab
scess sure.
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In pulmonary tuberculosis the X ray is less helpful in deciding
that tuberculosis exists than in giving definite ideas as to the exact
location and extent of the process. The X ray demonstrates the
exact location and extent of the process, but it will not always deter
mine whether the process is tuberculous or how much of it is tubercu
lous and how much is complicating bronchitis or broncho-pneumonia
clue to a coexisting staphylococcus or streptococcus infection. The
X ray is credited with the ability to determine the activity or in
activity of a tuberculous process, but this is giving it too much
credit, generally speaking. Roentgenologists have, under pressure
of patients or doctors, made diagnoses of the activity of a process
that should not have been made and the persons concerned have suf
fered. Occasionally a roentgenologist makes a negative report when
tubercle bacilli are present in the sputum. He may be correct as far
as X-ray examination goes, because it is possible for minimal tubercu
losis to cast no shadow in some cases. It is only fair to say in this
connection that it is not infrequent that an X-ray plate shows ad
vanced tuberculosis and the clinician and laboratory report negative
findings, and then the patient breaks down and confirms the X-ray
diagnosis. Many times— it is the rule rather than the exception —the
X-ray plate shows more involvement than the physical finding would
indicate and a much more valuable prognosis can be made.
X rays are valuable at times in determining enlarged paratrachial
glands, hilus glands, and hilus tuberculosis, as well as peribronchial
and miliary tuberculosis. You should not expect too much informa
tion as to the etiology of chest shadows, however.
In diagnosing tumors of lung the X ray often clears up the
etiology of bloody sputum, dyspnoea, etc., and causes the primary
tumor to be sought and located. Occasionally a reputation is made
or saved for the internist when a primary new growth simulates
tuberculosis or pneumonia and he makes the correct diagnosis by
X-ray help. The X ray is helpful in determining the thickness of the
pleura. Aneurysm can be distinguished usually from mediostinal
tumors that give the same physical signs. Substernal thymus or

thyroids will show and often throw light on an obscure case.
One of the triumphs of the X ray consists in the easy diagnosis of
aortic aneurysm. The ease with which this condition is determined

by X rays makes the older methods seem useless. I have seen as
many as nine aneurysms demonstrated on one patient, when only two

gave physical signs at a rather thorough examination. Moreover,
the X ray gives exact information as to the location, size, and direc
tion of expansion, where physical finding can only vaguely indicate
such. A routine examination for aneurysm should be made in all
old syphilitic cases because of the fact that small aneurysm are so

easily missed clinically.
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The study of the heart and great vessels by the methods known
as orthodiagraphy and teleroentgenography is valuable in deter
mining the size of the individual parts. By a system of measure
ments of the heart and vessels and comparing these with normal
measurements heart conditions can be determined that in some cases
can be determined by no other method. This holds true in fat indi
viduals. By this method the size and even volume of the heart can
be determined accurately. Valuable information can be obtained in
such conditions as valvular disease, hypertrophy, and dilatation of
chambers, congenital malformations, and in diseases of the myo
cardium and pericardium.
More time, energy, and equipment have been spent in study of
the digestive apparatus than in any other branch. Fully 40 per
cent of my patients here are for dental X rays. Examinations
of the gastrointestinal tract by fluoroscopy and serial plates, gall
stone pictures, and barium enemata make up another 10 per cent

that totals 50 per cent of the work we do. Dental X-ray examina
tions have revolutionized both medical and dental practice in the

past few years. Internists in the search for focal infections have dis
covered that bad teeth may be the cause of sinusitis, endocarditis,
myositis, nephritis, and indirectly, as Doctor Mclntire has shown
you, it is the cause of some cases of optic neuritis, iritis, and chronic
bronchitis. They have taught the dentist the danger of devitalizing
teeth and to give the needed care in all extractions. They have

learned that a tooth poorly and carelessly extracted can do as much

harm as it ever did because the apical granuloma and the rotten
root apex was left in the mouth, even though the crown was re

moved.

The diagnosis of disease or anomaly of the esophagus is easy.
The X ray locates a foreign body in this organ exactly, and bv
the aid of fluoroscopy the foreign body can easily be removed.
The study of disease of the stomach and duodenum and of the

large gut has advanced more rapidly and further than any other, I
believe. The information that the X ray gives in regard to these
structures and conditions involving them fills volumes, and I can not
begin to give it all here. The X ray is the most valuable single
diagnostic method that we have at our disposal in determining

gastric or duodenal ulcer or cancer. Cancer of the colon, diverticuli

tis, colitis, stricture of the colon or rectum, gall bladder disease, or

appendicitis.
The X-ray report is not infallible by any means, but as a diagnostic
means it is invaluable. Carmen says that 90 per cent of gastric and

duodenal ulcer and cancer can be diagnosed by X-ray examination

alone, and he proves it. When an ulcer is old and its walls thick

ened it is an easy matter to diagnose the condition, because a posi
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tive sign is evidenced. A crater or niche shows in the regular stomach
line and is pathognomonic of ulcer. When, however, indirect signs
in the form of functional disturbances are the only ones in evi
dence it is another story, and it is then that the roentgenologist
needs all the help that he can get. I might add that this same holds
true in disease of the appendix. The positive signs of stomach
ulcer are few, namely, niche or crater, hourglass contraction. The
indirect signs are many, some of which are local spasms, incisures
of the greater curvature, changes in peristalsis and emptying time,
and localized point of pain on fluoroscopic examination. For duode
nal ulcer they include spasm of the bulb, filling defects, reflex
gastrospasm, and other signs of disturbed function. When no direct
ulcer signs are present the roentgenologist must consider appendi
citis, gall-bladder disease, localized peritonitis, and nervous gastrop-
athies as the cause, of function disturbances or indirect signs. It
is here that he needs help from the internist or surgeon, and at the
same time he has valuable information to impart. It may be nega
tive or affirmative.
The differential diagnosis between stomach and duodenal ulcer
is quite difficult at times, and a history is most valuable to the

roentgenologist. In cancer of the stomach X-ray examination gives
important information. It frequently reveals tumor or cancer signs
before there are any clinical symptoms. Mistakes are made, however,
and ulcer is diagnosed cancer, and vice versa. The history of the
case may influence the diagnosis.
In the study of gall-bladder disease less help is rendered than in
ulcer cases. Only about 10 or 15 per cent of gall stones show on
X-ray plates, and a cholecystitis does not cast a shadow unless the
bladder walls are markedly thickened or unless there are pericholic
adhesions. We hope to have better success in demonstrating gall
bladder pathology when we install the expected new equipment,
Bucky diaphragm and new screens.
Much information can be gathered from examination of the gall
bladder region anyway, and it is well worth the time spent.
The same can be said of the region of the appendix. I am begin
ning to believe, however, that appendectomy should not be per
formed as the result of X-ray findings alone. Clinical findings are
essential.

Carcinoma, strictures, and tuberculosis of the colon, ulcerative
colitis, and other diseases of the colon have peculiar signs or filling
defects that render diagnosis fairly easy.
The urologist owes much to roentgenology for the help that it
yields in diagnosing calculi in the kidney, ureter, and bladder, and
in determining the position of kidneys and the condition of ureters.
Pyelography, with some opaque solution, is indispensable in deter
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mining the shape, size, and condition of renal pelves and the pres
ence of ureteral stricture, kink, or stenosis. Diverticula? of the
bladder, or bladder or prostatic tumors, can be demonstrated by the
same technic. X ray plays such an important part in urological
examination that I consider it essential that a special urological
room be built in connection with the X-ray laboratory.
Next to the digestive apparatus in number of patients examined
comes the locomotor system. Invaluable light is thrown on frac
tures, arthropathies, bone diseases, and bone anomalies. It is hardly
worth while to enumerate the many conditions that the X ray can
diagnose in locomotor-system pathology, because you are familiar
with them.
In studying the nervous system the X ray is valuable in some
diseases. Some brain tumors can be localized ; Charcot joints, spina
bifida, cervical ribs, tumors, and aneurysms pressing on nerves can
be determined, but usually other methods of diagnosis are to be
chosen.

This paper has consumed about all the time that has been allotted
me, but before I close I want to mention the X ray as a therapeutic
agent in dermatological affections. Over 80 skin diseases have been
treated successfully with the X ray alone. It has been proven that
it is the most useful single therapeutic agent in the whole armamen
tarium of dermatological therapeutics. Some diseases can be con
trolled only by the X ray ; in some it is the method of choice, and in
others it is a valuable accessory.
In the first group are localized bromidrosis and hyperhidiosis,
keloid, favus, rhinoscleroma, tinea tonsurans, granuloma fungoides,
pruritis, leukemia cutis, and several less common diseases.
In the second group are blastomycosis, carbunclus, collositas,
lupoid sycosis, scrofuloderma, sycosis vulgaris, synovial lesions of
the skin, tinea barbae, lupus vulgaris, verruca vulgaris, epithelioma

(basal cell), acne vulgaris, and several others.
The third group comprises furunculosis, pityriasis rosea, sporotri
chosis, hypertrichosis, rhinophyma, sarcoma, dermititis venenata,
intertrigo, lichen planus, psoriasis, tuberculide, and many others.
In conclusion, I wish to state that I have tried to give you the
opinions of men nationally known as our great internists and sur
geons, and I hope that I have impressed you with the fact that the
role of the roentgenologist in a modern hospital is that of a con
sultant who has most valuable information to impart. He is a
specialist in a diagnostic method that is invaluable to every branch
of the diagnostic group, and that without him exact and compre
hensive diagnosis would be tedious and in some cases impossible.
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CLINICAL NOTES.

CASE EEPOET OF ACTINOMYCOSIS OP LIVER AND LUNGS.

By O. F. Cottu!, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps. United States Navy, and R. C.
Satterlee, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

A beneficiary of the United States Veterans' Bureau was admitted
to the surgical division from the medical division of the United
States Naval Hospital, New York, N. Y., March 22, 1923, for explora
tion of "the right chest and abdomen. He was married, had two
children, and was 32 years of age. Family history was negative.
While in the Army in France in 1918 he had been gassed and has
been receiving compensation from the Government for chronic bron
chitis since the period of the war. Five months ago, October, 1922,
a pain in the right side of his abdomen led to an operation in a
civilian hospital for appendicitis. For a month after this operation
he was well, gained weight, and had no complaint except his cough ;
(hen the pain in his right side returned, his cough increased, he
became weak and sick, had night sweats and loss of weight. He
was admitted to the medical wards a month and a half ago with
a tentative diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis, and since that time
up to date he has had an irregular up and down fever of "septic"
type with sweats but no definite rigor. At first temperature was
99° to 103°, later 97° to 102°, respiration 20 to 24, later 28 to 30.
The pulse rate at first in proportion to the fever later became more
rapid. He has lost 34 pounds in two months and has become in
creasingly anemic. Twenty-four examinations of his sputum have
been negative for tubercle bacilli. Once there was a report of lepto-
tbrix with gram positive bacilli and cocci. Wassermann was nega
tive, no malarial parasites, no parasites or ova in the stool. A
barium series showed delay in emptying the gastrointestinal tract.
Enlarged liver. Red Blood cells, 2,590,000; hemoglobin, 40 per cent

(Tallquist) ; leucocytes, 23,800. Differential count: Neutrophils, 83 ;
lymphocytes, 13; mononuclears, 4. Urine, amber, acid, 1,010,
marked trace of albumen, no sugar, many hyaline casts, leucocytes
40 to field, occasional erythrocytes, occasional squamous epthelial
cells. X rays of chest were taken on three dates : February 6, 1923—
thickened pleura and infiltration at right base, no fluid; March 2,
1923—condition at right base is worse, right diaphragm is very high
due to abdominal pathology; March 22, 1923—areas of increased
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density at base of right lung, probably pus, no change in liver
pathology. (See illustration showing high right diaphragm.)
Examination showed an emaciated, waxy pale, anemic young man
with a protuberant thin-walled abdomen who had a moderately pro
ductive cough. At the right base there was flatness or dullness up
to the eighth intercostal space in the axiliary line. The heart was
rapid but otherwise normal in sound and size. The protuberance
of the abdomen seemed due to a greatly enlarged liver, which was
palpated four fingers below the costal margin, where it rose and fell
with breathing and seemed smooth, not nodular and not tender.
Signs of free fluid were present. Spleen was palpable and both
spleen and liver felt hard.
The ankles and legs below the knees were swollen and edematous.
Paracentesis of right chest was negative except that the needle
seemed to be in a large empty cavity. At operation through a
right rectus incision the liver was found twice its normal size, hard,
and slightly adherent to the diaphragm over right lobe. The spleen
was twice its normal size, firm, and nonadherent. Stomach, kid
neys, intestines, pelvis were normal. There were adhesions at the
site of the former appendectomy, and ascitic fluid was present. The
gall bladder was distended to twice its normal size and contained
green bile ; it was emptied and drained.
The day after the operation the patient became cyanotic, devel
oped signs of edema at the left base, and died.
Autopsy revealed a greenish necrotic area on the dome of the
right lobe of the liver 6 inches in diameter. Multiple necrotic
nodules the size of a hazelnut were scattered through both lungs.
The pus from the necrotic area of the liver showed no organisms
on direct smear except nonbranching fungus filaments. Cul
tures from the liver were negative. The pus contained quite a large
number of grayish nodules about 1 millimeter in diameter, which
proved on section to be actinomycoses colonies. Pus from the lung
nodules showed the same rodlike filaments that were found in the
liver pus, as well as numerous bacteria, principally streptococci on
direct smear. Staphylococus pyogenes aureus and short-chained

streptococci were found in cultures. Culture on brain broth showed

large boat-shaped gram-positive organisms with bipolar staining.

The actinomycoses colonies were found also in sections from the

lung nodules. Undoubtedly the " leptothrix
" reported in the spu

tum were filaments of this fungus which appeared when a nodule
would break into a bronchiole and the contents of the nodule were
expectorated. The colonies of this fungus did not show the pe
ripheral " clubs " characteristic of the bovine type of actinomycosis.
All attempts at culture of this organism have failed so far, and
white mice inoculated with pus from the liver in the peritoneal
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cavity showed no ill effects after one month. Sections of the liver
and spleen showed amyloid degeneration of these organs. No
actinomycoses colonies were found in the spleen, and cultures were
negative.
This case is reported because it is one of chronic sepsis, whose
origin was not determined clinically or by exploratory operation.
The X-ray pictures seem to be of especial interest because the two
diagnoses considered before operation were abscess of the liver and
subphrenic abscess, neither of which proved to be the correct one
from the surgical standpoint. Surgical drainage was not possible
because of the high position of the liver mass and also because the
mass was not fluid. Iodide medication was not instituted because
the diagnosis was not established until the autopsy and microscope
revealed the true pathological condition. The portal of entry for
the infection is unknown. The pathologist felt that the pulmonary
infection was secondary, not primary.

THE INCIDENCE OP NEUROSYPHILIS IN TREATED CASES ON THE ISLAND
OP ST. CROIX, VIRGIN ISLANDS OP THE UNITED STATES.

By F. L. McDaniel, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

Soon after the transfer of the Danish West Indies (Virgin Island
group) to the United States in 1917 naval medical officers were
detailed to take charge of and reorganize the various municipal
medical activities in the islands. These medical officers found a

■widespread prevalence of venereal disease in this newly acquired
territory. Under an ordinance which had passed July 6, 1906,
by the colonial councils and approved by the Danish Government,
venereal diseases were made reportable and treatment compulsory.
Complete case histories are on file since 1918 of all patients who
have been diagnosed as syphilitic and who have been treated at the

dispensaries and civilian hospitals on the island of St. Croix. These
patients were diagnosed by their clinical history, physical findings,
and all were subjected to a confirmatory Wassermann reaction.
In order to standardize the method of treatment of syphilitics,
the following procedure was outlined and rigidly adhered to : After
the diagnosis had been established, the patient's physical condition

not contraindicating, he was immediately started on a mixed treat

ment of arsphenamine and mercurial injections, the first course
consisting of 3 intravenous injections of arsphenamine and 12 intra
muscular injections of salicylate of mercury, given at weekly
intervals.
Mercury was given as follows: The stock solution was made up
so that 1 cubic centimeter contained 1 grain of salicylate of mer
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cury. As a first dose the patient was given one-half of a cubic cen
timeter; second dose, 1 cubic centimeter; third dose, 1^ cubic centi
meters; and 2 cubic centimeters for all following doses, until a total
of 12 injections had been given at weekly intervals. As a first in
jection of arsphenamine, 0.3 gram was given; for the second and
third doses 0.6 gram. The patient was kept under close observa
tion for untoward symptoms resulting from treatment and his gen
eral hygienic condition was looked after.
At the end of this course of treatment a blood Wassermann test
was made, and if negative the patient was given a rest of three
months. At the end of this time another Wassermann was made.
If positive, a second course of arsphenamine and mercury was
given, followed by the Wassermann test. If negative, a second
three-month rest period was allowed. No patient was discharged
as cured until he no longer presented any clinical evidence of dis
ease and four successive blood Wassermann tests had been negative.
In searching through the records up to March, 1923, it was found
that 187 syphilitic patients had been treated and discharged as
cured. Practically all of this number were in the secondary stage
of the disease when treatment was begun.
It was thought that it would prove an interesting study if a fair
proportion of these discharged patients could be gathered in for a
serological examination of their spinal fluids. From the list of
those discharged 100 patients were induced to return for reexamina
tion. In this group there were 52 men and 48 women. Each patient
was given a neurological examination and a specimen of spinal fluid
was obtained. The spinal fluid was examined for its Wassermann
reaction, globulin content, and cell count.
All those examined in this series were negroes, the average age
being 45 years. All were in the secondary stage of syphilis when
treatment was begun. None had had less than one course of treat
ment and some had had as many as four courses. Each individual
in this series had had four successive negative blood Wassermann
tests previous to their discharge from treatment.
Results. —The spinal fluids of 16 of these hundred patients (8
men and 8 women) gave a positive Wassermann reaction. In 4
of these 16 there was a moderate pleocytosis and increased globulin
content; 12 of the 16 presented definite clinical symptoms of syphilis
of the nervous system. The remaining 4 were asymptomatic. Of
these 12 patients presenting clinical symptoms there were 7 men and
5 women.

As to the amount of treatment received by these 16 patients, 9 had
received only one course, 5 had received two courses, 1 had received
three courses, and 1 four courses.
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Of those 12 showing clinical symptoms, 8 had received one course
of treatment, 3 had received two courses, and 1 three courses.

Comment. —It was thought that the presentation of this report
would be interesting for several reasons. All of these patients were
negroes, natives of the island of St. Croix. All lived under about the
same general climatic, hygienic, and dietetic influences, and all were
of the same rather low degree of intelligence. All these patients
were in the secondary stage of the disease at time of admission. The
patients examined were not selected cases, but were all that could be
obtained from the list of those discharged from treatment.
Keidel ' states that in the syphilis department of the Johns Hop
kins Hospital a total of 42.6 per cent of all patients with late-ac
quired syphilis are actively neurosyphilitic on admission. J. E.
Moore 2 giving his observations on a series of 642 syphilitic patients
who had received from two to six months' treatment, states that after
the appearance of secondary symptoms, the incidence of abnormal
spinal fluid findings was from 12 to 15 per cent. Magnus 3 says that
in his own series of 232 syphilitics, the majority of whom had re
ceived some antisyphilitic treatment, he found 20 per cent to have
some form of neurosyphilis.
It is regrettable that serological examinations of the spinal fluids
of cases treated on this island were not made at the time of admis
sion. Many authorities state that the Negro race is peculiarly im
mune to syphilitic attacks upon the nervous sj'stem. However, a
total of 16 per cent of 100 cases that have received more or less in
tensive treatment, and whose blood Wassermann had been negative
for four successive examinations, makes one wonder if this immunity
is not more apparent than real. It is also stated by numerous ob
server that women are much less likely to develop neurosyphilis than
men. In this series there were 52 men and 48 women. Of the 16
having evidence of neurosyphilis there were 8 men and 8 women.

MYIASIS OF TEE EAR.

By I*. L. Davis, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

The following cases 6f myiasis of the ear are reported on ac
count of their comparative rarity and the great amount of damage
that is done to the soft tissue in such cases unless immediate and

proper treatment is instituted.
The infection with the screw worm (larvae of the bluebottle fly)
occurs in tropical and subtropical America. The fly lays her eggs

1Albert Keidel, M. D., Studies In asymptomlatlc neurosyphilis, Jour. Am. Med. Assoc.,
vol. 79, p. 874.

'Jour. Am. Med. Assoc., Mar. 19, 1921.
' V. Magnus, Norsk Magazln for Laegevldenskaben, Chrlstlanla, p. 23, January, 1922.
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in wounds or body orifices having an offensive discharge, and es
pecially attacks men or animals who are living in the open. Many
such cases of infection in the nose and ears have been reported, and
with a high mortality rate due to involvement of the sinuses and
meninges. Several treatments are recommended in different books,
and several treatments were tried in the following cases before
finding one which proved efficacious.
Case No. 1.—Pvt. P. D., United States Marine Corps, was referred
from the marine barracks, rifle range, Santiago, Dominican Re

public, to the field hospital, Santiago, Dominican Republic, on the
morning of February 6, 1923, for examination of his right ear. He
gave no history of having any previous severe pain or discharge
from his ear. He had reported at sick call in December, 1922, for
slight pain in his ear, but the pain stopped in two days after drops
were put in his ear. In January he had slight pain in his ear but
not sufficient to make him report for treatment. He probably had
an inflammation of the external meatus.
At 4 p. m. on February 5, 1923, a fly had flown into his ear. It
was removed in about 10 minutes by the Hospital Corpsman at the
rifle range. At 2 a. m., February 6, 1923, he was awakened by pain
in his ear. The pain steadily became worse. When he arrived at
the hospital at 9 a. m. it was apparent that he was having intense
pain. He complained of a boring pain and a sizzling noise in his ear.
Ear examination revealed the anterior half of the tympanum and
the end of the malleus covered with small maggots about 1 millimeter
in length. They had already penetrated the tympanum and were
crawling in and out through a perforation in it.
Treatment. —The maggots could not be washed out with boric-acid
solution. The patient was put to bed and mercuric bichloride solu
tion 1/1,000 instilled in his ear every half hour and the ear irrigated
every two hours with warm boric-acid solution. Fifty-two live
larvae had been washed out at 6 p. m., and no more could be seen on
the tympanum at that time.
The next morning the patient was having the same symptoms as
on the previous morning, and as many larvae could be seen as at
that time. The same treatment was used as on the previous day
until 4 p. m. A 5 per cent solution of phenol and cottonseed oil
was then substituted for the bichloride solution and used alternately
every half hour during the night and the next morning. Forty-three
live larvae averaging 6 millimeters in length were washed from the
ear on the 7th. A 10 per cent chloroform solution in milk was then
instilled in the ear every half hour during the afternoon of the 8th
and the patient kept lying with the affected ear up. This had very
little effect on the symptoms and activity of the larvae. Thirty-six
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live larvse 1 centimeter in length had been washed from the ear dur
ing the day. All landmarks of the tympanum had disappeared, the
anterior inferior quadrant was absent, and what remained of the
membrane appeared as a grayish jellylike mass.
As the treatment used had not killed the worms and they were
growing rapidly and going deeper into the ear, a 50 per cent solution
of chloroform in milk was instilled at 6 p. m., on the 8th. In 10
minutes all symptoms had stopped. The next morning 55 dead
larva; and 1 live one were washed from the ear. The 50 per cent
solution of chloroform was again instilled and 4 more larvse ob
tained. There were no more symptoms and convalescence was rapid.
A total of 190 worms had been counted.
Ear examination two weeks later revealed a large depressed tra-
beculated scar in the anterior inferior quadrant with reddish radia
tions in all directions from the malleus. Hearing was 10/15 in the
right ear. 1

Case No. 2.—Sergt. H. J. Mc, United States Marine Corps, was
referred from the marine barracks, rifle range, Santiago, Dominican
Republic, to the field hospital, Santiago, Dominican Republic,
on February 14, 1923, for ear examination. He had noticed a slight
watery discharge from his left ear occasionally for the past month.
He had no trouble with his hearing and gave no history of previous
ear trouble.
A fly had flown into his ear at 3 p. m., the previous day but had
immediately flown out again. His ear began to pain about 11 p. m.
He could not sleep and the pain grew steadily worse. At the time
of his arrival at the hospital he complained of stabbing pains and a
sizzling noise in his left ear.
Examination of his ear revealed many larva? in the external canal
and on the tympanum. They could be seen disappearing and re

appearing through a perforation in the membrane. The maggots
were especially numerous on the posterior half of the tympanum.
Treatment was begun at 10 a. m., 11 hours after the symptoms had

started. A 10 per cent solution of chloroform in milk was instilled
in the ear every half hour. This stopped the symptoms for 10
minutes, and during this time the larvse could be seen alive but in
active. However, very few could be washed out. This treatment
was continued until 3 p. m. The ear was filled with mineral oil, but
it had no effect. A 50 per cent solution of chloroform was then in
stilled. All symptoms subsided. Many dead larva? were washed
from the ear. The next morning the patient stated that it felt as

though one maggot was still moving in his ear. After another in
stallation of 50 per cent chloroform the symptoms did not return.
A large ragged perforation was present in the posterior half of the
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tympanum. Two days later the perforation appeared almost closed
by granulations, and one week later only a lusterless scar remained.
Hearing was normal.
The larvae in both cases had 12 segments and around each segment
was a circlet of spines. An effort was made to hatch out the maggots
but they all died in the pupa stage. It is thought that they were
from the Crysomyia macellaria.
Comment. —Oil, 5 per cent phenol, bichloride solution, and 10 per
cent chloroform solution failed to kill the larva?.
A 50 per cent solution of chloroform is an effective remedy.



NOTES AND COMMENTS.

The fumigation of ships by hydrocyanic acid gas has been enthu
siastically advocated and practiced by port health authorities in the
United States and in England, but the occurrence in both these coun
tries of fatal accidents during the process has prevented the universal
adoption of this method. In the Lancet of June 16, Dr. G. K. Seager
Thomas published the post-mortem findings in two fatal cases which
occurred in July, 1922, at Southampton. In these cases the outstand
ing features common to both were an absence of smell of HCN be
fore opening the body and the absence of this smell from the urine;
gaseous distention of the peritoneal cavity and of the intestines; the
smell of HCN in all serious cavities; a strong odor of HCN in the
lateral ventricles; intense lividity of the face and neck; gastric and
intestinal mucosa bright pink; uniform blue-green color of the liver
and a green color of the gray matter of the brain ; chemosis and in
jection of the conjunctiva^ which were deep pink in color; lividity
and engorgement of the buccal, pharyngeal, esophageal, and respira
tory mucous membranes, positive chemical and spectroscopic tests.
The report of these two cases is of interest in view of the compara
tive paucity of definite information at present available on the sub
ject in medical literature.
In a recent number of the Journal of Hygiene we are informed by
a writer in the same issue of the Lancet, Lieut. Col. W. G. Liston,
I. M. S., and Mr. S. N. Gore compare the results of fumigation with
HCN gas in a series of experiments on a ship using alternately the
"
dumping fixture " recommended by the United States Public Health
Service and Listoii's " cyanide fumigator." The characteristics of
these two forms of apparatus are briefly described in the Lancet.
" The dumping fixture has been employed extensively in the United
States. It consists of a barrel, to the upper edge of which one or two
boxes are fixed on hinges. The barrel serves to hold a strong solu
tion of H2S04, while the boxes are filled with NaCN. The contents
of the boxes can be tilted into the acid when desired by drawing
upon cords adjusted for the purpose. The HCN gas is generated in
this way. No special arrangement is made to distribute the gas, and
the quantity evolved depends on the quantity and quality of the
NaCN used. The concentration of the poison gas present in the
space under treatment is not estimated at any stage in the process,
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and no means are provided for getting rid of the poison after it has
accomplished its work other than the natural ventilation existing on
the ship.
"Liston's cyanide fumigator is a more elaborate apparatus. The
gas is generated in a closed box which can be placed in the open air.
On the lid of the box a petrol motor, a fan, and a chemical cabinet
are fixed. The motor is capable of revolving the fan at a speed of
3,600 revolutions per minute, and at this speed it can draw into the
generating box through an inlet pipe 6 inches in diameter and de
liver through an outlet pipe of the same diameter 1,200 cubic feet
of air per minute at a pressure of G inches on a water gauge. The
apparatus and chemicals required for generating, measuring, and
testing the poison gas are contained in the chemical cabinet. The gas
is evolved within the generating box by allowing a solution of
sodium cyanide to mix with a solution of sulphuric acid on a mixing
platform within the box. The quantity of poison gas evolved
is regulated by the rate of flow of the two liquids upon the mixing
platform; this rate is controlled by two screw clamps fixed on the
rubber tubing which conducts the fluids from the vessels in the
chemical cabinet into the generating box. When the motor is

working the poison gas is diluted as rapidly as it is generated with
air drawn by the fan from the compartment under treatment
through the inlet pipe connecting the generating box with the
compartment. The poison gas diluted in this way is at once
blown back by the fan along an outlet pipe connecting the fan
and generating with the compartment. The outlet pipe extends
into the compartment for a considerable distance; it is furnished
with a number of branches of gradually decreasing diameter, so
that the diluted gas is carried to the remotest parts of the com
partment and delivered there at from 8 to 10 different points.
These points may be selected on the various decks of the ship.
The air and poison gas within the compartment are thus contin
uously circulated through the generating box, where more poison

gas can be added at will up to the concentration required to de
stroy rats, bugs, fleas, or other vermin. The concentration of poi
son gas in the air circulating through the machine can be esti
mated at any time by stopping the generation of the gas for a few
minutes, while a measured volume of the air mixed with poison gas
is taken either from the outlet pipe from the fan or, by making
special arrangements, from any part of the compartment under treat
ment. The apparatus and chemicals for this purpose are provided in
the chemical cabinet fixed to the machine.
"Liston's fumigator," says the writer, "thus differs from the
dumping fixture in that (1) the poison gas, on generation, is rapidly
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diluted with air, so that high concentrations are avoided; (2) the
evolution of the gas is constantly under control during the whole
period of fumigation; (3) the concentration of gas within the room
can be estimated at any time; (4) the distribution of gas in the
compartment is rendered more rapid and even by mechanical means ;
(5) the gas can be displaced by fresh air when its work is accom
plished, a system of artificial ventilation assisting the natural venti
lation of the ship. The machines are portable and can be carried by
two men. Each is equipped to deal with 60,000 cubic feet of space
at one time, so that a number of machines or units are required for
the fumigation of a ship ; the units should be used simultaneously,
so that the whole ship is fumigated at one time. The period required
for completing the process is from three to four hours. A port
health officer should be provided with at least 10 units or machines.
" The experiments detailed by the authors in their paper demon
strate the defects and dangers of the dumping fixture and the advan
tages, noted above, which are to be derived from the use of the fumi-
gator. For instance, while 7 pounds of sodium cyanide scarcely
sufficed to kill all rats when the dumping fixture was employed, 6
pounds were sufficient to kill all rats with the fumigator. The use
of the fumigator probably insures greater safety, first, because the
poison gas is generated in the open air; secondly, because its rapid
dilution prevents the occurrence of pockets of poison gas in high
concentrations. With the fumigator, economy in the use of cyanide
and acid effects a saving which goes far to cover the greater primary
outlay and running expenses, as against the smaller cost and main

tenance charges of the dumping fixture. On the grounds of safety
and efficiency, therefore, it seems possible that Liston's cyanide fumi
gator may replace the dumping fixture in the fumigation of ships
by hydrocyanic acid gas."

Referring to the spirit and scope of modern medicine in a review
of the work of the Rockefeller Foundation in 1922, George E. Vin
cent, the president of that institution says :
" Mere personal opinion and unverified assertion have no place in
modern medicine. * * *

" The spirit of modern medicine is scientific ; it seeks to be open-
minded toward hew truth, provided this can be rationally related to
the great body of firmly established and organized knowledge about
nature, life, and mind, about which all scientific men agree. Scien
tific medicine can not accept ideas which are merely mystical or
imply unknown and unverifiable physical or chemical properties, or
invoke supernatural intervention, or are in other ways clearly fan
tastic or beyond the reach of any available demonstration or experi
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ment. So also modern medicine refuses to be labeled with the name
of any school or cult. It is committed to no ' pathy ' ; it knows no
panacea; it is prejudiced only in favor of conclusions drawn by
soundly reasoned processes from exact and verified facts. It recog
nizes the intricacy of its problems ; it realizes that only a beginning
has been made ; it does not hesitate to admit ignorance or to suspend
judgment. Its constant aim is the discovery of truth and its appli
cation to human need. These ideas, it must be admitted, are the
conscious principles of a relatively small number of the medical men
of the world. But the modern scientific spirit is permeating the
great body of practitioners, who have in the past too much relied
upon dogmatic diagnosis, rule-of -thumb, ' shotgun ' prescriptions,
and a cheerful bedside manner. The personality and attitude of the
physician toward his patients ought to be important sources of power
and success, but they should supplement rather than take the place
of the scientific method and spirit.
" The scope of modern medicine is as wide as the range of influ
ences, physical, biological, mental, and social, which affect health.
It has been asserted with some reason that in its preoccupation with
the diseases of the body scientific medicine has too much neglected
the psychic and social factors. The rapid spread of cults which
invoke various forms of mental suggestion is probably due in some
measure to the failure of modern medicine to include in its scope the
relations of physical and mental states, to study these in a scientific
spirit, and to utilize the healing powers of rationally controlled
suggestion. * * *

" Perhaps the most important and significant extension of the

scope of modern medicine is into the field of prevention by providing
immunity through Vaccination against many communicable maladies,

by cooperating largely with public health authorities, by insisting on

frequent examinations to detect incipient defects and diseases, and
most of all by urging conformity to the laws of personal hygiene and
the seeking of positive, vigorous, abounding health."

In the Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene for June 1,
1923, we note that, according to Feldman and Ochs, who recently
contributed a paper on " Potassium permanganate as a curative

agent in dermatologic disease
" to the Archives of Dermatology and

Syphilology, potassium permanganate has yielded better results in

the treatment of epidermophytosis, which is so prevalent in the

Tropics, than any drug or combination of drugs hitherto employed.
It can be used in strengths ranging from 1 in 5,000 to the full satu
rated solution, the former in early, moist, and irritated lesions, the
latter in those associated with deep infiltration and lichenification.
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Cases of intertrigo of the mammary folds and on the upper
thighs yield readily to very dilute solutions (1 in 5,000), while in
the intertrigenous type of epidermophytosis occurring between the
fingers and toes stronger solutions may be employed with equally
good results.

Unmistakable results are obtained in eczema marginatum by wet
dressings and in old lesions by paintings with strong solutions of
the drug. Patches situated on the flat surface of the body are occa
sionally resistant to treatment.
In eczematoid ringworm far better results are obtained by this
method of treatment than is seen with the use of Whitfield's oint
ment. These cases require a longer period of treatment in order
to obtain a cure than those enumerated in the foregoing, and the
treatment must be kept up a long time after the disappearance of
the lesions in order to make the results permanent.
The dyshidrotic form is the most resistant to treatment, espe
cially in the presence of deep-seated vesicles and a thickened epi
dermis. Even here good results are obtained after the lesions are
prepared by some keratolytic agent.
That all observers are not in accord with Feldman and Ochs is
indicated by an article contributed by M. B. Hutchings to the
Archives of Dermatology and Syphilology for December, 1922, on
"Epidermophytosis of the feet," in which he says salicylic acid is
the best agent for this purpose. Aside from the use of an ointment
of ammoniated mercury in secondary pus cases, where it is specific,
greasy applications, particularly in the daytime, are not only un
comfortable but ruinous to the shoes. Dyes, from tincture of iodine
through the list, are disagreeable and of doubtful efficacy.
All vesicles must be broken up, all bullae or lakes buttonholed, loose
epidermis removed, soap and water freely used, and salicylic acid,
from 12 to 100 per cent, employed as a peeling agent. Powders in

socks, shoes, and slippers have constituted regular treatment, whether

salicylic sulphur or talcum powder ; this at present seeming the more
effective, salicylic and sulphur equal parts, or occasionally the sali
cylic alone. Salicylic acid beneath air-tight adhesive is used for the
removal of callosities.
If greasy applications are needed at night, Whitfield's ointment or
a salicylic-sulphur ointment or simple petrolatum is used. Oint
ment of ammoniated mercury seems ineffective against these fungi.
Cases extending over two years are reported.

From the British Medical Journal of June 9 we learn that Dr.
J. S. Haldane, F. R. S., who is director of the Mining Research Lab
oratory at Birmingham, has communicated to the Royal Society a
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paper by Mr. K. N. Moss on some observations made in that labora
tory on the effects of high temperature and muscular exertion upon
colliers. They relate to the consumption of food and of oxygen, and
to certain results of the profuse sweating induced. The mean daily
energy value of the food consumed by the colliers investigated was
4,712 calories. Men working in hot mines consumed more food, and
a larger proportion of salted food, than men working in cool mines.
The oxygen consumption per minute in various kinds of work at the
face by an efficient collier varied from about 1,300 cubic centimeters
to 2,000 cubic centimeters. In persons not acclimatized to heat the
maximum amount of sweat lost per hour was about 1.4 pounds,
whereas in a collier accustomed to work in a hot place the maximum
loss was 5| pounds. The actual loss per shift was obtained for a
number of colliers. The sweat was found to contain about 0.2 per
cent of chloride, and the loss of chloride during a shift was very
considerable. Men working in hot mines, at iron furnaces under

certain conditions, and as stokers in ships, especially in the Tropics,
suffer greatly from a sensation of thirst, which appears to be in part
due to a physical drying of the mucous membranes of the mouth and
throat. They are therefore induced to take large quantities of
water—so large as to be in excess of the real requirements of the
body. They are subject to attacks of cramp, which they speak of
as miners' cramp or stokers' cramp. The cramp is referred by the
author and Doctor Haldane to a form of water poisoning of the
muscles brought about by the combination of great loss of chloride
by sweating, excessive drinking of water, and temporary paralysis
of renal excretion.

Curious accidents ocourring in the naval service are always of
interest. Recently at the dispensary of a large navy yard a Hospital
Corpsman received a serious injury of an eye while in the act of
opening a tube of ethyl nitrate for the purpose of making spiritus
etheris nitrosi. The tube of nitrous ether was taken from the
refrigerator where it had been kept for about six months; a towel
was wrapped around the corrugated paper containing the tube,

leaving a small portion of the neck of the tube exposed ; three gentle
strokes of a file were made against the neck of the tube when it
exploded. Tho force of the explosion was sufficiently great to drive
a fragment of the tube through the cornea of the Hospital Corps-
man's left eye. The yard chemist found nothing amiss with a similar
tube of ethyl nitrite except that its contents were slightly yellow in
color.
A ship's cook attached to H. M. S. Constance recently loBt his life
on board that vessel under peculiar circumstances. It appears that
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he was baking bread for the first time in that ship's bakery. With
another cook he set bread to rise in three batches at 6.30, 7.30, and
10.30 p. m., intending to bake in the early morning when the bread
had risen. In order to keep a constant temperature the hatches
and ports were closed tight. After the last batch of dough was set,
the two men turned in in their hammocks in the bakery contrary
to orders. In the morning one of them was found dead and the
other unconscious. The board of inquest found that the death
had occurred through asphyxiation by carbon dioxide generated
in the masses of rising dough.

The Navy Department has decided that it has been fully estab
lished that it is not necessary that an individual in the naval service
be on active duty at the time his death occurred in order to war
rant the holding of line of duty. But when his death has occurred
after he has been placed on the retired list of the Navy, and while
he is not on active duty, it is held necessary that the records show
that his death was caused by some incident originating while on ac
tive duty, before a holding of line of duty is warranted. For ex
ample, if a retired officer, while going about his private affairs, had
been struck by lightning or killed in some other manner wholly dis
connected with the naval service or had died as a result of some
disease not due to prior service conditions, his death should not be
held to have occurred in the line of duty. Where, however, it is
shown by the records of the Navy Department that his death was
due to a disability, not the result of his own misconduct, originating
while in active service, it is considered that his death is the result
of an incident of the service and therefore in the line of duty.

The National Safety News of July, 1928, commenting on the safety
records made at navy yards, says :
" Uncle Sam's marine defense men made an unusual safety record
in the 16 larger yards and stations from July, 1922, to April, 1923.
The 31,544 men were so well supervised that they were able to attain
a severity rate of 0.997, with only 7 serious accidents in a total of 707—
3 deaths, 1 permanent disability, and 3 partial permanent disabilities.
"A large diversity of work is carried on by the Navy. Hours
worked totaled slightly more than 40,000,000, and was spent in
machine shops, sheet-metal shops, structural shops, woodworking
shop9, sail lofts, copper smithing, painting (presumably in shops and
aboard ship with the use of scaffolds), foundries, the manufacture
of ordnance materials, and many other classes of work both inside
and outside of ships and piers. The safety work is under direction
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of a safety engineer attached to the office of the Secretary of the
Navy, who has other safety engineers under him at the various
yards."

Average number of employees 31, 544

Total number of hours actually worked by all employees 40, 051, 245

Number of accidents causing lost time beyond the day or shift
during which injury was received 707

Number of days lost because of accidents 39, 928. 5(52

Frequency rate—number of accidents per 1,000,000 hours
worked 17. 652

Severity rate— number of days lost per 1,000 hours worked . 997

To determine whether a small city, a town, or a rural area could
be protected against malaria at a cost which the local population
could afford, the International Health Board began in 1916, in
cooperation with State and Federal authorities, a series of demon
strations in small towns in Arkansas and Mississippi. The net
result of these experiments was so encouraging that for the season
of 1920 widespread demonstrations were begun under the joint
auspices of the local governments, State health departments, the
United States Public Health Service, and the International Health
Board. The program for 1922 included 34 county-wide malaria
control demonstrations and 32 town demonstrations in 10 States.
All the demonstrations have afforded cumulative proof that under
normal conditions an average community can practically rid itself
of malaria at a per capita cost of from 45 cents to $1 per year.
In addition the board conducted experiments in mosquito control
by use of fish and by screening under a variety of conditions, and
tested the curative and protective possibilities of quinine.

In the Public Health Report for March 9, 1923, appears an
account of the use of creosote oil as a mosquito repellent. Observa
tion that bridges in Yazoo County, Miss., constructed of timbers
treated with creosote oil were free from Anopheles mosquitoes, while
other bridges near by made of untreated timbers were resting places
for many, lead Coogle to test the effect of this oil as a repellent in
the poorly constructed tenant houses which can not be properly
screened. The oil was applied in the quantity of 1 gallon to 420
square feet. Observations made 10 weeks after application seemed
to indicate that the creosote was still active.
The colored people who live in this type of house do not object
to the application, no ill effects were noted, and it is certainly pref
erable to the smudges of rags, leather, and feathers so universally
used by these people to keep the mosquitoes away while they sleep.
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The work of the Rockefeller Foundation lies largely in the field
of international hygiene. The following remarks on the promotion
of international hygiene are quoted from the president's review of
the activities of the Rockefeller Foundation during 1922 :
" The most significant development in this movement is the recent
creation under the League of Nations of a health organization,
which has the direct support of 52 nations and the sympathetic co
operation of the United States. The new body has reached a work
ing agreement with the International Office of Hygiene in Paris,
and will doubtless have cordial relations with the International
Sanitary Bureau. The program of the league's health organization
includes the gathering of vital statistics, prompt notification of epi
demics, standardizing of vaccines and sera, international confer
ences and exchanges of health officers, securing of better health con
ditions for sailors on shipboard and in ports, cooperation with
league mandatories, with the Commission on Opium, and with the

International Labor Office.
" The International Health Board has made appropriations to the
league of $344,440, to be used over a period of three to five years in
a demonstration of the feasibility and value of an international
epidemiological service and an international exchange of health offi
cers. The first of these interchanges of health officers has taken
place. Sanitary officials of Belgium, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Italy, Yugoslavia, Poland, and Russia to the number of 21 met in
Brussels October 8, 1922. After a series of lectures, conferences,
and demonstrations the officers visited various health districts in
Belgium. Then they went to Italy, where a similar plan was car
ried out. The whole program lasted for about 10 weeks. It is ex
pected that these interchanges between different countries will take
place three or four times a year and will promote efficiency and a
sense of professional comradeship across national boundaries.
" It must be owned that there is to-day a suggestion of irony in
smooth phrases about cooperation, understanding, and good will
among the nations. Suspicion, distrust, detraction, hatred, and
threat of war are all too prevalent in the relations of the peoples of
the world. Scientific comradeship and common tasks of hygiene
seem almost negligible as bonds of unity. But the difficulty of a
task is no excuse for not attempting it. Because it is not possible
to predict the early dawn of a millennial peace, there is no good
reason for not taking steps which seem to lead toward even a
remote era when nations may substitute generous rivalry for deadly
conflict. To stimulate world-wide research, to aid the diffusion of
knowledge, to multiply personal contacts, to encourage cooperation
in medical education and public health are the means by which the
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Rockefeller Foundation seeks to be true to its chartered purpose,
which is to promote, not the exclusive prosperity of any one nation,
but 1 the well-being of mankind throughout the world.' "

«

The relief of a disabling malady prevalent throughout areas in
habited by 900,000,000 people of the world is sufficiently important
in itself. But the control of hookworm infection has another and
even more significant value. It is an effective means of educating
people in the meaning of public health work, and of persuading
them to support more comprehensive measures for preventing
other diseases as well. For the facts about hookworm disease are
fairly simple and easy to understand. * * * Experience with
antihookworm campaigns in many countries has proved that the
disease can readily be used as a means of educating the public in the
possibilities of preventive medicine.
In the year 1922 the International Health Board had a part in
hookworm-control activities in 22 governmental areas in the United
States, the West Indies, Central America, South America, and the
Far East. Since 1911 the board has cooperated in 69 States and
countries. In 54 control measures were carried out; in 15 others
only surveys were .made. The policy of the board in this work has
been: (1) To undertake control measures only on the invitation of
a government which (2) bore from the first at least a small part of

the expense and agreed (3) to take on each year an increasing pro
portion of the cost until it finally (4) assumed entire responsibility
for the continuance of the project. In order to measure the progress
of control the board in the last three years made reexaminations of
school children in 66 counties in the Southern States and compared
results with those of the original surveys, which were made between
1910 and 1914. On the average a reduction of 47.5 per cent was

shown. In one county a decrease of 94 per cent had taken place; in
several, over 80 per cent; in only one was an increase disclosed.

Simple and well understood as hookworm control may seem to

be, the fact is that new knowledge is constantly leading to the adop
tion of new methods. The board's staff in the field constitutes in a
true sense a body of research workers who are always on the alert
for information and improved methods. From time to time experts
are sent out to make special studies which throw new light on the

problems of sanitation, treatment, and education. Important field
studies in Trinidad and Porto Rico show that hookworm larva; can

not travel far through the soil and do not live more than six weeks.
This localizing of infection and self -sterilizing of the soil have a

fundamental bearing on the problem of sanitation.
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Outbreaks of illness following the consumption of cheese are of
great rarity, says a writer in the Nation's Health for May 15, 1923.
An epidemic attributable to this cause was recorded in London in
1901, but the majority of outbreaks recorded have been in America.
The main features of cheese poisoning resemble those of poisoning
from other infected foods, but one or two minor points of difference
are brought out by Dr. H. M. Cameron Macaulay in the Lancet
in his study of an outbreak of cheese poisoning at Dover in July,
1922-.

Doctor Macaulay does not find evidence of a single fatal case in
any outbreak where the circumstances incriminating the cheese have
been at all conclusive, whereas in other food-poisoning epidemics
the case mortality is in the neighborhood of 1.5 per cent. Another
point of difference is that the period of incubation appears to be
shorter in cheese poisoning, and the usual food-poisoning organisms
are hardly ever found in epidemics due to cheese.
The nature of cheese as a food affords an explanation for these
differences. Cheese occupies the unique position of being practically
the only article of food prepared many weeks or months before it
is intended for consumption and not subjected to any process of
preservation during that period. Moreover, bacterial action, so far
from being inhibited, is encouraged along definite channels in order
to bring about ripening.
This very fact makes it unlikely that in the event of a pathogenic
organism being introduced in process of manufacture would remain
alive at the time of consumption, the growth of the saprophytic
bacteria and molds associated with the ripening process being un

favorable to the growth of the usual pathogenic organisms.
It is usual, therefore, in the rare instances when food poisoning
has been attributed to cheese to find the Gaertner organisms present,
a group almost invariably associated with an extremely stable toxin,
capable of withstanding a temperature of 100° C. for five minutes.
Care was taken to exclude the food handlers as carriers. Cheese

poisoning, therefore, Doctor Macaulay considers to be a pure intoxi

cation and infection with Gaertner organisms.

Dental officers will be interested in the following note contributed
by the Navy Dental School :
The use of the Howe silver-reduction method for the sterilization
of root canals is occasionally followed by severe pain of many hours'
duration which dressings placed in the canals seem unable to alle

viate. This pain is no doubt caused by the presence of the solutions
in the apical area. Indeed, such severe pain often results that

extraction is resorted to for relief. Prevention is better than a cure.
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The silver solution should never be pumped in the canals with a
broach, preferably carried a little distance into the canals with glass
pipettes or gelatin tips and permitted to find its way to all diseased
tissue by diffusion, allowing as long as 30 minutes to insure thorough
penetration before adding the formalin. All excess formalin should
be removed with cotton points and a dry point inserted as a dressing.
Laboratory experiments indicate that the silver solution will pene
trate wherever tissue disintegration has occurred to but not through
the apex unless force is used. When severe pain follows the use of
this treatment it is recommended that an injection of novocain for
anaesthesia be used, preferably conduction. This injection will, of
course, immediately relieve the pain, and usually permanently ; how
ever, if it returns after the effect of the novocain wears off it is with
much less severity. The use of this simple means will obviate the
necessity of extraction for relief.
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BOOK NOTICES.

Publishers submitting books for review are requested to address
them as follows :

The Editor,
United States Naval Medical Bulletin,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Navy Department,
Washington, D. C.

(For review.)
Books received for review will be returned in the absence of directions to the
contrary.

Practical Bacteriology, Blood Work and Animal Parasitology, Including
Bacteriological Keys, Zoological Tables, and Explanatory Clinical
Notes, by E. R. Stitt, A. B., Ph. G., M. D., Sc. D.. LL. D., Rear Admiral,
Medical Corps and Surgeon General, United States Navy. Seventh edition.
P. Blakiston's Son & Co., Philadelphia, 1923.

This work needs no introduction to the naval medical officer or to
the medical profession at large. The fact that seven editions have

passed through the press in a few years testifies to its usefulness and
popularity. The book has been noted for the large amount of prac
tical information it presents in concise form. The new edition is
similar in plan to those preceding it. In the revision the author has
eliminated all material that has become obsolete or of questionable
practical value and has added much to bring the book strictly up to
date ; as he states in the preface, " the advances in internal medicine
during the two years that have elapsed since the appearance of the
previous edition have made it necessary to increase the volume of the
book by 132 pages." Many of the illustrations used in former edi
tions have been replaced in this edition by others that are more in
structive. A large number of new tables have been added, among
which those dealing with the classification of mosquitoes and those
giving the vitamine content and the constitution of various food
stuffs are noteworthy.
The importance of dietetic faults in the production of disease and
in lowering the resistance of the body to bacterial invasion has be
come clearly recognized and it is pleasing to note that the author has
inserted a summary of the subject of nutrition for the convenience of
those who may not have ready access to recent literature dealing
with this question.

361
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In connection with the flocculation tests for syphilis, it is noted
that the Sachs-Georgi, Meinicke's third modification, and the Kahn
methods have been substituted for the less dependable modifications
of the Wassermann test formerly described.
The Jansky classification of blood groups has been adopted in view
of the recommendation of the special committee representing the
American Association of Immunologists, the Society of American
Bacteriologists, and the Association of Pathologists and Bacteriolo
gists, but the author has retained the Moss classification used in
former editions for the benefit of those preferring it.
The section on the Noguchi modification of the Wassermann re
action was prepared by Doctor Noguchi ; Doctor McCoy, of the Pub
lic Health Service, has reviewed the " Bacteriology of water " and
written the section on " Toxin and antitoxin unit " ; Dr Edward
Francis of the same service has prepared the paragraphs on Bac
terium tularense, indicating the care the author has taken to have the
work authoratative.

Non-Surgical Drainage of the Gall Tract. A Treatise Concerned with
the Diagnosis and Treatment of Certain Diseases of the Biliart and
Allied Systems, in their Relation to Gastroenterology and General
Clinical Medicine, by B. B. Vincent Lyon, A, B., M. D., chief of clinic,
gastrointestinal department of the Jefferson Hospital; associate in medi
cine in the Jefferson Medical College, attending physician to the Methodist
Episcopal Hospital, Philadelphia, Lea Febiger, Philadelphia, Pa., 1923.

Much of the advance in medical knowledge has been due to the
discovery of technical methods of examination and treatment. In
April, 1917, a paper was published by Dr. S. J. Meltzer, of the
Rockefeller Institute, which carried at the end this footnote :
" In experiments with magnesium sulphate I observed that the
local application of a 25 per cent solution of that salt on the mucosa

(of the duodenum) causes a completely local relaxation of the in
testinal wall. It does not exert such an effect when the salt is
administered by mouth—that is

,

when it has to pass through the
stomach before it reaches the intestines. The duodenal tube, how
ever, apparently has reached an efficient practical stage. I make,
therefore, the suggestion to test in jaundice and biliary colic the
local application of a 25 per cent solution of magnesium sulphate
by means of the duodenal tube. It may relax the sphinctor of the
common duct and permit the ejection of bile, and perhaps even
permit the removal of a calculus of moderate size wedged in the
duct in front of the papilla of Vater."
This observation was the basis of the practical method of drainage
of the biliary tract by way of the duodenum evolved and described
in various medical journals by the author of this book.
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In the present volume the author outlines the fundamental prin
ciples upon which his method of approaching the diagnosis of gall-
tract disease rests and the various steps necessary in the making of
a more accurate diagnosis than has hitherto obtained. In this lat
ter connection he emphasizes the importance of the fundamental
value of a properly taken history and a properly conducted physical
examination. He points out the great help in diagnosis that can be
secured by observation of the bile as it is recovered by duodeno-
biliary tract drainage and he stresses the diagnostic inferences which
can be secured by the cytology, bacteriology and physiological chem
istry of the fluids obtained. He shows that by such study we can
more perfectly and reliably establish the diagnosis of gall-tract
disease, in certain cases, than by any other single method. He gives
the technic of the method and discusses the usefulness of it as a
means of treatment either alone or in combination with other pro
cedures both medical and surgical in various types of cases.
In a review of a clinical study of 100 consecutive cases of gall-
tract disease observed by him in his private practice, the author
points out some of the lessons he has learned in regard to the im
portance of securing certain historical, physical, laboratory, and
technical data as a necessity in properly diagnosing and classifying
cases of gall-tract disease, with or without complications, as a first
step in a decision for or against their management by surgical or
nonsurgical methods; some of the lessons he has learned both for
and against the therapeutic effectiveness of nonsurgical biliary
drainage; his impressions of the effectiveness of surgical procedures
as exemplified by the cases studied and his views as to future prob
lems of biliary-tract disease which must be worked out.
The author's method of attacking the diagnostic and therapeutic
problems of gall-tract disease is a distinct step toward the earlier
and more complete recognition of disease in this locality, thus pre

venting late pathological conditions. Therapeutically it will super
sede some of the dietetic and oral therapeutic measures which in the
past have proved relatively unsuccessful, and when judiciously ap
plied preoperatively and postoperatively will secure for the gall-
tract patient a better chance of total recovery from the operation
without danger of subsequent relapses. The author has successfully
treated many border line cases, heretofore considered surgical, by
this method.
The method has its limitations. It can not remove pathological
tissue or gallstones. It can, however, materially aid the surgeon in .

the diagnosis of these conditions, and can prepare the operative field
with increased safety to the patient.

54217—23 —— •
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Where the cystic duct is patulous the method can drain the gall
bladder as well as can be done by the surgeon.
Since this method of nonsurgically attacking gall-tract problems
diagnostically and therapeutically was formerly presented in Sep
tember, 1919, the author has published a series of paper (28) out
lining the principles upon which this method is based and the
technic which should be adhered to for safeguarding accurate
differential diagnosis, emphasizing the need of earlier diagnosis of
gall-tract disease, calling attention to the possibilities in the preven
tion of gallstones and late gall-tract pathology, and, finally, giving
a classification and citation of cases which represent the groups of
gall-bladder, gall-duct, and liver disease in which it has a proper
field of practical therapeutics.
During the past three years this method has been carefully
watched, freely discussed and criticized, and finally widely adopted.
Most writers have confirmed the soundness of the principles upon
which this method of diagnosis and treatment rests. Certain
writers, however, as a result of their experimental observations, have
attacked the very roots of the method, and the author devotes an
illuminating chapter to the careful answering of published criticism
of the method.

Pathological Physiology of Internal Disease, by Albion Walter Hewlett,
M. D., B. S., professor of medicine, Stanford Medical School. Second edi
tion. D. Appleton & Co., New York, 1923.

During recent years much progress has been made in the study of
disease from the functional viewpoint. Advances in physiology, bio
chemistry, immunology, and experimental pathology, as well as the
careful study of patients, have thrown new light upon many disturb
ances of function. To the physician these advances have been of in
creasing significance. Not only have they served to interpret the
clinical pictures with which he comes in contact, but they have
pointed the way to new diagnostic methods and have furnished new
indications for treatment.
This book deals with those changes in function that are presented
by patients suffering from internal diseases. In it the author dis
cusses the functional pathology of the circulation, digestion and
absorption, metabolism, the liver and pancreas, the disturbances of
respiration, kidney function, heat regulation, the blood, the glands
of internal secretion, and the nervous system. A chapter is devoted
to the question of infection and immunity.
Since the first edition appeared in 1916 numerous additions to our
knowledge of functional pathology have been made and the author
has taken advantage of the revision to incorporate them in the text.
This is especially noticeable in the sections which deal with the
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cardiac arrhymias, cyanosis, traumatic shock, metabolic rate, vita
mins, respiratory disturbances, protein hypersensitiveness, acute
hemorrhage, and the endocrine diseases. To the new edition a chap
ter on the functional aspects of organic nervous diseases has been
added.

4

Medical Diagnosis foe the Student and Practitioner, by Charles Lyman
Greene, M. D., formerly professor of medicine, University of Minnesota, and
chief of the medical clinic in the university hospitals. Fifth edition. P.
Blakiston's Son & Co., Philadelphia, 1922.

"A book on diagnosis which in subject matter and mode of presen
tation alike best serves the student must prove inevitably to be
that most useful to the busy practitioner, inasmuch as every worthy
physician remains a student in attitude and spirit, and relishes
keenly any revival of his memories of the atmosphere of the class
room and the teaching words." So said the author in the preface of
the fourth edition of this well-known book which appeared in 1917.
Over 30 years of service as a teacher of medical students can not
fail to develop strong convictions with respect to the best mode of
presentation, the proper placing of emphasis, and even of the value
of repetition in relation to certain topics which present peculiar
difficulties to the average student and practitioner alike. Possessing
these convictions, in the preparation of the fifth edition, the author
has expanded every section by important additions, and he has spared
no effort to make the volume a thoroughly practical and up-to-date
treatise upon modern medical diagnosis.
Among those sections which have been considerably amplified are
those dealing with the heart and blood vessels and the marking and

interpretation of the polygram. The sections dealing with electro
cardiography and the cardiac arrythmias have1 been very largely
rewritten, and a great amount of new material evolved as the result
of circulatory study during the World War has been included.
Similarly the application of roentgenology to the diagnosis of car
diac disease has been extensively treated, and there have been added
numerous roentgenograms illustrating cardiac abnormalities. In the
section on myocardial overstrain one notes roentgenograms and
venous pulse tracings which illustrate what may be discovered con

cerning this condition by the use of these diagnostic measures. The
section on influenza has been revised and greatly expanded. To it
has been added a series of roentgenograms illustrating hemorrhagic
pneumonia of influenza, together with a quotation concerning the
complication from the writings of John Hunter Selby.
An important innovation in the fifth edition is the " symptom
index," which should be of great value to the reader. The numerous
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illustrations throughout the Tolume are noteworthy. The book is
large, containing nearly 1,500 pages, and it is extraordinarily com
plete.

Enlargement of the Prostate, by John B. Dearer, M. D., LL. D., Sc. D.,
F. A. C. 8., John Rea Barton professor of surgery, University of Pennsyl
vania, surgeon in chief to the Lankenau Hospital, Philadelphia, assisted bf
Leon Herman, B. S., M. D., urologist to the Methodist Episcopal Hospital,
Philadelphia. Second Edition. P. Blaklston's Son & Co., Philadelphia, Pa..
1923.

The work opens with an exceedingly readable historical sketch of
the operative treatment of enlargement of the prostate, which is
followed by excellent chapters on the anatomy and physiology of
the gland. Speaking of the etiology and predetermining factors of
benign prostatic hypertrophy, the author remarks that he is tempted
to dismiss the subject of the etiology of this condition, as did that
most experienced of all modern prostatectoinists, Mr. Freyer, of
London, by confessing our complete ignorance of the cause of the
condition. In spite of much investigation very little has been added
to our knowledge of the etiology of prostatic hypertrophy within
the past 50 years; certainly the true cause or causes of the ade
nomatous form of the disease have not been demonstrated.
Any prostate weighing more than 23 grams may be considered
abnormal. Enlargement of the prostate is almost invariably due
to the development within the substance of the gland of adenomalike
nodules. These nodules, which have a spongy appearance, though
varying in density, are surrounded by a more or less complete cap
sule. The latter is composed of dense stroma with an admixture of
muscle fibers. Microscopically the nodules are composed of newly
formed glands together with an increased stroma, although the latter

contributes but little to the actual size of the nodule. Enlargement
of the prostate due to hyperplasia of the fibrous connective tissue
and muscular elements in the absence of glandular increase is not
unknown, but it is an extremely rare type of prostatic enlargement
and must be differentiated from the sclerotic prostate due to inflam

matory deposits, which frequently causes marked prostatism but for

a different reason than applies to the enlarged adenomatous organ.
In the case of the latter the nodules themselves offer an obstructive
factor to urination by invading and distorting the lumen of the

prostatic urethra and the bladder orifice. The sclerotic prostate in

terferes with urination by causing an actual contraction of these

parts, and is often complicated by median bar formation at the

vesical outlet. Obviously the treatment appropriate to these widely

different forms of the disease is by no means the Same—in one form
the gland may be easily enucleable, while in the other the dense.
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sclerotic mass is tightly adherent to the surrounding structures and
is removed with great difficulty.
As the prostate gland enlarges, whether from tumor formation or
as the result of a general hyperplastic process, various changes are
produced in the urethra, the bladder, and the rectum; and less
directly in the urine, the kidneys, and general health. These changes
are clearly described in the chapter on the clinical pathology of the
disease.

The subjective and objective symptoms of prostatic enlargement
are ably commented upon. There is an admirable chapter on diag
nosis and differential diagnosis, cystoscopic diagnosis, and the kid
ney funcional tests. It has been the author's experience that the
percentage elimination of phenolsulphonphthalein and the degree of
urea retention in the blood are the most important criteria of kidney
function. The normal kidneys may fail in the excretion of a normal
amount of phthalein, but there will be no abnormal retention of
urea in the blood of an individual whose kidneys are functioning
normally. If a poor output of phthalein occurs in a prostatic whose
blood urea remains normal with a diet containing ordinary amounts
of proteids, little significance should be attributed to the low output
of the dye.
In a chapter on prognosis the author takes up what may be accom
plished by the various methods of treatment. He discusses the pri
mary mortality following prostatectomy and certain factors con
cerned in mortality, the complications to be expected, and post
operative morbidity.
The latter half of the volume is devoted to a consideration of the
treatment of enlargement of the prostate. In view of the results
obtained by modern operative methods, the author advises against
a trial of catheter life, as this procedure shortens life by promoting
infection of the bladder and kidneys. It should be advised only in
inoperable cases. However, as the catheter is indispensable in the

diagnosis and treatment of prostatic enlargement, some pages are
given up to a discussion of the different varieties of catheters and
their sterilization and preservation. The method of passing a

catheter and the prevention and treatment of complications attend

ing the use of this instrument are dwelt upon.
For the treatment of certain desperate cases of enlarged prostate
with acute retention in which almost any radical operative interfer
ence would be attended with grave danger various palliative opera
tions have been devised. Among these may be mentioned the trochar
and cannula method of Lower, of Cleveland; the formation of a
bladder valve as devised by Gibson; the ordinary cystostomy and

various intraurethral operations. Among the latter may be men
tioned Young's punch operation or median bar excision, Chetwood's
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galvanocautery operation, and the high-frequency spark operation
introduced by Bugbee. These operations are described, and in this
connection the author says, " The trend of modern surgery in the
treatment of these cases is undoubtedly toward suprapubic operation
notwithstanding the claims made by the advocates of the palliative
forms of treatment." >

In the treatment of the enlarged prostate, as in many surgical
conditions, operative treatment has become gradually perfected to
the point where radicalism has proved itself safer than any method
of palliation, hence the author devotes a chapter to the indications
for radical treatment by suprapubic and by perineal prostatectomy.
The most recent development in the surgery of the prostate, namely,
the two-stage operation, is believed by some to meet the requirements
of a routine procedure, but to this the author takes exception, believ
ing that this method of treatment should be selected only in a cer
tain class of cases. For practical purposes he divides all operable
cases into three groups, as follows: Group I comprises all patients
in the initial stages of prostatism who present no complications
necessitating preliminary treatment. In this group, if we are able
to demonstrate a small quantity of residual urine in the absence of
marked distention, inflammation or atony of the bladder wall; if
the cystoscopic examination demonstrates sufficient prostatic ob
struction at the vesical outlet to explain the presence of the residual
urine; if the patient's vital organs are in good condition; if his
kidney function is approximately normal, immediate operation is
deemed not only safe but wise.

Group II, which comprises the great majority of patients with
prostatic hypertrophy, includes all cases in which some form of pre
paratory treatment is necessary if the operation is to be undertaken
with safety. Cases in this group are always moderately advanced
in prostatism; the effects of urinary obstruction are evident, pri
marily in the bladder and the upper urinary tract and secondarily
in the general effects of urinary stasis and in the systemic effects
consequent upon a distressing affliction.
To attempt prostatectomy immediately in patients belonging to
this group is to invite disaster. In the great majority of instances
catheterism, either intermittent or continuous, together with the
treatment appropriate to the complications present, will result in an
improvement sufficient in degree to permit prostatectomy being at

tempted with every chance of success. The operation may be per
formed in one stage, but more often it should be done in two stages.
Group III includes those patients in whom for any reason pallia
tive treatment is contraindicated and in whom immediate relief of
urinary obstruction is a necessity. This group therefore includes
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all patients whose condition demands removal of the prostate gland,
but in whom instrumentation is impossible, and for this reason pre
liminary cystostomy is demanded.
After determining the advisability of prostatectomy in any given
case we must next carry out preliminary treatment designed to get
the patient in the best possible condition for operation. Having
succeeded in this, we choose the method of operation best suited to
the needs of the individual case. We have before us a choice of two
routes of access to the prostate gland, the suprapubic and the
perineal, and a number of variations in the operative procedure by
either route. According to the author the preferable route for total
enucleation of the prostate is the suprapubic. The perineal opera
tion is best confined to those cases where the prostate is small, fibrous,
and sclerosed ; where the removal of the floor of the prostatic urethra
and the main part of the lateral lobes of the prostate will lower the
vesical orifice sufficiently to make a clear- water way; and where
there is little chance of the only portion of the prostate left (the
superior commissure) subsequently enlarging and causing renewed
obstruction.

In the closing chapters of the book the author gives the technic
of the various modern operations, including the preparation of the
patient, and the after treatment.
The volume is replete with illustrations depicting the anatomy
and pathology of the prostate gland and the details of the various
steps in operative interference.

Vesereai. Diseases in the American Expeditionary Forces, by Qeorge
Walker, M. D., late colonel, Medical Corps, U. S. A. Medical Standard Book
Co., Baltimore, Md., 1923.

The object of this book is to record the experiences of the Ameri
can Expeditionary Forces in the control of venereal disease. In it
the author discusses the methods which really proved effective and
those which were found to be futile, and he has brought together a
mass of data of great value to those interested in the prevention of
venereal disease in all its various phases.

Nursery Guide for Mothers and Nurses, by L. TV. Sauer, M. A., M. D., senior
attending pediatrician, Evanston Hospital. C. V. Mosby Co., St. Louis, Mo.,
1923.

This is an excellent small manual which considers in detail the
care of the infant. There are chapters on the general care of the
infant, the nursing infant, the premature infant, artificial feeding,
nutritional disturbances of the artificially fed infant, some of the
common ailments of children, and the care of the sick infant. The
book is well written and illustrated.
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Applied Psychology fob Nuksbs, by Donald A. Laird, assistant professor of
psychology, University of Wyoming. J. B. Llppincott Co., Philadelphia,
Pa., 1923.

This little volume is an excellent addition to the series of nursing
manuals published by the Lippincott Company. We are living in an
age of applied science, and psychology is taking a place alongside of
electricity, chemistry, and mathematics in the practical work of

everyday life. In this book the author has attempted to select from
the literature of psychology " those facts that will be of most imme
diate aid to nurses in understanding the patients, themselves, and
their fellow men as organisms that act, think, and feel." The facts

discussed are presented from the biological point of view.
The author treats his subject in four parts. Part 1, which is intro
ductory, tells the reader what should be expected from psychology.

The second part presents the biological foundations of behavior,
while in the third part the more practical results of the biological
adaptations of psychology are presented, such as gaining skill, skill
in thought, the use of skill, temperament, use and abuse in thought,
and the use of suggestion. The fourth portion of the book deals
with certain aspects of mental hygiene with which every nurse should
be familiar.
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Notes on Prerentire Medicine for Medical Officers, United States Navy.

INSTRUCTIONS TO MEDICAL OFFICERS.

JTDKTHSB EEMABKS RELATIVE TO VACCINATION AGAINST SMALLPOX
IN THE NAVY.

Perhaps medical officers may have an idea that this subject
should not be discussed again without apology. It is true that exist
ing regulations and instructions fully cover all questions likely to
arise. It is also true that the Navy in general is well vaccinated;
very few persons in the service escape vaccination and the great
majority of all officers and enlisted men are known to possess im
munity as evidenced by one or more pitted scars indicative of a
previous primary take, further checked by a recent reaction of
immunity.
Nevertheless, it is a reflection upon the Medical Corps of the Navy
that the bureau should have to furnish the data presented below
when asked by the International Health Board for the vaccination
histories in 77 cases of smallpox recorded in the Report of the Sur
geon General for the year 1922 as occuring in the Navy during the
preceding year.
The International Health Board and many other unofficial health
agencies as well as Federal, State, and local health organizations
are constantly forced to defend vaccination in seeking to secure
legislation or prevent the enactment of laws inimical to the public
health as urged by persons and cults opposed to compulsory vaccina
tion. Inasmuch as the Navy is supposed to be completely vaccinated
the incidence of the disease looked bad, and doubtless those inter
ested will be relieved to know that persons who oppose protection
against smallpox can not find consolation in the figures. But, on the
other hand, the figures are certainly not a credit to the Medical
Department of the Navy.
The bureau is aware of the difficulties presented by ever-shifting
personnel and the sudden transfer of large drafts from receiving
ships or stations and occasionally from ships, but the Navy can be

371
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insured against all but residual cases of smallpox that may occur
after exposure in rare instances as a result of vagaries of immunity
in the exceptional individual.
Such insurance can be kept up only if each and every medical
officer who examines naval personnel before or after transfer, or is
responsible for health conditions on board ship or at a naval station,
sees to it that the vaccination status of each man is checked up by
himself or with equal thoroughness by a junior medical officer as a
matter of routine and in such a systematized manner that omissions
and mistakes can not occur.
The use of a rubber stamp in place of the written signature is per
nicious, and it is not to be expected that a conscientious medical
officer before whom the health record and the man later pass for
review will place any credence whatever upon a stamped entry.
The medical officer who actually saw the result of vaccination is the
only person in a position to record an immunity reaction or a posi
tive " take." The entry of a negative result means nothing except
that vaccination must be repeated with fresh virus. The time for
recording the result of vaccination is immediately after reading the
result. This plan requires little or no extra time. The medical officer
can sit at his desk and study each man's arm as he appears and pre
sents his health record, which has been handed to him by a hospital
corpsman.
The use of typewritten lists of the names of men who have been
vaccinated introduces an unnecessary and a weak link in the chain
of evidence. Many mistakes have been made in copying results from
such lists into health records.
Even when the medical officer has initialed the stamped entry the

use of the stamp still suggests that someone else did the work, or the
copying, and that the medical officer did not as a matter of fact
know or remember for himself that the result was as recorded in the
particular case.
Many instances of obviously incorrect entries initialed by medical
officers have been reported to the bureau by other medical officers.
The cases in which a positive result has been recorded but no pitted
scar remains as evidence and the man himself states frankly that it
did not take, have about balanced the number of cases in which the
result has been recorded as negative while the man indignantly pro
tested that it did take and he was able to show a pitted scar more or
less recent in origin.
Often the obviously incorrect entry has been made at a naval train

ing station and initialed by the senior medical officer. Some other
medical officer probably saw the result; he should have recorded it

at the time he made his reading.
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The first question to be settled in determining whether a man is
probably now immune to smallpox is

, " Has he ever had a primary
take ? " This question is not to be answered by looking in the man's
health record. He and his health record should be examined to
gether. Perhaps a majority of all men now enlisting in the Navy
present typical outstanding pitted scars indicative of a primary take
before entering a public school. Others have had the primary take
at a naval training station. Occasionally a primary take results
from vaccination on board a cruising ship. That in itself indicates
dereliction of duty somewhere along the line before the man was
transferred. Among the older men, especially, there are often found
two or more finer pitted scars in addition to that of the primary
take indicative of accelerated reactions at varying intervals, which,
while furnishing evidence of reimmunization also indicate that the
individual lost immunity after his first vaccination and thus in
general serve as reminders that it can not be taken for granted that
protection will necessarily last for a prolonged period.
The immunity test causes no discomfort and it is so simple that
there can be no excuse for failure to test every man who has not
had an immunity reaction or an accelerated take within the year.
Of those who present the typical scar resulting from a primary take,
even though it took place several years before enlistment, 95 to 98
per cent can be expected to give an immunity reaction of marked
degree, appearing in from 10 to 24 hours, showing at the end of
24 hours a definite area of redness, elevated a little, and sufficiently
indurated so that it can be distinctly differentiated from a control
made by similarly traumatizing another area on the arm without
inoculating the virus. The lesion itches slightly, and sometimes
there is a very little soreness in the vicinity. The reaction is at its
height in some cases at the end of 24 hours, and in some not until
after 36 or 48 hours. From this time on the color gradually fades,
but it may still be recognizable after a week or longer period.
If there is little or no immunity left when the test is made either

a very slight reaction occurs or no change is seen at the site of inocu
lation, other than that caused by the pricking of the needle or
scratch, at the end of 24 or 36 hours. Later a vesicle may form, the
size and rapidity of evolution into a small scab depending upon the
degree of immunity still possessed by the individual. If there is

no immunity the size of the lesion, zone of redness, typical forma
tion and appearance of the vesicle, and increased duration of the
different stages progressing to scab formation will approximate the
conditions of a primary take, but never reach the same intensity.
On the other hand, with a slight degree of protection remaining, but
not enough to give a typical reaction of immunity, the accelerated
reaction may be so mild that it can not be differentiated from a
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delayed immunity reaction. Finally, from 1 to 2 per cent of the
men may fail to show any reaction whatever even when repeatedly
tested with different lots of fresh refrigerated vaccine. In about
half of such cases a pitted scar indicative of successful vaccination
several years previously will be found, and in about half no evidence
of a take can be found, in spite of repeated efforts to vaccinate at
intervals for several years', as recorded in the health record. A
small number of the men, especially Filipinos, who fail to give a reac
tion of immunity will be found to have had smallpox and to have
been vaccinated without success before and after infection. It may
be that such individuals do not develop intense immunity in reacting
to the modified eowpox virus, and that they do not hold their ac
quired immunity long after recovery from infection with small
pox, but have enough to destroy without visible reaction the minute
quantity of cowpox virus used in the test and thus prevent the
cowpox lesion from developing. Persons who fail to react will
probably become infected with smallpox if heavily exposed, and they
probably can not be protected with commercial cowpox vaccine
inoculated in the ordinary manner. They form such a small per
centage of the crew that record can easily be kept of them and they
can be Bent for and placed under observation whenever there is
danger of the introduction of smallpox.
Controversy not infrequently arises over the method to be used in
vaccinating. Multiple puncture or pricking into the true skin
through a drop of virus, using the sharp round needle that is fur
nished with the capillary tube containing the virus, certainly results
in clear, sharply defined immunity reactions, and the injury to the
skin is so slight that fine comparison can be made between the test
and an equal degree of traumatism caused by pricking through a
drop of sterile salt solution in a neighboring area, used as a control.
The needles may be saved and a large number sterilized in getting
ready for a long line of men. One needle can be used for each man
by first pricking in the control and after that the test through a
drop of virus.
The question arises, Will the minute quantity of viru6 inoculated
by the puncture method result in a sufficiently active take to fur
nish protection against smallpox in ease the subject is susceptible?
This method not infrequently results in perfectly typical large vesicle
and pustule formation with an extensive area of redness and brawny
induration in persons never before successfully vaccinated. On the

other hand, we know from all the experience of the past that scarifi
cation is effective, and that it is not necessary to scarify over a large
area and thus leave a large and unsightly scar or invite secondary
infection. Except at training stations the great majority of men to
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be tested for immunity will show typical pitted scars, and four or
five oblique pricks into the skin will result in a satisfactory reaction
of immunity. In cases where there is no evidence of a previous take
it may be well to use in addition to the routine test for immunity a
technic that will introduce a greater quantity of virus at another
site.

Inspection of A large number of arms and health records to
gether indicates that there are still a number of medical officers
who are not familiar with the reaction of immunity. In many
instances the result of vaccination has been recorded as " positive "

(a bad term to use now) or as
" accelerated" when no scar what

ever resulted, and upon testing for immunity the man has declared
the reaction to be exaotly like the result previously recorded as
positive. In other words, many marked reactions of immunity
have been recorded as takes, and it would therefore appear that the
medical officer did not know the reaction when he saw it.
Cowpox virus is now known to deteriorate so rapidly at tempera
tures above 32° F. and precautions to preserve it are so important
that repeated mention is justified. Deterioration is bound to occur
when sent long distances through the mail. This is not always
unavoidable, but the medical officer can at least see that the virus
is placed in the cold-storage room, where the temperature is below
the freezing point, immediately after it is received. Deterioration
will continue in a refrigerator unless the vaccine is put into a double
container packed with ice and salt.
The following table contains the vaccination data relating to 62
of the 77 cases of smallpox which occurred in the Navy during the
calendar year 1921. The health records of the remaining 15 men
have not yet reached the bureau. It is evident that these men as a
group were not thoroughly vaccinated.
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HEALTH OF THE NAVY.

Health conditions as indicated by morbidity reports for July
were satisfactory. The admission rate for all causes was 491.6 per
1.000 per annum as compared with 528.7 per 1,000, the correspond
ing five-year median rate for July. The admission rate for all
diseases, exclusive of injuries and poisons, was 436.5, as compared
with the median July rate for the preceding five years, 456.3 per
1,000 per annum.
The rate for accidental injuries was 55.15 per 1,000 per annum,
a figure that is not remarkable.

Communicable diseases were not unduly prevalent during July.
Mumps is more prevalent this summer than last year. The annual
seasonal increase in the prevalence of malaria is beginning to be
noticeable. There were 128 cases during the month of July. Eighty-
seven cases of measles were reported during the month as compared
with 93 in June. This incidence is about three and one-half times
greater than is to be expected from the median rate for July. In
fluenza was less prevalent than usual at this time of year so soon
after a pandemic period. One hundred and twenty-five cases were

reported.

It is noteworthy that while the admission rate for measles was three
and one-half times greater than our median experience for July,
the admission rate for pneumonia, all forms, was considerably below
the median July rate for these infections. These figures are in
agreement with the conclusion that measles complications are rela

tively infrequent during the summer months.

The admission rate for communicable diseases, exclusive of ton
sillitis and common colds was 56.2 per 1,000 per annum as compared
with 67.7, the median July rate for recent years. The rate for ton
sillitis and common infections of the respiratory tract was 59.9 per
1,000 per annum. The .July median rate for these affections is 76.2.
Less than half of the measles cases occurred at naval training
stations and only 20 per cent were reported from ships; the remain

ing cases were scattered among foreign stations and shore stations
in the United States.
Of the 150 cases of mumps reported, 63 cases occurred in the
United States fleet, most of them in battleships and destroyers on
both coasts of the United States. Only 12 cases occurred at training
stations.

The following table shows annual admission rates per 1,000 per
finnum for certain communicable diseases, entire Navy, for the

54217—23 9
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month of July, 1923, in comparison with median rates for the
same month, 1918 to 1922, inclusive:

Median
rate for
Julv.
1918-1922,
Inclusive.

July, 1923.

Median
rate for
July. July,192J.
inrh,\!S'inclusive.

10.38 11*5
3.21 2.16
a 52 a«3
0.07 0
4.58 2.96
0.09 an

Cerebrospinal fever
Diphtheria
German measles
Influenza
Malaria
Measles

0. 40
1.T2

(1
.

19
14.97
8.13

2
.

10

D

0.27
1.08
11.21
11.48
7.80

Mumps
Pneumonia...
Scarlet fever..
Smallpox
Tuberculosis..
Typhoid fever

EPIDEMIC JAUNDICE IN NEW YOEK STATE, 1921-22.

The following epidemiological study and analysis of 700 cases
was made by Huntington Williams, M. D., Dr. P. H., sanitary super
visor, New York State Department of Health, and published in

Health News, May, 1923, issued by the division of public health
education, New York State Department of Health.
During the winter of 1921-22 New York State was visited
over a very wide area by so-called infectious or epidemic jaundice.
This disease was present at the same time in other parts of the
country. Previous to the epidemic localized outbreaks had been
studied by the New York State Department of Health in the village
of Philadelphia, Jefferson County, in the winter of 1915-16; at
Berkshire, Tioga County, in March, 1920; and in Chenango County
during February, 1921. The disease as it appeared at Cooperstown,
N. Y., during the recent state-wide epidemic has already been
described.

It may be noted that during 1896 there occurred at Albany a

well-marked outbreak of epidemic jaundice. At Hudson, N. Y., a

similar epidemic occurred a few years previously. Reports from
practitioners indicate that at certain localities in Delaware County,
Allegany County, and especially in St. Lawrence County, repeated
outbreaks of epidemic jaundice have occurred at varying intervals
during the last 30 years. Up to 100 cases appear in some of these
reports, and nowhere were uncomplicated cases recorded which
terminated fatally. Multiple cases in households and in schools
were frequently found in these earlier outbreaks. This history is

interesting as having a possible relation to the outbreaks of influenza
in the early nineties and again in 1918.

A detailed study of 700 cases of epidemic jaundice was made b
y

the State sanitary supervisors in accordance with plans drawn by Dr.

Edward C. Godfrey, jr., director of the division of communicable
diseases of the State department of health. These cases represent
approximately half the known cases that occurred during the epi
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demic in New York State (excluding New York City), and in addi
tion there were many cases that were so mild that they were not seen
by a physician or recorded in any way. The 700 cases here analyzed
were reported from the 25 counties of Albany, Broome, Columbia,
Delaware, Erie, Franklin, Genesee, Jefferson, Livingston, Madison,
Monroe, Niagara, Ontario, Orange, Oswego, Otsego, St. Lawrence,
Seneca, Steuben, Sullivan, Tioga, Ulster, Warren, Wayne, and Wyo
ming.

Symptomatology.—The disease appeared to be mild in character,
although the gastrointestinal symptoms were often distressing. In
typical cases there was a slight initial fever, with several days of
anorexia, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, constipation, clay-col
ored stools, and bile-stained urine. After this period, which lasted
usually from three days to a week, jaundice appeared and the abdom
inal symptoms decreased markedly in severity. The jaundice per
sisted for varying periods from several days to several weeks. It
was sometimes observed only in the eyes, but in other cases it was
widespread over the body and of a deep shade. Convalescence was
almost invariably slow, and was marked by prostration very fre

quently of a severe type. In rare cases when seen in the prejaundice
stage, there was noticed a faint rash on the arms and upper chest,
together with a superficial tenderness and roughening of the skin
in these parts. As a rule, however, no record was made of this symp
tom. The physician frequently considered the disease intestinal

grippe, perhaps because the jaundice epidemic came fairly soon after
the pandemic of influenza. In this connection it is of interest to note
that there was a moderate leukocytosis present in half of the cases
at Cooperstown, which were studied early in the disease, and in no
case was there reported a leukopenia.
Five atypical cases.—Throughout the epidemic there occurred only
five known fatal cases, in each of which there were complications.
Two of these were in infants born to mothers ill with jaundice at the
time of delivery. One infant was born jaundiced and lived only
26 hours. The other was born with clear skin but on the second
day after birth developed a yellow tint over the body. On the
third day the baby began to bleed profusely from the bowel. This
condition continued at intervals until the death of the child on the
fourth day. The third fatal case was that of a girl, aged 5 years,
who had very marked jaundice for two weeks, with constipation and
clay-colored stools. The child had an irregular temperature during
this time, with marked prostration, similar to that of influenza.
There were signs of encephalitis, and the chemical test for bile was
positive in the spinal fluid. The fluid was of clear color, and gave
a low cell count. Another fatal case was that of a girl, aged 6 years,
whose jaundice was complicated by existing renal disease due to
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scarlet fever contracted a year previously. In this case the attend
ing physician attributed death to acute nephritis. The remaining
fatal case was that of a boy, aged 14 years. He developed jaundice,
which cleared up after a week's duration. • Two weeks after this the
jaundice returned and became very marked. There developed typical
symptoms of meningitis at this time, and the child died four days
after the second appearance of the jaundice.
Epidemiology. —It is of interest to note that (1) of the 700 cases
studied the sex distribution is almost exactly equal (50.4 per cent

males) ; (2) a little more than half (51.7 per cent) of the cases
were in the school-age group, from 5 to 14 years, and outbreaks often
centered in a school; (3) in more than half the cases the dates of
onset were during the months of November and December, 1921, and

(4) multiple cases in a houshold or a school were very common.
Dates of onset.—Of the 700 cases, the dates of onset in 672 cases
were between September 1, 1921, and March 2, 1922, and are recorded
in Table 4. In addition, the onset in 17 cases occurred between
March 1 and August 31, 1921, and in 11 cases there was no re
corded date of onset.
Multiple cases in household or school.—Of the cases, 421, or 60
per cent, were multiple—that is

,

more than one case occurred in a

household. The maximum number in a home was eight. In 83
instances, there were 2 cases in a household ; in 33, 3 ; in 20, 4 ; in 7

,

5 ; in 3, 6 ; in 1 instance, 7 ; and in 2 instances, 8
.

In one instance (at Cooperstown, N. Y.), 14 children in a one-room
school of 36 pupils developed the disease, over a period of two and
one-half months. In another school, all the pupils but two developed
the disease. In a third school, the teacher and also the physician
gave the information that nearly every child in the room had had an
attack of jaundice, and in a fourth school district, in St. Lawrence
County, every child but one had jaundice, and in connection with the
school outbreak other children in the homes had secondary cases o

f

the same disease. This apparent susceptibility to infectious jaundice
among school children was also noted in an outbreak in St. Lawrence
County which occurred about 25 years ago. In this connection at
tention is again called to the age distribution of the 700 cases here
reported.

Laboratory investigations.—Special investigations were made b
y

the division of laboratories and research of the State department of
health with the hope of discovering the specific etiologic agent in

this disease. Blood, urine, feces, and throat cultures from patients
with the epidemic disease were examined, and in no case were positive
results obtained in isolating Leptospira icterohaemorrhagiae or any
other organism of significance.
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Comment.—The causative factor of the epidemic here described
has not been determined. There is no evidence that rat-borne or
other contamination of human food supplies was of etiologic im
portance. The relationship is uncertain between this State-wide out
break and instances of infectious spirochetal jaundice that have been
reported in Japan and in Europe. The identity of the American type
and the foreign type of infectious jaundice has never been estab
lished. On epidemiologic grounds there is a marked difference, in
that the American type seems to be readily communicable by direct
contact, and it occurs in quite well-defined outbreaks, especially
among school children. These features are not characteristic of
spirochetosis. It is not certain whether epidemic jaundice, which
was known to Hippocrates and his disciples, and which is often

spoken of as Weil's disease, is a single disease entity, or whether it
may result from a number of different etiologic factors. Jaundice
was prevalent among the Federal troops during the Civil War, and
has often been associated with troops in other wars.
Of 700 cases here analyzed, more than half were in children of the
school age (from 5 to 14 years). Multiple cases in a household or
a school were extremely common. The peak of the epidemic was
in November and December, 1921. Marked prostration and slow

recovery were characteristics of many cases of the disease. For these
reasons, and because of personal observation of the Cooperstown out
break, I am of the opinion that the epidemic jaundice that occurred
throughout New York State during the winter of 1921-22 was
spread by droplet or contact infection from person to person, and

that the etiologic agent of this epidemic may have been some un
recognized organism or virus that is carried in the nasopharyngeal
secretions of persons ill of the disease.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE DISPOSAL OF GARBAGE.

Garbage and refuse were regarded as important factors in the
spread of disease long before the era of real sanitary science. Or
ganized health departments from their earliest days have stressed
the importance of proper disposal as a public health measure. Now,
public health officials are often vexed by questions that arise not only
with regard to the great expense involved in handling a public
utility of considerable magnitude but also by the question, " How im
portant, after all, is the subject from a practical public health stand
point? 7' Under certain conditions, of course, there may exist a
definite and important relationship between improper disposal and
the spread of disease. On the other hand, health departments are
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often handicapped financially when the health officer is responsible
for this work, which properly belongs to a city service department,
under such sanitary supervision as may be required. Where the work

must be carried on by the health department, the effect of the large
annual appropriations necessary for this activity is to add to the
difficulty of securing adequate appropriations for real public health
measures.

Even in the Navy, where the actual work of disposal is not among
the responsibilities of the medical department, questions not in
frequently arise to vex the medical officer. It is of interest, therefore,
to note the viewpoint of the health department of Detroit. This old

problem is discussed logically in the Weekly Health Review pub
lished by the department of health, city of Detroit, for the week
ending July 14, 1923, under the title " Public health or aesthetic
problems," as follows :
" Up to 10 years ago it was not at all uncommon to find garbage
and refuse disposal a function of the local health department. Al
though to-day this is usually a responsibility of some other de
partment, health departments are still often concerned with the
investigation of complaints regarding uncovered or inadequate gar
bage receptacles and insanitary conditions of alleys and yards.
Undoubtedly, such conditions are nuisances which ought to be at

tended to. There is
,

however, an unanswered question as to where

the public health problem ends and the purely aesthetic problem

begins. Uncovered garbage cans are unquestionably unsightly,
disgusting, and odorous and as such are a nuisance which should be

abated. In providing a food supply for rats they produce an addi
tional nuisance, which in seaport cities forms a distinct public health

menace. In breeding flies the nuisance is still further increased,
and a potential carrier of disease is produced. The fly undoubtedly
plays a more important part in the transmission of disease in rural

communities, where large numbers of open privies are to be found,

than it does in cities where methods of sewage disposal are more

sanitary. Accumulations of refuse, except as a possible home for
rats, unless they contain organic material, are chiefly nuisances

against our Aesthetic senses and do not form an important public
health problem.
" Whether or not improper care of garbage constitutes a real

public health problem is chiefly a question as to how great a menace

the rat is
,

how many flies breed in garbage, and what part the fl
y

plays in the spread of disease. The rat anywhere is a potential
source of danger, but in inland cities, where plague is not endemic,

it seems unlikely that he plays any very important part in the trans

mission of disease. The rat problem in such communities is chiefly
an economic one, the annual losses caused by rats being enormous.
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Should the Great Lakes cities become ports for trans-Atlantic ship

ping, Detroit's rat problem might well become one of public health.
" We are accustomed to think of garbage as a breeding place of
flies, but, as a matter of fact, how many of them actually do breed
there ? Manure is

,

of course, a much more favorable breeding place
than garbage, and in cities where garbage is collected once a week or
oftener there should be no fly breeding, provided the collector en

tirely empties each receptacle. Where collections are regular any
flies which hatch out must have been bred either in the small residue
left in the receptacle after collection has been made or in spilled
garbage. The passing of the horse and the substitution of the auto
mobile has very greatly reduced the fly problem, especially in the
cities. If there were a better observance of the law requiring house
holders to clean garbage receptacles and more attention given to the
disposal of spilled garbage, the number of flies would be decreased
still further.
" Do flies present an important public health problem in the mod
ern city ? Frankly, we have not the knowledge to definitely answer
the question, but it seems probable that with the decrease in the
number of flies and with the great majority of homes properly
sewered there is comparatively little opportunity for the fly to
spread communicable disease. Food for babies and very small chil
dren should be effectively protected from the fly, for he may well play
an important role in the spread of diarrheal diseases. Is not the
question worthy of careful study? If it could be definitely estab
lished that flies in the modern city did not constitute a public health
problem, and we are inclined to think that the}* do not, it would
mean not that the fly abatement question could be dropped, but that

it could be eliminated from a purely public health program.
" There is not the slightest doubt but that money is well spent on

garbage and refuse disposal and their attendant nuisances, but there is

a question as to whether or not money should be spent from public
health appropriations for these purposes unless they present impor
tant public health problems. If, for example, a city makes an appro
priation of $2 per capita for public health, and 70 cents of that $2 is

spent on garbage, rat, and refuse complaints, is that city really spend
ing $2 per capita on public health? We are inclined to say that

it is not."

NOTES EROM THE SUBMARINE BASE AND NAVAL AIR STATION, COCO
SOLO, CANAL ZONE.

Prevalence of malaria.—General sanitation of the submarine base
and the naval air station is good. The mosquitoes have greatly in
creased in number. Steps are being taken to drain the area reported
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previously and, in the meantime, this area is being heavily oiled and
water holes filled, which has checked the number of mosquitoes
caught very materially.
During the month 13,246 mosquitoes were caught, as compared to
4,656 caught the month previously, showing an enormous increase in
the malarial (anopheles) mosquitoes.

Submarine
base.

Air station. Total.

Culex 4,259
6,304

1,264
1,418

5,58
7,7*3

; 13,Mt

Thirty-two original admissions for malaria and three readmis-
sions during the month show the expected increase in cases at this
time of the year.

NOTES FROM NAVAL TRAINING STATIONS.

NEWPORT, R. I.

The sanitary conditions of this station have been excellent during
June, 1923. The incidence of illness has been greatly reduced and
contagious diseases have been noticeably absent. The complement
has increased somewhat and has averaged about 1,300 men under

training. Climatic conditions are at their best for this latitude and
the greater part of the training course is given in the open air. The
dietary of the various messes is much improved by the addition of
seasonable vegetables and supervision over their preparation. The
sterilization of mess gear has been perfected in process, particularly
in barracks "A," and is being satisfactorily performed. In general,
the recruits gain in weight while under training and the few cases
showing loss of weight are usually found to be due to physiological
causes. Athletic exercises are now part of the training course and
definite hours are designated for their performance.
Diphtheria. —Two cases of diphtheria developed in recruits that
were transferred to the naval hospital at Newport, R. I. These
cases did not present evidences of diphtheria upon examination at
the traning station and were diagnosed by routine culture methods.
There were no carriers of the diphtheria bacillus detected during the
month. From the above and preceding reports it may be noticed that
a few cases of diphtheria occur each month. Preventive measures
adopted against the occurrence of epidemics of this disease include
effective sterilization of mess gear and early transfer to hospital of
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all throat cases. In this connection the training station medical
department appreciates the spirit of cooperation demonstrated by
the naval hospital at Newport in making routine early cultures
from all throat cases received at the hospital from this station.

HAMPTON ROADS, VA,

Although the average complement of the station for the month of
June has been about 400 less than for the month of May, the sick
reports show practically the same number of admissions and trans
fers to the hospital, as will be noted by figures given below. An ex
planation for these facts is difficult to make, although there have been
numerous cases sent to the hospital, with the expectation that they
would be discharged by medical survey, who have been returned, unfit
for duty, and have again been placed on the sick list. Cases of this
type are increasing in numbers, and we have had several men who
have been to the hospital as many as four times, returned each time
with their health records marked " fit for duty." Of course, these
cases increased the admissions to the sick list and also the total num
ber of sick days.
Measles still continues to crop up sporadically, but is confined to
units " X " and " D." Venereal diseases are slightly less prevalent
than during the month of May. Sanitary conditions of the station
are satisfactory. The swimming pools have caused considerable anx

iety because of the large bacterial count shown in the water examina
tions made three times each week. Chlorination of the water in one
pool has been practiced during the month, with very good results in

keeping down the bacterial count. Certain experiments have been
made in connection with the ability of violet rays to properly disin
fect the water in the pools. A full report of these experiments will be
made when all data are obtained and tabulated, but it may be said
at this time that violet rays are not nearly as efficacious as is claimed

by the manufacturer. We know that chlorine, properly applied, is

efficacious, and we have proved that during the month. Further
more, no complaint has reached the medical officer regarding any dis

comfort from the introduction of a chlorine solution into the water.
The water, as it is received from the city supply into the reservoir,
for drinking purposes and general use is most excellent in quality.
Antimosquito work was carried out on the base during the month
of June by continued use of crude oil. The results appear to be
satisfactory, as no great numbers of mosquitoes have been noticed,
and it is believed that the source of what few found can be traced
to the Virginia Railway property outside of the base. Inspections
have been made of the territory in question and mosquitoes were
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found to be breeding, but since these breeding places do not come
under the jurisdiction of the Medical Department, no treatment was
applied.
The sanitary condition of the base, taken as a whole, is considered
to be satisfactory at this time. A careful survey of the entire base is
made once each week for possible breeding places for flies, and larvi-
cide has been applied to all places of a suspicious nature.
Two hundred and eighty-five rodents were trapped during the
month of June, an average of 11 each day for 25 working-days.
This number is two more than last month's work, but since one man
has been devoting his entire time to extermination of these pests it
is evident that they are becoming reduced.

VITAL STATISTICS.

The Monthly Health Index, which is published on the 15th of
each month, contains the statistical data for individual ships and
shore stations. The statistics appearing in this bulletin are sum

maries compiled from those published in the Monthly Health Index.
Annual rates, shown in the succeeding statistical table, are ob
tained as follows :
The total number of admissions to the sick list or the number of
deaths reported during the period indicated is multiplied by W~ or

iff. or 12, depending upon whether the period includes four or five
w eeks or a calendar month. The product is then multiplied by 1,000

and divided by the average complement.

Table No. 1.—Monthly report of moronity in the United States Navy and
Marine Corps for the month of July, J92S.

Forces Forces Entire Marine
afloat. ashore. Navy. Corps.

76,01* 38,785 113,799 19,918"
All causes:

2.995 2.487 5.482 l.Oift
479.11 769.45 491.62 547.20>

Disease onlv:
2,690 2,177 4.867 912
430.32 673.54 436.47 476.19-

Co:nmimbablc (incises, exclusive ol venereal disease:
345 281 626 121
55. 19 86.95 50. 15 63. IS

Venereal disease:
1.083 389 1,472 252
173.15 120.35 132.01 Ul. 5S

Injuries and poisons:
305 310 615 126
48.79 95.91 55. 15 71.01
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Table No. 2.—Number of admissions reported by Form F cards for certain
diseases for the month of July, 1923.

Forces afloat. Navy
and Marine Corps
(strength. 75.014).

Forces ashore.
Navy and Marino
Corns (strength,
38,785).

Total (strength,
113,799).

Number Annual
rate per
1,000.

Number Annual
rate per
1,000.

Number
of admis
sions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

of ad
missions .

of ad
missions.

2.690
305

430.32
48.79

2,177
310

673. .54
95.91

4,867
615

436.47
55.15

2.995 479.11 2,487 769.45 5.482 491.62

Class III:
35
S
19
1
1
2
15
24
9
32
12
11
1
0

5.60
.80

50
10
9
2
1
0
35
26
7
36
25
18
4
2

15.47
3.09
2.78
.62
.31
0

89
15

7.62
1.35
2.51
.27
.18
.18
4.48
4.48
1.43
6. 10
3.32
2.00
.45
.18

Autointoxication, intestinal
3.04
.16
.16
.32

28
3
2
2
50
50
16
68
37
29
5
2

Colitis, a^ute
Constipation 2.40 ■10.83

8.04
2.17
11.14
7.73
5.57
1.24
.62

3.81
1.44
5.12
1.92
1.76
.16
0

Class VII:

Class VIII:

167 26.71 225 69.61 392 35.15

3 .48 10 3.09 13 L 17

K£:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

5
1
8
94
36
122
4
3
6

.80

.16
1.28
15.04
5.76
19.52
.64
.48
.96

3
2
4
31
51
28
8
9
1

.93

.62
1.24
9.59
15.78
8.66
2.48
2.78
.31

8
3
12
125
87
150
12
12
7

.72

.27
1.08
11.21
7.80
13.45
1.08
1.08
.63

279 44.63 137 42.39 416 37.31

0
1
0

0
.16
0

4
2
1

1.24
.62
.31

4 .36
.27
.09

3
1

Class X:

1 .16 7 2. 17 8 l .72

10
40

1.60
6. 40

31 9.59
27.23

41 3. 68
11.4888 128

Total 50 8.00 119 30.82 169 15.16

Class XI:
15 2. 40 18 5.57 33 2.96

Class XII:
261
757
65

41.75
121.10
10.40

70
250
63

21.66
79.20
19.49

331
1,013
128

29.68
90 85
11.48

1,083 173.25 389 120.35 1,472 132.01

Class XVIII:
143
3
8
14

22.8* 154
5
2
9

47.65
1.55
.62
2. 78

297
8
10
23

26.63

Khinilis, acute

.48
L 28
2.24
35.35

'.90
2.06
29.59Tonsillitis, acute lollicular 221 109 33.72 330

Class XX:

389 62.23 279 86.32 668 59.91

18 2.88 26 8.04 44 3.95
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Table No. 3.—Summary of annual admission rates for venereal disease re
ported from ships for June and from various shore stations for the five-week
period July 1 to August !,, 1923.

All ships -
Battleship divisions-
Battle Fleet
Scouting Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Destroyer squadron* —
Battle Fleet
Scouting Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Miscellaneous-
Battle Fleet
Scouting Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Naval forces, Europe
Special service squadron, based
Panama
Naval transport service

Annual rate per 1,000,June.

Mini
mum
rate.

65.98
46.73

0
0
0

121.21

0
0

220.18
0

145.45

0

Mean
rate.

114.58
102.88
427.72

84.93
144.58
287.86

100.33
173.04
,033.39
207.00

247.12
170.90

Maxi
mum
rate.

1,609.76

174.76
141.77
950.49

943.82
840.00
367.35

421.or,
690.65
1,609.75
612.24

352.94
631.58

Average rate since Jan. 1,

1923.

Mini
mum
rate.

62.91
87.35
166.67

19.48
18.21
124.35

0

79.61
108.11
55.73

190.02
70.59

Mean
rate.

147.85

90.59
138.75
602.69

90.61
201.82
463.80

144.34
173.97
580.14
207.00

247.12
170.90

Maxi
mum
rate.

116.98
1.39.17
1,371.43

206.90
314.24
1,226.67

264.70
400.49
1,661.87

378. 10
295.77

Annual rate per 1,000,July 1

to Aug. 5
,

1923.

Mini
mum,
rate.

Mean
rate.

Maxi
mum,
rate.

Average rate since Jan. 1,

1923.

Mini
mum
rate.

Mean
rate.

Maxi
mum
rate.

All naval districts in the United States
First naval district
Third naval district
Fourth naval district
Fifth naval district
Sixth naval district
■Seventh naval district
Elghth.naval district
Ninth naval district
Eleventh navel district
Twelfth naval district
Thirteenth naval district

0

31.26
20. 12

0

31. 10
72.44

0
0

210.26
72.62
25.59
40.94

78.88
68.50
41. 14
123.03
81.41
91.99

0

3».47
210.26
70.20
51.24
53.66

376.81
156.22
57.79
272.25
130.61
376.81

0

48.15
210.26
76. 17
85.54
78.20

0

42.15
10.37
72.07
56.91
47.59

0

49.02
90.27
29.02
46.46
35.73

70.92
56.94
53.47
135.74
76.61
49.19
11.33
66.32
90.27
69.37
74.09
70 45

195.42
93.62
100.81
195.42
84.03
169.35
11.33
70.06
90.27
131.71
92.99
120.19

RATIO OF GONOCDCCUS AND SYPHILIS INFECTIONS TO TOTAL CASES OF VENEREAL
DISEASE.

All ships
Battleship divisions-
Battle Fleet
Scouting Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Destroyer squadrons-
Battle Fleet
Scouting Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Miscellaneous-
Battle Fleet
Scouting Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Naval forces, Europe
Special service squadron, based on Panama
Naval transport service

Per cent, June.

Gono-
coccus.

S8.fiS
7;i.77
44. 14

86.84
70.83
87.50

88.57
58.97
55. 10
50.00
70.59
52.91

Syphilis.

4.58

5.03
3.28

0
0

12.50
6.25

5.71
6.41
2.04
2.94
2.91
3.92

Per cent since Jan. 1,

1923.

Gono-

66.57

71. 11
69.11
48.21

76.13
63.41
63.29

66. 19
61.81
53.80
50.00
70.59
52.91

Syphilis.

10.76
9.08
7.U

4.05
8.71
5.48

8.57
6. IS
7.06
2.94

% 94
3.92
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Table No. 3.—Summary of annual admission rates for venereal disease re
ported from ships for June, etc.—Continued.

RATIO OF GONOCOCCUS AND 8YPHILIS INFECTIONS TO TOTAL CASES OF VENEREAL.
DISEASE— Continued.

Per cent, July 1 to
Aug. 4, 1*23.

Per cent since Jan. 1,
1923.

Gono-
coccus.

Syphilis. Oono- Syphilis.coccus.

All naval districts In the United States 80.61 6.63 75.48 11.83
77.78 14.81 78.91 8.59

Third naval district 77.78 11. 11 75.34 13.70
Fourth naval district 88.67 6.67 74.31 7.34
Fifth naval district 79.22 7.79 71.05 14.25
Sixth naval district 68. 12 0 64.71 10.29

0 0 100.00 0
Kighth naval district .VI.IK) 0 78.95 7.90
Ninth naval district Ni.46 3.85 88.64 6.82
Rleventh naval district 100.00 0 86.06 13.51
Twelfth naval district 90.00 0 81.99 11.80

100.00 0 85.00 12.50

Table No. 4.—Number of admissions reported by Form F cards and annual
rotes per 1,000, entire Navy, for the five-week period July 1 to Aug. 4, 1923,
inclusive.

Navy (strength, Marine Corps
(strength, 19,918).

Total (strength,
113,799).

Number
of admis
sions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

Number
of admis
sions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

Number
of admis
sions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

2 0.22 1 0.52 3 0.27
31 3.43 8 4. IS 39 3.56
490 54.28 147 76.75 637 58.21
4 .44 2 1.04 6 .55
95 10.52 16 8.35 111 10.14

Diseases of genito-urlnary system (nonve-
61 6.76 13 6.79 74 6.76

Communicable diseases transmissible by
150 16.62 26 13.58 176 16.08

Communicable diseases transmissible by
410 45.42 41 21.41 451 41.22

Communicable diseases transmissible by
3 .33 5 2.61 8 .73

111 12.30 71 37.07 182 16.63
33 3.66 4 2.09 37 3.38
1,308 144.67 252 131.58 1,558 , 142.38
265 29.35 70 36.55 335 30.62
60 6.85 23 12.01 83 7.58
34 3.77 13 6.79 47 4. 29
75 8.31 14 7.31 s» 8.13
67 7.42 10 5.22 77 7.04
829 91.83 120 62.66 949 86.72
83 9.19 31 16.19 114 10.42
42 4.65 8 4. 18 50 4.57

Miscellaneous diseases and conditions 186 20.60 19 9.92 205 18.73
Parasites (fungi and certain animal para-

68 7.53 11 5.74 79 7.22
9 1.00 7 3.65 16 1.46
1 . 11 0 0 1 .09

lnju'ies 492 54.50 120 62.66 612 55.92
30 3.32 16 8.35 46 4.20

4,937 546.87 1,048 547.20 5,985 546.91
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Table No. 5.—Deaths reported, entire Navy, for the five-week period July 3 to
August 4, 1923, inclusive.

Navy
(strength,
93,881).

Marine
Corps
(strength,
19,918).

Total
(strength,
113,799).

Cause.

Meningitis, cerebrospinal 1
1
1

0
0
0
2
2
1

Measles
10
5

12

IS14
1 0

Total 33 5 38

3.66
1.44

2.61
1.04

3.47
1.37

o
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PREFACE.

The United States Naval Medical Bulletin was first issued in
April, 1907, as a means of supplying medical officers of the United
States Xavy with information regarding the advances which are
continually being made in the medical sciences, and as a medium
for the publication of accounts of special researches, observations, or
experiences of individual medical officers.
It is the aim of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery to furnish
in each issue special articles relating to naval medicine, descriptions
of suggested devices, clinical notes on interesting cases, editorial com
ment on current medical literature of special professional interest to
the naval medical officer, reports from various sources, historical

essays, notes and comments on topics of medical interest, and reviews
or notices of the latest published medical books.
The bureau extends an invitation to all medical officers to prepare
and forward, with a view to publication, contributions on subjects of
interest to naval medical officers.
In order that each service contributor may receive due credit for
his efforts in preparing matter for the Bulletin of distinct origi
nality and special merit, the Surgeon General of the Navy will
send a letter of commendation to authors of papers of outstanding
merit and will recommend that copies of such letters be made a part
of the official records of the officers concerned.
The bureau does not necessarily undertake to indorse all views or

opinions which may be expressed in the pages of this publication.
E. E. Stitt,

Surgeon General United States Navy.



NOTICE TO SERVICE CONTRIBUTORS.

When contributions are typewritten, double spacing and wide margins are
desirable. Fasteners which can not be removed without tearing the paper
are an abomination. A large proportion of the articles submitted have an
official form such as letterheads, numbered paragraphs, and needless spacing
between paragraphs, all of which require correction before going to press.
The Buixetin endeavors to follow a uniform style in headings and captions,
and the editor can be spared much time and trouble and unnecessary errors
can be obviated if authors will follow in the above particulars the practice ol
recent issues.
The greatest accuracy and fullness should be employed in all citations, as it
has sometimes been necessary to decline articles otherwise desirable because It

was impossible for the editor to understand or verify references, quotations,
etc. The frequency of gross errors in orthography in many contributions Is
conclusive evidence that authors often fail to read over their manuscripts
after they have been typewritten.
Contributions must be received two months prior to the date of the issue for
which they are intended.
The editor is not responsible for the safe return of manuscripts and pictures.
All materials supplied for illustrations, if not original, should be accompanied
by a reference to the source and a statement as to whether or not reproduction

has been authorized.
Only the names of actual reviewers for a current number appear.
The Buixetin intends to print only original articles, translations, in tchole
or in part, reviews, and reports and notices of Government or departmental
activities, official announcements, etc. All original contributions are accepted
on the assumption that they have not appeared previously and are not to h»

reprinted elsewhere without an understanding to that effect.
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SPECIAL ARTICLES.

THE ROENTGENOLOGICAL STUDY OF INFECTIOUS ARTHRITIS.

By F. W. Holler, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

By adopting a constant technic in roentgenograph^ work many
errors that occur in the interpretation of roentgenograms might be
overcome. The use of a roentgenogram of the normal part for com
parison is very desirable, and should always be made when children
are radiographed. The use of the accepted position as the constant
is often prevented because of variations in anatomical relations of
the part to be studied. In these instances, for the purpose of com
parison, the normal part should be placed in a similar position when
the roentgenogram is made. Whenever it is feasible, the stereoscopic
method should be adopted in studies of the shoulder, anklejoint, hip,
lower spine, sacrum, and especially of the sacro-lumbar and sacro
iliac joint.
When making a roentgenogram of the hip in thin individuals, a
sufficiently large plate may be used to include the entire pelvis. The
feet should be placed with the toes pointing upward. When the
knee joint is studied, under ordinary conditions an antero-posterior,
with the plate posterior to the horizontal joint, and a lateral roent

genogram will suffice. Sometimes a postero-anterior view, with the
patella upon the plate, is also desirable. An adequate study of the
ankle joint requires one stereoscopic pair laterally and one single
plate placed posteriorly. The usual method for the study of the
elbow is in two directions. In addition to the lateral view, one plate
should be made with the olecranon process resting upon it with the
arm extended and the palmar surface of the hand facing upward.
Studies of the wrist are usually carried out by roentgenograms made
in two directions, a lateral view and one with the palmar surface of
the hand resting upon the plate. In addition to these, a third should
be made with the dorsum of the hand resting upon the plate.
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The normal joint.—A normal joint consists of four structures, the
articulating surfaces composed of cartilage, the synovial membrane,
the ligaments, and the synovial fluid. The synovial membrane is a
fibrous tissue sheath which forms a capsular covering inclosing the
joint. Synovial membrane, unlike periosteum, is incapable of pro
ducing bone. There is neither periosteum nor free bone in a joint,
and the elements of a normal joint can not be seen in a roentgeno
gram. X-ray evidence depends upon variations from normal in
density of the soft parts, thickness of articular cartilage, and char
acter of outline of subarticular bone.
Acute infectious arthritis. —The X-ray appearance of an infected
joint depends largely upon the severity and upon the stage of the
disease obtaining when the examination is made, namely, the onset,
stage of maximum intensity, or stage of repair. In an acute in
fectious arthritis, no evidence, beyond perhaps a swelling of the soft
tissues of the part, is produced on the roentgenogram. It is only
when the condition becomes chronic that changes are produced
which are roentgenographically regarded as indirect or direct evi
dence of joint destruction. With the inflammatory changes in the
synovial membrane, indicated by an enlargement of the flesh and
skin outline and the position of the part, there will be an increase
in the synovial fluid. If the infection is severe, the cartilage will
be next involved. As there are no blood vessels within the cartilage
to carry infection, it can only be involved by direct contact. An
erosion of the joint cartilage is determined by indirect X-ray evi

dence/ that is
,
a diminished width of the joint space. If the cartilage

is uniformly eroded, the muscular pull will bring the ends of the
bones closer together, causing a narrowing of the joint space.
Cartilage reproduces itself only to a limited degree and is replaced
either by fibrous tissue or bone. Return to a normal condition de

pends largely upon the degree of destruction of the cartilage. Di
rect evidence of destruction of the bone beneath the cartilage is

demonstrated upon an X-ray plate. Atrophy of bone and muscle
occurs, depending upon the length of time of disuse. Rarefaction
of bone is shown roentgenological^ as a decrease in density and is

caused by a diminution in calcium salts.

Classification o
f chronic arthritis. —The classification of the vari

ous forms of chronic arthritis is extremely difficult. No satisfactory
classification has been made because of lack of accurate pathological
knowledge, and atypical joints may be classified under more than

one heading. The classification by Barker is as follows :

1
. The true gouty arthopathies. (A. chronica urica.)

2
. The arthropathies of severe nervous disease. (A. tabidorum;

A. syringomyelica.)
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3. The (primary) hypertrophic osteoarthropathies (osteoarthritis
hypertrophicans or osteoarthritis deformans), a relatively benign
affection.

4. The secondary chronic arthropathies, following various infec
tions. (A. luetica, A. tuberculosa, A. chronica gonorrheica, A.
chronic rheumatica, if it exists, etc.) and those following small foci
of infection (microorganisms often unknown) in various parts of the
body.
5. The so-called (primary) chronic progressive polyarthritis —of
all arthorpathies the most malign.
Barker states as follows: "Aside from gout, the neurogenic arthro
pathies, and possibly tubercidous and luetic arthritis, in which the
X-ray plates are sometimes characteristic, the radiologist can rarely
from the X ray alone speak with any certainty as regards etiology."
He says further : " Finding how frequently disappearance of the
joint slits, atrophy of cartilages, softening and distortion of bones
with telescoping appear in the plates which," he is told, " have come
from patients suffering from ' infectious arthritis,' an actinographer's
tendency may be to group all cases exhibiting these changes under
the heading 'infectious arthritis.' This inference may turn out to
be justifiable, though it is

,

as yet, hypothetical." Nathan states : "All
forms of arthritis are due to inflammations of infectious origin."'
Case studied roentgenographically the joint changes occurring in
rabbits into whose ear veins there was introduced a culture of strep
tococcus from the tonsils of a patient suffering from rheumatoid
arthritis. A final picture of rheumatoid arthritis in the human being
was duplicated in the animal.
Pyogenic arthritis. — Infectious arthritis of the type caused by the
staphylococcus, streptococcus, or pneumococcus, in the acute forms,
attacks one or many joints, and is characterized by soft tissue swell
ing and effusion in the synovial cavity. If this process continues
for several weeks, changes take place in the joint and bone. At an
early stage rarefaction may occur as a result of fixation or neighbor
hood inflammation. The swelling and fluid are still present and the
joint space is narrowed depending upon the degree of destruction of
the cartilage. The bone beneath the cartilage may be involved, show
ing localized areas of destruction. (See fig. 1.) As the infection
subsides, the swelling and fluid disappear and rarefaction is present
until the joint begins to functionate. Where the cartilage is com
pletely destroyed, it is replaced by fibrous tissue or the exposed bone
proliferates forming an exostosis. The two opposing articulating sur
faces may become ankylosed if denuded of cartilage. Recovery is

signified by absence of swelling and fluid, disappearance of bone
atrophy, and formation of exostoses or perhaps ankylosis, depending
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upon the severity of the destructive process. This disease occurs at
any age.
Gonorrheal arthritis. —Gonorrheal arthritis is usually monarticu
lar and often does not present any X-ray appearance distinct from
other pyogenic infections. In typical cases, there appears first an
effusion in the capsule of the joint. As the disease progresses, local
ized erosion of the cartilage occurs giving the appearance shown in
Figure 2. The final picture is one of narrowed joint slits and, in
severe cases, bony ankylosis.
In the knee joint, which is frequently involved, there are two char
acteristic findings of Neisserian infection. First, thinning of the
cartilage between the patella and femoral condyles resulting in a
displacement of the patella . backward into the intercondylar space.
Lateral views are necessary for demonstration of this condition.
Second, small localized areas of rarefaction may be present due to
necrosis of the subcartilaginous bone at the lateral margins of joint
surfaces on the femur and tibia. This condition is best shown in
antero-posterior views.
The majority of the small calcareous deposits in tendinous inser
tions, particularly those upon the patella, os calcis, and olecranon,
are of gonorrheal origin. In the acute stage there is no X-ray evi
dence of this condition and it is only after lime salts are deposited in
the diseased tissues that this becomes visible. Therefore, the pres
ence of these deposits signifies an old process.
Holmes and Ruggles state : " The second is the occurrence of small
localized areas of rarefaction in the bone at the junction of articular
surfaces and cortex. Another result of this infection is the develop
ment of new bone deposits along tendinous attachments. These spurs
may be the result of the activity of other cocci, but the great majority
are gonorrheal."
Blythe says that gonorrheal arthritis is seen especially in the knee
and may be simple arthritis or may show effusion, destruction of the

cartilage beneath the patella, and ankylosis.
Tuberculous arthritis. —Tuberculosis of a joint is characterized by
soft tissue swelling, effusion in the capsule, and general blurring of
the joint outlines, which have a hazy appearance suggesting a picture
of poor quality. (See fig. 3.) However, the bones beyond the af
fected joint show normal detail and density. In patients whose
epiphyses are still ununited, which includes the great majority of
these cases, enlargement and squaring of the epiphysis occurs as a
result of synovial irritation. In the more severe cases, more or less
destruction of the epiphysis ultimately supervenes. With rare ex
ceptions, new bone formation does not occur until secondary pyo-



Fig. 1.—Chronic Infectious Arthritis, Pyogenic.



Fig. 2.— Chronic Infectious Arthritis, Gonorrheal.





Fig. 4.-Caries Sicca-



Fig. 5.— Chronic Infectious Arthritis, Luetic.
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genie infection ensues, when periosteal proliferation may be seen
about the shafts adjoining the diseased joint.
When healing occurs, any degree of destruction of the epiphysis
may be seen, with bony ankylosis as the ultimate outcome. In cases
of long duration, irregular deposits of calcareous material may be
evident in soft tissue abscesses in the vicinity of the diseased area.
In the spine the process attacks the intervertebral disks and adja
cent margins of the vertebral bodies with more or less destruction
and collapse of the bodies, resulting in the formation of a kyphosis.
Due to perivertebral abscess, fusiform swellings may be seen at the
level of the affected vertebra?, particularly if the lesion is above the
diaphragm. Calcification occurs in these abscesses as described
above in connection with other joints.
The following points are useful when differentiating tuberculous
arthritis of the spine from nontuberculous arthritis of the spine.
In tuberculous cases there is angulation, with usually a posterior
deformity, according to the location of the lesion ; no bone produc
tion occurs unless there is a mixed infection; obliteration of the
joint space and involvement of the body; and it occurs most fre
quently in children and young adults. In nontuberculous cases
there is no angulation ; there is bone production ; no obliteration of
joint spaces and no body involvement; and it occurs at any age
according to the type of infection.
Caries sicca is most; commonly seen in adult shoulders after 40
years of age. It is characterized by destruction of the joint cartilage,
without any soft tissue swelling, effusion, or decalcification. The
head of the affected bone gradually disintegrates, producing the ap
pearance shown in Figure 4. Baetjer and Waters state: " The soft
tissues have become so atrophied that the curve of the shoulders dis
appears completely, clinically simulating a subluxation. The syno
vial membrane has also contracted; consequently the head of the
bone is pulled high up in the glenoid fossa."
Walkey says that frequently the actual diagnosis of tuberculous
arthritis can be made without the X ray, and in some instances earlier
by clinical methods than by radiogram, yet there is no other method
which shows the exact location, the extent, and intensity of the mor
bid process. He says to be cautious of a negative X-ray finding in
early cases because the early pathologic processes may not be present
to such an extent as to be reproduced on the plate. Also, that fre

quently by the X ray the nontubercular nature of the lesion can be
established and that the X ray is often decisive in cases clinically
tuberculosis.

Rogers, after studying 100 cases of tuberculosis of the knee joint in
adults, writes as follows: "As far as our clinical evidence goes wa
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have never been able to observe any bone lesion or focus within the
first year of the onset of the symptoms, except in one oase." As a
conclusion, he states, " That an exact diagnosis is often impossible
within the first year of the disease without an exploratory arthrot-
omy."
Sever and Fiske, writing of tuberculosis of the knee joint in child
hood, say : "An examination of the X-ray plates of 120 cases showed
an epiphysitis in 90 cases, or 75 per cent, of which 8 showed increased
radiability and enlargement of all bones of the joint. * * *

There was bone atrophy noted in 59 cases, or about 50 per cent."
Ely, writing of joint tuberculosis, says : " The roentgen picture is
exactly what one would expect. The bone shows rarefaction in
irregular areas. It has a ' worm-eaten ' appearance. The cartilage is
usually thin and eroded in spots." In another article on this subject
he states: " An absolute diagnosis can not be made clinically."
Bowman, writing of coccidioidal granuloma, says : " The roentgen
findings in all these cases to my mind greatly resembled those of
tuberculosis, the peculiar irregular, fuzzy appearance of the perios
teum being the only disinguishing feature. It may be well to bear
in mind in the future when dealing with suspected tuberculosis of
bones or joints that possibly it may be a case of coccidioidal granu
loma, and I trust that further investigation will assist materially
in aiding us to make a definite positive roentgen diagnosis of this
disease." ♦

Luetic arthritis.— -Luetic arthritis occurs at any age, and one or
more- joints may be involved. In suspected cases, in addition to the
roentgenogram of the joint, it is well to make pictures of all the long
bones for evidence of a syphilitic periostitis.
A roentgenogram of a typical luetic joint shows marked periarticu
lar swelling with thickening of the synovial membrane and fluid in
the joint. There is generally a small area of periostitis at the chon-

dro-periosteal junction. According to Baetjer and Waters, " This

periostitis, in conjunction with periarticular swelling and fluid in the

joint, is fairly characteristic of a luetic lesion." The roentgenogram
only records the exact size of gummatous deposits which are ossified.
Holmes and Ruggles. in writing of this disease, say : " Occasionally
spyhilis is indicated by destruction of articular surfaces, particu
larly those of the small bones, such as carpus and tarsus, and by local
lesions in the epiphyses suggesting tuberculous foci." (See fig. 5.)
Blythe, writing of the diagnostic value of X rays in joint diseases,
says that early syphilis can not be differentiated from multiple ar
thritis, but syphilitic joints give a fairly characteristic picture. Wal
lace, writing of the diagnosis of syphilis of bones and joints, says, "In
many of our cases the Wassermann reaction was negative, and they
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were undoubtedly syphilis, as shown by the X ray, and their response
to antisyphilitic treatment. * * * We consider the roentgeno
gram the most valuable factor in the diagnosis of syphilis of bones
and joints in differentiating it from other conditions. * * * In
our cases we have not found syphilitic arthritis without bone involve
ment, as the roentgenogram of the joint involved may show nothing,
while a roentgenogram of other bones or those contiguous to the
joint may show a typical syphilitic osteoperiostitis. In one of our
cases where the knee was complained of, a roentgenogram showed
typical syphilitic involvement of the radius and ulna." Ely relies
upon the therapeutic test in suspected cases where the Wassermann
test is negative, and says :_" It is this difficulty in diagnosis which is
responsible for the many 'cures' of joint tuberculosis, and for the
former vogue of iodide of potassium in so-called chronic rheumatism."
He believes this disease occurs with great frequency, and in obscure
cases we should look for other evidences of syphilis. Roberts says that
51 cases out of 200 bone and joint cases had been diagnosed as tubercu
losis and treated as such for a few months to 15 years, and " In a
series of 50 of the cases the Wassermann reaction was so frequently
negative in the face of other evidence of syphilis and satisfactory
therapeutic results that it may be said that in the late manifesta
tions of inherited lues it is only occasionally of value."
Osteochondritis deformans.—Osteochondritis deformans Legg's
or Perthes' disease, is a disease which clinically somewhat resembles
tuberculosis of the hip joint, but does not react to tuberculin. It
occurs most frequently between the ages 6f 4 and 12 years. It is
readily diagnosed by the roentgenogram and is characterized by an
increase in density and flattening of the head of the femur. The
epiphysis is occasionally separated into several masses and the neck
is broader than normal, with a slight coxa vera. (See fig. 6.)
There is no hazing or clouding of the joint such as is found in
tuberculosis. The acetabulum is not involved, unless later by
mechanical changes in the head of the femur. ^Usually only one
hip is involved; but Giles states that it can occur bilaterally with
abatement of symptoms after one to two years.
The cause of this disease is unknown. Holmes and Ruggles state,
" It is possibly due to interference with the blood supply of the
epiphysis." Giles uses the synonym " Calve's disease " and believes
it is produced by an injury. Delitala believes it is caused by a con
genital alteration of the epiphyseal cartilage of the upper end of
the femur or the epiphyseal nucleus, which gives way to processes
of ossification which are insufficient and irregular. Roberts believes
it is the result of inherited syphilis. Phemister says : " I believe
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Perthes' disease is an infectious process from the histologic examina
tion of the excised tissues."
Reiley, in reporting four cases, says : " The fact that two of these
cases had been previously diagnosed as tuberculosis of the hip joint,
emphasizes the importance of careful differential roentgen diagnosis
in all cases of hip-joint disease."
The roentgenologist's report.—The report of a roentgenologic
examination should avoid the use of technical roentgenology. This
is an ideal form coming from one roentgenologist to another. Al
though it should not be assumed that the internist or surgeon is
entirely unskilled in weighing roentgen-ray evidence, it is wise to
assume that he is not familiar with the finer points in roentgen
diagnosis. It should enable the clinician to visualize a fluoroscopic
examination as though he had been present or to observe the points
of interest on the film in a comprehensive manner.
The roentgenologist may be able to differentiate the various forms
of chronic infectious arthritis to a fairly accurate degree and should
endeavor to place in the hands of the clinician any information that
might be of value. His report may have direct bearing upon the
etiology, treatment, and prognosis of the case. Whenever it is pos
sible, a conservative estimate should be made of the activity or clinical

importance of the pathologic changes shown upon the screen or
roentgenogram. Often urinary calculi are discovered in the course
of an examination of the spine or metastatic carcinoma in an exami
nation of the sacro-iliac joint.
The clinician should consider the radiological report in the same
manner as he would the other laboratory reports. He should give
all information at hand concerning the case to the roentgenologist,
whose report should enable the clinician to correlate the roentgen-
ray signs with the clinical aspects of the case. Furthermore, the
clinician should remember that the removal of the point of entry
for bacteria, if it can be located, will have little influence upon the
joint condition as it already exists. After the microorganisms enter
the blood from the infected tonsil, teeth, etc., their connection with

the original focus of infection ceases, and the infectious arthritis must
be treated in addition to removing the original point of entry if it
can be found.

CONCLUSION.

1. The use of a constant technic in making radiograms of joints
will often eliminate errors in diagnosis.
2. There is need for a standard classification of the various forms
of chronic arthritis.
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3. Some authorities believe infection is the etiological factor in all
forms of chronic arthritis. Up to the present time this fact has not
been satisfactorily proven.
4. There are certain roentgenological findings which enable the
roentgenologist to differentiate to a fairly accurate degree the various
forms of infectious arthritis.
5. The roentgenologist's report should include all roentgen-ray
evidence, avoiding the use of technical roentgenology, in order that
the clinician may correlate the roentgen-ray signs with the clinical
aspects of the case.
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REPORT OF AN ANTIMALARIAL CAMPAIGN CONDUCTED BY THE MEDICAL
OFFICERS OF THE FIRST BRIGADE, UNITED STATES MARINES, XN
HAITI.

By A. H. Allen, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

Haiti is a tropical island, in the West Indies, one-third of which is
occupied by the Republique d'Haiti, the other two-thirds being occu
pied by the Republic of Santo Domingo. It is a mountainous coun
try, one peak having an altitude of 6,000 feet. It possesses a fertile
soil, rather abundant rainfall, and has numerous small rivers, or
streams. The Republique d'Haiti is densely settled by over 2,000,000
negroes. Their average of intelligence is low, the majority being very
little above savagery. During the French occupation, which termi
nated in 1804, it is estimated that, in one year, over 25,000 French
troops died of yellow fever and malignant malaria. At present,
yellow fever is absent, but malaria infections are almost universal.
Among the natives, due to long years of revolution and internal
disorder, conditions in 1915 became so chaotic that the United States
was compelled to intervene in political affaire and accordingly landed
an expeditionary force of marines to pacify the island and to allow
some sort of order to be established.
From the beginning of the occupation until recently malaria has
caused the greatest number of sick days and deaths in the marine
brigade. A glance at the accompanying chart showing the number
of admissions per thousand for malaria during the years 1920, 1921,
and 1922 graphically illustrates the high rate of disability caused by
the disease. The marines, in order to perform their mission in Haiti,
were compelled to patrol the entire area of the Republic. This
necessitated forced marches for days over mountain ranges, long
periods of garrisoning isolated hotbeds of brigandage or revolution,
and in general subjected them to the hardships of a guerrilla warfare
conducted in a tropical country. The last actual fighting occurred
in 1921. Since then marines have been garrisoned in more or less

permanent posts. The main stations in 1922 were Port au Prince, the
capital, a seacoast city of about 80,000; Cape Haitien, the second
largest city, situated on the north coast; Pont Beudet, a miserable
little town about 12 miles from Port au Prince, situated on a dustv
plain; Las Cahobas, an interior mountain town: Mirebalais, also an
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interior mountain town but with the Artibonite River flowing past it;
Maissade, situated in a marshy rice paddy; San Michel, a plains
town of about a 1,300 feet altitude in the interior; Hinche, an interior
town on the banks of the Guayamoke River; and smaller detach
ments at Grande Riviere, Ennery, Canot River, Bizoton, Bon Repos,
and Hasco.
From this description it will be seen that each post presented dif
ferent problems as to drainage, mosquito extermination, and malaria
protection. On the establishment of these more or less permanent
posts the naval medical officers on duty with the troops busied
themselves with general sanitary measures such as drainage, cut-

COMPAPATIVE MONTHLY RATE OF MALARIA

IN THE

FIRST BRI6ADE U.S.M.C.

— mi ii2» .

BASED ON ADMISSIONS PER 1000. PER YEAR.

ting down underbrush near camps, rilling in or oiling pools of
water, etc. Despite these ordinary means and the compulsory use
of the mosquito bar at night, malaria was rampant, reaching its
high point in August and November of 1920 and in February and
June of 1921. In some detachments the admission rate was over
4,000 per 1,000. This number of cases seriously interfered with the
military efficiency of the marines and caused great expense to the
Government by reason of the frequent hospitalization and frequent
transfer of malignant malaria cases to the United States. During
the first part of 1922 the disease became less prevalent, due to the
fact that fewer fresh troops were being sent to Haiti, but in May

58448—23 2
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and June coincident with the rainy season, the admission rate again
began to climb. With the approval of the Surgeon General of the
United States Navy, it was decided to inaugurate a campaign against
malaria conducted along the lines of that reported by C. C. Bass
and his coworkers in the Mississippi Valley. Doctor Bass kindly
furnished the brigade surgeon a complete set of reprints which were
invaluable in inaugurating the campaign. Our problem approxi
mated the conditions in the Mississippi Valley in some respects but
differed in the following points:
First. We are dealing with 100 per cent negroes who speak no
English, who are superstition ridden and densely ignorant.
Second. Haiti presents marshlands, mountain ranges, and river
beds, with no railroads worth considering and with difficult prob
lems of transportation.
Third. We have only a few medical officers, and their time is
well taken up by their military duties.
Fourth. Mosquito breeding occurs at all times of the year.
Fifth. The migratory habits of the natives.
Sixth. Probably the most important difference was a general
feeling of pessimism in regard to the possibility of accomplishing
anything worth while with the limited means at our disposal.
Nevertheless the general plan was considered feasible and it was
decided to attempt this method of malaria control for a period of
at least one year.
The campaign was, therefore, inaugurated by sending a naval
medical officer who spoke creole, the native dialect, and French to the
various towns in the vicinity of the Marine Corps camps, whose duty
it was to pave the way by establishing friendly relations with the head
men of the village. He explained to them the cause of malaria,
how it is transmitted, and its propagation. He pointed out the bene
fits which would recur to the natives if they took the advice and medi
cine of the doctors. He obtained as much publicity as possible and
made frequent talks to representative groups of Haitiens and espe
cially to the French priests. He also requested the priests to instruct
their congregations at church.
Following this advance advertising the campaign was directed as
nearly as possible according to the plan of Doctor Bass as given in
his article in the Southern Medical Journal of April, 1920.
In the beginning it was feared that opposition might develop on
the part of the natives to blood specimens taken or that possibly
some antagonism would be displayed by the native " doctor." To
our surprise and gratification, the natives welcomed the examinations
and were anxious to take whatever medicine was prescribed.
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It was realized that permanent records would prove to be a most
important feature; hence instructions were issued to keep a book

containing the following information :

Name. Sex. Age. History of malaria. Residence. Positive. Negative.
Amount
of treat
ment.

Recur
rence.

The following table gives the results of the first examination :
Per cent positive.

Port au Prince area 20.38
Pont Beudet area 43. 87

Mirebalais area 37. 95

San Michel area 54. 32

Hinche area 52. 63

Cape Haitien has long been known for its practical freedom from
malaria. This is probably due to the absence of anopheles. There
were 849 sinears made of natives within a radius of 1 mile of the
marine camp, and only 5, a percentage of 0.58, were found to be
harboring active parasites. Excluding Cape Haitien, this would
give the cities a percentage of 20.38 positive and the interior towns
a percentage of 47.19 positives. Including Cape Haitien, the cities
would show 10.48 positive. My own idea of this difference is that
it lies in the breeding habits of the anopheles, which prefers a clean
water in which to lay its eggs. The standing water in cities is
usually too polluted to attract anopheles.
A more accurate per cent of positives would probably be 58 for
the interior towns and 30 or 40 for the Port au Prince area, as the
medical officers necessarily were limited to one stained specimen and
could not afford to spend more than 10 minutes on any one slide.
The usual parasite is benign tertian, yet many smears show the red
cell to be normal in size or somewhat smaller and to contain very
fine, hair-like ring forms.
A disposition to call these malignant forms was noted. Cres
cents are fairly common. The great majority of natives examined
seemed to be in good health, but all gave a positive history of fever
at some time.

They seem to have established a great immunity; for example,
one mother, 18 years of age, and her 3-months-old infant presented
a picture of perfect health, the baby being a well-nourished, active
child, yet the specimens from both mother and child showed nu
merous crescents. The mother stated that the child had never been ill.
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An attempt to estimate the amount of malaria by the " splenic
index " was abandoned, as even active carriers showed no enlarge
ment of the spleen.
Bearing in mind that the work was necessarily limited to natives
living within 1 mile of a marine camp and that it was being done
solely as a prophylatic measure for the marines, the results for the
months of October and November were awaited with great interest.
If our theory that infection occurred generally within a limited zone
was correct, a marked reduction in the number of cases occuring in
the troops should show within two months. The first report, that of
October, 1922, showed 43 admissions, a rate per thousand of 300,
the lowest rate since marines had landed in Haiti.
The next month, November, showed only 37 admissions, which
further confirmed us in believing that results were being demon
strated.

Comparing the actual number of malaria cases in the marines for
the seven months of the previous years corresponding to the seven
months this campaign has been under way we have the" following
figures: Seven months, 1921-22, 687; seven months, 1922-23, 237.
This shows an actual decrease of 450 cases of malaria in the marine
brigade. If these figures were carried back to 1920 and 1919 the
reduction would be still more striking.
The cost of treating natives by giving them quinine is estimated
to be $0,756 per person at the present United States Navy price of the

drug. This allows a full period of eight weeks and 10 grains dosage.
The gain in reducing the incidence of malaria in marines is hard
to estimate in terms of dollars and cents, but the gain in military
efficiency is obvious.

This campaign is still being prosecuted by the medical officers of
the First Brigade, and efforts are being made to interest the sanitary
authorities of Haiti in order to enlarge its scope.
The effect, in the natives themselves, has been remarkable. For

example, in the town of Pont Beudet, it was formerly usual to find
a dozen or so fever cases lying on the floors of their shacks, and many
men were unable or unwilling to work. For the past four months
no fever cases have been reported there, and most of the males have

gone to work on the near-by sugar plantation.
From the work of the naval medical officers on duty with the

First Brigade of marines the Haitian peasant has learned to look
upon the military doctor as a wise counsellor and to regard the

military occupation as a boon to Haiti.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. It is possible to reduce malaria in a highly malarial country by
the administration of quinine as described by Bass, even though
restricted to relatively small areas.
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2. The results of an eight months' campaign in Haiti, although
limited in scope, are of proven value.
3. The cost is negligible in view of the benefits derived.

THE MALARIA PARASITE US HAITI.
By R. B. Storch, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Nary.

Considerable discussion and doubt has been caused as to the
identity of many malaria parasites found in blood smears in Haiti,
especially those of native Haitians. Ring or hyaline forms are
found which do not correspond exactly to the classic descriptions
of any of the three forms of the plasmodia of malaria. These
forms are declared to be Plasmodium vvoax by some, and by others
are just as firmly pronounced to be Plasmodium falciparum. It is
true that these forms are smaller than we are accustomed to find in an
attack of benign tertian malaria, and yet they are not typical of
the sestivo-autumnal type.
If we view our laboratory findings in the light of clinical mani
festations we must, most certainly, make our diagnosis infection by
Plasmodium vivaa;, for a large majority of the malaria not only
among marines, but among Haitian natives, is typically benign ter
tian with fever every other day, or occasionally every day (indicat
ing a probable double infection).
The value of the microscopic picture depends greatly upon the
stain used. A stain to be satisfactory for general use should not re
quire unusual skill or care, and yet should assuredly be polychrome,
in order to make a clear differentiation of cell, ring, chromatin, and
pigment. The Romanowski stains, viz, those of Wright, Giemsa, and
Balch, meet such requirements, the simplest being the Balch stain.
There has been some objection to Batch's stain on the ground that
differentiation is far less clear than with Giemsa's stain and that
many organisms are thus missed. If directions are properly fol
lowed this is not true. A great many unsatisfactory Balch stains
are due to not allowing the stain to set a full 48 hours after the
ampule is broken. The facility and ease of using this stain and
the clear microscopic picture seen in a properly stained smear
make it preferable to the Giemsa for general use.
A new stain known as " tetrachrome " has recently been in use
at the field hospital of the First Brigade, United States Marines,
and is as easy to use as the Balch stain, but gives a far clearer
differentiation, and is especially excellent in the staining of
chromatin.
Such stains as borax-methylene-blue are not believed to be satis
factory for general malaria work because of lack of differentiation.
With such a stain it is easily possible to miss the diagnosis in an
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obscure case, or one where very few parasites are present in the
blood stream.
It would seem safe to make a diagnosis of infection with Plas
modium falciparum only—

(a) When more than one delicate ring is present in a red blood
cell;

(&) When such a ring appears to protude from the red blood
cell; or, best of all,

(c) When the crescent is present.
There are other points, however, which if borne in mind will
enable us to decide definitely upon the type of parasite even though
we find only a single ring form. The red corpuscle in benign tertian
malaria is enlarged and lighter staining than normal; furthermore
we find Schuffner's dots which are characteristic only of this type.
In the quartan type the red corpuscle is normal in size and staining,
whereas in the restivo-autumnal type it is slightly smaller and
shrunken and the edges are frequently crenated ; then, too, Maurers
spots are occasionally found which are characteristic of this type.
The ring form of Plasmodium vivax is oval, about one-fifth the size
of the red corpuscle, and resembles a signet rig. The chromatin is
single and in line with the ring, often appearing as a blue dot between
the points of a new moon, the whole being situated in the center of
the cell and usually single.
The quartan ring resembles the benign tertian ring, but is thicker;
diagnosis, however, should be based upon equatorial bands, which
tend to appear early and are unmistakable. Chiomatin is less dense.
The ring form of Plasmodium falciparum is small, delicate, and
hair-like, usually about one-sixth the size of the red corpuscle.
Chromatin stains more deeply and sometimes appears as two dots,
but the important differential point is the fact that it protrudes
from the ring instead of being set in line with it

,

as in Plasmodium
vivax. Rings are eccentrically placed, more than one are often noted
to a cell, and have been aptly described as " appearing to be plastered
upon the outside of the red blood cell." They often appear to pro
trude from the cell.
With these facts in mind, it is hardly possible to be in doubt as
to the identity of a parasite, or to confuse Plasmodium falciparum
with Plasmodium vivax. It has been my experience that a ring form
of benign tertian malaria may frequently be smaller in this country

than we have been accustomed to see, but that it neverless conforms
to the specifications of Plasmodium vivax.
The accompanying chart was prepared at the suggestion of the

brigade surgeon for the use of the medical department of the First
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Brigade, United States Marines, as a guide for the identification of
the various forms of the plasmodia of malaria.

A differential table of malaria parasites stained by Romanowski method.

Plasmodium vivax. Plasmodium malarix. Plasmodium falciparu m.

dblood cell:
1appearance. .

Maurer's spots..
Melaniferous leucocytes. ■
Young schizont:

Chromatin.

Equatorial bands.
Situation in coll . . .

Number in cell .

Immature schizont:
"Figure eight".

Chromatin..

Equatorial bands.
Mature schizont:
Form

Chromatin. .

Pigment....

Merocyte:
Form. .

Chromatin. .

Pigment

Form..

Chromatin.

Pigment

Microgametocyte:
Form

Chromatin..

Pigment

Enlarged; washed-out
appearance.

Schuflner's dots (+

Oval signet ring about
one-fifth size of red
blood cell. »v
Single; in llne^with
ring.

-).
nter.

Usually single..

(+) three-fourths size
of red blood cell.

Single, but more ir
regular.
(-)
Irregular

Beginning to break
into granules.
Evenly distributed
throughout.

Mulberry (Stltt)

Irregular division into
16 to 20merozoites.
Clumping in center or
periphery.

Round

Eccentric;
amount.
Abundant; coarse.

in

Round.

Abundant: central or
band.
Less Bmount

Size and staining nor
mal.

-)•
-)■
«...
Thicker.

Less dense; may ap
pear as clump of
granules.
Appear early
Center

Usually single. .

Slightly smaller and
shrunken; edges cre-
nated.
(-)■
Occasional.
(')•

Round, hair-like, deli
cate, about one-sixth
size of red blood cell.
Sometimes two dots;
stains moro heavily;
protrudes from ring.

Eccentrically placed;
appear to be pasted
on outside of cell;
may appear to pro
trude.
Frequently more than
one to a "cell.

(— ) I Not usually seen
peripheral

Divided

(+)

Oval

Divided

Coarse, peripheral.

Daisy (SUM)

in
circula-

Regular division into
8 to 10merozoites.
Central block

Round; smaller.

Peripheral

Heavy, especially peri
pherally.

Round.

Central.

Less than macroga-
metc.

tion.
Do.

Do.

Not seen in peripheral
circulation.
Do.

Do.

Rarely in peripheral
circulation.
Do.

Do.

Crescent, long and nar
row.
Scanty, central com
pact.
Central ring around
chromatin or
clumped in center.

Shorter and broader
than macrogamote;
kidney shape.
Diffused network.

Scattered throughout.

I

1Presence of melaniferous leucocytes suggests diagnosis of chronic malaria oven when parasites of malaria
arc not demonstrable in the blood.
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SAMOAN CONJUNCTIVITIS: A STUDY OF THE CAUSATIVE OEGANISM.

By D. Hunt, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

In 1830, according to the writings of the early missionaries, a
purulent ophthalma was prevalent throughout Samoa and other

South Sea islands, and during certain parts of the year, the bread
fruit or fly season, it occurred in epidemic form.
There is no record of its existence prior to this time, but from
Samoan history, handed down from generation to generation, it is
believed that its appearance in Samoa dates from contact with the

Caucasian. Samoan conjunctivitis is known as " ma'i mata," sick
or sore eyes.
Gonorrhoea, according to the writings of the early missionaries,
was very prevalent throughout the South Sea islands in 1796. It
was thought that its occurrence was very rare in Samoa, yet recent

investigation shows that gonorrhoea is not uncommon. Most Samoans
know what gonorrhoea is and call it " ma'i an," disease of fire. A
Samoan will not voluntarily report to a white doctor for any
veneral disease but seeks treatment from a native " doctor."
Rossiter, in 1908, made an investigation of Samoan conjunctivitis.
He described the causative organism as a gram negative diplococcus
that grew well on the usual culture media, and one that had been
hitherto undescribed.
Cottle, in 1910, believed that a great number of these cases were
trachoma. He stated : " The presence of a granular eyelid disease
in a population with thickened lids, cases of trachoma-like ptosis, a
few of pannus, some of old adhesions between ocular and palpebral
conjunctiva, old opacities of the cornea, are signs which before
coming to Samoa would to me have meant the undoubted existence
of trachoma. However the presence here of an eye disease called
acute conjunctivitis (Samoan) by my predecessor (Rossiter) is a

factor as yet not entirely known. It was his tentative opinion, ex
pressed in a report dated May 8, 1908, that some of the conditions
noted above were late stages of untreated Samoan conjunctivities.
A longer period of observation than he had is necessary before this
tentative opinion can be either supported or denied."
Leber and von Prowazek describe a disease, epitheliosis desquama

tive or Samoan eye disease, in which the symptoms begin with pain,
photophobia, and livid coloration of the upper and lower lids, while
a milky secretion is poured out, which is composed at first of

epithelial celis only, but may become purulent. They consider the
causative agent to be a chlamydozoon, Lyozoon atrophicans, Leber
and von Prowazek, 1911. They state that they studied 75 cases
and that the disease was conveyed to guinea pigs.
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While we have seen many cases that presented the same symptoms
as described by Leber and von Prowazek, yet we have been unable
to find the causative organism as described by them and in every
acute case have found a gram negative diplococcus.
In a recent survey of American Samoa there were 168 cases of
conjunctivitis found, all of whom were treated. Several years ago,
during the breadfruit season, over 50 per cent of the population
had conjunctivitis each year. In this survey there were 454 found
to be blind, 86 being totally blind in both eyes, in a population of
8,184.

For the past two years there have been no epidemics of conjunc
tivitis which could in any way compare with previous epidemics,
either in the number of cases or the severity of infection. The symp
toms of these cases varied with the severity of the infection but for
the most part were similar to those of gonorrhceal ophthalmia but in
general less severe. Cases treated early have responded well to treat
ment and no complications have resulted. Neglected cases were fre
quently observed which showed the same complications one might
expect from gonorrhoeal ophthalmia. The cornea was most com

monly involved and all stages of involvement were noted, from the
dull generalized cloudy cornea to circumscribed infiltrations and
ulcers. Annular abscess and complete destruction of the cornea
never occurred in cases properly treated. However there are plenty
of cases in these islands that show the results of such complications,
likely due to neglect or meddlesome treatment. Chronic keratitis
still exists as a sequel of former epidemics. In two years we have
treated only one case of pan-ophthalmitis and one case with
hypopyon. Cases of iritis and irido-cyclitis have been brought to
the hospital for treatment (late in the course of a severe conjunc
tivitis) which did well under proper treatment. Non-vascular
opacities of the cornea are very common and are probably the result
of a severe conjunctivitis which occurred during a former epidemic
when the severity of infection was greater than it is now, or the
opacity could be due to a conjunctivitis of recent origin and neglected
or treated in the Samoan fashion. Among the cases treated by the
naval medical officers, perforation of the cornea never occurred.
Total staphyloma is frequently seen in children and occasionally in
adults. The eye is permanently blind, the mass consists of iris and
aqueous, and the intraocular tension is increased. Many atrophied
eyes are seen on every hand which could be the result of a spontaneous
cure effected through the rupture of a staphyloma.
During the past two years several hundred smears have been
taken from cases of conjunctivitis, and in all cases a small gram
negative diplococcus was found.
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In order to make a study of the causative organism, two cases
were selected from children suffering from conjunctivitis where
the possibility of infection from a case of gonorrhoea could be ruled
out. The discharge from the eyes was plated on blood-streaked

peptone agar and on peptone agar. Within 24 hours small grayish
moist opalescent colonies developed. On microscopical examination
they were found to be gram negative coffee bean shaped diplococci
and considerably larger than the smears from the eye showed. They
were obtained in pure culture. There two cultures, Culture I and
Culture II, were morphologically and culturally the same.
Three cases were selected, two volunteers and one prisoner, for
experimental purposes.
Case I. A., female, age 18, was placed in isolation for several
days before the experiment. On December 25, 1922, some cultural
material from Culture I was implanted in the left eye. On Decem
ber 26, 1922, 24 hours later, a well-developed conjunctivitis was
present in the left eye. A culture, Culture III, was taken on peptone
agar. A gram negative coffee-bean shaped diplococcus was obtained
in pure culture. The conjunctivitis responded readily to treatment.
Case II. S. K., male, age 17, was placed in isolation on December
8, 1922. He gave a negative history for gonorrhoea and repeated
examinations were negative. On December 23, 1922, some cultural
material from Culture I was implanted in his urethra. On December
28, 1922, a slight redness of the meatus was noticed. On December
30, 1922, a slight muco-purulent discharge was present. A culture,
Culture IV, was taken on peptone agar and a gram negative coffee
bean shaped diplococcus was obtained. On January 3, 1923, dis
charge was still slight and muco-purulent. Smears showed only
extra-cellular gram negative diplococci. Treatment was started. On
January 16, 1923, shreads were present in both glasses of the two
glass tests. A muco-purulent exudation was obtained on massage
of the prostate in which both intra and extra cellular gram nega
tive diplococci were found. On January 30, 1923, was discharged
as cured.

Case III. M. V., female, age 17, gave a negative history for
gonorrhoea and repeated examinations were negative. On December

28, 1922, some cultural material from Culture II was implanted in
the vagina. On January 2, 1923, there was a purulent discharge
present. A culture, Culture V, was taken on peptone agar. A gram
negative diplococcus was obtained. Smears showed both intra and
extra cellular gram negative diplococci. On January 30, 1923, was
responding readily to treatment.
Cultures I, II, III, IV, and V were morphologically and cul
turally the same. They died out within five days unless trans
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planted. Owing to the absence of material it was only possible to
grow them on two sugar medias, dextrose and maltose agar. They
all produced acid within 24 hours on the dextrose media. All the
cultures were faintly acid on maltose media within 24 hours. The
maltose used had been on this station for several years, and the media
was autoclaved for 15 minutes at 5 pounds. This could readily
account for the slight acidity produced on the maltose media.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. That Samoan conjunctivitis is due to a gram negative
diplococcus.
2. From the early prevalence of gonorrhoea in Samoa and the
above experiments it is believed that the gram negative diplococcus
that causes Samoan conjunctivitis is an attenuated form of the

gonococcus.

BLACKWATER FEVER.

By G. E. Robertson-, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy, and
W. Moore, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

Much work has been done and many articles written on the cause
and treatment of blackwater fever and as yet no definite conclusions
have been reached. A great deal of this work has been of a very
scientific nature and the observations of men with wide experience.
Our object is only to present our convictions as to the cause and
treatment of hemaglobinuric fever after two and one-half years'
experience in Haiti.
During this time 626 cases of malaria and 13 cases of blackwater
fever have come under our observation. When we say blackwater
fever we mean those cases that actually pass black water and which
laboratory tests verify as luemoglobinuria and not those cases in
which delicate laboratory tests are needed to demonstrate the presence
of haemoglobin in the urine.
All the blackwater fever cases in our series showed malarial
parasites in the blood or had a record of having had malaria within
the past 12 months. All cases in which we were able to demon
strate parasites at the time of the attack of haemoglobinuria showed
Plasmodium falciparum. In addition to haemoglobinuria, all the
"blackwater fever cases had symptoms of shock, persistent vomiting,
jaundice, and increasing anemia.
Since the American occupation in Haiti certain sections of the
country have been notorious for the number of cases of blackwater
fever occurring among the service personnel. Invariably these lo
calities have been the ones in which the largest amount of damage
lias been by reason of malarial infection and the largest number of
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cases of sestivo-autumnal malaria have been found. In the early
days of the occupation (1915-16), records show that troops serv
ing in northern Haiti in the district around Fort Liberty and
Ouanaminthe had to be replaced frequently because of the preva
lence of malignant malaria and blackwater fever.
During our residence in Haiti the above district has not been oc
cupied. The region about Mirebalais, which is 35 miles from Port
au Prince, where marines have been stationed during the past two
and one-half years, has been known as a district in which malignant
malaria and blackwater fever has been endemic. Also, Biziton, a
town 3 miles from Port au Prince, where the air squadron and sub
chaser division were stationed, has the same reputation. Of the 13
cases of blackwater fever which we have seen, seven cases came from
Biziton and 4 from Mirebalais. One year ago all service personnel
was removed from Biziton and since that date no blackwater fever
has occurred among those divisions. The malaria has practically
been eliminated also.
The number of cases of blackwater fever has shown a definite
relation to the number of malarial admissions. December has always
shown the greatest number of malarial patients and also of black-
water fever.
We observed two cases of blackwater fever in individuals who had
never taken any quinine and who had abundant Plasmodium

falciparium in the blood at the time. One of these cases was in a
native Haitian who had never been out of the country and the other
in a white woman who had resided in Haiti for four years. The
latter case gave a history of repeated attacks of blackwater fever,
at least four.
During the first year, six cases of blackwater fever were treated.
Those showing positive malarial smears were given intravenous

quinine (10 grains of the hydrochlorosulphate) until the temperature
remained normal and the urine cleared. After this time quinine
was givin in 10-grain doses daily by mouth for eight weeks. Those
in which the parasites were not found were treated by alkalies and
subcutaneous injections of horse serum. The last case admitted in
1921 gave a history of frequent attacks of malaria during his 10
months' duty in Mirebalais, but no parasites were found in his blood

during his stay in the hospital. He was treated with alkalies and

horse serum until his red blood count was 1,030,000 and death seemed

imminent. At this stage of the treatment intravenous quinine (10
grains of the hydrochlorosulphate, daily) was instituted and from

then the improvement was rapid. Since that time six cases have been

treated and the routine has been intravenous quinine, 10 grains

daily, until the temperature remained normal and the urine was free

from ha-moglobin.
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There were no deaths among the blackwater fever cases and im
provement on quinine treatment was almost immediate. Certainly
there was no evidence that the quinine increased the hsemoglo-
binuria.
We came to Haiti believing that quinine was one of the causes of
blackwater fever and for that reason we did not use the drug our
first year in cases that did not show malarial parasites in the blood
at the time of the attack of hemoglobinuria. We know from actual
experience that quinine does not kill these patients and do believe it
is the logical form of treatment.
In conclusion, it is our belief that blackwater fever is a manifesta
tion of pernicious malaria and should be classed along with the
cerebral, algid, bilious, remittant, and other forms of pernicious
malaria. We also believe that the administration of intravenous
quinine is the most important remedy for its cure.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES WITH MALARIA AMONG NATIVES OF THE
REPUBLIC OF HAITI.

By R. B. Stokch, Lieutenant. Medical Corps, United States Navy.

The Republic of Haiti occupies roughly the western third of the
island known variously as Haiti, St. Domingo, and in early times
as Hispaniola. The eastern section of the island' is occupied by the
Republic of St. Domingo, an entirely separate and distinct country.
The Republic of Haiti was founded in 1804 under the leadership of
Dessalines, Christophe, and Petion, whose forces won their independ
ence from France. The early struggles for independence were led
by the famous negro, Toussaint Louvcrture. To quote from one of
the early decrees of Dessalines, the first President, " the Republic of
Haiti shall be a free and independent country, and its subjects shall
be known as blacks." The official language is French, though the
great mass of people speak a patois which only slightly resembles
French.
The island is situated between Porto Rico on the east and Jamaica
and Cuba on the west, extending 140 miles in breadth from north to
south and about 400 miles in length from east to west, and lies in
latitude 18° 20' north, and in logitude 68° 40' west from Greenwich ;
of coral formation, the contour is extremely mountainous, many
peaks rising to a height of 4,000 feet and others often rising directly
from the sea. On the tops of many ridges 2,000 or ^,000 feet above
sea level may be found oyster shells and coral. There are several
fairly large rivers, the largest of which is the Artibonite, which is

navigable to small boats for about 20 miles from its mouth. The
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climate varies in different parts of the island, but there is uniformly
a rainy and dry season, although in the north and south these seasons
are directly opposite. During the rainy season, •which commonly
begins in May and lasts till September, there are daily heavy, trop
ical rains, usually beginning suddenly between 2 and 3 o'clock, and
lasting invariably till dark or all night. Morning rains are unusual.
During the rainy season fields are flooded, rivers swollen to rushing
torrents, and the roads deep with mud. Despite the tropical heat of
the day, the nights are uniformly cool.
Haiti, in common with most of the southern and tropical coun
tries, is literally a reservoir of malaria, from which it is dissem
inated by contact and subsequent travel to many of the more tem
perate regions. It is extremely rare to see any native who can not
give a history of malaria fever, excluding, of course, the higher
class of educated and wealthy Haitiens. When we consider the
Haitien native, it is the general mass of uneducated peasants who
make up the great bulk of the 2,000,000 inhabitants, and may be,

perhaps, best compared with the peasant class of some of the European
countries, although many of the Haitien peasants, especially those
of the mountainous districts, are not far removed from their
African ancestors and have guarded many of the tribal traditions.
We are safe, then, in placing among this class a high malaria in

cidence, probably very close to 100 per cent. This is necessarily
relative and does not by any means indicate that all the people are
sick all the time, but that a great majority of them harbor malaria

parasites in the internal organs of their body, and upon any ad
verse condition, such as an injury, exposure to sudden cold, or pro
longed exposure to rains, are prone to develop an acute attack.
At first thought this may seem an excessive percentage of infec
tion, but when it is considered that in many communities the
anopheles mosquito is present the year around, and in the rainy
season is found in almost all parts of the country, and when to this
is added the facts that no precautions are taken against the mos
quito, and a very few cases of malaria cured, then the situation
is seen in a new light.
If we wish to get a true idea of the prevalence of malaria infec
tion among the people, such a calculation must be based upon
actual blood smears from representative communities or groups,
devoting our special attention to apparently well individuals. Such
examinations have shown 40 to 60 per cent positives in persons
having no suggestive symptoms at the time. If we find such a
high percentage of apparently well individuals of the peasant class
showing malaria parasites in the blood stream, are we not then com
paratively safe in placing the figures close to 100 per cent, when
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we include those harboring malaria parasites in the internal organs
of the body but not demonstrable in the blood stream ?
That we do not find more cases of individuals actually sick with
an acute attack of malaria is due probably to an increased resistance
or, better, a partial immunity which has been developed after gen
erations of. natives have been infected year after year, with few or
no cures except where there has been contact with modern thera
peutic measures, as in the larger towns. Certain it is that a white
man will develop malaria fever with typical paroxysms in a com
munity where we are hard put to it to find any native actually
suffering an acute attack. Evidently, then, the parasites which are
giving the native little trouble or discomfort, except under certain
adverse circumstances of exposure or injury, will quickly cause a
typical acute attack in the white man, who lacks the resistance or
partial immunity which the black man possesses.
In a typical community of 2,000 inhabitants 0.5 to 1.5 per cent
show actual acute attacks of malaria.
Every native, upon questioning, has admitted at least one attack a
year; the average number of attacks, however, is three or four, and
one man stated that he had 12 attacks during the year. An occa
sional malaise or headache is discounted, the native considering him
self actually sick when he must go to bed with characteristic
paroxysms.
With the advent of the rainy season there is at once an increase in
the number of acute cases. This is due, indirectly, to the adverse
living conditions at such times—the unavoidable exposure to the
rains, the great difficulty of keeping living quarters dry, and to
lowered resistance incident to minor respiratory diseases so prevalent
at these times ; but more directly we may parallel our cases with the
enormous increase in mosquito breeding, which promptly begins at
this time. Standing water remains for days and weeks along roads
and in any natural depression. Frequently whole fields remain under
water during the entire rainy season. Taking advantage of these
floodings, the natives cultivate rice in water halfway to the knees,
the effort always being to retain any collection of water rather than

to drain it. Thus many areas of comparatively clean water provide

promising breeding places for the anopheles mosquito, which at
once sets about diligently to obtain its portion of blood and inci
dentally to spread abroad its quota of malaria parasites from the

ever-present supply. The number of potential malaria-transmitting
mosquitoes increases progressively as the season advances. Thus early

in the season the anopheles mosquito is not only fewer in number but

probably also a lesser percentage of these are potential malaria
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transmitters, whereas later in the season it is only necessary to be
bitten by an anopheles mosquito to develop malaria.
Except in a few of the largest towns, practically no measures
have been taken to reduce the number of breeding places of mos
quitoes. Funds are insufficient to permit the assignment of Haitien
sanitary officers in each town, and since the withdrawal of.the United
States Marines from several of the interior towns there is no one to
point out ways of improvement in sanitary conditions, for the knowl
edge of the inhabitant of the interior along these lines, even of the
better class, is scarcely the most elemental.

Undoubtedly the higher percentage of malaria seen in interior
towns as compared to the seacoast towns may be greatly accounted
for in this way, for the majority of seacoast towns either have a
resident physician or sanitary officer, or at least come in contact
with them periodically, with consequently a more enlightened view of
living conditions.
Types and percentage of malaria in various districts.—The pre
dominating type of malaria, considering the country generally, is
the benign tertian. In some communities several hundred smears
fail to reveal a single case of the malignant type. There is always a
tendency on the part of some to pronounce a malaria parasite Plas
modium falciparum when a small or delicate ring form is found,
even though one only to a red blood cell. When it is remembered,
however, that in many cases of malaria, where we see symptoms quite
typical of benign tertian attack, that not only are the large rings of
Plasmodium vivax discovered, but also small and more delicate
forms—one to a cell— it has been considered that the only safeguard
against a wrong diagnosis is to call our parasites Plasmodium falci
parum (a) when more than one such delicate ring is present in the
blood cell, (b) when such a ring appears to protrude slightly from
the cell, or, best of all, (c) to base our opinion upon the presence
of the crescent.
At the town of Bizoton, the site of the Haitien navy yard, 3 miles
south of Port au Prince, a high rate of malaria infection prevails, a
large part of which is of the sestivo-autumnal type. At the time
when marines were located at this point practically every case showed
Plasmodium falciparum in the blood, infection occurring from the
inhabitants of this town. Anopheles mosquitoes are very prevalent
in this district.
In Port au Prince, benign tertian malaria predominates, from 10
to 62 per cent of the lower classes being infected, varying with the
natural differences in contour, the mountain road to Petionville, 4

miles away and 1,300 feet high, showing the least, and certain wooded

sections as well as the road along the sea to Bizoton (v. s.) the high
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est. An examination of 800 slides shows an average of 42 per cent
infection. Anopheles mosquitoes are not numerous, but many culex
and aedes (stegomyia) are found, as open ditches and small accumu
lations of water about native huts form excellent breeding places.
It should be noted, incidentally, that collections of water from
stagnant pools in streams during the dry season have uniformly
shown the presence of culex larva? in Port au Prince.
Pont Beudet, 12 miles northeast of Port au Prince, showed 60 per
cent infection, of which 14 per cent was of sestivo-autumnal type.
This community is situated in a natural plain which is covered by a..,
network of irrigating ditches, which frequently overflow or are pur
posely blocked by natives, thus providing ideal conditions for the
breeding of anopheles mosquitoes, which are numerous at all times
of the year, though more especially during the rainy season.
Mirebalais, a town of roughly 1,000 inhabitants in the interior, 34
miles northeast of Port au Prince, shows 20 per cent infected. Sev
eral streams in this locality during the dry season form a series of
connected pools with only slight current and have been found to breed
anopheles.
Hinche, a town of 2,000 inhabitants, almost in the center of Haiti,
shows a high rate of malaria infections, with a large amount of
sestivo-autumnal. Anopheles are numerous in this section, especially
during the rainy season.
In Cape Haitien, a large town on the north coast of Haiti, no
anopheles mosquitoes have been noted, but malaria is present because
of the constant travel in and out of the town. Outside of town in
the wooded sections anopheles are present and the malaria rate is

higher.
At St. Michel, roughly midway on the road between Hinche and
Cape Haitien, 60 per cent infection was noted, 30 per cent of which
was sestivo-autumnal. Anopheles are numerous in the rainy season.
Thus we find our highest rate of malaria infection in the interior,
especially of the northern section of the Republic.
Symptoms.—An acute attack among native Haitiens differs very
little from such attacks among whites, except that it appears to be

of lesser severity. Premonitory symptoms are less frequently noted
than among whites or the better class of Haitiens, perhaps because
little attention is paid to vague headaches and malaise. Then, too,
the native is not such a delicate mechanism as the white man, and

consequently fails to react to the infection so profoundly.
It is hardly of interest to describe such attacks in detail, because of
their similarity to those with which we are familiar in the white
man.

58448—23 3
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Examination discloses an abdomen tender to palpation, especially
in the region of the spleen, but it is exceedingly difficult to outline
any enlargement, because the abdomens are almost invariably of the
pot-belly type. An attempt to obtain a malaria index by splenic
enlargement, especially among children, had to be abandoned because
of this fact.
Native treatment. —The first thing that any native does when he
becomes sick from any cause is to go to bed and shut every window
and door tightly. Fresh air, to their minds, is a dangerous thing to
sickness, and, furthermore, may carry with it a curse or malediction
from some enemy which would bring the sufferer to an untimely
end. A wet rag (" mouchoir ") is wound about the head (" coller
tete").1 This habit has often enabled us to pick out a fever case
and put him under treatment. Frequently a paste of macerated
orange leaves is bound about the head to draw out the fever (" ouetter
la fievre"). Occasionally a piece of damp banana or plantain leaf
is used (" moi mettez feuille figue ou banane ") and sometimes a
poultice of cow dung, although the principal use of this latter is as
a dressing for wounds, according to native therapeusis.
Copious draughts of various infusions (" tisanes ") are taken.
These are made from almost any bitter leaves ("feuilles ameres")
or roots by maceration in tepid water and allowing to stand for a
few hours, the decanted fluid only being used. The favorite leaves
are those of the bitter orange, although those of the sweet orange
are also used occasionally. No attempt is made to obtain a uniform
strength in these preparations; usually a small handful of leaves
is placed in an old tin can or half gourd, the leaves macerated,
the container half filled with tepid water, and allowed to simmer

(" moi mettez di feuilles dans 'tit-marmite avec petit-petit de l'eau
et quitter li chauffer"). The resulting infusion is placed beside the
sick person, who gulps down a mouthful now and then as the spirit
moves him ("moi boue' li temps in temps comme moi besoin").
If such leaves are not available, strong, bitter, unsweetened coffee
is taken. (" Si moi pas gagner feuilles oranges, moi fait cafe" ampile
am&re.")
During the chills, ginger tea is made from the dried roots and
sweetened with coarse native sugar ("rapadou"), which is little
more than evaporated cane sirup. This is taken as hot as possible
and the patient covered to induce sweating (" l'heure moi gagner
frisson, moi boue' th6 gingen avec rapadou et moi couvri toute corps-
moi pour qui moi capable fait su6 vini ").
Only the better classes have recourse to quinine medication, but
even among the most ignorant mountain people the beneficial action

1As Haitian Creole Is not a written language, the words of this patois are spt-lled in
phonetic French.
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of cinchona is recognized. In certain sections of the interior, toward
the north of the island, in the vicinity of Hinche and Maissade,

cinchona bark ("quinquina," as the natives call it) may be ob
tained from the tree itself. In questioning natives about cinchona
bark they all admitted knowledge of its value in malaria. (" Oui,
moi connais bois quinquina, li ampile bon pour la fievre.")
A specimen obtained from a native was a piece of a branch about
3 centimeters thick, covered by a grayish bark of a rough or warty
appearance, which could readily be broken off in pieces the size of
a 25-cent piece and about 2 or 3 millimeters in thickness; the inner
surface was a light reddish brown. The taste was exceedingly bitter,
like that of quinine. The wood itself was of very light brown
and striated longitudinally. It was well-nigh impossible to break
or chop the wood transversely, as it splintered up longitudinally
into small pieces. This was also bitter in taste but much less so
than the bark.
Natives prepare the bark for use by mascerating four or five pieces
of bark the size of a 25-cent piece in clairine (the second distillate
of fermented cane sirup) , or in rum, and allowing it to stand over
night. " Moi caller bois et tremper quatre ou cinq morceaux dans
clairin ou rhum, et quitter li toute la nuit." This rude tincture is
placed in a bottle and used as required. It is customary to take a
small teaspoonful four or five times daily. (" Moi prend

' tit-cuiller
ga, quatre ou cinq fois par jou.' ")
As fever usually comes on in the late afternoon or evening, the
following morning is the orthodox time to take a cathartic. Where
obtainable, Glauber's salts is the favorite, but a large spreading tree
grows all over Haiti, known as " Habi," on which grow curious balls
about 3 inches across and flattened on the top and bottom. When
ripe, these open in sections and discharge small boomerang-like seeds.
The seed kernel is a light-brown grain about the size of a small
tablet triturate. One of these when chewed up acts as a cathartic,
giving two or three movements.
As soon as fever disappears medication is discontinued, and no
attempt is made at a follow-up treatment.
Cure and complications.—It is small wonder then that malaria
recurs again and again among the natives, and their continual escape
from complications or a state of chronic anemia must certainly be
attributed to a partial immunity which has been established during
generation after generation of uncured chronic malaria. We can not
lay this apparent partial immunity to a lesser activity of the infect
ing parasite, because these same organisms will cause a severe acute
attack in the white man.
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In certain areas we may find many cases which are unmistak
ably of the bilious-remittent type of sestivo-autumnal malaria. This
is especially true in the surrounding districts near Hinche.
The cerebral type, with its striking symptoms, I have failed to
note except among the better classes.

Blackwater fever, strange to say, is not frequently seen in its true
form, although it is not at all unusual to see an apparently normal
convalescent with hemoglobinuria. Where typical blackwater fever
is present it is almost invariably fatal.
Native ideas on mosquitoes. —It is surprising to find that many
natives associate mosquitoes with malaria ; the French term paludism
is not familiar to them, but they frequently refer to an attack of
chills and fever as " fievre moustique " or " fievre maringuin." How
ever, it must not be supposed that there is any definite knowledge
in regard to malaria transmission to be found among these people.
In the instances where the mosquito was connected with the disease
it was supposed that the bite of any mosquito was apt to cause fever,
because of some poison or other noxious property inherent in the
mosquito, and supposed to be in some curious way connected with
the stagnant pools and marshy areas where these insects abound.
Great interest was manifested when told that the mosquito carried
the infection from a sick man to a well man, with subsequent de
velopment of fever. The native accepts without question facts
stated by anyone in authority, whom they look up to. It is perhaps
for this reason that no antagonism was found to the taking of blood
smears.

The life history of the mosquito is indeed a curious one if we
listen to the native belief. The larva is not considered to come from
the mosquito, but the adult mosquito is traced from the larva.

Thus " if water is allowed to remain for several days it develops
living animals." (" Si monde quitter de l'eau rester sans couler
pour quelques jou', l'ap' fait bStes.") But natives do keep their
water jars covered, and when questioned all said that flies and mos
quitoes might drop something in the water which would cause the

appearance of " animals," yet in their minds this is not a definite
connection. Although the adult mosquito is supposed to come from

wrigglers, still no particular one is implicated. However, this is
not to be wondered at when we think how many white men fail to
implicate certain wrigglers as future mosquitoes.

Summary.—The average Haitian native appears so unutterably
stupid at times as to be almost beyond belief. May we not attribute

this stupidity or stolidity to generations of uncured malaria, to a
human organism, which in building up a tolerance to the insidious

infecting parasite, has coarsened the delicacy of its own mechanism?
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When we notice the appearance of a native on a standard follow-up
treatment for malaria, it is not hard to believe that a systematic and
widespread effort to place natives under quinine medication where
required would result in a transformation of the Haitian.
In conclusion, let us remember the following facts :
1. A high percentage of natives are infected with malaria, probably
close to 100 per cent.
2. Actual examination of blood smears of apparently well indi
viduals in representative communities has* shown 40 to 60 per cent
infection.
3. The number of acute attacks at any time in representative com
munities is 0.5 to 1.5 per cent.
4. The number of acute attacks is greater in the rainy season.
5. Benign tertian malaria predominates.
6. The interior of the northern section of the Republic has the
highest percentage of infection.
7. Cinchona is recognized as a specific in malaria fever.
8. No attempt at a follow-up treatment is made.

AMCEBIC AND BACTLLARY DYSENTERY: A REVIEW OF RECENT
LITERATURE.

By J. G. Smith. Lieutenant. Medical Corps, United States Navy.

Dysentery has long been the problem of the military surgeon,
especially so since the Spanish-American War and our advent into
the Tropics. The return of our soldiers from the World War has
increased its importance to the medical profession and the world at

large. There was a dysentery incidence of 20 per cent among the
2,000,000 American soldiers overseas.1
Owing to lowered standards of living, this danger from a new
horde of carriers is greater in Europe than in America. Bernstein,
Kling, and Rosenblatt 2 report that before the war " Vienna was
free from dysentery." Early during the war there were frequent
cases in the military hospital, but there was no epidemic among the

civil population. Dysentery in epidemic form began to occur in

1917, when undernourished soldiers, discharged or on leave, pre
pared the soil for infection. The cases reported among the civil
population are as follows: 316 cases in 1914, 150 cases in 1915, 200

cases in 1916, 2,209 cases in 1917, 2,316 cases in 1918, and in 1919

3,355 cases. There were only individual cases up to July, 1920.

1G. C. Kilpatrick : Prevalence of entameblc dyBentery, diagnosis and treatment.
Southern M. .1. 15 : 275, April, 1922.
» 8. Bernstein, D. Kling, and S. Rosenblatt : Dysentery In Vienna, Wein. kiln. Wchschr.,
84 : 531, Nov. 3, 1921.
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From July 1 to October 14, however, an epidemic occurred —1,439
positive cases, with a mortality of 180, or 12.4 per cent. Shiga-
Kruse bacillus was the predominant infecting organism.
Amoebic dysentery.- —Spolverine* says that amoebic dysentery in
Italy used to be confined to a limited area in the south, but soldiers
returning home from the war have scattered it throughout the entire
country, and that children now have it frequently. He describes
several cases in children from 2 to 12 years of age, and urges that
amoebic dysentery be suspected when a child anywhere has pro
longed intestinal disturbances, rebellious to ordinary treatment.
In none of the children had the correct diagnosis been made, though
the dysentery had lasted from six months to a year.
Great additions have been made to our store of knowledge of the
spread of amoebic infections during the war, especially by the British.
P. A. Buxton 4 reports an investigation carried out at Amara, on the
lower Tigris, from February to November, 1920. Flies were taken
from latrines and incinerators, cook houses, and from Arab com
pounds. The gut of flies, containing material resembling human
faxes, was examined. The female fly carried more of this than the
male. The eggs of all human intestinal worms and cysts of all
protozoa were found. Over 60 per cent of the flies carried faxes. In
4 per cent of them the human entazoa were found and in 5 per cent
the cyst of Entamoeba histolytica. He concludes that the fly is the
major factor in dissemination of bowel disorders so prevalent in
that country.
Some interesting and important statistics showing the incidence of
amoebic infections among different races in different parts of the
world are given by Allan.8 In examining about 31,000 men re
turned from the Near East, the majority of whom had had dysentery
or other bowel disorders, 9.8 per cent were found infected with
Entamoeba histolytica. Of nearly 7,000 troops and civilians without
any history of bowel trouble examined in the eastern Mediterranean
area, or invalided from that region, 10.5 per cent were found infected.
In 5,000 troops with a record of intestinal disorders examined in
France and England, mostly troops from the western front, 8.9 per
cent were found infected, while in 376 individuals without bowel
trouble 5.8 per cent were infected. Kofoid found 10.8 per cent of
1,200 American soldiers returning from France infected. The great
majority of these individuals received a single examination, which
Dobell has shown brings to light less than one-half of the histolytica

• L. Spolverine: Amebic dysentery In children. Pedlat. 80, no. 1 : 1-11, Jan. 1, 1922.
• P. A. Buxton : The Importance of house-fly as a carrier of entamoeba histolytica.
Brit. Med. J., 1: 143, Jan. 31, 1920.
•Wm. AUan : Review of recent work on amceblc dysentery. Boston M. and S. J.,
183 : 845-847, Nov. 4, 1920.
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infections, so that the figures given above are something less than
half the true incidence of this protozoal infection. Such a brief sum
mary may give some idea of the magnitude of the problem. Of
approximately 50,000 persons examined, both in western Europe
and the Near East, between 13 per cent and 25 per cent were infected
with entamoeba histolytica.
William McAdams,* from a study of the results of the examina
tion of the stools of more than 2,000 men mostly of the Mesopotamian
field force invalided for various ailments to a general hospital, con
siders that the general protozoal infections of men invalided from
active service in Mesopotamia, apart from cases of acute and con
valescent dysentery, are more numerous than the record of Wengan
and Dobell show to exist from troops from the eastern Mediter
ranean war area who have been invalided to England. He states " the
incidence of histolytica among Mesopotamia troops is especially high,
13.6 per cent of 351 " nondysenteric " patients in a general hospital,
and 17.8 per cent of 595 men in a convalescent depot were found in
a single examination to be harboring the cysts of Entamoeba histo
lytica. On applying Dobell's " appropriate figures for correction "

method we find that at least 33 per cent of the troops who have been
in Mesopotamia are " healthy " or " unhealthy " histolytica carriers.
Jepps 7 made a study of 971 men at the University War Hospital,
Southampton, England, from March, 1918, to March, 1919, on behalf
of the medical research committee. Of this number, 527 were in the
hospital with dysentery, 210 with other intestinal trouble, 2 with
liver abscesses, 95 with miscellaneous complaints, and 137 had been
returned from the dysentery depot at Barton-on-Sea with a variety
of disturbances. In the 494 noneastern cases there were 106, or 21.5
per cent, infected with E. histolytica. In 478 eastern cases there
were 124 infected with E. histolytica, or 26.1 per cent. Inference
drawn from a series of cases such as this are rendered unreliable by
the fact that many men had received previous treatment with emetin.
The amoeba dysenterise was first described by Lambl in 1859, and sub

sequently by Losch in 1875. Kartulis working in Egypt found them
in stools and in liver abscesses in 1886. Osier in 1890 found them in
a case of dysentery with liver abscess, originating in Panama. These
early pioneers pointed the way to the light, but for years medical
men have groped along rather blindly, handicapped by lack of zoo
logical knowledge of the amceba. Protozoologists attach little or no
value to early descriptions of the amceba and rightly insist that spe
cific differences be based on methods of reproduction and on cysts,

•Frank Billings, M. S. M. D. : Practical Medicine Series, 1910, vol. 1, p. 172. Wil
liam McAdams, Lancet, Jan. 5, 1918.
i Margaret W. Jepps : Notes on the Intestinal protozoa of 971 men at the University
War Hospital, Southampton. J. Roy, Army Med. Corps, 37 : 306, London, November,
1921.
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and this in connection with pathogenicity. Schaudinn 8 in 1903
adopted the generic name of Entamoeba (Casagrandi and Barba-
gallo 1895) for the parasite in man. He described two species, his
tolytica, which he found in the stools of cases of tropical dysentery
and considered the cause of this disease, and coli, which he found in
the stools of a large percentage of normal individuals and considered
nonpathogenic. Both at times occurred in the same intestine. He
produced dysentery in kittens by feeding then encysted E. histolytica,
but was unable to do so with E. Coli.
Fantham* in a review of the literature concludes that but three
species should be accepted, E. coli, E. histolytica, and E. tetragena,
the hist with eight cysts and the last with four cysts. The work of
Walker in Manila in 1911 led to the narrowing down to two species,
E. histolytica, pathogenic, and E. coli, nonpathogenic, the former
with four cysts and the latter with eight. On this basis differentia
tion seemed easy, but in 1917 Wengan and O'Connor 10 described a

nonpathogenic amoeba with four cysts, calling it Entamoeba tuma.
Their work has been confirmed by British and American workers,
and it has been given the name Endolimax, so we now have the three
species to differentiate—Entamwba histolytica, pathogenic with four
nucleated cysts; Entamoeba coli, nonpathogenic with four unnucle-
ated cells; Entama>ha coli, nonpathogenic with eight nucleated cysts;
and Endoclimax nana, nonpathogenic witli four nucleated cells.
The study of cysts is rapidly superseding the older method of dif
ferentiation by staining the active forms and interpreting from the
amount and distribution of nuclear chromatin. The introduction of
iodine stain has done much to render easy and popularize the study
of cysts.
As aptly stated by Wherry, " any routine treatment of amoebic
dysentery indiscriminately applied is doomed to failure." The treat
ment must be conducted so as to best meet conditions of the indi
vidual case. The general condition of the patient, duration, site of
lesions, and the presence or absence of complications must be con
sidered in the selection and application of remedial agencies. Studies
made during the war have shown that emetine is not the specific it
was thought to be by many physicians. As already brought out in
this article, large numbers of patients were merely converted into
carriers discharging cysts in the stools. Then, as shown, there is the
large number of healthy carriers (so called) who present no evidence

• Wm. B. Wherry: Amebiasis, Florchelmer's therapeusls of Internal diseases, 4:119,
1010.
• H. B. Fantham : On Uie amebic parasite In the human Intestine, with remarks on
the life cycle of Entamwba coli in cultures. Annals of Tropical Medicine and Parasitol,
1911, 5, 111, Florcheimer's Therapeusls of Internal Diseases, vol. 4, 1919.
10Wm. Allan : Review of recent work on amoebic dysentery. Boston M. and S. J.,
183:545-547, Nov. 4, 1920.
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of disease but who are a constant source of menace to others, and
who may themselves eventually develop the disease. These cyst car
riers, as well as relapsed or chronic cases, should be kept under ob
servation and treatment until cleared up. The one notable advance in
treatment since the introduction of emetine by Kodgers in 1912 is the
use of emetine bismuthous iodide, which seems to afford some promise.
Dumez, in Manila in 1915, first suggested its use. The British began
using it the following year and have apparently demonstrated its
value. In the treatment of 40 cases in a military hospital in Meso
potamia, Lambert 11 concludes that in carriers and convalescents,
who continue to harbor cysts, that emetine bismuthous iodide should
prove superior to emetine, but that it can not be considered as a substi-
tute for emetine, as when used alone in acute cases it proved a failure.
Duncan Graham12 cleared up six cases that had resisted emetine
treatment. They were given a course of double iodide of bismuth
and emetine, 3 grains by mouth daily for 12 days. All cysts disap
peared from the stools within 48 hours of the beginning of the treat
ment and remained absent for 3 weeks after the treatment was
stopped, when the patients were discharged from the hospital. Allan,
in a paper previously referred to in this article, gives the following
statistics: Lillie and Shepheard cleared up 62 out of 104 carriers
with 12-day courses of 3 grains of emetine bismuth iodide alone.
Jepps and Meakins cleared up 20 out of 131 carriers. Savage and
Young cured 14 out of 17 carriers and 8 out of 16 acute cases with
the iodide alone, 2 to 3 grains for 12 days. Gunn and Savage, using
emetine injections for 12 days, followed by emetine bismuthous iodide
for 14 days, treated 120 cases; 82 were discharged as cured, 46 being
kept under observation for more than 30 days, 36 for less than 30
days ; 38 of their acute cases relapsed. They treated 190 carriers the
same way; 171 were discharged as cured, 106 after more than 30

days, 65 after less than 30 days. Turner and Taylor in 366 carriers
had 67 to clear up without treatment ; 215 were cleared of cysts with
emetine bismuthous iodide and 84 failed to clear up.
The results as noted above, while not conclusive, are at least

hopeful. While no doubt a usefull addition to our armamentarium,
only years of observation can determine the permanency of its cure.
BacUlary dysentery. —While prevalent in most parts of the world,
both tropical and temperate, its etiology remained obscure until

Shiga in Japan isolated the specific organism (which bears his

name) in the acute epidemic form. Flexner in Manila discovered
a second group, now known as the Flexner bacillus. There are sev-

11BiUlngs : Treatment of amoebic dysentery with emetine and bismuth Iodide. Prac
tical Medicine Series, 1919, vol. 1, p. 181. Lambert British Medical Journal.
"Billings: Diagnosis and treatment of dysentery. Practical Medicine Series, 1919,
Tol. 1, p. 184.
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eral varieties of the Flexner group. They are distinguished by
cultural characteristics. All, however, have this in common; they
all react immunologically (more or less) to a serum prepared from
one of its members. This serum has little effect on the Shiga
bacillus and vice versa." Both produce symptoms and lesions of
dysentery, but it is noteworthy that the Shiga bacillus is rarely
met with outside of epidemics, while the Flexner bacillus is widely
distributed and is often found in terminal dysentery. Duval and
Leiman 14 state that in 100 such cases examined by them the Shiga
bacillus was not encountered.
Bacillary dysentery is essentially a water-borne disease. How
ever, food, fingers, and flies may play some part in its spread. Epi
demics can be controlled by boiling or chemically sterilizing all
drinking water. The writer was able to control an epidemic in
camp at Santiago, Dominican Republic, in this manner. All drink
ing water in camp had been sterilized by the addition of chlorinated
lime, 1 to 500,000, yet in spite of all precautions new cases of dysen
tery developed daily. It was decided to stop all liberty, as prac
tically all drinking water at Santiago is taken from the Yacque
River and delivered from house to house by boys on burros, where
it was drank by men on liberty. Bacillary dysentery is naturally
endemic, as the natives do not take kindly to sanitation. The troops
in question were natives in training under American officers, and
as soon as they had learned the danger of drinking unboiled water
the epidemic subsided.

The Shiga 15 bacillus elaborates two distinct toxins, one soluble
called exotoxin, a neurotoxin which attacks the central nervous
system; and one closely fixed to the cell protoplasm, called endo
toxin, which attacks the intestinal tract only. The horse is subject
to immunization with both Shiga and Flexner group bacillus. It
is usual to immunize horses separately to the two groups. The serum
may be obtained and administered separately in the treatment of
dysentary caused by Shiga or Flexner bacilli, as determined by
bacteriological examination, or polyvalent serum may be obtained,
which should contain antitoxin for all toxin in the two groups.
Vaccination: H. Vincent 18 reports vaccination tests in 2,175 sub
jects. He states that the injection, though only containing 500,000,000
to 750.000,000 bacilli, rapidly checked an epidemic due to Shiga's

" Simon Flexner : Serum treatment of bacillary dysentery. J. A. M. A., 76 : 108, Jan.
8, 1921.
11Duval and Lieman : Bacillary dysentery. Forchoimer's Thorapousls of Internal Dis
ease, 1919, vol. 2 : 18-306.
u E. C. Robertson : The toxin of bacillus dysenterla. Shiga, British M. J., London,
p. 729, Oct. 21, 1922.
u H. Vincent : Human vaccination against bacillary dysentery. Compt. rend. Soc. de
blol., 85:965, Tarls, Nov. 26, 1921.
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bacillus. Of the 2,175 partially vaccinated subjects, 33 cases of
dysentery occurred in the following four days, the percentage being
higher in unvaccinated individuals. The morbidity rate in vacci
nation was 16 per 1,000; among unvaccinated individuals the mor
bidity rate was 228 per 1,000. He further states that in a recent
epidemic due to Flexner bacillus a polyvalent vaccine was used.
The morbidity rate in vaccination was 8.14 per 1,000; the mortality
was zero. Morbidity and mortality rates among the unvaccinated
were, respectively, 70.57 and 1.56 per 1,000. For vaccinated cases
the duration was brief (two or three days) or moderate (seven to
nine days) .
The writer has made a careful review of recent literature and has
been unable to find other reports of successful vaccination against
bacillary dysentery in human beings. The consensus of opinion from
experimental study is that if the toxicity of the bacilli is removed
chemically the antigen is so changed as to be unsuitable for im
munization purposes. However, S. Kana 17 has produced partial
immunity in rabbits, both by oral and subcutaneous administration
of vaccine. The degree of immunity being determined by the intra
venous inoculation of lethal doses of living bacilli dysenteriae
(Shiga) whose virulence for the rabbit had been determined.
The incubation period is short, probably not more than 48 hours.
The onset is usually sudden, slight fever, pain in abdomen, frequent
mucous stool, blood usually appearing within 24 hours. Usually
blood-streaked mucous (often pure blood) and marked tenesmus
with urgent desire to go to stool is almost constant in numbers of
cases. Stools may vary from 10 a day to 20 an hour. The tem
perature may reach 100° or 104° F., but usually ranges from 99°
to 100° F. Marked toxic debility is present from the first. Blood
agglutination tests for specific bacilli is greater and is a more re
liable method of diagnosis than the isolation of the bacilli from
stools and will save much delay.
Serum treatment: Kecent literature contains numerous reports of
serum treatment of bacillary dysentery with uniformly good results.
Lornie and Jones,18 in a report of seruni treatment in 10 cases of
bacillary dysentery, state that during the second half of 1921 there
were 728 persons in mental hospitals attacked with this disease, and
of them 126 died. The serum used was prepared by injecting horses
with cultures of Shiga's, Flexner's, and Cruse's bacilli. The cases
of dysentery reported were severe infections with blood and mucous
in the stools, 25 cubic centimeters, and in some instances 40 cubic
centimeters, of the antidysenteric serum was injected. The out-

" S. Kana : Dysentery immunization in rabbits by the oral and subcutaneous methods.
Brit. J. Exper. path., 2 : 256, London, December. 1921." P. Lornie and P. Ellis Jones : The treatment of asylum dysentery by means of anti-
dysentery serum. Brit. M. J., London, p. 046, June 17, 1922.
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standing results were rapid clearing up of blood and mucus, cessation
of diarrhea, rapid fall in temperature, immediate and marked physi
cal improvement. Grant 19 gives the following summary of 96 cases
of bacillary dysentery treated by Varlard and Dopter :

Stools in
24 hours.

Number
of oases.

Deaths.

15- 20
30- 80
80-150
150-288

50
18
24
4

0
0
0
1

He states that the mortality following the administration of serum
is from 33 to 50 per cent less than after other methods.
De Biehler 20 in 1922 reports 129 cases treated and concludes " the
serum treatment of dysentery is of first importance."
In the writer's series of 32 cases, 5 were given serum treatment.
Four of these five were very grave, two being in extremis and at the
time were barely being kept alive with intravenous saline and
stimulants. In all cases there was a rapid clearing up of blood
mucus and cessation of diarrhoea. In all except one there was
marked physical improvement. There was one fatal case, in the
author's opinion due to no fault of the antidysenteric scrum but to
the fact that the patient was too far gone at the time the serum was
given to recuperate, though there was a cessation of the symptoms
of the disease per se. The fifth case was a 2-year-old boy (all others
having been native Dominican soldiers). He was very toxic the
first day; the second day there were numerous bloody stools with
marked tenesmus. That night he was given 10 cubic centimeters of
polyvalent antidysenteric serum. By morning practically all symp
toms had disappeared and did not recur. No further injections were

given. In the later case the serum was given hypodermically, all
other cases intravenously.
Such a small number of cases in themselves does not permit the
drawing of far-reaching conclusion, but taken in consideration
with the almost universal good results being reported by competent
investigators, they would seem to indicate that in the antidysenteric
serum we have a reliable specific in the treatment of bacillary dysen
tery. As in the case of antidiphtheric and other serums, the best
results are to be obtained when it is given early in the course of the
disease.

»»S. G. Grant : Disease of the rectum, anus, and colon. W. B. Saunders Co.
» Mathilde de Biehler : Arch. Medicine de Med. de enf. Paris, 25 : 404, August, 1922.



NOTES AND COMMENTS.

In compliance with the statement in the fourth paragraph of the
preface of the United States Naval Medical Bulletin, viz, " In order
that each service contributor may receive due credit for his efforts in
preparing matter for the Bulletin of distinct originality and special
merit, the Surgeon General of the Navy will recommend that a letter
of commendation be forwarded to him and that a copy of this letter
be attached to his official record," a board of medical officers ap
pointed to designate those articles published in the Bulletin that
are deserving of commendatory notice have adjudged the following
to be of particular merit and letters of commendation have been for
warded to the authors:
"The size of the normal heart, a teleroentgen study," by Com
mander H. W. Smith, Medical Corps, United States Navy, and
Lieut. Commander W. A. Bloedorn, Medical Corps, United States
Navy, which was published in the Bulletin of February, 1922.
" Revaccination against smallpox and a discussion of immunity
following cowpox vaccination," by Lieut. E. Peterson, Medical Corps,
United States Navy, which was published in the Bulletin of March,
1922.
" Glandular therapy and body growth," by Capt. D. N. Carpenter,
Medical Corps, United States Navy, and Lieut. D. Ferguson, Medical

Corps, United States Navy, which was published in the Bulletin of
April, 1923.

In a lecture delivered at the Institute of Pathology and Research,
St. Mary's Hospital, London, on June 14, Prof. Georges Dreyer, of
the Department of Pathology, University of Oxford, set forth some
new principles in bacterial immunity, stated their experimental foun
dation, and discussed their application to the treatment of chronic
infections and to tuberculosis in particular. An account of Profes
sor Dreyer's researches appears in the June number of the British
Journal of Experimental Pathology. Both the British Medical
Journal and the Lancet comment editorially on the importance to
the future progress of medicine of the facts disclosed by these
researches. ;

431
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When a vaccine is introduced into the body it is essential that the
antigen should come into intimate contact with the body cells if
antibodies are to be produced. Dreyer assumed that the absorption
of bacterial antigens from acid-fast and gram-negative bacteria is
hindered by the fatty envelope by which the bodies of these bacteria

are surrounded, and the essential feature of his investigations lies in

the separation of the more soluble constituents of the bodies of bac
teria from the relatively insoluble fatty and lipoid substances which
form the envelope.
In the greater part of his experiments Professor Dreyer dealt with
the tubercle bacillus. Masses of tubercle bacilli obtained from a
glycerin broth culture were treated with formalin and later with
acetone and eventually a product was obtained which was entirely

nonacid fast. This product was at first spoken of as " defatted
antigen. However, in a letter from Professor Dreyer, published in
the British Medical Journal of July 7, 1923, he says that it is desir
able that the term " defatted " should not come into general use, as

only some of the lipoidal substances are taken away in the present
mode of preparation.
" I propose to introduce a new word to describe the vaccines or
antigens prepared by this or similar methods of extraction. The
essential factors in the process are the fixation treatment by formalin
and the successful acetone extraction which the fixation permits.
The bacteria so treated become, as I have described, nonacid-fast and
gram-negative and are changed in appearance. They have been
thoroughly washed out, and I propose to call them ' diaplytes,' from
the Greek word 7tXuto<; (washed), in its intensive form 8taxXero<;

(washed through and through). I propose to speak of 'diaplyte
vaccines ' or ' diaplyte antigens,' and in the process of their prepara
tion I should describe the acetone used as being the ' diaplytic agent.'
I think there is justification for introducing a new word for the
description of these vaccines, and it seems desirable to use one which
has no previous connotations in pathology."
The method of preparing diaplyte antigen is described as follows :
Tubercle bacilli are grown on the surface of glycerin broth or
other suitable liquid mediums for two or three weeks. The fluid is
decanted off and the organisms are ground up in a mortar with a
few drops of liquor formaldehydi. More formaldehyd is gradually
added with constant grinding until from 150 to 200 cubic centi
meters of the liquor formaldehydi have been added to each 5 grams
of bacilli weighed wet. This suspension is heated in a flask to 100° C.
for four hours, filtered, and the residue washed three or four times
with acetone. The suspension is then filtered through calcium-free
paper, and the residue extracted three or four times with acetone
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and then in a Soxhlet apparatus. The insoluble residue is dried and

ground in a sterile mortar. A weighed quantity is ground up with
sterile saline solution to a paste, more saline being added during the

grinding. It is then centrif uged. The supernatant fluid is pipetted
off and, when diluted with saline, containing formaldehyd, consti
tutes the antigen suspension.
Dreyer found that rabbits injected with the defatted products of
the tubercle bacilli developed antibodies which could be demon
strated by precipitation, complement fixation, and agglutination
experiments, and that they produce a serum which reacts not only
with the defatted antigen but also with a recognized antigen of the
usual type prepared from tubercle bacilli. He further found that
the defatted antigen reacted in vitro, not only with the serum of
animals which had been injected with this defatted antigen but also
with the serum of animals which had been injected with an ordinary
emulsion of living tubercle bacilli. Thus it seems probable that
these researches will lead to the elaboration of a trustworthy serum
test for tuberculosis.
The important part of Dreyers work concerns the treatment of
tuberculous guinea pigs with defatted or diaplyte antigen. Four
animals were infected with a strain of living tubercle bacilli which
usually produced death in 4 to 10 months after inoculation. In
one of these animals treatment was commenced 28 weeks after infec
tion. The animal then weighed 630 grams, about 200 grams less than
the average weight of a pig of its age. The spleen was large and
easily palpable, and there were enlarged glands in the inguinal
region. Ten injections of diaplyte antigen were given at intervals
varying from 3 to 13 days, the whole treatment occupying 18 weeks.
Two weeks after the cessation of treatment the animal appeared to be
healthy, and was of normal weight for its age. As a result of treat
ment this tuberculous animal gained 300 grams in 20 weeks. In two
other animals equally satisfactory results were obtained. The fourth
animal improved under treatment, but died shortly after the birth
of a litter of young. Microscopical examination of the lesions in this
animal showed healing, with fibrosis.
Encouraged by these results Dreyer has caused the treatment to be
tried on nearly a hundred advanced human cases with improvement
which, in the opinion of the investigators, is of a type exceeding that
obtainable by any other form of treatment.
" It is too soon," says the British Medical Journal of June 23, " to
attempt to express any judgment on the results obtained on human
cases of tuberculosis, but the experiments carried out on animals
justify us in entertaining great hope of the efficacy of this method,
and we shall look forward with the greatest possible interest to the
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full report of the first batch of cases treated. * * * It is diffi
cult to summarize the result of Professor Dreyer's experiments, and
it is impossible to forecast the effect they may have on the further de
velopment of methods for the diagnosis and treatment of infective
disease. But putting the matter at the lowest, he has made an im
portant contribution to our knowledge of bacterial immunity, and
has devised methods by which it may be obtained where hitherto it
has been inobtainable."
In commenting on these researches, the Lancet of June 30 informs
its readers that " the success of the Dreyer tubercle antigen, if it
should prove as serviceable, in other hands, will be, like the Toronto
work on insulin, the keystone of long and patient work in many
lands."
In reference to Dreyer's work, the Journal of the American Medi
cal Association of July 14, 1923, says :
" The waxy capsule of the tubercle bacillus has long excited the
interest and curiosity of research workers. In their excellent com
pilation of the chemistry of tuberculosis, Wells, DeWitt, and Long
trace these investigations through the literature of many countries.
Last year Long and Campbell determined the proportion of total
tubercle bacillus lipin present as wax, and immunologic experiments
seem to indicate that the virulence of the organism bore some rela

tion to the amounts of wax in the capsule. In fact, experiments have
been made with vaccines made from the waxy portion of the or

ganism.
" It is unnecessary, of course, to remind our readers that this work
is in the experimental stage, at least so far as it concerns the treat
ment of tuberculosis. The experiments are scientific and have good
theoretical basis; future developments will be observed with great
interest."

The various reports of the medical department of the United

Fruit Co. contain much interesting information concerning the
medical and surgical care of the company's employees in the Tropics
and sanitary matters affecting the company's interests.

The following comment on the destruction of ants is taken from
the eleventh annual report, recently issued :

In tropical countries a great many species of ants are to be found,
and some of them are very troublesome. Certain varieties prove
very destructive to vegetation, and it is not unusual to find that a

favorite garden plant or shrub has been completely deprived of its

foliage over night.
Others, like the termites, prove very destructive to furniture and

buildings constructed of wood, which they honeycomb and destroy.
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Again some varieties invade the dwellings in search of food and
prove a veritable nuisance in the ice boxes and in all accessible food
supplies. At times they will enter the beds and bite the occupants,
causing a great deal of irritation and annoyance. Though not
known as being able to transmit disease, their presence calls for
methods of extermination.
During the past year ants invaded some of our steamships in
considerable numbers and could not be destroyed by fumigation
with cyanide or sulphur gases. Their nests were concealed in hidden
recesses of the ships, which could not be penetrated by these agents.
Large numbers of the workers or food foragers could be destroyed,
but unless the queen ants were reached in the nests the workers were
rapidly replenished. We succeeded in ridding the steamships of
ants by using the formula recommended by E. K. Barber, published
in the Farmers' Bulletin, United States. Department of Agricul
ture, March, 1920, which is as follows :

Granulated sugar pounds.- 0
Water pints.. 9
Tartaric acid (crystallzed) grams— 6

Benzoate of soda grams.. 8.4
Boil slowly for 30 minutes. Allow to cool.
Dissolve sodiumarsenite (C. P.) do 15

In hot water pint— J
Cool. Add poison solution to sirup and stir well.
Add to poisoned sirup: Honey pounds— li
Mix thoroughly.

It was found that the sugar in the preparation recrystallized and
glucose was substituted. This preparation has proved very effective
on our ships and probably could be utilized advantageously in
tropical dwellings.
The preparation is placed in small tin boxes, one side of which
is indented to render it accessible to the ants. A poison label is
placed on the box. The solution of arsenic is sufficiently weak not
to destroy the ant until it reaches the nest. A returning foraging
ant feeds 12 or 15 others, including the young ants and queens, and
in a few days the colony is destroyed ; or, if not completely destroyed,
the remnant migrates. If the arsenical solution is too strong the
worker is killed before it reaches the nest and its effectiveness is lost.
In the Tropics a nest on a plantation is readily destroyed by
making a hole in it and pouring in 1 to 4 ounces of carbon disulphide,
after which the opening is closed. The fumes rapidly penetrate the
chambers of the nest and destroy the colony. In the case of wood
ants, measures must be taken to prevent their access to the building.
We have referred to these precautions in a previous report.

58448—23 4
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A preparation consisting of 3 parts by bulk of sodium flouride,
1 part by bulk of pyrethrum powder, 1 part by bulk of cornstarch
has been found very efficacious for the destruction of insects ap
pearing aboard our steamers.

Commenting on the increasing virulence of smallpox, the Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal of July 19, 1923, says :
"Although the opponents of vaccination laws contend that small
pox is growing less frequent and less virulent as a result of better
sanitation, the facts seem to indicate that this reasoning is unsound,
for the Statistical Bulletin of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
calls attention to the fact that the reports of health officers of 275
cities in the United States and Canada show that the case fatality
rate for smallpox during 1922 was five times the rate for 1921. In
the United States there were 298 deaths in 1921 and 475 in 1922, the
rate for 1921 being 1.1 per 100 cases and 5.7 per 100 cases in 1922.
"Although the actual number of cases of smallpox in the report
ing cities dropped from 26,977 in 1921 to 8,709 in 1922, the actual
number of deaths increased from 301 to 478.
" It is recognized that nearly all diseases have varying types of
virulence during different epidemics.
" The material aspects of a smallpox epidemic should have weight
as well as the suffering and death of individuals, for when a case of
smallpox appears in a community a heavy financial burden is im

posed."

The International Medical Digest of July, 1923, presents the fol
lowing abstract of a paper by H. W. Hill, M. D., on " The clinical
diagnosis of smallpox and chicken pox," which appeared in the
Canadian Medical Association Journal of March, 1923:
" The severity of smallpox is increasing. Furthermore, the mild
ness of the type prevailing for the past few years had led to relaxa
tion of the vaccination rules. Patients have preferred the risk of
mild smallpox to vaccination by the old method. However, as the
severe type is now becoming more prevalent, and the new method of
vaccination is less distressing, it should be applied more frequently.
An exact diagnosis is essential.
" The mild type runs the same course and displays the same symp
toms as the severe type, except that the lesions are fewer and the
manifestations milder. The mildness of the symptoms must not lead
to confusion with chicken pox, which is analogous but wholly dis
tinct as a disease process. Neither condition produces immunity
against the other, and neither predisposes to the other. The clinical
manifestations may be similar. A careful study of the case history
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should include a history of association with patients suffering from
manifest disease of either type, previous attacks of either disease,
or vaccination, the date on which the first symptoms appeared, the
character of the prodromal symptoms, the date of the appearance
of the cutaneous symptoms, the location of the first lesions and their
distribution, and the development of the lesions from day to day.
" In smallpox the systemic disturbances appear during the pro
dromal period and usually undergo improvement after the appear
ance of the eruption. The extent of the eruption on the face is a
fair index to the general severity of the attack. In chicken pox
prodromal symptoms are practically lacking and the systemic dis
turbances, if they appear at all, begin with the eruption and con
tinue for a few days. In smallpox itching is not usual during the
early stages of the eruption, and scratching does not injure the
lesions; burning is usually felt at the site of the coming macule
before the latter appears. Itching is characteristic of chicken pox ;
scratching or any other contact easily ruptures the thin-walled
lesions. This is an important diagnostic criterion. In smallpox the
lesion rarely ruptures but shrinks into, the skin, leaving a hard,
brown, tenacious scab. In chicken pox the vesicle shrinks by evapo
ration and forms a brittle cap, which is readily dislodged. In mild
or abortive smallpox and in varioloid similar caps may be found on
the body, as distinguished from the palms and soles where the lesions
are typical.
" In smallpox the lesions are round, uniform in size, not crenated
at the borders, and appear chiefly on the face and arms. In chicken
pox the lesions are round or oval, vary in size, are usually crenated,
broken or disfigured, and appear chiefly on the face and body. The
ease of rupture is also a diagnostic criterion. The fact that numerous
unruptured vesicles are observable is

,

in itself, presumptive evidence
of smallpox. The smallpox areola is generally narrow and circular;
that of chicken pox wider and more irregular in contour ; the depth
of color diminishes more gradually toward a more diffuse edge, or
radiates into red offshoots, giving the impression of a red, ragged
star.
" Chicken pox, although most common before adolescence, may
occur during adult life. Smallpox almost always invades the palms
and soles; however, as chicken pox may involve the palms or soles

also, this is not a conclusive differentiating factor. Both diseases

may involve the scalp, mouth, and pharynx. The smallpox vesicle

is frequently umbilicated, while the chicken-pox vesicle is not ; how

ever, a pseudoumbilication is noted during the late pustular stage.
These two phenomena must not be confused.
" Severe smallpox may be recognized by (1) an incubation period
of from 12 to 14 days; (2) absence of a history of previous attacks
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and lack of round pits on the skin; (3) absence of a history of suc
cessful vaccination within from five to seven years; (4) prodromal
symptoms of about three days' duration, consisting in headache, in
tense backache, fever, epigastric pains, and chills of sudden, severe
onset; (5) the appearance of the eruption on the third or fourth day,
beginning on the face and wrists, appearing most profusely on the
limbs rather than on the body, and attacking the palms and soles
almost without exception; (6) development of the eruption in one
crop, the lesions appearing steadily for from 24 to 48 hours; and (7)
uniform development of the round lesions. The stages consist in

(a) flea-bite macules, lasting for 24 hours; (b) shotty papules, ap
pearing on the second day; (c) umbilicated vesicles, appearing from
the third to the fifth day; (d) firm, opaque pustules, lasting from
four to six days and accompanied by secondary fever in severe cases;

(e) firm crusts, appearing about the thirteenth day of the eruption;
(/) dense scabs, and deep-seated, tenacious mahogany plaques, lasting
for variable periods; (g) pitting, which may be deep und permanent;
these are red for months, and then become white. Mild smallpox
leaves few and small pits.
" During the prodromal period, diffuse erythematous patches may
appear. These may be distinguished from those of scarlet fever by
the fact that the latter do not attack the face, and are composed of
red dots, while the erythematous rashes are continuously red. The
rash may be differentiated from that of measles by its time of ap
pearance and by the absence of the coryza, bronchitis, and photo
phobia characteristic of measles.
" Chicken pox may be assumed if the period of incubation is about
18 days; there is no history of previous attacks of this disease, but
vaccination against smallpox has been successful; no prodromal
symptoms are present; the first signs of eruption coincide with the
systemic disturbances; the eruption begins on the back, chest, or

face, is most profuse on the body and rare on the hands and feet ; the

eruption appears in successive crops, on successive days; the lesions
are round, and take the successive forms of macules, papules, clear
vesicles, pustules ; if any of the vesicles remain ; and crusts. The pits
are few and superficial.
" The new method of vaccination consists in a series of linear
scratches or superficial incisions; this is superior to the scarification
method, but the open wound is liable to infection. The Canadian
method is as follows: The skin is disinfected by soap and water,

alcohol, and ether. The content of one capillary tube is deposited in
three spots, and six or eight punctures are made through the drops
with a sterilized needle held almost parallel to the surface of the

skin. The surplus vaccine is wiped off. No after treatment or dress
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ing is necessary. The appearance of an anaphylactic reaction at the
sites of puncture indicates that the subject is immune to vaccination

and will not contract smallpox. In the case of nonimmune indi
viduals, macules appear at the puncture sites in about a week ; these

rapidly become papules, vesicles, and pustules, surrounded by areola?,
and accompanied by tenderness of the axillary glands, some fever,

and other mild reactions, lasting for one or two days. The pustules

dry and contract ; the scabs fall off, leaving flat pits."

The Nation's Health of July 15, 1923, contains the following com
ment on smallpox control on shipboard :
" On February 14, 1921, the United States battle fleet, with a per
sonnel of approximately 25,000 men, arrived at Balboa, Canal Zone.
On one of the battleships there were 14 cases of mild smallpox, and
subsequently 11 additional cases occurred on the ship and 3 among
the contacts at the quarantine station. The total number of cases
in the outbreak was 28. There were no deaths. There were no sec

ondary cases on the infected ship and no cases on any of the other

ships of the fleet. The measures put in force for the control of the
outbreak were so simple, cheap, and effective that they are considered
worthy of record.
" The infected vessel was placed in quarantine, but the restrictions
thereby imposed were ameliorated in every way which was compati
ble with safety, e. g., the small boats of the vessel were permitted to
participate in the fleet sailing and rowing contests and the men
were allowed to go on fishing and swimming parties, the sole require
ment being that they be accompanied by an officer who saw to it that
no contact was had with the personnel from other vessels and that
at all times the quarantine flag was flown by the small boats used
by the men from the infected ship.
" The entire personnel of the fleet was immediately revaccinated
and the company of the infected vessel was vaccinated and revacci
nated until a successful ' take ' or a reaction of immunity was ob
tained on every man. All personnel was inspected by medical officers
twice daily and any person remotely suspected of having smallpox
or a temperature above normal was sent to the quarantine station.
All actual patients were isolated in the wards of Ancon Hospital.
" The vessel was not fumigated, and no chemical disinfectants were
used. All belongings of infected men, suspicious cases, and close
contacts were sent ashore and sterilized with steam. All hammocks,
bedding, and wearing apparel of the remainder of the personnel were
thoroughly scrubbed with soap and water, dried in the sun, and
afterwards sunned daily. The interior of the ship was thoroughly
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scrubbed with soap and water and repainted. Scuttle butts were
flamed with a gasoline torch every hour. All mess gear was sterilized
thrice daily by boiling five minutes after thorough cleansing in a
boiling solution of soap and water. Men were required to wash their
hands carefully in fresh water before each meal and were encouraged
to bathe or swim at least once daily.
The vessel sailed in close quarantine, completing its 14-day quar
antine period at sea. Before sailing all sick were put ashore at the
quarantine station in order that the vessel should have a free sick
bay should subsequent cases develop en voyage. Just prior to sailing
the temperature of all officers and men were taken and the entire
ship's company subjected to careful inspection, all suspicious cases

being sent to the quarantine station. No cases developed en voyage
or subsequently.
"Aside from the fact that the officers and men were deprived of
shore liberty and could not visit other vessels or receive any person
on board, the routine of the infected ship continued as though there
was no epidemic. Supplies and mail were delivered at the gangway,
and moving-picture exhibitions were given each evening. The ves
sel was not detained, but allowed to continue without interruption
its maneuvers with the fleet. Except for the hospital charges and
the cost of rations for men detained at the quarantine station, the
vessel was put to no expense which it would not ordinarily have had.
In any event the paint would sooner or later have been needed, and
there was no destruction of property by fumigants of very dubious
efficiency. Throughout the entire quarantine period the ship's com

pany was apparently contented and happy; certainly it was very
good natured and patient. It is believed that the ' sweet reasonable
ness' of the control measures may have contributed not a little to
this end."

In the Public Health Reports of July 6, 1923, the following sugges
tions and recommendations embodied in a report recently made by

Mr. Stephen Olop, superintendent of construction and recorder of
the board of fumigation and ventilation, United States Public Health
Service, are printed :
" In connection with the problems in ventilation related to freeing
vessels from poison gas after fumigation, the writer recommends:

(a) That special attention be given to the adjustment of ventilator
cowls, and (b) that the bilge pumps be operated as soon as the ship's

crew may be allowed access to same with safety. The reasons are

stated as follows:
" Upon further study of observations made by him in the experi

ments conducted on the Hartford, set forth in his report of December
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6, 1922, and from miscellaneous inquiries, experiments, and observa
tions made by him since that time, the writer concludes that special
attention should be accorded the adjustment of ventilator cowls
aboard ship. Observations made on the Hartford indicate that,
generally, elimination of gas proceeds most slowly in the windward
portion of the average hold. This appears to be the case not only
where the hatch opening is the sole means for ventilation, but also
where it is augmented by ventilators. The air will travel downward
mainly at the leeward side, thence in counter-windward direction,
thence upward and finally out. If the cowls of windward ventilators
are set to face the wind, much air will enter through them, which is
met by air currents within the hold moving in counter-windward
direction, causing a conflict of .currents and thus reducing their
ventilating values considerably. Pockets occur mainly in windward
portions of the average holds.
"The writer observed that on vessels carrying highly perishable
cargo, such as fruit, particular attention is given to careful adjust
ment of the ventilator cowls, and that those at the windward side of
a hold are turned away from the wind and those at the leeward side
to face the wind, thus inducing a downward flow of air in the leeward
and an upward flow in the windward portion of a hold. That such
arrangement of the ventilator cowls is the most elficient appears
fully plausible from the observations made on the Hartford and the
practice on well-managed ships. It was further observed that, as
stated in the writer's report mentioned above, efficiency of ventila
tors as inlets and outlets, respectively, diminishes materially and

rapidly as the horizontal axis of the cowl departs from the direction
of the wind, or, in other words, as the angle formed by the horizontal
axis of the ventilator cowl and the direction of the wind is increased.
" In view of the foregoing, the writer recommends that special
attention be given to the facing of ventilator cowls, and that: (a)
Ventilators at windward side of a hold be faced away from the
wind, and ventilators at leeward side of a hold be faced toward
the wind; (b) the horizontal axis of cowls of such ventilators be
made coincident, as nearly as possible, with the direction of the
wind, and that adjustment of cowls be corrected accordingly as

changes in direction of wind or position of ship occur during venti
lation after fumigation.
" The considerations prompting the foregoing apply also largely
to spaces other than holds, such as lockers, storerooms, etc., where

the phenomena involved occur, but are less distinguishable because

of greater irregularity of shape as compared with cargo holds.
" It has been noted that shut-in spaces, with little or even almost
no provision for ventilation, exist on most ships. Often such spaces
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are difficult of access. It has occurred that from known and, at
times, unknown causes gas remained or accumulated in certain
spaces below. It may be that the gas was not properly eliminated
because of lack of ventilating facilities, or that it condensed in
contact with cool objects and diffused after the time when the hold
was believed to be clear; and there may have been instances when
the gas was absorbed by the cargo or by the bilge water and subse
quently liberated.
" The writer finds that on some ships plying in tropical waters,
where noxious odors and gases quite readily form from decomposi
tion of highly perishable cargo (such as bananas, mangoes, etc.),
the bilge pumps are called into action to relieve the situation. This
is done not only to remove bilge water (which would, under the
conditions referred to, be especially foul) but also to induce air
currents in spaces insufficiently or not at all reached by the regular
ventilating apparatus. Thus it was found that operation of the
bilge pumps is of value even after the bilges are dry. The writer
learned from one ship's captain that he usually operates the bilge
pumps for some time after the ship has been fumigated and cleared
at quarantine, finding that he has then less trouble from gas that is
still noticeable below or that makes its appearance later. The writer
observed on a recent steamship trip that operation of the bilge pumps
dry (sucking air) will set up air currents and induce ventilation in
most of the places that are especially difficult to free from gas.
" In view of the somewhat obscure properties of concentration and
condensation of some gases, and the certainty that it is desirable to
empty the bilges (a) for sanitary reasons in general, (b) because of
possible gas condensation and absorption by the bilge water, and

(o) to improve ventilation of remote spaces, which latter point in
itself is of commanding importance, the writer recommends that

consideration be given to the issuance of new instructions ordering
the operation of the bilge pumps until the bilges are fully drained,
and continued thereafter for a period of not less than 20 minutes,
and preferably longer, such operation to be commenced as soon after

fumigation as the ship's crew may safely be allowed access to the

pumps."

We have become quite accustomed to the use of the airplane for the

transportation of the wounded, but the medical value of tanks has

not yet been recognized. In a paper entitled
" Mars Hygeaque,"

appearing in the Journal of the Royal Army Medical Corps of July,
1923, Maj. M. B. H. Ritchie, R, A. M. C, advances the idea that
" ambulance tanks, vulnerable only from direct hits and capable of

entering gas zones with impunity, may become the mobile advanced
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dressing stations of the future. It is possible that tanks will even
tually succumb to aircraft as the latter become more heavily armed
and precise in marksmanship. Perhaps the tank, distinctively
marked, may eventually be used by medical units only. Built as an
engine of destruction, it may atone for its youthful frightfulness by
devoting its old age to succoring the wounded."

In the British Medical Journal of June 23, 1923, Dr. J. G. Reed,
divisional medical officer, Sarawak civil service, Borneo, reports his
observations on the treament of helminthiasis by a mixture of oil of
chenopodium and carbontetrachloride. It was found that the com
bination has a much higher efficiency in the removal of ascaris and
hooksworms than either drug used alone.
The following standard treatment was evolved for adults : 1 ounce
of castor oil is given at night, and the next morning a mixture con
sisting of 4 cubic centimeters of carbontetrachloride, 1 cubic centi
meter of oil of chenopodium, and 15 cubic centimeters of liquid petro
latum is administered.
The mixture appears to have no effect on Trichuris trichiura and
Strongyloides stercoralis.

We learn from the Lancet of June 30, 1923, that the annual meet
ing of the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene was
held in London during the early summer. Admiral Sir Percy
Bassett-Smith, whose name is familiar to medical officers of the
United States Navy, was installed as president by the retiring presi
dent, Sir James Cantlie. " The latter marked the close of his two
years of office by presenting a handsome chain and enameled badge to
be worn by all future presidents of the society in commemoration
of his long association with the society. The medallion bears the
emblem of the society, and anopheles mosquito, with a cinchona
leaf, and is suspended from a gold chain comprising links bearing
the names of past presidents of the society.
" The new president then made the first award of the Manson
medal, founded in memory of the late Sir Patrick Manson, to Surg.
Gen. Sir David Bruce, and in doing so referred to the latter's past
presidency of the society and well-known achievements in the cause
of humanity by his conquest of Malta fever and work on trypano
somiasis and tetanus. The first award was also made of the Chalmers

memorial medal to M. Emile Roubaud, of the Pasteur Institute of
Paris, in recognition of his able researches in the domain of tropical
medicine and his distinction in helminthology and entomology.
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This medal was founded by Mrs. Chalmers for an original worker in
tropical medicine or hygiene, of any nationality, and under 45 years
of age."

Failing to obtain satisfactory results in the treatment of Vincent's
angina by daily swabbing of the affected parts with 3£ per cent iodine
or with salvarsan and glycerin, physicians attached to the Kingston
Avenue Hospital, according to the Weekly Bulletin of the Depart
ment of Health, city of New York, devised the following treatment,
which is reported to be very efficacious : Each and every crypt in the
affected tonsils is entered and cleaned with a half-strength tincture
of iodine applied on cotton wrapped about the end of a fine metal
applicator. The tonsils are then everted and the surface behind the
pillars is cleaned with iodine. Gland ducts on the posterior pharyn
geal wall are also cleaned by introducing the fine iodine swab. Along
with this cleansing process hot saline irrigations are given every two
hours.

In a paper on " Local anesthesia," which appeared in the United
States Naval Medical Bulletin of June, 1923, Lieut. O. D. King,
Medical Corps, United States Navy, says : " Since the introduction
of the use of novocain and adrenalin the field of local anesthesia has
been greatly expanded and a stage of development has been reached

by a perfected technic, which allows a large amount of major surgery
to be successfully performed with the aid of these agents. Their
usefulness and advantage are generally recognized in civil practice;
and without claiming that the method of local anesthesia displaces
general anesthesia, it certainly must be admitted that it is a perma
nent and valuable asset to surgery. For the naval surgeon to fail to
recognize this fact and to remain content to use local anesthesia for
minor operations only means that he fails to utilize the chief ad
vantages offered by the method. With a moderate amount of train
ing and endeavor on his part he can develop a technic which will

enable him to perform a large percentage of his operations satisfac
torily with local anesthetics."
Much surgery of the upper abdomen is to-day satisfactorily per
formed under local anesthesia, and a conscientious trial of this
method by one who has prepared himself with some care to use it can
not fail to bring to him the realization that there is a decided ad
vantage in the method. Its use involves an intimate consideration of
the patient as a whole and special surgical technic not necessary when

general anesthesia is employed.
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The naval surgeon who is interested in the subject of local an
esthesia is referred to a recent publication, " Practical Local An
esthesia and Its Surgical Technic," by Robert Emmett Farr, M. D.,
F. A. C. S., which is commented upon in the section devoted to " Book
Notices " in this number of the Bulletin.

We learn from the Nation's Health of July 15, 1923, that in a
recent communication (American Journal of Physiology, vol. 63,
p. 185, 1923) Lee and Van Buskirk review a long series of proposed
physical tests for diurnal fatigue and find that none of the cardio
vascular constants studied, nor the Ryan skin reaction, nor the
Flack and other respiratory tests, nor the resistance strength test of
Martin is sufficiently delicate to detect the physical fatigue resulting
from a 14-mile walk. Their study indicates some very interesting
though slight differences between the average cardiovascular states
of fatigue and unfatigued groups, but reveal no constant significant
differences between the fatigued and unfatigued in the individual
case.

No sooner are old tests for fatigue discarded than new ones make
their appearance, and a particularly interesting and suggestive con
tribution to this subject has just come to us from Belgium. It de
pends on what is known as the " illusion of equal weight "—the tend
ency of the normal individual to assume that of two objects really
equal in weight the smaller one is heavier. In the use of the test,
which is based on this fact, a small ball of constant weight is taken
and the subject is given a series of large balls of varying weight to
select the one which seems equal to the»small one. Both hands are
used, the balls being passed from one to the other freely. The con
clusions drawn, illusory though they may be, represent a rather com
plicated neuromuscular response; and, when the illusion decreases,
the greater accuracy in estimating the weight of the balls indicates a
less perfect functioning of the bodily reactions, even though it does
lead to more correct results. Doctor Ley finds that the illusion of
weight is quite definitely decreased by the ingestion of 25 grams of
alcohol in the form of cognac, and that it is also quite definitely
decreased by fatigue, results in regard to the latter point having
been obtained by comparing reactions of nurses on night duty with
the same nurses under ordinary conditions. Whether this test for
fatigue and for the effect of alcohol will succumb to further criti
cisms, as have so many other similar tests, remains to be seen. •





DIGEST OF DECISIONS.

The opinion of The Judge Advocate General of the Navy, as ex
pressed in the following letter in connection with the amenability
of retired officers on inactive duty to medical and hospital care in
case of insanity, is published for the information of all medical
officers :

June 80, 1923.
9438-139-CMA.
From : The Judge Advocate General.
To : The Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Subject: Retired officers on inactive duty, re amenability to medical
and hospital care in case of insanity.
Reference: Your letter June 1, 1923, WSG:ESK, 126963(54).
1. In reference you state that your bureau is in receipt of a letter
from the medical officer of the naval district requesting in
formation as to what action may be taken in the case of a retired
officer on inactive duty who is manifesting signs of mental derange
ment, and that said medical officer states in his letter that "this
officer is comparatively young and is causing some comment on
account of his eccentricity, and I have not made any examination,
as I am doubtful of my position and authority. From a superficial
association I believe him to be a subject where restraint for the
purpose of observation may be of benefit."
2. In this connection you request information as to whether offi
cers on the retired list of the Navy, not on active duty, who appear
to be suffering from mental derangement, may be transferred to a
naval hospital for observation and treatment, except upon their own
application.
3. This office is of the opinion that a retired officer not on active
duty, who is deemed to be suffering from mental derangement,
should not be ordered to proceed to a naval hospital for observation
and treatment unless his transfer thereto is requested by the legal
guardian of the officer himself or is directed by the Secretary of
the Navy. Further, I am of the opinion that such action on the
part of the Secretary of the Navy should be based on the facts and
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circumstances of each particular case as they may arise, in general,
warranted only where the officer is given to acts of extreme violence,
has been declared mentally deranged by the proper local civil au
thorities, or where his conduct is such as to bring opprobrium on
the naval service.
4. Where it appears to an individual in the naval service that
an officer on the retired list of the Navy not on active duty is ap
parently suffering from mental derangement he should make a con
fidential report of the matter to the commandant of the naval dis
trict in which said officer is domiciled or sojourning for investiga
tion. Should the commandant deem the investigation to have de
veloped facts warranting further action, he should make appropriate
report and recommendation to the Secretary of the Navy.

(Signed) J. L. Latimer.
Approved 30 June, 1923.
(Signed) T. Roosevelt,

Acting Secretary of the Navy.
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Practical Local Anesthesia and Its Surgical Technic, by Robert Emmett
Farr, M. D., F. A. O. S. Lea and Febiger, Philadelphia, 1923.

The dangers of general anesthesia are many. The causation or
augmentation of an acidosis, the pulmonary irritation contributing to
postoperative pneumonia, death during an operation, unnecessary
traumatization of the tissue of the unconscious patient, vomiting,
with consequent postoperative strain, emphasize the necessity for a
better method of anesthesia.
General anesthesia has filled a great need in the advancement of
surgery, but the time seems near when it will be more or less sup
planted by local anesthesia even in operations of magnitude.
The important discoveries which have done most toward develop
ing our modern successful methods of inducing anesthesia locally
are the following: In 1853 Alexander Wood, of Edinburgh, discov
ered that hypodermic injections could be given by means of a hypo
dermic needle. Cocaine as an anesthetic administered by means of
this needle was introduced by Carl Koller in 1884. Shortly after
the introduction of this drug operations such as amputations, trache
otomies, and herniotomies were successfully performed without pain
to the patient. The toxicity of cocaine was nevertheless a drawback
and accounted for many unhappy results. A great improvement was
made by Einhorn, who introduced novocain (procain) in 1905. This
drug, which is used most extensively to-day, is much less toxic than

cocaine, and besides possesses other qualities which make it almost
ideal in this work.
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Locally novocain exerts a prompt and pronounced anesthetic action,
which is greatly intensified by the addition of adrenalin. Although
it is unnecessary to use stronger than a 1 or 2 per cent solution, a
10 per cent solution may be injected into the tissues without causing
any irritation. Novocain is but mildly toxic. It is perhaps because
of its low toxicity more than to its many other favorable qualities
that this drug has become the most widely used of all the local anes
thetics. According to Braum 1.25 grams of novocain can be injected
without fear of intoxication. For infiltration novocain solutions may
be used in a strength of from 0.25 to 1 per cent. This, when combined
with a small amount of adrenalin (2 to 5 drops of 1 to 1,000 solution
of adrenalin to each 30 cubic centimeters of novocain solution), gives
a most satisfactory anesthesia. In contrast to the many general and
local toxic manifestations of the general anesthetics is the almost
total absence of perceptible changes in the body following the use of
novocain. Like ether, chloroform, or any other drug used in anes
thesia, novocain is capable of producing severe, or even fatal, acute
poisoning in man, but moderately large doses, when absorbed either

intravenously or subcutaneously, show almost no noticeable change
either upon the circulation or respiration.
The results obtained from the use of novocain depend very largely
upon the skill and training of those who attempt to use it—skill and
training which embody not only a knowledge of the principles and
practice of inducing anesthesia but also a knowledge of, as well as
the ability to apply, the special surgical technic which must be em

ployed in order to operate successfully under this form of anesthesia.
Those who have concentrated upon the use of local anesthesia and
have developed a fair degree of skill in the method of its administra
tion and in the proper methods of operating under its use, have pre
sented sufficient evidence to make clear the fact that a fairly large
percentage of surgical operations may be efficiently performed by the

use of this method. As the efficiency of the method depends upon the
surgeon's training and skill in its use, it would seem fully as in
cumbent upon all surgeons to prepare themselves for the efficient ad
ministration of local anesthesia in all cases in which its use is of ad
vantage to the patient. With this point in view the author has pre
pared this volume, which is an expression of his views on the subject
of local anesthesia as developed by his observation and by his own
experience during over 20 years of active surgical practice.
The author's discussion falls logically into three parts. In the
first of these he considers certain problems in connection with local

anesthesia, including the special equipment required, the general
technic necessary, and the anatomy of the sensory nervous system, a

knowledge of which is essential to success. In the second part, the
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subject has been considered regionally, all portions of the body, aside
from the abdomen, being treated in detail. In the third portion of
the book the surgery of the abdomen is considered.
In the chapter on equipment will be found descriptions of several
ingenious devices developed by the author to further the successful
employment of local anesthesia. Prominent among these devices is
the pneumatic injector. This apparatus, says the author, more than
any other element, has, by reducing to a minimum the labor, incon
venience, time, and margin of error made the use of local anesthesia
a delight in his clinic.
The actual method of operating has a most important bearing upon
the success which will attend any surgical procedure under local an
esthesia. Hence points in surgical technic have been described by
the author with more than ordinary detail.
Care in dissection, sponging, the tying of ligatures, retraction of
the wound, and operating-room deportment are emphasized. Thn
necessity for teamwork among assistants in the treatment of patients
and the importance of the psychic factor have been fully considered.
Among the noteworthy features of the book are the numerous case
reports which the author has appended to his description of the vari
ous operations which may be satisfactorily performed under local
anesthesia and the excellent illustrations which help to make clear
the various points brought out in the text.
The usefulness of local anesthesia is becoming more apparent daily
in large clinics, and the variety of major operations which may be un
dertaken with this method is surprising to one who has continued to
work with the assistance of general anesthesia. Anyone interested
in local anesthesia will find a complete exposition of our knowledge
of the subject as it stands to-day in this book.

Cerebrospinal Fluid in Health and in Disease, by Abraham Levinson, B. S..
il. D., associate in pediatrics, Northwestern University Medical School; at
tending physician, department of contagious diseases, Cook County Hospital,
Chicago. Second edition. C. V. Mosby Co., St. Louis, Mo., 1923.

Through recent investigations of the cerebrospinal fluid a great
deal of information has been gained regarding the diagnosis and
nature of many diseases. The cerebrospinal fluid is of great physio
logic importance; and, as the author informs us, from the standpoint
of pathology cerebrospinal fluid presents an exceptional opportunity
for study. That the author has taken advantage of this opportunity
is indicated by a few words of Ludvig Hektoen, who says in the fore
word: "On reading the manuscript I soon became aware that the
author had come to his task with not only a large experience behind
him in the examination by various methods of the cerebrospinal fluid
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as an aid in diagnosis but with a highly creditable record in the sci
entific study of this fluid as well."
In this book the author shows the varied character of the cere
brospinal fluid in health and disease. He begins his discussion with
an interesting review of the history of the investigation of the cere
brospinal fluid. Bacteriology, serology, and chemistry have all

played an important part in shaping the history of this research
As for bacteriology, we have only to remember that the discovery
of the tubercle bacillus by Robert Koch changed the name of acute
hydrocephalus to tuberculous meningitis and the conception as to its
nature accordingly.
The discovery of the pneumococcus by Steinberg in 1881, the mein-
gococcus by Weichselbaum in 1887, the influenza bacillus by Pfeiffer
in 1892, and the demonstration of the trypanosome in cerebrospinal
fluid by Castellani in 1903 helped to establish the cause of many
inflammatory processes of the meninges.
Serology has added a great deal to the diagnostic and therapeutic
uses of the cerebrospinal fluid. Bordet's discovery of complement
fixation, Ehrlich's work on immunology, and Wassermann's serologic
test all found practical application in the cerebrospinal fluid. Prob
ably the most beneficial contribution in the field of serology was the
discovery of antimeningococcus serum by Jochmann in Germany and
by Flexner in America and the introduction of the intraspinal injec
tion of the serum by Flexner.
Chemistry has taught us the composition of this fluid and cytology
has advanced the study of it to a great degree. Likewise physical
chemistry is making its impress on the history of cerebrospinal fluid.
The H-ion concentration, cataphoresis, the Lange colloidal gold test,
the ninhydrin reaction, and the precipitation tests, all of which are
based on physicochemical principles, have thrown light on diseases
of the central nervous system in general and on the composition of
body fluids in particular.
A chapter is devoted to the anatomy and physiology of the cerebro
spinal fluid, and it is followed by a detailed description of the
various practical methods of obtaining cerebrospinal fluid from the
living body.
The physical and chemical and the physicochemical properties of

normal and pathologic cerebrospinal fluids are comprehensively pre
sented to the reader.

Cerebrospinal fluid reacts to all processes that affect the central

nervous system. It also reacts to systemic processes which in
crease the permeability of the meninges to certain chemical metabolic
processes. Having reviewed the changes which take place in these
conditions, the author outlines those methods employed in the exami
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nation of cerebrospinal fluid for the purpose of detecting the pres
ence of pathologic processes which have been proved to be both
simple and practical for clinical purposes and discusses their relative
value.
A chapter is devoted to the cerebrospinal fluid changes which
occur in various diseases, to which is appended a useful table indi
cating the cerebrospinal fluid findings in various conditions.
The book ends with a consideration of intraspinal treatment and
a summary of the outstanding points considered in the volume.
In conclusion the author invites the reader's attention to the fol
lowing lines of research, which he believes are of fundamental value
in clearing up some of the contested problems in medicine.
1. The origin and function of the cerebrospinal fluid.
2. The chemical and physicochemical changes taking place in the
fluid in various diseases and the principles underlying these changes,
especially the principle of the Lange gold chloride test.
3. The chemical and physicochemical relation between the cerebro
spinal fluid and other body fluids, especially blood.
4. The crystallization of the cerebrospinal fluid.
The solution of these problems, says the author, will open limitless
opportunities for research not only in the field of cerebrospinal fluid
but also in that of every other body fluid.

A Text-book of Therapeutics, Including the Essentials of Pharmacology
and Materia Medica, by A. A. Stevens, A. M., M. D., professor of applied
therapeutics in the University of Pennsylvania; visiting physician to the Uni
versity and the Philadelphia General Hospitals. Sixth edition. W. ft
Saunders Co., Philadelphia, Pa., 1923.

The original object of this book, as conceived by the author over 30
years ago, was to present a concise description of the most important
pharmacologic reactions and to show their practical use in influ

encing the various disturbances that occur in disease. In making the
various changes in each of the six editions through which the work
has passed the author has adhered to this object, with the result that
two generations of medical men have found it useful not only in
their student days but later in practice.
The last revision occurred in 1909. The advances made in pharma
cology and applied therapeutics since that time have necessitated

many changes in the text. One notes that the articles dealing with
the most important remedies have been rewritten, that many new
drugs have been considered, and that, the section devoted to applied
therapeutics has been made to conform with modern practice. The

subject is presented as in previous editions. In the first pages the
author takes up the question of the composition and preparations of
drugs, incompatibility in prescriptions, methods of administering

drugs, and the conditions modifying the effect of drugs. Passing on
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to a consideration of those drugs found useful in practice and certain
remedial measures other than drugs, such as electricity, massage,
applications of cold and heat, etc., he concludes the A'olume with a
discussion of applied therapeutics.
The volume is well gotten up and makes a suitable companion
piece for the author's " Practice of Medicine," which appeared last
year.

Epidemiology and Public Health, A Text and Reference Book fob Physi
cians, Medical Students, and Health Workers, in three volumes, by Victor
C. Vaughan, M. D., LL. D., emeritus professor of hygiene in the University of
Michigan. Volume II, in which are considered nutritional disorders, alimen
tary infections, and percutaneous infections. G. V. Mosby Co., St. Louis, 1923.

The author of these volumes, who needs no introduction to the
medical officers of the United States Navy, has called to his assist
ance in their preparation the experience of over 40 years in epidemi
ology and public health work. The first volume, which dealt with
the respiratory infections, appeared last year and the third volume,
in which the author will consider the venereal diseases and public
health administration, we trust shall soon come from the publishers.
The present volume, which deals with nutritional disorders, ali
mentary infections, and infections introduced through the skin,

possesses all the charm and interest which characterized the author's

discussion of the respiratory diseases. In it, after discussing certain
accessory food factors, he takes up in turn scurvy, beriberi, pellagra,
rachitis, endemic goitre and cretinism, food poisoning, botulism,
cholera infantum, the typhoid fevers, Asiatic cholera, the dysenteries
and diarrhoeas, sprue, malta fever, the trematode, cestode, and nema

tode infestations, hookworm disease, filariasis, malaria, yellow fever,

dengue, the trypanosomiases, frambcesia, the kala-azars, tetanus, ver

ruga peruviana, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, Japanese river fever,
tularemia, plague, typhus fever, relapsing fevers, trench fever, epi
demic jaundice, phlebotomus fever, anthrax, rabies, rat-bite fever,

and snake bite.

Great stress is laid upon the importance of symptomatology and
pathology in his discussions in connection with epidemiology and,

following the plan of the first volume, the author has dwelt
upon the history of each disease, which is not only interesting
but important to a proper understanding of the subject. We regret
that he had neither time nor space to go more deeply into these his

tories, for, as he once said, " No one can claim to be learned in any
specialty until he is fairly familiar with what has been done pre
viously along the same line."
A noteworthy feature of each discussion is a survey of what is

being done throughout the world at the present time to eradicate the
disease in question. The eradication of the communicable diseases
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and parasitic infestations is one of the grave problems that lies before
the scientific world. Each disease is a many-sided problem involving
not only scientific but economic and social matters as well. It may
be truly said that the author has done much to assist in the solution
of these problems.
Recovery Record for Use in Tuberculosis, by O. B. Webb, U. D., and C. T.
Ryder, M. D. Paul B. Hoeber (Inc.), New York, 1923.

Recognizing the fact that "in tuberculosis a careful record of the
temperature and pulse is an indispensable guide for the conduct of
the patient's life," the authors have written this clever little volume
for the express use of the tuberculous patient for whom " recovery
from tuberculosis is an adventure, with life itself as the goal of
success."

The conspicuous feature of the volume is a series of charts, oc
cupying the second half of the book, and sufficient in number to last
two years, on which the patient may record temperature and pulse
and weight or any events or symptoms of possible importance, " as
well as those numerous questions which people want to ask the
doctor when he is not there, and forget about when he comes."
As the authors state: "We have prepared this little almanac of
recovery because we feel that a continuous chart of the temperature,
pulse, and certain other features of the weather prevailing in the
patient's body is essential in controlling and directing treatment.
And we put it confidently into the hands of patients, because, if
such a record is to be kept, they are usually the ones who must keep
it, and because we know that nearly all of them can be trusted to
do so. Most people are equal to what is demanded of them, and the
cure of tuberculosis demands that one keep a strict watch on the
slight variations of physical equilibrium, deriving encouragement
when all goes well and caution, but not panic, when the smooth
current of progress is temporarily checked."
Preceding the charts is a chapter on the " technique of recovery,"
in which are presented the fundamentals in the art of getting well;
a chapter on the hygiene of recovery, in which diet, fresh air, keep
ing warm, cough and expectoration, amusements, and regular habits
are discussed ; a chapter on accidents and obstacles in which digestive
difficulties, loss of appetite, nervousness, sleeplessness, headache,
fever, sweating, pain, hemorrhage, and colds are presented in a cheer
ful manner. A spirit of optimism prevails throughout the volume
that can not fail to encourage the patient. This is indicated by
quotations which accompany each chart, by apt sayings in the text
and even by the title of the book. " Be patient, be cautious, be
serene," say the authors to the reader. " Consider your exile tem
porary and spare no pains and sacrifices to bring it to a happy end.
Never lose interest in life, for life loves those who love her."
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Todacco and Mental EmciENCY, by M. V. O'Shea, professor of education.
University of Wisconsin. The Macmillap Co., New York, 1923.

The personal consumption of tobacco in its various forms has risen
in the United States from 1.8 pounds per capita in the years imme

diately following the Civil War to nearly 7 pounds per capita at the
end of the World War. The production of cigarettes in particular,
which had been about billion in 1905, had risen to 46 billion in
1918. The cultivation of tobacco leaf requires the use of 1,647,000
acres of arable land. The amount spent on tobacco directly is esti
mated conservatively at over $1,600,000,000 a year, not counting
accessories, such as matches, pipes, etc., or the fire loss, of which

smoking is now recognized to be the leading cause. The effects of a
commodity which makes such enormous demands upon our natural
resources can not be a matter of indifference. If its benefits are
greater than its cost, they must be very great indeed. If less, then
we ought to know what the loss is.
Teachers, clergymen, physicians, employers of labor are frequently
called upon for advice by those who look to them for guidance in
this matter, and they are interested in knowing whether tobacco as

commonly used is a useful or a harmful element in our national life.
There seems to be no authoritative source from which information
on this subject can be derived. The consumption of tobacco is urged
by the tobacco interests, while many individuals and associations
advise against it.

The author of this volume, who is a prominent educator, with a
view to securing reliable information regarding the effect of tobacco
on a youth's mental development, reviewed the literature of the sub
ject and in the end came to the conclusion that practically all that
had been written on the influence of tobacco on mental function was
based on the peculiar bias or prejudice of the authors. Conse
quently he decided to secure data himself on this subject which would
not be colored by prejudice or propaganda. This book describes
investigations that have been carried on for several years under his
directions, together with the results that have been reached. An
investigation into the habits of prominent persons of the past respect
ing the use of tobacco disclosed the fact that "most of the greatest
men of the past three generations were smokers." In order to deter
mine whether tobacco handicaps or helps men and women engaged
in intellectual pursuits the author addressed a questionnaire to many
individuals who have attained distinction in activities demanding
mental efficiency. Among those who replied very few who smoke
would admit that tobacco is detrimental either to health or to mental
efficiency. A majority of them stated that they derive comfort and
solace from tobacco and are able to do more intellectual work with
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than without its use. The nonsmokers were quite reserved in their

expressions regarding their observations. Referring to the use of
tobacco by soldiers one general said: "When the men could smoke
they seemed more contented and better able to endure hardships than
when they were denied tobacco. Apparently cigarettes or cigars
would quiet the nerves of men who were preparing to undertake a
dangerous task." " There "can not be any dcubt," says the author in
this connection, "that for most persons, at any rate, tobacco exerts
a sedative influence upon the nervous system in its secondary, if not
in its initial, effects. Ultimately, if not in the beginning, it renders
one less sensitive to influences acting upon him than he was before
its use. It tends to slow down cerebral activity."
A study of the questionnaires forces one to conclude that the use
of tobacco can not be a detriment to the mental efficiency of all men.
So far as the author's collected data show, men who use tobacco have
achieved as much in every field of activity as the men who do not
use it.
Observations among high-school pupils show that the nonsmoker
has the advantage over the smoker. Baumberger and Martin, of the
laboratory of physiology, Stanford University, have recently re
ported the results of an investigation which shows that smoking has
a pronounced effect upon the fatigue and efficiency of telegraph
operators.
However, there are so many factors operating to determine the
effect of tobacco on intellectual processes that no definite conclusion
regarding the matter can be reached unless these factors can be
differentiated from one another and each subjected to careful scru
tiny. It is manifestly impossible to accomplish this satisfactorilv
merely by a review of biological literature or by a study of the
testimonies of men and women regarding the effect of tobacco upon
their own mental activities.
Up to the present time very little has been done in the way of
studying in a scientific manner the direct effect of tobacco as a drug
upon the intellectual or body functions. The three or four studies
which had been reported failed to eliminate the subject's personal
interest, suggestion, or deprivation of tobacco without the subject's
knowledge during the test. A clever technique and a method of
procedure was devised by the author and his coworkers which con
trolled these factors, with the result that definite data concerning the
influence of tobacco were obtained in a scientific manner. Observa
tions were made on the pulse rate, the steadiness of muscular control,
muscular fatigue, the keenness and accuracy of perception, and the
facility in learning. The results show that tobacco in the case of
the mature person tends to retard and to disturb intellectual proc
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esses, but not in a marked degree in the case of the particular
physiological and motor processes which were investigated.

Tonsillectomy, by Greenfield Sluder, M. D., clinical professor and director of
rhinology, laryngology, and otology, Washington University School of Medi
cine, St. Louis. C. V. Mosby Co., St Louis, Mo., 1923.

The author in this monograph presents in a very clear manner his
method of tonsillectomy by means of the- eminence of the mandible
and his specially designed guillotine.
The work is prefaced with brief chapters on the history of tonsil
lectomy, the embryology, the physiology, and general pathology of
the tonsils, and very excellent chapters on the indications and prog
nosis for tonsillectomy.
The book is profusely illustrated. Each step of his operation is
clearly described and illustrated so as to be easily grasped by the
average physician.
In the final chapter Dr. I. D. Kelle, jr., associate of Doctor Sluder
in the Washington University School of Medicine, describes a new
instrument for the complete removal of adenoids by direct vision.
Cuts of the instrument and adenoids removed, with their capsule
intact, are given.

The Tonsils, by Harry A. Barnes, M. D., instructor in laryngology. Harvard
Medical School; laryngologist, Massachusetts Charitable Eye and Ear In
firmary. Second edition. C. V. Mosby Co., St. Louis, Mo., 1923.

This is a very comprehensive book on the faucial, pharyngeal, and
lingual tonsils. All the latest advances in the literature on the ton
sils, both in their relation to systemic disease and the newer opera
tive methods, have been included in this edition.
The chapters on anatomy, pathology, and bacteriology, and dis
eases of the tonsil, their diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis are ex
cellent.

The present status of the X-ray and radium treatment of tonsillar
conditions is clearly summed up.
This book well merits a place in the library of all naval surgeons.

The International Clinics, a Quarteiily of Clinical Lectures and Espe
cially Prepared Original Articles. Edited by Henry W. Cattell, A. if.,
M. D. Thirty-third series. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, 1923.

This publication affords the naval medical officer at sea an excel
lent means of becoming acquainted with the important advances in
medicine and surgery. The second volume of the series for 1923, re
cently issued, contains, among other interesting matter, articles on
insulin, tularaemia, the clinical value of electrocardiography, blood
transfusion, roentgen rays in general practice, and the diagnosis and
treatment of allergic diseases.



INSTRUCTIONS TO MEDICAL OFFICERS ISSUED BY
THE BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

Circular letter.
Serial No. 142-1921.

MEH-.ESK 129733 (113).
Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, 16 November, 1921.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: Inspection of naval hospitals by representatives of the U. S. Veterans'
Bureau.
References: (a) U. S. Veterans' Bureau General Order No. 39, of October,

1921.

(6) U. S. Veterans' Bureau Field Order No. 23, of October 29,
1921.

1. The Director of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau is required by the Act of Con
gress approved August 9, 1921, to maintain a service of inspection. Section 9
of this Act reads, in part, as follows:'
" In order to standardize the character of examination, medical cnre, treat
ment, hospitalization, dispensary and convalescent care, nursing, vocational
training, and such other services as may be necessary under this Act, the
director shall maintain an Inspection service, with authority to examine all
facilities and services utilized in carrying out the purposes of ths Act. * * »

2. The policy of the Veterans' Bureau in connection with the Inspection of
Governmental Institutions is stated in paragraph 14 of reference (a) and para
graph 3 of reference (b).
3. This bureau is advised that, in general, inspections in naval hospitals will
be in the nature of consultations with commanding officers, on matters per
taining to the welfare of the beneficiaries of the Veterans' Bureau, but it is not
within the power of this bureau to define the limits of such inspections.
4. It is desired that commanding officers cooperate as fully as possible with
the inspecting officers of the Veterans' Bureau.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter.
Serial No. 143-1921.

WR.I:THC 125884 (113).
Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Medicine and Suroery,
Washington, D. C, 17 November, 1921.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Stub requisitions and job orders.

Reference: (a) Bureau's circular letter No. 125935-2 of October 1, 1916.

1. While the bureau does not desire to curtail the use of stub requisitions
for material necessary for the ordinary maintenance of the hospital, it is com
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pelled, due to the limited appropriations, to establish a quarterly allowance that
shall not be exceeded without reference to the bureau.
2. An analysis of stub requisitions for the months of July, August, and Sep
tember of this year shows a wide difference in expenditures at hospitals of
similar capacity and number of patients.
3. It is directed that hospitals submit estimates of the amounts that will be
required as quarterly allotments, for material required from navy yards, for
ordinary maintenance of the hospitals. In the preparation of these estimates
the minimum amounts that will be required under each of the following head
ings will be given. No effort will be made to Include estimates for probable
emergencies. ( See par. 4. )

CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR.

(a) Under this heading will be included all material, tools, etc., used for
ordinary repairs to buildings, furnishings, plant appliances, etc.
(6) Estimates for alterations, construction, or extensive repairs will be
referred to the bureau in each instance as outlined under " Job orders."
(c) As a general guide, no material for a job the cost of which is more than

$25 will be included In this estimate.

CLEANING GEAR.

(d) All material used in cleaning wards, mess halls, etc., will be included i*
this estimate.
(e) The analysis of stub requisitions show a wide difference between the
amounts used by hospitals of a similar. type. It has been demonstrated by
one hospital that by careful supervision of the issue and use of this class of
material expenditures could be greatly reduced.

OFFICE SUPPLIES.

(f) Analysis of stub requisitions for material under this heading shows the
greatest difference between hospitals doing practically the same amount of
clerical work.

TRANSPORTATION SERVICE.

(g) Material, such as gasoline and oils, drawn from store for ambulances,
trucks, or boats, will be included under this heading.

(7i) All expenditures for this class of material are a charge against the
appropriation " Contingent, M. & S.," a very small appropriation that is used

for numerous purposes. Tires, spare parts, etc. (except gasoline and oil),
when drawn from the navy yard will he drawn under authority of the
approved annual requisition; stubs will show on their face that the expendi
ture is a charge against such requisitions ; the requisition will be debited
with the amount of sucli stub as though the purchase had been made in the
open market. If requests for additional allotments under the annual requisi
tion are made, the amounts paid by public hills and amounts drawn on stub
will be shown.

MESS GEAR, KITCHEN AND PANTRY UTENSILS.

(i) No estimates will lie made under this heading.
(/) The requirements for kitchen utensils, table linen, and mess gear will
be limited to the items listed in reference (a), and open-purchase requisitions
for these articles will not be submitted.
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(fc) Requisitions will be made by letter and will be forwarded to the bureau
for approval. After approval by the bureau, a stub requisition will be pre
pared in the usual manner.

(I) The needs of the hospitals will be anticipated semiannually, in January
and July.
(to) Commanding officers should establish a strict system of accountability
for articles of mess gear in order to prevent loss and breakage through care
lessness.

MISCELLANEOUS.

(n) Estimates under this heading would include any material that could not
be included under any of the above headings—1. e., such supplies as alcohol,
paper towels, flash lights, etc.

JOB ORDERS.

(o) It has repeatedly been brought to the attention of the bureau that
articles repaired at navy yards have been returned with a charge in excess of
the original cost.
(p) Requests for job orders will, in every instance, be submitted to the
bureau for approval, except in case of sudden emergency that will not permit
the delay incident to such approval.
(q) In order that the bureau may act intelligently on requests for job orders,
the following Information will be furnished therewith in each case :
(r) Repairs, equipment—
(s) Date of receipt; invoice or appraised value.
it) Present condition.
(u) Estimated cost of replacement.
(p) Estimated cost of repairs, navy yard, outside.
(«>) If work can be performed by hospital force, give cost of material
required.

(x) Recommendations. '

(}/) Alterations and repairs, buildings and grounds—

(r) Present condition.
(aa) All facts as to why the alterations or repairs are necessary; the pur
pose to be served, etc.

(t>6) Estimated cost, navy yard, outside.

(cc) If work can be performed by hospital force, Rive cost of material
required.

(dd) Recommendations.

(ee) The quantity of material drawn from the navy yard or purchased in the
open market for the work shall be restricted in every instance to that which
is actually needed for the job concerned.
(ff) The bureau desires, whenever the best interests of the Government will
be served, .to replace worn-out equipment rather than spend large amounts on
repairs. Commanding officers are directed to carefully consider the most

economical plan before submitting recommendations.

FUEL, ETC.

[gg) Estimates will not include fuel, water, gas, electricity, etc.
4. In sudden emergencies that will not permit the delay incident to approval
by the bureau, material or services to care for the emergency may be required
in the usual manner. The copy of the stub requisition forwarded to the
bureau will show on its face the nature of the emergency for which the material
or services were required.
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5. When hospitals are supporting other activities, such as In the case at
Washington and Norfolk, an explanation will be given when requesting un
usually large allotments.
6. The bureau's approval of a survey recommending property " Fit for use
when repaired on ship or station " will not be construed as authority to send
the property to the navy yard for repairs. If it is desired to have this work
performed by the navy yard, a request may accompany the survey, the request
to be prepared as outlined under "Job orders."
7. Allotments will be made as liberal as the limited appropriations of the
bureau permit, and commanding officers will so administer their commands as
to not only prevent the exceeding of their allotments but also prevent the
necessity for requesting additional allotments, except under very unusual
circumstances.
8. Estimates required above will be submitted in duplicate and will be made
separate from the accompanying letter.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular Letter.
Serial No. 144-1921.

MEH : ESK 129733 (114).
Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Medicine and Surgeuy.
Washington, D. C, December 5, 1921.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject : Discharge of beneficiaries of the Veterans' Bureau.
Incuosure: Veterans' Bureau's letter, RWB/eus: 10. November 23, 1921.
1. The attached letter from the Director of the Veterans' Bureau, together
with its inclosure, is forwarded for your information and gu'dance.

E. It. Stitt.

129733 (114)
Treasury Department,

Washington, November 23, 1921.

In reply refer to :
RWB/eus : 10
Hospital section.

The Surgeon General, U. S. Navy,
Washington, I). ('.

Sir: Our records tend to show that in spite of our desire to use Government
hospital beds we are using contract hospital beds in about the same proportion
as heretofore.
It is possible that our patients in Government hospitals are not being dis
charged when they have no further need of hospitalization.
It is requested that you refer to paragraph 2 of Veterans' Bureau General
Order No. 20, dated September 0, 1921, and our letter to the district managers,
dated October 15, 1921, a copy of which is inclosed, and that you request your
various officers in charge of hospitals to cooperate as far as possible with the
spirit of our orders.
This office realizes that in many instances a delay in the actual discharge
of patients from hospitals may be occasioned in our district offices.
Such help as you may be able to give this matter will be appreciated.
Respectfully,

C. R. Forbes,

Inclosure (1). Director V. 8. Veterans' Bureau.
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(Copy.)
RUP-vef-10.

Octobeb 15, 1921.

129733 (114).
District Manager, District No. 1,
U. S. Veterans' Bureau,
Washington-Essex Building, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir: Referring to General Order, No. 26, and to paragraph No. 2,
which reads as follows :
"All patients now In hospitals in your district who do not require further
hospital treatment will be given four days' notice to make their personal ar
rangements and will then promptly be discharged from hospital. Each patient
discharged under existing regulations will be furnished transportation to his
bona fide legal residence in the United States or to the place from which he
was hospitalized. Notification of such discharge will be sent immediately by
the officer in charge of the institution caring for the beneficiaries of the U. S.
Veterans' Bureau to the district manager of the district in which the institution
is located."

(Copy.)

129733(114).

October 15, 1921.
District Manager, District No. 1.
In complying with these instructions, and before authorizing discharge of
patients of the U. S. Veterans* Bureau from hospitals, district managers will
determine :

(1) Whether the patient is in need of out-patient treatment In a dispensary

or convalescent care. If so, district managers will make necessary arrange
ments to continue the treatment Indicated after discharge of the patient
from the hospital.
(2) Whether the patient desires vocational training. If so, his eligibility
and feasibility will be determined and arrangements made for placing him
In training promptly upon his discharge from the hospital.
(3) Necessary adjustment or readjustment of all matters pertaining to his
compensation will also be completed promptly upon his discharge from the
hospital.

In order to accomplish the above, patients of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau
will not be discharged from hospitals until district managers or their local
representatives have been notified and the necessary arrangements made by

them for determining the above factors, and upon which the district managers
or their representatives will approve discharges and notify the hospital
authorities accordingly.
Whenever it becomes necessary, in order to expedite the action desired, dis
trict managers should delegate authority to representatives living or stationed
in the neighborhood of the hospitals concerned. The discharge of patients,
when further hospital treatment is no longer necessary, must not be delayed
unnecessarily by representatives of the bureau.
Instructions contained in this communication do not apply to the provisions
of General Order No. 27, regarding the discharge of patients for disciplinary
reasons.
To make this effective, letters have been sent to the heads of all the govern
mental medical services caring for beneficiaries of this bureau, requesting their
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cooperation and that they Issue the necessary orders to medical officers in
charge of the hospitals of their respective services.
The provisions of this letter will be confirmed by a general order as soon aa
the same can be prepared.

Very truly, yours,
Robt. TJ. Patterson,

Assistant Director, V. S. Veterans' Bureau.

Circular letter. SDS :WHM
Serial No. 145-1921.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, 6 December, 1921.

To : Medical officers in command, all hospitals.
Subject : Abbreviation to be used in reporting U. S. Veterans' Bureau patients
on statistical reports.
1. It is directed that the abbreviation "VBP" be used in reporting U. S.
Veterans' Bureau patients on statistical returns to this bureau (forms I
and F).

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSG/T 129733(104).
Serial No. 146-1921.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, December 6, 1921.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject : Transportation of beneficiaries and claimants of the Veterans' Bureau.
Reference: Veterans' Bureau 2d endorsement, RWB/Jat:10, hospital section,
November 14, 1921.
1. The following statement was made (reference) in reply to an inquiry from
this bureau, and is communicated for the further information of all naval
hospitals :
"
1. An opinion from our general counsel this date states that beneficiaries

of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau who are discharged from hospital on completion
of treatment are entitled to transportation to their homes. This transportation
is authorized whether or not they have been furnished mileage by the Army or
Navy upon their discharge.

/s/ Robt. U. Patterson,
Assistant Director V. S. Veterans' Bureau."

2. It is desired that this Information be made familiar to all members of the
staff, and to the beneficiaries concerned.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSG/T 125330(113).
Serial No. 147-1921.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, December 6, 1921.

To : All naval hospitals and naval medical supply depots.
Subject : Use of Government vehicles.
1. The following quoted letter from the chief coordinator has been sent to the
heads of all Executive Departments:
" Statute L.. vol. 33, sec. 4, February 3, 1905. forbids the use of Government
vehicles for private purposes.
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" There lias been observed in the City of Washington a large amount of im
proper use of Government motor vehicles, in most cases passenger cars which
are assigned to officials and officers for official use.
" Ladies who are not employees of the Government use official cars for mar
keting purposes and for making personal social calls, while other Government
cars have been seen at football games, theaters, etc.
" It is readily apparent that such use of Government automobiles, involving
heavy expenditure of public funds, must be discontinued.
" It is requested that this matter be brought to the attention of all officials,
officers, and employees of your department to the end that further use of Govern
ment motor transportation for private purposes shall cease.
" The local motor transport coordinator has been directed to report all in
stances of violation of the above-mentioned statute and each case will be dealt
with as the facts may warrant.

/s/ "H. C. Smitheb,
» " Chief Coordinator, General Supply."

2. It is directed that this letter be brought to the attention of all officers.
E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSD/JBC. 124942 -0.
Serial No. 148—1921.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, December 16, 1921.

To: All naval hospitals (continental limits), naval hospital, Pearl Harbor,
sick quarters, Marine Barracks, Quantico, Va.
Subject : Civilian employees ; semimonthly pay periods ; preparation of pay
rolls ; time and pay-roll record ; service card.
Reference: M. and S. circular letter, serial No. 98—1921, No. 124942(22),
May 24, 1921.

1. Beginning January 1, 1922, it is directed that all civilian employees at
naval hospitals shall be paid twice each month only. The first pay period shall
be from the 1st to the 15th day of the month, and the second pay period shall
be from the 16th to the last day of the month.
2. If practicable, the names of the employees shall be arranged on the pay
roll in the order in which the various ratings appear on the schedules of
wages, as follows, which will bring together those exempt from retirement
deductions :

Schedule J.—Hospital service.
Schedule K.—Laborer, helper, and mechanical service.
Group I.
Group II.
Group III.
Group IVa.

Schedule A.—Clerical service.
Group IVc (other than clerical force).
Group IVc (clerical force). Clerical employees paid from funds allotted
by the Veterans' Bureau shall be shown separated from clerical em
ployees of the hospital proper, under the heading " Veterans' Bureau
Allotment."

TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES.

Employees authorized for limited periods shall be carried on the pay roll
after all other employees, under the heading " Temporary employees."
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3. This arrangement can most readily be put in effect by assigning a block
of pay-roll numbers to each group to cover changes in the numbers incident to
the " turnover " in personnel. Thus the hospital service may be assigned pay
numbers 1 to 99; Group I, 100 to 149; Group II, 150 to 199; Group III, 200
to 299; and so on, the size of the block assigned depending on the number of
employees in the group.
4. A carbon or other copy of the pay roll for each period shall be transmitted
to the bureau promptly.
5. A supply of the new form (N. M. S. Hospital Form No. 62) for time, pay
roll, and service record will be forwarded under separate cover and will be
placed in use beginning January 1, 1922. Addit'onal copies may be obtained
from the Navy Medical Supply Depot, Brooklyn, N. Y., as required. This form
was devised after securing suggestions from all naval hospitals, has been ap
proved by practically all of the hospitals as now prepared, and should be used
in connection with S. and A. Form 206-C, Leave card. Suggestions for changes
in the hospital form may be submitted after it has been in use for a period of
six months.

B. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. SDS.
Serial No. 149-1921. WHM/m 124842 (123).

Department of the Navt,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, 16 December, 1921.

To: All medical officers.
Subject : Review and initialing of all Form F cards by senior medical officers
before same are forwarded to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.

Reference: (a) Bulletin No. 110 "Notes on Preventive Medicine for Medical
Officers, U. S. Navy," pages 17 and 19, under Instructions for the preparation
of Form F card.
1. In view of the large number of incorrect Form F cards received in the
bureau it is evident that medical officers are not giving the necessary attention

to the preparation of these cards.
2. As a result of frequent errors on Form F cards the preparation of mor
bidity statistics is delayed in the bureau. In order to reduce this to a minimum
it is directed that before such cards are forwarded to the bureau that they be
initialed in the lower right-hand corner by the senior medical officer of the ship
or station. All Form F cards should be compared with the admission covered
by the report in the health record to make certain that they are correct in every

detail.
3. At large hospitals and training stations this duty may be delegated to a
responsible officer.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSG/T 128586 (123).
Serial No. 150-1921.

Department of the Navt,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, December 19, 1921.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject : Retention of certain officers and enlisted men for treatment.
References: (a) Section 2 of naval act approved June 4, 1920.

(b) Article 1203 (7), Navy Regulations.

1. As the service connection of certain officers holding temporary appoint
ments automatically expires (ref. a) on December 31, 1921, it is authorized
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where they are In need of further hospitalization, in the opinion of the com
manding officer, they may be retained in hospital under treatment as super

numeraries.
2. This retention shall be only for those who voluntarily request further
treatment ; and shall be compulsory only for those who are mentally incapaci
tated and who would be a menace to the community if discharged.
3. The officers affected by this authorization will be informed by the com
manding officer.
4. Special attention is also invited to reference (ft) as follows:
" Enlisted men held for treatment at a hospital after expiration of enlistment
are held for the convenience of the Government, and are entitled to pay and
allowances until date of actual discharge from the service."

E. K. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSD/SAB 124942-0.
Serial No. 151-1921.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, December 20, 1921.

To: All naval hospitals (continental limits), naval hospital, Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii, sick quarters, Marine Barracks, Quantico, Va.
Subject : Civilian employees ; computation of monthly pay.

1. It has been brought to the attention of the bureau that at some of the
hospitals the monthly pay of civilian employees is not being computed correctly.
2. By the Secretary's letter of September 9, 1920, it was directed that the rates
of pay of all civilian employees at naval hospitals be fixed on a per monthly
basis, computed as 26 times the per diem rate of pay for the corresponding
rating on the current schedule of wages. The method of computing the monthly
pay is somewhat modified in paragraph 17 of the General Instructions supple
menting lnclosure K ( Schedule of wages for employees under the Naval Estab
lishment—Laborer, helper, and mechanical service), accompanying the Secre
tary's letter of September 6, 1921, but the basis remains the same.
3. After the monthly pay has been correctly computed by multiplying the per
diem or per hourly rate by 26 or 208, respectively, the resulting figure is the
per monthly pay of the employee, and the per diem or hourly rate used In the
computation Is no longer a factor in his pay, which is thereafter handled in
multiples of 30.
4. For example, the scheduled rate of pay for a chauffeur is 49 cents per
hour. The monthly pay of a hospital chauffeur, therefore, would be 208 times
40 cents or $101.92. His daily pay would not be 8 times 49 cents or $3.92, but
one-thirtieth of $101.92 or .$3.39 plus. This fractional difference is arbitrarily
adjusted by making the pay for 22 days $3.40 per diem and for 8 days $3.39
per diem, the odd pay being evenly distributed throughout the 30-day period, on
the 1st, 5th, 9th, 13th, 17th, 21st, 25th, and 29th. The deduction for each day
of leave without pay (or other nonpay status) in this case would be $3.39 or
$3.40, whichever might be required to bring the total monthly pay to the correct
figure, $101.92.
5. Likewise, for employees placed on a part-time basis under the provisions
of ALNAVSTA 3, the daily pay is l/30th of the monthly pay, which is the
sum obtained by multiplying the amount given In the schedule of wages
by 22 or 176, as the case may be. Employees who are placed on the 22-day
or 176-hour basis will not be required to work Saturdays.

58448—23 6
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6. The following instructions, quoted from the circular of the Office of the
Comptroller of the Treasury. Treasury Department, Wash'ngton, March 24,
1917, explain in detail the method which should be followed in computing the
monthly compensation for services rendered the United States :
Sec. 6. Hereafter, where the compensation of any person in the service
of the United States is annual or monthly, the following rules for division of
time and computation of pay for services rendered are hereby established :
Annual compensation shall be divided into twelve equal installments, one
of which shall be the pay for each calendar month ; and In making payments
for a fractional part of a month one-thirtieth of one of such Installments, or
of a monthly compensation, shall be the daily rate of pay. For the purpose
of computing such compensation and for computing time for services rendered
during a fractional part of a month in connection with annual or monthly
compensation, each and every month shall be held to consist of thirty days,
without regard to the actual number of days in any calendar month, thus
excluding the thirty-first of any calendar month from the computation anil
treating February as if it actually had thirty days. Any persons entering
the service of the United States during a thirty-one day month and serving
until the end thereof shall be entitled to pay for that month from the date
of entry to the thirtieth day of said month, both days inclusive; and any
person entering said service during the month of February and serving until
the end thereof shall be entitled to one month's pay, less as many thirtieths

thereof as there were days elapsed prior to date of entry. Provided, That
for one day's unauthorized absence on the thirty-first day of any calendar
month one day's pay shall be forfeited.
This act is construed as requiring that—

1. Each calendar month shall consist of thirty days, and the computation
of salary shall be by each month separately, one-twelfth of an annual
salary constituting the compensation for each month.
2. One-thirtieth of a monthly installment of salary is to be allowed for
each day of service from the first to the thirtieth, inclusive. The last day
of February counts as three days of service for pay purposes (two days in
leap year).
3. The thirty-first day of a month enters into the computation of salary
only where there is one day's absence in a nonpay status on that day—that
is, absence in a nonpay status did not occur also on the thirtieth. For such
absence on the thirty-first one day's pay is forfeited.

E. R. Stttt.

Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124677-0 (123).
Serial No. 152-1921.

Department ok the Navy,
Burealt of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C December 22, 1921.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject : Disposal of remains of supernumerary patients who die in naval

hospitals.
Reference: (a) Naval act of July 12. 1921.

(b) Decision of Comptroller General, November 2!"), 1921, in the case
of Maj. Paul Chamberlain, U. S. Marine Corps, retired.

1. The current naval appropriation act. under the appropriation " Contingent.

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery," contains the following language :
" For • » * care, transportation, and burial of the dead, Including

officers who die within the United States, and supernumerary patients «*o

die in naval hospitals: * * *."
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This language with regard to supernumerary patients first appeared in the
naval act of July 11, 1919, having been recommended by this bureau specifically
to provide authority of law which would enable the Navy to make proper
disposal, in event of death, of the remains of patients who, although not on the
active lists of the Navy or Marine Corps, are entitled by law or Navy Regu
lations to hospitalization, i. e., retired officers and enlisted men, pensioners,
officers and men transferred to the Fleet Naval Reserve after 16 or more years'
service, and men retained in naval hospitals for treatment after expiration of
enlistment or discharge.
2. By his above-mentioned decision the Comptroller General has construed
the word " supernumerary," as it appears in the appropriation " Contingent,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery," to mean only men whose terms of enlistment
have expired while sick in hospitals. As it is well understood that funeral
expenses are payable by the Government only when specific provision is made
therefor by law, and as the appropriations contained in the naval act are
available only for expenses incurred on behalf of persons who have died while
in active service, the result of this decision is to prohibit the Navy from
incurring expenses for the " care, transportation, and burial," of any class of
supernumerary patients except men whose terms of enlistment have expired
while sick in hospitals.
3. Veterans' Bureau patients are not affected by this decision.
4. Until this situation can be remedied by a rewording of the appropriation,
it will be necessary for the hospitals to inform the next of kin of deceased
supernumerary patients (with the one exception noted) that there is no
authority of law by which the Navy can defray expenses for the care of the
body, either in connection with transportation or burial. Their naval service,
of course, entitles them to burial in a national or naval cemetery, but the
expenses incident to preparation for such burial or of transportation to such
cemetery can not be borne by the Navy.

5. However, should such supernumerary patient die in destitute circum
stances, or should not the next of kin claim the body, it then devolves upon the
hospital to make local burial, authority for defraying burial expenses under
these conditions, as a charge against the appropriation " Contingent, Medicine

and Surgery." having been given in the decision of the Comptroller of the
Treasury dated July 24, 1914. ( S. and A. Memoranda, vol. 6, p. 3322. )
0. The remains of men who die while being retained in hospital for treat

ment after discharge will be handled in the same manner as if death had oc
curred while in the service, except that expenses for transportation will be a
charge against "Contingent, Medicine and Surgery," instead of "Bringing

home remains of officers, etc.. Navy Department"

7. In this connection attention is invited to article 1203(7), Navy Regula
tions, and this bureau's circular letter, serial No. 150-1921, No. 128586, Decem

ber 19, 1921. E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter.
"

WRJ/T 125884 (124).
Serial No. 153-1921.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, December 29, 1921.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Summary of maintenance expenditure report—Hospital Form 34 A.

Reference: Bureau's circular letter No. 132683(62) of June 16. 1921.

1. Beginning with the first quarter of the present fiscal year the
" Summary

of maintenance expenditure report," Hospital Form No. 34 A, will be submitted

quarterly.
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2. Reports from hospitals within the continental limits of the United States
will he mailed so as to reach the bureau not later than the last day of the
month following the quarter for which the report is suhmitted.
3. Reports from hospitals without the continental limits of the United States
will be mailed not later than the 15th of the month following the quarter for
which the report is submitted.
4. In addition to the statement required on face of summary (inclosure with
ref. a), the total number of sick days for (a) naval patients, (b) Veterans'
Bureau patients, and (c) supernumerary patients will be given separately.
5. The above report is required to enable the bureau to prepare periodical
reports required by the Bureau of the Budget and the Veterans' Bureau.
0. Hospitals which, in compliance with a recent request (dated Dec. 1, 1921),
submitted reports for the quarter ended September 30, 1921, will not be required
to duplicate such reports for that quarter.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSD/JBC 129733.
Serial No. 154-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Suroebt,
Washington, D. C, January 6, 1922.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject : Transportation of remains of Veterans' Bureau patients.
Reference: (a) M. & S. circular letter, serial No. 63-1920, No. 129733(54).

October 22, 1920.

(b) M. & S. circular letter, serial No. 115-1921, No. 124077-0, August
2, 1921.

1. In order that charges for transportation of the remains of Veterans' Bureau
patients who die in naval hospitals and are sent to their homes for burial may
be paid by the Veterans' Bureau, It is directed that hereafter the following
entry be typewritten across the face of all copies of the bill of lading by which
such dead are transported. This entry may be placed directly below the red
lettering on the bill :
" Than sport ation charoks under this bill of lading are payable by the
U. S. Veterans' Bureau, Washinuton, D. C, in accordance with the Bureau
of War Risk Insurance letter dated October 10, 1920."

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124942-0.
Serial No. 155-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, January G, 1922.

To: All Naval Hospitals (continental limits); naval hospital, Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii; sick quarters. Marine Barracks, Quantico, Va. ; naval dispensary,
Washington, D. C. ; Naval Medical School.
Subject: Civilian employees; computation of monthly pay.
Reference: Bureau's circular letter, serial No. 151-1921, No. 124942-0, Decem
ber 20, 1921.
Inclosure: Copy of letter No. 124942, January 5, 1921, to naval hospital, Mare
Island, Calif.
1. As there appears still to be some uncertainty with regard to the method
of computing the monthly pay of civilian employees, the inclosed letter is
hereby made applicable to all organizations above addressed.
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2. Under separate cover, the bureau Is inclosing a copy of the " Government
Salary Tables," 1920 edition, which may be of assistance in indicating the
standard method of computing monthly pay. An endeavor is being made to
obtain copies of an earlier edition, giving the basic monthly and daily rates
of pay without deductions for retirement fund, which would be of greater value,
as the rates correspond more nearly to those of the hospitals.

E. It. Btitt.

WSD/JBC 124942.
Depabtment of the Navy,

p.ukeau of meoicine and subgery,
Washington, D. C, January 5, 1322.

To : Naval hospital, Mare Island, Calif.
Subject : Civilian pay roll for November, 1921.
Reference : M. & S. circular letter, serial No. 101-1921, No. 124942-0, Decem
ber 9, 1921.
1. In examining your pay roll for the period of November 1-15, 1921, the
following discrepancies are noted :
(a) Pay number 104, Grayson, A. W., fireman; pay per month, $108.16;
number of days, 12 ; regular compensation, $49.92. A deduction of $4.16 is
made, although there is no explanation. If this man was absent In a nonpay
status for one day the deduction should have been either $3.60 or $3.01. His
monthly pay being $108.16, his daily pay is for 16 days of the monthly period
$3.61 and 14 days $3.60, the odd and even days being arbitrarily distributed
as equally as possible throughout the 30-day period.

(I) Pay number 39, Fritsche, Frank E., machinist; pay per month, $151.84;
number of days, 7; regular compensation, $40.88; amount paid, less 2J per
cent retirement reduction, $39.86; remarks, L. W. O. P., 11-1 to 11-6-21.
The monthly pay in this case is correct, but in calculating the pay for the
period November 1 to 15 as $40.88 an error has been made. His daily pay
is $5.84 ( 8 X 73 cents, the hourly rate given in the schedule of wages). The
pay of this employee for one day is one-thirtieth of $151.84, or $0.06 2/15,
the fraction being arbitrarily absorbed by making the pay for 26 days of the
monthly period $5.06, and for 4 days (7th, 14th, 21st, and 29th) $5.07. Hos
pital employees are not on an hourly or daily pay basis but are on a monthly
or 30-day basis, being paid for Sundays. This employee is stated to have
been absent in a nonpay status for six days, November 1 to 6, inclusive, the
sixth day being Sunday. Article 404 (11) Naval Instructions, directs that—
" Sundays or legal holidays occurring within a period of sick leave or leave
without pay will be charged, but when occurring at the beginning or ending of
such absence will not be charged."
(Note.—For employees on a reduced time basis, Saturdays occurring within
a period of leave without pay are construed the same as Sundays or legal
holidays. )
Accordingly in this case the deduction for leave without pay should be for
5 days at $5.06 per day, or $25.30. His pay for the first half of November,
therefore, should be $75.92 minus $25.30, or $50.62 instead of $40.88. He is
paid for 10 days, 8 at the rate of $5.06 and 2 at $5.07.
2. For each day of absence in a nonpay status during a 30-day month, one-
thirtieth of the monthly pay of the employee is deducted from his total monthly
pay. The following decisions (13 Com. Dec, 205) have been rendered on this
point with regard to the 28 and 31 day months :
(a) When an employee is absent without authority or in a nonpay status
one day in a 31-day month, he is entitled to twenty-nine thirtieths of his
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monthly compensation, one-thirtieth of his monthly compensation being de
ducted for his absence.
(ft) When an employee is absent without authority two days in February,
he is entitled to twenty-eight thirtieths of his monthly compensation, two-
thirtieths being deducted on account of his two-day absence In nonpay status.
(c) When an employee serves from the 1st to 15th, Inclusive, of February
and is granted leave without pay until the 28th of February, he Is entitled to
seventeen-thirtieths of his monthly compensation, thirteen-thirtteths being de
ducted on account of his 13-day absence without pay.
3. With regard to the comptroller's decision that—
" The thirty-first day of a month enters Into the computation of salary only
where there is one day's absence In a nonpay status on that day— that Is,
absence in a nonpay status did not occur also on the thirtieth. For such
absence on the thirty-first one day's pay is forfeited."
it should be clearly understood that for one day's absence in a nonpay status
on the 31st alone, one day's pay is forfeited. But If absence in nonpay status
also occurred on the 30th— that Is, on both the 30th and 31st— the 31st does
not enter into the computation, and the employee is charged only for the 30th.
Thus, if present from the 1st, to and including the 29th, and absent in nonpay
status on the 30th and 31st, he would be paid twenty-nine thirtieths of his
monthly pay.

4. The question of absence without leave and leave without pay (leave in
excess of the 30 days allowed by law) is an administrative one. An employee

perslstenly absenting himself without permission is an undesirable factor and
should be discharged (see department's circular letter No. Bg-Wo, February

21, 1921, regarding procedure In cases of employees absent for six successive

musters) ; while the granting of leave without pay In addition to 30 days with
pay Is an Indication of excess personnel. An organization operating with the

minimum force required can not spare the services of an employee for more

than the legal period of leave with pay. Leave without pay should not be

granted until all annual leave has been exhausted, and then only In emergency.

5. It must be understood that for hospital employees the per diem or hourly

rate given in the schedule of wages is used only as a basis for calculating

monthly pay. It is the desire of the department that all employees under the

Naval Establishment shall be paid at equal rates, but In recognition of the

somewhat different conditions at naval hospitals, where emergencies in con

nection with care of the sick render the fixing of definite hours of labor im

practicable, hospital employees are paid a monthly rate of 26 times the per diem

of the corresponding yard rating, 26 being the average number of days in a

month for which a yard employee is paid. Ordinarily the pay of the yard

employee for 26 days and the hospital employee for one mouth will be the
same, but In February and In any 30-day month in which five Sundays occur

the hospital employee will receive more pay. On the other hand, he Is subject

to call, when necessary, for work in excess of eight hours or on Sunday with

out extra pay.

6. An employee who works eacli week day from the 1st to the 15th, or from

the 16th to the end of the month, should be credited in the
" number of days '*

column of the pay roll with 15 days, as he is paid for 30 days each month,

including Sundays.
7. Likewise, an employee on a reduced-time basis, under Alnavsta 3, who

works every week day except Sunday should be credited with 15 days at the

reduced monthly rate, as he is constructively present both on Saturday and

Sundays.
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For example, a machln'st on a full-time basis who works all week days
from the 1st to the 15th should be paid 15 X $5.06, two-fifteenths, or $75.92; and
one on a reduced-time basis who works all week days except Saturdays should
be paid 15 X $4.28, four-fifteenths, or $04.44. The "pay per month" column
will indicate whether the employee is on a full or reduced-time basis.
8. An employee laid off on each Saturday, under Alnavstu 3, is on a monthly
pay basis of 22 times the yard ra.e, or the average number of days for which
a yard employee :s paid. Hospital employees on this reduced monthly basis,
while subject to overtime and Sunday work without additional compensation,
can not be required to work on Saturday at the reduced monthly pay, as the
pay for Saturday has been specifically eliminated. If, due to some emergency,
such an employee should be called to duty on Saturday, he will be paid for
thtu day one-thirtieth of the full-time pay of his rat ng.

E. R. Stitt.
~

N-5/F/McL 5511-379.
Navy Department,
Bureau of Navigation,

Washington, D. C, 27 December, 1921.
Bureau of Navigation Circular Letter No. 43-21.
To : All ships and stations.
1. In reviewing the proceedings of the courts of inquiry and boards of investi
gation convened to inquire into the circumstances attending the deaths of Anton
Huhn, late seaman second class, United States Navy, and John J. Morrill, late
seaman second class, United States Navy, on the U. S. S. Huron, and of William
Sabon, late seaman first class, United States Navy, on board the U. S. S.
Hopkins, the bureau notes that in each case death was the result of asphyxia
tion while working in an insufficiently ventilated compartment.
2. The accident on the Huron, which occurred in a hold of that vessel In
which flour was stored, discloses the fact that carbon dioxide is generated from
stored wheat and its products. While figures showing the exact amount of car
bon dioxide generated are not available, the quantity is generally considered
small and negligible where the flour is stored in a manner permitting free ven
tilation ; In the absence of ventilation, however, carbon dioxide will accumulate
and vitiate the air of a storeroom to a considerable extent, particularly in eases
where the amount of unoccupied space in the room is small. The quantity of
carbon dioxide thus developed is usually greatly increased if the flour contains
a relatively large amount of moisture or if infested with insects, but it may
appear in the presence of apparently good flour.
3. The death on board the U. S. S. Hopkins occurred in the chain locker of
that vessel during the process of tiering the anchor chain. A coat of black boot
topping was being applied to the chain on deck, and the men were working In
shifts tiering it as it came below. Since the testimony indicates that all usual
precautions had been taken to assure the proper ventilation of this compart

ment, and an accident nevertheless occurred, it seems quite apparent that ordi
nary precautions are not always adequate to insure safety.
4. The above information is promulgated to the service in order to emphasize
the necessity of utilizing every available means properly to ventilate below-deck
compartments prior to the entry of personnel, and all commanding officers are
therefore directed to take appropriate steps on board the vessels under their

command to prevent future accidents of this nature.
Philip Williams, Acting.
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Circular letter.
Serial No. 156-1022. DCC : SMS 129733 ( 54) .

Washington, D. C, January 16, 1922.
To : All naval hospitals.
Subject: Weekly report of Veterans' Bureau patients.
Reference: (a) Bureau's telegram of August 18, 1920.

(6) Bureau's circular letter No. 55-1920 of September 18, 1920;
129733(54).

1. The above references nre hereby revoked.
2. Hereafter the report of Veterans' Bureau patients shall be made by
telegraph as soon as possible on Friday morning of eacli week.
3. The telegraphic report shall contain the following information : Number
of Veterans' Bureau patients admitted, discharged, and remaining: number of
general, tubercular, or psychiatric patients; number of available beds remaining
(this data shall be for the week ending Thursday midnight).
Example, Veterans' Bureau patients admitted, 10; discharged, 6; remaining,
30 (general, 25; tubercular, 4; psychiatric, 1) ; available beds, 120.
4. Available beds are those assigned to Veterans' Bureau patients which are
vacant and available for these patients.
5. If there has been no change from the previous week, a statement to this
effect is all that is necessary.
0. There lias been much delay In transmission of the weekly report to the
Veterans' Bureau owing to remissness in some of the naval hospitals in not
forwarding the telegraphic report promptly. It is directed that in the future
each hospital promptly send in the report In order to facilitate the transmission
of the report of this bureau to the Veterans' Bureau.
7. The bureau desires a report by letter covering the period from January 1,
1922, to the first report sent in under this circular letter, giving the data
requested in paragraph 3.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter.
Serial No. 157-1922. WSD/JBC 124042-0(13).

Washington, D. C, January 17, 1922.
To : All naval hospitals ; sick quarters, Marine Barracks. Quantico, Va. ; naval
medical supply depots ; naval medical school ; all naval dispensaries.
Subject : Civilian employees ; establishment of base complements.
Reference: (a) M. & S. circular letter series No. 84-1921, No. 124942-0(33),

March 16, 1921.

(6) M. & S. circular letter serial No. 87-1921, No. 124942-0(34).
March 21, 1921.

(c) M. & S. circular letter serial No. 92-1021, No. 124942-0(42),
April 9, 1921.

(d) M. & S. circular letter serial No. 110-1921, No. 125884(83),
August 15, 1921.

Inclosures : Copies of form for report of authorized complement.

.1. By references it lias been directed that the civilian force under the Medi

cal Department be reduced to the lowest number consistent with proper care of

the sick and reasonable upkeep of buildings and grounds, and that no employees

of any character, except replacements within the reduced numbers, should be

taken on without the prior approval of the bureau.
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2. Upon the basis that all Medical Department activities are at present oper
ating with the minimum number of employees, the bureau desires to establish
for each activity a definite base complement, which shall not be exceeded
without specific authority.
3. It is directed, therefore, that each of the activities addressed shall immedi
ately submit a report in triplicate (on attached forms) showing the number of
civilians at present employed in each rating. Employees authorized for care
of Veterans' Bureau patients will be listed separately from those which con
stitute the regular complement of the hospital, as will also " temporary "

employees authorized for limited periods, and the date of expiration of such
authority will be shown. This form, when returned approved, will constitute
the base complement of civilian employees, and each activity will be held to
that base until modified by the bureau, except, of course, the numbers can
and will be reduced whenever the services of employees are no longer necessary.
4. The hospitals also will report the numbers (by ratings) employed in each
of the following departments: Cleaning force (janitors, laborers, etc.), main
tenance force (upkeep and repair of buildings), gardener's force (upkeep of
grounds, walks, roadways, etc.), power house, machine shop, garage, kitchen

and scullery, mess halls, laundry, nurses' quarters.
F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

U. S

Date

Report of Civilian Force Authorized and Now Employed.

HOSPITAL SERVICE.

Number I Number Number
employed,
naval activ
ities only
(regular
force).

employed,
specifically

employed,
for lim i tea
period, with

Rating.
for Veter
ans' Bureau date of

expiration.

Maid

patients.
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LABORER, HELPER, AND MECHANICAL SERVICE.

Rating.

Number
employed,
naval activ.
ities only
(regular
force i.

Number
employed,
specifically
for Veter
ans' Bureau,
patients.

Number
employed,
for limit**!
period, with
date of

Janitor. .

Laborer.

Helper, t

Helper, laboratory

Helper, machinist

Helper, wood worker .

Helper

Helper

Helper

Laborer, classified

Stablekeeper

Chauffeur.

Fireman

Gardener

Joiner

Machinist
Mason

Packer

Painter

Pipefitter

Plasterer

Plumber
Sewer

Water tender

Chief mechanic

Assistant chief mechanic

Head mechanic

Head motor mechanic . . .

Head Janitor

Head b borer
Head painter

Total lose pav por month .

J
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CLERICAL SERVICE.

Number
employed,
naval activ
ities only
(regular
force).

Number
employed,
specifically

Number
employed,
for limited
period,with

Rating.
for Voter:
ans' Bureau date of

expiration.

Clerk

patients.

File clerk

Circular Letter.
HWSrMFD 125561(21).

Serial No. 158-1922.

Washington, D. C, 1 February, 192S.
To: All medical officers.
Via : Commanding officers.
Subject : Circular of information.
Reference: (a) General Order No. 69, of 16 September, 1921.

(6) U. S. Naval Medical Bulletin, March, 1922.

L Venereal diseases are so injurious to the individual and inflict so much
damage on the Navy, both in diminishing efficiency by accumulation of sick days
and in lowering morale by creating a numerous body of persons ill disposed
toward the Navy by reason of the penalties imposed by existing laws, that the
department, after extended consideration of the seriousness of the problem
presented, and of the various methods heretofore employed in dealing with
it has reached the conclusion that there exists an imperative obligation to
neglect no possible means of reducing their incidence.
2. Two points having an important bearing on the continued high venereal
disease rate have recently come to the attention of the bureau. One is the
statistical demonstration that up to four hours the incidence of disease In
creases with the time elapsing between exposure and the application of pro
phylactic measures, prophylaxis being apparently of no value after three hours.
The o"-er is that 55.4 per cent of infections are of distant origin—that is,
acquired while men are on leave or extended liberty.

3. The value of early prophylaxis having been demonstrated so conclusively
It is not considered Just that any men should by the circumstance of inde
pendent duty, leave, or liberty, be excluded from its benefits. Hence the bureau

has decided to authorize medical officers to issue on request compound calomel
ointment, a preparation that is effective against both Neisserlan and luetic in
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fections in a form adapted to personal application. It is not intended that the
issue of the ointment in portable form should supplant prophylactic measures
now in operation, but, on the contrary, should supplement them. In other
words, the ointment is designated primarily for use by men who may not
be in a position to avail themselves of existing opportunities for prophylaxis.
Least of all is it intended that this authorization should result in any relaxa
tion of effort in combating venereal disease along other lines.
4. The preparation will be listed on the Supply Table under the caption,
" Hydrargyri chloridi mitis. Unguentum compositum (in collapsible contain
ers)," and will be issued in quantities fixed by an allowance based on comple
ment.

The complete item will be made up as follows :
(a) Outer waxed-paper envelope.
(6) "Directions for use," printed on thin waxed paper.
(c) A collapsible container, holding 7.5 grams of calomel ointment, the orifice
of the container being closed by a slip-on cap of soluble material.

The preparation mentioned in Medicine and Surgery circular letter No.
158-1922 has the formula :

The efficacy of 33 per cent calomel ointment in preventing luetic infection has
been recognized since the publication of Metchnikoff's classic experiments in

1006. Less well known is the observation that an ointment of calomel and

lanolin is, with the addition of certain ingredients, perhaps equally effective
when applied Intraurethrally in preventing Neisserian infections.
Much of the evidence in support of the assertion regarding the efficacy of the

ointment in the prevention of infections of the mucosa is derived from pub

lished articles (1) and from the experience of several naval medical officers.
Principal reliance, however, has not been placed on statistics, since all com
parative statistics are influenced by so many unknown factors and by so many

recognized factors that can not be evaluated, but on authenticated experi

mental observations. The bureau has knowledge of 45 individuals, known to
have been Inoculated with gonococci, all of whom escaped infection by means
of prophylaxis administered within a short time. In each case calomel ointment
was the prophylactic agent employed.

Regarding silver preparations, the bureau knows of no such conclusive evi

dence bearing on their prophylactic action, and furthermore considers that their

physical characteristics unfit them for use In self-disinfection.
It is scarcely to be expected that by thus affording men opportunity to
shorten the period elapsing between exposure and the application of prophy
laxis there will result a " zero " incidence in the venereal disease rate. There
will always be men who, for one reason or another, will neglect protective
measures, and even nmong those recorded as. having availed themselves of the

E. It. Stitt.

NOTES CONCERNING COMPOUND CALOMEL OINTMKNT.

Calomel
Camphor
Phenol
Anhyd. lanolin

Benz. lard

Beeswax

;;:s

o

3

:::>

. 20
_ 3
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means afforded, absolute prevention of disease is unattainable —mainly for
reasons such as—
(a) Records erroneous as to fact or time.
(6) Multiple coitus.
(c) Recrudescence of existing disease.
(d) Inefficient application of agents.
(e) Ineffectiveness of agents employed.
Consequently the most that can reasonably be hoped for is the attainment
of an incidence of 0.8 per cent among those who have taken prophylaxis, 0.8
per cent being the "probability" figure when the time element alone is con
sidered.
The purpose in thus enumerating the several causes possibly operative In
preventing the attainment of ideal results is to call attention to the limitations
inherent in any method of self-disinfection and to the consequent obligation to
continue active instruction in physiology and ethics.
(a) Mnus. Jour. Mil. Surg., 1910, XXVII, p. 264.
(b) Maus. Jour. MIL Surg., 1910, XXVII, p. 636.
(c) Russell and Nichols. Jour. Mil. Surg., 1912, XXXI, p. 214.
(d) Bachmann. Jour. MIL Surg., XXXI, p. 192.
(e) Personal communications.

Circular letter.
Serial No. 159—1922.

NLS:EGM 128014(21).
Washington, D. C, 1 February, 1922.

To : All medical officers, chief pharmacists, and pharmacists.
Subject : Discontinuance of use of certain paragraphs in manual for the Medical
Department, 1917.

1. In advance of the publication of a revised manual for the Medical Depart
ment, the use of the following paragraphs in the 1917 manual for the Medical
Department, U. S. Navy, relative to hospital corpsmen, will be discontinued :

483. 504 (c). 513. 522.

487. 511. 520. 523.

503. 512. 521. 524.

2. Reference to and use of the following paragraphs in the Bureau of Naviga
tion Manual in place of those paragraphs mentioned above is directed :

D-4200. D-4231. D-4332. D-4100 (6). D-5710.
D-4210. D-4232. D-4341. D-4102. D-6401.
D-4220. D-4233. D-4380. D-4106. D-G417.
D-4221. D-4234. D-4383 (1) (2) (3) (4). D-4121.
D-4222. D-1300. D-5118 (1) (2). D-4422 (a) (b\_ (c).
D-4230. D^331. D-5700. D-4123.

3. Prior to the issuance of a revised form N. M. S. H. C. 1 (Examination
Report, Hospital Corps, U. S. Navy), it Is.directed that the name of the subject
"Administration" (par. D-4383 (4) (L) Bunav. Manual) be placed at the top
of one of the columns of subjects on each copy of this report forwarded to the
bureau where this subject is a part of the examination.

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. WSG/T 129733(22).
Serial No. 160-1922.

Washington, D. C, February 10, 1922.
To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Rehabilitation service : " Trainees " ; naval hospital treatment of
disabled soldiers, sailors, and marines while under training at navy yard and
naval stations.
References: (a) Letter from Comdt. Mare Island to department, #30088-21-C.

December 29, 1921.

(b) This bur's 2d end. on above to Assistant Secretary, #132680-
D12 (12), January 26, 1922.

(c) Department's circular letter SONYD-l-Kr #6000-1121-67.
February 1, 1922.

1. The above-mentioned circular letter (ref. c) is quoted as follows:
"
1. The trainees of the Federal Board of Rehabilitation under an act of

Congress approved August 9, 1921, became beneficiaries of the Veterans'
Bureau. If, during training, they are injured or become sick, they are entitled
to treatment by the Veterans' Bureau.
"2. Rehabilitation trainees under training by the Navy at navy yards, naval
stations, etc., will be admitted to the nearest naval hospital upon the recom
mendation of the local district manager of the Veterans' Bureau. The Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery will make all necessary arrangements and issue all
necessary instructions relative to reimbursement by the Veterans' Bureau for
such treatment In naval hospitals.
"
3. Commandants of naval districts will transmit this letter to nil organi

zations coming within their jurisdiction.
"4. Chiefs of bureaus and offices will transmit this letter to all inspection
offices under their jurisdiction.
"5. The Major General Commandant, U. S. Marine Corps, will transmit this
letter to all organizations of the U. S. Marine Corps not under the jurisdiction
of naval officers. (s) Edwin Den by.

2. In accordance with the order given in paragraph 2 of the above quoted
letter, rehabilitation trainees under training by the Navy at navy yards and
naval stations will be admitted to naval hospitals upon the recommendation of
the local district manager of the Veterans' Bureau, if during training they
shall be injured or shall become sick.
3. For the purpose of securing reimbursement from the Veterans' Bureau for
treatment of trainees in naval hospitals, the quarterly report outlined in
bureau's circular letter #129733(54) of October 22, 1920 (Serial No. 63-1920),
will be followed with additional language in paragraph two thereof to indicate
the number of " days of treatment " given trainees as follows :
"
2. The above number of t reatment days includes both the days of admission

and the days of discharge, and includes treatment days of trainees
authorized by bureau's circular letter #12!)7SS(22) of February 10, 1922."
4. The directions given in bureau's circular letters #129733(54) of October
22, 1920 (Serial No. 63-1920), and No. 129733 of January 6, 1922 (Serial No.
154-1922), will be followed in all respects in the care, transportation, and burial
of trainees, and especially as to telegraphic notifications and preparation of
bills of lading.

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. NLS:EGM F-3-42022 124842(22).
Serial No. 161-1922.

Washington. D. C, February 6, 1922.
To : All medical officers, chief pharmacists, and pharmacists.
Subject : Preparation and forwarding of Form N.M.S.H.C. 3, Hospital Corps
transfer and disposition card.
Reference: (a) Bureau of Medicine and Surgery circular letter, serial num

ber 14-20 of 4 March, 1020.
(6) Paragraphs 6401 and 6417, Bureau of Navigation manual.

1. Paragraph 3 of reference (a) is hereby canceled.
2. The yellow Hospital Corps transfer and disposition card, fully filled out,
will be forwarded direct to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, immediately
upon the occurrence of any change in status or station of a Hospital Corps man
as. noted in the 23 separate cases shown on chart attached hereto.
3. Attention is called to the necessity of forwarding this form promptly in
order that the bureau's records may show at all times the ship or station
to which a man is attached and his status thereon thus permitting intelligent
replies to be made to the numerous inquiries received. The accuracy of the
entries on the individual jackets of the men concerned as well as the bureau's
records depends entirely upon this form and the roster report of the Hospital
Corps.
4. Carelessness in the preparation of this form is the cause of considerable
trouble and unnecessary work. In preparing this form all data called for
should be given, the surname must be spelled accurately, and the Christian
name spelled in full.

E. R. Stitt.

Instructions Regarding Forwarding of Yellow Hospital Corps Transfer and
Disposition Cards.

FORWARD ARRIVAL (RED-INK) HALF OF

CARD, UPON :

1. Enlistment or enrollment.
2. Reenlistment or reenrollment.

3. Extension of enlistment.
4. Reporting from other ship or sta
tion, to include—■

(a) Men received for further
transfer.

(o) Men reporting for tempo
rary duty.

(c) Men returning from tem
porary to permanent

duty.

(d) Men admitted as patients
for treatment.

(e) Men returning from un
authorized absence of five

or more days, or deser

tion.

5. Reporting from change of rating
(advancement in, reduction in,

or change of rating).

FORWARD ARRIVAL (RED-INK) HALF OF
card, upon—continued.

6. Admission to sick list of member
of crew (Hospital Corps man)
(if for one week or more).

7. Reporting from sick list of mem
ber of crew (Hospital Corps

man) if reported under subpara
graph 6.

8. Placing of member of crew (Hos
pital Corps man) in confinement
or awaiting trial.

9. Reporting of member of crew
(Hospital Corps man) from con
finement or awaiting trial.

10. Reporting from charge of civil or
Federal authorities.

11. Return from leave of absence (five
days or more).

12. Change in status or station of
chief pharmacists and pharma

cists.
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FORWARD TRANSFER (BLACK-INK) HALF

OF CARD, UPON :

1. Discharge (termination of enlist

ment or enrollment for any rea
son and give character of dis
charge), death, unauthorized ab
sence of five or more days, or

desertion.
2. Extension of enlistment and give
length of extension.

3. Transfer to other ship or station,
to include—

(a) Men transferred for further
transfer. In such cases
indicate same, as, " Via
R. S. and U. S.
S. ."

(b) Men transferred for tem
porary duty.

(c) Men transferred from tem
porary to permanent duty.

(d) Men discharged as patients
from treatment.

4. Change of rating (advancement
in reduction in, or change of
rating).

FORWARD TRANSFER (BLACK-INK) HALF

of card, upon—continued.

5. Admission to sick list of member
of crew (Hospital Corps man)
(if for one week or more).

6. Discharge from sick list of mem
ber of crew (Hospital Corps

man) if reported under subpara
graph 5.

7. Placing of member of crew (hos
pital corpsman) in confinement
or awaiting trial.

S. Release of member of crew (Hos
pital Corps man) from confine
ment or awniting trial.

9. Arrest by civil or Federal author
ities.

10. Granting of leave of absence (five
days or more).

11. Change in status or station of chief
pharmacists and pharmacists.

Circular letter. WRJ : THC 125884 (21).
Serial No. 162-1922.

Washington, D. C, 6 February, 1922.
To : All medical officers.
Subject : Charges made against the appropriation " Contingent, medicine and
surgery, 1922."
Reference: (a) ALNAV No. six of February 3, 1922.
1. The bureau notes, from an examination of the reports of expenditures, that
ships and stations are drawing supplies from the supply officer that should be

drawn from the medical supply depot exclusively. The limited amount avail
able under the appropriation " Contingent, medicine and surgery " will not last
the balance of the present fiscal year unless these unauthorized expenditures
are discontinued.
2. It is directed that no charges be made by ships and stations against the
appropriation " Contingent, medicine and surgery," except on approved requisi

tions or allotments, or upon the occurrence of an unusual emergency.
3. Until the issue of the new supply table, alcohol may be secured through
the supply officer as a charge against the appropriation " Medical department."

4. Cleaning material used In the medical department of ships is not a proper
charge to medical department appropriations; material should be secured from
the " first lieutenant " ; the practice of obtaining these supplies from the supply

officer on stub requisitions will be discontinued. This does not apply to clean
ing material used exclusively by the medical department of hospital ships, which

are designated by Navy Regulations as " floating hospitals."

5. The bureau Is confronted with a deficiency under " Contingent, medicine
and surgery," unless a radical reduction is made in expenditures.

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. , WE J : THC 125884 ( 22 ) .
Serial No. 163-1922. v

Washington, D. C, 11 February, 1922.
To : All medical officers.
Subject: Budget and accounting system.
References : (o) Section 3, article 396, Navy Regulations.

(6) Bureau's circular letter No. 132683 (62) of July 25, 1921.
(c) Bureau's circular letter No. 125884 (83) of August 13, 192L
(Hospitals only.)

(d) Bureau's circular letter No. 125884 (113) of November 17, 1921.
(Hospitals only.)

(c) Bureau's circular letter No. 125884 (124) of December 29, 1921.
(Hospitals only.)

Inclosures: (2).
1. The reports required by references (b), (c), and (e) will be discontinued
after the reports for the fiscal year 1922 have been submitted. This letter
supersedes reference (d) with the exception of the directions relating to the
submission of requests for job orders. (Paragraph 3, subparagraphs (o) to
(If), inclusive.)
2. Reference (a) directs that amounts of appropriations be so apportioned
by monthly or other allotments as to prevent expenditures in one portion of
the year which may necessitate deficiency or additional appropriations to com
plete the services of the fiscal year for which said appropriations are made.
3. In order that this bureau may lay out in advance a program of expendi
tures, and know the extent to which the actual expenditures and obligations

correspond with such program, the system hereinafter described is established.
4. The purpose of the system is to enable the Surgeon General, as the re
sponsible head of the administration of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
to present to the Secretary of the Navy an annual business program which shall
contain the necessary information concerning the financial requirements of all
the activities under the cognizance of this bureau, in such form as clearly to
Indicate the application of business principles to the bureau's administrative
activities.
5. A uniform system of accounts is essential to the Intelligent preparation of
a business program. The records of the detailed apportionments and expendi
tures of money should be kept In accordance with some uniform classification
in order that (1) the requirements of the different activities may be fully and
readily compared; (2) statements of expenditures for the same objects may be
stated in i'dentical language, thus facilitating easy, rapid, and intelligent
examination and control; (3) to furnish a basis for the estimates, the appro
priation acts, the reporting of financial data—all upon a uniform system ; and

(4) to enable a sufficiently concrete picture of the total financial operations of
the bureau to be assembled In a reasonable compass.
6. To provide a uniform system of accounts It Is necessary that a uniform
standardized classification for use in all Medical Department activities be
established. The essential elements of such classification fall into five groups :

(1) Activity.

(2) Type of activity.

(3) Character of expenditure.

(4) Object of expenditure.

(5) Appropriation.

58448—23 7
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7. The first four of the above classifications bear a progressive relationship to
each other— that is, total /expenditures of activities would be divided according
to type of activity ; the expenditures according to type of activity would be
divided according to character ; and the expenditures according to character
would be divided according to object. The fifth classification, by appropriation
from which the expenditures are made, would be shown separately in the nature
of a recapitulation and the expenditures from each appropriation classified by
activity, type, and character.
8. The classification by activity refers to the setting up of all records and
accounts separately for each activity ; classification by type of activity involves
a subdivision of the classification by activity with reference to the Navy nomen
clature, 1. e., hospitals, ships, and stations ; classification by character of ex
penditures involves a distinction between expenditures for the different classes
of supplies and services ; and classification by objects of expenditures involves
a distinction referring particularly to the class of object or services purchased.
9. The classification by character of expenditures involves the following
headings :

(1) Administrative expenses.
(2) Maintenance and operating expenses:

(a) Equipment.
(6) Supplies.

(c) Repairs.

(d) Labor.
(e) Indeterminate.

(3) Plant (first cost).
(4) Expenses chargeable to the Navy as a whole.

(5) Purchase of stock for general Issue.
Administrative expenses refers only to the pay of the clerical force; mainte
nance and operating expenses refers to all ependitures for the operation, re
pair, upkeep, and replacements necessary for the maintenance of the activity,
except such expenditures as could be charged to plant, first cost, which Include
every expenditure that is a direct charge against new construction; expeusea
chargeable to the Navy as a whole refers to expenditures that could not be
charged to any one activity, such as care of the dead, care of the insane, etc. ;
purchase of stock for general issue refers to expenditures made by the supply
depots for general issue to the service as a whole.
10. The classification by objects would Involve the following headings :
(1) Surgeon's necessaries.

(a) Medicines.
(b) Surgical instruments and appliances,

(o) X ray.
(d) Laboratory.

(e) Physiotherapy.

(f) Operating room, ward, and sick room equipment.
(g) Special diets.

(2) Civil establishment.
(a) Transportation.

(&) Power house.

(c) Commissary.

(d) Laundry.

(c) Buildings and grounds.
(/) Clerical.
(g) Technical.
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(3) Service utilities.
(o) Gas.
(6) Water.
(c) Electricity.
(d) Steam.
(e) Fuel.
(/) Power plant
(g) Refrigerating plant

(4) Buildings and grounds.
(a) Buildings.
(6) Grounds,

(c) Furniture.
(5) Commissary.

(a) Subsistence.
(6) Culinary and mess gear.

(6) Laundry.
(7) Transportation service.

(a) Nonpassenger-carrylng vehicles.
(6) Passenger-carrying vehicles. ■

(c) Feed for animals.
(8) Care of sick on detached duty.

(a) Treatment in other than naval hospitals.
(6) Professional services.

(9) Dental.

(a) Material.
(6) Services.

(10) Care of insane.
(11) Care of dead.

(a) Preparation.
(6) Clothing.
(c) Coffins.
(d) Transportation.
(e) Care of cemeteries.

(12) Books, stationery, and printing.

(a) Books.
(6) Stationery.
(c) Miscellaneous printing.
(d) Printing medical bulletin.

(13) Instruction and investigation.
(a) Hygienic and sanitary Investigation.
(6) Sanitary, hygienic, and special Instruction.

11. After July 1, 1922, no obligation will be made against any appropriation
under the cognizance of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery without prior
approval, except upon the occurrence of some extraoi dinary emergency or
unsual circumstance. In realization of the fact that an extraordinary emer
gency may arise or unusual circumstance occur in relation to the care of the
sick or preservation of property that could not be anticipated, It Is not the
Intent or policy of this bureau to establish an absolute order that would In
any way prohibit the procurement of services or supplies immediately neces
sary for the care and welfare of the sick and for funeral expenses.
12. Estimated expenditures for the fiscal year 1923, under each appropria
tion, accompanied by annual requisitions and statements showing, in such
detail and form as may be necessary to inform the bureau, the manner of
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expenditures of such estimates, will be transmitted, by every medical depart
ment activity, so as to reach the bureau not later than March 15, 1922. The
sample form submitted herewith and the procedure outlined may be modified,

if necessary, to meet special conditions of each activity arising in the prepara
tion of the estimates, the purpose being to standardize as far as possible in
condensed form the tables relating to estimates.
13. In the preparation of the above estimates the fact must be borne in
mind that the appropriations for the fiscal year 1923 will certainly be less
than for the current year and the need for economy and retrenchment will
be greater than ever before.
14 Beginning with the fiscal year 1923 an allotment card will be prepared
In the bureau and forwarded to the activity concerned for every requisition
or request approved. This card will show the appropriation to which charge
able ; the character of expenditure ; the object of expenditure ; and the amount
that may be expended in a specified time. The amount shown as a monthly
or quarterly allotment is not cumulative ; will not be exceeded, except for
provisions, coal, gas, water, and electricity, or as provided for in paragraph 11 ;
and any saving for the specified period reverts to the bureau for future appor
tionment.
15. Using the allotment card as a guide, each activity will, at the end of each
month, complete and submit a report card for each allotment

(a) A report card will be submitted at the end of each month irrespective
of the specified period of allotment. Savings will be reported on the card
covering the expenditures for the last month of the specified period of allot
ment. For example, In the case of a quarterly allotment the report card for
the first two months would only show actual expenditures. The card for the
last month of the quarter would show the saving.

(6) Should the expenditure be made as provided for in paragraph 11, the
report card will state the circumstances compelling such action. When the
card is received in the bureau an allotment card will be prepared and for
warded to complete the files.

(c) In the case of supply depot requisitions, for which no allotment is made,
the report will show under " Remarks " the classifications and amounts as
shown on the back of " Form B."

(d) When a requisition or apportionment is completed, or when for a speci
fied period all obligations are satisfied, the report will show the difference
between the estimated and actual cost as a saving.

(f) In entering the type of services or supplies, use definite terms. If more
than one type of services or supplies are included, state under " Remarks " the
amount of each type.
(g) Only the actual amounts paid civil employees will be reported as an
expenditure.
16. Due to the delay incident to having the " report cards

" printed, it Is not
expected that they will be ready for issue before June 1, 1922. Requests for
a supply of these cards will be made to the Medical Supply Depots direct

E. R. Stitt.

(Inclosure.)
WRJ: THC 125884(22).
February 11, 1922.

relating to the submission of estimates.

1. Estimates will be based on the least possible amount that will be required
for the operation and maintenance of the activity.
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2. Possible emergencies will not be considered for the reason that should
emergencies be included In the estimates the limited appropriations of the
bureau would be overobligated. The bureau will, in the case of an emergency,
authorize an increase In the amount of any allotment.
3. No estimates will be made for supplies to be requisitioned from medical
supply depots.
4. Open purchase requisitions will not be submitted for supplies that may
be secured from the supply officer, medical supply depots, or on local provision
contract
5. A " Request for allotment card " will be prepared to cover each object
of expenditure not covered by open purchase requisition. This card, together
with the open purchase requisitions, will give a complete and comprehensive
statement as to the requirements of the activity, enabling the bureau to make
reductions along comprehensive lines should the amount requested exceed the
funds available.
6. To illustrate how the card should be prepared the following example is
given.
An allotment is required to secure gasoline and oils for the ambulance serv
ice : Under classification by character of expenditures it is found that heading
No. 2, Maintenance and operation, subhead (6) ; under object of expenditure
heading No. 7, Transportation service, subhead (a), would apply and the
form would be prepared as follows :

BEQUEST FOB AIXOTMENT.

Place : U. S. Naval Hospital, Washington, D. O.
Subtitle of appropriation : Contingent, M. & S.
Character: (2) Maintenance and operation.
Subhead: (6) Supplies.

Object: (7) Transportation service.
Subhead: (a) Nonpassenger-carrying vehicles.

Estimated cost: $1,000; period, fiscal year.
Description, reason, references, remarks, etc.
To cover gasoline and oils on stub requisitions.
Note.—Open purchase requisition submitted to cover purchase of tires
and spare parts.
7. In addition to the above a summary sheet will be prepared showing the
amount requested under each appropriation.

BEQUEST FOR ALLOTMENT CARD.

Place ,

Subtitle of appropriation
Character •

Subhead ,
Object
Subhead ,

Estimated cost Period
Description, reason, reference, remarks, etc.
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SAMPLE ALLOTMENT CABD.

Allotment No. 2816-1.

AUTHORITY FOB EXPENDITURE, BDBBAD OP MEDICINE ANI1 hUHOKHT.

Place: Naval Hospital, Washington, D. C.
Subtitle of appropraltion : Naval hospital fund.
Character: (2) Maintenance and operation.
Subhead : (b) Supplies.
Object : (3) Service utilities.
Subhead: (e) Fuel.
Estimated cost : $5,000. Semiannual allotment : $2,500.
Allotment expires: June SO, 1922.

Description, reason, reference, remarks, etc.
Coal to be obtained from local supply officer.
Hauling charges to be Included in cost of fuel.
Payment to be made by stub requisition.

Approved : June 30, 1021. By : Chief of Bureau.

SAMPLE REPORT CABD.

Allotment No. 2815-1. Report No. 6.

EXPENDITURES FOR MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1921.

Place : Naval Hospital, Washington, D. C.
Subtitle of appropriation : Naval hospital fund.
Character: (2) Maintenance and operation.
Subhead : (b) Supplies.
Object: (3) Service utilities.
Subhead: (e) Fuel.
Estimated cost : $5,000. Semiannual allotment : $2,500.
Completed (yes or no) : Semiannual allotment completed.
Expenditures for month : $800. Total to date : $2,000.
Actual cost: . Saving: $500.
Type of services or supplies : Coal.

General remarks: None.
Nora—For the first five months no saving would be reported, as the period of allotment
Is six months. Actual cost will not be entered until all obligations are satisfied.

Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124942-0.
Serial No. 164-1922.

Washington, D. C, February 18, 1922.
To: All naval hospitals (continental limits); naval hospital, Pearl Harbor,
T. H. ; naval medical school, Washington, D. C. ; sick quarters, marine bar
racks, Quantico, Va.
Subject : Civilian employees ; computation of monthly pay.
Reference : M. & S. circular letter, Serial No. 155-1922, No. 124942-0, January
6, 1922, par. 2.

1. Under separate cover, the bureau is forwarding a copy of the " Govern
ment salary tables (third edition)," for use in computing the monthly pay of
civilian employees. This edition will be of particular help in connection with
the pay of excepted employees, as extensions are given covering nearly all
rates of pay.

B. R. Stitt.
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N-5/F/McL 5511-379.
Navy Department, Bureau of Navigation,

Washington, D. C, 27 December, 1921.
Bureau of Navigation Circular Letter No. 43-21.
To: All ships and stations.
1. In reviewing the proceedings of the courts of inquiry and boards of in
vestigation convened to inquire into the circumstances attendng the deaths of
Anton Huhn, late seaman, second class, U. S. Navy, and John J. Morrill, late
seaman, second class, U. S. Navy, on the U. S. S. Huron, and of William Sabon,
late seaman, first class, U. S. Navy, on board the U. S. S. Hopkins, the bureau
notes that In each case death was the result of asphyxiation while working In
an insufficiently ventilated compartment.
2. The accident on the Huron, which occurred In a hold of that vessel In
which flour was stored, discloses the fact that carbon dioxide Is generated
from stored wheat and its products. While the figures showing the exact
amount of carbon dioxide generated are not available, the quantity Is gen
erally considered small and negligible where the flour is stored in a manner
permitting free ventilation ; In the absence of ventilation, however, carbbn
dioxide will accumulate and vitiate the air of a storeroom to a considerable
extent, particularly in cases where the amount of unoccupied space In the
room Is small. The quantity of carbon dioxide thus developed is usually
greatly increased if the flour contains a relatively large amount of moisture
or If infested with Insects, but it may appear in the presence of apparently
good flour. • ,<-—

3. The death on board the U. S. S. Hopkins occurred in the chain locker of
that vessel during the process of tiering the anchor chain. A coat of black
boot topping was being applied to the chain on deck, and the men were work
ing In shifts tiering It as it came below. Since the testimony indicates
that all usual precautions had been taken to assure the proper ventilation of
this compartment, and an accident nevertheless occurred, it seems quite appar
ent that ordinary precautions are not always adequate to insure safety.
4. The above information is promulgated to the service In order to emphasize
the necessity of utilizing every available means properly to ventilate below-
deck compartments prior to the entry of personnel, and all commanding offi
cers are therefore directed to take appropriate steps on board the vessels under
their command to prevent future accidents of this nature.

Philip Williams, Acting.

26504-444 D-Ml.

27 January, 1922.
Navy Department circular letter No. 1-22.
Subject : Changes In naval courts and boards, 1917.

1. The following changes In naval courts and boards, 1917, approved 10
January, 1922, takes effect Immediately :
Strike out paragraph 673, page 453, variation 5, Naval courts and boards,
and substitute the following :
"
Var. 5. We hereby certify that should the above mentioned defect—namely,

2 pounds under standard weight and 1 inch under standard chest circum
ference be waived, which action is (not) recommended by the board, ,

M. D., is physically qualified for admission to the United States Navy as an
assistant surgeon in the Medical Reserve Corps and recommend him for ap
pointment."

/s/ Edwin Dknhy.
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N14-PR-GLD 55406-350.
Navy Department, Bureau of Navigation,

Washington, D. C, 27 January, 1922.
Bureau of Navigation circular letter No. 7-22.
To: All ships and stations.
Subject: Social hygiene activities of Bureau of Navigation transferred to
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.

1. The social hygiene section of the morale division of the Bureau of Navi
gation has this date been transferred to the division of preventive medicine of
the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
2. All correspondence relating to social hygiene will hereafter be addressed
to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.

/s/ Thomas Washington.

In reply refer to: Bu. M&S. 9 Feb. 1922. 129733(21).
ilWB/emp 10 Treasury Department,
Hospital Section. Bureau of War Risk Insurance,

Washington, February S, 192t.
The Surgeon General,
V. 8. Navy, Washington, D. C.

Sir : The following letter is this date being sent to all our district managers.
It Is requested you notify the various hospitals under your control that care
for patients of this bureau of its contents.
" The following question has recently been submitted to the central office
for decision and ruling:
" 4It is requested that the central office give us a ruling as to whether or
not claimants and beneficiaries of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau who are hos
pitalized because of an order from this bureau, who refuse to accept spinal
punctures for diagnostic purposes, or obstruct in any other way procedures
which are considered necessary by the hospital authorities for the purpose of
making diagnosis or rendering treatment, are allowed transportation to their
homes or to the point from which they were sent to the hospital under order
of the district manager.'
" Patients discharged from hospital, if discharged in the regular way for
completion of treatment, do not come under General Order #27-A, and are
entitled to transportation and necessary expenses as outlined In U. S. V. B.
Regulation #16 (January 14, 1922) ; B. W. R. L Field Order #20 (July 10,
1921) ; General Order #26, U. S. V. B. (September 6, 1921).
" Under General Order #27-A, patients discharged against medical advice
receive transportation expenses as outlined above for their first discharge.
On any subsequent discharge against medical advice they are not entitled to

transportation or other expenses as outlined above. This same statement ap
plies to patients discharged for disciplinary reasons. Unless a patient is
discharged for the second time against medical advice, or for the second time
for disciplinary reasons, he is entitled to transportation and other expenses to
his home or to the point from which hospitalized, as outlined above.
" However, patients who refuse to accept spinal puncture for diagnostic
purpose or obstruct in any other way the procedures which are considered

necessary by the hospital authorities for the purpose of making diagnosis or
rendering treatment should be examined by a board of medical officers at the
hospital, and the recommendations of the board, If approved by the medical
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officer in charge of the hospital, should be forwarded to the central office for
final action.
" This board of medical officers should be cognizant of and consult section
303 of the war risk insurance act A patient so obstructing or refsulng treat
ment distinctly comes under section 303 of the war risk insurance act, and
the penalty for such obstruction is clearly outlined in this section.
" For your information there is inclosed a copy of hospital division similar
letter #154, dated January 14, 1922, Issued by the U. S. Public Health
Service."

Yours very truly, ♦

C. R. Forbes,

Director V. 8. Veterans' Bureau.
Encl.

L-795.

Procedure Prescribed bt the U. S. Veterans' Bureau for Patients Refusing
Treatment.

Treasury Department,
Bureau of the Public Health Service,

Washington, January 14, 1922.

Hospital Division Similar Letter No. 154. *

To medical officers in charge of U. S. Public Health Service and Marine
Hospitals:
For your Information and guidance there is quoted below a letter under date
of December 8, 1921, from the Director U. S. Veterans' Bureau, which sets forth
clearly the procedure recommended in cases where treatment Is refused, par
ticularly operations: '

" U. S. Veterans' Bureau,
" Hospital Section,

" Washington, D. C, December 8, 1921.
" Surgeon General,
" U. S. Public Health Service,

" Washington, D. C.

"Dear Sir: Your letter dated November 30, 1921, in which you quote the
following extract from a letter from the executive officer in charge of one of
your hospitals —
" ' What shall be our procedure with regard to patients who refuse to accept
the treatment recommended by us and who do not request their discharge from
the hospital contrary to medical advice?
" ' We wish this point to be cleared up, particularly with regard to patients
where operation is recommended. We have a class of patients in which it Is
clear that the only treatment indicated is an operation, which operation the
patient refuses to undergo and at the same time desires to continue his stay in
the hospital.
" ' Are these men to be brought before the disciplinary board and treated as
though they had committed a breach of discipline or can they be discharged
through a board of survey as not in need of any treatment except operation,
which is refused by them?
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" ' Any light you can give us on these points will be of great assistance to us
in disposing of these cases.'
" is answered as follows :
" A patient of this bureau who refuses to accept treatment recommended by
the medical officers in charge of his case should be examined by a board of
medical officers, and the recommendations of this board, if approved by the
medical officer in charge of the hospital, should be forwarded to this bureau for
final action.
" This board of medical officers should be cognizant of and consult section
303 of the war risk Insurance act. In general, this bureau believes that patients
who refuse operation, where it is clear that the only treatment indicated is
operation, should be recommended for discharge from the hospital
" If a patient refuses an advised major operation, and, in spite of the fact
that no operation is performed, still needs hospital treatment, he should be
retained in the hospital for treatment. A case of this sort particularly comes
under the last sentence of section 303 of the act referred to above, which
reads :
" ' and the consequences of unreasonable refusal to submit to any such treat
ment shall not be deemed to result from the injury compensated for.'
" Such a patient should be carefully examined by a board of officers and
their approved findings forwarded to this office for reference to our compensa
tion section.
"IUis desired by this office in all cases of this, or of a similar nature, that
the specific case and facts, together with the recommendations of the respon
sible commanding officer, be forwarded to this bureau for a specific decision.

" Yours very truly,
"(Sgd.) C. R. Fobbes,

"Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau."

It is directed that medical officers forming the boards Indicated acquaint
themselves with section 303 of the war risk Insurance act as noted above.
Reports submitted pursuant to these instructions, must, of course, be for
warded to the District Manager, U. S. Veterans' Bureau, for transmission to
the central office of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau at Washington, D. C.

Respectfully,

EL'S. Cumming, Surgean General.

JItM/eh

Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124942-0
Serial No. 1G5-1922. 132687-0

Department of the Navy,
Bubeau of Medicine and Subgeby,
Washington, D. C, February 16, 19S2.

To: All naval hospitals (continental United States).
Subject : Urgent repairs to buildings, walks, and roadways.

Reference: (a) Paragraph 3, bureau's circular letter, serial No. 94-1921, No.
124042-0(33), April 26, 1921.

(6) Dept. #28577-188, SONYD-O-MJC, February 8, 1922, trans
mitting copy of President's letter of January 26, 1922. • •

1. Prior to the end of the current fiscal year, the bureau desires that the
hospitals shall undertake such minor repairs, including painting, as may be
necessary for actual preservation of property and to maintain the buildings in
fit condition to receive patients during the fiscal year 1923 ; urgent work on the
grounds and repairs to walks and roadways will also receive attention. The
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painting should include exterior work required on temporary buildings for pur
poses of preservation rather than for appearances, and reconditioning of
hospital furniture. Iron beds and other metal furniture should be repainted
instead of being sent to the yard for lacquering.
2. To accomplish this work, the bureau, upon request of the hospital, will
authorize the temporary employment of additional workmen (carpenters, paint
ers, plumbers, etc.) until June 30, 1922; employees, when authorized, to be
secured through the labor board.
3. It is directed that an estimate be submitted, by separate items, in order
of importance,' of the work deemed necessary (limited strictly to minor repairs
as stated above) to maintain the hospitals in fair condition for another year,
specifying :

(a) The nature and scope of the work proposed;

(o) The number of workmen in each rating required, with estimate of their
total pay for the period they will be employed ;
(c) The cost of the material which will be required, and whether obtainable
from naval stores;

(<J) The cost of. any other incidental items of expenditure.
4. The material referred to in paragraph 3 (c) hereof will be a charge
against " Naval hospital fund" ; the employees will be carried on the hospital
pay rolls, and will be a charge against the appropriation " Medical Depart
ment, 1922."

5. All work recommended must be of a character that can be completed by
June 30, 1922.
6. Please expedite reply.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WJCA: BSK 129733(21).
Serial No. 166-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bubeau of Medicine and Subgeby,
Washington, D. C, 16 February, 1922.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Action to be taken with Veterans' Bureau patients who refuse spinal
punctures, etc., necessary in diagnosis and treatment.
References: (a) Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau letter to Surgeon General,

U. S. Navy, RWB/emp 10 Hospital Section, Feb. 3, 1922.
(6) Surgeon General, U. S. Public Health Service circular letter
No. 154 of Jan. 14, 1922.

Enclosures: (2).
1. References (a) and (6), regarding procedure prescribed by the U. S.
Veterans' Bureau for patients refusing treatment, are forwarded for your
Information.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. JTB: ESK 129733(23).
Serial No. 167-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bubeau of Medicine and Subgeby,
Washington, D. C, 25 February, 1922.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Veterans' Bureau patients for whom domiciliary care is necessary.
References : Letter of Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau RWB/jat : 10-Hospital
Section of February 18, 1922.
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1. For your Information there is quoted herewith the contents of a letter
from the Director of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau under date of February 18,
1922 (RWB/jat: 10).
" It is requested that the medical officers in charge of the hospitals under
your jurisdiction be advised that any patient whose physical condition is such
as to require relatively little in the nature of medical care and treatment, but
for whom domiciliary care is necessary, should be transferred to an appropriate
soldiers' home.
" All such patients should, on the initiative of the medical officer in charge, be
brought to the attention of the district manager, with a recommendation that
sucli transfer be effected."

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124677-0.
Serial No. 168-1922.

Department of the Navt,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. G., March 9, 1922.
To: All naval hospitals (continental limits).
Subject : Information for next of kin regarding expenses in connection with the
preparation, encasement, and transportation of the remains of the dead.
Enclosure : One pad of N. M. S. Hospital Form No. 61.
1. The enclosed form to be used in informing the next of kin regarding trans
portation of remains, etc., has been revised to meet the changes In the law
governing payment of burial expenses by the U. S. Veterans' Bureau, contained
in the act of August 9, 1921, establishing the Veterans' Bureau, as follows :
" Sec. 22. A new section is hereby added to Article III of the war risk In
surance act, to be known as section 315, and to read as follows:
" Sec. 315. That no person admitted Into the military or naval forces of the
United States after six months from the passage of this amendatory act shall
be entitled to the compensation or any other benefits or privileges provided

under the provisions of Article III of the war risk insurance act as amended."
2. It is directed that copies of the old form, "Information for next of kin,"
be destroyed, and that the enclosed form be used hereafter.
3. Additional copies of N. M. S. Hospital Form No. 61 can be obtained from
the Naval Medical Supply Depot, Brooklyn, New York.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. JWR-AL 126963 ( 02) .
Serial No. 169-1922.

Washington, D. C, March 16, 1923.

To: All medical officers (via commanding officers).
Subject: Officers and men sick on detached duty or leave.
References: (a) Bu. M. & S. circular letter #126963(92) of December 9, 1919.

to all medical officers.
(6) Bu. Nav. circular letter #128-19 of September 15, 1919, to all
ships and stations,

(c) Article 1189, Navy Regulations, 1920.
In order that the medical history of each member of the Navy may be com
plete and to enable the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery to determine whether

or not certain bills for medical treatment are proper charges against the Gov
ernment, it Is directed that medical officers having cognizance of the illness of
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an officer or enlisted man while on detached duty or leave of absence shall
report the matter promptly to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
This clcular letter is a revision of and supersedes above-mentioned circular
letter of this bureau (Ref. a), your file copy of which should be marked "ob
solete " and reference made thereon to this letter.
The following items of specific information are desired by the bureau and
the report should be made in the order indicated.
Name .

Rate .

Station .

Diagnosis (from nomenclature) ».

Origin (duty or not; misconduct or not) .

Circumstance attending incurrence .

Disposition (Include date taken ill or injured) .

Was he in a duty status, or performing duty at the time? .

Was he on liberty or leave (if on liberty, state exact period for which
granted and dates from and to) ? .

Were the services necessary and authorized (and by whose authority)?

Were the services of a naval medical officer or a naval hospital available?

Remarks .

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WJCA : BSK 129733(32).
Serial No. 170-1922.

Washington, D. C, 10 March 1920.
To : All naval hospitals.
Subject: Veterans' Bureau claimants, sentenced to loss of compensation for
disciplinary reasons under General Order No. 27-A.
Reference: Letter from Director, TJ. S. Veterans' Bureau REH/eus: 10-Hos-
pital Section, of March 13, 1922.
1. For your information there is quoted herewith the contents of a letter
from the Director of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau under date of March 13, 1922
(REH/eus: 10) :
"In order that there shall be on record at each hospital a definite statement
from Veterans' Bureau claimants, sentenced to loss of compensation for dis
ciplinary reasons under General Order No. 27-A, regarding their wishes in
the matter of an appeal to the district board of discipline and morale, as
laid down in section 6, paragraph 2, and section 8, paragraph 1 (a), of General
Order No. 27-A, it is suggested that the commanding officers of hospitals under
your jurisdiction treating Veterans' Bureau patients be requested to prepare
printed or typewritten forms containing the following statement for the claim
ant's signature:

" Hospital.
" Date .

" Having been notified of the approval by the commanding officer of the find
ings of a disciplinary board in my case, which includes loss In compensation

of per cent and of my right to appeal to the board of discipline and morale
at district headquarters, I hereby state that I do (do not) wish to exercise my
right to make such appeal.
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" This form should be executed by the claimant when notified of the approval
of the findings of the disciplinary board by the commanding officer of the
hospital."

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WJCA :ESK 129733 (33)
Serial No. 171-1922.

Washington, 27 March, 1922.
To : All naval hospitals.
Subject : Re discharge from hospitals of Veterans' Bureau patients for disci
plinary reasons.
Reference: Letter from Director, TJ. S*

.

Veterans' Bureau REH/eus: 10 Hospital
Section of March 21, 1922.

1
. For your information there Is quoted herewith the contents of a letter

from the Director of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau under date of March 21, 1922
(REH/eus: 10) :

"Requests for authority to rehospitalize beneficiaries discharged from hos
pitals for disciplinary reasons under U. S. Veterans' Bureau General Order No.
27-A have become so numerous as to warrant the conclusion that the physical
condition of these claimants at the time of trial is not given sufficient considera
tion. This Is especially true concerning the patients discharged from tuber
culosis hospitals.
" In order to make clearer certain provisions of General Order No. 27-A and
correct misunderstandings concerning certain of its provisions, the following
istructions have been prepared, and it is requested that they be sent to the com
manding officers of the institutions under your Jurisdiction for their information.
"

1
. In general, no patient whose physical condition is such at the time of

trial as to clearly indicate the Imperative need of hospital treatment should
be recommended for disciplinary discharge. Reduction of compensation as au
thorized in Section VIII, paragraph 1

, of General Order No. 27-A is the proper
penalty under these circumstances. For offenses of a flagrant nature for which
reduction of compensation alone is not considered a sufficient punishment, con
finement to disciplinary ward and withholding of all special privileges, in
addition to loss of compensation, would be justified. In all cases where a
discharge from hospital for disciplinary reasons Is recommended, the board
should state on Form 1874, under " Recommendation," that sucli discharge
would not, in the board's opinion, be detrimental to patient's health.
" 2. In recommending loss of compensation In accordance with Section VIII,
General Order No. 27-A, disciplinary boards should specify the per cent only
of reduction for a period of months and not the actual amount to be forfeited.
"3. The disciplinary board should Inform the claimant at the time of trial
of his right to appeal the recommendation of the board to the district board of
discipline and morale, provided this recommendation Is approved by the medical

officer In charge. A statement as to the desire of the claimant in this matter
should be obtained at the time of the trial.
" There is being added to Form 1874 a space for notation that claimant was
notified of his right to appeal and also that he did or did not desire to so
appeal from the recommendation of the board.
"
4. In case a beneficiary Is tried by a board of officers as provided In Section
VI, paragraph 4

,

General Order No. 27-A, and Is awarded a minor punishment

not involving discharge or loss of compensation, this award should take effect
on the approval of the findings by the medical officer In charge of the hospital,
f.nd the preparation and forwarding to the central office of Medical Division
Form 1874 is not necessary.
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"
5. In the case of a claimant who has been discharged for disciplinary rea

sons requesting rehospitalization before the three months' period, as specified
in paragraph 2, General Order No. 27-A, has elapsed, it must be clearly shown
from a physical examination that such immediate readmission is absolutely
necessary for the patient's welfare or that compliance with the above provision
of this order would result in lessening the claimant's chances of ultimate recov
ery or aggravating his disability."

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WRJ : THC 125884 (34).
Serial No. 172-1922.

Washington, D. C,
28 March, 1922.

To : All medical officers.
Subject : Surgical instruments, X ray and laboratory supplies.
1. After July 1, 1922, requisitions for surgical instruments, X ray and labora
tory supplies, except laboratory animals, will be made on Requisition Form 4.
and submitted to the bureau for approval.
2. Laboratory animals will be purchased on approved open purchase requisi
tions.
3. Annual requisitions for the fiscal year 1923, covering the above-mentioned
supplies, except laboratory animals, will be returned unapproved.
4. Activities equipped with X ray outfit and operating laboratories will sub
mit immediately an estimate to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery for sup
plies required for these departments for the fiscal year 1923. Estimates will
be specific as to the articles required, the quantity, size, etc., of each item and
will be submitted with due regard to economy.
5. All requisitions for surgical Instruments shall be submitted to the bureau
for approval.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSG/T 132680-0 (122).
Serial No. 173-1922.

Washington, D. C,
April IS, 1922.

To : Medical officers of navy yards and naval stations, via commandant.
Subject : Charges for furnishing steam, coal, and electric light at dispensaries.
References: (a) This Bur's. 4th end. #132680 Dl (92), September 21, 1921.

(6) This Bur's, letter #132680-0 (122), December 9, 1921.
(c) S. & A.'s 6th end. #122-37/122-5, October 10, 1921.
(d) S. & A.'s 1st end. #122-37/122-5, March 15, 1922.
(e) Y. & D.'s 7th end. #741-1, October 13, 1921.

if) Y.& D.'s 2nd end. #710-1, March 20, 1922.
1. The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts holds—

(Ref. c.) "Existing instructions do not require that steam used in dispensa
ries at industrial navy yards be charged directly against maintenance appro
priations. It Is probable that at some yards charges of this character are
prorated to appropriations as a part of the general yard indeterminate charges."
(Ref. &.) "It is believed that no charges should be made to appropriations
under the cognizance of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery on account of
coal and electric light furnished to yard dispensaries. This opinion Is also in
accordance with the recommendation of the board on cost accounting and ap
proved by the Secretary of the Navy that all charges for power at industrial
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yards be made to ' Maintenance, yards and docks,' or to ' indeterminate ex
pense.' "

2. The Bureau of Yards and Docks states—
(Ref. e.) "Dispensaries are a part of the military establishments of navy
yards and stations, and the cost of steam for use in the buildings is considered
as a charge against yard maintenance appropriations."

(Ref. f.) " This Bureau is of opinion that coal and electric current furnished
to yard dispensaries is a proper charge against ' Maintenance, yards and docks.'
except that at industrial yards they may be charged to ' Indeterminate ex
pense.' "

3. In accordance with the foregoing, charges for steam, coal, and electric cur
rent furnished dispensaries at navy yards and stations will not be made a
charge against any appropriation under the cognizance of the Bureau of Medi
cine and Surgery.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WJCA:ESK 124680 (41).
Serial No. 174-1922.

Washington, D. C,
U April, 1921.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: Certificates of illness for insurance and fraternal compensations for
Veterans' Bureau patients in U. S. naval hospitals.

Reference : Letter from director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau, dated April 8, 1922.
1. The commanding officers of several United States naval hospitals have
received requests from Veterans' Bureau patients for certificates of illness for
insurance and fraternal compensations.
2. The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery approves the policy of the Veterans'
Bureau in the cases of Veterans' Bureau patients treated in United States naval
hospitals, and quotes for your information the above reference :
" In response to the attached Inquiry, it is the policy of the Veterans' Bureau
to supply to the patients themselves certificates of illness when it is clear that
such certificates are desired for the advantage of the claimant himself, particu
larly in connection with securing insurance from private or fraternal companies.
"The general policy of the Government not to release medical information
has, of course, in view the protecting, first, the patient himself, secondly, the
interest of the Government.
" In a case where a certificate is desired to secure insurance from private
organizations, it is clear that only the interest of the patient are served and
that the Government is quite unlikely to suffer any inconvenience."

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WJCA:ESK 129733(41).
Serial No. 175-1922. Washington, D. C,

U Apra, 192%.
To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Right of Veterans' Bureau patients to receive treatment In a soldiers'
home in the event of disallowance of claim by Veterans' Bureau.
Reference : Letter from director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau, EKH-frd-10-EO of 7
April, 1922.
1. For your information there is quoted herewith the contents of a letter
from the director of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau under date of 7 April, 1922

(EKH-frd-10-EO) :
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" It Is requested that instructions be issued to the commanding officers of
all hospitals under your jurisdiction rendering treatment to beneficiaries of
the U. S. Veterans' Bureau to Insure that a claimant who is hospitalized
as an emergency case, pending the adjudication of his claim, will be apprised
of his right to receive treatment in a soldiers' home in the event of disallow
ance of the claim by this bureau, which necessarily terminates his further right
to treatment through the bureau.
" Any honorably discharged ex-service man who is disabled and In need of
medical care and hospital treatment is entitled to receive this treatment at
a soldiers' home, and it is desired by this bureau that every claimant whose
case is disallowed be acquainted with his right In this respect."

B. R. Stitt.

Information fob Next of Kin.

regarding expenses in connection with the preparation, incasement, and
transportation of the remains of the dead.

All expenses In connection with the preparation, embalming, clothing, and
incasement of the remains of Navy and Marine Corps dead and of trans
portation to such point as may be designated by the next of kin are borne by
the Navy Department.
The remains are Incased in the Navy standard shipping casket, designed to
withstand shipment from the most distant parts of the world and to meet
every requirement of the boards of health of foreign countries and of the
different States. This casket Is used alike for officers and enlisted men, no
distinction being made for rank, and it Is not customary to make transfer to a
more elaborate casket. The United States ensign forwarded with the remains
is for use at the funeral, and thereafter becomes the property of the next
of kin.
Where the next of kin have been informed of the shipment of a body at
Government expense, and through some mistake the transportation company

endeavors to collect transportation charges, payment should be refused and a
telegram sent immediately to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Navy De
partment, Washington, D. C, collect, stating the circumstances.
After the remains have been delivered to the next of kin at the place des
ignated by them, the Navy Department Is unable to defray any of the ex
penses which may be incurred in connection with the funeral, interment, etc.,
there being specific law prohibiting such payment. The act of Congress ap
proved October 6, 1917, however, provides for payment by the United States
Veterans' Bureau, Washington, D. C, of burial expenses not to exceed $100 in
cases where the deceased was in the service prior to February 9, 1922. Unless
further legislation shall be enacted, persons enlisting or reenlisting on or after
February 9, 1922, are not entitled to the benefit of this $100 allowance for
burial expenses.
All officers and enlisted men of the Navy and Marine Corps are entitled to
burial, with military honors, in the National Cemetery at Arlington, Va. (near
Washington), or in any one of the national or naval cemeteries located at dif
ferent points throughout the country, and when such interment is made no
expense whatever devolves upon the relatives of the deceased. The graves
In these cemeteries are marked with suitable headstones and are perpetually
kept in perfect condition.

58448—23 8
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N63-EMT 573-17.

Navy Department, Bureau of Navigation,
Washington, D. C, 28 March, 1922.

BUREAU OF NAVIGATION CIRCULAR LETTER NO. 12-22.

To: All ships and stations.
Subject : Advancement in rating.

Reference: Articles D-1120 to D-1I23, inclusive.
D-4100 to D-4102, inclusive.
D-4200 to D^210.
Bureau of Navigation Manual.

1. It has become apparent that with the former and present methods of ad
vancement In ratings the bureau can not keep accurate control of the number
of men in the various petty officer ratings, nor can it adjust the correct propor
tion in the various grades throughout the service, both of which have become
very necessary with the present system of appropriation by Congress for tie
" Pay of the Navy." To this end the bureau will control all advancement of
petty officers according to the needs of the service, and the above references
will be considered in abeyance until further orders.
2. After a sufficient time has elapsed to judge the effects of this method on
the service, and the amount of clerical work entailed, the bureau will request
comment thereon from commanders In chief and other officers In authority,
and will then decide whether to adopt some other method or to continue the
procedure herein outlined. Commanding officers are directed to note in appro
priate place such paragraphs of the Bureau of Navigation Manual as are
placed in abeyance.
3. Advancement in rating. —The following procedure will be followed from
date of receipt of this letter:
(a) Apprentice seamen will be advanced to seamen 2c prior to transfer from
training stations.
(B) Other lower ratings. —Men to be considered qualified for advancement
to the lower ratings (that is, other than petty officers' ratings or officers' cooks
and stewards) must serve in the next lower rating with an average of at
least 3.5 each in proficiency in rating, sobriety, and obedience for six: months.
When qualified as above, commanding officers may advance men to fill vacan
cies in complement to ratings other than petty officers or officers' cooks and

stewards without reference to the bureau.
(c) Petty officers. —Men to be considered qualified for advancement to any
petty officer rating or to officers' cooks and stewards must serve in the next
lower rating with an average of at least 3.5 each in proficiency in rating,
sobriety, and obedience for at least one year. Men who are so qualified and
who are considered good petty officer material may be recommended by name

to the Bureau of Navigation for advancement. The bureau will notify the
commanding officer of receipt of this recommendation and when vacancies

exist will authorize advancement. No man will be advanced to a petty officer
rating or to officers' cook or steward without authority from the Bureau of
Navigation.

(<f) Chief petty officers. —Petty officers, 1st class, will be advanced to chief
petty officers by authority of the Bureau of Navigation as heretofore. Such
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men will not be recommended for advancement until they have served one year
in their present grade with an average of 3.5 each in proficiency in rating,
sobriety, and obedience. At least six months of said service In grade shall have
been on seagoing vessels, in the field with the Marines beyond the continental
limits of the United States, or, in the case of aviation ratings, with an operat
ing air station or aviation detachment. Transcript of record on Form N, Nav.
21, and report of examination on Form N, Nav. 524, must accompany such
recommendation.

(e) Commanding oflicers, upon receipt of Information that men have been
placed on the bureau's eligibility list for advancement in rating, should not sub
sequently request information from the bureau as to the standing of any Indi
vidual. This is necessary in view of the shortage of clerical force in the bureau
to answer such correspondence.

(f) All changes in ratings, except reduction, will be made on the first day
of a calendar month.
(g) The bureau will consider advancement to the lowest petty officer rating
in each branch of men who have not reached the highest nonrated grade. This
applies particularly to graduates of trade schools.
(h) Ex-service men who have lost continuous service and men who have been
disrated for any cause may be recommended for advancement to the Bureau of
Navigation and will be handled as individual cases in accordance with the needs
of the service and the record of the man concerned.
4. Permanent appointments. —Chief petty officers with acting appointments
may be recommended to the Bureau of Navigation for permanent appointment
after completion of one year's service in grade with an average of 3.5 each In
proficiency in rating, sobriety, and obedience. At least six months of said
service in grade shall have been on seagoing vessels, in the field with the
Marines beyond the continental limits of the United States, or, in the case of
avaition ratings, with an operating air station or aviation detachment Tran
script of record on Form N, Nav. 21, and report of examination on Form N,
Nav. 524, must accompany such recommendation. No permanent appointments

will be issued except by specific authority of the Bureau of Navigation.
5. Upon receipt of this letter Alnav 75, 1921, and 2, 1922, and all other in
structions in so far as they pertain to the advancement of enlisted men will be
considered canceled, or held in abeyance.

Thomas Washington.

The attention of all medical officers is called to the following general order
which, as is stated, was promulgated to prevent the payment of the six months'
gratuity to those not entitled to It under the law. This order requires an ad
ditional entry to be made on all reports of death.

General Order Navy Department,
No. 82. Washington, D. C, March 1, 1922.
1. It Is directed that hereafter a statement shall be made on each death cer
tificate that a court of Inquiry, board of inquest or investigation will, or will
not, be held, In order to prevent the payment of six months' gratuity to those
not entitled to it under the law. ,

Edwin Denby,
Secretary of the Navy.
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Circular letter.
Serial No. 176-1922. WSG/T 132687-0(43).

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, April 20, 1922.

To: Commandants, navy yards and stations, and Military Governor of Santo
Domingo.
Subject : Radio telegraph ; pigeons ; medical supplies for.
References: (o) Letter from engineer officer to commandant, navy yard,

Washington, JtRTS/pgn, April 10, 1922.
(6) Comdt's. 1st end. S4898X, April 11, 1922.
(o) Bur. of Engineering's 2d end. 1618101-1207-W, April 18, 1922.

1. The Bureau of Engineering has requested that certain medical supplies
be furnished by this bureau for the care of pigeons.
2. Please direct the medical officers of the dispensary or other medical ac
tivity under your command to make issues, without charge, to the radio ma
terial officer, as further Indicated In paragraphs 3 and 4 of this letter; except
that It Is not considered necessary that the pigeon stations should draw from
their maintenance yards when medical stores are more nearly available.
3. The following is un estimate of the approximate quantities required dur
ing one year for 50 pigeons, which is the normal complement of most naval
pigeon lofts, except at Anacostla, Hampton Roads, Pensacola, and San Diego:

Epsom salts J lb. Burnt alum 4 oz.

Castor oil 1 pt. Potassium permanganate. 1 lb.

Cod-liver oil 1 pt Copper sulphate 4 oz.

Zinc ointment 4 oz. Boric acid i lb.
4. Burnt alum will soon be available for issue at the naval medical supply
depot.

5. The following Is a list of existing pigeon stations and the maintenance
yard of each :

Pigeon station. Maintenance yard.

Anacostia Washington.

Newport Boston.

Coco Solo Canal Zone.

Dahlgren Washington.

Great Lakes Comdt. Ninth Naval District.
Hampton Roads Norfolk.
Pensacola Pensacola Air Station.
Quantico : Washington.

Santo Domingo Military Governor, Santo Domingo.

San Diego Mare Island.

Pearl Harbor Pearl Harbor.
Guam Guam.

Circular letter. HEH:GA 124842(43).
Serial No. 177-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, April 20, 1922.

To: All medical and dental officers.
Subject: Revision of Form K Dental.
L Form K Dental has been revised to the form of a simple statistical report.
It is desired that the use of the new forms become effective with the report
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for the month of July, 1022, at which time the supply of the old Form K
Dental remaining on hand will be destroyed.
2. An initial distribution will be made to dental officers.
3. Form K Dental should be submitted monthly, as soon as practicable after
the last day of the month, through the medical officer to the Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery.
4. Additional supplies of the new Form K Dental may be procured from the
Naval Medical Supply Depot, Brooklyn, on Form O as needed.

E. It. Stitt.

Circular letter. No. 124680(43).
Serial No. 178-1922.

Department or the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgeby,
Washington, D. C, April 21, 1922.

To : All medical and dental officers.
Subject : Elimination of dental record sheet from health records.
1. The dental record sheet is hereby canceled, as this sheet has been elimi
nated from the health record now in the hands of the printer. The supply of
dental records on hand should be destroyed.
2. No change has been made in the dental abstract, which will be retained
as a part of the health record as heretofore.

E. B. Stitt.

Circular letter. SDS WHM-HCM 124842(43).
Serial No. 179-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, April 21, 1922.

To: All medical officers.
Subject : Admission to the sick list of personnel of vessels and stations to which
no medical officer or hospital corpsman is attached.

L It is directed that in the future when personnel of ships or stations to
which no medical officer or Hospital Corps man is attached are admitted to the
sick list and cared for by the medical department of another ship or station,
the latter will prepare and forward to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery a
Form F card in every case. On line ten (10) of the Form F card the name
of the actual ship or station to which the patient Is attached should be Inserted,
followed by the name of the forwarding office, e. g., " U. S. S. Partridge by
Dispensary, Navy Yard, New York."
2. Such cases will not be included on the reports from the forwarding office.
3. Personnel of yard and other craft attached to a navy yard or station will,
however, be reported as at present.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WHM-HCM SDS 128586(43).
Serial No. 180-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, April 21, 1922.
To: All navy yards, stations, recruiting stations, marine barracks, and receiv
ing ships.

Subject : Discharge of personnel from the naval service in accordance with ap

proved recommendation of a board of medical survey.
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Reference: (o) Paragraph 2941, "Manual for the Medical Department, 1917."
(6) Paragraph 2284, "Manual for the Medical Department, 1917,"

under invalided from the service.
1. During the calendar year 1921 seventeen (17) cases were invalided from
the service without ever having been admitted to the sick list in accordance
with reference (a), and one hundred and seventeen (117) cases were invalided
from the service without having been readmitted (RA) and discharged as " IS "
in accordance with reference (6), principally as follows:
Training stations, 7 cases.
Marine barracks, 68 cases.
Marine recruiting stations, 4 cases.
Navy yards, 6 cases (all marines).
Naval stations, 11 cases (9 marines).
Receiving ships, 8 cases.

2. The checking up of such cases entails much time and work in the bureau,
all of which would be unnecessary if the provisions of the above references
were carried out.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. HWS : MFD 129504(44).
Serial No. 181-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, April H, IStt.
To : All medical officers.
. Subject : Care of the dead, embalming and preparation of remains.
References: (a) Article 908, Navy Regulations.

(b) Article 1513, Navy Regulations.

(c) Article 1841,. Navy Regulations.

(d) M. & S. circular letter No. SD-129504, June 24, 1918.
1. The bureau's circular letter of June 24, 1918 (reference d), is hereby can
celed, and care and disposal of the remains of the dead will be governed by
the above-mentioned articles of Navy Regulations and the instructions con
tained in this letter. It is directed that the contents of this letter be com
municated to all naval personnel having to do with embalming.

2. It is incumbent on all Navy embalmers to exercise great care in the
preservation of bodies, and their preparation for the casket, so that they may

reach relatives showing evidence of respectful and careful handling, without
signs of decomposition and with the so-called natural appearance retained.
3. Before beginning the injection, complete the shaving and modeling of

the features. A liberal application of vaseline will prevent subsequent drying,
an important matter in respect to the face and hands.

4. It Is not necessary to drain the veins of contained blood, although this Is
recommended as tending to produce a more pleasing appearance of the body

and to lessen the liability to the development of discolored spots and localized

collections of gas.
EMBALMING FLUID FORMULA.

Liquid formaldehyde.

(U. S. P. solution of formaldehyde), 13.5 c. c.
Sodium borate (borax), 5 gnis.
Glycerin,1 5 c. c. _
Water, sufficient to make 100 c. c.

i Optional.
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5. Should the solution of formaldehyde contain less than 37 per cent of
formaldehyde gas, the amount used should be increased proportionately.

6. The solution is irritating to many skins, and some form of protection is
advisable. Gloves may be worn in special cases, but in general it will be found
more convenient, and equally safe, to anoint the hands prior to beginning work
with a heavy protective unguent.
7. The exact composition of an embalming fluid is of less importance than
the method of injecting it ; but service embalmers, who may be acquainted with
civilian practice, and inclined to follow it, should remember that methods
which have proved equal to preserving remains for a few days in temperate
regions may be entirely inadequate to preserve bodies for months in the
Tropics. The fluid represented by the formula quoted (Francis) will retain
its stability for more than two and one-half years ; it has proved effective in
preserving human subjects exposed for two months to a temperature of 98° F.,
and the property of formaldehyde in acid solution of bleaching muscular tissue
to an ashy gray is overcome by the addition of borax, which furnishes the
desired alkalinity without causing deterioration of the solution. This formula
will be used, therefore, In all cases. ,

8. The fluid hardens tissues so rapidly that thorough penetration to more
remote parts is often hindered. For this reason the whole procedure should be
carried out expeditiously, and it is recommended that at each site specified the
Injection be started with half-strength solution ; when the return flow is
established, the full-strength solution should then be used as directed in the
succeeding paragraphs.

9. The pressure essential to successful Injection may be obtained either by
elevating the container to a height of about 6 feet, or by means of a bicycle
foot pump. The details requiring attention in employing either method will
suggest themselves.
10. Method of embalming.—The procedure, to be satisfactory, requires both
arterial and cavity Injection.
11. Arterial injection. —The arterial system shall be injected with an amount
of the prescribed embalming fluid equal to 15 per cent of the body weight,
estimating 450 c. c. of fluid as 1 pound.
Inject each femoral artery toward toes with 2 per cent body weight.
Inject each brachial artery toward fingers with 1 per cent body weight.
Inject one common carotid artery toward head with 2 per cent body weight.
Inject same common carotid artery toward heart with 7 per cent body weight
Total amount of fluid, including both femorals and both brachials, 15 per
cent body weight.

12. The technique of injection is important because prolonged preservation
will depend upon saturation of every tissue of the body with embalming fluid.
To insure uniform distribution it is usually necessary to make all six injec
tions. The return of fluid through the veins while the extremities are being
injected will indicate saturation of the extremities, and the return of fluid
during the carotid injection upward will indicate sufficient fluid has been
injected Into the head and upper extremities.
13. Penetration Is promoted by repeated flexion and extension of limbs, and
by massage- of soft parts. An advancing line of firmness of the tissues may be
taken as an indication of the progress of the fluid.
14. It is an easy matter to overinject so that the face and hands are puffy
and unnatural. To avoid this, two signs may be nccepted as indicating that
sufficient fluid has been used, regnrdless of the actual amount injected, namely,
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first, if the eyes, lips, or one side of the face become overdistended, or in the
case of an extremity, when it is apparent that the fluid has circulated from
the smaller arteries through capillaries in the veins ; and second, when the
tissues of a region are uniformly firm, with no " soft " areas remaining.
15. Overlnjection, however, is not objectionable if a long time is to elapse
before the remains are to be viewed, since a slow shrinkage of the body usually
takes place.

16. When the carotids are being injected, massage of the face and adjacent
parts is important, it being especially necessary to make sure that the fluid
reaches less vascular parts such as the tip of the nose and margins of the ears.
Here, as elsewhere, palpable firmness of the tissues is the indication of suc
cessful injection. If any of these parts remain soft after completion of the
arterial injection and show signs of " skin slipping," fluid should be introduced
by means of hypodermic syringe, the point of the needle being Inserted through
the ear, hair line, nostril, or mouth, so that the puncture may be invisible.
17. When, as sometimes happens, it is impossible to attain uniform firm
ness at the first Injection, a second Injection undertaken the next day often
readies the soft areas.
18. Cavity injection. —Besides injection of the arterial system, cavity injec
tion should be performed, as much additional fluid being used for this purpose
as may be required. When circumstances permit delay, it is well to postpone
cavity injection until several hours have elapsed after the arterial injection
has been completed. By that time, if a second arterial injection is to be re
quired, the necessity for it will be apparent, and it' can then be undertaken
prior to Introducing the breaks in the arterial system entailed by cavity in
jection.
19. Thorax. —By means of aspiration at several points, remove all body fluids
and inject each pleural cavity with embalming fluid under moderate pressure
until a slight epigastric fullness becomes apparent.
20. Abdomen.—By means of aspiration, the point of the needle being exten
sively moved about, remove as far as possible all gas, liquid intestinal contents,
and pathological fluids. Then inject embalming fluid, again moving the needle
point about extensively, utitil slight distention is apparent. Kneading of the
abdomen favors diffusion of the fluid.
21. After autopsy bodies are to be embalmed in the same way, but in such
cases the cavities of the abdomen, chest, and skull, after complete removal of
all viscera, shall be packed with absorbent cotton saturated with embalming
fluid.
22. If fluid can not be forced into an artery because of clots or other reasons,
such as mutilation or advanced decomposition, multiple injections may be made
into the tissues, which should then be wrapped in cotton saturated In embalm

ing fluid. In such case, further, the anus, mouth, and nostrils shall be plugged
with cotton soaked in embalming fluid, and the entire body, including the face,
ears, and hair, shall be washed with the fluid.
23. Contagious disease.—In the case of a body dead of smallpox, plague.
Asiatic cholera, typhus fever, diphtheria, or scarlet fever, the remains, after
being washed, and after completion of the procedures described, shall be ban
daged completely, excepting the head, with muslin soaked in embalming fluid.
The hands and face shall be enveloped In a suitable cloth saturated with
embalming fluid.

B. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. WJCA:ESK 129733(431.
Serial No. 182-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, April 26, 1922.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Occupational therapy for Veterans' Bureau patients.
Reference: Letter from Assistant Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau to Medical
Division, U. S. Veterans' Bureau, dated April 18, 1922.
1. For your information there is quoted herewith the contents of a letter from
the Assistant Director of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau under date of April 18,
1922:
" Inasmuch as prevocational training carried on in hospitals, irrespective of
its character, is really for the purpose of keeping the patient occupied, or for
some special therapeutic effect, all such work should be considered as occupa
tional therapy. Hereafter the term ' prevocational training ' will not be used
In connection with the reconstruction work in hospitals. The term to be used
Is ' occupational therapy.'
" Occupational therapy, as so used, will be understood to include all of the
courses previously supervised by the Reconstruction Section. It will include all
types of training or employment given in hospitals, whether carried out as purely
therapeutic measures, or purposely to occupy the time of the patients, or pre
liminary work toward a vocation."

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WJCA : E SK 129733 ( 33 ) .
Serial No. 183-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, 28, April, 1922.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject : Re Discharge from hospitals of Veterans' Bureau patients for dis
ciplinary reasons.
References : (a) Bureau of Medicine and Surgery circular letter Serial No.

171-1922—129733(33) of March 27, 1922.
(6) Letter from the Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau REH/eus:

10—Hospital Section dated April 26, 1922.
1. In accordance with reference (6) you are directed to correct reference (a)
as follows :
Change the tenth line from the bottom of the first page which reads " confine
ment to a disciplinary ward and withholding of " to read as follows : " restric
tion to a ward or wards and withholding of."

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WRJ: THC 132687-0(51).
Serial No. 184-1922. Department of the Navy.

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. 0., 2 May, 1922.

To: All naval hospitals (continental limits).
Via: Commandant.
Subject: Occupational therapy for Veterans' Bureau patients.
Reference: Bureau's circular letter No. 129733(43) of April 26, 1922.
Enclosures: (2). Forms #75 and #80, Civil Service Commission.
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L The Navy Department has agreed, at the request of the Veterans' Bureau,
to provide personnel, equipment, and material to cover occupational therapy
in connection with the hospitalization of U. S. Veterans' Bureau patients.
2. Occupational therapy, in connection with the treatment of Veterans'
Bureau patients, will be considered as an integral part of the functions of the
hospital in the same manner as the several specialised services are supplied,
that is, its surgical service, its medical service, etc. In other words the com
manding officer of the hospital will exercise the same control and administer
this type of service in the same manner as other departments of the hospital.
3. Requisitions for material for use in connection with this service will be
prepared on the regular open-purchase requisition Form No. N. M. S. 1, and
submitted to the bureau for approval. Requisitions will conform with all the
requirements of article 1607, U. S. Navy Regulations. In the event that only
proprietary articles will meet the requirements, the certification required by
paragraph 2, subparagraph (L), will be used. It will also be necessary to
have an estimated cost on each requisition.
4. A request for an allotment -will be submitted by each activity engaged
in this service for an amount sufficient to cover such supplies as may be secured
on stub requisition from the local supply officer.
5. As the Veterans' Bureau will bear the entire expense incident to this
service, and for accounting reasons, it is directed that open-purchase requisi
tions and stub requisitions bear the following notation :
" The above equipment and material is required for use in connection with
providing occupational therapy for Veterans' Bureau patients in naval hos
pitals."
6. An accurate inventory of all nonexpendable material used In this service
will be prepared and maintained thereafter as a separate Inventory of ma
terial under the cognizance of the Veterans' Bureau. The title to all ma
terial used in occupational thereapy will remain vested in the D. S. Veterans'
Bureau, and will be subject to disposition by that bureau when this work Is
discontinued.
7. Permission has been obtained from the Secretary of the Navy for the
establishment at navy hospitals of the following positions:

Rating. Pay.

Head physiotherapy aide $166. 66 per month.

Physiotherapy aide 142. 50 per month.
Occupational therapy aide 133. 33 to 150 per month.

Teacher (academic and commercial) 133.33 to 150 per month.

Educational director 200 per month.

8. Requests for personnel of this character will be submitted to the bureau as
the needs develops, specifying the rating, proposed rate of pay, and, in the case
of occupational therapy aides and teachers, the subject or course to be covered.

Authority will then be granted for appointment from the lists of ellglbles on
file at the office of the district secretary of the Civil Service Commission. The
appointments will be made in the same manner as are those in the clerical serv
ice of the Naval Establishment, and these employees will be subject to the same
rules and regulations as regards hours of employment, pay, leave, retirement,
etc., as are other employees of the classified service.
9. It is believed that appointment of physiotherapy aides from civil life will
not be necessary, but that treatment of this character can be administered by

members of the Hospital Corps and Nurse Corps now being trained. However,

as above noted, the positions have been authorized and can be utilized If re
quired.
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10. Your attention Is Invited to the fact that the term " occupational therapy "

as used In connection with the treatment of Veterans' Bureau patients does not
include physiotherapy or hydrotherapy (reference). It is the policy of the
bureau to provide physiotherapy and hydrotherapy for the common use of naval
and Veterans' Bureau patients, the cost of such service to be prorated between
the services.
11. The Inclosed announcements of the Civil Service Commission, setting
forth the requirements for appointment to these positions, are forwarded for
your information. The position of occupational therapy aide will be filled
from the register of "Reconstruction aide (Form No. 75; the positions of
teacher and educational director will be filled from the register of " Teachers "

and "Rehabilitation assistant" (Form No. 80).
E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WJCA : ESK 129733(43).
Serial No. 185-1922.

Depabtment of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Subqeey,

Washington, D. C, 6 May, 1922.
To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: Occupational therapy in U. S. naval hospitals.
References: (o) Letter from Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau, MCG/jat; 10

of March 21, 1922.
(6) Bureau of Medicine and Surgery circular letter Serial No.
182-1922—129733(43) of 26 April, 1922.

1. In compliance with the request of the Director of the U. S. Veterans'
Bureau as expressed in reference (a), the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery
has completed arrangements whereby all personnel, equipment, and material
•to cover occupational therapy, reference (6), and physiotherapy for Veterans'
Bureau patients in naval hospitals will, in the future, be provided by this
bureau.
2. In order to simplify the rendition of necessary expense accounts for this
work to the U. S. Veterans' Bureau for reimbursement, it has been decided that
only Veterans' Bureau patients will be permitted to take advantage of occupa
tional therapy, reference (6), provided by the civilian personnel referred to in
paragraph 1. Occupational therapy for naval personnel will be furnished by
the Red Cross and in no instance will naval personnel receive instruction from
the civilian occupational therapy teachers supplied for Veterans' Bureau
patients.
3. In view of the proposed plan to utilize naval and not civilian personnel
for physiotherapy work in naval hospitals, no distinction will be made between
naval and Veterans' Bureau personnel In so far as physiotherapy is concerned.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WJCA : ESK 129733 ( 53 ) .
Serial No. 186-1922. Washington, D. C,

16 May, 1922.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject: Occupational therapy for Veterans' Bureau patients in United States
naval hospitals ; quarterly reports concerning.
Reference: (a) Bureau's circular letter, Serial No. 185-1922 of 6 May, 1922,
No. 129733(43).
1. On May 1, 1922, the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Navy Department,
assumed entire charge of all personnel, equipment, and material used In con
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nection with occupational therapy and physiotherapy for Veterans' Bureau
patients in United States naval hospitals.
2. In the future no reports or other information will be furnished by the
occupational therapy personnel. These employees are employed by the Navy
Department and have no further connection with the Veterans' Bureau. All
reports, etc., must be forwarded by, and Information furnished by, the com
manding officers of the various hospitals.
8. On June 30, 1922, and at the end of each quarter thereafter, command
ing officers will forward to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery reports con
cerning occupational therapy for Veterans' Bureau patients in the form and
order indicated below and containing the following Information :
(a) Name, rate under civil service, date of appointment, and salary of each
employee connected with occupational therapy for Veterans' Bureau patients.
(6) List of courses taught Veterans' Bureau patients giving names of
instructors or teachers In each course.

(c) Hours spent by instructors In connection with occupational therapy.
((J) Hours actually occupied In teaching and manner in which time is spent
when not actually teaching.

(e) Number of Veterans' Bureau patients availing themselves of courses in
occupational therapy, giving number of patients and hours devoted to each
subject.

(f) Detailed report of duties performed by educational director.
(g) Report of duties performed by clerks and stenographers.
Note.—In making reports, time spent by Veterans' Bureau patients in study-
outside classroom shall not be counted in with time actually under Instruction.
A separate report of time devoted to study can, If practicable, be made.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. HWS : MFD 130402 (53).
Serial No. 187-1922.

Washington, D. C,
May 17, 1922.

To : All medical officers.
Subject : Consulation service In roentgenologic interpretation.

Reference : Manual for the Medical Department, section 3221.

1. The general adoption of celluloid films in roentgenology has made prac
ticable an extension of the service rendered by the U. S. Naval Medical School
for many years in the examination of pathological specimens.
2. Any medical officer desiring to consult with a roentgenologist regarding
the appearances in an X-ray film can obtain an opinion by forwarding the
film or films in question addressed to the Commanding Officer, U. S. Naval
Medical School, Washington, D. C, accompanied by a brief abstract of the
clinical history of the case, and the following data written on each film:
(a) Name and rate of patient; (b) name of hospital; and (c) "right" or
" left."
3. In cases of injury to a joint, and always In any affection of the knee, a
corresponding plate of the unaffected side should be inclosed. X rays of frac
tures should be taken in two directions, as nearly perpendicular to each other as
possible. In chest cases take stereograms If available apparatus permits
making them.

4. In order to comply with postal regulations, celluloid films are to be mailed
in a metal container, sealed, and labeled

" Inflammable."
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5. Medical officers desiring photomicrographs of tissues, blood, or bacterial
preparations or photographs of gross specimens for use as illustrations are
reminded that the school Is prepared to undertake such work on request.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WJCA : ESK 129733 ( 52 ) .
Serial No. 188-1922.

Washington, D. C,
19 May, 1922.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject: Re transportation for Veterans' Bureau patients upon discharge from
U. S. naval hospitals.
^References: (o) Telegram from District Manager, U. S. Veterans' Bureau, At

lanta, Ga., to Commanding Officer, U. S. Naval Hospital,
Pensacola, April 17, 1922.

(6) Letter from Commanding Officer, U. S. Naval Hospital, Pen
sacola, to District Manager, U. S. Veterans' Bureau, Atlanta,
Ga., April 29, 1922.

(c) Letter from Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau, MCG; ecr: 10
Hospital Section, to the Surgeon General of the Navy, May
13, 1922.

1. For your Information and guidance the contents of the above references
are hereby quoted.

(a) "Bertrans Edwards C eleven fifteen five three naught issue transporta
tion to Cincinnati Ohio."
(6) " The above-named man was this date discharged from further treatment
at this hospital and has been furnished twenty-one meal and lodging requests
in lieu of transportation to Cincinnati, Ohio, which was authorized by your
telegram reference above."
The following statement was signed by the man concerned : " I hereby waive
transportation to Cincinnati, Ohio, and accept in lieu thereof meal and lodging
requests mentioned above."

(c) " There are inclosed herewith copies of a telegram from the district man
ager of the fifth district, Atlanta, Ga., to the Commanding Officer, Naval Hos
pital, Pensacola, Fla., and a letter from the commanding officer. It will be
noted that the commanding officer, presumably upon the request of the claimant,

Issued In lieu of the transportation to Cincinnati, authorized by the district
manager's telegram, 21 meal and 5 lodging requests. The commanding officer,
as noted above, presumably did this upon the request of the claimant.
" It will be noted that the claimant waived his transportation to Cincinnati
and accepted in lieu thereof the meals and lodging request noted. This, of
course, is contrary to the practices of the Veterans' Bureau, as it is felt that
the transportation to the claimant's home is a privilege based on humanitarian
consideration and is not a vested right which the claimant may demand in cash
or other valuable consideration.
" It is therefore requested that you instruct the commanding officers of the
different naval hospitals caring for Veterans' Bureau claimants that transpor
tation requests are to be issued only for legitimate and actual Intended travel
and can not be exchanged either for cash or for other valuable consideration."

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. WJCA: ESK 132687-0(54).
Serial No. 189-1922.

Washington, D. C,
22 May, 1922.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject: Occupational therapy for Veterans' Bureau patients in the United
States naval hospitals. —Red Cross personnel.
Reference: (a) Bureau of Medicine and Surgery circular letter Serial No.
184-1922-WRJ-THC 132687-0(51) of May 2, 1922.
1. In order to simplify administrative control and reduce overhead expenses
in connection with occupational therapy In naval hospitals, the Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery has adopted the following policy in this connection :
2. Commanding officers will arrange the Instruction of Veterans' Bureau
patients in such a' manner that all work in connection with the former term
of occupational therapy (i. e., bead work, basketwork, and any other branch
which may have been included under the old terminology of occupational
therapy) will be designated (assigned) to Red Cross personnel, and all other
work such as that formerly included under the term of prevocatlonal train
ing (i. e., stenography, typewriting, English, reading, writing, bookkeeping,
commercial subjects, agriculture, etc.) will be designated to civilians employed
for that purpose.
3. In this way all naval and Veterans' Bureau patients will receive their
instruction in branches included under the occupational therapy (old term)
(par. 2) from the Red Cross personnel, and Veterans' Bureau patients only

shall receive training and instruction in branches formerly included under
prevocatlonal (old term) (par. 2) from the civilian personnel supplied by
this bureu for this particular work. It is not the intention of the bureau
to furnish prevocatlonal training to naval personnel.
4. Red Cross personnel will request all material and equipment necessary
in connection with occupational therapy (old term) for Veterans' Bureau
patients from the commanding officers of the naval hospitals, who will furnish
the material and equipment in accordance with reference (a) ; that necessary
for naval personnel will be obtained in the same manner as is now practiced by
the Red Cross.
5. All articles made by Veterans' Bureau patients will be held pending
legislation regarding their disposal, and Information concerning this will be
supplied in a subsequent circular letter.

E. R. Stttt.

Circular letter. WJCA:ESK 129733(52).
Serial No. 190-1922.

Washington, D. C,
22 May, 1922,

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: The handling of records for patients of the United States Veterans'
Bureau in United States naval hospitals.

Reference: Letter from the Director United States Veterans' Bureau to the
Surgeon General of the Navy, ML/EG : 6 of May 13, 1922.
1. For your information there is quoted herewith the contents of the above
reference :
" In order to facilitate the handling of records for patients of the United
States Veterans' Bureau, it is desirable to extend to other Government lnsti
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tutions certain procedure now followed In United States veterans' and United
States marine hospitals. You are therefore respectfully requested to issue
orders to all United States Navy hospitals treating patients of the United
States Veterans' Bureau as follows:

" THE ASSIGNMENT OF REGISTER NUMBERS.

"a. Every patient of the United States Veterans' Bureau should receive a
register number upon admission to the hospital. This number should be
retained by the patient until his discharge, and it should appear on all records
of the patient during the period of hospitalization, particularly admission and
disposition cards, Form 1971-F.
"6. The register numbers for United States Veterans' Bureau patients
should be assigned consecutively from one distinct series for each hospital.
"o. Only one number should be assigned to each patient during one con
tinuous hospitalization.

"d. A new register number should be assigned upon readmlssion of the
patient to the hospital.

"e. The series of register numbers for United States Veterans' Bureau pa
tients should start with 1 and be carried on indefinitely until further advised.
"In order to start this system of register numbers all patients of the United
States Veterans' Bureau remaining in the hospital on June 1, 1922, will be
numbered from 1 up. The first new patient admitted on June 1, 1922, will be
assigned the next highest numbers. For instance, if on June 1 there are 88
patients in the hospital, numbers 1 to 88 will be assigned to these patients.
Number 89 will be assigned to the first new patient.
"A list of patients in the hospital on June 1, 1922, giving name, register
number, date of admission, and diagnosis, should be sent in to the Director
United States Veterans' Bureau, Washington, D. C, attention Medical Sta
tistics Section.

" TRANSMISSION OF REPORT CASUS, FORM 1971-F.

" Two copies of report cards, Form 1971-F, will be executed upon admission
and discharge of each patient in addition to copy retained at the hospital.
One of the copies will be forwarded to the manager of the district where the
hospital Is located and one direct to the United States Veterans' Bureau, Wash
ington, D. C. Cards to the Director United States Veterans' Bureau will be
forwarded as follows :
"a. A manila envelope of special size (6 by 8* inches), a supply of which
may be obtained by requisition, should always be used.
"
6. All envelopes bearing the name of the forwarding station should be num

bered consecutively, beginning with 1 and marked thus, Cards 1971-F, package
No. — .
"c. All envelopes are to be addressed to

The Director,
Attention Medical Statistics Section,
United States Veterans' Bureau,
Washington, D. C.

" Cards should never be allowed to accumulate any length of time, but should
be forwarded as soon as possible after admission or discharge of patients.
" It is requested that two copies of above orders to hospitals be supplied to
the Director United States Veterans' Bureau, attention Medical Statistics
Section."

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. HBS:DRG 132609-0(54).
Serial No. 191-1922.

Washington, D. C,
85 May, 1922.

To : All medical officers.
Subject : Surveys on Medical Department property.
1. The attention of all medical officers is called to the necessity for greater
care in the preservation of Medical Department property.
2. Surveys are dally reaching the bureau which show many costly Items re
ceived within the past year or two with recommendation from the board of
survey that they be destroyed as of no value, deterioration due to " use," etc.
In many instances the date of receipt Is given as " unknown," original cost
" unknown," or the word " missing " is used with the statement " no responsi
bility." Again, pocket cases, surgical instruments, or other cases are recom
mended for return to supply depot, and upon arrival at the depot it Is found
that they have been looted of their contents and only the bare cases returned.
3. The new supply table of the Medical Department, 1922, provides Instru
ments and spare parts for cabinets, cases, and pouches ; therefore, when a few
of their contents are deteriorated or broken only the actual instruments so
affected should be surveyed and requisitions submitted to supply the missing
parts. Medical officers and Hospital Corps men should carefully study the new
supply table of the Medical Department
4. Upon receipt of nonexpensive medical supplies property cards must at
once be prepared showing date of receipt, cost of each item, and number and
fiscal year of requisition. The bureau will then be able to determine when
such property is surveyed If reasonable service has been obtained therefrom.
Surgical instruments should, w-ith reasonable care, last for a number of years,
and platinum needles, which are so frequently surveyed in quantities and are
expensive, should last indefinitely.
5. It is impracticable to enumerate in detail the many expensive Items sur
veyed which appear to have rendered but little service, but if the same care Is
given by medical officers and Hospital Corps men to Government property that
is used with respect to their personal property the bureau will be relieved of
considerable embarrassment from needless expenditures, which is essential In
these days of economy.

6. The Secretary of the Navy, in a recent letter to all bureaus, directed that
disciplinary action be taken against persons guilty of neglectful responsibility
in the care of Government property. Property surveys will therefore receive
special attention In future.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter.
Serial No. 192-1922. HBS : DRG 132679(54) .

Washington, D. C.
t\ May, me.

To : Medical officers on shore stations in the United States.
1. This bureau's reply to an inquiry made by Commanding Officer, Naval
Medical Supply Depot, Brooklyn, New York, is published for information of
officers concerned :
" To : Commanding Officer, Naval Medical Supply Depot, Brooklyn, New York.
" Subject :Complement of shore stations relative to quantities of Medical De
partment supplies to be furnished.

"References: (a) Letter, Commanding Officer, NMSD., Brooklyn, M-2-2—
ESB : KG of 12 April, 1922.
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(6) U. S. Navy Regulation, 1920, Article 1185 (l)-(7)-(9).
(c) U. S. Navy Regulations, Article 1575-1580."

1. Replying to question contained in reference (o), "Are expenditures author
ized under Medical Department of the Navy appropriations for double the num
ber of civilian attaches to the number of Navy personnel attached to a sta
tion." It has been decided that on shore stations in the United States where
the treatment of families of officers and enlisted men and first-aid treatment for
civil employees, as provided In reference (6), is required, medical and surgical
supplies shall be requisitioned for on the basis of active Navy and Marine Corps
complement allowance.
2. Medical supplies over the complement allowance will be furnished such
stations In such quantities as may be necessary for the treatment of families of
officers and enlisted men, and first-aid treatment of civil employees, as provided
in reference (6), but the additional supplies required for this purpose must be
made the subject of a special letter to the Bureau to accompany the requisition

In each instance.
3. The unlimited expenditure of Medical Department supplies for treatment
of civilians, not authorized by reference (6), is not approved, and the medical
officers of shore stations concerned will be so informed.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter.
Serial No. 193-1922. WJCA:ESK 132687-0(61)..

Washington, D. C,
5 June, 1922.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: Care of Veterans' Bureau patients in U. S. naval hospitals.
Reference: Letter from Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau, to Surgeon General,

U. S. Navy, dated May 29, 1922.
L Arrangements have been made whereby, during the fiscal year 1923, the
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Navy Department, will dsignate and main
tain the following number of beds in the respective naval hospitals mentioned
below for the use of U. S. Veterans' Bureau patients :

Chelsea, Mass 500

Great Lakes, 111 650

League Island, Pa 125

Newport, R. I 50

New York, N. Y 400

Norfolk, Va 100

Pensacola, Fla 25

Portsmouth, N. H 50

Washington, D. C 250

2,150

2. Should the necessity arise the Veterans' Bureau has been authorized to

utilize from time to time a certain limited number of beds at the following

naval hospitals:
U. S. Naval Hospital, Mare Island, Calif.
U. S. Naval Hospital, San Diego, Calif.

U. S. Naval Hospital, Honolulu. Hawaii.
U. S. Naval Hospital, Manila (Canacao, T. I.).

58448—23 9
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It Is not thought that the utilization of hospital facilities in these hospitals
will be of a sufficiently continuous or extensive nature to warrant any Increase
of personnel to care for Veterans' Bureau patients.
3. Commanding officers of naval hospitals other than those referred to in para

graphs 1 and 2 are directed to admit Veterans' Bureau patients In emergencies

and to notify the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery of all such admissions.
E. R. Stttt.

Circular letter.
Serial No. 194-1922. HBS-DRG 125884(611.

Washington, D. C,
7 June, 1922.

To : All medical officers.
Subject : Alcohol, X-ray supplies, laboratory supplies, and surgical instruments,
requisitions for.

References: (a) Bureau medicine and surgery circular letter, No. 172-1922;
dated 28 March, 1922.

(b) Supply table of the Medical Department, U. S. Navy, 1922.

I. ALCOHOL.

1. Alcohol for use by the Medical Department of the Navy will In future be
obtained on Form B or Form 4 requisitions from nearest naval medical supply
depot; quantities required will correspond with complement allowance pre
scribed on page 9, supply table of the Medical Department, 1922. This product,
furnished in 500 ec. bottles exclusively, is a cologne spirit suitable for internal
administration. Naval hospitals are authorized to procure additional alcohol
needed for nonmedical use from supply officers on stub requisitions, chargeable
to allotments granted by this bureau for the purpose.

n. X-RAY StTPLIES.

2. Estimates for laboratory and X-ray supplies submitted to the bureau, in
accordance with instructions contained in reference (a), indicate that these
instructions were in many instances misinterpreted, and numerous items were

included in the estimates for laboratory supplies which are listed In the supply
table of the Medical Department, 1922. The following additional instructions
relative to proper procedure for obtaining such supplies are therefore issued:
(«) X-ray dental films and duplltlzed films will be furnished by Naval
Medical Supply Depot. Brooklyn, N. Y., on letter request direct to that depot
These requests will not exceed estimates submitted to the bureau in compliance
with reference (a). Upon receipt of such request by the commanding officer,
Naval Medical Supply Depot, Brooklyn, the contractor will be directed to for
ward filnis direct to the activity requiring them. The expenditure will be
covered by emergency issue slip in the same manner as are biologlcals at

present. Upon ret'eipt of the films by the activity concerned the responsible
officer will Immediately accomplish the emergency Issue slip and return to the
supply depot. This Is Important, as authority for payment for the films is
contingent upon the receipt of these receipted slips. The films supplied will
be freshly prepared and will bear a date of expiration of period of usefulness.
It Is contemplated that requests will he promptly filled, which will obviate the
necessity for carrying a large stock of filnis on hand and insure fresh supplies
when needed. Sufficient films for three months' supply only should be required
at one time.
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(6) X-ray chemicals (nonsupply table) will be obtained on Form 4 requi
sition from Naval Medical Supply Depot, Brooklyn, direct, within the estimates
submitted to the bureau. These products will be supplied in the following
standard size packages :
Barium sulphate for X-ray diagnosis, 1-pound carton or can.
Sodium sulphite in 5-pound bottles.
Chrome alum in 1-pound bottles.
Sodium hyposulphite in 25-pound kegs.
X-ray powders in size sufficient to make one gallon of developing fluid.
Potassium ferricyanide in 1-ponnd bottles.
Other chemicals required are Form B Items.
(el Requisitions for dental film mounts, X-ray photographic papers, film-
filing jackets, lantern slides and accessories, film hangers, developing trays,
gloves. X-ray aprons, X-ray and kidney compressor bags, will be made on
requisition Form 4, and forwarded direct to Naval Medical Supply Depot,
Brooklyn, if within the estimates submitted to the bureau.
(d) Requisitions for X-ray Coolidge tubes will be made on requisition Form
4. submitted direct to the Naval Medical Supply Depot, Brooklyn, if within
the estimates submitted to the bureau. In preparing requisition for Coolidge
X-ray tube, radiator type, 10 milliampere capacity, specify the make of ma
chine with which tube is to be used.
(e) Requisitions for cassettes and Intensifying screens will be made on
requisition Form 4 direct to Naval Medical Supply Depot, Brooklyn, if within
the estimates submitted to the bureau. Requisition for cassettes must specify
dimensions of cassette required, especially the thickness, and the make of ma
chine with which it is to be used. In preparing requisition for intensifying
screens, specify the size of cassette with which they are to be used and whether
the standard, thin, or both standard and thin, are required. These two items
will not be carried by supply depot, but will be purchased upon receipt of re
quisition giving specifications.

(/) Requisitions for any other X-ray material required in emergency will
be submitted to the bureau for approval, together with explanatory letter.

III. LABORATORY SUPPLIES.

3. Requisitions for laboratory supplies will be submitted in accordance with
instructions in the supply table of the Medical Department, 1922, and will
specify items listed in Parts I and III thereof wherever possible. Special
attention is called to contents of cabinet, laboratory, Navy standard, which
together with Form B chemicals, includes practically all apparatus and re
agents required for usual laboratory examinations in accordance with modern
mthods. It will not be necessary to requisition for reagents of any other
size containers than those specified In the supply table, nor to require a
multiplicity of sizes of items such as test tubes, flasks, bottles, pipettes, etc.
(o) Requisitions for laboratory supplies listed in Part III of the supply
table will be prepared on requisition Form 4 and forwarded direct to naval
medical supply depots.

(b) Requisitions for items not listed in Part III of the supply table will
be made on separate requisition Form 4 and forwarded direct to the Naval
Medical Supply Depot. Brooklyn, N. Y., if within the estimates submitted to
the bureau.

(c) Requisitions for laboratory supplies other than specified above will be
made on requisition Form 4 and submitted to the bureau for approval, together
with explanatory letter.
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IV. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.

4. All requisitions for surgical instruments other than those listed in Part
III of the supply table will be made on requisition Form 4 and submitted to
the bureau for approval, together with explanatory letter.

E. R. Stttt.

M-S. #132679(43).
41822CO-SD.

U. S. Naval Medical Supply Depot.

Sands and Peabl Streets,
Brooklyn, N. Y., April 18, 1922.

To : All medical and dental officers.
Subject : Typographical errors in supply table, Form B and Form B-DentaL
1. The above-mentioned forms contain errors which should be corrected on
each copy, as follows :

supply table.

Page 5, 4th line, change " Shick " to " Schick."
Page 16, column B, strike out " I^ess than 75 men " and insert " 75 to 150
men."
Page 21, strike out "Case, diagnostic, electric (recruiting)."
Page 27. items " Corks, bottle, Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (16) . . . dozen 10 10 20 30 40
50 60 70 100 " out of alphabetical order. Indicate by arrow that this item
should follow item " Cork presser." (This change necessary to conform with
Form B.)
Page 36, item "Illuminator, bracket, electric," strike out "110 volts" and
insert reference number "(40)."
Page 36, item " Illuminator, bracket, electric, lamp for," strike out " 110
volts" and insert reference number "(40)."
Page 40, item " Syringe, conductive anaesthesia, etc.," change " 88 " to " 87."
Page 42, item " Atomizer, hand, etc.," change allowance " 3 " in column
" Standard equipment," to " 0."
Page 44, items " Argentuin colloidale," change reference number "(24)"
to "(42)."
Pges 46 and 47, insert reference number "(42)" after the following items:
"Apron, operating," " Gown, operating," " Towel, hand," " Toweling, crash."
" Book, blank, small quarto,"' " Envelope, official size." " Eraser, rubber," " Ink
stand," " Pad, memorandum," " Paper clip," " Paper fastener," " Pencil, lead,"
" Penholder," " Pen, steel," " Rubber band," and " Rule."
Page 60, item " Gauge steel (Handerson)," change to read "(Henderson)."
Page 88, item " Water heater, electric,'" strike out the line " Water heater
. . . number 1."

INDEX.

Page 00, " Bistoury, straight," strike out " 84."
Page 01, " Bone curette," strike out " 60."
Page 01, "Bucket, agate." change "20" to "30."
Page 02, " Card confusion colors," change " 87 " to " 88."
Page 92, "Case diagnostic electric (recruiting)," strike out "21."
Page 03, " Combination syringe," strike out " 77."
Page 03, " Corkscrew," insert page " 27."
Page 93, " Cotton, absorbent." strike out " 65." " 66." " 86." and " 87."
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Page 93, insert after " Cotton, absorbent," " Cotton, absorbent, compressed
. . . pages 65, 66, 86, 87."
Page 93, " Curette, bone," strike out " 69."
Page 94, "Diagnostic case, electric (recruiting)," strike out "21."
Page 95, " Diagnostic tags," change to " Diagnosis tags."
Page 97, " Hagedorn needles," change " 24 " to " 23."
Page 99, after " Laryngeal mirror, handle," insert page numbers " 58 "

and "72."
Page 99, strike out " Matches, waterproof . . . 65."
Page 99, strike out " Methyl violet . . . 81."
Page 100, " Morphine sulphate hypo, tablet," insert page number " 65."
Page 100, " Needle, suture, Hagedorn," change page " 24 " to " 23."
Page 103, " Reamer, root," insert page number " 39."
Page 103, " Repair tools, bridge," change " 49 " to " 51."
Page 105, " Suture, needle, Hagedorn," change " 24 " to " 23."
Page 107, " Urethroscope," insert page " 63."

FORM B.

Page 13, strike out " Case, diagnostic electric (recruiting) (19) . . . number."

FORM B DENTAL.

Page 3, Item " Illuminator, bracket, electric," strike out " 110 volts " and
insert reference number "(40)."
Page 3, item " Illuminator, bracket, electric, lamp for," strike out " 110 volts "

and insert reference number "(40)."
Page 11, the following items are not in alphabetical order according to the
supply table : " Caryophylli, oleum," " Collodium flexile," and " Hydrargyrum."
Pages 13 and 14, insert reference number "(42)" after items: "Apron, operat
ing," "Gown, operating," "Towel, hand," "Toweling, crash, (38)," "Hook,
blank, small quarto." " Envelope, official size," " Eraser, rubber," " Inkstand,"
" Pad, memorandum," " Paper clip," " Paper fastener," " Pencil, lead," " Pen
holder," " Pen, steel," " Rubber band", and " Ruler."

Circular letter. FEMcC-EFL 124842 ( 103) .
Serial No. 195-1922.

Washington, D. C, June IS, 1922.
To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Report of board for consideration of standardized forms.
Reference: (a) Bureau's letter No. 124842(103) of February 14, 1922.
Enclosure: Report of board, No. 124842(103), June 6, 1922.

1. The recommendation of the board contained in the attached report Is
approved.
2. The new forms will be put into effect when the stock of old forms at the
supply depot have been exhausted.

F. L. Pleadweix, Acting.

FEMcC-EFL 124842(103).
Washington, D. C, June 6, 1922.

From : Board for consideration of standardized forms.
To: Chief of Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Subject : Report of board.
Reference: (a) Bureau's letter No. 124842(103) of Nov. 30, 1921.

(6) Bureau's letter No. 132-1921, of Oct. 16, 1921.
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(c) Board's report of Jan. 30, 1922.
(d) Bureau's letter No. 124842(103) of Feb. 14, 1922.

1. In response to reference (d) seventeen reports were returned from tlie
commands to which reference (c) was referred. Nine of the reports received
expressed concurrence with the board's recommendations.
2. The following is an abstract of the criticism received and grouped under
each form considered :

(a) N. M. S. Form No. 10.— " Recommended that the following lie added im
mediately after absentee report (reverse side) :

■
Mast report.

Name : rate : offense : date, etc. : Remarks.

This gives the commanding officer daily information as to all mast reports,
awaiting-action cases, etc. (Pearl Harbor.)
"Daily personnel report, which should contain more than twenty-one wards"
(Great Lakes) .
"This form as submitted is incomplete in that summary does not show num
ber of patients died, deserted, in confinement, on leave, or absent without leave.
Summary should also show number of hospital corpsmen on duty, in confine
ment, on leave, or absent without leave." (Norfolk.)
"It is recommended that 'Changes in staff' be made a separate report In
stead of being printed on the back of the ' Personnel report.' The data for the
changes in staff and the absentee report is, at a large hospital, more efficiently
handled at a desk other than the one handling the personnel report, and. due to
the delay often occasioned by definitely determining the absence of an indi
vidual, the distribution of the personnel report would be unnecessarily de
layed." (New York.)
(6) N. M. 8. hospital Form No. 3.—"Horizontal lines are not practicable In
that copies seldom agree with original when inserted on typewriter, due to
faulty printing. An unruled page, allowing names to be typewritten single
spaced, will permit listing of twenty or more names instead of ton as on sug
gested form, an item of interest to large hospitals. Spare allotted to listing
of service records, health records, and pay accounts should lie reduced, thus
permitting long names to lie written in full followed by service number. Num
bering of lines is not necessary." (Norfolk.)
(et Baggage check.— " In order to render this check more difficult to change
or counterfeit in the case of loss, more important as a me.-ms of identification
to the owner and to better serve its purpose as a baggage check, it is recom
mended that both the tag and its stub be numbered consecutively In conspicuous

type." ( Newport. )
" Recommended that first action section of stub have space for patient to
sign as receipt. Stub to be filed by baggage man for future reference in case a
claim is made for baggage or missing clothing after patient has left hospital.

" U. S. Naval Hospital
"All personal property received this date
" Witness:

"Bagroom keeper." (Pearl Harbor.)
" The advantages of this form believed to he of a doubtful nature. Experi
ence at this hospital has demonstrated that only constant watchfulness on the
part of the corpsman detailed in bnggage room will prevent thieving, and it
appears that the loss of baggage check and consequent finding of it by another
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person would tend to give the finder access to baggage not his own were he
inclined to be dishonest. The above remarks are based on the assumption that
the possession of the detached pnrt of the tag will gain access to baggage indi
cated on the check. It is suggested that the service number or some other form
of a check appear on the original check (not on the duplicate) that can be
furnished only by the bona fide owner of the baggage." (Charleston.)
(d) Change of diagnosis. —"This office recommends adoption of attached
standardized forms with alteration of " Notice of change of diagnosis " to read
as follows, due to the fact that patient might be carried with a diagnosis other
ttian the one with which admitted to hospital:

" Recommended space be provided for approval by executive officer in smaller
hospitals, or by supervisors of medicine or surgery In the larger hospitals.
Kliminiites mistakes (technical or otherwise) by junior inexperienced medical
officers and keeps immediate superiors familiar with status of patients under
their supervision. Authorizes personnel office to make necessary record
changes." (Pearl Harbor.)
"A similar scheme in the form of a memorandum has been tried out in
this hospital and has not met with success. A book kept in the record office
and accessible to medical officers Is believed to give results and such book
is now being-used as an experiment in this hospital. Too often the card fails
to reach the record office and only a constant check of health records Insures
the Form ' F ' card being closed out and a new one for the new diagnosis
opened. The book is believed to provide a more stable record." (Charleston.)
(e) Operations scheduled.—" It is believed that if space were provided on
this form to show the ward to which patients to be operated on are assigned,
it would aid in proper distribution of the several copies where more than
one ward is concerned." (Charleston.)
" Suggested that word ' anesthetist ' be added to the heading anesthetic.
In most hospitals where there are several anethetists, the above additional
information assures equal distribution of this duty and gives necessary pre
paratory information." (Pearl Harbor.)
" ' Operations schedule ' should contain several more spaces for names,"
(Great Lakes.)
"That all new forms recommended in paragraph 7 be adopted except (o).
It is believed that the 4Operations scheduled ' in its present form could be
omitted or modified for the following reasons :
" First. Emergency cases could not be planned in advance.
" Second. Operating surgeons must be allowed leeway as to what anesthetic
is to be used, as the case comes to operation.

"Third. With a senior operator and several assistants, it is impossible to
tell In advance which assistant would be given the opportunity to do routine
work, as the need for post-operative watching of a patient and other condi
tions will modify the schedule.
"Fourth. Under present conditions most operating surgeons are men of
sufficient experience to be trusted with the details of the work they are doing,
and I believe all hospitals now have In effect some form of official approval
of work planned, but not In such detail as Indicated.
" Fifth. A schedule such as proposed would be constantly changed, either
by additions or omissions, depending upon changed condition of patients. It
would soon, of necessity, degenerate into a perfunctory, useless formality.

(Annapolis.)
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" Sixth. Many times the ' Professional assistant to the executive officer '

or the executive officer has followed a case more carefully than the command
ing officer, and the determination to operate, or not to operate, can be better
decided by him than by the commanding officer. As a matter of fact, a
majority of ' approvals ' are In the nature of taking the recommendation of
the ' Professional assistant to the executive ' or the operating surgeon.
" Seventh. In most cases it would be as important for the commanding
officer to give his approval for Instituting radical treatment In medical cases
as In the ordinary run of surgical cases. The question of venesection, the
use of oxygen, and the more powerful forms of medication, are not ordi
narily referred to the commanding officer for approval In advance, nor do I
believe the average run of surgical cases need approval." (San Diego.)

The following are the views of the board regarding the above commeDts:
(a) N. M. S. hospital Form No. JO.— Inasmuch as the regulations require that
a special report book be kept, which report book contains entries of all disci
plinary refractions, further entries regarding this subject are deemed out of
place on this form.

In order that more space for wards be allowed without increasing the sire of
the form, it is recommended that the horizontal lines be eliminated from the
form as originally proposed. This will permit any probable number of wards
to be enumerated.
The present form, if correctly made out, would show the disposition of all
personnel in the body of the report. It is, therefore, recommended that no
addition be made to the " summary of patients," since the aggregate of change
in personnel of the day is believed to be sufficient for requirements. A com
plete daily summary for Hospital Corps men is believed to be unnecessary, as
daily changes are infrequent and a weekly report Is already in existence.

The recommendation of the New York hospital as to dally changes in staff
would necessitate a new form, which is not recommended.

(b) N. M. S. hospital Form No. 3.—The board concurB in this recommenda
tion and recommends its adoption.

(c) Baggage check.—The proposed form provides for a storage number.
Receipt of patient for baggage Is covered by Form " G " when his signature
is obtained on discharge or transfer; Form "G" should be filed in his Jacket,
thereby being made available for any future correspondence covering the
subject.

The board believes that the duplicate checks should be In the custody of the
ward nurse and not carried by the man concerned on account of possibility of

loss. The nurse Is In a bettor position to identify the man than the bag room
keeper. '

(d) Change of diagnosis. —The recommendation of Annapolis Hospital Is

concurred in.

If a hospital demands that this report be signed by the executive officer or
supervisor of a department, this may be accomplished by having the proposed

report initialed by the officer concerned.
It Is the opinion of the board that while several hospitals are now using this
form (which is believed fo be adequate and Its adoption recommended for this
reason), nevertheless it would appear that the best procedure would be to

return the health record at the time the change Is made to the record office so

that It may be checked by officers concerned and the record office.

A book for this purpose is not recommended.
(e) Operations scheduled.—The form as proposed is for the official notifica

tion and approval of an operation by the commanding officer and does not
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abridge any of the prerogatives of the operating surgeon with respect to pro
fessional judgment.
Other suggestions not concurred In.
4. Copies of all forms recommended are appended.

F. E. McCuixough,
Captain (AT. C.) U. 8. Jf.
H. W. Smith,

Commander (Jf. C), V. 8. N.
H. I* Gatx,
Chief Pharmacist, V. 8. .If

Circular letter. WJCA:ESK 129733(64).
Serial No. 196-1922.

Washington, D. C, June 219, 1922.
To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: Occupational therapy work for Veterans' Bureau beneficiaries; re
port of.
Reference: Letter from Assistant Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau fBWC:
HW : R : 10. Hosp. Sec.
1. In order that the United States Veterans' Bureau may have a complete
record of all occupational therapy work done by U. S. Veterans' Bureau bene
ficiaries In U. S. naval hospitals, you are requested to forward, on the first
of each month, a report covering this work for the past month.
2. It is understood that the committee composed of representatives of the
Army, Navy, Public Health Service, Soldier's Home, and the U. S. Veterans'
Bureau have adopted a new form for reports on this type of work. United
States Veterans' Bureau form Med. 1870 will be used until such time as the
newly adopted forms are received.
3. All of these reports shall be forwarded (In duplicate) by the commanding
officers to the Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau, via the Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery.

F. L. Pleadweia, Acting.

Circular letter. WSG/T 132586, 132641.
Serial No. 197-1922.

Washington, July 12, 1922.
To: All naval hospitals, U. S. naval medical supply depots, and U. S. Naval
Medical School.
Subject: (a) An act to readjust the pay and allowances of the commissioned

and enlisted personnel of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast
Guard, Coast and Geodetic Survey, and Public Health Service,
approved June 10, 1922.

(6) An act making appropriations for the naval service for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1923, and for other purposes, approved
July 1, 1922.

References: (a) ALNAV TWENTY-EIGHT, 4230-1230 of June 30, 1922.
Enclosures: (A) Copy of above (a) (H. R. 10972).

(B) Copy of above (6) (H. R 11228).
1. The bureau encloses herewith copies of the two acts above mentioned,

and directs that they be made available for all members of the staff, including
hospital corpsmen engaged on office work; the acts are supplemental to one
another, and should be considered together.
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2. Axi accurate knowledge of appropriational matters is essential to the proper
allocation of charges ; that this knowledge is not so widespread throughout
the Medical Department as it should be is evidenced by the large number of
Invoices received in the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts on which the wrong
appropriations of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery are debited.
3. The strictly bureau appropriations are found on pages 19 and 20 of the
naval act.
4. The appropriation " Care of hospital patients " will continue under the
immediate and direct control of the bureau, but under no circumstances will
any charges be placed against it, except directly by this bureau.
5. Legislation relating to " Passenger-carrying automobiles " will be found
on pages 20 and 21 of the naval act.
6. The value of commuted rations stopped on account of sick in hospitals
is fixed by the naval act for the fiscal year 1923 at seventy-five (75) cents
(page 17) ; this rate for three meals will govern the charges made against
the pay of civilian employees for subsistence ; It will also be the rate of charge
in the duty officer's mess; the charge for less than three meals in all cases
will be twenty-five (25) cents per meal.
7. The pay and allowances of members of the Nurse Corps are defined in
sections 0, 0, and 13, of the "Act to readjust the pay and allowances," except
that the naval act ( Fuel. B ) , page 17, provides for

" subsistence in kind at hos
pitals and on board ship In lieu of subsistence allowance of female nurses."

Circular letter, serial No. 198-1922. HWS:MFD. 125221 (71).

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Sukgeby,
Washington, D. C, July 13, 1922.

To : All medical officers.
Subject: Training of flight surgeons.
1. A large number of medical officers will be needed for training in aviation
medicine and subsequent duty as flight surgeons.

2. The training period will consist of a course of instruction of approximately
four months' duration either at Washington, P. C, or at Mineola, Long Island.
3. Any medical officer who may desire to identify himself with the specialty
of aviation medicine is requested to make early application to the bureau,
inclosing a report of a physical examination such as is prescribed for pilots.

E. K. Stitt.

Circular letter, serial No. 199-1922. SDS. HWM : HCM. 124842 <73).

DWAHTilENT OF THE NAVY,

Bubeau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, July IS, 1922.
To : All medical officers.
Subject : Forms N. M. S. " F." and N. M. S. " K.," revision of.
Infclosure: 1.

1. Form F has been revised to include all information necessary for the
morbidity and mortality statistical purposes of the Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery. Form K will therefore be abolished when the present supply of either
Form F or Form K is exhausted.
2. Naval medical supply depots will not Issue the now form while requests
ciin he filled from the old stock on hand.
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3. Ships and stations will continue to use the present forms until the stock
of such is used up and until such time as the revised Form F is furnished
by the depots.
4. Copy of the new Form F is attached for information ; supply of which
can be secured when needed from the ntarest naval medical supply depot In
the usual manner (Form O).

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter, serial No. 200-1922. . WSG/T. 125949 (54).

Depart went or the Navy,
Bubeau of Medicine and Surgeby,

Washington, D. C, July 17, 1922.
To: All naval hospitals, U. S. S. Mercy and Relief, sick quarters, marine
barracks, Quantico, Va.
Subject: Subsistence of enlisted personnel of the Navy and Marine Corps
(Regular and Reserve) during period granted leave from treatment in hos
pital.
Jnclosure: (A) Bureau's attached 1st iud., No. 125949 ( 54), June 3, 1922.
1. The Bureau of Navigation in forwarding this bureau's first indorsement
(Inclosure) In its second indorsement No. 57369-140 of June 9, 1922, made
recommendation, as follows :
"1. Forwarded. This bureau concurs in the opinions expressed in the let
ter of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts and the first indorsement of the
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, and recommends that reference (6) be
rescinded to take effect June 30, 1922. (Signed) Thos. Washington."
2. The department by its letter No. 9047-1219-4 of July 12, 1922, decided as
follows :
"
1. Authority contained in decision of the department of May 14, 1919

(l»047-1219) , to pay enlisted personnel a subsistence allowance while absent
on leave granted while patient in hospital, etc.. is revoked, effective imme
diately. (Signed) K. E. Coontz, acting."
3. In accordance with the direction of the department as quoted in the
foregoing paragraph, no further " so-called sick leave " as mentioned in this
correspondence will be granted at naval hospitals on and after the date of
the receipt of this letter; such leaves already granted will not be extended;
but such leaves already in force when this letter shall be received may be
completed.

E. R. Stitt.

[ 1st indorsement, j

WSG/T. 125949 (54).

Depautment ok the Navy,
Bubeau of Medicine and Sukgeby,

Washington, D. C, June 3, 1022.
To: Secretary of the Navy.
Via : Bureau of Navigation. i

Subject: Subsistence of enlisted personnel of the Navy and Marine Corps
(Regular find Reserve) during period granted leave from treatment in hos
pital.
Reference: (a) Opinion of Judge Advocate General, No. 9047-1219, May 14,
1919; (6) letter of Acting Secretary, No. 9047-1219, May 14, 1910; (c) letter
of Secretary, No. 9047-1219-2, June 20, 1919; (d) Acting Secretary's letter
to Navigation, No. 26254-2883-2, Octolwr 30, 1919: (c) this bureau's letter
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to all naval hospitals. No. 125949 (63), June 25, 1919; (/) Supplies and Ac
counts preceding indorsement No. 82-5-E, May 81, 1922.
1. The granting of so-called " sick leave " referred to in the attached papers
and in the several references was primarily for the convenience of the Gov
ernment while the Navy, including the Marine Corps, was expanded much
beyond the available naval hospital facilities. By sending selected cases to
their homes for the period of convalescence, the bureau was able to release beds
for more serious cases and to avoid rental of beds In civilian hospitals ; It was
also granted, secondarily, for the purpose of hastening convalescence through
change of environment.
2. The scope of this authority was further extended to include the sick
attached to naval vessels by the department's letter to the Bureau of Naviga
tion (ref. d) of October 30. 1919.
3. This bureau concurs with the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts in the
opinion that the practice in question should be terminated, but suggests that

Instructions to that effect be made effective on June 30, 1922, In order that
the new fiscal year may not be involved.
4. To avoid complications, directions should be given that no further so-
called sick leaves, as mentioned, may be granted ; that leaves already granted
may not be extended ; but that leaves now in force may be completed.

5. If authorized by the department, the bureau will issue instructions to the
above effect to all naval hospitals only.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter, serial No. 201—1922. WJCA : ESK. 132687-0 ( 73).

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, July 21, 1922.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: Modification of circular letter, Serial 189—1922.
Reference: (a) Bureau of Medicine and Surgery circular letter WJCA: ESK,
132687-0(54), serial No. 189—1922, of May 22, 1922.
1. You are directed to change paragraph 5, reference (a), to read as follows:
"
5. All articles made by Veterans' Bureau patients from material supplied

by the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery will be held pending legislation regard
ing their disposal, and information concerning this will be supplied In a sub
sequent circular letter." (This paragraph in no way applies to articles made by
Veterans' Bureau patients from supplies and materials furnished by the Red

Cross Society.)

And to add paragraph 0 as follows :
"
6. The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery has no objection to Veterans'

Bureau patients receiving occupational therapy training from the American
Red Cross personnel at naval hospitals under the same conditions as now apply

to naval personnel."
E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter, serial No. 202—1922. HBS/MPS. 132679 (81).

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, August S, 1922.

To: All medical officers.
Subject: Bottles issued to the Naval Service labeled sodium bicarbonate but
found to contain monohydrated sodium carbonate.
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1. Purchase of a quantity of sodium bicarbonate from the McKesson & Rob-
bins Co., New York, during June, 1919, was made by the commanding officer,
naval medical supply depot, Brooklyn, N. Y. This particular consignment, lot
No. 2694-5A, has been found to contain monohydrated sodium carbonate.
Medical officers are therefore directed to examine carefully all such bottles
before issue. Monohydrated sodium carbonate may be distinguished from
sodium bicarbonate as a free-flowing granular crystalline substance instead of
a nonflowing palpable powder.

2. So far as can be determined, the above-mentioned lot was issued to the
service during the summer and fall of 1921.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

Circular letter, serial No. 203-1922. WSO/T. 132697-0 ( 81).

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, August 3, 1922.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject : Bed capacity ; Veterans' Bureau and Navy.
Reference: (a) Veterans' Bureau letter (ADH-Fac-6-MSS), July 14, 1922
(No. 129733-63) ; (6) this bureau's letter No. 132687-0 (72), July 12, 1922,
to the nine naval hospitals involved only; (c) this bureau's circular letter
No. 132687-0 ( 61), June 5, 1922 (serial No. 193—1922).
1. In the bureau's above-mentioned letters, statements were made of the
number of beds to be reserved during the fiscal year 1923 for Veterans' Bureau
patients and (ref. b) the number to be reserved for naval personnel.
2. By a more recent arrangement witli the Veterans' Bureau (ref. o) of a
reduced number of reserved beds (1,650 instead of 2,150) and because of the
reduction in the enlisted force of the Navy to 86.000 men, it is directed that
at the hospitals mentioned beds be reserved as follows :

Hospital.

Portsmouth, N. H..
Chelsea, Mass
Newport, R. 1
New York, N. Y...
league Island, Pa..
Washington, D.C..
Norfolk, Va
Pensacola, Fla
Great Lakes, 111

....

Total.

1.tO-
RSO
350
*W
591
3(K)
noo
124
iM

3. To economically administer these hospitals, it is directed that beds In
excess of the number shown lu the column " Total " above shall be considered,
:>nd reported as beds " Out of commission but available for emergency expan
sion ;" all temi>orar.v buildings not required in maintaining the numbers of
beds above mentioned will be dismantled, so far as necessary, and closed, but
will be so left as to permit of being placed in service on short notice ; the
supply of water, steam, and electricity will be disconnected where and when
practicable, due consideration being given to the tire hazard, and no other re
pairs will be made than those absolutely necessary for the preservation of the
buildings.
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4. As the arrangement with the Veterans' Bureau (ref. a) contemplates "50
beds which may he utilized from time to time in naval hospitals where a definite
quota of beds has not been established,'' naval hospitals, other than those men
tioned in paragrapli 2 above, are directed to admit Veterans' Bureau patients in
emergencies, and to notify this bureau of all such admissions.

F. L. Pleadweix, Acting.

NOWPL-BL. 31847-29.
Navy Department,
Bureau of Navigation,

Washington, D. C, July lk. 1922.

BUREAU MANUAL CIRCULAR NO. 5.

From : Bureau of Navigation.
To : All ships and stations.
Subject : Injury or death of persons in the Naval Service, information con
cerning.

1. The following changes in Bureau of Navigation manual are approved and
directed to be made upon receipt of this letter:
Add the following articles:
" D-8413. Information concerning injury or death of persons in the Xaval
Service.—The bureau is in receipt of numerous letters from relatives of de
ceased or injured persons requesting detailed information concerning the deatli
o:1 injury of the individuals concerned.
" D-8414. In all cases of deatli and in cases of accident involving serious
injury to any person in the Naval Service, commanding officers will, as soon as
possible, acquaint the next of kin with all the circumstances connected there
with, so far as definitely known. The communication (telegram or letter)
should he in such detail and in such language as to show personal considera
tion for the next of kin, an accomplishment which can not but react favorably
to the Naval Establishment. (See Art. D-8411 for reports to department.)
" D-8415. Care shall be exercised to see that the information given is not at
variance with the findings of any court or board which may have been con
vened in t're premises."

R. H. Leigh, Acting.

Circular letter, serial No. 204-1922. RFJ-LMT SD 132687-0(81).
Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, August 7, JS22.

To : Commanding officer, U. S. S. .

Subject : Educational material dealing with the prevention and control of

accidents and disease.
1. There are forwarded herewith a set of posters dealing with the prevention
and control of accidents and disease which have been approved by the com
manders in chief of the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets. It is requested that these
posters be displayed on bulletin boards in such manner as the commanding

officer sees fit. Additional posters will be forwarded to your ship at approxi
mately monthly intervals. In accordance with the suggestion of the com
mander in chief of the Pacific Fleet it is thought best that the posters dealing
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with the control of venereal disease be displayed in such places that they will
not be conspicuous to visitors coming aboard ship.
2. The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery is forwarding to the commanders in
chief of the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets a 12-reel motion-picture film entitled
" The Science of Life," which may be obtained by individual ships from their
respective commander in chief. Copies of this motion picture have also been
forwarded to the commanding officer, United States naval training station,
Hampton Roads, and the commanding officer, United States naval training
station, San Francisco. As soon as possible this motion picture will be for
warded to the commander in chief of the Asiatic Station.
3. The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery has had made lantern slides dealing
with the prevention and control of accidents and disease which will be furnished
to any ship or station making request for the same. Samples of the lantern
slides have been furnished the commanders in chief of the fleets.
4. Comment or criticism of the posters now being forwarded by the Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery to ships and stations is desired ; and if the officers
or men of the ships or stations can suggest types of posters for use throughout
the service in the prevention and control of accidents and disease, the bureau
will have such material printed and distributed.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter, serial No. 205-1922. WRJ : THC 124716(82).
Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. €., August 11, 1922.

To: All naval hospitals and hospital ships.
Subject : Ration memoranda —Hospital Form No. 36.
References: (a) Hospital Form No. 52, Nurse Corps subsistence report.

(!)) Hospital Form No. 53, Hospital Corps subsistence report.

(c) Bureau's circular letter No. 129733(54), serial No. 47-1920,.
of July 20, 1920.

(d) Bureau's circular letter No. 129733(54), serial No. 63-1920,,
of October 22, 1D20.

(e) Bureau's circular letter No. 132685, serial No. 129-1921, of
October 11, 1921.

(f) Bureau's circular letter No. 125884(22), serial No. 163-1922,
of February 11, 1922.

Inclosures : (1) Ration memoranda —Hospital Form No. 36.

1. Hospital Forms Nos. 52 and 53, statements of subsistence of Nurse Corps
and Hospital Corps, respectively — (refs. (a) and (6)) —will be discontinued,
and these numbers will be given to other forms about to be instituted.
2. Instructions contained in paragraph 6 of reference (<■) and paragraph 5
of reference (d) are hereby revoked and quarterly report required under said

letters discontinued.
3. In lieu of the tubular statement required by paragraph 5, reference (d), a
report will be made on the " report of expenditure card " and paragraph 15 of
reference (f) will be amplified by adding, as subparagraph (h), the following:
"{h) 'Report of expenditure cards' covering expenditures for care of. the
(lead will show. In the case of Veterans' Bureau patients, the name of the
deceased, date of death, place of burial, and itemized cost."
4. Reports submitted under reference (c), "Care of supernumerary patients,
during fiscal year," will be discontinued.
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5. In lieu of the reports required by reference (a), " Nurse Corps subsistence
report," (6) "Hospital Corps subsistence report," (c) "Report of Veterans'
Bureau patients," and (e) "Care of supernumerary patients," It is directed that,
beginning with the month of July, 1922, each hospital and hospital ship submit
Form No. 36, " Kation memoranda," prepared in the manner outlined on in-
closure.
6. Hospital ships will report only the personnel subsisted by " naval hospital
fund."

F. L. Pleadweix, Acting.

Circular letter, serial No. 200-1022. WJCA: ESK 129733(74).
Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Medicine and Surueky,
Washington, D. C, August 7, 1922.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Monthly report of United States Veterans' Bureau beneficiaries in
United States naval hospitals.
Reference: (a) Letter to the Surgeon General, United States Navy, from the
Assistant Director, United States Veterans' Bureau No. ADH-fac-6-MSS of
28 July, 1922.
1. For your Information there is quoted herewith the first paragraph of
reference (a) :
" In order that the United States Veterans' Bureau may be kept more ade
quately informed in regard to the current hospital situation in naval hospitals,

it is respectfully requested that there be prepared each month and transmitted
to this bureau, attention medical statistical section, a report by individual
hospitals of the number of admissions of United States Veterans' Bureau bene
ficiaries classified by tuberculosis, neuropsychiatric, and general diseases ; the

total number of discharges, unclassified as to type of disease, but separating
deaths from discharges; and the total number of patient days of treatment
rendered at each hospital, unclassified."

2. You are directed to forward on the first of each month, on forms similar
to the accompanying form, original report direct to the United States Veterans'
Bureau, attention medical statistical section, and a duplicate report direct to
the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. The copy forwarded to this bureau
should be marked " Copy for the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery."
3. These forms will not be furnished by the bureau and should he prepared
by the hospitals. Reports covering the month of July, 1922, should be sub
mitted immediately.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

Circular letter, serial No. 207-1922. HBS/DRG 132609-0(72).

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, August 16, 1922.

To : All medical officers.
Subject : Surveyed medical department property recommended by survey board

for disposition by " G. S. K." (supply officer).
1. When a survey of property of the Medical Department which recommends
certain items to

" G. S. K." (supply officer) "for final disposition," has been
approved by this bureau and copy returned to activity concerned, a separate
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list of items thereon recommended for disposition by supply officer will be
prepared by the survey board on Form Ca-1 sheets, with the following signed
note appended :

"Above items Nos. xxxx recommended to be turned over to supply officer for
sale to highest bidder.

"(Signed) "

2. The commanding officer will forward above list to supply officer, to
gether with instructions that the recommendation of the survey board, as
approved by the bureau, be complied with.

B. R. Stitt.

Circular letter, serial No. 208-1922. FLP-DRG 124920-0(83).

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. 0., August 17, 1922.

To: All medical officers.
Subject: Arsphenamine ; administration of, on board ship forbidden and stock
on hand to be turned in.
Reference: (a) Bu. M. & S. circular letter No. 44-1920 of July 10, 1920.
1. Attention is called to reference (a) (quoted below), which has not been
rescinded or modified:

To: All medical officers.
Subject: Arsphenamine and neoarsphenamine.
1. The following letter of Rear Admiral E. R. Stitt, Medical Corps, United
States Navy, is approved by the bureau and published for the information of
the medical officers of the United States naval service :

" July 7, 1920.
" To : Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
" Subject : Recommendation that neoarsphenamine be substituted for arsphena
mine in connection with use on board ships and at certain stations of the
Navy.
" 1. I would recommend that the use of arsphenamine be discontinued on
board ships of the Navy and in its place to substitute neoarsphenamine. This
same recommendation would apply to stations and smaller hospitals.

"2. In the larger hospitals, where facilities for the administration of
arsphenamine are satisfactory, the choice between arsphenamine and neo

arsphenamine should be left to the discretion of the commanding officer.
" 3. This recommendation Is made for the following reasons :

"(a) In discussing fully this matter with the director of the hygienic labora
tory he is of the opinion that most of the accidents attending the use of
arsphenamine have been connected with errors in technic. In view of the sim
plicity of technic when using neoarsphenamine, many untoward results would
be eliminated.

"(6) In the clinic of the Brady Institute, neoarsphenamine Is used ex
clusively, and Doctor Young and his associates are unable to note any lessened
therapeutic efficiency with this drug than when arshpenamine is used.

"B. R. Stitt."
2. The commanding officers of the United States naval medical supply

depots will be Instructed to Include neoarsphenamine on the supply table
and requisitions on Form 4 will be filled at the supply depots.

58448—23 10
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3. Requisitions from the larger hospitals will be approved for either
arsphenamine or neoarsphenamine as the commanding officers prefer, but
It Is recommended that commanding officers of the larger hospitals continue
to requisition arsphenamine until the present supply Is exhausted.

W. C. Braisted.

2. In connection with the bureau's circular letter quoted above, It appears
that the medical departments of some ships are still carrying both arsphe
namine and neoarsphenamine. It has come to the attention of the burean
recently that an instance of the accidental use of arsphenamine occurred under
an impression on the part of the medical officer that he was using neoarsphena
mine, with serious results. This confusion of one variety of arsphenamine
with the other has In some instances been enhanced by the similarity of labels
on the containers, but steps have been taken by the manufacturers to differenti
ate more carefully the two varieties by distinctive labels.
3. Since the instructions contained In the bureau's circular letter No. 44-1920
contemplated that only one variety of arsphenamine should be maintained
in stock on ships, stations, and smaller hospitals in order to avoid the difficul
ties referred to in paragraph 2, It is directed that all arsphenamine now in
stock in the medical stores of all ships, stations, and smaller hospitals be
immediately returned to the nearest naval medical supply depot. It is further
directed that In medical departments of hospitals where both varieties of
arsphenamine are retained in stock care be taken to differentiate sufficiently

the two varieties so that no confusion can result in selecting the appropriate
technic for the variety intended to be used.
4. No. 81, volume 37, Public Health lteports, dated August 4, 1922, contains
" standard instructions for the preparation and Intravenous administration of
arsphenamine and neoarsphenamine for use by the Medical Departments of the
Army, of the Navy, and of the Veterans' Bureau, and by the Public Health
Service." These instructions should be followed.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter, serial No. 209-1922. DCC: SMS 128586(84).

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, August 21, 1922.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject: Retention of patients in naval hospitals.
References: (o) Section 22, Veterans' Bureau act of August 9, 1921 (42 Stat

155).

(6) Circular letter 109-1921, July 11, 1921, 128586(72).
1. Reference (6) is hereby canceled.

2. Reference (o) states: " Sec. 315. That no person admitted into the mili
tary or naval forces of the United States after six months from the passage
of this amendatory act shall be entitled to the compensation or any other
benefits or privileges provided under the provisions of Article III of the war
risk Insurance act, as amended."
The Judge Advocate General (26510-1481) commenting on this provision
states : " In view of the foregoing, you are advised that as the law now stands
enlisted men entering the service either in a first enlistment or through a

reenlistment since February 9, 1922, do not come within the purview of the
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Veterans' Bureau act or within the provisions of the pension laws unless their
rights under said pension laws accrued prior to October 6, 1017."
3. In view of the above-quoted law and decision of the Judge Advocate Gen
eral, this bureau feels that it is incumbent upon it to retain for a reasonable
period those members of the personnel who enlisted after February 9, 1922,
especially until Congress passes some measures for their relief. This applies
particularly to cases of tuberculosis and other diseases where the patient will
require institutional treatment if he were discharged.
4. It is requested that persons so retained be surveyed after each three
months and that the board of medical survey state the necessity for their
retention. If the person surveyed desires to be discharged from the service,
he should be informed of his status and that fact stated on the medical survey

form recommending his discharge from the service. In the case of persons
reenllsting after February 9. 1922. who are surveyed for disease or disability
occurring after their reenlistment, the survey board should state the relation,
if any, between the present disability and their service subsequent to October
6, 1917.

5. The bureau does not desire the retention of persons whose disability is
discovered soon after enlistment, if " not In line of duty," and who are able to
care for themselves if discharged.
6. Patients who enlisted prior to February 9, 1922, should be surveyed,
recommended for discharge from the service, and retained as supernumeraries
until taken up by the Veterans' Bureau.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

Circular letter, serial No. 210-1922. DCC : SMS 128580(84).

Department of the Navy.
Bureau of Medicine and Suboeky,
Washington, D. 0., August 22. 1922.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: Tuberculosis patients who have enlisted subsequent to February 9,
1922.

Reference: (ft) Circular letter 127-1921 (128586) (101) of October 10. 1921.
1. Reference (n) is hereby canceled.
2. In order to prevent the transfer of tuberculosis patients to the Fitz-
simons General Hospital. Denver, Colo., who will not be benefited by the
treatment there, it is requested that the following Instructions be observed :
(o) Only patients who have a positive sputum diagnosis will be trans
ferred to the Fitzsimons General Hospital, Denver, Colo.
(6) Of those mentioned in paragraph («), only those who in the opinion of
the board of medical survey will be benefited by the high, dry atmosphere of
Colorado.

(c) Those patients whose sputum is negative for tubercle bacilli will be
retained for treatment.
3. The bureau expects the cooperation of the commanding officers of the
various naval hospitals in observing the above instructions, as it appears to be
the opinion of many specialists in the treatment of tuberculosis that tubercular
patients can be satisfactorily treated in a general hospital.
4. Paragraphs 4, 5, and 6 of circular letter serial No. 209-1922, 128586(84),
August 21, 1922, apply to cases of tuberculosis.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

-
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Circular letter, serial No. 211-1922. WRJ:THC 124842(84).
Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, August 24, 1922.

To: All medical officers.
Subject : Blank forms.
1. Hereafter blank forms will be Issued to the service at a cost value and
will be accounted for on the " report of expenditures " In the same manner us
are other supplies issued from the naval medical supply depot.
2. Requests for blank forms, Forms " O " and " 41." will be prepared and
submitted in duplicate. The duplicate copy will be priced by the medical
supply depot and returned, with the forms supplied, for the Information of
the activity.

3. It has been brought to the attention "of the bureau that blank forms are
requested by the various activities in quantities far in excess of actual require
ments, sometimes in such amounts as to require rail shipments. It is directed
that care be exercised in preparing such requests and forms requested in
quantities only as may be shipped by mail.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

Circular letter, serial No. 212-1922. WHM-HCM SDS 124842(91).

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C. September 1, 1922.

To : All medical officers.
Subject : Re the reporting of disabilities occurring among naval personnel
attached to and actually serving on submarines.
1. It is directed that in the future when personnel attached to and actually
serving on board submarines are admitted to the sick list all submarine bases,
tenders, and other stations to which submarines are attached will, on line 10
of Form F card, add after the name of the particular base, tender, or station
the name of the submarine in parentheses, e. g., Submarine base (U. S. S.
Ortolan), San Pedro. Calif. (U. S. S. L-G).
2. The cases will, however, be reported in the usual manner on Forms F and
K, the above designation appearing only on Form F cards.

F. L. Pleadweix, Acting.

Circular letter, serial No. 213-1922. WSG : ESK 12.mif«>.

Department of the Navy.
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, September 7, 1922.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Navy property not to be loaned.
Reference : S. & A. " Memoranda," No. 239, July 1, 1922, page 6454.
1. The following letter from the Acting Secretary of the Navy to the Chief

of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, dated June 28, 1922, is quoted for the

information and guidance of all concerned:
" Continuing oral Instructions, Government property in the custody of the

Navy shall not be lent to anyone or any organization, public or private, except
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by express authority of the Secretary of the Navy transmitted through the Pay
master General.
" Such items of material as the Secretary of the Navy considers legal to issue
to governmental, humanitarian, and boy scout organizations, or organizations

of a corresponding philanthropic nature, shall not be issued as loans, but shall
be sold to such organizations at a price fixed by the Paymaster General, subject

to the approval of the Secretary of the Navy. In the case of special articles,
such as boats, engines, and ordnance materiel, the Paymaster General will refer
the matter to the bureau concerned before presenting his recommendation to the
Secretary of the Navy."
2. Especial attention is invited to the above order and to the fact that no

loans of Government property may be made " except by express authority of the
Secretary of the Navy."
3. The alleged loan of Medical Department tentage has recently been unoffi
cially brought to the bureau's attention.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter, serial No. 40-22. N-14-RRME-KVS 55399-70.

Navy Department,
Bureau of Navigation,

Washington, D. C, August 2k, 1922.
To: AH ships and stations.
Subject: Activities of the American Red Cross for the benefit of Navy
personnel.

Inclosures: Two.
1. There are attached inclosures (2), two papers which Indicate clearly the
work The American Red Cross is constantly performing for the benefit of the
personnel of the Navy.
2. It is directed that these inclosures be brought to the attention of the per
sonnel in order that they may know and appreciate the very large amount
of work the American Red Cross is constantly performing for the benefit
of themselves and their families.

Thomas Washington.

[Inclosure 1.]

Red Cross Activities for United States Naval Personnel.

July 25, 1922.
The national headquarters American Red Cross maintains in their organi
zation a department called the bureau of naval affairs, to which a medical officer
of the Navy is regularly assigned and detailed. Through this office all corre
spondence from the Red Cross chapters concerning naval personnel, ex-Navy
men, and families of naval men is routed. Through this office matters pertain
ing to emergencies arising in families, financial affairs, etc., can be taken up
immediately with the proper authorities in the Navy Department and informa
tion* furnished the locnl chapters.
The Red Cross activities in naval hospitals are as follows:
(a) Providing supplemental entertainment for patients. (This consists of
motion pictures, vaudeville shows, dances, etc.)
(b) Regular visiting (under commanding officer's direction).
(c) Stimulating in adjacent community welfare activities which can be bene
ficial to the patients.
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During the World War and subsequent demobilization the Red Cross activi
ties at naval stations and bases were very helpful to the Navy and were
greatly appreciated. At the present time Red Cross personnel under the direc
tion of a field director is maintained at each uuval station and large marine
post, where valuable services, especially In connection with the home service
conditions and contact between an enlisted man and his family, etc, are
rendered.

The social service department of the Red Cross in relation to Veterans'
Bureau patients in naval hospitals has to do with—

(a) Securing social histories and other significant data for use of tubercu
losis specialists and psychiatrists.

(6) Securing reports on home conditions for help of physicians In deciding
whether or not to discharge a patient to his home.

(c) Correspondence with home communities to adjust home situations, there
by making it possible for patients to remain in hospitals. This sometimes
involves financial aid to families.

(d) Arranging through local communities for men who return home to have
proper care and assistance in adjusting themselves to civilian life.
(e) The Red Cross maintains an information service which deals with—
(1) Communicating with family doctors and others to assist in securing
affidavits necessary to substantiate Government claims.

(2) Information to families regarding patients' personal and family affairs
when advised to do so by the commanding officer.

(3) Furnishing information to patients regarding Government legislation.
(4) Furnishing information regarding Government insurance.
(f) The Red Cross also assists in the matter of following up Veterans'
Bureau patients who leave the hospitals A W. O. L. or against advice to see
that they return, or if leaving against advice that they are placed under proper
supervision in a home community.

The Red Cross maintains Red Cross convalescent houses at each of the large
naval hospitals where patients may avail themselves of the opportunity to
read, play such games as their physical condition permits, write letters, etc.
The Red Cross has accomplished a great deal in filing with the proper offices
information and data necessary for Veterans' Bureau patients to receive com
pensation from the bureau. There are at present nearly 800 Veterans' Bureau
patients in naval hospitals, a large number of whose claims for compensation
have not been settled. Through the Investigations by the Red Cross and data
furnished settlement of these claims Is greatly expedited.
The Red Cross Society maintains In practically all of the large naval hos
pitals personnel to instruct the patients in occupational therapy. This con
sists of bead work, basketry, weaving, metal work, toy making, etc. (These
departments are practically self-supporting.)
One of the most commendable works of the Red Cross for naval, marine,
and Veterans' Bureau patients in naval hospitals is to keep their families ad
vised as to their condition, and to help, often financially, to make arrangements
for parents to visit their sons whose conditions are critical.
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[Incloeure 2.]

EEPORT OF SERVICE RENDERED BY AMERICAN BED CROSS FOR MEN OF THE NAVY AND
MARINE CORPS, INCLUDING VETERANS' BUREAU PATIENTS IN NAVAL HOSPITALS,

DUBINQ THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1822.

I. Men in camps and stations last day of month :
(a) Number of stations covered 26

(6) Approximate number of able-bodied men served 75,565

(c) Approximate number of service patients served 3, 635

(d) Approximate number of Veterans' Bureau patients
served 1, 946

II. Record cases:
1. Brought forward from preceding month 3, 135

2. New record cases 2, 188

3. Reopened record cases 789

4. Total open during month 6, 112

5. Cases acted on during month 3, 864

6. Closed during month 3, 274

7. Remaining open at end of month 2, 838

III. Analysis of new and reopened record cases :
1. Soldier and sailor claims (allotment, allowance, insurance,
compensation, etc.) 945

2. Other difficulties regarding Government's program 250

3. Investigations —

(o) Discharge 137

(6) Furlough 61

(c) A. W. O. L. or A. O. L, 64

(d) Medical, social 322

(e) Other, social 374

4. Requests for family service—

(o) Relief 118

(6) Social 173

5. Connections with relatives reestablished 115

6. Men's other personal problems (preparing affidavits, obtain
ing needed clothing ; miscellaneous friendly aid ; legal ;
business problems, etc. ) 659

It Number men given loans during month 149

IV. Nonrecord (Individual information cases involving elements listed
in Group III) 5,852

V. Hospital recreation and entertainment conducted or produced by the
American Red Cross for patients in Navy hospitals :
1. Motion-picture shows 1 28

Approximate attendance 4, 050

2. Vaudeville and plays 14

Approximate attendance 3, 950

3. Speaking and musicals 15

Approximate attendance 1, 125

4. Athletic events 16

Approximate attendance 450

5. Miscellaneous (dances, outings, card parties, etc.) 28

Approximate attendance 3, 198
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VI. Services to patients (not elsewhere specified) :
1. Friendly visits to patients 8, 519
2. Number of instances of definite services rendered patients 2, 728
3. Letters written by hospital worker—

(a) Communication service 669

(6) Personal 339
VII. Supplies distributed for comfort and welfare of patients in hos

pitals includes a variety of items. A few of those articles
distributed generally throughout/ all divisions are listed
below :
Brushes, tooth 170
Cards, playing 76

Cigarettes 35,400

Cream, shaving tubes 90
Envelopes 11,240

Matches books— 650

Matches cartons.. 6
Paper, writing 16,950

Socks pairs.. 112

Sweaters , 104

Tooth paste tubes— 141

Circular letter. HWS:WAL 125221(93).
Serial No. 214—1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, September 15, J92S.

To : All medical ofhcers.
Subject : Preliminary examination of applicants for aviation training.
Reference : Bureau of Navigation Manual, 1921, page 60, paragraph C-33.
L The following instructions are issued to define the scope of the preliminary
examination of applicants for aviation training required by the above refer
ence. It is to be noted that these Instructions are supplementary to those con
tained in chapter 11, Manual of the Medical Department, 1917, which will re
main in force until the (new) Manual. 1922, is issued. Upon receipt of the
new Manual these instructions will lapse and the procedure described therein
will be followed by all medical officers so far as may be possible with apparatus

at hand.

2. Eye examination. —

(a) Any gross defect of the eyes or lids, squint, or any condition tending to
progress that may impair vision later on will disqualify and must be recorded.
(b) Vision: 20/20 vision is demanded. No applicant will be accepted whose

vision does not come up to this standard. Visual acuity will be tested in the
usual manner in a good light and with the test types free from dirt. In case
a letter or letters in any line is misread it may be offset by reading the same

number of letters in the nest smaller line. The best possible vision will be
recorded by noting the number of the line read plus the number of letters cor
rectly read In the next smaller line, thus: 20/20+3; 15/20+1.

(c) Color vision: Kach eye will be tested separately while the other is cov
ered with a suitable shield. If any hesitation or confusion is apparent, the
test must be checked by the confusion skeins or other suitable color test. No

defect in color vision will be waived and any existing defect must be recorded.
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(d) Spontaneous nystagmus : Spontaneous nystagmus will be tested by having
the applicant hold his head still, face forward, while following the examiner's
finger with his eyes in the following directions: Right, right and down, down,
down and left, left, left and up, up, up and right. Nystagmus in any except the
extreme positions will disqualify and will be recorded.
3. Ear examination. —
(a) Record any abnormality of the ears or defect in hearing. Both tympanic
membranes must be seen clearly when examined, so that an accurate record may
be made. Permanent blocking of either canal or a diseased condition that may
impair hearing later on will be recorded. Perforation, inflammation, evidence of
past inflammation, irreducible retraction of a membrane, or the presence of pus
will be recorded.
(i>) Hearing: Hearing will be tested as follows:
(1) Watch test: A loud-ticking watch that has been standardized on three
people with normal ears will be used. The result will be recorded as 40/40, or a
fraction thereof, as 28/40.

(2) Coin-click test: The applicant, with his back turned, will stand 20 feet
from the examiner In a quiet room. The examiner will hold a coin between the
thumb and forefinger of either hand, and while an assistant closes one ear of
the applicant will click the coins softly together and require the applicant to tell
the number of clicks. If the applicant is unable to hear the clicks at a distance
of 20 feet, the examiner will approach slowly until the clicks are heard.
Each ear will be tested In turn and the result recorded as 20/20 or a fraction
thereof.
4. Past history. —A careful examination will be made into the past history
of an applicant, with especial attention given to the following points, and record
made of any found :
Syphilis.
Repeated attacks of hay fever or asthma.
Recent attacks of malaria.
Paroxysmal tachycardia.
Organic heart disease.

Goiter.
Nervous or mental disease in his own family or collateral branches.

5. Height and weight.—Height and weight will correspond to the standard
set in chapter 11 of the Manual for the Medical Department, with slight varia
tions allowable at the discretion of the bureau. The height shall be not less
than 64 inches. The weight shall not be less than 120 nor more than 200 pounds.
The applicant must be well proportioned and active.

0. Pulse and blood pressure.—The pulse rate and blood pressure will be taken
after the applicant has reclined five minutes, and recorded. He will then be
required to stand for two minutes and another record made of pulse rate and
blood pressure. The difference between reclining and standing pulse rates

should not exceed 35. A marked drop in blood pressure from reclining to
standing will cause rejection. In no case should the blood pressure exceed
145 mm. Hg., and where the applicant is under 25 years of age it should not
exceed 135 mm. Hg. The diastolic blood pressure is roughly two-thirds of the
systolic. If the first examination indicates a high blood pressure, the appli
cant will be examined twice daily (morning and afternoon) until his normal is
determined.
7. Urine analysis. —A urine analysis will be made in each case. The presence
of albumen, sugar, or casts will disqualify unless three clear specimens can be
obtained on successive days.

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. DCC:SMS 128586(92).
Serial No. 215—1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, DC, September 16, 2922.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Medical surveys in the case of enlisted men, United States Navy, with
more than 12 but less than 16 years' service and more than 25 years' service.
Beference: (a) Act of Congress, July 1, 1922.

(6) Decision of the Judge Advocate General, dated August 29, 1922.

1. Paragraphs (13) and (14) of reference (6) are quoted for your infor
mation.
"
13. Applying these decisions to the provisions under consideration, this

office Is of the opinion that the beneficial character of these statutes is such
as to exclude discharges from the naval service except by sentence of a court-
martial In the cases of enlisted men who had not less than 25 years' service
to their credit on July 1, 1922, and enlisted men who had to their credit more
than 12 years' but less than 16 years' service on that date.
" 14. Answering more especially the question presented, you are advised that
in the opinion of this office enlisted men in the Navy who had to their credit
on July 1, 1922, more than 12 years' but less than 16 years' service shall be per
mitted to reenllst and to continue serving until they are eligible for transfer to
the Fleet Naval Reserve after 16 years' service without reference to their
physical or other qualifications."

2. In view of the above decision of the Judge Advocate General, It Is re
quested that naval enlisted men with more than 12 but less than 16 years'
service and more than 25 years' service on July 1, 1922, be not surveyed and
recommended for discharge from the service. If it is deemed advisable to
have a medical survey in these cases, it is recommended that it be held for
record only.

3. Where the patient himself desires discharge from the service, and does

not wish to remain in the service until his 16 or 30 years' service have been
completed, he should be requested to make formal application, over his own
signature, to the Secretary of the Navy to that effect.
4. It is understood that this decision does not apply to the United States
Marine Corps.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. DCC:SMS 124680(93).
Serial No. 216—1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washirtpton, D. C, September 16, 1922.

To: All naval medical officers.
Subject : Health record.
1. This bureau has prepared for issue a revised health record.
2. The duplicate descriptive sheet (carbon copy to he forwarded to the

bureau) has been left out. as the sheets can not be promptly filed owing: to
lack of clerical force.
3. The outline figure charts have been replaced, as the written description
by different medical officers of the same man do not. In many instances, agree
as to locality of marks and scars.
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4. The abstract of medical history has been revised, so that the dates of
admission and discharge for disease or injury may be entered for the reference
of future medical officers who may treat the man.
5. Attention is called to the fact that this bureau has to conduct consid
erable correspondence because medical officers do not enter in the health record
a note or admission for minor disabilities when they occur. Slight deafness,
dne to gunfire, slight sprains, and other minor injuries which do not cause
marked disability at the time are often the bases of claims for compensation
or pension, and the man may lose the claim because there Is no entry in his
health record, unless the medical officer, probably years later, can recall the
disability. In order to more definitely establish claim for pension or com
pensation, these cases should be admitted for record and the origin stated.
6. It is particularly desirable that defects noted at enlistment be recorded.
Surveys received in the bureau shortly after enlistment show that many men
are enlisted without a close examination by the medical officer, e. g., per
forated eardrums with purulent discharge, old fractures with adherent scars,
amblyopia, etc.—conditions which are manifest on careful examination.
7. The bureau desires to call attention to the large number of skeleton
records received with only the man's name and rate and the words " skeleton
record " written across the face of the descriptive sheet. Attention is called
to paragraphs 7 and 10 of the instructions on the cover of the health record.
8. Medical officers are again requested to make a concise statement as to
the reasons for assigning the origin of a disability, especially when the entry
is " not In line of duty." Much correspondence could be avoided If attention
is given to this matter.
9. The attention of medical officers on recruiting duty Is called to the fact
that the Manual for the Medical Department should be followed in examining
recruits, in order that there may be uniformity in examinations throughout the
recruiting service.
10. The instructions printed on the cover of the health record should be
carefully followed in regard to the use, care, and disposal of the health record.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. PSR-RM 127039(93).
Serial No. 217—1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, September 16, 1922.

To : District medical officers, naval districts ; commanding officers, naval hospi
tals ; medical officers, recruiting stations.
Subject : Vacancies in Naval Medical Corps.
1. The constantly increasing shortage of medical officers Is becoming a seri
ous menace to the efficiency of Medical Department activities, and it becomes
necessary to make extraordinary efforts to secure suitable candidates for
-entrance into the corps.
2. To this end it is desired that commanding officers of naval hospitals, medi
cal officers detailed to recruiting duty, and particularly district medical officers,
make an effort to get in touch with recent graduates of Class A medical schools
and those about to vacate interneships in civil hospitals, with a view to pre
senting to those of suitable type the advantages offered by a commission in the
Naval Medical Corps and to secure sufficient applicants to fill the present
vacancies In the corps, which will amount to approximately 40.
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3. Those interested should be directed to make application direct to the Bu
reau of Medicine and Surgery either for further information or for authority
to take the entrance examination, which will be arranged at the nearest naval
hospital or navy yard.

4. This matter is one of vital interest to the welfare of the corps, and while
it is desired that officers to whom this circular is addressed make special efforts
along these lines, it is also desired that all medical officers interest themselves
In the subject and endeavor, wherever suitable, to interest young men who would

make desirable additions to the corps.

E. It. Stitt.

Circular letter. HWS:MFD 125561(93).
Serial No. 218—1922.

Depaktment of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, September 22, 1922.

To : All medical officers.
Subject : Venereal prophylaxis.

Reference: (a) Medicine and Surgery circular letter, serial No. 158—1922.
(6) U. S. Naval Medical Bulletin, March, 1922, pages 604-605.

1. The bureau desiring to obtain at the earliest possible moment reliable in

formation that would serve to indicate the efficacy of self-administered prophy
laxis as now largely practised, medical officers are directed to submit any
statistics or other data that would aid the bureau in ascertaining the precise
value of this method.
2. In this connection, medical officers are urged to instruct the personnel
adequately In the application of this prophylactic method and to make clear
the importance of the time element and other factors influencing Its effective
ness.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSG:ESK 127401(94).
Serial No. 219—1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, September 28, 1922.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject : " Navy Day."
References: (a) Letters of Secretary of the Navy 3909-1124, September 12,

and 3909-1124-3, of September 22, 1922.

(6) Bureau's letter 127401(92) of September 20, 1922, to naval
hospitals within continental limits.

Inclosures: Secretary's letters (reference a).

1. The inclosed letters are forwarded for your Information, and particular
attention is invited to paragraph 2 of the first inclosure.

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124677-0.
Serial No. 220—1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Suboery,
Washington, D. C, October 7, 1922.

To: All navnl hospitals (continental limits), naval submarine base, New Lon
don, Conn. ; naval submarine base, San Pedro, Calif. ; sick quarters, marine
barracks, Quantico, Va.
Subject : Care of the dead ; supervision over work of contract undertaker.
Reference: (a) Article 1841 Navy Regulations.

(6) M. and S. circular letter, serial No. 181—1922, No. 129504(44),
April 24, 1922.

1. Several complaints recently have come to the bureau regarding the con
dition of bodies prepared by civilian undertakers under contract with naval
hospitals. Investigation of the complaints leads to the belief that a more care
ful supervision over the undertaker's work may be necessary to safeguard the
interests of the Government and of the relatives of the deceased.
2. To this end, it is desired that the inspection by a medical officer pre
scribed by article 1841(4), Navy Regulations, shall be sufficiently thorough to
determine that the entire body has been reached and saturated by the em
balming fluid. If practicable, there should be two Inspections; the first after
embalming has been completed, but before the body has been clothed, as to
the efficacy of the embalming process ; the second, after the body has been
clothed and encased, as to general appearance, completeness, correctness, and
condition of uniform and clothing, position in casket, and condition of casket
3. All persons concerned in care and disposal of the remains of the dead
should be required to familiarize themselves with the instructions contained in
the above-mentioned circular letter regarding embalming and preparation of
remains, which will assist them in determining the condition of the body. Par
ticular attention should be given to those parts enumerated in the circular letter
as less likely to be preserved by the arterial injection.
4. In no instance should a body be released for shipment until the inspect
ing officer is satisfied it is so preserved that it may be reasonably expected to
reach its destination in proper condition, and that the clothing and encase
ment are In accordance with Navy Regulations and the terms of the contract.
Whenever necessary, the body should be held for repeated attention until its
condition is satisfactory, as it is better that there should be complaints re
garding delays in shipment than of faulty embalming or improper encasement.
If for any unusual reasons, such as long immersion in cases of drowning, or
where the body has reached the undertaker after long delay, satisfactory re
sults can not be obtained, the relatives should be informed of the circumstances
in advance, and the casket should be sealed and plainly marked " Not to be
opened."

5. While it is not intended that the contract undertaker shall be compelled
to follow the technique of the circular letter, it is apparent that In preparing
I todies for shipment there should be some modification of the process usually
employed when burial is to be made locally. The undertaker will therefore
be required to use such additional measures as may lie necessary to insure
arrival of the body in condition to be viewed.

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. WSD/JBC 1246T7-0.
Serial No. 221—1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D, C, October 12, 1922.

To : All naval hospitals ; naval unit, Fitzsimons General Hospital, Denver, Colo.
Subject : Disposal of remains of retired enlisted men of the Marine Corps
who die in naval hospitals.

Reference: (a) M. and S. circular letter, serial No. 152—1921, No. 124677-0
(123), December 22, 1921.

(6) Letter from headquarters. Marine Corps, No. 28937, October
6, 1922.

1. The following communication (reference b) has been received from
Marine headquarters :
" It has been brought to the attention of this office in several cases wliere
retired enlisted men of the Marine Corps have died in naval hospitals that
the remains have been turned over to relatives or other interested parties for
interment. Payment of the necessary burial expenses involved has caused
considerable correspondence iii the claims for reimbursement for reasonable
amounts In such cases. In order to avoid controversy with the Comptroller
General's Office it Is suggested that, if practicable, in the future all contracts
made for the burial of enlisted men of the Navy and Marine Corps on the ac
tive list be so worded as to include retired enlisted men of the Marine Corps, in
view of the fact that such provision is made in the appropriation for the main
tenance of the Quartermaster's Department of the Marine Corps yearly."
2. The appropriation under " Maintenance, Quartermaster's Department,
Marine Corps," to which reference is made reads as follows: "Contingent,
Marine Corps. For * * * funeral expenses of officers and enlisted men,
and retired officers on active duty during the war and retired enlisted men of
the Marine Corps, Including transportation of bodies and their arms and
wearing apparel from the place of demise to the homes of the deceased in the
United States; * * *."
3. In accordance with the above, the remains of retired enlisted men of the
Marine Corps who die in naval hospitals will be prepared, encased, and burled,
or shipped to their homes in the United States, at Government expense, as a
charge against the above-mentioned appropriation. One additional requisition
will be immediately submitted by the hospital, covering the balance of the
current fiscal year (and thereafter yearly), in terms similar to the following
example, providing both for local interment and shipment of the remains of
deceased enlisted men of the Marine Corps. The expenditures under this
requisition will be made chargeable against " Maintenance, Quartermaster's
Department, Marine Corps."

EXAMPLE.

L For the preparation and burial of the remains of retired enlisted men of
the Marine Corps during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1923, including prepa
ration of remains, embalming, encasement (casket and outside box), health
department permit, etc., hearse and two seven-passenger automobiles for trans
portation to the cemetery, and opening and closing of grave.
2. For all services, etc., included in item No. 1, except that casket and outside
box will be furnished by the Government.
3. For the preparation of the remains of retired enlisted men of the Marine
Corps for shipment to their homes during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1923,
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Including preparation of remains, embalming, hermetical encasement (includ
ing inside shell, metallic casket, and shipping box, all complete), health
department permit, etc., and delivery to shipping point.
4. For all services, etc., included in item No. 3, except that Navy standard
hermetical casket and shipping box will be furnished by the Government.
Services to be rendered promptly upon receipt of notification, and all services
rendered and material supplied to be of a kind and character satisfactory to
the commanding officer.
Note.—It will be advisable for purposes of practical administration to make
award under this requisition to the undertaker now holding contract under
hospital requisition Nos. and , provided his terms are not in
excess of his contracts for exactly similar work under the requisition just
mentioned. •

4. According to the statement of Marine Headquarters, no allotment of funds
will be required.
5. All other provisions of reference (a) remain in effect.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. GHR VH 132679(101).
Serial No. 222-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, 19 October, 1922.

To: All medical and dental officers.
Subject: Supply table. Increase in allowance of towels and operating gowns
for use in dental offices.

L An increase of six operating gowns and eighty-four towels has been added
to the allowance on pages 46 and 47 of the supply table for the use of dental
officers, and the naval medical supply depot has been instructed to honor requi
sitions for twelve gowns and one hundred twenty towels.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. GHR VH 124842(104).
Serial No. 223-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, S3 October, 1922.

To: All naval dental officers, via official channels.
Subject: Dental Form K reports.
L It has been noted that dental officers have been recording temporary
fillings of cement and gutta-percha in the spaces below the record for perma
nent fillings on Form K Dental.
2. As no record Is kept at this bureau of fillings of a temporary nature, it Is
requested that the practice of recording them on Form K Dental be discon
tinued.

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. AWD-VH-125S84(104).
Serial No. 224-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bubeau or Medicine and Subcekt,
Washington, D. C, 24 October, 1922.

From : Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
To: All naval hospitals (continental limits).
Subject: Foodstuff expended during the fiscal year 1922.

L It Is directed that each hospital submit to the bureau an itemized total
of all foodstuff expended during the last fiscal year. These totals to be com
piled from the twelve monthly totals of the commissary ledger. This statement
to show the quantity of each Item, cost not to be considered or reported.
2. Also give the total number of subsistence days for the fiscal year 1922.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WWB EGM P 13 42022
Serial No. 225—1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, October 2k, 1922.

To : All medical officers.
Subject: Hospital Corps situation.

1. The Hospital Corps situation Is acute and rapidly becoming more so. A
shortage of 720 men exists to-day, and the bureau is faced with an additional
loss, by expiration of enlistment alone, of 469 prior to 1 January, 1923. The
percentage of reenlistments is small, and it is necessary that all officers put
forth special efforts to persuade desirable trained men to reenlist, to extend their
enlistment, and to be examined for advancement In rating.
2. The following table shows the excess and shortage in ratings other than
chief pharmacist's mates:

Rating. Shortage. Excess.

Ph. M. lc . 342

362

382

Ph. M. 2c
Ph. M. 3c. .
H. A. lc "177

116H. A. 2c

There are excellent prospects for the advancement of candidates for the
above petty officer ratings shortly after their names are placed on the eligible
list in the Bureau of Navigation, and all men who meet the requirements of

Bureau of Navigation circular letter 12-22 of 28 March, 1922, and, in the
opinion of the medical officer with whom they are serving, are qualified for and
deserving of advancement, should be encouraged and urged to take the ex

aminations as prescribed In articles D-4332, 4383 (1) (2) and (3) Bureau of

Navigation Manual.
3. The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery will give consideration to requests

made for change of duty contingent upon extension of enlistment or reenlist-
ment, and if possible will recommend favorable action. Men desiring duty
in the Tropics or on the Asiatic station (including Guam and Samoa) must
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have at least H or 2 years to serve, respectively, after leaving the United
States to be eligible for such duty.
4. The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery believes that additional effort and
cooperation on the part of all officers relative to reenlistment or extension of
enlistment and examination for advancement will improve the morale of the
Hospital Corps and measurably lessen the difficulties facing the Bureau. It
should be remembered that it is impossible to fill all ratings in complements
when shortages exist as at present.

E. R. Stitt.

WSG:ESK 132687-0(94).
Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, 15 November, 1922.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: Menus, etc., for Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners.
References: (a) This Bureau's letter to Supplies and Accounts 132687(94),

11/4/22.

(6) Supplies and Accounts 1st endorsement 402-24-J/182-5,
11/8/22.

(e) Navigation's 2nd endorsement 772-649, 11/11/22.

1. The expenses for the procurement of menus for the general mess at naval
hospitals may be defrayed from funds allotted to naval hospitals from the
appropriation " Recreation for enlisted men."
2. The present allotments will be expected to cover this expense, which it is
understood has been in some instances heretofore defrayed from outside
sources.

E. R. Stitt.

WSG : ESK 132687-0.
16 November, 1922.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: Envelopes and general schedule of supplies.

Enclosures: (a) "Award of contracts for envelopes," 1923.

(6)
" General schedule of supplies," 1923.

L The above-mentioned publications are being forwarded by separate en
closure.

2. In preparing requisitions for envelopes and other supplies, listed, item
numbers, subnumbers, and letters, designating the exact supplies should be
used, and reference should always be made to "Award of contracts for enve
lopes, 1923," or to " General schedule of supplies, 1923," as the case may be.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WJCA/v 3 2 0733(112)
Serial No. 226-1922.

Department of the Navy,
• Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, November 11, 1922.
To: All naval hospitals (within continental limits of the United States).
Subject : Index of Veterans' Bureau publications, etc.
Enclosure: (1) Index referred to in subject of this letter.

1. The accompanying enclosure is a cross index of Veterans' Bureau publica
tions, including general orders, field orders, regulations, etc. ; also of Medicine

and Surgery circular letters pertaining to Veterans' Bureau activities.

58448—23 11
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2. This Index Is complete to date and is forwarded with a view of facilitating
necessary references to Veterans' Bureau publications, etc.
3. You are requested to check up this index with the Veterans' Bureau publi
cations and Medicine and Surgery circular letters pertaining to Veterans'
Bureau activities on file at the hospital under your command and to notify
this bureau of missing publications. All missing publications will be forwarded
upon receipt of request indicating which ones are required.
4. You are requested to cross-index, in accordance with the accompanying
enclosure, all future publications pertaining to Veterans' Bureau activities
which may be received.
5. This index was compiled from information obtained from the central office,
U. S. Veterans' Bureau, and does not include the local district Veterans' Bureau
regulations.

B. R. Stitt.
> INDEX.

A.
Absent without official leave:
1. Patients absent for a period of twenty-four hours or longer shall be

subject to the following disciplinary action upon return to the hos
pital :
(a) Withholding of pass privileges.
(6) Confinement to grounds of the hospital.

(c) Withholding special privileges.
(d) Or such other reasonable and customary methods of punish
ment as may be in force In that particular institution.

(e) Repeated absence without leave may properly result in refer
ring the case to a board of officers, who may recommend for
feitures or discharge, or both. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O.
No. 27-A.)

2. When a patient is absent for twenty-four hours the district manager
shall be promptly notified. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A)

3. A patient absent for seven days shall be reported to the director and
district manager as having been discharged. Report to be made on
Form No. 1873. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

Admission of all classes of cases from the Veterans' Bureau. (See Bureau
M. & S. circular letter 97-1921.)
Admission of patients :
L Two copies of report cards (in-patient), Form 1971-F, will be executed

upon admission in addition to copy retained at the hospital. One of
the copies to be forwarded to the manager of the district and one
direct to the Veterans' Bureau. (See Bureau M. & S. circular letter
190-1922.)

2. Cards will be forwarded in a manila envelope obtained from the Veterans'
Bureau by requisition. Two cards as noted «bove. All envelopes,
which should always bear the name of the forwarding station, will
be numbered consecutively, beginning at one, and will be marked
thus, " Cards 1971-F Package No. — ." All envelopes will be ad
dressed to :

The Director.
Attention Medical Statistics Section,

U. S. Veterans' Bureau, Washington, D. C.

(See Vet. Bu. Hosp. section circular No. 2; Bureau M. & S. circular
letter 190-1922.)
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Admission of patients —Continued.
3. No patient discharged from a hospital for disciplinary reasons will be

admitted to a hospital until a period of three months has elapsed
since discharge. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

4. For second offense, a period of six months shall elapse before the patient
will be readmitted. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

5. A patient may be rehospitalized after being " Discharged against medical
advice" by the district manager in which the hospital is located.
If he appears outside of that district, permission must be obtained
from the director. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

6. Every patient of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau should receive a register
number upon admission to the hospital. This number should be re
tained by the patient until discharged, and it should appear on all
records of the patient during the period in hospital, particularly ad
mission and disposition cards. The register number of U. S. V. B.
patients should be assigned consecutively from one district series
for each hospital. Only one number will be assigned to each patient
during one continuous hospitalization. A new register should be
assigned upon readmission of a patient The numbers should be
carried on indefinitely. (See Bureau M. & S. circular letter 190-1922.)

Application of person disabled In and discharged from service :
This form will be used when application for compensation, insurance bene
fit, or vocational training is requested: Form No. 526. (See Veterans'
Bureau G. O. No. 5.)

B.

Bed capacity for Veterans' Bureau cases. (See Bureau M. & S. circular letters
193-&-203-1922.)
Burial in national cemetery (see " Funeral expense") :
Unclaimed bodies of Veterans' Bureau patients shall be burled in national
cemeteries. ( See Veterans' Bureau G. O. Nos. 67 & 127. )

C.

Certificates of Illness:
Certificates of Illness may be furnished Veterans' Bureau cases. (See
Bureau M. & S. circular letter 174-1922.)

Charges for disciplinary board. ( See
" Disciplinary boards " ; see Veterans'

Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)
Compensation :
Request for will be submitted on Veterans' Bureau Form No. 526. (See
Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 5.)

Contact representative:

Appointment of a contact representative in hospitals caring for 100 or
more Veterans' Bureau patients. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. 132.)

Convening orders for disciplinary boards. (See "Disciplinary boards.")
Cooperating :
Officers of the Veterans' Bureau in their official capacity will be permitted
access at all hospitals where beneficiaries of the Veterans' Bureau are
being treated. With a view (a) to acquaint the hospital authorities
with the general aim and policies of the bureau; (b) to ascertain char
acter of professional treatment; (c) to cooperate with commanding
officer in the investigation of complaints made to the bureau. ( See Vet
erans' Bureau, G. O. No. 23.)
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D.

Daily report of patient turnover:
Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 90 may be construed to mean that a daily re
port may be necessary from hospitals In order that the daily report ot
the district office be complete. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 90.)

Dead: (See "Transportation, dead"; "Funeral expenses"; "Burial In na
tional cemeteries"; War Risk Regulations No. 33.)
When a Veterans' Bureau patient dies in a hospital three (3) copies of
Form N shall be prepared and forwarded to the district. (See Bureau
M. & S. circular letter No. 73-1921.)
Telegram to be sent to next of kin. Form to be used. (See Bureau M. 4
S. circular letter No. 73-1921.)

Dental work :
1. Dental claims and fee table for treatment by designated dental exam

iners. (See Veterans' Bureau Regulations Nos. 17, 17-A, & 17-B.)
2. Dental examinations and treatment. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. Nos.

45 & 45-A.)
3. Claimants of the Veterans' Bureau In naval hospitals shall receive

dental care as naval patients. (See Bureau M. & S. circular letter
122-1921.)

Discharge of patients :
1. Two copies of *eport cards, Form No. 1971-F will be executed upon dis

charge in addition to copy retained at the hospital. One of the
copies to be forwarded to the manager of the district and one direct
to the Veterans' Bureau. Cards will be forwarded as directed under
"Admission of patient." (See Bureau M. & S. circular letter 190-
1922.)

2. Transportation of patients discharged from hospitals. (See "Transpor
tation of patients.")

3. Discharge of dissatisfied hospitalized patients. (See "Dissatisfied
patients.")

4. Notice of discharge of patient for disciplinary reasons shall contain a
statement as to need of further hospitalization. (See Veterans'
Bureau Field Order No. 19.)

5. Forward Veterans' Bureau Form No. 2545 In triplicate.
6. Upon discharge from the hospital the patient shall be examined by Uie

hospital authorities and a report submitted in duplicate to the dis

trict manager. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 26.)
7. If a patient is ready for discharge from a hospital and object to such

discharge, the commanding officer shall appoint a board to examine

the man. A written report in duplicate shall be submitted, and when
approved by the commanding officer, forwarded with appropriate
comments to the assistant director of the Medical Division. (See
Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 26.)

8. When a claimant is to be discharged from a hospital, further treatment
being unnecessary, it shall be determined if lie is eligible for train
ing. If such be the case he shall not be discharged from the hos
pital until after all arrangements have been made for such training,
if desired by the claimant. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 26-A.)

9. If a patient completes his treatment after being rehospitalized for "Dis
charge against medical advice," he shall receive transportation to

Ills home. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-B.)
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Discharge of patients—Continued.
10. Patients discharged as noted in the preceding reference shall be the

subject of a special report to the district manager and the Medical
Division of the Veterans' Bureau, calling attention to the fact that
this discharge comes within the provisions of G. O. No. 27-A, Section
IV, par. 4. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

11. If a patient completes his treatment after being rehospitalized for
" discharge, disciplinary," he will be given transportation to his
home, and such discharge will be the subject of a report as ouflined

z In the above reference 9. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)
Discharge of patient " absent without leave " :
1. A patient absent for a period of seven days will be dropped from the
rolls of the hospital and reported on Form No. 1873 to the district
manager and director. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

2. An insane patient removed from the hospital by his family or guardian
without authority from the commanding officer will be handled as in
cases of "patient leaving without official leave." (See Veterans'
Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

Discharge of patients " against medical advice " :
1. Patients discharged against medical advice for the first time will be

given transportation to their homes or as outlined in B. W. R. P. O.
No. 20, see "transportation of patients." (See Veterans' Bureau
G. O. No. 27-A.)

2. Patient leaving hospital against medical advice will not be given trans
portation or expenses to another hospital. (See Veterans' Bureau
G. O. No. 27-A.)

3. Should a patient on his second hospitalization again be discharged
against medical advice, he will not be entitled to transportation or
other expenses on discharge. ( See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

4. When a patient is discharged against medical advice, the same shall be
reported on V. B. Form No. 1873. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O.
No. 27-A.)

5. When a patient is discharged against medical advice, a board of medical
officers shall investigate the same, and report in duplicate will be
prepared, and not until approved by the commanding officer shall
the man be discharged. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

Disciplinary boards:
1. Charges, specifications, convening orders, and form of procedure dealing
with actions under Veterans' Bureau General Order No. 27-A. ( See
Veterans* Bureau G. O. No. 32.)

2. Board will be governed by the customary procedure of Government
boards. Shall consist of two medical officers of the staff and one
member appointed by the district manager. (See Veterans' Bureau
G. O. No. 27-A.)

Disciplinary discharge :
1. Notice of such discharge shall contain a statement as to need of further

hospitalization. (See Veterans' Bureau Field Order No. 19.)
2. Disciplinary discharges should not be carried into effect when such pro

cedure would work injury to the patient Rather than discharge
such cases it is suggested that the disciplinary board take advantage
of G. O. No. 27-A, which provides for a fine of a part of the claim
ant's compensation. (See V. B. Hospital Section Circular No. 53.)
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Disciplinary discharge—Continued.
3. A man discharged for disciplinary reasons shall not be admitted again
until three months lias elapsed since discharge. (See Veterans'
Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.) /

4. For second offense, a period of six months shall elapse. ( See Veterans'
Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

5. A patient discharged for disciplinary reasons will be given transporta
tion to his home or place from which hospitalized. See " Transpor
tation of patients." (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A)

6. Patients will not be discharged for disciplinary reasons when the fol
lowing conditions exist:
(a) No patient who is mentally irresponsible shall be discharged
for disciplinary reasons.

(6) No patient shall be discharged for disciplinary reasons If his
physical condition is such as to endanger his life by reason
of such discharge,

(c) No patient will be discharged for disciplinary reasons except
on the recommendation of a board of officers, approved by
the commanding officer.

(See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)
7. Upon the second or subsequent discharge of AWOL or for disciplinary

reasons, the Board of Officers may recommend forfeiture of com
pensation up to a maximum of 75 per cent each month for a period
of three months. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A)

8. If recommendations as outlined above have been approved by the com
manding officer, he shall Inform the man that he has a right to ap
peal and will do so within three days In writing to the commanding
officer, who will forward the appeal to the district manager of the
district. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

9. Whenever a patient is discharged for disciplinary reasons or disciplined
by forfeiture of compensation, Form No. 1874 shall be prepared In
triplicate. One copy retained, one sent to the manager of the dis
trict, and one to the Hospital Section, Medical Division, Veterans'
Bureau. In each instance a copy of the board proceedings will ac
company Form 1874. ( See Veterans* Bureau G. O. 27-A & 27-B.)

Disciplinary regulations. See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A; "Absent with
out official leave " ; " Disciplinary Boards " ; " Disciplinary discharge " ; " Dis
charge of patient, against medical advice " ; " Discharge of patient, absent

without official leave " ; " Discharge of patients."
Dissatisfied patient:
1. If a patient leaves the hospital against the advice of the medical officer,

the district office and the bureau in Washington shall be notified.
Record of same shall be recorded In the hospital record. Patient
shall be informed that he will not be given transportation to return
to the hospital. If dissatisfaction is due to treatment and it is
believed that some other hospital may be able to handle the case to
the benefit of the patient, the medical officer shall request the district
officer to transfer the man. If transfer is not recommended by the
medical officer, he shall so state. (See Veterans' Bureau Field
Order No. 7.)
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District offices:
Fourteen district offices established and designating the territory each

covers. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 3.)
Domiciliary cases:
Shall be transferred to a soldiers' home. (See Bureau M. & S. circular

letter 167-1922.)
E.

Error in claim for compensation :
May be reopened when evidence of error is submitted. (See War Risk

G. O. No. 84.)
F.

Forms of procedure for disciplinary boards. (See " Disciplinary Boards.")
Funeral expenses :
1. The sum of $100.00 shall be available for the funeral expenses ; also cost

of an attendant to accompany remains and the cost of transportation.
(See War Risk Regulations No. 58.)

2. Destitute patients or trainees may be buried in a national cemetery,
provided :

(a) Expenses as outlined above are not exceeded.
(6) Such burial Is desired by next of kin.
(c) Permission from proper authority has been obtained.
(d) If inmate of service or contract hospital at time of death.

Bill shall be submitted under two heads, viz : Funeral expense and trans
portation and Incidental expense. (See Veterans' Bureau Regula
tions No. 58.)

3. Funeral expenses for veterans of the Spanish-American War, Philippine
insurrection, and Boxer rebellion will not be paid by the Veterans'
Bureau, but he may be buried in a national cemetery If authority
is granted ; otherwise the body will be disposed of by the local health
authorities if not claimed by the next of kin. (See Veterans' Bureau
Regulations No. 30.)

Forfeiture of compensation :
L Upon the second or subsequent discharge for AWOL or for disciplinary

reasons, the board of officers may recommend forfeiture of compen
sation up to a maximum of 75 per cent eacli month for a period of
three months. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

2. If recommendations as outlined above have been approved by the com
manding officer, he shall inform the man that he has a right to
appeal, and will do so within three days, in writing, to the com
manding officer, who will forward the appeal to the district manager
of the district. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

3. When a patient has bee'n discharged for disciplinary reasons and the
board has recommended forfeiture of compensation, the hospital
shall submit a report of physical examination and report of the
findings of the board of officers. Both reports shall be forwarded in
duplicate. Submit Form Nos. 1873 and 1874. (See Veterans' Bureau
G. O. No. 27-A.)

4. If patient does not appeal, report of action taken shall be submitted on
Form No. 1874 and sent to the district manager. (See Veterans'
Bureau G. O. No. 27-A)
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Forfeiture of compensation— Continued.
5. In the cases of patients who have committed an offense, and where it is

not deemed necessary to recommend their discharge, a board of offi
cers may recommend a forfeiture of compensation up to a maximum
of 75 per cent each month for a period of three months. The follow
ing will be performed in connection with the above: Submit Form
No. 1874; (a) inform patient of right to appeal and that he shall
submit written report within three days; (b) inform district man
ager by telegram of the approved recommendation of the board ; (©)
copy of telegram to be mailed to the central office. (See Veterans'
Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

6. When an appeal is made, a certain form shall be signed by the patient
involved. (See M. & S. circular letter 170-1922.)

H.

Hospital admission card Form No. 1971-D:
Card shall bear the following notation : " Not valid after ten days from

date of issuance." (See Veterans' Bureau Field Order No. 36.)

I.

In-patient report card No. 1971-F :
Shall be forwarded in duplicate as outlined under "Admission of pa
tient" and "Discharge of patient." (See Bureau M. & S. circular
letter No. 190-1922.)

Insane :
An Insane person removed from the hospital by his family or guardian

without the authority of the commanding officer will be handled as
"Absent without official leave." (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No.
27-A.)

Inspections :

Instructions for district medical inspectors. (See Veterans' Bureau Field
Order No. 29; Veterans' Bureau G. O. Nos. 39 and 39A.)

M.

Monthly report to Veterans' Bureau :
1. A monthly report shall be forwarded to the Veterans' Bureau setting
forth the number of transactions in Veterans' Bureau cases ; form to
be used. (See Bureau M. & S. circular letter 206-1922.)

2. A monthly report of occupational therapy activities shall be forwarded.
One copy shall be forwarded direct to the Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery. (See Bureau M. & S. letter 129733(104), of October 24,
1922.)

O.

Oaths :
Authority of officers of the Army and Navy to administer oaths concerning

Veterans' Bureau patients. (War Risk Bulletin No. 84.)
Occupational therapy :

1. Views of the Veterans' Bureau as regards the use and successful appli
cation of this mode of treatment. (See hospital section circular Nos.
30 and 30-A.)
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Occupational therapy— Continued.
2. Naval Hospital will furnish their own equipment and personnel for the

application of this treatment. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No.
68-A'.)

3. Occupational therapy includes any occupation, mental or physical, that
will hasten recovery from disease or injury. It includes the old
term " prevocational training." ( See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No.
68-A.)

4. A monthly report of occupational therapy activities shall be forwarded.
One copy shall be forwarded direct to the Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery. (See Bureau M. & S. letter 129733(104), of October 24,
1922.)

5. Policy of the Bureau of M. & S. as regards the handling of this work.
(See Bureau M. & S., circular letter 189-1922.)

6. All articles made by V. B. patients from material supplied by the Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery will be held pending legislation regarding
their disposal. (See Bureau M. & S. circular letter 201-1922.)

P.

Patients, transfer of, to other hospitals. (See "Transfer of patients to other
hospitals.")
Physiotherapy :

1. Equipment for its application will be furnished by the Navy. Per
sonnel for its application will also be furnished. (See Veterans' Bu
reau G. O. No. 68-A.)

Prosthetic appliances :
L Rules relative to the furnishing of prosthetic appliances, repairs, and

renewals of the same to claimants of the Veterans' Bureau. (See
Veterans' Bureau Regulations Nos. 7, 7-A, & 7-B.) ,

R.
Refusing treatment :
1. Action to be taken. (See Bureau M. & S. circular letter 166-1922.)

Relation of the Veterans' Bureau to Navy and contract hospitals. (See Veter
ans' Bureau Field Order No. 43.)
Requisitions for supplies :
L Procedure in requisitioning supplies, equipment, and blank forms. (See

Veterans' Bureau Field Order No. 43.)
Reopening of cases :
L Cases may be reopened when error in the original has been discovered.

(See War Risk G. O. No. 84.)

S.

Sale of by-products of authorized activities of vocational training. ( See Veter

ans' Bureau Regulations No. 29.)
Specifications for disciplinary boards. (See "Disciplinary boards.")
Standard of requirements for hospitals. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 28.)
Total disability:
1. Rules for determining the same. (See Veterans' Bureau Regulations

Nos. 4 & 4-A.)
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T.
Trainees :
1. Trainees who take sick while under training will be given hospital treat

ment. (See Bureau M. & S. circular letter 160—1922.)
Transfer of patients to other hospitals:
1. Medical officers In charge of hospitals will recommend a climatic change
for patients only when a sufficient medical reason exists for such
transfer. All recommendations for transfer will be forwarded on
Medical Form No. 1899. (See Veterans' Bureau hospital section
circular No. 8.)

Transportation of dead:
1. Remains will be sent to the former home of the deceased upon request of

the next of kin, and expense will be paid by the Veterans' Bureau.
(See War Risk Regulations No. 33.)

2. When remains of a Veterans' Bureau patient is transported by Govern
ment bill of lading, the following notation shall appear thereon:
"Transportation under this bill of lading are payable by the V. S.
Veterans' Bureau, Washington, D. C, in accordance with Bureau of
War Risk Insurance letter dated October 16, 1920." (See Bureau
M. & S. circular letter 154—1922.)

Transportation of patients:
1. When a discharged patient requests transportation to a place other than

that from which transportation was furnished when the patient was
originally admitted to the hospital, such shall be his bona fide resi
dence and if necessary the claim that his address has been changed
should be supported by affidavits from two disinterested parties.

(See War Risk Field Order No. 20.)
2. Patients discharged against medical advice for the first time will be

given transportation to their homes. (See Veterans' Bureau G. 0.
No. 27-A.)

3. Claimants and beneficiaries are entitled to the following: (a) Report to
a medical officer for an authorized medical examination; (6) trans
fer to a service or contract hospital; (c) report back to their homes
when treatment or observation Is complete. Exceptions : Cases com

ing under V. B. G. O. No. 27-A. (See Veterans' Bureau Regula

tions Nos. 16 & 16-A.)
4. Veterans' Bureau will not pay for transportation of veterans of the

Spanish-American War, etc. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 30.)
5. Patients leaving a hospital against medical advice will not be given

transportation to another hospital. (See Veterans' Bureau G. 0.

No. 27-A.)
6. A patient who has completed his treatment after being rehospltalized for

discharge against medical advice shall be given transportation to his

home. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)
7. Should a patient on his second hospitalization again be discharged

against medical advice, he will not be entitled to transportation on
discharge. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

8. A patient who has been discharged for disciplinary reasons will be given
transportation to his home or place from which hospitalized. (See
Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)
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Transportation of patients —Continued.
9. A patient who has been discharged for disciplinary reasons will not be

given transportation back to the hospital if rehospltalization has been
authorized. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A.)

10. A patient discharged upon completion of treatment after being rehos-
pitalized from disciplinary discharge will be given transportation to
his home. ( See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A. )

11. A patient discharged for AWOL, who was rehospitallzed after disci
plinary discharge, will not be entitled to transportation to or from
a hospital afterwards. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 27-A)

12. Transportation to homes of Veterans' Bureau patients will be furnished
even when mileage is furnished by the Navy. (See Bureau M. & S.
circular letter 146—1921.)

V.

Veterans of Spanish-American War, Philippine Insurrection, and Boxer Re
bellion :
1. May be treated by hospitals under the Veterans' Bureau. ( See Veterans'

Bureau Regulations No. 30; "Funeral expenses.")
Vocational schools. (See Veterans' Bureau G. O. No. 78, 78-A, 78-B, & 78-C.)
Vocational training:
1. Request for shall be submitted on Form No. 526. ( See Veterans' Bureau

G. O. No. 6.)
2. Sale of by-products. (See Veterans' Bureau Regulations No. 29.)

W.

Weekly report of Veterans' Bureau patients:
1. Shall be sent by telegram and contain certain information. (See Vet

erans' Bureau M. & S. circular letter 156—1921.)
2. Working details for Veterans' Bureau patients. (See Bureau M. & S.
circular letter 100—1921.)

Circular letter. WJCA: ESK 129733(113).
Serial No. 227-1922.

Department of thb Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Suboeby,
Washington, D. C, IS November, 19i£.

To : All naval hospitals within the continental limits of the United States.
Subject: Instructions regarding U. S. Veterans' Bureau physio-therapy Forms
1603, 2581, and 1606.
Enclosures: (a) Instruction sheet.

(6) U. S. V. B. Medical Division Form 1603.

1. You are directed to comply with the instructions contained in the accom
panying enclosures.
2. It is understood that the physio-therapy forms referred to will be for
warded by the U. S. Veterans' Bureau direct to naval hospitals.
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3. In compiling U. S. V. B. Medical Division Form 1603, in column 1, under
" Names and dates of duty of aides and assistants," you are directed to make a
statement to the effect that physio-therapy work in naval hospitals is conducted
by members of the Medical Corps, Nurse Corps, and Hospital Corps, and in the
following columns to give only the total number of treatments: Such as:
Massage, 10; electro-therapy, 15; hydro-therapy, 25; thermo-therapy, 10; exer
cise, 20 ; total, 80 ; average daily treatments, 7, etc.
4. In naval hospitals where physio-therapy aides are employed Form 1603
will be filled out as indicated, together with the statement referred to in para
graph 3.
5. Information called for on the forms referred to above applies only to bene
ficiaries of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau, and no information concerning physio
therapy administered to naval or patients other than beneficiaries of the Vet
erans' Bureau will be included in these reports.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter.
Serial No. 228-1922. WJCA:ESK 129733(104).

Department of the Navt,
Bubeau or Medicine and Subgery,
Washington, D. ft, 27 November, 19SS.

To : AH naval hospitals within the continental limits of the United States.
Subject: Monthly reports of occupational therapy from U. S. naval hospitals
caring for Veterans' Bureau cases.
References :(o) Bureau of Medicine and Surgery letter WJCA:ESK 129733

(104) of 24 October, 1922.
(6) Circular letter, serial number 186-1922, of 16 May, 1922.
(c) Circular letter, serial number 196-1922, of 29 June, 1922,
WJCA: ESK 129733 (64).

Enclosures: (1) U. S. Veterans' Bureau report of occupational therapy activi
ties.

1. Reference (a), addressed to commanding officers of several of the naval
hospitals, is hereby canceled and future reference to the subject of this letter
should refer to this circular letter.
2. References (6) and (c) and any other instructions regarding the for
warding of reports about occupational therapy to the U. S. Veterans' Bureau
or to this bureau are hereby canceled.
3. You are directed to comply with instructions as outlined in the accom
panying inclosure, and to modify them in such a manner that an additional
copy of this monthly report marked " Copy for tlje Bureau of Medicine aDd
Surgery " is to be forwarded directly to this bureau.
4. It will be seen that to compile these reports it will be necessary to obtain
certain information from the Red Cross occupational aids and from the edu
cational aids employed by the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
5. This report refers only to beneficiaries of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau.
Similar reports on naval personnel are not required.

E. R, Stitt.
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United States Veterans' Bureau, Medical Division.

Date :

Report of Occupational Thebapt Activities fob Month of

Station , , ,

(Street and number.) (Street.) (City.) (State.)

To : The Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau, Washington, D. C.
(Attention P., T. & O. T. subsection, hospital subdivision.)

11 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

Name. Days
worked.

0. T. in shop or
on farm.

0. T. in class and
in wards. 0. T. hours. No. of

patients.
Total
hours.

"'#""*""

•

Total

SUMMARY.

Note.—In entering the totals of items (a),
(6), (c), (d), and (0, count each man only
once Instead of giving the sum of the first five
columns under "Occupational therapy."

Occupational therapy.

Hos
pital.

On wards. Off wards.

Total.
Text. Craft. Classrooms. Shops. Farm.

(o) USVB beneficiaries in, 1st day of month . .

(c) Total in, for the month
id) Number in, discontinued during month 1

(o) Total occupational therapy personnel for m

1

(k) Assistant aides

I

In Charge of Occupational Therapy.
Approved and forwarded:

Medical Officer in Charge.

Med. 1870—Rev. Aug., 1922.
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Circular letter. WJCA: ESK 129733 (113).
Serial No. 229-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgkey,
Washington, D. C, 28 November, 1922.

To: All naval hospitals within the continental limits of the United States.
Subject: Instructions regarding reports of physio-therapy and occupational
therapy treatments to beneficiaries of the United States Veterans' Bureau.
References: (a) Letter from Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau BWC/s/10, P. &

O. T. hospital subdivision of November 20, 1922.
(6) Bureau of Medicine and Surgery circular letter serial No.

227-1922, WJCA: ESK 129733(113), of November 15, 1922.
(c) Bureau of Medicine and Surgery circular letter WJCA : ESK
129733(104), of November 27, 1922, serial No. 228-1922.

1. The contents of reference (a) is quoted herewith for your information :
" Referring to forms for monthly reports of physio-therapy and occupational
therapy treatments given to beneficiaries of this bureau, you are advised that
it is found necessary, because of certain changes in the administration of the
work, to make definite modifications in the forms from those Vhich were ap
proved by a board of representatives from the various services, which met last
spring.

"In respect to Form Med. 1870-Rev., it is suggested that the information
called for in columns 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 need not be included In reports from
your hospitals, so far as the Veterans' Bureau is concerned. There is, however,
no objection to these columns being filled In if the information is desired by
your office. The date, name, and address of the station, with the ' Summary,"
will be all that will be required on this form by the bureau for statistical
purposes.
" On Form 1603 the 1Names and days of duty of aids and assistants,' with
the ' Number of treatments,' given by each, may be omitted ; also the use of
Forms 2614-M, 2614-D, 2581, 2592, and 1606 Is optional with you. That is,
all the reports desired by the Veterans' Bureau is a summary of the number of
Veterans' Bureau patients in each hospital, with the number of those taking
physio-therapy and occupational therapy, and the number of treatments or occu
pied hours."
2. The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery does not require the information
called for in columns 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, Form Med. 1870-Rev., referred to In
paragraph 2 of reference (a).
3. Attention is invited to the last sentence of paragraph 3 of reference (a) .
4. You are directed to forward directly to the U. S. Veterans' Bureau the
original forms called for In reference (a), and to forward to this bureau carbon
copy of these forms marked " For the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery."

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. WJCA : ESK 129733(121).
Serial No. 230-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, 5 December, 1922.

To : All naval hospitals within the continental limits of the United States.
Subject: U. S. Veterans' Bureau publication Med. 1644 (schema for the classi
fication of patients on 'examination).
References: (a) Bureau of Medicine and Surgery letter WJCA: ESK 129733

(113) of 23 November, 1922.
(b) Letter from Director, U. S. Veterans' Bureau of November 20,

1922. _
Enclosures: (1) Copy of schema mentioned in subject.

1. Reference (a), addressed to commanding officers of several of the naval
hospitals, is hereby cancelled, and future reference to the subject of this letter
should refer to this circular letter.
2. The Director of the U. S. Veterans' Bureau has requested that the ac
companying schema for the classification of patients on examination be used
for all beneficiaries of the Veterans' Bureau under treatment for pulmonary
tuberculosis in naval hospitals.
3. This bureau has requested the U. S. Veterans' Bureau to forward to the
commanding officers of the various Naval Hospitals a sufficient number of these
schemata that each medical officer In hospitals caring for Veterans' Bureau
patients may be furnished with one copy.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124677-0.
Serial No. 231-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, December 7, 1922.

To : All naval hospitals in the United States, sick quarters, marine barracks,
Quantico.
Subject: Use of Navy standard caskets for shipment or local burial.

1. The naval medical supply depot, Brooklyn, N. Y., has on hand a large
surplus of Navy standard caskets purchased during the World War. It Is
desirable for reasons of economy, and because of the considerable storage space
occupied, that these caskets shall be used by the hospitals Instead of caskets
purchased from contracting undertakers under annual requisitions for care
of the dead.
2. It is therefore directed that naval hospitals shall, until further notice,
make use only of the Item under requisition for preparation for shipment
which provides for furnishing of casket by the Government, the intention being
that the Navy standard casket shall be used in every case.
3. It is noted that at a number of the hospitals the requisition for local
burial of the dead makes no provision for the furnishing of a casket by the
hospital. It is presumed that a unit bid was accepted, providing for all neces
sary services, including casket furnished by the undertaker, in which case,
probably, it will be Impossible for these hospitals to utilize Navy caskets for

local burials during the life of the present contracts. At the Navy hospitals,
Portsmouth, N. H., Annapolis, Md., Puget Sound, Wash., Mare Island, Calif.,

and San Diego, Calif., however, Navy standard caskets will be Issued to the
undertaker for encasement of bodies prepared for local burial.
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4. Immediate requisition will be made on the naval medical supply depot
Brooklyn, N. Y., or Mare Island, Calif., for a sufficient stock of caskets to comply
with the above directions, and subsequent requisitions will be made, from time
to time, so that the number carried shall be always sufficient to meet the usual
requirements of the hospital and render the purchase of caskets from contract
ing undertakers unnecessary.

5. The Navy standard casket will be used for deceased Veterans' Bureau
patients and for retired enlisted men of the Marine Corps. (M. & S. circular
letter, serial No. 221-1922, No. 124677-0, October 12, 1922.)
6. In special cases, where death occurs distant from the hospital, as in case
of aviators or at civilian hospitals, etc., and where the terms of the contract do
not apply, the expenses for the care of the dead will be covered by appropriate
" special " requisitions in each such case, prepared after all expenses in the
particular case have been ascertained. . Navy standard caskets will be issued
for these cases if practicable.
7. These instructions shall not be construed to prevent the purchase of a
casket in an emergency when it is impracticable to procure a Navy standard
casket.
8. For the fiscal year 1924 the bureau will furnish a form or detailed in
structions for preparation of requisitions for care of the dead. The hospitals
will withhold their annual requisitions for care of the dead until these instruc
tions are received.

E. R, Stitt.

Circular letter. WEE: SS 124680(122).
Serial No. 232-1922.

Depabtment of the Navy,
Bureau op Medicine and Subqeby,
Washington, D. C, December 8, 1922.

To: All medical officers.
Subject : Syphilitic abstract sheet in health record.

1. Until a new supply Is available for distribution, it is desired that syphilitic
abstract sheets shall be made out in the case of all personnel In which a diag
nosis of syphilis is made and attached to the health record.
2. At present the abstract sheet bears the notation "(Enlisted men only)".
This notation hereafter will no longer apply.

E. R. Stitt.

31847-43

N65-JPLr-BL
Navy Depabtment,
Bubeau of Navigation,

Washington, D. C, 11 October, 1922.
bureau manual CIRCULAR NO. 13.

From : Bureau of Navigation.
To: All ships and stations.
Subject : Medical discharges.

1. The following changes in Bureau of Navigation Manual are approved and
directed to be made upon receipt of this letter :
Art. D-S030. Strike out and substitute the following:
Art. D-8030(d). In the cases of newly enlisted men who have been examined
and passed at recruiting stations this examination will be considered final,

and they are not to be rejected upon examination after arrival at the training
stations.
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(6) In all cases of manifest unfitness such men will be sent to a hospital for
observation prior to medical survey.
(c) Great caution is to be observed in regard to defects and diseases that
can be easily simulated.
(d) No enlisted man shall be discharged from the service on account of
medical survey without the approval of the Bureau of Navigation.
(e) Any defects or disabilities noted upon examination at the training sta
tion will be entered in the man's health record.

R. H. Leigh, Acting.

Circular letter. RA/LJT 129733(93).
Serial No. 233-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bubeau of Medicine and Subqeby,
Washington, D. C, December H, 1922.

To : All naval medical officers.
Subject : Discontinuing the use of a signed statement In the health records
upon release or discharge, claiming or waiving claim for compensation under
the war risk insurance act.
Reference: Paragraph D-8063, Bureau of Navigation Manual.

1. The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery was advised recently by the United
States Veterans' Bureau that, In their opinion, the use of a signed statement In
health records, claiming or waiving claim for compensation, was of no value
In adjudicating claims for compensation or vocational rehabilitation, and In
so far as the United States Veterans' Bureau was concerned its use could be
discontinued.
2. The Bureau of Navigation concurred in this opinion and has stated that
" * * * change in Bureau of Navigation Manual will be Issued to the service
canceling this requirement"
3. In view of the above the use of a signed statement In the health record,
claiming or waiving claim for compensation under the war risk insurance act,
will be discontinued. _ _ _

B. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. NLS-EGM F-4-42022
Serial No. 234-1922. 124482(123).

Department of the Navy,
Bubeau of Medicine and Suboeby,
Washington, D. C, December 16, 1922.

To : All medical officers, chief pharmacists, and pharmacists.
Subject : Preparation and forwarding of Form N. M. S. H. C. 4, Roster Report
of the Hospital Corps.
Reference: (a) Bureau of Medicine and Surgery circular letter, serial number

14-20 of 4 March, 1920.
(6) Section 7, chapter 54, U. S. Navy Regulations, 1920.

1. Paragraph 1 of reference (a) Is hereby canceled.
2. The Roster Report of the Hospital Corps will be forwarded in accordance
with the Instructions contained in reference (6) and on the face of the report
3. When the last Saturday In a month immediately precedes or follows the
last calendar day of a month, the monthly roster only shall be submitted by
stations forwarding the report weekly.
4. On the face of the monthly roster shall be reported all receipts, transfers,
enlistments, reenllstments, extensions of enlistment, discharges, desertions,
deaths, changes of rate, and receipts as patients of Hospital Corps men occur-

58448—23 12
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ring during the month reported. This is in addition to similar information
reported weekly.

5. On the reverse of the monthly roster the names of Hospital Corps men who
are patients received from other stations or ships, and who are en route to
other stations or ships, shall be reported after the names of Hospital Corps men
attached to the crew ; Hospital Corps men attached to the crew who are on the
sick list shall be shown in their usual alphabetic position as " On sick list."
The diagnosis shall be given in all cnses of men reported as patients or on sick
list. • E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSG 128014(124).
Serial No. 235-1922.

Dkpaktment of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, December SO, 1922.

To : All Medical Department personnel.
Subject : Manual of the Medical Department, 1922.
Reference: Article 74, Navy Regulations, 1920.

1. The accompanying Manual of the Medical Department has been carefully
prepared by revising the edition of 1917 and by bringing the subject matter

down to date of October, 1922.
2. It is desired that errors and omissions be immediately reported, and that
changes and additions be suggested from time to time.
3. In letters to the bureau reporting errors or making suggestions, the " Sub
ject " should be stated as above, and reference should be made to the paragraph

discussed as follows :
Paragraph 1481 (b), line 3. E. R, Stitt.

Circular letter. . • HWS:MFD 124920(124).
Serial No. 236-1922.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, December 30, 1922.

To: All medical officers.
Subject : Arsphenamine and neoarsphenamine.

References: (a) Circular letter 44-1920 of 10 July, 1920.
(6) Circular letter 208-1922 of 17 August, 1922.
(c) Report of a board, published in the U. S. Naval Medical
Bulletin of November, 1922.

1. Reference (a) contains instructions to the effect that arsphenamine should
be employed only at hospitals, and that neoarsphenamine exclusively be used

elsewhere. Reference (b) repeated these instructions, amplifying them in cer
tain details.
2. It has been brought to the attention of the bureau that reference (c) pre
scribes the use of articles of apparatus differing in some respects from those
listed on the Supply Table; and further that in reference (c), which by reason
of its source and the circumstance of Its publication in the Bulletin has some
thing of the force of instructions, there appears statements concerning the
choice of drugs that represent views apparently at variance with those prompt
ing the issue of references (a) and (6).
3. Relative to items of apparatus, it is believed that articles now on the
Supply Table can be made to fulfill all requirements, provided their use Is
governed by an understanding of the principles to be observed.
4. Relative to the choice of drugs, the bureau, recognizing the higher and
more uniform therapeutic efficiency of arsphenamine and its greater stability,
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concurs fully in the conclusions of the board regarding the general desirability
ot employing it in preference to neoarsphenamine. Nevertheless, it is believed
that the liability to accidents arising from the improper administration of
arsphenamine is sufficiently great to Justify restricting the use to institutions
where adequate apparatus and materials are at hand.
5. While the undoubted lack of stability of neoarsplienamine constitutes a
real objection to its use, particularly in low latitudes, the bureau is authori
tatively informed that neoarsphenamine, as now prepared and tested before
Issue, can be administered safely without regard to time, temperature, or other
conditions influencing stability, if the specimen used passes successfully the
tests enumerated in reference (c).
6. Therefore the instructions contained in references (a) and (b) are re
affirmed, and extended as follows:
7. In view of the rather numerous instances reported in medical literature
when one drug was mistaken for the other, and administered with correspond
ingly inappropriate technic, it is directed that hereafter only one of these two
drugs be carried in stock, for purposes of administration, at any one place—i. e*,
at hospitals, arsphenamine alone will be carried ; elsewhere, neoarsphenamina
Should there appear to be good reason for using either drug otherwise than as
specified in this paragraph, the matter will be made the subject of a special
letter to the bureau.
8. Hospitals having on hand stocks of neoarsphenamine will return them
to the nearest naval medical supply depot. E. R. Stitt.

N6-BL
57354-74

Navy Department,
Bureau of Navioation,

Washington, D. C, 22 December, 1922.
Bureau of Navigation Circular Letter No. 66-22.
To : All ships and stations.
Subject : Advancement of hospital apprentices.

1. In order to establish a flow of promotion in the nonrated grades of the
Hospital Corps, commanding officers of ships and stations are authorized, until
further notice, to advance hospital apprentices, second class, to hospital ap
prentices, first class, in excess of allowed complement and without reference to
the bureau. Men so advanced must have all qualifications required by Bureau
of Navigation Manual.
2. The total number of hospital apprentices, second class, advanced in accord
ance with this authority shall not exceed in any command the total vacancies
existing in the higher ratings of Hospital Corps men ; that Is, the total number
of Hospital Corps men on board shall not exceed the total number authorized in
complement. (s.) Thomas Washington.

Circular letter. NLS EGM F 3 42022.
Serial No. 237-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, January 16, 192S.

To: All medical officers.
Subject : Service numbers of enlisted men.
Reference: Articles D-9000 and D-0004, Bureau of Navigation Manual.
1. It is directed that the service number assigned men newly enlisted in
the Hospital Corps and who change their rating to the Hospital Corps be
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reported to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery on the Form N. M. S. H. C. 3,
forwarded at time of enlistment or change of rating.

B. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. AWD MET 127039(13).
Serial No. 238-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, 19 January, 1923.

To: All medical officers. •

Subject : Resignations.

1. In view of the frequent expression by Navy medical officers of discontent
voicing the feeling that the Naval Medical Service offers but a poor return for
accepting a commission therein, the following extracts from letters and appli
cations recently received in the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery from ex-
medical officers of superior qualifications, who have recently resigned, are
published for the purpose of bringing to the attention of those contemplating
resignation or advising others to resign the reverse side of the picture. It is
realized that present conditions, relative to the rank of the medical officer
age for age as compared with other branches of the service, is not satisfac
tory; but it is evident from letters received that in spite of this and other
matters of discontent the service has attractions not balanced by civil practice.
Aside from rank and emoluments, it is a pleasure to note two of these officers
show that there exists a love of " the service " which evidently was not self-
evident until out of the Navy.
"According to our telephone conversation, . during which I asked you to be
reinstated in the service and my resignation recalled, I am mailing you, as
requested, my address.
" I want you to know that I realize what a great mistake I made, and if
reinstated it will not happen again."
" I resigned from the Medical Corps of the Navy, effective * » » and
desire very much to be reinstated. I am convinced that the Navy offers
infinitely greater opportunity than civilian practice, especially in such details
as apparatus for detailed study of cases in hospital.
" I feel that, knowing the advantage of the service, especially as compared
with civilian practice, that I would be an efficient officer, and I am quite con
fident that I woujd dispel any discontent with the service among other junior
officers with whom I might be stationed. I do not believe that there is a medi
cal Institution in the world where the apparatus and other means for expert
diagnosis and treatment are as available as In the United States Navy."
" After having been detached from duty * * *, and my resignation from
the service having been accepted * * *, I find after some time of considera
tion that I prefer the Navy to the civilian life. I feel that I have become more
adapted for work in the service and have more interest for work in it as well.
" I should very much like to reenter the service and have my resignation
revoked or recalled and be reinstated with my former rank—lieutenant"
"After due consideration I find that I prefer to reenter the Medical Corps
of the United States Navy.
" I regret very much of ever having resigned, since I was entirely pleased
with the service, and my interest for that branch of the service has become even
more intense since my relations have been severed.
" If it is necessary to reenter as an assistant surgeon, I will be pleased to
have an application blank forwarded me as soon as possible."
" Elver since I resigned from the Medical Corps last * * *, I have felt
discontented and homesick for my old Navy friends and associations. Although
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I have been In private practice but a little over * * *, I have been success
ful, especially in a financial way. I am also fortunate enough to own a home
in a section composed mostly of doctors. Even so, I have not been particularly
happy or contented. Do you think that my services would be of sufficient value

to the Navy to warrant reinstatement in my former number on the list? I
would appreciate very much your opinion or advice on this Question."
" I am seriously considering making application for reinstatement as lieu
tenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy, but before doing so I would like
some information on the following questions :
"1. Is my reinstatement possible?
"2. Would my previous service count on length of service after reinstate

ment?
"3. Would I be reinstated as lieutenant, and how many numbers would I
lose if reinstated at once? I have been away from the service about * •
"4. Would an examination other than physical be necessary?
" I had promises of an excellent chance to make good money In civilian life
at the time of my resignation, but have found that they are and were but
promises."
" I am taking the privilege of writing you in the hopes that something may be
accomplished to aid me in a' situation which to me is all important
" * * * I resigned my commission as lieutenant, Medical Corps, United
States Navy, in order to go Into private practice after • • * years' service.
At that time I had the idea that I would be happier In private practice and
would never regret my Navy associates and naval medical work. I have given
it • * * months' trial, and although I have been unusually successful In
getting started and In a financial way, I am most anxious to return to the
Navy, even to such an extent that it has affected my very existence and con
tentment of mind. I really regret to admit the facts after taking the decisive
step In resigning, but I am positive that I never realized that I would be so
discontented.
" I know that it will be a difficult matter for me to receive back my old
number on the list in the Medical Corps, but I am living in the hopes that It
.can be accomplished, although It required congressional legislation. I have
heard that the Navy is seeking new medical officers, and I should think that
my * * * of experience would be an asset In my favor."
" I have been trying ever since my return to * * * to find time to drop
in to see you and pay my respects. I regret very much that it has been Impos
sible for me to do so. I scarcely ever get away from the hospital until after
your office is closed.
" I want you to know that I realize that I have made a mistake and I am
very sorry that I did not take your advice and wait until next summer, at least,
to resign. Had I done that I know that I would have continued In the service.
Experience, however, is after all the best teacher, and I have certainly learned
my lesson well. I see matters now in an entirely different light and the mere
fact that I am writing you in this way is proof of the fact that I am deeply
repentant of the whole episode. I hope that you will forgive me for disap
pointing yon.
" I love the Navy and find myself longing for it, and I doubt very much
whether I will ever be satisfied any place else. I trust that you will not think
me presumptuous when I ask you whether or not there is a chance of my rein
statement, and if it could be arranged, whether or not you would look with
favor upon it," E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter.
Serial No. 239-1923.

WJCA : ESK 129733(14).

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Washington, D. C, 26 January, 1923.

To: All naval hospitals caring for beneficiaries of the United States Veterans'
Bureau.
Subject: Report of Hospital Inspection, Form 2566, United States Veterans'
Bureau.
Inciosures: (1) Report of inspection, United States Veterans' Bureau Form
2566.

1. In accordance with a request from the Director of the United States Vet
erans' Bureau, the accompanying inclosure is forwarded to each naval hospital
caring for Veterans' Bureau patients.

From : The Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
To: Medical officers at Navy and Marine Corps recruiting stations.
Subject : Physical examinations, Inoculations and vaccinations of applicants
to attend citizens' military training camps, 1923.

1. It Is desired that medical officers of the Navy stationed at training sta
tions shall cooperate in every respect in conducting physical examinations and
Immunizations to smallpox and typhoid and paratyphoid fevers of applicants
for training in a citizens' military training camp during the summer, 1923. It
is, therefore, directed that when an applicant presents himself the medical

officer shall complete the physical examination as set forth in the application

blank, which will be presented by the candidate.
2. Upon completion of the physical examination, the papers will be returned
to the applicant who will forward them to the corps area commander. If upon
receipt of the papers at corps area headquarters it is found that the applicant
has not been immunized to typhoid and paratyphoid fevers during the previous

three-year period hut is otherwise qualified for training, the necessary typhoid-
paratyphoid vaccine will be forwarded to the medical officer who conducted the
physical examination, and the applicant will be notified to report to him for
vaccination. If it is found that the applicant requires vaccination against
smallpox, he will he notified that he must be so vaccinated by a physician or
he may, if he so desires, procure the vaccine by purchase or otherwise and re
port to the medical officer who conducted the physical examination for vaccina
tion. When the vaccinations are completed certificates will he signed and re
turned to the applicant, who will dispose of them in the manner directed. The
larger proportion of the examinations and vaccinations will be made during the
mouths of March to June, inclusive.
3. The military organization within the territorial limits of the United States
consists of nine corps areas. The activities in connection with the citizens'
military training camps located in any corps area are under the direct control
of the commanding general of that corps area. Acting under instructions from

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter.
Serial No. 240-1923.

WEE: SS 124957(23).

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C. February 5. 1923.
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the War Department, each corps area commander will communicate with the
officers of the Navy at the designated stations and will furnish them informa
tion relative to the location of camps and other data as may be pertinent

E. R Stitt.

Circular letter. WSG 132580(22).
Serial No. 241-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bubeau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, February 8, 1923.

To : All naval hospitals, naval medical supply depots, naval medical school,
U. S. S. Mercy, and U. S. S. Belief.
Subject : An act making appropriations for the Navy Department and the naval
service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1924, and for other purposes
(approved January 22, 1923).
References: (a) Alnav 28, 4320-1230, June 30, 1922.

(6) S. & A. letter #147-44-E, December 30, 1922.
(c) This bureau's letter #132586(63), 9th ultimo.

Inclosure: (a) Copy of above-mentioned act (H. R. 13374) (Public— No. 384—
67th Congress).

1. The bureau incloses herewith two copies of the act above mentioned and
directs that they be made available to all members of the staff, Including Hos
pital Corps men engaged on office work.
2. An accurate knowledge of appropriational matters Is essential to the
proper allocation of charges ; that such knowledge is not widespread throughout
the Medical Department is evidenced by the large number of invoices received
in the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, and referred here for correction, on
which the wrong appropriations of this bureau are debited.
3. The appropriations pertaining strictly to this bureau will be found on
pages 15, 16, and 17 of the inclosed net.
4. The appropriation " Cnre of hospital patients " will continue under the
immediate and direct control of the bureau, and under no circumstances will
any charges be placed against it except by specific authority from the bureau.
5. Restrictive legislation relating to passenger-carrying vehicles will be found
on page 17 of the act, under " Maintenance, yards, and docks."
6. The value of commuted rations stopped on account of sick In hospitals
is fixed for the fiscal year 1924 af 75 cents (p. 14) ; this rate for three meals
will govern the charges made against the pay of civilian employees for sub
sistence; it will also be the rate of charge in the duty-officers' mess; the charge
for less than three meals in all cases will he 25 cents per meal.
7. The pay and allowances of members of the Nurse Corps, with new language
" including assistant superintendents, directors, and assistant directors," will
be found on page 13 of the act.
8. On page 14 of the act provision is made for " subsistence in kind at hos
pitals and on board ship in lieu of subsistence allowance of female nurses " ;
the Assistant Secretary of the Navy In Alnav 28 (reference a) directed that
at hospitals and aboard ship nurses should be subsisted " In kind as hereto
fore " ; the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts (reference 6) has defined the
words " Subsisted in kind " as applied to nurses In this connection, as follows :
"(a) Nurses attached to ships are subsisted in kind when they are subsisted
at the expense of the Government by being furnished meals, either directly by

the commissary officer or in an officers' mess. * * *."
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"(6) Nurses subsisted in kind at hospitals nre subsisted by the commissary
officer as a direct charge to the * * * naval-hospital fund, which • * •

is subsequently credited, and provisions, Navy, charged upon vouchers prepared
by the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery * * *."
This Supplies and Accounts letter, just quoted in part (reference b), was for
warded to all hospitals and the Relief and Mercy by the bureau's letter (ref
erence c) of the 9th ultimo.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. 126472(21).
Serial No. 242-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau or Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, February 9, 1925.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Admission of dependents of officers and enlisted men as supernumer
aries at naval hospitals.

Reference: Bureau's letter No. 132687-0(102), October 12, 1922.

1. It appears that in some instances the above-mentioned letter has been
erroneously mterpreted as modifying instructions relative to the admission of
supernumeraries.

2. Those legally entitled to treatment and subsistence in naval hospitals are:

(a) The personnel of the " regular
" Navy and Marine Corps, active and

retired, and certain classes of the fleet reserve.

(6) Pensioners who relinquish their pensions while in hospital.

(c) Enlisted men whose enlistments expire after admission to hospital.
(d) Civil employees injured in Government establishments, admitted by
direction of Compensation Commission.
(e) Veterans' Bureau patients.

3. The bureau would be favorably inclined to provide for the care and treat
ment of dependents to the extent of its available personnel and equipment at
the various hospitals, but in the absence of legal authority and of a specific
appropriation available for this purpose, the admission of these dependents is
not authorized except when necessary for humanitarian, emergency, or public-
health reasons.

E. R. STrrr.

Circular letter. WEE: SS PR&R 124957(23).
Serial No. 243—1923. Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, February 19, 19SS.

From : The Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
To: Medical officers at Navy and Marine Corps recruiting stations.
Subject: Physical examinations, inoculations, and vaccinations of applicants to
attend citizens' military training camps, 1923.
Reference : Circular letter, serial No. 240-1923, dated February 5, 1923.

1. Attention is invited to paragraph (1) of the bureau's circular letter. No.
240-1923, in that it states that medical officers stationed at training stations
shall cooperate in every respect in conducting physical examinations and im
munizations to smallpox and typhoid and paratyphoid fevers of applicants for
training in a citizens' military training camp during the summer, 1923.
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2. In order that there may be no misunderstanding, it is desired that medical
officers attached to recruiting stations perform the same duties as outlined in
the circular letter, which was intended to apply to the medical officers at
recruiting stations as well as training stations.

E. R. Stht.

Circular letter. WSG:ESK 125949(92).
Serial No. 244-1923. 113366.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Subgeby,
Washington, D. C, February 21, 1923.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Checkage of officers for subsistence while under treatment in hospital
but not subsisted or quartered at hospital.

References: (o) Sections 1614, 4807, 4808, and 4812, Revised Statutes.
(b) Department's 11th indorsement, 7869, August 12, 1907.
(c) Bureau's 4th indorsement, 113366/125949(92), November 16,

1922.

(d) Department's letter, 9047-1271-K, December 14, 1922.

1. In 1907 the department (ref. 6) held that where an officer "attended
the hospital merely for • • » treatment and when on each such day
treatment was concluded he proceeded to his home," and " as in the present
instance Cfllonel Denny's admission into the hospital was but nominal, and as
he was not maintained at its expense, * * * the deductions in question
should not be made."
2. In reference (c) the bureau made request that the department should
reconsider its above partly quoted opinion, and that for purposes of Its further
use In the Paymaster's Manual, United States Marine Corps, said opinion
should be revoked.
3. In his letter to the bureau (ref. d) the Secretary has reaffirmed the opin
ion of August 12, 1907 (ref. &), as follows:
"
1. Returned.

"2. Section 4812, Revised Statutes, provides:
" ' For every Navy officer, seaman, or marine admitted into a Navy hospital
the institution shall be allowed one ration per day during his continuance
therein, to be deducted from the account of the United States with such officer,
seaman, or marine.'
" 3. This law required that the value of one ration be deducted from the
pay of an officer for each day he remains in a naval hospital.
"4. Under the circumstances set forth in the attached letter where an
officer is treated at a naval hospital, but is not quartered or subsisted at the
hospital, although the hospital records show him to be in receipt of treatment,
the officer has not ' been admitted in a naval hospital ' within the meaning
of section 4812, Revised Statutes, above quoted, and therefore there is no
authority to deduct from his account with the United States the value of one
ration per day.
"
5. The practice of admitting an officer to a naval hospital and issuing a

notice of checkage of rations on such admittance, when It Is known at the time
of admittance that he is not to be subsisted at the hospital, should not be

followed. The same practice should obtain in such cases as where the officer
reports at a naval dispensary for treatment.

" Edwin Denby."
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4. In accordance with the foregoing quoted decision, no checkage of rations
will be made, except as hereinafter stated, in the case of any officer of the
Navy or Marine Corps admitted to a naval hospital when it shall be positively
known and unequivocally understood at the time of his admission that he will
not be subsisted or quartered at the hospital.

5. The ration notice of admission (Form S) in such a case will be made to
read "was admitted to this hospital on January 1, 1923 (?), and will not be
subsisted by the hospital." Should such a case, after admission, require quar
ters and subsistence, the changed subsistence status will be taken care of when
Ihe ration notice of discharge shall be issued, which will be made to read " was
admitted to this hospital on January 1, 1923, and subsisted by the hospital from
January 20, 1923, to February 28, 1923, inclusive."
6. The decision of the department above quoted does not contemplate that
officers in such cases shall have quarters reserved for them which they may
occupy at their volition, and during such period of occupancy receive subsist
ence, as this clearly would not be the same practice as would obtain " at a naval
dispensary."

7. The ration notices (Form S and T) will be revised, but pending receipt
of the new prints the naval hospital will issue them, when necessary, as Indi
cated above.

B. E. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSG: ESK 126093(91).
Serial No. 245-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, 21 February, 19*3.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Administration of oaths.
Inferences: (a) This bureau's letter to "all naval hospitals" 126093(91) of

Dec. 28.

(6) Bureau's third indorsement 126093(91) of Jan. 3.
(c) Judge Advocate General's 4th indorsement 19037-150:1 of
Jan. 24.

1. Bureau's third indorsement to the Judge Advocate General (ref. b) was
as follows :
" 1, Information is requested of the Judge Advocate General as to whether
this authority to administer oaths for a particularly stated naval purpose will
also permit commanding officers to administer oaths In other than naval cases

where the printed form relating to such oaths gives instruction that the oath
may be administered by ' notary public, clerk of court, or any person authorized
to administer oaths ' ; the affidavit on the Federal income-tax return, for In
stance, provides that the oath may be administered 'by any * * * naval
officer who is authorized to administer oaths for purposes of * * * naval
administration.'
"2. It would be convenient In the private and personal business affairs of
officer and enlisted patients, and perhaps vitally important in cases of impend
ing death, that the commanding officer should have this authority."
2. In reply the following indorsement (ref. e) was received under date of
January 24 :
"
1. Forwarded, all papers returned.
"2. In the first paragraph of the third Indorsement Information is requested
as to whether the authority to administer oaths granted by the Secretary of
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the Navy to the commanding officers of naval hospitals for a specific purpose '

also authorizes them to administer oaths in other than naval cases where the
printed form relating to such oath gives instruction that the oath may be
administered by ' notary public, clerk of court, or any person authorized to
administer oaths ' ; the affidavit of a Federal income-tax return, for example,
provides that the oath may be administered ' by any naval officer who is author
ized to administer oaths for purposes of naval administration.' "

3. In the second paragraph of said indorsement it is further stated that it
would be convenient in the private and personal business affairs of the personnel
connected with naval hospitals, " and perhaps vitally important in cases of
impending death that the commanding officer should have tills authority."
4. The act of January 25, 1895 (28 Stat. 639), as amended and reenacted by
the act of March 4, 1917 (39 Stat. 1171), provides, relative to the administra
tion of oaths by officers of the naval service, as follows :
" That judges advocate of naval general courts-martial and courts of inquiry,
and all commanders in chief of naval squadrons, commandants of navy yards
and stations, officers commanding vessels of the Navy, and recruiting officers of
the Navy, and the adjutant and inspector, assistants adjutant and inspector,
commanding officers, recruiting officers of the Marine Corps, and sucli other
officers of the regular Navy and Marine Corps, of the Naval Reserve Force, of
the Marine Corps Reserve, and of the National Naval Volunteers as may be
hereafter designated by the Secretary of the Navy be, and they are hereby, au
thorized to administer oaths for the purpose of the administration of naval
justice and for other purposes of naval administration."
5. Consideration of the authority requested and granted by the Secretary of
the Navy to commanding officers of naval hospitals discloses that the authority
to administer oaths was specifically limited to the reenlistment or the extension
of the enlistments of personnel of the Hospital Corps and patients under their
respective commands. In the opinion of this office the foregoing does not au
thorize the administering oaths by the commanding officers of naval hospitals
in other than naval cases where the printed forms relating to such oaths gives

instruction that the oath may be administered by " any person authorized to
administer oaths." It is the further opinion of this office that the foregoing
does not authorize sucli officers to administer oaths for the purpose of making
Federal income tax returns.
6. The foregoing opinion is based upon the fact that the authority to admin
ister oaths granted to the commanding officers of naval hospitals is limited to
one purpose and that the provision of the act of March 4, 1917 (39 Stat. 1171),
above quoted, applies only to those cases where naval officers are authorized to
administer oaths " for the purpose of the administration of naval justice and
for other purposes of naval administration."

J. L. Latimer.
Approved 24 January, 1923.
Edwin Denby,
Secretary of the Navy.

3. The opinion of the Judge Advocate General, approved by the Secretary of
the Navy, becomes a decision of the department and is binding.

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. WRJ : ML 125884(24).
Serial No. 246-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. 0., February 28, 1928.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: Allotments for fiscal year 1924.
1. In order that the bureau may comply with existing Instructions relative
to the apportionment of appropriations by quarters, it is directed that requests
for allotments state, where equal quarterly allotments are not Indicated, the
amount that will be required for each quarter. For example, the request cov
ering coal will show a larger amount for the second and third quarters than
for the first and second quarters.
2. In this connection it may be stated that all allotments for the fiscal year
will be divided Into quarterly amounts and that semiannual and annual allot
ments will not be granted, except for the appropriation, " Bringing home re
mains, etc."
3. Activities that have submitted requests for allotments for the fiscal year
1924, where equal distribution by quarters is not indicated, will immediately
forward corrected requests showing the distribution desired.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WEB: SS 126472(24).
Serial No. 247-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, February 28, X92S.

To: Commanding officers, all naval hospitals and hospital ships.
Subject: Supernumerary patients-^—Admission and discharge, or other data
concerning.

Inclosure: Sample of form to be used.

1. In order that data relative to personnel may be properly filed, It Is neces
sary that the full name, together with the place and date of birth and rating
or rank of the individual be furnished the bureau. The admission and dis
charge of supernumeraries is now being reported to the bureau without com
plete data. It is, therefore, necessary that hereafter these reports will be
made in a form similar to the attached.
2. The supply depot has been Instructed to maintain a supply of printed
forms for distribution and until the printed form is available report will be
made by letter, following the form as attached.

E. R. Stitt.

U. S. Naval Hospital.

From: Commanding officer, United States naval hospital.
To : Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.

Subject : Supernumerary patient
Reference : Authority.

1. The following

naval hospital this date.

icy. .
, .. . [admitted to ]..-named supernumerary patient was I . . M Ithe

[discharged from]

Name In full. (Diagnosis.)
(Surname capitalized.)

Date of birth. Place of birth.
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Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124677-0.
Serial No. 248-1923.

Depabtment of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Subgeby,
Washington, D. C, March 3, 1923.

To: All naval hospitals In the United States; sick quarters, Marine Barracks,
Quantico, Va. ; Naval Submarine Base, San Pedro, Calif.
Subject : Annual requisitions for care of the dead, fiscal year 1924.
References: (a) M. & S. circular letter serial No. 231-1922, #124677-0, De

cember 7, 1922.

(6) Manual for the Medical Department, paragraphs 2951, 2953,
2972.

1. Referring to paragraph 8 of the above-mentioned circular letter, It Is
directed that requisitions for care of the dead shall be prepared substantially
in the following form, with such amendments only as may be necessary to
meet peculiar local conditions.

Local burial (contingent).

Item 1 : For preparation for burial of the remains of the dead (Navy, Marine
Corps, Naval Reserve Force on active duty, and supernumerary patients) during
the fiscal year 1924, including embalming, all necessary preparation, and placing
in casket (necessary clothing, casket, and outside box to be furnished by Gov

ernment).
Item 2 : For transportation of remains to local cemetery, Including hearse
and one carriage or seven-passenger automobile, health department permit, etc.
Item 3 : For all service, etc., included In Item No. 1, except that casket and
outside box, will be furnished by undertaker.
Item 4 : For opening and closing of grave, including necessary attendants at
cemetery.

Item 5: For care of the remains of the dead (Navy, Marine Corps, and Naval
Reserve Force on active duty) shipped to the naval hospital Incased for burial;
service to consist of transfer of remains from transportation company's terminal
or other place of arrival, care of remains pending burial, health department per
mits, etc.
Item 6: For additional service under Item No. 5, consisting of reembalming
and rearrangement in casket, or transfer to another casket furnished by Gov
ernment

Shipment (bringing home remains).

Item 1 : For the preparation of the remains of the dead (Navy, Marine Corps,
and Naval Reserve Force on active duty) during the fiscal year 1924, including
embalming, all necessary preparation, and placing casket (necessary clothing,
Navy standard shipping casket and outside box to be furnished by Government) .
Item 2: For delivery of remains to shipping point; health department permit,
etc.

Item 3: For all services, etc., included in Item No. 1, except that incasement
(Including inside shell, metallic casket, and shipping box, all complete) will
be furnished by undertaker.
Item 4: For additional service under above Items, consisting of hearse and
one carriage or 7-passenger automobile to shipping point.
Item 5: For care of the remains of the dead (Navy, Marine Corps, and Naval
Reserve Force on active duty), shipped to the naval hospital incased for burial;
service to consist of transfer of remains from place of arrival to hospital or to
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contractor's establishment ; care of remains pending reshipment ; delivery to
shipping point ; health department permits, etc.
Item 6 : For additional service under item No. 5, consisting of reembalming
and rearrangement in casket, or transfer to another casket furnished by Gov

ernment.
Notes to be placed on both requisitions.

Note 1.—Services to be rendered promptly upon receipt of notification, and
oil services rendered and material supplied to be of a kind and character satis
factory to the commanding officer.
Note 2.—It is requested that proposals be submitted to the commanding
officer before award shall he made in order that investigation may be made of
the quality of material and character of services bidders propose to furnish.
Bidders will be required to exhibit the finished casket, hearse, etc., they propose
to furnish ; otherwise bids will not be considered.
Note 3.— It will be necessary to make awards under Requisitions and
to the same person, as when services are first required in any case it

may not be known whether the remains are to be shipped or locally interred.
2. Referring further to the bureau's circular letter No. 231 (ref. a), it is In
tended that item 3 of the requisitions shall be used only in emergency. A
sufficient stock of Navy standard caskets will be kept on hand at all times to
supply anticipating needs both for purposes of shipment and local burial.
3. Referring to circular letter, serial No. 221-1922, No. 124677-0, October 12,
1922, requisitions for care of remains of retired enlisted men of the Marine
Corps will not be renewed. As such cases will be very infrequent, each case
will be handled separately. The body will be turned over to the contract under
taker, and his bills for services, duly certified by the hospital, will be forwarded
directly to the quartermaster, headquarters, United States Marine Corps,
Washington, D. C. for payment. If the body is shipped by express, notation
will be made on the bill of lading that charges are to be billed against the
quartermaster, headquarters United States Marine Corps ; if on two first-class
tickets, the appropriation entered will be " Maintenance, quartermaster's de
partment, Marine Corps."
4. The requisitions for care of the dead, both under " Contingent, M. & S.,"
and " Bringing home remains, etc.," will show an estimated cost for one pay
ment only.

5. Requests for allotments for transportation and clothing will be sub
mitted but will show no estimated cost.
0. Requisitions and allotments for this character of expenditures are not
subject to administrative control, and to allot amounts to each activity only
tends unnecessarily to tie up the appropriations. The bureau will set up a
reserve for the care of the dead, and when " reports of expenditures " are
received the reserve will be debited with the amount actually expended.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

Circular letter. HWS : MFD 132679(31).
Serial No. 249-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, March 5, 192S.
To : All medical officers.
Subject : Administration of carbon tetrachloride.

In view of the rapidly extending employment of carbon tetrachloride in
the treatment of hookworm infestation, it seems well to place before the
service the latest information available concerning its administration.
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1. The specimen of tetrachloride used should be one known to be chemically
pure. It should be stored in tightly stoppered containers, protected from sun
light and, as far as possible, from heat.
2. For the present it is to be emphasized that the dose should not exceed 3
cubic centimeters for an adult of 150 pounds. In larger dosage the drug is
apparently not more effective and may prove harmful
3. It is to be administered in hard gelatine capsules. Soft gelatine capsules
are unsuitable in that they often become insoluble in the intestinal tract and
escape intact with the feces. Suspensions are dangerous. Tetrachloride, being
practicably insoluble in water, collects at the bottom of the container and is
swallowed pure at the end of the draught, thus possibly giving rise to serious
symptoms by its inhalation, Milk, owing to the solubility of the tetrachloride
in butter fat, is a better medium, but nevertheless is not a suitable vehicle.
4. Under certain conditions there occurs retention of the drug in the stomach,
in which case digestive and nervous symptoms ensue. Some authors report
that symptoms arising from this cause can be prevented by the routine use of
magnesium sulphate two hours after the administration of the tetrachloride.
It may prove of advantage to administer the two drugs simultaneously, but
no Information on this point will be available until studies now under way
have been completed.

5. It has been found that when treating swine a preliminary fast is useful;
but it has not been clearly shown in human cases that fasting either enhances
the anthelmintic action of the tetrachloride, promotes its progress through the
intestinal tract, or lessens the possibility of absorption. In fact, deprivation of
food may possibly contribute to susceptibility, it having been found that glucose
in a measure protects against the symptoms of tetrachloride poisoning. In any
case it is well, however, to avoid the ingestion of neutral fats and other sub
stances which act to delay evacuation of the stomach.
6. In alcoholism and certain intestinal infections absorbability appears to be
greatly increased, possibly by increasing the solubility of the drug or by making
the mucosa more permeable. Existing lesions heighten the susceptibility of the
liver and kidney, so that if unusual amounts of the drug are absorbed the out
come depends largely on the condition of these two orgnns. While tetrachloride
has been used without apparent injury in the presence of active fever, as in
the course of kala azar and various pyrexias. It is well to avoid its use during
any acute illness, and when hepatic or renal disease exists, unless the removal
of hookworms is urgently indicated.
7. To summarize the principal conditions causing or leading to the develop
ment of untoward symptoms :
(a) The use of an Impure specimen of the drug.
(6) Conditions in the intestinal tract, or character of its contents, such that
prolonged retention of the drug is favored, its solubility increased, or its ab
sorption promoted.

(c) Specific conditions, such as alcoholism, enteritis, and diseases of liver or
kidneys.
8. Knowledge of the pharmacology of tetrachloride is still imperfect, and
from reports of fatalities following its ingestion it lias not been clearly estab
lished whether tetrachloride, some decomposition product, or some adulterant
has been responsible, or whether conditions peculiar to the patient or casually
present may have determined the outcome. In the cases reported, necrosis and
fatty degeneration of the liver have been the most conspicuous features of the
pathology, whereas In animals succumbing to lethal doses this has not been
observed. In them the symptoms are mainly oedema of the gastrointestinal
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tract and mesentery, enlargement of the liver with capillary hemorrhages
throughout its substance, hematuria, and hemoglobinuria. In human cases
the pathology and the symptom-complex resemble closely those seen in delayed
chloroform poisoning.
9. In the light of present knowledge it is probably good practice to administer
magnesium sulphate immediately on the appearance of any symptoms, however
mild. If there appear symptoms which may be of import, such as tenderness
and enlargement of the liver, signs of renal damage, vomiting, cyanosis, oedema,
prostration, delirium, stupor, coma, sweetish (acetone) breath, and the signs of
a marked disturbance of the acid-base equilibrium, immediate treatment should
be instituted as for delayed chloroform poisoning.

.F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

Circular letter. AWD MET 125470(32).
Serial No. 250-1923.

12 March, 1923.
To: All naval hospitals.
Subject : Subsistence at naval hospitals, comparison of.
Inclosures: Four.

1. The bureau forwards herewith photostats of charts showing the average
cost and caloric values of dietaries of the naval hospitals within the continental
limits for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922, and certain other information.
2. It is desired especially to call attention to the high caloric value of the
ration of practically all the naval hospitals, which, even allowing for the fact
that a high percentage of those subsisted are vigorous young men not suffering
from acute disabilities, Is In excess of the recognized requirements for men
actively physically engaged. This appears to indicate waste or loss of pro
visions. Allowing for the wastage inevitable in feeding bed patients, it to
believed that a ration with a gross value of 3,500 to 4,000 calories Is ample,
and this estimate is sustained by such statistics as are available from civil
Institutions. Becker and Hamalainen, of the University of Helslngfors, Finland,
as quoted in " How to Live," as a result of actual experience show that active
workers, working eight hours daily, require from 2,900 to 3,600 calories only.
3. Chart No. 1 is of comparatively slight value, as the dally ration is to
some extent affected by varying contract prices of food, by the character of
the service, and by the fact that in some instances the ration is limited by the
inability to secure other than articles carried by the supply officer. This chart
should bo considered in connection with chart No. 3, which shows that for the
hospitals at Portsmouth, Chelsea, Newport, New York, League Island, Wash
ington, and Norfolk there is but slight variation in the average cost of provi
sions. Key West and Pensacola show a considerable rise in the cost of food;
Puget Sound, a slight increase ; whereas Great Lakes, Mare Island, San Diego,
and Parris Island show a considerable drop. These fluctuations in the cost
of contract prices are in a measure reflected by the daily cost of the ration
except that Annapolis and Washington show an increase of the per diem cost,
hardly accounted for by higher contract prices but, to some extent, due to
unique location conditions.
4. Chart No. 2: It will be noted that but four hospitals —Chelsea, League
Island, Key West, and San Diego—have a ration of 5,000 calories or less. In
making any comparison it is desirable to consider the well-established fact
that proportionate waste lessens as the number of persons subsisted increases.
For this reason the naval hospitals should be divided into two clases—those
having a dally average of over 300 persons subsisted and those below that num
ber. Under the former come the naval hospitals at New York, Mare Island,
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San Diego, Washington, Norfolk, Chelsea, Great Lakes, and League Island;
under the latter the naval hospitals at Annapolis, Puget Sound, Newport,
Charleston, Key West, Parrls Island, Portsmouth, and Pensacola. The average
cost of the ration of the smaller hospitals is 83 cents, the average caloric value
is 5,937, and the average cost per year of the commissary force for each man
subsisted is $60. In the group of larger hospitals the average per diem cost
per patient is 74 cents, the caloric value 5,462, and the average cost of the
civilian help drops to $49. Of the larger hospitals, San Diego makes the best
showing with a ration cost of 56 cents per diem, which, however, may be in
a measure due to the lower cost of provisions at that port. The caloric value
of the ration more nearly approximates what is considered as an adequate
ration in a naval hospital —4,000 calories ; also, the cost of the civilian help, on
the basis given, of $31, is the lowest of any of the larger hospitals, and only
equaled by a similar charge at Newport amongst the smaller hospitals.
5. Charts Nos. 5 to 15 are submitted in order that those interested may make
an analysis of the ration of each hospital during the past year and afford a
basis for economy in the expenditure of certain articles of diet which are
apparently, in some hospitals, consumed in excess of requirements.

6. Assuming that the cost per 100 calories holds or is decreased during the
current year, It Is evident that a ration of 4,000 calories, issued as a properly
balanced ration, should not exceed a cost per diem of 60 cents for this fiscal
year.

B. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSG : 126750-0 ( 23 ) .
Serial No. 251-1923. 125282-0(24).

Dkpabtment of the Navt,
Bureau of Medicine and Subqeby,
Washington, D. C, March 20, 1923.

To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: Medical periodicals and books.
Reference: Letter from Secretary, #5438-2160, February 20, 1923, In reply to
bureau's communication #126750, June 21, 1922.

1. By direction of the Secretary of the Navy (ref.), all Medical Department
periodicals, etc., for the bureau, Including hospitals, yards, stations, and ships,
for the fiscal year 1924 and thereafter, will be subscribed for to be delivered to
and distributed from the bureau.
2. In accordance with the foregoing, hospitals, yards, stations, and ships will
not submit requisitions for medical periodicals, etc., for the fiscal year 1924 and
thereafter ; standard and uniform lists of periodicals have been adopted for each
hospital, yard, station, and ship, according to the various needs, copy of which
will be furnished at a later date ; requisitions already rendered will be destroyed
upon reaching the bureau ; distribution will be made from the bureau each week
on and after July 1, 1923.
3. That naval hospitals may have better and more uniform reference libraries
the following list of books is offered for consideration, from which each hospital
may make selection. Please note that the list is arranged in two parts, as
"A. For all hospitals " and " B. For additional books for the larger hospitals
at Chelsea, Newport, New York, League Island, Washington, Annapolis, Norfolk,
Great Lakes, San Diego, and Mare Island."

58448—23 13
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A. For Aix Hospitals.

REFERENCE LIBRARY FOB MEDICAL OFFICERS.

Anatomy :
Applied Anatomy, by Davis (Lippincott) $8.50

Aviation :
The Air Service Manual, by U. S. Army Air Service Free.

Chemical warfare:
Chemical Warfare, by Fries and West (McGraw-Hill) 2. 50

Dietetics :
Newer Knowledge of Nutrition, by McCollum, 2d edition (Mac-
millan) 3.80

Eye, ear, nose, and throat :
Diseases of the Bar, by Kerrison, 2d edition (Lippincott) 6.50

Field service :
Outline of Medical Service in the Theater of Operations, by Shock-
ley (Blakiston) 2.50

Laboratory :
Bacteriology, by Hiss, Zinsser, and Russell, 5th edition ( Blakiston ) _ 7. 50

Materia medica and therapeutics :
Materia medica, by Bastedo (Saunders) 6.00
Principles of Therapeutics, by Osborne (Saunders) 7.00

Medicine :

Chemical Analysis of the Blood, by Myers (Mosby) 3.00
History of Medicine, by Garrison, 3d edition (Saunders) 9.00
Montaigne and Medicine, by Taylor (Hoeber) 3.75

Medicine, tropical :
Tropical Diseases, by Manson-Bahr, 7th edition (Wood) 10.00

Obstetrics and gynecology :
Gynecology, by Anspach, latest edition (Lippincott) 9.00
Obstetrics, by DeLee (Saunders) 12.00

Pediatrics :
Pediatrics, by Kerley (Saunders) 9.00

Physiology :
Physiology, by Howell, 8th edition (Saunders) 6. 50

Physiotherapy :
Principles of electrotherapy, etc., by Turrell (Frowde, Hodder &
Stoughton) (?)
Rational Hydrotherapy, by Kellogg (Modern Medicine Publishing

Co.) 6.00

Redeeming the Maimed, by McKenzi* R. Talt (Hoeber) (?)
Surgery :
Treatment of Fractures, by Scudder, 9th edition (Saunders) 7.00

Anaesthesia, by Gwatheney 6. 50

Urology :
Syphilis, by Hazen (Mosby) 7.50

X ray and radium :
U. S. Army X-ray Manual Free.

REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR NURSES AND HOSPITAL CORPS MEN.

Anatomy and physiology :
Anatomy and Physiology for Nurses, by Lewis (Saunders) $2.25

Pharmacy :
Why's in Pharmacy, by Ruddiman (Wiley & Sons) 1.00

Pharmaceutical Incompatibilities, by Ruddiman (Wiley & Sons) — 2.00
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Materia medica :
Useful Drugs, by American Medical Association Free.

Minor surgery and first aid ; bandaging :
Treatment of Emergencies, by Owen (Saunders) $2.25
Minor and Operative Surgery, by Wharton (Lippincott) 3.00

Nursing :
Practical Nursing, by Maxwell and Pope (Putnam & Sons) 2.00
Nursing in the Acute Infectious Fevers, by Paul (Saunders) 1.75
Dietetics for Nurses, by Friedenwald and Ruhrah (Saunders) 2.25

Miscellaneous :
Food Inspector's Encyclopedia, by Walker (Hoeber) 3.00

B. In Addition to the Preceding, There May Be Added the Following fob
the Larger Hospitals at Chelsea, Newport, New York, League Island,
Washington, Annapolis, Norfolk, Great Lakes, San Diego, and Mare
Island :

reference library for medical officers.

Eye, ear, nose, and throat :
Bronchoscopy and Esophagoscopy, by Jackson (Saunders) (?)

Medicine :
Neoplastic Diseases, by Ewing, 2d edition (Saunders) (?)
Infection and Resistance, by Zinsser, 2d edition (Macmillan) $4.50
Diseases of the Heart and Aorta, by Hlrschfelder (Lippincott) 8.00
Basal Metabolic Rate Determination, by Boothby and Sandifund
(Saunders) (?)
Medical Diagnosis, by Greene, 5th edition (Blakiston) 12.00
Endocrines, by Bandler (Saunders) 7.00

Nervous and mental diseases :
Handbook of Mental Examinations and Methods, by Franz (Mac
millan) (?)
War Neurosis and Shell Shock, by Mott (Oxford Press) (?)

Physics :
Physics, by Ganot (Wood) 5.00

Physiology :
Physiology and Biochemistry in Modern Medicine, by MacLeod, 4th

edition (Mosby) 11.00
Physiotherapy :
Treatment of Joint and Muscle Injuries, by Bristow (Henry Frowde,
London) 2.00

Nerve Wounds, by Tinel, Jules (Wood) (?)
Surgery :
Operative Surgery, by Binnie (Blakiston) 2.00
Infection of the Hand, by Kanavel, 4th edition (Lea and Feblger)— 5. 50

Surgical and Mechanical Treatment of Peripheral Nerves, by Stokey

(Saunders) (?)
Surgical Shock, by Crile, 2d edition (Saunders) 6.50
Thyroid Gland, by Crile (Saunders) 5.00
Diagnosis and Treatment of Brain Injuries, by Sharpe (Lippin-
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Surgery— Continued.
Diseases of the Rectum and Colon, by Lynch (Lea and Feblger) $6.50

Surgery of the Upper Abdomen, by Deaver and Ashurst ( Blakiston ) . 11. 00
Regional Anaesthesia, by Labat ( Saunders) 7. 00

Orthopedic Surgery, by Jones and Lovett (Wood) 9.00
X ray and radium :
Injuries and Diseases of the Bones and Joints, by Baetjer and
Waters (Hoeber) 9.00
Roentgen Diagnosis of Diseases of the Alimentary Canal by Carman
(Saunders) 8. 50

Roentgen Interpretation, by Holmes and Ruggles, 2d edition (Lea
and Febiger (?)
X ray and Radium In the treatment of Diseases of the Skin, by
Mackee, 8th edition (Chicago Medical Book Co.) (?)

REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR NURSES AND HOSPITAL CORPS MEN.

Chemistry :
Outlines of Chemistry, by Kahlenberg and Hart 2. 60

Pharmaceutical Chemistry, by Sad tier & Coblentz (Lippincott) 5.50
Organic Chemistry, by Leffman and LaWall (Blaklston) (?)

Pharmacy :
Art of Compounding, by Scoville (Blaklston) 2.25
Pharmaceutical Arithmetic, by Sturmer (Philadelphia School of
Pharmacy) 1.35

Pharmaceutical Botany, by Youngken (Blaklston) 3.75

Materia medica:
Materia Medica and Therapeutics, by White and Wilcox (Blakl
ston) 4.00

Quiz Compound on Materia Medica, Therapeutics, etc., by Potter

(Blaklston) 2.00

X ray:
Principles and Practice of Roentgenological Technique, by Hirsh
(X ray Publishing Co., N. Y.) (?)

Hygiene and sanitation :

Preventive Medicine, by Mark F. Boyd (Saunders) 4.00

Hygiene and Sanitation, by Egbert (Lippincott) (?)
Field Sanitation, by Lelean (Blaklston) 2.25

Physiotherapy :
Massage and Therapy Exercise, by Macmillan (Saunders) 2.25

Miscellaneous :
Elements of Physics, by Page (Keener & Co.) 1.50

Bacteriology for Nurses, by Boldman and Grund, 2d edition ( Saun

ders) 2.00

4. Each hospital will immediately submit to the bureau a Form 4 requisition
for such of the above-listed books as may be desired, care being exercised to
avoid duplication of books already on the shelves ; especial attention has been

given toward securing books of value for the reference library for the use of the
Hospital Corps men.
5. Please enter the cost, as given herein, in the body of the requisition, but

not in the column
" Value."

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. HWS : MFD : 130402 ( 34) .
Serial No. 252-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Suboeey,
Washington, D. C, March SO, 192S.

To : All medical officers.
Subject : Assembling a teaching collection of Rontgenologic material.
Reference: Circular letter 187-1922.

1. The lack of Rontgenologic material, suitable in character and adequate in
amount for teaching, being keenly felt at the V. S. Naval Medical School,
medical officers are requested to forward to the school films that would be of
value for purposes of instruction. Films that portray well the characteristics
of more common lesions are desired as much as records of more unusual con
ditions.
2. It is requested that films be accompanied by the name, rank, and station
of the medical officer forwarding them, in order that acknowledgment may be
made, and that there be attached the diagnosis and any other essential data.

E. R. Stitt.

Serial No. 253-1923. WSD/JBC : 126750-0(23).

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, April 6, 192S.
To: All naval hospitals.
Medical officer, all navy yards and naval stations.
Post surgeon, marine barracks, Quantico, Va.

Naval medical supply depot, Brooklyn, N. Y.
U. S. S. Mercy.

U. S. S. Belief.
Naval Medical School.
Naval Dispensary, Navy Department.

Subject : Medical periodicals.

Reference: M. & S. circular letter, serial No. 251-1923, #126750.0(23) March
20, 1923, to hospitals only.

1. By direction of the Secretary of the Navy, all Medical Department peri
odicals for the fiscal year 1924 and thereafter will be subscribed for by and
delivered to the bureau for distribution.
2. As directed in reference. Medical Department activities will not submit
requisitions for medical periodicals for the fiscal year 1924 or thereafter, and
requisitions already submitted will be canceled.
3. Standard and uniform lists of periodicals have been adapted for each
Medical Department activity, and distribution will be made from the bureau
in accordance therewith, beginning July 1, 1923, weekly or monthly as the case
may be.

4. Medical Department activities having requisitions for periodicals for the
fiscal year 1923, upon receipt of this letter will promptly notify the publishers
of the various journals (also the contractor, when the journal is received other
than from the publisher) to discontinue service upon termination of present
subscription, which (except at the Naval Medical School and naval medical
supply depot, Brooklyn) will be with the expiration of the current fiscal year,
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June 30. 1923. This is most important in order to prevent future difficulty on
account of claims for payment for numbers sent after expiration of subscrip
tion, as is the practice of some publishers in expectation of delayed renewals.
The following form of letter is suggested :

By direction of the Secretary of the Navy, no further subscrip
tions for medical journals will be placed directly by this

All periodicals for the Medical Department of the
Navy will be subscribed for by and distributed from the Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery, Navy Department, Washington, D. C.
It is therefore requested that our subscription for (name of
Journal) be discontinued promptly with the mailing of the last
Issue under present order, which terminates (June 30,* 1923).

5. The standard distribution list adopted is as follows :
(a) Naval Hospitals, Chelsea, Newport, New York, League Island, Washington,
Annapolis, Norfolk, Pensacola, Great Lakes, Mare Island, San Diego,
Canacao, U. S. S. Mercy, U. S. S. Relief:
Journal of the American Medical Association.
American Journal of Medical Sciences.
Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics.
Journal of Dental Research.
American Journal of Nursing (2 copies).
American Journal of Pharmacy.
Annals of Surgery.
Archives of Radiology and Electrotherapy.
Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases.
Archives of Ophthalmology.
Tropical Diseases Bulletin (Canacao only).
Public Health Reports.
Naval Medical Bulletin and Supplement

(6) Naval Hospitals, Portsmouth, Charleston, Parris Island, Key West, Paget
Sound, Pearl Harbor, Guam, St. Thomas ; Naval Station, Tutulla, Samoa ;
Marine Barracks, Quantico, Va. :
Journal of the American Medical Association.
American Journal of Medical Sciences.
Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics.
Journal of Dental Research.
American Journal of Nursing (2 copies).
American Journal of Pharmacy.
Tropical Diseases Bulletin (Guam, Samoa, and St Thomas only).
Public Health Reports.
Naval Medical Bulletin and Supplement.

(c) Naval Hospital, Yokohama :

Public Health Reports.
Naval Medical Bulletin.
Journal of American Medical Association.
Surgery, Gynecology, and Obstetrics.
Tropical Diseases Bulletin.

(d) Navy yards and stations:
American Journal of Medical Sciences.
Journal of American Medical Association.
Public Health Reports.
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(d) Navy yards and stations —Continued.
Journal of Industrial Hygiene (industrial yards only).
Dental Cosmos (where there is a dental officer).
Tropical Diseases Bulletin (for tropical stations).

(e) Naval medical supply depot, Brooklyn:
Chemical Abstracts.
Druggist's Circular.
Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry.
Journal of American Medical Association.

(/) Other Medical Department activities, with two or more medical officers:
Journal of American Medical Association.
American Journal of Medical Sciences.
Public Health Reports.
Dental Cosmos (where there is a dental officer).

(f-1) One medical officer:
Journal of American Medical Association.
Public Health Reports.
Dental Cosmos (where there is a dental officer).

(g) Hospital Corps schools:
Journal of American Medical Association.
American Journal of Pharmacy.
Journal of American Pharmaceutical Association,

(ft) Training stations and Naval Academy:
Journal of American Medical Association.
Public Health Reports.
American Journal of Medical Sciences.
Journal of Dental Research.
Journal of American Dental Association.
Dental Cosmos.

6. Endeavor will be made promptly to forward the journals in accordance
with the foregoing. Only a sufficient number of each journal has been ordered
to supply anticipated requirements, however, and some variation from the list
may be required, from time to time, to provide for changes or new activities.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSD/JBC 127507(44).
Serial No. 254-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau or Medicine and Subgeby,

Washington, D. C, April ZS, 1928.
To: All naval hospitals.
Senior medical officer, all yards and stations.
Naval medical supply depot.

Naval Medical School.
Subject: Change in policy of U. S. Employees' Compensation Commission re
garding employees suffering from

'
diseases ; compensation law held appli

cable only to accidental injury.
Reference: Letter of U. S. Employees' Compensation Commission, April 16,
1923.

1. The above-mentioned letter is quoted for your information with regard
to civilian employees of the United States applying for treatment under the
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compensation law. (Pars. 1159-1166 and 1910, Manual for the Medical De
partment, 1922.)
" Reference is made to a recent alteration in policy, perhaps temporary, in
regard to the treatment of employees of the United States Government in
jured in the performance of their duty. This has been made necessary by a
recent decision of the Comptroller General of the United States, as explained
in the following paragraphs :

"
1. From the enactment of the Federal compensation act, September

7, 1916, the commission has construed the term ' personal injury ' as used
in the law to cover disability resulting from injury by accident and also
any disease if directly caused by the employment. However, the Comp
troller General of the United States in a recent decision has held that the
compensation law applies to cases of accidental injury only.
"2. When the construction of the law which the commission has fol
lowed since its enactment in 1916 was questioned by the Comptroller
General and the matter was brought to the attention of Congress, the
House passed an amendment defining ' personal Injury ' in the compensa
tion law as including ' disease proximately caused by the employment,'
the express object of which was to make the law conform to the con
struction that had been placed upon it by the commission. In the Senate
there was considerable support to this view. Some Senators, however,
took the position that the time was insufficient for proper consideration of
the question and that it should go over until the meeting of the new
Congress in December. It was finally agreed, therefore, in the amending
act of March 3, 1923, that the awards already paid by the commission
should be allowed to continue until March 1, 1924, unless otherwise de
termined by the commission, thus giving Congress time to act after more
deliberation than was possible during the session which has just closed.
"
3. It is expected that the amendment of the law to make clear the

intent of Congress with reference to the compensation of disease di
rectly caused by the employment will be taken up by Congress when it
again meets In December. In the meantime the commission does not feel
warranted in paying compensation or authorizing any medical or hospital
treatment except on account of the results of an accident.
" From the above it will be clear to official superiors that until further
notice, employees suffering from diseases alleged to be the result of occupation

rather than of accident, should not be referred for treatment on Form CA-16
or for examination on Form CA-17 to Government or designated physicians.
For your further guidance in order to more closely differentiate between occu
pational disease and accident, it may be stated in general that disabilities from
single injuries occurring within a relatively brief space of time may be termed
accidental and referred for treatment. On the other hand, disabilities arising
from conditions of employment distributed over a time in excess of one day
must, as a rule, be considered nonaccidental in nature and until further notice
can not be referred for treatment or examination. These cases, however, should
be reported to the commission on Form CA-2 in order that at a later date they
may receive further consideration in case Congress so amends the compensa
tion act next year so as to include diseases of an occupational nature. Claim
ants are further recommended to forward Form CA-4 for the same reason, If
medical expenses have been Incurred or wages lost."

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124942-0.

Serial No. 255-1923.
Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, April 2$, 1923.

To : All naval hospitals, continental limits and Pearl Harbor.
Naval medical supply depots, Brooklyn, N. T., and Mare Island, Calif.
Naval Medical School, Washington, D. C.
Post surgeon, marine barracks, Quantlco, Va.
Senior medical officer, navy yards and stations, continental limits.

Subject : Revised schedule of wages for civil employees under the Naval Estab
lishment.
Inclosure: One copy of revised schedule.
1. The wage scales of the inclosed schedule become effective on May 1, 1923,
for all civilian employees of the Naval Establishment at Medical Department
stations within the continental limits of the United States and at Pearl Harbor.
2. No change Is made in rates of pay for employees of the Hospital Service,
excepted group or reconstruction aide group, but numerous changes appear in
the laborer, helper, and mechanical service, where a departure is made from
the previous policy of uniformity of wage for the same ratings at all stations.
Changes also appear in the clerical service.
3. The activities addressed by this letter will immediately submit requests
for allotments for the balance of the fiscal year 1923 (May and June) to cover
the difference between present pay and the rates effective May 1, 1923 (unless
present allotments show a sufficient monthly balance to render an additional
allotment unnecessary, In which case report will be made to that effect). The
requests will show the increase required under each subhead, as well as the
total increase and increase in monthly allotments.
4. Separately, and not Inter than ten days from the receipt of this letter, all
activities will submit new requests for allotments for the fiscal year 1924.
covering pay of the civil force under " Maintenance and operation (labor)" and
"Administration (clerical)." In submitting these requests, the distribution of
employees under each subhead will be shown in the following form, calculations
being based on maximum pay:

Paypcrmonth. Total.

(a) Transportation:
3 chauffeurs $106. 08 $3, 818. 88

153. 92 1, 847. 04

(o) Power house:
5, 665. 92

160. 16 1,921.92
122. 72 5, 890. 56

(c) Commissary:
7, 812. 48

Etc.
110.00 1, 320. 00

(</) Laundry.
1 chief launderer 130.00 1, 560. 00
Etc.

(e) Buildings and grounds:
228. 80 2, 745. 60

Etc.
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5. Allotments for civil force which have been sent out by the bureau for the
fiscal year 1924 (except for reconstruction aide group, or for clerical force
where the new schedule makes no change) will be returned for cancellation.
6. Attention is invited to instructions on pages 3 and 20 of the schedule
regarding promotion of clerical force under classifications C and D after six
months' service. Those now in the service who have served satisfactorily six
months or more will be promoted as of May 1, 1923, as follows:

Class D, from $93.60 to $104.
Class C, from $104 to $114.40.

7. On page 18, par. 31, It will be noted that the increment for supervisory
employees remains at 15 cents per hour for chief mechanics and 5 cents per
hour for assistant chief mechanics, head mechanics, etc. Attention is called
to the fact, however, that the pay of these supervisors Is not necessarily uniform,
but depends on the pay of the basic trade. Thus a chief mechanic at Chelsea,
promoted from electrician, would receive $228.80 per month, while If promoted
from machinist his monthly pay would be $178.88.
8. Report will be submitted, with requests for 1924 allotments, on plain
8 x 10J paper, in duplicate, showing the increased cost of the new schedule
for the employees in each rating, arranged in one list by groups, as follows :

Group I.

Rating. No. Old pay
per month.

New pay
per month.

Total old
pay.

Total new
pay.

Janitor 2 $85.28
85.28

$89. 44

89. 44
$170. 56

85.28
$178. 88
89.44Laborer 1

Groups II, III, IV (a), and IV (c) will be in the same form, with totals for
last two columns.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. JWR:GA 125949(44).
Serial No. 256-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, April 25, t92S.

To : All naval hospitals.
Subject: Subsistence of marines.
Reference: M. & S. circular letter, serial No. 205-1922.

1. On account of a difference in the method of obtaining reimbursement for
marines subsisted in naval hospitals, the bureau finds it necessary to have
additional data entered on the Ration Memoranda, submitted monthly, in
accordance with instructions contained in above circular letter (ref.).
2. It is requested, therefore, that hereafter the entries under " Patients " in
the columns under " Marine Corps " the number of patients be separated to
Indicate the number of subsistence days for marines admitted from shore sta
tions and the number of subsistence days for marines admitted from vessels
in commission. This can be done by writing after the respective figures the
entries "Admitted from shore stations " and "Admitted from vessels."
3. It Is also requested that each hospital immediately furnish the above
information for eacli month since September, 1922, that the bureau may correct
reports already forwarded for those months.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.
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Circular letter. WEE : SS 124680(44).
Serial No. 257-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bueeau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. 0, April 25, 1S28.

To : All medical officers.
Subject : Vaccination records.
1. Attention is directed to Section V of chapter 14 on page 224 of the
Manual for the Medical Department, 1922, paragraphs 2301 to 2304. It is
desired that all medical officers shall comply with the provisions of these
paragraphs.
2. It has been brought to the attention of the bureau that men are received
at training stations and elsewhere from other training stations, from ships,
and from other places without proper entries being made relative to vaccina
tion both as to cowpox vaccinations and typhoid and antityphoid inoculations.
Furthermore, it is reported, and it also appears from records on file In the
bureau, that medical officers have not entered the written signature or initials
In the vaccination records and abstracts of the health records, but, rather, a
rubber stamp has been used. It Is desired that medical officers shall sign
these records or, if a rubber stamp is used, that they shall initial such records.
3. The bureau desires further to point out the importance of this matter
with regard to the health records in that the provisions of law with which the
bureau must deal require that careful and specific records be kept.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSG 125282-0(44).
Serial No. 258-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, April 26, 1923.
To : All naval hospitals ;
All naval medical supply depots ;
Naval Medical School ; and
Naval dispensaries, navy yards, at Portsmouth, N. H., League Island,
Charleston, Puget Sound, Boston, Mass., Washington, Pensacola, Mare
Island, Brooklyn, N. Y., Norfolk, Key West, Cavite.

Subject: (a) Beports of Surgeon General, 1918, 1919, 1920.

(6) Naval Digest, 1921.
(c) Naval Yearbook, 1920 and 1921.

1. By separate inclosure the bureau is forwarding the above-mentioned three
publications.

2. The bureau's reports (a) for the three years covering the World War
period have been bound into one volume for their better and surer preserva
tion ; In consideration of the valuable vital statistics and other important data
of the war, available nowhere else, this volume should be carefully preserved
In the library, and it should be so marked with the name of the library that
it may not be lost.
3. The Naval Digest (6) is being distributed only to the hospitals, depots,
and the school ; It has been prepared in the office of the Judge Advocate Gen
eral of the Navy, and is published for use in connection with the Naval Digest,
1916 ; it should be made so available as to become familiar to all members -
of the staff.
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4. The Yearbook (c) has been supplied to Medical Department activities
for many years; it contains all naval appropriations, some naval deficiency
appropriations, and much naval legislation enacted since the beginning of the
rehabilitation of the Navy through the act of March 3, 1883; the present vol
ume does not replace those volumes which have preceded it, for the reasons
given in the " Prefatory note " on page 3 ; the full set of these books should,
therefore, be preserved.

E. R. Stttt.

Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124942-0.
Serial No. 259-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, April 27, 1923.
To : All naval hospitals, continental limits, and Pearl Harbor.
Naval medical supply depots, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Mare Island, Calif.
Naval Medical School, Washington, D. C.
Post surgeon, marine barracks, Quantico, Va.
Senior medical officer, Naval Training Station, Hampton Roads, Va.

Subject: Schedule of wages for civil employees effective May 1, 1923, modifi
cation of.
Reference: (a) M. & S. circular letter, serial No. 255-1923, #124942-0, April

24, 1923.

(6) Alnavsta two, April 26, 1923.
Inclosure : Alnavsta three.

1. Reference (6) reads:
" 0526. This Alnavsta applies only to stations within continental limits of
United States and Pearl Harbor. Reports from various navy yards have con
vinced the department that the recent changes in the wages of certain trades
in private industrial establishments In various localities since wage data was
collected render it advisable that the wage schedules just promulgated which
become effective May first be revised. Wage boards will therefore be convened
at the various yards to collect new data for groups one, two, and three and
recommend a revised scale which will go into effect July first and continue
until the first of the year. Pending revision of the wage scale effective May
first no reductions will be made from the scale effective September sixteenth,
nineteen twenty-one. The proceedings of the wage boards will be under the
new regulations being mailed this date 1250."
2. The intent of this order is to make effective as of May 1, 1923, all in
creases carried in the new schedule, but to suspend the operation of all

decreases until the promulgation of an additional revision which will become
effective July 1, 1923.
3. Employees for whom the schedule approved April 14, 1923, carries an
increase in pay will be advanced to the new rate on May 1, 1923 ; but where a
decrease in pay is shown, or where the rating has been omitted, present pay
rates will be continued until the receipt of further instructions. It will be
noted that there is no change in the method of computing the monthly pay of

employees at hospitals (par. 30 of the schedule), including employees at the
sick quarters, Quantico, and Hampton Roads.

4. In submitting requests for allotments for the months of May and June,
1923 (par. 3, ref. a), calculations will be on the above basis, 1. e., allow all
increases but make no decreases in pay.
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5. As it is impracticable to withhold allotments for the fiscal year 1924,
until the receipt of revisions in the schedule to become effective July 1, 1923,
the allotment requests called for in par. 4, ref. a, will be forwarded, computed
on the same basis as allotments for May and June, 1923.
6. The report called for in par. 8, ref. a, also will be submitted.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. CBM-EJP 127039 ( 51).
Serial No. 260-1923.

Depabtment or the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Subqeby,
Washington, D. C, May 2, 19ZS.

To : All medical officers.
Subject : Vacancies in the Naval Medical Corps.

L The bureau again desires to call to the attention of all medical officers
the shortage of officers in the corps and to urge upon all members of the corps,
especially those officers on duty in medical centers and near class A medical
colleges, the necessity for renewed efforts to interest young medical men In
the Navy.

2. In order that medical officers may be familiar with the situation in the
corps as It exists at present, the following information is submitted :
3. Appropriation has been made for 800 medical officers for the fiscal year
1923-24. The present strength of the corps is 746. There are 22 candidates
who have qualified for appointment In the grade of assistant surgeon, rank
of lieutenant (junior grade), 18 of whom are senior students in Class A med
ical colleges and can not be commissioned until after graduation in June.
4. The last computation, made on November 15, 1921, was based on 815 medical
officers, which allowed—

4 rear admirals.

34 captains.

65 commanders.
There are at present in the upper grades of the Medical Corps—

4 rear admirals.

33 captains.

63 commanders.

The bureau is informed that a new computation will have to be made on or
before July 1st of this year. Should all candidates who have qualified accept
their commissions the strength of the corps would then be 768. Computing
on this number the corps would be allowed—

4 rear admirals.

32 captains.

61 commanders.
5. It will be noted, therefore, that unless the bureau is successful In recruiting
the corps up to 800 on or before July 1st there will be no promotion in the
upper grades, as the present numbers are in excess of the numbers which would
be allowed by computing on a strength of 768.
6. Several officers of the corps have done excellent work in securing candi
dates for the corps from among senior students of class A medical colleges, and
it is believed that with a little effort on the part of medical officers on duty In
medical centers and in the vicinity of medical colleges a sufficient number of
qualified candidates could be secured to increase the number in the corps up

to that appropriated for, 800.
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7. The bureau has during the past year made every effort to recruit the
Medical Corps to the appropriated strength. The Surgeon General has per
sonally addressed about 12,000 letters to physicians within the statutory age
limits for appointment who are graduates of recognized medical schools, and,
in addition, has written personal letters to each Intern serving In hospitals
recognized by the American Medical Association. He has also written personal
letters to each member of the senior classes of class A medical schools, con
veying information regarding the Medical Corps of the Navy. A plan has been
adopted whereby appointees to the Medical Corps direct from medical schools
will be assigned to the larger naval hospitals for one year in order to meet the
requirement of a year's internship.

E. R. Stttt.

N64-GWI, 6085-178.
Navy Department,
Bureau of Navigation,

Washington, D. C, 10 Hay, 1923.
Bureau of Navigation circular letter No. 31-23.
To : All ships and stations.
Subject : Examination of enlisted men for appointment to the following war
rant grades: Pharmacists, gunner (ordnance), gunner (electrical), gunner
(radio).
Reference: (a) Bureau manual, chapter 6, Articles D-5100-5849.

(6) N. Nav. 334, report of preliminary examination,

(c) N. Nav.- 78, 1919, Instructions to examining boards.

1. A competitive examination for appointment to the rank of pharmacist and
to that of gunner (ordnance, electrical, and radio) will be held the week com
mencing 20 August, 1923. Vacancies exist for 17 pharmacists and for 72
gunners (ordnance), 29 gunners (electrical), and 58 gunners (radio).
2. The preliminary examination of candidates, as required by reference (a),
shall be held by commanding officers in ample time to permit reports to reach
the bureau prior to 15 July, 1923. Applications received subsequent to that
date will not be considered. All applications must be submitted on N. Nav. 334
and must be accompanied by a transcript of the candidate's current service
record.
3. Eligibility requirements for this examination are outlined in paragraphs
D-5118, Pharmacists, and D-5115, Gunners, all classes. In addition, a report of
insobriety or unexcused absence committed subsequent to 20 August, 1921,

disqualifies any candidate.
4. All officers designated in the Navy Department letter 26251-439 of 11
April, 1921, and supplements thereto, are requested to appoint such boards as
may be necessary to supervise the final examination of candidates for promo
tion. These boards should be convened in ample time to permit the command
ing officers of candidates to ascertain before which board candidates shall
appear.

5. Particular attention Is invited to the provisions of Article D-5132, bureau's
manual, In order that sufficient sets of questions may be forwarded by the
naval examining board, Washington, D. C. In the case of the pharmacist ex
amination, the questions will be prepared and forwarded by the naval examin
ing board, Naval Medical School, Washington, D. C.

C. In the case of candidates who are serving on unattached vessels or sta
tions, they shall be transferred to a ship or station where a board has been
convened for temporary duty in connection with the final examination. They
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shall return to their regular stations and duties upon completion of this ex
amination.
7. In the event that a candidate is transferred after he has received authori
zation to appear for examination, the commanding officer will forward the
authorization to the candidate's commanding officer so that every opportunity
will be afforded the man to present himself before the nearest supervisory
board.

R. H. Leigh, Acting.

Circular letter. WRJ-ML -.125884(23)
Serial No. 261-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Washington, D. C, May 7, 192S.
To: All medical officers, pharmacists, and Hospital Corps men on independent
duty.

Via : Official channels.
Subject : Accounting system for ships and stations.
Inclosure : Outline of system.
1. Beginning July 1, 1923, there will be placed in operation at all stations
and on board all ships where any Medical Department property Is in use, the
system of accounting for Medical Department property and expenditure of
supplies outlined on inclosure.
2. The system has been made as simple as will secure results. With proper
supervision by the medical officer or pharmacist, It will require little more than
accurate and painstaking work.
3. In order to economize, that Is, to practice economies that are of definite
value, it must be known Just what is being done at the present time, how It
is being done, how it compares with other ships or stations, and the results
obtained. If this is not known, any effort to economize is not based on suffi
cient knowledge to secure results.
4. The reports from ships and stations at the present time are based entirely
on cash expenditures ; that is, the amount drawn from the medical supply
depots, the supply department, or paid on public bills, and, therefore, represent
simply bills paid in the year. No allowance can be made for differences in the
amount of stores on hand, additional equipment, or other items that should
not be charged to current expenses.
5. The system provides means for reporting actual receipts and actual ex
penditures over a certain period of time. It will be noted that the actual
receipts bear no relation to the amount charged to current expenditures, but
are carried as nonexpendable and expendable supplies on hand until actually
expended. Reports prepared on this basis will Inform the bureau as to the
actual cost of maintenance for a given period of time ; also as to the value of
supplies remaining on hand.
6. The system outlined on Inclosure does not replace the present system of
allotments and reports of expenditure as these reports are necessary for the
administration of current appropriations.
7. Requests for a small initial supply of the new forms, " Report of Medical
Department receipts and expenditures " and "Issue voucher," will be made on
the naval medical supply depot, Brooklyn, N. Y. It will be noted that de
stroyers and other small craft, recruiting stations, and other very small stations
will not be required to use the " Issue voucher." Destroyers and small craft
will not be required to submit individual reports, as such reports will be sub
mitted by the tender.

B. R. Stitt.
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Accounting System for the Medical Department of Ships and Stations, is
Effect July 1, 1923.

L The present system of allotments and reports of expenditures required by
section 2 of chapter 20 of the Manual of the Medical Department will continue
in force, and the system described herein will be in addition thereto.
2. Stock cards for both nonexpendable and expendable property will be
brought up to date by an actual inventory. All equipment not on charge or on
charge without price will be appraised at its replacement value and accounted
for. If for any reason it is impossible to ascertain the value of any item, it Is
directed that a list of such items, with blank space for price, be forwarded to
the bureau, where the value will be entered.
3. It must be remembered that many items used by the medical department
of ships and stations are not the property of the Medical Department. On
board ships such items as typewriters, sterilizers (except dental electric), in
cubators, Stoke's splint stretchers, mattresses, pillows, mattress covers, pillow
covers, etc., usually are not Medical Department property, but are under the
cognizance of other bureaus. Probably the best guide for determining whether
or not property used by the Medical Department is Medical Department property
is the Supply Table. As a rule, articles not listed on the Supply Table will not
be taken up as Medical Department property, except where additional items,

such as X-ray equipment, cases of trial-test lenses, etc., are issued by the medi
cal supply depot. No definite rule can be given for determining the status of
property in use at navy yards and stations, but generally all property other
than buildings and appurtenances should be taken up as Medical Department
property. (See paragraphs 3009 and 3010, Manual of the Medical Department.)
In preparing inventory cards care will be excerised in order that no property
is included except that belonging to the Medical Department It is very im
portant that the medical officer or pharmacist personally supervise the prepara

tion of this inventory, in order that the reports submitted to the bureau will
show the cost value of both nonexpendable and expendable property on hand.

4. The inventory prepared as of July 1, 1923, will show the actual amount
and value of nonexpendable property and the value of expendable property by
classes. Should the actual inventory not agree with the present stock cards a
survey will be held and submitted, with the annual inventory, as a voucher to
show why items have been expended. Returns will shaw the actual number
and value of nonexpendable items and value only of expendable items on hand.

When items are missing they will be expended from the books and will not be
included in returns. ( See Survey of missing articles. )
5. The senior medical officer will be held to a strict accountability for medi
cal stores placed in his charge, but for the purpose of inventory he may require
a junior medical officer (or pharmacist, see paragraph 6) to personally super
vise the taking of the inventory and sign the certificate on the " Report rf

Medical Department receipts and expenditures." If the certificate is signed
by another than the senior medical officer the senior medical officer will "ap
prove " the report before submission to the bureau.

6. On board ships or on stations to which a chief pharmacist or pharmacist

is attached he will be detailed as property and accounting officer in addition to
such other duties as it may be desirable that he should perform to fit the
requirements of the particular ship or station. The pharmacist so detailed
shall be accountable to the senior medical officer for all equipment and stores
in his charge, exercising personal and careful supervision over their condition
and the economical expenditure thereof, reporting any deficiencies to the senior
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medical officer. The pharmacist so detailed will sign the certificate on the
" Report of Medical Department receipts and expenditures," which will be
approved by the senior medical officer before submission to the bureau.
7.
" When stores and supplies are transferred from the charge of one medical

officer to another, triplicate receipts must be passed.
" Whenever a medical officer is relieved from duty, he shall transfer to his
successor all public property in his charge.
" When a Hospital Corps man has been placed in charge of property of the
Medical Department, on his relief from duty he shall transfer to his successor
all public property in bis charge." (Art. 1171, N. R.)
8. Until the issue of the new front sheets, Form D, a notation similar to
the following example will be made on the face thereof when a medical officer,
or Hospital Corps man, transfers public property to his successor :

Nonexpendable property $10, 000. 00

Expendable property 15,000.00

Value of property receipted for $25, 000. 00

9. New Form Da will be issued prior to the 1st of July and will be used in
submitting the yearly inventory of property. This form has been changed to
include the value of property in addition to number of items. In addition to
listing nonexpendable property, expendable property will be listed by classes,
as outlined in Supply Table, with money value only. Example:

Expendable supplies.

Medicines $5, 000. 00

Antiseptics and disinfectants 500. 00

Tablets 800. 00

Hospital stores 250.00

Etc.
Etc.

Total $6, 550. 00

10. The bulk of all medical supplies will be kept in the medical storerooms
and the quantity In the dispensary or sick bay kept as low as may be consistent
with actual requirements.

11. Subject to the provisions of article 1145, Navy Regulations, the medical
officer will place the storerooms in charge of a competent Hospital Corps man,
who will receipt in writing for all stores placed in his charge and who will, on
approved " Issue voucher," make such issues as are required in the operation

of the Medical Department. Issues from storerooms will be made only by the
Hospital Corps man having charge thereof.
12. An inventory of all stock in storerooms and nonexpendable property in
use will be made at the close of each quarter and upon detachment of the senior
medical officer. An inventory of supplies in storerooms will also be made upon
the relief of the Hospital Corps man in charge.
13. In order that strict accountability may be established, no one other than
the Hospital Corps man in charge of the storeroom shall be allowed access
thereto except in cases of urgent necessity. When it is necessary to admit
others to the storerooms for stowing, cleaning, etc., the Hospital Corps man
in charge will always be present.

58448—23 14
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14. Expendable supplies will be issued only from the storerooms upon the
approval of an " Issue voucher " by the senior medical officer, and in his ab
sence by the next senior or by the pharmacist. The " Issue vouchers " are
printed in triplicate. The primary reason for having these vouchers is to
inform the senior medical officer as to the actual amount of stores brought
from storerooms, and, secondly, to hold the storeroom keeper responsible for
the amount of stores on charge.
15. The new form " Issue voucher " will be issued, when printed, to all Medi
cal Department activities, except destroyers or other vessels that have such
small quantities of stores as to make it impracticable to use this form. When
stores are required from the storeroom the form will be prepared and, when
signed, the first will be delivered to the Hospital Corps man in charge of the
storeroom and will be his authority for issue. When issues have been made
and the voucher signed by person receiving the supplies the first will be
returned to the office. The three vouchers will then be priced and the second
will be retained by the medical officer for use as a check at the end of the
quarter. The first will then be filed until the end of the month, when issues
will be consolidated and entered on the stock cards. The third will remain in
the bound pad as a further check on Issues.
16. Record book of receipts and expenditures. —An ordinary blank book,
foolscap size, as issued by the supply depot, will be ruled as noted on the
attached sheet. In this book will be recorded the value of all receipts and
expenditures as they occur and under the various headings indicated. At the
end of the quarter the sum totals of the various headings will be carried to
corresponding headings on the quarterly report.
17. New unit price.—When new supplies are received and there are like sup
plies in stock with different unit price, the value of the supplies will not be
changed, but a new unit price will be obtained as shown in the following exam
ple: On June 30 there were on hand 10 bottles of acacia, unit price $0.50 per
bottle, making a total value of $5 ; on July 1, 10 additional bottles were received
from the supply depot with a unit price of $1 per bottle, or a total value of
$10 ; we then have 20 bottles with a total value of $15, making the new unit
price $0.75 per bottle.

18. Report of Medical Department receipts and expenditures. — (a) When
submitted.
The report will be submitted not later than the 15th day of the month fol
lowing the close of each quarter.

(6) By whom submitted.
The report will be submitted by every activity to which a representative of
the Medical Department is attached. In the case of destroyers, submarines,
and other small craft attached to destroyer or submarine bases or tenders, the
report of the base or tender will include the report of the whole division. The
combined report will show clearly just what activities are covered therein.
The report of main recruiting stations will include the report of all sub
stations.

(c) To whom submitted.
The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.

(d) Number of copies submitted.
The ribbon copy only will be submitted.
(e) What receipts and expenditures shall be shown on the report?
All receipts of both nonexpendable and expendable supplies, when charge
able to appropriations under the cognizance of the Bureau of Medicine and
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Surgery, stall be shown. Supplies received as a charge to an appropriation
under the cognizance of other bureaus will not be included.
(/) What appropriations are under the cognizance of the Bureau of Medi
cine and Surgery?
Appropriation : " Medical Department " ; " Contingent, M. &. S." ; " Bringing
home remains, etc." ; " Care of hospital patients " ; " Naval hospital fund."
(g) Are all the above appropriations available for expenditure on ships and
stations?
The appropriations, " Medical Department " ; " Contingent, M. & S." ; and
" Bringing home remains, etc.," are available for expenditure upon approved
requisitions or allotment cards. The appropriation " Care of hospital patients "

will be used only when specifically authorized by the bureau. The " Naval
hospital fund " is never available for expenditure on ships and stations.
(ft) What is the general scope of the appropriations available for expenditure
on board ships and stations?
The appropriation " Medical Department " is available for the purchase of
special diets for the sick and for medicines. " Contingent " is available for
the purchase of special articles required for stations and for laundry on ships
and stations. (See sec. 4 of chap. 1 of the Manual for the Medical Depart
ment.)
(i) When shall nonexpendable items be expended?
When surveyed as missing or upon approved survey as unfit for use.
(j) When shall expendable items be expended?
Expendable items, when issued from the storeroom, will be shown as ex
pended.

(ft) Shall any information be placed on the reverse of the report of receipts
and expenditures?
Information will be supplied on the reverse of the report showing the num
bers and amounts of supply depot requisitions, public bills, stub requisitions,
etc., that make up the amounts shown under original acquisitions. The number
and amount of each survey will also be shown.
19. The headings appearing on the " Report of Medical Department receipts
and expenditures " are explained as follows :
Non expendable supplies.—Nonexpendable supplies include all equipment em
ployed in the operation of the medical department of the ship or station except
material used by the medical department that is furnished by other depart
ments of the Navy. The supply table will be used as a guide in determining
expendable and nonexpendable supplies. Items on hand not shown in the
supply table will be classed as nonexpendable when by their nature they are
similar to articles shown on the supply table as nonexpendable.
Balance from previous quarter. —The amount shown under this heading will
be, for the report submitted as of July 1, 1923, the value of all nonexpendable
supplies on hand as shown by actual Inventory; for following quarters the

amount will be that shown under " Balance to next quarter
" for the preceding

quarter.
Receipts. —This classification includes all the receipts of nonexpendable prop
erty from all sources.
Original acquisition. —Under this heading will be shown all original receipts

of nonexpendable supplies (except Medical Department property received from
other ships or stations), as under—

Medical supply depots: The value of all nonexpendable supplies received

from medical supply depots will be shown under this heading.
Supply department: The value of all nonexpendable supplies received from

the supply department of the ship or station chargeable to Medicine and
Surgery appropriations will be shown under this heading.
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Open purchase (public bills) : The value of all nonexpendable supplies pur
chased in the open market and paid for on public bills charged against a Burean
of Medicine and Surgery appropriation will be shown under this heading.
Transfer: The invoice value of all nonexpendable Medical Department prop
erty received by transfer from other ships or stations will be shown under this
heading.

Total : The amount shown under this heading will be the total of the amount
brought forward from the previous quarter, the value of Oe original acquisi
tions during the quarter, and of property received by transfer during the
quarter.
Expenditures.- —Includes the expenditure of nonexpendable property as un
der—

Final expenditures : When property has been actually expended from books
by approved survey or surveyed as missing.

Transfer: Transfer of nonexpendable property to—
Other ships or stations : Receipted Form D showing invoice value will accom
pany quarterly reports when property is transferred to another ship or station.
Total expenditures : Value of property surveyed and transferred to other ships
and stations.
Balance to next quarter.—The amount shown under this heading will be the
difference between " Total receipts " and " Total expenditures." This amount
will be shown on next quarterly report as " Balance from previous quarter."
Total. —The amount shown under this heading will be the sum of " Total
expenditures " and " Balance to next quarter," and will balance with " Total
receipts."
Expendable supplies. —Expendable supplies include all supplies consumed in
the operation of the medical department of the ship or station that can not be
charged to a nonexpendable heading. The Supply Table will be used as a
guide for determining expendable supplies.
Balance from previous quarter —Receipts— Expenditures. —Same as under
nonexpendable heading except that only expendable supplies will be included.
Expendable Form B supplies, medical.—Under this heading will be included
all supplies received from the supply depot or like supplies purchased in open
market or received by transfer from other ships or stations, and which have
been expended for use by the Medical Department proper.
Expendable Form B supplies, dental.— Includes all supplies issued to the
dental division. Includes medicines, dressings, etc., issued from Medical De
partment stock as well as strictly dental supplies.
Special diets.—The amount expended for special diets during the period
covered by this report. This does not include special diets prepared from soups,
etc., furnished by the medical supply depots.
Laundry. —The actual amount expended for laundry during the period covered
by this report. Includes the cost of laundry work performed by ships laundry
or by civilian laundry.
Ambulance sendee.—The cost of repairs, gasoline, oils, tires, etc., if paid for
by Medical Department appropriations. When ambulances are maintained ani
operated by the navy yard or station garage there will be no charges to Medical
Department appropriations.

Ice.—The cost of ice when paid for from Medical Department appropriations.
Ice, except when used by the medical department of stations for the preserva
tion of food or biologieals, will not be a charge to Medical Department appro
priations. No ice furnished medical departments of ships will be made a charge
to this heading.
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Civil employees. —The amount actually paid all civil employees during the
period covered by the report as under—

Clerical : The amount paid for clerical force.
Other: The amount paid employees other than clerical.
Miscellaneous. —-This heading will include any expenditures not properly
chargeable to any of the above headings. (See paragraphs 3005 and 3014,
Manual of the Medical Department.)
Total expenditures. —A recapitulation of expenditures shown under both non
expendable and expendable headings.
Average complement.—The average Navy and Marine Corps complement for
the period covered by the report.
Average cost per diem based on average complement.—Obtained by multiply
ing the average complement by the number of days in the quarter and dividing
the "Actual expenditures chargeable to ship or station " by the sum so obtained.
Example :
Average complement, 1,000; number of days In quarter, 92; 1,000 X 92=92,000;
actual expenditures, $2,300; $2,300-h92,000=$0.025, the average cost per diem
based on average complement.

Report of Medical Department receipts and expenditures, V. 8. , for the
quarter ended .

NONEXPENDABLE SUPPLIES.

Balance from previous quarter $15, 000. 00

Receipts :
Original acquisitions —

From medical supply depot $1, 000. 00

From supply department 100. 00

From open purchase (public bills) 25.00
1, 125. 00

By transfer—

From other ships or stations 100. 00

Total 16, 225. 00

Expenditures :
Final expenditures —
By survey 225.00

By transfer—
To other ships or stations 100. 00

Total expenditures 325.00
Balance to next quarter 15, 900. 00

Total 16, 225. 00

EXPENDABLE SUPPLIES.

Balance from previous quarter $22, 000. 00

Receipts :
Original acquisition —

From medical supply depot $2, 000. 00

From supply department 300.00

From open purchase (public bills) 100.00

From pay roll (civilian) 250.00

By transfer- 2- 65°" 00

From other ships or stations 150.00

Total 24, 800. 00
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Expenditures :
Final expenditures —

Expendable Form B supplies, medical $850. 00
Expendable Form B supplies, dental 400.00
Special diets 1 50.00
Laundry 50. 00
Ambulance service 100. 00
Ice 25. 00
Civil employees—
Clerical $100. 00
Other than clerical 150. 00

250. 00
Care of the dead 25.00
Miscellaneous 200.00— $1, 950. 00By transfer—

To other ships or stations "

Total expenditures 2, 200. 00
Balance to next quarter 22, 600. 00

Total 24,800.00

TOTAI. EXPENDITURES.

Nonexpendable supplies $325. 00
Less—

Transfers 100. 00
225.00

Expendable supplies 2, 200. 00
Less—

Care of dead $25.00
Transfers 250. 00

275. 00

1, 925. 00

Actual expenditures chargeable to ship or station 2, 150.00

Average complement 1,000

Average cost per diem based on average complement $0. 023

Number treatments civil employees 1,240

[ Reverse of " Keport of Medical Department receipts and expenditures." ]

The following information will always be shown on the reverse of form In
order that the amounts reported as receipts and expenditures may be checked
with requisitions, public bills, and surveys on file In the bureau.

Receipts :

S. D. Req.—

No. 1 $850. 00

No. 2 1,300.00

No. 3 800. 00

E. I. S. 300-46 50. 00

Stub requisition—
1 $3, 000. 00

No. 1 250. 00

No. 2 100. 00

No. 3 50. 00
1
400. 00

Amounts must correspond with those of face of report.
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Receipts —Continued.
O. P. Req.—

No. 1— Public bill No. 1 $25. 00

No. 2— Public bill No. 1 60. 00

No. 3— Public bill No. 1 40. 00

Pay roll—
July
August
September

83.00

85.00
82.00

From transfer—

Naval hospital, Norfolk, Va 200. 00

N. O. B., Hampton Roads, Va : 50. 00

Expenditures :
By survey—

No. 1
By transfer—

U. S. S. Florida.
U. S. S. New York

100. 00

250. 00

'
$125. 00

1
250. 00

1
250. 00

'225.00

1
350. 00

[Method for ruling " Record book of receipts and expenditures," par. 16.)

(Left-hand page.) NONEXPENDABLE-

Date.
Medical
supply depot.

Supply
department.

Open purchase
(public bill).

Other ships or
stations.

Supplies.
EXPENDITURES.

(Right-hand page.)

Date. Survey.
Other ships or
stations.

(Left-hand page.)
RECEIPTS.

EXPENDABLE.

Date.
Medical
supply depot.

Supply
department.

Openpur-
chase (P. B.).

Pay roll
(civilian).

Other ships
or stations.

i Amounts must correspond with those of face of report.
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Supplies. (Right-hand p.iCe.)
EXPENDITURES.

Date.

Form
B, Form Spe

cial
diets.

Laun
dry.

Ambu
lance

Civil-
Ian,
cler
ical.

Civil
ian,
others.

Other
ships
or sta
tions.

Care
Mis-
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ous.
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cal.

B,
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Circular letter. WKJ-ML : 132609-0(51).
Serial No. 262-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau or Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. 0., May 7, J9S3.

To : All medical officers, pharmacists, and Hospital Corps men on independent
duty.

Via : Official channels.
Subject: Survey of Medical Department property.
Inclosure : Copy of Instructions.
1. Beginning July 1, 1923, there will be placed in operation at all hospitals,
stations, and on board ships where any Medical Department property is in
use, the instructions outlined below.

E. R. Stitt.

Survey of Medical Department Property.

Request for survey.—Requests for survey of Medical Department property
will be prepared in quintuplicate on M. & S. Form Ca. For each item there
will be entered on these requests the item number, quantity, name of the
article, date of receipt, purchase price, and a concise statement of the rea
sons for requesting its survey.
All sheets shall be typewritten whenever possible, and great care must be
exercised to insure correctness of figures when quoting purchase price in
order that such figures, when the survey has been approved, will agree with
accounting figures sent to the bureau. If such care is not exercised, the
accounting books will lose their balance and difficulties will be encountered.
When nonexpendable and expendable supplies are damaged by fire or other
unusual occurrence a separate request for survey will be prepared covering
only the articles so damaged.

Requests for survey may be made at any time that may be necessary but as
a rule not less frequent than every six months and before the commanding

officer of a naval hospital or the medical officer of a ship or station is detached.
When articles are lost or missing, a request for survey will be immediately
prepared and forwarded.
Requests will be numbered consecutively, beginning a new series with each
fiscal year.
" In case of loss or such damage as to unfit supplies for issue, or articles
of equipage for further use, the officer in whose charge they are shall request
a survey for the purpose of establishing and reporting the facts. If lost,
the articles shall be expended from the books, but the accountability of the
officer responsible for the loss shall not thereby be diminished, and the boards
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survey shall ascertain and report thereon ; but If they are so damaged as to
be unfit for further Government use in their original capacity, and are to be
turned into store, they shall remain on the books until they can be turned in,
when they shall be invoiced at their appraised value to a supply officer on
shore." (N. R. 1389.)
Articles will not be surveyed except when absolutely unfit for any use by
the Medical Department, or when in excess or to be turned in for repairs.
In other words, articles unfit for use in original capacity will not be surveyed
if they can be used for another purpose.
Survey report.—The board of survey appointed will personally see the articles
listed on the request for survey, except when listed as lost, and will see that the
number of articles corresponds with the amounts shown on the request for sur
vey. Articles will not be surveyed when only a piece is shown. For example :
If only a small part of a sheet is shown, this will not be accepted as a sheet.
It is necessary that the entire sheet or the major part of the sheet be pre
sented to the survey board, and the same principle will hold true regarding
other items.
The report will be typewritten whenever possible. The report will always
state the number and date of the request
The board will render, in accordance with the provisions of article 1907,
United States Navy Regulations, a full and exhaustive report relative to the
loss or deficiency and shall fix definitely, when possible, the responsibility

therefor. Each item shall be separately reported upon and the invoice price
shall be stated. The report of the board will be rendered in quadruplicate to
the officer ordering the board, via the officer requesting the survey, who, upon
approval thereof, shall forward the original and two copies to the Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery, with notation by indorsement thereon as to whether or
not any disciplinary action has been taken by him, and return one copy to the
officer requesting the survey, who will forward the copy with' the monthly or
quarterly returns as a voucher for the expenditure of the articles.
In addition to stating the item number, name of item, invoice price, appraised
price, and report, the following recommendations may be made as the case
requires :
" To naval medical supply depot."
" To Supply Department, ' For sale,' or 4For yard scrap heap.' "
" To destroy, of no value."
"To loss."
" To naval medical supply depot." Articles will be recommended to be turned
in to the nearest naval medical supply depot when they are " in excess " or
unfit for use in present condition but capable of being repaired. Surgical in
struments, platinum needles, X-ray tubes, etc., will always be turned in to the
supply depot.
" For sale." When a board of survey recommends an article " For sale,"
they will be guided as follows : Articles of any nature not warranting repairs,
except as noted under " To naval medical supply depot," and which can be
sold in piece shall be condemned " For sale " with an appraised value. When
report of survey includes recommendation " For sale," it shall be rendered in
quintuplicate.
" For yard scrap heap." When a board of survey recommends an article
to "Yard scrap heap," they will be guided as follows: Articles of metal un
serviceable and not warranting repairs and which can not be sold In piece to
advantage, shall be condemned to the " Yard scrap heap."
" To destroy, of no value." This recommendation will only be made when
the article can not be disposed of under any of the above dispositions.
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" To loss." The action of the board when this recommendation Is made is
fully explained in article 1389, Navy Regulations. •

Should the board of survey find that any of the Items listed in the request
for survey can be economically repaired on the station, or are fit for use with
out repairs, the survey board will eliminate these items from the report of
survey by indicating on the request for survey by writing thereon, " Retain "

or " Repair."
It will not be necessary to survey articles that are to be repaired on the
ship or station. A requisition, or a request for Job order, If repairs are to be
made by a navy yard, will be submitted to the bureau for approval.
Approved survey.- —When a report of survey is returned approved, the com
manding officer will appoint an officer to personally supervise the destruction
of property that is approved " To destroy, of no value." The officer so ap
pointed will certify on the file copy that he has personally supervised the de
struction of the number of articles shown in the approved survey. The articles
will be actually destroyed except In the case of sheets, towels, and other linen,
that may be torn up and used for cleaning material. By having the sheets and
other linen torn up in small pieces and not surveying anything but entire sheets
or linen, surveyed material can not be resurveyed or returned for use. Actually
destroying surveyed articles should not result in any loss to the Government,

as only absolutely worthless articles should be surveyed.

In case of articles recommended to be turned Into the medical supply depot,
Form D will be prepared and forwarded (in triplicate) to the medical supply
depot, accompanied by a copy of the approved survey. One copy will be re
tained in the supply depot, the other two copies signed and returned, one copy
to the hospital, ship, or station, and one copy to the bureau. The same will
hold true of materials turned over to the supply department for sale.
When articles have been lost or are missing, a copy of the report of toe
board of survey will be forwarded with the " Report of receipts and expendi
tures " in the case of ships and stations, or with the monthly " Recapitulation "

in the case of hospitals. This copy will act as a voucher for the expenditure
of nonexpendable articles. Returns will show the actual condition of property
values and when articles are lost or missing they will be expended from the
books by survey and not shown as being transferred to next quarter.
Replacements. —Any article under the approved survey authorized to be
destroyed, for sale, or otherwise disposed of, may be replaced by appropriate
requisition, provided it appears in the allowance list of the Supply Table. The
requisition submitted pursuant to such survey shall, in all cases, bear the refer
ence number of the survey and date of its approval. Articles not on the allow
ance list of the Supply Table, will be replaced only by a special requisition
stating the necessity therefor.

Bureau of Navigation Circular Letter No. 32-23. N61-St : 57354-103.

Navy Department,
Bureau of Navigation,

Washington, D. C, May 12, 192$.
To : All ships and stations.
Subject: Advancement In rating.
Reference: (a) Bunav Circular Letter No. 12-22; (6) Bunav Manual, articles
D-4100 to 4104 (Change, No. 2).
1. In reference (a) the bureau prescribed certain requirements necessary
before men could be considered qualified for advancement In rating. Reference
(6) superseded reference (a).
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2. Before authorizing the advancement of a man to any petty officer rating,
the bureau requires that he—

(a) Be of good petty officer material;
(6) Be recommended by his commanding officer;

(c) Pass the required examination for advancement;

(d) Serve one year in next lower rating with at least 3.5 In proficiency In
rating, sobriety, and obedience; and
(e) Be placed on the bureau's eligibility list In the rating for which qualified.
3. The bureau does not Intend to relax in any particular the above require
ments, but It does, however, desire to reduce the time elapsing between the
date a man Is fully qualified and the date of his advancement To this end,
the bureau authorizes commanding officers to examine and recommend men
who are qualified In all respects, except in point of time, upon completion of
nine months' satisfactory service. These men will be placed on the bureau's
eligibility list as of date of completion of their year's service In the next lower
rating. Should the bureau anticipate that the requirements of the service will
exhaust the eligibility list by this date, It will Issue authorization for advance
ment to be effective upon the completion of the year's service In the next lower
rating.
4. Examining boards should be kept organized at all times, so that delays In
forwarding reports may be reduced.
5. Should a petty officer, recommended to the bureau, fall below the required
standards in marks or otherwise demonstrate his unfitness for advancement
between the date of his recommendation and the bureau's authorization, the
commanding officer shall so report, and the man's name will be removed from
the eligibility list. Should the authorization for advancement have been re
ceived from the bureau, it shall be returned for cancellation.
6. Examination for lower ratings (other than petty officer) may be held In
advance of completion of the year's service In time to advance men promptly
upon that date, providing their records warrant.
7. In this connection, the attention of commanding officers is invited to the
fact that they should give due consideration to the entries in the service records
in column " Rating best qualified to fill."

Thomas Washington.

Circular letter. WWB EQM : P 21 42022.
Serial No. 263-1923.

Depabtment of the Navt,
Bubeau of Medicine and Subqebt,
Washington, D. 0., May 16, 1923.

To: All medical officers.
Subject: Examination of candidates for appointment to the warrant grade of
pharmacist.

References: (a) Bunav. Circular Letter No. 31-23, N64-GWL, 6085-178, of 10
May, 1923; (6) articles D-5118, 5123 to 5130, Inclusive, and 5700, Bureau of
Navigation Manual.

1. In connection with the examination to be held the week beginning August
20, 1923, It is requested that all prospective candidates be informed of the
need for additional officers of this grade and the bureau's desire that as many
chief pharmacist's mates as possible submit requests for the examination. It
Is believed that If medical officers will properly present the advantages of ap
pointment to this grade much desirable material may be persuaded to appear

for the examination.
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2. It is the intention of the bureau to have as members of the statutory
examining board in Washington officers of the Medical and Hospital Corps
who have general all-around professional attainments rather than officers who
have specialized in certain subjects. The bureau further will direct that the
questions prepared by the statutory board be broad in scope and such as will
require a thorough, general, working familiarity rather than an Intimate tech
nical knowledge of such subjects as chemistry, pharmacy, materia medica, and
toxicology, and will permit the candidates to demonstrate fully their knowledge
of those administrative duties, especially with regard to accounting and prop
erty supervision, with which the majority of pharmacists and chief pharma
cists to-day are concerned.
3. The ability and knowledge demonstrated In the practical and oral exami
nations before the supervisory board, the records of fitness and efficiency, and
the recommendations forwarded in each case are to be accorded all possible
consideration in determining a candidate's suitability for appointment

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124677-0(52).
Serial No. 264-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Subgeby,
Washington, D. C, May 81, 1923.

To: All naval hospitals (continental limits) ; post surgeon, marine barracks,
Quantlco, Va. ; senior medical officer, naval submarine base, San Pedro,
Calif. ; commanding officer U. S. S. Relief; commanding officer U. S. S.
Mercy.
Subject : Information for next of kin of Marine Corps dead.
References: (a) Paragraph 2952, Manual for the Medical Department, 1922;
( 6 ) paragraph 2965, Manual for the Medical Department, 1922.
Inclosure : N. M. C. 817 Q. M.

1. The appropriation for care of the dead of the Marine Corps provides
for " funeral expenses of officers and enlisted men, and accepted applicants
for enlistments, retired officer on active duty during the war, and retired
enlisted men of the Marine Corps, including the transportation of bodies and
their arms and wearing apparel from the place of demise to the homes of
the deceased in the United States." Under a decision of the Comptroller of
the Treasury, the Marine Corps is authorized to pay not only the expenses
of transportation of the body to the home of the deceased but also funeral
expenses after arrival.
2. N. M. S. Hospital Form No. 61, " Information for next of kin," now in
use for all Navy and Marine Corps dead, states that after the remains have
been delivered to the next of kin at place designated by them the Navy Depart
ment is unable to defray any of the expenses which may be incurred in con
nection with funeral, Interment, etc., there being specific law prohibiting such
payment. This statement still applies to Navy dead but under the decision
of the comptroller Is not applicable to Marine Corps dead.
3. In view of the above the Major General Commandant Marine Corps has
requested that Marine Corps Form No. N. M. C. 817 Q. M. " Information for
next of kin of Marine Corps dead," be substituted for the Navy form in all
cases where the Navy forwards the remains of marines to their next of kin.
4. An initial supply of the Marine Corps form is inclosed with this letter.
Additional copies may be obtained on letter request addressed to the Major
General Commandant Marine Corps.

E. R. Stitt.
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Circular letter. WSG 126063(34).
Serial No. 265-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, June 8, 1923.

To: All naval hospitals (2 copies).
Subject: Naval Reserve Force; medicul care and treatment.
References: (a) Department's third indorsement, No. 28550-1309:4, April 25,
1923, to Navy recruiting station, Denver, Colo.; (b) department's fifth in
dorsement, No. 28550-1399 : 5, April 25, 1923, to this bureau.
Inclosures : Copies of above-mentioned references.

1. The bureau is inclosing, in duplicate, copies of the above-mentioned opin
ions of the Judge Advocate General of the Navy; one copy will be passed
around for the information of all members of the staff, including medical,
dental, and warrant officers, nurses ,and Hospital Corps men, and clerks engaged
on office work ; the other is for the permanent files of the hospital.
2. The approval of these opinions by the Secretary of the Navy gives them
each the force of a decision.

B. R. Stitt.

[Third Indorsement.]

28550-1399 :4J.
Department of the Navy,

Office of the Judge Advocate General,
Washington, April 25, 192S.

From : The Judge Advocate General
To : The officer in charge, United States Navy recruiting station, Denver, Colo.
Via : The Bureau of Navigation and the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Subject : Naval Reserve Force, medical care and treatment for officers and
enlisted men of.
Reference: Tour letter to Bureau of Navigation, Marcli 22, 1923.

1. In reference information is requested on the following questions :
(a) A man of the Naval Reserve Force, class 1-B and class 2; also of the
Fleet Naval Reserve, class 1-C and 1-D, receiving medical attention in a private
hospital not under the jurisdiction of naval authorities. Would expenses in
curred in this connection be defrayed by the Government?
(6) Is a man classified in (a) entitled to medical attention at a naval hos
pital as prescribed in article E-802, Bureau of Navigation Manual?

(c) In the case of an officer?
(<J) In case of death of personnel classified in (a), is the allowance for
transportation of remains to home or to the home of his relatives, also the
burial expense, the same as prescribed for men of the regular Navy and on
active duty?

(e) In the case of an officer?
(/) An officer on the retired list of the Navy is ordered to appear as a mem
ber of a Naval Retiring Board. Is this officer entitled to the full pay and
allowances of his grade while on such duty, and Is he entitled to Government
transportation from his permanent residence to place where the Naval Retiring
Board may convene? Is he considered to be in an active duty status during
this period?

The foregoing questions are answered seriatim as follows :
(a) Members of the Naval Reserve Force, class 1-B and class 2, receiving
medical care and treatment in a private hospital not under the jurisdiction
of naval authorities are not entitled to have the expenses incurred in connec
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tion with said treatment defrayed by the Government except when in an active
duty status. For example, if members of the Naval Reserve Force, class 1-B
and class 2, while in active service for training or in active service in any
capacity other than at drills, require medical care and treatment which can not
be furnished in kind by the Navy, the law authorizes its procurement from out
side sources, the Government being responsible for the expense thereof if
properly authorized and incurred. (26 Comp. Dec. 408.) But members of the
Naval Reserve Force, class 1-B and class 2, are not entitled to medical care and
treatment in a private hospital not under the jurisdiction of the naval authori
ties at the expense of the Government when the occasion for said care and
treatment has arisen while not in an active duty status. Members of the Fleet
Naval Reserve, class 1-C and 1-D, not on active duty are not entitled to medical
care and treatment in a private hospital not under the jurisdiction of the naval
authorities at Government expense, but they are entitled to said care and treat
ment at Government expense when on active duty if properly authorized and
incurred.

(6) Members of the Naval Reserve Force, class 1-B and class 2, on inactive
duty are not entitled to medical attention at a naval hospital as prescribed in
article E-802, Bureau of Navigation Manual, but members of the Fleet Naval
Reserve, class 1-C and 1-D, on inactive duty are entitled to naval hospital
treatment and to medical treatment whenever they reside in localities where
medical officers of the Navy are on duty. Such treatment will be given under
the same local rules as apply to the treatment of enlisted personnel of the
Navy. (Bureau of Navigation Manual, art. E-802.)
(c) Officers in the Naval Reserve Force on active duty are entitled to the
same medical care and treatment as officers of the regular Navy in a duty
status. (Act of July 1, 1918, 40 Stat. 712.) Officers of the Naval Reserve
Force on inactive duty are not entitled to medical care and treatment by medical
officers of the Navy or in naval hospitals ; but where officers of the Naval Re
serve Force or other members of the Naval Reserve Force on active duty incur
disabilities requiring medical care and treatment, said medical care and treat
ment is generally continued after their enrollment in the Naval Reserve Force
has expired.

(d) Members of the Naval Reserve Force on active duty are entitled to the
same treatment relative to transportation of remains to home or to the home
of relatives and burial expense as prescribed for personnel of the regular
Navy on active duty. If not in " active service " at the time of death they are
not entitled either to transportation of remains or burial at Government ex
pense. However, where a member of the Naval Reserve Force dies at a naval
hospital while not on active duty and without kin or friends to take charge of
the remains, he may be interred at Government expense in the local burial

grounds used by the Navy for such purpose.

(e) In the case of the death of an officer of the Naval Reserve Force on
active duty the allowances for transportation of remains to home or to the
home of his relatives and the allowance for burial are the same as prescribed
for officers of the regular Navy of like grade and rank who die while in an
active duty status. In the case of the death of an officer of the Naval Reserve
Force while not on active duty, no allowance Is authorized for transportation
of remains or for burial expense. Where his death occurs at a naval hospital
and there are no kin or friends to take charge of his remains, he may be in

terred at Government expense In the local burial grounds used by the Navy for

that purpose.

( f ) An officer of the retired list of the Navy ordered with his consent to duty

as a member of a Naval Retiring Board Is entitled to receive the active pay
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and allowances of his grade if not above that of lieutenant commander In the
Navy, except where his retired pay exceeds the active duty pay and allowances
for the grade of lieutenant commander for the same length of service, in which
event he shall receive his retired pay while on such duty (act of August 29,
1916), and he Is further entitled to transportation from his permanent residence
at Government expense to the place where the retiring board is convened.
Said officer is in an active duty status until he has been relieved from duty as
a member of said Naval Retiring Board.

• J. L. Latimer.
Approved 25 April, 1923.
Edwin Denby,
Secretary of the Navy.

[Fifth indorsement.]

28550-1399 : 5 J.
Department of the Navy,

Office of the Judge Advocate General,
Washington, April 25, 192S.

From : The Judge Advocate General.
To : The Chelf of the "Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Subject: Naval reservists, medical treatment of.

L Forwarded, all papers returned.
2. In attached papers a decision is requested as to whether medical and
hospital expenses may be allowed members of the Naval Reserve Force while
engaged on board naval reserve vessels In any capacity other than at drills ;
and If so, whether such expenses may be paid for the entire period they are
under medical or hospital treatment, regardless of the expiration date of their
period of duty.
3. Under the provisions of the act of July 1, 1918 (40 Stat. 712), members
of the Naval Reserve Force when employed In active service, ashore or afloat,
under the Navy Department, " shall receive the same pay and allowances as
received by officers and enlisted men of the regular Navy * * *."
4. The Comptroller of the Treasury held (28 Comp. Dec. 408) that enlisted
men of the Navy are entitled to be furnished with medical care and treatment
by the Government and when such care and treatment can not be furnished
in kind by the Navy, the law authorizes its procurement from outside sources,
the Government being responsible for the expense thereof, if properly author
ized and incurred while the men are in a duty status.
5. Consideration of the provisions of the act of July 1, 1918, above quoted,
discloses that members of the Naval Reserve Force when employed in active
service are in the same status as officers and enlisted men of the regular Navy.
It follows, therefore, that members of the Naval Reserve Force, when employed
in active service are entitled to be furnished with medical care and treatment
by the Government, and when such care and treatment can not be furnished in
kind by the Navy its procurement is authorized from outside sources as in the
case of members of the regular Navy In a duty status.
6. The act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat 587), provides that members of the
Naval Reserve Force, upon application, may be assigned to " active service "

for the purpose of instruction and training and requires a minimum of three
months of such active service for training during each enrollment. The provi
sions of the act of August 29, 1918, above referred to, was amended by the
act of July 1, 1918 (40 Stat. 710), by reducing the minimum active service
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for training required to two months during eacli term of enrollment and fur
ther provides that the " active service " thus required may be performed " in
periods of not less than 15 days each."
7. The Comptroller of the Treasury held (27 Comp. Dec. 726) that the
active service required for training as proTlded in the act of July 1, 1918, abov?
referred to, entitles members of the Naval Reserve Force to receive the sjiek
allowances as officers and enlisted men of the regular Navy while in a duty
status.
8. It is the opinion of this office, therefore, that members of the Naval
Reserve Force on duty under competent orders on board naval reserve vessels
in any capacity other than at drills are in the " active service," and that
while performing said service they are entitled to be furnished with medical
care and treatment by the Government and that when such care and treat
ment can not be furnished In kind by the Navy the law authorizes its procure
ment from outside sources, the Government being responsible for the expense
thereof if properly authorized and Incurred.
9. It is the further opinion of this office that when it becomes necessary to
Incur expenses for medical and hospital services for members of the Naval
Reserve Force procured from sources outside the Government, where medical
and hospital treatment can not be furnished in kind by the Navy, that the
Government is responsible for the total expense of the medical treatment anti
hospital service thus rendered regardless of whether or not their period of
service would have terminated except for the disability arising prior to the
termination of said treatment.

J. L. L.atim EE-
Approved 25 April, 1923.
Edwin Denby,
Secretary of the Navy.

Circular letter. WEE : SS 129733(611
Serial No. 266-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.

Washington, D. C, June 9, 1913.
To : All naval hospitals.
Subject : Physical examination for purpose of reinstatement of Government in
surance.

1. The following letter has been received from the Director of the United
States Veterans' Bureau, under date of June 7, 1923 :
" A number of cases have recently been reported to the Veterans' Bureau
where former service men under treatment at Navy hospitals have been unable
to secure a physical examination for purposes of reinstatement of Government
insurance and for purposes of making claim for insurance disability benefits
under Government insurance policies. The medical officers have given tne

reason that they had no authority under existing regulations to make such
examinations.
" The request is therefore made, if not contrary to regulations, that medical
officers of the United States Navy be authorized to make such examinations
for ex-service men, without charge to the applicant, in cases where the ap
plicant, either for reinstatement of insurance or for insurance disability

benefits, is an actual Inmate or patient in a Navy hospital."
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2. It is directed that medical officers comply with the second paragraph of
the director's letter and that a physical examination be given ex-service men
who are actually inmates or patients in a naval hospital, for the purpose of
reinstating Government insurance.

B. R. Stitt.

WSG 125949.
Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. 0., June 9, 192S.

To: All naval hospitals, and U. S. S. Mercy and U. S. S. Relief.
Subject : Ration notices ; Forms S and T.
Reference: Circular Letter 125949 ( 92 )/113366, serial No. 244-1923, February
21, 1923.

1. By separate inclosure the bureau is forwarding one pad each of the new
edition of Forms S and T, as per paragraph 7 of reference.
2. These new forms will be immediately placed in use, and older editions of
the same will be scrapped.
3. Particular attention is invited to paragraphs 4, 5, and 6 of reference; to
keep the records clear, these forms will always be used when an officer Is
admitted and discharged, and if quarters or subsistence, either or both, shall
have been furnished, his pay account will be checked; where Ration Notice S
shall have stated " and will not be either quartered or furnished subsistence,"
and it shall subsequently develop that quarters and subsistence, either or both,
must be furnished by the hospital, the changed status of such officer will be
taken care of by the proper entries on Form T.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

By Executive order rates of rental and subsistence allowance remain un
changed for fiscal year 1924.

Circular letter. WSD/JBC 124942-0.
Serial No. 267-1923.

Washington, D. 0., June 18, 1928.
To: All naval hospitals.
Naval Medical School, Washington, D. C.
Naval Dispensary, Navy Department, Washington, D. C.
Post surgeon. Marine Barracks, Quantico, Va.
Senior medical officer, naval training station, Hampton Roads, Va.

Subject: Saturday half holidays during summer months; leave.
References: (a) Alnavsta six, June 13, 1923.

(6) Art. 404(6), (7), Naval Instructions, 1913.

1. In connection with above reference, attention is invited to the decision of
the Comptroller of the Treasury (23 Comp. Dec. 192) regarding computations
of periods of leave in which the so-called summer half holidays occur. Under
this decision—
" The so-called Saturday ' half holidays ' occurring In the summer season In
a period of leave granted to an employee of a navy yard, etc., under the act of
August 26, 1916, should be charged as full days of leave, since they are, as a
matter of fact, not ' half holidays,' but are constituted by Executive orders as
full days of work, although being only four hours in length."
2. Under the same decision it was held that, " Sundays occurring within pe
riods of leave granted to employees of navy yards, etc., under the act of

58448—23 15
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August 29, 1916, should, In the case of a per annum employee, be charged
against such leave, but in the case of a per dleiri employee should not be so
charged, unless said per diem employee is required to work on Sundays; and
Sundays occurring at the beginning or ending of a leave period should not be
so charged in the case of any employee, unless applied for and granted as days
of leave."
3. Paragraph 1578(2), Navy Regulations, 1922, provides:
" Civil employees at naval hospitals paid on a per diem, per month, or per
annum basis shall be granted annual leave with pay and leave without pay In
the same manner as per diem employees at navy yards and stations. (See
M. and S. circular letter, serial No. 43-1920, No. 124942-0(31), July 1, 1920.)
4. Although hospital employees are paid on a per monthly basis (equivalent
to per annum), In accordance with instructions of the Secretary of the Navy
and the provisions of the schedule of wages, their monthly pay is computed
on a basis of 26 times the per diem pay of the equivalent yard rating, thus
specifically eliminating pay for Sundays. Therefore, although, on account of
their per monthly status, they may be required to work on Sundays in emer
gency and their daily pay Is computed as one-thirtieth of their monthly pay.
they can not be held to be " per annum " employees within the meaning of the
comptroller's decision, and Sundays occurring within or at the beginning or
end of periods of annual leave will not be charged.

F. £k Pleadwell, Acting.

Circular letter.
~

WEE : SS 128014 ( 63 ) .
Serial No. 268-1923.

Washington, D. C, June 18, 1913.
To: All medical officers.
Subject: Circular letters dated from December 9, 1919, to September 1, 1922.
Obsolescence of.

L Subjects covered by circular letters dated from December 9, 1919, to
September 1, 1922, have been for the most part modified and included in the
paragraphs of the Manual of the Medical Department, 1922, or have become
obsolete or are dealt with anew in subsequent letters. Circular letters prior
to No. 212, dated September 1, 1922, are therefore obsolete.

2. Therefore, hereafter, in correspondence and otherwise, reference should
be made to the paragraph in the Manual dealing with the subject under con
sideration and not with the circular letter. Circular letters subsequent to
September 1, 1922, may be quoted for reference purposes, although the sub
jects of several have already been Incorporated in the manual.
3. It is therefore desired that ail medical officers take cognizance of this
policy and refresh their files and reference.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting

Circular letter. WWB/d P-l 5-42022.
Serial No. 269-1923.

Washington, D. C, June 21, 1923.
To : Commanding officers, naval hospitals.
Senior medical officers, ships and stations.

Subject : Advancement In rating of Hospital Corps men.
References: (a) Bunav Manual, article D-4100 to 4104 (Change No. 2).

(6) Bunav circular letter No. 32-23 of May, 1923.

(c) Bunav confidential letter N-6-Lo., 4111-1413-1 of 13 June,
1923.

1. The attention of all medical officers is directed to contents of reference (c)
showing the serious shortag of Hospital Corps men in the pharmacist's mates*
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ratings and the exceedingly small number of Hospital Corps men of the forces
afloat, who were recommended for advancement in rating during May, 1023.
The number of recommendations from shore stations Indicates that, both,

ashore and afloat, Hospital Corps men are not being examined as soon as they
become eligible for advancement.
2. The attention of all medical officers is directed to the changes regarding
examinations for advancement, contained in reference (&).
3. In order to promote contentment, improve morale, encourage reenlist-
ments, and decrease the shortage In the pharmacist's mates' ratings, it is
directed that aU Hospital Corps men be given an opportunity to take the ex
amination for advancement in rating as soon as they satisfy all the require
ments contained in reference (a) as modified by reference (6).

P. L. Pleadwell, Acting^

Circular letter. WWB/d F-2-42022.
Serial No. 270-1923.

Washington, D. C, 22 June, 1923.
To: All medical officers.
Subject : Form N. M. S. H. C. 2 : Resumption of use of.
References: (a) Bu. M. and S. letter P-16-42022, PFD-MDC, of 10 October,

1919, par. 8.

(6) Manual of the Medical Department, 1922, par. 402, as changed
by M. and S. letter 128014(41) of 12 April, 1923.

1. Reference (a) Is canceled by reference (6).
2. A request for a supply of Form N. M. S. H. C. 2 will be submitted at once
to the naval medical supply depot.
3. One copy of this form will be prepared immediately upon receipt of this
letter for all members of the Hospital Corps except those undergoing instruction
in the pharmacist's mates' school and the Hospital Corps training school, Mare
Island, Calif., and forwarded to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery direct.
4. This initial report shall be prepared with care so that all information
requested will 'be furnished the bureau, and all later reports shall be as com
plete as possible.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

Circular letter. WWB/d F-l-42022.
Serial No. 271-1923.

Washington, D. C, 22 June, 192S.

To : All medical officers, chief pharmacists, and pharmacists.
Subject: Forms N. M, S. H. C. 1 and 5 revised.
Reference: Par. 355(1) (j) Manual of the Medical Department, as changed

by M. and S. letter 128014(41) of 12 April, 1923.
1. Forms N. M. S. H. C. 1 and 5 have been revised and the new forms will
be placed in use immediately upon receipt of same.
2. A request for a supply of the revised forms will be submitted at once to the
naval medical supply depot, and when received, use of the old forms will be

discontinued. ,

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting. ,
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Circular letter. WSD/MG 124677-0.
Serial No. 272-1923.

Washington, D. C, 22 June, 19M.
To: All naval hospitals.
Post surgeon marine barracks, Quantico, Va.
Naval submarine base, San Pedro, Calif.

Subject: Care of the dead; cremation.
Reference : M. and S. circular letter, serial No. 248-1923, No. 124677-0, March 3,
1923.

1. The annual contracts for care of the dead for the fiscal year 1924, pre
pared in accordance with reference, provide for the embalming, preparation,
encasement, and transportation or burial of the dead of the Navy and Marine
Corps. No provision is made in these contracts for cremation.
2. The bureau for a number of years has favored cremation as a means of
disposition of the dead, but has been unable to adopt it as a general practice
on account of opposition from the people from whom the enlisted force is
largely drawn, and on account of certain religious objections to cremation.
3. When requested by the next of kin, however, and on prior authority of
the bureau, cremation will be permitted at Government expense, provided such
expense is not in excess of the amount which would be required to prepare and
encase the body in the usual manner under existing contract, plus such addi
tional amount as would be incurred by the Navy for Interment or transporta
tion home. In other words, the bureau is willing to meet the desires of the
next of kin for cremation, provided the expenses are not In excess of those
which otherwise would have been incurred.

4. The expenses of cremation, when authorized as above, will be covered
by separate special requisition in each case.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

Circular letter. WSD/MG 124942-0.

Serial No. 273-1923.
Washington, D. G, June 27, 1923.

To : All naval hospitals, continental limits and Pearl Harbor.
Naval medical supply depots, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Mare Island, Calif.
.Naval Medical School, Washington, D. C.
Post surgeon, marine barracks, Quantico, Va.

Senior medical officer, naval training station, Hampton Roads, Va.
Subject : Revised schedule of wages for civil employees under the Naval Estab
lishment.

Reference: M. and S. circular letter, serial No. 255-1923, No. 124942-0, April
24, 1923.

1. The bureau is informed that the revision of the present schedule of wages
will be released on June 30, 1923, and that the new rates of pay will become
effective as of July 1, 1923.
2. The nature and extent of the changes carried In the new schedule are not
yet known, but whatever the increases may be over present rates no additional

funds can be allowed over the total estimated cost under present allotments for

civil establishment, 1924. This measure is absolutely required because of the
reduced appropriation for the fiscal year 1924 and the large increases In par
already in effect.
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3. Immediately upon receipt of the new schedule, therefore, the activities
addressed by this letter will make such readjustments in the civilian comple
ment as may be required to keep within the total of the amount already alloted
for 1924, and will submit report thereon showing revised distribution under the
several subheads, as follows:

Estimated cost, $
Quarterly allotment, $
(a) Transportaton : Pay per month. Total.

3 chauffeurs $106. 08 $3, 818. 88

1 machinist 153.08 1,847.04

5, 665. 92

(6) Power house:
1 engineman 160.16 1,921.92

4 firemen 122.72 5,890.56

7, 812. 48

(c) Commissary :
1 chief cook 110.00 1,320.00

Etc

(d) Laundry:
1 chief launderer 130. 00 1, 560. 00

Etc

(e) Buildings and grounds:
1 chief mechanic 228. 80 2, 745. 00

Etc

(g) Technical:
Etc

4. It will be clearly understood that the readjustment above directed con
templates the discharge of a sufficient number of employees to keep within
allotments. In this connection attention is invited to the fact that no discre
tion is allowed in paying the rates of the schedule, and that employees of
Groups I, II, and III who have been receiving the maximum pay of the schedule
of May 1, 1923, must be paid the maximum of the schedule to become effective

July 1, 1923.
F. L. Pleadweix, Acting.

Circular letter. WEE:SS 126039(54),
Serial No. 274-1923.

Washington, D. C, June 28, 192S.
To: All naval hospitals.
Subject: Examination of Red Cross personnel assigned to naval hospitals
caring for tuberculous patients.

1. The following communication has been received from the Assistant Direc
tor of War Service, National Headquarters, American Red Cross, and from
the Bureau of Naval Affairs, American Red Cross :
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" I have been requested to advise you that the American Red Gross will be
glad to have instructions issued to commanding officers of naval hospitals car
ing for tuberculous patients to the effect that Red Cross personnel assigned to
these hospitals should .be given a physical examination by medical officers at tlie
time of their entrance on duty to the naval hospital concerned, and at such
periods as may seem advisable."
2. The bureau desires that the request of the American Red Cross be com
plied with in so far as it is possible to do so.

F. L. Pleadwell, Acting.

Circular letter. WSD/MG 124942-0.
Serial No. 275-1923.

Washington, D. C, June SO, 1923.
To: All naval hospitals, continental limits and Pearl Harbor:
Naval medical supply depots, Brooklyn, N. X., and Mare Island, Calif. ;
Naval Medical School, Washington, D. C. ;
Post surgeon, marine barracks, Quantico, Va. ;
Senior medical officer, naval training station, Hampton Roads, Va.

Subject : Revised schedule of wages for civil employees under the Naval Estab
lishment, effective July 1, 1923.

Reference : M. and S. circular letter, serial No. 273-1923, No. 124942-0, June 27,
1923.

1. The schedule of wages which becomes effective July 1, 1923, contains
certain changes which were not anticipated, and which necessitate amplifica
tion of the instructions contained in reference.
2. In making the readjustment directed by paragraph 3 of reference, the
present 1924 allotments for civil establishment, both for " administration-cler
ical " and "maintenance and operation — labor," will be considered together
as one sum, and the redistribution by subheads will include (f) clerical, as
well as (a) transportation; (6) power house; (c) commissary; (<J) laundry;
(e) buildings and grounds; and (p) technical. For example, if present allot
ments are for maintenance and operation, $100,000; administration, $25,000;

the total amount to be redistributed under the several subheads will be
$125,000.

3. The only exception to this readjustment of civilian force to keep within
allotments will be in the case of the " reconstruction aid group," for which
new request for allotment may be submitted based upon present number of
employees ; this item does not affect the bureau's appropriation.

4. It is suggested that most careful consideration be given to the practi
cability of discharging or furloughing certain parts of the force according to
seasons ; to accomplish this, the present plan of uniform quarterly allotments
may be abandoned, and each quarter estimated to meet Its needs, the total
of the four quarters being held to the total of the present allotment. However,

a definite amount must be estimated for each quarter, as:

First quarter $30,000

Second quarter 35, 000

Third quarter 35,000

Fourth quarter 25, 000

125,000

5. Consideration also will be given to the complete closing down of hospital
liundry plants, discharging all employees, the saving from the pay of laundry

employees to be distributed among the other hospital activities. The hospital
laundry would then be sent, If practicable, to some other Government laundry
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in the vicinity, or, if such arrangement can not be made, handled by contract.
The bureau will consider such action, if recommended.
6. It Is noted that the schedule makes no change in the method of comput
ing the pay of chief mechanics, head mechanics, etc. Any difficulties arising
In connection with the pay of these supervisory mechanical employees will be
submitted to the bureau by separate letter.

P. L. Pi.eadwell, Acting.

Circular letter. WEE:SS 128586(73).
Serial No.. 276-1923.

Washington, D. C, July 17, 192$.
To : All medical officers.
Subject : Pension legislation.

1. Attention is invited to the following act of Congress, approved September
22, 1922:

[Public— No. 861— 67th Cong. (H. R. 10196).]

AN ACT To provide for the applicability of the pension laws to certain classes of per
sons In the military and naval services not entitled to the benefits of Article III of
the war risk insurance act, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 312 of the war risk Insur
ance act, as amended by section 17 of the act of June 25, 1918 (Fortieth Stat
utes, page 613), shall not be construed as making the pension laws inapplicable
to persons admitted into the military or naval service after six months from the
passage of the act of August 9, 1921, establishing the Veterans' Bureau and
adding section 315 to the war risk insurance act.
Approved, September 22, 1922.

2. It will therefore be noted that all men who are not entitled to medical
treatment and compensation from the Veterans' Bureau because of enlistment
since February 9, 1922, or for other reasons, are entitled to pension, provided
the case is favorably viewed by the Pension Bureau. It is, therefore, no longer
necessary to retain under treatment cases of physical disability who are in a
pensionable status for a longer time than is necessary to provide suitable relief
from the present condition.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WSD/MG 124942-0.
Serial No. 277-1923.

Washington, D. C, July 18, 1923.
To: All naval hospitals, continental limits and Pearl Harbor,
Naval Medical School, Washington, D. C,
Post surgeon, marine barracks, Quantico, Va.,
Senior medical officer, naval training station, Hampton Roads, Va.,
Naval medical supply depots, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Mare Island, Calif.

Subject : Civilian employees ; military preference.
References: (o) M. & S. circular letter, serial No. 275-1923, No. 124942-0, June
30, 1923.

Inclosures: (A) Navy Department circular letter No. SONYD-7-VR, March 23,
1923.

(B) Navy Department circular letter No. SONYD-7-VR, April 25,
1923.

1. In connection with the reduction of civilian personnel required by refer
ence (a), attention is called to the Executive order of March 3, 1923, regarding
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preference to be given ex-service employees, as set forth in inclosures (A)
and (B).
2. The paragraph of the Executive order particularly applicable at this time
reads :
" In the event of reductions being made in any part of the classified service,
no person entitled to preference in original appointment shall be discharged or
dropped or reduced in rank or salary if his record Is good."
3. In effecting reductions in force, especial care will be taken to comply with
the above provision.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. SONYD-7-VR.
Washington, April 25, 1923.

From : Assistant Secretary of the Navy.
To : Chiefs of bureaus, boards and offices.
Commandants, all naval districts.
Commandant, navy yard, Washington, D. C.
Commanding officer, naval air station, Anacostla, D. C.
Inspector of Ordnance in charge :
Naval Proving Ground, Indlanhead, Md.
Naval torpedo station, Alexandria, Va.
Naval ordnance plant, South Charleston, W. Va.

Commanding officer, Naval Hospital, Washington, D. C.
Superintendent, Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.
Major General Commandant, Headquarters, U. S. M. C.

Subject : Military preference —Executive order of March 3, 1923.
Reference: Department's circular letter of March 23, 1923.

1. As a result of the promulgation of the Executive order of March 3, 1923,
by reference, a number of questions have been submitted to the department
with respect to the effect of the Executive order. For the information and
guidance of all concerned, there are given below the questions with appropriate
answers :

1. Question. If necessary to reduce force composed entirely of employees
in like ratings, all of whom are entitled to military preference, on what
basis should discharge be made?

'

Answer. On basis of relative efficiency in like ratings.
2. Question. Does Executive order apply to Groups II, III, IVa, IVb, and
IVc (classified) and except Group I (unclassified)?
Answer. Department, by paragraph 2 of reference, specifically applied the
provisions of the Executive order to all employees regardless of their classifi
cation, and therefore included Group I (unclassified).
3. Question. Can employees entitled to military preference In appoint
ment be reduced In pay in the event of a new pay schedule becoming
effective providing a lower rate of pay in certain or all ratings?
Answer. Yes.
4. Question. What is effective date of Executive order?
Answer. An Executive order is analogous to law In that it becomes
effective the date It is signed by the President, unless otherwise indicated
Therefore, the order of March 3, 1923, is effective on and after date of its
issuance, viz, March 3, 1923.

f>
.

Question. Assumed that employees In Group I (unclassified) are ex
cepted from the provisions of the Executive order of March 3, 1923, unless
at sometime they have had n classified status.
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Answer. Department has provided that Executive order shall apply to
Group I employees as well as all others. (See 2.)
6. Question. Could a discharge or furlough be made among employees in a
like rating all of whom are entitled to military preference in the event
of lack of work or funds?
Answer. They could be furloughed not to exceed the number of days pro
vided in article 321, Naval Instructions, 1913, or discharged. In this con
nection, no law or Executive order presupposes the retention in employ
ment of any employees regardless of whether they have military preference
or not, when there is no work for them in their rating, or when there are
no funds out of which their services may be paid. In the latter In
stance, lack of funds in a particular appropriation is immaterial; as they
may be shifted from one appropriation to another, which Is mere paper
work detail.
7. Question. Can a supervisory or other employee whose retention in his
rating is based on a requirement that he have a specific number of em
ployees under his supervision, be reduced in rating when the force he super
vises is reduced to the point where his rating can no longer be maintained?
Answer. Yes. (See 6.)
8. Question. If work, funds, and allowed complements are all sufficient
there may still exist an excess of those with military preference in one branch
or trade. How is balance of force to be obtained? For example, the force
of planners may require reduction to 12; the normal balance of force as
reduced miglit require 2 machinist planners; yet there may be 3 in the
force before reduction. How would the one in excess be handled?
Answer. Assuming that all employees in the rating in excess are veterans,
reduction will be confined to employees in this particular rating on basis
of relative efficiency. Under existing regulations, excess employees will be
returned to the shop.

9. Question. What action should be taken in the case of employees entitled
to military preference who become physically unable to perform any work?
Answer. To be separated.
10. Question. What action should be taken in the case of an employee en
titled to military preference who becomes physically unfit to perform the
work of tils rating, but is physically able to perform less arduous duties in
some lower paid rating. Is reduction thereto prohibited?
Answer. No.

11. Question. In case of an employee who was not entitled to military
preference when first appointed, subsequently through military service gains
such status, is he entitled to preference as provided in the order, as is

given to those originally appointed with military preference?
Answer. Yes.
12. Question. Is it not the intention of the order to forbid discharge or
reduction of preference employees when funds or work do not warrant their
retention?
Answer. No.

13. Question. Paragraph 67, Form 2009, defines
" good " as equivalent to a

percentage rating of 70 to 80. The term is used for yard system of efficiency
rating. Is it intended that under the terms of order that the word " good "

shall be strictly interpreted in this sense?
Answer. Yes.
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2. Commandants of naval districts will transmit this letter to all organiza
tions coming within their jurisdiction.
8. Chiefs of bureaus and offices will transmit this letter to all Inspection offices
under their jurisdiction.
4. The Major General Commandant United States Marine Corps will trans
mit this letter to all organizations of the United States Marine Corps not under
the command of naval officers.

(Signed) Theodobe Roosevelt.



THE DIVISION OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.
Lieut. Commander J. It. Phelps, Medical Corps, United States Navy, in charge.

Notes on Preventive Medicine for Medical Officers, United States Navy.

REPORT OF WORK CARRIED ON DURING 1922 BY THE BUREAU 07
LABORATORIES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, NEW YORK CITY, UNDER
THE DIRECTION OF DR. WILLIAM H. PARK.1

The valuable work with diphtheria accomplished by the Health
Department of New York City is well known in the public health
world. The official report of the continuation of that work during
1922 is interesting as well as the report of progress in laboratory in
vestigations of whooping cough and likewise the results of miscellane
ous activities of the bureau during the year, quoted below :

DIPHTHERIA PREVENTION WORK.

Work in the schools.*--We have continued the work in the public
schools during the spring and fall terms of 1922 and have finished
in nearly all. In the fall we also started to carry out the Schick test
actively in the parochial schools and expect to finish these schools
during the coming spring term.
Each child in the Boroughs of Manhattan and Bronx received not
only the Schick test, but also the control test. In the other boroughs
the Schick test alone was used. We hope to come to a final decision
as to whether there is a sufficient number of pseudoreactors among
school children to justify the control test. It is invariably used for
obtaining scientific data or in retests when we wish to make final
decision as to the presence or absence of immunity.
We have made repeated efforts to have the technique of the test
and the interpretation of the reaction witnessed by practicing physi
cians in this city, so that they in turn can apply the test to the
children in their private practice.
During the spring' of 1922 we used mixtures of toxin-antitoxin
containing from 3 to 6 L plus doses of toxin to each cubic centimeter.
During the fall mixtures of toxin-antitoxin were used containing
one-tenth L plus per cubic centimeter.
1 From the Monthly Bulletin of the Department of Health, city of New York, May,
1923.

621
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Many of the children in the public schools tested and injected in
the spring were retested in the fall. The different mixtures used
gave different immunity results. In a general way the immunity
response seemed not to depend upon the L plus content in each dose
but upon the unneutralized or partly neutralized portion of toxin in
the toxin-antitoxin mixture. The results of the injection into guinea
pigs of the two mixtures confirmed the results obtained in children.
The new mixtures of toxin-antitoxin containing one-tenth L plus
toxin per cubic centimeter gave much less local and constitutional
disturbance than the previous mixture with the larger protein con
tent. The efficiency of these mixtures will be determined further
during the coming months in additional schools and institutions in
which they were used.

New public and parochial schools tested and children injected during 1922.

Boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx:
Number of schools tested 113

Children tested In the schools 88, 288

Boroughs of Brooklyn, Queens, and Richmond :
Number of schools tested 173

Children tested In the schools 61, 137

Children and adults tested in Institutions 10, 222

In the city we retested the pupils of 111 public schools. At the
same time that we retested the children that had been previously
injected with toxin-antitoxin we also Schick tested for the first time
the newly admitted children to the kindergarten and 1-A classes.
From 60 to 80 per cent of the children in these classes showed positive
reactions.

We gave two additional injections of toxin-antitoxin to the chil
dren who had been previously injected with toxin-antitoxin and
who still showed the positive Schick reaction at the retest. For
this purpose we obtained additional consent from the parents.
Preschool work.—Work among children at preschool age was a
logical sequence to the Schick work in the schools, through which
nearly 800,000 homes had already been reached with the literature
on diphtheria prevention.
The preliminary circularization of the homes consisted of dis
tributing through the public schools, just before they closed in
June, 200,000 copies of a special circular printed in English, Italian,
and Jewish. Another important and effective method of reaching
many parents was through 50,000 special mailing cards sent to all

parents whose babies had been registered at the stations during the
years 1920 and 1921.

The preschool diphtheria work was started on July 1 and con
tinued until September 15. The injections were given in the ma
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jority of the baby health stations of the department of health,
of the Diet Kitchen Association, and of the American Red Cross;
also in a majority of the mothers' and babies' vacation playgrounds
in the public schools. Each child received not only the Schick test
but was also given three injections of toxin-antitoxin. A temporary
diphtheria vaccination certificate was issued to each child. Nearly
8,000 children were injected. The work with preschool children has
inherent difficulties in that the individual family has to be reached.
This is in striking contrast to the work in the schools, where thou
sands of children, and through the children the parents, can be
reached in a short time.
A circular letter was sent to 6,000 physicians urging them to
cooperate with the department of health in distributing literature
and giving the injections of toxin-antitoxin to the young children
in their private practices. Each physician also received a list of the
stations in which the Schick outfits and supplies of toxin-antitoxin
are obtainable free of charge in New York City. Sample copies of
the special circular in different languages were also inclosed. Two
hundred physicians sent in requests for literature.
In institutions. —The Schick work and toxin-antitoxin immuniza
tion was started in 10 new institutions.

Preparations of toxin-antitoxin. —Toxin-antitoxin mixtures act
most effectively when slightly underneutralized. If too much under-
neutralized, the injections produce a local inflammatory reaction.
About the best preparation is a mixture which in 1 cubic centime
ter (the human dose) produces paralysis in guinea pigs with con

siderable proportion of deaths. This mixture produces a good im
munization and but little local reaction. A mixture a little more
toxic is safe and somewhat more effective but produces more local

reaction. A mixture more neutralized is less effective. Toxin (with
out mixture of antitoxin) in safe doses produces less antitoxin re
sponse than suitable toxin-antitoxin mixtures.
The antitoxin response to three injections of different mixtures of
either one-fifth cubic centimeter or one-tenth cubic centimeter is
shown in several hundred guinea pigs.

The relation between the toxicity of toxin-antitoxin and the immunity
response in guinea pigs; also between toxin-antitoxin and unmodi

fied toxin.

The results obtained from three injections of toxin-antitoxin solu
tion in several groups of guinea pigs.
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The antitoxic response was tested by means of the Schick test :

Toxicity of the four preparations.

Most toxic. Less toxic. Still less toxic. Least toxic.

1 c. c. causes death In 12
to IS days; 5 c. c, death
in 3 days.

1 c. c. causes death in 20
to 22 days; 5 c. c,
death in 5 to 10 days.

1 c. c. causes paralysis;
5 c. c, death in 15 to
18 days.

1c. c. causes no paralysis;
3 c. c, paralysis; Sec.,
usually death after 30
days.

RESULTS OF SCHICK TEST 11 WEEKS LATER.

59 negative, 2 positive,
96 per cent immune.

67 negative, 11 positive,
86 per cent Immune.

25 negative, 9 positive,
73 per cent immune.

Immunity results following three infections of unmodified toxin
{dose 0.066 or 0.1 or 0.2 M. L. D.).—One hundred and nineteen
guinea pigs were tested 11 weeks after treatment; all gave the posi
tive Schick reaction, proving that there had been no immunty re

sponse.

Diphtheria toxin production.—Eight comparative tests of the
Research No. 8 and Pasteur cultures of B. diphtheria cultivated
upon different peptone broths were made at different periods
throughout the year 1922. The results may be summarized as

follows:'
(a) The Pasteur culture cultivated on Parke-Davis peptone broth
is still capable of producing a potent toxin.

(b) The Pasteur culture which has been kept exclusively on

Loftier serum produced the most potent toxin of any of the cultures
tested, except in one test when it was equaled by the toxin produced
by Pasteur culture kept in Parke-Davis broth.

(c) The Pasteur culture which had been subcultured from Parke-

Davis peptone broth to Witte peptone broth has lost to a slight
degree its toxigenic property ; that is

,
it now produces toxin 1 to 800

instead of 1 to 1,000.

(d) The Pasteur culture subcultured from Witte peptone broth
to Parke-Davis peptone broth has not as yet recovered its toxigenic

property.

(e) The Research No. 8 cultures which had been cultivated ex

clusively in Witte peptone broth since 1895 have not as yet recovered
(heir toxigenic property.

PERTUSSIS WORK.

Improved methods for the isolation and cultivation o
f B. per

tussis.—The need of more strains of B. pertussis for inquiry as to
the presence of types and the possibility of making a more effective

vaccine was the starting point of this work.
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Although it is comparatively easy for an experienced worker
under favorable conditions to isolate B. pertussis in the first 10
days of the disease, it becomes more difficult to do so as the disease
advances. The greatest obstacle is the accompanying growth of
B. inftuenzce. The latter appear in increasing numbers as the disease
progresses, and because they grow much faster, they outgrow B.
pertussis.
In the search for a more favorable medium for the isolation of
B. pertussis, the chief object was to find a substance which would
inhibit in a measure the development of B. influenzae and at the same
time be favorable for the growth of B. pertussis.
It was found that a definitely acid reaction (Ph 5) in a Bordet-
Gengou medium is favorable for the isolation and growth of B.
pertussis, and at the same time such a reaction inhibits the growth
of B. influenzae and a number of other organisms.
The superiority of an acid Bordet-Gengou medium over a " neu
tral" (Ph 7.2 to 7.4) one used heretofore, was demonstrated in the

(second series of whooping-cough cases in which 43.5 per cent of
isolation were obtained as compared with 22.8 per cent isolations
in the first series of analogous cases in which a " neutral " Bordet-
Gengou medium (Ph 7.2 to 7.4) was used.
It was also found that B. pertussis grows very profusely im
mediately after isolation on a glycerin veal potato agar of an acid
reaction (Ph 5.8 to 6.1) to which blood in the proportion of 1 to 4
is added. This fact is important when large quantities of freshly
isolated cultures of B. pertussis are desired for antigens or vac
cines; at present chocolate veal agar is used for this purpose, but
B. pertussis grows on this medium only after many weeks of con
tinuous cultivation.
To determine the length of time B. pertussis is harbored by the
patient. —Repeated cultures were taken from pertussis patients; but
in no case was the organism isolated after the fourth week of the
whoop. This work is still in progress.
Attempts to isolate B. Pertussis from diseases other than whooping
cough.—Cultures from fresh " colds," measles, scarlet fever, croup,
and diphtheria have thus far proved negative for B. Pertussis. This
work is also still in progress.
Potency of stored pertussis vaccine.—The problem was to deter
mine whether stored vaccines retained their potency for any length
of time, or deteriorate soon after preparation, as claimed recently by
some clinicians and laboratory workers. Vaccines were prepared in
1921 and kept in the ice box. Tests were made after storing 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 12, and 18 months. Rabbits were immunized with each prepara
tion and their sera were tested for agglutinin and complement-fixing
antibodies.
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It was found that although there was considerable fluctuation in
the response of different lots of rabbits, the amount of deterioration
as measured by the stimulation of specific antibodies, was small even
ufter 18 months' storage. If the therapeutic value of pertussis vac
cines can be measured by their specific antigenic value, these results
indicate that properly stored vaccines will remain potent for at least
12 months and probably for a much longer period.
Classification of pertussis strains.—We reported last year that in
studying some strains of pertussis bacilli we found immunological
differences among them. We continued this study on many more
strains, both recently isolated and those that had been under cultiva
tion for many years, and we found that they can be classified into two
distinct types by means of agglutination and agglutinin-absorption
tests. Among the old strains we found both A and B in about equal
numbers ; but in our recent isolations the predominating type is B.
The significance of these findings is still under investigation. It may
have an important bearing on the value of the vaccine; that is, the
success or failure of the vaccine may depend on whether it wil\
immunize against one or both types of the pertussis bacilli.
Results of vaccine prophylaxis against pertussis. —Between No
vember 20 and June, 1921, 24 institutions, with an average total
census of about 10,000 children between 3 and 16 years of age, were
kept under observation. The children who were 10 years old and
under were given the vaccines as follows: 2,374 children were in

jected with pertussis vaccine; 1,971 were inoculated with pneumo-
coccus or influenza vaccine and used as vaccinated control cases.

During 1921 and 1922, 692 of these children under study left these
institutions and 660 under 10 years old were admitted.
In 15 of these institutions no whooping cough developed, although
in one of the 15 institutions, about six weeks after the vaccinations
were done, a child with whooping cough was admitted and was kept
for only one day in isolation. No other cases fallowed. In 10
institutions, with a total census of 5,359, whooping cough developed
within 4 to 20 months after the vaccinations. In one institution there
were 9 cases 1 year after the injections: in a second institution there
were 16 cases 19 months after; in a fifth, 25 cases about 8 months
after; in a sixth, 2 cases 10 months after; in a seventh, 20 cases 6

months after; in an eighth, 15 cases 4 months after; in the ninth.
7 cases 5 months after; in the tenth, 1 case 10 months after. In all
there were 123 cases of pertussis, as follows: Twenty-nine cases of
whooping cough among children injected with Bordet-Gengou bacilli

type A, or 1.7 per cent of the children inoculated with this type of
vaccine; 4 cases of pertussis among children injected with Bordet-
Gengou bacilli, mixed type A and type B ( 1.3 per cent of those in
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jected with this vaccine) ; 17 cases of pertussis among the control
children vaccinated with pneumococcus and influenza vaccine (1.3
per cent of those so vaccinated) ; 73 cases among the nonvaccinated,
new admissions (2 per cent among the nonvaccinated controls).
The dosage was usually 10 billion given in three injections—that

is
,
2 billion, 4 billion, 4 billion, five days apart. The vaccines were

of varying ages, some were freshly prepared, some were several
months old. Apparently the age of vaccine used had no influence
in determining the amount of immunity. With the exception of
about 550 children who received type B vaccine, either pure or
mixed with type A, the pertussis vaccine employed consisted of
type A Bordet-Gengou bacilli (six mixed strains). In November,
1922, we began a new series of injections in the institutions with
type B Bordet-Gengou bacilli to try whether this strain, which seems
to be found more constantly in the sputa of whooping-cough cases,

is more efficient in its protecting power.

MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES.

The etiology o
f epidemic influenza.—The naso-pharyngeal wash

ings and their filtrates from a series of cases diagnosed clinically
as influenza were studied to find out, first, the pathologic effect on
rabbits when inoculated intratracheally (Olitsky and Gates re
action), and second, the cultural content especially as to the pres
ence of B. pneumsintes, and the effect on rabbits of these cultures.
We were not able to corroborate the findings of Olitsky and Gates.
Value o

f pneumococcal vaccine in pneumonia prophylaxis. —To
test out the efficiency of mixed pneumococcus vaccine (types 1, 2 and

3
) as a preventive agent for pneumonia, the inoculation of the pa

tients at the Manhatten State Hospital was begun in November, 1921.
This study has been continued during 1922. During the past year,

a daily average of 1,500 men patients and 1,900 women patients in
oculated with pneumococcus vaccine, and an equal number of unin-
oculated patients as controls, as similar in age and general condi
tion as it is possible to choose, have been under constant observa
tion.
Since we believe that the immunity conferred by pneumococcus
vaccine does not last longer than from four to six months, the men
were reinoculated in the spring and again in the fall. The women,
however, were reinoculated in the fall only.
During 1922, there were reported in the entire hospital 31 cases
of broncho-pneumonia and 8 lobar pneumonia among men. Of
these, 5 broncho-pneumonias were among the inoculated men and 6

among the uninoculated controls. Two lobar pneumonias were re-

58448—23 16
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ported in the inoculated group of men and two in the uninoculated
group.
In the same interval, among the women patients there was a
total of 11 broncho-pneumonias and 14 lobar pneumonias. Two in
oculate dwomen had broncho-pneumonia as against 6 uninoculated
controls. One inoculated woman had lobar pneumonia as against
6 controls.

Influenzal meningitis.—A number of new influenzal meningitis
strains were sent from the division of meningitis for the determina
tion of type. Two more strains were added to the predominant
group. A series of rabbits are being immunized now to have serums
of at least three types on hand.
Antipoliomyelitis scrum.—This investigation was made to de
termine the prophylactic and therapeutic value of the " antipolio
myelitis serum" produced by the inoculation of a horse with
increasing doses of active poliomyelitis virus. It was found that the
serum of the horse reached a stage where it delayed the death of a
monkey after a fatal dose of the virus, even when the serum was
given 48 hours after the virus injection or even at the onset of symp
toms. However, this horse serum on later bleedings was poisonous
for the monkey, due, apparently, to the fact that the horse was re
ceiving too large doses of the poliomyelitis virus.
Measles.—Confirmation of our previous work on experimental
measles in rabbits and monkeys was carried out. In the first series
of animals the virus of measles obtained from patients with measles
on the second day of the disease was passed through 4 rabbits and
then produced symptoms typical of measles in a monkey.
In the second series of animals the virus obtained as stated was
passed through 3 rabbits and then through 3 monkeys in which symp
toms typical of measles were produced. The monkey-to-monkey
passage eliminated any question of rash due to foreign protein.
A control monkey injected with normal human blood showed no
reaction.

The results of these two series of passages confirm our previous
findings that the virus of measles survives rabbit passage and pro
duces symptoms typical of measles in the monkey (M. rhesus).
The relationship of hemolytic streptococci to scarlet fever.—From
the naso-pharynx of 55 cases of scarlet fever, strains of hemolytic
streptococci have been isolated early in the disease. The relation
ships of these strains have been studied by means of the agglutinin
absorption test and by the serum protection test. The work is still
incomplete, and definite conclusions can not be drawn until it is
finished. Thus far there seems to be a dominant serologic group
among these strains.
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Agglutinin absorption.—The investigation on this procedure has
been practically completed. The results have shown very definitely
the value and the limitations as well as the best methods of carrying
out this procedure when applied to the serological indentification
or classification of bacteria ; also in its use as an index as to whether
or not a prevailing bacterial variety has etiological significance.

Classification of the paratyphoid-enteritidis group.—This has
led to the recognition of pathogenic varieties of this group occurring
in enteric infections which otherwise would not have been recog
nized.

This work has also been of help in studying the source of food
infection. One small outbreak of food infection was traced to
tapioca pudding contaminated with the hog cholera bacillus which
came from pork products through handling. The pork products
themselves were shown to have been sterilized by the subsequent
cooking.

MILK.

Pasteurization of milk.—The object of these tests was to de
termine the efficacy of commercial pasteurization, also to determine
the optimum temperature and time in order to set a standard for
commercial pasteurization.
Preliminary tests were made on small volumes of milk infected
with typhoid bacilli and pasteurized at temperatures ranging be
tween 130° to 145° F. The thermal death point of typhoid bacilli
in milk was found to vary inversely to the temperature employed;
at 130° F. some organisms survived even one hour pasteurization; at
142° to 145° F. all were destroyed in four to eight minutes. Tests
were then carried out in large volumes of milk heavily infected with
typhoid, paratyphoid, diphtheria, Streptococcus hemolyticus, and B.
tuberculosis of both human and bovine types, and pasteurized in
three different types of commercial pasteurizing machines at 130°
to 145° F.
It was found that typhoid, paratyphoid, and diphtheria bacilli
and also the streptococci were killed within 10 minutes at tempera
tures ranging between 140° to 145° F. Some of the tubercle bacilli
survived 10 minutes heating at the above temperatures, but were all
destroyed after 20 minutes heating at 142° to 145° F. In all of
these tests the milk was very heavily inoculated with the organisms
tested—many times more heavily than it would be in an ordinary
infection. Some of the positive results that we obtained in our tests
we found on investigation to be due to faulty construction of the
tanks which were tested. These defects have been remedied since as
shown by our subsequent tests. Plans are at present in contempla
tion to test various other pasteurizing machines.
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Little plate method of milk examination.—Further work on the
Frost little plate method was done. Three hundred and fifty milk
samples were tested by this method and by the standard plate method
and comparative data obtained, also an additional series of 63 tests
giving comparative results on the standard plate method, the Breed
direct count, Ayres milk agar, and lactose agar. Another series of
34 tests gave comparative results on standard plate counts and dupli
cate plates made with Ayres milk agar. This work is still incom
plete, but the results will be published within a short time.

Effect of stirring on milk counts.—A study of the effect upon the
colony count of taking milk samples before and after stirring the
can was continued. The average result of 77 further tests seemed to
indicate a slightly lower count after stirring.
High count pasteurized milks were examined for the presence in
large numbers of organisms capable of resisting the temperature of
pasteurization. Tests were made on 4S high-count pasteurized milks;

the cultures obtained from them were put through pasteurizing tests
at the laboratory ; very few resistant strains were found. This tends
to show that resistance is seldom a factor where pasteurized milks
are found to contain an excessive number of bacteria.
Brillian green dye in vaccine.—Experiments with calf-seed virus
treated with brilliant green dye have been continued. Passages
have been made through 16 calves in which good takes have re
sulted. The finished virus continues to be satisfactory for human
protection.

The effects of brilliant green dye as a wash for vaccine calves
have been tried. The dye solution (1 to 10,000) is applied to the
area just prior to vaccination and again at the time of collection.
By this treatment the bacterial count has been reduced about 90
per cent. As a result of the reduction in bacterial count, gas-
producing organisms are destroyed by the action of glycerin and
phenol after two or three weeks in cold storage.

Differentiation of smallpox and chicken pox.—Work has been con
tinued on the differentiation of smallpox and chicken pox by the re
action on normal and previously vaccinated rabbits, as suggested by
Force and Beckwith. The results obtained are very irregular and
seem to indicate that the method can not be relied upon as a means of
differential diagnosis.

ANTHRAX.

Various methods of sterilizing hair contaminated with anthrax
spores have been tried with the following results:
Free anthrax spores (in suspension) are not killed by exposure to
lysol solutions up to 10 per cent at room temperature for times up to
two hours.
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Free anthrax spores (on cotton thread) killed by exposure to 2.5

per cent formaldehyde for 15 minutes at 104° F.
The following results were obtained with anthrax spores on shav

ing brush (artiftcally contaminated) : (a) Brush agitated in 2.5

per cent formaldehyde solution for one-half hour at room tempera
ture—spores not killed, (b) Brush agitated in 2.5 per cent formal
dehyde solution for one-half hour at 104° F.—spores killed, (c)
Brush agitated in 3.7 per cent 2 formaldehyde solution for 1 minute
and soaked for 20 hours in same solution at room temperature—

spores killed, (d) Brush agitated in 10 per cent washing soda for
one-half hour at room temperature—spores not killed, (e) Brush
treated as in (a) followed by agitation in 3.7 per cent'2 formaldehyde
solution for one-half hour at room temperature —spores killed.

(In the above tests the brushes were completely immersed in the
solutions. Brushes were heavily inoculated, particularly at the

base.)
Chlorine water.—Free spores suspensions in saline were killed by
exposure to 0.1 per cent chlorine water for 15 minutes at room tem
perature.

Spores on cotton threads were killed by exposure to 0.1 per cent
chlorine water for one-half hour at room temperature.
Spores in bundled hair (artificially contaminated) : Exposure of
the bundles to 0.1 per cent chlorine water for one-half hour at room
temperature does not kill spores.
Spores in shaving brushes (artificially contaminated) : Brush
agitated in 0.1 per cent chlorine water for one-half hour and then
soaked in the same solution for 20 hours. Spores not killed.
Effects of sodium hypochlorite solution.—Solutions containing
free alkali (sodium carbonate) and those neutralized with boric
acid, as recommended for Dakin solution, were tried. When the
concentration is such as to contain 1 per cent total available chlorine

(free and hypochlorite) the solutions exert a destructive action upon
the hair. The action is more pronounced in the alkaline solutions.
Solutions of this concentration usually kill anthrax spores on
cotton thread in two hours, but the action is not constant enough to
be depended upon.
When mixed with anthrax spores in suspension the cloud produced
by the spores disappears, the spores being destroyed in one-half hour.
Solutions containing 0.1 per cent total available chlorine do not
kill spores up to four hours at room temperature.
Effect of autoclaving.—Hair, artificially contaminated and loosely
packed in wire crates up to a depth of \\ inches was heated in auto
clave at 15 pounds pressure for 35 minutes. Tests for anthrax spores
were negative.

'A 10 per cent dilution of commercial formalin.
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TETANUS TOXIN-ANTITOXIN MIXTURE FOR ACTIVE IMMUNIZATION
IN GUINEA PIGS.

The unit of tetanus antitoxin is ten times more potent in neutral
izing toxin than the unit of diphtheria antitoxin; that is

,

one-tenth
of a unit of tetanus antitoxin when mixed with 99 M. L. D.'s of teta
nus toxin will portect a 350-gram guinea pig from acute tetanic death.
Theoretically, therefore, a full unit ought to protect a guinea pig
against 990 M. L. D.'s of standard toxin. However, in multiple pro
portion this is not true.
In preparing the first mixture a tetanus toxin was selected which
was three months old and contained, when used on August 6, 1920,
4,500 M. L. D.'s per cubic centimeter.
The first mixture was prepared by adding five units of tetanus
antitoxin to each cubic centimeter of toxin. Theoretically, the
amount used should give a mixture slightly overneutralized ; how
ever, this was not the case. Five cubic centimeters caused acute death
in three days.
In October, 1920, the toxin had dropped to 4,000 M. L. D.'s per cubic
centimeter. During October additional mixtures were prepared con
taining, respectively, 5.5, 6.3, 6.5, and 6.75 units to each cubic centi
meter of toxin. Of these mixtures the first three caused acute death
in guinea pigs when 5 cubic centimeters were given. The last two,
which correspond to about 60 and 70 per cent more antitoxin than

required to neutralize all the standard toxin, caused stiffness in

guinea pigs with recovery (when 5 cubic centimeters were given).
A mixture was then prepared containing 90 per cent of antitoxin
instead of 70 per cent ; 5 cubic centimeters of this mixture caused no
stiffness in guinea pigs.
This overneutralized mixture was used for active immunization
in guinea pigs as shown in the following table :

Results o
f a single immunizing dose o
f

the overneutralized mixture o
f tetanus toxin-

antitoxin.

[Injected October 29, 1920.)

Dose (cubic centimeters).

9 weeks later injected with 1.5M.L D.
tetanus toxin. Results.

1.5 M. L. D Dead, 3 day's.
Dead, 4 days.
Dead, 6 day's.
Dead, 5 days.
Lived.

Do ....do
Do ....do
Do ....do
Do ....do
Do.. . ....do Do.

....do Do.
Do ... ....do Do.

Onp-tiali ...do Do.
Do 1 do Do.

Do.
Dead, 4 days.
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Definite evidences of active immunization are shown when only
one injection is given and even when the mixture is somewhat over-
neutralized.
The toxic mixtures first prepared in October, 1920, and kept in the
refrigerator were retested on December 8, 1921. It was found that the
one containing 5.5 units per cubic centimeter toxin, or 3.5 per cent
over the theoretically required amount, caused stiffness in guinea pigs
with 5 cubic centimeter doses, followed by recovery. This mixture
when freshly prepared and tested in 5 cubic centimeter doses had
caused death in four days.
To determine the active immunization value of this mixture a
single injection of 0.1 cubic centimeter was given on January 25,
1922, to a set of 12 guinea pigs. Five months later 2 of the guinea
pigs received, respectively, 2 and 4 M. L. D.'s of tetanus toxin ; this
was followed by no stiffness.
Twelve months after the single immunizing injection 3 guinea pigs
of the set remained. These received 5 M. L. D.'s of tetanus toxin;
no stiffness followed. Five days later these 3 received 50 M. L. D.'s
without evidence of stiffness. One of the three received in addition
500 and 1,500 M. L. D.'s at intervals of five days without any stiff
ness developing.
It can not be considered, however, that these guinea pigs would
have withstood the 1,500 M. L. D.'s if this amount had been given to
them as the initial dose after the lapse of 12 months from the time
of the immunizing dose. Guinea pigs actively immunized rapidly
increase their immunity when increased injections are given at
intervals.
Nevertheless considerable immunity was evidently developed and
retained for one year after one injection of 0.1 cubic centimeter of an
aged mixture that had caused in a 5 cubic centimeter dose definite
stiffness in a guinea pig followed by recovery. One-tenth cubic centi
meter of an M. L. D. of tetanus toxin will cause characteristic stiff
ness in guinea pigs; therefore, the injected guinea pigs which re

ceived the 2, 4, and 5 M. L. D.'s for their initial dose, in the test for
immunity without developing any stiffness, would have withstood at

least five times the amount given without dying acutely.

HEALTH OF THE NAVY.

The general morbidity rate for August compared favorably with
midsummer experience in recent years. The all-cause admission rate
for the month was 561 per 1,000 per annum. The median rate for
August, 1920-1922, inclusive, is 662. The rate for disease, exclusive
of accidents and injuries, was in the same way relatively favorable.
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The all-disease rate for the month was 476 per 1,000 per annum. The
three year August median rate was 579.
The accident rate since the first of the year has averaged 65 per
1,000 per annum, as against 60 for the corresponding period last
year and 55 in 1921. This rate is higher than it should be and it
indicates the necessity for publicity and watchfulness, because many
of the injuries are caused by carelessness and are thus preventable.
The bronchitis and tonsillitis rates were about the same as earlier
in the summer. Both diseases had the same rate—30 per 1,000 per
annum in August. The usual seasonal increase in admissions for
these diseases is not due until October or November.
Communicable diseases were more prevalent than they were in
July. The increased incidence was due principally to mumps. In
fluenza was also more prevalent, the admission rate rising from 11
per 1,000 per annum in July to 15 in August. The rate for German
measles rose from 1 in July to 5 per 1,000 per annum in August.
This figure is higher than it has been in the summer for three years.
The rate for mumps was double that for the previous month, in
creasing from 13 to 26. This rate is also more than double the
August rates for 1920, 1921, and 1922.
The increase in the prevalence of influenza occurred notably in
the fleet, battle fleet, and scouting fleet, but increased prevalence was
also reported by the naval training station, Hampton Roads, Va.,
marine barracks, Parris Island, S. C, and marine barracks, Quan-
tico, Va., southern Atlantic seaboard. The increase in the incidence
of mumps and German measles occurred almost entirely among forces

afloat, principally in the battle fleet.
The admission rate for malaria in August was not as high as
might have been expected from previous experience.
One case of acute epidemic poliomyelitis occurred in the person of

an ensign in New York, and proved fatal.
The following table shows rates per 1,000 per annum for the
principal communicable diseases, August, 1923. For comparison,
corresponding median rates are given for the same month, years 1918
to 1922, inclusive :

Cerebrospinal fever.
Diphtheria
German measles
Influenza
Malaria
Measles

August,
1918-1922.

0. 12

1. 03

. 61

11. 74

25. 72

1. 52

August,
1923.

0
. 31

4. 91

15. 45

10. 00

0. 08

Mumps
Pneumonia. . .
Scarlet fever. .
Smallpox
Tuberculosis..
Typhoid fever

Augu.st, ; August,
191S-1922.i 1*23.

12.64 26.00

3.55 3.03
.70 .73

.04 0

4. 37 1.88

. 19 0
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PUBLIC OPINION AND MEDICAL PROGRESS.

The following remarks are quoted from the Report of the Rocke
feller Foundation, New York, 1923, by George E. Vincent, president
of the foundation, entitled "A summary for the first decade."
"In democratic countries like the United States, Great Britain,
Canada, and Switzerland the popular estimate of the social value of
science, the general esteem in which scientific men are held, the will
ingness of legislative bodies and of private citizens to supply funds,
and the readiness of leaders and people to accept and apply the
results of scientific research are determining factors in the progress
of knowledge. Unless the leaders of opinion and a substantial pro
portion of the adult population appreciate the aims and methods of
science, understand something of the value of evidence, are familiar
with reasoning processes, and are prepared to recognize the authority
of disinterested experts, science can not attain the place it deserves
or render the service of which it is capable. Chemical, electrical,
and mechanical engineers have won distinction and recognition be
cause their work is tangible and convincing both to the trained
leader and to the man in the street. The medical scientist, with
vastly more complex problems to solve, must ask for the support of
a much more intelligent, imaginative, and sympathetic form of
public opinion. For example, as preventive medicine gradually
restricts or eliminates certain common diseases, the maladies which
remain may be those relatively much more difficult to deal with.
Unless the public appreciates this fact, doctors in the future may be
plausibly but quite unjustly charged with being less efficient than
their predecessors.
" On the whole, the response of popular governments, of demo
cratic publics, and of individuals to the demands of modern medicine
has been encouraging. Medical schools, teaching hospitals, and
research institutes have been improved, multiplied, and supported
by private gifts and public grants. Public-health activities have
been widely extended; their efficiency has steadily increased; appro
priations for them have rapidly mounted. Yet in spite of these evi
dences of at least popular acquiescence there are disheartening in
stances of an almost benighted ignorance. If there is any one thing
that has been repeatedly demonstrated to the complete satisfaction
of all well-trained minds capable of dealing logically with evidence
it is that vaccination for smallpox affords an extraordinary im
munity against that disease. In autocratic Germany before the war,
thanks to a strict enforcement of vaccination, smallpox was almost
unknown. In the United States, on the other hand, the disease is
widely diffused; in some regions it is almost endemic. From time
to time it breaks out in towns and cities. It is not uncommon for
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individuals and groups to resist vaccination. Occasionally the law
is defied and remains unenforced. Antivaccination societies carry
on fanatical campaigns of misrepresentation, offering misleading
statistics, invoking the authority of discredited physicians, citing
unverified cases, and making emotional appeals. The very sincerity
of such agitators is at once an evidence of mental instability in the
population and an added danger to sound thinking and wise social
policy.
" The question of animal experimentation, a vital necessity to
medical research, has a direct bearing upon the relation of public
opinion to scientific progress. If the antivivisectionists could have
their way they would forbid by law procedures which have saved,
and will in the future save, untold numbers of human lives by making
possible modern surgery and our present knowledge of such diseases
as diabetes, smallpox, tuberculosis, diphtheria, cerebrospinal menin
gitis, tetanus, puerperal fever, syphilis, rabies, bubonic plague, re
lapsing fever, cholera, and yellow fever. The only protection which
medical science and social welfare have lies in the public opinion to
which legislatures must in the long run defer. If the leaders of
opinion, educational institutions, the press, the platform, women's
clubs, popular forums, party organizations, and thinking citizens
generally will take a positive aggressive interest, secure the facts,
select and trust experts, reason clearly, and have the courage of
conviction, modern scientific medicine will be appreciated and the
common welfare promoted. There can be no serious doubt as to the
outcome, because in spite of a noisy minority the great body of pub
lic opinion is sound."

REMARKS CONCERNING SYPHILIS AND THE YELLOW ABSTRACT SHEET
IN THE HEALTH RECORD.

The yellow abstract sheet is intended to make follow-up measures
more certain in the treatment of syphilis among enlisted men of the

Navy. It provides a means for recording all essential ascertainable
facts in such a manner that once recorded a definite history of

syphilis will always be available to the medical officers of various
commands which the man may subsequently join. This should insure
continuous observation and the administration of all necessary treat
ment. This system should, for the most part, prevent the future
development of that deplorable sequel to syphilis, general paralysis
of the insane, and likewise to a great extent, some of the degenera
tive diseases of the vascular system and the important organs known
or believed to follow syphilis.
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Of course, a certain number of men who have had syphilis in the
past, but have no manifest lesions at the time of enlistment, will
get into the service.
Some of these cases will come to light later and some may not.
If syphilis is recognized under any circumstances either because of
active symptoms or because a complement fixation test made for any
reason whatever proves positive and the diagnosis can be confirmed,
it goes without saying a yellow abstract sheet should be opened and
inserted in the health record. The man's signature should be ob
tained if he can be convinced that he has the disease.
Now, it happens not infrequently in the course of routine work
in the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery that yellow abstract sheets
attached to clinical history sheets, along with other abstract sheets,
are found in the files of the bureau. In such instances the form or
correspondence that made reference to the man's jacket .necessary
proves that he has reenlisted. This indicates that the medical officer
of the ship or station has not examined the man's new health record
with required care. If he or one of his assistants had done so, the
fact of previous service would have been noted and the absence of
abstracts covering such service would have been detected.
The inference in such cases is that medical department adminis
tration at the place in question does not adequately provide for
systematic and careful examination of all new men joining the
organization, with proper attention to health records as received.
Otherwise the fact that abstracts are missing from the current
record would have been noted and a request for them would have
been made to the bureau. When the current health record is closed
and it is known that a new record is to be opened in a day or two,
all abstracts should be retained for insertion in the new record.
Abstract, sheets containing records of cowpox vaccination and
typhoid prophylaxis should likewise be transferred to the new health
record.
The importance of continuous observation and treatment of
syphilis is one of those things that all medical officers recognize. It
is also one of the activities in which laxity is detected from time to
time.

The admission rate for paresis during the calendar year 1922 rep
resented a 67 per cent increase over the median rate for recent years.
The number of admissions for paresis each year is naturally small,
18 in 1922. Therefore a comparatively high admission rate in any
one year may not mean a great deal, but the increase is sharply
accentuated by the fact that many 16 and 20 year enlisted men left
the active service in the summer of 1922. They were in age groups
in which cases are most likely to develop among men previously
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infected and it is altogether probable that a certain percentage of
them were infected in former years. Other things being equal, their
retirement from active service should have been followed by a reduc
tion in the admission rate for paresis rather than an increase.
The fact that there was an increase, however much or little it may
mean, coupled with the fact that syphilis abstract sheets for men now
in service are reposing in the bureau should certainly serve to focus
sharply the attention of all medical officers upon the need for care
ful follow-up work in the treatment of syphilis throughout the
service.

A recent example of laxity in administration is illustrative. A
fireman, second class, was admitted with chancroid September 20,
1916. Sixteen days later the diagnosis was changed to syphilis and
confirmed at a naval hospital October 8, 1916. He received treat
ment in hospital for 32 days. The medical-history sheets in the
bureau fail to show that he received any treatment for syphilis after
he left the hospital. May 22, 1917, he was admitted to the sick list
on board ship with a diagnosis chronic lead poisoning and imme
diately transferred to hospital, the same hospital where he had been
treated for syphilis the previous year. No record of a complement
fixation test was made. He was treated for lead poisoning until
June 9, 1917, when he was discharged to duty with the notation,
" Improved ; does not need hospital care."

August 15, 1917, he was readmitted on board ship under the di

agnosis "syphilis," and transferred to hospital three days later—
another hospital. August 25, 1917, without specific treatment, his
blood Wassermann test was negative but he had an ulcer in the
sulcus back of the corona. September 10, he was given 0.6 gram of
salvarsan. September 22, 1917, the blood Wassermann test was
positive. A yellow syphilis abstract sheet was opened for. him and
he acknowledged by signing that he was convinced that he had
syphilis. Thereafter, the administration of active antisphilitic treat
ment was recorded until January 3, 1918 when he was discharged
from hospital after negative blood Wassermann tests.
All through 1918 his treatment was followed up on board ship.
In January, 1919 he was admitted to the sick list on board ship
with chronic bronchitis and transferred to hospital upon arrival in

port, January 29. February 19, 1919 he gave a negative Wassermann
lest, and was returned to duty, recovered, February 28, 1919.
The following April he had a compound comminuted fracture of
(he little finger of his left hand and was again sent to hospital where
he spent 40 days. No entry relative to syphilis was made during
this period.
August 29, 1919 he was admitted to the sick list on board ship
with diagnosis, " chancroid," without charging sick days.
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In January, 1920 he was admitted to the sick list with inguinal
hernia and transferred to hospital where it was noted that lie pre
sented a left sided inguinal hernia, noticed two months ago, but
that his main condition was an ulcer on the middorsal sulcus. He
gave a positive Wassermann test (2-f). After treatment he gave
a negative Wassermann test on March 24, 1920, and was discharged
to duty April 3, having refused operation for hernia and not being
in need of further hospital treatment for syphilis. Four days later
he was returned to hospital where he accepted operation, was operated
upon, and discharged to duty May 11, 1920.
He was discharged from the service August 6, 1920, upon expira
tion of enlistment. Since then all records in his case have remained
uncalled for in the bureau. In due course a Form F card was re
ceived in the bureau showing that he had enlisted December 11, 1922
and that he had been admitted to the sick list, original admission

(A) with syphilis, August 8, 1923.

VENEREAL DISEASE FROM THE STANDPOINT OF A STATE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH— ILLINOIS ADOPTS NEW LAW.

The following paragraphs were taken from Illinois Health News,
August, 1923, the official monthly bulletin published by the Illinois
State department of health :
" In casting about for a ' cure all ' or a panacea to apply to the
ills of mankind one is tempted to conclude that a program for the
absolute prevention of venereal diseases would be the nearest ap
proach to that Utopian achievement. Some of the celebrated medical
authorities have declared that to know syphilis is to know medicine.
All agree that the venereal diseases, especially syphilis, masquerade
under the guise of all sorts of ailments only to beguile the patient
and his doctor.
" The chief problem is

,

of course, the discovery of a practical
preventive program. How can venereal diseases be prevented?
" All answers come back to the fundamental factor of education.
After studying the problem for a year a royal British committee
recently reported that there is no absolute and certain preventive
against venereal diseases save that of continence. It catalogued the
well-known sequelae of the venereal infections, pointed out again
the tragedy of innocent victims, emphasized anew that the presence
of venereal diseases is a menace to the maintenance and advance
ment of physical and intellectual standards of the race, and con
cluded that the greatest progress toward control and prevention
may be expected from education.
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" Laws are useful but they are definitely limited, reaching no
further than public opinion dictates. Medical treatment is useful
but it can begin only after disease has appeared. Prophylactic
measures are useful but they require intelligent and almost im
mediate application.
"Any practical means of controlling and preventing venereal
diseases depends, therefore, largely upon education. Young people
must be taught where the dangers and pitfalls are and how to avoid
them. Older people must break through the wall of secrecy, mystery,
and false modesty sufficiently to permit the dissemination of cor
rect knowledge to the rising generation. Boys and girls must be
taught in the homes and schools or else they will learn in the streets
and alleys.

NEW WEAPON AGAINST VENEREAL DISEASES.

" Responsibility for dealing with prostitution pretty generally
passes lightly from one point of authority to another by common
consent, on the ground that it is the province of ' the minister to
keep people good, the police department to keep people straight,
and the health department to keep people well.' The problem has
now become everybody's business with the duty of solving it placed
squarely upon the shoulders of local office holders.
" The last legislature passed a social hygiene law full of teeth and
directed at the very heart of the veneral disease evil. If enforced,
it will reduce very greatly the possibility of venereal disease infec
tions. This, in turn, would make more and more unnecessary a
large number of clinics for treating such diseases.
" The State department of public health is interested in the law,
which is quoted below, because its enforcement will prevent venereal
diseases and the prevention of these diseases will solve one of the
greatest of all public health problems.
"Prostitution in all of its manifold forms is positively unnecessary
with the new law at the command of city and county officials. It
provides heavy fines and jail sentences for everyone proved to be
definitely associated with this evil traffic.
"The new law came at an opportune time. Activity in Chicago
is forcing the human parasites and leeches from that great city into
the smaller downstate communities. Without this new and drastic
weapon the people would find in their midst a terrible and deadly
monster whose only mission is to destroy and kill.
"Two or three downstate cities have recently carried out effective
clean-up campaigns. There is now no legitimate excuse for tolerat
ing an organized 'red light' district or even a house used for dis
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orderly or ill-formed purposes in any municipality or county of
the State.
"The provisions of the new law are broad and easily enforced.
Decent, self-respecting citizens have only to demand its rigid enforce
ment if they would rid their community of every disorderly house
and every 'street walker.'
"The new law is an amendment to section 57 of the criminal code
and reads as follows :
" 'Sec. 57. Whoever keeps or maintains a house of ill fame or
place for the practice of prostitution or lewdness, or whoever patron
izes the same, or lets any house, room or other premises for any
such purpose, or shall keep a common ill governed and disorderly
house, to the encouragement of idleness, gambling, drinking, fornica
tion, or other misbehavior, shall be fined not exceeding $200, or
imprisoned in the county jail or house of correction for a period
of not more than one year or both. When the lessee or keeper of a
dwelling house or other building is convicted under this section,
the lease for contract for letting the premises shall, at the option
of the lessor, become void, and the lessor may have the like remedy
to recover the possession as against a tenant holding over after
the expiration of his term. And whoever shall lease to another any
house, room, or other premises, in whole or in part, for any of the
uses or purposes punishable under this section, or knowingly permits
the same to be so used or occupied, shall be fined not exceeding
$200, or imprisonment in the county jail or house of correction for a
period of not more than one year, or both, and the house or premises
so leased, occupied or used shall be held liable for and be sold for
any judgment obtained under this section, but if such building or
premises belongs to a minor or other person under guardianship,
then the guardian or conservator and his property shall be liable
instead of such ward, and his property shall be subject to be sold
for the payment of such judgment.' "

ADDITIONAL REMARKS ON THE STERILIZATION OF HESS GEAR.

Information relating to the minimum period of exposure of mess
gear in boiling water that is necessary for practical disinfection
was published in the August number of this bulletin.
In his annual report for 1922 the fleet surgeon, United States
fleet, commented on the general subject as follows :

Sputum-borne diseases are too prevalent aboard ship. Improper treatment

of mess gear Is responsible for part of It. The process of eating Is one of
exchange of food from plate to mouth for saliva from the mouth to plate.
Present facilities for proper treatment of mess gear, In view of the role of
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sputum In carrying disease, are inadequate. Inadequate (a) as to materiel,
and (6) as to personnel.
(a) Materiel. The dishwashing facilties are so limited that it is almost, if
not actually, a physical impossibilty to properly clean and heat the dishes
to a temperature necessary to kill disease germs certainly. The undersigned
has pointed out that water bubbling in the dishwasher is not, as appears to be
supposed, boiling water. Escape of steam through the water does raise the
temperature, but observations on several dishwashers in actual use justify
the statement that often the temperature does not even reach that necessary
for pasteurization of milk. On one ship the medical officer felt confident that
the dishes were being passed through boiling water. However, daily readings,
taken for five days at 10-minute intervals during the dishwashing revealed
that the maximum temperature attained was 98° C, and the general average
of these observations on the dishwashers was 78° C, although the water was
bubbling. It is recommended that an adequate number of efficient dishwashers
be installed to enable sterilization of all mess gear after each meal and that
each be provided with a recording thermometer by which the performance of
the machine may be recorded.

(6) Personnel. Inadequacy of personnel consists principally in lack of suffi
cient instruction. Obviously additional materiel would call for additional per
sonnel to operate It.

When the term, actively boiling water, is employed it is assumed
that the water is heated by the circulation of steam through a pipe
or coil in the bottom of the tank, like the arrangement in the ordi
nary hospital instrument sterilizer. If the tank water is heated by
the injection of steam through an open or perforated pipe it is true
that ebulition or even violent agitation of the water may occur while
the temperature of the water remains far below the boiling point,
212° F.
It appears that some dishwashing tanks have been tampered with
on board ship. Perforated steam pipes have been substituted for
closed pipes because it has required an hour or more to boil thi
water when the tank is full, whereas by the injection of steam,
within a few minutes the water is steaming and apparently boiling.
When it takes an unreasonably long time to boil a tank full of
water, either the surface area of the heating coil is inadequate or a
sufficiently high pressure is not maintained in the steam line sup
plying the scullery, or the difficulty is due to a combination of these
conditions. The subject is of sufficient importance to present to the

commanding officer with a view to correction if these faults exist
Emphasis should be laid upon the importance of disinfecting
the knives, spoons, and forks, as well as plates, bowls, and cups.
Esthetic considerations should not intrude to the extent of requiring
polishing by hand to avoid the somewhat poorer appearance of these

implements when allowed to dry in the air, unless they can hi wiped
dry with a clean towel after sterilization. That is usually imprac
ticable in the scullery on board ship. The interests of the public
health are promoted by careful distinction between proper sanitary
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cleanliness and ulterior requirements that place a taboo upon un
avoidable streaking or some impairment in the luster of metal sur
faces that occasionally occurs with air drying.

HEVISED FORM F TO BE USED EXCLUSIVELY AFTER JANUARY 1, 1924.

It has been directed that paragraphs 2 and 3 of Bureau Circular
Letter No. SDS. 124842 (T3) of July 18, 1922, serial No. 199-1922,
be disregarded after December 31, 1923, and that the revised Form
F be used exclusively after the beginning of the new year. Form
K will become obsolete and all blank copies of that report should be
destroyed. The old Form F may still be used by hospitals to report
supernumaries and Veterans' Bureau patients.
The addition of the column headed " Taken up as " at the right of
the revised Form F is of great value from the statistical viewpoint.
This form, after being compared with the Form F cards indexed
thereon and corrected, becomes a permanent record in the files of the
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. All original admissions will show
on the revised Form F as well as the average complement; it will be
seen, therefore, that at any time in future years, admission rates can
be worked up for any disease or injury and for any particular
ship or station or any grouping of personnel desired.
In the statistical section of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery
all diagnosis when finally determined, whether following " Diagnosis
undetermined " or erroneous diagnoses, are carried back and substi
tuted for the original admission. This procedure eliminates diag
noses subsequently proved wrong and it also credits the ship or
station where the disability originated with an original admission
under the correct diagnostic title as finally determined.
It has been necessary to advise medical officers so that their
forms could be corrected. Hence, from time to time, medical officers
have received instructions to make changes on their statistical rec
ords. The diagnostic titles affected by this correspondence were
principally those coming under the " Classification of diseases and
injuries of the Navy nomenclature " as follows:
Class VIII. Communicable diseases transmissible by oral and
nasal discharges.

Class XI. Tuberculosis (all forms).
Class XII. Venereal diseases.
After January 1, 1924, all such corrections will be made on Forms
F received by the bureau. These forms will then become accurate
and complete records of admissions reported, and as noted above, a
reliable source of statistical information.

58448—23 17
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NOTES FROM UNITED STATES NAVAL TRAINING STATIONS.

United States naval training station, San Diego, Calif.—Of the
391 recruits received during the month, 55, or 14.66 per cent, had
disabilities for which they should have been rejected on examina
tion for enlistment and for which transfer to the United States naval
hospital, San Diego, Calif., as with "no disease," for disposition,
was deemed advisable. Four hundred and eighty-two recruits were
transferred from detention to the main barracks during the month.
The detention camp being under canvas and the open and well-
ventilated construction of the main station barracks, with the favor
able weather conditions present in this vicinity, are extremely favor
able for the health of the men under training.
The medical department is exceedingly well provided in the deten
tion camp and at the main station with large commodious quarters,
and is well equipped for its work in all particulars.
United States naval training station, naval operating base, Hamp
ton Roads, Va.—Sanitary conditions throughout the training station
were excellent during the month of July. There has been no more
than the usual amount of illness and nothing of communicable nature
other than sporadic cases of measles has been presented. Of course,
the training station participates in the pest of mosquitoes which has
arisen and increased during the month because of the excessive rains,
which have produced a prodigious growth of underbrush in the
territory south of the base. A few cases of malaria have appeared
among marines returning from the West Indies, but the mosquito
pest has not resulted in any widespread outbreak. Great care is
used in screening each individual case.
United States naval training station, Newport, R. I.—The sani
tary condition of this station in its various aspects, with few minor
exceptions, has been excellent. Although climatic conditions have
resulted in a greater percentage of cloudy and foggy weather than
bright sunny days, the major part of drilling and training of recruits
has been accomplished in the open air. Climatic conditions have not

interfered with outdoor athletic exercises, various games, or liberty.
The morale of this station is excellent and the type of recruit is
improving in quality. The number of recruits under training in
creased noticeably during July and the accommodations of barracks
A detention unit were overtaxed to the extent of making it necessary
to open a dormitory in barracks B. Only senior companies were
transferred there. The general mess is located in barracks B and
the recruits under detention were accordingly segregated at mess
and ate at a different hour from the general mess.
Six hundred and seventy-five recruits were received and reex
amined during July, 1923. Ten of the above number were found to
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be not physically desirable for retention in the service and were
accordingly transferred to the United States Naval Hospital, New
port, E. I., for further disposition. Three recruits presented vene
real sores upon reexamination which were positive for treponema
pallida by dark field examination and Fontana's stain. A general
laxity and carelessness at recruiting stations is manifested by the
character of the physical disabilities met with upon reexamination
among those recruits that are found to be physically undesirable.
As this condition affects the service adversely from a financial stand
point, the medical officer has decided in the future to report all
improper enlistments in detail, stating name of recruit, place of
enlistment, and medical officer concerned in each case.
The general activities of the receiving department during July
included:

Vaccinations 749

Primary reactions 72

Accelerated 531

Immune reactions 146

Percentage of successful vaccinations 804

The unusually high percentage of " takes " is due to the efficient
strain of the vaccine supplied. There were 22 cases of vaccinia neces
sitating admission to the sick list.

Antityphoid inoculations given 1, 914

Antityphoid inoculations completed 601

Severe reactions from antityphoid inoculations necessitating treatment
in bed 119

The sterilization of the mess gear for all of barracks A is per
formed under the supervision of the medical department.
The routine activities at the receiving building include the fol
lowing schedule to be followed in the case of each recruit :

Bath and hair cut.
Issue of soap, towel, suit of underwear, one clean suit of white uniform
(old).
Detention record made out.
Civilian clothing sterilized and stowed for future return to the recruit when
he leaves the department
Reexamination, physical, noting evidences of constitutional inferiority.
Oral instruction by medical officer to the recruit on the subjects of syphilis,
dark-field diagnosis of syphilis, gonorrhea, prophylactic tubes, tattooing, per
sonal hygiene, habit-forming drugs, definition of diseases resulting from own
misconduct

Recruits arriving during the night or late afternoon are quartered
in the receiving building. Thirty standard hospital beds are avail
able, and clean linen is supplied to each recruit.
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The dental chart is executed at the receiving building upon the
day of arrival. Oral instruction by a dental officer is given each
recruit on the subjects of dental hygiene and the care and preserva
tion of the teeth.
The senior company of barracks A is given instruction by a med
ical officer in first-aid treatment prior to transfer to barracks C.

VITAL STATISTICS.

The Monthly Health Index, which is published on the 15th of
each 'month, contains the statistical data for individual ships and
shore stations. The statistics appearing in this Bulletin are sum
maries compiled from those published in the Monthly Health Index.
Annual rates, shown in the succeeding statistical table, are ob
tained as follows:
The total number of admissions to the sick list or the number of
deaths reported during the period indicated is multiplied by -3/f
or f$ or 12. depending upon whether the period includes four or
five weeks or a calendar month. The product is then multiplied by
1,000 and divided by the average complement.

E. R. Stitt.

Table No. 1.—Monthly report of morbidity in United Statex .Vary and Marmt
Corps for the month of AHffunt, 1923.

Forces
afloat.

Forces
ashore.

Average complement
All causes:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,00(1

Disease only:
Number of admissiens
Annual rate per 1,000

Communicable diseases, exclusive of venereal disease:
N umber of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Venoreal disease:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Injurii s and poisens:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

73,6£3

2,780
+52.87

2,447
398.63

536
87.31

167
27.20

333
54.25

41.27S

2,411
700.96

2,116
615.19

266
77.34

64
18.61

295
85.77

F.ntire
Navy.

114,938

5,191
541.96

4.563
476.40

V)2
83.73

231
24.12

628
15.57

Marine
Corps.

20,215

879
565.27

;

4116.82

151
sr. in

155
10«.11

13'
« 45
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Table No. 2.—Number of admissions reported by Form F cards or certain
diseases for the month of August, 1923.

Forces afloat,
Navy and ma
rines (comple
ment, 73,663).

Forces ashore,
Navy and ma
rines (comple
ment, 41,275).

Total (complement,

Number
of admis
sions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

Number
of admis
sions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

Number
of admis
sions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

2,447
333

398.63
54.25

2,116
295

615.19
85. 77

4,563
628

476.40
65.57

2,780 452.87 2,411 700.96 5, 191 541.96

Class III:
44 7.17

1.14
46 13.37

2.33
2.91
.29

90
15
28
1
1
5
55
63
13
104
41
26
4
4

9.40
1.57
2.92
.10
.10
.52
5.74
6.58
1.36
10.86
4.28
2.71
.42
.42

7
18
0
1
1
20
37
6
35
19
8
1
4

2.93
0

8
10
1
0
4
35
28
7
89
22
18
3
0

.16

.16
3.26
6.03
.98
5.70
3. 10
1.30
.16
.65

0
1.16
10.18
7.56
2.04
20.06
6.40
5.23
.87
0

201 32.74 249 72.39 450 46.98

Class VII:
7 1.14 20 5.80 27 2.82

Class VIII:
2
2
45
118
42
232
11
7
4

.33

.33
7.33
19.22
6.84
37.79
1.79
1.14
.65

3
1
2
30
22
17
5
6
3

.87

.29

.58
8.72
6.40
4.94
1.45
1.74
.87

5
3
47
148
64
249
16
13
7

.52

.31
4.91
15.45
6.68
26.00
1.67
1.36
.73

463 75.42 SS 25.88 552 57.63

Class IX:
1 .16 0 0 1 .10

Class X:
B
0
57

.81 66
1

19.19
.29
29.65

71
1

7.41
.10
16.60

0
9.29 102 159

62 10.10 169 49.13 231 24.12

Class XI:
10 1.63 8 2.33 18 1.88

Class XII:
167
496
29

27.20
80.80
4.72

64
230
19

18.61
66.87
5.52

231
726
48

24.12
75.80
5.01

692 112.72 313 91.00 1,005 104.93

Class XVII:
126
1
6
4

20.53
.18
.98
.65

164
4

47.68
1.16
1.45
4.36

290
5
11
19

30.28
.52
1.15
1.98

207 32.72

5
15
83 24.13 290 30.28

344 56.04 271 78.79 615 64.21

Class XX:
31 5.05 24 6.98 55 5.74
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Table No. 3.—Summary of annual admission rates for venereal diseaset re
ported from ships for July and from various shore stations for the four-week
period August 5 to September 1, 1923.

Annual rate per 1,000, July. Average rate since Jan. 1, 1923.

Minimum Mean Maximum Minimum Wm Maximum
rate. rate. rate. rate. rate. rate.

All ships 0 164.49 1,245.28 0 15a 34 1,371.43
Battleship di%'lsions—

66.OS 117.89 148.47 73.59 94.69 120.S3
49.06 163.49 281.42 100.12 142.50 151.43

Destroyer squadrons-
0 756.76 1,125.00 166.67 656.25 1.37L43

0 93. 2S 391.30 16.81 91.01 214.92
0 178.9S 650.60 31.05 201.93 356.04

Asiatic Fleet 0 305.52 391.74 124.35 447.43 1.226.87
Miscellaneous ■—

0 107.57 488.79 0 14a 55 261.70
0 143.28 413.79 72.29 171.56 374.19

Asiatic Fleet 0 338.60 672.90 111.80 534.53 1,05a»
Naval forces, Kurope 0 252.67 1,245.28 0 235.20 885.91
Special service squadron, based on

123.08 231.98 39S.79 190.16 241.38 381.12
0 126.98 502.99 77.67 148.35 29).9>

Special duty. . . . 0 229.51 615.38 0 229.51 502.15
Miscellaneous and district vessels 0 142.23 750.00 0 142.23 320.00

AD naval districts in the United States..
First naval district
Third naval district
Fourth naval district
Fifth naval district
Sixth naval district
Seventh naval district
Eighth naval district
Ninth naval district
Eleventh naval district
Twelfth naval district
Thirteenth naval district

Annual rate per 1,000,Aug. 5
to Sept. 1, 1923.

Minimum]
rate.

(I
13.12
0
1!).(8
0
25.57
0
0
70. 16
6.91
12.30
0

Mean
rate.

Maximum
rate.

63.60
50.21
41.81
173.63
72.56
31. 12
0
12.29
76. 18
23.09
46.46
171.05

Minimum
rate.

272.13
122.61
115.38
292.13
92.71
89.04
0
89.47
76. 16
136.84
Ml. 50
160.49

Average rato since July 1,
1923.

0
24.13
11.57
8.71
0
57.71
0
27.71
133.52
12.27
21.09
24. 17

Mean
rate.

73.04
55.59
43. 14
152.11
8a 82
72.27
0
28.41
133.52
27.91
51.21
1HX37

2S7.'>

85.96
287.0s
115.3*

0
31.53
133.52
97.55
97.76
257.00

RATIO OF GONOCOCCUS AND SYPHILIS INFECTIONS TO TOTAL CASES OF VENEREAL
DISEASE.

All ships
Battle-hip divisions—
Battle Fleet
Scouting Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Dcstrover sguadrons —
Battle Fleet
Scouting Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Miscellaneous >—
Battle Fleet
Scouting Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Naval forces, Europe . •
Special service squadron, based on Panama
Naval transportation service
Special dutv
Miscellaneous and district vessels

Per cent, July.

Gouococcus

9a S5
82.65
41.07

92.68
63.49
55.55

91.67
69.23
40.00
59.70
68.96
72.50
66.67
73.68

Syphilis.

1923.

Gouococcus.

6.71
4. OS
11.61

2.44
4.76
16.67

2.78
9.61
24.00
7.46
0
10.00
9.52
0

67.35

77.17
70.91
45.36

78.71
63. 42
62.74

68.20
62.-9
52.15
56.43
69.84
51.51
66.67
73.68

Syphilis.

7.14

10.IB
8.39
8.93

3.80
s.33
6.27

8.11
6.68
7.65
5.94
1.39
6.59
9 52
0

1Vessels of train, base, air squadrons, etc.
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Table No. 3.—Summary of annual admission rates for venereal diseases re
ported from ships for July and from various shore stations for the four-week
period August 5 to September 1, 1923—Continued.

RATIO OF GONOCOCCUS AND SYPHILIS INFECTIONS TO TOTAL CASES OF VENEREAL
D IS EASE—Continued .

Per cent, Aug. 5 to
Sept. 1, 1923.

Gonococcus. Syphilis. Gonococcus.

Per cent since July 1,
1923.

Syphilis.

All naval districts in the United States
First naval district
Third naval district
Fourth naval district
Fifth naval district
Sixth naval district
Seventh naval district
Eighth naval district
Ninth naval district
Eleventh naval district
Twelfth naval district
Thirteenth naval district

75.00
70.59
71.43
71.43
75.00
75.00
0
100.00
53.84
66.67
100.00
100.00

13.57
29.41
0
1.73
11.54
0
0
0
20.77
16.67
0
0

78.27
75.00
75.00
77.78
77.52
69.57
0
60.00
76.92
61.54
93.75
100.00

Table No. 4.—Number of admissions reported by Form F cards and annual
rates per 1,000, entire Navy, for the four-week period August 5 to Septem
ber 1, 1923, inclusive.

Diseases of blood
Diseases of circulatory system
Diseases of digestive system
Diseases of ductless glands and spleen—
Diseases of ear
Diseases of eye and adnexa.
Diseases of genito-urinary system (non-
venereal) - .... . - - •
Communicable diseases transmissible by
oral and nasal discharges
Communicable diseases transmissible by
intestinal discharges
Communicable diseases transmissible by
Insects and other arthropods
Tuberculosis (all forms)
Venereal diseases
Other diseases of infective type
Diseases of lymphatic system
Diseases of mind ■
Diseases of motor system
Diseases of nervous system
Diseases of respiratory system
Diseases of skin, hair, and nails
Hernia
Miscellaneous diseases and conditions
Parasites (fungi and certain animal para
sites)
Tumors
Diseases of women
Injuries
Poisons

Total

Navy (comple
ment, 94,723).

Marine Corps
(complement,
20, 215).

Total (comple
ment, 114,938).

Number
of admis
sions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

Number
of admis
sions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

Number
of admis
sions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

1 0.14 0 0 1 0.11
U 3.43 7 4.50 32 3.62
447 61.35 134 86.17 581 65.71
2 '.27 0 0 2 .23
74 10.16 12 7.72 86 9.73
52 7. 14 11 7.07 63 7.13

131 17.98 12 12.22 150 16.97

504 69.17 37 23.79 541. 61.19

1 .14 0 0 1 .11

132 18.12 111 71.38 243 27.48
12 1.65 3 1.93 15 1.70
786 107.87 165 106.11 951 107.66
222 30.47 53 34.OS 275 31.10
51 7.00 12 7.72 63 7.13
26 3. 57 9 5.79 35 3.%
CO 8.23 12 7.72 72 8. 14
43 5.90 12 7.72 55 6.22
644 88.38 111 71.38 755 85.39
58 7.96 15 9.65 73 8.26
4.'! 5.90 8 5. 14 51 5.77
124 17.02 27 17.36 • 151 17.08

131 17.98 10 6.43 141 15.95
7 .96 3 1.93 10 1.13
2 .27 0 0 2 .23
459 62.99 95 CUT.' 554 62.66
45 6. 18 13 8.36 58 6.56

4,082 560.22 879 565.27 4,961 561.11
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Table No. 5.—Deaths reported, entire Nav-y, for the four- week period Auguit
5, 1S2S, to September 1, 1923, inclusive.

Cause.
Navy
(strength,
97,723).

Marine
Corps
(strength,
20,215).

Total
(strength,
114,938).

Meningitis, cerebrospinal
Tuberculosis, chronic pulmonary
Poliomyelitis, ac. anterior
Syphilis
Typhoid fever
Other diseases
Electric shock
Drowning
Other accidents and injuries

Total

Annual death rate per 1,000,all causes. . . .
Annual death rate per 1,000,diseases only

2.88
2.33

1.93
1.29

2.71
3.IS
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PREFACE.

The United States Naval Medical Bulletin was first issued in
April, 1907, as a means of supplying medical officers of the United
States Navy with information regarding the advances which are

continually being made in the medical sciences, and as a medium
for the publication of accounts of special researches, observations, or
experiences of individual medical officers.
It is the aim of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery to furnisn
in each issue special articles relating to naval medicine, descriptions
of suggested devices, clinical notes on interesting cases, editorial com
ment on current medical literature of special professional interest to
the naval medical officer, reports from various sources, historical

essays, notes and comments on topics of medical interest, and reviews
or notices of the latest published medical books.
The bureau extends an invitation to all medical officers to prepare
and forward, with a view to publication, contributions on subjects of
interest to naval medical officers.
In order that each service contributor may receive due credit for
his efforts in preparing matter for the Bulletin of distinct origi
nality and special merit, the Surgeon General of the Navy will
send a letter of commendation to authors of papers of outstanding
merit and will recommend that copies of such letters be made a part
of the official records of the officers concerned.
The bureau does not necessarily undertake to indorse all views or
opinions which may be expressed in the pages of this publication.

E. R. Stttt,
Surgeon General United States Navy.

i



NOTICE TO SERVICE CONTRIBUTORS.

When contributions are typewritten, double spacing and wide margins are
desirable. Fasteners which can not be removed without tearing the paper are
an abomination. A large proportion of the articles submitted have an official
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AN ANALYSIS 07 360 CASE8 07 VALVULAR HEART DISEASE DISCHARGED
FROM THE NAVAL SERVICE.

By W. A. Blokdorn, Lieutenant Commander, and L. J. Roberts, Lieutenant, Medical
Corps, United States Nary.

During the years 1921 and 1922 there were 360 cases of valvular
disease, chronic cardiac, surveyed and discharged from the naval
service. It appeared to us that an analysis of these cases might be
of interest, and we have attempted to classify them in order that it
might be possible to draw some conclusions regarding this interesting
group.
Table 1 shows these patients classified according to time in service.
Checking up the naval service of these patients, we find that 86, or
23.9 per cent, had less than one month of service, and that 167, or
46.5 per cent, had less than six months' service.
It is quite evident from these figures that almost half of these
patients were probably enlisted with the same defect present that
later caused their discharge from the service.
Table 2 shows these patients classified according to age. It ap
pears that 145, or 43 per cent, were under 20 years of age, and that
337, or 95 per cent, were under 30 years of age. These figures bear
out the preceding table and also tend to indicate that the majority
of these cases were recruits.
Table 3 shows cases classified according to the station from which

they were discharged. Approximately 60 per cent were discharged
from naval hospitals and about 35 per cent from naval training
stations.

Table 4 shows these patients classified according to etiology. A
careful search of the patients' records showed that 101, or 28 per
cent, had a history of rheumatic fever, and that 59, or 16.4 per cent,
gave a history of several attacks of tonsillitis.
In 184 cases, or 51 per cent, no etiologic factor was noted.

651
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Table 1.— Cases classified according to lime in service.

Time In service.

0 to 1 month...
1 to 3 months...
3 to 6 months...
6 to 12 months.
1 to 5 years
Over 5 years. . .

86 23.9

37 10.4

44 12.2

54 15.0

122 34.0

17 4.7

Table 2.—Showing cases classified according to age.

Per cent 100 i

Under 20-29
20 years

Total 145 192 16
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Table 3.—Cases classified according to stations.

Number. Percent.

215 59.7

28 7.8
45 12.0
21 5.8
32 8.9
19 5.3

All hospitals
Naval training stations:
Great Lakes
Hampton Roads
Newport
Mare Island
Other ships and stations.

Table 4.—Gases classified according to etiology.

Etiology.

Rheumatic fever
Tonsillitis
Pneumonia
Influenza
Syphilis
Scarlet fever
Sinusitis : . •

Pneumococcus septicemia.
Measles
Chorea
None given

Number. Per cent.

101 28.0
59 16.4
4 1.1
4 1.1
3 .83
2 .55
1 .27
1 .27
1 .27
1 .27
184 51.1

It appears from Table 4 that rheumatic fever heads the list,
as is usual in valvular disease of the heart. This raises the rather
interesting point as to whether a definite history of rheumatic fever
should in itself constitute a cause for rejection for the naval service.
It is probably true that from 40 to 50 per cent of all rheumatic-
fever patients develop endocarditis. In fact, it has been suggested
that endocarditis is the primary lesion in all cases of rheumatic
fever and that the joint involvement is secondary to such infection.
The advocates of this viewpoint state that this would account for
the large number of cases of valvular disease of the heart in which
no etiologic factor can be demonstrated. They point out that in the
absence of joint involvement the infection is limited to the endo
cardium and that it is only in cases in which the joints are affected
secondarily that the symptoms of rheumatic fever develop.
This is a most interesting hypothesis, but at the present time is
not generally accepted. Nevertheless, the great frequency with
which heart disease accompanies or follows acute rheumatic fever

would probably justify the recruiting officer in rejecting an appli
cant as unfit for naval service who gives a definite history of rheu
matic fever. This procedure would no doubt safeguard the interests
of the service and avoid conservatively from 25 to 35 per cent of all
nases discharged for valvular disease, chronic cardiac.
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Table 5 shows patients classified according to symptoms. The
most common symptom complained of was dyspnea, which occurred
in 141, or 39.1 per cent of cases. The next most common complaint
was precordial pain, which occurred in 74, or 20.5 per cent of cases.
In 171, or 47.5 per cent of cases, there was no mention of any
symptoms of which patient complained.

Table 5.—Case* classified according to symptoms.

Symptom.

Dyspnea
Precordial pain
Palpitation
Dizziness
Weakness
Cough
Fatigue
Fainting
Tachycardia on exertion.
None mentioned

Number. Per cent.

141 39.1
74 20.5
26 7.2
18 5.0
8 2.2
6 1.7
4 1.1

4 1.1

2 .55

171 47.5

It appears to be true that the most prominent symptom in cardiac
patients with beginning cardiac insufficiency is dyspnea, and this
symptom in itself should call for an examination of the cardio
vascular system. In other words, these patients first noticed their
inability to carry on their ordinary routine duties with the same
ease that they could formerly do their routine work. This, of

course, is also the first symptom in many other diseases, as, for in
stance, chronic nephritis, hyperthyroidism, malignancy, and anemia.
The fact that 171 or almost half of these patients had no symp
toms whatever is good evidence that there was no insufficiency of

the cardiac muscle. In fact, it is safe to assume that a fair per
centage had no knowledge of any heart lesion being present. This
raises another interesting point, to wit, should an individual already
in the naval service be immediately surveyed and discharged when

the diagnosis of a valvular lesion is made, even though there may be
no evidence of any cardiac insufficiency whatever? Many of these
patients could probably render years of service without any visable
evidence of physical disability. This question is particularly perti
nent in individuals who have completed one or more enlistments

and who, in the course of routine examination, are considered to

have valvular heart disease. It would appear reasonable in these
cases to withhold medical survey or hospitalization until some defi
nite indication for this procedure is manifest.
In the case of the recruit, however, the situation is somewhat dif
ferent and it would probably serve the interests of the service better
to immediately discharge a recruit rather than to continue through
his period of preliminary training.
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Table 6.— Cases classified according to physical evidence of decompensation.

Evidence of decompensation.

Edema
Cyanosis
Congestion of viscera
Physical signs present, nature not given
None
Not mentioned

Number. Percent.

18 6.0
8 2.2
2 .6
11 3.1
36 10.0
285 79.2

Table 6 shows cases classified according to physical evidence of
decompensation. In 18, or 5 per cent of the cases, edema was
present ; in 8, or 2.2 per cent, cyanosis was present. In 321, or 89.2
per cent, there was no evidence of decompensation. This bears out
the findings in the preceding table and establishes the fact that the
great majority of these patients did not show any evidence of cardiac
insufficiency.
Table 7 shows these patients classified according to pulse findings.
The most striking thing about this table is the fact that in 261, or
72.5 per cent of cases, the pulse rate was not mentioned; in 321,
or 89.2 per cent, the rhythm was not mentioned; and in 349, or
96.9 per cent of cases, the quality of the pulse was not described.
While the pulse in many cases of valvular disease is not particularly
significant, in certain other cases it is quite important, and it is be
lieved that all cases in which the diagnosis of valvular disease has
been made should include in the record of the physical examina
tion accurate observations as to the rate, rhythm, and quality of
the pulse.
Table 8 shows these patients classified according to the blood pres
sure. The most significant fact in this table is that in 315, or 87.5
per cent of cases, there was no record of a blood-pressure observa
tion. Whether or not the blood pressure was checked in these cases
is doubtful, and it would appear highly desirable that every case of
this character should have an accurate blood-pressure observation
made, the result of which should be incorporated in the report of his
physical examination.

Table 7.—Cases classified according to state of the pulse.

Rate:
Normal
Rapid
Slow
Not described

Rhythm:
Regular
Irregular
Not described

Number. Per cent.

9 2.5
89 24.7
1 .27
261 72.5

8 2.2
31 8.6
321 89.2
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Table 7.—Cases classified according to state of the pulse—Continued.

Quality:

Number. Percent.

Weak

1

8

2

.27

2.2
.55

98.9

Table 8.— Cases classified according to blood pressure.

349

Blood pressure. Number. Per cent.

Elevated 5

14

1.4

3.9

7.2

87.5

Table 9.— Cases classified according to evidence of cardiac hypertrophy.

26
315

Hypertrophy. Number. Per cent.

162

11

187

45

s

52

Table 9 shows cases classified according to the evidence of cardiac
hypertrophy. In 162, or 45 per cent of cases, the heart was consid
ered to be enlarged, and in 11, or 3 per cent, the heart was stated to
be not enlarged. In 187, or 52 per cent, there was no statement made
as to the size of the heart. This in itself may be regarded as a
defect in the record of the physical examination of these patients.
It is considered that every case of this character should be examined
to determine whether or not hypertrophy exists and, if it can not
be determined in any other way, the actual transverse diameter can
be obtained by teleoroentgenograms. The majority of these patients
were discharged from naval hospitals where X rays were available.
Table 10 shows cases classified according to the nature of the
heart sounds. The most significant finding in this table is the fact
that in 317, or 88.1 per cent of cases, the nature of the heart sounds
is not described. The question of the character of the heart sounds
is most important, ranking only second, perhaps, to the cardiac mur
mur itself. It is believed that in every case of valvular disease the
physical examination should include an accurate description of the
sounds at the apex, over the aortic region, and over the pulmonary
region.
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Table 11 shows cases classified according to murmurs. First, as
regards the character of the murmur, it appears that this was not
mentioned in 195, or 54.16 per cent of cases. In 80, or 22 per cent,
the murmur was described as blowing in character, and in 54, or 15

per cent, it was described as loud. In 32, or 8 per cent, it was de
scribed as soft and in 10, or 2 per cent, as harsh in character. Sec
ond, as regards the time of the murmur, in 269, or 74.7 per cent of
cases, the murmur was systolic in time ; in 29, or 8 per cent, diastolic ;
in 19, or 5 per cent, presystolic. In 67, or 18.6 per cent, the time of
the murmur was not mentioned. In 38 cases, or 10.6 per cent, there
was no mention of a murmur, and in one case the definite statement
was made that no murmur was present.

Table 10.— Cases classified according to nature of heart sounds.

Heart sounds.

First sound at apex :
Loud
Weak
Snapping
Rough
Reduplicated
Absent

Aortic second sound accentuated
Pulmonary second sound accentuated
Rough _
Nature of heart sounds not described.

Per cent.

1 0. 27
1 .27
4 1.1
2 .55
1 .27
1 .27
9 2.5
35 9.7
1 .27
317 88.1

Table 11.—Cases classified as to murmurs.

Murmur:
Murmur present
Murmur absent
Not mentioned

Heard best at:
Mitral area
Pulmonary area
Aortic area
Tricuspid area
Base
Right fourth costal
cartilage
"Third interspace". .
Ensiform
Place not mentioned.

Transmission:
Not transmitted
To axilla
Along great vessels of
neck
Not definitely de
scribed

Num
ber.

321

1

38

257

14

36

1

9

1

1

1

40

13
157

9

Hi

Per
cent.

89.16
.27
10.60

71.38
3. 88

10.00
.27
2.50

.27

.27

.27
11.00

3.61
43.61

2.50

4.44

Transmission —Continued
Not mentioned

Character:
Blowing
Loud
Soft
Harsh
Musical
Short
Cresendo
Wheezing
Fleeting
Not described

Time:
Systolic
Diastolic
Presystolic
Double
Not mentioned

Num
ber.

Per
cent.

165 45. 83

80 22. 22
54 15.00
32 8. 88

10 2. 77

2 .55
3 .83
1 .27
1 .27
1 .27
195 54.16

269 74.72
29 8. 05
19 5.27
2 .55
67 18.61
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As to the area at which the murmur was best heard, it appears
that 257, or 71.3 per cent, were best heard over the mitral area ; 14,
or 3.88 per cent, were best heard over the pulmonary area, and 36,
or 10 per cent, were best heard over the aortic area. In 40 cases,
or 11 per cent, the place at which the murmur was best heard was
not mentioned.
Next, as to the transmission of the murmur, in 13 cases, or 3.6
per cent, the murmur was not transmitted. In 157, or 43.6 per cent, it
was transmitted to the axilla. In 9, or 2.5 per cent, it was trans
mitted to the great vessels of the neck, and in 165, or 45.8 per cent, no
mention was made regarding the transmission of murmur.
This table raises some very interesting points regarding these
patients. It appears evident that the great majority were surveyed
because of a murmur, systolic in time and best heard over the mitral
area, and for no other reason that could be ascertained as far as an
analysis of their records could show.
While the presence of a cardiac murmur has come to be regarded
with more and more complacency in recent years, the fact remains
that in probably the majority of cases in the naval service who come
to medical survey for a cardiac lesion the presence of a murmur is
the most significant finding which serves to call attention to the
heart. It is probable that this will continue to be so, and it is prob
ably well that it should be so, as the presence of a cardiac murmur
is an indication for a careful examination of the cardio-vascular
system. However, we should exercise care and discretion in making
the diagnosis of valvular disease under these circumstances. Func
tional murmurs occur with great frequency, particularly in young
individuals, and are usually systolic in time and occur with greatest
frequency over the pulmonary area. They may, however, be heard
best at the apex, and it is in this type of case that we should exercise
self-restraint before making the diagnosis of mitral insufficiency.
A systolic murmur heard best at the apex and unaccompanied by
other evidence of valvular disease in itself rarely justifies the diag
nosis of mitral insufficiency. There may be instances in which one
is justified in diagnosing a valvular lesion with no other evidence,
but if one routinely diagnoses mitral insufficiency merely on the
presence of a systolic murmur at the apex he will more frequently
be wrong than otherwise. In regard to the diagnosis of mitral
insufficiency on a murmur alone Thayer says :
" That there are murmurs as to the organic nature of which there
can be little or no question in the absence of signs of cardiac enlarge
ment or functional derangement, there is
,

however, no doubt. In
such cases as this, however, the element of personal judgment enters
in and it would be really impossible to attempt to lay down a rule
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as to when a mitral murmur reaches such a degree of intensity,
harshness, or duration as to justify a positive diagnosis of disease
of the valves."
Table 12 shows cases classified according to the performance of
functional tests. The most significant item in this table is the fact
that in 339 or 94 per cent of these patients no mention of a cardiac
functional test is made.
While it is true that the ideal cardiac functional test has yet to
be devised, it is nevertheless considered good practice to give every
heart case some form of functional test in order to verify, if possible,
evidence of disability.
Table 13 shows cases classified according to lesions. It appears
that in 224 or 62.2 per cent the diagnosis of mitral regurgitation
was made and that in 14 or 3.8 per cent the diagnosis of mitral
stenosis was made. In 23 or 6.3 per cent of cases the diagnosis of
double mitral lesion was made. There were 10 or 2.7 per cent of
cases diagnosed as aortic regurgitation and 6 or 1.6 per cent as
aortic stenosis. Four or 1.1 per cent were diagnosed as combined
aortic regurgitation and stenosis and 17 or 4.7 per cent as combined
mitral and aortic disease. In 62 or 17.2 per cent it was impossible
to establish the type of lesion from the data on the patient's record.

Table 12.—Cases classified according to performance offunctional tests.

Functional teat performed
Functional test not performed.
Functional tent not mentioned

Table 13.— Cases classified according to lesion.

Diagnosis.

Mitral regurgitation
Mitral stenosis
Mitral stenosis and regurgitation
Aortic regurgitation
Aortic stenosis
Aortic stenosis and regurgitation
Mitral and aortic disease
Unknown

224 62. 22

14 3.88
23 6.38
10 2. 77

0 1.66
4 1.11
17 4. 72
62 17.26

The relatively greater frequency with which the mitral valve
is involved as compared with other valves of the heart as shown

by this table agrees quite well with the generally accepted figures
on this point for the age groups here chiefly involved. On the
other hand, the great preponderance of patients showing evidence
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of mitral regurgitation without mitral stenosis is definitely at vari
ance with the findings of most cardiologists of to-day. Of the two
types of lesions of the mitral valve stenosis is

,

as a rule, the more

prominent finding. Stenosis and regurgitation are, however, so com

monly associated that the diagnosis of " mitral disease " is often made
without any attempt to specify more definitely the type of lesion.
This diagnosis usually implies the existence of mitral stenosis with
some degree of regurgitation.
A review of the foregoing tables is enlightening in several re
spects.

Figures obtained from the Bureau of Navigation show that the
average cost to the Government of recruiting a man with a physical
defect who is surveyed and discharged three months later is

$271.49. It is evident that the best interests of the Government would
be served if this source of expense could be eliminated and it is in
cumbent upon medical officers at recruiting stations to exercise the
utmost vigilance at all times to prevent enlistments of men with
definite cardiac lesions. It is equally essential that medical officers
at training stations use the same care in evaluating signs and symp
toms to the end that only those recruits in whom can be found cer
tain minimum requirements for a diagnosis of valvular disease,
chronic cardiac, should be surveyed with that diagnosis.
It is considered advisable in the first place that the question of
etiology be inquired into in each case. Although no etiological
factor may be found, if present, it is important. If a definite his
tory of rheumatic fever or chorea can be obtained, the existence of

a disabling valvular lesion is rendered more likely. A history of
syphilis, especially if the Wassermann reaction is positive, is of great
importance in a diagnosis of aortic regurgitation, and may be a de
ciding factor in the question of line of duty.
Secondly, signs and symptoms of limitation of the field of cardiac
reserve should be looked for and recorded. The presence or absence
of such findings as dyspnea, edema, and poor response to func
tional tests should be a factor in determining the disposition of the
patient.
Finally, the nature of the lesion or lesions present should be
definitely established. This is

,

as a rule, not particularly difficult,
but in order to do it the examination of the pulse, the recording of
the blood pressure, both systolic and diastolic, determination of the
shape of the heart, and the nature of the heart sounds are often as
important as the study of the heart murmurs. The relative im
portance of the mere presence of a murmur appears to be overrated
in the majority of the surveys reviewed. The most serious defect
noted in the records was the apparent assumption, in many cases
that the presence of a systolic murmur at the apex established the
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existence of a mitral lesion. An adequate study of the quality of
the pulse, the size of the pulse pressure, the nature of the heart
sounds, and the evidence of hypertrophy of one or the other of the
heart chambers is of the utmost importance. Together with this
study a careful inquiry into the timing, localization, and nature of
the murmur will usually not only settle the question as to whether
the murmur is functional or organic, but will also establish pretty
definitely the valve involved. If there are definite enough findings
to diagnose the presence of a valvular lesion, the nature of the
lesion can usually be established, and if the record offers insufficient
data to show which valve is involved one is justified in being skep
tical as to the existence of any valvular lesion.
While there can be little question as to the advisability of dis
charging recruits who show definite evidence of valvular disease,
the question is not so simple in the case of the individual with
many years of service to his credit, and in the case of an officer
coming up for promotion or for his annual physical examination.
In the latter type of case it is believed that the immediate dis
charge from the service of these patients should not always follow
as a matter of course. If the lesion is well compensated, is pro
ducing no symptoms, is not interfering as far as can be ascertained
with the performance of duty, and if it would seem that the indi
vidual might easily render years of active service, it is considered
inadvisable to immediately anticipate his disability by several years
and place him on the retired list.
The foregoing tables and the data derived from their analysis
would seem to justify the following conclusions:
(1) The necessity for a most careful and complete physical ex
amination in each case of suspected valvular disease, which should
include a careful history tending to bring out some etiologic factor,
and a physical examination which should include a study of the
pulse, blood pressure, heart sounds, functional response, evidence of
hypertrophy, and a careful evaluation of any cardiac murmur.

(2) The result of this history and examination should be incor
porated in the patient's record, as it is only by this means that the
data so collected can be used to advantage and that the proper rec
ommendations may be made in cases coming to medical survey.

THE COMPLEMENT FIXATION TEST AND OTHER FINDINGS IN MALARIA.1
By J. B. Chambers, Lieutenant, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

The following resume" of findings in cases of malaria was prompted
by the recently reported employment of Plasmodium vivax in the

1 Paper read at the annual meeting of the American Society of Tropical Medicine. San
Francisco, Calif., June, 1923. Reprinted from the American Journal of Tropical Medicine.

61887—23 2
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treatment of general paresis. Wagner- Jauregg (1) noting numerous
reports of improvement in paresis resulting from infectious febrile
conditions, first proposed Plasmodium vivax inoculation for the treat
ment of paresis in 1887 and later used Koch's tuberculin in doses at
first small, but in later cases quite large. Typhoid vaccine in large
doses was also employed, and both these gave varying degrees of
improvement. In 1917 he inoculated several paretics with Plasmo
dium vivax and obtained a degree of improvement that warranted
the continuation of the method. A soldier infected with benign
tertian malaria and untreated with quinine served as a donor, and
1 to 4 cubic centimeters of his blood was injected subcutaneously
into a group of paretics. They were permitted to have several chills,
served as donors for other cases of paresis, and were then given
quinine. At the time of his report the strain of Plasmodium vivax
had been transferred 37 times through 200 paretics. Successful
inoculation was also secured by rubbing a few drops of the infected
blood upon scarified areas of skin. All the inoculated cases were
readily cured of the malaria, the parasite being apparently very
susceptible to quinine. .

Recently the treatment of paresis by malaria inoculation has been
undertaken at St. Elizabeths Hospital. For this work the endeavor
was made at the naval hospital, Washington, to secure a patient
with benign tertian malaria, without a history of syphilis, willing
to give blood, and with a negative Noguchi reaction. The laboratory
work on the prospective donors was done in the laboratories of the
Naval Medical School, and the fulfilling of the latter requirement
showed some interesting reactions and suggested a review of the
laboratory records in cases of malaria.
Opinions differ widely as to the effect of malaria on the Wasser-
mann reaction. In the numerous reports on the subject the authors
rarely give an adequate description of the technique employed in
their work, so that it seems better to refer to the test as a complement
fixation test rather than a Wassermann, as very few employed the
Wassermann technique. Reports by De Jong (2) (3), Thompson
(4), St. John (5), and Johnson (6), all stress the importance of
basing conclusions only on tests performed according to well-estab
lished technique. St. John used cholesterinized antigents, with
modified Noguchi technique. Johnson employed the standard Was
sermann method on all sera, with parallel tests in other laboratories
by at least one of three other methods in each case, and obtained
complete agreement in only 57 per cent of the tests.
The occurrence of a positive complement fixation test for syphilis
in cases of malaria has been reported by Craig (7), Sutherland (8),
De Jong, St. John, and Hehewerth (9). Craig in a review of 2,643
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Wassermann reactions considered only 5 due to malaria. Wasser-

mann and Lange (10) feel that a positive reaction in anyone who

has come from a malaria country is not acceptable evidence of
syphilis unless the test remains positive after quinine therapy. They
refer to the work of Meyer and Bonfiglio in Italy, who obtained
positive tests in 80 per cent of their cases of malaria. Schoo (11)
obtained 22 positive reactions in 28 cases of malaria, Zschuki (12)
reported 14 of 27 positive, De Haan (13) 63 of 153 positive and felt
that syphilis was excluded in 29 of the positive cases. Meyerstein

(14) does not give the number of cases tested but reports from 70
to 80 per cent positive, with the strongest reaction in blood taken

during the febrile stage, a positive reaction 10 days later being very
rare and all reactions negative after quinine therapy.
Hehewerth tested heated and unheated serum from Europeans
and from natives of Java. With heated serum he obtained no posi
tive reactions on three Europeans (two of them having treated
syphilis), while all three were positive with unheated serum.
Unheated serum among natives gave many more positive tests than

heated and the positive reactions persisted for some time, many over
six months, but the inhibition of hemolysis usually became weaker.
They conclude that in a malaria country a positive Wassermann can
not be considered evidence of syphilis in the absence of positive
clinical evidence of syphilis.
Opposed to these reports of positive reactions due to malaria
there is a smaller number of reports, but included in this group aro
some noteworthy series. Thompson (4), using the Wassermann
technique in a well-established laboratory, tested the serum of 130
individuals, with negative tests in 122. Fifty-two of the patients
had parasites in the blood at the time of the test, and blood was
taken at varying times for different groups—the first group during
the stage of chill and successive groups ranging as high as several
weeks after the last observed chill. One such series was made on

patients receiving quinine and another on patients receiving no qui
nine. The serum from 70 patients not showing parasites at the

time of the test, but with a history of malaria, was tested with 70
negative results. Eight cases of malaria giving a positive reaction
were referred to C. H. Mills, and he pronounced all of them syphi
litic after thorough examination. Thompson draws conclusions that
seem entirely justified by his results, namely: (1) The Wassermann

reaction conducted according to a recognized standard method does

not give a positive reaction in malaria at any stage of the disease;

(2) if a positive Wassermann reaction is obtained in a case of
malaria, it is either due to undiagnosed syphilis or to a faulty
technique.
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Johnson (6) attributes the varied opinion as to the occurrence of
positive tests in malaria as due principally to the varieties of comple
ment fixation test used. He concludes: (1) That the blood in active
malaria does not give a positive Wassermann ; (2) syphilis should
not, however, be diagnosed on the occurrence of a positive reaction on
blood taken during the febrile stage of malaria; (3) if the test is
again positive on blood taken later it furnishes the usual accepted
evidence of syphilis.
Thompson, De Jong, and Johnson, all emphasize the point that
there should be no clinical confusion from the occurrence of a posi
tive test on blood taken during the febrile stage of malaria, as that is
not the time to elect for the serum diagnosis of syphilis. Clinically
the test as a diagnostic measure would not be performed at that time,
and hence there is no lessening of its value as an indication of syphilis
in malaria patients.
In reviewing the laboratory records of the Naval Medical School
it was found that since January, 1917, there were recorded 68 cases
in which the presence of malarial parasites were demonstrated in the
blood. Of these 57 were benign tertian and 11 estive-autumnal. The
complement fixation test employed here is the modification of No-
guchi, using an acetone insoluble antigen and a cholesterinized anti

gen with heated serum. The technique is well established and on
several occasions has given results practically identical with tests
conducted in other laboratories on samples of the same serum sepa
rated for comparative tests. In the 68 malaria patients a complement
fixation test was done on the serum of 34. All of these were negative
with both antigens except four. Two of the four cases had a definite
history of syphilis, and a record of treatment with arsenicals and
mercury. When their blood was taken, they were in the febrile stage
of a paroxysm with very numerous benign tertian parasites in the
peripheral circulation. The syphilitic patients showed only partial
inhibition (acetone insoluble antigen 1+ and 2+, cholesterinized
antigen 2+ and 3+, respectively) comparable to the readings in the
same series of tests, on malaria free patients under syphilitic treat
ment. Both patients after receiving quinine by mouth for from five
to seven days, gave a negative complement fixation test and showed

no parasites in the peripheral circulation on prolonged and repeated
search. More of the patients in the group with negative Noguchi re

actions probably had treated syphilis, but as their hospital records

are not available, an exact statement can only be made in regard to

three.

The third patient had blood taken 24 and 48 hours after a chill,
the second specimen during the cold stage of the next paroxysm,
This serum was held 48 and 24 hours and each specimen gave a par
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tial inhibition (1+ acetone insoluble, 2+ eholesterinized antigen).
The same serum was kept in a refrigerator for four days more, and
tests on both were negative, which does not confirm the opinion of
Thompson that heated serum tends to become positive when kept.
This patient, after receiving quinine for five days, gave a negative
complement fixation test on fresh-heated serum. He was at thafrtime
free of parasites. A careful inquiry into his history and careful
physical examination by competent clinicians revealed no evidence of
syphilis. Several later tests on this patient were negative. It is
believed that this reaction was not due to faulty technique, as it is
extremely unlikely that two mistakes would be made in one run of:
tests, nor, if made, that they would occur in tubes in widely sepa
rated positions in the rack. The same series of tests carried clean-
cut positives and negatives in addition to the controls, and tests on
a group of syphilitic patients at varying stages of intensive hospital
treatment and showing the degree of inhibition of hemolysis expected
at their respective treatment stages.
Another patient, with a history of initial malaria infection in
1921, has had numerous recurrences, with a record of four negative
Noguchi reactions at various naval laboratories. In all these labora
tories the complement fixation technique is the same as that employed
in this laboratory, and their antigen and amboceptor were produced
here. One of the negative tests was performed here on blood taken
a few hours after a chill in a previous attack. On blood taken within
30 minutes of the onset of a chill, showing very numerous parasites
of benigh tertian malaria, a 3+ reaction with acetone insoluuble
antigen and complete inhibition (4+) with eholesterinized, was the
result. Blood taken 22 hours after the paroxysm gave a 2+ and 3-f-
reading. Both serums were kept in the refrigerator for four days
and tested again with negative reactions. This patient also gave
no evidence of syphilis on careful examination. Serum taken after
five days of quinine gave a 1+ and 3-}- reaction.
So excluding two known syphilitics with malaria, there have been
only two positive complement fixation tests in 32 patients. As most
of the patients had more than one test the actual number of Noguchi
tests were approximately 55.
One interesting clinical observation was that at least two of the
patients having malaria, had recently completed a course of arseni
cal treatment for syphilis, without eradication of the Plasmodium
vivax. This was evident from the recurrence of symptoms of malaria
at a season and location precluding new infection.
In reviewing the laboratory records, there were recorded 38 com
plete blood counts made at the time of finding the malaria parasites.
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A few of the counts showed very marked increase in the percentage
of large mononuclear cells, but the average of the count was as
follows :

Erythrocytes 4,759,000
Leukocytes 7, 670
Polymorphonuclears > per cent— 60. S

Lymphocytes do 28.4
Large mononuclears do 9. 2
Eosinophils do L 2
Basophiles do ft 3.

There is possibly a slight increase in the percentage of large
mononuclears but the count tends to confirm the recent report of

Swan (15) in which he considered a large mononuclear increase as
not constant during the active stage of malaria.
Our records of complement fixation tests seemed to confirm the
opinion that a test conducted according to a standardized techinque
on the serum of malaria patients will be negative in the absence of
syphilis. However the last two patients, appearing while this paper
was in preparation, and showing at least partial inhibition of hem
olysis in more than one portion of serum necessitates the conclusion
that occasionally serum taken during active schizogony may yield
a positive Noguchi test, but that it is very uncommon. In view of the
two positives in cases of treated syphilis, both with negative Noguchi's
test prior to the onset of malaria, we feel that we have additional
evidence that a positive Noguchi in malaria is due to syphilis in the
groat majority of cases. Of course the impropriety of doing a
Noguchi test on a patient during his active malaria as a diagnostic
test should rule out any improper assumption of syphilis as a result
of the very rare positive test.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. Large mononuclears are slightly if at all increased in the active
stage of malaria.
2. Careful technique will eliminate a number of the positive com
plement fixation tests in malaria.
3. Rarely there is a partial inhibition of hemolysis in serum taken
during active schizogony.
'
4. Because of this rare positive, no attempt to diagnose syphilis by
a complement fixation test in a malaria patient should be made till
after the peripheral circulation has been freed of a demonstrable
parasites by quinine.
5. Patients with treated syphilis and a negative Noguchi may show
a weakly positive reaction if their serum is taken during a malarial
paroxysm, but the majority will not.
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ILLUMINATION OF DENTAL OFFICES ASHORE AND AFLOAT.

By B. B. Habvbt, Lieutenant Commander, Dental Corps, United States Navy.

The very unfavorable conditions of lighting under which dental
work is expected to be performed aboard ship has caused the writer
to give considerable thought and attention to the subject. When it
is recalled that portholes on shipboard may be circles 11 inches in
diameter, cut in the side of the ship, and that it is through one of
these, or under exceptionally favorable circumstances two of them,
that daylight is obtained, some idea may be had of the limited amount
of natural illumination available. Electric lights, of course, are
available and it is to the disposition of these that attention was
directed.
Part of the service of naval dental officers is on shore, and light
ing conditions in the offices ashore are found to be without uni
formity and in many cases very unsatisfactory. The problem, there
fore, was to formulate if possible an arrangement of light which
could be used with equal advantage afloat or ashore.
In 1917 an inspection of some of the better class dental offices in
New York and Brooklyn, as well as inquiries at dealers both dental
and general, elicited the fact that, with one exception, but little atten
tion had been given the subject of proper illumination for dental
work.
On shipboard about that time all living quarters were painted
with white enamel with the idea apparently of making the most of
the light rays present through reflection. This has happily been
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discontinued as the effect day in and day out was to produce a glare
which to say the least was not restful to the eyes. Recommenda
tions of certain medical officers have been followed and interiors are
now finished in flat paint with a slight tint, and this, combined with
shaded light and indirect illumination, has proven very satisfactory.
We are told that the light intensity outdoors at noon on a clear
day of June will average about 9,600 foot-candles and in December
under the same conditions about 4,300 foot-candles. In contrast to
this the illumination or average light of our workshops at night
will seldom exceed 5 or 6 foot-candles. By some it is believed that
an office can be too well lighted, with injurious results, but appar
ently the truth is that harm seldom or ever comes from too much
illumination. Glare, not light, in practically all cases is the dam
aging factor. As light increases the ciliary muscles of the eye con
tract, lessening the aperture of the pupil. If, however, the light is
caused by glare a much greater contraction occurs than is justified

by the actual intensity of the illumination present. This explains
why, when fine work is attempted in the presence of glare, a further

accommodation is necessary which is not consistent with the amount
of general illumination. Under such circumstances removal of the
vision from the work causes a contraction of the ciliary muscles,
which are again relaxed as work is resumed, and this seesaw back

and forth is thought to be responsible to a large degree for eye
strain. In other words, fatigue here, as elsewhere, is caused by the
presence of poisonous waste products which are produced faster
than they can be physiologically removed from the muscles. Cor
puscular disintegration of the blood is said to be responsible for the
pain which persists in muscles for several days after unusual exer
cise; logically the same condition may be present in the intrinsic
eye muscles, with the added factor that the feeling of discomfort
is usually not definitely localized.

As will be seen above, the human eye is perfectly comfortable out
doors with a light intensity more than a thousand times greater than
that generally used by people in the evening when they read or work
at home or in the office. Daylight is the easiest of all light on the

eyes, and the reason is that day light reaches us in a high state of
diffusion. In this connection it has been suggested that window
roller shades should be of translucent material such as oiled ecru
Holland, which, while permitting access of light, will diffuse and
soften the rays of the sun. Opaque shades will diminish illumina
tion without diffusion.
Efforts have been made to secure lighting results wherein shadows
are eliminated. This we are informed is a mistake, for it is the
shadow which produces the relief, causing contrasts and the object
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to stand out. Stereoscopic work, of interest to dentists in radiog
raphy, it will be recalled, is one of definite shadows.
Lighting engineers have found that it is injurious to have strong
light directed to the cutting point of tools and to the top of work
benches, while all around the operative a semidarkness prevails.
Excessive lights on spots causes eyestrain and poor vision of sur
rounding areas. Such a lighting arrangement, as the eye shifts from
light to dark and vice versa, causes an undue pupillary reflex which
is conducive to strain if continued over a period of time. In a large
percentage of cases in which glasses are worn the necessity for them
has arisen from the kind of light under which work has been done.
Our traditional dental textbooks, as recalled, recommend a north
light. This recommendation, however, in the opinion of the writer
is open to discussion and should not be accepted on historical
grounds, particularly during the winter months of early darkness.
A ship at anchor swings with the tide, and the reason for disputing
the advisability of using north light is that experience has demon
strated much less fatigue and eyestrain when working on the side
of the ship which swung to the sun. The other side of the ship
enjoys a more even light, which is claimed as the merit for the north
light, but it does not seem to be of sufficient intensity. This is
especially noticeable toward the close of the day when fatigue is
present.
Various types of lights, projectors, and lamps have been experi
mented with and indirect illumination for fine work is considered
not to be economical from the standpoint of efficiency. A competent
authority stated that it was his opinion that to secure illumination
of a cavity with a red lining such as the mouth, ten times the in
tensity of light is needed to produce that equal to the surface sur
rounding the orifice. Such a disposition and diffusion of light would
seem to answer the requirements; that is

,

that the interior of the
mouth be illuminated with a light of sufficient intensity to make the
illumination approximately equal to that present on the orifice and
in the well-lighted room in general. In other words, no undue pupil
lary reflex should be induced when directing the vision in the mouth
and without. A dental-operating light, such as the Rhein type,
wherein a cluster of lights is suspended in front and to the left of
the patient, or one of the Bosworth type, a single lamp of brilliant
intensity, would seem to be deficient in that general illumination

only is present, the end result being that the operator is endeavoring
to work in a field considerably darker than the surface about the
orifice and the surrounding room, manifestly an improper proceed
ing. The objection to this type also exists, viz, that a constant glare

is present both to the eyes of the patient and operator. As the latter
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removes his vision from the dark hole it encounters the fourfold in
tensity of the light, thus establishing a muscle reflex with every
glance from the field of operation. In addition to this, as the side of
the face of the operator is toward the light while working, an invol
untary accommodation of the ciliary muscles to this side light takes
place, and, further, if glasses are worn the reflection of the light on
the lens makes an additional accommodation. Incidentally, it is a
fault of many operators not to look directly into the mouth as they
would at a book, but from a side or elevated or depressed angle. We
have, then, to summarize a possibility of the following conflicting
factors when dental work is attempted under general artificial il
lumination or a combination of daylight and general artificial illumi
nation.
First. Working in a field darker than surrounding objects.
Second. With a bright light or cluster of lights in the direct line
of vision as the eye is raised from the work.
Third. An off accommodation of the pupillary muscles as the light
enters the eye from the side.
Fourth. If glasses are worn, the glare reflected from the light on
the lenses as the head is turned away from its source. This may
not be perceptible to the senses, but is a factor to be reckoned.
Fifth. Directing line of vision from an angle which strains the
extrinsic muscles of the eye. The spot light or reflector which pro
jects a beam of light into the mouth without coming into the line
of vision of the patient or operator is thus seen to be preferable in
most respects. However, the illumination of the room and surround
ing objects should be sufficient to prevent undue contrast between the
intensity of light within and without the mouth.
The small so-called dental lamp with the light bulb in the mouth
has its defect, as, while it can be dimmed to prevent too great an
amount of light, it always presents a comparatively strong point of
light in a dark field, and it is necessary to work past this point to
perform dental work. In other words, the eyes are involuntarily
accommodated to the position and amount of light present and then
the vision is voluntarily directed past the light, necessitating a fur
ther accommodation. Here also undue pupillary reflex is inevitable
as work progresses and the eyes are removed from the field of opera
tion.
As previously noted, one exception was found to the absence of
special or satisfactory lighting arrangements in New York or
Brooklyn offices. This arrangement, with an addition by the writer,
proved so satisfactory on the hospital ship Comfort that it is now
embodied in standard specifications and plans for dental offices on
battleships under construction. The center of the seat of the dental
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chair is used as a guide, and directly over this, at a height of about
7 feet, is placed one 200-watt frosted lamp, and two others of like
size are placed at the same height on the comers of an equilateral
triangle of 4 feet, with the first light as the apex and the base of the
triangle parallel to and in front of the chair. These should have
individual switches. Such an arrangement has been found to give
a splendid general illumination and diffusion of light without being
directly in the line of vision of the operator; additional ceiling lights
are used in conformity with the size of the room or compartment.
The operator, as he stands in position by the patient and turns his
head a little to the right, then faces the light to the front and left
of the patient. To dim the direct rays from this light a disk of
heavy white paint, perhaps an inch in diameter, is painted on the
globe or shade. The size and position of the disk should be sufficient
to prevent the rays from striking the vision as the operator glances
in that direction or moves about in the vicinity of the cabinet. How
ever, it should not be large enough to cut any of the rays from the
face of the patient.
As has been remarked, however, general illumination is not suffi
cient to prevent eye strain, and to augment the above a bracket light
of French origin has been purchased by the naval medical supply
depot which will give a spot-light effect in the mouth. This light
is of substantial construction, can be placed far enough away from
patient and operator to obviate heat, can be focused to compensate
for distance, and is of such construction that it will not permit of the
light rays entering the operator's field of vision except as they are
projected into the mouth and immediate vicinity.
To conclude, it would seem that good general illumination, with
out glare, is necessary ashore and afloat, and in addition a spot light
of sufficient intensity to adequately illuminate the interior of the
mouth and equalize illumination.

THE OPEN OPERATION POR THE EXTRACTION OF TEETH.

By S. H. Reed, Lieutenant Commander, Dental CorpB, United States Navy.

The question of whether or not the so-called surgical extraction
of teeth as carried on at the Mayo clinic should be adopted as a
standard technique in the majority of cases where extraction is in
dicated has occasioned a great deal of discussion recently, a notable
example of which is the article by Dr. Edmund Kells, published in
a recent issue of the Dental Cosmos and a criticism of this article
appearing in the July issue of the same magazine and written by
Dr. Leon Harris of New York.
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The opposing views held by these two well-known dental author
ities represent the general attitude of the dental profession in respect
to the technique practiced by Dr. Boyd Gardner and his assistant
Doctor Austin, at the Mayo clinic, and reflect to a considerable
extent the views of the majority of dental operators who have not
been able to form their opinions by actual observations, and who
have, therefore, been obliged to arrive at conclusions based on the
published observations of others. As any departure from the estab
lished order of things is viewed with distrust by conservative and
successful operators, and as the same departure is ordinarily hailed
with much acclaim by those members of the dental profession who
pride themselves as being in the vanguard of progress regardless
of where it leads them, it is then not surprising that older, more
conservative and successful operators, have occasionally been called
upon to rectify the mistakes occasioned by the zeal of too enthusias
tic young dental surgeons, whose efforts in behalf of progress have
proved more of a hindrance than a help.
Likewise, it is to be expected that advocates of the more radical
methods who have demonstrated the value of their technique, at
least to their own satisfaction, have not a great deal of patience
with those older and more conservative operators who seem to
be unwilling to immediately acknowledge the value of the more
radical procedure.
It is not the purpose of this article to advocate the surgical
extraction of teeth as practiced at the Mayo clinic and elsewhere,
nor to submit arguments against this procedure, but to review
briefly the gross technique now pursued in what Doctor Gardner
prefers to call the open operation for the removal of teeth, the
reasons why the open operation is preferred, and the results attained,
with special reference to whether or not such surgical procedure is
indicated in the naval service.
The technique now employed at the Mayo clinic has been modified
somewhat from that carried out when surgical extraction was first

brought to the attention of the profession, inasmuch as less process
is now removed previous to extraction than was formerly the case.
Much of the criticism of Doctor Gardner's technique has been di
rected at that which has been more or less generally understood to
be the radical excision of the entire bucco-alveolar tissue covering
the roots of teeth to be removed down to their apices before the
removal of these teeth is attempted, thus affording easy access to
any granuloma or infected area present and guaranteeing its re
moval in entirety. This in effect is doubtless still considered by many
dental operators to be the technique now pursued, coupled also with
the idea that the operation is further complicated by extensive and
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thorough curettement and supplemented by a series of postoperative
treatments requiring careful attention. Such procedure is

,

of course,
rarely employed.
In a week's observation of the technique of the open operation for
extraction it was noted that only such amount of the buccal process
was chiseled away in each case as would permit of the removal of
the tooth to be extracted without possibility of fracture of the
process supporting adjacent teeth or injury of the membrane sur
rounding them. This, in fact, is the chief reason for employing the
chisel, and its use for this purpose would seem rational and logically
indicated as a precautionary measure accompanying careful con
scientious practice.
Doctor Gardner admits that most extractions made without re
tracting the gum tissue and employing the chisel are satisfactory
in so far as but little if any harm is done adjacent teeth, but it is

the small but appreciable percentage where damage is done some
times to a considerable degree that his technique is designed to pre
vent ; therefore, in reply to a question as to whether or not he would
advise the open operation for the removal of all teeth, whether or
not the X ray showed apical involvement, exostosis, or other compli
cations, he desired to record himself as being of the belief that the
technique as carried out at the Mayo clinic was always indicated for
precautionary reasons.
In view of the fact that prevention is the keynote of modern dental
practice, it seems logical to assume that precautionary measures on
the part of the operator are preventive measures and as such are en
titled to consideration.
Another matter which would seem to favor the open operation is

that the retraction of a flap of gum tissue facilitates the trimming
of the process to remove irregularities and sharp protuberances of
supporting process often left by the removal of teeth and which
impinge on the gum tissue and cause discomfort and pain long
after the wound has healed. The clear view obtained by the retrac
tion of the flap enables the operator to remove just the right amount
of process by bone cutting forceps or chisels, so that when the gum

is sutured to place a soft cushion is provided for the reception of
dentures, saddles, or other restorations. This can best be appre
ciated by those operators who have had occasion to retract the
tissues and trim the processes of edentulous patients months after
the teeth have been extracted in order that dentures might be made
that can be worn without acute discomfort and pain.
All extractions at the Mayo clinic are made while the patient is

recumbent upon an operating table. This seems to impress the
casual observer as scenery or stage setting done for its effect on
the patient and the profession. It has the effect of making a minor
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operation seem like a major one. This particularly as many mem
bers of the dental profession visit the dental clinic expecting to find
something spectacular and seize upon this feature as justification
for their preconceived ideas.
In response to the question " Why use an operating table ? " Doctor
Gardner said that it was used for the psychological effect upon the
patient; that it provided a routine of asepis not ordinarily obtain
able at the dental chair without additional trouble ; the patient was
in a position of rest; the patient's hands were at his side, covered
with a sheet and out of the way; the head, the hair, and particu
larly the patient's eyes were covered. The field of operation was
in perfect view and the operating position excellent, all reasons
being particularly pertinent to the cases treated.
Concerning curettement after removal of teeth having apical areas
of infection, it was noted during the period of observation mentioned
that such curettement was done only for the removal of all traces
of existing granulomata and as gently as possible.
The mallet and chisels used in removing the process previous to
extraction are the same as formerly employed and are described in
detail in an article by Doctor Gardner published in the International
Journal of Orthondontia and Oral Surgery in March, 1921.
Concerning the advisability of adopting this technique of extrac
tion as the standard for general use in the Navy, it would seem
to be advisable but impracticable for reasons which will be readily
understood by operators in the Navy Dental Corps. If, as Doctor
Gardner admits, practically 90 per cent of extractions performed
without employing the flap and chisel method are successful, it
would seem impracticable, in view of the small number of dental
officers provided to care for the dental needs of the Navy personnel,
to adopt a method requiring considerable more time and assistance
in addition to supplementary equipment in order to attain a higher
percentage of success, particularly as the introduction of this
method without special instruction in technique would at first prob
ably result in more harm than good. Were extractions the only
operations performed by the members of the Dental Corps afloat and
ashore, or were facilities as would enable dental officers to maintain
separate operating rooms with proper assistants to lessen the loss of
time which this technique would occasion, it might be advantageous
to adopt it

,

but under existing conditions the open operation would
seem to be only indicated at the shore hospitals of the Navy in cases
where clinical and radiographic findings are such as to render the
ordinary methods unsatisfactory or dangerous.
In connection with the matter of adopting the Mayo technique for
use at naval hospitals, there is one feature of the Mayo routine which
should be of value in the treatment of patients admitted with diag
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nosis undetermined or in cases of suspected focal infection, and which
might well be adopted with benefit to all concerned. This is the
system of recording dental, clinical, and X-ray findings.
This system groups the teeth of patients examined into two main
groups. Group I are those teeth which the examination has shown
to present sufficient local evidence to warrant removal.
Under Group II are listed all suspected teeth, nonvital, pyorrhetic,
and otherwise.

Group I teeth are extracted without consultation with other opera
tors. Group II teeth are referred to the physician having charge of
the case and are removed only on his request.
It is assumed that all findings in each case admitted for treatment
for other than purely dental care are in the hands of the physician
in charge, and his is the task to determine what is indicated in the
way of surgical interference in order to effect a cure.
Thus it often happens that when the extraction of all teeth under
Group I fails to improve the general condition of the patient as much
as it should, and other possible foci of infection have been also
eliminated, subsequent removal of Group II teeth have immediately
caused marked improvement in the patient's health and have often
effected a positive cure.
A copy of part of the dental history sheet is appended :
Group I (sufficient local evidence to warrant removal) :
Periapical infection, Nos. .

Pyorrhea, Nos. .

Impacted or unerupted, Nos. .

Qroup II (to be removed in addition to Group I, if every possible focus is to
be eliminated) :

Questionable teeth, Nos. .

Impacted or unerupted, Nos. .

Degree dental infection : \

Periapical Infection—O, I, II, III, IV.
Pyorrhea—O, II, III, IV.

Operate here : Yes . No .

Remarks .

D. D. S.
Approved : Group I. Group IL

(Physician to indicate in the affirmative by underlining.)

, M. D.
Date , 192—.

DEEP X-RAY THERAPY.

By G. U. Pillmokd, Lieutenant. Medical Corps, United States Navy.

It is believed that the greatest recent contribution to the arma
mentarium against cancer is deep X-ray therapy. Reports of suc
cesses from the large clinics using this method are of such impor-
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tance that it is incumbent upon us as military surgeons to know some
of the details of the method.
Surgeons have slowly accepted preoperative and postoperative
radiation of certain types of malignancy, but gradually biologic
effects from use of the X rays, based upon scientific principles, have
gained foundation sufficient to establish the X ray as a part of
the equipment necessary to fight malignancy. To-day the X-ray
treatment of malignancy does not occupy the court of last resort
and it will never supplant surgery. There will never be strife
between the surgeon and radiologist as to whether or not the former
or latter shall handle cancer individually without the assistance of
each other. The radiologist shall remain the consultant, and with
the recent new knowledge and instrument at his disposal he will
aid in the fight. Deep therapy will never decrease the necessity for
early diagnosis or proper operative technique, but it has and will
continue to help when both have been faulty.
Cases of inoperable cancer clearing up entirely under deep X-ray
therapy are frequently reported. With numerous successes to sup
port them, investigators are continuing rapidly to increase the
facilities and accuracy of the treatment and to decrease its dangers.
In our large clinics in this country the deep-therapy machines are run
ning steadily from morning until night, with intermissions only for
change of patients. Deep therapy has come to stay. Of its future
possibilities and of its dangers all is not known. From month to
month new knowledge is gained and new benefits derived.
It is with a view to giving the naval surgeon a general idea of the
factors involved in deep therapy that the following synopsis is
offered in a nontechnical manner. The subject is highly specialized
in the hands of the engineer, the physicist, and the biologist, and
we of the naval service must necessarily leave investigations with
them.

In our naval hospitals the usual standard X-ray equipment utilizes
for diagnostic purposes voltages of from 40,000 to 70,000 and up to
about 125,000 for treatment work. The new deep therapy equip
ment utilizes a voltage up to 300,000 or more, which is twice as much
as heretofore used. This increase of voltage has made X rays of
shorter wave length. The general public to-day has an intimate

knowledge of wave lengths as learned from operating and studying
wireless receiving sets. X rays also have wave lengths along the
same physical principle. The difference in wave length between
those sent by wireless and those cast off from the X-ray tube is con
siderable. In the former the waves are usually several meters long,
whereas X rays have a wave length of several billionths of a centi
meter. Since this property of wave length was discovered in the
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X ray the terms " soft tube " and " hard tube " have been discarded.
We now speak of X rays having short wave length and long wave
length.
In order that the tube should stand up under such a tremendous
voltage as 300,000, a new type had to be designed. Perhaps the best
tube for the purpose is one designed by Coolidge. " The bulb is 8
inches in diameter and it has a length of 32 inches over all. As in
the ' Universal ' type of tube, the anode is of solid tungsten, with a
molybdenum stem, and is supported from almost the extreme end
of the anode arm. The distance between the cathode and anode has
been increased from that of the ' Universal ' type of tube (1 inch) to
2 inches, to reduce the electrostatic pull on the filament and to de
crease the tendency for the liberation of electrons from the edges of
the focusing device."
According to Duane, " Researches in physical science have shown
that wireless waves, light, X rays, and the gamma rays consist essen
tially of the same kind of waves; further, that they differ from each
other only in the length of the waves. Consequently, the high-
voltage machine produces rays closely resembling the gamma rays
produced by radium. An additional fact about these short rays is
that they often have the power of more penetration than radium
gamma rays. This was an advancement, for with the deep pene
tration of these rays came the ability to treat deep-seated lesions
with X rays with more success than heretofore obtained. Hence the
term 1 deep X-ray therapy.' "

The problem on the face of it looked simple to the average radi
ologist. It was believed at first that all that was necessary was to set
a machine at a certain voltage, place the tube at a fixed distance, use
a certain time factor, filter out sufficient of the long X rays pro
duced at the same time as the short ones to insure against damage
to the skin and all would be well. Consequently, charts were made

(after treating certain types of malignancy with good results) based
on the principle, for example, of a skin erythema dose as 100 per
cent ; ovary castration dose 34 per cent ; sarcoma dose from 60 to 70

per cent; carcinoma dose from 100 to 110 per cent; recto-sigmoid
dose 135 per cent ; and muscle dose 180 per cent.
Accidents happened as a result and the method was condemned in

some clinics in this country. Soon, however, it was learned that
'; different X-ray plants produce X rays of different intensities and
effective wave lengths even though they may be running at the same

voltage as estimated by a sphere gap and with the same current

through the tube." This meant that the input to a tube was not the
proper control. A method had to be established whereby the X ray
itself had to be measured in order to get reliable information of
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dosage. The old pastilles and photographic measurements were of
no use for the purpose. Long before the short wave lengths were
used it had been proved satisfactorily that there was as much as 50
per cent of discrepancy in their use. Immediately the physicists
took up the problem for intensive investigation in an endeavor to-
obtain shorter wave lengths.
With the physicists the biologists have worked hand in hand in
the few centers where research work is going on. Where the

physicists have shown as much as a 40 per cent variation in different
machines using the same voltage, filter, distance, current, and time,
the biologists have shown variations of physiological changes'; but
the biologist can only draw conclusions from the reaction on the
tissue when the physical laws of irradiation and the exact knowledge
of the distribution of rays within the tissues have been accurately
ascertained.

Many of the physical properties of the X ray were studied and
understood years ago. Superficial treatment of lesions on the skin
surface was successful before Senn, of Chicago, in 1905, conceived
the idea of treating lesions in the subcutaneous tissues.
Ideas have changed rapidly, however, in regard to many char
acteristics of the ray. A short time ago it was generally an accepted
principle that the tube had to be as close to the body as possible-
Special tube holders were devised for this purpose, but now we
know that the " greater the distance between the tube focus and
the skin overlying the part under treatment the larger the propor
tion of the Kontgen rays incident upon the skin to reach a given
depth, say 10 centimeters. The only limit on the remoteness of the
tube target is that placed on time considerations, for with other
factors constant the time required for a single seance increases in
proportion to the square of the distance." Next came the knowledge
of the biologic effects of secondary radiations. The portal of entry
was increased in size to increase the proportion of incident radia
tion. It was an important discovery to realize the importance of
secondary radiation.
According to Barkla, there are three kinds of secondary radiation.
Case summarizes them as follows: (a) The secondary characteristic
or florescent ray, which is solely and singly peculiar for the sub
stance in which it is excited; (b) the secondary beta radiation,
which is a corpuscular radiation, easily absorbed in a few millimeters
of tissue; (c) the most important of the secondary rays from the
standpoint of deep dosage, termed the scattered radiation, which
possesses the same wave length and other physical properties as the
primary exciting ray. Since it is analogous to the scattering of light
rays in a relatively opaque medium, it is evident that the larger the
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field of incidence the greater the effect of scattered radiation. It
was known 20 years ago that there was such a thing as secondary
radiation, but only in the past few years has its valuation been appre
ciated in therapy. When large portals of entry are used with the
short wave-length treatment it was proved that the tissues beneath
the skin may receive more than 50 per cent of that delivered at the
skin by reason of secondary radiation. If the wave length is short,
a larger amount of secondary radiation will reach the deep-seated
tumor. If the wave length is long, there is more tendency for the
tissues to absorb the ray.
One kind of ray can not be produced from a tube target. There
is always a mixture of rays. There are long waves produced at the
same time as the short ones from the high-voltage tubes. By intro
ducing various filters in the path of these rays the effect is to de
crease the intensity of the longer waves to a greater extent than
that of the short waves. "The filter does not change the value of
the minimum wave length. It does, however, reduce the value of
the average, or what we may call the effective wave length of the
beam."

The method of measuring the wave length of X rays is described
as follows by Duane, who has done more of this work than any other
man in this country. "A beam of X rays coming from a target
passes through a small hole in a brick wall and then through a
narrow slit between lead blocks. The X-ray tube and the generating
plant to be in one room and the spectrometer in another room. The
wall between the rooms gives good protection to the spectrometer
and the operators against stray radiation from the tube. When high
voltages are used, and, therefore, penetrating radiation, it is advis
able to add a considerable thickness of lead to increase the protection.
The X rays after coming through the lead slit pass through a small
crystal mounted on a spectrometer table. The spectrometer table
can be turned through any desired angle, and the position of the
crystal determined by reading the spectrometer scales. Part of the
X-ray beam is reflected by the atoms in the crystal. X rays of cer
tain wave lengths only are reflected at a given angle. By measur
ing this angle the wave length can be calculated."
Duane has shown that, given a tube with a fixed current, filtration,
focal distance, and maximum voltage as determined by sphere gap
measurements, the amount of X radiation and the average wave
length will differ from each other if first a constant voltage and then
alternating voltage is applied. The constant voltage will give
shorter wave lengths and more intensity of X radiation.
The next important consideration, after realizing what short wave
length and long wave length X radiation will do, is to have a
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knowledge of how to force the necessary short waves into the tissues.
In the effort to force a sufficient amount of X rays into the deep
tissues, a large quantity of X radiation will he absorbed in the super
ficial tissues unless the long waves causing the greatest amount of
absorption are filtered out. So, for this purpose, various thicknesses
of copper, zinc, aluminum, etc., are used. If this were not done,
serious X-radiation burns would result. Duane has shown that by
using short waves a larger amount of radiation will pass through
1 millimeter of copper than 12 millimeters of aluminum, whereas,
with long waves more radiation will pass through 12 millimeters
of aluminum than 1 millimeter of copper. From this we conclude
that to produce a beam of short wave length copper is a better filter
than aluminum.
Elsewhere I have mentioned the importance of the intensity of
X radiation and the effective wave lengths. Around these factors
hinges the all-important item of dosage. How much shall we give
and how much are we giving? At present I believe that it is quite
safe to say that no one knows. If we did there would be no more
necessity for further investigations except by the biologist. Des-
sauer's charts were not suitable for American transformers, so
Glasser has attempted to remeasure them. He used the ionto-quanti-
meter of Kroenig and Friedrich. The conclusions of Kroenig and
Friedrich reached by the instrument they constructed have been
questioned and many errors proven. Dessauer, who made the treat
ment charts, has reported data which Weatherwax and Leddy, work
ing under the same conditions, will not confirm. Some authorities
swear by Duane's ionization chamber with its fallacies, and others
by Kroenig's and Friedrich's ionization chamber and its fallacies.
In other words, measurement of the intensity of X radiation is not
settled.

Of the two ionization instruments mentioned, and they are the
best at present obtainable, probably Duane's is the most reliable.
Elsewhere, a description was given of the spectrometer for measur
ing wave lengths. The ionization chamber measures, as nearly as

possible, the intensity of X radiation, but at present it measures only
relative or practical dosage.
Duane's ionization chamber consists of a " number of very thin
aluminum plates alternatingly joined together. Hard-rubber insula
tion separates the two sets of plates from each other. Wires running
through two flexible insulation cables join the ionization chamber
with a battery and galvanometer. A flexible metallic shield joined
directly to the earth covers the cables. The chamber is also shielded

by. a thin plate of aluminum. This shielding is important for pur
poses of electrostatic protection. When the ionization chamber lies
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in a beam, the rays make the gas between the sets of plates a conduc
tor of electricity, and a current from a battery flows around the cir
cuit through the galvanometer. This current depends upon the in
tensity of the X-ray beam," and Duane takes the magnitude of the
current as a measure of that intensity. The chamber is calibrated
by means of a standard instrument, in which the rays pass through a
large volume of air without striking any of the electrodes inside of
the chamber.

It would appear that the above instrument from the ordinary
standpoint of physical measurements is correct in detail, but unfor
tunately the X-ray beam has not yet yielded all its secrets.
There is no unit standardization between physicists, a factor which
adds to the confusion of all the highly specialized physics involved.
This is a drawback, in that cooperation is seldom possible. The in
vestigators realize this and all plead for standardization, but differ
ent ideas exist as to what should be a standard, because the physical
problem presents itself slightly different to each of the different re
search workers.
The biological difficulties present barriers even greater than the
physical. If we can not master the remedy or physical difficulties,
then we can not master the biologic effect. So, the two must go hand
in hand.
Holznecht says : " The conceptions —destructive dose, paralyzing
dose, carcinoma dose, stimulating dose, ovarian dose, etc., have all
been found wanting for practical purposes. Evidently, under the
influence of a mechanistic natural philosophy, there has taken place
what might be called a standardization of pathology which years
ago met with scant favor. They all are of significance as working
hypotheses from which the investigation proceeds and advances. It
is not we, but the particular form of tumor, which determines
whether our treatment will be successful or not. For the present, in
order to simplify our task, the manifold prescriptions of dosage must
first be formed into several groups." These groups he says should

comprise those tumors that require an extremely large quantity (car-
cinomata) ; the sarcomas and certain other affections requiring a con
siderable quantity; those requiring a medium quantity; and those

requiring a small quantity.
What are some of the dangers of the method? We have in the
past been accustomed to seeing X-ray burns of the skin as a result
of ignorance or carelessness. With this new method X-ray burns
of the skin do not occur. The longer rays are filtered out and at
tention is directed to the deep seated tissue and its reaction. It
is known that malignant tissue can be destroyed more quickly than

normal tissue. The malignant cells are more sensitive to X radiation.
Carcinoma, however, is the least sensitive of all the malignancies,
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and, in order to deliver X radiation for its destruction, a dose must
be given which can just be tolerated by normal tissue. It is pretty
close work. Effort is made to attack a deep-seated tumor from dif
ferent sides so that different areas of normal tissue overlying the
growth are X radiated, but in doing so, the mucous membrane of the
intestines, bladder, etc. (if ah abdominal condition is treated), will
get an overdose if one is not careful, and ulcerations will occur with
considerable destruction of the membrane. Injury to the bladder
and the recto sigmoid area is the great danger in treating carcinoma
of the uterus. The muscle of the bladder will stand the raying be
cause it is less sensitive than the mucous membrane. Injury of the
intestines may chiefly result in ulcerations, glandular atrophy, and
thrombosis of blood vessels. The mucous membrance of the small in
testine is less sensitive than the mucous membrance of the large intes
tine. The laryngeal mucosa may also be damaged in treating regions
about the neck. Complete loss of voice may result temporarily.
Secondary radiations are measured as correctly as possible in

phantoms or substances approaching somewhere near the densities
of the body. But the body, with its complicated anatomy, presents
densities of tissues that no phantom can duplicate, so ill effects of
secondary radiation are often conspicuous because many doses are

given with phantom scales as a guide.
Blood changes in the patient are due to acute destruction of the
corpuscular elements. In regions of the face and neck, areas on the
opposite side of the head from that treated will often have falling
out of hair.
The picture as presented thus far of the dangers of this method

is
,

in simple words, that of the destruction of the living cell. The
agent destroys the cell in a manner that is not completely understood.

Changes of the metabolism in a cell, if the dose is too small, may be
sufficient only to cause a stimulation of a growth, whereas, if the
dosage is massive enough, destruction is assured.



CLINICAL NOTES.

A CASE OF SUBPHRENIC ABSCESS.

By O. F. Cottle, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

November 4, 1922, F. E. J., 27 years old, weight 139 pounds, a
beneficiary of the Veterans' Bureau, compensated for chronic fibrin-
ious pleurisy and bronchitis, was admitted to the United States
naval hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y., from his status of vocational trainee
for observation and possible operation for chronic appendicitis.
His case was studied by the medical service for a period of nearly
two months prior to operation. February 26, 1923, the surgical staff
explored the abdomen through an incision in the upper right rectus
muscle, removed the appendix, and excised a small duodenal ulcer.
The pathologist reported that the tissue removed indicated an
inflamed and hemorrhagic appendix and a healed duodenal ulcer.
The postoperative course was not smooth. For a week fever,
rapid pulse, and pain in the wound indicated trouble.
Opening the wound down to the deep fascia revealed only serum.
During the next three weeks the fever ranged from 98° to 101°;
pulse, 88 to 98; respiration was normal. He lost 25 pounds in
weight. He became pale, weak, disheartened, and anemic. R. B. C.
3,620,000, Hgb. 85 per cent leucocytes 7,950, neutrophiles 72, lympho-
cites 22, mononeuclears 6. Urine normal; no albumen or casts.
Examination one month after his abdominal operation showed
that the right lung was dull to flat at the base posteriorily, where
breath sounds were absent, and that there were sibilant rales and
diminished breath sounds aboVe this area. The left lung was
normal.
The abdomen showed a mass in the right upper quadrant, tender
near the umbilicus, whose lower edge could not be felt; liver dull
ness in front was absent, being replaced by tympany.
X-ray examination showed " right diaphragm high at level of
fourth rib anteriorly, with considerable gas below and probably
fluid in abdomen." (Fig. 1.)
Surgical exploration through the chest wall and diaphragm was
considered at this time, but decided against, because it was felt that
the fluid was in the chest and not in the abdomen, and it was
thought to be secondary to an infected abdominal wall and to an
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old pleurisy he was said to have had prior to admission. This
decision seemed a proper one. A few days after the X-ray findings
above- described the abdominal wound opened and discharged pus
and some sloughing fascia. During the second month after the
operation the wound drainage gradually decreased, and there was
slow gradual improvement.
As the drainage lessened the temperature became lower, weight
no longer decreased, and the patient even gained a little strength.
By June 9, three and a half months after the abdominal opera
tion, he had a normal temperature, was going out of the hospital
frequently to his home, but his pulse rate remained slightly ele
vated; he did not regain his former weight; he looked sallow, and
the signs of fluid at the right base showed no definite regression.
However, he felt himself to be convalescent and was very anxious
to be discharged from the hospital so that he might go into the
country to recuperate.
During these three and a half months several X-ray pictures were
taken ; the fluroscope and X-ray plates had satisfactorily convinced
everyone that fluid was present. The roentgenologist had been
persistent in his original statement that the fluid was probably in the
abdomen (figs. 2 and 3), but the physical signs and other clinical
evidence failed on study to bring about any unity of clinical opin
ion. Members of the medical service took sides one against the other,
and the same was true of the surgical staff. Sufficient time having
been thus given for absorption of the fluid without result, the
medical service advised aspiration as a diagnostic and therapeutic
measure.

The surgical service felt that aspiration was dangerous because
of the possibility of infecting the pleura should the needle go through
the pleura and diaphragm into the abdominal cavity. In view of
these uncertainties, the commanding officer's opinion was sought and
he advised aspiration.
On June 15, 1923, about four months after the abdominal opera
tion, a needle was inserted in the postaxillary line between the

seventh and eighth ribs for a distance of about 4 inches. First gas
and then a thick pus, with a foul colonlike odor, was aspirated. The
pus was sent to the laboratory for a report on its bacterial content.
After culture this was reported to be a gram positive bacillus and
diplococcus. No colon bacilli were present.
The day after aspiration the course of the needle puncture was
followed by operation on the chest wall, parts of the seventh and

eighth ribs being resected. The needle, again inserted, drew pus.
Incision of the interspace between the eighth and ninth ribs failed to

reveal pus but did show a thin-walled, glistening pleura and a bit of



Fig. 1.— High right diaphragm, gas and fluid, March 28, 1923.



Fig. 2.— Patient in standing position, June 8, 1923.





Fig. 4.— Pneumothorax caused by the first attack on chest. June 22, 1923.



Fig. 5.— Pneumothorax gone, tube through diaphragm, high diaphragm Is subsiding. •
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normal lung. Through this opening into the normal pleura air was
being aspirated.
The opening was therefore plugged with gauze and the decision
reached to wait until later before penetrating the diaphragm be
neath which it was now certain the fluid pus lay. No symptoms
other than slight elevation of temperature, pulse, and respiration
developed, although pus had twice been drawn by a needle through
normal pleura and operation had caused a partial pneumathorax as
demonstrated by X ray. (See fig. 4.)
June 23, 1923, a week after the pleural opening had been plugged,
a second resection of ribs, this time parts of the ninth and tenth,
was done and the diaphragm incised through the interspace between
them. Foul-smelling pus and gas were evacuated and a large tube
inserted.

On July 14, 1923, his weight was 124 pounds, a gain of 14 pounds
in about two weeks. His chest wound was draining very little. His
color and appetite were good and he was apparently on the road to
a complete recovery.
The X-ray plates taken July 9, 1923, show a marked change for the
better and indicate that the pneumothorax caused by opening the
normal pleura has cleared up. (Fig. 5.)
Comment. —This case is a postoperative complication seldom seen
and when seen rarely reported in detail.
It is especially interesting, because it illustrates how the X-ray
plate properly interpreted may aid in diagnosis. In looking back
it would seem that the history and X-ray findings should have made
the diagnosis certain at a much earlier moment, but sufficient experi
ence with X-ray plates in this particular type of case to give these
very definite findings a proper evaluation was lacking.
The delay in diagnosis does not seem to have permanently injured
the patient, except for loss of time. In fact, delay probably per
mitted a great reduction of bacterial virulence in the closed cavity
and in that way perhaps lessened the danger of infecting the pleura
at the time of aspiration and operation, a danger which is a very
real one. Had the diagnosis of subphrenic abscess been made prior
to the operation on the chest a low attack on the chest wall would
have been made instead of the higher one which followed the first
needle puncture.
Opinions as to the location of the pus, however, were divided until
exposure of thin-walled normal pleura eliminated the chest from
the picture.
This case is reported especially because of the series of X-ray
plates which so clearly demonstrate the condition, now that the story
is told and reviewed.





NOTES AND COMMENTS.

In the Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene of July 16, 1923,
we find the following note on flowering plants and their old-time uses
contributed by Dr. James Cantlie :
"The uses of aromatic plants and their essences have gradually
lessened in their universality since tobacco came to be used. Time
was when the odor of flowers and of flowering plants was a study
closely followed and a creed of one's belief. Flowers were not culti
vated in our gardens in early times for show for the most part, but
for their uses in the prevention of disease, for religious ceremonies,
etc.; when mankind dwelt in the open country to a greater extent
than is the case now ; when flowers were no rarity as they are within
the crowded cities of the twentieth century; and cut flowers are
placed in our dwelling rooms because potted plants do not thrive
there.
" The writer has lately been inquiring into the nature of the
plants and flowers used in towns of, say, two or three centuries ago
as compared with those of to-day. In the cities of more ancient
date drainage was, as we know it to-day, wholly unknown. Open
sewage channels, cesspits, middens, and removal of excretion by
buckets of faulty finish polluted the atmosphere with unsavory
odors. The air of the churches was foul; gatherings in town halls
were smelly to a degree ; schools, with closed windows and long hours
of attendance from, say 8 in the morning to 6 in the evening, with
all too scant accommodation, made the life of the child a drudgery
and tended to weaken those who actually escaped the heavy mortality
among the children attending schools.
"Under these circumstances something had to be done, and the
only device which seemed possible was overcoming the foul air and
the effects thereof by incense burning in churches, by scattering
aromatic flowers at public meetings, by strewing herbs sprinkled
with vinegar in our law courts and in jail to serve as prophylactics
to overcome jail distemper; the custom of placing bouquets on the
chairman's table at meetings and before judges in court arose from
the same reason.
" These practices came specially into vogue during the great
plague of London, which lasted well nigh 100 years, for it is a
mistake to imagine that the great fire of London stayed the plague.
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The effect of the great fire was to scatter plague over rural Britain
by driving the plague-infected rats from their burrows to spread the
disease broadcast from London to the provinces until the utmost
corners of the British Isles became infested. Every aromatic plant
and flower was cultivated, and huge prices were paid for several;
mignonette, thyme, the geranium, and a number of others were
placed in our windows to prevent flies, fleas, and other insects finding
their way into houses. The custom remains to-day in rural England
from times when malaria reigned supreme. In our villages the
geranium remains the chief decoration of our cottagers' window
sills, as the plant was considered to be forbidding to winged insects
passing the geranium with its musty odor. Curtains likewise came
into vogue, especially where glass was not as yet in universal use.
The curtain was of fine mesh, through which the insects could not
pass; and to-day we find the combination of the geranium and muslin
on the cottager's window. The following was one of the several
answers sent to my inquiry per Mrs. H. Koper, who undertook the
inquiry of the plants and flowers now in use at official time-honored
ceremonials in and around London.
" The letter emanated from the secretary of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, by the courtesy of the director of the gardens, who
states that he regrets that, although a long search has been made in
the library, eo little information of a definite and satisfactory char
acter has been obtained.
" 1 The rue (Ruta graveolem) is known to have been used at the
Old Bailey. Both this and wormwood (Artemisia vulgaris) were
regarded as valuable prophylactics. A writer in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, Volume IV, 1875, page 645, referring to the rue as form
ing " one of the component parts of the celebrated French prophy
lactic known as the Vinaigre a quatre voleurs, which was supposed
to be an efficacious remedy against the plague," says :

" In this
capacity, indeed, rue was in great repute among ourselves. It was
long, and probably still is

,

the custom to strew the dock at the cen

tral criminal court of the Old Bailey with rue; and in Lawrence's
Life of Fielding we are told that this use arose after a contagious
disease, known as the jail distemper, which had been engen
dered by the foul atmosphere there, in or about 1750, after which

herbs sprinkled with vinegar were strewn about to avoid the recur

rence of a similar catastrophe."
" ' In 1673 Archer (Every Man His Own Doctor, p. 119) wrote of
the rue : " It is a great antidote against all infection, plague, poi
sons, etc."
" ' From statements found in various books it seems probable that
other plants besides the rue were used, and apparently for a similar
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purpose, but it has not been possible to ascertain precisely what they
were. They are sometimes referred to as " aromatic herbs," and
it is probable that among them were balm (Melissa officinalis),
lavender (Lavandula vera), hyssop (Hyssopus officinalis), tansy

(Tanacetum vulgare), marjoram (Origanum vulgare), camomile

(Anthemis nobilis), costmary (Chrysanthemum balsamita), basil

(Ocimum basilicum), sage (Salvia officinalis), winter savory (Satu-
reia montana), pennyroyal (Mentha pulegium), and other mints, for
these and several others are included in a list of " Strewing herbs of
all sorts," ' published in Thomas Tusser's Five Hundred Points of
Good Husbandry, published in 1577. To them almost certainly
should be added the rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis), which is
not included in Tusser's list.
" ' Mrs. Roper may be able to see Miss Lambert's articles on " The
ceremonial use of flowers," published in the Nineteenth Century, No.
19, September, 1878, and No. 39, May, 1880. This publication is not
at Kew, so the director can not say whether or not the articles contain
such information as is now required. W. A. Barrett's " Flowers and
Festivals" (London, Rivington, 1873), also not at Kew, may bo
worth consulting. It could no doubt be seen in the British Museum.
" ' It is announced that a work on Curious Survivals, by Dr. G.
"Williamson, has recently been published by Herbert Jenkins, and that
it contains allusions to the practices referred to in Mrs. Roper's let
ter, but the director does not know whether any attempt has been
made to identify the herbs said to be used.'
" The chief clerk writes from the Mansion House :
" ' In reply to your letter of June 21, 1923, the florist informs us
that the following are the herbs which composed the bunches of flow
ers you mention: Mignonette, cornflowers, marigolds, pyrethrums,
coreopthens, love-in-the-mist, and iris.'
"A number of the aromatic herbs used in cookery are ascribed by
Doctor Sambon to their uses as intestinal disinfectants, most being
regarded as vermifuges and anthelmintics. The onion and shallot
are in universal use. The peppers —red, white, and black—are intes
tinal stimulants, as being especially useful by their action on the
colon.
" Of late years the flowers of our gardens, especially for the past
50 years or more, are largely hybrids come from original aromatic

herbs and flowers formerly used for medicinal purposes and as
deodorants.
" The many essences, especially those of Chinese and Indian origin,
are used largely also as deodorant and gastrointestinal disinfectants,

stimulants and anthelmintics, and as scents, when baths were less

used than now, as a means of obscuring ' body ' emanations.
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" The subjects of aromatic bitters, oils, essences —such as cloves,
carraway, peppermint, thyme, eucalyptus, balsams, gum resins, etc.—
are interesting. And inasmuch as their effluvia or specific odor finds
exit by way of the skin, the breath, the excretions of the kidneys, and
the bowel proves that on their passage through the body they must
penetrate the tissues, and an effect for good or evil may result.
Flowers and plant odors may therefore have some of the consequences
ascribed to them in ancient lore, and the witches' tales of cant and
mystery which charm our poems and tales of love may have a basis
of fact which we are ever too. ready to condemn as emanations of
fancies and hysterical beliefs."

In November, 1921, a commission, formed at the request of the
American Gas Association, began an investigation to determine the
best means of treating individuals poisoned by illuminating gas.
The work of this commission was finished on March 1, 1923. The
research undertaken and the conclusions reached are summarized
in a final report which appears in the Journal of Industrial Hygiene
of August, 1923, a portion of which follows :
" Inquiry was first made as to the condition of patients when first
found after exposure to illuminating gas. It became apparent that,
although seriously affected individuals are practically always un

conscious, they are usually still breathing. This breathing may be
feeble and ineffectual, but in patients who recover respiration is
practically never absent when the victims are first seen. The situa

tion differs from electric shock. In electric shock the respiration
ceases suddenly and the heart continues for a brief time. Victims
are revived if some one starts artificial respiration at once. In gas
poisoning, on the other hand, there is frequently a long period of un
consciousness, during which the respiration is

,

at first, more vigorous

than normal. Then follows a period in which breathing is shallow

and ineffectual; finally respiration fails. While the circulation may
be fair when respiration stops, the circumstances attending gas poi
soning are such that aid rarely appears just as the respiration ceases.

When first discovered victims are either dead or else, though un

conscious, they are breathing slightly or even fairly well. If, now,
we inquire into what is done for such individuals, we are unable to
find that such devices as the pulmotor and the lungmotor are more

efficient, in the instances in which artificial respiration is necessary,

than is the manual prone pressure method of resuscitation. At the
same time, it is evident from our investigations that, if rescue crews
do possess apparatus for artificial respiration, they use their machin
ery at times even though the victim's breathing may be excellent.
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" We are thus faced with the fact that if a person in one of our
large cities is overcome by gas he is very likely, whether he needs it
or not, to experience a period of artificial respiration by means of
some such device as the pulmotor or the lungmotor—a device which
alternates positive blasts of air with suction, thus producing inspira
tion and expiration in a manner exactly contrary to the meaning of
these words and to the normal physiology of breathing.
" The commission next investigated what happens to seriously
gassed patients taken to representative hospitals in Boston, New
York, and Philadelphia. The significant facts obtained, which are
related to the resuscitation problem, are as follows: In a series of
860 patients admitted to hospitals because of gas poisoning 59.8 per
cent were unconscious; 27.8 per cent showed abnormal amounts of
moisture in the respiratory tract; 5.9 per cent eventually developed
pneumonia (these pneumonias were cases actually diagnosed; study
of the records indicates that the true percentage is probably higher,
numerous cases with slight patches of broncho-pneumonia being
undiagnosed) ; and 14.5 per cent died. Serious cases, as has often
been reported before, show low blood pressures, and cardiac ar
rhythmias and dilation are not infrequent. This delineation of
the situation has been published as the second report of the com
mission.
" In view of the facts thus disclosed, the commission, in October,
1922, felt it advisable to make inquiries in three lines:
" 1. Since at the present time the use of resuscitation apparatus,,
such as the lungmotor and the pulmotor, is widespread, and since it
is evident that if such apparatus is at hand it is employed, even if
the breathing of the patient requires no assistance, the question
arose as to whether exuberant use of positive* pressure ventilation
might not cause immediate cardiac or circulatory failure in seriously
gassed patients. It is known that artificial respiration of positive
type increases at each blow the pulmonic blood pressure by com
pressing the pulmonary capillaries. The load which can be thrown
suddenly upon the right ventricle in this way may be considerable
and, accepting the fact that such machines as the lungmotor and pul
motor occasionally do drive the full air delivery of the instrument
into the alveoli, the possibility of doing harm is easily recognized.
It has, however, been shown by workers for the commission in a series
of experiments upon cats poisoned with illuminating gas that this
apprehension in regard to positive pressure respiration apparatus is
unfounded. In the same investigations lung rupture did not occur,
even though extreme pressures were used.
" 2. Since pneumonia is a fairly frequent and very serious sequel
of gas poisoning, and since one-fourth of gassed patients receiving
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hospital treatment have excess fluid in their respiratory tracts, the

question was asked as to whether positive ventilation, if effective,
might not aid in the distribution of infected mucus to the alveoli
and so increase the incidence of pneumonia. A series of experiments
upon dogs and cats has shown that artificial respiration carried on

through a mask by an instrument, such as the lungmotor, does cause
an increase in the amount of tracheal material which reaches the
lungs. The possibility, therefore, exists that positive-pressure arti
ficial respiration, operating through a face mask, may increase the
incidence of pneumonia after gassing.
" 3. Since few data exist as to the actual ventilating efficiency of
the lungmotor and the pulmotor, experiments have been performed
upon dogs which have shown that, while nonbreathing animals (cura-
rized) can be kept in good condition by such devices, the amounts of
air delivered have to be modified in accordance with the condition of
the animal at the moment. An experienced physiologist can do this
successfully but, out of medical hands and with the simple directions
which can be given nonmedical life savers, it is not probable that
the machines can be operated with the success that is attributed to
them. The investigators were surprised to find how readily small
amounts of obstruction in the upper air passages stopped the air flow
when positive ventilation was being used. It is this fact which neces
sitates constant watchfulness upon the part of the operator and
readiness to adapt the volume of air delivered to the needs of the
patient. A further practical difficulty in using positive pressure
respiration through a face mask was found in experiments upon indi
viduals, apneic after forced breathing, and upon the bodies of per
sons dead less than two hours. This consists in the ease with which
leaks occur around the edges of the mask. These leaks are invariably
greater when air is blown in than when it is sucked out, since during
the latter maneuver the skin of the face is drawn against the rim
of the mask and seals off some of the leakage. As a consequence,
the victim, upon whom the face mask is not adjusted with the great
est accuracy, experiences a gradual diminution in the size of the
chest and an interference with alveolar air exchange which can not
be advantageous.
" Finally the question of the actual efficiency of the Schafer prone
pressure method of artificial respiration was reviewed, and the
conclusion was reached that this method is even more efficient than
has been supposed; that is

,

evidence exists which indicates that the
Schafer method is not simply our best reliance for brief emergen
cies, but that through its use life may be sustained over considerable
periods of time in persons unable to breathe.
" The experimental evidence and discussion of these matters make
up the third report of the commission.
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u The development of a new method of treatment of gas poisoning
is entirely due to the work of Dr. Yandell Henderson and Dr. H. W.
Haggard and forms the most important contribution made by the
commission. The extreme simplicity of the measure proposed and
the apparent completeness with which it meets the needs of gassed
individuals can not be overemphasized. Three well-known facts
form the basis for the method. They are :
"
1. Carbon monoxide combines with hemoglobin, displacing oxy

gen, and the harm done in gas poisoning arises from the oxygen
deprivation which results.
" 2. The most effective physiological means for breaking down
the combination of carbon monoxide and hemoglobin is offered by
the mass action of oxygen ; that is

,
in the presence of large amounts

of oxygen, carbon monoxide is forced out of the hemoglobin molecule
more rapidly than in lower oxygen concentrations.
" 3. The most effective physiological stimulus for respiration is

carbon dioxide.
" Because of these three facts and because of the observation that
in gassed persons the carbon dioxide content of the body is low,
owing to the period of excessive breathing which precedes the stage
of shallow respiration and respiratory failure, Henderson and Hag
gard have advocated the use in gassed cases of inhalations of 5 per
cent carbon dioxide in oxygen. They have shown in gassed ani
mals and in themselves that this mixture, because of the carbon
dioxide content, causes a great increase in respiration. This respi
ratory increase fills the alveoli with a very high percentage of
oxygen, and thus displaces carbon monoxide from the hemoglobin
molecule with the greatest possible expedition. They have also
shown that the breathing of this carbon dioxide-oxygen mixture is

attended by no danger to the subject. Following these observations,
Henderson and Haggard tested the carbon dioxide-oxygen treat
ment upon gassed persons in New York City. Further experience
with the method, both in reviving gassed persons and in hastening
recovery from etherization, has served to increase the confidence of
the commission in the wisdom and safety of a treatment which not
only meets an immediate emergency but also, by shortening the
period of oxygen lack, reduces the frequency after gas poisoning of
unfortunate sequelse. The development of this new treatment forms
the subject matter of the first report of the commission.

Among the relics of medical practice of the Kenaissance period
may be found the doctrine of signatures which appears to have been

first promulgated in the sixteenth century by Philippus Aureolus

61887—23 4
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Theophrastus Bombastus of Hohenheim, who called himself Para
celsus and enriched the English and other languages by adding to
them, unintentionally, the word "bombast." Although he was a
doctor and a professor at Basle, who made great advances in chemis
try and therapeutics, yet he was a very notorious quack. The
doctrine of signatures, says the British Medical Journal of August
11, 1923, may be stated in the words of Robert Turner, who wrote:
" ' God hath imprinted upon the plants, herbs, and flowers, as it
were in hieroglyphicks, the very signature of their vertues.' The
doctrine of signatures professed to do this by finding either resem
blances between the plant and the part of the body affected or be
tween the plant and the cause of the disease. Thus, a plant with heart-
shaped leaves is good for heart disease; the plant known from the
«hape of its leaves as the adder's tongue will cure the bite of an adder.
William Cole, a fellow of New College, Oxford, and a resident of
Putney, carried this doctrine to great lengths. We owe to Mrs.
Arber's book on herbals the following quotation from Cole, in which
a most elaborate application of the doctrine occurs: 'Wall-nuts
have the perfect signature of the head: The outer husk or green
covering, represent the pericranium, or outward skin of the skull,
whereon the hair groweth, and therefore salt made of those husks
or barks are exceedingly good for wounds in the head. The inner
woody shell hath the signature of the skull, and the little yellow
skin, or peel, that covereth the kernell of the hard meninga and pia-
mater, which are the thin scarfes that envelope the brain. The kernel
hath the very figure of the brain, and therefore it is very profitable
for the brain and resists poysons; for if the kernel be bruised, and
moystened with the quintessence of wine, and laid upon the crown
of the head it comforts the brain and head mightily.' "

Prof. Leonardo Bianchi, the great master of Italian neuropathol
ogy and psychiatry, is this year relinquishing the professional chair
at the University of Naples to the profound regret of his colleagues
and students. We learn from the Lancet of August 18, 1923, that
Doctor Bianchi took for his farewell address the subject of old age,
perhaps in reference to the fact that his retirement was occasioned
by the age limit, and it is characterized by much interesting material
and relevant remarks. Life is regulated, says Doctor Bianchi, by
laws of whose nature we are only partly cognizant. We do not know
why certain individuals develop precociously, or why the germ of a
great talent arrives at maturity only after a long time in the most
diverse changes and circumstances of life—and in his address he
went on to draw an eloquent picture of old age as it might be, which
the Lancet renders in his own words :
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" How many men lay down their arms in life's struggle before
reaching the age of 60 ! Without any more enthusiasm or eagerness,
or even a new thought or application, with no longer any artistic
thrill, nor any ambition, not even a hymn to life or to beautiful and
generous nature. Such men shut themselves in the spiral recesses of
an inert habit. What is the reason why one man is degenerate at 60
years and another preserves his mental faculties at 85 or even 90 or
more ? There is no biological law which fixes the term when decad
ence of the mental life begins; there is nothing absolute in this mat
ter. The absolute is found in human laws, often inspired by ex
traneous interests, associated with profound ignorance of the infinite
resources of nature. Meanwhile let us respect this law, our duty.
There is something which watches over individual interests, and that
is discipline. Obedience, in proportion as the social organism be
comes more complex, is the greatest human virtue ! Erect an altar
to it and let it be your law.
"As for myself, as long as I have strength and energy I will dedi
cate to you my whole thought. We were and are all enthusiasts of
youth. I might almost say by occupation. Countless times it has
incited my thoughts and rendered verdant year by year my existence
with springlike fertility. Living for several decades among you I
have felt year by year the reflex of your spirit in myself, with the
enthusiasms and generous impulses of youthful years, the hopes
wooed by severe struggles, and the anxieties of work animated by an
innate yet indefinite force which rendered even joyous the privations
hidden under a chaste and sometimes painful gaiety. Youth must
tend to become sublimated as it pushes forward toward maturity and
old age, which give force and experience to the prosperous life of the
race.
" Happy are they who reach without much travail or severe losses
the extreme limit of life ; and fortunate is the country where a lucid
and cheerful longevity is not an isolated and exceptional phenome
non. And remember that the foundations of a strong old age are laid
in the vernal j'ears of life. Let me before taking leave of you give
you this advice. Keep a part of your youthful energies for maturity
and old age, whose activities are the right of the civilization of the
race. With all the respect due to certain researches on rejuvenation,
do not delude yourselves as to the results. The rejuvenation of rats

and fowls may be nothing else than a firefly for man ; just as illusory
as the vital sun that Brown-Sequard dreamed of as standing still in
order to carry on victoriously the battle of life. The conception of
Goethe will remain eternal as regards humanity, and the modern
Mephistopheles, decked out by the laboratory experimenter, will in
vain bring you an amorous Marguerite if your vital balance results
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in a deficit in the years of youthful enthusiasm. Devote yourselves
to the work of the community, and you will be very happy to feel
yourselves even at the age of 75 useful to your country. This is my
most fervid wish for you."

We learn from Science of December 15, 1922, that a new method
of killing rats, now being tried out in Hawaii, consists in distribut
ing poison cakes through the sugar-cane fields and noncultivated
areas. The poison used is barium carbonate. This is mixed with
flour dough, which is then made into small round cakes and coated
with paraffin to protect them from dampness and molding.
A man on horseback dropping a rat cake every 10 feet can cover
an area of 35 acres in a day, at a total cost of 16 cents per acre. This
procedure repeated three times a year is reported as sufficient to
control the rat pest on the islands.

The July number of the Journal of the National Dental Associa
tion contains an article by John G. Meisser, D. D. S., of the Mayo
Foundation at Rochester, Minn., entitled " Focal infection as a
cause of diseases of the urinary tract." Such an article is entitled to
attention by both the medical and dental professions, offering light
as it does upon one of the possible causes of diseases which have
often shown little improvement under medical treatment. In the
article attention is invited to the fact that nonvital teeth showing
no evidence of periapical infection by radiographic means upon
extraction give positive cultures similar to those obtained from teeth
showing radiolucent areas about the apices. Another feature of

importance found in the article is that carious teeth in which there
was pulp involvement also gave the same positive bacteriological
findings. As a matter of interest, it might be stated that urinary
calculi were found in the kidneys of dogs 3 months and 27 days fol
lowing devitalization and infection of teeth with streptococci found
about the teeth of patients who were thus afflicted.

A pleasant refinement for routine dental office practice has been
found in having ready for immediate use at all times a supply of
cotton rolls in a sterile condition. This is attained by cutting origi
nal rolls into four sections and wrapping three of these, sections in
a small piece of unbleached muslin. The muslin is torn into pieces
about 4 inches square, which enables the rolls to be wrapped diag
onally in the piece, leaving the loose end to be tucked in and thus
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obviating the necessity for securing with pins. These are kept in
the upper left section of the dental cabinet with other sterile pack
ages. A large number of the packages are prepared weekly, auto-
claved, and the cabinet supply replenished as required. The muslin
wrapping and any remaining rolls after the conclusion of each
operation are thrown into the waste receptacle in the lower right of
the cabinet and used the next time a fresh lot is prepared for auto-
claving. The practice of reaching into a receptacle containing loose
rolls while engaged in an operation is hardly consistent with surgical
practice.

In order to meet the growing demand for more and better-trained
physicians in the field of preventive medicine as applied to children,
the American Child Health Association offers certain resident and
travel scholarships to physicians who desire to improve their quali
fications for child health work. The sum of $10,000 has been allot
ted for scholarships to be awarded in amounts determined by the
character of the work to be accomplished during the school year
1923-24 and the summer of 1924.
Physicians interested in this opportunity may obtain further in
formation by addressing the American Child Health Association,
370 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

In connection with some remarks on the treatment of the dyspnea
of bronchial asthma, Dr. James Wynn, in the Journal of the Indiana
State Medical Association of July 15, 1923, sounds a warning regard
ing the interpretation of protein anaphylactic skin tests.
" In a decade when the relationship of bronchial asthma to the
state of sensitivity to foreign protein has been clearly emphasized
by so many workers, no case has been properly studied until any
possible offending proteins have been identified. This necessitates
a critical history and careful skin testing. False and misleading con
clusions are only too often reached if the skin reactions are inter
preted carelessly or by one who is not familiar with the variations
which may occur within the limits of what the trained observer will
recognize as normal. After a fairly extensive experience with skin
testing, I feel certain that though the scratch test of Walker is the
most reliable, more conservatism must attend its interpretation
Before one is justified in making a positive diagnosis, the site of
scarification must show a wheal or the eczematous reaction, and these
observations must be checked on at least two and preferably three
different days, on different parts of the body."
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In past issues of the Bulletin notes on the various aspects of
venereal disease of interest to naval medical officer's have appeared.
For the most part these notes were extracted from Venereal Disease
Information, a monthly mimeographed pamphlet issued by the Di
vision of Venereal Diseases, United States Public Health Service.
Recently this publication has appeared in printed form. The
magazine is intended primarily for health officers, physicians, nurses,
and social workers engaged in venereal-disease control activities.
Each issue is to contain special articles on the venereal-disease prob
lem and brief abstracts of articles dealing with venereal diseases
which have appeared in current publications, both foreign and
domestic. The contents will be divided into six sections under the
heads of special articles, research, diagnosis, treatment, clinical notes,
and public health and administrative notes.
The value of this publication to the naval medical officer is appar
ent, and the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery has made arrange
ments to supply it to each ship and station.

Medical officers who served in the British Isles during the late
war will be pleased to learn that Surgeon Rear Admiral Joseph
Chambers has been appointed director general of the Medical De
partment of the British Navy, in succession to Surgeon Vice Ad
miral Sir Robert Hill, to date from October 1, 1923.
The new medical director general stands third on the list of the
six surgeon rear admirals, and since last October has been in charge
of Plymouth Hospital. He had formerly been second in charge
at Haslar Hospital. An officer of much experience, he was spe
cially chosen in 1908, when a fleet surgeon, as health lecturer at the
home ports. Afterwards he was in charge of the hospital at the
Cape of Good Hope, and in 1913 became medical officer of the cruiser
Suffolk, the original flagship of the late Rear Admiral Cradock
in the war. From her he was appointed, in December, 1915, to
Chatham Hospital, where he remained until advanced to surgeon
captain in July, 1919.



INSTRUCTIONS ISSUED BY THE BUREAU
OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

Circular letter. WSD/MG 124942-0.
Serial No. 277-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bubeau of Medicine and Subgeby,

Washington, D. C, July 18, 1923.
To: All naval hospitals, continental limits and Pearl Harbor; Naval Medical
School, Washington, D. C. ; post surgeon, marine barracks, Quantlco, Va. ;
senior medical officer, naval training station, Hampton Roads, Va. ; naval
medical supply depots, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Mare Island, Calif.
Subject: Civilian employees, military preference.
References: (a) M. & S. circular letter, serial No. 275-1923, #124942-0, June
30, 1923.

Inclosures. (A) Navy Department circular letter #SONYD-7-VR, March 23,
1923.

(B) Navy Department circular letter #SONYD-7-VR, April 25,
1923.

1. In connection with the reduction of civil personnel required by reference
(a), attention is called to the Executive order of March 3, 1923, regarding pref
erence to be given ex-service employees, as set forth in Inclosures (A) and (B).
2. The paragraph of the Executive order particularly applicable at this time
reads :
" In the event of reductions being made in any part of the classified service,
no person entitled to preference In original appointment shall be discharged or
dropped or reduced In rank or salary If his record Is good."
3. In effecting reductions in force especial care will be taken to comply with
the above provision.

E. R Stitt.
[Indosure.]

Circular letter. SONYD-7-VR.
Navy Department,

Washington, April 25, 1923.
From : Assistant Secretary of the Navy.
To: Chiefs of bureaus, boards, and offices; commandants all naval districts;
commandant navy yard, Washington, D. C. ; commanding officer naval air
station, Anacostla, D. C. ; Inspector of ordnance In charge, naval proving
ground, Indlanbead, Md. ; naval torpedo station, Alexandria, Va. ; naval
ordnance plant, South Charleston, W. Va. ; commanding officer naval hospital,
Washington, D. C. ; Superintendent Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md. ; Major
General Commandant, headquarters, U. S. M. C.
Subject : Military preference, Executive order of March 3, 1923.
Reference : Depfs cir. let. of March 23, 1923.
1. As a result of the promulgation of the Executive order of March 3, 1923,
by reference, a number of questions have been submitted to the department

699
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with respect to the effect of the Executive order. For the information and
guidance of all concerned there are given helow the questions with appropriate
answers :

1. Question. If necessary to reduce force composed entirely of employees
in like ratings, all of wliom are entitled to military preference, on what
basis should discharge be made?
Answer. On basis of relative efficiency in like ratings.
2. Question. Does Executive Order apply to Groups II, III, IVa, IVb, and
IVc (classified) and except Group I (unclassified)?
Answer. Department by paragraph 2 of reference specifically applied the
provisions of the Executive order to all employees regardless of their clas
sification,' and therefore included Group I (unclassified).
3. Question. Can employees entitled to military preference in appoint
ment be reduced in pay in the event of a new pay schedule becoming effec
tive providing a lower rate of pay in certain or all ratings?
Answer. Yes.
4. Question. What is effective date of Executive order?
Answer. An Executive order is analogous to law in that it becomes effec
tive the date it is signed by the President, unless otherwise indicated.
Therefore the order of March 3, 1923, is effective on and after date of its
issuance, viz, March 3, 1923.
5. Question. Assumed that employees in Group I (unclassified) are
excepted from the provisions of the Executive order of March 3, 1923,
unless at some time they have had a classified status.

Answer. Department has provided that Executive order shall apply
to Group I employees as well as all others. See 2.
6. Question. Could a discharge or furlough be made among employees In
a like rating all of whom are entitled to military preference In the event
of lack of work or funds?
Answer. They could be furloughed not to exceed the number of days

provided in Article 321, Naval Instructions, 1913, or discharged. In this
connection, no law or Executive order presupposes the retention in em
ployment of any employees regardless of whether they have military
preference or not, when there is no work for them in the'r rating, or
when there are no funds out of which their services may be paid. In the
latter instance, lack of funds in a particular appropriation is immaterial,

as they may be shifted from one appropriation to another, which is mere

paper work detail.
7. Question. Can a supervisory or other employee whose retention in

his rating is based on a requirement that he have a specific number of em

ployees under his supervision, be reduced in rating when the force he
supervises is reduced to the point where his rating can no longer be main-
tn ined ?
Answer. Yes. See G.

S. Question. If work, funds, and allowed complements are all sufficient
there may still exist an excess of those with military preference in one
branch or trade. How is balance of force to be obtained? For example,
the force of planners may require reduction to 12 : the normal balance of

force as reduced might require 2 machinist planners; yet there may he

3 in the force before reduction. How would the one in excess be handled?
Answer. Assuming that all employees in the rating in excess are vet
erans, reduction will be confined to employees in this particular rating on
basis of relative efficiency. Under existing regulations, excess employees
will be returned to the shop.
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0

0. Question. What action should be taken in the case of employees
entitled to military preference who become physically unable to perform
any work?
Answer. To be separated.
10. Question. What action should be taken In the case of an em
ployee entitled to military preference who becomes physically unfit to per
form the work of his rating, but Is physically able to perform less arduous
duties in some lower paid rating. Is reduction thereto prohibited?
Answer. No.
11. Question. In ease of an employee who was not entitled to military
preference when first appointed, subsequently through military service
gain such status, is he entitled to preference as provided in the order,
as Is given to those originally appointed with military preference?
Answer. Yes.
12. Question. Is It not the intention of the order to forbid discharge or
reduction of preference employees when funds or work do not warrant
their retention?
Answer. No.
13. Question. Paragraph 67, Form 2009, defines " Good " as equivalent
to a percentage rating of 70 to 80. The term Is used for yard system of
efficiency rating. It is intended that under the terms of order that the
word " Good " shall be strictly interpreted In this sense?
Answer. Yes.

2. Commandants of naval districts will transmit this letter to all organiza
tions coming within their jurisdiction.
3. Chiefs of bureaus and offices will transmit this letter to all inspection
offices under their jurisdiction.
4. The Major General Commandant, United States Marine Corps, will trans
mit this letter to all organizations of the United States Marine Corps not
under the command of naval officers.

Theodobk Roosevelt.

Circular letter. AWD/ML 125884(73).
Serial No. 278-1923. Department of the Navy,

Bubeau of Medicine and Suboebt,
Washington, D. C, July 19, 192S.

To: All naval hospitals (continental limits).
Subject : Foodstuff expended during the fiscal year.

1. It is directed that each hospital submit to the bureau an itemized total
of all foodstuff expended during the last fiscal year. These totals to be com
piled from the 12 monthly totals of the commissary ledger. This statement to.
show the quantity of each item, cost not to be considered or reported.
2. The total number of subsistence days for the fiscal year 1923 will also be .
given.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. NLS/JBC F-4-42022.
Serial No. 279-1923. _Depabtment of the Navy,

Bureau of Medicine and Subgeby,
Washington, D. C, July 2k, 1928.

To : All medical officers, chief pharmacists, and pharmacists.
Subject: Form N. 11 S. H. C. 4 (Roster Report of the Hospital Corps) ; prepa
ration and forwarding of.
Reference : Paragraph 404, Manual of the Medical Department, 1922.
1. To assure the uniform preparation of this form throughout the naval
service, the following Instructions are Issued for the guidance of those concerned
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and will be strictly observed. These Instructions will be included In a future
change In the Manual of the Medical Department.
2. Only the last revision (1922) of this form shall be used. If a supply of
this revision is not on hand, immediate request shall be made to the naval
medical supply degot.

WHEN PEEP ABED AND FOBWAEDED.

Weekly, by all naval training stations, Hospital Corps schools, and all naval
hospitals and receiving ships (including the Naval Academy) within the conti
nental limits of the United States.
Monthly, by all naval training stations, Hospital Corps schools, all naval
hospitals, all receiving ships (Including the Naval Academy), all ships and
all other stations not specifically mentioned above, including marine activities
and recruiting stations.
Whenever any activity is placed out of commission.

PERIODS COVEEED BY BEPOBTS.

Weekly.—The week ending at midnight on Saturday.
Monthly. —The calendar month ending at midnight of the last day thereof.
Decommissioning. —Period since forwarding of last previous report.

INFOBMATION CONTAINED ON BEPOBTS.

Weekly.—All permanent changes in status or station of any Hospital Corps
men occurring during the week. No temporary changes in status or station of
" staff " Hospital Corps men, such as admission to or discharge from the sick
list, going on or returning from authorized or unauthorized leave, confinement,
etc., will be reported.
Monthly. —All permanent changes in status or station of any hospital corps-
men occurring during the month. Stations submitting the weekly report will

report only such changes as have occurred since the forwarding of the last
previous weekly or monthly report
A complete roster of all officers and men of the Hospital Corps staff remain
ing at end of month, giving surname, Christian name and initials, and all names
if more than one person have the same names; rate and U. S. N. or N. R. F.,
date of expiration of enlistment or enrollment ; original date of reporting for
duty (a man may have been discharged and reenlisted since first reporting
for duty) ; and the duty to which assigned or status of the individual, as: On

days' leave, on sick list (with diagnosis), and temporary duty at
confined, etc.
A complete roster of all " patient " officers and men of the Hospital Corps
received from other activities, giving the same information as for staff
hospital corpsmen and diagnosis, shall be made Immediately following the staff
roster.
A complete roster of all officers and men of the Hospital Corps who are
passengers en route to another station or awaiting transfer to another ship or
station and showing their status shall be made next following the roster of
" patient " hospital corpsmen. The names of none but members of the Hospital
Corps shall be reported.

Complement : The complement of hospital corpsmen as " authorized " by
the Bureau of Navigation shall be reported. The complement on " board "

reported shall include all members of the Hospital Corps attached to the staff
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of the activity making the report regardless of any temporary loss of the
services of men through leave, sickness, or other transient causes. The num
ber of hospital corpsmen who are patients, passengers, awaiting transfer, or
temporarily on board for any reason shall not be included In the numbers
reported as " on board." The total " on board " shall not Include the number
of pharmacists.
Enlisted, received, or transferred since last report: The names of all mem
bers of the Hospital Corps affected by a permanent change in status or station
shall be reported. Temporary changes, such as going on or returning from
authorized or unauthorized leave, admission to or discharge from the sick list,
assignment to or return from temporary duty, etc., affecting the status or sta
tion of staff hospital corpsmen, shall not be reported on this form. Advance
ment or reduction In rating or changes In rating to or from the Hospital Corps
shall be reported as C. R.
Men moved from one duty to another at the same station, as from the incom
ing detention unit to medical headquarters or from Camp to provost
marshal, etc., at a naval training station or from the contagious camp to the
main hospital at a naval hospital shall not be reported as " transferred to " or
" received from " such lnterstation activities.
Men not transferred direct to a new station shall be reported as transferred
to their final destination via a receiving ship or vessel which carries them or
as transferred to a receiving ship or to the vessel which carries them for
further transfer to their final destination. For example, men transferred to the
Asiatic Station or a West Indies station usually are sent to a receiving ship
and from there to a vessel going to the station to which they are ordered.
3. All previous instructions governing the preparation and forwarding of the
Roster Report are hereby canceled.

E. R. Stitt.

Circular letter. WWB/JBC F-2-42022.
Serial No. 280-1923.

Department op the Navt,
Bureau op Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, SI July, 1923.

To: All medical officers.
Subject: Form N. M. S. H. C. 2.
References: (o) Manual of the Medical Department, 1922, par. 402, as changed

by M. & S. letter 128014(41) of 12 April, 1923.

(6) Bu. M. & S. circular letter 270 of 22 June, 1923.

1. From the number of " Efficiency Reports, Hospital Corps, United States
Navy," being received in the bureau It Is apparent that paragraph 2 of refer
ence (6) Is not being complied with. This necessitates the return of such forms
and needless correspondence, neither of which would have been caused had the
Instructions referred to in this paragraph been observed.
2. The " Efficiency Report, Hospital Corps, United States Navy," will not be
used in carrying out the provisions of reference (6), and any stock of that
form on hand will be disposed of at once to prevent any further use of an
obsolete form.

3. Attention Is directed to reference (a), and It again is directed that a
request for a supply of Form N. M. S. H. C. 2 (Qualification Report, Enlisted
Personnel, Hospital Corps, United States Navy, and Qualification Report, Chief
Pharmacist and Pharmacists, Hospital Corps, United States Navy) be sub
mitted at once to a naval medical supply depot.

E. R Stitt.
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Circular letter. WSG/O 130107-0(841.
Serial No. 281-1923.

Department of the Navy,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Washington, D. C, August 27, 1923.

To : All naval hospitals and U. S. S. Relief and U. S. S. Mercy.
Subject : Semiofficial letters.
Reference: Bureau's circular letter, 130107-O, March 21, 1919.
1. The " semiofficial letters " submitted by naval hospitals to the bureau at
the end of each calendar month by direction of the bureau (reference) will be
discontinued from and after the receipt of this communication.
2. This action is a concession to the recommendations of commanding officers.

E. R. Stitt.

The attention of all medical officers is invited to page 10 of Gen
eral Court-Martial Order No. 5, 1923, dated May 31, 1923, relative
to the subject of " Line of duty " in the case of retired officers.
The bureau is in receipt of many reports of death in which im
proper entries are made relative to the line of duty, such entries not
being in keeping with the facts and circumstances under which the
death occurred.

The following has been held by the Judge Advocate General :

That it has been fully established that it Is not necessary that an individual
in the naval service be on active duty at the time his death occurred In order
to warrant the holding of line of duty. (7 Op. Atty. Gen. 149, 160 ; 32 Op. Atty.
Gen. 193, 196, 198; Moore v. U. S., 48 St. Cls. 110.) But when his death has
occurred after he has been placed on the retired list of the Navy, and while he
is on active duty, it is necessary that the records show that his death was
caused by some incident originating while on active duty before a holding of
line of duty is warranted. For example, If a retired officer while going about
his private affairs had been struck by lightning or killed in some other manner
wholly disconnected with the naval service or had died as a result of some
disease not due to prior service conditions, his death should not be held to have
occurred in the line of duty. Where, however, it is shown by the records of the
department that his death was due to a disability not the result of his own
misconduct, originating while in active service, the department is of the opinion
that it should be held that his death is the result of an incident of the service
and therefore in the line of duty. (File 26250-3145 : 1, JAG, 23 May, 1923.)

E. E. Stitt.

The following letter concerning the question of " line of duty " is
published for the information of all medical officers:
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Department of the Navy,
Office of the Judge Advocate General,

Washington, 7 August, 1923.
From: The Judge Advocate General.
To : The Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Subject : Request for information re misconduct status in the cases of death of
Thomas Stanley Harl, seaman, second class, United States Navy, and Leslie
Cecil Gill, seaman, second class, United States Navy.
Reference: (a) Bu. M. & S. letter 868617-847675 of July 2, 1923.
1. In reference (a) the bureau requests an opinion as to the line of duty
holdings in the cases of the deaths of Thomas Stanley Harl, seaman, second
class, United States Navy, and Leslie Cecil Gill, seaman, second class, United
States Navy.
2. From the information on file in the department it appears that Harl died
as a result of injuries received in a railroad wreck near Las Vegas, Nev., 15
January, 1923. At the time of his death Harl was absent without leave from
the U. S. S. Altair at San Francisco, Calif. The immediate cause of the death
of the deceased, as determined by the coroner's inquest, was the crushing of
the deceased by the shifting of some lumber in a freight car in which Harl was
riding.

3. Inasmuch as the information on record Indicates that Harl met his death
while absent without leave and while riding in a freight car as a trespasser,
and that death was a direct result of the presence of the deceased in that unau
thorized place, it is the opinion of this office that the death of Thomas Stanley
Harl, seaman, second class, United States Navy, should be held to have occurred
not in line of duty, but as a result of his own misconduct.
4. The records of the department Indicate that Gill met his death 26 January,
1923, as a result of injuries received by being run over by a truck in San Jose,
Calif. Gill was on authorized leave of absence at the time of the fatal accident,
and inasmuch as there Is no information nt hand that would show that the

accident was in any way caused by the misconduct of the deceased, it Is the
opinion of this office that the death of Leslie Cecil Gill, seaman, second class,
United States Navy, should be held to have occurred in line of duty and not as a
result of his own misconduct ,

C. W. Austin.
Approved, August, 1923.

L. W. Ebekle,
Acting Secretary of the Navy.





THE DIVISION OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.
Lieut Commander G. R. Phblps, Medical Corps, United States Navy, in charge.

Notes on Preventive Medicine for Medical Officers, United States Navy.

SIGNIFICANCE OF EXCESSIVE CHAEGES OF ADMISSIONS AND SICE DATS
AGAINST THE HEALTH OF THE NAVY.

The general admission rate for diseases and injuries in the Navy
and the percentage of sick, which means the percentage of the per
sonnel constantly disabled by reason of sickness or injury, must
necessarily be used as an index of health conditions. They are the
only rates, as a rule, that can be used for comparison with morbidity
statistics in civil life. Of course, by analytical separation of admis
sions and sick days into classes it is always possible to keep track
of the proportionate amounts of morbidity that are due to certain
classes of disease, such as the communicable respiratory diseases,
venereal diseases, etc., and to important individual causes, such as
influenza. Accidents and injuries also form a group that must be
watched carefully. Admission rates and time lost must be com
pared with figures for industries in which more or less similar haz
ards occur.

From a priori reasoning the general admission rate and the per
centage of sick in the Navy should be low in comparison with figures
for the general population and those for employees in various indus
tries which have special accident and disease hazards. The per
sonnel of the Navy is selected to avoid poor morbidity risks. The
men are trained, worked, and exercised to maintain physical fitness.
High standards of sanitation are enforced and, as shown by monthly
and yearly sanitary reports, they prevail. Medical service is avail
able at all times. First consideration, as a rule, is given to health
measures and to practical methods of prevention, and all necessary
provisions are made for the care of the sick and injured. Yet the
figures for admissions to the sick list and numbers of days under
treatment are not low.
The morbidity is not really as great as the figures indicate, but
it is a difficult matter to prove that to the satisfaction of those who
desire to use our figures for comparison with conditions in civil life.

707
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With Medical Department facilities everywhere available, many
men properly avail themselves of minor surgical operations or spe
cial work which in civil life would not be done, or would be post
poned until it could be attended to in conjunction with something
else. Also, in many instances in civil life work of this kind is done
out of working hours or provided for an employee without charging
an admission to the sick list and without loss of time charged to
cickness, whereas in the Navy service conditions frequently make it

necessary to admit a man to the sick list or even to send him to hos
pital, with the consequent involvement of few or many sick days.
Then, too, the character of naval activities, living conditions for the
crew, necessity for protecting the health of others, and the fact that
there is no place for the man other than the sick bay or hospital,
unless he is fully fit to perform his duties, often make it necessary
or desirable to admit and carry men on the sick list who would not
lose time if employed in civil life.
Nevertheless the figures are too high. Unfortunately, with com
fortable beds available and a dispensary with competent and sym
pathetic attendants close at hand, the crew free to apply for relief
at any hour of the day or night, and a medical officer on guard to
detect disease early and prevent slight disability from developing
into serious disability, many men are tempted to impose upon the
medical department and, consciously or unconsciously, seek rest and
treatment that is not really needed, when they would not think of
doing so if it involved loss of pay and expense to them. It may be
thvt Medical Department facilities are too complete and convenient
and medical and nursing services too much appreciated for the best
showing with regard to morbidity statistics. Certainly the addition
of facilities for special service such as dentistry, roentgenology, eye,
ear, nose, and throat work is always followed by so great a demand
for these services that presently one wonders how it was possible
previously to get along without them. The preventive value of all
these things is great, and they probably pay good dividends in the

way of reduction of intangible disability and promotion of health
even if they do add to apparent disability as recorded by sick days.
With reasonable care to avoid the unnecessary charging of sick days
the profit should be revealed in statistics.
With all these considerations in mind, analysis of the morbidity
statistics of the Navy still leads to the conclusion that the sickness
rate is higher than it should be. Much, of course, remains to be
accomplished toward the further reduction of actual disability by
measures of prevention. But the figures as now recorded undoubt
edly include many admissions to the sick list and a great many sick

days that should not be charged up to health conditions in the Navy.
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This is brought about in the several ways discussed below. The
Form F card is about as complete and accurate a morbidity report as
can be devised for statistical purposes, but the only person in a posi
tion to know whether the diagnosis returned by the card is correct,

or whether the sick days recorded represent actual disability, is the

medical officer who forwards the card. Unless the cards are incom

plete or unless apparent errors in the data recorded are detected

the cards must be accepted at their face value and the figures there

upon included in the vital statistics of the Navy without further

question. Admission rates and sickness rates derived therefrom
must be used in lieu of an absolutely true index of the health of the

Xavy. Statistics are necessary for this purpose, and they furnish
evidence in the only form that permits of comparison. It is possible
to know what the health conditions are without figures only in a
small area and among a small group of people. It is unfortunate
if the figures include excess disability. By that is meant admissions
to the sick list not really chargeable to any conditions in the Xavy
affecting health but rather to the fact that the individual is not

physically fit to be in the Navy, and also the accumulation of sick
days that results either from not returning men to duty as soon as

the}' are fit or not taking steps as promptly as possible to bring about
the discharge from the service of those who can not be made tit.
A great deal of the excess disability can be avoided if medical
officers do not lose sight of the significance of a high morbidity rate
and the importance of reducing to a minimum the percentage of
personnel unavailable for work or training. After all, that is the
one great object of medical service as wTell as preventive measures
and sanitation in the Navy, aside from the relief or prevention or
suffering for the sake of the individual. It is the service counter
part of the endeavor in an outside industry to increase output and
reduce unit costs of production.
Every applicant for enlistment who should have been rejected by
the recruiting officer because of ascertainable physical or psycho
logical defect, and was not so rejected, will almost inevitably visit
the sick bay frequently and add one or several admissions to the
morbidity statistics before a medical survey is held and discharge
from the service is recommended.
One admission, at least, and a variable number of sick days must
be charged even when the defect is so obvious that it is discovered
immediately at the training station. It is not to be expected that
all defects which will later prove disqualifying, after the man has
been subjected to increasing degrees of stress in service, can be
detected in the recruiting office, and in many cases it can not be de
termined that the man is a liability not justifying further observa
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tion until after he has been transferred to a cruising ship. But,
procrastination and medical tinkering after all concerned, including
the division officer and the executive officer if he is cognizant of the
case, have satisfied themselves that the man is not fit for the service
merely adds uselessly to the number of sick days already charged.
If the man is not discharged without further delay the result will
only be more admissions to the sick list for various causes, more sick
days, and no profit to the Navy.
Not infrequently the medical officer of a ship can not decide that

a man is useless, and thus not a fit subject for medical and surgical
repair work, without consulting the man's division officer and ob
taining such information as the chief master-at-arms and the leading
petty officer of the division can furnish. Often such physical defects
and disorders as are apparent constitute only one feature of the case,

the underlying cause being defective intellect or emotional disorder,

or a combination of both. In any case, first-hand information and
knowledge of how the man has adjusted himself to the physical and
mental environment and how he has responded to training and disci
plinary measures is important. In case the man is transferred to
hospital for further disposition a brief statement of the ascertained
facts that bear upon the man's inability to adapt himself to service
requirements should support the medical officer's written opinion that
the man is unfit for the service.
At the hospital due weight should be given to the opinion of the
medical officer who has observed the man under field or ship condi
tions, for. it must be remembered, in hospital the environment is
very different. There the man is not subjected to the natural and
unavoidable physical and mental stress that he must withstand with
out difficulty if he is to perform the duties of his rating in a satis
factory manner. On the contrary, everything connected with hos

pital service is planned to promote quick restoration to physical and
mental health. Unless the medical officers who observe these sub

jects under hospital conditions are willing to be guided by the his
tories the patients have made for themselves while struggling with
the naval environment under working and training conditions, they
will be inclined to hold such men under treatment for gradual im
provement until apparently fit for duty. In most instances the
result will be more admissions to the sick list and more sick days
within a short time after the man is returned to a ship or station,

where he must work and take care of himself and his effects and fulfill
disciplinary requirements and withstand mental stresses, all of which
are either distasteful or difficult for him to do because of physical
impairment or psychological inferiority that becomes manifest when
l.e is placed in competition with his fellows. It has aptly been said
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of the types under consideration that for each man of the sort the
full time of two able-bodied men must be occupied to get any service
out of him—his leading petty officer and a messenger.
Unless naval hospitals are careful to return to duty men who are
physically and mentally fit for the naval service as soon as they
are fit for duty and are equally careful to make prompt and well-
advised decisions as to physical and mental unfitness they are not
fulfilling the fundamental obligation of the medical department to
keep as high a percentage of the naval personnel as possible con
stantly fit and on active duty. That means, of course, keeping the
percentage of the personnel that is constantly sick as low as possible.
It means prevention of disease where possible, avoidance of dis
ability risks by proper selection in the recruiting offices and on board
ship, proper selection of men for the various ratings, change in
rating when indicated, prompt elimination from the service when
unfitness has been demonstrated, and the quickest possible restoration
to health and duty status when sickness or injury lias not been
avoided. Curative measures here come last on the list, but, of
course, for the present, and perhaps always, the greatest work of
the' medical department will be to cure the sick and injured. Clinical
medicine and clinical surgery must be reckoned as methods of pre
vention—prevention of additional, more serious, or longer disability
and prevention of mortality.
The preventive value of the clinical service rendered necessarily
depends in great part upon the possession by medical officers gen
erally of a high order of professional ability and attainments and
upon high standards of organization and administration of medical
department activities throughout the service. But this is not enough.
Unless medical officers constantly remember that the paramount

dut}r of the medical department is to keep the percentage of the
sick and disabled as small as possible at all times and the rest of
the personnel as physically fit as proper activities of the medical
department can assist in keeping them, a full measure 01 service
will not be given. This paramount duty merely requires the exer
cise of the best judgment of which the medical officer is capable in
each individual case, keeping in mind always the best interests of the

Navy.
Fortunately the best interests of the patient and the best interests
of the Government usually coincide in the case of a man whose value
wan ants his retention. There should be no unnecessary delay in
the disposal of cases where value to the service is lacking, and in

cases where valuable service has been rendered before disablement,
when. the circumstances naturally tend to make one look at the situa

tion from the patient's viewpoint, the medical officer should not lose

sight of the interests of the Government.
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Standardization of methods of handling and discharging cases,
in so far as practicable, is important, because standardization tends
to do away with procrastination, with delay in making a diagnosis
as soon as possible, delay in transferring the case when laboratory
and consultation facilities are necessary and not available, delay
after transfer to a hospital or other place where such facilities are
available, and delay before finally holding a medical survey when
discharge from the service appears advisable. Standardization
lessens the effect of appeal to the medical officer's sympathy when
making a decision as to the proper disposal of the case after all
possible or indicated professional service has been rendered. An
example is furnished by G. O. 69, which requires that men who
have venereal disease in an infective stage shall not be granted
liberty. Before that point was settled by requiring standard prac
tice throughout the service it was a question to be settled for each
infected individual, one after another, and appeals were constantly
being made to the medical officer by men referred to him from the
executive office. To-day the only question to be decided is whether
the case is still communicable from a practical public-health stand
point. If it is, the medical officer so states; he does not have to
weigh personal considerations and listen to special reasons, earnestly
put forth, why an exception should be made in the particular case.
The order, of course, makes allowance for matters of real urgency.
The question of how far it is practicable to carry standardization
gradually settles itself when there is earnest desire to promote
efficiency and fulfill obligations and when there is willingness to con
sider how other medical officers are handling debatable questions
as well as a disposition to adopt procedures which have proved
satisfactory and practicable elsewhere. Many details which relate
to reduction in time required for diagnosis, for restoration to health,
or for determination that medical survey is indicated naturally can
not be covered by bureau instructions which could hardly be framed
to coincide at all times with exigencies and circumstances arising
under diverse conditions. Where standardization of procedure i

;

not possible one's conscience must be the guide.
That there is need for cooperative efforts to reduce the number
of sick days recorded for the Navy is shown by the morbidity sta
tistics of the past year. There were 74,455 admissions to the sick
list, a general admission rate of 609.6 per 1,000. On account of

these admissions there were 1,395,543 sick days, which made an
average of 11.4 days of sickness or disability for every person in

the Navy. This figure is high.
Available figures pooled for various occupations in the industries
of the United States indicate that the average loss of time each year
through sickness and injury, all causes, is 9 days for men and 11 days
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for women. The comparatively high percentage of physically unfit
persons who must be kept in employment is to be borne in mind.
To mention one disease alone, surveys made by the United States
Public Health Service have shown that from 1 to 6 per cent of all
workers examined had tuberculosis. Among 2,000 male garment
workers in New York Schereschewsky found that 2.4 per cent of
the operators, 3.4 per cent of the pressers, and 4.6 per cent of the
finishers had tuberculosis. Four per cent of 7,000 employees of
Sears, Roebuck & Co. in Chicago were found by Mock to have
tuberculosis. In New York of 800 bakers examined, 57 per cent
had one or more diseases and 2.4 per cent had tuberculosis; of 800
tailors, 62.7 per cent had one or more diseases and 1.6 per cent had
tuberculosis : of 600 tobacco workers, 71.3 per cent had one or more
diseases and 1.3 per cent had tuberculosis.
Of 20,000 workers in various industries in Cincinnati examined
by Surg. D. E. Robinson, United States Public Health Service, 1.1
per cent had tuberculosis.

Official records for 1914 of the time lost on account of sickness
by over 12,000 male office employees of the Federal Government in
Washington showed an average of 4.8 days. On the other hand,

11.6 days per person were lost in 1913 by employees of a large rail
road system in the United States. This figure approximates the
Navy figure except that the exposure period occurred 10 years ago,
and the Navy figure for that year was only 10.04 sick days per
person. There is certainly opportunity for improvement now.
Age is an important factor in determining the frequency of sick
ness, and especially the number of sick days per admission. Here

again, the advantage to the Navy should show in the statistics, for
besides the rejection of physically defective applicants who are
especially liable to sickness and disability and the constant elimina
tion from the service of men who can not be made physically fit, the
distribution of the personnel by age groups is especially favorable,
the majority of all men, except recruits, being in age groups that are
especially favorable to low morbidity rates. In various industries
where studies have been made the number of days lost per year per
person on account of sickness increases considerably among employees
above the age of 50. There are relatively few in the Navy in the older

age groups compared with percentages of older employees in civil
life.
In this connection interesting figures are presented in report No.
5, 1920, by the British Medical Research Council, Industrial Fatigue
Research Board, on fatigue and efficiency in the iron and steel in
dustry. Statistics relating to the health of the workers covered
sickness records of steel workers. All together 20,674 lives were
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under observation. The data were worked through for the six years
1913-1918. For rather obvious reasons— incentive patrotism, im

provement in employment, increase in wages, etc.—as in this country,
there was less absenteeism on account of sickness and injury dis
ability during war years. Therefore, the figures for 1913, which
are higher than for the other years, are of the most interest. During
the whole period of six years the total days of sickness incurred
came to 796,730, and in addition there were 176.202 days of disable
ment due to injuries, making an average of 7.8 days per person per
year for all causes. These figures covered only sick days for which
sick benefits were paid. Sick benefits were not payable for the first
three days of disablement or for disabilities lasting three days or
less. However, the sick days not included in the above average

represented an increase of 9 per cent to be added, making for our
purposes the comparable average of 8.55 sick days for all causes,

disease, and injuries, per person per year.
The total days lost from all causes showed rapid acceleration
with increase of age; men of 55 to 69 were found to lose 12.3 days
per year as compared with 5.4 days for men under 30. Men of 30
to 44 averaged 6.2 days, and those in the age group 45 to 54 averaged
8.5 days per year. These figures include sick days caused by un

compensated as well as compensated sickness and injury disable
ment. Rheumatism caused the greatest acceleration with increase of
age; in men of 55 to 69 it was 6.3 times greater than in those of
16 to 29.

All sickness data (compensated disability, exclusive of disable
ment of less than three days' duration) were tabulated separately
for 1913-14, roughly speaking, a pre-war period, and for 1915-1918,
almost entirely a war period. In 1913-14 the days of disablement for
all occupations among steel workers, for all causes, averaged 8.1
days per person employed per annum, and in the 1915-1918 period
only 5.6 days, a diminution during the war period of 31 per cent.
The same report contains interesting comparisons with other
trades and pursuits in England, which showed that the time lost on
account of sickness and injuries was greater for workers in iron and
steel works, to whom the figures given above relate, than for other
groups. After making allowances for uncompensated sickness it
was found that steel workers suffered 7 per cent more sickness than
iron, steel, and quarry men and 55 per cent more than agriculturists.
The figures, therefore, may be fairly used for comparison here.
In the United States six surveys were made by the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co. in various States between September, 1915, and
July, 1917, covering a total of 637,000 persons holding their policies.
The surveys were made in the spring in southern areas and in the
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summer and fall in northern areas. Two and eight one-hundredths
per cent of the people were found sick at the time. With fair random
sampling, that percentage would indicate 7.6 days of sickness per
person per year for the general population. The average loss of
time through sickness and injury disability for each person of work
ing age (over 15 years of age) was found to be 8.39 days, or 6.9
working days per year. The average loss by men was 8.3 days and
for women 8.4.
According to the report of a special committee of the American
Medical Association on social insurance presented in June, 1918, it
was found by the California commission that the working days lost
each year by wage earners in that State were six per worker. The
Pennsylvania Health Insurance Commission found from their sur
veys that the average number of days of disability for males 15 years
of age or over during the working years of life was eight.
A sickness survey made in Philadelphia in August and September,
1917, by nurses of the city health department, covering 12,019 persons
in seven typical industrial districts, gave an average daily sickness
rate of 4.28 per cent of the population, but of these only 36.7 per
cent were unable to work. The daily average percentage of persons
afflicted with sickness that actually disabled them was 1.57 per cent,
corresponding to 5.7 days of disabling illness per person per year.
Of males 15 years of age and over, 5.24 per cent were ill, and of the
women 5.43 per cent. Of the men, 2.19 per cent and 1.72 per cent of
the women were unable to work. It was concluded from those rates
that men of wage-earning years in the districts surveyed suffer an

average loss of 8 calendar days, or 6.6 working days, each year on
account of disabling sickness, and women 6.3 calendar days, or 5.2
working days.
We are indebted to the Bureau of the United States Public Health
Service, Division of Industrial Hygiene and Sanitation, for the 1921
statistics of the Hood Rubber Co., Watertown, Mass., covering
3.387 males and 1,774 females. Male employees lost 4.81 working

days per person on account of sickness and accidents, while women

employees averaged 8.94 days. These rates are for employees in a
fairly new modern factory, with good working conditions, and the
health of the workers safeguarded by a well-organized medical
service in the plant.

HEALTH OF THE NAVY.

The vital statistics of the Xavy for the month of September, in
general, indicate satisfactory health conditions. The annual in
crease in the incidence of acute tonsillitis, acute bronchitis, and other
infections of the respiratory tract has not yet begun. These dis
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eases are more or less prevalent throughout the year,, but ordinarily
no great increase occurs until November. The admission rate for
tonsillitis and bronchitis for September was exactly the same as for
the month of August—64 per 1,000 of personnel per annum.
There was no increase in the admission rate from influenza during
September. Last month an increase from 11 to 15 cases per 1.000 per
annum was noted. That level was maintained with a rate of 14
throughout September. This is a low rate for any season of the
year—the median rate for September, 1918-1922 is 20. Thus, at
present there are no indications that the disease will become epidemic
in the near future. Fewer cases of influenza were reported from
ships of the Battle Fleet and Scouting Fleet than in August, al
though admission rates continued higher among forces afloat than
for personnel at shore stations. Of 42 cases reported from ships.
22 were reported by the U. S. S. Idaho and the U.^S. S. Arkaman.
Cases were about equally divided, in proportion to strength, between
the Battle Fleet and Scouting Fleet.
Mumps were slightly less prevalent in September than during the
previous month. Most of the cases occurred on board ship. Six
cases were reported by the receiving ship at San Francisco. No
other cases were notified from shore stations. The U. S. S. Terras re
ported 55 cases: U. S. S. Oklahoma, 20; and U. S. S. Maryland, 17.
The total for the Battle Fleet was 120. Only- 6 cases were reported
from the Scouting Fleet. The figures for the entire Navy give an
admission rate from mumps about double the expected rate for Sep
tember, and last month it was noted that the August rate was 50
per cent higher than the July rate. Therefore it appears that the
incidence of mumps is greater than it should be at this season of the
year but that a slight reduction took place in September.
There was a slight reduction in the admission rate for German
measles in September, and only one-third as many cases of measles
were reported for the entire Navy as in August. In August. 24
cases were reported from ships: in September, only 2.. Six cases
were reported from all shore stations in the United States as coin-

pared with 13 in August. As indicated by the table below the
admission rate from measles continues at a satisfactory low level.
Twelve cases of pneumonia were reported from ships for Sep
tember. For the entire Navy 28 cases were reported. Five cases
occurred at the naval training station, Great Lakes, 111. That figure
gives an admission rate of 18.9 per 1,000 per annum for comparison
with 4.5 for the corresponding month in 1920. No cases occurred
during September in 1921 or 1922. Eleven cases were accounted
for by all other shore stations, including foreign and insular stations.
The whole group comprising communicable diseases transmissible
by mouth and nose secretions showed a 20 per cent reduction in
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the admission rate for September as compared with the rate for
August —from 57.6 to 40.6 per 1,000 per annum. The September
three-year median rate for this group is 31.95.
Reported cases of dengue increased from 71 to 122. Most of
these (104) occurred among marines in Haiti and Santo Domingo.
This disease continues to be more prevalent than in years prior to
1921 when a notable increase in the numbers of cases in the Navy
occurred, followed by a greater increase in 1922.
A gratifying decrease in the incidence of malaria during Septem
ber was indicated by morbidity reports received by the bureau. In
September 93 cases were notified as compared with 159 in August.
These figures represent a 30 per cent reduction in the admission
rate, from 16.6 to 9.6 per 1,000 per annum in September as com
pared with August, despite advance into the malaria season.
Approximately one-third of the cases occurred among marines in
Haiti and Santo Domingo. As indicated by the table the admis
sion rate for September, entire Navy, was a trifle less than half the
September median rate for recent years.
Of other diseases which are usually responsible for considerable
percentages of total admissions to the sick list, diseases of the diges
tive system were reported in slightly reduced numbers.
The adinission rate for venereal diseases increased sharply , in
September, the increase for the entire Navy amounting to 402 cases
more than were reported for August.
The admission rate for September from all diseases was 518 per
1,000 per annum as compared with 476 for August. The Septem
ber three-year median rate is 541.
The September admission rate for injuries and poisoning was
76.8: the August rate, 69.2, and the September three-year median
rate, 60.7 per 1,000 per annum.
This rate therefore continues higher than it should be; hence,
the necessity for publicity, watchfulness, and concerted efforts to
prevent carelessness.
The following table shows rates per 1.000 per annum for the
principal communicable diseases, September, 1923. For comparison,
corresponding median rates are given for the same month, years
1918 to 1922, inclusive :

Septem
ber,
191S-1922.

Septem
ber, 1923.

Cerebrospinal fever
Diphtheria
German measles
Influenza
Malaria
Measles

0.10
1.08
.27 i
19.86
19.86 I
3.43

0.0
. 10

2.27
11. 24

9.60
2. 17

Tuberculosis..
Typhoid fever

Pneumonia. .
Scarlet fever
Smallpox

Mumps 9.78
2.96
.38
.05
3.62
.05

18. 58

2.89
. 10

.0
1.96
.21
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CONVALESCENTS' SERUM AND MEASLES VIRUS IN THE IMMUNIZATION OF

CHILDREN AGAINST MEASLES.

By T. W. Kemmereb, 51. D.,
Bacteriologist, United States l'ublie Health Service.

The following review of the literature on immunization against
measles was presented by Doctor Kemmerer before the staff of the
Hygienic Laboratory, United States Public Health Service, Wash
ington, D. C, at a recent fortnightly meeting of the staff:
The death rate from measles is much higher than is generally
supposed. Degkwitz states that the average mortality for measles, in
the Children's Hospital, Munich, is 15.1 per cent, rising to 28.8 per
cent in children under 2i years of age. In Vienna from 1907-1010,
more children died of measles than of scarlet fever, diptheria, and

whooping cough combined.
It is important to prevent the occurrence of the disease in children
under 4 years of age, in tuberculosis, rachitic, or weak children. It
is particularly difficult to prevent the spread of the disease in hospi
tals and other institutions for the care of young children.
The French claim that convalescents' serum was first used as a

prophylactic by Nicolle and Conseil (1916). The most extensive
work appears to have been done by Degkwitz, and also dates back
to 1916.

Degkwitz collects the blood from convalescents, from the seventh
to the fourteenth day after defervescence —preferably seventh to
ninth day—as he considers the antibody content of the blood to be
at its maximum during this period. The serum is collected in the
usual manner, and a Wassermann test made. Phenol is added as a
preservative and the serum stored in a cool place. The sera of
different convalescents is mixed, as the antibody content varies with
different individuals. The serum is used without filtration because
the immune substance is lost to a large extent by passing through a
Berkfeld filter. If the facilities for preparation of the serum are
not at hand, one can withdraw blood from a convalescent and inject
it directly into the exposed child. Degkwitz injects the serum in
tramuscularly, as do most of the other writers on the subject, although
some give it subcutaneously. No deleterious results following the in

jection have been observed.

Degkwitz'.s observations are as follows:
In the case of a child under 4 years of age 2.5 c. c. of serum, ad
ministered before the fourth day of incubation, is sufficient to prevent
the development of the disease, 3.5 c. c. affording complete protection.
Smaller doses do not prevent the development of measles but do
prolong the period of incubation and weaken the virulence of the
disease. Prodromes and complications are absent, the exanthem
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rather pale, and the fever of short duration. The symptoms may
disappear at the end of 36 hours. Five to six cubic centimeters will
afford protection up to the sixth day. If given on the seventh day
the results are no longer certain. If given on the eighth day, it will
not prevent the development of measles, even in doses of 30 c. c.
The usual dose employed is 3.5 to 4 c. c. for a child of 3J years
of age, up to the fourth day of incubation.
Children receiving serum in the latter stages of incubation de

velop the disease in a lighter form.
The serum of children protected by injection of immune serum
and who have not had symptoms of measles will protect other chil
dren against the disease.
In case convalescents' senim is not available, the scrum of chil
dren who have had measles previously may be used, but Degkwitz
does not make any statement as to the degree of immunity conferred.
Newborn and young infants are only immune to measles in
case the mother has had measles. Eighty per cent of adults have had
measles but their serum contains antibodies in small quantities only.
If used it should be given in quantities of 30 c. c. With 30 c. c.
of adults' serum, the infection has been prevented in r>0 per cent of
the cases, and the attack lightened in the other half. Frequently there
is difficulty in obtaining convalescents' serum as parents are re
luctant to permit the withdrawal of blood from their children. On
the other hand, the parents are more than willing to permit them
selves to be bled for the benefit of their children.
The duration of immunity can be determined only by ob
serving the incidence of measles in those who have been given the
prophylactic serum. Of nine exposed children who had been im
munized nine months previously, two developed measles. When
the serum is given late in the state of incubation and a light attack
of measles follows, the immunity lasts for years. Degkwitz urges
the use of prophylactic serum to postpone an attack of measles until
after 6 years of age. Serum which had been kept for nine months,
retained its immunizing properties.
Many other investigators have used convalescents' serum as a
prophylactic against measles. They follow closely the procedure
of Degkwitz, and without exception report the same favorable re
sults. (See bibliography.)
Marie, Gastinel, and Joannon (1923) use inactivated serum.
Ruelle (1923) withdraws 4 c. c. of blood with a syringe contain
ing 1 c. c. of a 10 per cent solution of sodium citrate and injects it
intramuscularly. He says that the duration of immunity appears
to be about four weeks, or about the usual duration of passive im
munity.
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Maggiore (1921) uses 2 c. c. of serum subcutaneously. Estella
and de Castro (1922) produce a dry preparation by desiccating the
serum. Marie (1922) makes the statement that, next to tuberculosis,

measles causes the highest mortality of all diseases of children.
Also, that Nicolle and Conseil were the first to use convalescents'
serum in the prophylaxis of measles. Kutter (1921) states that in
the mild cases following prophylactic injections the contagiousness
is not lessened. Pfaundler (1921) says the duration of the immunity
has not been determined, but lasts at least a month. The experience
of Rietschel (1921) indicates that the serum of adults who have had
measles contains enough antibodies to protect young children against
measles, or if they contract the disease to attenuate it to a remarkable
degree. He uses 20 c. c. of the parent's blood for a child 2 to 3 years
of age. Torday (1921) reports three cases in which measles devel
oped 72 to 75 days after immunization. Comby (1922) claims that
the original research work was done by Nicolle and Conseil. Schil
ling (1923) says that there is a general agreement as to the method
of Degkwitz. He tried the serum from blisters produced by can-
tharides, 0.2 to 0.5 c. c. on 14 children under 6 years of age. But
one child did not develop measles. Herrmann (1915) says that in
fants under 5 months of age are relatively immune to measles. In
the rare instances in which they are infected the disease appears in
a mild atypical form which frequently is overlooked unless the child
is under close observation. Infants under 2 months of age are ab
solutely immune. In countries in which the disease is not endemic,
in which the mothers have not had the disease, the infants are not
immune during the first five months. There is apparently no great
difference in immunity between breast-fed and artificially fed in
fants. When infants of 6 to 7 months of age contract the disease it
usually appears in a mild form, and the immunity becomes less
marked toward the end of the first year; during the second year it
is entirely absent. Infants under 5 months of age who have been in
contact with a case of measles and have not been infected, frequently
do not contract the disease. Immunity is not transferred through the
milk; artificially fed infants are equally immune.
Nicolle and Conseil (1910) withdrew the blood on the seventh
day of convalescence. They used 4 c. c. of serum. They say that
one need not hesitate, in the same family, to use the whole blood
directly, from brother to brother. Herrmann (1922 and 1923) at
tempted to transform the passive immunity of early infancy to an
active immunity which would last at least two years. He collected
the nasal discharge from patients free from other diseases, 24 to 48
hours before the appearance of the eruption and mixes it with a
small quantity of physiological salt solution and centrifugalizes it
to throw down bacteria and other extraneous material. If passed
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through a Berkfeld filter it loses some of its potency and can not be
depended upon for purposes of immunization. A few drops of the
solution are applied to the nasal mucous membrane of the infant to
be immunized. Only healthy infants between 4 and 5 months, of age
are inoculated. Tbe best results are obtained when a reaction fol
lows the inoculation-—a slight rise in temperature on the eighth to
the sixteenth day, occasionally a few spots on the face or trunk. It
is therefore important to inoculate as near as possible to the end of
the fifth month. In order to render the immunity more certain and
lasting it would be advisable to reinoculate in the sixth or seveuth
month of age. He cites 165 cases without a single unfavorable re
sult. Forty-five of these have later been directly exposed to measles
without contracting the disease. None showing definite reactions
have contracted disease ; 36, reinoculated after an interval of at least
six months, did not develop the disease.
Richardson and Connor (1919) inoculated three children with
the virus of measles and at the same time gave immune serum Two
had no reaction. The third had a slight reaction indicated by a
transient rise in temperature and an atypical rash.
Hiraisbi and Okamoto (1921) carried out a series of experiments
to determine the possibility of producing immunity by small doses
of the virus as contained in the blood. They used citrated blood
from measles patients, taken between the period of first appearance
of Koplik's spots and the height of the eruption. They found that
the minimal infective dose was between 0.001 and 0.002 c. c, 0.002
c. c. always producing the disease. The prophylactic dose of 0.0001
c. c. was entirely harmless and gives a certain degree of immunity,
but does not confer absolute immunity. Their work does not appear
to be extensive enough on which to base conclusions as to this method
of immunization.
Degkwitz (1921) appears to have isolated an organism and
grown it on media containing human serum, and with it to have pro
duced immunity to measles. His report is very meager and ap
parently he is unwilling to make more definite statements until the
results of his work are more conclusive.

SUMMARY.

1. Because of the high mortality of measles in young children
and children affected by other diseases, it is important to prevent
infection with measles until after the fourth year, preferably the
sixth year, of age.
2. It appears to have been definitely determined that 3 to 4 c. c.
of serum of convalescents between the seventh and fourteenth day
after defervescence, injected subcutaneously or intramuscularly into
a child of 3^ years of age, before the sixth day of incubation, will
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prevent the development of measles. From the eighth day on the
serum, even in large doses, will not prevent the development of the
disease. In older children, larger doses should he given.
In case convalescents' serum is not available, that of adults who
have had measles may be used in large doses, 30 c. c, but the results
are not as certain. Where the facilities for collection of serum are
not available, the whole blood, fresh or citrated, may be used.
The duration of immunity following the use of convalescents'
serum is at least four weeks, possibly considerably longer.
3. The attempts of Herrmann to transform the temporary im
munity of infants into a permanent immunity by inoculating children
under 5 months of age with the virus contained in the nasal secretions
seems to have met with at least partial success.
4. The work of Hiraishi and Okamoto suggests the possibility of
producing immunity by the use of small doses of virus as contained
in the blood.
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POSSIBLE VALUE OF IMMUNIZATION METHODS FOR CONTROLLING
MEASLES IN THE NAVY.

In the United States measles epidemics tend to appear in more or
less regular cycles about every third year, with intervals of two years
in which the disease is not epidemic in a given locality. During
epidemic periods measles is usually prevalent at or about the same
time in many parts of the United States, especially in cities, of the
north and midwestern sections of the country.
In a measles year most of the cases in the Navy occur at naval
training stations or among drafts from training stations shortly after
arrival on board a cruising ship.
As a rule, the disease does not tend to spread to any great extent
on board ship when proper care is taken to detect cases early, isolate
them promptly, maintain concurrent disinfection, and inspect recog
nized contacts and known nonimmunes once or twice daily. The
disease is kept from spreading principally because most of the mem
bers of the regular crew have had measles. It is often possible to
avoid secondary cases.

At the training station the situation is different. A considerable
proportion of the recruits are not immune. Of course, the effective
ness of the existing barrier provided by the percentage of those who
are immune varies from time to time at each station. Also, a sta
tion which receives proportionately greater numbers of its recruits
from large cities usually has a greater degree of protection against
the spread of measles than a station which receives recruits largely
from small towns and rural districts in States where the density of
population is low. The value of the protection afforded by the pres
ence of a high percentage of individuals who have had measles is
not limited to the question of spread. Augmentation of virulence
with a tendency to increasing severity of infection by rapid passage
of the virus from one susceptible person to another as the epidemic
progresses, is also an important consideration.

61887—23 0
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The infective power of measles virus is very great during epidemic
periods. A high percentage of nonimmunes develop the disease when
they happen to be exposed, even briefly and apparently in slight
degree. The question of heightened virulence has not been settled.
Moreover, opinion is not undivided among epidemiologists and re
search workers in laboratories as to the part played by secondary
invaders. Practically, it is a matter of experience that case fatality
rates are often much higher in the winter months. Broncho
pneumonia at such times is a more frequent complication.
At naval training stations the measles situation during winter
months is bound up with the whole question of the relations of
shut-in conditions, personal contact, housing, ventilation, etc., to the
entire group of respiratory infections. It is not that measles alono
is prevalent. Cases of scarlet fever or diphtheria and possibly cere
brospinal fever occur from time to time. Carriers of pneumococci,
haemolytic streptococci, and other microorganisms of recognized
disease-producing power may be numerous. Influenza must be ex
pected every winter. Acute bronchitis, tonsillitis, and other affec
tions of the upper respiratory tract are always present with increased
prevalence until the advent of warm weather again makes it pos
sible to resume the open-air living conditions of the late spring,
summer, and fall. Under the shut-in conditions of the winter and
early spring the conditions favor the dissemination of the causative
agents of these infections pretty widely among the personnel. "What
happens is very well expressed by the aphorism, contributed by
R'osenau, as a result of his studies in the first naval district during
the World War, particularly at the Commonwealth Pier, then used
as the receiving ship at Boston. As he put it, under conditions of
overcrowding and associated close personal contact, the bacterial
flora of the nose and pharynx tends to become uniform throughout
the personnel. Similar conclusions were reached independently by
Mink at the naval training station, Great Lakes, 111., from the
work of Choisser and others in the wholesale culturing of recruits
during epidemic periods. Medical officers at Norfolk and Hampton
Roads, Va., observed a similar tendency.
Whether or not the virus of measles undergoes any marked aug
mentation in virulence during the progress of an epidemic, it is a
matter of practical experience in the Navy that measles is a more

serious disease in the winter months. Lung complications are more
frequent and more serious in cold weather. Measles patients react

badly to chilling and they do not withstand transportation well in
cold weather. Their sensitiveness to cross infection makes it hazard
ous to treat them in a large group in a measles ward without rigid
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bedside disinfection, so-called cubicle isolation after Chapin's tech
nique, to prevent the transfer of microorganisms which have had
their disease-producing powers intensified in passage from person to

person under the indoor living conditions, and the influence of va
rious epidemiological factors necessarily operative at the training
station during cold weather.
Much, of course, depends upon whether it is a measles year out
side the station, upon the prevalence of the disease in sections from
which recruits are drawn, and in the adjacent communities that will
be visited by liberty parties. The training station should be equipped
to contend with these factors by means of its elaborate system of in

coming detention and facilities for the segregation of all recruits
in comparatively small groups. Of course, the administrative system
will provide for the early detection of cases, immediate isolation of
suspected cases as well as those which are apparent, and the quaran
tine of contacts when reasonable and necessary. Quarantine may be
necessary beyond a doubt. The governing principle in public-health
work should be to make quarantine measures as little irksome as
possible. It would seem that the fact of lasting immunity after an
attack of measles is sufficiently well established to justify the release
from quarantine of all men who have had measles. It is another
matter to determine whether or not the victim of quarantine has had
the disease. The annoyance and interference with the work of the
station and value of the training period may be so great from re
peated quarantine of one group after another during the epidemic
season as to raise the question, Why wouldn't it be practicable to
question all recruits upon arrival and require those who think a cer
tificate can be obtained to write home and ask that the physician
mail a statement to the medical officer? By such procedure it
might be possible to reduce the numbers of those subjected to quar
antine to an extent worth while in many groups. In general, the
question of quarantine will depend upon several factors—season of
the year, weather conditions likely to prevail, prevalence and severity
of other epidemic diseases, whether the measles cases that are occur
ring are sporadic and mostly unrelated to each other, size and
severity of the outbreak if progressive spread is taking place on the
station, and local conditions and circumstances that may to a certain
extent indicate modification of control measures either in the direc
tion of increased stringency or greater leniency.
All possible precautions are important in the winter and spring
months in view of the danger of complications and high case fatality
rates. Measles may become a very dangerous disease at any time

during the winter. The case fatality rate in the Xavy last year was
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less than 1 per cent : the year before, 2 per cent. These figures are
for the entire year. Case fatality rates were low during the late
spring, summer, and fall in 1917 and 1918, but they rose sharply with
the onset of cold weather and were generally high during the winter
and early spring. At several of the larger naval stations more than
15 per cent of the cases were lost in spite of excellent care and all
necessary hospital facilities of the best type. In a few instances case
fatality rates mounted above *20 per cent. Pandemic influenza and
the wide distribution of highly virulent and unusual types of pneu
monia-causing microorganisms, of course, made the situation worse
at that time than ever before in the United States.
It would be a very good thing for the Navy if a previous attack of
measles could be made a condition for the acceptance of applicants
for enlistment or appointment. The fleets would be spared a lot
of trouble and interference with activities that are already pressed
for time. In a broad sense, perhaps the most practical method of
dealing with measles throughout the country would be the intelligent
and carefully planned exposure of children to the disease. As a
matter of fact#this is done in many families.
The guiding principles would be careful protection of children
under 6 years of age at all times and the most effective application
possible of all practical preventive measures in the home, in the
school and elsewhere to prevent epidemics and sporadic occurrence
during the winter months, followed by the intentional exposure of
children of school age between the 1st of June and the 1st of October
to sporadic, not epidemic, cases, provided influenza is not or has nor

recently been epidemic and that the spring prevalence of bronchitis,
tonsillitis, and ordinary colds has subsided.
With regard to ultimate damage, it would seem that the number
of sick days caused by measles and the death rate from this disease
from year to year would be. materially lowered if susceptible recruits
could acquire measles at the training station during the summer
months and have it over with at the very beginning of the naval
career.

Apart from these considerations the epidemiology of measles
points clearly to the necessity of preventing or postponing the disease
until a favorable season of the year. The literature of expei-iniental
work on the immunization of children by means of serum from con
valescent patients and by means of the virus planted on the mucous
membranes, as reviewed and presented above by Doctor Kemmerer.
of the United States Public Health Service. Hygienic Laboratory, is
of interest in view of the possibility of extending temporary pro
tection to young adults by similar methods. Such protection might
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prove valuable in checking outbreaks and limiting the spread of
measles at critical times when the type of infection is severe or tends
to become severe. Also, if actual protection can be demonstrated the
method should make possible a further lightening of the burden of

quarantine measures which must at times be imposed at naval train
ing stations.

THE COMMON WASH BUCKET AGAIN.

Attention has frequently been directed to the epidemiological con

sequences of the use on board ship of one bucket by several men in
common for bathing themselves and washing their clothing and
sometimes for brushing their teeth. This is a bad and even danger
ous practice.

Recently two men were examined by a board of medical survey.
Both were found permanently unfit for service because of impairment
of vision following gonorrheal ophthalmia originating in line of
duty. They were recommended for discharge from the naval service.
Upon inquiry by the bureau the following information was ascer
tained.
Both men enlisted January 10, 192:5. They were transferred from
the naval training station, San Francisco, Calif., to the Battle Fleet
and reported for duty on board one of the battleships at Panama,
March 1, 1928, with other members of a draft transferred via the
U. S. S. Argonne. In accordance with fleet instructions issued be
cause of the fact that mumps and measles had been introduced on
board ships of the Battle Fleet by a draft from the U. S. S. Hender
son in December, 1922, the new men were immediately placed in
quarantine to prevent them from spreading communicable disease
to the rest of the crew in case such should develop among them.
There were 65 men in the draft. They were examined by a medical
officer when they came on board. The draft was kept in quarantine
for three weeks. While in quarantine these two men developed gono-
coccus infection of the conjunctiva. There was a shortage of buckets

among men in the draft and groups of several men used one bucket
in common. The conclusion was that infection occurred in that
manner. No evidence that the infection was transmitted otherwise
could be discovered. Neither man had gonorrheal urethritis.
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VITAL STATISTICS.

The Monthly Health Index, which is published on the 15th of
each month, contains the statistical data for individual ships and
shore stations. The statistics appearing in this Bulletin are sum
maries compiled from those published in the Monthly Health Index.
Annual rates, shown in the succeeding statistical table, are ob
tained as follows:
The total number of admissions to the sick list or the number of
deaths reported during the period indicated is multiplied by
or or 12, depending upon whether the period includes four or
five weeks or a calendar month. The product is then multiplied by
1,000 and divided by the average complement.

E. R. Stitt.

Tablk No. 1.—Monthly report of morbidity in United States Navy and Marine
Corps for the month of September, 192S.

Forces
afloat.

Forces
ashore.

Entire
Navy.

Averagestrengtb
All causes:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Disease only:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000 ■••

Communicable diseases, exclusive of venereal disease:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Venereal disease:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Injuries and poisons:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

74,538

2,946
474.28

2,591
417.13

385
58.76

981
157.92

355
57.15

41,712

2,652
762.93

2,337
627.31

273
78.54

426
122.55

315
90.62

116,250

5,598
577.83

4,928
508.67

638
53.06

1,407 i
145.23

670
69.16
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Table No. 2.—Number of admissions reported by Form F cards for certain
diseases for the month of September, 1923.

Diseases
Injuries and poisons..

Total admissions.

Class III:
Appendicitis, acute .....
Autointoxication, intestinal.
Cholangitis, acute
Cholecystitis, acute
Colitos, acute
Constipation
Enteritis, acute
Castritis, acute catarrhal —
Gastroenteritis
Hemorrhoids
Pharyngitis, scute
Ulcer of duodenum

Total.

Class VII:
Varicocele

Class VIII:
Chlckcnpox
Diphtheria
Oerman measles
Influenza
Measles
Mumps
Pneumonia, broncho
Pneumonia, lobar
Poliomyelitis, acute anterior.
Scarlet fever

Total,

lass IX: "
iry..

Dysentery, entamebic.
Dysentery, bocillary

Typhoid fever.

Total.

Class X:
Dengue. .
Filarial.
Malaria. .

Total.

Class XI:
Tuberculosis (all forms).

Class XII:
Chancroid
lonococcus infections.
Syphilis

Total.

Class XVIII:
llronchitis, acute
Laryngitis, acute
Pleurisy, acute fibrinous. .
KhinitLs. acute
Tonsillitis, acute follicular.

Total..

Class XX:
Hernias .

Forces afloat,
Navy and ma
rines (strength)
74,538.

Forces ashore,
Navy and ma
rines (strength)
41,712.

Total (strength)
116,250.

Number Annual ! Number
ofadmis-, rate per I of admis
sions. 1,000. sions.

2,591
355

2,946

n
0
21
'»
14
159
6
6
1
1

417.13
57. 15

474.28

2,337
315

2,652

6.44
1. 13
2.90
0.00
.32
2.90
3.09
1.77
6.28
3.86
.48
o.oo

29. 14

1.29

0.00
0.00
3.38
14.49
2.25
25.60
.97
."7
. 10
.16

47.98

223

Annual
rate per
1,000.

672.31
90.62

762.93

Number
of admis
sions.

4,928
670

5,598

rate per
1,000.

14.38
3. 74
1.15
.58
.58
8.06
9.49
.86
12.95
5. 18
5.18
.86

63.86 j 403

3.74 21

.29

.29

.29
13.81
2.01
6.04
1.44
3. 16
0.00
0.00

27.33

1
1
22
138
21
180
II
17

1

2 .32 1 .29 3 .31
3 .48 1 .29 4 .41
1 .16 1 .29 2 .21

« .96 3 .87 9 .93

IS 2.90 104 29.92 122 12.59
2 .58 2 .21

33 5.31 60 17.26 93 9.60

51 8.21 166 47.75 217 22.40

10 1.61 9 2.59 19 1.96

266 42. 82 78 22.44 344 35.51
599 96.43 242 69.62 841 86.81
116 18.67 106 30.49 222 22.91

981 157.92 426 122.55 1, 107 145.23

102 16.42 174 50.06 276 28.49
2 .32 4 1.15 6 .62
6 .96 3 .87 9 .93
9 1.45 6 1.73 IS 1.55
216 34.77 100 28.77 316 32.62

335 53.93 287 82.56 1 622 64.21

22 3.54 19 5.47 41 4.23
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Table No. 3.—Summary of annual admission rata for venereal disease reported
from ships for August and from various shore stations for the fivc-ircek period
September 2 to October 6, 1923.

Annual rate per 1,000,
August. Average rate since July 1, 192;!

Mini
mum
rate.

1 Mean
rate.

Maxi
mum
rate.

Mini
mum
rate.

Mean
rate.

Maxi
mum
rate.

All ships 0 150.35 1,071.43 0 157.35 1,071.43
Battleship divisions—
Battle Fleet 78.83 118.46 185.45 84.26 118.16 146.81

56.29 206.69 510.25 70.06 101.69 363.36

Destroyer squadrons-
0 402.06 628.27 97.56 616.33 1,371.43

0 99.15 378.95 0 96. 17 378.as
0 215.62 490.91 0 196.82 505.26

Asiatic Fleet 0 260.87 457.14 0 276.69 8*. 70
Miscellaneous >—

0 124.12 818.18 0 115.79 818.18
0 134.29 461.64 0 138.36 400.00
0 338.82 1,071.43 11,80 338.67 1,071.43

Special senke squadron (based on
0 195.03 524.59 0 22a 50 647.08

0 15a 63 327.65 67.23 193.48 306.77
0 192.64 634.62 28.78 160.94 456.75
0 41.50 500.00 0 77.55 307.69
0 215 50 1,034.48 0 171.36 517.24

Annual rate per 1,000,Sept.
2 to Oct. 6, (923.

Average rate since July 1. 1923.

Mini
Mean

Maxi Mini
Mean

Maxi
mum
rate.

rate.
mum
rate.

mum
rate. rate.

mum
rate.

All naval districts in the United States.... () 69.00 380.12 0 74.97 mu
First naval district 0 73.94 323.56 39.74 64.94 153.85

0 144.24 240.93 7.70 83.46 137.93
49.68 69.23 85. 19 23.94 128.81 224.97

Fifth naval district 0 61.13 168.42 0 77.88 124.16
37.08 55.98 380.12 51.91 69.26 290.11
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 71.09 S7.29 21.05 45.92 51.44

71.04 71.04 71.04 103.68 103.6S 103.68
13.05 42.36 156.39 12.18 35.90 100.06
19.30 74.53 155.43 21.47 66.56 124.94
21.94 78.94 148.22 24.54 103.62 221.79
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Table No. 3.—Summary of annual admission rates for venereal disease reported
from ships for August and from various shore stations for the five-ireek period
September 2 to October 6, J923—Continued.

RATIO OF GONOCOCCUS AND SYPHILIS INFECTIONS TO TOTAL CASES OF VENEREAL
DISEASE.

All ships
Battleship divisions-
Battle Fleet
Scouting Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Destroyer squadrons—
Battle Fleet
Scouting Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Miscellaneous' —
Battle Fleet
Scouting Fleet
Asiatic Fleet

Naval forces, Europe
Special service squadron, based on
Naval transportation service
Special duty
Miscellaneous and district vessels..

Per cent, August.

Gonococ-
cus. Syphilis.

Per cent since July
1, 1923.

Gonococ-
cus. Syphilis.

69.26 8.06 70.34 7.71

8.5.81 9.46 88.46 8.01
62.50 5.00 71.56 4.59
41.03 20.51 41.05 13.91

92.86 2.38 92.77 2.41
61. U 8.33 62.22 6.67
39.29 14.29 45.65 15.22

87.80 4.88 89.61 3.90
62.71 16 95 65. 77 13.51
41.67 16.67 40.54 21.62
71.70 5. 66 65.00 6.67
44.44 0 59.59 0
65.54 4.62 72.38 6.67
68.75 0 67. 57 5.41
68.42 0 71.05 0

All naval districts in the United State:
First naval district
Third naval district
Fourth naval district
Fifth naval district
Sixth naval district
Seventh naval district
Eighth naval district
Ninth naval district
Eleventh naval district
Twelfth naval district
Thirteenth naval district

Percent Sept. 2, to
Oct. 6, 1923.

Gonococ-
cus.

73.so
87. 10
66.67
77.7s
55.56
69.23
0
100.00
80.00
75.00
92.30
87.50

Syphilis.

13.37
1290
20.00
11.11
15.56
15.38
0
0
6.67
12 50
7.70
12 50

Percent since July
1, 1923.

Gonococ-
cus.

76.67
80.00
69.57
77.78
71.84
69.44
0
83.33
77.78
79.31
93. 10
96. 15

Syphilis.

10.90
17.33
15.21
II. 11
10.92
5.56
0
16.67
11. 11
10.34
3.45
3.85

1Vessels of train, base, air squadrons, etc.

61887—23 7
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Table No. 4.—Number of admissions reported by Form F cards and annual
rates per 1,000, entire Navy, for the five-week period September 2 to October 6,
1923, inclusive.

•

Navy (strength
95,575).

Marine Corps
(strength 20,675).

Total (strength
116,250).

Classes.
Number Annual

rate per
1,000.

Number Annual
rate per
1,000.

Number Annual
rateper
1,000.

of ad
missions.

of ad
missions.

of ad
missions .

1 an 0 0 1 0.09
39 4.24 8 4.02 47 4.20
580 63. 11 137 68.91 717 64.14
6 .65 2 1.01 8 .72
83 9.03 22 11.07 105 9.39

Diseases of genitourinary system (non-
80 8.71 21 10.56 101 9.04

Communicabie diseases transmissible by
155 16.87 22 11.07 177 15.83

Communicable diseases transmissible by
381 41.46 67 33.70 448 4a os

intestinal discharges 10 1.09 3 1.51 13 1.16
Communicable diseases transmissible by
insects and other arthropods 105 11.43 120 60.36 225 20.13
Tuberculosis (all forms) 22 2.39 1 .50 23 2.06

1,354 148.42 289 145.37 1,653 147.88
277 30.14 86 43.26 363 3Z47
.Ml 8.71 20 10.06 100 8.95
34 3. 70 14 7.04 48 4.29
66 7.18 28 14.08 94 8.41

Diseases of nervous system 41 4.46 17 8.55 58 5.19
Diseases of respiratory system 861 93.m 168 84.51 1,029 92.06

97 10.56 32 16.10 129 11.54
46 5.01 2 1.01 48 4.29

Parasites (fungi and certain animal
247 26.88 29 14.59 276 24.69

96 10.45 19 9.56 115 ia29
Tumors 18 1.96 2 1.01 20 1.79

653 72. 14 134 67.40 797 71.30
33 3.59 29 14.59 62 5.55

5,385 585.97 1,272 639.S4 6,657 595.55

Table No. 5.—Deaths reported, entire Navy, for the five-week period September
2 to October 6, 1928, inclusive.

Cause.
Navy
(strength
95,575).

Marine
Corps
(strength
20,675).

Malaria
Meningitis, cerebrospinal
Pneumonia, broncho
Pneumonia, lobar
Tuberculosis, chronic pulmonary
Syphilis
Other diseases
Drowning
Other accidents and injuries
Poisons

Total

Annual death rates per 1,000,all causes
Annual death rates per 1,000,diseases only

n
3.59
1.63

1.01
0

3.13
1.34

o
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PREFACE.

The United States Naval Medical Bulletin was first issued in
April, 1907, as a means of supplying medical officers of the United
States Navy with information regarding the advances which are

continually being made in the medical sciences, and as a medium
for the publication of accounts of special researches, observations,
or experiences of individual medical officers.
It is the aim of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery to furnish
in each issue special articles relating to naval medicine, descrip
tions of suggested devices, clinical notes on interesting cases, ab
stracts of current medical literature of special professional interests
to the naval medical officer, reports from various sources, historical

essays, notes and comments on topics of medical interest, and reviews
or notices of the latest published medical books.
The bureau extends an invitation to all medical officers to prepare
and forward, with a view to publication, contributions on subjects
of interest to naval medical officers.
In order that each service contributor may receive due credit for
his efforts in preparing matter for the Bulletin of distinct origi
nality and special merit, the Surgeon General of the Navy will send
a letter of commendation to authors of papers of conspicuous merit
and will recommend that copies of such letters be made a part of
the official record of the officers concerned.
The bureau does not necessarily undertake to indorse all views or
opinions which may be expressed in the pages of this publication.

E. R. Stttt,
Surgeon General United States Navy.
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NOTICE TO SERVICE CONTRIBUTORS.

When contributions are typewritten, double spacing and wide margins are

desirable. Fasteners which can not be removed without tearing the paper are
an abomination. A large proportion of the articles submitted have an official
form, such as letterheads, numbered paragraphs, and needless spacing be

tween paragraphs, all of which require correction before going to press. The
Bulletin endeavors to follow a uniform style In headings and captions, and
the editor can be spared much time and trouble and unnecessary errors can

be obviated if authors will follow in the above particulars the practice of
recent Issues.
The greatest accuracy and fullness should be employed in all citations, as it
has sometimes been necessary to decline articles otherwise desirable because it

was impossible for the editor to understand or verify references, quotation?,
etc. The frequency of Kross errors in orthography in many contributions is
conclusive evidence that authors often fail to road over their manuscripts after
they have been typewritten.

Contributions must lie received two months prior to tlie date of the issue for
•which they are intended.

The editor is not responsible for the safe return of manuscripts and pictures.
All materials supplied for illustrations, if not original, should be accompanied
by a reference to the source and a statement as to whether or not reproduction

has been authorized.
Only the names of actual reviewers for a current number appear.
The Bulletin intends to print only original articles, translations, in whole
or in part, reviews, and reports and notices of Government or departmental
activities, official announcements, etc. All original contributions are accepted
on the assumption that they have not appeared previously and are not to be
reprinted elsewhere without an understanding to that effect.
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SPECIAL ARTICLES.

SOME OF THE FUNCTIONS OF THE NAVAL MEDICAL PERSONNEL SERVING
IN THE FIELD, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO FIELD SANITARY MEAS
URES.1

By W. L. Mann, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps, United States Navy.

FIELD HYGIENE AND SANITATION.

Value of field hygiene. —One of the prime requisites for victory is
health. " Health is necessary in war, and can not be replaced by
anything else."
An army in order to fight has literally and figuratively " to take
the field," consequently field hygiene and sanitation is one of the most
important subjects for military sanitarians, as, at this time, the laws
of preventive medicine are made applicable to war, and this
adaptability to war-time conditions is the supreme test of all military
efficiency.
The functions of a medical military organization may be roughly
divided into (a) prevention of disease and (b) treatment of disease.
Prevention of disease is of vast importance to the military personnel,
and this function only will be considered in this paper.
The comparison of the mortality rate in modern armies with the
following figures graphically demonstrates the recent advance of
field sanitation:

To a well-informed person the laws of field sanitation may appear
so elementary that a study of them would seem unnecessary and prob
ably a waste of time. But when one stops to consider, for example,

Died from
disease.

Killed by
the enemy.

per cent. .
50,000 2,000
186, 000 44, 000
3,000 S45
59, 213 929, 116

34 1. 6

Civil War (Federal forces)
In the Spanish-American War
German casualties to Jan. 31, 1917

■Prepared for the naval medical officers' correspondence course, 1922-23, Marine Corps
Schools, Marine Barracks, Quantlco, Va.
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that the simple measures of mosquito control alone made the build
ing of the Panama Canal possible, one may obtain a slight idea of
the vast economic importance of such a preventive procedure. Also,

it is not improbable that the World War would have terminated by
reason of epidemic diseases in the second year had not certain
apparently simple sanitary measures been observed.
The simple method of exterminating the body louse undoubtedly
saved hundreds of thousands from death by typhus during the late
war.
Still further, should 1,000,000 " trained citizenry spring to arms,"
we should expect that no less than 100,000 would soon be incapacitated
for duty with preventable foot injuries unless the responsible au
thorities give detailed attention to shoe fitting and foot care.

Qualifications of a successful sanitarian.—Tact and a certain
amount of technical ability are necessary requirements for a suc
cessful sanitarian. Sanitation is so closely interrelated with clean
liness that you will find that the major portion of the duty of a sani
tary officer consists in the supervision of the cleanliness of others.
To cause efficiently other individuals to maintain their persons and
premises in a clean condition without arousing a certain amount of
friction and antagonism is not always an easy matter, hence the
modus operandi should vary with the circumstances. As a rule you
will find that friction is exceedingly rare and that there is complete
cooperation of the combatant forces in enforcing all necessary sani
tary recommendations.
However, if cooperation is not as prompt as you may wish, do not
quibble over details, but cultivate a receptive attitude and remember
that some of the functions of the sanitary officer are considered purely
advisory in nature, and that here his responsibility may cease.
As a general rule reduce all sanitary recommendations to a mini
mum and make them as concise as possible. All recommendations
should be carefully considered, and those which are not of essential
importance should be omitted. If practicable, preface your recom
mendations with an explanation, as commanding officers as a rule
like to know the why and wherefore, and rightly so.
Preventive medicine is not an exact science nor is it possible to
obtain 100 per cent efficiency. However, if by watching the minor
details we are able to increase military efficiency from 96 per cent
to 98 per cent, we have not gained a mere increase of 2 per cent as it
may seem, but have effected a gain of 50 per cent—that is, we have
reduced the noneffective note from 4 per cent to 2 per cent. It is
this little difference which sometimes may cause the balance to vary
between victory and defeat.
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Field sanitation contrasted with sanitation of garrisons. —The dif
ference between field sanitation and sanitation of garrisons is marked.

(a) Field sanitation is easier to institute.
For example: The devices used for the disposal of waste in the
field are of simple construction, whereas the installation of a water-
carriage sewerage system requires expert engineering knowledge.

(b) Constant attention is required to maintain field sanitary de
vices in proper sanitary condition.
In garrison life the running water and the water-carriage sew
erage system usually and automatically maintain themselves in a
sanitary condition, with relatively little worry or attention from the
sanitary officer. Whereas in field sanitation the conditions are such
that the field sanitary devices Tequire constant, alert, and daily per
sonal attention from both the line and medical officers in order that
there may not be a weak link in the chain of sanitary measures.
Barracks life may give us comparatively little concern, but when we
take the field vigorous sanitary methods must be instituted and
maintained and, if possible, improved upon from day to day.
Sanitation versus congregation. —Almost without exception, it is
characteristic of all animal life to show a gregarious tendency. And
as this gregarious tendency increases, nature attempts to limit ex
cessive multiplication by the reaction of infectious or autogenous
toxic products upon the mass. According to mathematics, any
species, increasing as it does by geometrical progress, would in a
short period of time, relatively speaking, tend to inhabit the earth
to the exclusion of all other species.
The danger of infection is in direct ratio to the size and degree
of density of the aggregation. Imagine, for example, that a number
of men take the field and make no attempt to enforce the laws of
sanitation, then the possibility of infection of the various organiza
tions would vary, approximately, directly according to the number
and concentration of men. In other words, under conditions in
which the measures of preventive medicine were not employed the
possibility of an individual soldier acquiring an infectious disease
in an army of 1,000,000 men would be approximately one thousand
times greater than in a regiment of 1,000 men acting independently.
Various other factors enter into consideration that tend to render
these statements not mathematically exact; however, they are suf
ficiently accurate to serve for the purpose of illustration.
The greater the crowding the greater will be the possibility of in
fection and therefore the greater will be the need of sanitary meas
ures. But man, by gradual attainment, study, and application of the
laws of hygiene, has reached a stage in his development in which he
is able to assemble a million men in the field and defy nature in her
attempt at decimation by disease. It is interesting to note that this
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achievement has been consummated only in the past few years. As
an example, compare the mortality rates from disease during the
Civil and Spanish- American Wars to the late war.
Who is responsible for proper maintenance of sanitation?—The
commanding officer of an organization is responsible for the health
of his command and the enforcement of sanitary measures. The
medical department frequently acts only in an advisory capacity.
The medical officer is charged with the initiative in making necessary
recommendations to the commanding officer tending to the promo
tion of health and prevention of disease. For instance, the medical
officer should recommend the type and number of sanitary devices,
but the responsibility for the actual construction of them and the
maintenance of the same in a sanitary condition rests with the re
spective unit commander. Likewise, the sanitary company of the
medical battalion exercises supervision over sanitation, but the
latrines, urinals, incinerators, etc., should be constructed by a detail
from other units.
Much of the following data have been compiled from various text
books and from the course of instruction on field hygiene and sanita
tion at the Medical Field Service School, United States Army, Car
lisle Barracks, Pa. Other ideas were worked out by the writer dur

ing the past five years while serving at the marine barracks, Quan-
tico, Va.. and later with the gendarmerie d'Haiti.

CONSERVANCY, OR THE DISPOSAL OF WASTE PRODUCTS IN THE
CAMP AND IN THE FIELD.

Waste products may be divided as follows :
1. Refuse:

(a) Garbage.

(6) Rubbish (boxes, paper, etc.). ,

2. Excreta:

(a) Night soil (urine and feces).
(6) Manure (stable litter).

Or they may be classified as follows :
1. Solids:

(a) Human feces.

(b) Kitchen garbage.
(0) General camp refuse.

(d) Stable refuse.
2. Liquids:

(a) Urine.

(b) Kitchen sullage.

(0) Ablution water.
The proper disposal of waste constitutes one of the most important
functions of the field sanitarian.
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In the disposal of waste the following objects should be kept in
view:

L Prevention of insect breeding. To change the nature or location
of waste matter so that fly breeding will be prevented, and also the
breeding of other disease-carrying insects.
2. Destruction of microorganisms. To destroy or otherwise elimi
nate the presence of pathogenic organisms.
3. Removal of a nuisance. Waste matter and filth are almost
synonymous terms; and, as such, the accumulation of waste creates
a condition which is offensive to the sense of sight and smell.
Collection and disposal of refuse.—Metal garbage cans, if avail
able, should be placed at intervals in the company streets for the
deposit of waste paper, burnt matches, cigarette -stumps, fruit peel
ings, etc. The use of receptacles of this nature accomplishes primary
cleanliness of the camp and inculcates the habit of cleanliness in the
men. If metal receptacles are not available, wooden or cardboard
boxes may be employed.

Garbage cans should be well covered and placed on raised plat
forms at least 2 feet from the ground. The soil beneath these plat
forms is easily contaminated by the overflow of drippings, and re
quires careful supervision to prevent pollution and fly breeding.
The surface beneath garbage cans should be scraped daily and
shoveled into the garbage cans. Fresh, dry earth should then be
spread over the scraped area. The pi'omiscuous use of lime to cover
filth is not recommended.
The ultimate disposal of waste is confined to two procedures, viz,
burial or burning.
Burial was the earliest means of disposal and is instinctive in many
of the lower animals. Moses in his advice to the Israelites, in Deu
teronomy xxii, 12, 13, says, " Thou shalt have a place also without
the camp, whither thou shalt go forth abroad; and thou shalt have
a paddle upon thy weapon: and it shall be, when thou wilt ease
thyself abroad, thou shalt dig therewith and shalt turn back and
cover that which cometh from thee."
In camps not of a permanent nature and with moving troops,
burial is the more convenient and rapid means of waste disposal
and is universally practiced in our modern armies. Incineration has
the advantage of complete destruction of all waste and is the better
method, from a sanitary viewpoint, for permanent camps.
Latrines. —On the march: A marching column is supposed to rest
for 10 minutes every hour of the march, and during the rest periods
the medical officer should see that some place is provided for the
men to relieve themselves. As soon as the column halts, a sanitary
detail from the company should immediately proceed to improvise
latrines. A few narrow trenches about 8 inches deep and 1 foot
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wide will suffice. These may be hastily constructed with a sharp
stick, spade, or bayonet. The sanitary detail should remain to fill
in the latrines when the march is again resumed. An important
point to remember is that bacteria which disintegrate the urine and
the feces are found in the upper layers (the upper few inches) of
the soil, and for this reason superficial latrines permit a more rapid
sterilization of the dejecta than the deep latrines.
In temporary camps : Camps which are to be occupied for 15 days
should have straddle trench latrines with dimensions as follows: 1
foot wide, 2 feet or less deep, 3 feet long.
Straddle trench latrines should be constructed parallel to each
other and should be 3 feet apart ; the loose earth should be heaped
close to one end of the trench. A shovel, spade, tin, or other similar
article should be on hand, and each man using the latrine should
be required to cover up his dejecta with loose earth after defecation.

Sfop for txich /

Dirf €

Fia. 1.—" Back to back " modification of cover for 11straddle trench. This cover converts
the open latrine Into n cloved type. I'seful lr. camps of several days or weeks o(
occupancy.

The straddle trench latrine may be designated the open shallow
latrine.
The " back to back " cover may be used to convert this type into
the closed tj'pe of latrine.
The open deep latrine similar to those used during the. Spanish-
American War, and which gave so much trouble, will be omitted
from discussion.
In semipermanent and permanent camps, deep covered latrines
should be used. These latrines require more time and labor to con
struct than the shallow-trench latrines, but have the advantage that

they are easier to make fly proof.
The dimensions for deep latrines vary considerably, but the fol
lowing may be taken as a standard: 2 feet wide, 6 feet deep, 7^ feet

long.
In loose soil it may be necessary to revet the latrine pit.
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The Havard box is an excellent type of cover for deep latrines.
The exact specifications for building this box will be found in text
books on this subject. The box consists essentially of an inverted
open box built to a convenient height above the ground, containing
pear-shaped holes in the top, with lids covering these holes. The
lids are made so as to open not over 85°, which will cause them to
close automatically. A space of one-fourth inch should be left at
the seat hinge to allow for the swelling of the wood.
The accompanying illustration may be consulted for the plans and
specifications of the standard latrine box and inclosure used by the
Quartermaster Corps, United States Army.

Flo. 2.—Covered pit lntrlne level with the ground.

These deep latrines are usually intended for use over a long period
of time. Most of the odors of latrines are due to ammoniacal and
other decomposition of urine. The separator system is sometimes
used to separate the urine from the feces. A urinal soakage pit is
built close by, and by means of a tin gutter, built in front of and
under the seat, the urine accompanying defecation is drained into the

soakage pit.
Site and number of latrines.—Latrines should (a) be constructed
at least 100 feet from the camp. Deep closed latrines may be con

structed at a distance of 50 feet, (b) They should be constructed on
the opposite side of the galley and kitchen, and (c) if practicable,
located so as to drain away from the water supply, (d) They

should be placed at a safe distance from ditches and gulleys so as to
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avoid the overflow which might be caused by a heavy rainfall, (e)
Separate latrines should be constructed for officers and men.
The seating capacity of the latrine area, as given by various au
thorities, ranges from 5 to 15 per cent of the command, depending
upon the conditions. For commands on the march, stopping for only
one night in camp and breaking camp shortly after breakfast, it
latrine frontage of 1 yard for every 10 men is not an excessive allow
ance. It is not always practical to construct this number, and under
such circumstances the medical officer should be satisfied with a 6 to

Via. 4.—Urine soakage pit, cross section. From " Sanitation in War," by P. S. Lelean,
P. Blaklston's Son and Company, Philadelphia.

8 per cent frontage, using the latter figure for commands under 500.
In a semipermanent camp estimate one seat for every 15 men.
Care of the latrines—-When deep latrines are filled to within 3
feet of the surface with excreta, they should be filled in with earth
and abandoned. The filled-in latrines should be covered with a
mound of earth and labeled with an "L" if practicable. This mark
ing of the latrines serves to inform future occupants of the site of
the location of abandoned latrines.
The inside of deep trench latrines should be darkened by the use of
tar paper, lampblack or other suitable material. The use of a dark
substance will prevent the entrance of ova-depositing flies. This de
pends upon the principle that flies as a rule tend to avoid dark places.
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The box cover may be removed occasionally and the inside burned
out with kerosene or crude oil.
In order to prevent the egress of any fly larva? which may develop
in the depth of the latrine and burrow through the ground around
the mouth of the pit, an area of about 4 feet around the pit should

'

1

Pio. S.—Garbage can with top, converted Into portable night urinal for company streets.

be covered with crude oil, or a 5 per cent cresol solution. A better
method is to cover the area with burlap sacking soaked with crude oiL
It is very desirable that some provision be made for the men,
especially cooks and other food handlers, to wash their hands after

using the latrines. Sufficient toilet paper should always be available.

Wooden top with hinged cover.
Ground level

3apty kerosene can -
with a, b, cut, beat
and soldered to b,c.

Gravel, few stones,"
for anti-splash

Large stones or
perforated tin-cans.

Did or earth

Sacking, burlap or\ heavy paper.

Fio. 6.—Cross section of soaltage pit for waste water with grease and soap trap.

In order to prevent the possible flooding of latrines by storm
water, a shallow trench should be dug around the area occupied by
the latrine.
Latrines should be surrounded by a canvas latrine screen or a
screen made of shrubbery.
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Soakage pits.—Soakage pits are intended for the disposal of
liquid wastes, kitchen sullage, and ablution water. They are es
pecially useful in camps of a permanent nature. These pits func
tion most satisfactorily and should be utilized wherever possible.
In a porous soil a urinal soakage pit will dispose of the urine
of 100 to 200 men for an indefinite period of time.

Fio. 7.— Improvised field shower bath, soakage pit, and soap trap for waste water.

Soakage pits are very simple and easy to construct.
The dimensions of soakage pits should be 4 feet square and 4
feet deep.
Urinal soakage pits: The urinal soakage pit is constructed as
follows: Dig a pit 4 feet square and 4 feet deep, fill up to within
6 inches from the surface with large stones, or empty perforated

65456—23 2
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tin cans, and insert four pieces of iron pipe 4£ feet long, one at
each corner. Cover stones with oil-soaked burlap sacking, and fill
the rest of the pit with earth. Tin funnels are fitted into the ends of
the iron pipes. In the absence of iron piping or funnels, these can
be improvised from empty kerosene cans, or tar paper may be used
for the purpose.
Sullage pit : Dimensions of this pit are the same as for the urinal
soakage pit, they are also built the same, except they are fitted with

grease traps to remove the grease which would tend to clog the

soakage pit.
Ablution pit: Pits for ablution water are built similar to sullage
pits, except that they are fitted with soap traps.
See illustration for a combined grease and soap trap. Water run
through a box of sand will suffice to remove the soap.

Fig. 8.—Modified urlnnl soakage pit with replaceable tin funnels. (Note: The pit is
surrounded by white-washed stones to make the area more visible at night.)

Night urinals.—If the urinals are placed at some distance from
the camp, it is a temptation for a man wishing to relieve his bladder
during the night to urinate on the ground in the vicinity of his tent.
To overcome this tendency, urinal cans should be placed in the
company streets at night, with a lighted lantern to mark the loca

tion.
The cans which are used for urinals should be cleaned and sunned
during the day.
Figure 8 illustrates an ordinary garbage can converted into a
urinal for this purpose.
It is sometimes possible to dispose of the kitchen refuse by con
tract with the farmers in the vicinity to haul it away to use as food
for hogs, poultry, etc. This method of removal is satisfactory at
times, but at other times it will be found difficult to compel the
farmers to remove the garbage at regular intervals, thus allowing

the waste to accumulate and become a nuisance. Under these cir

cumstances it is frequently advisable to resort to other means of
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disposal and to bury or burn the kitchen garbage together with the
other waste products.
Incineration. —In order to illustrate the fact that the proper dis
posal of garbage for large bodies of troops is sometimes a much
more difficult procedure than it would appear, this occasion is taken
to relate a personal experience with this matter.
While the writer was serving as post surgeon at the marine bar
racks, Quantico, Va., one of the problems encountered, prior to the
construction of the water-carriage sewer system, was the disposal
of several thousand gallons of semiliquid excremental and other
waste products per day. At first an effort was made to dispose of
this matter, from the camp of about 3,000 men, by means of burial,
but here the soil was clay and of a limited degree of porosity, which
caused the pits to fill up more rapidly than a dozen laborers were
able to dig them. Later various types of incinerators were tried
out but they all proved rather unsatisfactory for the cremation of
such a large mass. The attempt to solve this problem by dumping
the garbage and excreta in th > Potomac River eventually turned
out to be even more unsatisfactory and insanitary, as the 40-inch,

tide caused the beaches in the vicinity to be littered with this refuse.
(There was a low degree of salinity of the water, and this, together
with the agitation, tended to prevent rapid disintegration of the or
ganic matter.)
Finally, the " hillside " method of incineration was devised and
proved simple and satisfactory. The hillside method of incineration
was described by the writer in the Journal of the American Medical
Association, April 6, 1918, from which the following is quoted:
"This method of garbage destruction consisted of a series of six
parallel natural ravines located on the south side of a 15-foot bluff
which had a declination of from 50° to 00°. Two of the ravines were
used each day, one for the kitchen and one for the excremental re
fuse. The garbage wagon drove up to the end of the bluff nnd
(lumped the refuse on a small pile of brushwood, which acted as k

strainer to retain the solids, allowing the liquid to be partly absorbed

while the excess drained downward ami whs collected immediately

beneath the brushwood in a series of small pools 2 or 3 feet in
diameter.
" These pools were increased in size and number as the necessity
demanded. The (ire was started below the lowest collection of liquid
and was then gradually built upward. It was found that the lowest
collection of liquid received the maximum heat, being nearest the

fire, and tended to evaporate, first.
" Consequently, after from one to two hours it was possible to pile
fuel upward gradually and to completely consume the dry and semi
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carbonized matter remaining at the upper portion of the ravine
leaving the soil hard, dry, and sterile. At the close of each day
these ravines were easily cleaned by raking the debris downward,
using the tin cans and ashes to fill np small swamps.

hcr€

Fio. 9.—Hillside Incinerator.

" Subsequent information on the subject shows that this method
of incineration is somewhat similar in principle to the inclined-plane
incinerators described by Lelean in his ' Sanitation in War.' As
the heat penetrates only 2 or 3 inches of the soil, a portion of the

Fig. 10. Method of hillside Incineration utilised on level ground.

infected fluid may escape this sterilizing action of the heat. This,
however, depends upon the permeability of the soil and the rapiditv
with which the fire is built upward."
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This mode of dispostil has the following advantages:
1. Simplicity. One unskilled laborer effectively and efficiently
disposed of the excremental and garbage refuse of 3,000 persons.
2. Availability. Almost every terrain contains a sloping hillside
n- a small embankment that may be utilized.
3. It requires a minimum amount of fuel, as the fire is below and
the heated air rises and comes in direct contact with the liquid and
semisolids.

Via. 11.—The writer's method of hillside Incineration for semipermanent camps. The
incinerators are built on the side of a hill with a slope of about 46 degrees, the garbage
emptied on strainers in Incinerator A. After drying the solids are shoveled Into Inciner
ator B and burned. The lqulds run to the bottom of the incinerator and are partly-
evaporated by the hot bricks. They then percolate through 9 feet of ashes, and are
conducted through sewer pipe to lake.

4. The square area of the surface of the fluid which is exposed to>
the heat is greatly increased because of the earth's absorption, and
this facilitates rapid evaporation.
Illustrations 9 and 10 represent modifications of the original idea
of hillside incineration.
The hillside incinerator probably will prove more useful if there
is a large mass of semiliquid refuse to dispose of, as under such con
ditions where pit latrines are not practicable.
With a small body of troops in the field, such as a company or a
battalion, one of the following types may prove equally as serviceable.
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Caldwell incinerator: This is the name applied to two trenches dug
at right angles to each other, intersected in the center. The dimen
sions are, length, (i feet; width, 1 foot; depth, at the center, 1 foot.
There is a gradual slope upward from the center to the surface at
either end. A chimney is improvised at the center by using a barrel
and covering its sides with clay ; scrap iron may be utilized for build
ing a grate and stones for lining the sides of the trenches. The
wooden barrel is burnt out, leaving a clay chimney. A garbage can
with large perforations in the bottom may be used as a substitute
for the barrel and clay.
Rock-pile incinerator: Dig a circular pit 15 feet in diameter and 3
feet deep ; line the pit with bowlders or mashed tin cans. In the center
of the pit raise a pyramid of stones about 5 feet high which will serve
to create a draft. A fire is built around the pyramid of stones and

the garbage is later thrown on the pyramid, where the solid matter
is consumed and the liquid is evaporated by the hot stones.
See illustrations for specifications for rock-pile incinerator.
One cord of wood will consume about 4,000 pounds of ordinary
camp refuse, after the stones have been heated.

Ferguson incinerator: See illustration.

Disposal of manure. —Horse litter may be used as fertilizer, or it
may be burned.

Used as a fertilizer by (a) distribution: This method is applicable
only in warm weather. The manure is spread in a thin layer on hard
level ground, care being taken not to have the layer more than

1 inch in thickness. It is raked over a few hours later and all small
lumps broken up. This rapid drying method prevents fly breeding.

(b) Close packing (biothermic method) : In this method the ma
nure is moistened with water and closely packed by gradually adding
new manure and beating the pile with shovels. The center of the pile
undergoes fermentation, and heat of more than 150° F. is generated.

wit* purf*r+t*»

Fio. 12.—Ferguson incinerator.
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This heat is sufficient to destroy the eggs and larvae of flies. Flies 1
lay eggs only in fresh manure which is damp. They do not lay I
eggs in fermenting manure or dry manure. Eggs which are laid
in fresh manure hatch within about 24 hours and the larvre migrate
away from the hot center of the pile to the cooler outer layers,
because contact with heat of fermentation kills them. The lairs
of the domestic fly exposed to heat of 122° F. will die in about three
minutes. When the larva? of the domestic fly comes in contact with
the gases of fermentation it is killed in about one minute at 124° F..
in from four to eight seconds at 139° F., and from four to six seconds
at 140° F. The daily amount of manure produced by one horse is
from 1 to 2$ bushels.

(c) Larvae fly trap : The manure is stored on an elevated platform
composed of parallel slats, underneath which is placed a receptacle
containing water or some kind of insecticide solution. The pile is

exposed, thus encouraging flies to lay their eggs. The eggs hatch
into maggots, and the maggots burrow through the pile in search
of earth, with the result that they fall between the slats into the solu
tion below, where they are destroyed.
Chemicals : Dissolve two-thirds of a pound of borax in 10 gallons
of water, using a little over 1 gallon of this solution to each bushel
of manure. Powdered hellebore is also used in about the same pro
portions. The efficiency of this method is questionable.
When the manure is not used as a fertilizer, a wire hammock may
be improvised and slung between two trees. The requisites are an
amount of heavy wire, a pair of wire clippers, and a little ingenuity.
The manure is thrown on the hammock and burned. The hammock

may be swung with a pendulum like motion in order to increase the

draft, which will facilitate the destruction of the litter. The ham
mock incinerator was devised at Quant ico, Va., and proved a very
satisfactory method for the destruction of horse manure.
Another useful method of manure incineration is to place the
manure in piles about 2 feet high—known as windrows—sprinkle
with oil and burn.
Rails from railroads may be used to construct an incinerator for
the cremation of stable refuse.

CARE OF THE FEET.'

Value of proper foot care.—As Lelean expresses it
, " We, as of

ficers of military organizations, are concerned to prevent the loss of
even one man in marching, and this can only be achieved by infinite

pains and attention to a host of details, each trivial in itself."
Mobility is the first requisite of the soldier, and to insure this the
Infantry officer should devote as much attention to the care of the
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feet of the men of his unit as the cavalry officer devotes to the care
of the feet of his horses. This, however, is not always the case.
The European authorities allow, when unseasoned troops take the
field, for 10 per cent of incapacitation through preventable foot in
juries. This is almost equal to the casualties following an engage
ment with the enemy. More emphatically expressed, should a
" million citizens spring to arms over night," there is every reason

STATIC PORTION
OF THE *O0T

SEVER

Here the shoe
should fit snugly.

DYNAMIC PORT ION
OF THE FOOT
NINETEEN BONES

The shoe should
be roomy here to
permit the intrinsic
muscles to function,-
expand end contract
at each step.

Fio. 14.—Bones of the foot.

to expect 100,000 of them to be on the sick list because of foot
disorders.
According to Napoleon's dictum, " more battles are won by
strength of leg than by force of arms." The military successes of
Stonewall Jackson have been attributed largely to the marching
capacity of his command, and that officer is quoted as saying that
he had rather lose two men in a forced march than one man in

battle.

'The data on care of the feet and shoe fitting are abstracted from " Foot Care and Shoe
Fitting," by Mann and Folsom. P. Blaklston's Son A Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Another military leader believes that battles are won more by
" sweat than slaughter." According to Wellington " the most essen
tial part of a soldier's equipment is a good pair of shoes, and—

another good pair of shoes." Another military leader is quoted as
saying that getting there first with the most men won battles.
( Forrest.)
In the Franco-Prussian War, oyer 30,000 German soldiers were
incapacitated in the first few weeks on account of preventable in
juries to the feet.
"The army which marches best, other things being equal, is the
successful army." (Munson.)
Anatomy and physiology of the foot.—The human foot, consid
ered in its entirety, is indeed a very wonderful anatomic part of the
individual. In the smallness of its size and weight, out of all pro-

Fio. 15.—Cross section of feet showing metatarsal bones forming anterior arch. A snows
formation of anterior arch by distal ends of metatarsal bones. Note convexity of
Instep, dotted line indicating Integrity of arch and concavity formed on plane C.
B shows fallen anterior arch. Note flat or convex Instep, dotted line, and absence of
concavity on plane C.

portion to the burden borne and carried, it constitutes a mobile,

strong, flexible, and efficient member of the organism designed to
bear weight forward, backward, and sideways without mishap. En
cased in a cloth covering, the sock, and in a protective leather

covering, the shoe, both concomitants of an advancing and exacting
civilization, this member, the most unintentionally neglected part of
(he body, is fully expected to do its duty indefinitely without com
plaint. As with other mechanisms, mechanical or otherwise, so with
this, ignorance can not accomplish satisfactory results.

Concisely, the structure of the foot is composed of a nicely ad
justed aggregation of 26 bones of various sizes and shapes, each

designed to perform a certain definite function.
Seven of these are of a very irregular shape and are located in the
hind part of the structure, forming the heel and a portion of the so-
called instep. The remaining 19, situated in the fore part of the
foot, form a portion of and radiate fanlike from the instep. These
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extend forward and to the outer and inner sides, finally ending in

the toes. These different bones are held in correct position by liga

ments, tendons, and muscles, the ligamentous support predominating

in the posterior 7 bones which form the static portion of the foot,
while muscular action predominates in the anterior 19 bones which

form the dynamic portion. Over the dorsum or upper surface of

the foot the muscles are few in number and lacking in development.
However, on the plantar or lower surface, filling in the arch beneath

the instep, there are five

layers of well-developed
muscles which buttress
the arch, preventing de

scent of the latter when
continued and excessive

weight is borne.
The posterior seven
bones, forming a com

pact mass held by liga-
m e n t o u s attachments,

move very slightly when
a step is taken and serve

to minimize the shock of

impact and act as a re
coil mechanism. On this
mass—the static portion
of the foot— in the shod
man all the weight of
locomotion is first borne,

first affecting the heel and
center of the instep. The
anterior 19 bones are con
trolled mainly by muscu
lar action —the dynamic
portion —and when in use

bearing weight, move ex

tensively. From the cen
ter of the instep the weight borne is shifted to the ball of the foot,
which spreads medially and laterally, presenting an enlarged area to
the walking medium. The toes also spread laterally, medially, and

lengthen, gripping the surface. The longitudinal arch, on the inner
side of the foot, cxteuds from the heel (os calcis) to the distal end of
the first metatarsal bone. This is definitely formed by the inherent
structural concavity of the bones held among themselves by ligaments

I*ti;. Ifi. Anterior view of foot and leg sbowiuj;
tripod formation of heel and distal ends of flrtit
and fifth metatarsal hones.
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and supported from below by developed muscle layers. The anterior
arch is formed by the distal ends of the metatarsal bones. The mus
cular development concerned in sustaining this arch is not so great a>
in the longitudinal. A tripod is formed by the structure of the foot,
the apex of which is the highest point of the heel bone (os calcis), th
inner side of the ball of the foot at the base of the big toe (distal end
of the first metatarsal bone), and the outer side of the ball of the foot
at the base of the little toe (distal end of the fifth metatarsal bone).
A comparison of the feet of the shod man and the barefooted
savage is interesting and instructive. In the shod man the joints
are not as flexible, the muscles are not as well developed, and the
toes in walking do not spread and grip, being limited by the shoe.
Taking a step he strikes the heel first, shifts the weight to the
outer border of the foot, then full upon the ball, while the toes,
as above explained, are limited in their motion. In that the shoes
limit the bearing surface of the feet he "toes out" sometimes
slightly, other times excessively, to preserve his equilibrium, thus

throwing the weight borne backward on the inner border of the
foot—on the arch—where it should not be borne. On the other
hand, the savage has flexible joints, well developed muscles under
the arch, as are also the muscles of the calf of the leg. In locomotion
he has his feet parallel—the correct posture —or " toes in," throwing
the weight upon the ball of the foot, center of the instep, ami
outer border of the foot. His toes, unhampered by a covering,
spread widely, lengthen, grip the surface, and thrust vigorously
backward. He walks on soft nonresistant earth which conforms
itself to the irregularities of the foot, forming an accurate impres
sion, which lessens the strain on the muscles and ligaments and
minimizes the shock of impact. The reverse is true in the civilized
individual who, his feet encased and limited in motion by a covering,
the bottom of which does not conform to the irregularities of the
foot, walks the greater part of his life on macadamized roads or
rock pavements where muscle strain and shock on impact is great.
Care of the shoes. —Where the shoe is either too large or too
small or with old or wrinkled or broken drill lining there inevitably
results friction, pressure, and impact. These three factors are para
mount in the causation of callosities, corns, blisters, abrasions, tender
and sore feet. So, in the examination of a shoe when searching for
the causative agent of foot disability, the fact that the shoe may be
too large, too small, or too old should be borne in mind.
When injuries occur the shoe should be examined thoroughly for
the points mentioned below:
1. Top of toes—toe cap too low, leather stiff, improper con
struction.
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2. Ends of toes—shoe too short, loosely laced, improper con
struction.
3. Outer sides of big and little toes—shoe too narrow across the
instep.
4. Over the instep—tightly laced shoes, uneven wrinkled tongue.
5. Along the outer and inner margins of the sole of the feet—
faulty internal construction resulting in thick inner edge of insole
or warping or curling of the latter.
6. On the soles of the feet— inequalities of the inner sole caused by
the warping of the leather or shifting of the fill (layer below the
insole).
The shoes being the most important part of the soldier's equip
ment and the backbone of an infantry organization's efficiency, it
is essential and imperative that an elementary knowledge, at least,

Fio. 17.—External parts of shoo. From " foot Care and Shoe Fitting," by Mann and
Folsom. r. Blaklston's Son and Company, Philadelphia.

of their care be part of the officer's training. This knowledge should
be imparted to the men at each and every opportunity where the
occasion offers itself.
To make the foot covering as waterproof as possible under ordi
nary conditions, the sole and welt should be thoroughly oiled with
neat's- foot oil, bacon rind (salt removed by soaking), or in emer
gencies with machine oil of good quality such as used in the lubri
cation of the rifle. Where constant exposure to water and cold
is anticipated, the upper as well should be thoroughly oiled by
application of the oil and rubbing and kneading of the leather.
Judgment, however, should be practiced in oiling the uppers because
too much oil is a detriment, in that it clogs the pores of the leather,
making the latter impermeable and preventing the moisture of the
foot from evaporating.
Where the shoes have been water soaked from continued wetting,
do not place them too near the fire, as such quick drying causes
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stiffness and hardness of the leather, with the production of corns,
blisters, abrasions, and similar affections. From the action of
rapid drying, also, it should be noted that the leather decomposes
and disintegrates quickly, lessening the life of the shoe. Where
haste is necessary, pebbles may be heated and repeatedly placed
in the shoe and agitated until a sufficient degree of dryness has been
obtained. Hot cloths may be placed in the shoe, or oats, which
absorb moisture readily. The shoes being dried by whatever method
chosen, they should be thoroughly brushed and the leather kneaded
with the fingers until supple.
Wet shoes should never be exposed to the elements in freezing
weather as the leather will become frozen. Should the shoes issued
be lined with drill ducking this should be examined frequently to
see if it is torn, wrinkled, or lying smoothly in the shoe cavity.
Dress shoes used for liberty should be kept brushed and polished
constantly if long life is to be expected of the leather.
As a preventive measure, troops should be urged to examine the
shoe cavity for protruding nails, wninkles of leather, or drill duck
ing and other inequalities of the surface. Broad laces should be
used and laced sufficiently for the march to hold the heel in place
and prevent shifting of the foot forward in the shoe. The tongue
of the shoe should be smooth, free of wrinkles, and lie evenly under
the laces.

Fitting and care of nocks. —The practical importance of cor
rectly fitting socks to the infantryman can hardly be justly esti
mated, as no matter how much care and judgment is exercised in
fitting shoes, all this work is for naught if the cloth foot covering
is too large or too small. The inevitable conclusion is thus reached,

that a sock too loose or too tight in a correctly fitting shoe does
as much damage and incapacitates the individual as much as a
poorly fitting shoe.
The way to the ideal system of fitting sock sizes to the cor
responding shoe sizes is partially obstructed by obstacles which must
be overcome if complete success is to be attained.
Essentially, these obstacles to our progress consist of various dif
ferences which exist in socks of the same weight, size, and material;

namely, flexibility and shrinkability. This is applicable to both
woolen and cotton socks. Further, there is to be considered the
multiple variations in the relative length, width, and shape of the
feet. Although it is readily conceivable that a sock of elastic ma
terial will be conformed to the shape of the foot, yet there is to be
considered the fact that the different materials after repeated wash
ings sometimes will not do this. An ideal material whose definite
elasticity and shrinkability is predetermined accurately, and reserva
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tions made for variations, will do much toward establishing some
fundamental plan for fitting socks accurately.
At the present time a general plan consisting of a " sock size
scale " which corresponds to the different shoe sizes has been adopted
to remedy as much as possible the existing evil of ill-fitting socks.
This scale can be readily understood by reference to the following:

Cleanliness of the feet.—The first essential in the proper care of
the feet, as of the body, is rigid attention to cleanliness. Where
this is neglected there accumulates an excessive amount of perspira
tion, fatty material, dirt, and skin scales which, under the action of
bacteria, decompose, causing an offensive odor and (he skin to dis
integrate. The individual then suffers from abrasions, blisters,

tender, sweaty, and flacid feet.
To maintain a standard of cleanliness and relative freedom from
foot trouble and disability, inspections should be made. In the
barracks this inspection should be made at least every fortnight.
The company commander, accompanied by a sergeant who takes
notes if necessary, passes through the barrack buildings inspecting
each man as he stands in his bare feet at the foot of his bunk. This
can be accomplished in a very shoit time if the method is systeiuized.
Some will maintain that this is repugnant and beneath the dignity
of an officer. But the same is true of many other things in military
life. Surely if cavalry officers can take scrupulous care of the hoofs
of their horses, infantry officers can do the same with the feet of
their men. One is just as important as the other.
In the field, foot inspections are even more imperative. The feet
should be inspected before and after every march, so that all minor
and trivial injuries can be attended to promptly and prevented from
becoming disabling affections which cripple the efficiency of a com
mand.
Daily foot baths should be taken with cool or tepid water, using
very little soap. Do not soak the feet as this softens the skin. If
household ammonia is procurable, a few drops of that in a basin is
advisable. Cool or cold water is to be used because it not only hardens
the skin and eases the sensation of burning after a march but also
increases the tone of the foot. By tone is meant a stimulation where-

S.'ioe size. Corresponding sock size.

*

5 and 5}
6, 6}, and 7
71, 8. and Si

ft
,

9}, and 10—
104. 11. and 11}
12, 12}, and 13-
13}, 14, and 14}
15

. 10
- 10}
- 11
- 11}
. 12
._ 12}

.. 13
- 13}
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by the muscles are held in a state or condition of continuous con
traction ready to respond quickly to the slightest call. After washing,
of course, the feet should be thoroughly dried.
In the field the feet should be washed and the socks changed after
every hike. By scraping a hole in the ground over which is spread
a poncho, a suitable basin is readily made into which water may be

poured from a canteen. Where water is scarce, just a few spoonfuls

poured on a towel, handkerchief, or paper and applied between the

toes suffices.

Both in the past and at present the toenails, according to an un
assailable custom, have been cut "round." The corners should not

be trimmed off as this encourages a nail to grow into the flesh result

ing in an ingrown nail. Nails should be cut straight across even-
two weeks. Nails deformed by overgrowth, such as unusually thick

nails and clubbed nails, can be remedied by soaking in hot water

and paring down with a knife, or rubbing down with sandpaper.

riding toes, hammer toes, poorly constructed, uneven, cheap shoes,

heat, moisture, and uncleanliness. They are most often found in
those whose foot skin is tender and soft, e. g., among newly recruited
troops and those not accustomed to hiking. The points usually af
fected are the outer surface of the little toe, upper surface of the toes,

surface and back of heel, upper surface of the foot under the shoe
laces, ball of the foot, and over the tendo achillis (the large tendon
attached to the upper surface of the heel bone). The formation of
blisters is a protective process. Irritation of the outer, or false, and
inner, or true, skins being continuous, there arises an inflammation
of both, during which the inner skin exudes an inflammatory fluid
and raises the outer, thus forming a blister.
Treatment is directed primarily toward the cause. Inspect and
remedy defects in the shoes or socks, such as nails, fallen toe cap,
ill-fitting insoles, worn lining, tight lacing, uneven stitching, as over
the tendo achillis posteriorly, and badly worn, darned, small, or

The material under the
nails s h o u 1 d be removed
with a toothpick or simi
lar article and not with
the point of a scissors.

Incorrect way. Correct way.

Fio. 18.—Trimming of toe nails.

Blisterx and abrasions. —

The most common causes
of blisters are friction,
pressure, or impact. Ac
cessory causes are ill-fit
ting shoes and socks, over
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dirty socks. Apply to blister tincture of iodine 3$ per cent or grain
alcohol. Immerse needle in alcohol or heat in flame and puncture at
the base, allowing fluid to escape and causing outer skin to collapse
on the inner or true skin, thus protecting the latter and minimizing
the possibility of infection (invasion of microbes). The blister
(outer or false skin) should not be torn or removed. Dry the skin
with gauze or absorbent cotton and cover the blister with adhesive
plaster, which should be firmly pressed down so that the raised outer
skin or epidermis will be forced into position. The adhesive may be
made to stick well by heating it with a match or by applying ether
if the latter is to be had. Should it be impossible to procure adhesive
plaster, then sterile vaseline, boric acid ointment, or zinc oxide oint
ment may be applied with benefit. If these last-named articles are
at a premium, the regulation foot powder may be dusted on the part
and a few turns of a gauze bandage made. All the dressings being
completed, a moderate 'amount of the foot powder should be dusted
on them and into the shoe. The powder prevents the edges of the
adhesive plaster from adhering to the sock and lessens friction in the
shoe cavity. Care should be taken not to use too much powder be
cause a large quantity tends to cake and form uneven surfaces.
Search should be made for all areas which are red and tender with
no formation of blisters. Adhesive plaster should be placed over
these.

Heel blisters occupy such a prominent place in the category of
transient foot ills that they should be given careful attention. Usually
caused by defective socks or poorly constructed and ill-fitting shoes
which allow the heel to slip, they form by far the great majority of
blisters. The structural defects of the shoes are usually (a) heel
too narrow or broad, (b) shoe too long, (c) shoe too broad across
the instep or with high heels, (d) incorrect posterior curve of shoe
not conforming to heel and tendon, and (e) improper lacing. In the
individual with a long narrow foot and narrow heel, or the one
with a broad foot and a narrow heel, much benefit can be derived
by placing a felt pad, varying in thickness, corresponding to the
tongue of the shoe in size and posterior to it. The greater part of
these blisters will be avoided by a proper measurement and fitting
where the heel is regarded with more care. The figure-of-eight
marching strap, originally devised and used by the French, will
prevent the heel from slipping up and down on the march, in the
great majority of cases.
Abrasions/ are nothing more or less than blisters with the raised
outer skin or epidermis removed, thus exposing the rose-red derma
or inner skin. They are very painful due to the fact that the sensi
tive nerve endings in the derma or inner skin are unprotected by

65456—23 3
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their normal covering. The causes of abrasions are those of blisters.
The treatment is primarily corrective. The cause should be sought
for and remedied. Protective treatment includes the applying of
ethyl alcohol or iodine per cent) to the area and then zinc oxide
adhesive plaster.
In lieu of the adhesive plaster, zinc oxide or boric-acid ointment
may be applied plus a few turns of gauze bandage.

In the prevention of blisters or abra
sions there are three factors which de
termine the functional integrity of the
foot :
1. Proper measuring of feet and fit
ting shoes.
•2. Proper corresponding sock sizes.
3. (a) Feet inured to hiking or (b)
prepared for such.
That feet inured to hiking will escape
much injury is self-evident. At this
point, however, should be mentioned the
application of formaldehyde solution

(10 per cent) on alternate days until
six applications have been made to the
soles of the feet and especially to the
points exposed to pressure. This serves
to harden the skin and lessens the
chance of inflammation. Adhesive
plaster may be placed over suspected
pressure points, before the march, to
prevent the formation of blisters. Socks
of the same weight as those worn when
the shoes were fitted should be used.
iShoe fit,ti?uj.—The responsibility for
properly fitting shoes rests with the

fig. 19.— Front view of the "figure c^mpanv commander. The medical of-
of eight" strap military shoe. a • •

facer acts in a purely advisory capacity
and consequently should be prepared to give expert advice on this
subject.

Shoe-measuring devices: The Resco (Regal Shoe Co.) shoe-meas
uring device was adopted by the United States Army, Navy, and
Marine Corps during the World War.
This device registers the length (size) and width (last) of the
shoe required to fit the inserted foot. (Space prevents detailed
description of the use of this device, which can better be demon
strated than described.)
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Our experience in fitting over 20,000 men with shoes by the aid
of this device tended to prove that it is very satisfactory.
Fitting by trial: By this method the foot of the man is fitted
with different shoes until the appropriate size and last which will
best fit the foot is found.
In either case the shoe should be fitted to the foot with the man
carrying a rifle and in heavy marching order or else a oO-pound
load on his back and with the body weight borne on one foot. Under
these conditions the foot flattens out and tends to elongate about
nvo-fifths of an inch or more.
There should be one-fourth of an inch or more space between
the big toe and the cap of the shoe when the weight is borne on one
foot, and this determines the length (size) of a properly fitted shoe.

Flo. 20.— A " figure of eight strap " military shoe devised by the writer.

Width, if not accurately determined by the measuring device, must
be determined by hand. The person to be fitted faces the fitter, who
grasps the leather back of the toe cap with the index finger and
thumb. A faint movement of the leather should be detected by the
gripping fingers if the width size is correct. Where a distinct ridge
of leather is picked up the inference is that the width is too large,
and conversely if no movement of the leather is detected the width
is too small. In estimating width much depends upon the training
of the fitter and his judgment. However, in addition to the above,
the comfort of the individual is considered and the question is asked
whether the toes are pressed upon tightly or the shoe is too loose over
this particular part.
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A " figure of-eight strap " military shoe, which firmly fits the heel,
loosely fits the anterior portion of the foot, and prevents pressure
atrophy of the intrinsic muscles of the foot, has been devised by the
writer. This shoe is anatomically and physiologically correct, as it
closely fits the " static " portion of the foot which is relatively free
from muscles and nerves and loosely fits the " dynamic " portion of
the foot. The advantages of the " figure-of-eight " strap has been
demonstrated by the French Army. The idea of combining the flap
and the strap is original with the writer and is patented. The shoe
tends to prevent foot deformities by the development of the muscles
which strengthen the arches. It has been found useful in cases of
pes planus. When the weight of the body is borne on one foot, as
in walking, the movement of the tendons either at the front or rear
of the ankle produces tension on the strap, and if a flexible shank is
used in the shoe this tension tends to support the arch.

THE USE OP WATER IN THE FIELD.

Some data regarding water. —The maximum density of water is at
4° C, which explains the fact that ice is lighter than water. One
mililiter of water at 4° C. weighs 1 gram. Water when frozen
liberates 80 calories of latent heat, and expands 9 per cent in bulk;
the latter fact explains the bursting of water pipes in winter.
The addition of salt to water raises the boiling point and lowers
the freezing point.
One cubic foot of water equals 7.48 gallons.
One gallon of water equals 10 pounds, or 70,000 grains.
One liter of water equals 0.26418 gallon.
One inch of rainfall produces 22,500 gallons of water per acre.
The number of gallons of rain water expected to be recovered from
a roof may be determined by the following formula : Area of roof in
square feet, multiplied by one-half the rainfall in inches, equals num
ber of gallons.
To compute the volume of water of a flowing stream the following
may be used as a guide : Sectional area in square feet, multiplied by
0.8 velocity in feet per minute, multiplied by 7.48, equals gallons
per minute.

Officers responsible for v>ater supply.—The quartermaster is re
sponsible for the procurement of water rights and for the delivery
of the water to the camp site.
The medical officer is responsible, in an advisory capacity, for the
quantity and the quality of the. water at the source as well as at the
ultimate point of consumption.
The unit commander is responsible for the proper distribution of
the water within the organization.
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Water consumption.—Water constitutes 60 per cent of the body
weight, or the equivalent of 10 gallons, which equals 100 pounds ap
proximately in the average man's body. The loss of 1 gallon of this
water has serious consequences; if 1J gallons are lost, the result is
fatal. It is estimated that 1 quart of water is sufficient for about 7£
miles of marching.
The quality and the quantity of the water supply is a vital factor
during field operations. In a war of movement the supply of water
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Fig. 21.—Camp of a regiment of Infantry with plan of water system. From " Manual
for the Quartermaster Corps, U. S. Army, 1010."

is very apt to be inadequate, which may mean that the consumption
of water will have to be restricted to a minimum.
The minimum allowance of water for the needs of men and ani
mals varies according to the amount of daily labor performed and
also the conditions of the weather. The following may be taken as a
minimum: Each man, 1 gallon per day, to be used as follows: 1^
quarts for drinking; 2J quarts for cooking and dri.iking with meals.
The above is the minimum for soldiers on the march and in
bivouac. It makes no allowance for the washing of person or cloth
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ing. To this minimum must also be added 8 gallons of water for each
animal.
In camps of more than one night duration the following minimum
allowance should be furnished : Five gallons per day per man : 10 gal
lons per day per animal.
Source of water.—The sources of water are divided into (a) surface
waters, such as lakes, ponds, rivers, streams, etc.: (b) underground
waters, which include wells, spring, etc.: all these vary in degree as
to purity and potability. Rain water is usually the most satisfactory
of all natural waters. Large bodies of water are more likely to con
tain pure water than small ones, because of the greater dilution of
the contaminating material. Water which is obtained from the cen
ter of a large lake is very apt to be pure, especially where the sun
shines upon it.

One should be suspicious of all surface waters. The appearance
of water is no index to its purity. All water should be considered
contaminated until tests prove it otherwise.
Wells are of two varieties, " deep " and " shallow." Water taken
from shallow wells is always suspicious, while water taken from deep
wells and deep springs is usually fit for human consumption.
If water from a running stream is used, it should be taken from a
point where there is considerable depth, and where the current is

strong: always " upstream," or, in other words, above the camp site.
Provisions for watering horses should be made below the camp, and
for washing clothes and bathing still farther " downstream." Some
times white, blue, and red flags are utilized to mark the sites for

obtaining drinking water, watering animals, and bathing.
Storage, collection, and distribution of water.—Water receptacles
should be well covered. As the ground in close proximity is likely to
be wetted, it is best to build a sand or gravel. pit, 2 feet square and
1 foot deep, to absorb the waste.
The receptacles should be cleaned daily with boiling water, or

rinsed with a solution of potassium permanganate (one-third of a
teaspoonful of potassium permanganate to 1 gallon of water. A
solution of chloride of lime is also very good for this purpose in
proportion of 1 to 1,000. These solutions are harmless and more
certain in their action than boiling water used alone.

Canteens when not in use should be emptied, dried, and cleansed
with one of the above solutions. Weak tea has been highly recom
mended for drinking purposes in canteens; it should be boiling hot
when poured in. thus insuring the sterility of the canteen as well as

of the contents.
Common drinking cups should not be used. If individual drink
ing cups can not be supplied, lip drinking should be practiced.
Should conditions arise which make it absolutely necessary to use
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common drinking cups, a certain degree of safety can be insured by
keeping the cup immersed in a solution of formalin (1 per cent).
Water ■purification.— 1. Chlorination : Chlorination is extensively
practiced to-day. Hypochlorite of calcium (bleaching powder) is
the substance used, and is found on the supply table of the Medical
Department under the caption " Calx chlorinata." A simple formula
for its use is as follows :
Dissolve 1 teaspoonful of chlorinated lime, taken from a freshly
opened container, in 1 quart of water and label this " stock solu
tion." This solution deteriorates rapidly and a fresh solution should
be prepared every fourth day.
One-half teaspoonful of this stock solution added to each gallon of
water and allowed to settle for 30 minutes will insure the destruc
tion of most bacteria.
2. The Lyster bag : The Lyster bag will be furnished by the Quar
termaster's Department, United States Marine Corps. This bag
consists of a round canvas sack, 28 inches in length and 20 inches in
diameter, weighing about 7£ pounds, and may easily be folded for
field carriage.
The purpose of this bag is not to transport water in the field but
to provide a means of sterilization and a stationary container for
the water which is distributed from the faucets attached to the lower
part of the bag.
The capacity of the Lyster bag is between 30 and 35 gallons, which
is sufficient to fill the canteens of 100 men.
A tripod formed by three litters makes a very good support for
this bag. In the absence of litters a tripod may be formed from
boughs of trees or iron pipes. A trifoil support is used by the
United States Army but has not yet been adopted by the Marine
Corps.
3. Chlorination of water in the Lyster bag: Water which is ob
tained from muddy streams or pools must first be cleared before
calcium hypochlorite is added. This is accomplished by allowing
the water to stand for a certain period of time, when the mud will
settle to the bottom of the container, or it may be cleared by filtra
tion, for which purpose a blanket may be used.
Calcium hypochlorite is the chemical used for water chlorination
in the Lyster bag, and is supplied by the Quartermaster's Depart
ment, United States Marine Corps, in small glass tubes, each tube

containing 15 grains (1 gram).
1. Break a tube of calcium hypochlorite and place the contents in
a canteen cup containing just enough water to form a paste.
2. After forming a paste, the canteen cup is nearly filled with
-water and the calcium hypochlorite is dissolved by stirring well
while adding the water.
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3. Empty the solution into the bag full of water.
4. Wait 30 minutes before using the chlorinated water.
This strength renders chlorine in proportion of 1 to 5,000,000, and
this is usually more than sufficient to sterilize the water.
Chlorine will kill all germs in water (which has not too great an
amount of organic matter) in strength of about 1 part in 7,000,000.
For methods of ascertaining whether sufficient free chlorine is
present in the water, the reader is referred to paragraph 2666, Manual
of the Medical Department, United States Navy, 1922. The or-
thotoluidine method is recommended:
Take 8 dops of orthotoluidine solution (0.1 per cent orthoto-
luidine in 10 per cent hydrochloric acid solution) and add this to one
canteen cup three-fourths full of the water from the Lyster bag, to
be tested. If free chlorine is present in the proper proportions the
water in the canteen cup will assume an orange color. A lighter or
darker color indicates that there is insufficient or an excess amount of
chlorine present.
4. Boiling : Boiling is a simple and effective method of water ster
ilization and may be used in the presence of an epidemic of intestinal
disease, such as dysentery or cholera, and when materials are lack

ing for sterilization by other methods.
Boiling all drinking water entails a considerable amount of fuel
and time.

For 250 men nearly 3 barrels of drinking water are required each
day. It will be quite a tax upon the rolling kitchen if the boiling
is to be done there.

Boiled water has a flat taste unless it is aerated after cooling.
Its taste may be improved by the addition of tea or coffee.
Water may always be boiled in the field when fuel is available for
this purpose. Each man can boil water in his canteen, by placing
the canteen full of water in a fire, or upon hot coals until the water
boils, after which it is removed and allowed to cool. Troops can,
after a day's march, prepare their canteens full of boiled water for
use on the next day.
Field filters.—The barrel filter consists of a small barrel inserted
into one of larger dimensions and separated from the bottom of the
larger barrel by about 3 inches of fine sand. The smaller barrel,
having a perforated bottom, is placed upon the sand in the larger
barrel; then more sand is placed around the small barrel to the
height of about 6 inches. A layer of charcoal and a layer of gravel
may be placed above the sand.

The barrel filter may be sunk into a lake or spring; water may
also be filtered by pouring it into the larger barrel.
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In connection with drinking water, special attention should be
given to the following:
1. Regard all water in the field as contaminated unless proved
otherwise.
2. Do not let the men fill their canteens from any unauthorized
source.

3. Place a guard at the source of the water supply to prevent its
pollution.
4. Water discipline on the march should be rigidly enforced.
5. Remember that not only the quality but the quantity of water
supply should be supervised by the medical officer.
6. The amount of water lost by evaporation, and otherwise, by a
man marching for 1 hour, or 3 miles, is nearly 1 pint.

IMPROVISED BARREL HELP FILTER

Fig. 22.— Improvised barrel field filter.

7. The results obtained by modern military organizations demon
strate that water-borne diseases are preventable.
8. The prevalence of a water-borne disease in a camp indicates
a weak link in the chain of sanitary measures.

FOOD IN THE FIELD.

In the military service the diet is determined and prepared for the
men, so that the individual soldier often has little or no means of
obtaining the acticles of food for which his system may crave.
This is particularly true of conditions in the field. Hence this
partially explains why we, as medical officers, should pay detailed
attention to the food issued in the field, in order to prevent diseases
caused by a deficient diet.

A discussion of the component parts of a well-balanced ration
would be a departure from our subject and, as this data may be
found in textbooks, only certain aspects of a military ration which
are related to field conditions will be considered.
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The popular topic of discussion —vitamines—has a direct relation
to field messing and will receive brief consideration.
Vitamines. —"Vitaniines, or accessory food factors, are soluble
dializable bodies of an indeterminate value existing in minute
amounts in natural food and are necessary constituents of diets.
They exist in greatest amounts in the contracted nutrients provided
by nature for the early stages of new life, as in milk, eggs, and th»
germ and aleurone layer of grain." But as a general rule, all natural
foods are vitamine containing to a greater or less extent.
The deficiency of vitamines in the diet markedly affects the func
tional activity of the endocrine glands, such as the adrenals, pituitary
body, thymus, and gonads: and cause such diseases as scurvy and
beriberi; possibly war edema and pellagra are also caused by a

deficiency of vitamines.
Three vitamines are now recognized —there may be others.

Name.

Fat soluble "A" (moderately
affected by heat).

Water soluble "B" (relatively
stable to heat and drying,
80 per cent intact after
1 hour and 60 per cent in
tact after 2 hours of boiling).
Vitamine "C" (antiscorbutic.
Boiling destroys 95 per cent
in 1 hour, 80 per cent in 40
minutes, 50 per cent in 20
minutes).

Food.

Animal fats: milk and butter;
green leafy vegetables, as
spinach, water cress, and
turnip tops; cod-liver oil.
Germ of grain, as wheat , corn,
etc.: eggs and milk; yeasts.

Green vegetables; fresh fruita:
canned tomatoes, when not
overheated prior to canning.

Diseases caused by
deficiency of—

War, starvation,
prison, camp, or
alimentary edema .
Rickets.
Beriberi.

Scurvy.

The above table is of practical importance as it shows that pro
longed cooking, such as is apt to occur with rolling kitchens, tends
to destroy the vitamine contents of the ration.
The vegetables for stews should be cooked separately and not
longer than 30 minutes; then they should be added to the meat, which

requires about 2 hours of cooking. Avoid the use of alkali, e. g-
sodium bicarbonate, when cooking green vegetables, as this also tends
to destroy the vitamines.

In Mesopotamia over 11,000 cases of disease due to food deficiency
developed in six months—hence the practical importance of medical
supervision of the field ration.
" British troops in Mesopotamia during the late war—eating white
bread—suffered from beriberi, while the Indian troops—eating un-
inilled wlieat—escaped. During the siege of Kut the reverse was
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the case—the British living largely on fresh meat, while the vegeta
rian Indians lived largely on white bread." (Stayer.)
During the late war an outbreak of scurvy occurred in the British
Army among the men of the South African Labor Corps. Without
the alteration of their diet, the period of cooking was reduced from
6 hours to £5 minutes, and the outbreak was immediately arrested.
The vitamine-containing foods of an exclusive military ration
should weigh at least 30 per cent of the total.
Caloric value of the military ration.— It has been found that a
ration consisting of 3,700 calories was insufficient for troops in the
front line. It has been experimentally proved that troops on a test
inarch could maintain weight on a ration of 4.100 calories.
If troops must entrench after a day's hike, a total of 5,000 to
6,000 calories per day is required. It is often impractical for a
soldier to assimilate such a large number of calories per day, and,
consequently, in time of war soldiers are allowed a greater amount
of food (often at the expense of the civilian population) so that they
may have a reserve supply of fat in the body to enable them to
temporarily withstand the unusual expenditure of foot-pounds of
energy. It is stated that 20 pounds of reserve fat in a man's body
will supply 3,000 additional calories per day for a period of 30 days.
The following is the caloric value of the United States Army
ration :

Calories

1. Heserve (haversack ration) 2,825

2. Mobile 3,500

3. Normal 4, 125

4. Special 4, 850

The heat of hot drinks and hot food supply additional calories.
One pint of hot tea will give 50 calories of direct heat to the body.
Hence the stimulating effect of hot tea, coffee, soup, and broth after
a long march.
Daily menu.—It is advisable to prepare the daily menu at least
24 hours in advance. The medical officer should carefully scrutinize
the daily menu, and not only inspect the food as to quantity and

quality, but the necessary precautions should be taken to see that
there is a variety of food prepared.
There is often a tendency for cooks to prepare an excess of stews,
which may cause dissatisfaction among the men.
When on the march or otherwise heavily worked, the men will
have a craving for sweets; a liberal amount of jam should be pro
vided to satisfy this craving.
The presence of much refuse food in the garbage can is a rather
good indication that the men are not receiving the proper kind of
food, or that it is not palatably served.
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Food inspection.—Trim off the tainted parts of the quarter of beef.
By sinking a probe into the shoulder or hip joint, the odor of the
probe will determine whether decomposition has set in. A whole
quarter of beef should not be condemned because part of it has
begun to decompose, as, it is often possible to trim off the tainted
portion and serve the remaining wholesome portion. The hind and
fore quarters of beef should be issued alternately.
The meat should not be placed in cold storage until the animal
heat has left the carcass. On one occasion a large number of beef
quarters decomposed in the cold storage of a ship because they were
placed there shortly after killing and before the animal heat dis
appeared from the carcass. The outside of this meat was frozen,
yet the parts around the bone had time to decompose.
In the field a percentage of the rations are issued in tin con
tainers; which, due to improper preparation, exposure to excessive
heat, and lack of care in handling, frequently undergo decomposi
tion and are especially dangerous to health if their use is per
mitted. Therefore a careful inspection of all canned goods should
be required.
The terms " springers " and " swells " are applied to bulged, blown,
or swelled cans. These cans when pressure is applied at the ends
give a crackling sound. " Springers " are caused by overloading the
cans, and, though not desirable, the contents are fit for use. " Swells "

are caused by the formation of gas, due to decomposition; and may
be differentiated from " springers " by a splashing sound when the
can is shaken, and a hollow note when gently tapped. These should
be condemned.

Occasionally the inside of a can may present a blackened appear
ance—so-called " can burn." This condition is not due to putrefac
tion, but is caused by the precipitation of stannous sulphide in an
acid medium.

Formerly a can with two solder holes was indicative of a " swell "

which had been punctured to let out the gas and then resoldered,
but now many manufacturing firms use two solder holes in sealing
their cans. It is well to reject cans with three solder holes.
Washing mess gear in the field.—After meals all mess gear should
be sterilized in boiling water. In a semipermanent camp the mess
gear may be placed in wire racks and washed by immersion for five
minutes in water that is kept boiling.
On the march and under conditions where the mess kits from the
haversack are in use, the following method of washing the indi
vidual mess gear is employed :
Immediately after the men have finished eating they should
form a line and pass a garbage can or pit where the refuse liquid
and solid food is disposed of. After disposing of this refuse
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food each man inserts his mess gear successively in three cans.
These cans are placed over a trench in which a fire is burning. The
first and second cans contain boiling soapy water, while the third
can contains boiling clear water. A few moments insertion in each
of these cans is usually sufficient to cleanse the utensils. After in
sertion in the third can, the mess gear dries by its own heat almost
immediately and no wiping is necessary. Care should be taken to
see that the water in each can is kept at the boiling point, as luke
warm dishwater is a potent factor in the dissemination of saliva-
borne diseases.
It appears that the military sanitarians have waged a successful
battle against intestinal diseases, but during the recent war the
sputum-borne diseases of the respiratory tract, such as influenza and
pneumonia, did not always yield so readily to preventive sanitary
measures.

During the Civil and Spanish- American Wars the intestinal dis
eases were prevalent, while in the recent great conflict perhaps more

persons died from respiratory diseases than were killed in action.
Field kitchen.—The use of rolling kitchens on the march has super
seded the old method by which each man cooked his own food. One
lolling kitchen supplies food for 200 to 250 men.
The field kitchen should be located on the opposite side of the
camp from the latrines and the urinals. Some means should be

available to protect the food from dust and sand. If circumstances
permit, the kitchen should be screened; if not, other precautions
should be taken to protect food from flies and other insects. Burlap
sacking may be used for purposes of screening when other material
is not available.
There should be a sufficient supply of pure water on hand at all
times. A supply of material for cleaning purposes, such as soap,
soda, soap powder, scouring material, boiling water, and dishcloths,

should be available.
The floor of the kitchen may be oiled to allay dust.

The cooks and other attendants working in the kitchen and han

dling food should be instructed in personal hygiene. Kigid super
vision is necessary to prevent the cooks from becoming lax in personal

cleanliness, especially in keeping the hands and the finger nails clean.

Physical examination of all food handlers should be made at regu
lar intervals ; and if the laboratory facilities permit, an effort should
be made to detect and eliminate any disease carriers among them.

Liquid and solid refuse should be disposed of as soon as practical.
The outside of all garbage cans should be kept clean, and the cans
should be kept covered at all times.

The object of all cooking processes is :

(a) To make food more digestible and appetizing.
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(b) To destroy germs and parasites.
Mess halls.—The mess halls should be located near the kitchens.
Make the necessary provision to protect the food in the mess halls
from flies, dust, and sand, using wire screening if available. %

Clothes and toilet articles must not be stored in kitchens or mess
halls.
The mess tables should be cleaned and sunned at regular intervals.
Care must be taken to see that food particles do not collect in the
cracks of the tables.
One of the best methods to prevent the collection of food particles
in the cracks of the tables is to construct the tables with a remova
ble center board which may be lifted off, and thus permit the clean
ing of the cracks between the boards. Another method is to construct
the table with a 2-inch space between the boards.

SANITARY ORDERS.

Sanitary orders are written instructions intended to outline a uni
form system of sanitation for the command and to convey such other
information of medical interest and of administrative detail as the
chief surgeon may deem necessary.
It is most important that medical officers become conversant with
the technique of the prepartion of such orders. It will be seen that
military organizations follow a more or less uniform system of con
struction in the preparation of orders.
A sanitary order should consist of:

(a) Heading. This gives—

1. The name of the organization.
2. The place.
3. The date, with the day, month, and year.
4. The hour of issue.
5. The serial number of the order.

(b) Body.
The body of the order is divided into numbered paragraphs, each

paragraph containing information of special nature.

The last paragraph should always contain instructions regarding

the publication of the order.

(r) Ending. The ending contains —

1. The signature of the commanding officer.

2. The authentication of the order.
3. The distribution made of the order.

The contents of a sanitary order will depend upon the number
of days in camp, the type of camp, and the strength of the organiza

tion.
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Endeavor to be brief and concise in the wording of the order. In
a temporary camp and for a small command, the sanitary order
should cover only the salient points.
In the first paragraphs of the sanitary order outline the duties
and the responsibilities, regarding sanitation, of the various mem
bers of the command, and then proceed to give explicit directions in
regard to the sanitary measures to be employed and the type and
number of " field expedients " to be constructed.
The order should be prepared by the senior surgeon as soon after-
arrival in camp as may be practical. It is then forwarded to the
commanding officer for approval and issue to the command.
Following is an outline of sanitary order :
Sanitary Order 1st Independent Brigade,
No. 6. U. S. Marine Corps,

Guantanamo, Cuba, 22 July, '22—10 a. m.
The following regulations for camp sanitation are published for
the information and guidance of all concerned.
1. Responsibility for sanitation.—Commanders of all grades are
responsible for police and sanitation, and for the enforcement of the
provisions of these regulations within their organizations.
2. Chief surgeon. —The force surgeon is Commander —— (MC),
United States Navy, who is charged, under the commanding general,,
with the general conduct and supervision of the medical department
jf this command.
8. Sanitarj/ inspector. —Lieutenant (MC), United States
Navy, is hereby appointed sanitary inspector and is charged with
the general supervision of the sanitation of this command. Organi
zation commanders will remedy defects reported to them with the
least possible delay.

(Note. —The above should be used as a general form in the prep
aration of all sanitary orders. The following paragraphs may be

modified.)
4. Sanitary squads.—Sanitary squads will be composed of men
from the sanitarj- company of the medical battalion, assisted by
civilians employed by the quartermaster. They will supervise oiling
and draining of mosquito-breeding areas, water purification, contral
incinerator, etc.
5. Surgeons attached to combatant organizations.—Regimental
surgeons and surgeons attached to other administrative units will
inspect their camp once daily, or oftener if necessary. They will
also arrange for a medical officer of the day, etc.

(Outline the activities of the dental department and arrange for
a dental officer of the day.)
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6. Camp infirmaries and hospitals.—State locations, hours for
sick call, ambulance trips, evacuation of patients, etc.
7. General police and quarters. —Furl and strike tents once a week,
air bedding, and other details regarding grounds, kitchens, mess
tents, store tents, ventilation, etc.
8. Personal hygiene. —Bathing; venereal prophylaxis, where ob
tainable; foot inspections; clothing; etc.
9. Water supply.—Source of potable water; sterilization of water;
sentry to be placed over water supply ; necessity for economy in the
use of water, etc.
10. Food and messing facilities.—Food to be protected from dust
and flies; no hucksters to be allowed within the camp site; food

inspections; use of uncooked vegetables; periodical examination of
cooks and other food handlers; care of kitchens and mess halls.
11. Waste disposal. — (a) Garbage receptacles, how often emptied.
Each regiment and the field hospital to construct one incinerator,

give type, etc.

(6) Latrines: Type, number, and location. Arrange for night
urinals.

(c) Manure: Burn over picket lines twice weekly; state method
of manure disposal, etc.
12. Anti-insect measures.— (a) Flies: Screening of mess halls and
kitchens, the use of fly paper, flytraps, etc.

(b) Mosquitoes: Oiling, draining, use of bed nets, etc.

(c) Other insects: Vermin, cockroaches, delousing, etc.
13. Communicable diseases.—For example : " Immediate isolation
of suspects and contacts ; report to this office for further instructions."
14. Publication of order.—For example:

" This order will be read
at the first formation and a copy will be placed on all bulletin
boards."
By command of brigadier general:

/s/ ,

Col. , U. S. M. C,
Chief of Staff.

Official:
Major , U. S. M. C, Adjutant.

Distribution :
Chief of Staff, 1.
AC of S F-l, 1.
AC of S F-2, 1.
AC of S F-3, 1.
AC of S F-4, 1.
Commanding officer of each battalion, 1.
Regimental headquarters, 2.
File, 1.
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HYGIENE OF THE MARCH.

The ability to march has always been—and the results of the
World War tend to show that this is still true—one of the determin
ing factors of victory. The superiority in marching ability of
troops enables the responsible commander to secure the preponder
ance of men at the critical time and place.
Infantry, in spite of the rapid development of other branches of
the military service, is still the dominant arm. Artillery without
the defense of infantry is vulnerable. It is stated by some authori
ties that the well-trained infantry can endure longer marches than
cavalry.
In modern warfare use has been made of mechanical transporta
tion to effect great concentrations of men, but usually at the last
moment, due to congestion of the arteries of traffic and to other
causes of impassibility of the roads, there is a call for a test of
physical endurance in marching.
In preparing for the Battle of the Somme on March 21, 1918, the
Germans concentrated their troops by maneuvering them into posi
tion by long marches. For several months previous the German
divisions were trained to endure long marches, and only five days
before the battle many of the troops were far from the battle field,
and some covered 60 miles in three nights of marching preceding
the battle.

Preparation for the march. —The men should be trained in
marching by increasing the length of the hike and the weight of
the pack. They should be so trained for several months.
This training means the development of all the muscles in the
body—an increase of the capacity of the lungs and heart, also
strengthening of the foot arches and the like. It is at this time
that the medical officer should keep close supervision over the men.
Overtraining defeats our purpose and leads to cardiac dilatation
and eventually to exhaustion.
There should be periods of mental and physical relaxation and
recuperation.
It is remarkable how rapidly the human mechanism develops with
progressive and systematic physical exercises. The raw recruit un
der proper supervision shows rapid development within a few
months of training.
Start of the, march.—The most suitable time to start a day s
march is one hour after the break of day. Night marching should
only be practiced when military necessity demands, and then should
begin soon after sunset.
The canteens should be filled preferably the night before the march.
The sick and physically unfit should be eliminated at the morning
sick call.

65450—23 4
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A light breakfast is served—consisting of bread, oatmeal, tea or
coffee, and perhaps some bacon, as the latter "digests slowly and thus
gives staying power."
When the men "fall in" there should be no delay in getting started,
as standing around waiting acts as a mental hazard, which may up
set the morale of the organization.
The sanitary officer, with a police detail, remains for a few minutes
after the camp is cleared to see that all waste and litter is disposed
of, and that the camp site is otherwise left in a clean and sanitary
condition.
The march. — 1. Length: The length of the day's march is not
measured by miles, but according to the condition of the roads, the
weather, the pace, the weight of the loads, experience and physical
condition of the troops, etc. Under average conditions 10 to 12 miles
constitute a day's march for a division or a brigade, and 20 miles
per day may be regarded as a forced march,

2. Rate: The march should start with a slow rate of speed until
the body is warmed to the point at which muscular action is most

efficient.

The rate of a day's march should not average more than 2£ miles
per hour (inclusive of halts.) To maintain this speed one hundred
and twenty 30-inch paces are required per minute, which gives an

actual rate of 3.46 miles per hour (exclusive of rest periods). This
may be regarded as the most economical speed for experienced troops:
for unseasoned troops and for long hikes, the most economical speed
is a somewhat slower cadence than the above.

3. Halts : The first halt should be after 30 minutes of hiking, and
should be for a period of 15 minutes' rest. The object of the first halt
is to permit the men to get their "second wind," adjust shoe laces,

rearrange packs, and to attend to the calls of nature.
The succeeding halts are made every 50 minutes and are for a

period of 10 minutes' rest, except the halt for the noon meal, which
is for 1 hour.
During the rest periods the men should remove their packs and lie

upon their backs. Their coats should be replaced and rebuttoned to

avoid undue exposure to drafts and winds. An endeavor should be

made to halt in cool and shady places, protected from strong winds.

A place should be provided for the men to attend to the calls of
nature during the rest periods—shallow trenches dug with a bayonet
or sharp stick will suffice for this purpose.
4. March formation: If there is much traffic on the road the
marching column should keep to the right and perhaps proceed in

squad formation. If the circumstances permit it is much better to
march in open ranks—half on each side of the road, which order
tends to decrease the heavy devitalizing cloud of dust, foul odor, and
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water vapor from perspiration—crowd poisoning—which tends to
hang over close-order formation.
The march should be at " route step," thus permitting the men to
take the lengths of step most adaptable to their physique. In order
to vary the monotony of the " route step " marching, it is advisable
to occasionally march " in step " for short periods.
The taller men at the head of the column are apt to set a pace un
comfortable to the shorter men marching in the rear of the column,
and it is also easier marching at the head than in the rear, conse
quently the column should be reversed from time to time. The rear
files as a rule expend about 6 per cent more energy than those at the
head.
5. Food on the march : A light digestible breakfast is served before
starting. A noonday meal is served when the day's march is two-
thirds completed.
The rolling kitchen should have some warm soup or coffee pre
pared to serve to the men when they arrive in the evening camp.
The main meal of the day is the evening meal, which is to be
served about an hour after the march is completed.
6. Morale : A fatigued body causes a hypersensitive state of mind
•which is more susceptible to any real or imaginary adverse stimulus.
To inhibit the action of these stimuli calls for resourcefulness and
leadership in company officers. One company under proper leader
ship will arrive in the evening camp, tired but happy, whereas
another company not so fortunate in the selection of company officers
is apt to come into camp tired, disgruntled, and dissatisfied.
Singing and whistling of popular tunes should be encouraged, as
this distracts the minds of the men from their fatigued state, and is
one of the surest means of preventing them from succumbing to
exhaustion.
Straggling either from poor discipline or fatigue is always to be
avoided, as it is depressing to the " morale " of the entire body of
troops.
Clothing and equipment. —The maximum weight that a soldier can
carry without serious loss of efficiency is said to be about 30 per cent
of his body weight. The weight of a pack and equipment of the
infantryman, United States Army, is about 48 pounds.
The equipment should be so arranged as not to restrict the expan

sion of the chest. The restriction of the expansion of the chest in
terferes with the action of the heart, due to the fact that the sup
plemental air is used instead of the complemental.
It is advisable in warm weather to unbutton the front of the
shirt and to roll up the shirt sleeves.
The medical department on the march. —Before starting, the re
sponsible surgeons should see that all sick and unfit are eliminated
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and that the camp site is left in a sanitary condition, also see that

the quality of water in the canteens is satisfactory and that foot

disorders have been given the requisite attention.
1. The brigade surgeon: The brigade surgeon proceeds forward

on the staff of the brigade commander.
2. The regimental surgeon: The regimental surgeon occupies a

corresponding place in the regiment to the above, and the as

sistant regimental surgeon marches in the rear of the headquarters

company.
3. The battalion surgeon : The battalion surgeon proceeds with the

staff of the battalion commander, and the assistant battalion surgeon
marches in the rear of the battalion. If there is only one surgeon
assigned to a battalion, he should march in the rear of the unit.
The junior medical officers marching in the rear should occasion
ally proceed up and down the marching column of their organiza
tion and carefully observe the condition of the troops.
Soldiers suffering from the effects of fatigue may be dropped at
the march collecting stations, ride in ambulances, or they may be
allowed to proceed without their equipment —their equipment may
be thrown upon one of the wagons of the train. All sick and injured
patients should be properly tagged with the diagnosis tag and
recorded. A compilation of these records is made at the end of the
day's march.
4. The medical battalion: The medical battalion will proceed in
two groups—one consisting of the mounted and foot group, which
will march in advance of the animal-drawn train, and the other,
consisting of the motor-drawn group, which will proceed at the
head of the motorized train of the brigade.
5. March collecting stations: If the marching command is com
posed of a brigade or larger organization, it is advisable to estab
lish march collecting stations every 3 miles. The personnel for
these stations consist of two or more hospital corpsmen. who are
equipped to give first-aid treatment to the sick, injured, and ex
hausted, and to retain the patients until they are picked up by
the ambulances in the rear of the column.
The hospital corpsmen detailed for the purpose of establishing
march collecting stations should proceed with the head of the
column or advance party and drop off every 3 miles to form the
collecting station. They remain until the tail of the column ha*
cleared their station, then fall in with the rear units.
Water discipline on the march. —The exercise of walking, liko
other general musoular exercise, tends to elevate the body tempeni-
ture, and an elevttion of 1° to 3° may be regarded as normal t"
the marching sold'er. In order to maintain the body at a constant
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temperature, there must be some means of losing the heat which is
generated by the contraction of the muscles used in walking. Nature
makes provisions for this loss of heat by three methods, viz, evapora
tion, convection, and radiation.
Heat exhaustion is caused by lack of adjustment (thennolaxis)
of heat production (thermogenesis) and heat loss (thermolysis).
The evaporation of perspiration is the chief method of thermolysis
in marching—especially in a warm climate, where the surrounding
air is almost as warm as the body.
To furnish a supply of water to take the place of the fluids lost ia
evaporation the marching soldier must cousume a definite quantity
of water.
The question of the quantity of water necessary to replace the
above loss lias been carefully worked out for average conditions of
temperature and humidity.
In marching 1 mile a fully equipped soldier generates about 90
grams calories, which will require the evaporation of 180 mils of
water to dissipate this heat. For 3 miles, or one hour of hiking, he
will require 540 mils of water, which is a little more than 1 pint
(473 mils), and for two hours of hiking the soldier will lose 2 pints
of water, or the equivalent of one canteen of water.
It has been demonstrated that trained men can lose as much as
6 pints of water from the body, and that untrained men can lose at
least 2 pints without causing any serious discomfort. Consequently
it is a safe rule to permit men to lose 2 pints of water by evapora
tion before resorting to their canteens for drinking water.
Under average climatic conditions, the first drink of water should
be at the end of about two hours of marching.
Here the man should sip slowly one-half the contents of his can
teen (1 pint) and thereafter 1 pint for every hour of ?narchingt
inclusive of rest periods.
On hilly or muddy roads, and under tropical conditions, this al
lowance of water should be increased materially.
Note.—There appears to be a discrepancy in the estimate of the
amount of water required for marching a given distance, as several
authorities state that 1 quait is required for every 1\ miles of march
ing. This discrepancy is perhaps due to the fact that British writers
who were dealing in terms of imperial measure were quoted.
One pint apothecaries measure equals 473.17 c. c.
One pint imperial measure equals 591.46 c. c.
A marching soldier will evaporate approximately 1 pint of water
(apothecaries measure) for every hour of marching (inclusive of
rest) and this appears to be a safe rule to follow.
In addition to the amount of water consumed from the canteen,
a pint or more is consumed with each meal.
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The experienced soldier lias instinctively determined the proper
amount of water which his system will require ; it is the raw recruit
who is apt to " water log " his tissues, sweat profusely, and tire

easily.
One type of thirst is due to dryness of the mouth, and to overcome
this factor the men are advised to chew gun, or keep pebbles in
their mouths, which promotes the flow of saliva and tends to allay
this form of thirst.
Smoking on the march tends to increase thirst and should be
limited to rest periods, or, as some authorities recommend, it should
be prohibited during the march.
As a rule marching troops are accompanied by water carts con
taining potable water. It is most important that only pure water
be used in the canteens, as the stomach of a marching soldier is apt
to contain insufficient hydrochloric acid to destroy infective organ
isms.

The water needs of officers are slightly less than those of men,
because their equipment is lighter, and marching to one side requires
less work than men marching in ranks.
Selection of a camp site.—Toward the end of a day's march a staff
officer, a medical officer, and an engineer officer or a quartermaster
should ride forward and select a camp site, unless this has been pre
viously arranged for.
The functions of the medical officer are purely advisory.
In time of war tactical consideration is of primary importance
in the selection of a camp site.
It is impractical to locate an ideal camp site which will be entirely
satisfactory from a medical viewpoint, hence the medical officer
must consider the " pro and contra " of the available locations.

POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED IN DETERMINING THE LOCATION OF A
CAMP.

Favorable considerations.

1. Accessibility to a supply of good
water, fuel, and forage.

2. Sandy loam or gravel soil.

3. Elevated site, well drained, such as
sloping plateau.

4. Shade trees as a protection from the
sun's rays in warm weather.

5. Hill9 and forests acting as windbreaks
in cold weather.

6. The location selected should be large
enough to accommodate the troops,
and crowding should be avoided.

7. Grass-covered location.

Unfavorable considerations.

1. Sites recently occupied by other
troops, allowing two months' va
cancy as an arbitrary standard.

2. Dry bed of river, ravines, and base of
hills if there is likelihood of rain.

3. Clay, alluvial, or dusty soil.

4. Proximity to marshes, swamps, and
other mosquito-breeding areas.

5. Steep slopes.

6. Sites where the ground water is near
the surface.

7. Proximity to native habitations espe
cially in malarial regions.
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Flexion marching.—This refers to a type of marching, " marche en
flexion," developed by the French. According to advocates of this
system, it is possible for a soldier using this method to cover some
distance at a speed as great as 6 miles per hour; others deny any
special advantages.
In flexion marching the knees and body are slightly flexed and the
soldier has the attitude of leaning forward.

FIELD MEASURES FOR INSECT CONTROL.

The human race is
,

so to speak, at constant warfare with hordes
of visible enemies—insects—which frequently act as carriers of
myriads of invisible foes—pathogenic microorganisms and ova of
parasites. This is especially true of conditions in the field, and for
an expeditionary force to withstand successfully the attacks of in
sects requires detailed consideration of field measures for insect con
trol.

TABLE OF COMMON INSECTS.

Common
name.

Species.
Common
diseases
transmitted.

Breeding places. Life history. Range of flight.

Flies..... Musca do
mestics.

Typhoid fever,
cholera, dys
entery, di-

a r r h o a ,

smallpox,
erysipelas.

Manure, garbage,
decaying organ
ic matter.

Eggs hatch out In 12 to 24
hours into larvae. Lar
va; grow rapidly and in

4 to 0 days become pu
pa; (resting stage). In 2

to 4 days mature into
adults.

Several miles.

Mosqui
toes.

Anopheles .

Stegomyia .

Malarial fever.

Yellow fever. .

Kural stagnant
pools, among
grass and rushes,
swamps and
marshes.

Ova deposited In mass of
250 eggs: in 2 to 4 days
hatch into larvae, and in

a week reach pupa.- or
wingless resting stage.
In 2 or 3 days develop
wings and become adult
mosquitoes.

One-half mile,usually
against the
wind.

Domestic; devel
op in water in
any container
near a house or
in gutters, cis
terns, spouts,
etc.

Female lays about 70eggs.
Larvae natch out in 2

days and develop into
pupae in 1 week. Then
in 2 or 3 days become
mature adults.

Maximum of 75
feet: usually
hide in nooks
away from
wind.

Uce Pediculus.. Typhus fever,
relapsing
fever.

Breed and spend
their entire life
on warm-blood
ed animals, in
cluding man.

Eggs cling to hair or
clothing of host (man).
They hatch out In 3 to 4

days and mature in 10
to 15days.

Do not travel
much: keep
close to one
host.

Flies.—The havoc created by the flies in the dissemination of
typhoid-fever germs in camps during the Spanish-American War
is well known. A veteran officer of that war takes delight in telling
the story that flies were so prevalent around the lime-covered latrines
and the mess halls that the use of lime in the latrines was eventually
abandoned on account of the fact that the food served at the mess
had a limelike flavor.
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Habits of a fly : A fly will go upward through a hole, but seldom
downward, hence this fact is utilized as a principle in the construction
of some flytraps.
Flies endeavor to avoid strong sunlight and tend to congregate
in shady places or in room light. They likewise avoid a dark place,
hence lampblack is used as a fly deterrent to cover the interior of
latrines.
These insects have a tendency to rest upon vertical rather than
horizontal objects ; they also prefer curved surfaces rather than plane
surfaces. The latter two facts are utilized to catch the adults by
suspending curved strips of flypaper from the ceiling.
Flies tend to select certain colors and shades of color.

THE HODGE FLY TRf\P ON Pi G/\RBH6£ CSN

Via. 23.—The 1lodge fly trap.

In conducting a series of experiments at Quantico, Va., by placing
baited flytraps in the center of large squares of plaster board, each
square painted a different color, the following deductions were made
from the relative number of flies caught in the respective flytraps:
(a) Flies prefer a lighter shade to a dark one of the same color.

(b) Flies have a tendency to avoid blue colors. (I have subse
quently learned that this fact was taken advantage of by painting
the interior of living quarters blue.)
Flies can travel long distances —100 miles or more.
Temperature of 120° F. is usually fatal to flies; they are most
active at a temperature between 80 and 90° F. and are torpid at
50° F.
Flies feed entirely upon liquid food; when they attack a solid—
like sugar—the regurgitation of fluid from the crop serves to make
a solution.
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Antimuscid measures.—Measures undertaken to combat flies may
be divided as follows :
1. Prevention of access.

(c) Food protection.
(&) Personal protection.

2. Destruction of the adult fly.
3. Prevention of breeding.
1. Prevention of an access of flies: Filth attracts flies. Cleanli
ness may be considered, in a negative manner, as the chief deterrent
to the presence of flies.
It may be accepted as a maxim that : The presence of an undue
number of flies is indicative that food or filth is present somewhere
in the 'vicinity.
A marked reduction in the number of flies around a kitchen fol
lows the simple measure of cleaning the outside of garbage cans.
In the morning inspection of a dozen or more kitchens it is very
evident that the number of flies varies directly with the degree of
cleanliness of each place.
2. Screening: In a permanent camp the kitchens, mess halls, and
garbage cans should be screened. In a semipermanent camp screen
ing may be impractical, consequently we must depend upon cleanli
ness and insect-proof containers.
3. Leaking screens: Unless the screening of a building is main
tained in an efficient state, the use of screens are apt to do more
damage than good. I have seen persons living in quarters, enjoying
a false sense of security by the mere presence of screening, yet the
interior of the building was infested with more flies than it would
have been if the screens had been removed. Leaking screens
(especially cracks around the screen door) frequently convert the
building into a " huge flytrap "—flies are able to gain entrance into
the building through leaking screens but are unable to get out.
Screen doors should be made to open outward and should be in
direct sunlight, when practical.
During the malarial season in Quantico, Va.. a man designated as
the " screening inspector " was assigned to each organization. His
duty was to inspect screens at regular intervals and to repair faulty
screens. One of the places most apt to be overlooked is the space
between the bottom of the screen door and the floor, a defect which
may be remedied by using extra battens. Some of the other faults
to be looked for include torn screens, warped doors, improperly
closing of doors, broken door stops, etc.
4. Repellants: The use of essential oils as fly deterrents is un
satisfactory. Crude oil may be used around latrines to repel flies,

and coating the interior of latrines with lampblack serves the same

purpose.
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Destruction of adult flies.—1. Muscicides : Solutions of formalde
hyde 1 per cent (corresponding to 2.5 per cent of a 40 per cent
solution of formalin), or sodium salicylate 1 per cent will kill flies.
As flies usually drink in the early morning it is well to prepare the
above solutions the night before.
A bucket containing about 1 quart of gasoline may be passed under
flies at rest on the walls and ceilings of living quarters; the fumes
of the gasoline will stupefy them, causing the flies to drop into the
bucket.

Directions for using salicylate and formaldehyde solutions are
as follows : A glass tumbler nearly full of the solution selected to be
used is employed ; a piece of blotting paper is placed over this ; the
blotting paper is cut circular and somewhat larger than the tumbler;
a saucer is then placed over the blotting paper. The whole device
is now inverted and a small stick such as a match is inserted under
the edge of the glass to permit access of air. The blotting paper
will remain in the proper moist condition until the contents of the
glass tumbler have been used. A little sugar may be sprinkled upon
the paper, which may increase the attractiveness of the solution for
flies ; too much sugar must not be used.
2. Fly paper : Fly paper is very efficient for catching flies and is
prepared as follows: Heat powdered resin eight parts and castor
oil five parts (by weight) ; stir well while heating; the mixture should
not be brought to a boil. In hot weather the proportion of resin
should be increased. Sugar or honey may be added, but is not es
sential. The fluid is spread while hot over glazed paper. The
mixture may be painted upon iron hoops or wire strands. Wires so

painted will last for two or three days, when they should be cleaned
and recoated.

3. Flytraps: Flytraps consist of wire cones, glass-beL* traps, and
many other varieties.
Flytraps are constructed on the principle that flies are attracted by
the sense of smell through a dark opening in the bottom or at the
side of the trap ; after feeding they attempt to leave by flying toward
the light and thus into the trap.
Traps should be lifted a certain distance from the ground so as
to allow free access to the flies and should always be baited with

some attractive odorous substance. Molasses in water (molasses
1 part to 3 parts of water) or brown sugar (1 part of brown sugar to
4 parts of water) may be used as bait for flies. Both the above
solutions increase in attractiveness when fermented.
The Ober flytrap.'—" This flytrap is in no sense new in prin
ciple, since it is substantially identical with some of the commer-
■Quoted, by permission, from the lectures ol MaJ. M. C. Stayer, Medical Corps,
U. 8. Army, Army Medical Field Service School.
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cial forms. It is, however, in our judgment, by far the most readily
constructed of any of them and the method of construction is such
as to require practically no tools other than a saw and a hammer.
Two boards of equal width, best 11 or 12 inches, are laid off into
triangles. Each pair of triangles form the ends of a trap and these
ends are connected by three sticks of wood of any desired length.
The usual way is to cut them of such a length that the wire screen
ing that is available will just reach. If 36-inch screening is used

Fio. 24.—Fly trap designed by Lieut. B. F. Ober, M. O. R. C TJ. S. Army. From " Manual
for Medical Officers," by Moss and Woodbury. George Banta Publishing Co., Menasba,
Wis..

it may be cut in two and an 18-inch trap be thus made. A small
triangle is cut out of the base of each of the ends as shown in the
drawing. Beginning at the base, the netting is tacked onto the top
of this smaller triangle, then onto the outer side of the base and
around over the top of the trap and down to the starting point.
One of the smaller triangles is nailed back on again, after the wire
is tacked onto it. The other triangle is not nailed, but is held in
place by two small wood or iron buttons. At the angle formed
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by the apex of the small triangle small holes are made by pushing
a lead pencil through the screen at intervals of about 1 inch. A nail
or screw is placed at each corner of the base so as to raise the trap
a quarter or three-eighths inch off the ground. The bait is placed
under the trap and the fly, when it finishes feeding, crawls up
through the openings into the trap. Nothing can be simpler than
the construction of this little trap, it being far easier to build than
a box-shaped trap and requiring much less lumber. Its efSciency
is not different from any other trap of similar size.
" The ease of building is seen when it is stated that several
hundred of these were built with ordinary fatigue details in a very
few days at the Fort Riley laboratory. To remove the flies all that
is necessary to do is to turn the two buttons holding the loose tri
angle in place, to depress this latter slightly and, on raising the
other end of the trap, the flies slide right out, being directed to
the opening by the screen wire. It can be emptied in a very few
seconds with very much less trouble than any other trap which we
have seen."

Judging from the experiments conducted by one observer it would
appear that the efficiency of flytraps is largely dependent upon the
bait used in them. In these experiments 15 different kinds of bait
were used and a total of 45,000 flies were caught.
The following are the results of 7 of the 15 types of bait used: tho
results from the other 8 kinds of bait are omitted for sake of brevity :

Fermentation or putrefaction is almost an essential factor for a
good fly bait. Flytraps should be placed upon a white surface, as
a white surface is more attractive to flies than a dark one.
4. Fly swatting: Flies gaining access to kitchens and mess halls
should be killed by swatting with fly swatters. Fly swatters con
sist of a piece of wire mesh, leather or rubber, tacked to a long
handle. When rubber or leather is used it should be well per
forated. The free edges of the wire mesh may be covered with
leather if so desired.
Prevention of fly breeding. —Flies breed in horse manure, excreta,

decaying organic matter, etc. " One neglected stable may supply a
horde of flies for an entire district."

Kind of fly bait. Per cent of to
tal flies caught.

Fish head
Overripe bananas
Bran mixture
Canned salmon
,Molasses, water, and vinegar.
Sweet corn
Mashed cheese and molasses.

31.34
21.30
20. 72
14.00
1.00
.13
. 10
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Garbage should be kept in covered containers to prevent fly

breeding, and should be removed frequently, especially in warm

weather.
" The suppression of flies resolves itself simply into a matter of
cleanliness—organic cleanliness of the environment."
Grease traps must be kept covered and the surroundings kept clean
and dry or larvae will develop there.
The proper care of the picket line is a difficult problem. Daily
removal of the manure with cleaning of the picket line and burn
ing over the area are only partially effective measures in the pre
vention of fry breeding. The heat of burning over the surface
only penetrates from 1 to 2 inches of the ground and fails to kill
the developmental forms which may be several inches beneath the
surface. Digging up the picket line and saturating it with crude
oil and tamping it down is fairly satisfactory.
Mosquitoes. —The field measures undertaken to combat the activi
ties of the mosquito in the transmission of disease may be classified
as follows :
1. Medicinal prophylaxis.
2. Culicifuges or deterrents of mosquitoes.
-3. Personal protection, including,

(o) Screening.

(b) Sleeping nets.

(c) Head nets.

(d) Gloves, etc.
4. Mosquito destruction :

(a) Adult mosquito.
(b) Developmental or aquatic forms.
Chemicals:
Oiling.
Other larvicides.

Drainage.
Destruction by fish.

5. Proper location of camps (biological barriers).
1. Medicinal prophylaxis : It appears to be the generally accepted
opinion that the routine internal administration of quinine as a
prophylaxis against malaria is of questionable value, but that the
treatment of malarial earners with quinine is an important factor in
the prevention of this disease.
2. Culicifuges: Kerosene is extensively used in some of the tropical
countries as a repellant to mosquitoes, and some of the essential oils,
such as oil of citronella. have been used (one part of oil of citronella
to four parts of vaseline). These oils have little practical value in
the field, as their effect will not last through one night.
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Light shades of color, especially yellow, are repellant to anopheles
mosquitoes, dark shades are preferable, especially navy blue. The
stegomyia mosquito prefers a dotted white surface.
3. Personal protection : Screening of living quarters in permanent
camps may be utilized by using wire mesh having 1G meslies to the
inch for anopheles— 18 meshes to the inch must be used when screen
ing against stegomyia mosquitoes.
The female mosquito, which is nocturnal in its feeding, transmits
the malarial germ, consequently sleeping nets are our chief means of
reducing the possibility of the transmission of this disease to troops
on field duty. This article of equipment is supplied by the United
States Marine Corps to every individual of an expeditionary force.
If the circumstances warrant, all sentinels after sunset should wear
head nets and gloves.
4. Mosquito destruction: The adult mosquitoes may be killed by
fumigation—burning 2 pounds of sulphur for each 1,000 cubic feet
of space.
Mim's culicide consists of equal parts (by weight) of carbolic-acid
crystals and gum camphor. The acid is slowly melted and then

poured over the camphor, thus forming a clear volatile liquid. Vola
tilize 3 ounces of this mixture for every 1,000 cubic feet of space.
Mosquito traps and swatters are sometimes used for the destruc
tion of adult mosquitoes. Destruction of the wintering adults is said
to be very effective in reducing malaria.
5. Destruction of the mosquito in the developmental stages: Mos
quito-breeding areas may be controlled by oiling. Crude petroleum
is the oil usually selected. When the mosquito larvae, commonly
called the wiggletail, comes to the surface for air the oil clogs their
breathing apparatus and kills them by asphyxiation.
About one-half ounce of oil suffices for every square foot of water
surface under normal conditions, e. g., small areas where the wind
does not blow the oil aside. The application of this amount of oil
once a week is sufficiently frequent to destroy each crop of larva?.
It requires 10 or more days for the cycle— from the egg to the
adult mosquito.
There are several different methods for oil distribution upon water
surfaces.

The " knapsack sprayer " is a well-known means of oil distribu
tion, and is often utilized.
The " Panama dripper " consists of an oil can with a faucet near
the bottom which allows the oil to fall on the water, drop by drop
(usually at the rate of about 30 drops per minute), and furnishes
a means of continuous oiling of a running stream.
The " submersible oil bubbler " devised at Quantico, Va., acts simi
larly to the above, except that the device is completely submerged
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and the oil comes from below upward. The advantage of this method
is that the device is less apt to be interfered with by unauthorized
persons and the flow of oil tends to be more uniform and less affected
by a change of temperature. These cans were removed and refilled
once a week.

The " oil-soaked sawdust " method of petrolization (also originated
at Quant ico, Va.) affords a simple means of distributing oil over
mosquito-breeding areas. This method was worked out contempo
raneously and independently by the United States Public Health
Service. The oil-soaked sawdust is placed in a wire cage or in per
forated boxes which are partially embedded in running streams.
The cages were found to be effective without renewal of the oil
for a period of from two to three weeks.

■Manure

Fio. 25.— Larvae fly trap. The flies lay eggs In the pile of manure and the larva;, In an
attempt to And earth In which to pupate, burrow through the pile and fall through the
slats into a concrete basin of water.

Where there is dense surface vegetation, such as water lilies, the
oil-impregnated sawdust may be thrown at random among the vege
tation and floatage; each individual particle becomes a means of
slowly liberating oil. (Vide Military Surgeon, November, 1918, for
more complete details of the last two methods.)
The Panama larvicide consists of carbolic acid, rosin, and caustic
soda, combined in such a manner that the product has approxi
mately the same specific gravity as water. This larvicide has the
advantage over oiling inasmuch as it kills the larvae of one species,
Mansonia titilans, which does not come to the surface of the water,
but gets its air from the roots of water plants. One part of this
preparation to 5,000 parts of water will kill larva?.
Other chemicals, some of which are by-products in the manu-
fracture of gunpowder, have been employed as larvicides.
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6. Drainage and filling: Where the mosquito-breeding area is
below sea level and can not be drained, it may be flooded with salt
water to prevent breeding. In other undrainable areas deep canal
ization may be used to reduce the water surface to a minimum,

which may then be easly controlled by oiling.
At Quantico, Va., one of the swamps below high-tide level was
controlled by canalization, and by using a one-way floodgate which
permitted the egress of the water during low tide. Another similar
swamp was controlled by fish-bone drainage and the construction of

Fig. 26A.—Bbert's submersible automatic oil bubbler.

a dam with a sump at the junction of the central canal with the
river; the water of the swamp was exhausted by means of a gaso
line pump.
In draining an area as few drains as possible should be made.
They should have straight courses and clean-cut steeply sloping
sides and narrow bottoms. If necessary, laterals may be run into
the main ditch, so-called " fish-bone " drainage. The laterals should
join the main ditch at an acute angle in order to lessen the deposit
of dirt and debris. Frequent inspections and constant repair are
necessary for the proper maintenance of the drainage system.
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In a permanent camp subsoil drainage is preferable, the cost of
which is about 20 cents per foot.
Small swamps, marshes, etc., may be filled in with dirt, ashes,
refuse, etc
A comparatively small amount of stagnant water will furnish
sufficient breeding area to infest a small camp with mosquitoes.
All tin cans, broken bottles, and other receptacles which will
retain water should be immediately disposed of. A well-recognized
authority on mosquitoes informed the writer that he was unable to
locate the source of infestation of an isolated dwelling house until
he discovered a broken rubber ball containing water, the removal of
this breeding place was followed by a reduction in the number of
mosquitoes at this place.
Certain vegetation serves to harbor the adult mosquito and may
furnish breeding places after rainy weather. On one occasion the

Fio. 26B.—Method of petrollzatlon with oil-soaked sawdast devised by Lleat. E. C. Ebert,
M. C U. S. NaT*.

source of mosquito breeding proved to be a plant called " elephant
ear " ; mosquitoes appeared in swarms with the introduction and
disappeared shortly after the removal of this plant.
Certain species of fish have been successfully used in cisterns,
wells, and ponds to destroy the developmental forms of mosquito.
7. Proper location of a camp : A camp located about a mile from
mosquito-breeding areas is considered fairly safe from anopheles.
Le Prince has shown that anopheles occasionally will fly as far as a
mile from breeding places, and also that under certain conditions this
species tends to fly against the wind, which fact opens the technical

question whether the camp should be to the windward or leeward of
the breeding places. They are unable, however, to fly against a

strong wind.
In the selection of a camp site one should endeavor to avoid the
proximity of habitations, as these dwellings are apt to harbor mos
quitoes and also malaria carriers.

65456—23 5
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8. Biological barriers : It has been demonstrated that anopheles do
not travel far from breeding places if a food supply is close by, and
this fact is taken advantage of in the use of " biological barriers."
In Quantico, Va., there were undrainable—and otherwise uncon
trollable^—mosquito-breeding swamps to the north and to the south
of the cantonment. On inspection anopheles were found to be very
abundant in the stables to the northward of the camp, whereas the

adjacent part of the cantonment was comparatively free of anoph
eles when compared to the southern edge. Shortly after placing
a pigpen to the south there seemed to be a reduction in the number
of anopheles in the southern portion of the camp and large numbers
were found in the pigpen. The camp was protected from mosquitoes
by " biological barriers," so to speak, which tended to stay the flights
of mosquitoes in their search for food.
Hence it does not seem improbable that the use of animals as " bio
logical barriers " may be put to practical advantage by establishing
the corral and stables between the camp site and the mosquito-
breeding areas.

Lice.—Various methods are employed for delousing purposes.
N. C. I. powder, which is considered very efficient in the destruc
tion of lice, consists of the following: Naphthalene, 96 parts; creo
sote, 2 parts; iodoform, 2 parts.
This powder is dusted inside of wearing apparel, care being taken
to avoid the forks of trousers, as this preparation, if used too freely,
is an irritant to the perineal region and may cause a dermatitis.
After the use of this mixture the soldier should wrap himself up in
a blanket so as to retain the fumes which are generated.
Vermijelli is less irritating than the above mixture and is com
posed of the following ingredients : Crude mineral oil, 9 parts ; soft
soap, 5 parts; water, 1 part.
This preparation will kill adult lice, but has no effect upon the
eggs.

Clothing may be deloused by immersion in kerosene or gasoline.
Ironing of clothes will kill both the adults and the eggs; steam
heat will accomplish the same purpose. The "Serbian barrel" and
the "sack disinfector" are two simple methods of using steam heat
in the field.

The Serbian barrel disinfector consists of a removable barrel with
ii perforated bottom and a tightly fitting cover which is weighted
down with stones. The barrel is placed over a tank of boiling water;

the steam generated from the boiling water flows under pressure
into the barrel. The water must be kept boiling at all times while
this barrel is in use.
Clothes and other articles may be disinfected and disinfested by the
above means. The " sack " disinfector devised by Lieut. Col. P. S.
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Lelean, R. A. M. C, depends upon the principle that steam entering
the upper portion of the inverted bag displaces the air in its course
downward and produces an extra atmospheric pressure (about 15
pounds per square inch) which pressure in turn raises the tempera
ture of the interior of the sack to 107° C.
The sack disinfector is useful for disinfection and disinfestatiou.
For a detailed description of this device see United States Naval
Medical Bulletin for September, 1922.
Head lice : For the destruction of the head louse (Pediculm capi
tis) acetic acid (10 per cent solution) is applied. Equal parts of
kerosene and olive oil are sometimes employed in place of the acetic
acid solution. The hair should be combed with a fine-tooth comb.

Via. 27.—Serbian barrel, cross section. From " Sanitation In Wnr." hy V. 8. Lelean.
V. Blnkl.xton's Son and Co., Philadelphia.

Public lice: Methods for the destruction of this louse are well
known and will not be considered here.
Bedbugs : There are two species of bedbugs, namely, the Cimex Icc-
tiularhts and the Acanthia rotvndata. The Cimex lectularius is the
common bedbug found in northern climates, while the Acanthia ro-
tundata is found in tropical regions.
The eradication of this parasite, especially in tropical regions, is a
very difficult problem.
Fumigation with hydrocyanic-acid gas is effective in the extermina
tion of bedbugs, but is dangerous when performed by unskilled per
sons.
The blow torch is effective when applied to cracks of metal beds.
Kerosene, gasoline, and other chemical insecticides may lie poured

into crevices to exterminate this pest.
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In tho Canal Zone the cots were immersed in a solution of caustic
soda for a period of 15 minutes (strength of. the soda solution is
that which is usually employed in the washing of clothes). After
immersion they were washed in clear water and allowed to dry in
the sun. This method is said to kill both the adults and the eggs.
Cockroaches. —There are four domesticated species of this family,
namely, the Oriental, German, American, and Australian roach.
It is claimed that cockroaches may be caught by the use of a trap
which consists of a deep, smooth jar with a stick on the outside
serving as a runway leading to the mouth of the jar. Cockroaches
walking up this runway slip when they reach the top, thus falling
into the jar; sweetened meal and other foods are used as bait for
this trap.
Sodium fluoride blown in corners and crevices is a standard poison
for this pest. The roaches walk through this powder, some of
which adheres to their legs, and are killed by the sodium fluoride when
it gets into their mouths. (They clean themselves with their mouth.)
Another cockroach poison consists of: Dry plaster of Paris, 1
part; flour, 3 parts.
When using the above mixture a dish containing water should be
close by. The insect after feeding upon this preparation becomes
thirsty and seeks water, which sets the plaster of Paris and kills by
clogging the intestines.
Phosphorus forms the basis of some of the proprietary roach
powders. Arsenic is of little value as a poison for this insect.
Borax mixed with pulverized chocolate is an effective poison for
cockroaches.

Pyrethrum is extensively used as an insecticide for the extermina
tion of cockroaches and other insects.

AN OUTLINE OF SOME OF THE FUNCTIONS OF A BRIGADE MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT AND A SUGGESTED METHOD OF THE DISTRIBUTION
OF THE PERSONNEL AND THE MATERIAL IN COMBAT.

The medical personnel serving with an independent infantry bri
gade, United States Marine Corps, has been classified as follows :

(a) Attached medical troops (regimental and other medical de

tachments) .

(b) Medical battalion.
The attached medical troops of a brigade consists of: Medical
officers, 19; hospital corpsmen, 71.
The medical battalion, independent infantry brigade, United
States Marine Corps, is composed of :
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Officers.
Enlisted
men.

Battalion headiuarters. 4

■1

1

1

8

3
39

35

20Ambulance company
Hospital company. . .

Service company.
Sanitary company

55

Total 18 152

The material mentioned is based upon the items contained in the
proposed revision of the Field Supply Table, Medical Department,
United States Navy. In order to be able to interpret this outline, it
may be stated that the first nine items of the new Field Supply
Table, soon to be published, will probably consist of the following:
1. Equipment, individual, medical officer.
2. Equipment, individual, dental officer.
3. Equipment, individual, hospital corpsman.
4. Equipment, individual, dental assistant.
5. Battalion chest, medical.
6. Battalion chest, surgical.
7. Battalion case, battle dressings.
8. Crate, litters.
9. Case, blankets.

It is impracticable to define specifically the proper functions and
locations under varying field conditions—such as the character of the
terrain, length of the lines of communication, etc.—of the different
battle stations of the medical department; consequently the follow
ing remarks are intended as suggestions and must not be regarded
in any manner as mandatory.
As one naval medical officer so well expressed it :
" In the field the distribution of medical supplies, prompt evacua
tion, skillful first aid, shelter, food, and restoratives available early
for every fallen combatant are of infinitely more importance than
highly technical relief to difficult cases."
Company aid-— post.—
Personnel: 1 hospital corpsman as field dresser.
Equipment: Item 3 in "crisis expansion" with 6 dressings from
item 7.

Location: Front line with each combatant company.
Fractures : Immobilized with improvised splints.
Hemorrhage: Tourniquet, plugging, and bandage compression.
Shock : Allay fear ; give water from canteen.
Gas : Cyanotic type—phlebotomy.
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Evacuation : By litter bearer group from battalion dressing sta
tion.
Battalion dressing station. —

FRONT LINE.

Ho»p>t»l lUSh.ip

LE.6F-NO

Co.Aio-PosT

Itcrn3

EH Bn. Aio-3tatiOh
Equipment:
Itcrn* I to 9

UM*fc*r bo-g
nodical co.rt*
Provi»ioNt for

Ra.Dftu3iM Sta.
EouiPMtNTr
Somo ot Items I to o
and 24-
Lanterns
Buckets
ptarc-hlna kits
T»nt*gB

Km. 28.— Schematic representation of the activities of tbe medical department of a»
independent Infantry regiment in combat.

Personnel: Attached medical troops consisting of 2 medical offi
cers and 5 hospital corpsmen, with additional litter bearers detailed
from other sources.
Equipment : Items 1 to 9 inclusive. Lyster bag or 15 canteens
filled with water, lanterns, flags for dressing station, provision for
heating liquids, tent fly.
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Location: Depends upon the terrain and available shelter, usually
about 300 to 700 yards to the rear of the firing line.
Functions: Eecord patients, verify diagnosis tags. Apply or
readjust dressings and splints. Administer antitetanic serum. Ad
minister morphine hypodermatically when required.

rffONT LINt FRONT LINE.

Via. 29.—Schematic representation of a suggested method of the distribution of a brigade
medical department for combat and the means of the evacuation of the sick and
wounded and of the transportation of mpdical and surgical supplies to forward areas.

Shock: Sustain morale, give hot alkaline solution internally, rapid
evacuation.

Gas: Alkaline lavage.
Evacuation : By litter-bearer group from collecting station.
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Regimental medical headquarters —

Personnel: 1 regimental surgeon; 1 assistant regimental surgeon

(as a stand-by relief for the first casualty to medical officers) ; 5 hos
pital corpsmen as messengers to maintain contact with the battalion
surgeons, brigade surgeon, and other duties.

Equipment: As required.

t

Fio. 30.—Dressed litter, preliminary steps. Three blankets nsed. (Manual of Splints
and Appliances, Am. Red Cross, 1918.)

Location : Vicinity of the regimental headquarters.
Functions : Administration and tactical, little or no provision for
the treatment of the sick and wounded.
Note.—With a regiment operating independently this group
should bo equipped and should also function similar to a collecting
station, and possibly as an advance hospital station.
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Collecting station.—
Personnel : Sanitary company of the medical battalion,

(a) Collecting-station group.

(6) Litter-bearer group.

(c) Additional litter bearers as needed to be assigned from
other units for this duty.

Equipment : Items 1 to 9, inclusive, and items 14 and 17. Hospital
tent flys; lanterns; provision for heating water; Lyster bag, or 30
canteens filled with water; flags for station; buckets.

Fig. 31.—Dressed litter for transportation of wounded suffering from shock. Note four
layers of blankets over and under patient. (Manual of Splints and Appliances, Am.
Red Cross, 1018.)

Location: At or near the "normal drift" of the wounded; avoid
"sensitive points." Depends upon the terrain and available shelter,
usually about 300 to 1,200 yards to the rear of the battalion dress
ing stations.
Functions: Record patients, verify diagnosis tags, morphine and
antitetanic injections. Reapply dressings and splints and suture
minor wounds when indicated.
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Hemorrhage: Tourniquet or other compression. Rarely ligation.
Forci pressure.
Shock : Hot alkaline solution internally. Dressed litters (a litter
with 3 blankets). Sustain morale. Hot-water bottles or canteens
rilled with hot water. Improvise shock tables.
Gas: Alkaline solutions internally and externally.
Return malingerers and slightly wounded, fit for duty, to front
lines.

Evacuation: By litter bearers from the collecting station to the
ambulance head.

Ambulance company. —

Personnel : One or more platoons of the ambulance company u at
station " with the remaining elements to the rear in support.
Equipment: Each ambulance should be equipped with litters,

blankets, splints, etc., to be used for exchange purposes with forward
medical elements. Water.
Location : The " ambulance head " may be located forward or to
the rear of the collecting station. It marks the farthest point for
ward from which the ambulances may operate.
Functions : Evacuation of the wounded.

(a) Evacuation from the ambulance head to the advance hos
pital station.

(&) Evacuation from the advance hospital station to the sup
porting hospital stations in the rear.

Advance hospital station. —

Personnel : One or more platoons from the hospital company.
Equipment: Sufficient medical and surgical supplies are provided
in the Field Supply Table to permit the equipment of this hospital,
and the distribution of such equipment is left largely to judgment
of the responsible medical officer. As a suggestion items Nos. 1-24
and items Nos. 27-29, inclusive, with six or more tent units complete,
with the necessary mess gear, lanterns, buckets, flags, Lyster bags,
tools, rolling kitchen, etc.
Location: 1 to 5 or more miles to the rear of the collecting sta
tion. Function: Record and sort patients. Cleanse and redress
wounds. Emergency surgery to save life and to control serious
hemorrhage.
Gas: Separate from other patients. Give bath and a change of
clothes. Continue alkaline treatment. Pallid and cyanotic type
treated as indicated.

Shock: External heat. Intravenous injection. Shock tents.
Shock litters.
Hemorrhage: Ligation. Intravenous injection, hypodermoclysis,
and proctoclysis, rarely transfusion.
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Evacuation: Retain patients for 12 to 72 hours, or until fit for
evacuation to the rear, or to duty.
Rear hospital station.—
Personnel: One or more platoons of the hospital company.
Equipment: Sufficient medical and surgical supplies are provided
in the Field Supply Table for the equipment of this hospital sta
tion.
Location: Probably at the advance base of supplies.
Function: "Definitive treatment" of the sick and wounded.
Surgical procedures as indicated.
Hemorrhage : With HB over 25 per cent, use gum arabic in NaCl
solution intravenously, with HB less than 25 per cent transfuse.
Fractures: Permanent splints. (See Manual of Splints and Ap
pliances, United States Army.)
Evacuation: By hospital ship, of permanent and semipermanent
disabled.

SICK AND WOUNDED ESTIMATES.

Normal sick and injured.—The daily increment of the normal sick
and injured requiring hospitalization varies from 1.58 per thousand
in peace time to about 5 per thousand in the theater of operations,
which when applied to an independent Infantry brigade, United
States Marine Corps, of 3,887 men means that the brigade hospital
should expect about 6 to 19 new patients per day, depending upon
the circumstances.

CONSTANT DAILY NONEFFECTIVE RATE.

Clasp .

(<i) Sick in quarters, available for
light duty ;
(6) Unfit for duty, remaining with
organization (nbnavailable)
c) Requirinshospitalization (slight),
rf) Requiring hospitalization (se
vere)

Daily ad
missions
I per 1,000.

3
1.5

1. r,

Daily ad
missions
for a bri
gade of
13,887 men.

12

12

Day when
maximum
number is
reached.

Fourth .

A verage
j days sick.

Sixth
Fifteenth.

Fifty-first .

1

10

32

Total sick after fifty-first day: With organization, 84; in hospital, 252.
Note.— The above rates were estimated from figures taken from " Outline of Medi
cal Service of the Theatre of Operations." (Shockley.)
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TYPE AND NUMBER OF CASUALTIES WHICH MAY BE EXPECTED FROM
A MARINE CORPS BRIGADE OF 3,887 OFFICERS AND MEN.

CASUALTIES —OFFENSIVE WARFARE.

Table 1.

Open operations.

12 per cent killed
48 per cent walking wounded
40 per cent transportable:
20 per cent sitting wounded. .
12 per cent lying wounded...
8 per cent seriously wounded

Total casualties for 3 days.

First
day.

Second
dav.

37

160

62

37

24

310

28
112

46

27

20

233

Third
day.

19

74

31

18

13

155

Table t.

Trench operations.

20 per cent killed
40 per cent walking wounded
40 per cent transportable:
20 per cent sitting wounded . .
12 per cent lying wounded. . .
8 per cent seriously wounded

Total casualties for 3 days.

Table S.

First Second Third
day. day. day.

62 47 31

124 93 02

62 47 31

37 28 19

25 18 12

310 233 155

ARFARE.

First Second Third
day. day. day.

28 19 9

112 74 37

46 31 If
27 18 9

20 13 6

233 155 77

Open operations.

20 per cent killed
40 per cent walking wounded
40 per cent transportable:
20 per cent sitting wounded . .
12 per cent lying wounded . . .
8 per cent seriously wounded

Total casualties for 3 days.
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CASUALTIES —DEFEN8IVB WARFARE Continued.

Table 4.

Trench operations.

20 per cent killed
40 per cent walking wounded
40 per cent transportable:
20 per cent sitting wounded
12 per cent lying wounded
8 per cent seriously wounded

Total casualties for 3 days

First Second Third
day. day. day.

47 31 15

93 62 31

47 31 15

28 19 10

18 12 6

233 155 77

The above tables were estimated for a brigade of 3,887 men,
assuming arbitrary percentages of 8, 6, and 4 per cent loss for
offensive warfare on the first, second, and third days, respectively,
and 6, 4, and 2 per cent loss for defensive warfare.
These tables give a general idea of the total number and type of
casualties to be expected.

I

ESTIMATE OP THE SITUATION AND FORMATION OF ORDERS.

Introduction. —Before taking up the consideration of the main
topics of this discussion perhaps it would be advisable to briefly con
sider an outline of the development of the medico-military profes
sion. This should serve to give a broader viewpoint of some of the
reasons why medical officers should be conversant with the funda
mental principles of military art and science.
According to history of early military organization there was
little or no attempt to organize a distinct medical department. The
chieftain usually assumed the functions of the treatment of the
wounded, or else the wounded were deserted upon the battlefield.
Later the Romans developed a separate medical department, em
ploying Greek physicians, upon whom Julius Csesar conferred the
rights of Roman citizenship.
It appears that the medico-military profession of ancient times
reached its highest point of development during the reign of
Hadrian, 117-138 A. D. A naval medical officer was assigned
to each trireme and received double pay on account of the hazardous
duty.
The medical officers of the Roman army at this time were per
mitted to wear the uniform of the Legionaires and were equipped
with a surgical kit.
With the decline of the military power of Rome, the prestige of
the medico-military profession suffered accordingly, and the separa
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tion of the medico-military profession from the combatant services
became more marked.

In the Middle Ages each feudal lord was attended by a private
civilian physician, and the surgeons, in addition to their other
duties, served as barbers.

In the seventeenth century surgeons of European armies were again
permitted to wear a military uniform.
The surgeons of the United States Army were given the right to
wear swords in 1839, and in 1847 military rank was secured for these
officers.

The recent developments of a more intimate relationship between
the Medical Corps and other branches of the military service are a

matter of common knowledge.
It will be seen that the medical profession has at some periods
been—and at other periods has not been—an integral part in the
development of the modern military machine, also that the recent
trend is more and more toward the militarization of the medical

department.
If the Medical Corps is to maintain the status quo of being an in
dispensable component of a military organization it appears not
only of interest, but likewise profitable and necessary, that we de
vote some time in acquiring a knowledge of the fundamentals of
military science—at least to " be able to speak the language of a line
officer."

The numerous demands upon the physician to-day to keep abreast
of a rapidly developing profession permits little time and oppor
tunity to delve into other domains. But we should remember, as
medical officers of a military organization, that we have a medical
specialty all our own (medico-military medicine may be considered
as constituting a separate and distinct entity of the medical pro

fession) and that a superficial knowledge of tactics and strategy and
allied subjects is perhaps an essential part of military medicine.
To quote a medical officer of the Navy, "We have not yet attained
to the comprehensive grasp of the requirements or possibilities of

military medicine."
Estimate of the situation.—The estimate of the situation as now
taught in service schools may be defined as a methodical and system
atized course of reasoning, adhering to the sequence of a prescribed
form, which logical process starts with a clear conception of what
is desired to be accomplished —the " mission," and terminates with a
positive and definite recognition of the most suitable plan of action
open to us, the "decision." The information for estimating the
situation is obtained from reconnaissance, orders, or other sources.
For the purpose of comparison, the " prescribed forms " as taught
in two of the service schools are gi ven below. The variation between
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these two forms appears to be due to the fact that one form is
adaptable to naval warfare and the other to land warfare—memorize
the latter form.

ESTIMATE OF THE SITUATION.

As taught in the Maval War College, Newport. ^ teught ln onc of thc Amy gcrvlce school,

1. Mission. , 1. Thc mission.
2. Enemy forces; their strength, dispoai- 2. The enemy.
tion, and probable intentions,

3. Our own forces; their strength, dis- 3. Our own forces.
position, and courses of action open j
tous.

4. Decision: Major decision (forms para- . 4. Special conditions influencing opera-
graph 2 of operation order); minor

' tions.
decisions (forms paragraph 3 of
operation order).

5. Character of the terrain.
6. Consideration of the different methods
by which your mission may be ac
complished.

7. Weather conditions as influencing your
decision.

8. Your decision (forms paragraph 2
of field order).

9. Plan of action by which you propose
to make your decision effective
(forms paragraph 3 of field order).

A close study of the above outline will show that the estimate of
£he situation is an analysis, expressed in technical language, of the
mental processes which the mind of every individual performs when
confronted with special situations or certain problems to be solved.

Undoubtedly an experienced officer will instructively make a cor
rect mental estimate of the situation, without stopping to consider
an outline of a standard form of reasoning.
The prescribed outline to be followed is worked out and taught
to students for twofold reasons— first, to establish a uniform system
of thinking for a superior and his subordinates, and, secondly, to
train the inexperienced to follow a definite outline so that it mini
mizes the possibility of his omitting from consideration any of the
essential factors. This tends to prevent an illogical conclusion, due
to an incomplete consideration of all influencing factors.
In war there is a constant flow of missions from superiors to sub
ordinates. The decision of the superior is passed to the subordinate
in the form of an order and the decision of the superior becomes the
mission of the subordinate.
Thus the mission of the Commander in Chief of thc Army and Navy
may be to " win the war "; one of his decisions may be to " gain con
trol of the seas," and his decision, as passed along, becomes the
mission of the commander in chief of the United States fleet, who
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in turn makes a now estimate of the situation, and so on; each de
cision is placed in an order and is transformed into a mission as the
responsibility passes downward.
One of the decisions of the fleet commander may be to capture and
establish a naval base at X. The fleet commander places this de
cision in the form of an order to certain divisions, .which order
transforms his decision into a mission for certain portions of the
fleet.

Some points to be considered by the medical officer in the field when
estimating the situation (abstracted from a course of lectures of an
Army field service school).—

1. Mission : The mission of a medical department is usually clearly
defined.

The collection, evacuation, and hospitalization of the sick and
wounded may be our mission.
Consider the question of medical supplies.
Does the element of time change or affect our mission?
What is the mission of our combatant forces?
What is the probable mission of the enemy ?
What effect will the success, partial success, or failure of the mis
sion of the combatant troops have on our mission?
2. The enemy : Consider his strength and type of combatant
forces.

Would it be possible to employ his supplies and equipment for our
own use in case of capture ?
What are the probable intentions of the enemy?
How does his position affect our evacuation of casualties?
The training, organization, and morale of the enemy.
3. Our own forces: Strength and composition.
Consider our position as it affects casualties, also the routes of
evacuation and sites for medical battle stations.
Consider the supporting troops and plan upon casualties in the
reinforcements.

4. Special considerations influencing operations: Tabulate the
favorable and the unfavorable factors and compare them.
Note all roads and routes of evacuation; are they protected from
the view of the enemy?
5. Character of the terrain : Consider shelter for front-line sta
tions.

Whether to use motor or animal drawn ambulances.

Fordable streams.
6. Consideration of the different methods by which the mission
may be accomplished : Consider the relative importance and value of
each method.
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Which method is best under certain conditions?
7. Weather conditions as influencing your decision : Conditions of
the roads.

How will a rain or snow affect our decision?
In case a rain makes a fordable stream impassable for ambulances,
what other routes to follow?
8. Decision : The probable number of our own casualties.
The probable number of the enemy casualties which will require
medical attention.
Decision as to the probable duration of action.
Number and disposition of the medical units of the command.
Number of medical units to be held in reserve.
The possibility of obtaining other medical units.
Definitely decide the routes of evacuation.
The use of prisoners as litter bearers.
The quantity of medical supplies needed at the front.
The best method of distribution of medical supplies.
9. Plans of action by which you propose to make your decision
effective : Allow for a reserve of medical units.
Do not establish battle stations too soon.
Be sure to Gover both flanks with medical troops.
Be sure to cover the space between organizations in making out
the scheme of the collection of wounded.
Place stations near " normal drift " of the wounded and avoid
sensitive points, e. g., points likely to be shelled by the enemy, such
as mountain defiles, bridgeheads, roads, junctions, railheads, etc.
Formulation of orders.—The estimate of the situation and the
formulation of orders are interdependent.
In the estimate of the situation the student is taught to follow
a standard form, which serves as a guide to prevent the omission of
any important points.
In the formulation of orders there is likewise a standard form to
follow, each paragraph of a field order is supposed to contain a
certain type of information or instruction.
" Orders " must not be confused with " commands."
A command is an " injunction to perform a certain act, or to exe
cute an assigned task in a definite way." It allows the recipient
little or no latitude of movement to exercise his initiative or to fol
low his own judgment.
A command is properly used in the place of an order only (a)
when the superior in command has valid reasons for not imparting
the necessary information in an order to his subordinate, or (&)
when the superior officer has some reasons to doubt the professional
ability and discretion of his subordinate.

65456—23 6
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An order is an " injunction to perform a certain task " and permits
the recipient to use his own judgment, discretion, and professional
skill—to a greater or less extent—regarding the manner of execu
tion of the order.
Consequently field orders contain certain information, in para
graphs 1 and 2, which will enable the subordinate to estimate the
situation and work out the details of his plan of action.
The subordinate upon the receipt of this order estimates the situ
ation and then issues corresponding orders to his subordinates.
The following are some types of orders :
The corresponding type of naval order is given, but in order to
prevent any confusion it is better to disregard the naval forms and
to consider only the land type of warfare in these lectures.

Naval designation,
j
Army orders. Description.

Letters of instruc
tion.

Letters of instruc
tion.

Usually comprehensive in scope and for gen
eral guidance in situations which will
remain unchanged for some time.

Operation orders
(strategy).

Field orders Contains plans of action, decisions of higher
authorities, and details for combatant and
auxiliary forces.

Battle orders (tac
tical).

Administra-
tive orders

For administrative details, used only by
divisions or higher commands. Smaller
units use paragraph 4 of field orders for
administrative details.

•

The following is the construction of a field order. (Vide
" Formu

lation of sanitary orders.")
Heading :

Organization.
Place.
Date.

Hour of issue.
Map of references.

Body:
Paragraph 1, " Information." Contains information about
the enemy and our own troops. Paragraph 2, " General
plan." Contains " decisions " of the commander and what
he purposes to do. Paragraph 3, " Details of the general
plan." Contains information relative to the manner in
which the commander intends to make his decision effective.
Covers the tactical disposition of troops, and usually
contains several subparagraphs, which are lettered serially.
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Body—Continued.
Paragraph 4, " Logistics." This paragraph refers to the
disposition of trains, noncombatant troops, evacuation, hos
pitalization of casualties, supply and ammunition dumps,
etc.

Paragraph 5, " Communications." Contains information con

cerning the whereabouts of the commander and how mes
sages may reach him.

Ending :
Signature.
Authentication.
Distribution.

The structure of every combat field order is identical to the above
outline. In case there is nothing to insert under one of the headings,
the paragraph is numbered and followed by dashes, or else the words
" No change " or " No further news " are used.
Field orders to medical units will be issued by :

(a) General staff officers, signing the commanding officer's
name by direction.

(6) Medical officer after approval by G-4.

(c) Or direct by the medical officer when authorized to do so.
Information of medical nature is sometimes issued by as an

annex to an administrative order. In this case the responsible sur
geon should prepare this matter in the form of a memorandum and
submit the same to Thus a sanitary order may be issued as:
Plan of sanitation, Annex No. 2 to administrative order No. 10. In
smaller units the sanitary order is issued as a separate field order.
The following order is a plan of evacuation translated into a field
order of a medical regiment (a medical regiment, United States
Army, corresponds with a medical battalion, United States Marine
Corps).
This order is taken from "An Outline of the Medical Service in
♦he Theater of Operations," by Lieut. Col. M. A. Shockley.
As an aid to the study of field orders it would be advisable for the
students to use their maps of the area covered by this order, and to
plot the disposition of the medical units upon the maps.
See also United States Naval Medical Bulletin, volume 18, No. 1,

pages 31 to 39.
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FLAN OF EVACUATION TRANSLATED INTO FIELD ORDER OF MEDI
CAL REGIMENT.

Field Orders, 1st Med. Regt.,
No. 30. Fairfield, Pa., 2 June, '20—W noon.

Maps : Topographical map, Gettysburg- Antietam, 1 : 633600. Gettys
burg-Antietam, 1 : 21120, Gettysburg-Knoxlyn, Fairfield
sheets.

1. The enemy, consisting of one corps of three divisions, is en
trenching on the line Culps Hill-Cemetery Hill-Round Top. He
had no other troops within supporting distance.
Our entire I Corps is now east of the Blue Ridge.
The 1st Division will attack the enemy position with the I Corps
at H hour.
Position components I Corps: Cavalry right and left flanks, 3d
Division, reserve, concealed position vicinity Green Mount. 1st and
2d Divisions on the line right to left.
Corps medical regiment crossroads 630. 1st surgical hospital vi

cinity Fairfield.
1st Division :
Line of departure: Hill 547 (348.6-744.2)—hill 561 (349.0-
745.4)—hill 587 (348.3-746.4)—hill 584 (348.6-747.2).
South boundary : Crossroads, NE. of Fairfield—crossroads
604 (339.3-743.6)—Diehls Mill—McGreary S. H. cross
roads 540 (350.3-743.3), all inclusive.
North boundary: Crossroads 630 (337.2-748.2), exclusive-
crossroads 688 (339.9-744.1), exclusive—crossroads 558

(341.7-747.6), exclusive—J. Smith, inclusive— hill 592
(350.1-746.5), inclusive—Geo. Spangler, inclusive.
West boundary: Corps lateral road, road 616-598-630-679-
Orrtanna.
Interior brigade boundary: North boundary, 1st Brigade—

crossroads 613-705-659 (342.7-745.7)—Vincent Spur (349.6-
754.0)—Diener farm (350.5-744.3), all exclusive.

Dispositions:
1st Brigade, right; 2d Brigade, left; regiments abreast.
1st FA., J. Biesecker; 2d FA., house 600 yards E. of Pitzer
S. H.
1st Eng., McGreary S. H.; division reserve, woods N. of
Pitzer S. H.

2. This regiment will cover the medical service of the 1st Division
in the attack.
3. (a) (1) Sn. Bn. vicinity of house 300 yards SE. of H. E. Boyd's
at H minus 5 hours to cover collection of the 1st Division by two
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companies active and one in division reserve. Moves with ambulance
battalion.

(2) Two collecting stations—one vicinity Willoughby Run, west
of J. Biesecker farm, at H minus 4 hours ; one vicinity Pitzer S. H.
at H minus 4 hours.
(6) Amb. Bn. vicinity of house 300 yards SE. of H. E. Boyd's at

•H minus 5 hours. Cover collection 1st Division by two companies
active and one company division reserve. Route via RJ 613-590-
583-705-609-059 between H minus 6£ and H minus 5 hours.
(c) Hosp. Bn. to vicinity crossroads 583 at H minus 4 hours to
cover hospitalization 1st Division by two companies active and one
company in division reserve. Route: Fairfield—RJ585-RJ590 —

RJ583 between H minus 4£ and H minus 4 hours.
(d) Veterinary company to vicinity crossroads 731 at H minus
4 hours, to cover collection animal casualties. Moves with ambulance
battalion.
4. (a) Service company vicinity crossroads 583 at H minus 4
hours. Moves with hospital battalion. Corps supply park cross
roads 630.

(&) Ambulance routes: To 1st Brig., Miedley Crossroads—568-
McGreary SH-Trastle— J. Biesecker; to 2d Brig., 705-609-532-Pit-
zer S. H.

(o) All walkers to advance sorting station Miedley Crossroads (1
mile SW. hill 766).
(d) Routine classification.
(e) Evacuation by corps.
5. Headquarters medical regiment and division surgeon's office,
crossroads 583.
Official :

X. M.
Asst. C. of S. Ok. Colonel, Medical Corps, Commanding.

Distribution : copies.

C of S 1

Gl 1

G2 1

G3 1

Gil 1

Corps Surg 1

Reg. hq 3

C O Bus., each 4

C O Veterinary Co 1

C O Service Co 1





NOTES AND COMMENTS.

THE CLINICAL APPLICATION OF INSULIN.

In a paper on insulin in the treatment of diabetes which appeared
in Southwestern Medicine of September, 1923, Dr. Frederick M.
Allen included the following remarks on the practical clinical appli
cation of this newly discovered remedy in combination with diet :
" The treatment of diabetes began with the restriction of carbohy
drate alone by Eollo at the close of the eighteenth century. About
the middle of the nineteenth century Bouchardat and others re
stricted protein as a source of glucose production in the body.
Finally, in recent years, it was established that fat and all other
sources of energy in the diet increase the strain upon the pancreatic
function. The introduction of undernutrition, or limitation of the
total calories and body weight in proportion to the severity of the
diabetes, resulted in control of a large class of diabetic cases which
had never been made symptom-free under former treatment. The
early procedure of absolute fasting was long ago abandoned in favor
of an extremely low initial diet composed chiefly of protein and
carbohydrate. As the weight falls the tolerance rises, and advantage
has been taken of this principle to build up gradually the diet which
is best suited to the tolerance in each individual case. It has been
possible thus to keep the great majority of patients in reasonably
good health. Those with the severest grades of diabetes have had to
live as emaciated invalids. Nevertheless, even they have been more
comfortable than on diets which permit active symptoms, and in
my opinion it has been demonstrated that the progressiveness of
diabetic cases in general can be actually halted by sufficiently strict
care in avoiding functional overstrain. I believe Chat the recent
tendency to a return to high fat diets has represented a distinct step
backward. It has never been possible to strengthen or fatten the
patients of the worst type with such diets, and the fundamental
principle is wrong in that it ignores the slow but powerful influence
of fat upon the diabetic tolerance.
" From the foregoing, it is evident that insulin treatment means
an attempt to raise the diabetic food tolerance by use of a pancreatic
extract. Several corollaries are at once evident. First, the treat
ment can not be a cure, because an extract can not accomplish the

repair of the patient's damaged pancreas. The benefit, therefore,
can continue only so long as the treatment is continued. Second,

815
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there is the disadvantage that insulin must be given by subcutaneous
injection (or intravenously if specially rapid action is desired).
Most hormones obey this rule. Thyroid stands as an exception, and
insulin resembles adrenalin and pituitrin in being practically inert
when given by mouth or by rectum, because it can not penetrate a
mucous membrane, or is too quickly destroyed, or for both reasons.
Third, there is another resemblance in the fact that the action of
insulin is powerful but brief. Depending on the size of the dose
and other factors, the effect is probably maximum in two to four
hours and passes off more or less completely within five to ten hours.
The doses therefore must be frequent in order to maintain a uniform
action. Fourth, there can be no general rule of dosage, but the
requirements must be determined by individual study in each case.
It is obvious that severe cases must require higher dosage than mild
cases, and that high diets must demand higher dosage than low
diets. Fifth, the management involves a constant steering between
Scylla and Charybdis. If the dosage is too low, the diabetic symp
toms will not be controlled ; and if it is too high, hypoglycemia may
prove serious or possibly fatal. It should be immediately added,
however, that with reasonable care all these difficulties can be over
come, and the insulin treatment is both feasible and in the highest
degree beneficial.
" As a guiding principle in insulin treatment, just as in treatment
by diet alone, we require that glycosuria be kept absent at all times
of day and the blood sugar as nearly normal as possible. Some
slight degree of hyperglycemia must be permitted in most cases
which are severe enough to demand high insulin dosage, because an

attempt to maintain a continuously normal level would involve too
great danger to hypoglycemia. Some practitioners, including a few
specialists, have attempted an easier program by permitting patients
to have at least a slight glycosuria every day. The claim is that by
this means the danger of hypoglycemia is more easily avoided, and
that patients can gain weight, look well, and feel well over long pe
riods in this way. The criticism can be made, however, that this plan
accomplishes merely the conversion of a severe into a mild form of
diabetes. The marked excess of sugar in the urine and blood is cer
tainly unphysiological, and sooner or later deleterious effects are to
be feared from such an abnormality. The injury may conceivably
take the form of the well-known impairment of the patient's own
tolerance, or particularly, the so-called complications of diabetes are
to be dreaded. The incidence of such troubles as cataract, retinitis,
carbuncle, and other infections, arteriosclerosis and gangrene has
actually been highest in mild neglected cases heretofore, and there
seems to be no theoretical reason why these patients receiving in
adequate insulin dosage should not be subject to them. Furthermore.
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there is abundant proof in the experience of many practitioners
that it is feasible and safe to keep any trustworthy diabetic patient
symptom-free with insulin treatment, and therefore to permit gly
cosuria seems to be taking an unjustifiable risk.
"Two extreme plans are possible in beginning treatment. One
is to begin with the usual sharp reduction of diet, so as to clear
up symptoms with the minimum demand for insulin, and then
gradually to increase the diet and dosage to the limits considered
best. The opposite plan may be to give a theoretically ideal diet
from the outset, and undertake to supply enough insulin for its
assimilation. Similar extremes are open in beginning the use of
insulin. It may be begun with minimal doses, perhaps of only 1
or 2 units, and increased slowly so that glycosuria is abolished only
after a number of days, or large doses may be given abruptly to
clear up all sugar within 24 hours, with dependence upon glucose
administration to avert any danger of hypoglycemia. Different
physicians will doubtless use different methods perhaps with equally
good results. It is impossible to hurry beyond a given rate with any
plan because the patient's tolerance usually changes with treatment
up to a certain point. We ordinarily find institutional treatment
of two or three weeks to be desirable in average cases for thorough
control together with thorough instruction. In this institute (the
Physiatric Institute, Morristown, N. J.) we generally follow a
course intermediate between the two extremes mentioned. If in
sulin seems to be required at all, we begin with moderate dosage of
perhaps 6 to 20 units per day, according to the estimated severity of
the case, and increase as indicated by experience. The first diet
generally consists of moderate quantities of protein and carbo
hydrate, perhaps 40 to 60 grams each, while fat is limited to a mini
mum as a precaution against acidosis and also as a means of aiding
the tolerance for carbohydrate and protein. The details of the ini
tial treatment are far less important for success than the planning
of the permanent program and the patient's instruction in carrying
it out.
"The frequency of injections must also be guided by individual
needs. The ideal administration would imitate the action of the
normal pancreas, providing a continuous supply of hormone with
increases at times of special need. In practice, insulin injections
are given before meals, which create the largest demand for the
hormone, and dependence is usually placed upon the patient's own

pancreas for bridging over the intervals. We find that divided
doses increase the effectiveness, and therefore we never give less than
two injections per day, i. e., before breakfast and supper. In more
severe cases, requiring larger total dosage, three injections, one be

fore each meal, ordinarily suffice. In rare cases with scarcely any
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remaining pancreatic function, it has been necessary to give a fourth
dose about midnight in order to maintain a fairly uniform curve
of blood sugar. The general tendency under the treatment described
is toward morning hyperglycemia and evening hypoglycemia; and
in the rare cases of extreme severity there are difficulties with either
hypoglycemic collapse in the evening or glycosuria in the early
morning, unless the extra dose is given during the night. To some
extent, irregularities can be balanced by making either the meals
or the insulin doses larger or smaller at different times of day. The
total diet and total insulin dosage are, however, the chief determin
ing factors. We have found no serious inconveniences with the
method described, even among laboring people, and practically with
out exception the patients or members of their families have accus
tomed themselves to giving the injections with ease and safety.
" Hypoglycemia, as already mentioned, is recognizable not only by
blood analyses but also by characteristic symptoms. In the first
stage there may be abnormal hunger, nervousness, or weakness. A
sensation of trembling, whether actual tremor is visible or not, is
usually experienced. Increasing weakness, mental excitement or con
fusion, profuse perspiration, and finally loss of consciousness ensue,
but convulsions are rare. All thoroughly treated patients become
acquainted with these symptoms through their own experience or
through witnessing them in others and learn to safeguard them
selves either by reducing or omitting the next dose of insulin or by
taking the antidote in the form of some easily assimilable carbo
hydrate. Any sugar will serve; a glass of orange juice or a few
pieces of candy are used by some; and we ordinarily advise our
patients to carry an ounce package of powdered glucose. If there
is inability to swallow or actual unconsciousness an intravenous
injection of an ounce or less of glucose usually revives almost
instantly and a subcutaneous injection somewhat more slowly. In
urgent haste a clean filtered glucose solution may be given intrave

nously without sterilizing. An intramuscular injection of 1 cc of
1 : 1,000 adrenalin solution is used by some as an emergency measure,

but we have preferred to have glucose constantly in readiness.
" The basic principles of diet treatment are not altered by insulin.
The need for accuracy is

, if anything, even greater than before,
because the opposing dangers of glycosuria and hypoglycemia can

scarcely be avoided except by weighed diets. Only the extreme priva
tions of the past are avoided. We aim to give every child enough
food to grow and develop normally, and every adult .enough food

to carry on his regular labor while remaining at least 5 or 10 pound?
below the standard normal weight for his height. The patients who
can attain these ideals without insulin are the ones who do not need
insulin."
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VACCINES AND THE X KAY IN THE TREATMENT OF WHOOPING COUGH.

An extensive epidemic of whooping cough which occurred in
Worcester, Mass., in February, 1919, afforded Dr. William W.
McKibben, of that city, an excellent opportunity to test out the value
of vaccines in the treatment of that disease. The results of his obser
vations are recorded in an excellent paper which appeared in the
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal of September 6, 1923.
Many writers, as the result of effects obtained in whooping-cough
clinics, asylums, and private practice, are convinced that the routine

administration of pertussis vaccine is of value for both curative and
prophylactic purposes. E. J. Huenckens (Amer. Jour. Dis. Chil
dren, Oct., 1917) treated a number of healthy children with pertussis
vaccine to study its effect on antibody formation, which he deter
mined by means of the complement-fixation test. He concluded that
it was possible to immunize children against pertussis if sufficiently
large doses of freshly prepared vaccines are used.
The vaccines at first used were plain vaccines prepared from the

Bordet-Gengou bacillus. As time brought more experience, mixed
vaccines were used. The combined vaccines containing B. pertussis
and influenzae, streptococci, pneumococci, staphylococci (aureus and
albus), and micrococci catarrhalis were found useful in those cases
with complications, those of long duration or the small number of
cases which resisted the plain vaccine.
Serologic tests have been conducted by Luigi Auricchio, of Home
(Policlinico, Jan., 1923), with a view to determining experimentally
the immunizing properties of the patient's serum after vaccination.
Search for specific antibodies was made before, during, and after
vaccination, both by complement-fixation tests and agglutination
reactions. These investigations showed that vaccinations were uni
formly followed by the formation of specific antibodies and eleva
tion of the opsonic index. The agglutinating properties of the pe
ripheral blood serum became noticeable, on the average, 6 to 8 days
following the first vaccine injection, reached their maximum 10 to
20 days following the last injection, and remained at this level for
about a month, after which they began to diminish. The limits of
agglutination reached were not very wide; for the most part they
were from 1 : 50 to 1 : 100.

Much more sensitive, although appearing relatively later, were the
complement-fixation tests. There was obtained uniformly a gradual
inhibition of hemolysis, at first barely noticeable, between the tenth
and fifteenth days following the first vaccine administration, but
reaching its maximum intensity soon thereafter and maintaining
itself at such point during the entire duration of the experiment.
Opsonic index observations showed in each instance early and
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marked increase in phagocytic properties, reaching its maximum
between the tenth and twentieth days following the first injection.
For prophylactic treatment Auricchio used a fresh vaccine prepared
every 10 or 12 days from four different strains of Bordet-Gengou
bacilli, 20 billion per c. c. Children under 5 years received three

prophylactic intramuscular injections on alternate days, 4 billion in
the first and 6 billion in the second and third injections ; 38 children
out of 40 exposed to the disease escaped.
The vaccine used by Doctor McKibben contained 4 billion bacilli
representing the four strains of the Bordet-Gengou organism, or 5
billion of the mixed bacteria to each c. c. Injections were mad«>
deeply into the gluteus maximus muscle and caused little or no
reaction except in the case of the mixed vaccine.
For prophylaxis he treats infants the first day with one-half bil
lion, the third day with 1 billion, and the fifth day with 2 billion.
Children require twice this dosage. Immunization is not established
until from 10 days to 3 weeks.
McKibben points out that the contradictory results reported by
various observers have been due principally to three reasons: First,
there are apparently four different strains of the Bordet-Gengou
bacillus which, if possible, should be included in every vaccine ; sec
ondly, that small doses have been used because of an unwarranted
fear of a reaction ; and, third, the vaccine was not freshly made.
The initial therapeutic dose used by McKibben for children was

1 billion, in two days 2 billion were given, and in another two days
4 billion. The fourth and often the last dose was 5 or 6 billion,

repeated once or twice at two or three day intervals, if necessary.
Infants, except very weak ones, were given just half the above dose.
As experience showed no injurious effects from large doses, the fifth
and sixth dose, if it were necessary, reached even 8 or 10 billion in
older children.
The therapeutic use of fresh vaccines in this manner promises
three things : First, that the number and severity of the paroxysms
ordinarily steadily decrease after the third or fourth injection; sec
ond, that the ultimate duration of the disease is reduced from two or
three months to three or four weeks, with a lessening of the severity
of the symptoms ; third, that the chances of dangerous complications
are diminished. These results are due to the vaccine alone, as it was
not administered in conjunction with any other remedy, such as the
favorite antipyrine mixture.
Henry I. Bowditch and Ealph D. Leonard (Boston Med. and
Surg. Jour., March 8, 1923) make a preliminary report of 26 cases
treated by the X ray ; the patients, from 3 months to 43 years, were
in all stages of active pertussis (1-10 weeks). Each patient received
three or four applications of the rays at two or three day intervals.
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the dosage according to age, but well under an erythema dose. Many
of the patients had not been observed sufficiently long for final result,
but definite improvement resulted, which can not be accounted for by
mere accident. No rational explanation of action was offered. A
small percentage could be classed as prompt cures, as the spasms
and whoops entirely disappeared after two or three applications.
The majority of the patients, perhaps 70 per cent, were relieved;
10-15 per cent were apparently not relieved. The authors believe
that the X rays may be of more value than any other form of therapy,
including serum, but further careful scientific study of such cases
is needed.
In a discussion of Doctor McKibben's paper, at a meeting of the
Massachusetts Medical Society, Dr. Henry I. Bowditch, of Boston,
said :
" The Boston Floating Hospital staff have had a chance to put to
a real test the X-ray treatment of that disease. They now naturally
wish to speak a little, but will later go further into deeper reports.
"We had approximately 350 cases, from four weeks on. We
treated with the X ray at intervals. The first exposure (the first
day that the patient appeared) was given after physical examination,
and an X-ray plate was taken for future work. The second treat
ment was given on the third day, or 48 hours after the first treat
ment; the third treatment on the fifth day, still 48 hours after the
second treatment. If no further treatment was necessary, or desired,
our treatment stopped. When more treatment was desired we
allowed seven days to go; that is, 12 days from the beginning, and
then followed it up with the fifth or last exposure on the fourteenth
day.
" Exposure was taken as follows : We changed each time from an
terior to posterior aspect of the chest, clothes on, so that there was
no thermal danger, and the ray tube was 26 inches away. We used
filter A and then gave 12 to 16 milliamperes from three to four
minutes. Shorter treatments were given for children under eight
months.
" Our results in the majority of cases were as follows : Eight hours
following exposure the cough became softer and less frequent, vomit
ing stopped, convulsions ceased, and the children slept. Sixteen
horn's later the cought returned, became more or less characteristic,

while vomiting and convulsions did not reappear. Subsequent treat
ment had more or less the same effect.
" These remarks are general.
" One or two months after treatment the mothers gave the X-ray
exposure the mark of 75 per cent to 100 per cent. There were some
who found no relief. There was no absolute cure.
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" In a word, this treatment should be used further. We seem to
feel that associated with the vaccine we have two of the best arms of
therapy."

THE CAUSES OF HEADACHE.

Headache may be associated with almost any form of illness; it
may be so trivial and so persistent as in time to be regarded almost
as normal; it may be so severe as to make life intolerable. There is
hardly a symptom encountered in the practice of medicine so common
and at the same time so little understood. It presents no outward
and visible signs. Our knowledge of its character must depend
almost entirely on the patient's statements, and in a large number of

cases we can only conjecture what is the actual process which causes

the pain. But without some such conjecture, without some sort of
mental picture of the origin of the symptom, its treatment can be
little more than empirical.
In an article on the causes of headache which appeared in the
Lancet of September 8, 1923, Dr. A. B. Pavey-Smith points out
that every headache falls into one of three main groups, and he offers
the following classification as useful in attaining an understanding
of the symptom.

1. Intracranial.

A. Cortical.—Headache arising in the sensatory cortex.

(1) Functional—e. g., hysteria; neurasthenia: migraine (hemlcranla).
(2) Organic. —Disseminated sclerosis.

B. Dural.—Headache due to irritation of nerve* of dura mater.

(1) Intracranial pressure—

(a) Raised by—

(i) Hyperemia —

((/) Active—e. g., head injury; fevers; nephritis:
bacterial toxemias; fatigue; reaction after syn
cope; meningitis; constipation; menstrual and
uterine poisons (lead, alcohol, etc.) ; auemia.

(0) Passive —e. g., asphyxia ; morbus cordis.

(11) Cerebral edema. —Head Injury; sunstroke,

(iii) Increase of cerebrospinal fluid.—Hydrocephalus ; men
ingitis ; head Injury.

(Iv) Increase of cranial contents.—Tumor; cyst; gumma;
abscess; extravusated blood.

(b) Lowered by deficiency of cerebrospinal fluid; headache due to
pressure of unsupported brain on basal dura and tentorium.

(i) Leakage. —Lumbar puncture,
(li) Hyposecretlon. —Anemia.

(2) Inflammation. —Pachymeningitis — localized suppurative meningitis;
subdural abscess ; general paralysis insane.
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2. Cranial.

A. Bone disease.—Headache due to irritation of periosteal or dural nerves.

B. Nasal sinuses.—Headache due to irritation of nerves in mucosa lining.
Sinusitis and retention. —Headache without other symptoms or with nasal
catarrh or obstruction.
"Excitable" sinus.—Constipation; toxemias, menstrual.

N. B.—Pain arising in the middle ear and mastoid Is not included under
*' headache."

Headache due to irritation of nerves or nerve endings outside the cranial wall
and referred.

(1) Ocular. —Muscular fatigue—errors of refraction.
Hypertension —glaucoma.
Inflammatory—iritis.

(2) Dental. —Fronto-nasal headache referred upon upper Incisors —
dental caries.

(3) Nasal. —Pressure on septum—headache with nasal obstruction.
Meckel's ganglion inflammation — " sphenopalatine syndrome."

(4) Neuralgic. —Irritation of branches of fifth or other scalp nerves—
trigeminal neuralgia; cervical caries (occipital).

(5) "Rheumatic." — Inflammation of muscle or aponeurosis of occlplto-
frontalls—myositis; "muscular rheumatism."

The majority of headaches are probably due to irritation of the
nerves of the dura mater. Concerning this subdivision in the classi
fication, Doctor Pavey- Smith says:
" The cortex and cerebral tissues themselves have frequently been
demonstrated to be quite insensitive; the inner lining of the skull, on
the other hand, is well supplied by branches of the trigeminal and
other cranial nerves, and in certain areas pacinian corpuscles are
present. Moreover, the dura is homologous to periosteum, which
is known to be pain sensitive. The headache originates in the dura,
the nerve endings of which are irritated by pressure or inflamma
tion. Anything which raises the intracranial pressure may thus
produce a headache: (1) Cerebral hyperemia and cerebral edema
account for such headache as accompanies acute fevers, asphyxia,
renal disease, toxemias whether bacterial or otherwise, and many head
injuries; (2) increase of cerebrospinal fluid; (3) mass increase of
cranial contents, by tumor, abscess, gumma, extravasated blood, etc.
Any of these may produce pain by pressure on the dura in the
absence of any inflammatory irritation of it. In a similar way,
headache may result from inflammation of the dura acting alone,
whether localized or general, acute or chronic. But the dural nerves
appear to be far more susceptible to pressure than to inflammation.

Osteitis.
Periostitis.
Extradural abscess.

e. g., infected fractures ; extensions of otitis media ;
syphilitic necrosis.

3. Extracranial.
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The intense headache of cerebrospinal fever is immediately relieved
by lumbar puncture, though in many cases the dura remains all the
time in an acutely inflamed state. Headache of this type may arise in
other conditions where these two factors, pressure and inflammation,
are combined —whenever, in fact, pachymeningitis carries with
it a high intracranial pressure. The importance of raised intra
cranial pressure as a cause of headache has been proved frequently.
The severe headache of pituitary tumor is relieved by decompres
sion, that of meningitis by lumbar puncture. Reports on head in
juries during the war showed headache to be more severe in, and
more particularly associated with, those cases in which the skull
was intact, while cases of much more extensive trauma, with ex
posure of the cranial contents, were relatively free from headache.
" Little is known about the regulation of intracranial pressure
as regards either blood supply or production and absorption of cere
brospinal fluid. It is reasonable to suppose that headache asso
ciated with a high systemic blood pressure, such as that of chronic
nephritis, may be relieved as a result of lowering the blood pressure.
At the same time it is quite as possible that the cerebral congestion is
due to the action of toxins of intestinal or other origin, and that
depletion cures the headache by removal of the toxin. Headaches
of this type—high-pressure headaches, in which there is no intra
cranial inflammation—tend to be dull, and are increased on lying
down; they are relieved by anything which lowers the pressure; if
intermittent they do not tend to recur constantly in the same place;
they are not accurately localized.
" It is possible that in the great majority of cases in which head
ache occurs as one of several symptoms, as part of a recognized
syndrome, or as one feature great or small in some general con
dition, the headache is of this type; that is to say, it is due to irri
tation of the dural nerve endings from increase of intracranial
pressure, general or partial, transient or progressive. The headache
which occasionally follows lumbar puncture appears after this a
paradox, but, unlike most forms, it is relieved by lying down and
made worse on sitting up. It is almost certainly due to pressure of
the brain on the tentorium and basal dura owing to lack of the sup
porting fluid cushion. One form of headache met with in anemia
resembles this; it is possibly due to a diminished secretion of cere
brospinal fluid.
" It will be obvious in the light of clinical experience that the
pressure explanation of headache is inadequate. There are unknown
factors which determine the relation between the severity of the
headache and the degree and direction of the pressure. Time is
one of these factors. An increase of cranial contents arising slowly,
as in cerebral tumor, may reach a higher level before headache is
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produced, as the tissues have time to adapt themselves. In the
case of the rapid increase from active or passive congestion head
ache is likely to arise sooner, the inelastic walls of the cerebrospinal
system having had no time to stretch. It is also probable that some
areas of dura are more sensitive to pressure than others."
The nasal sinuses are a prolific source of headache. " Headache
arising from a nasal sinus is due in almost all cases," says the writer.
" to inflammation of the lining and pressure. The latter is, again,
as in ' intracranial ' headache, the important factor. It is retention
of secretion which causes the pain. For this reason the headache
bears no direct relation to the severity of the infection or inflamma
tory process. A mild catarrhal sinusitis producing clear mucus may
cause a severe headache, while a profusely suppurating sinusitis with
destruction of the mucous lining may be painless. The determining
factor is the efficiency of the outlet. This applies to chronic sinusitis ;

it is probable that no acute sinusitis is painless.
" The openings of the nasal sinuses are small. This fact accounts
for the relative infrequency with which infections of the nose reach
the sinuses, but at the same time it has the result that a small amount
of swelling is sufficient to close the opening and cause retention.
Several of these ostia, again, are situated in a part of the nose so
narrow that a very slight degree of deformity will prevent efficient
ventilation and favor an inflammatory process around the opening,
which is already at a disadvantage. This is particularly the case
with the frontal sinus, of which the narrow tubular opening lies
under cover of the middle turbinate. If the latter is swollen, hyper-
trophied, or pressed outward by a deviated septum, the opening may
become closed. Such a closure may cause headache without any
true infective sinusitis. The air in the sinus becomes absorbed and

a partial vacuum results. This gives rise to congestion of the lining,
with frontal headache and tenderness: the condition has been de
scribed by Sluder as " vacuum frontal headache." A headache of
this type is supraorbital, usually unilateral, worse in the morning,
and increased by close work with the eyes; the last symptom is due

to the pull of the superior oblique muscle on the trochlea which is

attached to the thinnest part of the floor of the tender sinus. The
ethmoid and sphenoid sinuses communicate with the nasal cavities
through comparatively simple though small orifices and not by a

tubular or grooved opening like that of the frontal sinus. This
simpler type of opening, from its smallness, can easily become blocked
by inflammatory swelling of its edges, but is not affected by lateral
pressure, such as results from nasal deformities, and causes closure
of the frontal sinus. The latter is susceptible to both forms of attack,

6.r>4r>C-23 7
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and this is one of the important factors which make a frontal head
ache the commonest clinical variety.
" Nasal sinus headache has certain characteristics. It is frequently
the only symptom, the patient being otherwise in good health. In
acute sinusitis it may be neuralgic in character or intense and throb
bing. In more chronic cases it may take any form, including that of
a sense of uncomfortable pressure from without. It tends to be
localized to one area, and, if recurrent, the same area is affected each
time. Anything which increases the congestion of the lining im
mediately increases the headache. Thus the patient may have discov
ered by experience that stooping to pick anything up is accompanied
by the most acute pain. The same applies to coughing, and, to a
certain extent, to jarring movements. Periodicity is a very marked
feature. The pain is usually worse in the morning. In connection
with this fact it must be remembered that the frontal and sphenoidal
sinuses drain by gravity in the erect position only, and consequently
tend to fill up during the night. This morning pain is so definite
and punctual a feature that it has been called ' sun pain ' from a mis
taken idea that the heat of the sun was the cause; cases have actually
been diagnosed as malaria from the regular recurrence of the head
ache. There is a general tendency for the pain to come on sudden h.
to reach its maximum rapidly, and, after a variable period, to vanish
with equal suddenness.
"As regards position, a sinus headache is usually unilateral—the
opposite to

' intracranial ' headache. In the case of the frontal sinn^
it is referred to the supraorbital region, and is associated with local
tenderness, especially of the floor under the inner third of the supra
orbital margin. With the deeper sinuses, ethmoidal and sphenoidal,
localization is by no means so definite. Sphenoidal pain is referred

to the temporal regions, the occiput, or the vertex. In the last posi
tion the ' heavy-weight ' sensation is not uncommon ; a fact which

must be remembered before a diagnosis of clavus hystericus is made.
Pain arising in the ethmoid may be referred to the back of the eye
or the region of the inner canthus. Some of these features occur, of
course, in headaches of intracranial origin. They are not in them

selves definite evidence of sinus mischief, nor are they by any meatus
essential to a case of sinusitis.
" The following points in a case of headache should arise a sus

picion of the pain being due to sinusitis: (1) If the headache is
unilateral, and especially frontal; if it shows a marked periodicity:
is worse in the morning: has a sudden onset; always recurs in the
same place; and is immediately greatly increased on stooping, then n

sinus should be suspected. (2) If, in addition, there is a history of
'catarrh'; if the nasal airway is defective on either side (ami
patients may be quite unaware of this) : and if the patient is other
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wise in good heulth. sinusitis is still more likely. (3) Finally, if
the headache is relieved by inhalations of steam, medicated or not, it
can be definitely concluded that its source is in the nose."

DETERMINATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE IN THE BLOOD.

The Bureau of Mines, Department of the Interior, has recently
issued a pamphlet (serial 2486) in which the pyiotannic-acid method
for the quantitative determination of carbon monoxide in the blood
and air is described. A diagnosis of carbon monoxide poisoning is
usually made from the history and the symptoms and is readily
determined in frank cases. Carbon monoxide, however, is often
present in unsuspected places in amounts sufficient to produce chronic
poisoning. Cases of subacute poisoning—those /in which the patient
is exposed to a concentration sufficient to cause only headaches.
malaise, and dizziness —may be incorrectly diagnosed, and, hencer
improperly treated, as the symptoms of this type of poisoning are
common to other causes. The best method of diagnosis in this type
of case is by examination of the subject's blood. Many methods for
the detection of carbon monoxide in the blood have been developed,
but owing to various disadvantageous factors have never come into
common use. By use of the method developed by the Bureau of
Mines, it is possible to detect the presence of carbon monoxide (in, the
blood in 3 minutes and to determine the exact amount present, within
15 minutes. , • . , ,, ,_,.„.,.

. . itit ill, .-ibmi -jiJI iti'i >I7il, Jul i:
This fact is of interest in connection with the subiecC ot heat
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fare," which appeared ;in |the, Military Surgeon of Novambenv 1j9Jj8.
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seconds and with eight fires to a fireroom being stoked on the Kansas,
\ wo doors were open all the time and from these coal gas constantly
escaped. Utilizing a canary bird, having a susceptibility to 0.05
per cent of carbon monoxide, as a delicate test for the presence of
carbon monoxide during a full-power run on the Kansas, Doctor
Carpenter found that the bird showed symptoms of distress within
a few minutes after entering the fireroom. The temperature and
ventilation of the fireroom were unusually good, yet the air contained
carbon dioxide—7.2 parts in 10,000, nearly twice as much as the
amount found in the air of the forecastle.
Constant exposure to small amounts of carbon monoxide will re
sult in chronic poisoning shown by pallor and may be one explana
tion of the pallor of the engineer division, which is usually attributed
to the lack of sunlight and fresh air. Acute poisoning by carbon
monoxide is preceded by intense headache and a feeling of suffoca
tion (choke damp), then the patient becomes unconscious. Two cases
of heat prostration on the Kansas had Just these symptoms. They
had been in the fireroom only a short time-
In Doctor Carpenter's report we have sufficient evidence to war
rant further study by medical officers of this suggested cause of heat
exhaustion, and this study will be greatly facilitated by the use of
the pyrotannic-acid method for the quantitative determination of car
bon monoxide in the blood. This method is based on the fact that a
light brownish gray suspension is formed after a few minutes when
normal blood diluted with water is treated with a solution of tannic
and pyrogallic acids. Light carmine suspension is formed in blood
having CO in combination with all of the hemoglobin (Hb). further
more in any mixture of the two extremes of color. Thus, by making
a set of standards to represent the different colors of varying but
known amounts of CO in combination with Hb, unknown specimens
can be matched to them, and the amount of carbon monoxide-hemo

globin (CO Hb) evaluated.

FUNGI OF FROZEN MEAT.

We learn fmin the British Medical Journal of September 8. 1923.
that " the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research of the
Food Investigation Board has just issued a report, by F. T. Brooks
and C. G. Hansford, on mold growths upon cold-storage meat. The
more detailed and technical part of their report has already ap
peared in the Transactions of the British Myeological Society, bnt
the first six pages give a clear and useful account, in plain language,
of the kind of mold that grows under conditions of cold stoTajje.
Putrefactive bacteria, whose growth is inhibited by low tempera
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tures, causes meat to go bad, but the molds that grow at tempera
tures about or below freezing point are harmless, although they give
the meat a disagreeable appearance. The best known, the most
unsightly, and the most serious from the economic standpoint is
the CladoHpwium herbarum. which causes what is known on cold-
storage meat as 'black spot.' It will grow at a temperature of
F. Other characteristic molds are the white and the bluish-

green molds. The former are of two varieties—one the Sporo-
trichum carnis, whieh has not hitherto been described scientifically,
causing small white spots, and the other the molds which give rise
to the profuse growths known in the meat trade as ' whiskers.' These
growths project for more than an inch beyond the surface of the
meat but collapse when exposed to a relatively dry atmosphere.
The bluish-green molds belong to the well-known genus Penicillium,
commonly found in cheese and on rotten apples and oranges.
Another form of growth, that almost invariably arises on meat ex-

l>osed to a temperature a degree or two above freezing point, consists
of small colonies of certain yeasts, either pink or white in color.
When dry the white colonies frequently assume a brown color, the
' brown spot ' referred to by other workers on meat molds. These
colonies of white yeast are difficult to distinguish from groups of
bacteria, although in view of their relative significance in condemn
ing meat or otherwise it is important to do so. The practical lessons
which are learned from the report are the necessity of cleanliness in
abattoirs, and of cooling the meat as rapidly as possible after slaugh
tering so as to avoid mold spores settling on it before it is placed in
cold-storage chambers of 10° to 15° F. Where storage chambers
get badly contaminated with mold spores the meat should be re
moved and the chamber thoroughly cleansed with disinfectants
before fresh meat is placed in it. But it is comforting to know that
the mold growths are innocuous and can be removed easily from
tlie surface of the meat or can be cut away when they grow into the
skin, as in the case of ' black spot.' "

RAT EXTERMINATION.

The destruction of rats on board ship frequently becomes a per
plexing problem to medical officers. The following data on rat
poison have been furnished by the United States Public Health
Service, and are reprinted from the Illinois Medical Journal of
September, :

" The most efficient rat poison is barium carbonate, which is one of
the few which a rat fails to detect. It is safe to handle, and in
amounts necessary for use it is not dangerous to man. It has been
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found that 15 grains are necessary to kill a cat, 20 grains to kill a
chicken, and that dogs withstand a dose of 140 grains, -while 3 grains
are sufficient to destroy any rat.
" Three or more kinds of bait should be used. Each must be mixed
separately with barium carbonate. One kind of bait from each of
the following classes should be used : Meat or other1 animal substance,
such as hamburg steak, sausage, canned salmon, eggs, or oysters:
fresh fruit or vegetable food, such as cantaloupe, tomatoes, green
corn, baked sweet potatoes, bananas, etc.; miscellaneous foods, milk
or cheese, peanut butter, bread, cake, cereals (raw or cooked).
" The barium carbonate must be thoroughly mixed with the bait, so
that the rats can not eat the smallest portion of the bait without
getting some of the barium carbonate. In the case of such substances
as hamburg steak, cheese, etc.", use one part of barium carbonate to
four parts of bait. Mix thoroughly with a spoon. Substances which
can not be thoroughly mixed with the barium carbonate as just de
scribed (for example, cantaloupe, tomatoes, etc.) should be cut into
small pieces and thoroughly covered with the barium carbonate and
then worked in with a knife.
" The three kinds of bait, prepared as above, should be divided into
small portions, about a teaspoonful each, and placed freely about

premises, alternating the different baits in the order named. It
should be set at short distances, not over 10 or 15 feet. Do not mix
the different kinds of bait with each other.
" The morning after baiting look for dead' rats and remove them.
Take up baits. Examine these so as to see which have attracted
most rats. If any kind of bait has not been touched, use a different
bait instead of this. Fresh bait should be used each night.
" Bait should be made fresh each day. or at most every second day :
a hard, stale bait is rarely eaten by a rat. The bait should be dis
tributed in such parts of the building as are frequented by rats, and
this is best done in the evening. A record should be kept of the
number of baits so distributed and the number eaten by rats. During
poisoning operations special efforts should be made to keep all food
usually available protected from their access."

THE USE OF OPHTHALMOSCOPE.

The following editorial on the use of the ophthalmoscope which

appeared in the Ehode Island Medical Journal of September, 19'23.
recalls to mind the history of this useful instrument which, as the
writer indicates, is not employed as frequently as it might l)e :
" When the great physicist von Hehnholtz invented the ophthalmo

scope, he placed in the hands of the physician an instrument which
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was to prove no less valuable than the stethoscope of Laennec; for
as the latter amplified both the range and the precision of the ear,
so the former in a very literal sense made the darkness visible.
From a craft of mere empiricism and sagacity, confined for the most
part to superficial observations, ophthalmology became, after the
introduction of the ophthalmoscope, a study of deeper affinities pur
sued in a truly scientific spirit. One can well appreciate the feeling
of exaltation with which Albrecht von Graefe saw, for the first time
in his notable career, the retina of a living patient. And what emo
tions must have sth-red within him when in 1859 he first made the
brilliant diagnosis of embolism of the retinal artery as being the
pathological condition in a case of sudden blindness, and then went
on to dispel contemporaiy ignorance by showing that most cases of
blindness and impaired vision associated with cerebral disorders
were owing to optic neuritis rather than to paralysis of the optic
nerve, as had been the common belief before his time ! In Holland
that gifted polylinguist Donders. while waiting for one of Helm-
holtz's ophthalmoscopes, turned his impatience to good use by con-
i riving one for himself in which a silvered mirror with central per
foration was substituted for the superimposed glass plates of the
Berlin master. A little later, in Leeds, the youthful Dr. Clifford
Allbutt, then as now facile princeps in clinical medicine, was busy
with the ophthalmoscope and was collecting the material for his
handbook of ophthalmology published in 1871. Hughlings Jackson
was at work in London with Jonathan Hutchinson as associate and
William Gowers as disciple, doing, all of them, pioneer work of the
first quality. Hughlings Jackson used to remark that he considered
it the most fortunate thing in his whole medical career to have begun
the studies of his profession in an eye hospital : and he never wearied
of inculcating in the minds of his younger colleagues the important
services which ophthalmology can render to general medicine. In
America, Weir Mitchell and many others who witnessed the birth
of the ophthalmoscope paid their tribute of praise to the great
services it was rendering the physician. In our own day. to praise
the ophthalmoscope were to indulge in the painting of lilies.
"And yet we can all bear witness to the curious paradox that
whereas every physician uses his stethoscope daily and would feel

lost without it
,

few physicians own and employ the ophthalmoscope.
But, if one stops seriously to reflect upon it

,

what a great pity this

is, for where, except in the eye, can one view directly a nerve, an
artery, a vein, and a nerve expansion? Inside the eye— a veritable
microcosm contained within the macrocosm of the body—Nature pre
sents for us, if only we will but look and see, the fair picture of
health and the tragic delineations of disease. The fury of local
storms we may study as well as the wreckage borne in upon the tides
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of more general disturbances, for the eye has perhaps more patho
logical sympathy than any other organ of the body. If you would
know whether a persistent headache is meningeal, perhaps syphilitic
in origin, examine the choroid for evidence of past or present in
flammation, because the pia mater is the choroid of the brain. If
some obscure cerebral disturbance i9 caused by a tumor, the ophthal

moscope may disclose an optic neuritis and decide the issue as be
tween functional and organic mischief. Looking through this small
window of a pupil one can see the local tissue changes which are part
of more widely scattered degradations elsewhere throughout the

body; thus do diabetes and nephritis and lead give evidence of their
presence. The arteries too are here visible in their health as well as
in their decay, giving timely warning of approaching, but possibly
preventable, disaster. When Wassermanns arc negative and symp
toms perplexing, the presence of optic therapy may clarify for us
the real significance of certain " rheumatic " pains in the arms or

legs. And so we might go on enumerating many more of the helps
which the ophthalmoscope is prodigal in giving to general medicine.
Nothing we have said is news to an}' physician, and yet there is a very
notable neglect of ophthalmoscopy. It is strange, to say the least
of it

,

that we who are so anxious for exact knowledge based upon
the data of observation shotild cultivate our senses of touch and
heai ing by the use of percussion, palpation, and auscultation, while
we neglect, or almost neglect, to extend and refine our knowledge by
the ophthalmoscopic use of our eyes."

VENEREAL DISEASE IN DENMARK.

Medical officers, who have devoted time and energy to the re
duction of the incidence of venereal disease in the Navy, may 1*
gratified to learn that progress in this direction is reported from
Denmark.
We learn from the Lancet of September 1

, 1923, that in connec
tion with the centenary celebrations of Pasteur's birthday, Prof.
C. Rasch, of Copenhagen, was invited to contribute a paper on tin-

subject of venereal disease and the campaign against it in Denmark.
His 9mall brochure, with the title " La lutte antivenerienne en Dane-
mark," gives not only a very comprehensive review of what has
been done in Denmark in the past, but it also shows what a remark
able effect modern methods of treatment have had on the incidence
of syphilis in the years 1921 and 1922. With regard to the past.
Denmark has certainly been a pioneer in many directions. So soon
as 1672 the treatment of venereal disease by quacks was forbidden.
In 1788 free hospital treatment for all cases of venereal disease was
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provided. As early as 1859 penalties were attached to the prop
agation of this disease, and 10 years later its study was made com
pulsory for medical students. In 1874 compulsory treatment for
all cases of venereal disease was introduced, and in 1900 Crede's
method of dropping silver nitrate into the eyes of the newborn was
made obligatory. In all these matters Denmark led the way, and
in 1906 various other provisions were made for the comprehensive
control of venereal disease. When Professor Rasch was invited to
give a survey of the results, up to date, of the venereal disease cam
paign, he, in cooperation with Dr. Svend Lomholt, addi"essed ques
tionnaires to 130 heads of hospitals and similar institutions, and ob
tained information of great statistical value. It appears that the
hospital accommodation in Denmark is greater than that of any
other civilized country, and apart from sanatorium and asylum beds.
Denmark, with a population of only 3,300,000, has about 14,300
beds, many of which are at the disposal of the subjects of venereal
disease. But it seems to be rather ambulatory treatment with sal-
varsan and other specifics than hospital treatment that has brought
the incidence of syphilis down with a run. In 1921 there were 1,942
new cases of syphilis in the whole of Denmark, as compared with
1,578 in 1922. The number of new cases of congenital syphilis in
these two years was 142 and 95, respectively. In 1912 Doctor Lom
holt investigated the number of recent cases of syphilis in Copen
hagen, and he came to the conclusion that in this year there were

about 1.300 such cases. A comparison of these findings with those
of 1922 led him to the conclusion that the incidence of syphilis had
declined in this period by about 33 per cent. The evidence of these
figures is supported by the impressions of most specialists with whom
Doctor Lomholt has conferred, and it is noteworthy that the inci
dence of gonorrhoea has also shown a marked decline in the period
1910-1922. In the 5-year period 1900-1904, there were 16 cases
of blindness due to gonorrhoea, and in the 10-year period, 1905-1914,
there were only four such cases. Yet in other continental countries
iibout 20 per cent of all cases of blindness are still due to gonorrhoea.

PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN EPILEPSY.

In an article on " The space-compensating function of the cerebro
spinal fluid—Its connection with cerebral lesions in epilepsy," ap
pearing in the Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulletin of August. 1923,
Dr. Walter E. Dandy discusses the significance of certain pathologi
cal changes which are found quite regularly on operation for the
relief of epilepsy. These changes are: (1) Dilatation of the ventri
cles, (2) collections of fluid on the surface of the brain. (3) pockets
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of fluid in the brain substance, (4) softening of the brain in associa
tion with these collections of fluid, (5) areas of induration in the
brain (fibrosis or gliosis), (6) changes in the meninges, and (7) con
genital malformations. He believes that these are evidences of actual
cerebral lesions (end products of repair), and the frequency of the
iindings leads him to the conclusion that there is a pathological basis
for so-called idiopathic epilepsy in a large proportion of the cases.
He obtained confirmation of this view by means of ventriculography,
which in a certain proportion of cases shows acquired or congenital
distortion of the ventricles.
Nearly all intracranial lesions in greater or less degree require
or produce changes in space, either transiently or permanently, and
these space alterations must be met by intracranial contents —the
brain tissue, the blood, and the cerebrospinal fluid. From a mechani
cal viewpoint these lesions are (1) space-occupying, such as tumors,

abscesses, hemorrhages, etc., and (2) destructive, such as those fol
lowing emboli, thrombi, trauma, etc. Since none of the intracranial
contents are at all compressible, much of the extra room occupied
by any foreign invader, such as a tumor, must be made up by a
reduction in the amount of these intracranial constituents. Space
in the cranio-vertebral chamber in the adult is obtained by both a
local and more or less general anemia of the brain, by destruction of
brain tissue, and, most important, by a reduction of the cerebro

spinal spaces from which the fluid is forced.
Important as are the cerebral cavities in space-occupying lesions
of the brain, they appear to be even more necessary in destructive
lesions. Although in the former they yield but a part of the total
space required, in the latter they appear to be called upon to make

up for an overwhelming share of the loss of space. Depending on
the size and position of the cerebral defect, either the cerebral ventri
cles or the subarachnoid spaces or both will dilate to equalize the
defect. If the lesion is near the surface, the subarachnoid spaces
will be the chief means of compensation. If the defect is large and
more, deeply situated, the ventricle will form a pouch to fill it. Very
frequently both ventricles and the subarachnoid spaces will be
dilated in response to the loss of brain tissue. The end results of
emboli, thrombi, destructive effects of trauma, and the space remain
ing after the absorbtion of hemorrhage cause a loss of brain tissue
which is replaced by dilatations of the fluid-containing spaces. The
enlargement of the cerebral ventricles in these conditions, and espe
cially the lateral ventricles, can be shown easily by the X ray.
Epilepsy should be regarded as a symptom. Convulsions which
can not be distinguished from the so-called idiopathic form of the
disease are found in a great variety of cerebral diseases. The so-
called idiopathic form of epilepsy, by its very name, presupposes

>
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that there is no fundamental pathological change in the brain.
Doctor Dandy is of the opinion that in most instances it is possible
-either to demonstrate the presence of a cerebral lesion or some
accompanying change which indicates that a lesion is present.
His discussion of the gross changes that may be detected before or
•during operation is as follows:
The changes that one finds are : (1) Dilatation of the ventricles.
(2) abnormally shaped ventricles, (3) dilatation of the subarachnoid
spaces. (4) softening of the brain (atrophy), (5) areas of increased
•density (fibrosis or gliosis), and (6) changes in the meninges.
" Ventricular changes are especially striking where the lesion is
restricted to one hemisphere. Such lesions cause enlargment of part
or all of one lateral ventricle. Very frequently in large unilateral
cerebral atrophies the contralateral ventricle is also dilated. Any
part of a lateral ventricle or an entire ventricle may enlarge to com
pensate for the loss of brain tissue. When the lesion is bilateral and
diffuse the lateral ventricles are so nearly symmetrical that, unless
the dilatation is extreme, it is impossible to say that the ventricles
are not of a large but normal size. Lateral ventricles which we have
no reason to assume to be abnormal may be three or four times the
: size of other ventricles, also presumably normal. Marked enlarge
ment of part of a lateral ventricle is readily detected at operation.
The cortex may have entirely disappeared in places, or it may be
■distinctly thinner and soft to the touch. All grades of asymmetrical
ventricular dilatation are demonstrable by ventriculography and the
location of the ventricle's enlargement is. of course, precisely located.
An example of this kind was presented among the earliest ven
triculograms published by the author, and since then many others
have been demonstrated by this method, and many have been dis
closed at operation. I have been particularly impressed with the
high percentage of cases of asymmetrical enlargement of a lateral
ventricle with localized cerebral atrophy from the series of brains
in Doctor Shanahan's collection at Sonyea. A large proportion of
these patients had had a monoplegia, hemiplegia, or diplegia.
" Several deformed ventricles, both symmetrical and asymmetrical,
'have been demonstrated by ventriculography, and also from the

■pathological material, at Craig Colony. Such distorted ventricles
indicate congenitally malconstructed brains.
" It is mainly at operation that dilatation of the subarachnoid spaces
is demonstrable. After death the fluid quickly disappears, and par
ticularly after the brain has been hardened this indicator is to a
large extent lost. When very marked it can still be made out, even
: after fixation, but there is never the striking appearance post mortem,
■which is present in the brain at operation. One of the great ad
vantages of inspecting the brain at operation is the comparison of
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its volume with that of the intracranial cavity. There is hardly any
thing more striking than the collections of fluid which cover the
surface of the brain of the epileptic. They stand out almost a?
sharply as tumors on the surface of the brain. Instead of the normal
convolutions separated by narrow sulci containing a small amount of
clear fluid, one sees accumulations of fluid completely covering area*

of the brain to such an extent that the underlying cortex and its vessel?
are entirely invisible. Whereas normally the pia-arachnoid is in
(•lose contact with the surface of the convolutions and dips down be
tween them, in epileptics the subarachnoid spaces are dilated and
fluid passes freely across the convolutions. Instead of lines of fluid,
there are now pools which communicate freely with one another.
This communication can be shown by injecting a dye into the sub
arachnoid space. From the point of injection the dye can easily
be pressed along for a considerable distance. This shows that these
collections of fluid are merely dilatations of the subarachnoid space
and not cysts. The extent and distribution of the fluid is variable.
It may be quite localized, as over a post-traumatic area, or may cover
:i large part of the exposed hemisphere, and (as shown by necropsy

material) most of the outer surface of both hemispheres may be
covered.
" Eliminating the focal lesions of known origin, such as healed
infections, traumatic and vascular defects, etc., most of these brains
show the maximum amount of fluid over the region of the motor
cortex. There is less over the occipital and frontal lobes. The
frontal lobe is usually implicated more than the occipital, the tem
poral scarcely at all. I have not found collections of fluid over the
inferior surface of the temporal, frontal, and occipital lobes. The
reason for this fairly uniform distribution is not clear. These col
lection* of fluid indicate, to my mind, that there has been a loss of
brain tissue, in amount at least equal to the quantity of fluid. The
amount of fluid varies up to 100 cc. or even much more. After re
lease of the fluid, by pricking and pressing it out, a cavity is seen be
tween the brain and the dura, which varies in size with the extent of
the cerebral lesion. There is no essential difference between the ap
pearance of the brain surface from a case of Little's disease and from
one due to any other kind of lesion, except in degree and the distri
bution of the fluid. Although quite variable, the fluid covering the-
brain of a patient afflicted with Little's disease is very extensive in
depth and latitude.
" The meninges are definitely changed over the defective portion
of the brain. Both color and texture differ from the normal. The

color varies from a semitransparent pink to an opaque white. The
contrast with the normal delicate transparent pia-arachnoid is strik
ing. Part of the opacity is due to the depth of the bed of fluid, for.
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after this has been released and the leptomeninges have settled upon
the brain, the opacity may either be p'artially or entirely lost.
" The pia-arachnoid is thicker and tougher than normal. This
can be demonstrated by inserting u dural hook into the arachnoid
and gently pulling. The membrane is often so strong that the
entire brain can be moved by the pull, in marked contrast to the
normal delicate membrane which tears so readily. The opaque white
arachnoid is thicker than the more transparent type. The thicken

ing is not always uniform, but may occur in patches which are much
whiter and more opaque. Histological examination shows that the
thickening is due to an increase of connective tissue.
"After the cerebrospinal fluid over the affected area lias been
evacuated, the striking visual demonstration that the brain is ab
normal is largely lost. At this stage the appearance is more nearly
comparable to the brain at necropsy. But abnormalities in the brain
are still evident, though closer inspection is required. There is a defi
nite depression where the fluid has been released. The convolutions
are narrower and sharper, the sulci deeper and wider.
" But palpation reveals a striking change of a diffex*ent character
in the brain. The brain beneath the collection of fluid is softer than
the contiguous normal brain. When the gloved finger or brain
spatula gently presses upon the normal brain, the indentation is

slight because the resistance is that of a firm tissue, whereas, on pal
pation of this defective area, the finger or spatula sinks more deeply
and the resistance imparted to the finger is less than in the normal
brain. The transition between the normal and this diseased part of
the brain may be gradual or quite sharp.
"In this connection it should be stated again that softening of the
brain tissue is by no means specific for any particular kind of lesion.
It merely indicates that a lesion of the brain exists. This softened
area may be associated with a small tumor, a cyst, an area of atrophy,
or it may lie and frequently is found with the so-called idiopathic
epilepsy. It is often very difficult to be certain of the nature of a
lesion more than a centimeter below the cortex. But there are dif
ferences between the softened brain over the larger subcortical
tumors and purely atrophic brain lesions. In the former the con
volutions are wider and paler, the sulci are shallower, and the fluid
over the surface is usually entirely squeezed out by the pressure.
" In addition to the dilated ventricles, the collections of fluid, the
cerebral atrophy and the areas of softening in the brain, there is at
times evidence of fibrosis, either in or below the center. This may be
detected at operation by a visible scar if superficially situated, or by
the impact of a ventricular needle if subcortical. When a ventricular
needle is passed gently through the cerebral tissue, the scar causes
an increased resistance to the needle's passage. It may be so dense
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as to require considerable force before it can be penetrated. In live
cases in which this has been demonstrated at operation there has been
a previous history of trauma, with its etiological relationship to the
epilepsy uncertain though probable. In one instance, a dense scar
was encountered in the wall of the ventricle and extended along most
of the body of the ventricle. In the other cases the scar was en
countered at varying but lesser depths beneath the cortex, and in all
but one of these the cortex appeared nearly normal. In one case
the scar occupied an extensive area in the hemisphere and extended
into the wall of the body and descending horn of the lateral ventricle,

producing incomplete strictures of both the bod}' and descending
horn. A partial extirpation of nearly all of this mass was found to be
possible without injury to the motor or sensory tracts. In all save
one of these cases with fibrosis there was a marked atrophy of the
brain with a bed of fluid over the cortex. It will depend upon tl»e
degree of cerebral atrophy or of fibrosis whether the brain is softer
or firmer than normal to touch, and whether the passage of the ven
tricular needle is easier or more difficult.
" Another gross finding, which has been noted a few times in the
localized lesions, is the presence of a few drops of fluid which drip
from the ventricular needle when withdrawn from the lesion, whereas
in the normal brain no fluid can be obtained. This finding indicates
that there are small pockets of fluid wit hin the substance of the lesion.
" The microscopic examination of material removed at operation is
limited to three cases in which a localized lesion had been excised
from silent areas and examined only with haemotoxylin and eosin
staining. Two were from areas of softening without gross evidence
of fibrosis, the third from a very dense fibrous growth. In all thnv
the microscopic findings were essentially similar. The cortex seemed
approximately normal, but beneath it there were collections of
fibrous tissue, often in compact areas, and interspersed throughout
the section were small cavities apparently containing fluid, but with
out an endothelial lining. The spaces doubtless account for the
softening to touch as well as for the fluid obtained by puncture with
the ventricular needle.
" I do not by any means assume that a similar histological picture
will be found in the brains of all epileptics; certainly it will not.
I desire to place no emphasis upon the histological picture at this
time, other than to point out that the softening of the brain may
properly be considered a trustworthy indication of a subcortical
lesion.
" The increase of fluid over the brains of epileptics has long been

recognized both at necropsy and operation. As early as 1885, the

meningeal changes were well described by the great English neu

rologist and student of epilepsy, Sir William Gowers. But he con
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sidered the changes to be the product and in nowise the cause of the
convulsions. The frequency of this finding is also recorded in the
pathological reports of Prout and Pierce Clark (1904) and of Shan-
ahan (1911-1921) from the extensive necropsy material at Craig
Colony. Prout and Pierce Clark concurred in the view of Gowers
that the fluid collections are merely the result of the attacks, and
this, I believe, is the prevalent impression at the present time.
"Alexander (1911) was greatly impressed with these collections of
fluid observed at operation and considered them to have a direct
bearing on the cause of epilepsy. He particularly emphasized the
greater prominence of these findings at operation than post-mortem,
when they might well be overlooked. He attempted to reproduce
these subarachnoid collections in animals, but failed to produce
epilepsy. For the cure of epilepsy he suggested and carried out
quite extensively an operation which he termed ' fenestrations of
the dura.' But both his experimental and curative efforts failed,

and with these failures his claims for the relationship of the fluid
collections with epilepsy were discredited. He mistook the effect
(the fluid) for the cause (the cerebral atrophy).
" But these changes in the meninges and the enlargement of the
subarachnoid spaces can not be dismissed with the statement that
they are a result of the convulsions, for many of the most seveiv
cases of epilepsy (the congenital type) do not have an increase of
fluid. If convulsions should in any conceivable manner produce
such intracranial alterations, it would be difficult to explain why the
fluid collections are in many instances so strictly localized and why
the process is not universal.
" The occurrence of a layer of gliosis under the pia has been de
scribed by Fere, Bleuher, Alzheimer, and others.
" The findings described are by no means found in all cases of
epilepsy, but they are, I believe, to be expected in one form or another
in cases that are acquired after birth. Congenital defects of the
brain may or may not be associated with plainly marked external

signs. The soft plastic skull of intrauterine life may more readily
be molded to the defective brain. But congenitnlly malconstructed
brains are frequently well shaped and symmetrical; i. e., there

may be no gross defects to fill with fluid or alter the shape of the
skull, so that the meninges and the subarachnoid spaces will appear
quite normal.
" In the course of operations for intracranial lesions other than
epilepsy, areas of atrophied brain presumably similar to those de
scribed in epilepsy have been found in a few instances. These were

nearly all chance findings, and are not related to the lesion for which
the operation was performed. It could hardly be doubted that
were a series of brains examined at operation in individuals ap
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parently normal a not inconsiderable percentage would show this
lesion. The lesions surely can be present without epilepsy. The
relationship of cerebral lesions to epilepsy may be compared to that
of cerebral tumors to epilepsy. Only a certain proportion of
brain tumors cause epilepsy. Of two tumors in different individuals,
apparently similarly situated and of the same type, one will cause
epilepsy and the other will not. There are reasons which we can
not yet determine, but which are responsible for the seeming lack
of uniformity in the causation of symptoms in many different
diseases. There are also surely great differences in the susceptibility
of individuals to convulsions, and doubtless there are differences in
the intrinsic character of the lesions, although with our coarse
methods of examination they may look alike."

CHEMICAL WARFARE.

The following data concerning chemical warfare and its relation
to the Medical Department of the Army issued by the Medical Divi
sion of the Chemical Warfare Service appeared in the Army Medical
Bulletin of August, 1923. It is republished here as a matter of
interest to all naval medical officers and hospital corpsmen.

I. DEFINITION.

In the late war the term " gas " was used in connection with war
fare to denote any of the several chemical agents used in combat,

whether gases, liquids, or solids. Now the term employed for desig
nating chemicals and chemical compounds used in war is " chemical

agent."
The term " chemical agent " includes those chemicals and chemical

compounds, whether gases, liquids, or solids, used in warfare for
lethal, harassing, or neutralizing effect against personnel, and depend
ent primarily for effectiveness on direct chemical activity; those
agents used for incendiary, corrosive, or spoliation effect against
shelter, supplies, and materiel and for screening or obscuring opera
tions in the field. Chemical agents differ materially from other pro
jections against the enemy in that they are not dependent on momen
tum or disruptive force for effect (as, e. g., H. E.. shrapnel, or rifle
fire), but on direct chemical action. Their projection on a target is
characterized by continuity of pattern; they are not momentary
agents, all being characterized by some degree of persistency and the
quality of diffusing into the surrounding air and enveloping every
thing within the area of efficient concentration.
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II. CLASSIFICATION.

The several chemical agents fall into different classifications based
upon their—

A. PHYSICAL STATE.

1. Gases.

2. Liquids.
3. Solids.
This classification is based upon physical condition at ordinary
temperature likely to be encountered in the field.
Upon these qualities depend to a material extent the several methods
of projection : e. g., gases, such as chlorine, which exert a relatively
high vapor pressure can be liberated from cylinders forming gas
clouds, which are carried along by the wind, while liquid agents, such
as mustard, must be dispersed by an explosive charge sufficient to

effect atomization and effective vaporization. Other liquids of dif
ferent characteristics require different degrees of explosive force for
effecting dispersion.
Solids, such as diphenylchlorarsine, can be effectively dispersed by
an explosive charge completely pulverizing the agent. These same
agents also can be effectively put over by volatilization, due to the
heat-generating mixture of the so-called candle.

B. TACTICAL USES.

Class 1. Direct casualty agents.—Include those chemical agents
which produce fatalities or sufficiently serious injuries to necessitate
evacuation. Effectiveness is generally immediate, except in the case
of vesicants.
Class 2. Harassing agents.—Include those chemical agents which
produce a lowering of physical strength and morale either directly
from irritating and debilitating effects or indirectly by necessitating
continued wearing of mask or adoption of other means of protection.
Class 3. Neutralizing agents.—Include those chemical agents used
for rendering terrain untenable.
Class Jf

.. Screening agents.—Include various smokes used for
screening and obscuring purposes.
Class 5

. Incendiary and corrosive agents.—Include those chemical
agents which produce direct damage to enemy shelter, material, and

supplies, including rendition of food unfit for consumption.

MEDICAL ASPECTS OF CHEMICAL WARFARE WEAPONS.

Effects o
f war chemicals on the human body.—a. General: The

symptoms produced by war chemicals depend to a certain extent upon
C5456-- 23 8
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the chemicals and concentrations used, the length of exposure,
physical condition of the person affected, and the manner in which
he conducted himself after being exposed. The various chemicals
used in warfare have an especial effect on some particular part of the
body, and based upon this they are classified accordingly. It must
be remembered, however, that several chemicals, each affecting differ
ent parts of the body, may be used at the same time, thereby pro
ducing a variety of symptoms. According to their principal action
on the body, war chemicals are classified as follows :

(5) Direct poisons of the nervous system Hydrocyanic-acid gas ( vincennite).
(6) Gases interfering with the respiratory
properties of the blood Carbon monoxide.

b. Lung irritants: The main symptoms of poisoning by these lung
irritants may be summed up as follows:
(1) Catching of the breath, choking, and coughing immediately
upon exposure to-gas.

(2) Inability to expand the chest in full breath after removal from
the poisoned air.

(3) Vomiting, hurried shallow respiration or breathing, sometimes
coughing with an abundant expectoration; pain is felt behind the
sternum or breastbone and lower part of the chest.
(4) The patient gets blue in the face, or in severe cases may go to
the gray condition, which is very serious.
c. Lachrymators : These are tear-producing chemicals and in con
centrations as low as .00015 milligrams per liter produce an irritant
action on the eyes, causing a profuse flow of tears, accompanied with
pain and impairment of vision.
d. Sternutators : These are sneezing gases producing a moderate
irritation of the mucous membranes of the nose and throat.
e. Vesicants: This group of chemicals is distinguished from the
irritants by the persistency of their action. Ground sprinkled with
them may be dangerous for days or weeks following. Dichlorethyl-
sulphide, or mustard gas, is the best vesicant known. The. main fea
tures of mustard poison may be summed up as follows :

(1) Delay of the irritant effect for several hours, followed by a
comparatively slow development of the various inflammatory re
actions.

(3) Lachrymators

(2) Sternutators

fl) Lung irritants-

ACTION.

Chloracetophenone.
Yprite (mustard gas ) .(4) Vesicants.
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(2) Vomiting and ti sense of burning in the eyes with discomfort
in the throat, hoarse cough, and pain behind the breastbone.

(3) Intense inflammation of the eyes, which may cause temporary
blindness, due to the swelling of the lids.
(4) Burning of the exposed skin surfaces and of most areas of the
body, followed by blistering and staining.

(5) Inflammation of the mucous membrane of the respiratory
tract with the secondary development of infective bronchitis or septic
broncho-pneumonia.

/. Smokes : While most of these substances are more or less poison
ous, the degree of their poison is far below that of the other chemical-,
warfare agents, and in the concentrations which are likely to be
encountered in the field they are negligible.
y. Phosphorus: Two forms of phosphorus are used for military
purposes; the white and red. Taken internally in small amounts,
they act as violent poisons and when coming in contact with the skin
produce severe burns.

The prevention and first-aid treatment of casualties produced by
war chemicals:
Prevention.—Inasmuch as all war chemicals are heavier than air
and therefore naturally settle in shell holes and depressions in the
earth and in dugouts, trenches, etc., a most important measure in the
prevention of casualties is

,

when practicable, to seek high ground and
the open in gassed areas in order to escape from contaminated air.
The most effective way to prevent the deleterious effects of war
chemicals on the eyes, face, and respiratory system is the prompt use
of the gas mask. In the absence of a gas mask the prevention of the
breathing of toxic atmosphere may be accomplished to a certain ex
tent by the following emergency means : Breathe through a handker
chief saturated with urine or a liquid of some kind. If impossible to
obtain a handkerchief, an old sock, piece of cotton, or a newspaper
may be used for the same purpose. If impossible to obtain these
materials, earth moistened in the above manner can be scooped up

and placed over the face.

GENERAL TREATMENT OF CHEMICAL- WARFARE CASUALTIES.

In view of the multiplicity of the symptoms produced by warfare
chemicals, together with their varying degrees of severity, it is almost

impossible to define a prescribed line of treatment for casualties suf
fering from the effects of these materials. As a result, every case
must be treated on its merits. In all cases, however, the following
fundamental rules are applicable and should be strictly adhered to

when possible:
1. Remove the patient or suspect to a pure atmosphere.
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2. Consider all persons who have been exposed to warfare chem
icals and who present any signs of contamination as casualties until
proven otherwise.

The treatment of all chemical-warfare casualties should begin at
the very front line and continue all along to the rear.
Irritants.—In considering the treatment of these cases the grave
issue to be met is pulmonary oedema or the accumulation of fluid in
the lungs, which condition interferes with oxygen want, the contami
nation of the blood, and the overloading of the right heart. The
principles involved in the treatment of these cases may be summed
up as follows :
1. Absolute rest for the purpose of saving oxygen in the body.
2. Body warmth for the same purpose.
3. The administration of oxygen to take the place of that which
can not be inhaled naturally.
4. Venisection or bleeding the patient to combat the oedema and
relieve the right heart.
5. Endeavor to rid the body of accumulated chemical products.
6. Adopt all means to prevent secondary infection; cleanliness.
7. Make the patient cdmfortable.
8. The administration of hot coffee as a stimulant to the heart.
Vesicants. —When it is known that vesicants or blistering chemi
cals are present, measures (in addition to use of the gas mask) to
prevent their action should, when practicable, be taken as follows :

(a) Remove all clothing and equipment.

(b) Disinfect infected or exposed areas, in the case of the hands.
The simplest treatment, if the hands are dry, is to rub them with
dry chloride o

f* lime. This method can not be employed on the
more delicate parts of the skin. These parts should be washed and
bathed with hot water and rinsed off with bicarbonate of soda
solution. The application of coal oil or kerosene to the parts is

very helpful. The treatments administered for ordinary burns
may be used successfully in these cases. The eyes are disinfected
by bathing with a solution of bicarbonate of soda 2 per cent, which
should he. repeated several times a day. The eyes should never be
bandaged for the reason that it causes a retention of the secretions.
The mucous membranes of the nasal passages should be sprayed
with a strong solution of bicarbonate of soda.

(c) The use of protective gloves and clothing by all who come in
contact with mustard-gas patients should be strictly observed. In
the treatment of these cases, like those of the irritant group, judg
ment and common sense are required. Soldiers and others coming
in contact with animals exposed to the fumes of mustard gas must

always bear in mind that the hair on these animals retain the gas
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and may be the means of producing severe gas casualties among
those coming in contact with them. In all cases the utmost pre
cautions must be observed, and those caring for these animals should
always be gloved and when possible protected with gas-proof cloth
ing. When possible the animals should be subjected to washes of
lime water after departure from the contaminated atmosphere.
Sternutator* and lachrymators.—For the ordinary cases no treat
ment is necessary. The removal to gas-free atmosphere will soon
accomplish the desired results.

Phosphorus poisoning.—Phosphorus burns come under the same
category as burns caused by acid and alkali and are of persistent
character. "With severe burns shock is always present. The treat
ment is difficult, inasmuch as healing does not take place until the
sloughs entirety disappear, which may require weeks or months.
Shock and pain must be relieved. Hot coffee and stimulant for the
former, opium for the latter. The burned areas should be cleansed
with some mild antiseptic before treatment is administered. The
treatment has proven highly efficacious for burns of this character.
Treatment for carbon-monoxide poisoning.— Patients suffering
from carbon-monoxide gas poisoning should be removed immediately
to a clear atmosphere. They should be wrapped in blankets and
kept at absolute rest, thereby retaining the oxygen in the body.
Oxygen should be administered as soon as possible. If the breathing
is shallow, artificial respiration, together with friction of the lower
limbs, should be resorted to.
Treatment of hydrocyanic poisoning— -The action of hydrocyanic
acid gas is so rapid but little can be accomplished in the line of
treatment.

Degassing clothing and other materials. —The degassing of cloth
ing and other materials which have been contaminated with war
chemicals, particularly with mustard gas, must be accomplished
with caution by those employed in the work. They must use gas
masks, rubber gloves, and protective clothing when gas is present or
is suspected. There are two general methods of removing poisonous
gases from clothing and other materials, viz., chemical and physical :

(a) The chemical methods consist in soaking the articles, when

practicable, in a solution of one of the following: Chloride of lime,
chlorine, alkaline soap, or sodium bicarbonate.

(b) The physical methods consist in employing one or more of the
following agencies: Moist heat, running water, steam under pressure,
steam not under pressure, sunlight, and open air. The best method

is sterilization with steam. Clothing and materials subjected to

steam (either under pressure or not under pressure) for half an hour
are rendered free from war chemicals.
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III. MEDICAL ORGANIZATION FOR TREATING CASUALTIES SUFFER
ING FROM THE EFFECTS OF WARFARE CHEMICALS.

A medical organization capable of meeting the special require
ments expected of it in handling casualties resulting from chemical
warfare must be a strong coordinating body embracing all of the
divisions of relief, including those in the combat zone, along the lines
of communication and at the base. Every officer and enlisted man of
the Medical Department connected with the various relief organiza
tions of the Army should have a thorough knowledge of the latest
treatment of chemical warfare casualties.
Relief stations. —All of the relief stations now contemplated by
the scheme of organization will be augmented by the Medical De
partment with special equipment and when necessary additional
personnel for the purpose of treating casualties by chemical warfare.
These stations are as follows:

(A) Chemical warfare sections of battalion and regimental aid
stations.

(B) Chemical warfare sections of collecting stations.
( C) Chemical warfare sections of hospital stations.
(Z>) Hospital stations established in emergencies by medical regi
ments of corps or armies for the exclusive treatment of chemical
warfare casualties, particularly when in large numbers and when
transportation further to the rear is contraindicated.
Chemical warfare section of regimental and battalion aid sta
tions.—In order to curtail to a minimum the number of relief sta
tions in the zone of activities and to avoid duplication of personnel
and equipment, chemical warfare sections will when occasion de
mands be .established in connection with battalion and regimental
aid stations for the purpose of treating casualties suffering from the
effects of exposure to warfare chemicals.
The number of these sections and their size depend upon the
probable requirements. As a rule they should be established as near
the front lines as conditions will permit and should be protected
against the effects of warfare chemicals and provided with the
essential equipment for administering first aid to those suffering
from the effects of this method of warfare. At these stations
patients, especially those suffering from lung irritants, should be
kept at rest. As a rule they should lie down and be evacuated in a
recumbent position. If vesicants have been used, the patients' cloth
ing should be removed, their hands disinfected with chloride of lime,
and their eyes bathed with a 2 per cent solution of sodium bicarbo
nate.

Treatment to be administered at aid stations —

1. Retain masks on patients till danger is over.
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2. Patients should avoid unnecessary movements, especially if suf
fering from lung irritants.
3. Inhalations of ammonia by litter bearers to all cases with
dyspnea.
4. Loosen or remove clothing; remove equipment.
5. Encourage vomiting by tepid salt water.
Collecting stations. —The chemical warfare sections of these sta
tions are operated in connection with the regular collecting stations
established by the Medical Department. As a rule, these stations are
established from 1,500 to 2,000 yards back of the front line, but con
ditions of the terrain and other circumstances may necessitate their
establishment farther to the rear. The collecting stations, like the
aid stations, must be in the chemical warfare zone which requires
extra equipment, etc., to render them proof against these agencies.
It is inadvisable to establish them in underground cellars, dugouts,
or valleys, for the reason that chemical warfare gases, which are
heavier than air, render these places extremely dangerous due to the
stronger concentrations of gases that collect in them, as a result they
should be established above ground and in the open.
Chemical warfare sections of collecting stations are established by
the collecting companies of the Medical Department, and if in zones
liable to be bombarded with warfare chemicals their regular equip
ment should be augmented by additional equipment to render them

gas proof, together with sufficient supplies for administering treat
ment to chemical casualties, which should be obtained from the Army
medical supply depot. Extra personnel can be detailed with these
sections, either from reserve medical units at the rear or by sending
up gas medical teams, each consisting of one medical officer, two

trained nurses, and three enlisted men, all thoroughly instructed in

the best methods of handling gas casualties.
At these stations every effort should be made to sift out the slightly
gassed or nongassed, thus permitting their early return to the front

lines and increasing the fighting forces, and at the same time pre

venting able-bodied men being evacuated to the rear.

Collecting station sections for handling chemical warfare cases
should be divided into the following departments: (a) Receiving,

(b) forwarding, (c) bathing, (d) departments for slightly gassed,

(e) departments for seriously gassed. (/) departments for observa
tion.
These sections should remain in operation as long as chemical war

fare casualties are occurring in the front lines.

Chemical warfare casualties at these collecting stations are evacu

ated via the ambulance stations to the hospital stations in the rear.

The following treatment should be administered chemical warfare

casualties at collecting stations :
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L Keep patients warm and in the recumbent position. Removt-
their contaminated clothing.
2. Administer oxygen if possible.
3. Treat the eyes of mustard-gas cases.
4. Retain shock cases as long as possible.
5. Bleed cyanosed cases when necessary.
Sorting section* of hospital stations. —Sorting sections, or what
were designated as " triages " during the war, are the most important
of any of the relief stations. Important for the reason that it is at
these sections that the patients are sorted for final disposition. Xon-
gassed or doubtful cases of chemical poisoning passing the aid sta
tions and collecting stations for lack of definite diagnosis, should be
carefully examined at these stations until they can be positively
diagnosed, thus enabling rational disposition. As a rule, these sec
tions are established at the entrance to hospital station groups, about
4 to 5 miles back of the firing fine and out of the gas zone. Here
baths are given and the bathing is also supplemented by the disin
fection of clothing and in exceptional cases by the issuing of clean
clothing. If occasion demands, an entire hospital station may be des
ignated for the exclusive care and treatment of gas casualties, an<l
should be divided into special departments to meet the exigencies of
the case and equipment should include: (a) A shower bath appa
ratus, (b) an apparatus for the disinfection of clothing and equip
ment, (c) equipment for special therapeutic treatment, including
oxygen cylinders and apparatus for administering oxygen. This i?
practically the first station where men exposed to the action of vesi
cant gases can receive thorough baths and change of clothing.
Degassing stations. —These are motorized mobile stations, organ
ized and equipped for the purpose of administering hot baths, sterili
zation of clothing or issuing new clothing when occasion demands
to large bodies of troops who have been operating over terrain con

taminated with mustard or other vesicant chemicals. Such station-
are established only as a preventive (prophylactic) measure. They
are not medical units but function under medical supervision.
Hospitals. —One or more evacuation hospitals may be exclusively
set aside for the reception and treatment of chemical warfare casual
ties when the hospital stations of division, corps, and army are prov
ing insufficient to meet the need. Here more protracted and thorough
treatment can be given. When evacuation hospitals are designated

for this purpose they should procure from the Army Medical Supply
Depot the special equipment needed for carrying on this class of
work. Gas teams from the specialist group arc also assigned as the-

occasion demands.

Ambulance companies in chemical warfare.—All ambulance com
panies operating in zones where chemical warfare is used should bt^
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prepared to administer and transport chemical warfare casualties.
To fulfill this function, in addition to their regular equipment, each
ambulance should carry an extra supply of blankets and as many
oxygen bottles as there are patients to be carried. These bottles
should be of one-liter capacity. To the cap of each bottle there
should be attached a small rubber catheter with stopcock. When
in use the bottles are placed between the blankets, the end of the
catheter is passed into the nasal-pharynx of the patient, and the gas
turned on, thus administering to him a sufficient supply of oxygen
at a time when most needed. At the end of each journey or trip,
ambulances which have carried patients exposed to vesicant gases
should be thoroughly disinfected.

RULES CONCERNING CHEMICAL WARFARE WHICH EVERY OFFICER AND

ENLISTED MAN SHOULD KNOW.

1. Every medical officer is responsible that the men under his com
mand are so carefully instructed in defense measures against gas that
they will properly protect themselves and intelligently aid those
who have become casualties from exposure to gas.
Familiarity through continuous training with the means supplied
to combat gas attacks and with the procedure necessary for the sue
cessful relief of those affected by poisonous gas is required of all
officers and men.

2. Proficiency must be acquired in the quick adjustment of respira
tors and masks, especially as concerns holding the breath both at
inspiration and expiration. A deep breath may fill the lungs with
air contaminated with gas, causing disastrous results.
3. Care must be taken that men sleeping in closed spaces are not

gassed by long exposure to small quantities of gas unknowingly
brought in on their clothing or equipment.
4. No man affected by an irritant gas, however slightly, will be
allowed to walk to a dressing station or to exert himself physically
in any way.
5. Food and water supplies must be carefully and completely
covered to prevent contamination from gas. Food which has been

exposed to gas must be destroyed.

6. It is forbidden to use water from shell holes for drinking, cook
ing, washing, or bathing.
7. Do not put the fingers in the eyes or mouth, scratch the skin
or touch the genitals or anus, and thus risk contamination with
mustard gas unless the hands have been disinfected.
8. Mustard gas is promptly diffused in the presence of heat. There
fore no man wearing or bearing contaminated clothing will enter any
heated room or dugout.
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9. The use of latrines in an infected zone should be immediately
forbidden until they have been disinfected and washed with chloride
of lime.
10. Those who handle gassed cases and their discarded clothing and
equipment must be properly protected by gas masks, anti-gas cloth
ing, and oilcloth mittens, and be provided with tongs and pincers.

FRENCH VENEREAL PROPHYLACTIC TUBE.

We learn from an article on venereal diseases under army admin
istration contributed to the Journal of the Royal Army Medical
Corps of September, 1923, by Maj. A. T. Frost, R. A. M. C, that the
French Army have been experimenting with a one-tube packet which
contains cyanide of mercury 0.75 per cent, calomel 25 per cent, and
thymol 1.75 per cent in 50 per cent lanoline, and 23 per cent soft
paraffin put up in keratin capsules. Soap is also supplied. The
action of this cream is bactericidal against the Spironema pallidum.
the gonococcus, and the organism or organisms of soft chancre. The
Navy is testing chinosol added to the calomel cream in a one-tube

packet.

The prophylactic packet at present in use in the British Army con
tains a tube of Metchnikoff's calomel cream to which is added oxy-
cyanide of mercury in a strength of 1 in 1,000, also a swab of cotton
inclosing a piece of soft soap, all inclosed in an envelope, with direc
tions for use printed on the front.



BOOK NOTICES.

Publishers submitting books for review are requested to address
them as follows:

The Editor,
U. S. Naval Medical Bulletin,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Navy Department,

Washington, D. C.

For review.

Books received for review will be returned in the absence of direc
tions to the contrary.

Injection and Resistance, an Exposition of the Biological Phenomena
Underlying the Occurrence of Infection and the Recovery of the Ani
mal Body from Infectious Disease, with a Consideration of the Prin
ciples Underlying Specific Diagnosis and Therapeutic Measures, by
Hans Zinsser, M. D., professor of bacteriology and immunity, Medical School,
Harvard University, formerly professor of bacteriology at the College of
Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University. Third edition. The Mac-
millan Co., New York, 1923.
" Infectious disease, biologically considered, is the reaction which
takes place between invading microorganisms and their products, on
the one hand, and the cells and fluids of the animal's body, on the
other. The disease is the product of two variable factors, each of
them to a certain extent amenable to analysis, and it is self-evident
that no true understanding of this branch of medicine is possible
without a knowledge of the biological principles which laboratory
study has revealed."
For the purpose of helping to render such knowledge easily ac
cessible this book was written in 1914. The popularity of the first
edition and a change in the conception of the subject of immunity
and resistance resulted in a revision of the book four years later.
In the third edition, which has recently appeared, the author pre
sents the subject in the light of our present knowledge. The arrange
ment of the material has been considerably altered and is presented
in what the author considers a more logical sequence. He begins
with a discussion of infection and the problem of virulence, our
present knowledge of immunity, the mechanism of natural im

851
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munity and the phenomena following upon active immunization.
Toxin and antitoxin, the bactericidal properties of blood scrum, our
knowledge of complement fixation and its practical applications, ag
glutination and precipitation are presented in turn. There are
chapters on antibodies, phagocytosis, anaphylaxis, and immuniza
tion. To illustrate the advances which have taken place in our knowl
edge of immunity in the last decade it may be stated that when the
first edition of this book was published our knowledge of anaphylaxis
consisted largely of numerous exact, but uncoordinated observations.
The author informs us in the preface of the present edition that the
researches of the various workers in the subject since that time have
revealed " relationships and a basis for an orderly classification of
phenomena : and although many important points are still matters of
controversy, it has been possible to treat the subject of hypersuseep-
tibility in a more orderly manner than was formerly7 possible."
The final chapters on practical therapeutic immunization present
this phase of the subject in an illuminating manner.

Diagnostic Methods. Chemical, Bacteriological, and Microscopical, by Ralph
W. Webster, M. I)., 1'h. ])., assistant professor of medical jurisprudence at

Rush Medical Collate, University of Chicago. Seventh edition. I'. Blackis-
ton's Son & Co., Philadelphia, 1923.

In this work the author has brought together the generally ac
cepted facts regarding the various phases of clinical medicine which
may be better understood by the application of laboratory methods
and has presented those diagnostic methods which are of most use
to the general practitioner.
The sputum, oral, nasal, aural, and conjunctival secretions, gastric
contents, feces, the parasites of the human body, urine, the secretions
of the genital organs, the blood, transudates, and exudates and the
secretion of the mammary glands are considered fully. The volume
ends with a short consideration of clinical bacteriology sufficient to

give the general practitioner a fair working knowledge of the subject.
Only two years have passed since the last edition of this book ap
peared yet. in this time, many new diagnostic methods have been de
vised and in the present edition we find that the author has incorpo
rated some of the new methods for typing pueumococci in the

sputum, Albert's stain for diphtheria bacilli. Rehfuss's fractional
method for the examination of the stomach contents, the Meltzer-

Lyon method for obtaining bile, the brine flotation-loop method of
Kofoid and Barber for detecting ova in stools, and many other useful
new laboratory procedures.
Medical officers in charge of clinical laboratories will find this work
useful for reference.
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Hum IUCORD8, Thkik Interpretation and Preparation, by R. Calvin Smith.
M. a.. If. /). F. A. Davis Co.. Philadelphia, 1923.

In this manual on cardiography the author has succeeded in briefly
presenting this fascinating subject in an interesting and readable
manner. The book is what the author claims it to be, an elementary
guide for thus*? who wish to obtain information concerning poly
ography and electrocardiography. It is an index of the author's
■conception of the relative value of the two methods of graphically
recording the heart beat that the section of electrocardiography takes
up five-sixths of the book, while that on polyography is limited to
■one-sixth.

The chapters on the physiological basis of electrocardiography
and the interpretation of normal and abnormal records are pre
sented in a clear fashion. The various normal and abnormal varieties
of the electrocardiogram are illustrated by a large number of beauti
ful curves. A careful study of these will amply repay the beginner
in elect roeardiography.
The most valuable part of the book, however, and that which
supplies a definite need, at least in this country, is that which deals
with the electrocardiographic equipment and the technique of its
manipulation. The electrocardiograph is a complicated apparatus,
and anyone who has ever had the experience of having something
go wrong with it and of attempting to search for the cause of the
trouble will appreciate the author's paragraphs on " locating diffi
culties."
The section on polyography barely gives an outline of t)ie subject,
but here also are given some valuable points in the technique of
obtaining records.
The book presents a very attractive appearance and is replete with
excellent cuts of pulse tracings, electrocardiographic curves, and
various parts of apparatus. It furnishes a very handy manual for
one. -who has not time to go deeply into the subject of graphic heart
records.

A (^ijnicat. Gcidk to Bedside Examination, by H. Elias, il. D.. dozent and
assistant at the first medical clinic of the University of Vienna, Austria;
N. Jagic, M. />., extraordinary professor and chief physician to the Sofiens-
pital, Vienna, Austria, and A. Lvner, M. D., dozent and assistant at the second
medical clinic of the University of Vienna, Austria. Arranged and translated
by William A. Brums, if. D., adjunct in medicine, Michael Reese Hospital,
Chicago, III. Formerly lieutenant commander. Medical Corps. United States
Navy. Kebimin Co., New York, N. Y., 1923.

This is a small volume which the authors have prepared in order
to furnish the physician and student with a practical guide for the
physical examination of a patient at the bedside. As it is important
that the examination of the patient be thorough and that findings
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be recorded in a uniform and orderly manner, the book opens with
the presentation of a scheme of a physical examination at the bed
side which is used in the medical clinics of the University of Vienna.
In the succeeding pages is found a detailed consideration of the
various points which will be noted during a physical examination
conducted as indicated in the schema, in accordance with the order of
their occurrence and regional distribution and of the diagnostic value
of the various findings.

The Development of the Human Body, a Manual of Human Em bryology, by
J. Playfair Mcifurrich, A. if., Ph. D., LL. D., professor of anatomy at the
University of Toronto. Seventh edition. P. Blakiston's Son & Co.. Phila
delphia, Pa., 1923.

The proper understanding and correlation of the mass of facts
which constitute what is known as descriptive anatomy has always
been a difficult task for the student. Part of the difficulty has been
due to a lack of appreciation of the causes which have determined
the structure and relations of the parts of the body, for without
some knowledge of why things are so, the facts of anatomy stand
as so many isolated items, while with such knowledge they become
bound together to a continuous whole.
The key to the significance of the structure and relations of
organs is their development, and in this book the author has given
a concise statement of the development of the human body and a
foundation for the proper understanding of the facts of anatomy.

Chemistry, Inorganic and Organic, with Experiments, hy Charles Loudon
Bloxam. Eleventh edition. Revised by Arthur 0. Bloxam, F. I. C, and 8.
■ludd Lewis, D. Sc., F. I. C. P Blakiston's Son & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., 192S.

This book, which has long been the standard in Great Britain,

represents an exhaustive consideration of the field of chemistry. It
has been planned to furnish in compact form as much as is possible
in a textbook what is known of the modern aspect of this subject.

Collected Papers of the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn., edited by Mr*.
M. H. MelUsh. Volume XIV (1922). W. B. Saunders Co., Philadelphia, Pa..
1923.

These papers by the workers in the Mayo clinic cover a wide range
of subjects and reflect the surgical progress of the year in that
institution.

Physiotherapy Technic, a Manual of Appijed Physics, by C. M. Sampson,
if. I). C. V. Mosby Co., St. Louis. Mo., 1923.

Physiotherapy has become a highly specialized section of medical
practice, and one who desires to become proficient therein must not

only be well grounded in all the branches requisite to success in
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general medicine or surgery but he must possess an intimate knowl
edge of the actions of the various physical remedies upon living
tissues both in the normal and abnormal states and the technic which
is essential if one is to achieve success with this therapeutic measure.
After the war the physiotherapy service became " the great salvage
service" in the various reconstruction hospitals, and in this book
the author describes the technic of the various methods of physio
therapy which was found to be most valuable in these hospitals.

Outlines of Medical Zoology, by Robert W. Hegner, professor of protozoology,
William W. Cort, associate professor of helminthology, and Francis M. Root,
associate in medical entomology, Johns Hopkins University. The Maeniillnn
Co., New York, 1923.

This is an excellent brief textbook on medical zoology designed
for the use of public health officials and physicians, especially those
practicing is tropical or subtropical countries.
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Notes on Preventive Medicine for Medical Officers, United States Navy.

EVALUATION OP METHODS IN PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATION.

In April, 1922, the United States Public Health Service sent a
questionnaire to a number of psychologists, health officials, and sani
tarians for the purpose of collecting opinions based on study and
experience that might aid in a review of methods and the synthesis
or crystallization of knowledge relating to this subject.
The task of informing and educating the public and workers in
the public health field must always be an important, perhaps the most
important, activity of every health organization. It is through this
activity that the way is prepared for the introduction of new methods
and procedures in practical public health work, and the means found
for consolidating in public opinion an attitude of mind conducive
to the acceptance of well-tried ideas from the research laboratory,
health surveys, and experimental health administration.
Like other activities in the field of public health work those en
gaged primarily in so-called public health educational work have
extended their efforts greatly in recent years and a considerable
number of new methods have been employed and partially devel
oped. Among these the idea of following the schemes employed for
successful advertising in the business world has become popular.
Much that passes under the name of public health education ob
viously has little or no educational value, and it is often questionable
how much good is accomplished by the dissemination of what is
merely information. For the most part it remains to be determined
how in specific instances knowledge can best be imparted by the
means available actually to develop a sound public opinion. This
means that in addition to presenting opinions, facts, and conclu
sions by the spoken word, health exhibit, printed material, illustra
tions, motion pictures, or what not, the method adapted must be
capable and successful in practice of generally arousing sufficient
interest to lead people to think for themselves about the subject in

6545ft— 23 9 867
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question so that they will formulate and develop opinions of their
own, actively, not passively. They will then, upon their own initi
ative, seek more information and correlate it with knowledge pre
viously acquired. Any method that succeeds in accomplishing such
a result is entitled to be called an educational method.
Doubtless many of the methods employed by health departments
really do educate a variable percentage of the people more or less

effectively along the desired lines. But it is clear that a vast deal
remains to be accomplished. One would think that the thoroughly
understood dangers of a polluted water supply, which are bound
to cost any community that tolerates unsafe water so much in mone

tary loss, sickness, and deaths, could be readily presented in such a
way that no person in the community would fail insistently to de
mand pure water and constant protection through sanitary control.
That is not the case. Horrible examples of the results of indifference
on the part of the public to facts and warnings may be drawn from
experience in different parts of the United States in very recent

years. It is timely for the United States Public Health Service to
undertake the task of consolidation, meditation, and synthesis of
ideas resulting from a review of experience.
The New York State Department of Health commented edito
rially on this subject in its monthly bulletin, Health News, June,
1923, under the caption, "Advertising and health education,"- as
follows :
" It is perhaps too readily assumed that health workers have only
to imitate the methods of commercial advertising in order to succeed
in 1 selling health ' to the public. Our claim that within reasonable
limits a community can buy as much public health as it wants, and
the use of similar slogans foster, perhaps not wisely, the tendency
to identify health propaganda with the all-pervading methods and
jargon of modern salesmanship. Mr. D. Edgar Rice, one of a dozen
psychologists whose opinions regarding the technique of public-
health education were recently obtained and published by the United
States Public Health Service, gives us a more discriminating point
of view. He reminds us that in advertising the appeal is to the
selfish interests of the purchaser, while in public-health work the
individual is asked to sacrifice apparent personal advantages for the
general good, or to forego immediate pleasure for a more remote
advantage.
"Advertisers and health workers both seek to influence behavior.
Whatever throws fight on the springs of conduct and the technique
of changing people's habits is necessarily of interest to both groups.
Yet it is one thing to hypnotize a man of 45 into buying a suit of
clothes guaranteed to make him look like a college youth, and quite
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a different problem to get him to forego his inalienable natural
right to sneeze and cough promiscuously in a Pullman car. Differ
ent interests are involved and different instincts must be reached.
Social pressure, according to the psychologists, is a resource which
health workers must utilize. We sometimes have to get people not
to do things because ' it is not done.' It is a slower and more com
plex task to influence behavior in that way than to reach a man's
pocket nerve with a well-illustrated appeal to his vanity.
" Nevertheless, we have much to learn from the technique of the
best advertising. Doctor Watson thinks that nothing could be
worse than the public health education work of the past. If it is
as bad as that, any sincere critic should be able to improve our
methods. That we are willing to learn is evidenced by many re
cent developments, such as the clinics on health literature held at
recent meetings of the American Public Health Association and the
National Conference of Social Work, by the calling in of experi
enced advertising men to pass on samples of posters and circulars,
and not least by such conferences and questionnaires as the one
above referred to. This wholesome self-examination is already
showing results. It would not be difficult now to find examples of
popular health instruction which should meet the views of the psy
chologists, of health teaching which prefers the positive to the nega
tive appeal, which enlists the emotions rather than relying on reason
alone, and which emphasizes the setting up of health habits more
than the mere giving of health information."
The following summary of the answers of 21 psychologists and 10
sanitarians to the questions asked by the United States Public Health
Service is also taken from Health News, New York State Depart
ment of Health, for June, 1923 :
" The answers show clearly that * * * there is general agree
ment that in future public health programs a much more important
part will be played by public health education than in the past.
There is general assent to the proposition that the psychologist must

take a very important part in this work. The answers, however, re
veal a lack of understanding between sanitarians and psychologists
which must be eliminated if public health education is to assume its
proper place.
" A report of the answers of 21 psychologists and 10 sanitarians
(a total of 31) follows:
" The first question was :
" Will public health education {explained by an accompanying-
statement to refer only to health education among the general non-

school-attending public) in the future be of greater or less impor
tance in public health programs than at the present timet
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" In answer to this question seven sanitarians and seventeen psy
chologists indicate that in their opinion public health education
will play a part of greater importance in public health programs in
the future. The others gave qualifying answers.
" The next question was formulated as follows :
" From the standpoint of the educator and the psychologist, is the
work in public health education now being done by various health
agencies satisfactory?
" Five sanitarians and ten psychologists state that in their opin
ion the work done to date has not been satisfactory.
" Others gave qualified answers. Dr. Ennion Williams considers
that some of the work done has been very satisfactory. Dr. William
F. Snow says: 'Perhaps this should be answered in the negative,
but with the understanding that full recognition be given to the
remarkably good work which has been done in the light of the dif
ficulties presented.'
" Among the psychologists John B. Watson states that ' nothing
could be worse ' than the public health work being done by various
health agencies.
" The answers to the next question support the replies given
above.
" The question was :
" Is the charge justified that ; hit or miss ' methods have been
used in the past?
"Eight of the sanitarians and twelve of the psychologists agree
that this is the case. Dr. Henry F. Vaughan says : ' Yes ; much
money has been wasted in the past in so-called public-health edu
cational work.' Doctor Snow is the only sanitarian who dissents.
He thinks such methods have not been used 'except as such a

charge may be applied to special instances.' Dr. Donald B. Arm
strong says: 'Yes; yet much has been accomplished.'
" Nine of the psychologists prefer not to express an opinion on
this question, apparently because they are not sufficiently informed

regarding the efforts thus far put forth. It may be noted at this
point that the psychologists showed some hesitation in replying to
questions 1 and 2, also, apparently, for similar reasons.
"
Question 4, Does public-health education need a basic science f

and question 5, What should this basic science be? are considered

together.
" Of the 10 sanitarians, 8 state that they believe public-health
education needs a basic science, and 7 of them indicate in one way
or another that this basic science should be psychology. Among
these are Dr. Ennion Williams, Dr. A. J. McLaughlin, Dr. Donald
B. Armstrong, Dr. Henry F. Vaughan, and Dr. S. W. Welch.
Doctor Vaughan says that the basic science should be ' practical
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and applied psychology, which does not mean necessarily a book
worm or a doctor of philosophy, but a man of common sense.'
" Only one sanitarian (Mr. Courtenay Dinwiddie) refers to the
need for medicine or biology as a basic science, and, curiously
enough, he is not a medical man. He states that in his opinion
the basic science for public-health education should be ' practical
pedagogy, with general training in hygiene and special training in
whatever subject, if any, is to receive especial emphasis.' Doubtless
others among the sanitarians assumed that such basic knowledge
was necessary without specifically stating it.
" Among the psychologists, 16 believe that some branch of psy
chology is the basic science needed in the development of public-
health education. Eight of these indicate the need for an additional
basic science, such as medicine or biology.
"For example. Joseph Peterson replies: ' Biology in the large
sense of the term, and psychology if not included in biology ' ; L. M.
Terman : ' Must be based on biology and psychology ' ; John B.
Watson: 'Psychology and medicine (psychiatry?) and physiology ;
Daniel Starch: 'Medical and psychological science.' Sociology is
mentioned in conjunction with psychology in one instance, and social
psychology is the basic science suggested by Dr. Knight Dunlap and
one other.
" In answer to questions 6, 7, and 8, very few persons in either
group give, as requested, specific fully stated laws or principles of
educational psychology, advertising psychology, or any other science
which may be useful in the development of public-health education,
although several refer to such laws and principles. A considerable
number, however, suggest ways in which psychology must be help
ful in the development of public-health education on a more scien
tific basis. The most useful suggestions come from psychologists.
" Dr. E. S. Woodworth says that ' the importance of " recitation "

in learning suggests the advisability of appending to a " pamphlet "

a set of questions to be answered.' Also, the ' importance of " repe
tition " of a lesson at intervals suggests the advisability of a follow-
up system —e. g., a series of pamphlets, the later ones reviewing
and applying the lessons contained in the earlier ones.' Doctor
Woodworth believes that publicity matter must be tested with regard
to ' attention value ' and ' memory value.' He also thinks that the
relative value of different ' appeals ' should be examined.
" Dr. Joseph Peterson suggests that ' habits are kept up only by
the presence of objective incentives,' and that ' interest and en
thusiasm come through activity.' He also mentions two generally
accepted psychological principles —that positive suggestions are
usually better than negative ones, and that appeals must be personal
and must relate to the fundamental instincts.
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"Dr. L. M. Terman reminds us that knowledge alone does not
insure the formulation of health habits.
"Miv D. Edgar Kice says: 'AH the principles of "appeal" and
" response " have a bearing, but in advertising the appeal is largely
a "selfish" one—that is

,

the prospective purchaser must be per
suaded that the purchase will be to his own personal advantage. In
public health work the individual is asked to sacrifice apparent per
sonal advantages for the general good or to forego immediate pleas
ure for a more remote advantage. The problem is

,

therefore, rad

ically different from those of either education or advertising. Their
principal contribution is in their method of studying the problem
and of applying fundamental psychological principles.'
"Dr. Carl C. Brigham suggests 'the application of empirical or
experimental methods to the work of creating publicity material.'
"Dr. Carl E. Seashore says: 'Stress the positive aspect, the duty,
and joy of life; use the principle of socialized activity rather than
instruction ; appeal to feeling rather than to reason.'
"Three principles mentioned by those who have been quoted are
reiterated by a number: (1) That positive appeals are more effective
than negative ones, (2) that since information alone is insufficient,

steps must be taken to bring about the formation of those habits
which will make for health, and (3) that human beings are not
guided nearly as much by reason as we have thought in the past, and
that, therefore, we must appeal more to their emotions.
"Several of the psychologists and one of the sanitarians (Mr.
Courtenay Dinwiddie) refer to the laws of conditional reflexes and
habits as applicable to public health education, but they do not
attempt to show in just what ways these laws may be applied in

preparing educational materials and in developing methods for their
use.
" Of the sanitarians, Dr. Donald B. Armstrong makes helpful sug
gestions. He says : ' Certainly one important thing is to remember
that individuals are moved largely by emotions and not ideas: that
we must know the instincts and desires that may be influenced and
direct our appeals to them.' In referring to the possible contribu
tion to be made by the ' psychology of advertising,' he continues :

' It may be important to avoid an imitation of ordinary commercial
advertising methods. The best commercial advertising is placed in
first-class magazines and aims at a middle class with education

enough to enjoy the magazines and money enough to buy the things
advertised therein. This does not reach the great mass, to whom
even the Saturday Evening Post is high brow. Much of our edu
cational effort goes over the heads of the mass, because it follows
commercial standards.'
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" Dr. S. W. Welch also makes helpful suggestions. In his words,
'Applied knowledge (regarding health and disease) is valued in the
degree that it leads to social satisfactions, which include wealth,
power, beauty, health, joy, and service.'
"
Questions 9 and 10 asked for principles or laws which may be

used in ' putting across ' information regarding disease and health
and in influencing behavior in such a way that conduct detrimental
to public health will be avoided.
" Dr. E. S. Woodworth suggests that we should remember in this
connection that ' a large share of adults are on a par in intelligence
with children 10 or 13,' and ' nevertheless the adult does not like to
be talked down to like a child.' He also proposes as useful a ' law
of " projection "—the tendency to attribute objectionable behavior to
others rather than to the self. It is easier to get people to object to
others sneezing into the air than to get the individual to have much
conscience about doing so. Thus social pressure may be created.'
" Dr. Joseph Peterson also believes in the effectiveness of social
pressure. He cites the principle that ' individual purposive conduct
is affected largely by approval or disapproval, or imagined approval
or disapproval.' ' Get people to feel or imagine,' he says. ' the dis
approval of society in connection with wrong conduct.' Doctor
Peterson also suggests that we must remember that a large per cent
of people have low intelligence.
" Dr. Aaron J. Rosanoff suggests that the gregarious instinct (loy
alty to herd appeal) may be used effectively in influencing behavior.
" Dr. Henry T. Moore believes that ' the repetition of stimulus

(such as catch phrases) and habitual attitude
' has value for the

same purpose.
" Mr. D. Edgar Rice says that principles or laws for use in ' put
ting across ' information regarding disease and health ' can be deter
mined only by investigation. A priori opinions by those who have
not made a special study of the problems are of little value.'
" Doctor Watson, Doctor Seashore, and others believe that fear
must be appealed to in our efforts to influence behavior.
" Of the sanitarians, Doctor Armstrong and Doctor Welch make
definite suggestions. The former says that in attempting to influence
behavior conducive to health ' it is important to appeal to certain
fundamental interests and instinct, such as personal welfare, love of
family, pride in community, individual desire for superiority, etc'
" The next question was :
"What are the chief limitations of psychology in its application to
public-health education?
" Dr. R. S. Woodworth believes that besides scientific principles,
common sense and imagination are needed to apply those principles
to concrete problems.
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" Dr. L. M. Terman says : ' We don't know enough about the psy
chology of normal development.'
"There are no limitations of psychology in its application to
public-health education, ' except money to carry out the work and the
right kind of men,' says Dr. John B. Watson.
"Dr. S. W. Welch says that psychology is a comparatively new
science, still in the experimental stage. To continue in his own
words: 'A popular demand for knowledge in the field of applied
psychology has led to its exploitation by numerous half-baked
pseudoscientists whose public utterances have tended to discredit it
among thinking people.' "
"
Questions 12 and 13 refer to the usefulness of Doctor Watson's

study of venereal disease educational materials and to the desir
ability of similar studies. Many of those replying were not familiar
with this study, and therefore could not answer these questions.
Dr. Knight Dunlap states that the study was 'useful as a ground
breaker, to develop methods and show the lack of precise informa
tion available.'
" Dr. Adelbert Ford says that the study was ' very useful.' 'We
need more of it,' he continues, ' but more carefully worked out.'
" Dr. Henry T. Moore believes that we need ' a study of the
effectiveness of religious sanctions in relation to personal hygiene':
also ' studies of the relation of athletic interest to personal hygiene."
"Dr. L. M. Terman says in regard to Doctor Watson's study:

' I think it gave an interesting cross-section view of opinion * * *.
We do not need similar studies. We need facts, not opinions. Must
have carefully controlled researches if we are to get anywhere.'
(Doctor Terman may refer to Watson and Lashley's 'Consensus
of medical opinion upon questions related to sex education and
venereal disease campaigns.' published in Mental Hygiene, Oc
tober, 1920. instead of to the study of venereal disease educational

material.)
"Dr. Z. C. Dickinson suggests that we should select communi
ties where reliable health statistics are kept, conduct campaigns in
public-health education in one community and not in the other, and
compare results with the aid of statistics.
" In conclusion, the question was asked :
" What kind of scientists should be recruited to develop vn a more
systematic manner the work of public-health education?
" The question suggested three kinds : ' Psychologists,' ' advertis

ing psychologist,' ' educational psychologist.' and a line was left for
naming ' any other kind of scientist.'
" In the replies of the 10 sanitarians, the educational psychologist
is mentioned six times, the general psychologist three times, and the



advertising psychologist twice. Dr. S. W. Welch believes that
we need the educational psychologist for this work. ' But the ad
visory service of these scientists,' he says, ' should be recruited from
among the recognized leaders of education within the State and
Nation rather than by setting up a competitive leadership in educa
tional psychology within the State board of health.'
" It is significant that each of the sanitarians believes that some
kind of a psychologist is needed to develop in a more systematic
manner the work of public-health education. Only one in the group
(Mr. Courtenay Dinwiddie) cites the need for any other kind of a
scientist. As previously stated, he suggests the importance of the
biologist and the sociologist.
" In examining the replies of the 21 psychologists to this question
we find the general psychologist recommended thirteen times, the

advertising psychologist eight times, the educational psychologist
eleven times, the psychiatrist twice, a sanitarian of some kind seven
times, the sociologist once. Mr. D. Edgar Rice seems to think that
other kinds of scientists are not now so necessary as is the psycholo
gist. ' The scientific facts are sufficiently determined,' he says.
' The problem is one of " putting across " propaganda.'
" In the preliminary statement regarding the questionnaire, atten
tion was invited to the present confusion in the minds of sanitarians
and educators regarding the meaning of the term ' public health
education.' It was suggested that the term has been used at various
times to refer to at least five different types of work which were
described. Dr. C. E. Turner proposes that these five types of work
be differentiated by the use of the following terms :

"(1)
' Health training ' or ' health instruction ' to refer to teach

ing children in school health habits and giving them health infor
mation.

"(2)
' Public health training ' to refer to teaching men and women

to become health officers and nurses.

"(3)
1Health education'' to refer to teaching present and pros

pective school-teachers how to teach health habits and how to give
health information.

"(4)
1Publicity work'' to refer to 'selling public health to the

people ' so that they will give moral and financial support to public
health agencies and public health work.

"(5)
' Popular health education' to refer to the giving to the

general nonschool-attending public information regarding disease
and hygiene, and influencing their behavior so that they will avoid
disease and not expose other persons to infections."
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HEALTH OF THE NAVY.

Although the time is approaching when the annual increase in
sickness from infectious diseases of the respiratory type must be ex
pected, the vital statistics of the Navy for the month of October in
dicate a continuance of very satisfactory health conditions. The
figures show merely a 5 per cent increase in admission rates from
respiratory diseases, including acute tonsillitis and acute bronchitis,

for the past month as compared with September.
Indeed, there was a decrease in admissions for influenza during
October, the admission rate for the entire Navy falling from 14.2
to 11.7 per 1,000 per annum. This rate is only about half the ex
perienced median October rate for recent years. The weekly health
index compiled by the United States Bureau of the Census from
telegraphic returns from 71 representative cities for the week ended
November 3 shows that the combined weekly death rate curve is
following the curves for 1922 and 1921 very closely. There are no
indications at present that influenza will become widely epidemic.
However, a greater prevalence must be expected than in veal's im
mediately preceding the recent pandemic. The decrease in admis
sions for influenza in October was due to a 50 per cent decrease
among the forces ashore. The admission rate for personnel afloat
was practically the same as for the previous month. From the entire
Navy reports of 114 cases were received. Twenty cases were re
ported by the battle fleet and 31 by the scouting fleet.
Pneumonia as well as influenza caused fewer admissions during
October, only 21 cases being reported for the whole Navy as com
pared with 28 during September. The admission rate for the month
was about 30 per cent less than the median rate for the corresponding
month during the past five years.
Mumps was somewhat less prevalent in October than during the
previous month. The admission rate for the United States fleet
was about nine times as great as the rate for all forces ashore. With
regard to actual cases, 152 were reported from the fleets, 132 from
the battle fleet, and 6 from the scouting fleet, while but 10 cases were
reported from all shore stations. No case was reported by any shore
station in the United States. It would therefore appear that the
cases now occurring on board ship are not dependent upon infection
introduced by the transfer of men from naval training stations.
It remains for ships that are now dealing with mumps cases to trace
their sources of infection. During September and October the
U. S. S. Texas has reported 138 cases, the U. S. S. Ohlahoma 39.
and the U. S. S. Maryland 27 cases.
German measles, which was quite prevalent two months ago, has
ceased to figure in morbidity reports, only 7 cases having been re

ported by the entire Navy during October.
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Ten cases of scarlet fever were reported from the naval training
station, Great Lakes, 111., during October. It has not yet been re
ported whether all these cases occurred among incoming recruits.
Since then the diagnosis has been changed in four cases to tonsillitis
or other title. With this exception scarlet fever is not prevalent at
this time.
Dengue continues prevalent among marines in Haiti and Santo
Domingo, 80 cases having been reported as occurring among ap
proximately 4,000 marines. One hundred and four cases developed
among these forces in September and 79 in August. Twenty cases
were reported from other naval units in October, five from the
Asiatic Fleet. Dengue continues to be more prevalent than in recent
years.
The Navy has been comparatively free from malaria this autumn.
It is gratifying to note that a steady decrease in the incidence has
taken place during the worst part of the malaria season, the cases
notified for the entire service decreasing from 159 in August to 93
in September and 74 in October. Approximately half of the cases
occurred among marines in Haiti and Santo Domingo.
Diseases of the digestive system caused fewer admissions in Octo
ber than in September. The total admission rate for disease, 412.9
per 1,000 per annum was low for the month of October, the median
rate for the last three years being 576. Noninfectious diseases, as
well as infections, caused fewer admissions to the sick list.
The rate for venereal diseases was also low for the month of
October—99.25 as compared with the unusually high rate of 147.88
per 1,000 per annum in September. This rate (for the whole Navy)
fluctuates a great deal as a result of the lack of regularity with
which morbidity reports are received. The rate for forces afloat
which is compiled from monthly reports of venereal disease (Form
A), was 138.56 for all ships, month of September, as compared with
150.35 in August. The rate for shore stations in the United States
dropped from 69 in September to 55.5 in October.
The rate for accidental injuries continues higher than three-year
median rates for corresponding months. The admission rate, entire
Navy, for all injuries and poisonings was 73.6 per 1,000 per annum
in October as compared with 76.8 in September. The three-year
October median rate is 66.2. Injuries which resulted from the
grounding of destroyers at Pedernales Point, Calif., contributed
to keep the rate high, because many of the Form F cards were not
received until October.
The following table contains the rates per 1,000 per annum for
the principal communicable diseases, October, 1923. For com
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parison corresponding median rates are given for the same month,
years 1918 to 1922, inclusive:

Cerebrospinal fever.
Diphtheria
German measles
Influenza
Malaria
Measles
Mumps
Pneumonia
Scarlet fever
Smallpox
Tuberculosis
Tvphoid fever

October,
1918-1982.

0 0

.31 .21

. 51 .72

23. 95 11. 70

28.02 7.59

3.90 1.74

6.43 16.62

3. 05 2.16

.49 .82
0 0

4. 11 1.74
.09 0

TYPHOID FEVEE EEPOKTS.

The following cases of typhoid and paratyphoid fever have re
cently been reported to the bureau.
Case I.—Private, U. S. M. C. Admitted to sick list, naval hospital,
Guam. June 13, 1923. Typhoid bacilli recovered from the blood.
Agglutination tests positive in the higher dilutions. The disease ran
a very mild course. Convalescent September 4, 1923 : stool positive
for typhoid bacilli.
He received typhoid prophylaxis January 11, 18, and 25, 1921.
Case II.—Keported from U. S. S. Ashtville as occurring at
Swatow, in June, 1923. Both typhoid and paratyphoid infections
were prevalent ashore. Diagnosis was not confirmed by laboratory
tests. Clinically a mild case of typhoid fever with the appearance
of rose spots on the seventh day after admission.
This man received three injections of triple typhoid vaccine, the
last injection April 16, 1923.
Case III.—Paratyphoid " B " infection. Private, U. S. M. C. Ad
mitted to the sick list, naval hospital, Guam, upon arrival at Guam.
June 19, 1923, with diagnosis " bacillary dysentery ." He had been
ashore on liberty in Honolulu, June 5, 1923. having left the marine
barracks. Mare Island. Calif., May 29, 1923. June 6, at sep,, be de
veloped fever, abdominal distress, and diarrhea. The symptoms
gradually increased in severity and upon admission to hospital in
Guam 13 days later he was emaciated and had a septic temperature.
Blood culture negative. No agglutination of typhoid bacilli. The
disease ran a mild course. July 20, 1923. paratyphoid " B " bacilli
isolated from his stool.
He received typhoid prophylaxis, three injections, November 7.
14. and 21. 1922.
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Case IV.—Paratyphoid "B" infection. Private, U. S. M. C.
Admitted to the sick list, United States marine detachment, Ameri
can Legation, Peking, China, August 22, 1923. Diagnosis con
firmed by agglutination of paratyphoid "B" bacilli (dilution not
stated). Low titer agglutination (1 to 40) of paratyphoid "A"
bacilli also obtained.
Health record (signature illegible) indicated that he received
injections of typhoid vaccine October 17, 26, and November 2, 1922.
Case V.—Paratyphoid "A" infection. Private, U. S. M. C. Ad
mitted to the sick list, United States marine detachment, American
Legation, Peking, China, June 18, 1923. Diagnosis confirmed by
isolating paratyphoid bacillus "A" from the urine. He recovered
and was discharged to duty on July 9, 1923.
Health record (signature illegibile) indicated that he received
prophylaxis December 20, 27, 1921, and January 3, 1922.

VITAL STATISTICS.

The Monthly Health Index, which is published on the 15th of
each month, contains the statistical data for individual ships and
shore stations. The statistics appearing in this Bulletin are sum
maries compiled from those published in the Monthly Health Index.
Annual rates, shown in the succeeding statistical table, are ob
tained as follows:
The total number of admissions to the sick list or the number of
deaths reported during the period indicated is multiplied by ^ffi
or 3^ or 12, depending upon whether the period includes four or
five weeks or a calendar month. The product is then multipled by
1,000 and divided by the average complement.

E. R. Stitt.

Table No. 1.—Monthly report of morbidity in United States Navy and Marine
Corps for the month of October, 192S.

Average strength
All causes:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Disease only:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000 - •- -

Communicable diseases, exclusive of venereal disease
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Venereal disease:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Injuries and poisons:
Number of admissions
Annual rate per 1,000

Forces
afloat.

74, 816

2,853
425.51

2,238
359.11

315
50.51

754
120.93

414
66.40

Forces
ashore.

42,151

2,618
745.32

2,219
631.73

217
61.78

94.52

399
113.59

Entire
Navy.

116,967

5,271
540.76

4.458
457.35

532
54.57

1,086
111.41

813
83.41

Marine
Corps.

20,701

909
570.83

748
467.72

136
85.41

137
86.03

161
101.11
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Table No. 2.—Number of admissions reported by Form F cards for certain
diseases for the month of October, 19S3.

Diseases
Injuries and poisons. .

Total admissions .

Class III:
Appendicitis, acute
Autointoxication, intestinal .
Cholangitis, acute
Cholecystitis, acute
Cholelithiasis
Colitis, acute
Constipation
Enteritis, acute
Gastritis, acute catarrhal
Gastroenteritis
Hemorrhoids
Pharyngitis, acute
Ulcer of duodenum
Ulcer of mouth
Ulcer of stomach

Total.

Class VII:
Varicocele.,

Class VIII:
Diphtheria.
German me
Influenza
Measles
Mumps
Pneumonia, broncho.
Pneumonia, lobar
Scarlet fever
Whooping cough

Total.

Class IX:
Dysentery, bacillary. . .
Dysentery, entamebic.

Total.

Class X:
Dengue. . .
Filariasis..
Malaria . . .

Total.

Class XI:
Tuberculosis (all forms) .

Class XII;
Chancroid
Gonococcus infection .
Syphilis

Total.

Class XVIII:
llronchitis, acute
Laryngitis, acute
Pleurisy, acute fibrinous. .
Rhinitis, acute
Tonsilitis, acute follicular.

Total

Class XX:
Hemiir

Forces afloat,
Navy and ma
rines (strength,
74,816).

Number
of ad
missions.

Annual
rate per
1,000.

Forees ashore,
Navy and ma
rines (strength,
42,151).

Number
of ad
missions.

2.239
414

2,653

29
g
IS
li
1
0
13
14 i

56

li
2
1
1

359.11
66.40

2.219
399

425.51

4.65
1.28
2.41
0
.16
0
2.09
2.25
.96
8.82
2.09
1.41
.32
.16
.16

2, 618

167 26.79 211

1.28

14
152
1
3
3
li

XT

.32

.96
13.79
2.25
24.3X
.16
.48
.48
0

42.82

.16

.16

.32

3.21
0
2 73

Annual
rate per
1,000.

631.73
113.59

745.32

10.25
2.85
3.70
.57
I)
.85
8.26
7.97
3.70
14.52
3.42
3.99
0
0
0

60.07

Total, Navy and

Number
of ad-

4.468
813

5,271

1
3
42
a
If
108
2.'.
a
a

i

378

0
.28
7.97
.85
2.85
1.71
3. 13
1.42
28

18.50

.85

1.71

22.78
.28
16.23

2
7
114
17
163
7
14

332

100
1
74

175

-l'J
466
69

108
2
5
6
199 !

35. 16
74.74
11.07

17.32
.32
.80
.96
31.92

51.32

59
223
SO

189
2

17
125

342

16.80
63 49
14.23

278
689
119

53.81
.67
2. 56
4.84
35 59

97.36

7.40 1

297
4
.14
23
324

662

IB
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Table No. 3.—Summary of annual admission rates for venereal disease reported
from ships for September and from various shore stations for the four-week
period October 7 to November S, 19ZS.

Annual rate per 1,000,
September.

Average rate since July 1, 1923.

Mini
mum
rate.

Mean
rate.

Maxi- Mini
mum i mum
rate. rate.

Mean
rate.

Maxi
mum
rate.

All
Battleship divisions-
Battle fleet
Scouting fleet
Asiatic fleet

Destroyer squadrons-
Battle fleet
Scouting fleet
Asiatic fleet

Miscellaneous— 1
Battle fleet
Scouting fleet
Asiatic fleet

Naval forces, Europe
Special service squadron, bases on Panama.
Naval transportation service
Special duty •
Miscellaneous and district vessels

An naval districts in the United States
First naval district
Third naval district
Fourth naval district
Fifth naval district
Sixth naval district
Seventh naval district
Eighth naval district
Ninth naval district
Eleventh naval district
Twelfth naval district
Thirteenth naval district

50.93
56.34
0

0
0
166.34

0
0
0
0
100.28
0
0
0

138.66

107.07
120.69
386.38

58.23
143.08
286.36

124.54
112.41
366.70
177.94
189.72
163.84
109.17
296.77

1,157.36

249.38 74.70
259.98 104.52
1,157.36 0

558.14 0
593.26 0
638.30 0

654.55 0
1,066.67 0
952.38 44.94
381.35 0
262.77 67.23
403.36 20.69
279.07 0
471.61 0

Annual rate per 1,000, Oct.
7 to Nov. 3, 1923.

0
0
24.95
20.90
0
35.97
0
16.07
116.27
0
73.52
0

55.47
66.79
69.03
56.03
42.50
43.24
0
53.89
116.27
19.31
170.27
71.56

323.65
323.65
107.00
84.42
75.04
147.73
0
250.00
116.27
28.21
317.99
91.33

0
29.62
11.54
22.84
0
46.22
0
42.67
104.68
15.95
32.62
36.25

114.49
164.46
534.80

82.59
178.91
279.65

118.34
129.22
350.44
208.26
192.34
161.86
83.87
2ia03

68.49
57.35
78.43
109.60
66.63
60.38
0
46.82
104.68
32.93
85.28
93.64

1,287.80

140.64
281.31
1,125.00

354.24
533.33
1,287.80

424.78
600.00
1,008.40
441.47
289.45
336.73
585.37
578.10

247.23
180.05
130.00
55.44
108.76
247.23
0
66.12
104.68
80.38
165.29
181.44

RATIO OF GONOOOCCDS AND SYPHILIS INFECTIONS TO TOTAL CASES OF
VENEREAL .DISEASE.

All ships
Battleship division-
Battle fleet
Scouting fleet •
Asiatic fleet

Destroyer squadrons-
Battle fleet
Scouting fleet
Asiatic fleet

Miscellaneous—"
Battle fleet
8couting fleet
Asiatic fleet

Naval forces, Europe
Special service squadron bases on Panama
Naval transportation service
Special duty
Miscellaneous and district vessels
• Vessels of train, base, air squadrons, etc.

Per cent, Septem
ber.

Peroentsinoe July
1, 1923.

Gono-
coccus.

Syphilis. Gono-
coccus.

Syphilis.

67.08 9.72 69.37 8.31

87.14 7.14 88.05 7.74
65.15 12.12 70.07 6.34
36.54 23.08 39.90 16.26

89.28 10.72 91.89 4.50
55.10 6.12 60.33 6.52
61.90 9.52 50.75 13.43

88.23 5.88 89.19 4.50
69.39 16.33 66.88 14.37
62.07 0 50.00 12.12
66.67 4.17 65.48 5.95
50.00 5.00 56.72 1.49
54.00 2.00 66.45 5.16
61.54 23.08 66.00 10.00
61,28 17.95 61.04 9.09
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Table No. 3.—Summary of annual admission rates for venereal disease reported
from ships for September and from various shore stations, etc.—Con tinned.

RATIO OF GONOCOCCUS AND SYPHILIS INFECTIONS TO TOTAL CASES OF
VENEREAL DISEASE—Continued.

All naval districts in the United States
First naval district
Third naval dlstript
Fourth naval district
Fifth naval district
Sixth naval district
Seventh naval district
Eighth naval district
Ninth naval district
Eleventh naval district
Twelfth naval district
Thirteenth naval district

Per cent, Oct. 7
to Nov. 3, 1923.

Per cent since July
1, 1923.

Oono- Syphilis. Gono-
coocus. Syphilis.

85.81 4.48 78.54 9.59
91.67 8.33 81.81 16.09
75.00 8.33 70.69 13.79
83.33 0 78.43 9.89
83.33 8.33 73.81 10.48
77.78 11.11 71.11 6.97
0 0 0 0
75.00 0 81.25 0
100.00 0 83.33 8.00
100.00 0 82.35 8.82
72.00 0 88.54 1.92
100.00 0 98.88 3.U

Table No. 4.—Number of admissions reported by Form F cards and annual
rates per 1,000, entire Navy, for the four-week period October 7 to November
3, 1923, inclusive.

Total (comple
ment, !lfi,9S7).

Classes.

Diseases of blood
Diseases of circulatory system
Diseases of digestive system
Diseases of ductless glands and spleen—
Diseases of ear
Diseases of eye and adnexa
Diseases of genl to-urinary system (non-
venereal) ..........
Communicablo diseases transmissible by
oral and nasal discharges
Communicable diseases transmissible by
Intestinal discharges
Communicable diseases transmissible by
insects and other arthropods
Tuberculosis (all forms)
Venereal diseases
Other diseases of infective type
Diseases of lymphatic system
Diseases of mind
Diseases of motor system
Diseases of nervous system
Diseases of respiratory system
Diseases of skin, hair, and nails
Hernia
Miscellaneous diseases and conditions
Parasites (fungi and certain animal para
sites)
Tumors
Injuries
Poisons

Total
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Table No. 5.—Deaths reported, entire Navy, for the four-week period October 7
to November 3. 19SS, inclusive.

Navy Marine
Corps
(strength.
20,700.

Total

(31»

1 0 1
1 0 I
1 0 1
0 1 1
t 2 6
23 1 24
13 1 13
2 2 4

44 7 51
5.94
.95

4.40
1.88

5.67
1.11

Cause.

Pneumonia, broncho
Tuberculosis, chronic pulmonary .
Svphills
Malignant growths
Other diseases
Drowning i
Injuries*
Poisons

Total
Annual death rate per 1,000,all causes
Annual death rate per 1,000,diseases onlv .

1 There were 23 drownings reported (rom the destroyers grounded at Pederual&s Point, Calif., Sept. 8,
1923.
' Included in the table are 4 deaths from injuries caused by the collapse of the V. S. naval hospital,
Yokohama, Japan, as a result of an earthquake Sept. 1, 1923.

"

65456—23- -10
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